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PREFACE BY THE GENERAL EDITOR.

The present volume corresponds to Parts XII. and XIII. of the Old Testament Division of

Dr. Lange's Biblework, and contains the Solomonic writings, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the

SoKG OF Solomon. They form an important part of the Old Testament, and give us the poetry

and practical philosophy of the wisest of men, with none of his follies and sins, which were over-

ruled in his writings for the advancement of wisdom and virtue.

The English translation, with additions and improvements, was intrusted to three eminent

Oriental and Biblical Scholars, too well known in America to need an introduction. They have

done their work well, and have added very materially to the value as well as the size of the

original.

In this volume the text of the Authorized Version is superseded by a new metrical version in

accordance with the laws of Hebrew poetry. The same will be the case in the other poetical

books of the 0. T. To retain the prose version of King James' revisers, and to insert the cor-

rections in brackets, would conceal to the reader the beauties of the original as a work of art. In

Ecclesiastes, Prof. Tayler Lewis has thought best to retain the common version for the Com-

mentary, and to give his metrical version as a separate appendix.

Some remarks will introduce the author of this part of the Bibleioork, and explain the relation

which the several parts of the American edition sustain to the German.

Dr. ZOCKLER.

The author of this Commentary on the Solomonic writings belongs to the younger generation

of German divines, and appears now for the first time in an English dress ; none of his previous

writings having been translated.

Dr. Otto Zockler was born at Griinberg, in the Grand Duchy of Hesse, May 27, 1833. Af-

ter a thorough training in classical and oriental philology, philosophy and theology, he entered

the career of an academic teacher of theology, A. D., 1856, as privatim docens, in the University

of Giessen ; he advanced to the position of professor extraordinarius in 1863, and in the autumn

of 1866 he was called by the Prussian Government as professor ordinarius to the University of

Greifswald, in Pomerania, where he still labors with fidelity and success. He is a very able and

learned divine, a fertile author, a modest, retiring and amiable gentleman, of unblemished cha-

racter, a little hard of hearing, and hence the more devoted to the cultivation of the inner life by

study and contemplation, yet wide awake to all the living questions of the age. His learning covers

a large ground, especially Exegesis of the 0. and N. Testaments, Church History, Apologetics, Na-

tural Sciences. His biography of St. Jerome, with which I am quite familiar, is one of the best

historical monographs. He is now engaged on Daniel for Lange's Bibleivork.

The following is a chronological list of Dr. Zockler's writings to the present date :

De vi ac notione vocabuli e^Trig in iV! To. diss, inmiguralis. Giss., 1857.

Theologia naturalis. Entwurf einer systematischen Naturtheologie vom qffenbarungsgldU'

bigen Standpuncte aus. Bd. I. Frankft. a M., 1860.

Kritische Geschichte der Askese ( Critical History of Asceticism) ; ein Bcitrag zur Ge-

schichte chrisllicher Sitte und Cultur. Frankft. 1862.

HiERONYMUS ; sein Beben u. Wirken aus seinen Schriften dargestelU. Gotha, 1864.
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Dis Evangelienkritik und das Lehenshild Christi nach der Schrift. 2 Vortrdge. Darmstadt,

1864.

Oommenlar zu den Sprtjechen Salomonis. 1866. -j

Comvientar zum Hohenlied u. Predigee. 1868. > in Lange's Bihleworh.

Commentar zum PropJieten Daniel (in course of preparation). J

Die Urgescliichte der Erde u. des Menschen
(
The Primilive History of Earth and Man).

6 Vortrdge gehalten in Hamburg. Giitersloh, 1868.

Prof. ZoCKLEE is also the principal editor of a valuable apologetic monthly entitled : Der Beweis

des Glaubens {The Evidence of Faith), Giitersloh (Westphalia), since 1865, and of the Allgememe

Literarische Anzeigerfur das evang. Deutschland [General Literary Intelligencer for Evange-

lical Germany), published at Giitersloh, since 1869.

PROVERBS.

Prof. ZoCKLER introduces his commentary on this storehouse of practical philosophy and

heavenly wisdom with the following preface :

"A theological and homiletic exposition of the Book of Proverbs has diflSculties to contend

with which exist in an equal degree in but few books of the Old Testament, and in none in quite

the same form. Even the most searching investigation is able to gain only partially and ap-

proximately fixed points for the determination of the time when the book originated, and of the

editorship of its several main divisions as it is now constructed. In almost every new group of

Proverbs the linguistic and theological exposition of the individual Proverbs encounters new dif-

ficulties—and these difficulties are, in many cases, of such a sort that we must utterly despair

of fully assured exegetical results. And finally, to treat the book homiletically and practically,

in so far as it regards only brief passages, is rendered more difficult by the obscurity of many
single sentences; and in so far as it attempts to embrace large sections, by the unquestionable

lack of fixed order and methodical structure, which appears at least in the central main division

of the collection (chap. x. 1—xxii. 16), as well as in the supplement added by Hezekiah's men
(chaps. XXV.—xxix.)."

" To this is to be added the imperfection of previous expository works, both the scientific and

the practical." [The author then reviews the recent commentaries of Hitzig, Umbreit, Ew-
ALD, Bertheau, Vaihinger, and Elster, as well as the older works of Michaelis, Geier,

Starke, Stocker, Melanchthon, and concludes:]

" In view of this condition of exegetical literature, heretofore so unsatisfactory in many ways,

the author has at least attempted, with the most conscientious application of his powers, and

with the use of the most important works that have hitherto appeared, to effect what might be

done tj relieve these difficulties, which exi^t in all directions in considerable numbers. . . .

Over many of the obscurities that exist, he hopes that he has thrown substantially the right

light ; with regard to others, that he has turned attention to the most promising avenues to an

appropriate exposition and a useful application ; and that for the whole he has proposed a mean-

ing essentially sound, scientifically defensible, and, for that very reason, edifying."

The work on Proverbs was first committed to the hands of the late Robinson P. Dunn, D. D.,

Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature in Brown University. He was one of the most

accomplished scholars of New England, and " one of those rare men who, by a happy combina-

tion of the gifts of nature and of grace, seemed adapted to usefulness in every department of

life." But he had scarcely collected a complete apparatus and finished the rough draft of his

translation as far as the opening sentences of § 9 of the Introduction, when he was suddenly

called to his rest, Aug. 28, 1867, in Newport, R. I., the place of his birth, at the age of forty-

three. His last words were similar to those of Dr. Neander: "Good-by,'l am going home."

His pen was found in the Commentary on the Proverbs, at the page he had reached, as a sign

of his last study on earth. His initials are attached to the notes he added.*

• An elegant memorial volume, published by his widow, pp. 237, contains a biographical sketch by Dr. Samuel L. Cald-

VTELi., the Commemorative Discourse delivered, at the request of the Faculty of Rrown University, by the Kev. J. L. Dimax,

Prof<ijsi)r of History in the University, and selections from the writings of Dr. DusN, which give evi^3ence of his accurate

Bcholiirsliip, elegant taste, lovely character and elevated piety.
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After the lamented death of Professor Dunn, I secured the valuable services of Dr. Aiken,

then Professor of Latin Literature in Princeton College, and since called to the Presidency of

Union College, in the State of New York. A hasty glance at the translation and the grammati-

cal and critical notes is sufficient to convince the reader how much of original research and learn-

ing, in addition to the labor of a faithful translation, has been bestowed upon this part of the

American edition of Lange. In compliance with my suggestion, the purely grammatical parts

of the Commentary have been transferred as far as practicable to the textual department, in

small type, which the lay reader may pass by. The same rule has been followed in Ecclesiastes,

and the Song, as it had already been done in Genesis. An unusual number of grammatical re-

ferences has been made to Bottcher's encyclopaedic Grammar, which, in the exhaustive fullness

of its citations, amounts almost to a commentary on the Hebrew Scriptures. The same scholarly

hand is seen in the large number of supplementary and illustrative notes which are scattered

through the exegetical parts. The elder English commentators, like Trapp, Muffet, are cited

not for their scientific, but for their sterling practical value. Of recent commentators, Stuart

and MuENSCHEE, of our own country, both unknown to Dr. Zockler, have justly been laid un-

der contribution. Considerable additions have also been made to the homiletical department

from our rich and varied literature.

ECCLESIASTES.

After the translating and editing of Zockleb's Koheleth had been undertaken by Prof. Tay-

LER Lewis, who had so admirably edited the greater part of Genesis, it was found that the state

of his health, and the heavy additions which he felt it necessary to make, rendered assistance in-

dispensable. By my advice, therefore, there was procured the valuable aid of his col-

league. Prof. Wells, of Union College. To him that important part, the translation, is

due. For the added introductions, dissertations, annotations, the Metrical Version, and the

editing generally. Prof. Lewis is responsible. It is trusted that these will afford no little aid to

a better comprehension of this strange and wonderfully impressive portion of Holy Scripture.

We have here the ripe fruits of long continued biblical studies from one of our most venerable

scholars, who is a man of genius as well as learning. The Metrical Version in Iambic measure,

with an introduction thereto, is a new feature, to which we direct the special attention of the

lovers of Hebrew poetry.

As a help to the reader, it is thought best to give, as was done in the volume containing

Genesis, an index to the principal additions of Prof. Lewis. Some of these are of considerable

extent and unusual interest, and they may all be divided into two classes, according as they are

contained in the body of the pages, or in marginal notes.

I. extended dissertations on leading ideas.

1. Appendix to Zocklek's Introduction, defending the Solomonic origin of the book

against the objections drawn from the style, and the alleged later Hebrew pp. 28-35

2. Excursus on the Olamic or Ionian Words in Scripture—Eternities, or World-times in

the plural. Ch. i. 3 44-51

3. The Inquisition of the Ages. Ch. iii. 11-15. Cyclical Ideas in Koheleth 72-76

4. Alleged Historical Allusions in Koheleth. Ch. iv. 14, 15 84-87

5. Koheleth'a Idea of the Dead. Ch. ix. 15 129-131

6. The Alleged Epicureanism of Koheleth. His Mournful Irony. Ch. ix. 7-10; xi. 9, 10. 131-136

7. The Unknown Way of the Spirit. Life. The Divine Secret in Nature. Ch. xi. 5... 147-151

8. Koheleth's Description of Old Age intended for the Sensualist 152-154

9. Beth 01am, or "the Eternal House." xii. 5 158-160

10. Introduction to Metrical Version, maintaining the Poetical Character of the Book.,.. 171-181

11. Metrical Version, divided into 40 Meditations 183-199

II. THE PRINCIPAL MARGINAL NOTES.

1. The metaphor of the Horses of the Sun. i. 5 38

2. The Reining of the Flesh ; the Word •\V'0. Ch. ii. 3 54-55

3. r\ntyi mi?, il. 8, falsely rendered ^'musical instruments" 56-57
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4. The word chance 54

5. Exclamatory style of Koheleth 54

6. " There is nothing better for a man," etc. (controverted), ii. 24 56

7. "The world in their heart." iii. 11 67-68

8. Ilere, there—Diesseits, Jenseits, or the coming retribution, iii. 17 69-70

9. "Who knoweth the spirit of man that goeth upward?" iii. 21 71-72

10. The Melancholy of Epicureanism, as contrasted with the style of the Sacred Poetry 80-81

11. Vain Predictings, Superstitions, e^c 91

12. The King, and the Field .'. 92

13. Spirituality of the Hebrew Accents, "The (?oorf that is ^aj> " 94-95

14. The Naming—Adam. vi. 10 101

15. The "Light of thy countenance" :•••• 1^1

16. The oppression of the wise man 106

17. " Wisdom giveth life." vii. 12 107

18. Over-righteousness, Over-wisdom 108

19. Soliloquizing style of Koheleth 113-114

20. "The wicked buried"—the "going to and from the Holy Place." viii. 10 119

21. " The days of thy vain life." Pathetic Repetition, ix. 9 126

22. False logical and ethical divisions of many commentators 137

23. "Dead flies." x 138

24. "Knows not how to go to the city;" interpretation of x. 14, 15 141-142

25. Speech of the prattling fool. False view of Hitzig 142

26. "The sight of the eyes," and "the way of the heart." xi. 9 152

27. " Keepers of the house"—" the Grinders "—" the Light darkened "—"Clouds after rain." 154

28. " Those who look out of the windows." " The doors shut in the streets." 155

29. The Mill, and the constant grinding of an ancient household ; with illustration from

the Odyssey 155-156

30 The Almond Tree 157

31. Images of the Silver cord, the Golden bowl, the Fountain, etc 160

32. Creatlonism. xii. 27 164

33. The " making many books " 168

To these may be added many minor marginal notes, together with the notes on particular

words, the ancient versions, and various readings, as they are attached to each division of the

text. Special attention is here paid to words alleged to belong to the later Hebrew.

THE SONG OF SOLOMON.

The Commentary on the Song of songs [D");t^n Tp, Sept.: ^Aa/ia aa/xdruv, Vulg.: Canticum

caniicorum], as this most beautiful of poems of pure and holy love is called, was prepared by the

Rev. Dr. Green, Professor in the Theological Seminary at Princeton.

The difficulty of the book is such as to allow considerable latitude of individual opinion, but

it is all important to have a proper view of its spirit and aim. The German author justly rejects

both the profane rationalistic exposition which can see no more in the Song than a sensual erotic

poem, and the opposite allegorical interpretation which regards the persons and objects described

as mere figures or names for spiritual persons and objects, leaving a large margin for random

guess-work and unbridled extravagance.* Most nearly agreeing with his friend, t'rof. Delitzsch,

* The aUegorical interpretation, it must be admitted, has tho authority of many of the greatest divines, both Jewish and

Christian, Catholic and Evangelical, and is also sanctioned by tho headings of our English Bible. It will probably alway*

retain tho ascendancy in tho pulpit, and in books for popular devotion. Many of the most eloquent sermons (as St. Ber-

nard's Sermnnes in cant, cant., an^l Krummacher's Salnmo und Sidamith), and of tho sweetest hymns (by Oerhardt, Dess-

LER, Drese, Zixzendobf, Wkslev, and Gdstav IIahn's, Dos Hohe Lied in Lie.dern, Halle, 1853) are based upon this view. If

wo distinguish carefully between exposition and application, wo may allow a considerable latitude for homiletic and ascetic

purposes. One of the very best legitimate practical ai)i)lications of the passage li. 15, I have seen, is in a littlo book of

Mrs. 11. Beechor Stowe, where the " little foxes that spoil the vines" (ii. 15), are applied, in a series of entertaining homilies,

to little faults that disturb domestic happiness. But in .an exegetical point of view most of the allegorical interpretations tura

out to be arbitrary impositions rather than erpositions. Just as I write, a new attempt in this line comes to my eyes in tho

British and Foreign Evangelical Quarterly Review for Oct. 18G9, pp. 773-79G. The writer of this article (iiscovers in the Song
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he adopts the typical or typico- Messianic view, which is not so old and generally received among
orthodox divines as the allegorical, but which has the sanction of such eminent names as Light-

foot, BossTJET, LowTH, and is more natural and in harmony with the typical and prophetical

character of the whole ancient theocracy, as foreshadowing the substance of Christianity, and pre-

paring the way for its introduction.

The Canticles are probably a nuptial song or lyric drama (melo-drama) from Solomon's best

period, and present the ideal Hebrew view of marriage as established by God Himself in Paradise

on the basis of the strongest and tenderest passion He has implanted in man ; and this ideal is

realized in the highest and hohest sense in the relation of Christ to His Church (Comp. Eph.

V. 32).

The American editor, while recording his approval of Zocklee's method and standpoint in

general, especially his typical view (see pp. 19-25), has expressed his dissent from certain parts

of his scheme. He inclines to regard the Canticles as a series of unconnected scenes rather than

a well-arranged, continuous drama, with a regularly unfolded plot, as is done by Zocklee and

Delitzsch, also, with various modifications, by Lowth, Ewald, Umbreit, Bottcher, Hitzig,

Eenan. He is moreover of the opinion that the Song should be more favorably interpreted by

itself than from the history and later character of Solomon as given in the first book of Kings.

In this last point I entirely agree. Any reference to Solomon's polygamy, unless it be in the

way of rebuke, would mar the beauty and purity of the poem, and make it unworthy of its place

in the canon.

The next most considerable addition is to the bibliography at the close of the Introduction

(pp. 43-47), where a pretty full account is given of English and American Commentators on

the Song. The critical and grammatical notes have been very materially enriched both from

the editor's own researches and from the early English translations, and from English commen-

tators.

I must add that Dr. Green had inserted a considerable number of Arabic and Persian words,

but erased nearly all of them in the proof sheets, because, after the type had been procured at con-

siderable trouble, it was found almost impossible to obtain accuracy in characters unknown to

the compositors, and because they rather disfigured the pages.

I now commit this new volume to the churches of the English tongue, with the wish that

it may be as cordially welcomed, and prove as useful, as the other parts of this Commentary.

Philip Schaff.
5, Bible House, New York, Nov. 19, 1869.

a progressive drama beginning at the gates of Eden and running through the light and shade of the history of Judaism and

Christianity till the glory of the millennium. He distinguishes in it the following parts:

1. The Church before the advent, waiting and longing for the coming of Christ. 2d. The theocracy under Solomon, which

in the temple and its worsliip, afford the fullest and clearest typical revelation of Christ which that dispensation admitted

of. 3d. The gradual decadence that followed, in both type and prophecy, which went on till at last it deepened into the

darkness of the captivity. Ith. The sudden opening of the gospel day iu the advent of the Saviour, and the preaching of the

apostles—the voice of the turtle, and the flowers that now begin to cover the earth. 5th. A second night, during which

Christ is again absent ; this lasts longer than the first, and during it a deeper sleep oppresses the church. On awakening,

she is seen seeking her beloved, wounded and bleeding, from the sword of persecution. 6th. The bursting out of the day of

the Reformation—the morning of the millennium—and then the church is beheld " terrible as an army with banners,"

clothed with truth, and shining with a light which makes her the admiration of the nations,—'• fail- as the moon, clear as

the sun."

A few specimens of interpretation on this scheme, will suffice. The kisses of the Bridegroom are the promises of Christ's

coming ; the "Virgins" who love the spouse (ch. i. 3), like the Virgins in the Apocalypse, represent those who had not de-

filed themselves with the idolatrous rites of pagan or papal worship ; the " wilderness " from which the bridegroom comes

on the day of his espousals (iii. 6), is Jewish formalism, Gentile scepticism, and pagan idolatry ; and the clouds of smoke,

which attended the royal progress, are the symbols of mysterious providences.





THE

PROVERBS OF SOLOMON.

INTRODUCTION.

§ 1. THE ETHICAL AND EELIGIOTJS EANK AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROVERBS OF SOLOMON.

The collection of Proverbs ^vhich bears the name of Solomon is the chief storehouse of moral

instruction and of practical wisdom for the chosen people of God under the old dispensation. It

forms, therefore, the principal documentary source of the Ethics of the Old Testament, just as in

the successive steps of a gradual revelation, it is the peculiar office of the Pentateuch to exhibit

the fundamental truths of its Theolog)', the Psalter those of its Anthropology, and the Propheti-

cal Books those of its Cliristology and Soteriology. Some of the more genei'al principles and

postulates of Ethics, especially much of what belongs to the province of the so-called doctrine

of the Highest Good, and, as might be expected, the whole doctrine of the Moral Law, are indeed

found in the Books of Moses. Single topics connected with the doctrine of virtue and obligation

are occasionally more fully discussed in the Psalms and the Prophets. But the special doctrine

of virtue and duty, which must ever hold me chief place in the system of Ethics, finds nowhere

else in the Old Testament so thorough, so individualizing, and so lively a presentation as in the

Proverbs; and even the more general principles of Ethics, as well as the fundamental maxims

of rectitude and law are, if not directly referred to in them, at least incidentally assumed.*

Resting on the basis of the widest and most diverse experience, and adopting the form of the

most thoughtful, pithy and suggestive apothegms, they apply to the life of man in all positions,

relations and conditions, the moral precepts contained in the law. In other words, what the law

reveals as a universal rule for the national Hfe of the covenant people in a religious and a politi-

cal aspect, the Proverbs apply to the relations and obligations of the private life of each indivi-

dual of that people. The principle of consecration through fellowship with Jehovah, the God of

the Covenant, which was revealed through Moses, and established in general in his legislation, is

individuahzed and developed in detail by Solomon with reference to the special domestic and

social relations of his countrymen.

Note.—It has been often observed that the Proverbs of Solomon are the chief source of the

Old Testament Ethics. Origen, in the Preface to his exposition of the Song of Solomon, ex-

pressed the opinion that in the Proverbs Solomon had aimed to discuss the iidmi'i, in Ecclosiastes

the (pvaiK//, and in the Canticles the Aoj7«y or ^ecjptK// (the science of the contemplation of Divine

things), and Jerome adopted from him this view (Preface to the Coram, on Eccles., Ep. 30 to

Paula).!

* [This threefold division of Ethics, originating with ScHLEiERMACHEn, and closely adhered to by Rothe, is generally

adopted in Germany. " Giiterlehre " is the doctrine of the Good as an object of desire or a thing to be attained. '• Tugcnd-

khre" id the doctrine of the sentinieufs and inclination towimla virtue. " Pflichtenlchrc''' is the doctrine of the riglit aa

the foundation of law. The first and the last are objective; the second is subjective.—R. P. D.]

t In his 107 Ep. to Lwta in reference to the education of her daughter Paula, .Jerome says; "Discat prima Psalterium,

his se ca-nlicis sanctam vocH, d in Pnnvrhiis Salomnnis crudiatur ad ritani." Compare the title naiSayuyiKt, <io<i>ia. whi^h

Gbeqort of Nazianzus was wont to give to the Book of Proverbs.
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LrxHER, in his Preface to the Books of Solomon, written in 152-!: (Erlang'-n ed., Vol. LXIIl.,

p. 35), says of the Proverbs :
" It may be rightly called a book of good works ; for he (Solomon)

there teaches the nature of a godly and useful life,—so that every man aiming at godliness

should make it his daily Handbook or Book of Devotion, and often read in it and compare with

it his Ufe." Stakke (Introd. to the Proverbs, oynops., Pt. IV., p. 1591) thus describes its con-

tents :
" It is for the most part a school of Christian Morals ; upon the basis of faith it founds the

wisest counsels in reference to the believer's duties towards God, towards his neighbor, and to-

fl'ards himself .... By means of a great variety of sententious maxims this book teaches

man how to escape from sin, to please God, and to secure true blessedness." The elder Mi-

CHAELis (Christian Benedict) gives a like estimate of the ethical value of the Proverbs. He

passes from an exposition of the Psalms to one of the Proverbs with these words :

" From the

oratory of David we now proceed to the school of Solomon, to find in the son of the greatest of

theologians the first of philosophers." On account of the ethical wisdom of the Proverbs of

Solomon, the Wiirtemberg Theosophists, Bengel and Oetinger, preferred them to most of the

other books of the Old Testament. They made them the theme of' their devout meditations, and

earnestly sought to penetrate their deeper meaning. (See for Bengel : Osk. Waech cer's "JoA.

Alb. Bengel: Life, Character, &c., p. 166). Oetinger, when, as a youthful master of arts, he

resided at Halle, thought of lecturing on "Philosophiam sacram el applicatam, drawn from tlio

Scriptures, especially the Proverbs of Solomon." This pim he did not, however, carry out. At

a later period, when he was a pastor first at Hirsau and then at Walddorf, he diligently studied

the Proverbs as the chief repository and source of what he called "Sensus communis." He used

them for purposes of religious instruction ; he wrote them on separate slips of paper, put them

in a box, and made his scholars draw them out as lots. lie also published a little book of a cate-

chetical nature, with the title " How shall the head of a family exemplify at home the Proverbs

of Solomon?" and a larger work called " Common Sense in the Proverbs and Ecclesiastes,"

Stuttgard, 1753. " The Proverbs," he once observed, " exhibit Jesus with unusual clearness, and

he who cannot perceive this knows not Paul's meaning when he says, 1 Cor. xiv. 20, ' In under-

standing be men' " (see Ehjiann's ^'Life and Letters of Oetinger;" also the essay in Vilmar's

Fast-theol. BIL, 1865, I., pp. 265 sq, on "Theosophy: Oetinger and the Lutheran Church."—

Still earlier the Rostock theologian, Samuel Bohl, had attempted in his Ethica Sacra (1610) a

systematic exhibition of the ethics of Solomon, in the form of a continuous commentary on the

first nine and the last two chapters of Proverbs. Most of the modern interpreters have in like

manner justly appreciated the superior ethical value of this book. According to Kahnis [Luth.

Dogmatik, I., 282) its peculiar excellence lies in the skill with which its author " has presented

the maxims of a practical wisdom which aims in all the human relations of the Kingdom of God

to govern the lives. of men in harmony with the intentions of its founder." Elster {Deutsche

Zeitschr.fur Christl. Wissenschaft, 1859, and in his Commentary on the Proverbs) ascribes the

importance of this book of Solomon to the fact that "it consists of a didactic religious discussion

of practical experience," in the form of proverbial wisdom, which is not mere human prudence,

but " a new emanation from the Divine essence itself, a new communication of eternal wisdom,

which alone is true wisdom." It is a proverbial wisdom which, " like the Law and the Pro-

phets, has its own peculiar and most important province," and has upon the varied and symmet-

rical development of the individual man an influence which should be deeply felt and fully re-

cognized. Bruch ( Weisheitslehre der Hebrder, pp. 102 sq.), Oehler {Die Grundzuge der alt-

testammtl. Weishcii, pp. 5 sq.), Delitzsch (Article Spri'iche Salomo's in Heezog's Real-Ency-

clopddie), express themselves in similar terms with reference to the high ethical and religious

rank of this book. Even Hitzig, while denying its inspiration, and perceiving in it nothing

but human wisdom, recognizes in it " a religious consecration and an irresistible attraction of the

heart towards morality," which distinguish this monument of Hebrew proverbial wisdom above

all similar productions, whether of Arabian literature or of the Semitic mind in general {"Die

Spriiche Salomo's ubersetzl und ausgekgt," p. xii.).

[Coleridge says :
" The Book of Proverbs is the best statesman's manual which was ever

writttn. An adherent to the political economy and spirit of that collection of apothegms and

essays would do more to eradicate from a people the causes of extravagance, debasement and
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ruin, than all the contributions to political economy of Say, Smith, Malthus and Chalmees
together."—Prof. M. Stoart says (Preface to his Comm. on Proverbs, p. 9) : "All the hea-

then moralists and proverbialists joined together cannot furnish us with one such book as that

of the Proverbs." In his Introd., p. 64, he says : "After all the light which Christianity has

shed upon us, we could not part with this book without a severe loss." " The book contains a

striking exhibition of practical wisdom, so striking that it can never be antiquated."—J. Muen-
6CHER, in his Introd. to his Comm. on Proverbs, says, p. xliv.: " The moral precepts of Solo-

mon rest on the foundation of religion and true piety, and in this respect differ heaven-wide from

the systems of the ancient heathen moralists."

—

R. P. D.J

[Dr. Gray observes, The Proverbs of the inspired son of David " are so justly founded on prin-

ciples of human nature, and so adapted to the permanent interests of man, that they agree with

the manners of every age, and may be assumed as rules for the direction of our conduct in every

condition and rank of life, however varied in its complexion or diversified by circumstances
; they

embrace not only the concerns of private morality, but the great objects of political importance."

—Dr. JoRTiN says :
" They have not that air of smartness and vivacity and wit which modern

writers have usually affected in their maxims and sentences ; but they have what is better, truth

and solid good sense." " Though the composition be of the disjointed kind, yet there is a gene-

ral design running through the whole, which the author keeps always in view ; that is, to in-

struct the people, and particularly young people, at their entrance into public and active life,

—

to give them an early love and an earnest desire of real wisdom, and to lay down such clear rules

for their behaviour as shall carry them through the world with peace and credit." (See D'Oyly
and Mant, Introd. to Proverbs).

Bridges (Exposition of the Proverbs, Am. Ed., Pref., pp. iii., vii., ix., etc.) says: "This

wonderful book is indeed a mine of Divine wisdom. The views of God are holy and reverential.

The observation of human nature is minute and accurate." " Doubtless its pervading character

is not either explicit statement of doctrinal truth or lively exercises of Christian experience.

Hence the superficial reader passes over to some (in his view) richer portion of the Scriptural

field." " While other parts of Scripture show us the glory of our high calling, this may instruct

in all minuteness of detail how to ' walk worthy of it.' Elsewhere we learn our completeness in

Christ (Col. ii. 10) ; and most justly we glory in our high exaltation as "joint heirs with Christ,"

eic. (Rom. viii. 17 ; Eph. ii. 6). We look into this book, and, as by the aid of the microscope, we
see the minuteness of our Christian obligations ; that there is not a temper, a Inok, a word, a

movement, the most important action of the day, the smallest relative duty, in which we do not

either deface or adorn the image of our Lord, and the profession of His name."

Wordsworth (Introd. to Proverbs, pp. ix., x.) says: "The Book of Proverbs is an inspired

book adapted to the circumstances of the times of Solomon." " The Holy Spirit, in inspiring

Solomon to write the Book of Proverbs, supplied an antidote to the poison of those influences

(temptations attending the splendor and prosperity of the times), and has given to the world a

moral and spiritual manual, which has its special uses for those who dwell in populous towns

and cities, and who are busily engaged in worldly traffic, and are exposed to such temptations

as are rife in an age and country like our own, distinguished by commercial enterprise and me-
chanical skill, and by the production of great works of human industry, in Art, Literature and
Science, and also by religious activity, especially of that kind which aims to give to Religion ex-

ternal dignity and beauty, such as reached its highest pitch in the Temple of Solomon." Again,
" The Proverbs of Solomon come from above, and they also look upward. They teach that all

True Wisdom is the gift of God, and is grounded on the fear of the Lord. They dwell with the

strongest emphasis on the necessity of careful vigilance over the heart which is manifest only to

God ; and on the right government of the tongue, whose sins are rarely punished by human laws

;

and on the duty of acting, in all the daily business and social intercourse of life, with an eye stea-

dily fixed on the throne of God, and with habitual reference to the only unerring standard of hu-

man practice, His Will and Word. In this respect the Book of Proverbs prepared the way for the

preaching of the Gospel ; and we recognize in it an anticipation of the Apostolic precept concern-

ing all domestic and social relations, ' Whatsoever ye do, do it heartily, as unto the Lord.' "

Dean Stanley [Hislory of the Jewish Church, II., 269, Am. Ed.), looking at the other side of
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the shield, says, This book " has even something of a worldly, prudential look, unlike the rest of

the Bible. But this is the very reason why its recognition as a Sacred Book is so useful. It is

the philosophy of practical life. It is the sign to us that tlie Bible does not despise common sense

and discretion. It impresses upon us in the most forcible manner the value of intelligence and

prudence, and of a good education. The whole strength of the Hebrew language, and of the sacred

authority of the book, is thrown upon these homely truths. It deals too in that refined, discrimi-

nating, careful view of the finer shades of human character, so often overlooked by theologians, but

eo necessary to any true estimate of human life."

Dr. Guthrie {Sunday Magazine, Oct., 1868, p. 15) calls attention in his forcible way to other

qualities of the book, and bears a valuable testimony to its experimental worth in a wide sphere.

" It fulfils in a unique and pre-eminent degree the requirements of effective oratory, not only every

chapter, but every verse, and almost every clause of every verse expressing something which both

' strikes and sticks.' " " The day was in Scotland when all her children were initiated into the art

of reading through the Book of Proverbs. . . . I have no doubt whatever—neither had the late

Principal Lee, as appears by the evidence he gave before a committee of parliament—that the

high character which Scotsmen earned in bygone years was mainly due to their early acquaintance

with the Proverbs, the practical sagacity and wisdom of Solomon The book has unlbrtu-

nately disappeared from our schools ; and with its disappearance my countrymen are more and

more losing their national virtues—in self-denial and self-reliance, in foresight and economy,

in reverence of parents and abhorrence of public charity, some of the best characteristics of old

manners and old times."—A.]

A.—GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE PHILOSOPHICAL LITERATURE
ASCRIBED TO SOLOMON.

I 2. THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT IN GENERAL, IN ITS RELATION TO THE PHI-

LOSOPHY OF OTHER NATIONS.

The peculiar form in which the ethical doctrines and precepts of the Proverbs are presented

is that of the JIhokmah, or Proverbial Philosophy of the Hebrews. It is a species of moral and

philosophical instruction in practical wisdom, which though distinguished by its thoroughly re-

ligious character from the secular philosophy of all other races, stands in the same relation to

the spiritual development of the covenant people as that occupied by this philosophy in refer-

ence to the general culture of men who are without the Scriptures. For, whatever answer be

given to the somewhat perplexing question, whether the Hebrews can be properly said to have

had a philosophy, it is certainly true, that the essential feature of philosophy, the striving after

objective wisdom, or after a true conception of the absolute fitness of the world to accomplish

its ends, in both a theoretical and a practical aspect, is most completely presented in the Hhokmah

of the old dispensation ; and that in fact it is only the peculiar form in which this striving de-

velops itself in the Old Testament literature, which distinguishes this Hhokmah from the phi-

losophy of Greek and Roman antiquity. Thb wisdom of the people of God under the Old Tes-

tament is the art of so shaping life in harmony with the divine will, and in obedience to its

peculiar laws learned by experience and reflection, as to make one an upright subject of the

kingdom of God, in other wofds, so as to secure at once the divine favor and earthly blessed-

ness. [When NoYES [A new Translation of the Proverbs, etc., Introd. to Proverbs, p. xiv.)

says: " It is true that the religion and morality of the Book of Proverbs will not bear a favora-

ble comparison with those of Jesus Christ. Its morality is much lesa disinterested, being for the

most part founded in prudence rather than in love. Its motives generally are of a much less

elevated kind than those which Christianity presents .... Prudential motives, founded on a

strict earthly retribution, are the principal encouragements to a life of virtue which he presents,"

etc., we recognize the truth which he exhibits, but notwithstanding his supplementary and

balancing statements prefer Isaac Taylor's mode of exhibiting the truth. Speaking immedi-

ately- of the 23d Psalm he says [Spirit of Hebrew Poetry, Am. 12mo. ed., p. 38): "The bright
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idea of earthly well-being pervades the Old Testament Scriptures
; and this worldly sunshine is

their distinction as compared with the New Testament; but then there are many cognate ideas

which properly come into their places around the terrestrial idea .... A feeling is here indicated

which was of that age, and which was approvable then, although it has been superseded since

by sentiments of a higher order, and which draw their reason from the substitution of future

for present good."—A.] In so far as God is alike the beginning and the end of this pursuit of

wisdom, or in so far as it both necessarily springs from the fear of God,—Prov. i. 7; ix. 10;

comp. Job xxviii. 28 ; Ps. cxi. 10 ; Ecclesiast. i. 16,—and leads to a purifying fellowship with

Him, Prov. viii. 35; iii. 16, ete., it has an essentially religious and practical character. Its

sphere of reflection and of action must therefore be also more limited than that of the old classi-

cal or of the modern philosophy, both of which delight in profound theoretical inquiries in refer-

ence to created existence, and investigatious of not only the end but also the origin of both

nature and man. Those questions concerning the origin of the world and the origin of evil

which play so conspicuous a part in the philosophy of ancient and of modern times, are only

incidentally discussed in the Hebrew literature of wisdom, whether in the works ascribed to

Solomon, the book of J.ob, or the kindred Psalms ; and then only in their relation to the motives

and tendencies to practical morality. The divine wisdom which establishes the relation of God

to the world, and is at once the chief source and fundamental law of both the subjective and

the objective wisdom of men, (Prov. viii. 21; ix. 12; Job xxviii. 24 sq. ; Ecclesiast. xxiv.) is

always represented rather as the medium of the foreknowledge and the providence of God, than

as a creative power, or even as the ideal pattern of the world (the Kdapog voTjrog of Plato). In

fine, the essential character of the Hebrew philosophy is far more practical than speculative; it

is as little inclined to pursue or to prompt genuine speculation as it is to identify itself with,

secular philosophy in general, and with unaided human reason to investigate the final causes of

things. It is essentially a divine philosophy planting its feet upon the basis of the divine revela-

tion, and staying itself upon the eternal principles of the divine law; and it is this determinate

and positive character of its method of conceiving and teaching, that chiefly distinguishes it from

the philosophy of other nations and of other times. Moreover, the habitual, and not as was the

case with many ancient philosophers, the occasional, adoption of the poetical form of the Gnome
or didactic apothegm for conveying its instructions, must be regarded as a marked and import-

ant feature of this whole body of Old Testament literature, and as a decided indication of its

method and of its tendencies.

Note 1.—The Strasburg theologian, J. F. Bruch, in his " Weisheitslehre der Hehrder ; ein

Beiirag zur Gesch'-chle der Philosophie," Strasburg. 1851, thoroughly discusses the question

whether or not the doctrine of the Hhokmah in the Old Testament is to be considered philoso-

phy in the strict sense, and decides it in the affirmative. TJiis was the prevailing opinion in

former times among the theologians of all the churches. Jesuits, e. g. Menochius in his

learned work, " De Repuhlica Hebneorum," Book VII., Chap. 1; many of the Heformers of the

17th and 18th centuries, especially the followers of Descartes and Cocceius ; and Lutherans

like the aforementioned Bohlius in his "Ethica Sacra,''' or the eminent Budd^us in his "Intro-

ductio ad Historiam philosophies Hebrmorum," 2d ed., Leipsic, 1720, all spoke without hesitation

of the Hebrew philosophy, of the philosophy of Solomon, David, Moses, Joseph, and Abraham.

Indeed they often ventured to trace the philosophy of the patriarchs as far back as to Adam.

Even at the beginning of the present century Blessig-, in his Introduction to J. G. Dahler's

"Denk- und Sitteyispriichen /Safowo's" (Strasburg, 1810), unqualifiedly characterized the prover-

bial poetry of the Hebrews as philosophical ; De Wette, in his Hebrew Archseology, spoke of

" the speculative and practical philosophy of the Hebrews ;" and Staeudlin wrote a dissertation

on " The Philosophy, the Origin and Design of the Book of Job." (See his " Beitrdge zur

Philosophie und Geschichte der Religion und SitLenlehre," II., 133 sq. ; compare the same

author's " Geist der SiUenlehre Jesu," I., 74 sq.). Theologians of the most diverse schools

agreed in assuming in general the existence among the eai'ly Hebrews of a style of wisdom

which might claim the undisputed title of a philosophy.

The opposite view is represented not only by many later philosophers especially those of the

critical school of Kant, but also by such theologians as limit the notion "philosophy" to the
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scholarly scieutifio speculative inquiries peculiar to modern times, and must therefore consider

not only the Hebrews, but all the Semitic races, and indeed the Orientals in general, as totally

destitute of a philosophical habit of mind. Such was the opinion of Brucker before the time

of Kant, when he asserted in his Critical History of Philosophy (Leipsic, 1767, I., 64), " non

coajundendam esse Hebrceoruvi sapientiam cum philosophia2)ropra nominis alque significalionis."

Kkug [Philosophisch-Ilncyclopjddisches Lexicon, II., 328) thinks that anything like philosophy

or philosophical wisdom is not to be looked for among the ancient Hebrews." Heinhold
[LeJirbuch der Geschichte der Philosophie, p. 15) denies in general the existence of any proper

old Oriental philosophy side by side with the Greek. Hitter [Geschichte der Philosophie, I.,

48) bluntly says, " Of the only Asiatic nations whose literature is known to us, we may venture

to assert, without fear of much contradiction, that in the early times they had no philosophy.

Among these are the Hebrews," etc.

Of the more recent theologians R. F. Geau (" Semiten und Indogermancn in ihrer Bezleliung

zu Religion und Wissenschaft," p. 28 sq.) has warmly and zealously supported the proposition

that '"the Setnitic mind in general has no capacity for either philosophy or science," and Lu-

THAEDT (in the " Leipziger Vortrdge uher die Kirche, nach Urspjrung, Geschichte und Gegen-

wart, pp. 18 sq. [pp. 19 sq, of the translation published by Messrs. T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh,

1867]) adopts his opinion at least in reference to the Hebrews.

All these scholars manifestly have too limited and partial a conception of philosophy. They

with one consent understand by it an exercise of the human intellect controlled by the rigid

laws of logic and carried on in a scientific method such as was never seen among the early He-

brews, or indeed among any of the older Eastern nations. But philosophy means far more than

this. It is in itself, as its etymology, (pL^-oaoipla, i. e. studtum sapientice [love of wisdom], indicates,

and as the whole practice and method of the oldest Greek philosophers down to the time of

Aristotle demonstrates, nothing but a love for wisdom; an earnest endeavor to find a theoreti-

cal and a practical solution of the problems of our earthly life; that intellectual eflfort which

strives to re-establish the proper relation between the absolute omniscience of God, and the

relative knowledge possessed by the reason of man. A philosophy and philosophical science in

this wider sense must be claimed for the people of God under the Old Testament. We cannot,

however, quite agree with Bruch {ut supra, p. 20 sq.) when, having defined philosophy in its objec-

tive aspect as " the science of the Absolute, or the science of the supreme necessary causes of all

that is or that must be," and in its subjective aspect, " as the unaided inquiry after the absolute,

or rational thinking in so far as renouncing all external authority it investigates the supreme

necfssary causes of all that is or that must be," he ascribes both to the Hebrews. For, in the

first place, that which among them corresponds to the philosophy of other nations is not pro-

perly science, but rather a knowledge and comprehension, an intellectual effort and reflective

process in general ; and in the next place, it is not so much the " supreme necessary causes " as

the chief practical ends of our earthly life and being which occupied the mind of the Hebrew

thinker. It is then only philosophy in its subjective character, as above defined, which can in

the main be ascribed to the Hebrews, and even this in a form quite unlike that in which it pre-

sents itself to Bruch, one which secures the full recognition of its predominant practical and

theological character. A philosophy consisting in such an essentially practical or ethical ten-

dency of the mind, which by an examination of the highest moral and religious ends of all

human and superhuman existence, seeks to determine the normal relation between God and the

world, and thus to point out the way to truth and blessedne.ss, may without hesitation be

ascribed to the people of the Old Covenant. It is indeed a philosophy, which though its shape

and dress are religious and poetical rather than didactic and scientific, contains within itself all

the elements which are essential to strictly scientific development, or to an entrance into the

sphere of dogmatic and moral and theological speculation.

In this properly limited sense has Ewald, among others, [Geschichte des Volkes Israel, III.,

82) recognized the existence of an old Hebrew Philosophy. " Philosophy," says he, '• may
exist even where the rigid laws of thought (logic) are not observed, or where no attempt is

made to reduce all truths and conceptions to a symmetrical whole (a system). This, it may be

admitted, is ijts final aim,—though this aim like every other human aspiration is so often tho-
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roughly erroneous and misleading ;—it is not, however, its beginning nor its constant living im-
pulse. Its beginning and very life is rather the intense and unquenchable desire for investiga-

tion, and for the investigation of all objects, both higher and lower, remote and near, human
and divine. Where the problems of existence allow thoughtful men no rest, where they

provoke among the mightiest intellects of any people, or of several nations at once, an un-
wearied rivalry in the attempt to solve them, Philosophy is in the bloom and vigor of youth.

In that earlier time the noblest of the Semitic races had plainly reached that sta"-e when
the Greeks were far from having approached it; and Israel, whose higher religion fur-

nished besides a special impulse to reflection on the relations of things, now entered with them
upon this nobler field of hongr in the most generous rivalry."

Similar views are expressed by Umbreit in his ingenious and instructive, though somewhat
prolix observations "on the wisdom of the East" [Commentar iiber die Sprilchc Salomas, Eln-
leiLung, pp. iii. sq.); by Delitzsch (Article " Spriiche Salomas," in Herzog's Real-EncycL,

XIV., pp. 712 sq.), as well as by the editor of this Biblework in his General Introduction to the

Old Testament (Genesis p. 19, [Am. Ed.]). Oehlek in his wori "-Die Grundziigeder alttestam.

Weisheit, pp. 5 sq., as well as his follower Kahnis [LxUherische Dogmatik, 1., 304), essentially

agrees with the above statements. The latter says excellently, among other things, " To find

in the life of nature and of man, in the revelations of the kingdom of God, in the whole world

the divine 'wherefore,' the divine fitness to accomplish the proposed end, was the great aim of

the wisdom of Solomon. Here unquestionably existed a tendency to science, to philosophy.

But the national life of Israel rested on too divine a foundation to permit great freedom of in-

quiry, and the kingdom of God had too many practical aims to favor a purely theoretical explo-

ration of the objects of existence. Springing from the practical this wisdom sought to further

the practical," etc.

Note 2.—In harmony with his above-quoted definition of the philosophy of the Hebrews, as

an inquiry into the highest necessary causes of all that is or that shall be, Bruch (pp. G9 sq.)

introduces the cosmogony of the first two chapters of Genesis into his representation of the

philosophy of the Old Testament. He thus regards the substance of these chapters as a portion

of a philosophical system, and indeed in its essential features as the earliest instance of philo-

sophical reflection among the Hebrew race. (Herder, as is well known, held similar vievvs.

In his " Ideen zur Philosophie der Geschichte der Menschhed " he termed the Mosaic cosmogony
"an ancient philosophy of the history of man "). This view of Bruch's is connected with his

assumption of the purely human and moreover half-mythical character of the Mosaic narrative.

It is therefore to be decidedly rejected, together with his opinion that the Old Testament
" wisdom " is the product of unaided human speculation, and that no divine or specifically

supernatural factor is to be recognized in the Old Testament revelation in general.

Note 3.—The word '^^r''? primarily denotes (in accordance with the fundamental meaning

of the root DJH, ^Ov.?*' ^^ Arabic, where it means to fasten, to hold fast, and then to

separate, to decide) the fixing of an object for cognition, and secondarily, simply knowledge,

insight. It is therefore in Prov. i. 2 used as precisely synonymous with t^iil, and elsewhere, as

in Isa. xi. 2 sq., as at least parallel with T^y2. The DDn is then in the first instance the wise,

the learned man in general (comp. Jer. viii. 9), whether he be a judge (1 Kings iii. 28: comp. the

corresponding Arabic word which always signifies a judge), or an artificer (Ex. xxviii. 3; xxxi.

6 ; Jer. x. 9), or finally a cunning, subtle man who can use his craft for his own or for others'

advantage (Job v. 13, comp. 2 Sam. xiii. 3; xx. 16). In the religious realm HO^n naturally

denotes insight into that upright dealing which pleases God and conforms to the divine law, a

knowledge of the right way which is to be followed before God, and of the wrong one which is

to be shunned. In short it is that practical uprightness, founded on religious enlightenment, in

which the true happiness of man consists, and which is therefore frequently represented by
n^t^=iil (i. e. well being and wisdom in one), e. g. Prov. ii. 7 ; iii. 21 ; viii. 14; xviii. 1; Job

xi. 6; xii. 16; xxvi. 3. Compare in general Hitzig, Die Spruche Salomo's, Einleitung, p. Iii
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sq. The latter, however, gives a somewhat different and less correct etymology of the word.
He defines Dlin as one wlio joossesses the spiritual power of control and determination, and

noDn as the power of moral self-subjugation. He thus gives to the notion of government a

prominence which is by no means justified by the Arabic ,t^^is^

Note 4.—The Wo or Hebrew gnome, as the distinctive artistic form adopted by the Old

Testament philosophy and proverbial poetry, will be particularly discussed in a later section.

We may, however, here observe that of all the titles borrowed from kindred secular literature,

and applied to the Proverbs of Solomon on account of their peculiar form, none appears more
just and appropriate than that adopted by Bruch, who terms them (p. 104) an Anthology of

Hebrew Gnomes. In the explanation and justification of this title he, however, as he does

elsewhere, disparages the theopneustic character of this Book of Scripture.

§3. THE AGE OF SOLOMON, OR THE GOLDEN AGE OF THE HEBREW LITERATURE OF WISDOM.

As among other nations philosophy is not wont to assume its proper form till a long time
after the religious and civil foundations of national culture are securely laid, so in Israel no
season of undisturbed reflection and of philosophical inquiry and instruction could be enjoyed,

before the protracted ptorras and conflicts of the period of the Judges had fixed the religion

of the law in the depths of the popular consciousness, or before the reigns of Saul and Da-
vid, the earliest kings, had firmly established the theocratic national life. The power of ex-
ternal enemies must first in some way be broken and overthrown, and the prosperity of the
citizen and the political and social influence of the nation upon the life of the surrounding
nations must be to a certain degree secured; but this could not be effected before the bril-

liant and glorious though warlike reign of David. Furthermore, as an element of the inter-

nal culture of the nation, the spirit of the law must have begun to receive a new invigora-

tion and a fresh inculcation, which it derived from the schools of the prophets which sprung
up after the time of Samuel. Hand in hand with the directly religious activity of this pro-
phetic company the national poetry must make its earliest start, and create for that philoso-

phy a proper literary and aesthetic form.

These conditions were not all of them fully realized until the time of Solomon, when the
people were blessed with a long period of peace, rich in earthly possessions and enjoyments of all

sorts
;
they then began a lively and widely extended intercourse with foreign nations, and with an

extending view reaching even to Tarshish and Ophir, their thought and their activity received the
most various impulses in a direction which was no longer narrow and strictly national, but more
or less universal and as broad as humanity itself.* There was therefore associated with the priests,

the prophets, the warriors, the judges, a new class of notables, that of the Hhakamim (D'03n 1

Kings iv. 30, 31
;
Jer. xviii. 18 ; Prov. i. 6; xiii. 20 ; xxii. 17), the wise, or the teachers of wisdom,

who began to bear their part in the whole work of training the nation. A pretty large number
of such wise men, of considerable importance, must have appeared under Solomon, and have been
associated with him as the most famous of all. For the books of the Kings mention besides him
some of his contemporaries, viz.: " Ethan, the Ezrahite, and Heman, Chalcol and Darda, the sons
of Mahol," as representatives of the wisdom of that time (1 Kings iv. 31 ; comp. 1 Chron. ii. 6),
and compare the wisdom of these Hebrew Hhakamim with that of all the children of the East coun-
try, and all the wisdom of Egypt " (1 Kings iv. 30). Whether they did or did not form a well de-

* ["That stately and melancholy figure (Solomnn'8)-in some respects the grandest and the saddest in the sacred vo-
lume-18, in detail, little more than a mighty .hadow. Bnt, on the other hand, of his age, of his court, of his works, we
know more than of any other." (Stanlky, Jcxm.h Church, II., 1S4). And the accomplished author goes on to indicate the
mnlt.pljnng points of contact with the outer and the later world, and with secular history: and adds (p. lS6j : "To have had
many such characters in the Bil,lic:tl History would have hrought it down too nearly to the ordinary lorel. But to have
one such is necessary, to hI.ow that the i,>t,.r,.st which we inevitably feel in such events and such m"en has a place in the
designs of Providence, and in the les.ons of Revelation." See also pp. 252 sq.-Prof B. B. Knw.tRns ( yrritings, etc., II., 402),
speaking of the fitness of the age to develop this species of poetry, says: "It was the period of peace, extended commerce,
art, reflection, when the poet could gather up the experiences of the past, and embody them in pithy sayings, sharp
apothegms, instructive allegories, or spread them out in a kind of philosophical disquisition."—A.]
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fined, exclusive class of popular teachers gathered about some leader or master, whether there were

thus special schools for tlie wise, or the schools of the prophets were also chief places of culture for

the disciples of the Hhokraah, these Hhakaraim of the age of Solomon and of subsequent ages must

be considered a verj' important factor in the limited mental development of the people, and as a

factor possessing, like the prophetic and the priestly order, an independent importance (conip. Jer.

xviii. 18 ; Ez. vii. 26). They had doubtless offered a vigorous resistance to those frivolous im-

pulses of the D'V!?. ^^6 freethinkers and insolent scofTers, that had manifested themselves since the

times of Saul and of David. Their positive agency was exerted in the propagation and dissemina-

tion of that deeper religious knowledge and practical wisdom of life, beside which all woz'ldly pru-

dence, fine culture and enlishtenraent must appear as foolishness (comp. '731 ri73J. r\rT2i etc-

Prov. xiii. 20 ;
xvii. 21 ; Ps. xiv. 1 ; Is. xxxii. 6). The first decided manifestation of this new in-

tellectual tendency, together with the literature produced by it under Solomon's peaceful reign,

marks this bright summit of the entire theocratic development in the Old Testament as the golden

age and the really classic epoch of this especially important branch of the intellectual culture in the

life of the covenant people.

Note 1.—The independent significance of (he riDDTI as a special tendency of the mind, exerting

•with the nx=l3J, or the gift of prophecy, an important influence has been recently estimated with

special correctness by Ewald. In his dissertation " on the popular and intellectual freedom of

Israel in the time of the great prophets down to the destruction of Jerusalem " [Bibl. Jahrbilcher,

1, 96 sq.), he says, among other things, " It is not easy to conceive correctly how high a development

was reached m the pursuit of wisdom ( Philosophy) in the first centuries after David—and it is not

usual to consider how mighty was the influence which it exerted on tl\e entire development of the

national life of Israel. The more closely those centuries are reviewed, the greater must be the as-

tonishment at the vast power so early exerted on all sides by wisdom as the peculiar concern of

many men among the people. It first openly manifested itself in especial circles of the nation,

whilst in the peculiarly propitious age after Solomon eager and inquisitive pupils gathered about

individual teachers until ever-improving schools were thus formed. But its influence gradually

pervaded all the other pursuits of the people, and acted upon the most diverse branches of author-

ship." The existence of especial schools of the wise, like those of the Prophets, thus asserted, can-

not be satisfactorily proved. Delitzsch's remark in favor of this assumption {ut supra, p. 717),

that the usual form of address in the Proverbs, 'J2, my son, whicli is not that of a father to a son,

but of a teacher to a scholar, implies that there were then n:opn \J3, {. e., pupils of the wise, just

as there were " sons of the prophets," and that there must also have been "schools of w^isdom," is

and must remain a mere hypothesis. It is moreover an hypothesis, which from the acknowledged

wide application of the conception j3, son, in Hebrew, and its almost absolute lack of all support

in the Proverbs as well as in the other books of the Old Testament, must alM'ays be regarded as a

rather unsafe one. Comp. Bruch, pp. 57 sq., who is at all events so far correct that he observes

:

''The Hebrew wise men were not philosophers by profession; they constituted no class distinct

from others, but might belong to diflferent classes," For there is the less reason for supposing from

the above cited passage (Jer. xviii. 18) that there was a special class of Hhakamira,. beside that of

the priests and the prophets, from the fact that in the parallel passage, Ez. vii. 26, the notion of

" the wise" is represented by that of " the ancient," D'JP.I-

Note 2.—The antithesis between \2 and D^n which runs through the entire body of Old Tes-

tament literature pertaining to wisdom has been discussed in an eminently instructive manner by

Delitzsch, ut supra, pp. 713 sq. He shows very strikingly how "in the age of Solomon, which

was peculiarly exposed to the danger of sensuality and worldliness, to religious indifference and

freethinking latitudinarianism," the number of D'V^ necessarily increased, and their skepticism

and mocker)- must have assumed a more decided and aggravated form. " For those men who de-

spised what is holy, and in doing so laid claim to wisdom (Prov. xiv. 6), who, when permitted to

speak, indulged in contention and bitterness (xxii. 10), who carefully shunned the company of the

Hhakamiiu, because they fancied themselves superior to their reproofs (xv. 12), the age of Solo-
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mon," he says, " firot invented the title ]*7 [scorner]. For in the Psalms of the time of David their

common designation is /3J (which occurs in Prov. xvii. 21 only in the general sense of low fellow,

Germ. Buhe [Eng. ' Booby.' It occurs also in Prov. xvii. 7, and xxx. 22, and the corresponding

verb in xxx. 32—R. P. D.], while the word yi is found in no other than the 1st Psalm, which has

a later origin. One of the proverbs of Solomon (xxi. 24, comp, xxiv. 8) gives a definition of the new

term : "Proud and haughty scorner (1*7) is his name who dealeth in proud wrath." The conscious

self-sufficiency of his ungodly thoughts and deeds distinguishes him from the "'il??! the simple, who

has been only misled, and may therefore be reclaimed (Prov. xix. 25 ; xxi. 11). His disowning

the Holy, in opposition to a better knowledge and better opportunities, distinguishes him from the

Vd3 [" foolish," i. e., gross or stupid], the v\1X [" foolish," i. e., lax or remiss], and the ^^-'IDH [the

man "void of understanding," lit., lacking heart, i.e., sense], all of whom despise truth and in-

struction through want of understanding, narrowness and forgetfulness of God, rather than from

essential perverseness."

Note 3.—Of the four wise contemporaries of Solomon mentioned in 1 Kings v. 11 (iv. 31 accord-

ing to the older division of chapters [the one followed in our English Bible]) Pieman and Ethan

appear in Ps. Ixxxviii. 1 and Ixxxix. 1 as " Ezrahites," i. e., descendants of Ezrah or Zerah, the son

of Judah (Num. xxvi. 13, 20). Chalcol and Darda (in the parallel passage, 1 Chron. ii. 6, Dara)

are designated as v'lnrD 'p3, i. e., either "sons of Machal," a man otherwise unknown, or if vino

be taken as an appellative, " sons of verse," i. e., singers, leaders of the chorus (comp. Eccl. xii. 4).

Luther's translation, " poets," and his reference of the title to all the four, are unsupported by

the original. Comp. Keil, Commentar zu den Biichern der Konige, pp. 42 sq.

I 4. SOLOMON AND THE POETRY OF WISDOM WHICH MAY BE CALLED SOLOMON'S IN THE STRICTEST

SENSE.

As the chief representative and promoter of the Jewish literature of wisdom, we have Solomon

himself [" not only the Auoustds of his age, but its Aristotle" (Stanley)]. The Old Testa-

ment exalts the wisdom of this monarch, as a direct gift of Divine grace* (1 Kings iii. 5-12;

iv. 29), high above that of all other wise men, whether of his own or of other nations,—especially

above that of the teachers of wisdom already named, Heman, Ethan, Chalcol and Darda (1 Kings

iv. 30, 31). This is described as consisting, in the first place, in the highest virtues of the ruler and

the judge, or, as it is expressed in 1 Kings iii. 9, in "an understanding heart to judge thy people,

that I may discern between good and bad ;" and in the second place, in an unusually wide and

varied knowledge as the basis of his teaching, which related to all the possible relations of created

existence. [Comp. Stanley's Jewish Church, II., pp. 254 sq.]

It is this vast erudition which is referred to in the expression "largeness of heartf (37 3n'i) even

as the sand that is on the sea shore," which, with the words "" wisdom and understanding exceeding

much," is used in 1 Kings iv. 29 to describe his extraordinary endowments. With the same intent

it is said of him, ver. 33, that " he spake of trees, from the cedar tree that is in Lebanon even unto

the hy.soop thatspringeth out of the wall; he spake also of beasts, and of fowl and of creeping things

and of fishes." Among these discourses of his upon all possible manifestations of life in nature are

doubtless meant wise sayings in reference to their deeper sense, and the Divine majesty and wisdom

reflected in them, physico-theological observations and descriptions, therefore, such, for example, as

still present themselves to us in the concluding chapters of the Book of Job (chaps, xxxviii.—xli.),

and in several of the sublimest Psalms (viii.; ix.; civ., etc.) ; or shorter aphorisms, parabolic reflec-

* [" He showed hia wisJoni by asking for wisdom. IIo became wise because he had set his heart upon it. This was to

him the special aspect tlirough wliich tlie Divine Spirit was to be approached, and grasped, and made to bear on the wants

of men; not the liighest, not the choice of David, n«t the choice of Isaiah; but still the choice of Solomon. 'lie awoke,

and behold, it wiis a dream." But the fulfilment of it belonged to actual life." DEiN STANLEY, History of the Jewish

amrcli, 11., 1116.—A.]

t Luthkr's translation, "getrnsks ITerz" [a comforted, then a courageous or confident heart], must be rejected as con-

trary lo the sense of the original. Comp. Keil m 7oc., who correctly explains "largeness of heart" as "comprehensive

understanding," "intellectual capacity to grasp the widest realms of knowledge."
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tions and pointed sentences, such as are quite numerous in the Proverbs and in Ecclesiastes (e. g.,

Prov. vi. 6-8; xx. 1 sq.; xxvi. 1 sq.; xxvii. 3 sq.; xxx. 15 sq.; comp. Eccles. i. 5 sq.; vii. 1 sq.; x. 1 sq.;

xii. 1 sq.). It is the manifold materials and themes of both ihe lyrical and the didactic poetry of

Solomon (or, according to 1 Kings iv. 32, his " Proverbs " and " Songs "), which in that noteworthy

passage are mentioned as proofs of the unusual extent of his knowledge, this theoretical foundation

of his wisdom, or are pointed out by the prominence given to a few noted examples from the vegeta-

ble and the animal world. Josephus indeed rightly understood the passage as a whole, when he

found that it ascribed to Solomon a comprehensive knowledge and a profound philosophical view of

natural objects [Antl., VIII., 2, 5 : ov^Efxiav tovtuv (I>vqiv i/yvoTjaev ovde nfifjfp^.dev avE^haaTov dZA' kv

irdaaig £(piXoa6(p)/aev [he was not ignorant of the nature of any of these things, nor did he pass them

by unexamined, but he philosophized concerning them all]. A similar correct estimate of the na-

ture and extent of the philosophical knowledge of this great monarch is found m Iren^us [Adv.

haer., IV., 27 1), who, on the authority of the same passage says of Solomon, " earn quce est in con-

ditione {i. e., ktlgel) sapientiam Dei exponebat physiologiee." He thus in like manner ascribes to

him not perhaps a purely descriptive or historical knowledge of natural objects, but a knowledge

of nature serving as a basis for fine religious and philosophical observations and ethical instructions

in wisdom.

Many of the fruits of this learned pursuit of wisdom must have had a literary character.

According to 1 Kings iv. 32 " he spake three thousand proverbs, and his songs were a thou-

sand and five." Not only then had he inherited from his father David, in undiminished fer-

tility, the power of composing songs, the gift of both sacred and secular lyrical verse, but he

also originated and established a new species of Hebrew poetic art, that of gnomic didactic

poetry, of which before his time there had existed but mere germs, imperfect attempts com-

pletely eclipsed by his achievements. Proportionably few specimens of eithei" class of his

poetical productions have come down to us. Instead of one thousand and five songs we have

in the Canon but two Psalms, which bear his name, the 72d and the 127th. The exclusioa

of so large a number of his lyrics from the collection of the religious verse of his nation may

have been occasioned either by their lack of a directly religious character, or by their too in-

dividual bearing. In reference to another monument of the lyrical poetry associated with the

name of Solomon, the Canticles, it is still an undecided and controverted question whether

Solomon was the proper and immediate author of it, or rather some contemporary poet who

chose him as its subject (see ^ 5).

The remains of his gnomic didactic poetry, as they are presented in the Proverbs, are much

more numerous. Even this collection, however, contains not more, perhaps, than one quarter

of those 3,000 sayings which Solomon uttered ; inasmuch as several parts of the book are by

their titles expressly ascribed to other authors, and of the remaining 746 verses hardly the

whole can be directly ascribed to him (see § 12). It will always be uncertain whether those

3,000 proverbs of which it is expressly said that he " spake " them, were all actually recorded

by him or one of his contemporaries, or whether many of them, as matters of merely oral

tradition, were not gradually lost.

That in general he spoke more than he wrote, so that the greater part of the utterances of

his wisdom consisted in pithy maxims and acute sayings, like the riddles of the modern Ori-

entals, maybe pretty safely inferred from the statement, that "there came of all people to

hear the wisdom of Solomon, from all kings of the eartli, which had heard of his wisdom " (1 Kings

iv, 34). The same inference may be drawn partly from the Scripture narrative, and partly from

the old Jewish tradition preserved by Josephus in reference to the Queen of Sheba's visit to his

court (1 Kings x. 1 sq.), as well as from the account of his contest with King Hiram, and with

the Tyrian Abdemon, in the proposing of ingenious riddles. (Josephus, Antt. VIII., 5, 3).

Note 1.—Besides songs (D'T^?), gnomes or maxims (D'Styo), and riddles (HlTn), Hitzig,

ut supra, p. xvi., ascribes fables to Solomon. " The discourse concerning beasts, trees, fowl, etc.,

ascribed to him (in 1 Kings iv. 33)," he thinks, "cannot be properly referred to the substance

of his maxims, but is most naturally understood of his invention of fables." This is a rather ar-

bitrary conceit of Hitzig' s, which he unsuccessfully tries to sustain by the hypothesis which he
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throws in, that ' perhaps in the ^'ttX, 1 Kings iv. 33 (hyssop), the came of ^sop lies concealed"

(Aj(T«TOf=L'(TcrwTOi ??). Notwithstanding tiie contrary assertion of Herder, in his well-known

work, "The Spirit of Hebrew Poetry" (II., p. I3j, the Old Testament offers no example of a

proper fable. The story of the bramble invited by the trees to be their king (Judg. ix. 8-15) is

in its whole plan and tendency much more of a parable than a fable.

Note 2.—According to Oriental traditions in reference to Solomon and the Queen of Sheba,

her name was Balkis or Belkis ; she became Solomon's concubine, or his actual wife (the first is

asserted by the Ilimyaritic Arabs, the latter by the -.Ethiopians)
; she bore him a son, Mc-niie-

hek, with the surname Ibn-el-hagim, son of thewi^e; she iirsL brought to Palestine the

root of the genuine balsam, afterwards cultivated at Jericho and near Engedi (comp. I Kings

X. 10, and in addition Josephus, Antt. VIII. 6, 6), etc. Legends of this sort, invented especially

by the Rabbis to heighten the kingly glory and wisdom of Solomon, and found some of them in

JosEPQUS [ut supra), others in the Talmud (e. g. Jalkub Jlelachim, p. 195), others in the Koran
(Sura 27), others in later Arabic, yEthiopic and Persian documents, abound in thecompreher uve

Turkish work Suleiman name, i. e. the Book of Solomon, which, according to Vox Hammer,
consists of 70 folio volumes. Comp. Vox Hammer " Rosenol, or Oriental Legends and Tradi-

tions from Arabic, Persian and Turkish sources," Vol. I., pp. 147-257. See also H. Lddolp,

Hist. JEihiop., II , c. 3, 4: Pococke, Specimen hist. Arab., p. 60; Caussin de Perceval, ^s.sai

siir I'histoire des Arabes, I., pp. 76 sq. ; and P. Cassel, Elagabal, in the Elberfeld '• Vortrdge

f.
d. gebildete Publikum," lSG-4, p. 182.

Note 3.—[The question of Solomon's moral qualification to be the author of some of the

books contained in the canon of the Scriptures has sometimes perplexed honest disciples, and
been made a specious argument in the mouths of cavillers. The point is well put and the an-

swer well given by Arnot, Lawsfrom Heaven for Life on Earth, pp. 11-13. " The choice of

Solomon as one of the writers of the Bible at first sight startles, but on deeper study instructs.

We would have expected a man of more exeiujlary life—a man of uniibrm holiness. It is

certain that, in the main, the vessels which the Spirit used were sanctified vessels :
' Holy men

of old spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost.' .... But the diversity in all its extent is

like all the other ways of God; and He knows how to make either extreme fall into its place in

the concert of His praise. He who made Saul an apostle did not disdain to use Solomon as a

prophet If all the writers of the Bible had been perfect in holiness,—if no stain of sin

could be traced on their character, no error noted in their life, it is certain that the Bible would
not have served all the purposes which it now serves among men. It would have been Godlike

indeed in matter and mould, but it would not have reached down to the low estate of man—it

would not have penetrated to the sort's of a human heart Practical lessons on some sub-

jects come better through the heart and lips of the weary, repentant king than through a man
who had tasted fewer pleasures, and led a more even life Here is a marvel ; not a line of
Solomon^ s writings lends to palliate Solomon's sins The glaring imperfections of the man"s
life have been used as a dark ground to set off the lustre of that pure righteousness which the

Spirit has spoken by his lips."—A.]

I 5. the song of SOLOMON IN ITS RELATION TO THE LITERATURE OF WISDOM ASSOCIATED WITH

SOLOMON.*

The opinion that the Song of Solomon is not only a production of the age of Solomon, but
most probably the work of Solomon himself, is favored both by its numerous allusions to the

personal and historical relations of this king {e. g. iii. 2; iv. 4; vi. 8; vii. 5; viii. 11), and by
its general aesthetic character, its lively conception of nature. Thus it manifests a decided pre-

ference for comparisons with natural objects of all sorts, especially with such as are distinguished

[While there must bo conceded to be weight in the objections urged by IsA\o Taylor (chap. iii. of his "Spirit of
Hebrew Podry") to the recognition of a proiier drama in the Scriptures, wo cannot agree witli him that it is only with "a
voiy forced moaning" tliat such books as .lob and SoloMion's Song can bo called dramatic. There is, on the other liiind,

need to guard against tlie fondness of some for as^imi^^ting tlie Scriptures in their descriptive terma to secular litera-

ture; is there not in the other direction such an error as hyper-fastidiousness? A.j
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either by their beauty or their variety ; it refers not only to numerous important places of both

Norlhern and Soutfiern Palestine, but also to regions, cities and persons beyond the limits of

Palestine (e. g. Kedar, Damascus, Pharaoh, etc.). Had it been composed merely with reference

to Solomon, it would not have been ascribed to this monarch either in the title of the Masoretic

text, or by the unanimous tradition of Jewish antiquity. It is manifestly a product of that

extremely rich and fruitful poetical activity of Solomon, described in 1 Kings iv. 32, 33. In

virtue of its erotic contents it belongs essentially to that division of his poetry which is there

indicated by the mention of the songs which were a thousand and five, and thus to the lyrical

class, whose characteristic features must be recognized in it, though with Umbreit, Ewald,
Delitzsch and others, we regard it as a dramatic composition. For even though this pre-emi-

nently probable view of its artistic form be adopted,—a view which alone offers a thorough and

generally satisfactory refutation of the recently somewhat popular theory, which divides the

entire composition into a simple cycle of " love songs,"—the essentially lyrical and erotic

character of its separate parts is ever unmistakable; so that the name of a drama in the nar-

rower and stricter sense of the word is not on the whole applicable to it, but rather only that

of a "lyrical drama" (Bottcher), a garland of erotic songs joined in dramatic unity (De-

litzsch). But notwithstanding this its lyric and dramatic, or perhaps even melo-dramatic

form, and notwithstanding its somewhat wide deviation from the Maschal form of the Proverbs,

there exists between its fundamental idea and that of the strictly didactic or aphoristic poetry

of Solomon a significant inner connection. The Song of Solomon must undoubtedly be

classed with the Hhokmah poetry in its wider sense, because its fundamental idea when
rightly viewed, must be admitted to belong to the circle of those ethical ideas which form

the chief and the favorite subjects of Solomon's doctrine of wisdom. This fundamental idea

consists in the exaltation of conjugal love and faithfulness as the most excellent and sure

foundation of earthly prosperity, as a moral force in life triumphing over all the misery

and mischief of this earth and even death itself. This fundamental idea is prominent in

passages like chap. vii. 7, 8, and viii. G-8, which are closely related to expressions like those

found in Prov. v. IS, 19; xviii. 22; xix. 14; xxxi. 10 sq. This must be admitted to be the

chief topic in the poem and i\& central point in its descriptions, whether we assume, with

EwALD and others, that the design is to celebrate the changeless constancy and innocence

of the Shulamite, that was proof against all the flatteries and artful temptations of the

luxurious Solomon, or with Delitzsch, that the work belongs to an earlier period in the

life of that king, before he had sunk into the foul depths of polygamy and idolatry, and that

consequently it refers to his chaste relations to a single wife. It is evident that the latter

view is more harmonious with the opinion which, on both internal and external grounds,

asserts the authorship of Solomon, than is that of Ewald, or than the interpretation most

nearly related to it adopted by Hua, Bottcher and the author of this general commentary

;

it also favors equally, if not still better, the recognition of a secondary or a mystical reference

of the poem to the Messiah. For as a representation of the rapturous joy and bliss arising

from the conjugal relation between Solomon, the prince of peace, and his beloved Shulamite,

the poem admits of innumerable typical and prophetic applications to Christ and His Church.

And these applications render superfluous all other expositions of its Christological contents,

such as have resorted to various allegorizing expedients, from the earliest periods of the Church

down to the time of H. A. Hahit and Hengstenbero- [with whom must be reckoned as

in general sympathy a considerable number of British and American expositors, among the

most conspicuous and emphatic of whom is Bishop Wordsworth]. The mystery of the Song

of Solomon is that of the marriage relation, and therefore the poem not only admits of that

somewhat general Messianic sense which belongs to every poetical celebration of bridal love

and conjugal faithfulness within the range of the Scripi.ures (comp. Eph. v. 32), but also

appears as a Messianic prophecy of a specific typical significance, as a prediction in which the

marriage of a theocratic king of Israel is described as an especially suggestive analogue and typo

of the relation of Christ to the Church of the New Testament. In this aspect it closely resem-

bles the 45th Psalm, which likewise celebrates an Old Testament royal marriage as a type of the

New Testament covenant relation between Christ and His Church ; this Psalm, however, pro-
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bably refers to a later prince than Solomon, acd both by this its origin, in a period after Solomon,

and by the unmistakable decrease, in its delineations, of the favorite ideas and characteristio

imagery of Solomon's poetry, it shows that it must have sprung from another sphere of spiritual

culture and production than that of the classic Hhokmah literature of the earlier age.

[All comment on this view of Solomon's Song, together with all comparative and supplemen-

tary presentation of views that have been held in Great Britain and America, is deferred to the

Introduction and Exegetical notes connected with our author's companion Commentary on the

Book, which is contained in the present series and will be found translated in the present vol-

ume].

Note. In these hints with reference to the relation in which ihe Song of Solomon stands to

the literature of wisdom which bears his name, we have mainly followed Delitzsch. In his

" JJntersuchung und Audeguyig des Hohenliedes,'" 1851, p. 171, he does not hesitate to designate

it as " a production of the Hhokmah,"—a species of literature cultivated and employed by Solo-

mon with conspicuous skill. • This he does in virtue of the broadly human and ethical character

of the idea of conjugal love and union which forms its chief theme. " For," he adds, arguing

pertinently in support of his view, "the Hhokmah of the age of Solomon is devoted to the ex-

position of those creative ordinances of the Cosmos, which have a broader range than the national

limits of Israel, and of the universal axioms of religion and morality. The poetry of the

Hhokmah is therefore didactic; and both proverbial poetry and drama were developed by it."

Delitzsch's view of the Song of Solomon and of its ethical and theological value, is

in f^eneral more interesting and in all respects more satisfactory than any other modern one; it

is also preferable to that of the respected founder of this general Commentary, who, on p. 36

[Am. Ed.] of the General Introduction to the Old Testament, expresses the view " that the

poem doubtless sprung from the theoretic indignation provoked by the anticipated allowance

of religious freedom by Solomon, his polygamy implicating him with heathenism." The fun-

damental idea is therefore held to be that " the Virgin of Israel, or the theocracy, refuses

to be numbered with the heathen wives, or religions, as the favorite of Solomon, but turns

to her true betrothed, the still remote Messiah."

We cannot adopt this view, chiefly because the arguments for the genuineness of the poem

or the authorship of Solomon, seem to us to outweigh all that lie against it. As little, and

indeed still less, can we approve the two conceptions most nearly related to this of Lange.

That of Hug {"Das Hoheliedin einer noch unversuchten Deuiung," 1813) refers the poem to

the time of Hezekiah, and considers it as a symbolical expression of the desire of the ten tribes

of Israel for reunion with the kingdom of Judah represented by the king of peace, Hezekiah

—

Solomon. That advocated by Bottcher [Die dltesten Buhnendichtungen, 1850) regards it as a

lyrical drama, produced and represented in the kingdom of Israel about the year 950 B. C,

some time after Solomon's death, and aimed at the royal house and the manners of the harem,

so hostile to the life of the family. A more extended critical discussion of these views would

here be out of place. An examination of the various modifications of the Messianic allegorical

interpretation, as well as of the purely historical or profane erotic view (Theodore of Mopsu-

esta, Castellio, J. D. Michaelis, Herder, Eichhorn, Hitzig, etc.), must be left for the

Introduction to this book of Scripture.

J 6. THE BOOK OF JOB, CONSIDERED AS A PRODUCT OP THE POETRY OF WISDOM, KNOWN IN THE

BROADER SENSE AS SOLOMON'S.

The Book of Job must also be without doubt classed with the productions of the poetica\

Hhokmah literature, and indeed, as a whole, with even more justice than the Song of Solomon.

For although its composition cannot be confidently referred to the time of Solomon, since verbal

and other considerations seem to indicate a later period for its origin, its inner relationship to the

chief characteristic productions of that literature, to the Proverbs on the one hand and to Ec-

clesiastes on the other, is so much the less doubtful. Its ethical and religious tendency, developed

in the representation of the conflict and the victory of a godly man in sore trial, and in the

justification of the divine dealing in the face of the apparent injustice of such sufferings as his,
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and the peculiar method in which it develops this fundamental thought, by means of conversa-

tions and discourses which are made up now of gnomes or moral maxims strung together like

pearls, and again of lively and symbolical pictures from nature and from human life,—both
alike prove the close connection of this didactic poem with the proverbial poetry of Solomon
as we have above (§§ 3, 4) characterized it. Moreover, the manner in which the poet in chap,

xxviii. rises to the idea of the absolute wisdom of God, and represents a participation in it aa

dependent on a godly and upright course, is very closely related to that which appears in pas-

sages like Prov. viii. 22; ix. 12; Eccl. xii. 13 ; Prov. i. 7; iii. 16, etc. The fundamental prin-

ciple and the didactic tendency of the book seem in all essential features to have sprung from
the same style of seeking after wisdom and of religious and philosophical inquiry as the Pro-

verbs and Ecclesiastes ; and if, in consequence of a certain tinge of skepticism peculiar to its

theological views and reflections, in which the decidedly skeptical attitude of the Preacher to a

certain extent betrays itself, it forms a sort of connecting link between these two books, so on
the other hand it is by virtue of its poetical form most nearly related to the Song of Solomon.

For like this it appears in the poetical garb of a drama, of a drama, however, which, in so far as it

bears an impress of an epico-dramatic rather than of a ^yrico-dramatic (melodramatic) kind, de-

viates from the pure central and typical form of this species of poetry in a diflferent direction from

that taken by the Song of Solomon. It is on this account, therefore, to be likened to such in-

tellectual creations as Dante's Divine Comedy (or even as the philosophical dialogues of Plato,

so far as these may be considered as artistic poetical productions in the wider sense), rather

than to the erotic lyrical dramas or idylls of other nations.*

At all events the interlocutory dramatic style of the poeai prompts one to fix the time of its

composition as near as possible to that of the Song of Solomon, and to regard it as havinor

originated, if not under Solomon, at least in the age immediately following him. This period is in-

dicated on the one hand by the sublime character of its descriptions of nature, reminding one

strongly of the universally extended horizon of the epoch of Solomon (compare especially

chaps, xxxviii.-xli. with 1 Kings iv. 33), and on the other by the traces appearing in passages

like ix. 24 ;
xii. 17 sq. ; xv. 18 sq., of a decline already begun in the glory of the kmgdom, and

of heavy national calamities. That the whole book must in any case have appeared long before

the Babylonish captivity, is evident from such a familiarity with its contents as a whole, and

with individual descriptions in it, as is exhibited by the prophets Ezekiel (xx. 14, 20) and

Jeremiah (xx. 14 sq., corap. Job iii. 3 sq.). This origin before the exile is to be claimed also

for the discourses of Elihu in chaps, xxxii.-xxxvii. the more confidently, in proportion as they

unmistakably form an essential and indispensable link of connection between the conversation

of Job with his three friends, and the manifestation of Jehovah which brings the final solution

of the whole problem.

[Among English authors who agree in this classification of the Book of Job few are more

emphatic in their assertions or more felicitous in their illustration than Dean Stanley [Jewish

Church, II., 270-1) : "Nothing but the wide contact of that age with the Gentile world could,

humanly speaking, have admitted either a subject or a scene so remote from Jewish thought

and customs, ^s that of Job." "The allusions to the horse, the peacock, the crocodile and the

hippopotamus, are such as in Palestine could hardly have been made till after the formation of

Solomon's collections. The knowledge of Egypt and Arabia is what could only have been

acquired after the diffusion of Solomon's commerce. The questions discussed are the same as

those which agitate the mind of Solomon, but descending deeper and deeper into the ditficulties

of the world," etc.—On the other side, apart from formal commentaries, one will hardly find a

clearer and more vigorous presentation of the reasons, both in the style and substance of the

Book of Job, for assigning it an earlier date, "an age as early at least as that of the Israelitish

settlement in Palestine," than is given in chap. 8 of Isaac Taylor's Spirit of Hebrew

Poetry.—A.]

Note.—If the Book of Job belongs to the epoch of Solomon, there is the more reason for re-

* Compare the excellent essay of G. Baur, " Das Buck Hioh und DanWs goUliche Komodie, eine ParaUele," in the

Sttidien und Kritiken, 1856, III.
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garding this period as one of unequalled richness in the manifuld variety of its poetical ideas, its

Bpecies and forms of poetic art. For beside.T the religious lyric and the proverbial poetry, both

of the chief forms of the Old Testament drama, the religious-erotic and the religious-didactic or

philosophical, must have attained their maturity during this period ; and there is the more truth

in what Ewald—who, moreover, refers the Book of Job to the period just before the exile—re-

marks in characterizing this epoch : "Thus at this time poetry expands, seeking new paths in

every possible direction, though she could only enter them. This is the period of the full forma-

tion and broadest development of Hebrew poetry, when it reveals all its latent capacities, and

gathers up all its scattered forces; and it is just this that is here new and peculiar" {Die jjoet-

ischen Bucher des alien Bundes, I., p. 19). Compare Haeveenick, EMelt. in das A. T.,

herausg. von Keil, Bd. III., p. 12: "Thus Solomon excels his father in fruitfulness of poetic

inspiration, and this fruitfulness testifies to the great wealth of this period in poetical produc-

tions. As the splendor and richness of Solomon's peaceful reign is a fruit of David's strifes and

victories, so the poetry of his time is but the rich unfolding of the fruit planted and nourished by

David. It proves itself to be such by its peculiar character of peaceful objectiveness, while the

poetry of David is the thorough expression of deeply stirred subjective emotion. The blessedness

of the peace, which, after long and bitter conflicts, the theocracy enjoyed under Solomon, reflects

itself as clearly in the 72d and 127th Psalms as in the Song of Solomon, and gives to the latter,

notwithstanding its thoroughly emotional contents, a repose and objectiveness of attitude which

has loner since overcome all struggle and conflict. With this is also connected the broader hori-

zon which poetry gains under Solomon, as well as the complete development and rounding out

of its form which likewise marks this period," etc. Many of the characteristics here mentioned

belong as well to the book of Job ; this is not, however, the case with all of them. The passages

above quoted [on the preceding page], for example, refer rather to a disturbed and troublous pe-

riod, than to the peaceful repose and glory of Solomon's reign. On this account we do not ven-

ture to adopt without hesitation the view that the book originated in this period, as held by

Luther, Doedeklein, Staeudlin, Haevernick, Keil, Schlottjiann, Hahn, Vaihixger,

and others. We regard as more probable the assumption of a somewhat later composition (adopted

by the general Editor; see Introd., etc., p. 35). We do not, however, for that reason, with Ew-

ALD HiEZEL, Heiligstedt, Bleek, and others, assign its origin to the seventh century before

Christ; or, with Clericus, Gesenius, Umbreit, Vatke, Bunsen, and others, refer it to the

exile or the period that immediately followed it.

§ 7. THE LITERATURE OF WISDOJI AFTER SOLOMON ; o) EcCLESIASTES.

To the productions of the Hhokniah that undoubtedly belong after Solomon is to be referred

Koheleth or the Preacher (J^^np, 'E/v/i?.?/CT<a(Tr/}f). This is a didactic poem, which not only by its

extended monologue in the Maschal form, but also by its express designation of the speaker as

" the son of David," and " King in Jerusalem," seems to betray an origin direct from Solomon.

The entire weight of all those considerations, whether of an internal or a verbal character, which

claim attention, compel the assumption of an origin not only after Solomon, but even after the

exile. For the numerous Chaldaisms in its diction, the references to the oppressive rule of un-

worthy kings of a non-Israeli tish race, e. g., iv. 13-16; v. 8 ; viii. 1 sq.; x. 4 sq., as well as many

allusions to circumstances and events after the exile, such as vi. 2, 3 ; viii. 10 ; ix. 13 sq.; xii,

12—all together compel us to recognize the book as a literary monument of the later Persian

period. Complaints of the vanity of all earthly things, in the form of disconnected monologues,

not, however, exactly separate aphoristic sentences like those of the Proverbs, but rather as some-

what extended reflections, are here put into the mouth of the wise King Solomon. The rhetori-

cal dress by means of which this is accomplished appears the more suitable, since a king who had

not only acquired an unusually extended knowledge of earthly things, but also had surrendered

himself to the inordinate enjoyment of them, should be regarded as a pre-eminently appropriate

preacher concerning their nothingness and transitoriness. The complaints which the book con-

tains on this topic sometimes rise to doubts in reference to the moral government of the world

;

e. g., iii. 10 sq.; iv. 1 sq.; vi. 8 sq.; vii. 15 sq.; ix. 2 sq., or where this is not the case, at least
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leave apparently unreconciled the contradiction between the Divine perfection and the vanity of

the world. Its philosophy of life has therefore with a certain degree of justice been explained as

a sceptical one. It has indeed even received the name of a "Song of Songs of Scepticism."*

The entire absence of the Divine covenant name, Jehovah, and the occurrence of frequent exhor-

tations to the cheerful enjoyment of life, instead of possible admonitions to obedient subjection to

the law (ii. 24-26; iii. 12 sq ; iii. 22; v. 17-19; viii. 15; ix. 7-iO
,

xi. 7 sq.; xii. 7 sq.), might

besides seem to justify the suspicion of an attitude religiously indifferent and morally lax, which,

is not seldom charged upon the author. He was, however, far removed from proper Epicurean-

ism, or indeed from atheistic impulses. He in fact never contents himself with uniting the tra-

ditional faith and his sceptical view of the world in a merely external " Concordat between the

fear of God and the cheerful enjoyment of the present " (Kahnis, ut supra, p. 309). But in a

time inclined to the abandonment of faith in God's holy and just govermnent of the world, he

clings to such a faith 'with a touching constancy, and defends the fact of the wise rule of the

Eternal and Omnipotent God against all the frivolous scoffs of fools (ii. 26 ; iii. 20 sq.; v. 1 ; v.

17-19; viii. 14; ix. 1-3; compare ii. 13; iv. 5; x. 2 sq.; x. 13, 14). And in an age when his

people had little or nothing to hope for in the way of external national prosperity and increase,

when moral dullness, apathy and despondency might thus easily master the individual members

of this people, he is never weary of pointing out the righteous retributions of the future as a mo-

tive to the fear of God, the chief and all-comprehending virtue of the wise (iii. 14-17; v. 6; vi.

6, 10; viii. 12 sq.; xi. 9; xii. 13, 14), and of commending unwavering constancy in individual

callings as the best prudence and the surest defence against the sufferings and the temptations

of our earthly life (compare ii. 10 ; iii. 22 ; v. 17, 18 ; viii. 15, etc.). It is especially the high

estimate which he puts upon this faithful endeavor to fulfil one's earthly duty, this " cheerfulness

in labor," which reveals the close relationship between his practical view of life and that of the

Proverbs of Solomon, and reveals his place within the circle of those Hhakainim whose spiritual

thought and action in the earlier age has left its worthiest monument in that collection of Pro-

verbs, and in the Book of Job.

Note 1.—The assumption that Solomon was the immediate author of the Book of Ecclesiastes,

which once exclusively prevailed, and is still at this time defended by L. Van Essen {Der Pre-

diger Salomo's, Schaffh., 1856), H. A. Hahn, Commenlar, etc., 1860), and E. Bohl [Dissertatio

de Arumais77iis libri Koheleth, Erlangen, 1860), is refuted not only by the arguments above

given, which favor its origin in the period of the Persian sway, but still more especially by many
passages in which the use of the name of King Solomoo is manifestly but a free and poetical one

;

e. g., i. 12; i. 16; ii. 6; and particularly xii. 9-14, in which the author speaks of his own
person in distinction from the Preacher. Compare Bleek, Einleitung, p. 643 ; Keil, Einlei-

tung, p. 435.

Note 2.—The charges which have of late been often brought against the Book of Ecclesiastes,

viz., that it teaches merely a "religion of the present," that its moral and religious tendency is sim-

ply negative, that it inclines to fatalistic scepticism and to the lax morahty of Epicureanism

(LowTH, DoEDERLEiN, De Wette, Knobel, in part also Hitzig and Bruch, according to whom
" the scepticism of this book rises even to bitter anguish and utter despair of finding any aim or or-

der in human life" [ut SMj9ra, pp. 68, 238 sq., 383 sq.]), are met by the passages above cited, in

which patient devotion to one's personal earthly calling, together with a cheerful mind and

thankful enjoyment of God's temporal gifts, is recommended. These passages are of special im-

portance, since they significantly exhibit the peculiar practical tendency of the book. It is the

New Testament virtues, inrofiovi], xnipeiv rjj £?.Ki6t, epydi^sc&ai fiera Tjavx'iag (Rom. xii. 12; 2 Thes.

iii. 12, etc.), in their peculiar Old Testament form, and in accordance with that view of the

world inculcated in the more advanced Hhokmah doctrine, which are here substantially exhibited

and commended to the tempted saints of the theocracy after the exile.

Compare Luther's Preface to the writings of Solomon—" The other book is named Koheleth,

which we call the Preacher; and it is a book of consolation. When a man would live obediently.

* So Heinrich Heine designates it in his "Vermischte Schriften," 1854, 1. lo like manner Deutzsch, Oammentar sumi

Buck Biob (iu Keil and Dsuizsch's Bibl. Comm. zum A. T.), p. 5.

2
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accorJing to the teaching of the first book (i. e., the Proverbs), and perform the duties of his

calling or of his office, the devil, the world, and his own flesh oppose, so that he is wearied of his

condition Now as Solomon in the first book teaches obedience, as against foolish desire

and curiosity, so in this book he teaches patience and constancy in opposition to discontent and

tem.ptation, and a peaceful and joyful waiting for. the final hour." Comp. the Preface to the La-

tin Commentary [0pp. exeget. ed. Schmid et Irmischer, T. XXL, p. 5): Hunc libru7n Ecdesias-

ten rectius nos vocaremus Folitica vel CEconomica Salomonis, qui viro in politia versanti consulat

in casibus tristibus et animum erudiat ac roborct ad patientiam, etc. ["This book, Ecclesiastes,

we should more correctly call the Politics or Economics of Solomon ; for he is giving counsel in

adversity to a man engaged in public life, and is training and strengthening his spirit to patience,"

etc.] For similar passages see Elster, Commentar uber den Prediger Sal., 1855, Introd., pp.

14 sq. Besides this expositor (see especially pp. 27 sq.), Ewald [Einl. zu Koheleth, pp. 177 sq.)^

Haevernick (Einl. III., 449 sq.), Vaihinger ( Ueber den Plan Koheleth's, Stud, und Krit.,

1848, pp. 442 sq.), and Hengstenbeeg [Der Prediger Salom. ansgelegt, 1859), have, among

recent writers, with cogent arguments, defended the ethical character and contents of the book

against such attacks. Compare also the profound essay of Vilmar, " Ueher Koheleth,'^ in the

Pastoraltheol. Bll, 1863, 1, 241 sq.

I 8. COXTINUATION. b) THE PSALMS OF "WISDOM.

Proverbial poetry most clearly combined with lyrical appears not only in the writings of Solo-

mon, but also in those of many poets of the later age. Certam intermediate forms of composition

therefore occur which may be classed with one as well as with the other species of poetry. Such

are those Psalms, which, though they do not directly teach wisdom, yet sing the praise of the

fear of God as the source of all wisdom, and exhibit a didactic tendency, both by the Maschal

form which they adopt, and by proclaiming the praise of the law of the Lord and their exhorta-

tions to its faithful observance. They may be briefly designated as Hhokmah-Psalms, and may

be regarded as gnomes expanded into lyrics, or as the combination of several wise adages into a

lyrical didactic whole. The shortest of the two Psalms ascribed to Solomon, the 127th, appears

to be in a measure a gnome thus expanded into a lyrical form. Of the later Psalms those belong

to the same category, which consist of praises of a life led in the fear of God and the faithful ob-

servance of the law,— Ps. i., cxi., cxii., cxxv. and cxxviii. Of these the second is especially worthy

of notice, in that it closes with the same commendation of the fear of God as the beginning of wis-

dom (ver. 10), which is found at the beginning of Solomon's Book of Proverbs (Prov. i. 7, comp.

ix. 10, etc.), and at the end of Ecclesiastes and of the 28th chapter of the Book of Job. The

119th Psalm is also a Psalm of wisdom on a magnificent scale, an alphabetical arrangement [lost

of course in our versions] of inspired praises of the Divine word, and of the blessings which re-

sult from obeying it,—which Luther has well styled " the Christian A. B. C. of praise, love,

power, and use of the word of God." Here belongs also the 49th Psalm, which describes the

transitoriness of the happiness of the ungodly, and contrasts with it the hope of the righteous

resting on God. For this purpose it adopts a form which is expressly termed " speaking of wis-

dom" (ver. 3 [E. V.]), a "parable," a "dark saying" (ver. 4 [E. V.]). The 7Sth Psalm, which be-

longs to Asaph, asserts its didactic character by the use of similar expressions. Yet its contents,

which are descriptive of the history of redemption rather than gnomically instructive or contem-

plative, show that it ought not to be classed with the proper psalms of wisdom, even though its

tendency, like that of several other of the Psalms of Asaph, might in general be called didactic.

Those Psalms of David also, which contain didactic matter, differ almost throughout both in

their contents and their form from the Hhokmah poetry of the age of Solomon, and of that im-

mediately succeeding, and only incidentally coincide with a few of the above named psalms of

wisdom ; e. g., Ps. xv. 2 sq., with Pss. i., cxi., cxii.; Ps. xiv..8 sq., with Ps. cxix.

The title "^'^t^O borne by some of David's psalms, e. g., Pss. xxxii., lii., as well as by Asaph's,

the 7Sth, affords no ground for regarding tliese songs as productions of the Hhokmah poetry, or

in general as merely didactic poems; for /'^tyip is to be rendered neither as " Instructioa" nor
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as " Didactic poem," but most probably with Delitzsch as "Meditation," or even with Hitzig

and others, as " Form, Image, Invention." The Psalter then contains in general no Hhokmah
poems of the period before Solomon, since the above named psalms of this class, all belong more

probably to a later age, and indeed for the most part to the period after the exile ; they are conse-

quently contemporary Avith Ecclesiastes rather, perhaps, than with the Book of Job, or with the

original materials, of the Book of Proverbs.

8 3, CONCLUSION.

—

C) THE APOCRYPHAL LITERATURE OF WISDOM (SIRACH, BARUCH, THE BOOK OF

WISDOM, eic).

In the Apocryphal writings of Jesus, son of Sirach {'2o(pia tov lleipdx, Ecclesiasticus), and of

the anonymous author of the book of Baruch, and of the "Wisdom of Solomon," the Hebrew

literature of wisdom celebrates its second spring-time upon Alexandrian Hellenistic soil.

No one ot tb?se works can have originated earlier than the second century before the Christian

Era, at least in the linguistic form and structure in which they now exist. For the Ptolemy

under whon> the younger son of Sirach* clothed in its present Greek garb the Hebrew work of his

gra,udfather of the same name (a Jew of Palestine), can be no other than Ptolemy Physcon, or

Ptolemy Euergetes II. (B. C. 170-117). The Book of Wisdom, according to internal evidence,

belongs rather to the more advanced than to the earlier period of Alexandrianism ; it must pro-

bably have been produced, therefore, not until near the age of Philo, rather than have been com-

posed by a contemporary of Aristobulus, or, as some claim, by Aristobulus himself The book

Baruch, finally, which has as little to do with the old Baruch of the school of the prophets, as

the " Letters of" Jeremiah " which it contains have to do with the old prophetic teacher, is very

certainly quite a late post-canonical production. No one of these works—«and this is quite as

true of the book Tobias, and the " Prayer of Manasseh," which exhibit at least some points of

contact with the later Jewish literature of wisdom—reaches back even as far as the time of Ec-

clesiastes, the latest production of the canonical or classical Hhokmah poetry. In their literary

artistic character, and their religious didactic substance, the three works named above are distin-

guished one from another in this, that the collection of gnomes by Jesus, son of Sirach, in regard

to contents as well as form, appears to be mainly an imitation of the Proverbs, without, how-

ever, attaining the classical excellence of its model; that, furthermore, the "Wisdom of Solo-

mon," less rich in genuine theological and ethical substance, in its didactic form (as a monologue)

and its free poetical appropriation of the person of Solomon, approaches Ecclesiastes quite as

much as it differs from it in the, not sceptical but, Platonic speculative stamp of its argument;

and that finally Baruch, which attempts to array the fundamental ideas of the doctrine of wis-

dom in the form of the old prophetic admonitions, commands, and letters, reaches nothing better

than a dull, spiritless reproduction of these prophetic forms, of as little theological as philosophi-

cal value.

Note.—The collection of proverbs by the son of Sirach, in spite of the occasional originality

and beauty of its contents, still falls far below the poetic perfection and the theological ripeness

of the model furnished by Solomon. It therefore cannot be regarded as a composition bearing

the stamp of inspiration and worthy of a place in the Canon. These points are conceded even

by several of the most recent defenders of the Apocrypha against the criticisms of the English

Reformed School; e.g., Hengstenberg [Evaiig. Kirchen-Zeilung, 1853, Nos. 54 sq.; 1854,

Nos. 29 sq.) and Bleek {Studieyi und Kritiken, 1853, II.). Bruch also, in particular, has

commented very justly on the literary value of Ecclesiasticus as compared with the Proverbs.

He says in his " Weisheitslehre der Hebrder," p. 273 :
" The true Hebrew gnome did indeed

stand before this sage as a lofty ideal. This was the goal toward which he pressed, but which he

was not able to reach. Only now and then d'^es he attain in his proverbs the condensed brevity,

the suggestive fullness of meaning, and the telling rhythm of proposition and antithesis, which

* [A genealogy based on the assumed correctness of the first prologue to the Book of Ecclesiasticus has been constructed

as follows: 1. Sirach. 2. Jpsus. son (father) of Sirach (a«Wior of the book). 3. Sirach. 4. Jesus, son of Sirach ((ransZator

of the book). See B. F. Wesicott's articles, "Jesus, the son of Sirach," aud " Ecclesiasticus," iu SMlin's Dictionary of tht

JBibk.—A.]
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distinguish the Proverbs of Solomon. In many cases it is only with difficulty that he succeeds

in comprehending a thought, in its rounded fullness of meaning, witiiin the narrow limits of a

single jjroposition. Still less frequently does he bring corresponding members into a true anti-

thetic relation. He usually carries out his thoughts through a series of complementary pro-

verbs, which not seldom run out at last into dull prose. The true poetic spirit is altogether

wanting to the son of Sirach. He fiequently expresses himself, it is true, in imagery, but then

he heaps figure upon figure improperly, and in his similes falls into the inflated and fantastic.

The quiet attitude of reflection would better befit the whole individuality of this Jewish

sage," etc.

Furthermore, that Sirach, notwithstanding his comparative lack of originality and independent

creative power, was still no mere imitator of Solomon's Proverbs, but that besides this he made

use of other collections of ancient and esteemed maxims, appears from some hints in his own
book (e. g., xxiv. 28 ; xxxiii. 16). It appears also from the fragments of ancient Hebrew pro-

verbs which still occur here and there in the Talmudio literature of the Jews, which fragments

point to the existence of similar collections of gnomes by the side of and before that of the son

of Sirach. Comp. Brijch, p. 274 ; Delitzsch, "Zur Geschichte dcr Hebrdischen Poesie,'^ pp.

20i sq.; Bertheau, "Exeget. Handbuch zu den Spr. Sal.," Introd., pp. xlii. sq.

In regard to the literary and theological character of the Book of Wisdom, in its relations to

the canonical literature of wisdom in the Old Testament, comp. Bruch (the work above cited),

pp. 322 sq., and Grimm, in the "Kurzgef. exegel. Handbuch zu den Apocryphen," Vol. 6, In-

troduction ; and likewise Kuebel (Pastor in Wiirtemberg), "Die ethischen Grundanschauungen

der Weisheit Salo77ios: ein Beitrag zur Apocryphenjragc" Studicn und Kriliken, 1865, IV.,

pp. 690 sq.

In regard to the book Baruch, see 0. F. Fritzsche, in the "KurzgeJ. exeg. Handb. zu den

Apocr.," I., 167 sq., and Brtjch, in the work already cited, pp. 319 sq. [Dean Stanley [Jewish

Church, II., 272) says of the Book of Wisdom : "It is one link more in the chain by which the

influence of Solomon communicated itself to succeeding ages. As the undoubted ' Wisdom/
or Proverbs of Solomon, formed the first expression of the contact of Jewish rehgion with the

philosophy of Egypt and Arabia, so the apocryphal ' Wisdom of Solomon ' is the first expression

of the contact of Jewish religion with the Gentile philosophy of Greece. Still the apologue and

the warning to kings keeps up the old strain ; still the old ' wisdom ' makes her voice to be

heard; and out of the worldly prudence of Solomon springs, for the first time, in distinct terms,

'the hope full of immortality ' " (Wisdom i. 1 ; vi. 1, 9; iii. 1-4; v. 1-5, etc.)—A.]

I 10. SYSTEM OF THE LITERATURE OP WISDOM IN THE OLD TESTAMENT, AND THE RELATIVE

PLACE OF THE PROVERBS OF SOLOMON.

So far as the entire literature of wisdom in the Old Testament can be treated as an organic

whole, and this whole be viewed as the didactic part of the religious literature of the Old Testa-

ment, as distinguished from its other main divisions, we recognize first a classical and a post-

classical period [post-heroic, compared by the author to the age of the Epigoni in Greek legend.

—A.] as the most strongly marked phases in the course of its development. And within each

of these two periods there grows up side by side with gnomic poetry, or the Hhokmah litera-

ture in the narrower sense, a similar literature of broader range. In the classical period, or

within the bounds of the canonical literature of the Old Testament, the Hhokmah poetry in the

strictest sense is represented by the Proverbs of Solomon, with their maxims of wisdom aiming

to secure a conception and treatment of nature and of the life of man that shall be conformed

to the will of God. Side by side with its profound, concise, vigorous, marrowy sentences we
find the glowing delineations and soaring lyrical effusions of Solomon's Song, this glorification

of the mystery of love, as it is contemplated from wisdom's point of view. The traditional

triple chord in the harmony,—the trilogy in the drama,—of the writings ascribed to Solomon,

is completed by the broader reflections to which the Preacher (Ecclesiastes) gives utterance

concerning the nothingness of all that is earthly, and the duty of a cheerful but also grateful

and devout enjoyment of life. Outside this trilogy, which contains at least one work not im-
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mediately from Solomon, we find some oilier products of the Hliokmah literature in the wider
sense. There are the didactic Psalms of later date than Solomon, which m lat resemlde the
Maschal poetry of the Book of Proverbs, since they are mainly nothing mare than f^nomes de-
veloped in poetic form. And there is tlie Book of Job, thj dramatic form of whos'i dialo^^ue is

analogous to that of Solomon's Song, while it reveals a certam internal likeness to Ec -lesiastes

in its devotion to the problems of the day, although, at the same time it f^ives expression to

many sceptical thoughts.

Of the productions of the post-classical age, or the literature of wisdom contained in the
Jewish Apocrypha, the collection of proverbs by the son of Sirach [Eoctesiasticus], represents
the Hhokmah poetry in the narrower sense ; for it is a direct imitat on of the Proverb-i and in

part a later gleaning from the same field. Of the writings which are to be classed here only in

the broader sense, the Book of Wisdom stan.ls parallel to Ecclesiastes. and Baruch to the
Song of Solomon; still further, if one will, in Tobit a counterpart may be found for Job, and in

the Prayer of Manasseh for many of the didactic Psalms.

The Proverbs of Solomon appear therefore, as the central spring and storehouse of the gnomic
wisdom of the Old Testament

;
or, as the true and main trunk of the tree of Hhokmah poetry,

widely branching and laden with fruit. And it is mainly on account of tliis radical impulse,
and because of this main trunk, consisting so largely of eh-raents really furnished by Solomon,
that the whole development deserves to be called in a general and comprehensive way an intel-

lectual production of the wisest of all kings in Israel.

Note 1.—Exhibited in a tabular form the above representation of the lit'-rature of wisdom
in the Old Testament would stand somewhat as follows,—according to its genetic development
and its organic relations :

I. Classical or Hebrew canonical period of the Hhokmah.
1. Hhokmah poetry in the strictest sense, or in the primitive form of the Maschal (the

true gnomic poetry of Solomon)

:

The Proverbs.

2. Hhokmah poetry in the broader sense ; or in various transformations and modifica-

tions of the primitive type :

A. The Mas-chal form transformed to dramatic dialogue

:

a) Solomon's Song,—a didactic drama, with strongly marked lyrical

and erotic character.

b) Job,—a didactic drama, with a preponderance of the ejoic character.

B. The Maschal form expanded in monologue

:

a) Ecclesiastes,—a collection of reflective philosophical monologues,
constructed from the point of view of the Hhokmah.

b) The didactic Psalms,—specimens of the lyrical development of some
fundamental ideas and principles of the Hhokmah.

II. Post-classical period, or Hhokmah literature of the Jewish Apocrypha.

1. True Hhokmah poetry, with a direct imitation of the old Maschal form :

Ecclesiasticus.

2, Hhokmah compositions in the broader sense :

A. "With evident leaning toward the elder literature of the prophetic, or epic and
dramatic style

:

a) Baruch.

b) Tobit.

B. With leanings toward elder didactic and lyrical compositions, reflective and
philosophical ;

a) The Wisdom of Solomon.
b) The Prayer of Manasseh.

Note 2.—The grouping of Proverbs, Solomon's Song and Ecclesiastes as a trilogy of com-
positions by Solomon cannot be critically and chronologically justified. Nevertheless it finds
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its partial truth and justification in the fact that precisely these three works constitute the normal

types of the entire literature of wisdom, in respect both to substance and form (see the Table in

note 1). If they be contemplated ideally from this point of view, we cannot refuse to recognize a

degree of truth in the old parallel drawn by Origen and Jerome between this trilogy, and the phi-

losophical triad,— Ethics, Logic, Physics. Attention has been already called to this in the note to

g 1. Compare also page 67 of the General Introduction to the Old Testament section of this Com-

mentary, where the author has given a classification of the writings of Solomon, or, as he puts it,

" of the general didactic system of Solomon," which likewise includes the above trilogy.

An analysis of the literature of wisdom in the Old Testament which differs in several points from

our own, while it also brings out clearly many correct points of view, is proposed by Bruch, pp.

67 sq. I. Period before the Exile : a) Monuments of the practical philosophy of this period : Pro-

verbs; 6) Theoretical philosophy: Job; c) compositions of partly practical, partly theoretical

nature: the older didactic Psalms. II. Period after the exile : a) Practical philosophy ; Ecclesi-

asticus ; b) Theoretical : Solomon's Song ; c) partly practical, partly theoretical ; the later didactic

Psalms, and also the Book of Wisdom, which at the same time forms the transition to the Alexan-

drian philosophy.

By others the apocryphal literature is ordinarily excluded from the classification, and, on the

other hand, all the lyrical poetry of the Psalter brought in, so that the result is a classification of

all the poetical literature of the Old Testament Canon. See, e. g., Haevernick and Keil's

Einle'dung, Vol. III., page 81, where the two great departments of lyrical poetry T^, and gno-

mic poetry vE'O are distinguished, and to the first are assigned Psalms. Solomon's Song, and La-

mentations,—to the latter, Proverbs, the discourses of Job, and the reflections of Ecclesiastes.

Frederic Schlegel [Lectures on the History of Literature, 4th Lecture), and following him,

Delitzsch (in Herzog's " Real-Encyclopddie," XIV., 716), propose two main classes of Old Tes-

tament writings : 1, historico- prophetic, or books of the history of redemption,—and 2, poetical,

or books of aspiration.

The latter class, according to them, includes Job, the Psalter, and the writings of Solomon, and

these correspond to the triple chord of faith, hope and love. For Job is designed to maintain faith

under trials : the Psalms breathe forth and exhibit hope in the conflict of earth's longings ; the

writings of Solomon reveal to us the mystery of Divine love, and Proverbs in particular makes us

acquainted with that wisdom which grows out of and is eternal love.

With reference to the position to be assigned to Proverbs within the circle of the poetical litera-

ture of the Old Testament, these classifications are very instructive. And this is especially true

of that last mentioned, which is as evidently correct in its exhibition of the relation-of Proverbs to

Job and the Psalms, as it is defective with respect to the third of Solomon's writings, Ecclesiastes

(which surely has very little to do with " the mystery of Divine love").

In one passage, J. A. Bengel (in his "Beitrdge zur Schrijterkldrung," edited by Osc. Waech-
TER, Leipsic, 1866, p. 27) expresses himself singularly in regard to the significance of the group-

ing, that has been so long traditional, of Proverbs, Job and Solomon's Song in a trilogy. " The

reason why Proverbs, Job and the Canticles stand together in the best Hebrew codices is this,

—

man standing under paternal discipline needs the Proverbs; when he has passed out from this

into the fellowshi[) of suffering he needs Job ; after he has been perfected he enters into the unio

mystica (mystical union) and comprehends Canticles."

B.—SPECIAL INTRODUCTION TO THE PPvOVERBS OF SOLOMON

1 11. names of the collection.

The superscription of the book which has been handed down in the Masoretic text, and which

rests upon several passages of the book itself (see especially i. 17 ; x. 1 ; xxv. 1) is nD'7E' 'j'tr'?

is more correctly rendered, not " Proverbs " [Spruchwbrter), but Sayings of Solomon [Spruche]*

*
I

To speak of the Proverbs of Solomon, or any other one man, is, in the strict use of terras, a self-contradiction.

A proverhium, a Spriicliwort, a proverb, is strictly an olil ami popular saying. Archbishop Trench (see Lecture I. in

his valiiabli! little work " On the lessons in Proverbs ") speaks of "popularity—acceptance ami adoption on the part of the

people," as " the must essential of all " the qualities of a proverb. A little later ho adds, " Herein, in great part, the force
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This corresponds with the Uapoiuiai of the LXX, and the Parabolce, not Proverbia, of the Vul-

gate. For the word '^'^ does indeed sometimes describe proverbs in the true sense, or general,

practical maxims, growing out of the spirit of a people and expressed in popular form (e. g., 1 Sam.

X. 12; Ezek. xvi. 44 ; xviii. 2). But in itself it signifies only resemblance, likeness [simile, compa-

ratio, napajSoAr/, napoi/iia) ; it is therefoi'e used, according to the peculiarity of Oriental poetry, to

designate symbolical or parabolic apothegms, or poetic and philosophical maxims in the widest

sense. [The verb vl^O is found with two quite distinct significations—to command, and to com-

pare. Gesenius
(
Thesaurus, s. v.), after proposing two different ways of deriving these from one

primary radical meaning, suggests that possibly there are two independent radicals. Fuerst

regards them as wholly distinct, the primary meaning of the one being " to be strong," of the other

''to combine, connect, entwine." Some old commentators erroneously derive the noun from the

first of these two verbal roots; e. g., Trapp (Comm. on Prov., i. 1) :
" Master sentences; max-

ims, axioms, speeches of special precellency and predominancy."—A.] Accordingly prophetical

predictions (e. g., those of Balaam, Num. xxiii. 7, 18 ; xxiv. 3 ; comp. Is. xiv. 4 ; Mich. ii. 4 ; Hab.

ii. 6), as well as didactic Psalms [e.g., Ps. xlix. 5; Ixxviii. 2) or sententious discourses of wise

men {e, g., Job xxvii. 1 ; xxix. 1) are designated as W'l'dT^. In the special and predominant sense

7tyo is however the designation of a maxim or gnome from within the sphere of the Hhokmah ; it

is therefore the sentiment or the moral axiom of a Hhakam (see above, ^^ 2, 3). For it was just

these men, the Hhakamim of the Old Testament economy, that exhibited their main strength iu

.giving utterance to pertinent comparisons, and significant truths of general practical value, and
who were accustomed to impart their instructions chiefly in the form of maxims (Prov. i. 7 ; xxv.

1). An old synonym of the title "Book of Proverbs" or "Proverbs of Solomon" is therefore

" Book of Wisdom "
"^^Pl^ "^rl?- [Comp. Fuerst's Kanon des alien Tcstavienls, etc., 1868, pp. 73

sq.—A.]. The book probably received tKis title now and then in the old Hebrew times. At any
rate it is so called several times in the Talmud [e. g., Tosephoth to Baba Bathra, f 14, b), and amono-

the earliest Fathers of the Greek Church, like Clement, Hegesippus, Iren^us, e^c, it received

the name y navaperor an<pia [wisdom including all virtues]. Comp. Eusebius, Chh. Hist., IV., 22

26, according to whom Melito of Sardis also gave the book a similar title, SoAo/zwi^rof napoifiiai. 7
Kol I,oif>la [similitudes of Solomon, which is also wisdom]. Compare further the titles mipij jii jiloQ and
TraiSnyuytK!/ aofia [" the wise book " and " instructive wisdom "] which Dionysius of Alexandria
and Gregory of Nazianzum employ. We may therefore even now give to our collection of Pro-

verbs the title of " Book of Wisdom," as well as the more common designation of " Proverbs."

And this is all the more allowable, because this collection is far better entitled to be called a " Book
of Wisdom " than the Alexandrian apocryphal work which has assumed the name ; it is also far

more worthy than Ecclesiastes and Ecclesiasticus, to which old Jewish and Christian works not

unfrequently apply the title in question (nODH, ^ixpia).

Note 1. Haevernick (III. 386) and Keil (Inirod., ^ 117, p. 396) are in error when they
dispute the opinion put forth by Bertheau, that the designation of the Proverbs as HODH t3D

originated among the early Jews. The words of Melito quoted by Eusebius (passage above
cited) are a conclusive proof of the correctness of this view, as they belong to a passage

whose express object is to give the designations of the books of the Bible that were current

among the Jews. Comp. Delitzsch (work above quoted, p. 712).

Note 2. As synonymous with ^K'O there occur in the Proverbs of Solomon and elsewhere in the

Old Testament the words HTH (Prov. i. 6 ; Ps. xlix. 5 ; Ixxviii. 2; Hab. ii. 6) and nvSp (Prov.

of a proverb lies, namely, that it has already received the stamp of popular allowance." He calls attention to the Spanish

name of the proverb, " re/ran, which is a referenda, from the oftenness of its repetition." The probable etymology of

wopoifn'a, as " a trite, wayside saying," points the same way.—Dean Stanley (Jewisli Church, II., 267), illustrating the

Bame view, says of the Proverbs of Solomon: "They are individual, not national. It is because they represent not many
men's wisdom, but one man's supereminc-nt wit, that they produced so deep an impression. They were gifts to the people,

not the produce of the people," etc. The adage, adagium, is of doubtful etymology; probably from ^^ ad agendum apta."

The jrapa^oA>), from irapa-pa\Ku}, to cast or put beside, is in form a conparisoii, in purjiose au illustration. An instruciiv*

and entertaining discussion of this subject, enriched with the amplest illustration, may be found in the London (^ua/terly

Ktview, July, 186S.—A.]
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i. 6 ; Hab. ii. 6). The first expression, which properly signifies "enigma" (comp. Judg. xiv.

14 ; 1 Kings x. 1, etc.), [Etym., knotted, involved, intricate, Gesen., Fueest, etc.\ stands for any

dark, involved, profound utterance whatsoever; as in Matth. xiii. 35 the Dip. 'il/p HITn is

rendered by KeKpvftfxeva (nrb KaTaf3o?.f/g (instead of the KpolilrjfiaTa air' apxvc oi the LXX). Cora-

pare Augustine, who uniformly explains (enigma by obscura allegoria: corap. also Luther's

"in einem dunklen Worte " [through an obscure word] for the phrase iv aiviyfian ["darkly,"

Eng. vers.,
—

" by means of a mirror in riddles," De Wette,—" still darkly as in riddles," Van
Ess, Allioli]. If therefore an, ethical axiom, a gnome or parable be designated as this HTn

this is always done with reference to the deeper meaning hidden in it under a figurative veil

(comp. in addition to the passages above cited Ezek. xvii. 2). Examples of these enigmatical

proverbs [" dark sayings "] in our collection are to be found especially m the " words of Agur,"

in chap. xxx. Comp. the remarks on xxx. 15, 16.

The meaning of H^'yO is disputed. According to Gesenius, Bertheau, and HiTZio it is

equivalent to " interpretation," " discourse requiring interpretation," (comp. the aKorsLvog loyog

of the LXX, Prov. i. 6). According to Delitzsch, Haevernick and Keil it is "brilliant or

pleasing discourse," oratio splendida, luminibus ornata." [Fuerst adheres to the derivation first

preferred by Gesenius (following Schultens) according to which p"? (obs. in Kal), Arab.

^^ .signifies " to be involved, entangled," and used of discourse, " to be obscure, and am-

biguous,"—and n^'iD " figurative, involved discourse." Gesenius afterward developed the

meaning of the noun from the radical idea of " stammering."—A.]. A sure decision can hardly be

reached ; the analogy of "f
ra, however. Job xxxiii. 23, Gen. xlii. 23, Isa. xliii. 27, etc., seems to

speak for the first interpretation, to which the second may be appended, as appropriate at least

for Hab. ii. 6. The radical word is then Y^l, torquere, to twist,—and HX 7O is properly ora-

tio contorla sive difficilis [involved or difficult discourse], just as HTn (from Tn defledere

[to turn aside]) is properly oratio obliqua sive per ambages [oblique or ambiguous discourse].

Note 3. With reference to the true conception of the "Proverbs" of Solomon as compared

with the proverbs (properly so called) of the Hebrews, and of various other nations, see espe-

cially Bruch, p. 103. " The maxims which are here collected (in the Proverbs) are a product

not of the popular spirit of the Hebrews, but ot Hebrew wisdom. They have not sprung up

unsought, but rather betray deliberate reflection. * * * * They do not lie separate and iso-

lated, like the proverbs of a people, but rest upon certain fundamental conceptions, and together

make up a whole. They bear the impress of the Hebrew spirit, but only so far forth as the wise

men from whom they come themselves rendered homage to this spirit; in many other respects

they rise, as their authors did, essentially above the spirit of the Hebrew nation. They contain

rules for conduct in the most diverse conditions of life; but having a bond of connection in ge-

neral truths, they reach far beyond the sphere of mere experience. Now and then they take a

speculative flight, and give utterance to profound conceptions and doctrines of philosophy. * *

* * All are clothed in the garb of poetry ; every where the law of parallelism prevails in them.

That elevation of language which is characteristic of Hebrew poetry is apparent in most of them,

while the true proverbs of the people are for the most part expressed in prosaic forms, and often

in very common language.

It is therefore altogether erroneous to compare this Book of Proverbs with the collections of

Arabic proverbs ; it might be more fitly compared with the gpomic poetry of the Greeks. It is

strictly an Anthology of Hebrew gnojnes." Comp. | 2, note 4.

The comparison of the Hebrew Maschal -poetry with the sententious and proverbial poetry

of the Arabs, although so peremptorily denied by Bruch, is not without its justification. See

Umbreit's Commentary, Introduction, p. Iv., where the two Arabic collections of proverbs, by

the grammarian Al Meidani (f 1141), are named as affording at least some parallels to the

Proverbs of Solomon. Reference is made beside to H. A. Schultens' Anthologia sententiarum

Arabicarum (Leyden, 1772), and to the collections of Erpenius, Golius, Kallius, etc. (in
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Schnuerer's Bibliolhcca Arahica, pp. 210-221) as furnishing such parallels in rich abundance.

The latest and best edition of these collections of Arabic proverbs is that of Freytag, Arabum

-proverbia sententkeque jvoverbiales, Bonn, 1838-43, which not only contains entire the collection

of Meidani numbering above 9,000 proverbs, but also gives information concerning the 29

collections of gnomes existing in Arabic literature before Meidani. Comp. also Haevernick and

Keil, III., 381 sq., and Bleek's Introduction, p. 632, where among other things an interesting

observation of Al Meidani is given, with reference to the great value of the proverbial wisdom

;

" acquaintance with proverbs does not merely adorn with their beauties all circles of society,

and grace the inhabitants whether of cities or of the desert; it imparts brilliancy to the contents

of books, and by the allu'^ions which are hidden in them sweetens the words of the preacher and

teacher. And why should it not? since even the word of God, the Koran, is interwoven with

them,—the discourses of the Prophet contain them,—the most eminent scholars, who have trod-

den the path of a mysterious wisdom have won this knowledge as their friend?" "Proverbs

are to the soul what a mirror is to the eyes." Manifestly it is not common popular proverbs to

which this enthusiastic praise refers, but maxims from the schools of the sages, and of a poetic,

philosophic character, similar to those of the Old Testament, though mainly ot far inferior worth.

(This is pertinent also as a reply to Delitzsch, p. 691, who following Ewald, declares the com-

parison of the Hebrew with the Arabic collections of proverbs altogether inadmissible).

I 12. ORIGIN AND COMPOSITION OP THE COLLECTION.

.The collection of the Proverbs of Solomon in its present form opens with along superscription,

•which, in the style of oriental titles, praises the whole book for its important and practically

useful contents. This is followed by three main divisions of the book, of unequal length and

distinguished by separate titles, to which are appended two supplements. The Ji7'st main divi-

sion (chap. i.—ix.) subdivided into.three sections (chaps, i.—iii., iv.—vii., viii.—ix.) contains an

exhibition of wisdom as the highest good to be attained. To the attainment and preservation

of this in the face of the dangers that threaten the possession of it,—sensuality, impurity, adul-

tery, etc.,—youth in particular are admonished : and this is done in the form of instructions or

admonitions, somewhat prolonged, and having an inward connection of parts, addressed by a

father to his son,—and not in brief, aphoristically separated maxims.

The second main division (chap. x.—xxiv.) again comprises three sections, not symmetrical

but of quite unequal length ; a) chaps, x. 1—xxii. 16, with the superscription HDW '^C^O;

a collection of separate, loosely connected, and for the most part very short maxims, which in

part depict wisdom and the fear of God, and in part folly and sin, according to their chief mani-

festations and results ; and this they do without rigid adherence to a fixed train of ideas, with

so loose a coherence of the individual sentences that either no connection of thought appears, or

one merely external, brought about by certain characteristic words or terms of expression.

b) chap. xxii. 17—xxiv. 22; a Maschal introduced by a special injunction to hearken to the

words of the wise (chap. xxii. 17—19), quite well connected in its parts, and evidently forming

one whole ; this contains various prescriptions of equity and worldly prudence.

c) chap. xxiv. 23—34; a short appendix, which by its superscription D'DDnS nbx OJ

["these also are the words of the wise "], is described as the work of various wise men, no longer

definitely known ; it consists of some maxims which, although nearly all having the form of

commands or prohibitions, have no internal mutual connection.

Then follows the third main division (chap. xxv.—xxix.) having the superscription, "These
also are proverbs of Solomon, which the men of Hezekiah, the King of Judah, collected :"—

a

collection of single, loosely grouped proverbs, among which are found an unusually large num-
ber of pointed comparisons and antitheses.

The two-supplements of the collection are, 1) chap. xxx. " The words of Agur the son of Jakeh,"

a compilation of maxims distinguished by their peculiarly artificial garb, and the partial obscu-

rity of their meaning ; 2) chap. xxxi. bearing the superscription " Words of Lemuel the king of

Massa, which his mother taught him.'"* Under this title (in regard to which we shall soon have

* [For the various explanations of the verse see Coinui. on xxxi. 1].
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more to say) the chapter contains a) a series of maxims for kings, and b) the praise of a virtuous

matron, which is clothed in the form of an alphabetic song (vers. 10-31).

That the collection as a whole is not the immediate work of Solomon, or in other words, that

the introductory words of the first superscription (chap. i. 1) " Proverbs of Solomon, son of Da-

vid, king of Israel," so far as they relate to the whole, design to claim the authorship for Solo-

mon only in the most general sense, appears from the most hasty glance at our abstract of the

contents. For apart from the fact that at the opening of the second main division there is a re-

petition of the title " Proverbs of Solomon,"—the last divisions, from xxii. 17 onward, are intro-

duced by quite different superscriptions, two of which refer vaguely to " wise men" as the authors

of the respective sections, and two to definite persons (although these are otherwise unknown),

•while the one which contains again the expression " Proverbs of Solomon" designates as the

" collectors " of these " Proverbs of Solomon " the " men " of a king of Judah who did not live

until 300 years after Solomon. [Fuerst's inference from these diverse superscriptions and ap-

pellations IS thus stated [Cayion des alien Testaments, p. 74) ;
" that it is not the originating of

all the proverbs with Solomon that was emphasized, though he be regarded as their main source,

but only the aim and efi'ect of the proverbs to promote wisdom."—Dean Stanley, [uhi supra, p.

268) says " as in the case of the word 'wisdom,' the connection of ' Proverbs' with Solomon can

be traced by the immense multiplication of the word after his time."—A.]. And not only these

diverse superscriptions, but various peculiarities of language, style, etc., such as present them-

selves to the attentive observer in each section in a characteristic way, bear witness to the gra-

dual growth of the collection under the hands of several authors of a later day than Solomon's,

each complementing the rest. We might put the whole work of compilation to the account of

the " men of Hezekiah," (chap. xxv. 1), and so assume that the maxims of Solomon, before scat-

tered, and transmitted in part orally, in part by less complete written records, were collected, and,

with the addition of sundry supplements brought into their present form by certain wise men

from the court of the devout king Hezekiah (B. C. 727—697). The verb Y^^-^ '^^"^^^ ^^ ^^®

passage cited above is used to describe the agency of these men, would well accord with this as-

sumption ; for it signifies, not " appended" (Luther), but " brought together, arranged in or-

der," in as much as p'^Hj^n properly means " to remove from its place, to set or place some-

where ;" and in the passage before us it is rendered correctly by the k^eypdrpavro of the LXX

,

and the transtulerimt of the Vulgate, But the relations of the matter are not quite so simple

that the whole compilation and revision can be referred to these wise men of Hezekiah. For

from the quite numerous repetitions of whole proverbs, or at least parts of proverbs from earlier

sections, such as occur in the division chaps, xxv.—xxix. (compare e. g., xxv. 24 with xxi. 9,

—

xxvi. 22 with xviii. 8,—xxvii. 12 with xxii. 3,—xxvii. 21 with xvii. 3,—xxix. 22 with xv, 18,

etc.) it seems altogether probable that the preceding sections existed as an independent whole,

before the attachment of chaps, xxv. sq. This is confirmed by the fact that certain characteris-

tics noticeable in the structure of clause and verse, and many peculiarities of phraseology and

idiom likewise indicate that between the sections preceding chap. xxv. and the last seven chap-

ters a wide difference exists, and one that points to the greater antiquity of the first and largest

division. Hezekiah's wise men appear therefore substantially as supplementing, or more exactly

as continuing and imitating a larger collection of Solomon's proverbs already in existence before

their day : and the existence of this they must not only have known but studiously regarded, for

the great majority of the maxims and axioms there found they did not take into their new col-

lection, but sought to present that which was mainly new and independent; in consequence how-

ever of the similarity of the sources from which they drew to those of the earlier collection, they

could not but reproduce much in a similar form, and some things in a form exactly corresponding

with the earlier. [The Jewish tradition as given by Fuerst {uhi supra, p. 75) ascribes the col-

lection of the proverbs of the first three sections, chaps, i.—ix., x,—xxii. 16, and xxii. 17—xxiv.

to the men of Hezekiah. And it finds this view confirmed by the very fact that the next sec-

tion begins (xxv. 1) with the words "These also, are proverbs," etc. But the subsequent col-

lection (chap, xxv. sq. is " continued" by them, the proverbs being searched out elsewhere and

transferred to this place; " proverbs not hitherto publicly employed for the education of the peo-
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pie they brought into a collection, to be in like manner used as a collection of Solomon's pro-

verbs." The " men of Hezekiah " he regards moreover as not all contemporaries and agents of the

good king, but as organized into a "college," continued for literary, religious, and judicial pur-

poses 280 years, seven full generations. This is Jewish tradition.—A.].

That the older collection is not however to be itself regarded as all of one casting, but likewise

as a product of the activity of one or several editors collecting and combining from still earlier

sources, appears from several facts. Within this section, as well as the later, instances occur of

the repetition of single proverbs in an identical or analogous form (comp. e. g. xiv. 12 with xvi.

25,—xvi. 2 with xxi. 2,—x. 2 with xi. 4,—xiii. 14 with xvi. 27,—xix. 12 with xx. 2, etc.). We
have, besides, this fact, which is still more significant, that here again a diversity appears,

marked by decided peculiarities of form as well as substance, between the two large subdivisions,

chaps, i.—ix., and chaps, x. 1—xxii. 16. In the second of these sections we find mainly verses

symmetrically constructed,—so-called "antithetic couplets,"—and each verse presents an idea

quite complete and intelligible. It is the simplest and, as it were, the ideal type of the Maschal

that here predominates; and since the simplest is wont to be as a general rule the most primi-

tive, this fact suggests the conjecture that we are dealing here simply with genuine, original pro-

verbs of Solomon. In other words, Chapters x.—xxii. 16 comprise the proper germ of the gnomic

poetry of the Old Testament, lohich is in the strictest sense to be referred to Solomon and his age.

In the two supplements to this central main division, chap. xxii. 17—xxiv. 22, and chap. xxiv.

23—34 we observe in respect to form quite another character in the individual proverbs,

although in their ethical tenor and substance they correspond with the preceding. They lose

something of the telling, pointed brevity, the inward richness of meaning, the condensed power,

that characterize the earlier proverbs; and instead of " the rapid alternation of clause and coun-

ter-clause " before every where perceptible, there is apparent here less uniformity of structure,

and an effort to expand the brief axiom to the longer discoui'se, admonitory, didactic, or illustra-

tive of some moral truth. Still more entirely is the simple and beautiful form of the Maschal,

compact, pithy and symmetrical, disregarded and cast aside m chaps, i.—ix. These present no-

thing but longer admonitory discourses, moral pictures full of warning, and ethico-religious con-

templations of broader compass, in all of which the simple, short proverb is only exceptional,

and " proverbial poetry evidently took the form of admonition and preaching, but for this very

reason became much more flexible, flowing and comprehensible." The technical language of the

Hhokmah appears here in various ways expanded and refined,—especially in the application of

such full allegorical delineations as are contained in chap. ix. (in the description of Wisdom's

house with its seven pillars, and her feast,—and also in that of the conduct of the n^S'p3 TllJfX

the personification of Folly). The nearly equal length, moreover, of the three sections into

which this entire admonitory address to youth is divided, (see the earlier part of the §), the quite

regular and frequent recurrence of the 'Jl, " my son," which shows this to be its chief appli-

cation, (i. 8 ;
ii. 1; iii. 1, 11, 21 ; iv. 10, 20 ; v. 1, etc.), the adherence to certain leading thoughts

through all the change and variety in expression and delineation,—all this points us to a single

author, who different as he was from the author of the collection following (x. 1—xxii. 16), de-

signed to furnish an appropriate introduction to this collection of older proverbs, and to com-
mend it to the Israel of his own time, especially to its younger generation.

That the mutual relations of the various parts of the Book of Proverbs are to be judged sub-

stantially in this way, most of the recent commentators are agreed. [This general view both of

the structure and authorship of our book is taken by most of our English and American scholars,

with some divergencies of course, in the details. Thus, Stuart, Noyes, Muenscher, W. Aldis
Wright, etc. Stuart sums up his view of the authorship thus (Comm. p. 63): " Solomon se-

lected many, composed others, and put together those which he judged to be true, most striking,

and most worthy to be preserved It matters not how much of the book of Proverbs

Solomon actually composed; we only need his sanction to what it now contains." Portions of

the book moreover do not even purport to be Solomon's.—A.]. We may make an exception,

perhaps, of H. A. Hahn, Haevernick. and Keil, who, in spite of all internal and external dif-

ferences between the several sections, which they are forced to acknowledge,—in spite of the va-
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rious introduclory superscriptions,—still feel constrained to maintain Solomon's immediate au-

thorship of the whole, with the sole exception of the two supplements in chaps. xx£., xxxi. (see

especially Haevernick and Keil's Introduction, III., 392 sq.). [This is Wordsworth's posi-

tion. It is moreover characteristic of him to look on the proverbs as having " also a tvpical

character and inner spiritual significance, concerning heavenly doctrines of supernatural truth."

He finds support for this view in the fact that the collection is in its introduction said expressly to

comprise enigmas and dark sayings.—A.]. Inasmuch as this conclusion is made necessary neither

by reasons, mternal or external, [in the book itself
J,

nor by any general theological interest in

maintaining the inspired character of Scriptui>s, we must, unquestionably, adopt one of those

views which represent the present collection as growing up gradually in the time between Solo-

mon and Hezekiah, or even within a period ending somewhat later, and which disci'iminate be-

tween an original nucleus that is from Solomon, and the accretions of various ages, which are due

to later collectors and editors.

The more imjDortant of these theories are (1) that of Ewald {Poet. Biicher des AUen Test., IV.

2 sq.). According to this, chap. x. 1—xxii. 16 forms the earliest collection, originating perhaps

two hundred years after Solomon, yet inspired throughout by Solomon's spirit; to this were ap-

pended, first, in Hezekiah's time chap. xxv.—xxix., which also contain much that is the genuine

work of Solomon,—then, in the following century, the Introduction, chap. i.—ix.,—then the

supplements to the central main division, chap. xxii. 17—xxiv. 84,—and lastly the supplements

chaps. XXX., xxxi ; and all these last are to be regarded as the independent composition of un-

known sagesof the later period before the exile, without any elements whatever that are Solomon's.

We have (2) the view of Bertheau [Commentary, Introd., pp. xxiii. sq.). According to this

it is as impossible to demonstrate with certainty an origin earlier than the days of Hezekiah for

the second collection (chap. x. 1—xxii. 16) as for the first (chap. i.—ix.), the third (chap. xxii.

17—xxiv. 34), or the fourth (chap. xxv.—xxix.); we must therefore in general maintain the

merely negative conclusion, that the book of Proverbs in its present form originated after the

time of Solomon, and that it flowed from sources oral and written that are perhaps very nume-
rous. We have (3) the view of Hitzig {"Das Konigreich Massa" in Zeller's Theol. Jahrb.

1844, pp. 269 sq., and Commentary, Introd. pp. xvii. sq.). This represents the present order of

the parts as substantially that of their composition. It accordingly conceives of the first collec-

tion (chaps, i. —IX.) as originating pretty soon after Solomon, in the 9th century B. C. ; it then

appends to this, shortly before the times of Hezekiah, or in the first half of the 8th century, the

second (chap. x. 1—xxii. 16) together with the latter part of the fourth (chap, xxviii. 17—xxix,

27) ; to this it attaches " in the last quarter of the 8th century " the anthology in chaps, xxv.

—

xxvii., and about a hundred years later (at the beginning of the period following the exile) the

intruded section, chap. xxii. 17—xxiv. 34, and the fragment, chap, xxviii. 1—16 ; finally, at a

still later day it adds the supplements in chaps, xxx , xxxi.

We have (4) the view of Delitzsch (in Heezog's Encycl., as above quoted, especially pp.

Y07 sq.), with which that developed by Bleek {Introd., pp. 634 sq.) agrees in the main point,

—

i. e., apart from some subordinate details in which it approaches more nearly the theory of Ew-
ald. According to this the first and largest section of the Book of Proverbs (chap. i. 1—xxiv.

22) comes from an age earlier than Hezekiah, the second and smaller commencing with xxiv. 23,

from Hezekiah's times. The compiler of the first half lived possibly under Jehoshaphat, within

a ceniuiy of Solomon. As material for the middle and main division of this work,—the germ,

the mam trunk, consisting of the genuine proverbial wisdom of Solomon as contained in chap. x.

1—-xxii 16,—he availed himself above all of the rich treasures of the 3,000 proverbs of Solomon,

which were undoubtedly all fully preserved to his day, and from which he may be assumed to

have taken at least all that were of religious and ethical value. Still he appears to have ga-

thered up much that is not from Solomon, and therefore to have united in one collection the no-

blest and richest fruits of the proverbial poetry of the wise king, with the most valuable of the

" side shoots which the Maschal poetry put forth, whether from the mouth of the people or the

poets of that day." To this collection he prefixed the long Introduction in chaps, i.—ix.; a monu-
ment of his high poetic inspiration, not in the strict form of the Maschal, but that of long poetic

admonitions,—in which he dedicated the whole work to the instruction of youth. At the same
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time he added an appendix, chap. xxii. 17—xxiv. 22, consisting of proverbs from various wise

men, and commencing with an apostrophe to youth (chap. xxii. 17—21) the tone of which re-

minds one of the longer Introduction.

While according to this view the first and larger section purports to be essentially a book for

youth, the second and shorter division, whose nucleus is formed by the proverbs of Solomon com-

piled by the men of Hezekiah, is evidently a book for the people, a treasury of proverbial wisdom

for kings and subjects,—as is indicated by the first, introductory proverb :
" It is the glory of

God to conceal a thing, and the honor of kings to search out a matter." After the analogy of

the first collection, to these proverbs gathered by Hezekiah (or this treasury of " Solomon's

wisdom in Hezekiah's days," in Stier's apt phrase), a sort of introduction was prefixed, chap.

xxiv. 23-34, and a supplement was added, consisting of the proverbial discourses of Agur and

Lemuel, and the poem in praise of a virtuous matron, in chap, xxx., xxxi. Thus, like the older col-

lection of the proverbs of Solomon, this made by Hezekiah has '• proverbs of wise men on the

right and on the left ;" " the king of proverbial poetry stands here also in the midst of a worthy

retinue." As to the time of the origin of the second collection, we are indeed not to assume the

reign of Hezekiah itself, but the next subsequent period. The personality of the collector of this

second main division stands far more in the background than that of the author of the first,

larger collection, who in its introductory chapters has given rich proofs of his o^yn poetical en-

dowments and his wisdom. From which of the two the general superscription of the whole,

chap. i. 1-6, has come, must remain a question
;
yet it is from internal evidence more probable

that it was the last collector who prefixed this to the book.

We have presented with especial fullness this hypothesis of Delitzsch in regard to the ori-

gin of the Book of Proverbs, because it is in itself the most attractive of all, and offers the most

satisfactory explanation of the various phenomena that arrest the attention of the observant

reader, as he considers the superscriptions and the internal peculiarities of the several parts. It

is less forced and artificial than the theory of HiTZia, which shows itself arbitrary and hypercri-

tical, especially in breaking up the section, chap. xxv.—xxix.; and it does not rest content with the

mere negative results of criticism, like the analysis of Bertheau, which is also chargeable with

excess of critical sharpness. In comparison with Ewald's hypothesis it has the advantage, that

it rests upon a more correct conception of the order of the development of gnomic poetry among
the ancient Hebrews. For it rejects as a one-sided and arbitrary dictum, Ewald's axiom, that

the antithetic verse of two members which predominates in chap. x. 1—xxii. 16, is the old-

est form of the Maschal, and that all proverbs and gnomic discourses otherwise constructed, by

their departure from the typical form betray their origin as decidedly later than the days of So-

lomon. It accordingly allows that sections in which there is a preponderance of gnomic dis-

«ourses and gnomic songs,—such as chap. i.—ix. and xxii. 17—xxiv. 22, may come, if not from

Solomon himself, at least from the age immediately after Solomon. It likewise recognizes in the

collection that dates from Hezekiah's day proverbial poetry which is mainly the genuine work

of Solomon, or at least stands very near his day, and whose artistic character by no means (as

EwALD thinks) contains traces of a decay in purity and beauty of form that is already quite far

advanced.

Only in this particular are we unable altogether to agree with Delitzsch, that he would find

in chap. x.—xxii. together with .a selection from the 3,000 proverbs of Solomon, much that is his

only in a secondary sense. We believe rather that it is just this main division which contains

nothing but fruits of Solomon's gnomic wisdom in the narrowest and strictest sense, and that

repetitions of individual proverbs within the section, which are partly identical and partly ap-

proximative, in which especially Delitzsch thinks he finds support for the view that we are now
Combating, are to be otherwise explained. They are, like the repetitions of discourses of Christ

in the Gospels, to be partly charged to diversity in the sources or channels of the later oral or

written tradition, and in part recognized as real tautologies or repetitions which the wise king

now and then allowed himself. We should, on the other hand, be disposed rather to conjecture,

that in the supplements, chap. xxii. 17—xxiv. 34, which are expressly described as " words of

wise men," and perhaps also in Hezekiah's collection, chap. xxv.—xxix., there is no inconsiderable

number of utterances of wise men of Solomon's time, such as Heman, Ethan, Chalkol, etc.; and
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this simply for the reason, that the superscriptions O'D^n '"l^T (xxii. 17) [words of wise men],

and D'ODnS n|^X DJ (xxiv. 23) [these also are from wise men], together with the peculiarity of

diction which points to a high antiquity, make such a conjecture reasonable. Th-e short section

becrinnincf with the superscription last cited, chap. xxiv. 23-34, we should be most inclined, it

concurrence with the majority of expositors, to regard as a second appendix to the first main

collection, because the assumption of Delitzsch that it is a sort of Introit to the second main

division, of the same age as the section, chap. xxv.—xxix., strikes us in no other way than as too

bold and destitute of all adequate foundation.

It remains only to speak briefly of the superscriptions to the two supplements

in chapters xxx., xxxi. The "Agur, son of .Jakeh " (?) to whom the contents of chap-

ter XXX. are accredited, is a wise man otherwise altogether unknown, whose era we are

as unable to determine with certainty as his residence, whose very name is almost as difficult

and uncertain in its interpretation as are the words next succeeding in chapter xxx. 1.

bsNI bii'r}'iih Sx'n'xS 13Jn D^^ a^r^rt. Perhaps instead of the common translation of

these words :
" the prophetic address of the man to Ithiel, to Ithiel and Ucal" [''even the pro-

phecy ; the man spake unto Ithiel, even unto Ithiel and Ucal," E. V.], the interpretation of

HiTZiG, adopted also by Bertheatj, Hahn and Delitzsch, should be followed. According to

this, the words '!^p'^_^ |3 [" son of Jakeh "] by a change of punctuation are to be connected closely

with the word Nfi'^n
; thus for the beginning of the whole superscription we reach this meaning :

"Words of Agur, the son of her whose dominion is Massa " {ii^'Q nnp; |2), i. e., son of the

queen of Massa. This queen of Massa we should then have to regard as the same person who

in the superscription to the next supplement (chap, xxxi.) is designated as the " mother of King

Lemuel." For in this passage also Nt^O must be regarded as the name of a country, and the

aU'O "ijSiD [King of Massa] as perhaps an Israelitish Arab, or, as Delitzsch suggests, an Ish-

maelitish prince, whose kingdom, to judge from the mention of it in Gen. xxv. 14; 1 Chron. i.

30, must have lain in Northern Arabia, and whose brother would have been the Agur in ques-

tion. [FuERST {ubi supra, pp. 76-7) regards Xt^^D as a common noun, singular in form, but col-

lective in import, having ihe meaning common in the prophets, "a prophetic or inspired utter-

ance." The symbolical meaning found here by Jewish tradition may be reserved for the exege-

tical notes on this chapter.— A.] Further arguments in support of this interpretation (first pre-

sented by HiTZiG in the Articles in Zeller's Theol. Jahrb., 1844, cited above, and adopted, al-

though with various modifications, by the other interpreters whom we have named), and in re-

ply to all conflicting interpretations, will be brought forward in the special exegesis of the pas-

sages involved. We shall there have occasion to discuss the further question, whether the whole

substance of chap. xxx. is to be referred to Agur, and all in chap. xxxi. to Lemuel, or whether at

least the Alphabetic poem in praise of a virtyous matron must not be regarded (as is done by

nearly all the recent commentators) as the work of another author.

§ 13. THE RELATION OF THE MASORETIC TEXT OF THE COLLECTION TO THE ALEXANPRIAX.

In the LXX there occur many, and in some instances very remarkable deviations from the

common Hebrew text of the Proverbs. These consist in glosses to many obscure passages (i. e.,

either in readings that are actually correct and primitive, as, e.g., xi. 24; xii. 6; xv. 28 ; xviii.

1 ; xix. 28 ; xxi. 6, 28, etc., or in wild emendations, as in xii. 12 ; xviii. 19; xix. 25 ; xxiv. 10,

etc.), in completing imperfect sentences (as, e.g., xi. 16; xvi. 17; xix. 7), in independent addi-

tions or interpolations [e. g., after i. 18 ; iii. 15; iv. 27; vi. 8, 11 ; viii. 21 ; ix. 6, 10, 12 ; xii.

13; xiii. 13, 15, etc.), in double versions of one and the same proverb {e.g., xii. 12; xiv. 22;

XV. 6 ;
xvi. 26 ; xvii. 20 ;

xviii. 8 ; xxii. 8, 9 ; xxix. 7, 25 ; xxxi. 27, in the omission of whole

verses [e.g., i. 16 ; xvi. 1, 3 ; xxi. 5 ; xxiii. 23, etc.), and finally in the transposition of entire

passages of greater length Accordingly, of the proverbs of Agur. the first half (chap. xxx. 1-

14) is inserted after chap. xxiv. 22, and the second, chap. xxx. 15-33, together with the words

of King Lemuel, after xxiv. 34 ; the two supplements, therefore with the exception of the praise

of the excellent matron (chap. xxxi. 10 sq.) appear associated with the "words of wise men"
which stand between the elder and the later collection of proverbs.
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These deviations are so considerable that they compel the assumption that there were (luite

earh' two different recensions of the Book of Proverbs, one belonging to Palestine, the other to

Egypt, the former of which lies at the basis of the Masoretic text, the latter, of the Alexandrian

version. The Egyptian text appears in general to abound more in corruptions and arbitrary

alterations of the original ; sometimes, however, it preserves the original most correctly, and

seems to have drawn from primitive sources containing the genuine proverbial wisdom of Solo-

mon. Especially is it true that not a few of the additions which it exhibits on a comparison

with the Hebrew text, breathe a spirit, bold and lofty, as well as thoughtful and poetic (see, e. g.,

iv. 27; ix. 12; xii. 13 ; xix. 7, etc.) ; these appear, therefore, as fruits grown on the stock of the

noble poetry of wisdom among the ancient Hebrews,—in part even as pearls from the rich

treasures of Solomon's 3,000 proverbs (1 Kings iv. 32).

Note 1.—The critical gain for the emendation of the text and for the interpretation of the

Book of Proverbs that is yielded by the parallels of the LXX may be found most carefully tested

and noted—though not without many instances of hypercritical exaggeration and arbitrary deal-

ing—in Fr. Bottcher's "iVciie exegetisch kritische Aehrenlese zum A. T.," III., pp. 1-39; in

P. DE Lagaede's "Anmerkungen zur griechischenUebersetzung der Proverbien" (Leipz., 1863);

in M. Heidenheim's Article, "Zur Textkritik der Proverbien" [Deutsche Vierteljahrsschr. fur
englisch-theol. Forschung, u. s. w., VIII., Gotha, 1865, pp. 395 sq.) ; as well as in the Commen-
taries of Bertheau (see especially Introd., pp. xlv. sq.) and Hitzig (Introd., pp. xix. sq.;

xxiii. sq.). The last mentioned writer has also thoroughly discussed the variations of the Sy-

riac version (Peschito), the Vulgate and the Targum (pp. xxvii. sq.); of these, however, in ge-

neral, only the first named are of any considerable critical value, and that usually only in the

cases where they agree with those of the LXX.
Compare furthermore the earlier works of J. G. Jaeger, Observaiiones in Prow. Salom. ver-

sionem Alexandrinajn, Lips., 1786; Schleussner, Opuscula critica ad versiones Grcecas V. T.

pertinentia, Lips., 1812, pp. 260 sq.; and also Dathe, De ratione consensus versionis Chaldaicce

et Syriacce proverbiorum Salomonis (in Dathii Opuscc. ed. Rosenmueller, pp. 106 sq.).

Note 2.

—

Umbreit in his Commentary has taken special notice of several other ancient Greek

versions beside the LXX, especially the Versio Veneta, which is for the most part sti'ictly lite-

ral. Another text which is likewise quite literal, which Procopius used in his 'Epuf/veia elg rac

•n-apoiiuac, and which Angelo Mai has edited in Tom. IX. of his Glass. Auctor., may be found

noticed in Heidenheim (as above).

2 11. the poetical form of proverbs.

The simplest form of the Maschal, or the technical form of poetry among the Hebrews, is a

verse consisting of two short symmetrically constructed clauses,—the so-called distich [Zweizei-

ler,)as Delitzsch calls it, following Ewald's peculiarly thorough investigations on the subject

before us. The mutual relation of the two members or lines of this kind of verse shapes itself

very variously, in accordance with the general laws for the structure of Hebrew poetry. There

are synonymous distichs, in which the second line repeats the meaning of the first in a form but

slightly changed, for the sake of giving as clear and exhaustive a presentation as possible of the

thought involved {e.g., xi. 7, 25; xii. 28; xiv. 19; xv. 3, 10, 12, ete.). There are antithetic

distichs, in which the second illustrates by its opposite the truth presented in the first [e. g., x.

1 sq.; xi. 1 sq.; xii. 1 sq.; xv. 1 sq.). There are synthetic distichs, the two halves of which express

truths of different yet kindred import {e. g., x. 18, 24, etc.). There are integral {eingedayikige) dis-

tichs, in which the proposition commenced in the first half is brought to completion only by the

Becond, the thought which is to be presented extending through the two lines (as in xi. 31 ; xiv. 7,

10; xvi. 4, 10 ; xxii. 28). There are fmaWy parabolic distichs, i. e., maxims which in some form or

other exhibit comparisons between a moral idea and an object in nature or common life : and this

is effected sometimes by 3 [as] in the first clause and \3 [so] in the second, that is, in the form na-

tural to comparisons,—sometimes, and more usually, in such a way that the proposed object and its

counterpart are set loosely side by side, with a suggestive, emblematic brevity, with or without the

copulative \ (xi. 22 ; xvii. 3 ; xxv. 25 ; xxvi. 23 ; xxvii. 21, etc.). In the central main division of

the collection, chap. x.—xxii. 16, all the proverbs are these short distichs, and, as has been already
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said, the larger part of them (especially in the first six chapters of the section) antithetic distichs,

distinguished by the " but " (Hebr. 1) at the beginning of the second line (compare 1 12, p. 27, and

below, § 15). In the supplements to the oldest collection (xxii. 17—xxiv. 3i) as well as in the

gleanings of Hezekiah's men, there are found however not a few instances of the extension of the

simple typical distich to a verse of several Unes, or of the multipUcation of the couplet to four-, six-

er eight -lined verses.*

In the case of these longer proverbs, which comprise several verses, we find repeated, if not

every one, yet the greater part of the diverse relations of the first to the second half of the pro-

verb, which we had observed in the distichs. There are, it is true, no antithetic stanzas of four

lines,—but there are synonymous verses [e.g., xxiii. 15 sq.; xxiv. 3 sq.; xxiv. 28 sq.),

—

synthe-

tic (xxx. 5 sq.),—stanzas with a shigle idea (xxii, 22 sq., 26 sq.; xxx. 17 sq.),—and paraholie

verses (xxvi. 18 sq.; xxv. 4sq.). Specimens of the six-lined stanzas (which are constructed

mainly with a single thought, or in the synthetic form) are to be found, e.g, in xxiii. 1-3, 12-

14, 19-21, 26-28 ; xxiv. 11-12 ; xxx. 29-31. Verses 22-25 of chapter xxiii. compose a stanza

of eight lines, synthetic in its structure. Side by side with this normal multiplication of the

couplet to form stanzas of four, six or eight lines, there are abnormal or one-sided growths, re-

sulting in triplets, with the first division of two lines and the second of one {e.g., xxii. 29 ; xxiv.

3; xxvii. 22; xxviii. 10, etc.),—or in stanzas of five lines (xxiii. 4sq.; xxv. 6 sq.; xxx. 32 sq.),

or in stanzas of seven lines, of which at least one example appears in chap, xxiii. 6-8.

If the proverb extends itself beyond the compass of seven or eight lines, it becomes the Mas-
chal (or gnomic) poem, without a fixed internal order for the strophes. Such a poem (or song)

is, for example, the introductory paragraph [of one main division], chap. xxii. 17-21 ; and again,

the meditation on- the drunkard, xxiii. 29-35 ; that on the lazy husbandman, xxiv. 30-34 ; the

admonition to diligence in husbandry, xxvii. 23-27; the prayer for the happy medium between

poverty and riches, xxx. 7-9
; the prince's mirror, xxxi. 2-9, and the alphabetically constructed

song in praise of the matron, xxxi. 10-31.

The introductory main division, chap, i. 7—ix. 18, consists wholly of these proverbial poems, and

of 15 of them (see in § 16 the more exact enumeration of these 15 subdivisions, which may again

be classed in three larger groups). Inasmuch as the rhetorical presentation throws the poetical

in these cases usually quite into the background, these Maschal poems may almost be called with

greater propriety Maschal discourses. Yet within these there is no lack of poetical episodes, lofty

and artistic in their structure, among which we would name especially the allegory of the banquet

of Wisdom and Folly (chap. ix. 1 sq.), and also the numerical proverb in eight lines concerning
" the six things which the Lord hates and the seven that are an abomination to Him " (in chap, vi.

16-19). Of these numerical proverbs, or .nnD, as they are called in the poetry of the later Ju-

daism, chap. XXX., as is well known, contains several (vers. 7 sq., 15 sq., 18 sq., 21 sq., 24 sq.).

In the Son of Sirach's collection of proverbs likewise we find several examples of the same kind

(e. g., Ecclesiasticus xxiii. 16 ; xxv. 7 ; xxvi. 5, 28). Further observations on the origin and im-

port of this peculiar poetic form may be found in notes on chap, vi, 16, Now and then the Book
of Proverbs contains forms analogous to the Priamel [prcsambulum, a peculiar type of epigram,

found in German poetry of the 14th and 15th centuries—A.] ; see, e.g., xx, 10; xxv. 3; xxvi,

12 ; xxx. 11-14
;
yet this form is hardly found except in the most imperfect state.

The last of the technical forms of the poetry of the Book of Proverbs is that of the Maschal-

series, i. e., a sequence of several proverbs relating to the same objects, e. g., the series of proverbs

concerning the fool, chap. xxvi. 1-12,—the sluggard, xxvi. 13-16,—the brawler, xxvi. 20-22,—the

* [In English Biblical literature, Bishop Lowth's discussion a"nd classification has been the basis generally assumed.
Wo know no clearer and more concise exhibition of this system and the various modifications that have been proposed

than that given by W. Alois Wright in Smith's Dictinnary of the. Bible (Article Poetry, Uehrexv). Lowth who is closely

followed by Stoart, Edwards and others, regards a triple classification as sufficient : synonymous, antithetic and synthetic

parallelisms. An infelicity in the term synonymous, in view of the extent and variety of its applications, was recognized

by LowTH himself, but more strongly urged by Bishop Jebd, who proposed the term cofrnnte. This appears to he a real im-

provement in terms. Mcenscher (Introd., pp. xlv. sq.) proposes two additional classes, the gradational and the intro-

verted, the first of which is well covered by the term corfnate, while the second, which had been proposed by Jedd. seems
open to Wrioht's exception, that it is "an unnecessary refinement." This objection does not seem to lie against the new
terms proposed In ZifGKLSR'a nomenclature.—A,]
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spiteful, xxvi. 23-27. This form belongs, however, as Delitzsch correctly observes, " rather to

the technical form of the collection than to the technical form of the poetry of proverbs." That

the former [the arrangement] is far more imperfect and bears witness to far greater indifference

than the latter,—in other words, that the logical construction, the systematic arrangement of in-

dividual proverbs according to subjects, especially within the central main division, is far from

satisfactory, and baffles almost completely all endeavors to discover a definite scheme,—this must

be admitted as an indisputable fact, just in proportion as we give fit expression on the other

hand to our admiration at the wealth of forms, expressive, beautiful and vigorous, which the col-

lection exhibits in its details.

Note.—With reference to the connection of the several proverbs one with another, and also

with respect to the progress of thought apparent in the collection as a whole, we can by no means

concur in the opinion of J. A. Bengel,—at least in regard to the main divisions, x. 1 sq.; xxii. 17

Bq.; XXV. 1 sq. The collection of proverbial discourses, i. 7—ix. 18, being intentionally arranged

according to a plan, is of course excluded from such a judgment. Bengel says :
" I have often

been in such an attitude of soul, that those chapters in the Book of Proverbs in which I had before

looked for no connection whatever, presented themselves to me as if the proverbs belonged in the

most beautiful order one with another" (Osk. Waechter, Joh. Albrecht Bengel, p. 166). We
must pass the same judgment upon many other expositors of the elder days, who wearied them-

selves much to find a deeper connection between the several proverbs (see, e. g., S. Bohlius,

Ethica Sacra, I., 297 sq., "de disposilione et cohcsrentia textus;" and Stockee in the Introduction

to his "Sermons on the Proverbs of Solomon"). In regard to this matter as old a commentator as

Mart. Geier judged quite correctly :* "Ordo-frustra quceritur ubi nullusfuit observatus. Quam-

quam enimsub initiuviforte libricerta serie Bex nosier sua proiiosuerit,—attamen ubi ad ipsaspro-

prie dictasparabolas aut gnomas devenitur, promiscue, prout quidque se offerebat, consignata vi-

demus pleraque, ita ut modo de avaritia, modo de mendaciis, modo de simpliciiate, modo de timore

Dei vel alia materia sermonem institui videamus," etc. As in the case of the great majority of the

songs of the Psalter, in which the arrangement is merely and altogether external, determined of-

ten by single expressions, or by circumstances wholly accidental, there is found among the germi-

nal elements of the Book of Proverbs little or no systematic order. The whole is simply a combi-

nation of numerous small elements in a collection, which was to produce its eflfect more by the

total impression than by the mutual relation of its various groups or divisions. To use Her-
der's language {Spirit of Hebrew Poetry, II., 13), it is " a beautiful piece of tapestry of lofty di-

dactic poetry, which spreads out with great brilliancy its richly embroidered flowers," which, how-

ever, is constructed according to no other rules of art than those perfectly simple and elementary

ones to which the pearl jewelry and bright tapestries of Oriental f)roverbial wisdom in general

owe their origin. Comp. furthermore the general preliminary remarks prefixed to the exegetical

comments on chap. x.

\ 15. THE DOGMATIC AND ETHICAL SUBSTANCE OF THE PROVERBS, EXHIBITED IN A CAREFCTl

SURVEY OF THE CONTENTS OP THE BOOK.

Inasmuch as our book, considered as an integral part of the entire system of the Scriptures of the

Old Testament, stands before us as the central and main source of Solomon's doctrine of wisdom (in

the wider sense),—and so bears as it were written on its brow its Divine designation to be the

chief storehouse of ethical wisdom and knowledge within the sphere of Old Testament revelation

(see above, \ 1, and \ 10, latter part) we must anticipate finding in it great treasures of ethical

teachings, prescriptions, rules and maxims for the practical life of men in their moral relations. In

fact, the ethical contents of the collection far outweigh the doctrinal. And deeply significant

as may be its contributions to the development of individual subjects in dogmatic theology, such

as are found in various passages (e. g.^ iii. 19 and viii. 22 sq. in their bearing upon the doctrine of

* It is in vain to seek for order where none has been observed. For while perhaps near the beginning of the book our

sing arranged his material with a definite plan,—yet when we come to the parables or gnomes properly so called we find

the greater part recorded at random, as one after iiiiother suggested itself, so that we see the discourse turning now upon

avarice, then upon falsehoods, again upon simplicity, and onco more upon the fear of God, or some other subject,"

«<c.—Ta.
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the creation ;—viii. 22—ix. 12 as related to the doctrine of the eternal Word of God, and the doo»

trine of the Hypostasis or of the Trinity in general ;—xv. 11 ; xvi. 9 ; xix. 21 ; xx. 27, etc., as con-

nected with Biblical Anthropology ; or xi. 7 ; xiv. 32 ; xv. 24 in connection with the Old Testament

doctrine of Immortality and the hope of a Resurrection, etc.); still, as a general rule, practical and

ethical subjects are treated not only more thoroughly but with a far more direct interest. The

book deserves much more the name of a school of morals, or of a Codex of Ethical Precepts for old

and young, for princes and people, than that of.Archives of Dogmatic Theology, or a prolific Repo-

sitory of dogmatic propositions and proof-texts.

The dogmatic propositions do not, however, by any means stand in the midst of the greater

wealth of ethioal teachings and precepts, isolated and interspersed without system. They form

rather every where the organic basis. They give expression to the absolute and primary premises

for all the moral instruction, knowledge and conduct of men. They appear therefore inseparably

combined with those propositions that are properly of an ethical or admonitory nature. It is pre-

eminently the central idea of the Divine Wisdom as the mediator in all the activity of God in the

world and in humanity, that shines out bright as the sun upon this background of religious truth

which is every where perceptible in the book, and that more or less directly illuminates every

moral utterance. As this eternal Divine wisdom is the original source in all God's revelation

of Himself in natural and human life,—as it is especially the mediating and executive agency

jn the Divine revelation of the way of life in the law of the Old Covenant, and must therefore be

the highest source of knowledge and the standard for all the religious and moral life of man,—so

likewise does it appear as the highest good, and as the prescribed goal toward which men are to

press. And the subjective wisdom of man is nothing but the finite likeness of the wisdom of

God, which is not only objective, but absolute and infinite ; nothing but the full unfolding and

normal development of the noblest theoretical and practical powers of the moral nature of man.

It can be attained only by the devotion of man to its Divine original ; it is therefore essentially

dependent upon the fear of God and willing subjection to the salutary discipline ("1D=ID, i. 2, 8 ; iv.

1, etc.) of the Divine word. He who does not seek it in this way does not attain it, but remains

a fool, an opposer of God and of Divine truth, who in the same ratio as he fails to raise his own

moral nature by normal development to a living likeness to God, fails also to share in any true

prosperity in the present life, to say nothing of the blessed rewards of the future. He who be-

cause- of the fear of God strives after true wisdom, on the contrary unfolds his whole inner and

outer life to such a symmetry of all his powers and activities as not only secures him the praise

of a wise man in the esteem of God and men, but also establishes his true and complete happi-

ness for time and eternity.

A presentation of these fundamental ideas in the ethics of Solomon, well connected, systema-

tically arranged and exhibited, cannot possibly be expected consistently with the note appended

to the preceding section in reference to the composition of the Book of Proverbs. If we there-

fore now endeavor to give a table of contents as complete as possible, following the arrangement

of the Masoretic text and the ordinary division of chapters, we shall be quite as unable to avoid

a frequent transition to heterogeneous subjects, as on the other hand a return in many instances

to something already presented; we must in many cases dispense with even aiming at a strict

logical order of ideas. We follow in the main the "Summary of the Contents of the Proverbs

of Solomon," given by Starke at the end of his preface, pp. 1593 sq. Only with respect to the

first nine chapters do we adopt the somewhat different summaiy and division which

Delitzsch has given (pp. 697 sq.) of the "fifteen proverbial discourses" of the first main

division.
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GENERAL SUPERSCRIPTION OP THE COLLECTION.

Chap. I. 1—6.

Announcement of the author of the collection (ver. 1) of its object (vers. 2, 3), and of its

great value (vers. 4-6).

I. Introductory Division.

Chap. I. 7—IX. 18.

True wisdom as the basis and end of all moral effort, impressed by admonition and commenda-

tion upon the hearts of youth.

Motto: " Thejear of the Lord is the beginning of all knowledge ;" i. 7.

1. Group of admonitory discourses; i. 8—iii. 35.

1. Admonition of the teacher of wisdom to his son to avoid the way of vice ; I. 8-19.

2. Warning delineation of the perverse and ruinous conduct of the fool, put into the

mouth of Wisdom (personified) ; I. 20-33.

3. Exhibition of the blessed consequences of obedience and of striving after wisdom;

II. 1-22.

4. Continuation of the exhibition of the salutary results of this devout and pious life

;

III. 1-18.

5. Description of the powerful protection which God, the wise Creator of the world, grants

to those that fear Him ; III 19-26.

6. Admonition to charity and justice; III. 27-35.

2. Group of admonitory discourses ; IV. 1—VII. 27.

7. Report of the teacher of Avisdom concerning the good counsels in favor of piety, and the

warnings against vice, which were addressed to him in his youth by his father

;

IV. 1-27.

8. Warning against intercourse with lewd women, and against the ruinous consequences

of licentiousness; V. 1-23.

9. Warning against inconsiderate suretyship ; VI. 1-5.

10. Rebuke of the sluggard : VI. 6-11.

11. Warning against malice and wanton violence ; VI. 12-19.

12. Admonition to chastity, with a warning delineation of the fearful consequences of

adultery; VI. 20-35.

13. New admonition to chastity, with a reference to the repulsive example of a youth led

astray by a harlot ; VII. 1-27.

3. Group of admonitory discourses ; VIII. 1—IX. 18.

14. A second public discourse of Wisdom (personified) chap. VIII., having reference

a) to the richness of her gifts (vers. 1-21);

b) to the origin of her nature in God (vers. 21-31) ; and

c) to the blessing that flows from the possession of her (vers. 32-36).

15. Allegorical exhibition of the call of men to the possession and enjoyment of true wis-

dom, under the figure of an invitation to two banquets (chap. IX.),

a) that of Wisdom ; vers. 1-12.

b) that of Folly ; vers. 13-18.

II. Original nucleus of the collection,—genuine proverbs of Solomon ; X. 1—XXII. 16.

Ethical maxims, precepts, and admonitions, with respect to the most diverse relations

of human life.
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1. Exhibition of the difference between the pious and the ungodly, and their respective lota

in life ; chap. X.—XV.*

a) Comparison between the pious and the ungodly with reference to their life

and conduct in general ; X. 1-32.

b) Comparison between the good results of piety, and the disadvantages and

penalties of ungodliness (chap. XI.—XV.), and particularly

c) with reference to just and unjust, benevolent and malevolent con-

duct toward one's neighbor ; chap. XI.

;

/?) with reference to domestic, civil and public avocations; chap. XII;

7) with reference to the use of temporal good, and of the word of God

as the highest good : chap. XIII.
;

rf) with reference to the relation between the wise and the foolish, the

rich and the poor, masters and servants : chap. XIV.

;

e) "with reference to various other relations and callings in life, espe-

cially within the sphere of religion : chap. XV.

;

2. Exhortations to a life in the fear of God, and in obedience
;
(chap. XVI. 1—XXII. 16); and

in particular

a) to conSdence in God as the wise regulator and ruler of the world;

chap. XVI.

;

(i) to contentment and a peaceable disposition ; chap. XVII.

;

7) to affability, fidelitj', and the other virtues of social life ; ch. XVIII.

;

6) to humility, meekness and gentleness ; chap. XIX.

;

e) to the avoidance of drunkenness, indolence, quarrelsomeness, etc.

;

chap. XX.

;

C) to justice, patience, and dutiful submission to God's gracious control

;

chap. XXI.

;

v) to the obtaining and preserving of a good name ; chap. XXII. 1-16.

III. Additions made before Hezekiah's day to the genuine proverbs of Solomon
-which form the nucleus of the collection; chap. XXII. 17—XXIV. 34.

1st Addition: Various injunctions of justice and prudence in life; XXII. 17—XXIV. 22.

a) Introductory admonition to lay to heart the words of the wise; XXII,

17-21

;

b) Admonition to justice toward others, especially the poor ; XXII. 22-29
;

c) Warning against avarice, intemperance, licentiousness and other such

vices : chap. XXIII.

;

d) Warning against companionship with the wicked and foolish ; chap.

XXIV. 1-22.

2d Addition, : chap. XXIV. 23-34.

a) A''arious admonitions to right conduct toward one's neighbor ; vers. 23-29.

b) Warning against indolence and its evil consequences : vers. 30-34.

IV. Gleanings by the men of Hezekiah ; chap. XXV.—XXIX.

True wisdom proclaimed as the highest good to Kings and their subjects.

Superscription ; XXV. 1.

1. Admonition to the fear of God and to righteousness, addressed to Kings and subjects

;

chap. XXV.

* The justification for comprehending tho contents of these chapters under the above heading is to be found in this,

—

that the so called antithetic Maschal form is decidedly predominant in them. Comp. above 2 !•!, p. 32, and also the gene-

lal prefatory remarks \>'hich introduce the exegetical comments on chap. x.
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2. Various warnings : viz.

a) Against disgraceful conduct (especially folly, indolence, and malice)

chap. XXVI.
b) Against vain sel^f-praise and arrogance ; chap. XXVII. (with an exhorta-

tion to prudence and frugality in husbandry ; vers. 23-27).

c) Against unscrupulous, unlawful dealing, especially of the rich with the

poor; chap. XXVIII.
d) Against stubbornness and insubordination ; chap. XXIX.

V. The Supplements: chaps. XXX., XXXI.

1st Supplement : the words of Agur ; chap. XXX.
a) Introduction : Of the word of God as the source of all wisdom ; vers. 1-6.

b) Various pithy numerical apothegms, having reference to the golden mean
between rich and poor, to profligacy, insatiable greed, j)ride, arrogance,

etc.; vers. 7-33.

2d Supplement : The words of Lemuel, together with the poem in praise of the matron :

chap. XXXI.
a) Lemuel's jshilosophy for kings ; vers. 1-9.

b) Alphabetic poem in praise of the virtuous, wise, and industrious woman
;

vers. 10-31.

Note. The more thorough presentation of the didactic substance of the proverbs is reserved

for the exposition that is to follow, and especially for the rubric " Doctrinal and Practical." As
the best connected discussion of this subject (biblical and theological) we should be able without

hesitation to commend that of Bruch ( Weisheitslehre der Hehrder, pp. 110 sq.), if it were not

characterized by the fault which pervades Brdch's treatise, so meritorious in other respects,

—

that in the interest of critical and humanitarian views it misrepresents the stand-point and the

tendency of the Hhokmah-doctrine. That is to saj', it insists that there is in this attitude

of mind a relation of indifference or even of hostility toward tlie theocratic cultus and the

cerenionial law, like the relation of the philosophers and free-thinkers of Christendom to the

orthodox creed. No less clearly does he insist upon the general limitation to the present life

of every assumption of a moral retribution ; and in his view there is an entire absence of the

hope of immortality from the view of the world taken in our book. For the refutation of

these misconceptions of Bruch (which are undeniably in conflict with such passages as, on

the one side, xiv. 9; xxviii. 4sq.; xxix. 18, 21; xxx. 17; and on the other xii. 28 ; xiv. 32;

XV. 24; xxiii. 18, etc.), Oehler's able treatise may be referred to: " Grundziige der alttes-

tamentl. Weisheit" (Tiib. 1854, 4) ; although this deals more especially with the doctrinal teach-

ings of the Book of Job, than with Proverbs. See likewise Ewald (as above quoted, pp. 8

Bq. ; Elster, g 1, pp. 1-6; Delitzsch, pp. 714-716, and even Hitzig, pp. xii. sq.)

• § 16. THEOLOGICAL AND HOMILETICAL LITERATURE ON THE BOOK OF PROVERBS.

Beside the general commentaries (of which we shall have especial occasion to make use of

Starke's St/nojjsis, the Berleburg Bible, .J. Lange's Licht icnd Recht, Wohlfarth and Fisch-

er's Prediger-Bibel, the Calwer Handbuch, and Von Gerlach's Commentary) we must men-
tion the following as the most important exegetical helps to the study of the Proverbs. Me-
lanchthon : Explicati'o Proverbiorum, 1525 [Opp., T. XIV.); Rebast. Munster, Prov. Sa-

lom.juxta hebr. verit. trcmslata et annotationibus iUustrata (without date); J. Mercerus, Comm.

in Salomonis Proverbia, Eccl. et Cantic, 1573; IVIaldonatus, Conifn. m prcecipuos librosV. Tes-

tamenti, 1643 ; F. Q. Salazar, In Prov. Sal. Commentarius, 1636-7 ; Mart. Geier, Prov. Sa-

lomonis ctwi cura enucleata, 1653, 1725 ; Thom. Cartwright, Commentarii succincti et dilucidi

in Prov. Sal , 1663 ; Chr. Ben. Michaelis, Annotationes in Prov. (in J. H. Michaelis, " Ube-

riores annotationes in Haqiogr.V. Test, libros," 1720, Vol. 1) ; A. Schultens, Prov. Salom.

vers, integram ad Hebr. fonteyn expressit atque coram, adjecit, 1748 ;
{In compend. redegit et
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obss. critt. auxit G. J. L. Vogel, Hal, 1768-9) ; J. D. Michaelis, Die Sjyruche Sal. unci der

Prediger ubs. mil Anmerkungen, fur Ungelehrte, 1778 ; J. Che. Doderlein, Die Spr'uche Salo-

monis mil Anmerkungen, 1778, 3d edn. 1786 ; W. C. Ziegler, Neue Uehers. der Denkspriiche

Salomonis, 1791 ; H. Muntinghe, Uehers. der Spr., a. d. Holland, von Scroll, 1800-2
; Che.

G. Henslee, Erlduterungen des 1 Buches Samuels und der Salom. Denkspriiche, 1796 ; J. Fe.

ScHELLiNG, Salomonis quai supersunt omnia lat. vertit notasque adjecit, 1806 ; J. G. Dahlee,

Denk-und Sittenspruche Salomos, nehst den Ahweichungen der Alex. Vers, ins Deutsche ubers.

mil Vorrede vo?hBi,'EssiG, 1810; C. P. W. Geambeeg, Das Buch der Spriiche Sal., 7ieu iiber-

setzt, systemat. geordnet, 7nit erkl. Aiun. u. FaralL, 1828 ; F. W. C. Umbreit, Philol.-Krit. tmd

Philos. Comm. uber die Spriiche Sal., nebst einer neuen TJebers. Einl. in die viorgenl. Weisheii

uberhaupt u. in d. Salomonische insbes., 1826 ; H. Ewald, die poetischen Biicher des A.

Bundes, Th. IV., 1837 ; F. Maurer, Gomm. gram. crit. in Prov., in usum academiarum ador-

natus, 1841 ; C. Bridges, An exposition of the Book of Proverbs, 2 Vols., Lond., 1847 [1 Vol.,

New York, 1847] ; E. Bertheau, Die Spriiche Sal. in the " Kiirzgef. exeg. Handb. z. A. T."

1847 ; Vaihinger, Die Spr. Sal., 1857; F. Hitzig, Die Spr. Sal. ubers. u. ausgelegi, 1858 ; E.

Elster, Comm. uber d. Salomonischen Spriiche, 1858. [Adolf Kamphausen, in Bunsen's

Bibehverk, 1865].

[Besides the standard general Commentaries of Henry, Patrick, Adam Clarke, Gill, Oe-

TON, Scott, Teapp and others, a considerable number of special commentaries on Proverbs have

been written by English and American scholars. Among these are Bede, Expositio alUgorica in

Salom. Proverbia; M. Cope, Exposition upon Proverbs, translated by M. Outred, London,

1580 ; P. A. MuFPET, a Commentary on the Proverbs of Solomon, 2d ed. London, 1598
;

republished in Nichol's Series of Commentaries, Edinburgh, 1868 ; T. Wilcocks a short

yet sound Commentary on the Proverbs of Solomon (in his works) ; John Dod, a plain

and familiar exposition of Proverbs (chap. ix. to xvii.), 1608-9; Jermin, Paraphrastical Me-

ditations by way of Commentary on the whole Book of Proverbs, London, 1638 ; F. Taylor

(Exposition with practical reflections on chaps, i.—ix.), London, 1655-7; Sir Edward Leigh,

in his "Annotations on the Five Poetical Books of the Old Testament," London, 1657 ; H.

Hammond, Paraphrase and Annotations, etc.; Richard Geey, The Book of Proverbs divided ac-

cording to metre, etc., London, 1738 ; D. Durell, in his " Critical Pv-emarks on Job, Proverbs,

etc., Oxford, 1772; T. Hunt, Observations on several passages, etc., Oxford, 1775 ; B. Hodgson,

The Proverbs of Solomon translated from the Hebrew, Oxford, 1788 ; G. Holden, An Attempt

towards an Improved Translation, etc., Liverpool, 1819; G. Lawson, Exposition of the Book of

Proverbs, Edinb., 1821 ; R. J. Case, Comm. on the Proverbs of Solomon, London, 1822 ; French

and Skinner, a new translation, etc., Camb., 1831 ; W. Newman, The Proverbs of Solomon, an

improved version, London, 1839; B. E. Nicholls, The Proverbs of Solomon explained and illus-

trated, London, 1842 ; G. R. Noyes, in his " New Translation of the Proverbs, Ecclesiastes and

the Canticles," etc., Boston, 1846 ; M. Stuart, Commentary on the Book of Proverbs, Andover,

1852 ; J. Muenscher, The Book of Proverbs in an amended Version, etc., Gambler, 1866 ; Che.

WoEDSWOETH, Vol. IV., Part III. of his Commentary on the Bible, London, 1868.]

Jev/ish Rabbinic Expositions; Ant. Giggejus, In Proverbia Salomonis commentarii trium

Babbinorum; Sal. Isacidis, Abr. Aben Ezrcc, Levi hen Ghersom, quos A. Gigg, interpret, est, cas-

tig., illustr., Mediolan, 1620. Of the more recent Rabbinical commentaries, that in Hebrew by

LowENSTEiN, Frkft. a. M., 1838, is of special importance, and also that by L. Dukes, in Cohen's

Commentary (Paris, 1847 ; Proverbes), where the earlier expositions of learned Jews upon our

book, 38 in all, from Saadia to Lowenstein, are enumerated and estimated.

Literature in Monographs. 1. Critical and exegetical : J. F. Hoffmann and J. Th.

Speenger,. Observationes ad quosdam loca Proverbb. Sal, Tubing. 1776 ;
* J. J. Reiske, Con-

jecturoi in Jobum et Prow. Salom., Lips. 1779 ; A. S. Arnoldi, Zur Exegetik und Kritik des A.

Tests., 1. Beitrag ;
Anmerkurigen iiber einzelne Stellen d. Spr. Sal., 1781 ; J. J. Bellermann,

JEnigmata hebraica, Prov. xxx. 11 sq., 15 sq., explicata, spec. 1-3, Erford. 1798-9; H. F.

* In Umbreit (p. Ixvi.) and in Kkil (p. 395)Ciir. Fr. Sciixurrer is incorrectly named as fho author of this little trea-

tise. It was rather a dissertation defended by the scholars above named under Scbnuerer's rectorate.
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MuEHLAU, De proverbiorum quce dicuntur Aguri et Lemuelis (Prov. xxx. 1—xxxi. 9) oriqine

atque indole, Leips., 1869.—Compare moreover the works already named in § 13, notel, among
which especial prominence should be given to Fe. Bottcher's " Neue exegetisch-kritische

Aehrenlese z. A. Test. (Abth. III., herausg. von. F. Muehlau, Lips. 1865), as likewise to the

treatises which are there mentioned by P. de UiiGAEDE and M. Heidenheim (the former iud».

ing somewhat too unfavorably of the LXX, the latter in some cases contesting the exao-aerations

of the former, and in other instances reducing them to their proper measure) ; for these are

important aids to the criticism and exegesis of single passages.

2. Practical and Homiletical : Sam. BoHLitrs, Ethica sacra, Post. 1640 (compare note to § 1)

;

J. Stocker (Pastor at Eisleben, died in 1649) Sermons on the Proverbs of Solomon ; Oetinger,
Die Wahrheit des sensus communis in den Spruchen und dem Prediger Salomonis, Stuttg.,

1753; Stattdenmaier, Die Lehrevon der Idee (1840), pp.37 sq. (valuable observations on

Prov. viii. 22 sq.) ; C. I. Nitzsch, on the essential Trinity of God, Theod. Stud. u. Krit., 1841,

II., 295 (on the same passage; see especially pp. 310 sq.); R. Stier, Der Weise ein Kbnig, So-

lomon's Proverbs according to the compilation of the men of Hezekiah (chap. xxv.—xxix.), ex-

pounded for the School and the Life of all times, Barmen, 1849 (the same work also elaborated for

the laity, under the title " Solomon's wisdom in Hezekiah's days ") ; same author :
" The Politics

of Wisdom in the words of Agur and Lemuel," Prov. xxx. and xxxi. Timely scriptural exposi-

tion for every man, with an appendix for scholars, Barmen, 1850. [In English no other recent

work of. this sort can be compared with Arnot's " Laws from Heaven for Life on Earth," 2d edn.

Lond., 1866. Bishop Hall's " Characters of Virtues and Vices," London, 1609, is designed to be

an epitome of the Ethics of Solomon. R. Wardlaw : Lectures on the Book of Proverbs (a

posthumous publication), 3 Vols., London, 1861].





THE

PROVERBS OF SOLOMON,

General Superscription to the Collection.

Announcement of the Author of the Collection, of its Object, and of its great value.

Chap. I. 1-6.

1 Proverbs of Solomon, the son of David,

the King of Israel

:

2 to become acquainted with wisdom and knowledge,

to comprehend intelligent discourse,

3 to attain discipline of understanding,

righteousness, justice and integrity,

4 to impart to the simple prudence,

to the young man knowledge and discretion;

—

5 let the wise man hear and add to his learning,

and the man of understanding gain in control,

6 that he may understand proverb and enigma,
words of wise men and their dark sayings.

Introductory Section.

True wisdom as the basis and end of all moral effort, impressed by admonition and commendation upon the

hearts of youth.

Chap. I. 7—IX. 18.

7 The fear of Jehovah is the beginning of knowledge

;

wisdom and discipline fools despise.

First group of Admonitory or Gnomic Discourses.

Chap. I. 8—III. 35.

1. The teacher of wisdom admonishes his sou to avoid the way of viee.

Chap, I. 8-19.

8 Hearken, my son, to thy father's instruction,

and refuse not the teaching of thy mother

;

9 for they are a graceful crown to thy head,
and jewels about thy neck.

—

10 My son, if sinners entice thee,

consent thou not

!

4.1
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11 If they say, "Come with us, and we will lie in wait for blood,

will plot against the innocent without cause;

12 we will swallow them, like the pit, living,

and the upright, like those that descend into the grave;

13 we will find all precious treasure,

will fill our houses with spoil

!

14 Thou shalt cast in thy lot among us

;

one purse will we all have
!"

15 My son ! go not in the way with them,

keep back thy foot from their path

!

16 For their feet run to evil,

and haste to shed blood

;

17 for in vain is the net spread

before the eyes of all (kinds of) birds:

18 and these watch for their own blood,

they lie in wait for their own lives.

19 Such are the paths of every one that grasps after unjust gain;

from its own master it taketh the life.

Chap. I. 20-33.

2. Warning delineation of the perverse and ruinous conduct of the fool, put into the mouth of

wisdom (personified).

20 Wisdom crieth aloud in the streets,

on the highways she maketh her voice heard

:

21 in the places of greatest tumult she calleth,

at the entrances to the gates of the city she giveth forth her words

:

22 " How long, ye simple, will ye love simplicity,

and scorners delight in scorning,

and fools hate knowledge

!

23 Turn ye at my reproof!

Behold I will pour out upon you my spirit,

my words will I make known to you!

24 Because I have called and ye refused,

I stretched out my hand, and no man regarded it,

25 and ye have rejected all my counsel,

and to my reproof ye have not yielded

;

26 therefore will I also laugh at your calamity,

will mock when your terror cometh

;

27 when like a storm your terror cometh,
and your destruction sweepeth on like a whirlwind,
when distress and anguish cometh upon you.

28 Then will they call upon me, and I not answer,

they will seek me diligently and not find me.
29 Because they have hated sound wisdom

and have not desired the fear of Jehovah,
30 have not yielded to my counsel

and have despised all my reproof,

31 therefore shall they eat of the fruit of their way
and be surfeited with their own counsels.

32 For the perverseness of the simple shall slay them,
and the security of fools destroy them :

33 he, however, who hearkeneth to nic shall dwell secure,

and have rest without dread of evil
!"
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GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 2. [We have iu vers. 2, 3, 4, 6 final clauses, introduced by 7, and indicating the object with which these wise

sayings are recorded. That purpose is disciplinary, first with reference to " the young man," and then to him who is

already "wise." This discipline is contemplated not from the point of view of him who imparts, but that of those who
receive it. These considerations determine our choice of words in translating several of the terms employed. Thus in

ver. 2 we render ni/l7 not "to know," as this suggests the finished result rather than the process, which is "to become

acquainted with, to acquire ;" so ZiicKLER, zii erkennen ; De VVktte, kennen zu lernen ; Notes, "from which men may learn;"

a little less definitely, E. V., "to know;" incorrectly IIolden, "respecting the knowledge." These wise sayings are to
guide to and re.-sult in knowledge ; but the verbs, except iu ver. 4, represent not the teaching, imparting, communicat-
ing, but the discerning and seizing. In respect to the two shades of meaning to be given to TOO see the exeg. notes.

T
Gesen. and Fuerst agree in the etymology (ID') ; Fuerst, however, carries back the radical meaning one step farther; G.,

"to chastise, correct, instruct;" F., "to bind or restrain, chastise," etc. It should, therefore, be borne in mind that more
than the imparting of information is intended by the word, it is discipline, sometimes merely intellectual but more fre-

quently moral.

—

r\y2 ^TON. I't., "words of discernment," "words of understanding" (so E. V., Notes, Muenscher);
T • ** :

•

Stuart, " words of the intelligent;" De Wettb like Zockler, "verstandiffe Keden;'" V.tN Ess and Alliou, with whom
HoLDEN seems to agree, "die Wurle (Megeln) der Klugheit," "the words (rules) of prudence."—A.].

Ver. 3. [73t;/n TDOi—our author's conception (see exeg. notes) corresponds with that of Fuerst also, who makes

the genitive not merely objective, as DeWette, etc., seem to do (" discipline of understanding," "die Zucht der Vernunft"),
but makes it final, contemplating the end : Fuerst, " Z. zur Besonnenheil," Zocklkr, '^ einsichtsvoUe Zucht," discipline full

of discernment, insight, understanding, i. e., in its results. The rendering of most of our English expositors is ambigu-
ous or suggests other ideas: E. V. and Muenscher, "instruction of wisdom;" IIolden, "instruction in wisdom,;" Notes,

" the instruction of prudence;" Stcart, "of discreetness."—D'TC'D) plural of that which is "ideally extended" and plea-
• T "

surable; Bottoher, Aitsf. Lehrh.. § 699.— A.].

Ver. 5. [E. V., followed by Holden and Muenscher, "a wise man will hear ;" Notes, "may hear;" Stuart, more forci-

bly, "let the wise man listen," like our author, " es hure," and Bottoher (^ 950, d.," Fiens debitum") " es soil horen."

De Wette makes this a final clause, like those of the three preceding verses, "dass der Weise hijre ;" but see exeg. notes,

no VI is given by Bottoher (J 964, 2) as an illustration of the "consultive" use of the Jussive; Stuart makes it au ordi-

nary Imperf., and renders " and he will add;" but his explanations are not pertinent; the 1 need not be "conversive," it ia

simply copulative, and flQV which he assumes as the normal Imperf., is already a Jussive.—A.]. np7. properly that

which is "taken, received, transmitted" (comp. the verb Hp/i "to attain," above in ver. 3) is like the Aram. ri73p (from

l2p, to take), and like the Latin traditio [in its passive sense]. The parallel term nibsnp (from 7jn> to lead, accord-

ing to the analogy of the Arabic, and cognate with /DH. cable, and 73n> steersman) is by the LXX correctly rendered

by KUj3e'pi'7]<7is.

Ver. 6. Luther's translation of the 1st clause, " that he may understand proverbs and their interpretation," cannot

possibly be right; for Hi'^^O, if it was designed to convey any other idea than one parallel to 71^0 could not on any
T • : T T

principle dispense with the suffix of the 3d person (1f\-), its, comp. Vulgate: " animadvertat parabolamel interpretationem.^'
T

[This is also the rendering of the E. V., which is followed by Holden, while Notes, Stuart, Muenscher and Words-
worth, De Weite and Van Ess agree with the view taken by our author.—A.].

Ver. 7. Q'^'IX. derived from ^)H, crassus fuit; to be gross or dull of understanding ;

—

Gesen., however, derives it

from the radical idea " to be perverse, turned away," and Fuerst " to be slack, weak, lax or lazy." [Wordsworth adopts the
latter explanation— A.].

Ver. 8. [The different renderings given to the verb of the 2d clause while agreeing in their substantial import, "for-
sake," " neglect," " reject," do not reproduce with equal clearness the radical idea, which is that of " spreading," then of
" scattering."—A ].

Ver. 10. X3n, scriptio defectiva, for N3NJ^i as some 50 MSS. cited by Kennioott and De Rossi in fact read, while some

others prefer a different pointing >?jr\~7X [thou shalt not go], which is however an unwarranted emendation. The
T ~

LXX had the correct conception : ;u.i) ^ouArjSijs, and the Vulgate : ne acquiescas.—[Comp. Green's Heb. Gram., g 111, 2, b,

and § 177, 3. Bottoher discusses the form several times in different conuections, ^^ 325, d, and n. 2,—429, B, and 1164, 3,

b,—and after enumerating the six forms which the MSS. supply, X13ri- N3i^i HDNn, N3Xn, lUn, and NJIi^ de-
T T

cides that the original form, whose obscurity suggested all these modifications, was X3n= 3Nn. In signification ho

classes it with the "dehortative" Jussives.—A.].

Ver. 11. [E. v., NoTKS, Wordsworth, Luther, Van Ess agree with one another in connecting the adverb with the
verb, while De Wette, Holden, Stuart, Muenscher regard it as modifying the adjective, " him whose innocence is of no
avail to protect him."—A.].

Ver. 12. [E. V., Stuart and Muenscher, like our author connect '"n with the object of the main verb; Umbreit

and HiTziG (see exeg. notes) are followed by De Wette, Holden, Notes in connecting it with the comparative clause.

—

113 'Tl V, for construction see e. g., Green, gg 2V1, 2 and 254, 9, b.—A.].

Ver. 16. [:|3f^T, masc. verb with feminine subject; Bott., g 936, II., C. a; Green, § 275, 1. c—A.].
T

Ver. 20. The Wisdom who is here speaking is in this verse called niODH. which is not a plural but "a new abstract
: T . .

derivative from nODH. formed with the ending JIVHEwald, g 165, c; a form which is also found e. g., in jlionn. Ps.
T : T :

Ixxviii. 15. The niinie recurs in the same form in ix. 1 ; xxiv. 7. [P()TTCher. however, regards this as an example of the

pluralis extens.. to denote emphatically " true wisdom." See g 679, d, 689, C., b, 700, c and n. 4. There is no difficulty in

connecting a verb fern. sing, with a subject which although plural in form is singular in idea.—A.].—H^^Pi crieth aloud,
T T

from ni, comp. Lam. ii. 19; 3d sing. fern, as also in viii. 3 (Ewald, 191, c). [Comp. Green, g 97, 1, a, and Bijii., g 929, d,
I - T

who witli his usual minuteness endeavors to trtice the development of this idiom.—A.].

Ver. 21. ZiJciiLER, an dm tiirmrolhten Orlen : De VVftte, an der Ecke Uirmender Strassen; Fuerst, der bewegten Strassen ;

Holden, like the Eng. Ver., in the chief place of concourse.
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Ver. 22. [For the vocalization of OHXH aee Green, §§ 60, 3, c. 111, 2, e. For the use of the perfect nOtl see

BoTT., ^ 94S, 2. lie illustrates by such classical perfects as cyvuxa, otSa. ^l.€>aa, memini. novi, aud renders this form by
concupiverml.—A.].

Ver. 23. [n>?^3Xi an fnstance of the intentional Imperf., in what Bottcher calls its " voluntative" signification,

—

g 965, 1,-A.].
Ver. 27. [niXi:'3, K'ri HXIti'D, the former derived from IXt^ or TMilll, the latter from Xll!?, of which verbs the

T-:- : T :

latter is ol)solete except in derivatives, while the former occurs in one passage in Is. in the Niphal. The signification
seems to be one and tUe forms variations growing out of the weakness of the 2d aud 3d radicals. Comp. boTT., J^ Hi, a,

and 811, 2.—A.].

Instead of the Infin. Xi33. we have in the 2d member, since 3 is not repeated, the Imperf. PinX' (Ew.uj), 337, b)

[Stdart, § 129, 3, n. 2].—A.

Ver. 28. ['JJXTp^> ^JJTHU'') 'JJXVO'. These are among the few instances in which the full plural ending U is

found before sulli.ves. Green, j 105, c, BiiTT.. § 1047,/.—A.].
Ver. 29. For the use of ''2 DTM^, " therelore because," compare Deut. xxxiv. 7, and also the equivalent combination

lE'K r>nn in 2 Kings xxii. 7 ; 2 Chron. xxi. 12.

EXEGETICAL.

1. Vers. 1-6. The superscription to the col-

lection, which is quite long, as is common with
the titles of Oriental books, is not designed to be
a "table of contents" (Umbreit), nor to give
merely the aim of the book (so most commenta-
tors, especially Ewalu, Bertheau, Elster, etc.).

But beside the author of the book (ver. 1 ), it is

intended to give first its design (vers. 2, 3), and
then, in addition, its worth and use (vers. 4-6),
and so to commend the work in advance as salu-
tary and excellent (Starice, Delxtzsch). Ac-
cordingly it praises the book as a source of
wholesome and instructive wisdom: 1) for the
simple-minded and immature (ver. 4) ; 2) for

those who are already wise and intelligent, but
who are to gain still more insight and under-
standing from its maxims and enigmas (vers. 5,

6).—Proverbs of Solomon, elc.—In regard to

the primary meaning of bUD, and in regard to

the special signification which prevails here in
the superscription, "Proverbs of Solomon"
(maxims, aphorisms, not proverbs [in the cur-
rent and popular sense]), see Introd., §11.

—

To become acquainted with wisdom and
knowledge.—In respect to HODH and its sy-

nonyms {^y2 and n^n) consult again the Introd.,

g 2, note 3. "1D13 properly " chastisement," sig-

nifies education, moral training, good culture
and habits, the practical side, as it were, of wis-
dom (LXX: naLSeia; Vulg.: disciplina). In
ver. 2 the expression stands as synonymous with
"wisdom" (HODn), as in iv. 13 ; xxiii. 23, and
frequently elsewhere ; in ver. 3, on the contrary,
it designates an element preparatory to true
wisdom and insight,—one serving as their foun-
dation, and a preliminary condition to them.
For the "discipline of understanding" (1D=I0

73tyri, ver. 3) is not, as might be conceived,

"discipline under which the understanding is

placed," but "discipline, training to reason, to
a reasonable, intelligent condition " (as Hirzia
rightly conceives it); compare the "discipline
of wisdom " (noDH 1D=I0), xv. 33, and for "un-

derstanding " (73tyn), insight, discernment, a

rational condition, see particularly xxi. 16.

Umbreit and Ewald regard '73t^n as equivalent

to thoughtfulness ("a discipline to thoughtful-

ness," Zuchtigung zur Besonneiiheit''') ; by this

rendering, however, the full meaning of the con-
ception is not exhausted.—Righteousness,
justice and integrity. The three Hebrew
terms pli*, CDDC'D and D'Tl^'D are related to each

I vv T : • T ••

other as "righteousness, justice, and integrity, or
uprightness" [Gerechtigkeit, Recht unci Geradheit).

The first of the three expressions describes what
is fitting according to the will and ordinance of

God the supreme Judge (comp. Deut. xxxiii. 19);
the second, what is usage and custom among men
(Is. xlii. 1 ; 1 Sam. xxvii. 11): the third, what is

right and reasonable, and in accordance with
a walking in the way of truth, and so denotes
a straight-forward, honorable and upright de-
meanor.

Ver. 4. To impart to the simple pru-

dence.—The telic infinitive (^^ /) is co-ordi-

nate with the two that precede in vers. 2 and
3, and has the same subject. Therefore the
same construction is to be employed here also (to

become acquainted with—to attain—to impart)

;

and we are not, by the introduction of a final

clause, to make the contents of this 4th versa
subordinate to the preceding, as the LXX do
(iva 6C K. T. 1.), and likewise the Vulg. [ut detur,

etc.), and Luther (" that the simple may become
shrewd, and young men reasonable and conside-
rate "). The "simple" (D'XnD), properly, the

"open," those who are readily accessible to all

external impressions, and therefore inexperi-
enced and simple, vrj-rmc, (iKaKoi (as the LXX ap-
propriately render the word in this passage ; comp.
Rom. xvi. 18). With respect to the relation of

this idea to that of the "fool" (^3J. tl>2) com-
^ TT :

'

pare what will be said below on i. 32, and also
Introd., I 3, note 2.—Prudence (nrD"l>', derived

from D^J^) signifies properly nakedness, smooth-

ness (comp. theadj. D^"1J,' ["subtle," E.V.], naked,

i. e., slippery, crafty; used of the serpent. Gen. iii.

1); therefore metaphorically "the capacity for

escaping from the wiles of others" (U.mbreit),
"the prudence which guards itself against in-

jury" (xxii. 3; 1 Saiii. xxiii. 22).—To the
young man know^ledge and discretion.

—

Discretion, thoughtfulness (rrsirD, LXX, iin>oia),

denotes here in connection with "knowledge"
(r\J^n) the characteristic of thoughtful, well con-

sidered action, resting upon a thorough know-
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ledge of things,—therefore, circumspection, cau-

tion.

Ver. 5. Not the simple and immature only,

but also the wise and intelligent, are to derive

instruction from Solomon's proverbs. This idea

is not, as might be supposed, thrust in the form

of a parenthesis into the series of final clauses

beginning \j'ith ver. 2, and reaching its conclu-

sion in ver. 6, so that the verb {}?0d\) is to be

conceived of as rendering the clause conditional,

and is to be ti-anshxted " if he hears " (Umbreit.

Elster) ; it begins a new independent proposi-

tion, whose imperfect tenses are to be regarded

as voluntative, and upon which the new intinitive

clause with / in ver. 6 is dependent (Ewalb,

Bertiieau, and commentators generally).—Let
the w^ise man hearken and add tp his
learning.—As to the expression "add to his

learning" (np/ ^OV) comp. ix. 9; xvi. 12. The

peculiar term rendered "learning" (see critical

notes above) is a designation of knowledge, doc-

trine, instructive teaching in general; comp. vers.

22 and 29. The word rendered "control," or

mastery, is an abstract derivative, strengthened

by the ending m (Ewald, Gramm., | 179 a.,

note 3), and expresses here in an appropriate

and telling figure the idea of " skill and facility

in the management of life." Comp. xi. 14 ; xii. 5

;

Job xxxvii. 12, etc. Its relation to "learning"

(np/) is quite like that of "discipline" to "wis-

dom " in ver. 2 ; it supplies the practical corre-

lative to the other idea which is predominantly
theoretical.

Ver. 6. To understand proverb and
enigma, etc.—["The climax of the definition of

wisdom"

—

Stanley]. The infinitive (r^riy)

supplies the announcement of the end required
by ver. 5 : to this end is the wise man to gain
in knowledge and self-command or self-disci-

pline, that he may understand the proverbs and
profound sayings of the wise, i. e., may know
how to deal appropriately with them. It is not

the mere understanding of the wisdom of proverbs
by itself that is here indicated as the end of the

vpise man's "increase in knowledge and mas-
tery," but practice and espertness in using this

wisdom ; it is the callers sententias sapientum
which imparts a competence to communicate
further instruction to the youth who need disci-

pline. If the telic infinitive (p^n'?) be taken in

this frequent sense, for which may be compared
among other passages Prov. viii. 9 ; xvii. 10, 24 ;

Dan. i. 27, we do not need with Bertheau to

give the expression a participial force (by virtue
of the fact that he understands,—understanding
proverbs, etc.),—nor to maintain with Hitzig
and others that ver. 6 is not grammatically con-
nected with ver. 5, on the ground that it is not
conceivable that the "learning to understand the
words of wise men " should be made an object of
the endeavor of such as are wise already. It is

an intensified acquaintance with wisdom that is

here called for, a knowledge in the sense of the
passage, "to him that hath shall be given, and
lie shall have abundance," Matth. xiii. 12; comp.

John i. IG ; Rom. i. 17 ; 2 Cor. iii. 18. For the
verbal explanation of "enigma" and "dark say-

ing" (ni"''70 and HTn) see Introd., g 11, note 2.

Certain as it is that both expressions here are
only designed to embody in a concrete form the
idea of obscure discourse that requires interpre-
tation (the parallelism with "proverbs" and

"words of wise men" l/tl^D and D'ODH ''131)
T T • T-: • : •

shows this beyond dispute), we have no warrant
for finding in this verse a special allusion to the
obscure, enigmatical contents of chap, xxx., and
so for insisting upon its very late origin, as Hit-
zig does (see in reply Ewald). Nevertheless, it

follows from the comprehensiveness of the plural
expression "words of wise men" (comp. xxii. 17
and Eccles. ix. 17; xii. 11) that no one could
have prefixed to his work an introduction like

that before us, who was not conscious that he
had collected with proverbs of Solomon many
others that were not directly from him (comp.
§12 of the Introd.).

2. Ver 7 is not to be regarded as a part of the
superscription, as Ewald, Bertheau, Elster,
Keil, etc., treat it, but is the general proposition
introducing the series of didactic discourses that
follows;—a motto, as it were, for the first or in-

troductory main division of the book, as Uai-

BREiT happily expresses it ; comp. Hitzig in loc.

The proverb has also passed into the Arabic, and
here also frequently stands at the commencement
of collections of proverbs, whether because it is

ascribed to jMohammed, as is sometimes done in

such cases, or because it is cited as coming from
Solomon. Compare Von Diez, Denkwurdiykcilen,
II., 459; Meid.\ni, ed. Frcytag, III., 29, 610;
Erpenius, Sent, quned. Arab., p. 45. In the Old
Testament [and Apocrypha], moreover, the same
maxim occurs several times, especially in Prov.
ix. 10 ; Ecclesiast. i. 16, 25 ; Ps. cxi. 10. From
the passage last cited the LXX repeat in our
verse the words appended to the first clause

:

'Apx^ corpiag (pO/SoQ Kvpiov, avvsaig de aya-dij -aciv
rnlg TTOLovaiv avTTjv ["and a good understanding
have all they that do it"].—Beginning.

—

(iTt^XT is here equivalent to Tlvnil found in the

parallel passage, ix. 10 ; it is therefore correctly

rendered in Ecclesiast. and the LXX by apxv in

the sense of "beginning"): compare chap. iv.

7, " the beginning of wisdom ;" not, as the words
themselves would allow, "that which is highest

in wisdom," "the noblest or best wisdom."
[The latter is given as a marginal reading in the

E. v., and is retained and defended by Holden;
soalsoby Trapp and others.—A.].—Fools.—The
word designates properly the hardened, the

stupid,—those fools who know nothing of God
(Jer. iv. 22), and therefore refuse and contemptu-
ously repel His salutary discipline (comp. above,

note to ver. 2).

3. Vers. 8-19. These verses show in an exam-
ple so shaped as to convey an earnest warn-
ing, how we are to guard ourselves against the

opposite of the fear of God, against depravity,

which is, at the same time, the extremest folly.

They contain, therefore, a warning against turn-

ing aside to the way of vice, given as the first il-

lustration of the truth expressed in ver. 7.

—

Vers. 8, 9.—My son.—The salutation of the
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teacher of wisdom, who is here represented as

"father" in order to illustrate to his pupil the

inner reality and nature of their mutual relation

(comp. 1 Cor. iv. 15; Philem. 10). The "mother"
who is mentioned in connection with this " fa-

tlier " is only a natural expansion of the idea of

the figure, suggested by the law of poetic paral-

lelism,—and not a designation of wisdom perso-

nified, who does not appear before ver. 20.

[Wordsworth and many of the older English

expositors regard this as a specific address by
Solomon to Rehoboam; this interpretation, how-
ever, lacks the support of Oriental usage, and too

much restricts the scope of the Book of Proverbs.

The large majority, however, of English and
American commentators (e. g., Trapp, Holden,
Bridges, Wordsworth, Muenscher) find here

a more specific commendation of filial docility

and obedience. Stuart more nearly agrees with

our author in making the "father" and "mo-
ther" figurative rather than literal terras—A.].

—Law (min), here doctrina, instructive pre-

cepts in general ; as in several other instances in

our book it is used of the instruction given by
parents to their children, e. g., iii. 1 ; iv. l2 ; vii.

2 ; xxviii. 7, 9.—For they are a gracefQl
crown to thy head.—"Wreath of grace"

on rrw) graceful crown, as in iv. 9. The com-

parison of the teachings of wisdom with pearls

which one hangs as a necklace about the neck, a

figure which is a great favorite every where in

the East, recurs again in iii. 3; vi. 21; Eccle-

siast. vi. 30.

Ver. 10. Transition to an intelligible admo-
nitory example ; hence the repetition of the fa-

miliar salutation "My son," which occurs once
more in ver. 15, at the beginning of the apodo-

sis. Sinners (D'XtDri).—Sinners by profession,

habitual sinners, as in Ps. i. 1 ; here those in

particular whose business is murder (comp. Gen.
iv. 7, 8j, robbers who are murderers.—Ver. 11.

"We will lie in w^ait for blood, etc.—Tiie two
verbs (3TN and |31f) both signify to lie in wait

for, to lay snares artfully (as the huntsman for

the game, with noose and net). The adverb (Diil)

is probably more correctly construed with the

verb (lie in wait without cause, i. e., without
having any reason for revenge and enmity), than
witli the aiijective,—although this latter combi-
nation is also grammatically admissible. But
with the conception "him that is innocent in

vain," i. e., the man to whom his innocence shall

be of no avail against us, the parallel passages
(Ps. XXXV. 19; Ixix. 4; Lam. iii. 52) correspond
less perfectly than with that to which we have
given tlie preference; comp. Hitzig inloc.—Ver.
12.—Will swallovy them, like the pit,

living.—The "living" (^D"'n) can rel'er only to

the suffix pronoun (in J^733), The connection

writh "like the pit" ( 71XC/3), to which Umbreit

and IIitzio give the preference, gives the pecu-
liarly hard sense "as the pit (swallows) that

whicli lives." Comp. rather Ps. Iv. 15: "they
must go down living into the pit ;" and also Ps.

cxxiv. 3 ; Prov. xxx. 16, an<l the account of the
destruction of Korah's company. Numb. xvi. 30,

83.

—

The upright (D'p'pri) is accusative, object

of the verb {Vi'^), ''^u'^l therefore stands evidently

as synonymous with C'PJ (innocent, comp. Ps.

xix. 13) ; it is accordingly to be interpreted as
referring to moral integrity or uprightness, and
not of bodily soundness (as Ewald, Bertheau,
and others claim).

—

Those that descend into

the grave (113 "'1'IV)—that sink into the sepul-

chre, i. e., the dead; comp. Ps. xxviii. 1 ; Ixxxviii.

4 ; cxliii. 7.

Vers. 13, 14. Reasons for the treacherous
proposal of the murderers.

—

Thou shalt cast
in thy lot among us— /. e., thou shalt, as
one having equal riglit with us, cast lots for the
spoil, comp. Ps. xxii. 18; Nehem. x. 35.—Vers. 15
sq. The warning, — given as an apodosis to

the condition supposed in ver. 11. As to the
figurative expressions in ver. 15, comp. Ps. i. 1

;

Jer. xiv. 10: Prov. iv. 2G ; for ver. 16 compare
Is. lix. 7, and the passage suggested by it, Rom.
iii. 15. Without adequate grounds, Hitzig con-
jectures that ver. 16 is spurious, because, he
says, it agrees almost literally with Isaiah (as

c:ted), and, on the other hand, is wanting in

the Cod. Vatic, of the LXX. Literal quotations
from earlier Biblical writers are in Isaiah above
all others nothing uncommon ; and with quite as
little reason will the omission of a verse from
the greatly corrupted LXX text of our book
furnish ground, without other evidence, for sus-

pecting its genuineness (see Introd., ^ 13).—Ver.
17. "The winged" (properly "lords of the

wing;" ^J3 'i^3, as in Eccles. x. 20) is hardly

a figurative designation of those plotted against

by the robbers, and threatened by ti-eacherous

schemes, so that the meaning would be "in vain
do they lie in wait for their victims ; these be-

come aware of their danger, and so their prize
escapes the assailants " (so Doderlein, Zieg-
LER, Bertheau, Elster, etc.). For 1) the causal
conj, " for " ('3) authorizes us to look for a direct

reason for the warning contained in ver. 15; 2)
the allusion to the possible failure of the plans
of the wicked men would not be a moral motive,
but a mere prudential consideration, such as

would harmonize very poorly with the general
drift of the passage before us ; and 3) the ex-

pression " before the eyes " ('r^'3) stands evi-

dently in significant contrast with "in vain"
(Din); it is designed to set the fact that the net

is clearly in sight over against the fact that the

birds nevertheless fly into it,—and so to exhibit
their course as wholly irrational.—Therefore we
should interpret with U.mbreit, Ewald, Hitzig,
etc.; like thoughtless birds that with open eyes fly

into the net, so sinners while plotting destruction

for others plunge themselves in ruin. Only with
this explanation, with which we may compare
Job xviii. 8, will the import of ver. 18 agree:
there "and these, these also" (Dni) puts the

sinners in an emphatic way side by side (not in

contrast) with the birds, and the suffixes desig-

nate the own blood, the own souls of the sinners.

Between the two verses there is therefore the

relation of an imperfectly developed comparison
suggested by the "also "

(1) as in xxv. 25; xxvii.
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21 ; comp. Introd., § 14. [The view of English ex-

positors is divided, like that of the German
scholars cited by our author. Bishop Hall,
Trapp, Henry and Noyes, e. g. agree with him
in finding here a comparison, while D'Oyly and
Mant, Holden, Bridges, Wordsworth, Stuart,
MuENSCHER find a contrast. The argument
based on the particles ''2 and 1 it must be ad-

mitted has very little force ; for ''2 (see Ewald,

\ 321, b.) may be used positively or negatively

in intense asseveration, "yea, surely," or "nay;"
while 1, it is well known, has a very generous

variety of uses, among which is the antithetic,

in which case it may be rendered " but" or " and
yet" (Ewald, \ 880, a.).—A.].—They lie in
"wrait for their o'wn lives. The LXX, which
at the end of this verse adds the peculiar but

hardly genuine clause, r) ds KaraaTpofi/ ai'dpuv

Kapavofiuv Kauri ("and the destruction of trans-

gressors is evil, or great") seems, instead of "they

lie in wait for their own lives" (DniC/SJ7 'JDi")
T : ~ ; : :

"

to have read "they heap up evil" vl >'"} =113}^');

for it renders the second number by ^•Briaavpllov-

civ tavTo'ig kuko, " (they treasure up evils for

themselves). Comp. Heidenheim in the article

cited in the Introd., ^ 13, note 1.—Ver. 19.

Ketrospect and conclusion; comp. Job vlii. 13;

xviii. 21.—Spoil (.i'i'3) gain unlawfully acquired,

as in xxviii. 16. The combination ^'V3 ;t'"ii is

found also in xv. 27. The subject of the verb
" takes " (npj) is;r^3

;
" the life of its owner it,

unjust gain, takes away." Luther, following

the LXX, Vulgate, and most of the ancient ex-

positors, renders " that one («. e., of the rapa-

cious) takes life from another." But the idea

*' ownership, owner " (Dy^'S) has no reference

to the relation between partners in violence and
those like themselves, but to that existing be-

tween an object possessed and its possessor.

4. Vers. 20-33. After this warning against

the desperate counsels of the wicked there fol-

lows in this second admonitory discourse a warn-
ing against the irrational and perverse conduct
of fools. In the former case it was contempt of

the fear of God, in the latter it is contempt of

wisdom against which the warning is directed.

Both passages, therefore, refer back distinctly

to the motto that introduces them in ver. 7. The
admonition against folly, Avhich is now to be con-

eidered, is put appropriately into the mouth of

wisdom personified,— as is also, later in the

book, the discourse on the nature and the origin

of wisdom (chap. viii. 1 sq).—On the street and
in public places wisdom makes herself heard

;

not in secret, for she need not be ashamed of her
teaching, and because she is a true friend of the

people seeking the welfare of all, and therefore
follows the young and simple, the foolish and un-
godly, everywhere where they resort; comp.
Christ's command to His disciples, Matt. x. 27;
Luke xiv. 21. As in these passages of the New
Testament, so in that before us, human teachers
(the wise men, or the prophets, according to Ec-
clesiast. xxiv. 38; Wisdom vii. 27) are to be
regarded as the intermediate instrumentality in

the public preaching of wisdom.—Ver. 21. In
the places of greatest tumult she calleth,

etc. "The tumultuous" (nvoh), comp. Isaiah

xxii. 2; 1 Kings i. 41, can signify here nothing
but the public streets full of tumult, the thorough-

fares. The "beginning" (E/Xh) of these high-
ways or thoroughfares is, as it were, their
corner; the whole expression points to boister-

ous public places. The LXX seem to have

read r\10in " walls," since it translates ctt' uKpuv
reiXEuv [on high walls]. Before the second
clause the same version has the addition " e-l Jc

TcvXaiQ dwaoTuv napeSptvei" [and .at the gates of
the mighty she sits], an expansion of the figure

in which there is no special pertinence. In the
city ("^'.^'3) is probably to be regarded as a

closer limitation of "at the entrances of the

gates " (D'^J-'C/ 'nriDS), i. e., on the inner, the

city side of the entrances at the gates: it is not
then to be regarded as an antithesis, as Umbreit,
Bertheau, Hitzig, etc., claim, [nor is it to be
detached and connected with the next clause, as
Stuart claims].—Ver. 22. How long, ye sim-
ple, will ye love simplicity? The discourse
of Wisdom begins in the same way as I*s. iv. 2. In
regard to the distinction between " simple" ('^13)

and " scorner" {]'/_), comp. Introd. § 3, note 2 ; and

above, the remarks on ver. 4.—The perfect tense

in the second clause (HOn), which standing be-

tween the imperfects of the 1st and 3d clauses ia

somewhat unusual, is to be conceived of as in-

choative (like the verb "despise" ^O in ver. 7),

and therefore propei-ly signifies "become fond
of," and not "be fond of." [See, however, the

critical note on this verse].—Ver. 28. Turn ye
at my reproof,

—

i. e., from your evil and per-
verse way. I will pour out upon you my
spirit. The spirit of wisdom is to flow forth

copiously, like a never-failing spring ; comp.
xviii. 4; and with reference to the verb "pour

out" (^^"371) which "unites in itself the figures

of abundant fullness and refreshing invigoration"

(U.mbreit, Elster) comp. xv. 2; Ps. Ixxviii. 2;
cxix. 171.—Ver. 24, in connection with 2-5, ia

an antecedent clause introduced by "because"

(.\]yj, to which vers. 26, 27 correspond as conclu-

sion. The perfects and imperfects with 1 consec.

in the protasis describe a past only in relation

to the verbs of the apodosis, and may therefore

well be rendered by the present, as Luther has
done: "Because I call and ye refuse," etc. To
stretch forth the hand, in order to beckon to

one, is a sign of calling for attention,—as in

Isa. Ixv. 2. The verb in ver. 25, f. c. (J-'^^S) is

doubtless not " undervalue, despise " as Hixzio

explains, following the analogy of the Arabic),

but "cast off, reject," as in iv. 15, (Umbreit,

Ewald, Elster and commentators generally;

comp. Luther's " let go, /(//irm lasse?i"). [Aa

between the two the English Aversion is equivo-

cal, " set at naught "].—Ver. 26. "Laugh " and

"mock" (pnti' and J^»S) here as in Ps. ii. 4.

—

Ver. 27 depicts the style and manner in which

calamity comes upon fools, "and accumulates
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expression to work upon the fancy" (IIitzig).

Instead of the K'thibh HINiyD according to the

K'ri we should read (1X11^3, and this should be
T :

interpreted in the sense of "tempest" (corap.

iii. 2-3; Zeph. i. 15). Thus most commentators
correctly judge, while Hitzig defends for the

expres^sion the signification "cataract," which
however is appropriate in none of the passages

adduced, and also fails in Job xxx. 14 (coinp,

Delitzsch on this passage).—In regard to the

alliteration Hpril mif distress and anguish,
It : TT

comp. Isa. xxx. G ; Zeph. i. 15.—Ver. 28. They
shall seek me diligently. Tnt:', a denomi-

native verb from ini^, "the morning dawn,"

signifies to seek something while it is yet early,

in the obscurity of the morning twilight, and so

illustrates eager, diligent seeking. [Of the re-

cent commentators in English, Noyes only retains

and emphasizes the rendering of the E. V.,
" they sball seek me early.''^ The rest do not

find the idea of time in the vei-b, except by sug-

gestion.—A.]. Comp., with respect to the gene-

ral idea of the verse, Prov. viii. 17; Hos. v. 15.

[Observe also the force of the transition from
the 2d person of the preceding verse, to the 3d
person in this and the verses following.—A.].

—

Ver. 29. The "because " ("Ii nnr\) is not depen-

dent on ver. 28, but introduces the four-fold

antecedent clause (vers. 29, 30), which ver. 31

follows as its conclusion. With ver. 31 comp.
Is. iii. 10; Ps. Ixxxviii. 3; cxxiii. 4, where tlic

figure of satiety with a thing expresses likewise
the idea of experiencing the evil consequences of

a mode of action. m^^j^lD, evil devices, as also

Ps. V. 10.—Vers. 32, 33. Confirmatory and con-

cluding propositions, connejted by "for" C3)-—

rm-l^p, turning away from. wisdom and its salu-

tary discipline, therefore resistance, rebellious-
ness. Comp. Jer. viii. 5, Hos. xi. 5, where it sig-

nifies turning away or departure from God. " Se-

curity" (nnt^) idle, easy rest, the carnal secu-

rity of the obdurate; camp. Jerem. xxii. 21.

A beautiful contrast to this false ease is pre-
sented in the true peace of the wise and devout,
as ver. 33 describes it.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

As long ago as the time of Melanchthon it

was recognized as a significant fact, that wisdom
claims as her hearers and pupils not only the
simple, the young and the untaught, but those
also who are already advanced in the knowledge
of truth, the wise and experienced. He remarks
on ver. 5: "To his proposition he adds an ad-
monition what the hearer ought to be. A wise
hearer will profit, as saith the Lord : To him that
hath shall be given. And again. He shall give
the Holy Spirit to those that seek, not to those
that despise, not to those that oppose with bar-
barous and savage fierceness. These despisers
of God, the Epicureans and the like, he here says
do not profit, but others, in whom are the be-
ginnings of the fear of God, and who seek to be
controlled by God, as it is said : Ask and ye shall

receive."* Susceptibility therefore both must ma-
nifest,—those who are beginners under the in-

struction of wisdom, and those who are more ad-
vanced; otherwise there is no progress for them.
It is indeed divine wisdom in regard to the ac-
quisition of which these assertions are made ; and
in the possession of this wisdom, and in the com-
munication of it as a teacher, no man herebelo^
ever attains perfection, so as to need no further
teaching. It is precisely as it is within the de-

partment of the New Testament with the duty of
faith, and of growth in believing knowledge,
which duty in no stage of the Christian life in

this world ever loses its validity and its binding
power. Comp. Luke xvii. 5; Eph. iv. 15, 16;
Col. i. 11; ii. 19; 2Thess. i. 3 ; 2 Pet. iii. 18.

2. The thoroughly religious character o!
wisdom as our book designs to inculcate it, ap-
pears not only in the jewel which sparkles fore-

most in its necklace of proverbs (ver. 7: "The fear

of Jehovah is the beginning of wisdom, cte."), but
also in the fact that in the introductory admoni-
tion, in ver. 10, it is Sinners (so designated with-
out preamble or qualificationj, the D^XiDn (Lu-

ther, "tlie base knaves," die bosen Buben), whose
seductive conduct is put in contrast with the nor-
mal deportment of the disciple of wisdom. Ob-
serve further that in the very superscription, vers.

2 and 3, the ideas of discipline, righteousness,
justice and upi'ightness are appended to that of

wisdom as synonymous with it. The wise man
is therefore eo ipso, also the just, the pious, the
upright, the man who walks the way of truth.

Inasmuch, however, as the ideas of righteousness,

justice and uprightness (P."]^. 03'.i'^, D'T^'O),

here, as every where else m the Old Testament,
express the idea of correspondence with the re-
vealed moral law, the law, the law of Moses,
therefore the wise man is the man who acts and
walks in accordance with law, the true observer
of the law, who " walks in all the command-
ments and ordinances of the Lord blameless

"

(Luke i. 6; comp. Deut. v. 33; xi. 22; Ps. cxix. 1).

True wisdom, knowledge, and spiritual culture,

are to be found within the sphere of Old Testa-
ment revelation only where the law of the Lord
is truly observed. Mere morality in the sense
of the modern humanitarian free-thinking and
polite culture could not at all show itself there

;

moral rectitude must also always be at the same
time legal rectitude. Nay it stands enacted also
under the New Testament that " whosoever shall

break one of these least commandments, and shall

teach men so, shall be called the least in the king-
dom of heaven " (Matth. v. 19) ; that " the weigh-
tier matters of the law, judgment, mercy and
faith," together with its less significant demands,
must be fulfilled (Matth. xxiii. 23) ; that he only
can be called a possessor of " the wisdom that
is from above," and "a perfect man," who "of-
fends not in word" (James iii. 2, 17). The fear
of the Lord, which according to ver. 7 is the be-
ginning of wisdom, while again in ver. 29 it is

* Prnposilinm addit adnnmitiortpm, quaUm rrpnrtent audito-
rem esse.. Sapiens auditor proficict, sicut Dinnnius itx/nit:
Habenti dahitur. Item: Dahit spiritum sanctum peletitiOus,
nnn conicmnentibus, non repurinanlibus barbaricu ct ci/c/npica
ferocia. Hos cnntemptnrcs Vri, ut Epicweos ct similes, ait
hie non prnfice.re, sed alios, in fii/i!>i(s sunt initia timoris Dti,
et quipttunt se regi a Deo, sicut dicitur Petite ct accipictis.
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proseated as the synonyme of the same idea

(comp. ii. 5; ix. 10, etc.) consists, once for all,

in a complete devotion to GotI, an unconditional

subjection of cue's own individuality to the be-

neficent will of God as revealed in the law (comp.

Deut. vi. 2, 13; x. 20; xiii. 4; Ps. cxix. 63, eCc).

How then can'he bo regarded as fearing God, wlio

should keep only a part of the divine commands,

or who should undertake to fullil them only ac-

cording to their moral principle, and did not seek

also to make the embodying letter of their for-

mal requirements the standard of his life—in the

Old Testament with literal strictness, in the New
Testament in spirit and. in truth ?

From these observations it will appear what
right Bruch has to maintain (in the work before

cited, p. 128), that in the collection of the Pro-

verbs of Solomon, and in general in the gnomic

writers of Israel, the idea of wisdom is substituted

for that of righteousness which is common in

Other parts of the Old Testament. Righteousness

and wisdom according to this view would be es-

sentially exclusive the one of the other; since

the former conception "had usually attached

itself to a ceremonial righteousness through

works," and had appeared "to make too little

reference to the theoretical conditions of all

higher moral culture." In the Introduction,

(§ 15, note) we have already commented on (he

one-sideduess and tlie misconception involved in

this view, according to which the doctrine of

wisdom (the Ilhokmah-system) was Antinomian
and rationalistic in the sense of the purely neg-

gativo Protestantism of modern times. Further

arguments in its refutation we shall have occa-

sion to adduce in the exposition of the several

passages tnero cited (see particularly xiv. U

;

xxviii. 4 sq. ; xxix. 18, 24, etc.) See also the

doctrinal observations on iii. 9.

3. That the reckless transgressor de-
stroys himself by his ungodly course, that

he runs with open eyes iuto tlie net of destruc-

tion spread out before him, and, as it were, lies

in wait for his own life to strangle it,—this truth

clearly presented in vers. 17, 18 is a character-

istic and favorite tenet in the teaching of wis-

dom in the Old Testament. Comp. particularly

chap. viii. 36, where wisdom exclaims " Whoso
sinneth against me, wrongeth his own soul; all

they that hate me love death." So also xv. 32;
xxvi. 27; Eccles. x. 8; Ps. vii. I-'); Ecclesiast.

xxvii, 29 (the figure of the pit which the wicked
digs, to fall into it at last himself). But in the

Prophets also essentially the same thought re-

curs ; thus when Jehovah (in Ezek. xviii. 31
;

xxxiii. 11) exclaims " Why will ye die, ye of the

house of Israel?" Of passages from the New
Testament we may cite here Rom. ii. 5 ; 1 Tim.
vi. 9, 10; Gal. vi. 8; James v. 3-5, etc. Both
propositions are alike true, that true wisdom,
beiiig one with the fear of God and righteous-

ness, is "a tree of life to all that lay hold upon
her" (Prov. iii. 18; xi. 30; xv. 4; comp. iv. 13,

22; xix. 23, etc.),—and that on the other hand a
walking in folly and in forgetf'ulness of God is a
slow self-murder, a destruction of one's own life

and happiness. See the two concluding propo-
sitions of our chapter (vers. 32, 33) and the ad-
mirable poetic development of this contrast in

the Ps. i. 4. The explanation given above (on

4

ver. 20) of the fact that wisdom is exhibited as

preaching upon the streets, i. e., in reference to

her benevolent and philanthropic ch.aracter,

which impels her to follow sinners, and to make
the great masses of the needy among the people
the object of her instructive and converting ac-

tivity, seems to us to correspond better with the

spirit of the doctrine of wisdom in the Old Tes-

tament, than either that of Umbreit, according
to which "it is only in busy life that the rich

stream of experience springs forth, from which
wisdom is drawn," or that of Ew.\ld, which re-

cognizes, in the free public appearance of wis-

dom an effective contrast to the light-shunning

deeds, and the secret consultations of the sinners

who have just been described, (which explana-

tion, besides, would apply only to this passage,

and not to its parallels in viii. 2, 3, and ix. 3).

The tendency of the Old Testament Hhukmah
was essentially popular, looking to the increased

prosperity of the nation, to the promotion of phi-

lanthropic ends in the noblest sense of the word.
Love, true philanthropy is everywhere the key-
note to its doctrines and admonitions. "For-
giving, patient love (x. 12), love that docs good
even to enemies (xxv. 11 sq.), which does not

rejoice over an enemy's calamity (xxiv. 17 sq.),

which does not recompense like with like (xxiv.

28 sq.), but commits all to God (xx. 22), love in

its miinifold varieties, as conjugal love, parental

love, the love of a friend, is here recommended
with the clearness of the New Testament and the

most expressive cordiality." (Delitzscu, as

above cited, p. 716). Why then should not that

yearning and saving love for sinners which ven-

tures into the whirl and tumult of great crowds
to bear testimony to divine truth, and to reclaim

lost souls,—why should not this also constitute a

chief characteristic in this spiritual state mo-
delled so much like the standard of the New Tes-

tament? It appears—in how manj' passages!

—

as the type of, nay, as one with the spirit of Ilim

who also " spake freely and openly before the

world, in the synagogue and in the temple

whither the Jews always resorted" (John xviii.

20) ; who, when He said something in secret to

His disciples, did it only to the end that they

should afterward " preach it upon the house-

tops " (Matth. X. 27); who allowed himself to be

taunted as "a man gluttonous, and a wine-bib-

ber, a friend of publicans and sinners," because

He had come to seek and to save the lost (Matth.

xi. 19; Luke xix. 10). It is at least significant

that the Lord, just in that passage in which he is

treating of the publicity of His working, and of

the impression which His condescending inter-

course with publicans, sinners and the mass of

the people had made upon the Jews, designates

Himself distinctly (together with His herald and

forerunner, John the Baptist) as the personal

Wisdom: Matth. xi. 19; Luke vii. 35. It is as

though He had by this expression intended to

call up in fresh remembrance Solomon's repre-

sentation of wisdom preaching in the streets, and

to refer to His own identity with the spirit of the

Old Testament revelation that spoke through

this wisdom (the " spirit of Christ," 1 Pet. i. 11).

rom,p,. ^l.\v.x. Geiek and Stakke on this passage.

These authors appropriately remind us of the

universality of the Now Testament's proclamation
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of salvation, and its call penetrating everywhere
(Rom. X. 18; Col. i. 6, 28); they are in error,

however, in suspecting in the suppf)sed plural

niDJn (ver. 18) an intimation of the number-

less ways in which wisdom ie proclaimed in the

world. The true conception of this seeming plu-

ral may be found above in the Esegetical and Cri-

tical Notes on this passage.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Homily upon the entire first chapter. Solo-

mon's discourse upon wisdom as the higliest

good. 1) Its design, for young and old, learned

and unlearned (vers. 1-6). 2) Its substance:

commendation of the fear of God as the beginning
and essence of all wisdom (ver. 7). 3) Its aim:
a) warning against betrayal into profligacy as

being the opposite of the fear of God (vers. 8-19)

;

b) warning against the foolish conduct of the

world as being the opposite of wisdom (vers. 20-

33).—The wisdom of ihe Old Testament as a type

of true Christian feeling and action: a) with re-

spect to God as the supre:ne author and chief

end of all moral effort (vers. 1-0); b) with re-

spect to the world, as the seducing power, that

draws away from communion with God (vers.

10-19) ; c) with respect to the way and manner
in which Divine wisdom itself reveals itself as

an earnest and yet loving preacher of righteous-

ness (vers. 20-33).—Fear of God the one thing
that is needful in all conditions of life: a) in

youth as well as in age (vers. 4 sq.) ; b) in cir-

cumstances of temptation (vers. 10 sq.); c) in

the tumult and unrest of public life (vers. 20 sq.);

d) in prosperity and adversity (vers. 27 sq.).

Stocker:—Threefold attributes of the lover

of wisdom: 1) in relation to God: the fear of

God (1-7); 2) in relatiort to one's neighbors,

—

and specifically, a) to one's parents; obedience

(8, 9) ; b) to others: the avoidance of evil com-
pany (10-19); 3) in relation to one's self; dili-

gent use of the opportunity to become acquainted
vvvith wisdom.

Siparate passages.—Vers. 1-6. See above, Doc-
itrinal and Ethical principles. 1.

—

Starke:—The aim of the book, and that

which should be learned from it, are pointed out

in these verses in various almost equivalent
words. The aim is, however, substantially two-
fold: 1) that the evil in man be put away; 2)
that good be learned and practised.

—

Woiil-
FARTH :—the necessity of the culture of our mind
and heart. Not the cultivated, but the undisci-

plined, oppose the law! God "will have all men
come to the knowledge of the truth," 1 Tim. ii.

4.—[Ver. 4. Cartwright (quoted by Bridges):—"Over the gates of Plato's school it was writ-

ten—M^fJe/r uyeuiteTpTiTO^ eIcIto)—Let no one who
is not a geometrician enter. But very different

is the inscription over these doors of Solomon

—

Let the ignorant, simple, foolish, young, en-

ter!"]

Vers. 7-9. The blessedness of the fear of God,
and the unblessed condition of forgetfulncss of

God,—illustrated in the relation 1) of children

to their parents; 2) of subjects to authorities;

3) of Christians to Christ, the Lord of the Church.
—The proposition "The fear of the Lord is the

beginning of wisdom" must constitute the foun-

1

dation of all the culture of the children of God,
as the experience of the truth that " to love
Christ is better than all knowledge" is to con-
stitute its capstone and completion.—Vers. 8, 9,

in general a peculiarly appropriate text for a
sermon on education.

—

Luther (a marginal com-
ment on ver. 7): "He who would truly learn
must first be a man fearing God. He, however,
who despises God asks for no wisdom, suiters no
chastisement nor discipline."

—

Melanchthon (on
ver. 7) :—The fear of God, which is one with true
reverence for God, includes : 1) right knowledge
of God ; 2) a genuine standing in fear before
God; 3) faith, or the believing consecration to

God, which distinguishes this fear from all ser-

vile dread, and fleeing from Goil ; 4) the worship
of God which aids to a true reconciliation with
Him, a well ordered and assured control of the
whole life. Therefore the fear of God is not
merely beginning— it is quite the sum of all wis-
dom, the right manager of all our counsels in

prosperity and adversity.

—

Melanchthon (again)
on vers. 8, 9:—He only reveals genuine fear of
God who hearkens to the divinely instituted mi-
nistry (^7ninisterium docndi) in the Church; and
to this ministry parents also belong, so far forth

as they are to "bring up their children in the
nurture and admonition of the Lord." Eph. vi. 4.

"Forsake not the law of thy mother," i. e.,

hearken always to the word of God as it has been
communicated to the Church, and through the
Church to all the children of God in the writings
of the Prophets and Apostles. As a reward God
here promises to those who practise this obedi-
ence to His word a wreath upon the head and a
beautiful necklace about the neck. The wreath
betokens dominion, distinction, successful re-

sults in all that one undertakes for himself and
others, so that he becomes an instrument of
blessing and a vessel of mercy for the people of
God, according to the type of the devout kings,

David, Jehoshaphat, Hezekiah, etc., and not a ves-

sel of wrath after the likeness of a Saul, Absa-
lom, etc. The necklace signifies the gift of dis-

course, or of the command of wholesome doc-
trine, through the power of the word.

—

Starke
(on ver. 7) :—True wisdom is no such thing as
the heathen sages taught, built upon reason and
the human powers, inflated, earthly, and useless

with respect to salvation; but it is "the wisdom
that is from above, which is first pure, thea
peaceable, gentle and easy to be entrented, full

of mercy and good fruits, without partiality and
without hypocrisy" (James iii. 17). The fear

of God is, however, of two kinds, the servile and
the childlike; and only the latter is here meant,
1 .lohn iv. 18.—On Vers. 8, 9. From tlie fear of

God as belonging to the first table of the law,

Solomon passes on to the second table, and be-

gins with obedience to parents : in this connection
however it is assumed that parents also fulfil their

duty, with regard to the correct instruction of

their children; Eph. vi. 4.

—

Zeltner:—Many
simple ones, who, however, fear God from the

heart, have made such progress in the knowledge
of the Holy Scriptures, that they have outstripped

many of the learned. True wisdom is easy to be
learned, if only there be true fear of God in the
heart, Ecclesiast. i. 22 sq.

—

Lange:—[Salom.

Licht und Recht). The fear of God is a desire
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flowing from the knowledge of the essence of

all essences—of the will ami the gracious acts of

God,—a sincere desire heartily to love Ilim as

the highest good, in deepest humility to honor
Him, in child-like confidence to hope the best

from Ilim, and to serve Him with denial of self,

willing'*/ ami steadfastly; and all this in con-

formity to His revealed will. Comp. above, Me-
LANOiiTiioN, and also S. Bohlius, Elhica Sacra:

"To tear God is nothing but to follow God, or to

imitate none but God."*

[ Ver. 7. Arnot :
—" What God is inspires awe

;

wiiat God has done for His people commands af-

fection. See here the centrifugal and centripe-

tal forces of the moral world, holding the crea-

ture reverently distant from the Creator, yet

compassing the child about with everlasting

love, to keep him near a Father in heaven."
—Ver. 8. "This verse of the Proverbs flows from
the same well spring that had already given
forth the fifth commandment."]

Vers. 10-19. Calwer Handbuch: The first rule

for youth, " Follow father and mother," is im-
mediately followed by the second, " Follow not
base fellows."

—

Starke:—.\s a good education
of children lays the first foundation for their

true well being, so temptation lays the first

founclatiou for their destruction.—The world, in

order the better to lead others astray, is wont to

adorn its vices with the finest colors. There be
most of all on thy guard ; where the world is

most friendly it is most dangerous. It is a poi-

soned sweetmeat.— If thou art God's child, en-

grafted in Christ the living vine by holy bap-
tism, tliou hast received from Him new powers to

hate evil and conquer all temptations.—On vers.

16-19:—The ungodly have in their wickedness
their calamity also,—and must (by its law) pre-

pare this for one another.

—

Luther (marginal
comment on ver. 17): "This is a proverb, and
means " It fares with them as is said, ' In vain

is the net,' etc.; i. e., their undertaking will fail,

they will themselves perish."

[Ver. 10. Arnot:—This verse, in brief com-
pass and transparent terms, reveals the foe and
the fight. With a kindness and wisdom altoge-

ther piiternal, it warns the youth of the Danger
that assails him, aud suggests the method of

JJefcnce.'l

Ver. 20 sq. Geier (on ver. 20, 21) :—"All
this decl ires the fervor and diligence of heavenly
wisdom in alluring and drawing all to itself: just

as a herald with full lungs aud clear voice en-
deavors to summon all to him "

—

L.\nge :—Eter-
nal wisdom sends forth a call of goodness and
grace to the pious, and a call to holiness and
riglitoousness addressed to the ungodly. that
all would read and use aright this record written
out tluis in capitals!

—

Calwer Handb.:—Wisdom's
Avalk through the streets. The Lord and His
Spirit follows us every where with monition and
reminder. Here wisdom is portrayed especially

as warning against the evil consequences of diso-

bedience, and as pointing to the blessings of obe-
dience.

—

Wohlfarth: The words of grief over
the unrhankfiilness and blindness of men which
Solomon here puts into the mouth of wisdom,

—

* •'Time.rii Diiiin nihil aliud ist quam sequi Dtum sive nt-
mtnem imitari prseter Heum,^'

we hear them, alas ! even to-day. Truth has
become .... the common property of all men:
in thousands upon thousands of churches and
schools, from the mouth of innumerable teach-
ers, in millions of written works, it speaks, in-
structs, warns, pleads, adjures, so that we with
wider meaning than Solomon can say, it is

preached in highways and byways. If, on the
one hand, we must greatly rejoice over this, how
should we not in the same measure mourn tliat so
many despise and scorn this call of wisdom ! Is
it not fearful to observe how parents innumera-
ble keep their children from schools—how many
despise the preaching of the gospel, etc.? Let
us therefore learn how slow man is to good, how
inclined to evil, how careless he is just in con-
nection with his richest privileges, etc.

Vers. 22 sq. Starke:—Wisdom divides men
here into three classes : 1) The simple or foolish:

2) mockers ; 3) the abandoned. Through her call,

" Turn you at my reproof," etc., she aims to trans-
form these into prudent, thoughtful, devout men.
—No one can receive the Holy Spirit of Christ and
be enlightened with Divine wisdom, and not turn
to the sacrifice of Christ (.John xiv. 15 sq.—xvi.

7 sq.), renounce evil, and begin a new life (Ps.
xxxiv. 15).

—

Lange :—If man does not follow the
counsel of eternal wisdom, but walks according
to the impulse of his own will, he comes at last

to the judgment of obduracy.—W. Stein (Fast
day sermon on i. 23-33) :—How does eternal,

heavenly wisdom aim to awaken us to penitence?
1 ) She uncovers our sins ; 2) she proclaims heavy
judgments ; 3) she ofi'ers us shelter and points
out the way of eternal salvation.— [Ver. 23.

Fi.AVEL :— Tliis great conjunction of the word
.nnd Spirit makes that blessed season of salvation
the time of love and of life.—J. Howe :—When
it is said, "Turn," etc., could any essay to turn
be without some influence of the Spirit? But
that complied with tends to pouring forth a
copious eftusion not to be withstood.

—

Arnot:—
The command is given not to make the promise
unnecessary, but to send us to it for help. The
promise is given not to supersede the command,
but to encourage us in the eff"ort to obey.—When
we turn at His reproof. He will pour out His
Spirit; when He pours out His Spirit, we will

turn at His reproof; blessed circle for saints to

reason in.—Ver. 24-28. Arnot :—When mercy
was sovereign, mercy used judgment for carrying
out mercy's ends ; when mercy's reign is over
and judgment's reign begins, then judgment will

sovereignly take mercy past, and wield it to give
weight to the vengeance stroke.—Ver. 32.

South:—Prosperity ever dangerous to virtue:

1) because every foolish or vicious person is

either ignorant or regardless of the proper ends
and rules for which God designs the prosperity

of those to whom He sends it; 2) because pros-

perity, as the nature of man now stands, has a

peculiar force and fitness to abate men's virtues

nnd heigliten their corruptions; 3) because it

directly indisposes them to the proper means of

amendment and recovery.

—

Baxter :—Because
they are fools they turn God's mercies to their

own destruction ; and because they prosper, they

are confirmed in their folly.]
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3. ExLibitiou of the blessed consequences of obedience and of striving after wisdom.

Chap. II. 1-22.

1 My son, if thou receivest my words
and keepest my commandments by thee,

2 so that thou iuclinest thine ear to wisdom,

and turnest thine heart to understanding;
3 yea, if thou callest after knowledge,

to understanding liftest up thy voice;

4 if tliou seekest her as silver,

and searches! for her as for hidden treasure;

5 then shalt thou understand the fear of Jehovah,
and find knowledge of God;

—

6 for Jehovah giveth wisdom,
from his mouth (cometh) knowledge and understanding:

7 and so he layeth up for the righteous sound wisdom,

a shield (is he) for them that walk uprightly,

8 to protect the paths of justice,

and guard the way of his saints ;

—

9 then shalt thou understand righteousness and justice

and uprightness,—every good way.

10 If wisdom entereth into thine heart,

and knowledge is pleasant to thy soul,

11 then will discretion watch over thee,

understanding will keep thee,

12 to deliver thee from an evil way,
from the man that uttereth frowardness,

13 (from those) who forsake straight paths,

to walk in ways of darkness;

14 who rejoice to do evil,

who delight in deceitful wickedness;

15 whose paths are crooked,

and they froward in their ways;

—

16 to deliver thee from the strange woman,
from the stranger who maketh her words smooth,

17 who hath forsaken the companion of her youth
and forgotten the covenant of her God.

18 For her house sinketh down to death
and to the dead (lead) her paths;

19 her visitors all return not again,

and lay not hold upon paths of life.

20 (This is) that thou mayest walk in a good way
and keep the paths of the righteous!

21 For the uprigiit sliall inhabit the land,

and the just shall remain in it:

22 but the wicked are cut off from the land,

and the faithless are driven out of it.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

fVer. 1 sq. Df, Wette and Notes conceive of tho first two verses as not conditional, but as containing the expressioir

of a direct and independent wisli: Ok I'lal Uio% ivml'lc-iC receive, etc. Tli) LX\, Vulg , Luther, c^c, make the first verse
conditional, but fin<i tlie apodosis in ver. 2. Mukn-cH'.r finds in ver. 2 an independent condition, and not a mere sequence
to the preceding; so not.l>E\, with n slightly different combination of the parts of ver. 2: If by inclining thine ear . . .

thou will incline llune heart, etc. M., H., Stuart and others find the apodosis of the series of conditional clauses in ver. 5,
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agreeing in this with the E. V. These diverse views do not essentially modify the general import of the passage. ZoCKLER
it will be observed tiuds the apodosis in vers. 5 and U, vers. 6-S being pareutUelical.—A.J.

Ver. 7. For the construction u'ith the stat. constr. compare Isa. xxxiii. 15. [Compare Green, g J ^^^ 9j h and 274, 2.]

Ver. 8. The infinitive "I^J? is followed by the imperl'. "ibt!'' as above in ver. 2. [For explanations of the nature

and use of this infinitive construction see Ewald, g 237, c. The literal rendering would be "for the guarding, protection,
keeping." Whose keeping llie paths, tic? lioLuiiN uudeistaiid:* it of the righteous; " « ho walk uprightly by keeping the
paths, etc." Most comuieutators uudi-rstaiid it ot viod, wlio is "a shield for tue protection, i.e., to protect, etc." Zockler
in translation conlorms the lollowing Kat pret. to this intiu., while most others reverse the process —A.]

Ver. 10. [The '3 with which the verse commences is differently understood, as conditional or temjioral, or as causal.

Thus E. v., N., M., "zvhen wisdom, etc. ;" S., K., Van Ess, "for wisdom, etc. ;" De W., Z., " if wisdom, etc." Between the
first and last there is no essential ditt'erence, aud this view of iho author is probably entitled to the prelerence.—A.j.

The feminine flj'l, "knowledge" (which is used here, as in i. 7, as synonymous with nODH "wisdom") has
T : T

connected with it the masculine verbal form Q^'J', because this expression "it is lovely" Is treated as impersonal, or

neuter, and Jl^T is connected with it as an accusative of object [ace. synecd., " there is pleasure to thy soul in respect to

knowledge"]. Comp. the similar connection of fl^T with the masculine verbal form 7pJ in chap. xiv. 6;—also Gen.

xlix. 15, 2 Sam. xi. 25.

Ver. 11. [For the verbal form n3Ti*jr', with J unassimilated, " for the sake of emphasis or euphony," see

BoiT., 1 1100, 3.—A.].

Ver. 12. yT is a substantive subordinate to the stat. constr. TI'IT as in viii. 13, or as in V'\ rilDDnn ver. 1-t, in

J,n~'ti'JX, chap, x.xviii. 5, etc.

Ver. 18. niTS^nniy. n'S which is everywhere else mascuUne is here exceptionally treated as feminine; for nnU'
T • T T

- T T
is certainly to be regarded as 3d sing. fern, from n-lty, and not with Umbreit and Elstee as a 3d sing, masc, for only H-Iiy

and not nnty (to stoop, to bow) has the signification here required, viz., that of sinking (Lat. sidere). The LXX read
T T

nr^i!' from rmC) *nd therefore translate: I9cto yap napi. toJ flavaro) rbi' oIkov auT^9 [she set her house near to death]
T - - T

in which construction however nfli!? sidere, is incorrectly taken as transitive. [Both Bottcher and Fuerst recognize
" T

the possibility of deriving this form as a 3d slug, fera., either from H-liy or from nPt!^, which have a similar intrans.
~ T

meaning. To T\T\'^ neither Rodiqer (Qese.v. Thes.) nor Robinson's Gesenius, nor Fuerst gives any other than a transi-
* T

tlve meaning.—A.]. Perhaps Bottcher (De Infcris, ?g 201, 292; Neue Aehrenh, p. 1) has hit upon the true explanation,
when he in like manner makes the wanton woman the subject, but treats njT3 not as object but as supplementary to

T **

the verb, and therefore translates "for she sinks to death with her house, and to the^dead with her paths. [Ron. (Thesaur.
p. 1377, a) expresses his agreement with B., but states his view differently :

" de ijisa muliere cuyUavit tcrtplor iiiitiii he-
niistichii prioris, turn vero m fine ad complendam sententiam loco muliens subjecluinfedl ("liTB-" Fuerst also pronounces

r
'

it unnecessary to think of anj' other subject than HJl'S-—A.]. Compare however Hitzig's comment on this passage, who
T

remarks in defence of the common reading that ^'3 is here exceptionally treated as feminine, because not so much the

house itself is intended as " the conduct and transactions in it " (comp. vii. 27 ; Isa. v. 14).

Ver. 22. With 1i"\1p', the expression which is employed also iu Ps. xxxvii. 9, to convey the idea of destruction,

there corresponds in the 2d clause !inO'> which as derived from HDJ (Deut. xxviii 63; Ps. lii. 5; Prov. xv. 25) would

require to be taken as Imperf. Kal and accordingly to be translated actively: " they drive them out," i e., they are driven
out (so e. g., Umbreit, Elster, and so essentially BERTHE.iU alsoj. But iiiasuiuch as the parallelism requires a passive verb

as predicate for ''HJI^ (i. e., the faithless, those who have proved recreant to the theocratic covenant with Jehovah,

comp. xi. 3, 6; xiii. 2 ; xxii. 12) which is employed unmistakably as synonymous with D'l'iy^,—and inasmuch as no verb
' T ;

nnO exists as a basis for the assumed Niphal form !|nD', ^e must probably read with IIitzig ^TID'. as an Imperf.

Hophal from PIDJ and compare np' as an Imperf. Hophal of plp^ (used with the Pual o( the same verb).

EXEGETICAL.

1. Vers. 1-9. This first smaller division of the

chapter, forms a connected proposition, whose
hypothetical protasis includes vers. 1-4, while
within the double apodosis (vers. 5 and 9) the
confirmatory parenthesis, vers. (J-8 is introduced.
The assertion of Ewald and Bi;rtheau [with
whom KA.MPHAUSEN and Stuart agree] that the

entire chap, forms only one grand proposition,

rests on the false assumption that the "if" ^2

in ver. 10 is to be regarded as a causal particle,

and should be translated by "for,"'—to which
idea the relation of ver. 10 both to ver. 9 aud to

ver. 11 is opposed. Comp. Umbreit and IIitzig

on this passage. [On the other hand, the LXX,
Vulg., Luther, etc., complete the first proposi-
tion, protasis and apodosis, within the first two
verses; the Vulgate e. y. renders "si susceperis

• . . inclina cor tuu/n, etc.," aud Luther " wilUt

du meine Rede annehmen . . . So lass dein Ohr u.

s. w." The E. V. ends the proposition with ver.

5 as the apodosis.—A.].

—

If thou receivest
my words. To the idea of " receiving"' that of
" keeping" stands related as the mare emphatic,

just as " commandments " (niiTD) is a stronger

expression than "words" (D'")DX). In the

three following verses also we find this same in-

creased emphasis or intensifying of the expres-

sion in the second clause as compared with the

first,—especially in ver. 4, the substance of which
as a whole presents itself before us as a superla-

tive, or final culmination of the gradation which
exists in the whole series of antecedent clauses,

in so far as this verse sets forth the most diligent

and intent seeking after wisdom.—Ver. 3, "yea,

if thou callest after knowledge, i. e., if thou

not only incliuest thine ear to her when she

calls thee, but also on thiue owu part callest

after her, summonest her to teach thee, goest to
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meet her with eager questioning. This rela-

tion of climax to the preceding is indicated by

the DX '3, imo, yea, rather; comp. Hos. ix. 12; Is.

xxviii. 28; Jobxxxix. 14 [comp. Ewald, §343, b].

The Targum translates the passage " If thou

callest understanding thy mother," and must

therefore have read DX '3. But the Masoretic

pointing is to be preferred for lexical reasons

(instead of DX, according to the analogy of Job

xvi. 14 we should have expected 'J3X, "my mo-

ther"), and because of the parallelism between

vers. 1 and 3. Still " knowledge " {nr3), as

well as " understanding," which is named as its

counterpart in the parallel clause, appears

evidently as personified.—Ver. 4. Ifthouseek-
est her, etc.—"The figure of diligent seeking is

taken from the tireless exertion employed in

mining, which has before been described in the

Book of Job, chap, xxviii., with most artistic vi-

vacity in its widest extent. The D'JDCpO are

surely the treasures of metal concealed in the

earth (comp. Jerem.xli. 8; Jos. vii. 21)," Umbreit.

[For illustrations of the peculiar significance of

this comparison to the mind of Orientals, see

Tho.mson's Land and Book, \., 197.—A.].

Ver. 5. Then wilt thou understand the
fear of Jehovah. — "Understand" is here

equivalent to taking something to one's self as a

spiritual possession, like the "finding" in the

second clause, or like c5tjfcri?a< ["receiveth"] in

1 Cor. ii. 14. The "fear of Jehovah" (comp. i. 7)

is here clearly presented as the highest good and

most valuable possession of man (comp. Is. xxxiii.

6), evidently because of its imperishable nature

(Ps. xix. 9), and its power to deliver in trouble

(Prov. xiv. 26; Ps. cxv. 11; Ecclesiast. i. 11 sq.;

ii. 7 sq.).

—

And find knowledge of God.—
Knowledge of God is here put not merely as a

parallel idea to the " fear of Jehovah " (as in

chap. ix. 10; Is. xi. 2), but it expresses a fruit

and result of the fear of Jehovah, as the sub-

stance of the following causal proposition in

vers. 6-8 indicates. Comp. the dogmatical and
ethical comments. [Is the substitution of Elohim

for Jehovah (in clause 6) a mere rhetorical or

poetical variation? Wordsworth calls attention

to the fact that this is one of five instances in the

Book of Proverbs in which God is designated as

Elohim, the appellation Jehovah occurring nearly

ninety times. The almost singular exception

seems then to be intentional, and the meaning
will be, the knowledge of ^'Elohim—as distin-

guished from the knowledge of man which is of

little worth." In explaiuiag the all but univer-

sal use of Jehovah as the name of God in our

book, while in Eccles. it never occurs, Worus-
WORTH says, " when Solomon wrote the Book of

Proverbs he was in a state of favor and grace

with Jehovah, the Lord God of Israel; he was
obedient to the law of Jehovah; and tlie special

design of the Book of Proverbs is to enforce obe-

dience to that law," etc. (see Introd. to Eccles.,

p. 78)-A.].
Vers. 6-8. The Divine origin of wisdom must

make it the main object of human search and
effort, and all the more since its possession en-

sures to the pious at the same time protectioa

and safety.

—

And so he layeth up for the
righteous sound wisdom.—So we must trans-

late in accordance with the K'thibh |£)i>*1 which

is confirmed by the LXX and Pesch. as the old-

est reading. The K'ri {Si", without the copu-

lative, would connect the proposition of ver. 7
with ver. 6 as essentially synonymous with it,

to which construction tlie meaning is however
opposed. [The majority of commentators prefer
the K'ri, making this verse a continuation and
not a consequence of the preceding. Kamphau-
SEN agrees with our author in what seems to us
the more forcible construction, which has the ad-
vantage also of resting on the written text ; comp.
BoTTCHER, § 929, b.—A.]. |3i* to protect, to

preserve, after the manner of a treasure or jewel,

over which one watches that it may not be
stolen; comp. above, ver 1, and also vii. 1 • x. 14.

—In regard to rT'ti'TI [rendered "sound wis-

dom" by the E. V. here and in iii. 21 ; viii. 14;
xviii. 1] properly prosperity and wisdom united,

see Introd., § 2, note 3. The word is probably

related to U?', and denotes first the essential or

actual (so e. g.. Job v. 12), and then furthermore
help, deliverance (Job vi. 13). or wisdom, reflec-

tion, as the foundation of all safety ; so here and
iii. 21 ; viii. 14 ; xviii. 1 ; Job xi. 6 sq.; Is.

xxviii. 29. Comp. Umbreit and Hirzel on Job v.

12. HiTziG (on iii. 21) derives the word from

the root T\')V, which he says is transposed into

rii^l (? ?), and therefore defends as the primary

signification of the expression " an even, smooth
path," or subjectively " evenness," i. e., of
thought, and so " considerateness ;" he compares
with this "nty'ip which signifies "plain " as well

as "righteousness."

—

A shield for them that
walk blamelessly. — The substantive JJO

(shield) is most correctly regarded as an appo-
sitive to the subject, "Jehovah:" for also in Ps.

xxxiii. 20; Ixxxiv. 11; Ixxxix. 18, Jehovah is in

like manner called a shield to His saints. In
opposition to the accusative interpretation of

|J0 [which is adopted by Stuart among others],

as object of the verb f3V (he secureth, or en-

surcth) we adduce, on the one hand, the mean-
ing of this verb, and on tlie other the fact that

we should expect rather N'il |J0 (as an apposi-

tive to iT'tyin). The old translations, as the

LXX and Vulgate, furthermore read the word
as a participle (!-25? ^^

l.'^I?) ' ^^^y translate it by

a verb (LXX : vTvepaairiel t?/v izopeiav avriiv).—
on 'Jin, literally the "walkers of innocence,"

are the same as "those that walk uprightly,"

Prov. X. 9 (the Dn3 DoSlH) or Ps. Ixxxiv. 11

(the D'pn3 O'dSiH).—To protect the paths
of justice, etc.—The 8th verse gives more spe-
cifically the way in which God manifests Himself
to the pious as a shield, and the ensurer of their
safety. "Paths of justice" are here, by the
substitution of the abstract for the concrete ex-
pression, paths of the just, and therefore essen-
tially synonymous with the "way of the pious"
in the second clause. Comp. chap. xvii. 23.—Ver.
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9 carries out the import of the parallel ver 5 as

the particle IX repeated from the preceding

verse shows.

—

Every good path.—This ex-

pression (31D~7JJ70~S3) includes the three con-

ceptions given above, justice, righteousness and
integrity, and thus sums up the whole enumera-
tion. Therefore, it is attached without a copula

;

comp. Vs. viii. ver. 9 b.

2. Vers. 10-19 form a period which in struc-

ture is quite like vers. 1-9; only that the hy-

poihetic.-il protasis is here considerably shorter

than in the preceding period, where the con-

ditions of attaining wisdom are more fully given,

and with an emphatic climax of the thought.

This is connected with the fact that in the

former period the Divine origin of wisdom,
here, on the contrary, its practical utility for

the moral life and conduct of man forms the

chief object of delineation. There wisdom is

presented predominantly as the foundation and
condition of religious and moral rectitude in ge-

neral,—here specially as a power for the conse-

cration of feeling and conduct, or as a means of

preservation against destructive lusts and pas-

sions.

—

If wisdom entereth into thine
heart.—This ''coming into the heart" must be
the beginning of all attaining to wisdom; then,

however, she who has, as it were, been received

as a guest into the heart must become really

lovely and dear to the soul. There is, therefore,

a climax of the thought, as above in vers. 1-4.

The heart is here, as always, named as the centre

and organic basis of the entire life of the soul, as

the seat of desire, and the starting point for all

personal self-determination. The soul, on the

contrary, appears as the aggregate and sum total

of all the impulses and efforts of the inner man.
The former designates the living centre, the latter

the totality of the personal life of man. Comp.
Beck, Bibl. Seele/ilehre, p. 65 ; Delitzsch. Bibl.

P,ii/chol., pp. 248 sq.; von Rudloff, Lehre vom
3Iensc/ien, pp. 59 sq. What the last mentioned
author, pp. (ii sq., remarks in criticism upon Dk-
liiTZSCH's too intellectual conception of the idea

of the heart as the "birthplace of the thoughts,"
—that every where in the Scriptures it appears
to belong more to the life of desire and feeling,

than to the intellectual activity of the soul,—this

view finds foundation and support especially in

the passage now before us, as well as in most of

the passages which mention heart and soul to-

gether (e. ^., Prov. xxiv. 12; Ps. xiii. 2; Jerem
iv. 19; Deut. vi. 5; Matth. xxii. 37; Acts iv.

32). Comp. also Hitzig on this passage.

—

And
knowledge is pleasant to thy soul — [For
a peculiarity of grammatical structure in the

original, see critical notes.]—Ver. 11. Then
will reflection watch over thee.—'^^ IOC
as in vi. 22. "lOty (construed, however, with a

mere accusative of the object) and "^i'J have al-

ready been found connected in ver. 8 above, and

occur again in chap. iv. 6. iTDJO here reflection,
T . :

considerateness (LXX: ^ovAf/ Kali]), properly
" wisdom, so far forth as its direction is out-

ward, and it presents itself in relation to the un-
certain, testing it, and to danger, averting it"

(HiTZlGj.

Ver. 12. To deliver thee from an evil
way — properly "from the way of evil." —

•

Prom the man that uttereth perverse
ness.—nOs3nr> perverseness, a strong abstract

form [found almost exclusively in Proverbs

—

FdkrstJ which expresses the exact opposite of

D'TCO ("uprightness," ch. i. 3; ii. 9),—it is

therefore deceitfulness, subtlety, maliciou.'^ness.

Comp the expressions, " mouth of perverser.ess,"

chap. viii. 13 ; x. 32 ;
" tongue of perverseness,"

X. 31; "man of perverseness," xvi. 28, also

passages like vi. 14; xvi. 30, xxiii. 33.—Vers.
13-15 Closer description of the wny ward or per-
versely speaking man, in which, because of the
generic comprehensiveness of the coriceptiou

t!''X, the plural takes the place of the singular.

—

Who forsake straight paths —The participle

D'3Tj,'n expresses, strictly interpreted, a preter-

ite idea, 'those who have forsaken;" for ac-

cording to ver. 15 the evil doers who are de-
scribed are already to be found in crooked ways.
—In dark v^rays.—Comp. Rom. xiii. 12; Eph. v.

11 ; 1 Thess. v. 5; also Job xxiv. 15; Is. xxix.
15.

—

Deceitful wickedness—literally "per-
verseness of evil" (comp. remarks on ver. 12) a
mode of combining two nouns which serves to

strengthen the main idea.—Whose paths are
crooked—literally, "who in respect to their

ways are crooked;" for the prefixed Dp'rHlIX

is to be construed as an accusative of relation

belonging to the following WOD'^ ; comp. xix. 1

;

xxviii. 6. In the second clause in the place of

this adverbial accusative, there is substituted the

more circumstantial but clearer construction

with 3 "perverse in their ways."

Vers. 16-19. The representation passes info a
warning against being betrayed by vile women,
just as in v. 3; vi. 24; vii. 5 sq.

—

From
the strange woman, from the w^an-
ton woman.—As "strange woman" (HuX
rr^f) or a "wanton woman" (iT'iIDJ. properly

"unknown," and so equivalent to "strange or

foreign woman") the betrayer into unchastity is

here designated, so far forth as she is the wife

of another (comp. vi. 26), who, however, has for-

saken her husband (ver. 17), and therein has
tr.tnsgressed also God's commanduient, has
broken the covenant with her God (ver. 17,1. c).
—The person in question is accordingly at all

events conceived of as an Israelitess; and this is

opposed to the opinion of those who, under the

designation "the strange, or the foreign woman"
(especially in connection with the last expression

which appears as the designation of the adulter-

ess in ciiap. v. 20; vi. 24; vii. 5; xxiii. 27),

think first of those not belonging to the house of

Israel, because the public prostitutes in Israel

were formerly, for the most part, of foreign birth

(so especially J. F. Frisch: Commentaho Je mu-

lifre perei/r/7ia apud Ebrxos minus honeste habita,

Leips., 1744, and among recent commentators,

e. g., Umbreit). This view is in coiiliict with

the context of the passage before us quite as de-

cidedly as is the idea of the LXX, which inter-

prets the foreign and wanton woman as the per-

sonification of temptation in contrast with wis-
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dom (i. 1:0 sq.), but to carry out this view is

obliged to introduce all manner of arbitrary re-

lations,

—

e. g., referring that of the "companion
of youth " in ver. 17 to the instruction in Divine
truth [diSaaKOAta vsottjto^), which was a guide in

youth. It is decisive against this allegorical

conception of the strange woman, which has been
a favorite with some Christian expositors also,

such as Melanchthon, Joach. Lange, Chr. B.
MiCHAELis, that the wicked and perverse men in

vers. 12-15 cannot possibly be interpreted figu-

ratively, but certainly only as individual con-
crete representatives of moral evil. [This word
n'"1D3 is " especially applied to those 'strange

women' whom Solomon himself loved in his
old age. and who turned away his heart from
the Lord his God, and beguiled him to favor
and encourage the worship of their false gods
(see 1 Kings xi. 1-8; conip. Neh. xiii. 26, 27).
Here is a solemn lesson. Solomon warns his
son against that very sin of which he himself
was afterwards guilty. Thus by God"s goodness
Solomon's words in this Divinely inspired book
were an antidote to the poison of his own vicious
example" Wordsworth].—Who maketh her
words smooth

—

i. c, who know.s how to speak
flattering and tempting words ; comp. vii. 21 ; Ps
V. 9; Rom. iii. lo.— V^er. 17. The companion
of her youth.—The same expression occurs
also in Jerem. iii. 4 ; comp. Ps. Iv. 13, where
•^•wX in like manner means companion, con-

fidant. The forsaking of this "companion
of youth," I. e., the first lawful husband, is, at
the same time, a "forgetting of the covenant of
her God," i. e., a forgetting, a wilful disregard
of that which she has solemnly vowed to God.
Marriage appears here not merely as a covenant
entered into in the presence of God, but in a cer-
tain sense one formed with God. Quite similar
is the representation in Mai. ii. 14, where the
adulterous Israelite is censured for the faithless

abandonment of his C^-lj^'J Htl^N (wife of youth)

because God was witness with her at the forma-
tion of the marriage covenant. That the mar-
riages of the Israelites "were not consummated
without sacred rites connected with the public
religion, although the Pentateuch makes no men-
tion of them," is accordingly a very natural as-
sumption,—one whicli, e. g., Ewald, Bertheau,
HiTziG. Reinke, v. Gerlvch, etc., have made on
the ground of the two passages here under con-
sideration, especially the passage in Malachi.
Yet cotnpare besides A. Kohler on the latter
passage [N'ar.hi-xiL. Prnphh., IV. 102 sq.), who
finds there a witness of Jehovah, not at the con-
summation, but at the violation of marriage.

—

Vers. 18, r.i. For her house sinks down to
death, etc.— .V reason for the strong expre.-sioii
in ver. Iti. "to deliver thee from tlie strange
woman.'—And to the dead her paths.—Tiie
^''^?1 ('• '"' P'"i'P^''Iy 'he weak, languid, power-

less [Gesen., Thes.
:
qwcti, silenles,—FiiERST,"the

dark, the shadowy"]; comp. the ehhoAa Kn/^iov-

Tuv of Homer, and the umhrie of Virgil) are the
dwellers in the kingdom of the dead (comp. ix.:

xxi. 16: Ps. Ixxxviii. 10; Is. xiv. 9: xxvi. 14, 18,

19), and stand here, like the Latin inferi, for the
•worM of tlie dead, or Sheol itself.

—

Her visi-

tors all return not again,—because from
Sheol there is no return to the land of the living;
see Job vii. 9, 10,—and comp. Prov. v. 5, 6.

—

Paths of life, as in Ps. xvi. 1 1 ; Prov. v. 6.

3. Vers. 20-22. While the ]yoh [in order that]

is strictly dependent on ver. 11, and co-oi-diuate

with the 7 of the two final clauses in vers. 12 sq.

and 16 sq., still we are to recognize in tlie an-
nouncement of a purpose which it introduces, a
conclusion of the entire admonitory discourse
whicii this chapter contains,—an epilogue, as it

were ("all this I say to thee in order that," etc.),

which again may be resolved into a positive and
a negative proposition (vers. 20, 21 and ver. 22).

Umbreit's translation of U'^/by "therefore" is

ungrammatical, nor can it be justified by refer-
ence to passages like Ps. xxx. 12; li. 4; Ilos.

viii. 4.—The upright shall inhabit the land.
— In the description of the highest earthly pros-
perity as a "dwelling in the land " {i. e., in the
native land, not upon the earth in general, which
would give a meaning altogether vague and in-

definite), we find expressed the love of an l^^rae-

lite for his fatherland, in its peculiar strength
and its sacred religious intensity. " The Israe-
lite was, beyond the power of natural feeling,

which makes home dear to every one, more closely
bound to the ancestral soil by the whole form of
the theocracy ; torn from it he was in the inmost
roots of life itself strained and broken. E.'^pe-

cially from some Psalms belonging to the period
of the exile this patriotic feeling is breathed out
in the fullest glow and intensity. The same form
of expression has also passed over into the New
Testament, comp. Malt h. v. 5, and also, with regard
to the idea as a whole, Ps. xxxvii. 9, 11, 29; Prov.
X. 30" (Elster).—But the wicked shall be
rooted out from the laud.—See critical notes
above.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

He only who seeks after wisdom, i. c, who
turns his practical efforts wholly toward it, and
walks in its ways, finds true wisdom. For wis-
dom in the objective sense, is a gift of God, an
effluence from Him, the only wise (Rom. xvi. 27).
It can therefore come into possession of him
alone who seeks appropriately to make his own
tlie true subjective wisdom, which is aspiration
after God and divine things; who in thought
and experience seeks to enter into communion
with God ; who devotes himself entirely to God,
subjects himself fully to His discipline and guid-
ance, in order that God in turn may be able to

give Himself wholly to him, and to open to iiim

the blessed fulness of His nature.—This main
thought of our chapter, which comes out with
especial clearness in vers. 5, G. is essentially only

another side, and somewhat profotmder concep-
tion, of the motto which, in i. 7, is prefixed to

the entire collection, viz., tliat the fear of Jeiio-

vah is the beginning of wisdom.—or again, of

the significant utterance in chap, xxviii. 5:

'•They that seek God understand all things."

Within the limits of the New Testament we may
compare above all else, what the Lord, in John vii.

17, presents as the condition of a full comprehen-
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sion of Himself and of the divine truth revealed

in Him: "If any man will do His will he shall

know whether this doctrine be of God;" like-

wise : " Ask and it shall be given you ; seek and
ye shall find," etc. (Matt. vii. 7); and also:

" Awake tliou that sleepest, and arise from the

dead, and Christ shall give thee light" (Eph.

V. 14). Comp. further the passage from the

Book of AVisdom (chap. vi. 12, 13), which Me-
LAXCiiTiioN, with perfect propriety, cites in this

connection : " Wisdom is willingly found of them
that seek her, yea, she cometh to meet and maketh
herself known to those that desire her;" arid

also Daviil's language : "In thy light do we see

light" (I's. xxxvi. 9), the well-known favorite

motto of Augustine, which in like manner, as

it was employed by the jirofound metaphysician
IMalebranche, ought to be used by all Christian

philosophers as their daily watchword and sym-
bol.

In the second section of this admonition (vers.

10-19) this true wisdom, to be conferred by God,
to be found only with God, is more coiniiletcly

exhibited, on the side of its salutary influence

upon the moral life of humanity, especially as a

preserver against sin and vice and their ruinous
consequences. After this in conclusion the

epilogue (vers. 20-22) contrasts the blessed re-

sults of wise and righteous conduct and the pun-
ishment of ungodliness in strongly antithetic

terms, which remind us of the close of the first

I'salm and of the Sermon on the Mount (Matt.

vii. 24-27 ; comp. Ps. i. G). Comp. the exegeti-

cal comments on these two sections.

HOMILETIC.

Homily on the entire chapter: The main stages

in the order of grace, contemplated from the

point of view of the wisdom of the Old Testa-

ment: 1) The call (vers. 1-4) ; 2) Enlightenment
(vers. 5, 0) ; 3) Conversion (vers. 7-10) ; 4) Pre-
servation or sanctification (vers. 11-20); 5) Per-
fection (vers. 21, 22).

—

Stauke:—The order of

proceeding for the attainment of true wisdom
and its appropriate use: 1) the order for the

attainment of wisdom consists in this,—that we
a) ask for it, (1-3), b) search for it with care and
diligence (4). 2) The wisdom thus attained is

the only ti'uc wisdom, .as appears a) from its own
characteristics (5), b) from the person of its

giver (tj), c) from the conduct of the men who
possess it (7, 8). 3) This only true wisdom is

profitable, a) for the attainment of righteousness
in faith and life (9-11, b) for deliverance from
evil (12-19), c) for the steadfast maintenance of

an upright life (20-22).— Simpler and better
Stocicer :

—

Sludioxi sapientix I ) ojficium (1-8) ; 2)
priciiiiuni (9-22). [The student of wisdom 1) in

his duty, 2) in his reward].— Calwrr llnndh.:

The way to wisdom consists 1) in listening to its

call (1, 2) ; 2) in searching for it prayerfully

(3-6) ; 3) in deference to that portion of wisdom
which one has already attained, by earnestness
in a holy walk (7-9); 4) in the experience of the
power of wisdom, which lies in this, that it pre-
serves from ways of evil, especially of impurity
(10-22).

Vers. 1-9. MELANCHTHON:-"He admonishes how
we may make progress (in wisdom): for he com-

bines two causes: 1) God's aid; 2) our own zeal."
(No. 2 ought here necessarily to have been put
first — an improvement which was made by
StocIvER in his reproduction of this analysis of
Melanciithox).—Stocker:—The rounds upon
which one must, with divine help, climb up to
the attainment of wisdom are seven: 1) eager
hearing; 2) firm retention ; 3) attentive medita-
tion; 4) unquestioned progress; 5) due humilia-
tion; 6) devoted invoking of God's help; 7)
tireless self-examination.

—

[Chalmers (on vers.
1-9):—The righteousness of our conduct con-
tributes to the enlightenment of our creed. The
wholesome reaction of the moral on the intellec-

tual is clearly intimated here, inasmuch as it is

to the righteous that God imparteth wisdom].

—

Starke (on vers. 1-4):—As the children of the
world turn their eyes upon silver and treasures,
run and race after them, make themselves much
disquiet to attain them, though after all they are
but shadows and vanity ; so ought the children
of God to use much more diligence to attain
heavenly wisdom, which endures forever, and
makes the man who possesses it really prosper-
ous.— [Vers. 1-6. Bridges:—Earthly wisdom is

gained by study ; heavenly wisdom by prayer.
Study may form a Biblical scholar; prayer puts
the heart under a heavenly pupilage, and there-
fore forms the wise and spiritual Christian. But
prayer must not stand in the stead of diligence.
Let it rather give life and energy to it.

—

Arnot
(vers. 2):—The ear inclined to divine wisdom
will draw the heart: the heart drawn will in-line
the oar. Behold one of the circles in which God,
for His own glory, makes His unnumbered worlds
go round.—(Ver. 4). Fervent prayer must be
tested by persevering pains.

—

Trapp (ver. 2) :

—

Surely as waters meet and rest in low valleys,

so do God's graces in lowly hearts.— (Ver. 3).
A dull suitor begs a denial].

—

Starke (On vers.

5-9) :—Righteousness of faith and righteousness
of life are closely connected. As soon as the
first exists (vers. 5-8) the other must also show
itself in an earnest and pure walk before God
and man, Luke i. 74, 75; Phil. i. 11.

—

Lange
(on ver. 6) :—One may indeed by natural know-
ledge very readily learn that God is a very be-
nevolent being; but how He becomes to a sinner
the God of love, this can be learned only from
the mouth of God in the Holy Scriptures.—
[Trai'P (ver. 9) :— "Thou shalt understand right-

eousness," not as coffuoscitiva, standing in specu-
lation, but as directivn vitx, a rule of life.]

Vers. 10-22.— [Ver. II. Bridges :— Before
wisdom was the object of our search. Now,
having found it, it is our pleasure. Until it is

so it can have no practical influence.

—

Arnot:—
It is pleasure that can compete with pleasure; it

is "joy and peace in believing" that can over-

come the pleasure of sin.]

—

Stocker (on vers.

10-12) :—Wisdom helps such as love her in all

good, and preserves them against all evil; she

directs them to the good and turns them from
the evil way.—(On vers. 12-19):—Wisdom de-

livers from the three snares of the devil, viz.,

l)from a godless life; 2) from false doctrine;

3) from impurity and licentiousness.

—

Starke
(on vers. 12 sq.):—Daily experience teaches us
that we are by nature in a condition from which
we need deliverance. But how few are there of
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those who are willing to be delivered, Matt. I vers. 21, 22):—People who mean rightly neither
xxiii. 37!—(On vers. :iO-22);—Not merely some with God nor men are with their posterity
steps in the right way, but continuing to the end

]

rooted out of the world, lie who observes will

brings blessedness, Matt. xxiv. 18! — Granted
|
even now see plain proofs of this. Vs. Ixxiii. 19;

that for a time it goes ill with the godly in this I xxxiv. l(j.

—

Von Gerlacii (on ver. 21:)—The
world. God's word must nevertheless be made

j

meaning of the promise, so common in the law,
good, if not here, surely in eternity, Ps. cxxvi.

j

of "the pious dwelling in the land" depends
f).

—

[Bridges:—The spell of lust palsies I he grasp especially on the fact that Canaan was type and
by which its victim might have tokcri hold of the

\

pledge of the eternal inheritance of the saints in

vaths of life for his deliverance. J

—

Hasius (on
j
light.

4. Continuation of the exhibition of the salutary results of a devout and pious life.

CuAP. III. 1-18.

1 My son, forget not my doctrine,

and let thy heart keep ray commandments

;

2 for length of days and years of life

and welfare will they bring to thee.

3 Let not love and truth forsake thee

;

bind them about thy neck,

write them upon the tablet of thy heart;

4 so wilt thou find favor and good reputation

in the eyes of God and of men.

5 Trust in Jehovah with all thy heart,

and rely not on thine own understanding.

6 In all thy ways acknowledge him,
and he will make smooth thy paths.

7 Be not wise in thine own eyes;

fear Jehovah and depart from evil.

8 Healing will then come to thy body
and refreshing to thy bones,

9 Honor Jehovah with thy wealth,

and with the best of all thine income

;

10 so will thy barns be filled with plenty

and with new wine will thy vats overflow.

11 Jehovah's correction, my son, despise not,

neither loathe thou his chastening

;

12 for whom Jehovah loveth, him he chasteneth
and holdeth him dear, as a father his son.

13 Blessed is the man that hath found wisdom,
and he that attaineth understanding;

14 for better is its accumulation than the accumulation of silver,

and her gain (is better) than the finest gold.

15 More precious is she than pearls,

and all thy jewels do not equal her.

16 Long life is in her right hand,

in her left hand riches and honor.

17 Her ways are ways of pleasantness,

and all her paths (are paths) of j)pace.

18 A tree of life is she to those that lay hold upon her,

and he who holdeth her fast is blessed.
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6 Description of the powerful protection which God, the wise Creator of the world, ensures to
the pious.

Chap. III. 19-26.

19 Jehovah hath with wisdom founded the earth,

the heavens (hath he) established by understanding;

20 by his knowledge were the floods divided,

and the clouds dropped down dew.

21 My son, never suffer to depart from thine eyes,

maintain (rather) thoughtfulness and circumspection

;

22 so will they be life to thy soul

and grace to thy neck.

23 Then wilt thou go thy way in safety

and thy foot will not stumble.

24 When thou liest down thou wilt not be afraid,

and when thou liest down thy sleep is sweet.

25 Thou needst not fear from sudden alarm,

nor from the destruction of the wicked when it cometh.
26 For Jehovah will be thy confidence

and keep thy foot from the snare.

6. Admonition to benevolence and justice.

Chap. III. 27-35.

27 Refuse not good to him to whom it is due,

when thine hands have power to do it.

28 Say not to thy neighbor :
" Go and come again ;"

or " to-morrow I will give it "—while yet thou hast it.

29 Devise not evil against thy neighbor
while he dwelleth securely by thee.

30 Contend with no man without cause,

when he did thee no evil.

31 Imitate not the man of violence

and choose none of his ways.

32 For an abhorrence to Jehovah is the deceiver,

but with the upright he maintaineth true friendship.

33 Jehovah's curse dwelleth in the house of the wicked
but the home of the just he blesseth.

34 If he scorneth the scorners,

to the lowly he giveth grace.

35 Honor shall the wise inherit,

but shame sweepeth fools away.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 6.—[The idea of the verb "Itj/" is not that of guidance [E. V.: "shall direct thy paths "], but that of making

Btraight (Stuart), or, perhaps, better still, making smooth (Fcerst, De W., Kamph.).—A.]

Vers. 7, 8.—[TIP " /X. the •' dehortative " use of the Jussive, Bott., ? 964, 8 ; while in ver. 8 we have an example of the

"desponsive" use—i< shall fee.—^"^tyS. For the doubling of the 1 by Dagesh see Bott., §392 c. He explains it as "mi-

metic for greater vigor." Some texts carry this even into the succeeding '^, § 885, A. Fuerst (Lex., sub verba) pronounces

it unnecessary to change the vocalization as proposed by some commentators and preferred by Zockler, and agrees with
Umbkeit in his view oi the meaning.—A.J

Ver. 12.—In the ordinary rendering, "even as a father the son in whom he deliehfeth." or "whom he holds dear"
[which is the rendering, e.y., of the E. V., De Weite, Stuart, Notes, Mue.nsch.], Hi'T is construed as in a relative clause.

But then we should expect rather the perfect nV^ ; and there should have been in the first clause a comparative proposi-

tion of like constniction with the one before us. Thi> LXX, from which H' b. xii. 5 is literally quoted [a rendering which
Holden adopts and defends], appears to I ave read 3ND' instead of 3X3^1, fur it translates the second clause by liacriyol

Je TrdvTa uib;' or 7rapa6ex€Tat [scourgeth every con whom he receiveth]. This old variation, however, appears to owe its

origin to the endeavor to secure a better parallelism. [Kamph. adopts a slightly different rendering, which makee the lat-
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ter fart of the claii'se relative, but makes the rel itive the sulijei-t and not the object of the verb, thus obviating the objec-
tion iu regard to tense ; and (dealeth) as a jatha- (whoj wisltelh well to his son. Tiie J1X ttr J^X at the beginning of the

verse i8 explained by Boti., §362, 3, as the result of assimilation to the subsequent nX-—A.J

Yer. IS.—Iu the Hebrew "1127X0 iTDOm the plural DOOri is employed distributively, or, as it were, of undefined
T •.

; T . . :

individuals, for which reason its predicate stands in the singular; comp. Gen. xlvii. 3; Num. xxiv. 9; Gjcsen., Lehrgeb., p.
7lu; KWALD, flOJ, a

j
BiJTT., i'iO'Z, SJ

Yer. 2G.—The 3 ia 717033 is the so-called 3 csscniix, which serves for the emphatic and strengthened introduction

of the predi ato, as, e.g., in
'"1'J73-

Ex. xviii. 1 (Gesen., Lfhrgeb., 839; Ewald, Lehrb., 217 f.).

Yer. 2".—"When tliy hands have powrr to do it;" literally -'when thy hands are for Qod." With this phrase com-

pare T Sx^ l^\ Gun. xxxi. 29, Micah ii. 1; or T SX7 TX, Deut. xxviii. 32; Neh. v. 5. [The weight, both of
T • • • , . . I

lexicograpliical and exegetical authority, is, and, we think, plainly should be, against this view of the author. See, e. g.,

Qesen. aud Fuerst; 7X has assigned to it distinctly the-iguification "strength," the abstract quality corresponding to the

confrote, " th" s'rnng," i.e.. God. It belongs to the power^it i^ ''n the power]. Inasmu h as in these idioms the singular

T always occurs, tlie K'ri reads in our passage also TT. and the LXX fur the same reason had translated >) \tip aov (the
• :|T

translation being a free one; Frankel. Vorstudien zur Sepfuaginta, p. 2-39). Yet there is no grammatical reason whatever
for the change.

Yer. 26.—[n"yi7, K'thibh, another distriuutive plural, where the K'ri has a singular; see BoTT
, ^^ 702, d—S86, c.

-A.]
Yer. 30.

—

[Holden translates the last clause "surely he will return thee evil," because the ordinary rendering "gives

to the word 7OJ the sense of doing or p»rformiug, which it seems never to bear, but always that of returning, requiting,
- T

rer,nmj)onsiiigy The primary import, however, se-'ms to be to collect, to complete, which fact, together with the tense, jus-
tifies the almost entire unanimity which sustains the ordinary runderiug.—A.J

EXEGETICAL.

1. The close connection between this group of

admonitions and chap. ii. appears at once exter-

nally iu the resuming of the address "My son "

(ii, 1 ), wliicli recurs three times in chap iii , vers.

1,11,21,—without, however, for that reason,

introducing in each instance anew paragraph; for

in ver. 11 at least the series of admonitions begin-
ning in ver. 1 continues in its former tone with
out interruption (comp especially ver, 9),—and
again the new commencement in ver. 21 does not
equal in importance that in ver 19 sq,, or that

in ver. 27 sq.

—

Hitzig maintains that vers. 22-20

are spurious, inasmuch as the promise of reward
which it contains, after the earlier briefer sug-
gestions of virtue's reward in vers. 4, 6, 8, 10,

seems tedious and disturbing ; inasmuch as their

style of expression appears tame, prosaic, and
even, in some degree, clum.sy; inasmuch as there

may be detected in them traces of a strange ami
later idiom (e. ff., the jni D'TI [life and grace]

in ver. 22 ; the HXi^ [destruction] in ver. 25
,

the 1370 [from the snare] in ver. 26) ; and

finally—the thing which appears in fact to have
given the chief impulse to his suspicion— inas-

much as from the omission of these five verses
there would result another instance of the deci-

mal grouping of verses before we come again to

the address to the "children " of wisdom in chap.
iv. 1, just as before the 'J3 [my son] in vers. 11

and 21 was repeated in each case after ten

verses. But since no kind of external testimony
can be adduced in support of this assumption. of
an interpolation, while, on the other hand, a ver-

sion as old as the LXX contains the verses en-
tire, the suspicion appears to rest on grounds
wholly subjective, and to be supported by rea-
sonings that are only specious Tliis is espe-
cially true of the fact that there are in each in-

stance ten verses between the first addresses,
" my son,"—which lr)ses all its significance when
we observe that in chap. i. the same address re-

curs at much shorter intervals,—that between
the "my son" in chap, ii, 1 and the first in the

third chapter there are no less than 22 verses,

—

and that finally the paragraphs or " strophes "

formed by the repetition of this address in the

two following chapters (iv. 10 sq.; iv. 20 sq ; v.

1 sq.) are by no means of equal length, and can
be brought into uniformity ouly by critical vio-

lence (the rejection of chap, iv. 16, 17 and 27).

—

If we therefore cannot justify Hitzig's endeavor
to produce by the exclusion of several verses a.

symmetrical external structure for our chapter,

i e., a division of it into three equal strophes, we
are also obliged to dift'er w'ith liim when he con-

ceives of the contents as mainly admonitory, in

contrast with the more descriptive character of

chap. ii. For here as there we find admonitions,

direct or indirect, to the securing and retaining

of wisdom (vers. 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 21, 27 sq.) al-

ternating with delineations of the blessedness

which becomes the portion of its possessors

(vers. 4, 6 b, 8, 10, 22 sq., 32 sq.), or with
praises of wisdom itself (vers. 13 sq., 19 sq.).

Especially are the commencement and conclusion
of the chapter in close correspondence with those

of chap, ii., and accordingly justify our concep-
tion of the general import of the proverbial dis-

courses which it contains, as being a sort of con-

tinuation of the longer discourse which consti-

tutes the preceding chapter. Only in two points

do we find essentially new material introduced
into the representation, which is now niainlj' ad-
monitory and again chiefly descriptive,

—

viz., in

vers. 19 sq., where the protecting and preserving
power of wisdom is illustrated by a reference to

God's creative wisdom as the original source and
model of all human wisdom,—and in vers. 27 sq.,

where in the place of the previous admonitions
of a fiiore general nature there appears a special

admonition to love of one's neighbor, as the sum
ami crown of all virtues. Therefore (with De-
HTZscii, comp. above, Introd., § 15) at each of

these points we begin a new section.

2. Continued representation of the salutary conse-

quences of a wise and devout life. Vers. 1-18.
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Vers. 1, 2. Forget not my teaching.

—

The substance of this teaching (iTTljl, as in i. 8),

or the enumeration of the individual commands

(fliyo) of which it consists, begins with ver. 3.

—

Length of days, properly "extension of days "

(D'O' 'niX;/ as in Ps. xxi. 4), is a description of

earthly prosperity as it is promised to wisdom
for a reward. Comp. Ex. xx. 12; 1 Kings iii. 14.

For that this long life is a happy one, a "living

in the promised land" (Dcut. iv. 40; v. 80; vi.

2; xi. 9; xxii. 7; xxx. IG), an "abiding in the

house of the Lord" and under His blessing (Ps.

XV. 1; xxiii. 6; xxvii. 3),—this is plainly assum-

ed. Comp. the parallel expression U)i'd [peace]

in the second member, which here, as below in

ver. 17, describes the safety which belongs only

to the pious, the religious peace of mind of which
the ungodly know nothing (Is. xlviii. 22; Ivii.

21).—Vers. 3, 4. The first of tlie commandments
announced in ver. 1, with the corresponding pro-

mise of reward.—Love and truth.—These
ideas r\3X1 "IDn wliich are very often associated,

in our I>ook, e. g., in xiv. 22; xvi. 6 ; xx. 28,

—

are, wlicn predicated of man, the designation of

those attributes in which the normal perfection

of his moral conduct towards his neighbor ex-

presses itself. "Ipn, whicli, as a Divine attribute,

is equivalent to mercy or grace, designates "the
disposition of loving sympatliy with others,

which rests upon the feeling of brotherhood, the

feeling that all men are of like nature, creatures

of tlie same God." This feeling, wliich is the

prime factor in our moral life by which society

is constituted, has for its natural basis the desti-

tution and defencelessness of isolated man; from
which springs the deeper necessity not only to

augment power by mutual outwaril lielp, but also

by the interchange of thoughts and emotions to

effect a richer development of spiritual life, and
to discern what in one's own feeling is purely
individual, and what is common and eteinal

"

(Elster). r\OX then designates inward truth-

fulness, the pectus rectum, the very essence of a
true man opposed to all hypocrisy and dissimu-
lation, the endeavor to mould every form into

the closest possible correspondence with the na-
ture of the thing, on which depends all the relia-

bleness and security of life's relations" (Elster,
comp. Ujibrioit). Tiie proofs of a life regulated
by " love",and " truth," and so of comluct toward
one's neighbor, as loving as it is true, a genuine
akrj-dEvEiv iv aya.-i) [truth in love, Eph. iv. 15]
are suggested in the following admonitory dis-

course in vers. 27 sq.—Bind tliem about thy
neck—not as talismans and amuleis, as U.mdre[t
suggests, but simply as costly ornaments, which
one wears upon the neck (comp. i. D; also vii. 3);
or again as treasures which one will secure
against loss, and therefore (if valued like a sig

net ring, G"u. xxxviii. 18; Jer. xxii. 24) wears
attached lo a chain about the neck. The latter

explanation, to which Hitzig gives the prefer-
ence, seems to be favored especially by chap. vi.

21, and also by the analogy of the parallel ex-
pressicu " v.-rite upon the tablet of the heart," i. e.,

thoroug:ily impress upon one's self and appro-
priate the virtues in question (love and truth

—

not perchance the "commandments" mentioned
in ver. 1, of which C. B. Michaelis and others
here think without any good reason) ; comp. Jer.
xxxi. 33 ; 2 Cor. iii. 3 [" To bind God's law about
the neck is not only to do it, but to rejoice in do-
ing it; to put it on, and to exult in it as the
fairest ornament." AVordsw.].—So wilt thou
find favor and good reputation

—

liieially,

"and so find," etc. (Xi'C'j ; the luiper. with l

vo'iscc. stands for an Imperf. (Ewalb, Lchrb., 235);
for "by the command the certainty that obedi-
ence will follow is promoted," HiTzicj. Conip. iv.

4; XX. 13; Gen. xlii. 8; Isa. viii. 9; xlv. 22.

[BiiTT. calls this the " desponsive " imperative;

see § 957, (3—A.].—"Find favor or grace"
(in Ni'D) as in Jer. xxxi. 2 ; 1 Sam. ii. 26 ; Luke
I" T T

ii. 52 ; only that in these passages, instead of

"in the eyes of God" [i. e., according to God's
judgment, comp. Gen. x. 9 ; 2 Chron. xxx. 22) the
siuipler phrase " with God " (DX, Trapd) is com-

bined with the formula under discussion.

—

Good reputation.—Thus we translate, as

IIiTziG docs, the expression 310 ^'^\l, which be-

low in chap. xiii. 15, as in Ps. cxi. 10, conveys
the idea of good understanding or sagacity [so

the E. v., Bertheau, Kamph. render it in this

passage also] ; but here, as in 2 Chron.
xxx. 20, denotes the judgment awarded to any
one, the favorable view or opinion held concern-
ing any one. [Fuerst, Van Ess, etc., prefer this

rendering, while Gesen., De W., Stuart, Noyes,
Muensciier translate "good success."—A.].
With this interpretation the "finding favor"
will have reference more to God, the "finding
good opinion or favorable judgment" predomi-
nantly to nun. [Kampii., however, insists that

the idea is indivisible—universal favor.]

Vers. 5, '!. Trust in Jehovah with all

thine heart, etc.: the fundanu'nial priucj]ile of

all religion, consisting in an entire self-comoiit-

ment to the grace and truth of God, with the

abandonment of every attempt to attain blessed-

ness by one's own strength or wisdom ; comp.
Ps. xxxvii. 3 sq. : cxviii. 8, 9; Jer. ix. 22.—Re-
gard him. "i^J:''^, strictly "take notice of

him," i. e.. recognize Him as the unconditional
controller over all thy willing and doing. Comp.
the opposite: 1 Sam. ii. 12, and in general for

this pregnant use of the verb yi" Ps. i. 6;

xxxvii. 18; Am. iii. 2, etc.—Vers. 7,8. Fear
Jehovah and depait from evil (comp. xiv.

16 ; xvi. 6 ; Joli i. 1 ; sxviii. 28) ; an absolute

contrast to the first clause of the verse; for he
who fears God distrusts his own wisdom, when
this perch'ance presents evil and wayward action

as something agreeable and desirable (Gen. iii.

5).—Healing w^ill then be (come) to thy
body. Thus proliably is the phrase 'HP r'Xtil

to be explained, with Bertheau and IIitzig,—
for to express the idea " healing is this to thy

body," (Umhreit, Evvald, Elsthr, and most of

the elder commentators) N'H n?N£)"J would ratlier

have been required.—Instead of 'I'l^.t-'/ '^y

navel (which, according to Umbreit, here, un-

like Ezek. xvi. 4 ; Song of Sol. vii. 3, is intended

to be a designation of the whole body by a part

of special physiological importance) it will pro-
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bably be correct to read ^"^p^ as a contraction

of ^TXtyS, or 'ITk^?'? as in chap. iv. 22. For

translations as early as the LXX and Peshito

express simply the idea " to thy body," to which

furthermore the parallel "to thy bones" corres-

ponds better (comp xiv. 30; Micah iii. 2) than

to the very far-fetched expression "to thy

navel."— Refreshing to thy bones. '^Ipi^

strictly irrigation, watering, then refreshing,

invigoratiou ; here in contrast with the "lan-

guishing of the bones" (Ps. xxxii. 3, 4), i. e.,

their drying up under a fever heat or an inward

anguish of soul, e. ff.,
the pangs of a troubled

conscience. Comp. Job xxi. 24; Is. Iviii. 11.

Vers. 9, 10. Honor Jehovah with thy

riches. The JO in 'IP.inO and the following

phrase ^nN-12n-S3 n'K^XID is certainly not to

be construed as partitive, as though God was to

be honored with a part only of one's wealth and

of the first fruits of one's increase (so e. g.,

Bertheau), but the preposition |0 here ex-

presses the idea of a coming forth out of some-

thing, as in Ps. xxviii. 7 ; 2 Kings vi. 27. In

opposition to the comparative idea which Ewald
endeavors to bring out from the JD ("more than

thy wealth") see Hitzio on this passage. With
regard to the idea itself compare passages like

Ex. xxiii. 19; Deut. xviii. 4 sq. ; xxviii. 8 sq.

;

Mai. iii. 10-12. That the offering in sacrifice

the first fruits of the field and of the other

revenues of one's possessions or labors was not

only enjoined by their law up6n the people of

God under the Old Testament, but that it was

also practiced by other ancient nations as a

usage connected with religious worship, appears

from passages in classical authors, e. g.. Dion.

SicuL., 1., 14: Plut. «?e hide, p. 377; Pliny's

Hist. Nat., 18, 2. Comp. in general Spencer,
Delegibus Hehrxoruin ritualibus, p. 713, sq. ("ri«

primitiarum origine^'). [Be not content witii lip-

service, but obey God's law by making the pre-

scribed oblation and by bringing also free-will

offerings to Him."

—

VVordsw. Our author's

notes, in their distinct recognition of the first

fruits as required for and by Jehovah, are to be

preferred to his version, which has the more ge-

neral but. less Jewish idea that "the best" should

be given.—A.]
—
"With new wine will thy

vats overflow. ^^^^3', literally: they will ex-

tend themselves, separate, swell up Comp. the

use of the same verb |*^3 with reference to

rapiilly increasing flocks; Gen. xxx. 20; Job
i. 10.—Similar strong metaphors for the descrip-

tion of a rich abundance and the blessing of the

harvest may be found, e.g., Joel iv. 18; Amos
ix. 13 ; Lev. xxvi. 5.

Vers. 11,12. Jehovah's correction despise
thou not. To the "despising" (DXO here as

in the quite similar passage Job v. 17 [from

which WoRDSW. thinks our passage to be de-

rived]), the "loathing" or "abhorring" ^]''p)

is evidently the climax. [In the E. V. ger erally

this distinction between the two verbs '.s very

fairly made; the prevailing rendering of the

former being "despise, disdain, reject refuse,"

while that of the latter is "loathe, abhor." In
the present instance the rendering might easily

be taken as an anti-climax —A.].—And holds
him dear as a father his son. For the gene-
ral idea that God's corrections are essentially

nothing but revelations of His educating love
and fatherly faithfulness, comp. in the Old Tes-
tament especially Deut. viii. 5 ; Ps. cxviii. 18

;

Lam. iii. 33 sq.

Vers. 13-18. Enthusiastic praise of true wis-
dom, which is one with the fear of God.—

»

Blessed is the man that hath found wis-
dom. The perfect Xi'O, who hath found,

* T 1

expresses the idea of permanent possession ; the
parallel imperfect p'D^ (from pID, procedere;

therefore, to bring forth, to bring to view, to

bring to pass, comp. viii. 35; xii. 2; xviii. 22)
denotes a continually renewed and repeated at-

taining. The iKftd/.TiEtv ("bring forth") used of
the scribe "instructed unto the kingdom of

heaven," Matt. xiii. 52. cannot be compared
directly with our expression, since p'SH clearly

contains an idea synonymous and not one con-
trasted with N2fO.—Better is her accumula-

T T

tion than the accumulation of silver.

mno does not, like the corresponding term '1i3
_ r ;

- '

_

^ =
:

in the parallel passage, viii. 19, denote what
wisdom brings by way of gain, but the very act

of gaining and acquiring [k^nopeveaOai, LXX).

So with nnXOn, that which comes with and in
T T :

herself, the gain which exists in herself [The
"merchandise" of the E. V. is unfortunately
obscure and misleading].— Than the finest
gold. |*On signifies, according to most of the

old interpreters, the finest and purest gold
(Vulg. : auruin primum). The etymology leads,

in the unmistakable identity of the root ]*in with

that of the Greek ;i:pt"Tdr, at first only to the idea
of clear or bright shining, gleaming or glittering

(corufcare). Gold is therefore, on the ground of
its brilliancy, named in the climax as a more
precious possession than silver, to which in ver.

15 the "pearls" (instead of the K'thibh D^JiJ

we shall be constrained to give an unqualified
preference to the K'ri DTJp, comp. viii. 11 ; xx.

15: xxxi. 10, etc.) siipply the culmination in

the series, and the generalizing term "all thy
jewels" includes the three specified items with
all similar articles of value. Comp. viii. 11

;

Job xxviii. 18, where our verse recurs almost
literally. In the latter passage (Job xxviii,

15-19) besides silver, gold and pearls, various
other gems, f. /7., onyx, sapphire, coral, amber,
topaz, etc., are mentioned as falling far below
the value of wisdom. In the LXX there appear
both in ver. 15 and in KJ amplifying additions,

in respect to which Hnzio, while not regarding
as original the double clause interpolated in ver.

15 between the two members: o'vk avriraacerac

ai'TT] o'kUv TrtirT//)6i>. EryroiGro^ earcv Trnniv Tolg

kyyi^nvaiv ai'Tri [no evil thing competes with her.

She is well known to all those that approach
her], yet considers it as resting upon an interpo-
lation that had already made its way into the
Hebrew text. The supplement added to Ter. 16:
« Toh (j-6fxnro(; avrrjq EKirofieve-ai liiKaioarvt), vdfiov

(U Kal iXeov errl yT.dtaarjQ <popei [from her mouth
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proceedeth righteousness, law and mercy doth

she bear upon her tongue] IIeidenhkiji regards

as the gloss of an Alexandrian Jew, who de-

signed with it, to oppose certain Pharisaic inter-

pretations (?).— Long life is in her right
hand, etc. Wisdom here appears personified,

endowed with a human boiy and members,

—

and in ver. 16 at first in a general way, in ver.

17 so that she is represented as walking, in ver.

18 so that she appears standing like a tree, that

dispenses shade and precious fruits, nj'0'3 and

n7lN:Dty3 in ver. IG are at any rate not to be

translated " a< her right hand," and " a< her left

hand" (so Luther and many old interpreters,

conforming toPs. xvi. 8; xlv. 9; ex. 5), but "m
her right and left hand," in accordance with

Ps. xvi. 11; Is. xliv. 20, where the preposition

3 expresses the same idea.—"Long life," liter-

ally, "length of days," as above, in ver. 2,

from which passage the LXX has here repeated

also the phrase" /cat irj] (cj/]^."—Riches and
honor, as in viii. 18; xxii. 4. "The blessings

which wisdom olfers are appropriately distributed

between the hands, according to their essential

difference. The right hand is regarded as tiie

nearer; and that one live is the foundation

for his becoming rich and honored, as health is

a condition preliminary to the enjoyment of

prosperity. Compare accordingly the arrange-

ment in 1 Kings iii. 11-14" (Hitzig). [An over-

fanciful elaboration of the simple idea of the

passage.—A.].—AH her paths are (paths of)

peace. W^^'j can be regarded 'as a genitive, in

which case the construction is the same as in

Ps. xlv. 6 (according to the interpretation which
is probably correct), Ps. xxx. 7; Lev. vi. 3, etc.;

comp. Gesenius, Grainm. § 121, 6; N.\egelsb.\ch,

§64, g. ;—or as a nominative, "her paths are

peace," i. e., peaceable, peaceful, instead of

strife and alarm otfcring pure peace and joy (so

nearly all recent commentators, with the e.\:cep-

tiou of Umbreit and Elster, who seem with good
reason to prefer the former view). A tree of life

wisdom is called in ver. 18, as in chap. xi. 30 the

"fruit of the righteous" is described by the same
figurative expression, in xiii. 12 the fulfilment

of an ardent desire, and finally, xv. 4, "temper-
ateness of the tongue." Tlie expression doubt-
less contains an allusion to the tree of life men-
tioned by Moses in Gen. ii. 9; iii. 22, although
there the definite article stands before D"'n, be-

cause it was intended to designate the particu-
lar tree bearing this name in Paradise. The
°".nr' ]y. of Genesis and the D"n Ti' of

Proverbs are therefore related to each other as
the familiar 6 vibg tov avdpuTvov of the Gospels to

the vlbg ardfx'.mov without the article in John
V. 27. Elster, without reason, attempts to deny
altogether the reference to Gen. ii. 9, and to

make the expression parallel with other figura-
tive representations, like "fountain of life," etc.

In his observation that the figure of the tree in
this passage is based upon the previous personi-
fication of wisdom, and that Sol. Song, vii. 9 is

therefore to be compared, Hitzig is certainly
right (comp. also passages like Is. Ixi. 3 ; Jer.

xvii. 8 ; Ps. i. 3 ; xcii. 12). We must, however,

regard as less pertinent the other proposition of
the same commentator, according to which the
tree of life in our passage corresponds not only
with the tree of the same name in Paradise, but
at tlie same time also with the tree of knowledge
(Gen. iii. 3), and so exhibits the identity of the

two trees of Paradise. For as a thoroughly
practical demeanor, consisting in the fear of

God and obedience (see i. 7) the true wisdom of

the Book of Proverbs unquestionably presents

as complete a contrast to all assuming and
"devilish" wisdom from beneath (James iii. 15)

as the tree of life in Paradise to that of know-
ledge.—And he Tvho holds her fast is

blessed. See critical notes. See also below,

notes on chap. xv. 22.

3. Description of the wisdom of God that created

the world, os the mighlji protector of him that fears

God: vers. 19-26.—Jehovah hath with -wis-

dom founded the earth, etc. A connection

undoubtedly exists between this allusion to the

divine archetype of all human wisdom and what
has been before said, so far forth as the paradi-

siacal tree of life of primitive time seems to have

called to the mind of the author the creation of

the world, and therefore afforded him occasion for

the brief delineation of the creative wisdom of

God that lies before us, of which the passage,

cliap. viii. 22 sq., is only a fuller development
(comp. also Job xxviii. 12 sq. ; Ecclesiast.

xxiv. 2sq.). Yet if the connection were really

as close as it is commonly regarded [e. g., by
Bertheau, who finds in vers. 19, 20 the conclu-

sion of the series of thoughts beginning in ver.

11 ; by Elster, who discerns here " in a certain

sense a metaphysical confirmation of the fore-

going;" and in general also by Hitzig, etc.), the

demonstrative conjunction '2 (for) would un-

questionably stand at the beginning of the 19th

verse; this, however, is wanting both in the

original text and in the older versions, and was
first introduced by Luther. Therefore as the

words stand, with an emphatic prefixing of the

subject "Jehovah" (as at the commencement of

many Psalms, e. g., Ps. xxvii. ; xcvii. ; xcix.,

etc.), they are evidently designed not so much
to serve as a continuation of representations

already begun, as for the introduction of ideas

essentially new,—and these new thoughts are the

promises contained in vers. 21-26, of tlie divine

protection and blessing, of which the wise man,

/. e., he who acts and walks in accordance with

this divine wisdom, will infallibly have the full

enjoyment. Furthermore, comp., with reference

to the idea of the conformity of the practical,

ethical wisdom of man with the absolute creative

wisdom of God, the "Doctrinal and Ethical'*

notes. —With wisdom. r*10Dn3, literally
T . T ;

"through" wisdom, i. e., not merely with the

manifestation of wisdom as an attribute of His,

but by means of the personal, essential wi.sdom,

as an independent, creative power indwelling in

Him from eternity, comp. viii. 22 sq. In tb«

same hypostatic sense, therefore, are also the

interchangeable ideas of " understanding ' DJOH

ver. 19 1. c, and "knowledge" n;n in ver. 20,

to be understood. [With this view of the au-

thor Bertheau agrees, so Trapp and some othera

of the old English expositors : Scott, Holden
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suggest it as possible; while Stuart, Muen-
SCHER and otliers, judging more correctly, we
think, find here none of those personal attributes

which are so conspicuous in chap. viii. and there

BO clearly shape the interpretation —A.]. On
ver. 19 comp. in addition Jer. x. 12, and on ver.

20, Gen. i. tj sq.; ii. ti.—Did the seas divide.

The perf. -IJ/'pni, " they have divided," refers to

the primary creative act of the division once

for all of the masses of water above and beneath

tlie firmament. Gen. i. 6 sq., while the imperf.,

1DJ?T', relates to the constantly repeated and still

continued emptying of the clouds in rain, as

a consequence of that sundering of the waters

which belongs to the history of creation. [The

E. V. loses this distinction and refers both to the

present, " are"].

Vers. 21, 22. My son, never suffer to de-

part from thine eyes, etc. ^'y 7j; (for which,

perhaps, in conformity with iv. 21 we ought to

read ^iv") signifies literally, "there must not

escape, slip aside" (from TO) deflexit, a via dn-

cUnauit). As subjects for the plural verb we
usually find supplied from the preceding, es-

pecially from ver. 1 sq., the idea "my doc-

trines, my commands," [as in the E. V. and

the commentaries of Stuart, Muenscher and

others]. But this is plainly quite too far-fetched.

It is simpler, with Ujibreit, Hitzig, etc., to con-

ceive of the following hemistich, "thoughtful-

ness and circumspection," as at the same time

subjects of the verb in the first, and to ex-

plain their omission in the foi-mer clause to

which they should properly have been attached,

on the ground of the peculiar vivacity of the

representation. This liveliness of expression

can in some measure be preserved in our version

by a "rather" after the verb of the second

clause.—Maintain thoughtfulness and cir-

cumspection. The more uncommon rT'tyj^

(comp. above ii. 7) stands here instead of n:ODri

(wisdom) ver. 19, and also the less frequent

7T3iO instead of njon which occurs there, in
T- : T :

order to suggest the difference between the abso-

lute wisdom and insight of God and the corres-

ponding attributes of man. The LXX instead

of the present order appear to have found the

reverse, as they translate BovAi/v nal ivvniav.

Comp. IIeideniieim (as above cited).—So will
they be life to thy soul, etc. In reply to

Hitzig's disparagement of the genuineness of

vers. 22-2(5, see remarks above, at the commence-
ment of the exegesis. "With respect to the

thought of ver. 22 f. c, comp. above vers. 2, K!,

18; also iv. 22; viii. 35, etc. For last clause

comp. i. 9 ; iii. 3.

Ver. 23. Then wilt thou go thy way

in safety. nU37, in security, free from care,

full of trust and good confidence, as below in

ver. 29. ["Thou shalt ever go under a double
guard, the ' peace of God' within thee (Phil,

iv. 7) and the 'power of God' without thee,

(1 Pet. i. 5)."

—

Trapp.—For illustrations drawn
from travellers' experience near Jerusalem,
see Tho.mson's Lctnd and Booh, I., lO'J.—A ].

The simple n^3 is used in the same way in

chap. X. 9. For ver. 23 1. c. compare Ps. xci.

12, for the whole verse Prov. iv. 12.—Ver. 2-k

When thou liest dow^n. The imperf. J^t^Jil

in the first member probably designs to express
the idea of "laying one's self down to rest,"

while the following perf. j^33E?1 would designate

the effect and consequence of this act, the reclin-

ing and sleeping. Thus most interpreters have
correctly judged. Hitziq amends accoriling to

the LXX : 2VJjy DN, if thou sittest, which is

plainly needlessly arbitrary. For the tliought

conip. furthermore chap. vi. 22; Dent, xxviii.

G6.—Ver. 25. Thou ueedest not fear from

sudden alarm. X1'P~7X literally fear thou

not. Since however the IX in ver. 23 still has

its effect, the expression is not to be taken merely
as an admonition, but at the same time as a de-

scription of the future condition (Ewald, Lehr-

buch 310, a). [Bott. § 964, a, classes it with

the "permissive negatives"].—Nor from the

destruction of the w^icked. D'^^iyT nNC?

the old commentators unanimously regard as

active; the onset of the wicked, the storm wliich

they raise against the pious [procella qaam impi.i

excitant, Chr. B. Michaelis). So recently Hit-
zig, while nearly all other modern interpreters

since Doderlein prefer the passive conception;
the storm or destruction that will sweep away
the wicked. A positive decision is probably
not possible. Yet the parallel in Ps. xxxv. 8,

seems to favor the latter view [which is adopted
also by Stuart and Muenscher]. With refer-

ence to the subject compare further, for clause

a, Ps. xci. 5; Prov. i. 27; xxiv. 22; am! for b,

.Job V. 21.—Ver. 26. For Jehovah will be
thy confidence.: literally, will be in thy con-

fidence. 7D3 is here unquestionably trust, con-

fidence, as in .Job viii. 14; xxxi. 24; Ps. Ixxviii.

7. The signification "loins, side," which the

Vulgate has given to the expression {''Dominus

crit in latere tuo ") and, in imitation of this, e. (^.,

Ziegler, Muentingiie, etc., agrees indeed with
passages like Job xv. 27; Lev. iii. 4, 10; xv. 4,

etc., but not with tlie one before us.—And keep
thy foot from the snare. The substantire

HD/, snare—for which more usually iJ'p1*3 or DD
—occurs only here, is not, however, for that

reason necessarily to be regarded, as Hitziq

would have it, as a sign of a later phraseology.

4. Admonition to benevolence and ju.<:tice : Vers.

27-35. A connection of this exhortation with

some more specific point in the foregoing (with

ver. 21 or ver. 20, e. g., as Hitzig suggests, as-

suming vers. 22-26 to be spurious) need not be

attempted, since tiie whole of this brief section

definitely enough distinguishes itself from the

longer series of proverbial discourses, as an in-

dependent and pecnliiir whole.—-Refuse not
good to him that deserves it: literally,

"hold not good back from its master," i. e., from
him to wliotn it belongs ["either by the law of

equity or of charity," Thapp,—"whether upon
their deserving or upon their need," Br. Ham,],

him who is at the same time deserving and n?edy
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(LXX : ev -rzomv kvdey).—Vcr. 28. And yet
thou hast it : literally, and it is yet with thee

on liiiiid, there is yet a store [there is with
thee]. The LXX adds to this admonition (o

ready giving and to quick relief (according to

the principle: bis dat qui cito dat, " he gives twice

who gives quickly"), the words appropriate in

themselves, '• ov yap olSa^ ri Tt^erai >'/ k-mvaa'"
(for thou knowest not what the morrow shall

bring forth), which, however, occur in their

original place in chap, xxvii. 1.—Ver. 29. De-
vise not evil. The verb I^lfl here as in vi.

~ T

14, 18; xii. 20; xiv. 22, expresses the idea of

contriving, and that as a development of the

idea of "forging" (Ez. xxi. 30) and not that of

"ploughing" (as Ewalo, following some older

interpreters, maintains).—Ver. 30. "Without
cause, Heb. D^n, LXX, fid-T/v, comp. 6upedv

in John xv. 25. AVhat is meant by this "con-
tending without cause" is made more apparent in

the 2d member. In regard to the ethical signifi-

cance of this precept coinp. "Doctrinal and
Ethical" notes. No. 3.—Ver. 31. Emulate not
the man of violence. For this siguihcatiou

of ^^^.P/^"^^, which is found as early as the Vul-

gate [ne xmuleris hominem injustiim), the strongest

support is the parallel thought in the 2d mem-
ber ; while unquestionably in passages like Ps.

xxxvii. 1 ; Ixxiii. 3 ; Prov. xxiv. 1, the expres-

sion 3 Njp denotes rather a "falling into a pas-

sion" about some one, a "being envious." Yet
comp. Prov. xxiii. 17, where the meaning plainly

resembles that before us. [The diiference among
these expositors, we think, is more seeming than
real. Thus Stuart renders, "Be not envious to-

ward," etc., and explains " do not anxiously covet

the booty which men of violence acquire;" Muen-
SCHER renders, " Envy thou not the man," e/c,

and explains. "Do not be ottended by the success
and prosperity," etc., " so as to imitate," etc.—
A.]

—

And choose none of his ways. For
"innri the LXX (,«??d£ [,r]luari^) must have read

innn, a reading which HiTZia is disposed to

accept as the original. But how easily could
this change be introduced, following as a standard
Ps. xxxvii. 1, or Prov. xxiv. 19, where no doubt
innn stands as the only appropriate reading!

Vers. 32-35 supply a ground in the first instance

for the counsels contained in vers. 27-31, but fur-

ther in general for those of the whole chapter:
thus ver. 35 in particular, by its contrasting the
comprehensive terras "fool" and "wise," reveals

a far reaching breadth and compass in its refer-

ence, like the similar expressions at the close of

the 1st and 2d chapters.

—

An abhorrence to

Jehovah is the deceiver.—IHJ, properly the

"perverse," he who is deceitfully crooked and se-

cret (comp. ii. 15), and so is in direct contrast

with the "upright" or straightforward. [n3>^1j"1,

which in the E.V. is always translated by " abom-
ination," or some cognate term, is often used in
other sacred books of idolatry. In the twenty or
more passages in the Book of Proverbs in which
the word is found it has this signification in no
single instance. "It would seem," says Words-
worth, in loc, " as if, when Solomon wrote the

5

Proverbs, he regarded idolatry as a thing impossi-
ble. He therefore left out idolatry as the Greek
Legislator omitted parricide from his code as a
thing too monstrous to be contemplated. And yet
Solomon himself afterwards fidl into idolatry "

(Vc—A.].—"With the upright he maintains
true friendship.—Literally, "with the upright
is his secret compact" (ITID), his intimacy, his
confidential intimacy. Comp. Job xxix. -1: Ps.
XXV. 14.—Jehovah's curse dwells in the

house of the wicked.—Comp. the nSx, the

cursing whicu, accorUing to Zech. v. 4, will take
posses-ion of the house ottlie wicked, and destroy
it. (in accordance wiih Deut. xxviii. 17 sq.); and
for the term n'^xp, Mai. ii. 2 (and Kouler ou
both passages).

Vcr. 34. If he scorneth the scorners.—To
this hypothetical prota^^is the apodosis is not
found in ver. 35, as Bertiieau [and Sttart]
bold, but immediately after, in the second clause
of ver. 34. As in Job viii. 20 ; Lam. iii. 82,
there is an artjumcnlum a contrario. Comp. our
mode of constructing propositions, with "while
on the one hand—so on the other." For the
sentiment of the 1st member, comp. Ps. xviii. 26;
for that of the whole verse the passages in the
N. T. which cite freely from the LXX, 1 Pet. v.

5 ; James iv. 6, and also above, i. 26 sq.—Ver.

35. Shame sweeps fools away.— j'ibp Dnp
literally " shame lifts up," i. c, in order to sweep
away and destroy them : Comp. Ez. xxi. 31; Is. Ivii.

14, and the corresponding use of Nt^J, tollcre^=

aitferre ; Is. xli. 10 ; Job xxvii. 21. The expres-

sion p'?!^, ignoviinia, properly levitas (lightness),

at once reminds us directly of the familiar figure
of chaif whirled away by the wind (Ps. i. 4 ; Is.

xvii. 3 ; xxix. 5, etc.). Therefore we need' not

take Dnp as the predicate of D'V?^ (fools) and
translate it by svscipimit in the sense of " gather
up," "carry away," as IIitzig does, following
the LXX, Targ., Vatabl., and Rosenmieller
[so NoYES, Muenscher, Wordsw., while De
Wette, Stuart, etc., agree with cur author—A.];
although the distributive use of the participle in
the singular instead of the plural, would have a
sufficient parallel in the passage already ex-
plained, chap. iii. 18 6.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. ^^Wisdom is life and gives life." This propo-
sition, which finds its most pregnant utterance
in ver. 18, and is formulated as a sort of Epitome
of the whole chapter, is especially in the first

admonitory discourse (vers. 1-18) expressed in
manifold ways and exhibited in its bearing upon
the most diverse relations, those of the present
life first. Above all it is long life, to wliich
Avalking in true wisdom aids (ver. iii. 10), and
this for this reason,—because such a course is

the indispensable condition of physical as well as
spiritual health,—or because, as ver. 8 expresses
it, " the wise findeth health for his body and re-

freshing for his frame." He who is truly wise
aims infallibly at the needful temperance, and a
prudent self-restraint in his physical and mental
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regimen, and thereby promotes health, his in-

vvui-il and outward well-being in the liighe.st pos-

sible deu;ree. Ho contributes by his (;bedient

subjection to the Divine grace, to the emancipa-

tion ol' his nob. est spiritual powers and capaci-

ties,—secures these as well as the functions of

his bodily organ iz-ati-^n against morbid excite-

ment or torpidity, and so d--:velops generally his

entire personal life, body, mind and spirit, to its

normal harmony, and the mo:t vigorous mani-

festation possible of its diverse and cardinal ac-

tivities. He who has in this way become in-

wardly free through the fear of God and real

wisdom iu life, attains necessarily also to the

confirmation of this his godlike freedom and vital

power in connection with the phenomena of the

outward natural life, as surely as the laws of the

economy of nature <are the same as those of the

ethical sphere in the kingdom of God. He who
is inwardly free becomes also naturally free. To
him who has attained true mastery over himself

there is soon restored dominion over the outward

creation,—that heritage of the true children of

God from Paradise,—at least in its essentials.

And so outward prosperity is added in his ex-

perience to inward peace; God "smooths his

paths" (ver. 6); fills his garners and cellars

with abundance (ver. 10), m.akes him great

through riches and honor (ver. 16), and guides

him during this whole life in ways of delight,

peace, and prosperity (ver. 17 ; corap. vers. 2 and

18). A tiling, however, that rises far above all

these external blessings, above gold, silver and
all the treasures of the earth (see vers. 14 and

15), is the grace and favor which the wise man
finds not only with men, but much more witli

God (ver. 4). This favor of God and of men,—
i. e., not of all indiscriminately, but first and
pre-eminently of the wise and devout, such as

agree with God's judgment, is evidently in the

view of the poet the highest and most precious

of the multiform blessings of wisdom which he

enumerates. What, however, is this "favor with

God and men," the inseparable attendant and
consequence of genuine wisdom (1 Sam. ii. 26;
Luke ii. 52), what is this but the being a true

child of God, the belonging to the fellowship of

God and His people, the co-citizenship in the

kingdom of truth and of blessedness ?

—

\Ve stand

here manifestly at the point at which the eudaj-

nionism of the author, in itself comparatively ex-

ternal and inclining to that which is partial and
sensuous, joins hands with the true doctrine of

Christianity,—where, therefore, the Old Testa-

ment doctrine of retributions predominantly
earthly begins to be transformed into the super-

sensual or spiritual realistic doctrine of the New
Testament (Mattli. v. 10-12; xix. 28-30). For
if to be a child of God ami to stand in relations

of grace appears as the chief value and most pre-

cious reward of wisdom, the goal of prosperity

at which the lovers of this wisdom aim is far

more a heavenly than an eartiily one; and fel-

lowship with God, obedient, loving dependence
on Him, is then not merely the end, but at the

same time the principle and motive for all the

thought, effort and action of the wise. As a way
to tlie attainment of this end no other whatsoever
can come under consideration but that opened
and pointed out by God himself—that is, the way

of faith in the revelation of His grace. Believing

self-devotion to the salvation which God bestows,

which in the Old Testament is still essentially

placed in the future, but in Christ as the Media-
tor of the New Testament, has become real and
present, is there as well as here the condition of

the attainment of wisdom, of progressive growth
and strength iu its possession, and finally of the

enjoyment of the blessed reward. That our poet

also walks in this path, that he is a representa-

tive of the ''fides Veteris Teitamenii," that he be-

longs to that host of witnesses, exemplars of faith

under the Old Testament, which is brought be-

fore us in Hebrews xi.; this is incontrovertibly

established by the way in which he speaks of the

conditions of attaining to the blessed rewaid of

wisdom, or of the practical demeanor of the wise

man in its details. There we hear rothing of

outward works of the law, of meritorious ser-

vices, of the fulfilling of God's will with one's

own strength or reason; but "trust in the Lord
with all thine heart " is enjoined in emphatic
contrast with "leaning upon one's own pru-

dence " (ver. 5) ; the being " wise in one's own
eyes " is put in significant contrast with the fear

of God and the avoiding of all evil (ver. 7) ; yes,

willing submission to God's salutary correction,

humble and grateful subjection even to the strict

disciplinary regulations wliich His fatherly love

finds it good to employ; this constitutes the su]3-

stance of the dispositions and modes of action

which are here prescribed (vers. 11, 12; comp.
Heb. xii. 5 sq.). With good reason did Me-
LAKCHTHON dircct attention to the genuinely
evangelical, and even profoundly Christian cha-

racter of this admonition to the patient endu-
rance of sufferings as wholesome disciplinary

ordinances of God. He remarks on vers. 11, 12:
" Here the whole doctrine of the cross is to be
brought into view, and the distinction considered

between Philosophy and the Gospel. Philosophy

and human reason judge otherwise of the causes

of death and of human calamities than does the

voice of the Gospel Christian and philo-

sophic patience must also be distinguished."

And further, on ver. 13 sq.: " These praises of

wisdom are rightly understood of revealed wis-

dom, i. c, of the word of God manifested in the

Church, of the Decalogue and the Gospel. Nor
yet is it strange that antiquity applied these

praises to the person who is the Son of God, who
is the revealer of the word resounding in the

Church, and is efficient by this word, and in it

shows forth what God is, and what is His will."

How far, furthermore, the point of view of our
teacher of wisdom is removed from all possible

Antinomian disparagements of positive moral re-

quirements, how clearly, on the other hand, the

wisdom that he teaches appears to be regulated

by both factors of Diviue revelation, law and
gospel, shows itself from the emphatic promi-

nence given to "love and trutii " (rip.i<!. "lOn

ver. 3 ; comp. the previous analysis of these two
ideas on p. 01) as the chief manifestations of a

spirit that fears God, and of a scrupulously du-

tiful course in intercourse with one's neighbor.

Love is, therefore, according to him, also, the

fulfilling of the law (Rom. xiii. 10; GaL v. 14),

and indeed to such a degree that, according to

his conception, the compliance with special pre-
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Bcriptions of the positive exturnil ceremonial

law, e. ff., the ordinances which relate to tlie

bringing of the oiiEerings of first fruits (see above
on ver. 9), must be to it an easy thing. With
the proposition of Bruch, that our author found
himself in a sort of free-thinlving opposition to

the positive prescriptions of the Mosaic ceremo-
nial law (coinp. Introd., ^ la, note), this admoni-
tion to a conscientious devotion of the first fruits

to Jehovah, plainly cannot be reconciled.

2. As wisdom alone ensures true joy in life and
abiding prosperity, it also shows itself man's
most reliable protection (vers 19-26), his de-

fender and guardian in all the inward tempta-
tions as well as the outward dangers of this

earthly life. And this essentially for this reason,

because it consists in trusting devotion to the

eternal and absolute wisdom of God, wliich most
richly and gloriously manifests its exhaustless

power, and its compassionate love and faithful-

ness, as formerly in the creation of the world,

now also in its preservation and government.
For he wlio loves wisdom is also loved by her

;

and he who by walking in faith, love, and the

fear of God, confesses himself here below a friend

of the Divine word,—in liis behalf does the

eternal AVord malie confession above before the

throne of the Heavenly Father.—For further

reinarlcs upon tlie relation to the Logos or the

Son of God, of the Divine wisdom, which is here
in vers. 19-20, for the first turn, hypostatically

presented in its quality as tlie power that created

the world, see below on chap. viii. 22 sq. (Doc-
trinal and Ethical comments). [As will be seen
from the E.xegetical notes on ver. 19, the best

modern exegesis is not unanimous in applying
this passage, like chap, viii., to the hypostatic

wisdom. Our author's remarks, therefore, ho\v-

ever just in themselves, may bo regarded as hero
out of place, so far forth as they involve the per-
sonality of wisdom—A.]

3. The conditions for the attainment of true
wisdom and its blessing, which are again empha-
sized in the concluding verses (27-35), are com-
prehended in the single requirement of love to

one's neighbor as the fulfilling of the Divine law.

As special manifestations of this love of our
neighbor, we have made prominent, charitable-

ness and constant readiness to give (27, 28),
sincerity and an unfeigned frankness of dispo-
sition (29), peaceableness and ijlacability (30),
gentleness and abstinence from all violence (31),
straiglitforward, honorable and upright deport-
ment in one's general transactions (32, 33), hu-
mility and the avoidance of all arrogant, frivo-

lous and scornful demeanor (34).—These ad-
monitions do not rise to the full moral elevation
of the New Testament's requisitions of love.

Thus there is noticeably wanting here the de-
mand of love to enemies, although not in chap.
XXV. 21, and instead of this there is, it is true,

no hatred of one's enemy recommended (as in
the casuistic ethics of the later Pharisaic Juda-
ism, according to Matth. v. 43), but yet a re-
striction of all dispute and controversy to one's
relations with an actual offender; see ver. 30.

The specification of duties to one's neighbor that
is here presented is therefore related to one
truly Cbrislian, very much as the moral precepts
which, according to Luke iii. 10-14, John the

Baptist gave to the multitude that followed him,
if compared with tiiat fulfilment of the law pre-
sented by Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount as
the standard for the conduct of the children of
God under the New Testament (Matth. v. 20-48).
Let us observe also the fact, M'hich is certainly

not accidental, that all the moral precepts in our
passage are given in the form of negative impe-
ratives or warnings, while, e.c/., in the Sermon
on the Mount, in the concluding and admonitory
chapters of Paul's Epistles, and in general in

most of the counsels of the New Testament, the
positively admonitory and preceptive tone has a
decided preponderance over the prohibitory.

HOMILETIO AND PRACTICAL.

Ilomily on the entire chapter, starting with
the central thought in ver. 18 : True wisdom as

a tree of life,—considered 1) in the precious
fruits which it bestows upon us (1-18) ;—2) in

the solid ground in which it is rooted (19-2G);—
3) in the cultivation which we must bestow upon
it by a loving and faithful integrity (27-3o).

—

Comp. M. Geier's analysis of the chapter, which,
treating the four introductory verses as an ex-
ordium for the whole, finds prescribed in it three
main classes of duties: 1) to God (5-26);—2) to

our neighbor (27-30);—3) to ourselves (31-35).

—

So St.\rke : Solomon's exhortation to the mani-
festation of that piety which flows from true wis-
dom, viz.: 1) of piety in itself (1-12);—2) of

wisdom as its celestial source (13-26) ;—3) of love

to our neiglibors as its chief earthly fruit and
result (27-35).

Vers. 1-12. Melanciithon (on vers. 5-12,

after treating the first four verses as an Intro-

duction) : Three precepts of divine wisdom; 1)
Trust in God and fear of God (5-8) ;—2) the sup-
port of the ministry of the word by offerings and
gifts (9, 10) ;— 3) patience under crosses and suf-

ferings (11, 12, comp. above, p. Go).

—

Geier
(on 5-18) : Six cardinal duties to God: 1) confi-

dence,—2) reverence,—3) humility,—4) honor,
—

5) patience,— 6) zeal for wisdom.

—

St.\rke :

An exhortation to true piety; and 1) a prelimi-

nary encouragement to attention (1-4) ;—2) the

direct admonition to the manifestation of true
piety, a) in confidence in God (5),—b) in a living

knowledge of God (C),—c) in the fear of the Lord
with a renouncing of one's own wisdom (7, 8),

—

d) in the right payment of all gifts that are due
(9, 10),—e) in the patient bearing of the cross

(11, 12).

—

Calwer Handb. : The multiform bless-

ings of a multiform wisdom; vers. 1, 2: long
life, prosperity and peace;— 3, 4: favor with
God and men ;—5, 6 : a rigtit guidance ;—7, 8 :

even physical well-being;—9, 10: full garners

and presses;— 11, 12: grace from God also in

trials and sufferings.

On vers. 1-4. Egard: See to it that on the

tablet of thine heart nothing be found but the

word of God and Jesus Christ. According to

what is written on the tablet of thine heart, (2

Cor. iii. 3) will endless pain or eternal joy await

Ihee, Matth. x. 32, 33.—On vers. 5-8. Hasius :

It is a characteristic of true wisdom that one re-

gards himself as simple; men who are wise in

tlicir own eyes are far removed from true wis-

dom.

—

Zeltner : Where true fear of God exists,
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there is also true humility of soul, and renun-

ciation of self. Ecclesiasl. i. 17, 18, etc.—[Ver.

5. Trapp: They trust not, God at all that do it

not alone.

—

Arnot: Trust is natural to the crea-

ture, though trust in the Lord be against the

grain to the guilty. God complains as much of

a divided allegiance as of none. In cleaving to

Christ the effort, to reserve alittle spoils all. The
command to "trust" is encouraging as well as re-

proving. The genuine spirit of adoption may be

best observed in little things.—R. M. M'CheYxXe:

Every enligiitened believer trusts in a divine

power enlightening the understanding ; he there-

fore follows the dictates of the understanding

more religiously than any other man.—Vers. 8.

Abnot : He who makes holiness happy in heaven,

makes holiness healthful on earth.]—On vei's. 9,

10. Starke : We should above all things seek

the kingdom of God, and share our means with

those who labor in the word, and the extension

of God's kingdom; but not hold our goods for

gain in order so to avoid God's service. It is

unbelief if one accounts that lost which he vo-

luntarily devotes to churches and schools, and to

the maintenance of the ministry of the word.

Matth. X. 42 ; 2 Cor. ix. 6 ; Gal. vi. 6, etc.—

Zeltner: Thankfulness opens the fountain of

the divine blessing, unthankfulness closes it.

—

Stocker : Liberality toward the clerical office,

considered 1 ) in and by itself,*—2) according to

the manner of its exercise,—3) in its reward.

—

[W. Bates : Charity is a productive grace, that

enriches the giver more than the receiver. The
Lord signs Himself our debtor for what is laid

out for Him, and He will pay it with interest].

—

On vers. 11, 12. Egard: God's strokes are better

than Satan's kiss and love ; God smites for life,

Satan caresses for death.—.1. Lance : The king-

dom of God in this world is a kingdom of the

cross; but all suffering tends evermore to the

testing and confirmation of faith. 1 Pet. i. 6, 7.

—Badeb. Bible: God's chastenings and cor-

rections are no signs of anger, but of love ; they

are the pains which our healing and cure de-

mand. Those who lie under the cross are often

iQore acceptable to God, than those who taste and
experience His dainties. He finds pleasure in

our crosses and sufferings for this reason, be-

cause these are His remembrance and renewal
of the sufferings of His Son. His honor is also

involved in such a perpetuation of the cross in

His members (Eph. iii. 13 ; Col. i. 24, etc.) audit
is this that causes Him this peculiar joy !

[Vers. 11, 12. Arnot: Let your heart flow

down under trouble, for this is human ; let it

rise up also to God, for this is divine.

—

Trapp :

He that escapes alfliction may well suspect his

adoption. God's house of correction is His school

of instruction.]

Vers. 13-18. Egart>: Silver, gold and pearls,

serve and adorn the body only, wisdom, how-
ever, serves and adorns mainly the soul. As
much as the soul is nobler than the body, so much
is wisdom also nobler thiin all treasures. Be-

ware lest thou with the cliildren of this world
look with delight upon the forbidden tree, and
with them cat death from it. Beware lest

thou choose folly instead of wisdom!—STiicKER:

Whosoever desires to regain what our first pa-

rents squandered and lost by the fall, namely,

eternal life— let him hold fast upon heavenly
wisdom

—

i. e., God's revealed word. This is a
tree of life to all those who in true faith lay hold
upon it.

—

Berleb. Bible : Solomon here testi-

fies that wisdom even in Paradise nourished and
supported men, and that the same is for this rea-

son also in the restoration (the restitution of all

things by Christ, Acts iii. 21) ordained for their

spiritual maintenance. In this originates that

most blessed condition of the new man, who gra-
dually becomes again like and equal to the man of

Paradise.

—

Wohlfarth: The tree of life of which
we are to eat day by day is faith, love, hope.

Faith is its trunk, hope its flowers, love its fruit,

[Vers. 16, 17. Arnot :—If the law were ac-

cording to a simple calculation in arithmetic,

"the holiest liver, the longest liver," and con-

versely, "the more wicked the life the earlier its

close;" if this, unmixed, unmodified, were the

law, the moral government of God would be
greatly impeded, if not altogether subverted. He
will have men to choose goodness for His sake
and its own ; therefore a slig'ut veil is cast over
its present profitableness.

—

South (ver. 17)

:

The excellency of the pleasure found in wisdom's
ways appears 1) in that it is the pleasure of the

mind ;—2) that it never satiates nor wearies:—3)
that it is in nobody's power, but only in his that

has it.]

Vers. 19-26. Stocker:—Inasmuch as wisdom
is so grand a thing that all was made and is still

preserved by it, we are thence to infer that we
also can be by it preserved for blessedness. We
should hold dear the heavenly wisdom revealed

to us in the word, and earnestly crave it, should
learn to keep our eye upon God Himself, should
entreat Him for all that we need, depend upon
His omnipotence and faithful care, despond un-
der no adversities, etc., etc.— [Bridges: (Ver.

23) Habitual eyeing of the word keeps the feet

in a slippery path].

—

Starke : He who orders

his ways to please the Lord, can in turn depend
upon His gracious oversight and protection.— Our
unrest and fear spring mainly from an evil con-
science ; divine wisdom however keeps the con-

science from heavy sins, and stays the heart on
God.

—

Von Gerlach : The wisdom which God
imparts to the man who hearkens for His voice is

no other than that by which He founded the

earth; the holy order, which forms, keeps, sup-

ports, holds together, develops into life, advances

all. As now all that God has made is very good,

each thing according to the law of the divine or-

der that dwells in it, so in and for man all be-

comes good that conforms to this order.

—

Wohl-
farth (on ver. 21-2(j) : The holy rest of the pi-

ous. Little as the heart's innocence, this fairest

fruit of wisdom, can preserve and wholly free ua

from the sufferings which God suspends over us

for our refining, so surely however does it turn
away the worst and saddest consequences of sin,

and ensures even amidst the storms of this life a
rest that nothing can disturb.—[Ver. 26. Arnot:
It is the peace of God in the heart that has power
to keep the feet out of evil in the path of life.]

—

Ver. 27-35. Stocker : The virtues of beneficence

and patience are here developed after the method
of the second table of the ten commandments; it

is therefore taught how the believing Christian

is in his relations to his neighbor to exercise
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himself in true charity, steadfast patience and
forbearance.

—

Ckamer (in Starke) : When God
riclily bestows upon us spiritual treasures, ouglit

it to be a great matter, if we to honor Him give

alms from our temporal goods?—(On ver. 32 sq.);

If an ungodly man rises in prosperity, look not

upon liis prosperity, but upon his end; that can
easily deter you from imitating hira.

—

Woiil-
FARTH (on vers. 27, 28) : Thankfulness toward
God requires beneficence toward one's brethren.—Von Gerlach: Divine wisdom teaches the

true commuuism,—makes all things common.

According to true love earthly goods belong to

"their lord" (ver. 27) i. e, to hiiu who needs
them.—-[Ver. 27. Arxot: The poor have not a
right which they can plead and enforce at a hu-
man tribunal. The acknowledgment of such a
right would tend to anarchy. The poor are
placed in the power of the rich, and the rich are
under law to God.—Ver. 33. Ar.not : In addi-
fioa to the weight of divine authority upon the

conscience, all the force of nature's instincts is

applied to drive it home.—Ver. 34. Trapp : Hu-
mility is both a grace and a vessel to receive grace. ]

Second Group of Admonitory or Gnomic Discourses.

Chap. IV. 1—VII. 27.

7. Report of the teacher of wisdom concerning the good counsels in favor of piety, and the warn-
ings against vice, which were given him in his youth by his father.

Chap. IV. 1-27.

1 Hearken, ye children, to a father's instruction,

and attend to know understanding

:

2 for I give you good doctrine

;

forsake not my law.

3 For I was also a son to my father

;

a tender and only (son) for my mother

;

4 and he taught me and said to me

:

" Let thine heart hold fast my words

;

keep my commandments and thou shalt live

!

5 Get wisdom, get understanding;

forget not, turn not from the words of my mouth

!

6 Forsake her not and she shall preserve thee

;

love her and she shall keep thee.

7 The highest thing is wisdom
; get wisdom,

and with all that thou hast gotten get understanding

!

8 Esteem her and she will exalt thee,

will bring thee honor if thou dost embrace her.

9 She will put upon thine head a graceful garland,
a glorious crown will she bestow upon thee.

10 Hearken, my son, aiid receive my sayings
;

and the years of thy life shall be many.
11 In the way of wisdom have I taught thee,

I have guided thee in right paths.

12 AVhea thou goest thy step shall not be straitened,

and when thou runnest thou shalt not stumble.
13 Hold fast upon instruction ; let not go

;

keep her, for she is thy life.

14 Into the path of the wicked enter thou not,

and walk not in the way of the evil.

15 Avoid it, enter not upon it

;

turn from it, and pass away.
16 For they sleep not unless they sin

;

their sleep is taken away unless they have caused (others) to fall

;
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17 for they eat the bread of wickedness,

and the wuie of violence do they drink.

18 But the path of the just is like the light of dawn,
that groweth in brightness till the perfect day.

19 The way of the wicked is as darkness,

they know not at Avhat they stumble.

20 My son, attend to my words,

incline thine ear to my sayings.

21 Let them not depart from thine eyes

:

keep them in the midst of thine heart.

22 For they are life to tliose who find them,

and to their whole body health,

23 Above all that is to be guarded keep thy heart,

for out of it flow the currents of life.

24 Put away from thee perverseness of mouth,
and waywardness of lips put far from thee.

25 Thine eyes should look straight forward,

and thine eyelids look straight before thee.

26 Make straight the path of tiiy foot

and let all thy ways be established.

27 Turn not to tlae right or to the left,

remove thy foot from evil
!"

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 2. ['nr\J> B,n " affirmative " perfect (Bott. g 947, /.), anticipating a sure result, and so confirming confidence ; not
• -r

merely have I already given, etc.; it will always be found true. See like instances in ver. 11.—A.].

Ver. 10. [A masculine verb agreeing with a fern, subject, the more readily because the verb precedes. The same thing
recurs in ver. 25; in V. 2; vii. 11; x. 21, 32; xv. 7: xvi. 3; xviii. 6.—A.]

Ver. 13. The fern, suffix in n"1ifJ refers strictly to nODH [TD-IO being masculine], which idea, on account of its
T V :

• T : T T
close relationship, could be easily substituted for ID^O (comp. i. 3; xv. 33), and all the more readily because this idea was

T
constantly before the poet's mind as the main subject of his discourse. Like anomalies in the gender of suffixes may be
found, c. g.. in Isa. iii. 16, Judg. xxi. 21. [To empJiasize the injunction tlie form of the verb m i-.xpMink'd from tlie simple

nnV J by doubling the middle radical by Dagesh forte dirimens, and by attaching the suffix in its fullest form. See Bon.

§ 500, 12; g? 1042, 6, 1043, 6.—A.].
Ver. 14. [FuERST takes "ItJ^xn in its more common causative and therefore transitive sense, supplying as its object

?T3 7 ; he reaches, however, the same result. The third declarative use of the Piel we have not found given here by any

modern commentator.— A.].

Ver. 16. [For the form given in the K'thibh ^S-liyD', see Greex, § SS, Bott. § 36", /3.—A.].

Ver. 20. [The paragogic Imperative usually and naturally takes its place at the beginning of the clause; n^'C'pn
T • I;

-

here, and in ver. 1 follows its object as well as the vocative 'J3. Bott. § 960, c.—A.].

Ver. 21. iirv' fut. Iliphil from P7 with a doubling of the first radical, as in ^Jw' from "X"), [Verb '\^ treated like

a verb _j?j;,—Green, § 160, 1 ; Bott., § 1147, B. 3.—A.].

Ver. 25. [Holden makes HDJ 7 an object and not an adverbial modifier—" behold that which is right." This can

hardly be reconciled with the strict meaning of HDJ. For the peculiar •ITt;?'''', in which the first radical retains fully its

consonant character, resisting quiescence, see Stuart, § 69, 2; Green, g 150, 1; Bott., § 458, a, ^ 498, 12.—A.]

EXEGETICAL.

1. The address to the sons, i. e., the pupils or

hearers of the teacher of wisdom, in tlie plural

number, appearing for the first time in ver. 1,

and then recurring twice afterward, in v. 7 and
vii. 24 (as well as in one later instance, in the

discourse of the personified Wisdom, chap. viii.

32) announces the beginning of a new and larger

series of proverbial discourses. This extends to

the end of chap, vii., and is characterized by a

preponderance of warning, and also by the clear

of positive appeals to strive after wisdom and
the fear of God. A starting point for these
admonitory discourses is furnished by the com-
munication made in the preceding chapter, con-
cerning the good instructions which the author
as a child had had urged upon his notice by his

father. The negative or admonitory import of

these teachings of the father is now more fully

developed in the discourses, some longer, some
shorter, of the next three chapters. And among
these special prominence is given to sins against
chastity, which had not, it is true, been expressly
named by the father, but still must now come

and minute delineation of the by-paths of folly
;

under consideration as involving dangers espe-

and vice which are to be avoided, that now 1 cially seductive and ruinous for the son, as he
takes the place of the tone, hitherto predominant,

|
grew up from boyhood to youth. To these the^e-
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fore the poet reverts no less than three times in

the course of the admonitions which he attaches

to his account of the precepts of his father as

given in chap. iv. (viz., v. 3 sq. ; vi. 124 sq.
;

vii. 5 sq ). And in each instance the transition

is made in a peculiarly natural way, and with a

fiir more complete delineation of the repulsive

details than had been earlier given on a similar

occasion (chap. iii. 16-19). Of the older expositors

e.g., Egvro, J. L.\ngb, St.vkke, and of the more
recant Elster are in favor of extending the

fatlier's admonition from ver. 4 to the end of this

chapter. In favor of these limits m.iy be ad-

duced especially the fact that vers. 26, 27 form
a peculiarly appropriate conclusion for the

father's discourse,—far more so not only than
ver. 9 (with which Jerome, Bede, Lavater, the

Wdrtemberg Bible, and most commentators of

modern times, e. g., Ewald, Bertiieau, HtTztu,

[Mue.n'scher, Kamph.] would close the discourse)

but also than ver. 20, (to which point e. g., U.m-

BREiT would extend it). Against those who
would regard chap. v. 1-6 as also belonging to

the father's address (Hansen, Delitzscu) yve

have the substance of these verses, wliich, at

least from ver. 3 onward, seem no longer appro-
priate to an admonition addressed to a boy still

"tender" (see iv. 3); we have besides the still

more weighty fact that chap. v. forms an indivi-

sible whole, from which the first six vei-sos can
plainly not be separated, ou account of the re-

ference to them contained in ver. 8. It is fur-

thermore by no means necessary that the address
"ye sons" (v. 7) should stand at the very com-
mencement of the discourse where the poet
resumes it. In reply to Hitzig who, for the

sake of restoring a symmetrical relation of

numbers, in the present chapter once more pro-
nounces certain verses spurious (vers. 16, 17
and 27), see the special remarks on these verses.

2. Ver. 1-8. Hearken, ye children. It

seems quite certain that this address, occurring
only here and in chap. v. 7 and chap. vii. 24, is

occasioned by the fact, that the author designed
to represent himself in and after ver. 4 as him-
self a son and the object of his father's counsels
and warnings. The aim was to present the ex-
ample of the one son plainly before the many
sons ; for this is the relation in which the teacher
of wisdom conceives of his hearers or readers.
For this reason again he does not say, " mg
sons," but "ye sons, ye children," here as well
as in chap. v. 7.—To a father's correction,
i. e., to the instruction of a man who is your
spiritual father ; not to the instruction of your
several fathers. For, just as in chap. i. 8, the
author does not intend in the first line to

exhort to obedience to parents, but simply
to obedience in general.—To learn under-

standing. The nr3 •n^'3^ here corresponds

with TTDDn Dj,^'p in the superscription, chap.

i. 2, and is therefore to be similarly understood.
HiTZUi's idea " to know with the undcrstcndiiig"
is evidently needlessly artificial.—Ver. 2. For
good doctrine, etc. np7, something received,

handed over (see on i. 5) ; the author here de-
scribes his doctrine in this way because he him-
self received the substance of it from his father.

The LXX here translate the word outright by
Supov ( Vulg. donwn).—Ver. 3. For I also was a
son to my father, i. e., "I also once stood in
the relation to my (actual) fat'ier, in which you
stand to mc. your paternal instructor," (Ber-
tiieau). [Muensch. less forcibly nmkes 3
temporal: when I was, etc.'\—A tender and
only (son) to my mother, strictly, before
my mother, in her sight; comp. {jn;\\. xvii. 18.

The mention of the mother is probably occa-
sioned here, as in i. 8, by the poetic parallelism;
for in what follows it does not occur again.

—

Tender, ^"1, not equivalent, as sometimes, to

"susceptible of impressions, tractable," as the
LXX conceive in translating it hy v-ijKonr

; but
the expression, in connection with Tn\ "an

• T
only one " (comp. Gen. xxii. 2). indicates that the
child has been to his parents an object of tender
care; comp. Gen. xxxiii. 13, where Jacob speaks
of tiie tenderness of his children. Furthermore
the LXX, doubtless in remembrance of the fact
that Solomon, according to 1 Chron. iii. 5, was
not the only son of his mother, renders Tn'' by
aya-umvog (beloved). That several ancient
manuscripts and versions have substituted for

"'iSX "'Jip?' '"3>t 'JS/' ^'^s ^'^^^^ of my mother,

doubtless rests upon the same consideration.
The earlier exegesis in general thought far too
definitely of Solomon as the only speaking sub-
ject in the whole collection of proverbs, and
therefore imagined itself obliged in every allu-
sion to a "father" or a "mother" of the poet,
to think specifically of David and Bathsheba.
This is also the explanation of the fact that
the LXX in the verse following exchanged
the singular, "he taught me and said," for a
plural (ot tAi-yov Kal i6i6aaic6p /is), and accordingly
represented all that follows as instruction pro-
ceeding from both parents.

3. Vers. 4-9. Let thine heart hold fast
my words. The father's instruction begins
quite in the same style as all the other admoni-
tions in this first main division of the Book of
Proverbs. At the end of ver. 4 the Syrian Ver-
sion adds the words "and my law as the apple of
thine eye," which i-s, however, plainly a supple-
mentary gloss from chap. vii. 2, in which passage
also the expression occurs, "keep my command-
ments and thou shalt live." Bertheau regards
the addition as original here also, in order thus
to do away with the peculiarity of three mem-
bers in ver. 4 (which is surrounded by nothing
but distichs), and to make of the three clauses
four. But the triple t;!:ructure owes its origin
simply to the fact that the first member, as an
introductory formula for the following discourse,

must necessarily be made to stand outside the

series of clauses which are otherwise always
arranged in pairs.—Ver. 5. Get wisdom, get
understanding, literally, " bug wisdom, bug
understanding." The doubling of tlie verb
makes the demand more vehement ; as U.^mbreit

explains it, an "imitation of the exclamatioa
lit' a merchant who is offering his wares."—

•

Forget not, turn not from the w^ords of
my mouth. Tlie zeugma .appears only in the

translation, not in the original, since the verb
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r\D'iy elsewhere, e. r/., Ps. cii. 5, is found con-

strued with p. In the idea of forgetting there

is naturally involved a turning aside or away
from the object.—Ver. 7. The highest thing
is wisdom. This is tlie interpretation to be

here given, witli Hitzig (following Mercer, De
DiEU and some older expositors), to the expression

noDn n^nX"]. Itisusuallyrendered" The begin-

ning of wisdom," [c.^. by theLXX,Vulg., Luther]
and the following clauses, " get wisdom, e!c."

are taken as the designation of that in which the

beginning of wisdom consists, viz., in the " reso-

lution to get wisdom " (Umbreit), or in the in-

stant observance of the admonition which re-

lates to this (comp. Elster on this passage [and

also Kampii.]). i3ut as the beginning of wisdom
the fear of God is everywhere else designated

(see Obs. on i. 7) ; and for the absolute use of

n'D'XI in the sense of prxstantissimum, summum

(the highest, most excellent thing) we may com-
pare on the one hand Job xxix. -io, and on the

other Gen. i. 1.—And with all that thou
hast gotten get understanding. The beau-

tiful verbal correspondence in the Hebrew phrase

is well indicated in the above rendering [in

which the ambiguity of tne E. V. is avoided;

with is not to be talten in the sense of in connec-

tion with, but with the ezpenliture of, ot at the price

of,—German uin or/w/-]. For the tliouglitcomp.

iii. 1-4 sq.—Ver. 8. Eatesna her. The verb

7D7D which occurs only here,—the Pilel of

77D,—might possibly, as an intensive formed
from this verb, which as is well known signifies

*' to heap up, to build a way by mounds and em-
bankments," express the idea of enclosing with

a wall, of a firm surrounding and enclosure. So
the LXX understood it, translating by TTepLxapd-

Kuaov ahrfiv ; so also theChald., Syr., Vulg., and
several modern interpreters, e. g., Bertheau,—
all of whom find expressed in the word the idea

of a loving clasp and embrace. It is however
probably simpler and more in accordance with

the sense of D^H in the parallel clause to take

the word, as Aden Ezra, Luther, and most mo-
dern interpreters do, in the sense of " to exalt,

esteem ;"' [So II., M., N., St. agreeing with the

E. V.]. With this conception also the second
clause best agrees, for in this there is added to

the exliortation to prize and honor wisdom, the

other admonition to love her.—If thou dost
embrace her. Wisdom here appears personi-

fied as a loved one or wife, whom one lovingly

draws to him, and embraces; comp. v. 20 ; Eccl.

iii. u.— Ver. '). She will put upon thy
head a graceful w^reath. Comp. i. 9.—Will
she bestow upon thee. The rare verb JJO

which again in llos. xi. 8 stands parallel with
|nj, according to this passage and Gen. xiv. -0

undoubtedly signifies to ofl'er, to give, to pre-

sent some one with something (construed with
two accusatives). The old translations took it

sometimes in the sense of protecting (LXX: vtv-

epaarriaii aov; Vulg.
;
proteget te ; so the Syriac),

as though it were a denominative from |jiO>

shield. With this, however, the " glorious

crown" does not correspond, which is evidently

introduced as an ornament, and not as a protec-
tion and defence.

4. Vers. 10-19. The father instructs his son
concerning the way of wisdom (vers. 11, 18) in

which he should walk, in contrast with the rui-

nous path of impiety (vers. 14, 19).—So shall
the years of thy life be many. Comp. chap,

iii. 2. [Wordsworth says "This word' "n
is plural in the original, as in iii. 2. as if Solo-
mon would comprehend the future life with the
present, and add Eternity to Time." He forgets
that the abstract idea of life is never expressed
by the singular of this noun except as its stat.

constr. 'PI is used in formulas of adjuration, e.

g.. Gen. xlv. 15, 16; 1 Sam. i. 26, etc. See Lex-
icons generally, and Bott. § 697, 2, § 689, B. a.

A.]—Ver. 11. In the w^ay of w^isdom, i. e.,

not "in the way to wisdom," but in the way in

which Wisdom walks, here also again as it were
personified,—a waj^ which is lovely and peaceful
(according to iii. 17), a way with "right paths"
(lit., "paths of straightness," comp. ii. 9, 12) as

the 2d member and the following verse describe
it (comp. Job xviii. 7).— [Ver. 12. The pecu-
liar significance of such promises to an inhabi-

tant of Palestine, see illustrated, e. g., in Hack-
ett's Illustrations of Scripture, p. 26.—A.].—Ver.

15. Hold fast upon instruction ; let not
go; keep her; she is thy life, as the be-

stower of long life ; iii. 2, 16, 18; see below,

ver. 28.—Ver. 14. And w^alk not, etc. It^X

properly, to go straight on, here used of the bold,

arrogant walk of the presumptuous ; comp. ix.

6; xsiii. 19. To translate "U^'Xrc'^N by "do
not pronounce happy" (comp. iii. 18) as the LXX,
Vulg., and Syr. propose, contradicts the paral-

lelism with "enter not" in the first member.

—

Ver. 15. J^void it. On JHi) to abhor, reject,

comp. i. 25.—Turn from it and pass away,

—

i. e., €ven if thou hast entered upon it Clw^')
'^ T T

still turn aside from it and choose another way,
which carries thee by the ruinous end of that

one.—Ver. 16, 17. For they cannot sleep
unless they sin, etc. Hitzig thinks that in

this reference to the energy of the wicked in sin-

ning there can be found no appropriate ground
for the warning in ver. 15 ; he therefore declares

vers. 16, 17 a spurious interi^olation, and at the

same time inverts the order of the two following

verses, i. e., makes the 19th the 18th; he then

connects the ''2, "for," the only genuine frag-

ment remaining of ver. 16, immediately with the

nyv-} II^T e^c, of ver. 18 (19) ; "For ....
the way of the wicked is as midnight, etc.'" Since

however no ancient MSS. or translation exhibits

anything that favors this emendation, and since

a certain irregular movement, an abandonment
of that order of ideas which would seem simpler

and more obvious, corresponds in general with

the style of our author (comp. i. 16 sq. ; iii. 3

sq. ; viii. 4sq.), we may fairl}' disregard so vio-

lent a treatment. Besides, the substance of vers.

16, 17, so far forth as they depict the way of the

wicked as a restless, cruel and abominable course

of procedure, is plainly quite pertinent as the

foundation of a warning against this way. And
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that subsequently the concluding description of

this way as a way of darkness (ver. 19) is not

introduced until after the contrasted represen-

tation of the way of the pious (ver. 18), is an

arrangement favorable to the general rhetorical

eifect of the whole, like several which we have

already found, especially in chap. iii. o4, 3-3,

and also at the eud of chapters i. and ii.

—

Unless they have caused (others) to fall,

i. e., unless they have betrayed into sin ; the ob-

ject

—

viz., others, in general—does not need to

be here distinctly expressed. For the Hiphil

\l^U3l, which should be the reading here ac-

cording to the K'ri, in the ethical sense of " causiag

to stumble " in the way of truth and uprightness,

conip. especially Mai. ii. 8, where the " causing

to fall " is brought into even closer connection

than in our passage with the idea of " turning

from the way." [The K'thibh would require the

translation " they have stumbled," i. e., (figura-

tively) sinned].—For they eat bread of wick-
edness, and -wine of violence do they
drink. Against the translation of Sciiultens,

MuEXTINGIiE, UjIBRElT, ElSTER, [K.VMPII.VUSEX] :

" for wickedness do they eat as bread, and vio-

lence do they drink as wine" (comp. Job xv. 16;

xxxiv. 7), may be adduced the position of the

•words, which should rather stand somewhat in

this way—for they liave eaten wickedness as

bread for themselves— if designed to convey the

manning of a mere comparison. The expressions

"bread of wickedness, wine of violent deeds,"

plainly conveying a stronger meaning, remind us

of the " bread of aliliction," Deut. xvi. 3 ; of the
" bread of sorrows," Psalm cxxvii. 2, and like-

wise of the " wine of the condemned' •(D'u'-IJ^?
J]"')

Am. ii. 8.

Ver. 18, 19. Like the light of dawn that
groweth in brightness till the perfect day,
liter.illy, '• that grows and brightens (familiar He-
brew idiom, as in .Judges iv. 21; Esth. is. 1; comp.
Ew.\LD, Lchrb. 280 6.) even to the establishing of

the day." JDJ (cons<. «<a/fi of the part. Nipbal of

1^0) lit., the established, the (apparently) station-

ary position of the sun at noon (comp. the Greek
TO aradspbv r?/f /ieariui3piag, which however the

LXX do not here employ). For HJJ, used of the

briglitness of the rising sun, comp. Isa. Ix. 3 ; Ixii.

1. The comparison of the patii, i. c, the moral
course, of the just with the light of the rising sun,
bright and ever brightening, is most appropriate.
If the whole pat his light, a bright, clear knowledge
of salvation, illumination by the heavenly light

of divine revelation (comp. vi. 23 ; xxviii. 5 ; Isa.

ii. .5, etc.) there can naturally be no idea of stumb-
ling and frtlling suggested (comp. .John xi. 9, 10) ;

rather will he who walks in this way attain more
and more to perfect clearness in the inward state

of his heart and conscience, and therewith also

in increasing measure to outward prosperity.

—

The way of the wicked is as darkness,

the exact opposite to that of the righteous. ri73X

Strictly '-thick darkness," midnight gloom. The
degree of this <larkness and its evil consequences
for him who walks in it, the 2d clause clearly de-
picts ; comp. .John xi. 9, 10, and lor the general
subject, the previous delineation of the sudden

destruction of the ungodly, i. 27 sq. ; also ii. 18,
2.2; iii. 35.

5. Ver. 20-27. The father's admonition closes

with an urgent warning to the son against for-

getting this counsel, with a special reference to

the ruinous consequences which such a lorge.t-

tiiig will ensure.—Let them not depart from
thine eyes. The meaning is " depart, escape,"
just as in iii. 21. Bektheau's interpretation is

needlessly artificial,—" let them not withdraw
them" (o Plur. without a delinite subject), /. e.,

let lliem not be witlnlrawn.—Ver. 22. For they
are life to those v/ho find them : comp. iii.

2, Itj; iv. 13; and especially for the use of
" find " in the sense of to attain or to be blessed

with anything, see iii. 18; viii. 35.—And to
their •whole body health. Comp. iii. 8,

where JliKi)") is found instead of the NiJT^

of our passage.—Ver. 23. Above all that is

to be guarded keep thy heart '^'^'d:2~h33

literally, " more than every object of watching,"
for this is beyond all question the sense of

*irDi^?D, and not, as Aden Ezra and Jarcui take
T :

•

it, " a thing against which one must guard,"
which would not correspond with the radical

meaning of IDiy. The heart as the chief object

of moral watchfulness, is plainly nothing but
the conscience, the pmre moral consciousness of

man, the ayay}?} avvEi6//aic, 1 Tim. i. 5, 19; 1 Pet.

iii. 16. So HiTziG, with unquestionable cor-

rectness, referring to Ps. Ii. 10; Job xxvii. 6; 1

Sam. xxT. 81.—For out of it (flo^w) currents
of life. Lit., " issues of life " (Beutiieau) /. e.,

oflifeinthe physico-organic as well as in the

ethical sense; of life so far forth as it manifests

itself in the normal course and movement of the

functions of the bodily organism, just as also in

the lull development of the spiritual powers and
their working upon external nature. Comp. re-

marks on ii. 8 sq. Hitzig also, who translates

D^n r\iXXb"^ not quite appropriately by " paths

of life," admits' the fact that the expression

rests upon the recognition of the Iieart as the

seat and fountain of the blood, and therefore also

as the central home of the entire life of the phy-
sical being (in accordance with Lev. xvii. 11;

Deut. xii. 23 ; and in opposition to Bektheau,
who denies this reference). So also Umbreit,
except that he, with a view somewhat partial and
obscure, conceives of the heart as the "seat of

the sensibilities," and the life that flows from it

as the " general sensation of being." ["All vital

principles are lodged there, and only such as are

good and holy will give you pleasure. The ex-

ercises of religion will be pleasant when they are

natural, and flow easily out of their own foun-

tain." John Howe, Delighting in (hid.—A.].

—

Ver. 24. Put a^way from thee perverseness
of mouth, e^c. "Following the first clause of

ver. 23 the 24th and 25th verses warn against an
arbitrary perverting of the moral judgment, into

which evil passions so easily betray, and admo-
nish not to give a misdirection to thought (the

acics animi) within the department of morality "

(HiTzir.).—Let thine eyes look straight

for^ward, r/c. A prohibition not of an indolent

"gazing about" (Bertheau), but of the false
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and evil look of the self-seeking, who does not

intend honorable dealing with his neighbor, but

seeks in all his course and dealing to outwit, to

deceive and overpower him; coiiip. vi. 18; x.

10; xvi. 30; Ecclosiast. xxvii. 2o ; Matth. vi.

28.—Ver. 26. Make straight the path of thy
foot. Plainly something that is possible only in

connection with eyes that look straight forward

and correctly; this is therefore the necessary

practical consequence of the course commended
in the preceding verse. He only who is from the

heart honorable and upright is able also in the

individual forms of his moral action to avoid

every false step.—Let aU thy ways be esta-

blished. ^23\ does not mean "let them be

sure" (Berth.), but "let them be definite,

fixed," whicli can be the case only with a course

rightly regulated, straightforward, and sure

;

comp. Ps. cxix. 133; Heb. xii. 13. The latter

passage plainly contains an allusion to our verse,

the first member of which according to the LXX
reads: 'Opi'^ac Tp^X'^'C '^oiei. co'ig iroah'.—Ver. 27.

Turn not to the right or to the left, keep
thy foot far from evil. This fuller explana-

tion of that iixeduess and certainty of the way
which is demanded in ver. 26 completes the fa-

ther's admonition in a way altogether appropri-

ate, and is therefore neither to be declared, with

HiTziG, a spurious addition, nor is it, in agree-

ment with BraiTHEAU, to be deprived of its posi-

tion and meaning as a concluding appeal, by re-

ceiving into the text as genuine the two verses

which appear after it in the LXX (and Vulgate)

:

'OJoi)f yiip Tag m de^iuv oldev 6 -deoc, diearpafiuEvai

6e etcjLV -ai i^ apiGrepuv. Avrbg de bp-&dg ttou'/gei

rag rpoxiaq aov, rag 6e Tropeiag gov kv eipyvy Trpoa^ei.

These two verses, whose substance appears to be

a mere repetition from vers. 26, and 27, seem to

owe their origin to the design to secure here

again, as in the preceding section (vers. 10-19)

a full decade of verses. In opposition to this

view, arbitrary and theoretical, that the struc-

ture of the paragraphs or strophes in the chap-

ters before us is uniformly equal, i. e., always

consisting of ten verses—a view to which even

Bertheau attaches much importance—see, above,

the Exeget. Notes on chap. 3, No. 1.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

The counsel given by the pious and wise father

to his son begins with the appeal to him to hold

fast his words (ver. 4), and ends with an earnest

warning against a course made insecure and
dangerous by disregard of these words (vers.

20-27). Obedience to the word of revealed truth as

transmitted within the community of the children of

God, and hequeatlied hi/ parents to their sons,—this

is the general statement of the import of the de-

mands of this chapter as a whole, so far forth as

it may be reduced to a single brief expression.

It is essentially, as Melancthon says, " adhorta-

twnes ad studium obedientiie ct ad diU(jentiam reyendi

disciplinain,'' that are contained in this passage.

The whole is a chapter on lite right (Christian)

training of children, an exhibition of the nature

of that chief manifestation of the Hhokmah
[practical wisdom], which in the general super-

scription of the book (i. 3 ; comp. i. 7) was design

nated as "ID'O or discipline.* To this chief end,

the holding his son to discipline, to obedience,

and the cherishing of his wholesome words and
teachings, all the other prominent ideas which
find expression in the father's discourse are

made subservient; the exhibition of wisdom as

the one costly jewel, whose acquisition is above
every other, and if necessary, at the cost of all

other possessions, to be sought and secured (vers.

5-9; comp. Matth. xiii. 44-46); the emphatic
admonition to be subject to "discipline," and
not to let it go, even because it is the life of the

true and obedient child of God (ver. 13) ; the

clear delineation of the two paths; the way of

darkness in which the ungodly walk, and the way
of light in which the pious and wise are found
(vers. 14-19); the counsel to guard with all dili-

gence not merely the word of truth received into

the heart (vers. 20-22; comp. the e/-ifv7og /Jyog,

Jas. i. 18), but also the heart itself, as the seat

of the conscience, and the source of all life and
prosperity (ver. 28); and finally the commenda-
tion of a life of honor and integrity, without
turning to the right hand or to the left, as the

salutary result of that inward disposition which
is both pure and sure (vers. 24-27). That a pure
heart, i. e., one purified by the grace of God, and
with this a firm heart, i. e., one firmly rooted iu

truth as its ground, is the source and common
fountain for the successful development of all

the main activities and functions of human life,

those belonging to the sphere of sense, as well as

to the psychical and spiritual realms, and that

this must more nnd more manifest itself as such
a centre of the personality, sending forth light

and life ;—this thought, expressed in ver. 23 in

a way peculiarly vigorous and suggestive, un-
questionably presents the most profound, com-
prehensive and controlling truth, that the father,

in the course of his counsels and warnings, gives

to his son, standing before the portal of the

school of life, to be borne with him on his way
(comp. the advice of Tobias to his son : Tob. iv.

0).—Yet we must also mark as one of the most
noteworthy of the fundamental ideas of this dis-

course, the designation, contained in ver. 7, of

wisdom as the " chief thing," which is to be
sought above all things else, and to be prized

above all possessions and treasures. Yet this

passage probably' requires a different conception

and application from that which is usually

found,—so far forth as the thought which haa

already been expressed, e. g., above, in chap. ii.

3 sq., " that one must practise wisdom to become
wise" (comp. Melanchthon on this passage;

Starke, and of recent writers, especially Elster),

probably does not correspond with the true im-

port of iTDpn iTC/XT ; the expression being de-

signed rather to serve for the designation of wis-

dom as the highest end of all human counsel and
action.

* In this particular. BoHLins certainly took the correct

view, tlmt in lu8 otVierwise reinnrkablo classificiition ol' the

contents of ttie lir.st nine chiipti-is accurding to the seven

principia etiiices divinie dulitiiivd (l)iuith, Hiiiali, Secliel,

Tuschijah, Musar. Msiniinah, Oniiali). he a-ssigns to the -Ith

chapter the Musar (or tlic colligata infnrmatin, as he explains

the term). See Mliica Sacra, Disp. VI., p. 65 sq.
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HOMILETIC AND PRACTICAL.

Homily on the entire chapter: The two jjaths

in which youth can walk,—that of obedience and
that of vice (or the way of wisdom and that of

folly; the way of light and that of darkness;

comp. the minute picture of the two ways in the

Ep. Barnabx, §18-20).—Educational Sermon:
The fundamental principles of a truly Christian

education of children, exhibited according to the

standard of the counsels of a sage of the Old

Testament to his son. 1st principle: True wis-

dom (which is equivalent to the fear of God) the

highest end of all regulations adopted in the

educational action of parents (vers. 4-9) ; 2d
principle : As means to this end, an earnest in-

sisting both upon the reward of walking in the

light, and upon the punishment for walking in

darkness (vers. 10-19); 3d principle: Results to

be anticipated simply from this, that God's word
be received and cherished in a susceptible and
good heart (vers. 20-27). — Comp. Stocker:
Warning against evil companionship: 1) the sim-

ple command that one must avoid evil company
(vers. 1-19) ; 2) the way in which this can be

done (vers. 20-27).

—

Starke : How David admo-
nishes Solomon: 1) to the reception of wisdom
(4-13) ; 2) to the avoidance of impiety (14-19)

;

8) to the practice of piety (20-27).

Vers. 4-9. Starke :—Should the case arise,

that one must lose either true wisdom or all tem-

poral good, forego rather the latter ; for wisdom
is better than gold (chap. xvi. 16; Matth. six.

29). Honor, accomplisliments, graces, esteem,

each man desires for himself. If thou wouldst
attain this wish of thine, then seek wisdom ; she

gloriously rewards her admirers.—[Ver. 4.

Bridges:—This heart-keeping is the path of life.

GouLBURN :—Endeavor to make your heart a

little sanctuary, in which you may continually

realize the presence of God, and from which un-

hallowed thoughts and even vain thoughts must
carefully be excluded.] — Berleb. Bible:—The
two conditions of the Christian life: 1) its com-
mencement, the seeking and finding of wisdom
(ver. 7, according to the common interpretation);

2) its continuance, dependent upon preserving
wisdom, and thereby being preserved, advanced,
and brought to honor by it (vers. 8, 9).— [Ver.

7. Trapp: Make religion thy business: other

things do by the by].—Vers. 10-19. Hasius :

To set one's foot in the way of good is oft times

not so difficult as to go vigorously forward in it.

The power of temptation is great; the tinder of

vice is naturally in us ; even a little spark can
kindle it.

—

Zeltner: Impossible as it is that a
stone fall into the water and remain dry, so im-
possible is it that a lover of evil company be not

betrayed, Ecclesiast. xiii. 7 ; 1 Cor. xv. 33.

—

[Ver. IS. Arnot: The sun is an emblem not of

the justitied, but of the justiner. Christ alone is

the source of light: Christians are only its re-

flectors. The just are those whom the Sun of

righteousness shines upon; when they come
beneath His healing beams, their darkness flies

away. Tliey who once were darkness are light

now, but it is "in the Lord."]

—

Starke: The

pious can avoid the snares of destruction through

the light of the Holy Spirit ; but the ungodly

stumble in darkness and fall into the pits of

death. As one from darkness walks on in dark-

ness, so from light into light (ver. 18; comp. Prov.

xii. 28; Ps. Ixxxiv. 7; Job v. \2-\i).—Berleb.

Bible: The soul in its conversion to God must

1) hear His word; 2) receive the influence of

this word, and by it be directed to the way of

truth ; 3) be guided by God in this way ; 4) un-

der God's guidance and protection learn so to

run in this way that it shall nowhere stumble nor

fall.—[Ver. 19. Emmons: Sinners are in such
darkness that they are insensible to the objects

that are leading them to ruin ; thus they stumble

a) at the great deceiver ; b) at one another ; c) at

Divine Providence ; d) at their common employ-

ments; e) at the nature and tendency of their re-

ligious performances; /) at the preaching they

hear
; g) at the blindness of their own hearts.]

Vers. 20-27. J. Lange :—The inner spiritual

life begins with the heart. As is the heart so are

all its issues ; for "from the heart proceed evil

thoughts," etc., Matth. xv. 19; xii. 35.

—

Bcr-

Ich. Bible: The heart must keep the doctrine,

and the doctrine the heart. Both are so inti-

mately connected that neither can be without the

other. . . . Nature herself in the natural heart

shows with what care we must keep the spiritual

(ethical) heart. In this we can never be too

precise, too sharp, or too careful. If we guard

our house, much more must the heart be

guarded; the watches must there be doubled,

etc.—In this all the duties of a door-keeper com-

bine, reminding us who goes in and out, what
sort of thoughts enter into the heart, what sort

of desires go out, etc. Self-denial is the best

means to such a keeping of the heart. It must
stand as porter before the heart's door ; and the

cross and the patience of Christ is the best door

of the heart, well preserved with bolts and bara

against all intrusion or violence.

—

Saurin (ser-

mon on ver. 20) :—On the needful attention which
each should give to liis ways.

—

Calwer Handb.:—
Threefold counsel in regard to the w.ay and
means of continuing in the right path : 1) give

good heed to thy heart ; 2) put away a perverse

mouth (ver. 24) ; 3) let thine eyes look straight-

forward (vers. 25-27).

—

Von Gerlach:—The
first and most immediate thing proceeding from

the heart is words, then deeds. Let the former

be above all things truthful and sincere ; the lat-

ter circumspect, well considered, and then exe-

cuted with certainty and confidence (vers. 20, 27).

Comp. Bom. xiv. 23; and Seneca's well known
maxim: Quod dubitas, ne feceris.—[Arnot: We
cry to God in the words of David, Create in me
a clean heart, and He answers back by the mouth
of David's son, Keep thy heart. Keep it with

the keeping of heaven above, and of the earth

beneath,—God's keeping bespoken in prayer, and

man's keeping applied in watchful effort.—Ver.

27. Trapp: Keep the king's highway: keep

within God's precincts, and ye keep under His

protection.

—

Bridges : Though to keep the heart

be God's work, it is man's agency. Our eflorts

are His instrumentality.]
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8. Warning against intercourse with wanton women, and against the ruinous consequences of
licentiousness.

Chap. V. 1-23.

1 My son, give heed to my wisdom,

to my prudence incline thine ear,

2 so that thou maintain discretion,

and thy lips preserve knowledge.

3 For the lips of the strange woman distil honey,

and smoother than oil is her mouth :

4 but at last she is bitter as wormwood,
sharp as a two-edged sword.

5 Her feet go down to death,

her steps lay hold upon the lower world;

6 the path of life she never treadeth,

her steps stray, she knoweth not whither.

7 And now, ye children, hearken to me,
and depart not from the words of my mouth !

8 Turn away thy path from her,

and draw not near to the door of her house

!

9 that thou mayest not give to others thine honor,

and thy years to a cruel one

;

10 that strangers may not sate themselves with thy strength,

and (the fruit of) thy labor (abide) in a stranger's house,

11 and thou must groan at last

when thy body and thy flesh are consumed,
12 and say, " Why then did I hate correction

and my heart despised reproof?

13 and I did not hearken to the voice of my teachers,

did not incline mine ear to those that instructed me?
14 Well nigh had I fallen intc* utter destruction

in the midst of the assembly and the congregation !"

15 Drink waters from thine own cistern,

and flowing streams from thine own well spring

!

16 Shall thy streams flow abroad
as water brooks in the streets?

17 Let them be thine alone,

and none belong to strangers with thee.

18 Let thy fountain be blessed,

and rejoice in the wife of thy youth,
19 the lovely hind, the graceful gazelle

;

let her bosom charm thee always

;

in her love delight thyself evermore.

20 Why, my son, wouldst thou be fascinated with a stranger,

and embrace the bosom of a wanton woman ?

21 For before the eyes of Jehovah are the ways of man,
and all his paths He marketh out.

22 His own sins overtake him, the evil doer,

and by the cords of his sin is he held fast.

23 He will die for lack of correction,

and in the greatness of his fully will he perish.
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GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1.—[The shortened Imperative is even more than the paragogfc entitled to the first place in its clause; here JOH

follows its object, BiJTT., ? 960, c. ex. (comp. critical note on iv. 20).— A.]

Ver. 2.—TOu''^. The construction in the Hebrew is the same as in chap. ii. 8; the Infinitive with 7 is followed by

the finite verb, f^li'J\ a niasc. verbal form with a fern, subject,—comp. note on iv. 10. For emphasis or euphony the assi-

milation of tlie 3 is sometimes dispensed with. B6tt,^1I00, 3.—A.]

Ver. li.—['jl"n, a Perl', with the signification of apluperf. subj.; a very little and I should have fallen. Comp. BoTT.,

§947, d.—A.l
Ver. 18 [BoTT., § 964, 6, makes Tlj^ 'in example of the desponsive use of the Jussive, and therefore makes it more than

the expression of a wish (see Exeg. notes); it becomes an anticipation or promise.—A.]

Ver. 22.—[IJl^*?', a unique example of the attachment of 1, a more common sufBx of the Perf , to the lengthened form

of the tliird plnr.' m:isc. of Ihe Imperf. See BoTT., ^ 8S1, A,—1042, 5,-1047, ex., correcting Ewald, § 250 6, who makes the

J epenthetic. See also Geebn, § 105, c—A.]

EXEGETICAL.

1. In opposition to the opinion of those who
refer vers. 1-G to the discourse of the father in

ch. iv. 4 sq., consult above, p. 71. J. A. Bengel
appears even to have regarded the entire fifth

chapter as a continuation of that discourse, for

he remarks on ver. 1, "Inasmuch as David's

careful directions to Solomon bear upon un-
chastity, it seems likely tliat David and Bathsheba
were concerned lest Solomon might also pursue
a course like that in which the parents sinned

together " (see Beitrdge zu J. A. Bengel's Schrift-

erkldrung, mitgetheilt von Dr. OsK. Waechter,
Leips. , 18fi')," p. 26). But the son addressed in

the preceding chapter was conceived of as a

"tender child;" the one now addressed is a
young man already married, see vers. 15-19.

For, as in the similar admonitions of the 6th and
7th chapters, it is not simple illicit intercourse,

but such an intercourse within marriage rela-

tions, adulterous intercourse with lewd women,
that constitutes the object of the admonitory
representations of the teacher of wisdom.

—

Furthermore, as Berthe.\u rightly observes, the

passage before us, in its substance and i.tb form,

variously reminds us of chap, ii., especially in

respect to its form, by its long propositions ex-

tended through several verses (3 sq., 8 sq., 15

sq.). As the three main divisions of the discourse

are of not quite equal length, we may with Hit-
ziG distinguish the introductory paragraph, vers.

1-6; the central and chief didactic section, vers.

7-20; which again falls into two divisions, vers.

7-11; and 15-20; and the epilogue, vers. 21-23.

2. Vers. 1-6. My son, give heed to my
"wisdom, etc.—Quite similar are the demands
which introduce the two subsequent warnings
against uuchaslity.—Chap. vi. 20 and vii. 1.

—

So that thou maintain discretion—literally

reflection, n"l3?0, which elsewhere is usually

employed in a bad sense, of base deceitful propo-
sals, but here denotes the wise prudential consi-
deration, the circumspect demeanor of the wise;
comp. the singular in ch. i. 4.—And thy lips
preserve knowledge.—The lips—not precisely
the heart, chap. iii. 1—are to preserve knowledge
so far forth as it is of moment to retain literally

the instructions of wisdom and often to repeat
them.—Ver. 3. For the lips of the strange
e7oman distil honey.—The "stranger" is the
harlot, as iu chap. iii. 16. Her lips "drop

honey " (ri3J, comp. Ps, xis. 11) because of the

sweetness not of her kisses but of her words.

Comp. the quite similar representation, Song Sol.

iv. 11, and as a sample of the wanton woman's
words that are sweet as honey, Prov. vii. 14 sq.

—Smoother than oil is her moutli.—The
palate (^n) as an instrument of discourse occurs

also chap. viii. 7 ; Job vi. 30 ; xxxi. 30. The
"smoothness" of discourse as a symbol of the

flattering and seductive, chap. ii. 16; vi. 24.

—

Ver. 4. But at last she is bitter—literally

"her last is bitter" (comp. xxiii. 32), i. e., that

which finally reveals itself as her true nature,

and as the ruinous consequence of intercourse

with her.—As wormwood (nj;i.n, for which

the LXX inaccurately gives jo/'v/), gall), a well

known emblem of bitterness, as in Deut. xxix.

18; Jer. ix. 15; Am. v. 7; vi. 12. It is "a
plant toward two feet high, belonging to the

Genus Artemisia (Spec. Artemisia absinthium),

which produces a very firm stalk with many
branches, grayish leaves, and small, almost round,

pendent blossoms. It has a bitter and saline

taste, and seems to have been regarded iu the

East as also a poison, of which the frequent

combination with HNI gives an intimation" (Um-

bkeit; comp. Celsius, Hierobot. I. 480; Oken,
Naturgesch. III. 763 sq.).—As a two-edged
sword—literally as a sword of mouths, a sword

with more than one mouth (j"*1'3 ^?n, comp. Ps.

cxlix. 6 ; Judg. iii. 16). [The multiplicative

plural is sometimes used thus even of objects that

occur in pairs; comp. Bott., \ 702, .3—A.] "The
fact that the surface of the sword is also smooth

is in this antithesis to the second clause of ver.

3 properly di.«regarded," Hitzig.— Vers. 5 and 6

explain and confirm more fully the stateincnt of

ver. 4.—Upon the lower w^orld her steps

lay hold

—

i. e., they hasten straight and surely

to the kingdom of the dead, the place of those

dying unblessed. [The author cannot be under-

stood as meaning that SlNC' is always and only

the place of those dying unblessed. The passage

cited, ch.ap. i. 12, is inconsistent with this,—so

is the first passage in the 0. T. where the word

occurs, Gen. xxxvii. 35,—so is the last passage,

Ilab. ii. 5.—so are many intervening passages,

especially such as Ps. xvi. 10; Eccles. ix. 10. If

the word here has this intensive meaning, it must
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appear from the connection. See, therefore, D'-H

inver. 6, whicli plainly has a mornl import. Comp.
Fuerst's Handw.—A.] Comp. ii. 16 ; vii. 27,

—

and on SiNt:?, Hades, the lower world, i. 12.

—

The path of life she never treadeth.—The

Terb dSs, here just as in iv. 26, means to measure

off (not to "consider," as Bbrtheau maintains),

to travel over. The particle |D, nc forte, stands

here, as in Job xxxii. 13, "independent of any

preceding proposition, and in accordance with

its etymology signifies substantially ' God forbid

that,' e/e., or 'there is no danger that,'" etc.,

HiTZiG ; it is therefore equivalent to "surely

not, nevermore." Aben Ezra, Cocceius, C. B.

MiCHAELis and others regard Dy.^n as second

pers. masc; "viam vilxneforte erpendas, vagantur

orhitse ejus" ["lest perchance thou shouldst pon-

der the way of life, her paths wander ;" which is

very nearly the language of the E. V.]. But the

second clause shows that the wanton woman must
be the subject of the verb. Bertheau's transla-

tion is however also too hard and forced, accord-

ing to which the first clause is dependent upon
the second, but it is to be regarded as a negative

final clause prefixed; "that shemaynot ponder (!)

the path of life, her paths have become devious,"

etc. [This is the view adopted by Holuen,
Stuart, AVordsworth, and De Wette ; Kajiph.

has the same conception of the relation of the

clauses, but prefers the verb eifischlajcn, adopt or

enter—A.] The LXX, Vulg. and other ancient

versions already contain the more correct inter-

pretation, regarding ji3 as here essentially equiva-

lent to id ; only that the emphatic intensifying

of the neg:ition should not be overlooked.

—

[FtJERST [llandw.) is also decidedly of this opi-

nion ; he renders " dass ja nicht "^so that hy no

means; he explains the idiom as representing a

necessary consequence as an object contemplated.

—A.]—Her steps stray, she knoweth not
"whither.—U'J is here doubtless not intended as

T

an inceptive ("they fall to staggering"), nor in

general does it design to express a "staggering

of the tracks or paths," a figure in itself inap-

propriate. It probably signifies rather a roving,

an uncertain departure from the way {yrgigrcssus,

Vulg.) ; and the J^in \s! which is connected

•with it is not to be explained by "she marks it

not, without her perceiving it, unawares " (as it

is usually taken, after the analogy of Job ix. 5;

Ps. XXXV. 8) [so by Noyes, Stuart, Muensch.;
while the E. V. follows the old error of making
the verb a second person.—A.], but by "she
knows not whither," as an accusative of direc-

tion subordinated to the foregoing idea (IIitzig,

De Wette).
2. Vers. 7-14. And now, ye children,

hearken to me.—Hj'^Jt^l draws an inference

from what prccciles, and introduces the following
admonition; comp vii. 24. The "words of my
mouth " are the specific words contained in ver.

8 sq —Ver. 0. That thou mayest irot give
thine hOi^ov to others— /. e.. us an adulterer,

who is appreheiuied and cxposeti to ]iul)lic dis-

grace.—And thy years to a cruel one— /. e..

to the injured husband, who will punish the pa-

ramour of his faithless wife with merciless seve-

rity, perchance sell him as a slave, or even take

his life. [This explanation is grammatically
better than that (of Holden, e. g.) which makes
the "cruel one" the adulteress, and more direct

than that (of Stuart and others) which makes
him the purchaser of the punished adulterer.

—

A.]. Comp. vi. 34, and below, ver. 14,—Ver. 10.

That strangers may not sate themselves

with thy strength.

—

T\p might, strength, is

here undoubtedly equivalent to property, posses-

sions, as the parallel 'T3i^\ thy toils, i. e., what

thou hast laboriously acquired, the fruit of thy

bitter sweat (Vulg. hihoris tui), plainly indicates.

The idea is here plainly this, that the foolish para-

mour will be plundered through the avaricious

demands of the adulterous woman (comp. vi.

26), and that thus his possessions will gradually

pass over into other hands (Ecclesiast. ix. 6).

A different explanation is given by Ewald, Ber-
THEAU, Elster (in general also by Umbreit);
that the proper penalty for adultery was accord-

ing to Lev. XX. 10; Deut. xxii. 22 sq.: John viii.

5, stoning ; in case, however, the injured husband
had been somewhat appeased, the death penalty
was on the ground of a private agreement
changed into that of a personal ownership, the

entrance into the disgracefully humiliating con-

dition of servitude, and that allusion is here
made to this last contingency. But while the

superficial meaning of vers. 9 and 10 could be
reconciled with this assumption, yet tlicre is no-

thing whatsoever known of anj' such custom, of

transmuting the death prescribed in the law for

the adulterer by a compromise into his sale as a
slave; and as the entire assumption is besides

complicated with considerable subjective difficul-

ties (see Hitzig on this passage), the above ex-

planation is to be preferred as the simpler and
more obvious.—Ver. 11. And thou must
needs groan at last—literally "at thine eiul,"

i. c, when thou hast done, when all is over with
thee. DilJ used of the loud groaning of the poor

and distressed also in Ez. xxiv. 23 ; comp. Prov.

xix. 12; XX. 2; xxviii. 15, where the same word
describes the roaring of the lion. The LXX
(/cat iiETafielij&yari) appear to have read r^pHJl

a gloss containing a true explanation, but need-
lessly weakening the genuine sense of the word.

—When thy body and flesh are consumed.
'Ilisi;?^ T"?'^?> *• ^> plainly tlqi whole body ; the

two synonymes, the first of which describes the

flesh with the frame, and the second the

flesh in the strictest sense, without the bones, are

designed to emphasize the idea of the body in its

totality, and that witli tlie intention of marking
"the utter destruction of the libertine" (Um-
hreit).—Ver. 12. Why did I then hate cor-
rection ?—Literally, How did 1 then hate cor-

rection? i. e., in what an inexcusable waj"?

How could I then so hate correction?—Ver. 14.

A little more, ind I had fallen into utter
destruction

—

i. c, how narrowly did 1 escape

a fall into the extremest ruin, literally, "into

entireness of misery, into completeness of de-

struction!" As tlte second cbuise shows, the

allusion is to the danger of condemnation before
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the assembled congregjitiou, and of execution by

Stoning ; see above on ver. 10.—Assembly and

congregation—Hebrew ^Hp and mj,'—stand

in the rehitiou of the convened council of the el-

ders acting as judges (Deut. xxxiii. '1, 5), and the

concourse of tlie people executing the condemn-
ing sentence (Numb. xv. 3-3 ; comp. Ps. vii. 7).

For lT\i) is in general alwavs a convened assem-

bly, convocatio; HIJ^ on the contrary is a multi-

tude of the people gathering without any special

call, coetus sive muUitudo.

4. Vers. 15-20. To the detailed warning set

forth in vers. 8-14 there is now added a corre-

sponding positive antithesis, a not less appi'opri-

ate admonition to conjugal fidelity and purity.

—

Drink w^aters outof thine own cistern, etc.,

i. c, seek the satisfaction of love's desire simply

and alone with thine own wife. "The wife is

appropriately compared with a fountain not

merely inasmuch as offspring are born of her,

but also since she satisfies the desire of the man.
In connection with this we must call to mind, in

order to feel the full power of the figure, how in

antiquity and especially in the East the posses-

sion of a spring was regarded a great and even
sacred thing. Thus the mother Sarah is com-
pared to a well spring. Is. li. 1, and Jndah, the

patriarch, is spoken of as 'waters,' Is. xlviii.

1 ; as also Israel, Num. xxiv. 7 ; Ps. Ixviii. 23 "

(Ujirreit). Compare also Song Sol. iv. 12.

—

And flowing streams from thine own well

spring —With 113, i. e., properly "cistern." an
artificially prepared reservoir, there is associated

in the second clause ^'^^, fountain, t. e., a natural

spring of water conducted to a particular foun-

tain or well spring. Ouly such a natural fountain-

head (comp. Gen. xxvi. 15-20) can pour forth

D'/TIJ, i. e., purling waters, living, fresh, cool

water for drinking (Song Sol. iv. 15; Jcr. xviii.

14).—Ver. 16. Shall thy streams flow-

abroad as w^ater brooks in the streets?

—

To supply |£3 (Gesenius, Umbreit) or iH (Ew-

ALD, BErTHEAU, Elster [Stu.\ut], etc.) is

needless, if the verse be conceived of as interro-

gative, which, like Prov. vi. 30 ; Ps. Ivi. 7 sq., is

indicated as such only by the interrogative tone.

So with unquestionable correctness Hitzig. A
purely affirmative conception of tlie sentence,

according to which it is viewed as representing

tlie blessing of children born of this lawful con-

jugal love under the figure of a stream overflow-

ing and widely extending (Schultens, Doder-
LEiN, Von Hofmann, Schriflbew., II., 2, 875
[Holden, Noyes, Muenscher, Wordsw.], etc.)

would seriously break the connection with ver.

17. As to the subject, i. e., the description of a

wife who has proved false to her husband and
runs after other men, comp. especially chap. vii.

12.—Ver. 18. Let thy fountain be blessed.
—TT' "attaches itself formally to the jussive

Vri"' of the preceding verse" (Htrzio), and so

adds to the wish that conjugal fidelity may pre-

vail between the married pair, the further wish

that prospprity and blessing may attend their

union, 'n-1'^3 doubtless used of substantial bless-

ings, /. c, of the prosperity and joy which the
husband is to prepare for his wife, as an instru-

ment in the favoring hand of God. This, which
is Hitzig's view, the connection with the second
clause recommends above that of Umbreit, which
explains "H-TIB as here meaning " extolled," and

also above that of Bertheait, which contem
plates "children as the blessing of marriage."—

^

And rejoice w^ith the w^ife of thy youth.

—

Comp. L)eut. xxiv. 5; Eccles. ix. '>. "Wife of thy
youth," i. c, wife to whom thou hast given the

fair bloom of thy youth (Umbreit). Compare
the exj^ression "companion of youth " in ii. 17-

In a needlessly artificial way Ew.-vld and Ber-
theau have regarded the entire eighteenth verse
as a final clause depending on the second member
of ver. 17: "that thy fountain may be blessed,

and thou mayest have joy," etc. Hitzig rightly

observes that to give this meaning we should
have expected "'rT'l instead of 'H], and likewise

Dnot^l instead of notyv and that in general ver.
T :- |t: - : '

°

18 does not clearly appear to be a final clause.

[Stuart makes the second clause final, depending
on the first, which is also unnecessarily involved.]

—Ver. 19. The lovely hind, the graceful
gazelle.—Fitly chosen images to illustrate the

graceful, lively, fascinating nature of a young
wife; comp. the name "gazelle" C^Y, Taj3c-dd

and its equivalent AopKog as a woman's proper
name ; Acts ix. 86 ; also Song Sol. ii. 9, 17 ; viii.

14. Ujibreit refers to numerous parallels from
Arabic and Persian poets, which show the popu-
larity of this figure in Oriental literature.

[" These pretty animals are amiable, affectionate

and loving by universal testimony—and no
sweeter comparison can be found." Thomson,
The Land and the Book, I., 252—A.]—Let her
bosom charm thee alw^ays.—Instead of

n']l'3, her breasts, the Vcrsio Veneta reads ri'lT

her love {al ravTr/g <l>i?Jai); which reading
Hitzig prefers ("iA?-e Minne"). A needless

alteration and weakening of the meaning, in ac-

cordance wiih Song Sol. i. 2; Prov. vii. 18, as

rendered by the LXX. Comp. rather the remarks
below on ver. 20.—In her love delight thy-

self evermore. TMU elsewhere used of the
TT

staggering gait of the intoxicated (chap. xx. 1
;

Isa. xxviii. 7), hereby a bold trope used of the

ecstatic joy of a lover. That the same word is

employed in the next verse for the description

of the foolish delirium of the libertine hastening

after the harlot, and again in ver. 23 of the ex-

hausted prostration of the morally and physi-

cally ruined transgressor,—and is tlierefore used
in each instance with a somewhat modified mean-
ing, indicates plainly a definite purpose. The

threefold use of njiy is intended to constitute
T T

a climax, to illustrate the sad consequences of

sins of unchastity.—Ver. 20. Emphatic sequel to

the foregoing, concisely and vigorously summing
up the admonitory and warningcontouts of vers.

8-19. And embrace the bosom of a wanton
woman. This expression (pn p^np) testi-

fies to the correctness of the reading H'^l in

ver. 19.

5. Vers. 21-23. Epilogue for the monitory pre-

sentation of the truth that no one is in condition
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to conceal his adultery, be it ever so secretly

practiced,— tliat on tlie contrary God sees this

with every otlier transgression, and punishes it

with the merited destruction of the sinner.—For
before Jehovah's eyes are the ways of

man, and all his paths He marketh.—(D73

here also not to "ponder," but to "mark out,"

see note on ver. 6.) An important proof text not

merely for God's omniscience, but also for His

epecial providence and '^ concursus" [cooperation

in human conduct]. Comp. Job xxxiv. 21 ; xxiv.

23 ; xxxi. 4, etc.—Ver. 22. His sins overtake
him, the evil doer. The double designation of

the object, by the suffix in '1J7^^! and then by the

expression " the evil doer," added far emphasis,

gives a peculiar force. Corap. xiv. 13; Ezek. xvi.

3; Jer. ix. 25.—By the cords of his sin.

Comp. Isa. V. 18, and in general, for the sentiment

of the whole verse, chap. i. 31, 32; xi. 5; xviii. 7 ;

xxix. 6 ; Ps. vii. 15 ; xl. 12 ; John viii. 34; 2 Pet.

ii. 19.—Ver. 23. For lack of correction.

This is undoubtedly the explanation of "1D=!0 j'^!?,

and not "without correction" (Umbreit). The
3 is not circumstantial, but causal (instrumental),

as in the 2d member.—As to the meaning of

njE? see above, remarks on ver. 19,
T T

DOCTRINAL, ETHICAL, AND HOMILETIC.

That our chapter holds up in opposition

to all unregulated gratification of the sexual

impulses, the blessing of conjugal fidelity and
chastity, requires no detailed proof. It is a

chapter on a pious marriage relation, appropri-

ately attached to the preceding, on the right

training of children ; for pious and strict disci-

pline of children is impossible, where the sacred

bonds of marriage are disregarded, violated and
trampled under foot. In conformity with the

thoroughly practical nature of the doctrine of

wisdom (the Hhokmah), the author, as vers. 15-

20 show, completely overthrows all the demands
and suggestions of a sensual desire that has

broken over all the sacred bounds prescribed by
God, and so, as it were, has become wild and in-

sane, by exhibiting the satisfaction of the sexual

impulse in marriage as justified and in conformity

•R-ith the divine rule. An important hint for a

practical estimate of the contents of this chapter,

from which evidently there may be drawn not

merely material and arguments for a thorough
treatment of the Christian doctrine with respect

to the sixth commandment in general, but spe-

cially for the exhibition of the true evangelical

idea of marriage, in contrast -vvith tlie extrava-

gant asceticism of Romish theology, and also of

many sects both of ancient and modern times

(Moutanists', Eustathians, Cathari, Gichtelites,

etc.). In this connection 1 Cor. vii. must also,

naturally, be brouglitinto the account, especially

the 5tli verse of this chapter, which exhibits the

fundamental idea of vers. 15-20 of oui* section,

reduced to the briefest and most concise form
that is possible ; with the addition of the need-

ful corrective, and the explanation that is ap-

propriate in connection with the " always " and
" evermore " of ver. 19, which might possibly be

misunderstood.

As a homily, therefore, on the entire chapter i

On the right keeping of the Gtli commandment,
a) througli tlie avoidance of all unchastity ; b)

through tlie maintenance of a faithful (vers. 15-

20) and devout (vers. 21-23) demeanor in the

sacred marriage relation.

—

Melanchthon: The
sum of the matter is : Love truly thine own wife,

and be content with her alone, as this law of

m.arriage was at once ordained in Paradise

(Gen. ii.): "they shall be one flesh," i. e., one

male and one female united inseparably. For
then also, even if human nature had remained

incorrupt, God would have wished men to com-
prehend purity, and to maintain the exercise of

obedience by observing this order, viz. ,hy avoid-

ing all -wandering desires. Comp. Augustine:
Marriage before the fall was ordained for duty,

after the fall for a remedy.
Vers. 1-4. Egabd :—A harlot is the devil's de-

coy, and becomes to many a tree of death unto

death. The fleshly and the spiritual harlot most

fill hell (chap. vii. 27). The devil comes first

with sweetness and friendliness, to betray man,
afterward however with bitterness, to destroy

the soul.—[Ver. 3. Teafj : There is no such

pleasure as to have overcome an offered plea-

sure ; neither is there any greater conquest

than that that is gotten over a man's corrup-

tions.]

—

Starke: Beware of the spiritual anti-

christian harlot, -who tempts the whole world to

idolatry, and to forsaking the true God (1 John
Y. 21).—There are in general many allegorical

interpretations in the old writers, in which the

strange, lascivious woman is either partially or

outright assumed (as, e. g., more recently in the

Berlcb, Bible.) to be the designation of " the

false church," of antichrist, of worldly wisdom,

etc. [See also V/ordsw. in loc., and also on ver.

19, together with his citations from Bede, etc.

—A.]. For Evangelical preaching, naturally,

only a treatment that is partially allegorical, can
be regarded admissible, and in the end expedi-

ent ; such a treatment as consists in a generali-

zation of the specific prohibition of unchastity

into a warning against spiritual licentiousness or

idolatry in general.

Ver. 15-23. Starke : An admonition to hold

to one's own wife only ; 1) the admonition (16-

17) ; 2) the motives : a) the blessing on such con-

jugal fidelity (18, 19) ; b) the dishonor (20, 21)

and c) the ruinous result of conjugal unfaithful-

ness (22, 23).—[Ver. 15. Arnot: God conde-

scends to bring His own institute forward in ri-

valry with the deceitful pleasures of sin. All

the accessories of the family are the Father's

gift, and He expects us to observe and value

them.—H. Smith (quoted by Bridges) : First

choose thy love ; then love thy choice.]

—

Egard:
A married life full of triie love, joy and peace, is

a paradise on earth ; on the other hand, a mar-
riage full of hate, unfaithfulness and strife is a

real hell.

—

Von Gerlach : The loveliness and
enjoyment of a happy domestic relation as the

earthly motive, tlie holy ordinance of matrimony
watched over by God with omniscient strictness,

as the higher motive to chastity.

—

Cahccr lland-

bucli : Be true to thine own wife ; therein is hap-

piness ! Sin against her, and thou becomest

through thine own fault wretched!— [Ver. 21.

Trapp: A man that is about any evil should
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stand in awe of himself; how much more of

God!

—

Arnot: Secrecy is the study and hope

of the wicked. A sinner's chief labor is to hiile

his sin ; and his labor is all lost. Sin becomes

the instrument of punishing sinners—retribution
in the system of nature, set in motion by the act
of sin].

9. Warning against inconsiderate suretyship.

Chap. VI. 1-5.

1 My son, if thou hast become surety for thy neighbor,

hast given thine hand to a stranger;

2 if thou art entangled through the words of thy mouth,
art snared by the words of thy mouth

:

3 then do this, my son, and free thyself,

since thou hast come into the hand of thy neighbor

:

go, bestir thyself, and importune thy neighbor!

4 Give no sleep to thine eyes,

nor slumber to thine ryelids;

6 free thyself, like a roe, from his hand,
and like a bird from the hand of the fowler.

10. Rebuke of the sluggard.

Chap. VI. 6-11,

6 Go to the ant thou sluggard

;

consider her ways and be wise

!

7 which hath no governor,

director, or ruler

;

8 (yet) she prepareth in summer her food,

she gathereth in harvest her store

!

9 How long wilt thou lie, O sluggard?
when wilt thou rise from thy sleep?

10 "A little sleep, a little slumber,

a little folding of the hands to rest ;"

—

11 then Cometh thy poverty like a robber,

and thy want as an armed man

!

11. Warning against deceit and Tiolent dealing.

Chap. VI. 12-19.

12 A worthless creature is the deceiver,

he that walketh in perverseness of speech
;

13 he who Avinketh with his eye, who speaketh with his foot,

who hinteth with his finger.

14 Perverseness is in his heart,

he deviseth evil at all times

;

he stirreth up strifes.

15 Therefore suddenly shall his destruction come,
in a moment shall he be destroyed, and there is no remedy.

16 These six things Jehovah hateth,

and seven are an abhorrence of his soul

;

17 haughty eyes, a lying tongue,

and hands that shed innocent blood

;

6
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18 a heart that deviseth evil plots,

feet that make haste to run to evil;

19 one that uttereth lies as a false witness,

and one that stirreth up strifes between brethren.

12. Admonition to chastity with a warning delineation of the fearful consequences of adultery.

Chap. VI. 20-85.

20 Keep, O my son, thy father's commandment,

and reject not the law of thy mother:

21 hind them to thy heart evermore,

fasten it about thy neck.

22 When thou walkest let it guide thee,

when thou liest down let it guard thee,

and at thy waking let it talk with thee.

23 For a lamp is the commandment, and the law a light,

and the reproofs of corrections are a way of life;

24 to keep thee from the vile woman,

from the flattering tongue of the strange woman.

—

25 Long not for her beauty in thy heart,

and let her not catch thee with her eyelids!

26 For for the sake of a harlot one cometh to a loaf of bread,

and a man's wife lieth in wait for the precious life.

27 May one take fire in his bosom,

and his clothes not be burned?

28 Or may one walk upon coalrf,

and his feet not be scorched ?

29 So he who goeth to his neighbor's wife;

no one that toucheth her shall be unpunished.

30 Men do not overlook the thief, when he stealeth

to satisfy his craving when he is hungry

;

31 if he be found he must restore seven fold,

the whole wealth of his house must he give.

32 He who comraitteth adultery is beside himself;

he that destroyeth himself doeth such things.

33 Stripes and disgrace doth he find,

and his reproach will not pass away.

34 For jealousy is man's fierce anger,

and he spareth not in the day of vengeance.

35 He regardeth not any ransom,

and is not willing if thou increase thy gift.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vera. 1 3. The form Ty*1, 'which is found in some texts, is not a plural, but the '" "indicates in pause the pro-

nunciation with - asinGeii. xvi. 5; Ps. ix. 15," HiTZio. Many MSS., moreover, exhibit here the regular form ."jj^n

"rBoTTCHEE, 2 888, n. 2, utterly rejects the possibility that TJ^'1 can be a singular form, and also that the plural form ia

admissible here. Holben'.s renderinj, 'thy friends," is incorrectly based upon the plural reading.—A.].

A'er. 8. [Note the appropriate change of teuse. The future TDi^. " ^ie7is solitum," BoTT. ? 943, h, and the perf.

-J-, jj^^ "Perfectum effectivum," ? ? 940, 4 ; 950, 4 ; the continually recurring « preparation," the ensured " gathering."—A.]

^
Xer. 12. "nSn stands here with the simple accusative without 3, as in Mic. ii. 11; Is. xxxiii. 15 ; Pa. xv. 2.

Ver. 13. [V'^ip i^sed here alone with 3, usually with a direct object. SVlO ; the verb is in use only in Piel. For

the occurrence of participial forms in Piel tlius resembling Kal, see Fuerst (sub. v. SSo), and BolT. § 994, 4.—A.].

Ver 14. For the explanation . t tac K'ri DTIO (instead of the K'thibh D'JTD) see HiTZia on this passage, who
• T :

* ' T :

is nrobablv right in referring to O.-n. xxxvii. 36 as llie source and occasion of this substitution.

\er. 16. [The fern. niH used of tliat which is distinctly neuter. See Bott. § 862, 4.—A.].

Ver. 19. The n'3' cTm be regarded as a relative Imperf., with which the participle Vhp^ interchanges, or it may

be regarded as an Irregular participial form, lengthened from HS'^ fs. xxvii. 12, and formed like N^r, S'tpj, etc.
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(So HiTzio explains the form) [Fuerst regards it an Imperf., but Bott., very decidedly as a Hiph. participal, here and in xii.

i7 ; xiv. 25; xix. 5, 9; Ps. xii. 6; xxvii. 12. See ^ 994, 9.— A.].

Vfir. 21.
1 [mcyp, a masc. suffix referring to fern, nouns. Bott. § 877, 3, declares it characteristic of "secular prose,

popular poetry, aiid the majority of the later Hebrew writers " thus to disregard exactness in the use of the suffix pro-

nouns. Chap. XX. 12 is the only similar example adduced from Proverbs. Comp. Green, g 104, g.—A.].

Ver. 32. iTnti'O a future participle. The suffix in T\W}}^ refers to tua ^'SNJ which is readily supplied from the

ntJ'X IXJ of the first member. [Interpretations divide as to the Eubject anil predicate clause of the sentence.

MuENSOHEE, Notes, IIolden agree with the E. V. m making destruction the predicted fate of the adulterer ; Stoart,

Kamph., and De W. agree with our author in makin^j acKiltery the natural and certain course ut the self-Jestroyer.—A.].

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The sixth chapter consists of four indepen-

dent admonitory discourses of unequal length, of

quite different contents, and a merely external

and circumstantial connection (through points of

contact, as between "sleep and slumber" in

ver. 4 and the same expressions in ver. 10

;

through the triple warning against impoverish-

ment: vers. 11, 15 and 26, etc.). -This is as ap-

parent as is the fact that it is only in the last of

these four sections that the subject of adultery,

that was treated in the fifth chapter, is re.sumed.

It is nevertheless arbitrary and lacks all clear

proof, when HiTzia declares the three preceding
sections to be the addition of an interpolator

different from the author of chaps, i.-ix., who is

supposed to have taken them from some old book
of proverbs, and to have enlarged the third by
adding vers. 10-19. For, it is argued, this nu-
merical group of proverbs, of eight members,
clearly shows itself to be the personal production
of the interpolator, who was led by the sixfold

division of the categories in vers. 12-14 to the

composition of this group of the six things that

the Lord hates. As though this parallel sixfold

or rather sevenfold arrangement in vers. 12-19
could not be the work of the composer of the en-

tire group of proverbial discourses that lies be-

fore us, just as in the series of similar numerical
proverbs contained in chap. xxx. (comp. Introd.

§ 14) ! And still further, as if there had not, been
already in what has gone before at least one iso-

lated warning against unchastity and adultery,

as a demonstration of the fact, that in this, con-
nection also the advisory and admonitory dis-

courses that relate to this matter (cluxp. v. 1 sq.;

vi. 20 sq.; vii. 1 sq.), must not necessarily form
a whole continuing without interruption, but
might very naturally be interspersed with other
shorter passages of differing contents, like those
forming the first half of chap, vi.i—Apart from
this, HiTziG is undoubtedly correct in judging,
that attention should be called to the close con-
nection of vers. 16-19 with vers. 12-15, and that

the first mentioned group should be regarded as
a mei'e continuation and fuller expansion of the
import of the last mentioned. A special argument
for this is the literal repetition of the expression,
"stir up strifes," from ver. 14 in ver. 19. The
view recently prevalent (see e. tff., Umbreit,
Bertheau, Elster on this passage), according
to which vers. 16-19 form a separate group of
verses as really independent as the rest (1-5, 6-

11, etc.) is to be estimated by what has been al-

ready said. The correal division has been before
presented by Delitzsch (Herzog's Real. Enci/cl.

XIV., 698), and also by Ewald (on this pas-

' 2. Vers. 1-5. Warning against suretyship.

—

dKy son, if thou hast become surety for
thy neighbor.—The frequent warnings which
our book contains against giving security for

others (comp. in addition xi. 15; xvii. 18; xx. 16;
xxii. 26), are to be explained doubtless by the

severe treatment, which, in accordance with the

old Hebrew jurisprudence, was awarded to sure-

ties ; for their goods might be distrained or they
even sold as slaves, just as in the case of insolvent

debtors (2 Kings iv. 1 ; Matth. xviii. 25 ; comp.
Ecclesiast. viii. 13; xxix. 18-25, and also the

warning maxim of the Greek philosopher Thales:
''Eyyiia, wdpa d'ara'^ [gi've surety, and ruin is

near], and the modern popular proverb ''Bargen

soil man wiirgen" [the alliteration cannot be
translated ; an approach can be made to it in
" worry a surety "].—In the passage before us
the warning is not so much against suretyship in

general, as merely against the imprudent assump-
tion of such obligations, leaving out of account
the moral unreliableness of the man involved

;

and the counsel is to the quickest possible release

from every obligation of this kind that may have
been hastily assumed.—Hast given thine
hand to a stranger.—The stranger (1i) is not

the creditor, but the debtor, who in the first

clause had been designated as "neighbor." For
according to Job xvii. 3 the surety gave his hand
to the debtor as a sign that he became bound
for him. Therefore the translation of Ewald
and Elster, "for a stranger," is unnecessary as

it is incorrect.—Ver. 2. If thou art entangled
through the words of thy mouth.—This
second half of the protasis, which, according to

Hebrew idiom, is still dependent on the "if" of

ver. 1, refers to the involved and embarrassed
condition of the surety some time after his in-

considerate giving of bonds.—Ver. 3. Then do
this, my son, etc—The apodosis, with its em-
phatic warning (which extends through ver. 5),

is fitly introduced by the intensive particle

N1£3X, now, now therefore. Comp. Job xvii. 15

;

Gen. xxvii. 32; xliii. 11.—Since thou hast
come into the hand of thy neighbor.
HiTZiG, interpreting the "'3, as in ii. 10, as equi-

valent to DX, translates "if thou hast come," etc.

But the introduction of a reason is here more
pertinent, since the case of an unfortunate issue

to the suretyship had alrcadj' been assumed in

ver. 2.—Stamp vrith the foot.—This meaning
of DDTiin, which is attested also by Ps. Ixviii. 30,

is urgently commended by the following, " impor-

tune thy neighbor " {^"y"} ^ni). [In our ver-

sion of this phrase in its connection we have

substituted Fcterst's interpretation which is also

Holden's. The verb is found only here and in

Ps. Ixviii. 30. Gesenius and many others, start-
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ing with the radical idea, " to trample," which

they find in t^3"^ and assume in D31, translate

the Hitlip. in both passages, "suffer thyself to

be trampled," i. «., "prostrate thyself." [So

the E. v., De W., M., N. and St.]. Hupfelb
(see Comm. on Ps. Ixviii. 31) and others adopt

the indirect reflexive as the true meaning,

—

"prostrate before thyself, i.e., subdue." Fuerst,

distinguishing the two verbs, interprets Di31 as

meaning, in accordance with many Arabic ana-

logies, "to move, stir, hasten," and the Ilithp.

as meaning "«,'cA becilen, sich spulcji," i. e., in the

Imperative, make haste, bestir thyself. Although

this rendering has not in its favor the weight of

authorities, the internal evidence appears to us

to be decidedly for it.—A.] The meaning is that

one should in every way force the heedless

debtor—for it is he, and not possibly the creditor,

that is here again intended by the "neighbor "

—

to the fulfilment of his obligations, before it is

too late, i. e., before the matter comes to the dis-

traint of goods or other judicinl processes on the

part of the creditor.—Ver. 5. Free thyself as

a roe from his hand, and like a bird, etc.—
Gazelle and bird—in the original a paronomasia:

OV and TIDi*—are appropriate emblems of a cap-

tive seeking its freedom with anxious haste and
exertion. The way is already prepared for these

figures by the expressions employed in ver. 2.

Instead of, T'O "out of the hand," all the old

versions, except the Vulg. and Venet., had the

reading r\i30, " out of the snare." But this is an

attempt at rhetorical improvement (perhaps ac-

cording to tiie analogy of Ps. xci. 3), "in which

it was overlooked, that the hand was introduced

the first as well as the second time with a refer-

ence to the giving of the hand on becoming se-

curity " (ver. 1). Conip. Umbreit and Hixzia

on this passage.

3. Vers. 6-11. Go to the ant, thou slug-

gard.—The ant, ever working of its own impulse

quietly and unweariedly, is proverbial as an

emblem of industry, both among Orientals and

in the West; conip. Meidaxi's Arahic Proverbs,

III., 4G8; .Saadi's Persian fable of the ant and

the nightingale ; Aristotle's Historia Anim., 9,

26; Virgil's Georg.,\., 186 sq.; Horace, Serm.,

I., 1,33; also the German word ^^amsiff" (Old

High Germ, cmaztc), which is derived from

^'Ameiie" (Weigand, dcutsches Worterb.,\., 2>b).

[See Thomson's Land and Book, I., 519, 520, for

illustrations both of the diligence of the ant and

the utter laziness of Oriental laborers, "which
have no governor, director, or ruler."— A.]—Ver.

7. Which hath no governor, director or

ruler.—The three expressions "i'D "^^V and 7^0

are relatively like the Arabic otticial titles,

<«Kadi," "Wali,"and "Emir." The "Wit in par-

ticular is the manager, the overseer, who, e. g., in

connection with public works urges on to labor

(Ex. V. 6, 14 sq.).—Furthermore, compare chap.

XXX. 27, where also the first clause of ver. 8 re-

curs, in almost literal agreement with our passage.

Vers. 9-11 add to tbe positive admonition to

industry an emphatic warning against the evil

consequences of its opposite. — How long

wilt thou lie, O sluggard ?—Literally : till

when wilt thou, etc. The 'fiO^n^* of the first

clause and TI^D of the second stand in the same or-- T
_

der as in Nehem. ii. 6. The meaning of the two
parallel questions is substantially "Wilt thoucon-
tinue lying forever ?—Wilt thou never rise ?" The
double question is, as it were, a logical protasis to

the apodosis which follows in ver. 11 after the in-

terposingof thesluggard'sanswer (ver.lO): "then
Cometh (Heb. N3-1) like a robber," etc. Comp,

Bertheau on this passage.

—

A little sleep, etc.

—Ironical imitation of the language of the lazy

man; Hi orally repeated in chap. xxiv. .33.—

A

little folding of the hands— /. e., a little fold-

ing of the arms, a well-known attitude of one who
is settling himself down to sleep (comp. Eccl. iv.

5), and who in tliat act does just the opposite of

that for which the hands and arms are naturally

designed, that is, for vigorous work.

—

Then

Cometh thy poverty like a robber.—^vl'j"?

strictly grassator, a frequenter of the roads, a

highwayman, .a footpad (LXX : KaKu^ oSoiTzopoq).

The parallel passage, xxiv. 34, has the Hithp.

participle ^bnnfD without 2, which gives the far

weakersense :
" thencometh quietb/ thy poverty."

—As an armed man—lit., as one armed with

a shield (JJO t^'N) ; for even the assailing rob-

ber, since he must necessarily be prepared for

resistance, must carry with weapons of offence

the means of defence.

4. Vers. 12-19. Against the deceitful and
violent.—Concerning the relation of the two
divisions of this group of verses, the first of which
(vers. 12-15) depicts the seven modes of deceitful

action, while the second (vers. 16-19) expressly

designates them a seven hated by God, repeating

also their enumeration,—see above, | 1 of these

exegotical comments.—A worthless man is

the deceiver.—In support of this construction

of pN t^^'X as the subject and of the prefixed

Sj.'^b3 DHX as the predicate [a construction pre-

ferred also by Notes, Kamph. etc.'\ we have, be-

sides the arrangement, especially the substitution

of 13 mx for 13 ty'N, which was rather to have
TT *

been expected according to the analogy of 2 Sam.

xvi. 7, etc. If the second expression were only
" an intensive appositive to the first" (Bertheau

;

see also Luther [Wordsw., M., St., H., in agree-

ment with the E. V.] : "a heedless man, a mis-

chievous person"), then we should have looked

for t^'X in both instances. With JIX U/'X, "man

of deceit, of falsity, of inward untruth and vile-

ness," comp. furthermore jlX ""/lO, Job xxii. 15;

and also, below, ver. 18.—He that walketh
in perverseness of speech.—Comp. iv. 24

;

xxviii. 18.—Ver. 13. The three participles of thia

verse are best understood, with Hitzig, as

prefixed appositives to the subject contained in

isba, ver. 14, which is inJeed the same as that

of the 12th verse.

—

"Who winketh with his

eyes.—Comp. x. 10; Ps. xxxv. 19.

—

Who
speaketh with his ffeet— i. e., gives signs in

mysterious ways (LXX : cijunivn), now with one

foot, then with the other.

—

Who hinteth with
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his fingers.—H^ID Ilipli. part, from ni'', here

used ill its most primitive meaning. The evil

intent, involved in the three forms of the language
of signs as here ennmerated is of course implied.

—Ver. 14. He deviseth evil at all times.

—

Comp. iii. 29.—He stirreth up strife.—Lite-

rally "he lets loose contentions" (IIitzig), or

"he throws out matters of dispute" (Bertheau);
comp. ver. 19 and chap. xvi. 28.—Ver. 15.

Therefore suddenly shall his destruction
come —Comp. i. 17; iii. 25; xxiv. 22.

—

Quickly will he be destroyed, ^('c—Comp.
xxix. 1 ; Is. i. 28; xxx. 14; Jer. xix. 11.

—

Without remedy.—Comp. iv. 22.

Ver. 1(1. These six things Jehovah hateth,
and seven, clc.—Of the origin of this peculiar

proverbial form, using symbolical numbers, a form
for which Arabic and Persian gnomic literatuie

supply numerous illustrations (comp. Umbrkit on
this passage), Elster probably gives the simplest

and most correct explanation, deriving it "purely
from the exigencies of parallelism." " The form
of parallelism could not, on account of harmony,
be sacrificed in any verse. But how should a

parallel be found for a number ? Since it was
not any definite number that was the important
thing, relief was found by taking one of the next
adjacent numbers as the parallel to that which
was chiefly in mind." In a similar way Hitzig
on Amos i. 3 (where the numbers put into this

relation are three and four) ;
" To the number

three the number four is appended to characterize

the first as one optionally taken, to convey the ide.a

that there are not understood to be precisely three and
no more, but possibly more.'" At any rate, those

expositors are in the wrong, who, as e. g., re-

cently Bertheau and Von Gerlach, find the

design of this mode of numeration in the fact

that the last of the enumerated elements, the

seventh vice therefore in the case before us, is

to be brought out with especial emphasis. [Stan-
ley [Ili^t. Jewish Church, II. p. 258), adduces this

as a probable example of the "enigmas" or

"riddles," which were one of the most charac-
teristic emboiliments of the wisdom of the wise
king.

—

Arnot : There is one parallel well worthy
of notice between the seven cursed tilings here,

and the seven blessed things in the fifth chapter

of Matthew. The first and last of the seven are

identical in the two lists. "The Lord hates a

proud look" is precisely equivalent to "blessed
are the poor in spirit;" and "he that sowcth
discord among brethren" is the exact converse of

the " peacemaker."—A.].—Ver. 17. Haughty
eyes: literally, high or lofty eyes; comp. xxx.

13; Ps. xviii. 27; cxxxi. 1; .Job xxi. 22; xl. 11;
also the Latin expression grande supercilium.—
Hands that shed innocent blood. Comp.
i. 11 sq., and Isa. lix. 7, with wliicli passage
ver. 18 :ilso corresponds in the form of expres-

sion, without for that reason being necessarily

derived from it, as Hitzig holds. For in case

of such derivation the order of words ought to

correspond more exactly with the alleged ori-

ginal, as in Rom. iii. 15-17.—Ver. 19. One
that uttereth lies as a false witness, literal-

ly, one that breathes lies. The same characteri-

zation of the false witness is found also in chap,

siv. 5, 25; xix. 5, 9. As respects the arrange-
ment in which the seven manifestations of treach-

erous dealing are ennmerated in these verses, it

does not perlectly correspond with the order ob-
served in ver. 12-14. There the series is mouth,
eyes, feet, fingers, heart, devising evil counsels,
stirring up strifes; here it is eyes, tongue,
hands, heart, feet, speaking lies, instigating
strife. With reference to the organs whicii are
named as the instruments in the first five forms
of treacherous wickedness, in the second enu-
meration an order is adopted involving a regu-
lar descent (ver. lG-19, eyes, tongue, hands,
etc.) ; the base disposition to stir up strife, or to

let loose controversy (see rem. on ver. 14) in
both cases ends the series.

5. Vers. 20-24. Admonition to chastity, prepar-
ing the way for a subsequent warning against
adultery.—Keep, O my son, thy fatlier's

commandmsnt, etc. This general introduc-
tion to the new warning against adultei-y corre-

sponds with the similar preparatory admonitions
in chap. v. 1, 2 and vii. 1-5, and serves, like

these, to announce the great importance of the
succeeding warnings. With respect to ver. 20 in

p.irticul ir comp. i. 8.—Ver. 21. Bind them to
thy heart evermore, etc. So chap. iii. 3 and
vii. 3. On account of the plural which occurs
in the verse, with which the singular is inter-

changed in ver. 22, Hitzig conjectures the inser-

tion of this verse by .a late interpolator, and that
in accordance with the standard furnished by
chap. iii. 3, in which place the passage is held
to be original. This is arbitrary, for no single

ancient munusc'ript or version confirms the sus-
picion. Just as well might ver. 22 be declared
interpolated, inasmuch as only in this is the
singular form found, while immediately after, in

ver. 23, the double designation " coinmandnK-nt"
and " doctrine" returns.—Ver. 22. When thou
walkest let it guide thee. The contrast
between walking and sleeping or lying is like

that in iii. 23, 24.—When thou wakest let
it talk with thee. The accusative suffix in

"in't^n is here employed as in Ps. v. 4 ; xlii. 4

;

Zech. vii. 5, etc., for the designation of the per-

son to whom the intercourse indicated in the

action of the verb relates. With regard to n'ty

to take, to converse, comp. also Ps. Ixix. 13 ; with
reference to the sentence as a whole comp. Ps.

cxxxix. 18.—Ver. 23. For the reproofs of
correction are a w^ay of life, /. c. they lead

to life, cump. ii. 19; iii. 2, 1(3. "Reproofs of dis-

cipline" (1DO mnDlj^) corrective reproofs, re-

proofs whose aim is correction.—Ver. 24. Prom
the vile woman, strictly the woman of evil,

of vileness. J^l (for which the LXX here read

j^^l) is therefore a substantive, as in the phrase

"the way of evil" in chap. ii. 12.—From the
flattering tongue of the strange woman

;

literally, from the smoothness of the tongue of

the strange woman. For instead of 111^7, from
I T

_

which reading of the Masoretic text the meaning
would result " from the smoothness of a strange

tongue," we must doubtless point jity/ {construct

state), since the subject of remark here is the

strange, wanton woman (just as in ii. 1(J ; v. 20),

while the thought of a foreign language [y/.tjaaij
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a'Alorpia, LXX) is altogether remote from the

context. la opposition to the transhition of

EwALU, Bertueau aud El.steu, "from the

smooth-tougued, the sti-ange woman," comp. HiT-

ziG on this passage.

6. Ver. 2-3-y5. Warning against adultery itself.

—With her eyelids, with which she throws

amorous and captivating glances at her lover,

comp. Ecclesiast. xxvi. 9. The eyelids (or, more
literally, eyelashes) are here compared with the

cords of a net, as in Eceles. xii. iJ, with the lattice

of a window, or as in the orotic songs of the Arabs
aud Persians, with darts, with lances, daggers or

swords.—Ver. 2i). For, for the sake of a harlot
one Cometh to a loaf of bread, i. e., to the last

bit, the last morsel of bread, as a sign and emblem
of utter poverty (thus Sohultens, C. B. Mi-
CHAELis, Umbiieit, Elster); or again, the mean-
ing may be to the begging a loaf of bread, to

beggary (thus Abe.\ Ezra, Vatablus, Rosen-
MUELLER, Elster, Hitzig). In opposition to

the translation defended by most of the ancient

expositors, and recently by Ziegler, Ewald,
Bertueau, etc., " For as the hire of a harlot one
gives hardly a bit of bread." or as others prefer

"merely a bit of bread," may be adduced 1) the

context, see the 2d clause; 2) the lexical fact

that n>* can neither mean "hardly" nor "mere-

ly;" 3) the fact, historical and archreological,

established by Gen. xxxviii. 17, etc., that the

harlot's reward in ancient Palestine doubtless

amounted to more than a mere loaf of bread, e. g.

a kid, as in the case cited from Genesis, or a

price considerably higher, as seems to follow

from Prov. xxix. 3 ; Ecclesiast. ix. 6 ; Luke
XV. 30.—Lieth in -wait for the precious life.

Very appropriately has K'pJ, "life," the predicate

mp'' "costly" connected with it; for its value
tit;

rises above all mere property; comp. Ps. xlix. 8.

—Ver. 27-29. The meaning is this: impossible as

it is that the clothing on one's breast, or that one"s

feet should remain unharmed by scorching if fire

be brought near them, so inconceivable is it

that the adulterer should follow his unlawful
intercourse without evil consequences and just

retribution. The two questions in vers. 27, 28
imply a strong negation, like the interrogative

olauses in Amos iii. 4-6. Ver. 29 is connected
with the two negative antecedent clauses as a

correlative consequent, and is therefore intro-

duced by |Jp, so.— Vers. 30, 31. A new figure to

illustrate the punishment, surely impending and
severe, which threatens the adulterer.—Men
do not overlook the thief, etc. ; literally

" ihey do not contemn it in the thief." The im-

perf. ^ii3' expresses the idea of custom, that

which occurs in accordance with experience.

[Interpreters are divided between the two ideas

of "scorn" aud "disregard" as proper render-

ings of the verb. Siuakt, Mue.vsch., Words.
adopt the former ; men do not despise the tliief,

though he must be punished; they do despise

the adulterer. WuKi>s. calls attention to a dis-

position in modern society to reverse this judg-

ment. Notes, IIoluen, like De W., Fuerst and
our author, adopt the other view.—A.].—To
satisfy his craving when he is hungry.
This circumstance, which exhibits the guilt of the

thief in a milder light, serves evidently to dis-

play the punishment that befalls the adulterei"

with whom he is here compared, as one more
richly deserved. For the more presumptuous
his crime, the less excused, or, as it were, de-

manded by his necessities, the more just is the
punishment that comes upon him ! If Hitzio
had taken due notice of this meaning of ver. 30,

which is transparent enough, he would have
seen in advance how unnecessary aud excessively

artificial is the attempt to explain the verse as

interrogative. [Kamph. adopts his view but
does not strengthen it].— He must restore
sevenfold. According to the prescriptions of

the law in Ex. xxi. 37 ; xxii. 1 sq., it should
strictly be only four orfivefold (comp. the publican
Zaccheus, Luke xix. 8). But in common life

these prescriptions were probably not ordinarily

observed: the injured party allowing his silence,

his declining a judicial prosecution of the mat-
ter, to be purchased at a higher rate than was
exactly allowed. Furthermore, that " sevenfold"

is here used loosely, only as a round number
(comp. Gen. iv. 15), and is not designed, as might
be thought, to mark the highest conceivable
ransom, appears from the 2d member, which
suggests the probability of losing "the whole
wealth of his house."—Ver. 32 stands in the
same relation to the two preceding as ver. 29 to

27 and 28; it expresses the conclusion that is to

be drawn from the meaning, which is clothed in

the form of an analogy or parable, with refer-

ence to the well-deserved recompense of the
adulterer. It is therefore hasty and arbitrary
in IliTZiG to reject this as a spurious gloss, and
to find in ver. 33 the direct continuation of the
thief's punishment, which has been depicted in

ver. 31.—He that destroyeth himself doeth
such things. Literally, "whoso will destroy
his life, he does it."—Ver. 33. Stripes and
disgrace. The i'JJ, plac/a, may here very well

stand in its literal sense, and so designate the
blows with which the adulterer detected in the act

will be visited by the husband of the unfaithful

wife, and will be driven from the house (Ujibreit,
Hitzig).—Ver. 34. For jealousy is man's
fierce anger, i. e., the jealousy (nXJp as in

chap, xxvii. 4) of the injured husband is a fire

blazing fiercely, burning and raging with all the
might of a man ; comp. " the hurling of a man "

[or as others "a mighty prostration"'] Is. xxii.

17. The 2d half of the verse explains this

somewhat brief expression, "man's wrath,"
which, moreover, appears to be chosen not with-
out collateral reference to the more rapidly
evaporating wrath of women.—Ver. 35. He re-
gardeth not any ransom, litei-ally, "he does
not lift up the face of any ransom," i. e., does not
receive it as adequate to allay his wrath—as one
lifts up the face of a suppliant when his request
is granted or favorably received.—And is not
willing, i. €., to forego his strict right of re-

venge.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The warning against improvident surety^-

ship iu the unqu.iiified form, and the urgent and
almost passionate tone iu which it is presented
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in vers. 1-5, rests upou the consideration that

"all men are liars" (Ps. cxvi. 11 ; Rom. iii. 4),

that therefore no one can be trusted (comp. Jer.

xvii. 5: "Cursed be the man that trustcth in

man"), that every neighbor is at the same time

in a certain sense a " stranger" to us (see above

on ver. 1), in a word, that one must be prepared

for manifestations of unfaithfulness, or unrelia-

bleness, on the part of any one whatever, though

he stood ever so near us. Hence tlie duty, for

the salve of preserving one's own independence

and sparing one's own strength for his personal

worli (bodily as well as mental), of extricating

one's self at any cost and as speedily as possible

from evei-y relation of suretyship, from the con-

tinuance of which injurious consequences might
result to our own freedom and welfare. With
the admonitions of our Lord in the Sermon on
the Mount, to be ready at all times for the lend-

ing and giving away of one's property, even in

cases where one cannot hope for the recovery of

what has been given out (Luke vi. 30, 31, 3(j

;

comp. 1 Cor. vi. 7) this demand is not in conflict.

For Christ also plainly demands no such readi-

ness to suffer loss on account of our neighbor,

as would deprive us of personal liberty, and rob

us of all means for further beneficence ; and yet

this sort of evil result from suretyship is what
the author of our passage has in his eye.

2. Also in the subsequent warning against

slothfulness (vers. G-11) the reference to the

danger of impoverishment appears to be the

main motive, brought forward with especial

emphasis. This is above all things else the pre-

cise thing to be learned from the example of the

ant, that it is important to gather diligently "in
summer," that one may not suffer in winter,

—

that the "harvest time," when all is within

reach in abundance, is the time for earnest and
unceasing toils, that one may be able calmly to

meet the later seasons of want which offer to the

most willing and vigorous industry no opportu-

nity for acquiring. Comp. the example of Joseph
in Egypt (Gen. xli. sq.), and apply all this to

the spiritual department of labors in Christ's

service, e. g., those of the pastor, the missionary,

etc.

3. The six or seven vices, twice enumerated
in different order and form of expression, against
which the paragraph vers. 12-19 warns (comp.
the exegetical notes on ver. 19), are at the same
time all of them manifestations of hatred against

one's neighbor, or sins against the second table

of the Decalogue
;
yet it is not so much a gene-

ral unkindness as rather an unkindness consist-

ing and displaying itself in falseness and malice

that is emphasized as their common element.

And only on account cf the peculiarly mischiev-

ous and ruinous character of just these sins of

hatred to one's neighbor, is he who is subject to

them represented as an object of especially in-

tense abhorrence on the part of a holy God, and
as threatened with the strongest manifestations

of His anger in penalties (vers. 15, 16).

4. As a fundamental proposition for the suc-

cessful avoidance of all converse with impure
wantons, and of the dangers thence resulting,

there is introduced in the 1st clause of ver. 25 a

warning even against the very first beginnings
,

of all unlawful sexual intercourse, against im-
\

pure longings, or unchaste desires and thoughts of
the heart. Comp. the last commandment of the
Decalogue (Ex. xx. 17), as well as Christ's inten-
sifying and spiritualizing of the Mosaic prohibi-
tion of adultery ; Matih. v. 28.—The admunitioa
also, which is prefixed as introductory, to keep
continually before the eyes and in the heart the
teachings of Divine wisdom (comp. Tob. iv. 6),
serves as an emphatic utterance of this ''Obsta
pnnc/piis !" or the exhibition of the necessity
that the very first germs and roots of the sin of
unchastity must be rooted out.

HOMILETIC AND PRACTICAL.

In the endeavor to comprehend in one homi-
letic whole the four main divisions of the chap-
ter, one would first of all need to have clearly ia
view the suggestions given in vers. 2, 11, 15 and
20 sq., with reference to the danger of sinking
into poverty and destitution, and to employ these
in fixing his central idea. In some such way as
this then: Even in the present life want and evil
of every sort are wont to be the attendants a) of
the lighter offences 1) of inconsiderateness (vers.

1-5) and 2) of slothfulness (vers. 0-11); b) of
the grosser transgressions and vices, such as re-
sult 1) from pride and malignity (vers. 12-19),
and 2) from lust of the eyes and sensuality (vers.
20-'5).—Comp. SxiicKEii: Against unfaithfulness
in life and conversation, as it displays itself 1) ia
suretyship; 2) in fulfilling the duties of one's
calling: 3) in daily converse with human society;

4) in married life.

Ver. 1-5. Starke: A teacher of the divine
word becomes in a certain sense a surety to God
for the souls of his hearers (Ezek. iii. 18) ; there-
fore must he watch over them day and night, that
none be lost through fault of his (Acts xx. 28).

—

J. Lange : In Christ our friend we have a faith-

ful surety who can and will free us from all our
debt.—AVoHLFARTH : From credulity to put at

risk one's property, to which one's children have
' the first claim, and which one should emploj' only
for the general good, and thereby to give an im-
pulse to the follies and sins of others, is quite
as ruinous as it is morally blameworthy.

Ver. 0-11. Melanchthon : Diligence is the
virtue by which we are disposed steadfastly

and firmly for God's sake, and the common welfare,

to perform the labors belonging to our calling,

with the aid of God, who has promised aid to those

that seek it. The extremes of this virtue are in-

dolence and a busy ofliciousness [tio7ivtzpayfioavv)]).
The indolent omits too much; the ofBcious, either

from excess of ardor, undertakes many things
that are not necessary, or undertakes by-works
[rcdpep^a) and interferes with others' vocations,"'

etc.—Egard: God will not support thee without
work, but by work; that is His holy ordinance
(Gen. iii. 19). Do thy part, and God will do
His. ... To know how rightly to employ time
and opportunity is great wisdom. Gather in

summer that thou mayest have in winter ;
gather

in youth that thou mayest have in old age I

—

Ber-

leb. Bible: Where the ways of Christianity

are not directed in accordance with the perfect

law of liberty (.James i. 25) and according to the

impulse of the Spirit of God. but according to any
human constitution, there men go more foolishly
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to work than the ants in their labor.

—

[Trait :

They are utterly out that think to have the plea-

sure of idleness, and the plenty of paiufulness].

Vers. 12-19. Egard: A proud heart has never

done anything specially for God's honor and a

neighbor's good; through humble hearts God
does great things.

—

Starke : The evil heart can-

not long be hidden ; it soon shows itself in evil

gestures, words and deeds.—(On ver. 18) : The

heart underlies the 'seven vices which are an

abomination to God, and in the midst, because it

is the fountain from which evil flows in all direc-

tions (Matth. xii. 34, 35; xv. ID). The Lord

therefore hates not only the actual outbreakings

of sins, but also the devices of the ungodly with

which they encompass day and night.—(On ver.

16sq. ): Eyes, hands, tongue, heart, feet, are in

themselves good and well-pleasing to God ; but

when they turn from the path of virtue and in-

cline to vice, then they are evil and cannot please

God.

—

Woulfarth : Before the Lord proud eyes,

false tongues, guilty hands, etc., cannot stand.

His hand lays hold upon all such transgressors

according to the holy law according to which
every kind of evil finds its penalty.—[Ver. 16,

17. W. Bates : Pride is in the front of those sins

which God hates, and are an abomination to

Him. Pride, like an infectious disease, taints

the sound parts, corrupts the actions of every
virtue, and deprives them of their true grace and
glory.—J. Edwards : It is vain for any to pre-

tend that they are humble, and as little children

before God, when they are haughty, impudent,

and assuming in their behavior amongst men.]
Vers. 20-35. Stocker (on ver. 25) : Solomon

here warns chiefly against the things by which
one may be enticed into adulteiy, namely 1)

against evil desire and lust in the heart ; 2)

against wanton, over-curious eyes.

—

Starke (on

ver. 25): Since evil lusts spring up in the heart,

Solomon would have us at the very beginning

stop up the fountains, i. e., suppress the very first

instigations of corrupt flesh and blood (James i.

14, 15). For it is always more diflicult to extin-

guish sparks already existing than to guard
against the heart's receiving any.

—

Von Ger-
lach (on vers. 34, 35) : The fearful rage of the

jealous husband grows out of the deep feeling

that the wife is one with her husband, a part of

him, whose worth cannot be counterbalanced by
any possession however great, outside of him.

—

Comp. J. Laxge: Just as little as the adulterer

taken in his adultery is left unpunished by the

injured husband, so little, yea even less will the

spiritual adulterer remain unpunished of the

Lord (1 Cor. iii. 17).

13. New admonition to chastity, with a reference to the warning example of a youth led astray

by a harlot.

Chap. VIL 1-27.

1 My son, keep my -words,

and treasure up my commandments with thee.

2 Keep my commandments and thou shalt live

—

and my instruction as the apple of thine eye.

3 Bind them to thy fingers,

write them on the tablet of thine heart.

4 Say to wisdom "Thou art my sister
!"

and call understanding " acquaintance,"

5 that they may keep thee from the strange woman,
from the stranger that fiattereth with her words.—

6 For through the window of my house,

through my lattice I looked out,

7 and I saw among the inexperienced ones,

discerned among the youths, a young man void of understanding.

8 He passed along the street near her corner,

and sauntered along the way to her house,

9 in the twilight, in the evening of the day,

in the midst of the night and darkness.

10 And lo, a woman cometh to meet him,

in the attire of a harlot, and subtle in heart.

11 Boisterous was she, and ungovernable;

her feet would not tarry in her house;

12 now in the street, now in the market places,

and at every corner did she watch.
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13 And she laid hold upon him, and kissed him,

put on a bold face and said to him,

14 " Thankofferings were (binding) upon me,

to-day have I redeemed my vows;

15 therefore came I out to meet thee,

to seek thy face, and I have found thee.

16 Tapestries have I spread upon my couch,

variegated coverlets of E jyptian linen
;

17 I have sprinkled my couch

with myrrh, aloes and cinnamon.

18 Come, let us sate ourselves with love till morning,

and enjoy ourselves in love!

19 For the man is not at home,

he has gone a long journey
;

20 the purse he has taken with him
;

not till the day of the full moon will he return."

21 She beguiled him with the multitude of her enticements,

by the allurements of her lips she led him astray.

22 He followed her at once,

as an ox goeth to the slaughter,

and as fetters (serve) for the correction of fools

—

23 till an arrow pierceth his liver:

—

as a bird hasteneth to the snare,

and knoweth not that his life is at stake.

—

24 And now, ye children, hearken to me,

and observe the words of my mouth

!

25 Let not thine heart incline to her ways,

and stray not into her paths.

26 For many slain hath she caused to fall

and all her slain are many.
27 Ways of hell (is) her house

going down to the chambers of death.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 7. [nj'SX, the ) consec. omitted, as is sometimes the case, the form resembling a simple Intentional. 6b-
T T

SEX. Lehrijeh. p. 874., BiJTT. ^ ? 9(39, 6; 973, 5. Stuaut (coram, in loc.) seems to be in error in regarding this a real volim-
tative, and rendering " that I might see among the simple, and observe, etc."—A.].

Vers. 8. [For the form HiJD instead of the full form n^i/D (with the ordinary form of fem. nouns with suff,), se»
T • T T •

BoTT. § 724, 5. Coinp. however Exegetical notes in regard to the proper reading.—A.].

Ver. 11. [.UDl?', use J of repeated recurrence in the past

—

Fiens multiplex pneteriti according to the terminology of

BoTT. ?949,/.—A.]
Ver. lo. In the verb nT^'H (lit., she made hard, corroioratu'i) the doubling of the 2d radical is omitted, as in n7nn>

T T —
Jnd. XX. 40. [Given by Bott. g 500, 5, as an example of the simplifying of that which is usually doubled, to express the
idea of thi^ pernaiient, gradual or gentle. See al>o ^ 1123, 3. Coinp. Oreen, ^ 141. 1 ; Stuart, ^ 613, 11.— A.].

Ver. 1.5. [Stuart's rendering of the last clause as final, " that I might find, etc." is unnecessary ; it is rather a simple
consecutive.—A.].

,

Ver. 18. [nOv^nj, the co^ortaiiue use of the Intentional. Bott., g 965, 2.—A.].

EXEGETICAL.

1. From the preceding wnrnings against un-
chastity and adultery (chap. ii. lB-19 ; chap. v.

;

chap. vi. 20-35) the one now before us is distin-

guished by the fact, that the poet, after a preli-

minary general introduction (vers. 1-5
; comp.

chap. vi. 20-24), for the sake of delineating more
clearly the repuLsiveness and various conse-

quences of intercourse with wanton women, de-

picts in narrative form the example of a single

adulterous woman, who by her lascivious arts

betrays a foolish youth into adultery. This is

therefore a didactic narrative, with a purpose of

earnest warning, here presented as a conclusion
to tlie second larger group of admonitory dis-

courses. It is not possibly an allegory, for no-

tliing whatsoever in the text points to such a con-

ception of the adulteress, by virtue of which she

might be regarded as introduced as a personifi-

cation of the abstract idea of folly (in contrast

with that of wisdom personified). iS'ot till we
come to chap. ix. 13 sq. do we find such a pre-

sentation of folly under the image of a wanton,

adulterous woman.—In contrast with tlie exposi-

tors of the ancient church, most of wliom gave

allegorical interpretations, the correct view is
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found as early as M. Geier, Vatablus, Merce-

Rus, Egari), Hansen, Michaelis, Starke, and

also in nearly all the moderns except Von Ger-

LACH. The view of several of those named, es-

pecially that of Starke, that the whole narration

is to be regarded a true history, an actual expe-

rience of the poet, lacks sufficient support in the

style and form of the delineation. The history

may just as well be imaginary as the contents of

many narrations of Christ,

—

e. >j., that of the

good Samaritan, of the prodigal son, etc.

2. Vers. 1-5: Introduction in a general form,

in which ver. 1 reminds us of chap. i. 8 ; ii. 1

;

vi. 20; so ver. 2 of iv. 4; ver. 3 of iii. 3 ; vi. 21

;

ver. 5 of ii. IG; vi. 24.—Ver. 2. And my
teaching as the apple of thine eye, lit. " as

the little man in thine eye." The same iigura-

tive description is found in Arabic and Persian

(see Umisrext on this passage). Comp. also the

Greek Koprj, Kopdoiov (r=|]>^-r\| [the daughter

of theeyc] Lam.ii.18) anil theLtitin pupa, pupiUa.

The apple of the eye is also in Dout. xxxii. 10;

Ps. xvii. 8: Zech. ii. 12, the emblem of a precious

possession guarded with peculiarly watchful

care.—Ver. 3. Bind them to thy fingers,

not precisely as an amulet, as Umbreit thinks,

but as an ornament, a costly decoration, like a

ring; comp. Song Sol. viii. 0, and the observa-

tions on iii. 3.—Without adequate reason Hitzig

regards the verse as spurious, on account of its

partial correspondence with Deut. vi. 8; xi. 18.

As though the figures here employed, especially

that in the first clause, did not occur very fre-

quently within the sphere of the Old Testament,

and that in every instance with a form somehow
slightly modified! Comp. e. g., Ex. xiii. 9, 16;

Jer. xxii. 24 ; Hag. ii. 23.—Ver. 4. " Thou art

my sister!" Comp. Job xvii. 14; xxx. 29;

"Wisd. viii. 2. The parallel "acquaintance" in

the 2d clause corresponds with the Hebrew ex-

pression >'^10, which denotes knowledge, ac-

quaintance, and then (abstract for the concrete,

as occurs, e. (/., also in the use of the French

eonnaisfince [and the English " acquaintance "])

one well known, a friend, fainiUaris. The same

expression is found also in Ruth ii. 1 as the Kri.

Comp. P. Cassel on this passage, who however

both for that passage and the one before us gives

the preference to the K'thibh ^'TO (comp. Ps.

Iv. 14 ; Ixxxviii. 9) as the more primitive reading.

3. Vers. G-9. Thefoolish yourif/ man.—Through
my lattice I looked out. Comp. the quite

similar representation in the song of Deborah,

Judges V. 28. ^JU'N denotes as it does there a lat-
" T :

.

ticed aperture, an arrangement for the circulation

of fresh air (IIitzmO-—Ver. 7. And I saw
among the inexperienced; literally, among
the vi/niocc:, the simple ; comp. remarks on i. 4,

•where the same expression D'Xr^i) is used, synony-

mous with "^yi, boy, as here with D'J3. It is not

necessary, with Arnoldi, Bertiieau and Hitzig,

to explain the expression in exact accordance

with tiie Arabic hyjiircncs [young men],—Ver.

8. Near a corner.—Tlio Masoreiic punctuation

("133 with niappikin the H (comp. mo. Job xi. 9)

represents the corner as hers, i. e., tlie corner of

the adulteress, the corner of her house,—and

many recent expositors, e. g., Umbreit and Hit-

zig, translate and explain accordingly. But in-

asmuch as according to ver. 12 (which Hitzig,

without any reason, pronounces spurious), the

adulteress is accustomed to watch " at every

corner," therefore at street corners in general,

it is not quite needful to refer the corner here

mentioned to her dwelling. All the ancient ver-

sions moreover have read only the simple PlilS

(LXX : Traod juviav ; Yu]g. : j'uxta angulum, etc.).

—And sauntered along the way to her
house.—Psychologically it is pertinent to depict

the young man predisposed to sin as strolling

before the house of the adulteress, and this as

the beginning of his imprudence, so far forth as

he thus plunges himself into temptation. The
verb 1^]^ is fairly chosen, as it always expresses

a certain care and intention in his going. We
say substantially "he measures his steps, he
paces before her door" (Umbreit).—Ver. 9. lu
the tw^ilight, in the evening of the day.

—

The accumulation of the expressions is explained

by the fact that it was fitting to characterize the

action and conduct of the young man as belong-

ing to the works of darkness, the deeds of night.

Comp. Luke xxii. 53; Rom. xiii. 12; 1 Thess.v. 4-7,

etc. There is furthermore no contradiction be-

tween the notation of time in the first clause and

that in the second ; for ^tl^J strictly signifies not

the first evening twilight, but the later period of

evening darkness, irom 9 o'clock to 12 (see Job
vii. 4; xxiv. 15), and so the time immediately

bordering upon the true black night or midnight.

—In the blackness of night—literally, "in
tlie pupil of the night," comp. xx. 20, K'ri. The
tertiuin comparationis is to be found, doubtless in

both, the blackness and the middle, and not in

the first alone, as Umbreit holds. Comp. besides

the phrase "heart of the night " in the poetic

language of the Persians (see Umbreit on this

passage).

4. Vers. 10-20. The adulteress.—In the attire

of a harlot.—HJIT iT*^, dress of a harlot (comp.

with respect to H'tJ', dress, apparel, Ps. Ixxiii.

16), stands here with no connecting word in ap-

position to " woman ;" a woman a harlot's dress,

as though the woman herself were nothing more
than such a dress. Thus, and with good reason,

Bertiieau explains [and Words.], while Hitzig

altogether artificially explains T?'\D by TVW (from

TW'd) as equivalent to r\?73'7, likeness, and accord-

ingly translates "with the outward appearance of

a harlot;" in the same way also the LXX: el6og

exovaa iropviKdv.—Subtle in heart.—37 n^>'3

is strictly "one who is guarded in heart,"
('. e., one whose heart is guarded and inaccessi-

ble, who locks up her plans and counsels deep iu

her breast, comp. Is. Ixv. 4. Thus Cur. B. Mi-
chaelis (citing the French re.tenu), Umbreit,
Bertiieau, Elster, etc., and from earlier times
at least the Vers. Ycncta: 7T£(l>v?My/invrf rijv KapSiav.

[With these Worbsw. is in substantial agree-
ment; "her heart is like a walled fortress," etc.'].

The other ancient versions expressed the idea

"one carrying away the heart of the young man,"

as though they had read nf^VJ (so also recently
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Arnold:). Ewald explains "of hardened

heart, bold and confident ;" Hitzig, in accord-

ance with the Arabic and comparing the saucia in

"Viuoil's Jilnckl, IV. 1 :
" an arrow in her heart,

wounded by love's dart," and therefore ardent

and wanton—both of these being plainly altoge-

ther artificial and adventurous. [Fuekst, treat-

ing the acyective as fem. constr. from lljfj, ren-

ders "watching (for hearts of young men").

—

Boisterous was she and ungovernable.

—

With the first epithet (literally, shouting) comp.

chap. ix. 13; with the second, Hos. iv. 1(3, where
the same word is used of a wild heifer that will

not submit its neck to the yoke.—Ver. 12. Now
in the street, elc.—That we have only here a

custom, a habit of the wanton woman described,

while in the preceding verse we have delineated

her condition in a single instance, is an entirely

arbitrary assumption of Hitzig's, which is alto-

gether opposed by the use of the Imperfect in

both cases (^IJD'i'.', ver. 11, and 3^X71, ver. 12).

Therefore the argument that the verse is spuri-

ous, resting as it does mainly on this alleged

difference in the substance and scope of the

verse, is to be rejected (comp. above, remarks on

ver. 8).—Ver. 13. Put on a bold face.—Comp.
chap. xxi. 29; Eccles. viii. 1.—Ver. 11. Thank-
offerings were binding upon me—that is,

in consequence of a vow, as the second clause

shows. She has therefore on the day that is

hardly gone ("to-day"—the day is here repre-

sented as continuing into the night) slain a vic-

tim in sacrifice that had been vowed to the Lord
for some reason or other, and has prepared for a
meal the flesh of this animal, which in accordance
with the law. Lev. vii. 16, must be eaten on the

second day, at the latest. To this meal, which,

to judge from the description of the luxurious

furnishing of the chamber, in vers. 16 sq., is no
simple affair, she now invites the young man.

—

Ver. 16. Variegated coverlets of Egyptian
linen.—riDpn which the older translators

nearly all interpret as "variegated coverlets," the

larger number derive from the Arabic
^ ^Va _>

»

to be many colored (therefore tapetes vcrsicolorcs

s. picti, as it is found as early as the Vulgate) ;

Bertheau, on the contrary, derives from itOPl^
3i*n to cut, to make stripes or strips (therefore

striped TaautQv'iaX) ; IIitzig finally derives from the

Arab. i^Jo_c, cotton, appealing to Pliny, //.

N., XIX., 1, 2, according to whom cotton fabrics

in great quantity were manufactured from native

material. The first of these explanations, as the

simplest and best attested, deserves the prefer-

ence.—pCDX is equivalent to the ^Egypt. Alhi-

ouniau, linen, and is fouml in Greek also in the

form b&dvr] or b^iovi.ov. [The rendering of the
E. V. " with carved works, with fine linen of
Egypt" conforms to* closely to the primary
meaning of the verb 3i3n "to carve." It cannot

refer to any carved frame work of the bed, but
rather to the embroidered figures which resemble
carving—A.].—Ver. 17. I have sprinkled my

couch, etc.—Hitzig, who translates the verb by
" I have perfumed," has in mind a mere per-
fuming of the bed or of its apparel by means of
the swinging of a censer filled with myrrh, aloes

and cinnamon. But while H^J does properly

signify to raise, to swing, yet the signification

"sprinkle" is easily enough derived from this;

and although the spices in question were not
sprinkled precisely in the form of water holding
them in solution, they still produced a satisfac-

tory result if strewed upon the coverlets of the
couch in little bits, fragments of the bark, fibres

or scales. In no other way than this is it to be
supposed that the same fragrant materials (with
cassia) were employed, according to Ps. xlv. 8, in

perfuming the king's robes of state; comp. also

Song Sol. iii. 6; iv. 14.—Ver. 18. Let us sate
ourselves with love, etc.—Comp. v. 19, and
also the phrase DHH ^^2V, Song Sol. v. 1.—
Enjoy ourselves in love.—Instead of the
meaning "enjoy" or "delight one's self," well
attested by Job xx. 18; xxxix. 13, the old inter-

preters give to the verb in this instance the
stronger meaning "to embrace passionately, to

cohabit" (LXX: kyKv/und^u/XEV spun; Aquila and
Theodotion: (n)u-epnvX£iicjfj.ev ; so also Hitzig:
"let us join in love's indulgence!"). But it is

plainly unnecessai-y to substitute an obscene im-
port, artificially and with a possible appeal to

the Arabic, for the simpler meaning, which is

abundantly attested by the iisus loquendi of the
Old Testament.—Ver. 19. The man is not at
home.—Let it be observed with how cold and
strange a tone the faithless wife speaks of her
husband.—He has gone a long journey.

—

Lit., "upon a journey from afar;" the idea
"from afar" is loosely appended to that of
"journey" in order to represent not so much the
way itself as rather the person traversing it as
far removed.—Ver. 20. The purse he hath
taken with him—and therefore proposes ex-
tensive transactions at a distance from home, and
will continue journeying a considerable time.—
On the day of the full moon he vyill return.

—In the Hebrew the ND3 (for which in Ps. Ixxxi.

4 we have the form T\'^2i) forms an alliteratioa

with the f]p3 in the first member, which is pro-

bably not undesigned; "the verse flows so
smoothly along (comp. ii. 13) and one imagines
that he hears the sweetly musical voice of the be-
trayer" (Hitzig). Furthermore the " day of the
full moon" is not a designation of the full mooa
of the feast of tabernacles which was celebrated
with peculiar festivities (Umbreit, Elster), but
the expression plainly relates to the next suc-
ceeding full moon. Since now, according to ver.

9, the time to which the narrative relates must be
about new moon, the cunning woman meatis to

hint that her husband will not return for about
a fortnight. See Hitzig on this passage.

5. Vers. 21-23. The result of her enticing arts.

Ver. 21. With the multitude of her entice-

ments.—HD/, learning (i. 5; ix. 9) is here iro-

nically employed of the skilful and bewildering

rhetoric wliich the adulteress has known how to

employ.—With the expression "smoothness of

lips" comp. "smoothness of tongue," chap. vi.
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24.—Vcr. 22. A; once, Hebrew Di^J^^, implies

that he had at first liesitated, until this fear of

his to take the decisive step was overcome by evil

appetite, and he now witli passionate promptness

formed the vile purpose and executed it at once,

to cut oif all iurther reflection. Here is evi-

dently a stroke in the picture of the profoundest

psychological truth.—As an ox goeth to the
slaughter.—Therefore following another, and
with a brutish unconsciousness. Comp. the cor-

responding figure, which, however, is used with

a purpose of commendation, in Is. liii. 7. And
as fetters (serve) for the correction of the
fool.—Wiih the fetters {Djy coinp. Is. iii. 18) ;ve

have here compared, of course, the adulteress who
suddenly and by a single effort prevails upon the

thouglitless youth,—and not, possibly, the young
man himself'(as Umbreit supposes, who finds the

significance of the comparison in tliis, that the

foolish and ensnared youth is represented first as

a dumb beast, and then as a simply material phy-

sical thing, as a mere dead instrument. As the

obstinate fool {r^^,) who treads a forbidden

path, is suddenly caught and hold fast by the

trap lying in it, so has the deceitful power of the

adulteress caught the foolish young man. Thus,

and with probable correctness, Elster, and long-

ago many of the older expositors, like Sol.

Glass, I'hilol. Sacra, p. 738, and M. Geier on
this passage (only that they unnecessarily explain

by an hiipallaye: "as fetters for the correction of

afool," in other words, "as the fool (comes) to the

correction of fetters"). Somewhat differently

Berthe.vu, and before him Luther, St.a.rke,

etc. [and recently Stuart] ;
" He comes as if to

fetters, which are decreed for the correction of

the fool ;" but to supply befoi-e DDj^ ^X from the

preceding has the order and parallelism against

it. [Fuekst regards the noun as an instrumental

accus., and translates "and as in fetters, i. e.,

slowly, the fool is led to correction,"—but re-

gards the evidence as all indicating a defective

text. NoYES ami Muenscher treat the noun as

instrumental, but vary the construction of the

Other words: " as one in fetters to the chastise-

ment of the fool." WoRDsw. suggests two or

three renderings, of which that of Noyes is one,

but indicates no preference. Zockler's render-

ing is brought, we think, with the least violence,

into correspondence with the other two compari-
sons, where the idea is plainly that of a certain

fate, notwithstanding unconsciousness of it. So
fetters await tlie fool, though he may not be

aware of it—A.] Many older interpreters, either

failing to understand the figure, or judging it in-

consistent with the context, have sought relief in

more violent ways. The LXX, J'cschito and
Targums explain the OD^ or some word substi-

tuted for this, as referring to a dog (LXX :

&a7rep kvuv km dEff/ioir). which is here made a

parallel to the ox and then the bird in the fol-

lowing verse ; so also more recent commen-
tators, like Miciiaelis, Koiiler, c/c. Tlie Vul-

gate probably read 1^23 instead of DD>?, since it

translates "as a wanton and stupid lamb."

Others, as of the older class the LXX, Pe.ichito,

Targums, Arabic vers., etc. altered the /'If* to TX

stag, and connected it with ver. 23; so also

more recently Schelling and Kosenjiueller,
e. (/.; "and like a deer rushing into fetters."

IIiTZiG finally treats the passage with the great-
est violence, since he transfers ver. 23, third
clause, to the place of the 2d clause in ver. 22;
in this line, by altering DD>? to D^'3 he changes
the meaning to "for the fool is angry at correc-
tion;" he finally transposes the first and third

clauses of ver. 23, so that the two verses have
this general import:

Ver. 22. " He followcth her at once,

as an ox that goetli to the slaughter,

and as a bird hasteneth to the snare.

Ver. 23. For the fool is angry at correction,

and seeth not that it is for his life,

until an arrow pierceth his liver."

This might indeed have been originally the
meaning of the passage ; but inasmuch as neither
manuscripts nor old versions give any evidence
of any other arrangement as having ever existed,

the whole emendation retains only the value of

a bold hypotliesis.—Ver. 23. Till an arrow
pierceth his liver.—Since this clause plainly

refers to the young man, and neither exclusively

to the ox nor the fool, the two examples of a
self-destroying folly which in the second and
third clauses of ver. 23 are compared with
liim, its position is parenthetical (Umbreit,
Elster, Bertheau, etc.); for in the following

clause still another example is added to the two
mentioned before,—that of the bird hastening to

the snare. The "liver" stands here as the re-

presentative of the vitals in general (comp. Lam.
ii. 11) as in some instances the heart or again
the reins (Ps. xvi. 27 ; Ixxiii. 21 ; Prov. xxiii.

16, etc.). According to Delitzsch, ^('i/. Psijcliol.,

pp. 275 sq., the liver is here made prominent as

the seat of sensual desire. Since the ancient

Greeks, Arabians and Persians in fact connected
this idea with the organ under consideration,

and since modern Oriental nations also predicate

of the liver what we say of the heart as the seat

of the feelings and sensibilities {e. g., the Malays
in Java, see Ausland, 1863, p. 278), this view may
be received as probably correct. By no means
is the designation of the liver in the passage
before us to be regarded as a purely arbitrary

poetical license or as a mere accident.—And
knoweth not that his life is at stake, liter-

ally, "that it is for his soul ;"' the expression

ld3J3 signifies " at the price of his life," comp.

Numb. xvii. 3.

6. Vers. 24-27. Concluding exhortation intro-

duced by " and now," like the corresponding
final epilogue, chap. viii. 32 ; comp. also v. 7.

—

Ver. 25. And stray not, J-'Hi^ /X, [a dehorta-

tive] from "^l^P^, to go roaming about, comp. njty

chap. V. 20.

Ver. 26. And all her slain are many.
D'OXi'.' meaning "strong" (Bertheau), is never-

theless on account of the parallelism with D'3"^

in the first member to be taken in the sense of

"numerous, many." comp. Ps. xxxv. 18; .Joel

i. 5. [HoLii., Noyes, Muexsch . De W., K., agree
with our author ; Stuaut and Words., like ilic

E. v., keep closer to the original idea of strength,
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" many strong men" have been her victims.

—

A.] With the expression in the first member
conip. Judges ix. 40.

Ver. 27. "Ways of hell—her house. "Her
house" is the subject, liaviiig here a plural pre-

dicate connecteJ with it, as chap. xvi. 25; Jer.

xxiv. 2.—Cliambers of death. Comp. "depths
of death" or " oi ucii," chap. ix. 18: and with

reference to the general sentiment of the verse,

chap. ii. 18 ; v. 5.

DOCTRINAL, ETHICAL, HOMILETIC AND
PRACTICAL,

From the eai'lier and copious warnings
against adultery the one now before us is distin-

guished by the fact, that while chap. v. con-
trasted the blessing of conjugal fidelity and
chaste marital love with unregulated sexual in-

dulgence, and chap. vi. 20-3-3 particularly urged
a contending against the inner roots and germs
of the sin of unchastity,—our passage dwells
with special fullness upon the temptations from
without to the transgression of the sixth com-
mandment. It also sets forth the folly and the

ruinous consequences of yielding to such temp-
tations, by presenting an instructive living ex-

ample. What elements in this vivid moral picture

stand forth as ethical and psychological truths

to be taken especially to heart, has been already
indicated by us in the detailed interpretation.

Aside from the fact that it is nocturnal rambling,
that delivers the thoughtless, heedless and idling

youth into the hands of temptation (ver. 9), and
aside from the other significant feature, that after

a first brief and feeble opposition he throws
himself suddenly and with the full energy of

passion into his self-sought ruin (ver. 22 ; comp.
James i. 15), we have to notice here chiefly the
important part played by the luxurious and
savory feast of the adulteress as a cooperating
factor in the allurement of the self-indulgent
youth (see ver. 14 sq.). It is surely not a feature
purely incidental, without deeper significance or
design, that this meal is referred to as preceding
the central and chief sin ; for, that the tickling

of the palate with stimulating meats an:l drinks
prepares the way for lust and serves powerfully
to excite sexual desire, is an old and universal
observation, comp. Ex. xxxii. 6 (1 Cor. x. 17).

"The people sat down to eat and to drink, and
rose up to play:" as also similar passages from
classical authors, e. ^. Euripides, J/ce^/w, 788

;

Plautus, Miles glorinms, III., 1, 83; Arrian.
Anah. Alex., II., 5, 4 ; and the well-known Roman
proverb from Terence [Eunuch., IV., 5, 6; comp.
Appul.. Metam., II., 11), •'Sine Cerere et Libera
frxget Venus' [without Ceres (food) and Bacchus
(wine) Venus (^love) is cold] : and finally Teetcl-

LIAN, de jejun.. adv. Psychicos, c. 1 :
" Lust without

gluttony would indeed be deemed a monstrosity,

the two being so united and conjoined that, if tliey

could by any means be parted, the sexual parts

would first refuse to be attached to the belly.

Consider the body ; the region is one, and the or-

der of the vices conforms to the arrangement of

the members ; first t he belly , and all other sensual-

ity is built immediately upon gluttony; through
indulgence in eating sensual desire ensues," etc.

In tlie homiletic treatment we are naturally

not to dwell too long upon these details, lest the

entire impression produced by the picture of the

young man ensnared by the adulteress be unduly
weakened. An analysis of the chapter into

several texts for sermons is inadmissible on ac-

count of the closely compacted unity of the action.

At the most, the five introductory verses may be

separated as a special text (comp. Starke)
; yet

even these would better be connected closely with

the whole, and all the more since they contbrm
very nearly in expression and contents to similar

introductory paragraphs of a somewhat general

nature, of which there have already been several

(see exeget. notes. No. 2).

The homily that should comprehend the entire

chapter might therefore present some such theme
as this: How the dangers from temptation to un-

chastitg are to he escaped. Answer: 1) By avoid-

ing idleness as the beginning of all vice (ver. 6,

sq.); 2) By shunning all works of darkness
(ver. 9) ; 3) By subduing the sensual nature, and
eradicating even the minor degrees of evil appe-

tite (ver. 14 sq.); 4) By the serious reflection,

that yielding to the voice of temptation is the

certain beginning of an utter fall from the grace

of God, and of eternal ruin (vers. 21, 27).—

•

Comp. Starke: Sin is like a highway robber,

that at first joins our company in an altogether

friendly way, and seeks to mislead us from the

right path, that it may afterwards slay us (Rom.
vii. 11).—Imaginary pleasure and freedom in the

sei-vice of sin are like gilded chains with which
Satan binds men. Though the tempter is deeply
guilty, he who sufi'ers himself to be tempted is

not for that reason excused. Let every one there-

fore flee from sin as from a serpent (Ecclesiast.

xxi. 2).—Comp. M. Geier : Be not moved by the

flattering enticements of the harlot, the world,

false teachers (that betray into spiritual adultery

and abandonment of God), or of Satan himself.

Close thine ears against all this, i. e. refuse iu

genuine Christian simplicity and faithful love to

the Lord to hearken to any solicitation to diso-

bedience. Follow not Eve's example, but Jo-

seph's, Gen. xxxix. 8, etc.— [Trap?: (ver. 9)

Foolish men think to hide themselves from God
by hiding God from themselves.

—

(Ver. 22). Fair

words make fools fain].
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Third Group of Admonitory or Proverbial Discourses.

Chap. VIII. 1—IX. 18.

14. A second public discourse of wisdom personified.

Chap. VIII. 1-36.

a) The ricliness of her gifts.

(Vers. 1-21.)

1 Doth not wisdom cry aloud,

and uuderstanding lift up hex- voice?

2 Upon the top of the high places, by the way,

in the midst of the way she placeth herself.

3 By the side of the gates, at the exit from the city,

at the entrance to its doors she calleth aloud

:

4 " To you, ye men, I call,

and my voice is to the sons of men

!

5 Learn wisdom, O ye simple ones,

and ye fools, be of an understanding heart

!

6 Hear, for I speak plain things,

and the utterances of my lips are right things

;

7 for my mouth meditateth truth,

and wickedness is an abomination to my lips.

8 All the words of my mouth are right,

there is nothing crooked or false in them

;

9 they are all right to the man of understanding,

and plain to them that have attained knowledge.

10 Receive my instruction and not silver,

and knowledge rather than choice gold

!

11 For wisdom is better than pearls,

and no precious things equal her.

12 I, wisdom, dwell with prudence,

and find out knowledge of sagacious counsels.

13 The fear of Jehovah is to hate evil,

pride, arrogance and an evil way,

and a deceitful mouth do I hate.

14 Counsel is mine, and reflection
;

I am understanding ; I have strength.

15 By me kings reign

and rulers govern justly.

16 By me princes rule

and nobles, all tlie judges of the earth.

17 I love them that love me,

and they that seek me find me.

18 Riches and honour are with me,

increasing riches and rigliteousness.

19 Better is my fruit than the purest, finest gold,

and my revenue tlian choice silver.

20 In the way of righteousness do I walk,

in the midst of the paths of justice,

21 to ensure abundance to tliose that love me,

and to fill tlieir treasuries.
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b) The origin of her nature in God.

(Vers. 22-31.)

22 Jehovah created me as beginning of his way,

before his works of old.

23 From everlasting was I set up,

from the beginning, before the foundation of the earth.

24 When there were as yet no floods was I brought forth,

when thei'e were no fountains abounding with water.

25 Before the mountains were settled,

before the hills was I brought forth

;

26 while as yet he had not made land and plains

and the first clods of the earth.

27 When he prepared the heavens I was there,

when he stretched out the firmament over the deep

;

28 when he established the clouds above,

when the fountains of the deep raged loudly

;

29 when he set to the sea its bounds,

that the waters should not pass its border;

when he settled the foundation pillars of the earth;

30 then was I at his side as director of the work,

and was delighted day by day,

rejoicing before him continually,

31 rejoicing in his earth,

and my delight did I find in the sons of men.

c) The blessing that flows from the possession of her.

(Vers. 32-36.)

32 And now, ye children, hearken unto me

:

Blessed are they that keep my ways!

33 Hear instruction, and be wise,

and be not rebellious.

84 Blessed is the man that heareth me,
watching daily at my gates,

waiting at the posts of my doors

!

35 For whosoever findeth me findeth life

and obtaineth favor from Jehovah
;

S6 and whosoever sinneth against me wrongeth his own soul :

all they that hate me love death."

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 2. n'3=p3, in the midst, is an Aramaic idiom, occurring also in Ezekiel xli. 9.—A.

Ver. 3. As to the form Hihp comp. i. 20. [Bott. 929, 5,—A]
Ver. 5. Instead of 37 ^J"3n [understand ye in lieart, " be ye of an understanding lieart," E. V.], we should probably•

• T ,

read with the LXX [evSeo-ee KapStafJ, Viil^., Arnolbi and Hitzig 37 IJOn. direct your heart, i. e., exert your under-

Btanding, appUcaU animum. Comp. p3 J 21, Ps. Ivii. 8 ; and also 1 Sam. vii. 3 ; Job xi. 13 ; and to illustrate the use of 2^
in the sense of the understanding, the reason, comp. several other passages in the Proverbs, especially xv. 32; xvii. 16;
xix. 8.

Ver. 6. D'TJJ. [An illustration of the principle that "single adjectives describing what is pre-eminent or striking

appear in the more elevated style, raised as it were to personality, and are therefore put in the masc. plural ;" see Bottcher,

? 707, 2.-A.] ... ,

Ver. 13. nXJC', [an infinitive of a verb X 7 having the feminine termination of the verbs PI 7 ; see Bott., g 10S3, 13.—A.].

3nX [regularly 3nXX.—after the rejection of one of the weak consonants, the vowel is "assimilated " from tha
T • ~ V V

initial vowel of the neighboring form '3ni< ; for examples of the normal modification, 3nX, with and without sufBxes,

Bee Mai. i. 2; Hos. xi. 1 ; xiv. 5 : Pa. cxix. 167.—Bott., §425, 7t.—A.]
'JJXi'O', [an example of the retention of the fuller form of the plural ending with weakened rowel and toneless

•ufBx;'see IJbiT., g 1047,/.—A.]
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Ver. 24. jl'lJ'J'O. With liiis fem. plural form there occurs in an isolated instance, Ps. civ. 10 [together with four

others of construct and suffix forms], the masculine D'J'J-'O > fT which reason the masc. of the adjective '^33J is the

less striking fBERTHEAu).
Ver. 20. [Perfect tense with DID in the sense of a Pluperfect. BoiT., J 947, c.—A.]

Ver. 29. [OZl^*' vh}. Imperftct with x'?! in sense of an Imperf. Subj., '-so that," etc. Bott., g 949, 5, 2.—A.]

Ver. 29. 1p-in3 stands either for IpPIS, or as Hitzio perhaps more correctly assumes for the Poal form IpDinS.

[BoTTCHER prefers the first of these explanations, citing this as an example of usage varying in certain words, and sug.

gestiug as a reason for the adoption of iho fuller form iu this case, correspondence with "iO^^yZ in the first clause. See

gj 706, ij, and 1147.—A.]

EXEQETICAL.

1. Preliminary Remark. From the preceding
larger group of admonitory discourses (chap, iv.-

vii.), that now before us, comprising only chap,

viii. and ix., is distinguished chiefly by tlie fact

that it returns to the representation, which has

already been made in chapters i.-iii. of Wisdom
as a person. i\.nd this is so done that the two
features of the representation whicli there aj)-

pcared separately ; the exhibition -of Wisdom as

a public preacher (i. 20-33), and as a divine

agent in the creation of the world (iii. 19-2G),

are now combined in one whole. Here Wisdom
appearing as a preacher herself testifies to the

aid wliich she rendered God at the creation (viii.

22 sq.). Besides this point of contact with the

first main group, we may also direct attention to

the mention of the fear of God as a disposition in

the most intimate alliance, and even identical

with wisdom (viii. 13) ; this also is common to

the division before us and the first; for only in

chapters i.-iii. (see i. 7; i. 29 ; ii. 5 ; iii. 7) was
any express utterance given to this form of the

Hhokmah doctrine. The middle group (chap,

iv.-vii.) nowhere contains the expression "the
fear of Jehovah." There are however continu-
ally coming to view many connections between
the second and third groups; especially the ijlu-

ral address "ye children," repeated in the dis-

course of the personal Wisdom (viii. 32) from
chap. iv. 1 ; V. 7 ; vii. 24 (see above, p. 95).

Observe also the representation of Folly personi-

fied, as a counterpart to Wisdom (chap. ix. IS-
IS), appearing as an adulteress of mien and
bearing quite like the adulterous woman of chap,
vii. who is as it were exhibited here, " developed
into a more comprehensive character" (comp.
HiTzia, p. 69).—Furthermore this last section of
the first main division of the Book of Proverbs
consists of only two discourses of unequal length,
chapters viii. and ix. each of which, however, in

turn includes several subdivisions clearly distin-

guishable,—chap, viii., comprising tlie three that
have been given above, and chap. ix. the two pa-
rallel delineations of tlie personal Wisdom (vers.

1-12) and Folly personified (vers. 13-18).—The
unequal length of the two discourses Hitzig
seeks to a certain extent to remove by striking
out from chap. viii. a large number of verses,

sixteen, and from chap. ix. a smaller number,
six, as spurious additions by a later hand. Ilis

grounds of distrust arc, however, here again of

a purely subjective kind, and do not present for

a single one of the passages in question any reli-

able evidence of their spurious character, as we
shall hereafter have occasion to show in detail.

2. Vers. 1-3. Doth not wisdom cry aloud?

This form of interrogation (with NvH) which

expects as its answer an assenting and enipliatio

"Yes, truly !" points to the fact clearly brought
to view in all that has preceded, that wisdom
bears an unceasing witness in her own behalf in

the life of men.
Ver. 2. Upon the top of the high places

by the way, in order that those who pass along
by the way may observe her. In the midst
of the V7ay. This Aramaic idiom gives no oc-

casion for pronouncing the passage spurious
(contrary to the view of Hitzig, who furthermore
takes exception to the allusion to "high places "

in the 1st clause, and therefore summarily pro-
nounces the entire 2d verse interpolated). Um-
BREiT translates "at the house where roads
cross," and interprets, not indeed of an inn lo-

cated at cross-roads (as Doderlein does), but
still of a house situated at the junction of several
streets. But these "ways" are roads, solitary

paths, not streets in the city, and the delineation

proceeds in such an order as to exhibit AVisdom
first, in ver. 2, as a preacher in the open country,
in grove and field, on mountains and plains, and
then in ver. 3 to describe her public harangues
in the cities, and in the tumult of the multitudes.

The condition therefore is unlike both to that

presented in i. 20, 21, and to that in ix. 13, where
in both cases the interior of a city alone furnishes

the scene for Wisdom's activity as a preacher.

Ver. 3. At the exit from the city, literally
" towards the mouth of the city," i. e., standing
at the gate and facing the streets which centre
there.—At the entrance to its doors, (comp.
i. 21), i. e., standing on the farther (outer) side

of the gateway.
3. Vers. 4-11. This more general introduction

to AVisdom's discourse, with the addition of ver.

12, Hitzig declares spurious, partly on account
of the alleged tautological nature of vers. 0-9,

giving no genuine progress to the thought,

—

partly because ver. 10 is almost identical with
viii. 19, and ver. 11 with iii. 15,—and lastly,

partly because of the peculiar form D't^'X iu

ver. 4, which is said to betray a later date. Yefc

this very form is found also in Isa. liii. 3, and
Ps. cxli. 4, for both of which passages the later

origin (in the exile, or even after the exile) is in

like manner yet to be established. And as re-

spects the alleged tautologies and repetitions,

similar ones occur throughout the entire Book
of Proverbs (comp. Introd. § 12). The codices

and old versions, however, know nothing what-
ever of the absence from the text of even a single

one of these verses.

Ver. 5. Learn w^isdom, O ye simple ones.
Comp. i. 4.—Ye fools, show^ understanding,
see critical note, above.
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Ver. 6. I speak plain thinss. The word
here transbilcd " plain " might, it. is true, desig-

nate "noble, princely things," (oonip. the ae/ui'd

of the LXX, the "res matrix" of the Vulg., etc.)
;

[So WoRDSw., HoLDEN, N. and M.], the paral-

lelism however renders more natural the signifi-

cation "plain, evident" [clara, manifesta) ; [So
Stuart] ; conip. a similar term in ver. 9. This
only appropriate sense we find already given in

the Chaldee an<l Syri.'ic versions.

Ver. 7. For my mouth meditateth truth,
literally, "my palate." comp. Song Sol. v. 1(3;

JoTj xxxi. 30. The function of speech does not
appear to be here immediately associated with
the palate, but, as the antithesis in the 2d clanso
shows, rather the inward moulding of tlie word
as yet unspoken, by the silent working of tJie

spirit,—the reflective consideration which pre-
cedes speech.

Ver. 8. Right, literally, " in righteousness."
For this use of the preposition employed to in-

troduce the predicate, and forming as it were the
transition to the 3 essentise, compare passages

like Prov. xxiv. 5; Ps. xxix. 4, and Ewald, B

217 f.

Ver. 9. Right to the man of understand-
ing . . . plain to them that have attained
knov7ledge. Strai'jht and plain stand con-
trasted witli the crooked and false of the preceding
verse. [Trapp: " Plain in things necessary to

salvation ; for as all duties so all truths do not

concern all men. God doth not expect or re-

quire that every man should be a doctor in the
chair; but those points that direct to duty here
and salvation hereafter, are clear, express and
obvious to them thatdesire to understand them."]
The " man of understanding " is lie who is so

wise as not to despise the words of wisdom, who
rather duly takes them to heart. " They that
have attained knowledge," literally "the finders

of knowledge," are those who have made pro-
gress in the sphere of ethical knowledge, the
" knowing," the mature and experienced. Um-
BREiT incorrectly interprets " to them that wish
to find knowledge ;" the participle is here to be
taken in a preteritive sense; comp. Gen. xix.

14 ; Neh. x. 29. [Other examples may be found
cited by 13 ttciier, § 997, 2, 11.]

Ver. 10. Receive ray instruction and not
silver, /. c, when you have the choice prefor
my instruction to silver. There is therefore

here a comparison like that in the 2d clause, only
somewhat otherwise expressed.—Rather than
choice gold. Hitzig, following the LXX and
Chald., "than tried gold." But inilj means

T :

" selected, chosen," and we have no trace else-

where of the use of the partic. |n3J, which is

indeed similar in form and easily substituted, for
the designation of tried gold [xP^'^^^ov dsdom/mcfxe-

vnv). Comp. besides ver. 19, and in the forego-
ing, iii. 14; with ver. 11 comp. iii. 1-5.

4. Vers. 12-21. I, "Wisdom, dwell vrith
prudence. That Wisdom who is spooking lierc

emphatically calls herself by name is doubtless
to be explained by the fact that only just before,
in ver. 11, she had spoken of herself in the 3d
person. Very unwarrantably Hitzig infers I'rom
this circumstance the spuriousness of this verse
also.—The " dwelling " of wisdom "with pru-

dence" expresses a confidential or friendly rela-
tion,

—

the same idea wliich is elsewhere indicated
by the liiphil of the closely related verb J3D ;

comp. Ps. cxxxix. 3; Job xxii. 21. Inasmuch as
the verb stands here with the simple accusative
of the noun, without the prepositions ordinarily
signifying "with" (for this construction comp. e.

g., Ps. V. 5) many translated "1 inhabit prudence"
and so conceive of prudence either as the shel-
tering roof (as e. g., Umbreit explains), or as a
property subject to the disposal of prudence (thus
Bertheau)

; but both are alike harsh and inap-
posite. The correct view is fouod in Ewald,
Hitzig, Elster, the last of whom illustrates the
relation of wisdom to prudence by the remark,
"prudence (HD^;,') denotes here right know-
ledge in special cases, in contrast with the more
coinprehonsive idea of intelligence in general;
the practical realization of the higher principle
of knowledge found in wisdom (PIODn),"—And
find out knowledge ofsagacious counsels.
" To find out knowledge " here stands for "to
know" (comp. Job xxxii. 13); the expression
as a whole would therefore find its equivalent ia
the simpler "and know sagacious counsels"
(nraiO .t'l'-?)). Comp. furthermore the notes on
i. 14.

Ver. 13. The fear of Jehovah is to hate
evil. Only thus far is the 1st member of this

ver. to be carried; the following expressions,
"pride," "arrogance," and " an evil way" (li-

terally, "way of evil") are, in spite of the pre-
sent accentuation, to be regarded as prefixed ob-
jects to the verb "I hate," so that the meaning
of the entire verse is substantially this ; "Inas-
much as the fear of God, this beginning of all

wisdom (see i. 7 ; ix. 10) comprises within itself

as a distinguishing characteristic the hatred of
evil, I, wisdom, accordingly hate everything
proud, wicked and crafty." (Comp. Hitzig on
this passage). The general proposition forming
the first member of the ver., which naturally
gives us no exhaustive definition of the fear of
God, but only a description of it by one of its

chief characteristics (comp. Heb. xi. 1), is there-
fore, as it were, the major premise, from which
the conclusion is drawn that forms the 2d and
3d members. The minor premise, however,
which might have had some such form as the
first clause of chap. ix. 10, is omitted; the rea-
soning, as it here stands, taking the ^orm of a
lemma. In opposition to the diverse methods of
punctuating and interpreting, such as are found
in Umbreit, Bertheau, and most of the earlier

commentators, comp. Hitzig and Elster on this

passage.—For the expression " mouth of deceit

"

or "crafty mouth" comp. ii. 12; x. 31.

Ver. 14 HiTziGpronounces an addition growing
out of the similar passage Job xii. 13, as he also

explains the two following verses as "founded
upon the reading of Isa. xxxii. 1," and condemns
them. But the accordance with these other pas-

sages is far too remote and partial to permit us
to think of a derivation from them. In the case

of ver. 14 and Job xii. 13 we might more readily
think of the converse relation of dependence, ia

case one must at all maintain any such relation

as existing, which seems hardly necessary. For'

as respects the expressions "wisdom," " coun-
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eel," " understanding," and "strength," which

are brought into combiniition in these verses,

they are tound, with the exception of the second,

combined elsewhere, especially in Isa. xi. 2,

Avhere they are adduced quite as they are here,

as attributes of the true ruler. The instances

of piironomasia, however, in vers. 15 and 16,

("kings are kings," and "rulers rulers "), were

of themselves so natural, and suggested them-

selves so obviously, that neither for tlie author of

our verses was there need of any reading of Isa.

xxxii. 1, nor for Isaiah of any recollection of

Prov. viii. 15, 16, to give occasion for the employ-

ment of this trope.

—

[Wokdsw. : Sound wisdom,

the very essence of things, whence they derive

their soundness and strength].—I am under-
Standing, I have (lit. "mineis'j strength.

This cliange in the pronouns is certainly nol un-

designed: "understanding" is to be exhibited as

onewitli wisdom, "strength" however [i.e., true

efficiency or energj'), as a possession, or more pre-

cisely a result of wisdom, just as previously in

the iirst clause "counsel" and "reflection"

(comp. with respect to them ii. 17) are named
as constant products, possessions, or attributes

of wisdom.
Ver. IG. And nobles, all Judges upon

earth. These two subjects, attached without any

copula to the "princes" of the 1st clause, are

plainly intended to signify that all possible diverse

classes of princes or rulers derive their power
from the celestial wisdom of God (comp. the simi-

lar enumerations in Eph. i. 21; Col. i. 16, etc.).

The idea that this proposition can hold only ofjust

rulers, owes its origin doubtless to the old read-

ing "judges of righteousness " (PHX) instead

of "judges of the earth" (]*.'?^.), (found in Syr.,

Chald., Vulg., R. Norzi, and still preferred by
Beutueau). See objections to this and argu-

ments in support of the Masoretic text in Hitzig.

Ver. 17. I love them that love me. This

conforms to the pointed text C^ni^). The writ-

ten text (nonj^), "them that love her (Wis-

dom) " is not in keeping with the context, seems

to have been occasioned by a wandering of the

transcriber's eye to the form of the verb follow-

ing [which although a peculiar form of the Jst

person—see critical note above—might, unpoint-

ed, be mistaken for a form of the od person], and
lias therefore with abundant reason been rejected

by all the old versions, several MSS., and by
most of the recent interpreters (Umbreip, Ewald,
Elster, and Hitzig).—With the 2d clause of ver.

17, comp. i. 28.

Ver. 18. Comp. iii. IG.—Increasing riches.
This is probably the meaning which, with

HiTzio, we should adopt (growing means,
" wnchscnd Vcnno(/cn") ; for the conunon render-

ing, "old" or "durable" riches, seems less ap-

propriate, since the old is by no means necessarily

the sound and permanent. Comp. rather, with

reference to the idea of a steadily growing or

accumulating wealth, Ps. Ixii. 10.—And right-

eousness. What this here signifies is more
fully explained in the first clause of ver. 20.

Ver. 19. Better is my fruit, comp. the re-

presentation of wisdom as the tree of life in

chap. iii. 18, and to illustrate the "purest, finest

gold" (in Hebrew properly two synonymous ex-
pressions for the idea of "fine gold," comp. Ps.

xix. 11; xxi. 4; Song Sol. v. 11) compare iii. 14.

Ver. 21. To ensure abundance to those
that love me. The word here translated

" abundance "
{pi) must here necessarily be a

substantive, of similar import with a derived

form (rfD'^ri) occurring in ii. 7, and substantially

equivalent to the vTrap^ir of the LXX and the

ovaia of the Venetian version. For the verb

"to ensure " plainly requires an object, and the

position of this noun at the end of the clause

shows that this is precisely the object governed
by the verb. Moreover, if Hitzig's conception

of the expression as an impersonal verb in the

sense of pne.'iio est, it is at my command, ("I
have it ") were correct, we ought rather to have

a pronominal object C? t'.''.- " there is to me ").

The verse as a whole, therefore, forms a conclu-

sion to the preceding, setting forth the object of

Wisdom's walking in paths of righteousness as

described in ver. 20; in other words, what result

follows from such a course to her friends and
attendants. Comp. Bertheau on this passage.

After vei-. 21 the LXX has the words, "If I

declare to you the things that occur day by
day, I will remember to enumerate the things

that are from eternity" [eav avayysi^u v/ilv to,

/cai?' i}/iepav yivo/ieva, /ivr/fiovEvau ra i^ aluvog

dpi^/i^aai'\. This addition is evidently designed

to prepare the way for the subsequent descrip-

tion of the antemundane origin and working of

Wisdom; it appears, however, as ill adapted to

this as to any possible place either at the begin-

ning of the chapter, such as .Jaeger proposes to as-

sign it [Observatt., p. 63), or again before ver. 10,

where Hitzig would be disposed to transfer it.

5. Vers. 22-2G. In this delineation of the

divine origin of the personal Wisdom, the first

half directs attention first to her existence before

time, or her creation as the first of all created

things.—Jehovah created me as the begin-
ning of his course. Thus versions as old as

the LXX (fKT(CTf), Chald., Syriac, with most of

the modern commentators;—while the exegesis of

the ancient church from the time of the Arian
controversy judged itself compelled to render

the verb in the sense of jwssedit me (Vulg.), or

EKTf/aaTo (thus the Vers. Venet. and even Aquila);
and this turn of expression was given, that the

idea of a creation of eternal Wisdom, or what
was equivalent, of the personal Word of God,
might be excluded. But against the rendering,

"Jehovah possessed me," may be adduced, 1)

the fact that the verb (^JP) does not signify

simply "to possess," but "to attain to the pos-

session," " to acquire," which latter signification

would find here a poor application ; 2) the fact

thattheadjunctof the verb (l^^l ri'tyx^) agrees

better with the idea of creating than that of

possessing; 3) that the double mention of W'is-

dom's "being born," in vers. 24, 25, and not

less the expression in ver. 23, "I was set up"
("or wrought out"), corresponds better with the

idea of a creation than with that of possessing

or having ; and 4) that the parallel passages,

Ecclesiast. i. 4, 9 ; xxiv. 8, which are evidently
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formed on the model of that before us, also em-

ploy the verb k.tIC,elv (create), and not some such

as sxstv or Ksurr/adai (have or possess). Even
though accordingly the personal Wisdom is re-

presented as one created at the beginning of the

divine activity, not begotten, as a KTiafia, oh

yevvr/ua. Still we may by no means draw from

this the conclusion of the correctness of the

well-known Arian dogma that the Son of God is

the first creation of (jrod. For the delineations

of the whole passage before us are of a poetical

nature, and are not adapted to a direct applica-

tion in forming dogmatic conceptions ; and the

personal Wisdom of our didactic poem is by no

means simply identical with the Logos, or the

Son of God. Comp. the Doctrinal notes. —
"The beginning of His way" is a second accu-

sative depending on the verb; "as beginning or

first fruit of His way," i. e. His activity. His

creative efficiency. His self-revelation. Instead

of the singular, "His way," we ought perhaps,

with the LXX, the Vulgate, and many recent

expositors, especially Hitzio, to read in the

plural "His ways" (1JTT) ; the parallel expres-

sion "before His works" set^ms to speak de-

cidedly for this reading.—Before his works.

The v/ord here translated "works" (D"'7>'3p)

occurs only here
;
yet comp. the corresponding

feminine form in Ps. xlvi. 9 (nT^J'flrp). The

word translated "before" (0^1?.) Hitzig regards

as also a substantive, synonymous with "begin-

ning " (n'ti/X^), and therefore translates " as

foremost of His works " Yet the conception of
it as a proposition is favored by tJie usage of the
0. T. elsewhere.—Of old (I»^^), long ago, liter-

ally, "from long ago," comp Ps. xciii. 2.

Ver. 23. From eternity. It seems neces-
sary, with the expositors of the early church
and many of recent times, such as Umbreit,
Bertheau, Elster, etc., to regard this difficult

verb which follows as a Niphal from ^DJ, and

therefore to translate it " I was anointed," i. e.

consecrated to a priestly royalty ; comp. the
ordinata sum of the Vulgate. But the verb is not
elsewhere used in this conjugation ; and the par-
allelism with ver. 22, as well as with those fol-

lowing, calls for a verb having some such mean-
ing as " establish, create, call into being." It

seems therefore needful to read with the LXX,
«'Iwas established" {''I}''\D^2^" kd-sfieMucev fie"),

or, which would be better advised, so to inter-
pret the form in the text as (o give the idea of
a being created, or something equivalent. To
this end we may either translate, with the Versio
Veneia, comparing Ecclesiastic, i. 9 {s^exeev
avT7)v), Kexviini, " I was poured forth," or which
is on the whole to be preferred, with Hitzig we

may vary the punctuation Crii)^^), so that the

expression shall stand as Perfect Niphal, of the
verb IjDD, and have the signification "I was
woven or wrought :" with this may be compared
Ps. cxxxis. 15; Isa. xxxviii. 12.—From the
beginning, from the foundation of the
earth. " From the beginning," as in Isa.

xlviii. 16. " The foundation of the earth," an

expression like that occurring in Isa. xxiii. 7

^r?.** ^?"!pJ. denoting the earliest primasval

period, the time of the beginning, the origin of
the earth. How this establishment or production
of Wisdom "from the foundation of the earth"
is to be understood, namely, in the sense of an
existence of Wisdom even prior to the earth
(comp. Ps. xc. 2), appears from the three follow-
ing verses.

Vor. 21. When there were as yet no
floods. Hitzig regards the mention of the
waters before the mountains as inappropriate,
and therefore conjectures that the verse is spuri-
ous. As though in Ps. civ. 6 and Job xxxviii. 8
the seas were not mentioned immediately before
the earth as a whole, and also before the moun-
tains !—Fountains abounding with water.
The meaning is, doubtless, the springs from
which the floods or the deep broke forth ; comp.
Gen. vii. 11, and below, ver. 28.

Ver. 25. Before the mountains wereas yet
settled, with their "roots" (Job xxviii. 9) in the
pliant earth ; comp. Job xxxviii. 0, where mention
is made of the settling even of the pillars of the
earth (in the infinite space of the heavens). With
the second clause comp. Ps. xc. 2. — Land
and plains. The LXX had in their day cor-

rectly rendered r\Wn by aoiK/'/rovg [uninhabita-
ble places] ; these are " unoccupied commons or
plains," regions lying outside the occasionally
occupied land (coinp. Job v. 10).—The first
clods of the earth. Thus, with Hitzig, are
we to understand this expression, and not "the
sum or mass of the clods of the earth" (Coc-
CEius, ScHiiLTENs. Bertheau, Elster, etc.); and
still less "the first men" (Jarchi), or even
" man as born of (he eaith" (Uaibreit); these
last interpretations are plainly too far-fetched.

6. Vers. 27-31. From the antemundane exist-
ence x)f Wisdom the poet now passes over to the
description of her active cooperation in the crea-
tion of the world. The same progress from the
pre-existence to the world-creating activity of
the divine Logos is found in several passages of
the N. T., especially in John i. 1-3, Col. i. 15-16.—When he stretched out the firmament
over the deep, i. e. when He fixed the vault
of heaven, the arch of heaven (comp. Gen. i. 8;
Job xxii. 14), over the waters of the earth, as a
barrier between the upper and lower waters
(Gen. i. 6; Job xxvi. 10). Over the deep, in
the Hebrew literally " upon the surface of the
deep," comp. Gen. i. 2.

Ver. 28. When he fixed the clouds
above. Literally, " when He made firm, made
strong" (12^^X3); /. e. the clouds are, as in Job
xxvi. 8 ; xxxviii. 37, conceived of as bags, which
only in case they are suitably secured and do
not burst, prevent the mighty outpouring of the
upper waters upon the earth.—When the
fountains of the deep (see ver. 24 above)
raged violently. This is the interpretation to

be given, with Umbreit, Winer, Hitzig, etc.;

for the verb here unquestionably has the in-

transitive meaning, invalescere, vehementer agitari

(comp. in Isa. xliii. 16 the "mighty waters ").

The transitive signification, "when He made
firm, i. e. restrained, bound up" (LXX; most
of the other versions, and recent interpreters
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like Elster) is inadmissible from tlie absence

of the suffix with the infinitive.

Ver. 2'.). When he set to the sea its

bounds. " Bound " here in its local sense,

limit, barrier, as in Jer. v. 22; substantially the

same as "its border" (VD) in the 2d member.

For this expression (D'H '2) mouth or shore of

the sea, instead of the phrase, elsewhere usual,

"lip of the sea" (D'il r\2'y), as in Gen. xli. 3;

comp. Isa. xix. 7 ; and for the description of the

separation between the sea and the land in

general, see Gen. i. 0, 10; Ps. xciv. 0.—When
he settled the foundation pillars of the

earth; end of the description of the earth's

creation, comp. Job xxxviii. 6.

Ver. :;0. Then was I at his side as direct-

ress of the work. This nuun, derived fi'oin a

verb (PJ<) signifying to be firm, true, reliable

(and also kindred to {'??', dexter, "the right

hand," yet not to be regarded as Hoffmann
lakes it, Schriflheic, I. 9-3, as an infinitive abso-

lute used adverbially, but necessarily as a sub-

stantive), denotes like the parallel form found in

Song Sol. vii. 2, '• artifi'x, artist, master of the

work." [So WoRDSW., Hold., Muensch., Noyes;

Stuart translates "confidant."—A.J Comp.
the description, undoubtedly based on the pas-

sage before us, found in Wisdom vii. 21 : I'j rwc

ndvruv Tcxvlrig cni'/:a ("wisdom which is the

worker of all things") ; comp. the epithet apfi6-

C,()vaa (adapting) in the LXX, and the cuncta

componms of the Vulgate, in our passage. In

opposition to the rendering of jlOX by " ios-

iQV-c\iW&, alumnus, nutriciiis" (Aquila, Schul-

TENS, RosENMUELLER, Elstek) may be urged

first, that then in accordance with Lam. iv. 5

we ought to point j'3J\, [which pointing Bott-

cher favors, see § GGO, 6 and n. 1], and then,

that this form could hardly have stood in the

text as a substantive without some adjunct de-

fining it more closely. The verb should be

rendered, not "then became I" (Berthkau),

but " then was I." For the existence of wisdom
before the world's creation and at the time of the

world's creation formed the principal subject of

the preceding description, and not, e. g., her

passing from previous rest to more active rela-

tions.

—

And was delighted day by day.
Literally, " I was delight day by day." This

abstract noun plainly stands in the predicate

quite as appropriately as the parallel term in the

3d clause (the participle npntyo) and aims like

this expression to indicate that wisdom enjoyed «nd
delighted in her creative activity. For tlie idio-

matic use of this abstract noun comp. e. g., Ps.

cix. 4 (" but I am prayer") ; also notes on vii. 10

above.—The verse following then declares that

this her delight and exultation relates particu-

larly to the manifold creatures of the earth,

chiefly to man. The creative agency and control

of the wisdom of God in the origin of the earth

and its inhabitants, is therefore here represented

as attended and sustained by the heartiest satis-

faction in the natures that are created, especially

in man, the persotial image of Goil ; and this is

quite in harmony with the " God saw that it was

goft4" of the six days of creation (Gen. i. 10,

12, 18, 31): comp. also AVisdom vii. 22, 27,

29 sq. A reference of these expressions in ver.

31 to any period subsequent to the creation (Um-
breit: " In his earth do 1 now delight and am
the joy of the children of men," comp. Mer-
CERUS and many of the elder interpreters, and
also Luther), is suggested by nothing in the

context, and is rather decidedly at variance with

the connection. Not before ver. 32 does the

author with "and now" return from the past to

the present. When Hitzig feels constrained

to strike out as spurious the second clause of

ver. 30 ("and I was in joy of heart day by
day"), and also the 1st clause of ver. 31 ("sport-

ing in His earth"), this results from the fact that

he has wholly missed the progressive character

of the description, which giadually descends

from God and His seat in the heavens to earth,

and more specifically to the human race; just

as, in his representation which shows throughout

a peculiarly external and mechanical conception

of the nature of wisdom, he maintains, "The
1st clause of ver. 31 comes into contradiction

with the first of ver. SO: for if wisdom is near

Jehovah she cannot appropriately be at the same
time disporting herself on the earth I

" A
mere hasty glance at the later representations

of the nature and activity of the hypostatic

AVisdom, like Wisd. vii. 8; Ecclesiast. xxiv., etc.,

might have convinced Hitzig of the superficial

and untenable nature of sucli a view. Yet this

is in trutli nothing more than the necessary fruit

of his entire rationalistic view of God and the

world.

7. Vers. 32-36. Concluding admonition and

promise, based on ver. 22-31 as well as ver. 1-21.

—Ver. 33. Hear instruction, etc. Hitzig

would have this whole verse stricken out

"because it has no rhythm," and because it

comes in only as a disturbing element between

the benedictions in ver. 32, 2d clause, and ver.

3i. But the lack of rhythm that is asserted rests

on the conception of the subjective taste: and

the position between two benedictions produces

no distraction whatever; all the more since to

the first and shorter of these two sentences be-

ginning with "Blessed," a corresponding admo-

nition had been prefixed, ver. 32, 1st clause.—
And be not rebellious. Thus with Umbreit,

Elster, etc., must we understand the prohibition

without a grammatical object (1>'"J2n 7X1). To

supply from the 1st clause the idea "instruc-

tion" is unnecessary, especially since the intran-

sitive " and be wise " had been interposed as the

immediate antithesis to the verb " refuse, or re-

bel." For the etymology and signification of

this verb (i'"»3) see, furthermore, notes on i. 25.

Ver. 34. That hearkeneth to me, watch-
ing, e^c. The expression, " so that he watch"

Oti^^) like the following phrase "so that he

keep," expresses not so much the design as the

result of hearkening to wisdom ;
these expres-

sions give, as it were, the manner of this heark-

ening, and thus correspond with the ablative of

the gerund in Latin, or with the pres. participle

(LXX: aypvTTvuv— T?ipuv). — For whosoever
findeth me, findeth life. This is in accord-

ance with the K'ri. The K'thibh is somewhat
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more artificial, " for the finders of Die are fiinlers

of life," i. e., those who tiud lue, they tiiid life.

One may choose between the two readings which

in import do not differ. [lluiiTSCHi proposes

{Slud. u. Krit., Jan. 18(38, p. 134) to solve the

difficulty in another way, retaining the conso-

nants of the K'thibh, but modifying the punctu-

ation, so that tlie two furms will be singular and

apparently identical ('i^JJfOJ, the second being

a form artificially constructed with ^~ as a

"union vowel," (Ewald, ^ 211, b, 1), so as to

secure the juxtaposition of two forms apparently

the same.— A.].—And obtain favor from Je-
hovah. Literally "'and draws forth," i.e.,

gains for himself, harvests, bears away.
Ver. 3ij. And -whosoever sinneth against

me. Literally '-wlio misseth me" in coutrast

with "who findeth me" in ver. 35. Comp. .Job

V. 24 ; Judges xx. 16.—All they that hate me
love death. Comp. iv. 13, 22; vii. 27, and
also Ezek. xviii. 31.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. For a correct understanding of the section

before us two ihings in general are to be ob-

served: 1) that the entire discourse is poetical,

and that tlierefore the personification of Wisdom
which forms its chief subject is also to be re-

garded as essentially, and in the first instance,

the product of a bold poetical sweep of thought,

and of a vivid oriental imagery; 2) that, how-
ever, because of the solemn earnestness and pro-

foundly religious character of the discourse, its

figurative element cannot possibly be viewed as

the mere play of fancy; or an empty ringing of

phrases, but must rather every where stand in

more or less exact harmony with the supersen-
suous truth that is to be set forth. Wisdom,
which here appears personified, as the principle

of the world's creation, as well as of its preser-

Tation and government, having sprung from God
himself, and being absolutely supernatural, is no
unsubstantial phantom, no unreal fiction of the

fancy, no poetic creation without an underlying
higher reality. It is rather a result of the pro-

foundest religious and ethical inquiry, an object

of the purest and most genuine knowledge of di-

yine things, nay a product of divine revelation

—

only that this revelation has here passed through
the medium of a poetic conception and repre-

sentation, and for that very reason appears in its

formal relations partially reflected, l)roken, or

inaccurately exhibited. It is really tlu- free po-

etic form, ideal in its portraiture, to wiiich must
be charged whatever in the statements before us

is partially inadequate, inconsistent, and not di-

rectly applicable in the formation of dogmatic
ideas. Tiie substance, which is easily separable
from this form, bears the impress of the most
genuine divinely revealed trutli, and forms one
of the most important and strongest of tlie foun-
dation pillars of Old Testament theology, on
which the theology and Christolcgy of the New
Testament is reared, the doctrine of the Trinity
in the ancient church, and indeed the whole glo-

rious structure of Christian dogmatics.—Comp.
Sr.vuor.xMAiER, Die Lehre von der Idee, pp. 31 sq.,

and particularly NiTZSCH, Ueber die wets entl. Drei-

einifjkeil Gotlcs (Letter to Lucke, in the Slud. und
Kril., 1841, ii. ; especially pp. 310 sq.).

2. In thepictuie of wisdom drawn in our chap-
ter the two conceptions of tlie divine wisdom, and
the wisdom of tlie creature, or of the celestial

type of the Hhokniah and its earthly and human
counterpart, are plainly so combined that they
more or less flow into each o'tlier, and without a
clear .discrimination of their difference inter-

change, (as in the shorter description of the pro-
tection and blessing going forih from Gods ci'ea-

tive wisdom for those who honor it,—chap. iii.

19-2(j). That wisdom is at the outset introduced
as teaching and preaching (vers. 1 sq.), siiows

at once tliat she is regarded essentially as a self-

conscious personal being, as a reflection there-

fore of the absolute personality, or the Godhead.
And even within the first section (vers. 4-21),
which refers in tlie first instance only to her ma-
nifestations in the moral and religious life of

man, several features suggest the supernatural
in her nature and relations. Thus especially the

predicates "counsel, understanding, strength,"

(in ver. 14) with which she is endowed as the

Messiah is in Isa. xi. 2. So also the allusion to

the fact that she imparts to and preserves for the

kings, rulers, princes, and judges of the earth,

all their power (vers. 15, l(j) ; and finally, with
no less plainness, the declaration that she " lovee
them that love her," and accordingly shows her-
self to be the dispenser of all benefits and bles-

sings to her faithful ones (ver. 16-21). Of a
purely earthly and creature principle all this

could not be asserted. It is plainly not an ab-
stract conception of moral philosophy, or any de-
finition pertaining to the moral and intellectual

conduct of men, that is thus described, but some-
thing higher, a nature fundamentally identical

with the divine providence, the activity of God
iu preserving and ruling the world,—a personal
principle belonging to God's revelation of Him-
self, which is not essentially different from the

Logos of the New Testament or the Son of God.
This conception of the idea of a superhuman

wisdom, which determines and controls witli ab-
solute power and knowledge the destinies of our
race, conducts, however, immediately to the pro-

per and hypostatic representation of Wisdom as

an emanation from God's eternal nature, as the

partaker and mediator in His absolutely creative

activity. From the description of Wisdom as the

mediating principle in divine Providence (vers.

14-21), the poet passes to the exhibition of her
mediating participation in the creation of the

world, and in this connection he reveals in the

same act the deepest sources and beginnings of

her nature (vers. 22-31). Wisdom is, it is true,

also a creation of God, but one coming into being
before all other creatures, a "first born" (tt/jw-

ToiiTiarov) a "beginning of the creation of God"
{apxr/ Ttjc KTiaeuQ tov •&eov), comp. Rev. iii. 14.

And for that very reason she took part in His

work of creation; she was not merely witness,

but helper in the revelation of His power in the

primitive creation that called His heavens and

earth into being. She manifested herself as the

regulative and formative principle, who in those

mighty acts of creation "rejoiced before Him,"
i. e., developed before Him in free, happy action,

as it were iu joyous sport and play, her infinitely
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rich life, and thus produced an infinite number
and variety of creature forms. This creative ac-

tivity of wisdom found however its end and its

completion in the creation of men in whom she

has her deliglit in an altogether pre-eminent de-

gree (ver. 31) for they are called to be lier con-

scious recipients, and under lier enliglitening in-

fluence to grow up into a walk in holy fellow.ship

\vith God. Precisely for this reason the posses-

sion of wisdom, i. e., in the first instance that

comparative, creative wisdom which is identical

with tlie fear of God and righteousness, is the

sum of all that can be recommended to man as

the means to the attainment of the highest tem-
poral and eternal welfare. For this relative

wisdom is in fact nothing but the reflection and
emaiiiition of that which is absolute. It is the

absolute divine wisdom as this has found its in-

dividual reflection in the life of individual man,
—the eternal wisdom of God entering into the

subjective conditions of man, and so becoming
crcatural. Wlien the concluding verses of the

chapter (vers. 32—36) emphatically advise the ob-

taining of this wisdom which has thus become
mundane and human, and point to the blessed

consequences of its possession, they seize again
upon that which was the starting-point in the

whole admonition, and show how the secondary
wisdom is derived from the primitive and con-
ducts again to it, how the same holy life-power

infinite in its perfection, which was active in the

first creation of the world and of man, must also

be eSicient in their moral recreation and their

perfecting after God's likenes.s. Couip. St.\uden-
MAiER, as cited above, p. 38: "The eminence of

man consists not merely in tlie fact that wisdom
comes in him to self-consciousness, but also in

the fact that by the Creator tiiere has been con-
ferred upon him in the gift of freedom the power
to become as it were the second creator of his

own life according to the innate divine idea.

This idea appears therefore now a practical one:
tlie impulse to become practical existed already
in its living energy, or was this very energy

;

and with this it is at the same time clear that
man with his freedom has pre-eminently a prac-
tical religious and moral problem set before him.
Since however by this very freedom he also has
it in his power not to follow his destination, and
even to resist it, Wisdom appeals to him to hear
her voice, and does this as she speaks to him
botli from within and from without,—from within
by ideas (through the voice of reason and con-
science), from without, through divine revelation
in which absolute wisdom dwells."

3. This representation of wisdom as a personal
principle mediating between God and man, ex-
isting in God as the prototype, in man in the an-
titype, plainly stands in the closest relationship

to the doctrine of the Logos in the New Testa-
ment.*

* Comp. NiTZSCH as cited aliovo :
" Do yon see here no traco

of a divine process i\ fierin of an ontologieul sell-distiuction

in (ioJ? Fur this Wisiloni is initeeil a first Goil's coMiMiiini-

cation localized in tlie world, particularly in man, and still

more especially in Isra'-l. Yet it will lie understood as no
mi-re cre.iture like otiiers. no ani;-l, no dependent jjoweror
effect; it claims to lie known an<l lionori'd in its divinity.

Without exhausting the idea of divinity it claims to bo Ood
of God—",Ichoval> created nio "—a creation which arrordiu'j;

to the connection gives no natural, creaturely liein;j; but
lias a significance plainly trausceudiug these bounds, e<c.''

—

The connection, it is true, with a right exege-
sis of the main points involved (see notes on vers.

22, 23, and 30, above), does not reach so far that

wisdom is described outright as a child of God, be-
gotten in eternity and " anointed," i. c, solemnly
consecrated and sealed,—and so is attended by
those characteristic predicates with which Christ
describes His absolutely unique metaphysical
relation as Son to God (.John x. 36; v. 26; xvii.

5; comp. i. 1, 18). And yet when she also is

declared to have been created as beginning of the
ways of God, there are surely not wanting em-
phatic intimations that her character is abso-
lutely above that of creatures in both respects,

that whicli concerns her coming into being be-
fore all creatures, and also her intimate fellow-

ship of essence and of life with God. While fur-

thermore the primseval consecration to be a ruler
overall things, to the ranks of a priestly regal
mediatorship between God and His creation is

not lo be found among the points expressly em-
phasized in the description of Wisdom, yet the
way in which she is described in vers. 14-16, as
possessor and dispenser of all sovereign power
and wisdom, reminds us distinctly enough of the
omnipotence in heaven and earth that is given to

the Son, and of His being endowed with the un-
divided fulness of the Divine Messiah- Spirit,

—

which Isaiah in his day pronounces a spirit of

all wisdom and understanding, all counsel, all

strength, knowledge, and holy fear (Isa. xi. 2;
comp. John iii 34; Matth. xxviii. 18), And al-

though, finally, the name "son" or "child" is

not given to her, and the "exultation" in the
presence of God at the time of His creative ac-

tivity, cannot fitly be conceived of as the intima-

tion of a relation in any way like that existing

between a sportive favorite child and his father,

still the appellation "directress of the work"
characterizes this being distinctly enough as a
personal emanation from the very nature of God.
And a mediatorial particip.ition not only in the

creative, but also in the redemptive and sancti-

fying activity of God is suggested, if only in gen-
tle intimation, by what is said of her "delight in

the sons of men." To thsse points of correspon-

dence which are presented in the chief individual

features of the picture in Prov. viii. 22 sq., there

may be added several unmistakable allusions to

our chapter found in tlie New Testament. Among
these the essential identity of the creative wisilom

of God that is here described, with the Logos or

the pre-existent Christ stands out most distinctly.

When our Lord in Matth. xi. 19 (Luke vii. 3.3)

and probably also in Luke xi. 49 (comp. Van
OosTERZfiE on this passage) designates himself as

tiie "Wisdom of God," and at the same time
speaks of "children of this wisdom," meaning
b\- this the men who are subject to her revealing

and enlightening influence, especially the .lews,

as having been Divinely influenced by law and
prophecy. He can have chosen this mode of des-

ignating Himself only with His eye upon the

IJiblicai delineations that were familiar to His
hearers ; and to these, beside Ecclcsiasticus

xxiv. and Wisdom vii.-ix., etc., the passage be-

The truth of this representation holds also as against that
which Vox Hor.M\NM (S-/i)il'll>no . 1. pp. UJsq.) his lir.iu^ht

forward in support of the ojiposite view, i.e., that which de-

nies tliu hypostatic nature of wisdom ia our passage.
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fore lis would pre-eminently belong. When .John

ascribes to the Divine Logos botli alike, the act-

ing as medium of the activity of God in tbe crea-

tion of the world, and the accomplishment of His
enlightening and saving efiBciency on the world,

—

when he in doing this distinctly characterizes

the Logos not as a mere attribute or impersonal
reason of God, but as a hyf)ostasis self-conscious

and freely coming Ibrth from the absolute ground
of the Divine essence, as a Divine personality

seeking incarnation (John i. 1-18), the harmony
of this description of his vvitn (Solomon's praise
of the Divine Wisdom cannot have continued to

be merely unconscious. And this is all tlie less

possible, from the consideration that this wisdom
had already before his time ami in manifold in-

stances been designated by the name A(i;or, c. g.,

Ecclesiast. i. 4 (comp. xxiv. 3), Wisdom, ix. 1.

When Paul in numerous passages asserts the
same of his pre-existent Christ (especially 1 Cor.
viii. 6; Col. i. 15 sq.; Phil. ii. 5 sq.), among the

passages from the Old Testament lying at the
foundation of his views in this matter, Prov. viii.

2li sq., cannot have been wanting. And further-

more his designation of the Son as the " Wisdom
of God" (I Cor. i. 24, 30; comp. llom. xiii. 27

;

Col. ii. 3) cannot have developed itself on any
other basis. The same liolds finally also of the
author of the Epistle to the Hebrews (see Heb.
i. 2sq.), as well as of the writer of the Apocalypse,
who, by his emphatic use of the name of the Lo-
gos (Uev. xix. 13), shows himself plainly enough
to be no other than the Evangelist Jolin. His
peculiar designation of Christ, already adduced
above, as '• the beginning of the creation of

God" (chap. iii. 14) may perhaps be viewed out-

right as a literal allusion to verse 22 of our
chapter.*

If this were the case, the idea of a "beginning
of the creation of God" would by no means for

tliat reason require to be interpreted in the Arian
sense. For in an author who elsewhere adopts
the doctrine of the Logos the representation of
Christ as the first creature of God would palpably
be a monstrosity. John can in this expression
intend to designate the Lord only as tlie active

principle in the creation (comp. Duesterdieck
on this passage). In just this active sense shall

we be obliged to interpret the expression which
possibly suggested John's language,—the "be-
ginning of the ways of Jehovah " in our chapter,

i. e., as relating to that activity of the eternal

Wisdom of God which commenced His manifesta-
tion of Himself in creation, its mediating coo2:)e-

ration in God's world-creating act (see remarks
on this passage above).

4. The only noteworthy difference between the
idea of the Logos in the New Testament, and the
hypostatic Wisdom of our passage consists, there-

fore, in the decidedly created character ascribed
to the latter by the expression "Jehovah created
me" in ver. 22, and the parallel expression in

ver. 23. Our teacher of wisdom in the Old Tes-

* We here presuppose the spnrions character of the
6/c»cA)j(7ias (which, besidt-s, was early e.xpungeil by the cor-
rectors of tho text) staniling in the place of (CTiVeco; in tlie

Cud. Sin If this remarkable reading were genuine, the
meaning of the expres.sion would certainly be altogether dif-

ferent. But tbe assumption can hardly be avoided that there
is here an attempted emendation in the interest of the Anti-
monarchians or Auti-arians.

I

tament, near as he may have come to the idea,
was therefore unable to rise to an altogether
clear discernment of the relation existing between
God and His eternal Word, who in all His like-
ness of nature is yet personally distinct, and
while appearing as the " first-born of every crea-
ture," still on the other hand appears also as the
only begotten Son of the living God, or as eternal
personal emanation from the Divine essence.
The hypostatic Hhokmah of our author (and also
the 2o0;a of the Apocrypha, which differs from it

in no essential characteristic) appears accord-
ingly as an imperfect introduction and prepara-
tion for the idea of the Logos in the New Testa-
ment, the conception not having yet reached a
full symmetrical development. So also the
"Spirit of God" in the prophetic literature of
the 0. T. shows itself to be the prototype, the
germinal basis for the irvsiifia ayinv of the N. T.,
this distinctly personal third Divine agent m
salvation, with the Father and the Son.*

In any event, however, this conception stands
much nearer to the idea of the Logos or the Son
in the New Testament, and contributed more di-
rectly to its development, than that personificatiou
of the creative " word of Jehovah" which appears
here and there in Psalmists and prophets (e. r/.,

Vs. xxxiii. G; cxlvii. 15; Is. Iv. 11, etc.). For
this last expression has, after all, no other value
than poetic figures in general, hastily thrown
out. The Hhokmah of our passage, however, is,

notwithstanding the poetic character of its

drapery, a conception developed with the great-
est care, a fruit of profound and consecrated
speculation, a bright ray of Divine revelation,
which, among the xMessianic prophecies of the
0. T. that relate to the Divine siile of the Re-
deemer's nature, holds one of the most conspicuous
places. Comp. Nitzsch, as above cited, pp. 319,
820.

[5. The error in our English exegetical and
theological literature with respect to our passage
lias been, we think, the attempt to force upon it

more of distinctness and precision in the revela-
tion of the mysteries of the Divine nature than is

disclosed by a fair exegesis. Sometimes it is the
doctrine of the Logos that is made to .stand out
with all the clearness of the New Testament an-
nouncement

; sometimes it is " the eternal gene-
ration of the Son" that Solomon is made, as the
Spirit's mouthpiece, to reveal. Owen's elaborate
arguments (Comm. on the Epistle to the Hebrews,
Exercitation xxvii.), and Holuen's extended and
learned comments (Comm. in loc), appear to us
very plainly to err in this excess. If it be not
unworthy of the Holy Spirit to employ a bold
and graphic personification, many things in this
chapter may be said of and by the personified
Wisdom, which these and other similar authors
regard as triumphantly proving that we have
here the pre-existent Christ, the Son of God.
How weak would that personification be which
did not ascribe to the imagined person Iia/e, love,

power, etc. (see Holden) ! Why cannot a personi-
fied attribute, if the personification be at all

successful, be represented as being born, as being
by or near the Deity, as rejoicing in His sight,

etc. (see Holden again) ? And yet we need not

* Comp. also subsequent notes on ch. sxx. 3sq.
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go so far as Owen and say, "A personal transac-

tion before the creation of the world, between
the Father and the Son, acting materially by
their One Spirit, concerning the state and condi-

tion of mankind, with respect to Divine love and
favor, is that which we inquire after, and which
is here fully expressed." Woudswortii not

agreeing with G£s.';xius, etc., in regard to the

primary meaning of the much debated DJp*

admitting that it originally signifi?s acquire,

nevertheless agrees wiiii Gesen., Hui'feld (?),

NoYES, Stuart and others in here rendering

it "created," because he wants an "eternal

generation" as the product of his exegesis,—

a

product far enough from the thoughts of most of

thosj who agree with him in his rendering. We
can, to say the least, go no farther th.m our au-

thor has done in discovering here the foresha-

dowiiigs of the doctrine of the Logos. We are

inclined to prefer the still more guarded state-

ments, e.
(J.,

of Dr. J. Pye Smith [Scripture Tes-

timon;i to the Messiah, I., ooi), that this beautiful

picture "cannot be satisfactorily proved to be a

designed description of the Saviour's person ;"

or that of Dr. John Haiiris (Sermon on Prov.

viii. 30-3(1). "At all events, while, on the one
hand, none can demonstrate that Christ is here

directly intended,—on the other, none cunprove
that He is not contemplated; and perhaps both

will admit that under certain conditions language
such as that in our text may be justifiably applied

to Him. One of these conditions is, that the

language be not employed argumenlatively, or in

proof oi any thing relating to Christ, but only for

the purpose of illustration; and another is that

when so employed, it be only adduced to illus-

trate such views of the Son of God as are already

established by such other jjarts of Scripture as

are admitted by the parties addressed."—A.]

HOMILETIC AND PRACTICAL.

Ilomily on the entire chapter. See the translation

above, andcomp. STiicKEii: The heavenly Wisdom
which is the word of God is urgently commended
to us: 1) by the good opportunity which we have
to study it (vers. 1-5) ; '1) by the rich blessing

that it brings us (vers. C-L!l) ; 3) by the eminence
and majesty of the teaclier who teaches it, and
who is no other than Christ, the eternal Son of

God (vers. 22-36).

—

Starke : The true Wisdom's
invitation of all men to the Kingdom of God: 1)

the invitation itself (vers. 1-10); 2) the induce-
ments to give heed to it, namely: a) the inesti-

mable value of wisdom (vers. 11, 12); b) the

blessings of those who accept her invitation to

the Kingdom of tJod (vers. 13-36). — Calwtr
Ilandljiich : Wisdom commends herself: 1) in

general (vers. 1-5) ; 2) by her truthfulness (vers.

6-9) ; 3) by tiie prudence, understanding, honor
and power that she imparts to her followers

(vers. 10-21); 4) by her eternal existence, her

participation in the creation, her deliglit in the

fionsofmen (vers. 22-3*)).

—

Woiii.fauth : Wisdom
the truest and best friend of men, her doors

(ver. 34) standing open day by day to every one

that needs and desires her.

*[For a, very full and candid discussion of this with other

related points, see an article by Prof. K. P. Borrows, Biblioth.

Sacra, April, 1858; also, Liddon's Bamp. Lectures, pp. 60, IJl.

-A.]

Vers. 1-11. Egabd:—The Eternal Son of God
gathers, plants, builds His Church by a voice,

i. e., His word. All true teachers of the word
are crying voices through which Christ calls.

—

Out of Christ's school is no true wisdom ; they
who deem themselves wise and shrewd are unfit-

ted to learn of Him.—So long as Christ's wisdom
is still speaking outside of thee it avails thee

nothing; but Vifheu thou allowest it to dwell in

thee it is thy light and thy life.—Thou shouldst
have one heart and one mouth with Christ; if

false and perverse things are found in thy mouth
thou art still far from Christ.—Silver and gold
is mere vanity and nothingness; what can it

help in the day of wrath and judgment? Let
God's word be thy highest and best treasure —
Berlcb. Bible: Wisdom (who speaks to us not
only through the word written and preached, but
also inwardly, as God's voice in our hearts) is so

far from keeping silence, that although we stop

our ears, we yet hear her correction within at
the entrances and doors of the heart; and al-

though we will not understand her, we must ne-
vertheless feel her. And this is a testimony how
desirous God is of our blessedness.

Vers. 12-21. Mei.anohthon (on vers. 14 sq.):

Those counsels are just which agree with the

word of God ; and these counsels will at length
have joyful issues, with the aid of the Sou of
God, who wills to aid those that continue in the
word which He has given, and who call upon
Him.

—

Luther (marginal comment on vers. 15,

10): "Princes should act, speak, work, honora-
bly and praiseworthily, that men niay glory in

and follow their example ; and not as the tyrants,

the foul, the cyclops," etc.—Hasius : AVhen true
wisdom is taken into counsel in every thing, then
in all ranks that will occur which each one's

purpose demands according to a perfect ideal.

Kings, princes, nobles, counsellors will act in

conformity with the aim of their calling (2
Chrou. xix. 6, 7).—Things would stand much
better in the world if men exercised their spirit

more after holiness, and strove with greater zeal

for wisdom, Matth. vi. 33.

—

Berleburg Bible:

No one can rightfully take to himself the name
of a Christian ruler, but he who subjects himself
in spirit and truth, in humble obedience to the
control of the Almighty, lays himself at His feet

and allows himself to be wholly ruled by Him.
Others exercise a rude, violent and tyrannical
control, and an assumed authority over the per-

son of men.

—

Von Gerlach : The wisdom who
here announces herself is the very wisdom of

God, and is therefore also, as all good can be
from God alone, the soul of all good laws and
ordinances (vers. 14-17), and must, as every
thing earthly is ruled, disposed and rightly dis-

tributed among men by God, necessarily reward
her disciples with welfare, honor and riches

(vers. 18-21). [Ver. 12. Charnock: All arts

among men are the rays of Divine wisdom shining

upon them. Whatsoever wisdom there is in the

world, it is but a shadow of the wisdom of God.

—

Ver. 13. Arnot: To fear retribution is not to

hate sin ; in most cases it is to love it with the
whole heart. It is when sin is forgiven that a
sinner can hate it. Then he is on God's side.

Instead of hating God for his holiness, the for-

given man instinctively loathes the evil of his
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own he:irt.

—

Jona. Edwards :
" The affection of

hatred as having sin for its object is spolceii of in

Scripture as no inconsiderable part of true reli-

gion. It is spoken of as that by wiiicli true re-

ligion may be known and distinguished."—Ver.

15. Bp. Sanderson: On the etiicient cause and
consequent obligation of human law.

—

Hooker:
"By me kings reign," e/c. Not as if men did

behold that book and accordingly frame their

laws; but because it worketh in them, because it

discovereth and (as it were) readeth itself to the

world by them, when the laws which they make
are righteous.—Ver. 18. Arnot : The riches

which the King of saints imparts along with the

patent of nobility to support its dignity withal,

are linked to righteousness and last forever.

Handfuls are gotten on the ground, but a soulful

is not to be had except in Christ.]

Vers. 22-31. Geier:—From this delineation

there follows: 1) the personal difference of the

Son from the Father; 2) the essential likeness

of the Son to the Father, as partaker of the Di-

vine activiiy in creation; 3) the unutterable love

of the Father to the Son (ver. 80?) ; -1) the deep
and grateful love which we in turn owe to this

Divinely loved director and mediator in creation

and redemption.

—

Zeltner: All the works of

God's omnipotence and wisdom thou sliouldst

contemplate with holy joy and wonder, praise

the Creator for them, and with them strengthen

thyself in faith in His paternal providence.—As
an essential and indescribable fellowship exists

between the Father and the Son, so does there

exist between God and the believer a gracious

spiritual union, on which the Christian must be
most intent.

—

Starke : All things have had their

beginning except the Son of God regarded in

His Divine nature. He is with the Father and
the Holy Ghost true God from everlasting to

everlasting. All that this Eternal Wisdom does

in the kingdom of nature, as well as in that of

grace, she does with gladness and delight: yea,

there is in this work so lovely and wise an alter-

nation and manifolduess, that we must in reason

wonder at it (comp. Eph. iii. 10, "the manifold
wisdom of God").

—

Von Gerlach : — That
"play" of wisdom in which the Lord takes

pleasure, and her joyousness on the earth, in

which she finds her joy among men, points to

the childlike gladness of the love that ruled in

creation, and to the confidential relation into

which the children of wisdom on earth (Matth.

xi. 19) enter, to her the very wisdom of God
;

comp. Prov. x. 23. In this passage there is a most
clearly prophetic gleam of the light of the New
Testament; God's eternal wisdom comes forth

from Him that He may delight Himself in her ac-

tivity ; His own eternal nature the Father for his

own blessedness contemplates in the Son. And
it is in a love most intimately blended with wis-

dom that the Father created the world, to His
own blessedness and that of His creatures.

Vers. 32-36. Geier : The true fruits of obe-

dience should follow the hearing of the word.

To these belong: 1) walking the prescribed way;

2) willing reception of the Divine correction ; 3)
the extirpation of all inner opposition ; 4) zealous

and persistent seeking after salvation ; 5) thank-

ful enjoyment of the true wisdom when found.

—

Von Gerlach (on vers. 34 sq): Wisdom here

appears as a sovereign, separate and secluded

in the style of Oriental monarchs, so that only

those know any thing of her who diligently keep
watch at her doors. Wisdom, who is universal in

her call and invitation (vers. 1-3), yet in the

course of communication, in order to test the

fidelity of her admirers, veils herself at times in

a mysterious darkness, and reveals herself only

to those who never intermit their search (Matth.

vii. 7) —[John Howe: There ouglit to be an ex-

pectation raised in us that the vital savor dif-

fused in and by the word may reach us; and
many are ruined for not expecting it, not wailing

at the posts of wisdom's door.

—

Trapp: Hear,

etc. This way wisdom enters into the soul.

Hear, therefore, for else there is no hope; hear,

howsoever.

—

Flavel : It is good to lie in the path
of the Spirit.]

15. Allegorical exhibition of the call of men to the possession and enjoyment of true wisdom,
under the figure of an invitation to two banquets.

Chap. IX. 1-18.

a) The banquet of wisdom: Vers. 1-12.

"Wisdom hath builded her house,

she hath hewn out her seven pillars,

hath slaughtered her beasts, spiced her wine,

hath also spread her table
;

hath sent out her maidens ; she inviteth

on the highest points (stiramits of the high places) of the city:
" Whosoever is simple, let hiiu come hither !"

—

Whoso lacketh understand in j;, to him she saith:
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5 " Come, eat of my bread

and drink of the wine I have mixed!

6 Forsake the simple, and live,

and walk in the way of understanding.

7 He who correcteth a scorner draweth upon himself insult,

and he who rebuketh the wicked, it is his dishonor.

8 Reprove not the scorner lest he hate thee
;

admonish the wise and he will love thee.

9 Give to the wise and he becometh yet wiser,

instruct the upright and he learneth yet more.

10 The beginning of wisdom is the fear of Jehovah,

and knowledge of the Holy (one) is understanding.

11 For by me will thy days become many,
and the years of thy life will increase.

12 Art thou wise, thou art wise for thyself,

and if thou scornest thou alone shalt bear it."

b) The banquet of Folly : Vers. 13-18.

13 A simple woman (and) clamorous,

is Folly, and knoweth nothing whatsoever.

14 She sitteth at the door of her house

enthroned in the high places of the city,

15 to invite the wayfarers

who go straight on their ways

:

16 " Whosoever is simple let him come hither !"

—

whoso lacketh understanding to him she saith

:

17 "Stolen waters are sweet,

and bread taken in secret is pleasant,"

18 and he knoweth not that the dead are there,

in the depths of hell (the lower world) her guests.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver.3. [BoTTCHER cites 'D'lD as illustrating a peculiar Hebrew idiom by which the emphatic plural of generic de-

signations of persons, places and things is used for the singular with an indefinite article, which the Hebrew lacked, and
only in its later periods licgan to supplement by the numeral. He would therefore translate " on one of the high places

of the city." See Ausfilhrl. Lefirb., g 702, d.].

Vers. i. [ID'i »" example of the "consultive" use of the Jussive form (see BuHl. g 964, 2), which under the intlu-
\t

ence of the succeeding word retains the u vowel (§ 956, g,—^ 1132, 3), the ordinary Jussive being lb'- mOX Perf con-
T T ; -IT

sec. employed, as it sometimes is in the lively discourse of oratory and poetry, without the connective 1 , B. g 974].

Ver. 9. [DDiTI, ^DVI, examples of Jussive with 1 consec, in the "consecutive-affirmative" sense, as giving an

assured result. Bott. ^ 904. a.].

Ver. 13. [no is regarded by Bottcher also as an indefinite, quidquid or quidquam, (g 899, e), as it is by Gesenics and

FCERST. Gesen. however finds a different shade of meaning in the verb, and translates " and careth for nothing "].

Ver. 16. [niDNI, an e.\:ample of the Perf. consec. in the sense of the " IHe7is solitum," the " future " with the ideaof
T : T

:

customary action. B"iTT. § 981, B. /3.].

pillars suggests the splendor of the completed
building. The sevenfold number represents this

as a sacred work ; for seven stands here, as it so

frequently does in the Old and New Testaments,

as a sacred number (comp. my article " Siehen-

zahr' in Herzog's Theol. Real-Enci/cL, XIV. 353
sq.). The house of the celestial SVisdom is by
this peculiar and emblematic description repre-

sented, as it were, in advance, as a temple, and
tlie banquet offered in it as a sacred sacrificial

meal. Special significance in the seven pillars,

f. ^r., in connection witli the seven attributes of
the higher wisdom enumerated in James iii. 17;
or the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit referred to

in Rev. i. 4, 12 sq. ; iii. 1 ; iv. 6 ; v. 6, etc. (Vi-

EXEGETICAL.

1. Vers. 1-3. Wisdom hath builded her
bouse. The figure of the building of a liouso

which is readily suggested by the appellation
" director of the work " in chap. viii. 30, appro-

priately provides for a transition from the de-

scription of the agency of eternal Wisdom in the

creation of the world, to that here symbolized as

an invitation to a banquet,—her activity among
men, summoning and morally instructing them.

Comp. chap. xiv. 1.—The designation of Wisdom

(nirDDH) is the same as in i. 20.

—

Hath hewn
out her seven pillars. X^^is hewing out of
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TRINGA, C. B. MiCHAELIS, J. LaNGE, VoN GeR-
LACH, etc.), or the seven principia deductiva Ethi-

ces divinse (according to S. Bohlius, comp. re-

marks above, p. 74, note), or finally, the first

seven chapters of the Book of Wisdom now be-

fore us,—all this is indicated by nothing what-
ever in the context, and is therefore wholly ar-

bitrary. The suffix in n"1^3^, since r\^3 is

usually masc, seems to refer to Wisdom as the

subject of the proposition,

—

her, not its seven

pillars.

Ver. 2. Hath slaughtered her beasts.
Notwithstanding the sacred character of the ban-
quet, nn^p is still not to be necessarily trans-

lated " her victims," but signifies "that which is

slaughtered," slain animals in general. There
is probably no reference to vii. 14.—The "mix-
ing of the wine " seems not to refer to a mere
mixing of wine with water, but to the prepara-
tion of a strong spiced wine with myrrh, etc. ;

comp. Isa. V. 22; Prov. xxiii. 30, etc.

Ver. 3. She inviteth on the highest points
of the city, i. e., so that her servants must as-

cend the highest elevations of the city (not spe-

cifically the roofs of palaces), from which their

calls of invitation to the banquet are most widely
heard. Hitzig singularly translates " on the

bare elevations of the city," because D'iJJ in

Exod. xxi. 3, 4, and according to the Arabic,

means naked, unclothed (?).—Furthermore the

maidens sent forth, the servants of Wisdom, cor-

respond to the servants by whom the Lord in the

Gospel (Luke xiv. IG sq. ; Matth. xxii. 1 sq.) has
the guests invited to his banquet.

2. Vers. 4-12. "Whosoever is simple let
him come hither!" etc. On account of the si-

milarity of this verse to ver. 16, which contains
the words of Folly's invitation, and on account
of the summons to eat bread (ver. 5) which does
not agree with the mention of the slain beasts in

ver. 2, Hitzig pronounces vers. 4 and 5 spuri-

ous. But it is very significant and pertinent
that Wisdom's invitation appears clothed in the

same words as that of Folly (comp. the analogous
verbal repetitions in Christ's paraVjles and di-

dactic narratives, e. g., Matth. xxv. 20, 22; Luke
V. 6, 9; xvi. 6, 7, etc.); and to "eat bread"
stands here as in iv. 7, and indeed frequently

(e g.. Gen. iii. 19; Lev. xxvi. 5; Deut. xxix. 6;
Judges xix. 5; 1 Satn. ii. 36, etc.), by synec-
doche for "the partaking of food, the taking a
meal " in general. [The allegorical view of this

passage as held, e. g., by Wordsw., and in his

Commentary supported by ample use of the

Church Fathers, may be illustrated by the sup-

posed reference of ver. 5 to " the Body of Christ,

the Living Bread, and the mystery of His blood,

by which we are refreshed at His Holy Table."

A.].

—

The destitute of understanding, to

him she saith. Before the ^VlDH there is

to be supplied from the 1st member the pro-
noun 'O, —literally, therefore " who is destitute

of understanding, to him she saith." The dis-

course accoi-dingly here (and in the 2d member
of ver. 15) falls back from the stj'le of recital to

that of description.

Ver. 6. Forsake the simple. It will be
easiest to take this phrase in its literal sense.

For the verses following give this very counsel,
not to keep company longer with the simple,
with fools and scorners, because these are
still incorrigible. The old versions and most
modern commentators [as e. g., St., N., M.] re-
gard the noun as abstract (equivalent to the sing.

^r\2 in i. 22, or the abstract derivative TWTMi

in ver. 13), and therefore translate "Forsake
simplicity, let your simplicity go." [As Trapp,
in his pithy way expresses it: "No coming to

this feast in the tattered rags of the old Adam;
you must relinquish your former evil courses and
companies"]. But such a signification of this plu-
ral is attested by no example whatsoever. Just
as unadvisable is it to construe the verb abso-
lutely, by which Hitzig reaches the translation,

"Cease, ye simple," etc.; for in Jer. xviii. 14,
the verb is construed not absolutely, but rather
with jp ; and the connection with wjiat follows

at least decidedly favors our explanation, which
is supported by Ujibkeit also among others of
the later expositors.

Ver. 7. He who correcteth the scorner
draweth upon himself insult. Usually the
connection with ver. 4-6 is so conceived as il

Wisdom were here (in ver. 7-10) explaining her
conduct in inviting especially the simple; she is

supposed to turn to these alone, for the reason,
that if she wished to invite the scornful and
wicked also she would only expose herself to in-

dignities, and yet would efi"ect nothing. But
against this view of the course of thought may
be urged decidedly, the warning and admonitory
tone of vers. 8, 9, and the didactic nature of ver.

10, which make it easy to find expressed in ver.

7 also the spirit of dissuasion, and so to regard
vers. 7-10 as an argument in support of the de-
mand embodied in the 1st clause of ver. 6, to

avoid further intercourse with the simple, scorn-
ers, villains, etc. A comparison with i. 22 shows
that under the " simple " may be included very
readily mockers, the violent, etc., as belonging
to the same category; so does also the name "sim-
plicity " (^^"'iliJJ which is below, in ver. 13,

directly given to the personification of Folly.

"Abandon intercourse with such persons" is

therefore Wisdom's admonition, "for you gain
from it nothing but insult, hate and contempt;
forsake the camp of the simple (D-^niJ) and
come over into that of the wise (D'ODFI), whose

watchword is the fear of God and knowledge of
the Holy ; so will you find abundance of happi-
ness and blessing."

—

Hitzig, whose conception
of the 1st clause of ver. 6 makes the recognition
of this as the true connection of thought, from
the first impossible, summarily rejects ver. 7-10
as a later interpolation. But if in fact the "if
thou scornest " in the 2d clause of ver. 12 sug-
gested this interpolation, the verses introduced
would both in form and substance have been es-

sentially different. And in the form in which
the passage has come down in the manuscripts
Hitzig's hypothesis of an interpolation here
again finds no kind of support.—-And he v/ho
rebuketh a V7icked man to him it is a
shame. The word lO-IO (his fault or shame)

cannot be dependent on the verb (Hp 7) of the

first clause which is associated with 17 [he
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taketh to Limself his shame], but must be re-

garded as a predicate: "this is to him shame,
such action is his disgrace." Comp. Eccl. v. 16

;

Ps. cxv. 7.

Ver. 9. Give to the wise and he be-
cometh wiser. Comp. chap. i. 5, wliicli pas-
sage all hough expressing an idea lilie tliat before
lis, must nut for that reason be regarded as de-

rived from tills (in opposition to Ilrrzic;). [Lord
BvcON (Adv. of Jjcarning, Book IL) says, " Hero
is distinguished the wisdom brouglit into habit,

and that which is but verbal and swimming only
in conceit ; for the one upon the occasion pre-
sented is quickened and redoubled, the other is

amazed and confused "]. With ver. 10 comp. i. 7;
ii. 5. Corresponding with the "Knowledge
of God " in the latter passage we have here
"knowledge of the holy," i. e. not "knowledge
of the holy" [in plural] (LXX, Vulgate, and
most Catholic expositors), but "of the Holy" [in

singular, '• des IIeiliyc:ii"'\, i.e. of God. Comp.
further for this plur. majest. chap. xxx. 3 and
Hos. xii. 1. [See still further examples of the
use of participial plurals in the same way in Isa.

liv. 5; Ps. cxxi. 5; Eccl. xii. 1, etc., Ewald,
Leh-b., § 178, b, Bott., | 701, Green, | 202.—
With regard to the interpretation compare Dr.
J. Pye Smith [Script. Test, to the Messiah, L,
811): " According to the usual construction of
Hebrew poetry, the plural epithet "the Holy"
must be understood in apposition with Jehovah
in the former half of the distich." So H., St.

M., and N.—A.]

Vers. 11,12 are not to be regarded as taking
up the discourse after the alleged digression in

vers. 7-10, and attaching themselves to the words
of invitation in vers. 4-G to justify them (Ber-
THEAU, Hrrzio), but give the reason for the gene-
ral affirmation in vor. 10, which had been added
as a peculiarly strong motive to the acceptance
of Wisdom's invitation. The address in the sin-

gular has therefore nothing remarkable in it; it

simply follows vers. 8, 9.—By me vvill thy
days become many, etc. Comp. similar pro-
mises of long life, chap. iii. 2; iv. 10. [For the

use of this 3d pers. plural •lii'DV see the gram-

mars generally, e. ff. Ges., § 134, 8; Green, §
243, 2, b, but more fully Bott., ^ fl3.j, GJ.—Art
thou wise, thou art wise to thyself. The
same thought is found somewhat more fully de-
veloped in Job xxii. 2, 3; xxxv. 0-9 ; comp. also
Rom. xi. 35; Rev. xxii. 11, 12.—If thou scorn-
est thou alone shalt bear it. Comp. Numb,
ix. 13; Jer. vii. 19; .Job xxxiv. 31, and also the
Latin dictum, of Petronuts, ''Sibi qnisque peccat."
The LXX offer in ver. 12, 1st clause, the fuller

reading " thou shalt be wise for thyself and for thy
neighbor" [kuI nj -/j/aiov) which is surely the re-

sult of interpolation, like the addition which they
append to ver. 10 (ru yap yvumi voiinv (hamiac
earlv aya't^f/c). The longer additions also of three
verses eacii, which they with the Syriac and
Arabic translators exhibit after ver. 12 and ver.

18, hardly rest upon a genuine original text that been assailed and ensnared by Folly's allure-
was before them, although they may readily be

1
ments (Elster) : for the suggestion of the at-

rendered back into Il<-i)rew (see Ilnzia's at-
|
traction and charm of forbidden pleasures ap-

tenipts at this, pp. 8(5 and 88), and therefore very pears most appropriately in the mouth of the
probably date from pre-Alexanih-i;in times.

j

beguiler. Comp. UMiuiEiT on this passage.
Vers. 13-18. A simple woman, clamo-

\
Instead of wine (ver. 5) water is here mentioned

rous, [violently excited] is Folly. The ab-
sti-act j">-Vj}£), simplicity, foolishness (see above

remarks on ver. 7) is here plainly the subject,
and designates the personitied Folly, the e.xact
opposite of Wisdom in ver. 1 With this suliject

is associated and prefixed as the main predicate,
the appellation " woman of folly," i. e., sim-

ple woman; the n'.Oin "clamorous, boister-

ous" is in turn an attribute of this predicate,
and describes the passionately excited, wanton
desire of the foolish woman represented as an
adulteress, just as in vii. 11, with which deli-

neation that before us has a general and doubt-
less intentional correspondence.—And know-
eth nothing w^hatever. In this way in ac-
cordance with Job xiii. 13, this phrase of the

Masoretic text (nr3"n>n"'-S3!|) must unques-

tionably be interpreted. Liter ignorance (comp.
John xi. 49, "ye know nothing at all ") would
accordingly be what is here asserted of Folly.
But perhaps Hitzig is right, according to the
LXX {ij ovK. kTiicrarai alax'i't'jjv, "whoknowetb

not shame") in reading 713/3 instead of

no (the disappearance of the two consonants

might easily have been occasioned by the false

reading no~'72)), and therefore in translating

" and knoweth no shame," which agrees admi-
rably with the "boisterous" of the 1st clause.

Ver. 14. She sitteth at the door of her
house, like harlots who watch for passers by;
comp. Jer. iii. 2 ; Gen. xxxviii. 14, and the con-
duct of the adulteress described in chap. vii. 10
sq.—Seated in the high places of the city.
The place thus described is not the same as that
in the 1st clause, but some other, farther re-
moved from the door of the house. The harlot
is therefore quite like the one in chap. vii. 10 sq.,

represented as running irregularly this way
and that and often clianging her place. In this,

however, the representation accords with that in
ver. 3; as Wisdom so also Folly sends forth her
call of invitation from elevated places of the
city (comp. also chap. viii. 2). A real throne as
her seat, which she has erected under the open
air, and which, in contrast to the "bald, un-
covered heights" (?) mentioned in ver. 3, is sup-
posed to be covered with tapestry (Hitzig), is

certainly not intended; but the "throne" is

here metaphorical; a "lofty throne of the city"

(Umbreit) is a figurative and probably an ironi-

cal representation of a specially high place on
which the wanton harlot has stationed herself,

and therefore is as it were enthroned.
Ver. 15. Who go straight on their w^ays,

and therefore quiet, unwary travellers wlio lake
no thought of circuits or by-paths. The expres-
sion is doubtless to be taken literally, and yet
not without a secondary moral significance.

Ver. 17. Stolen w^aters are sweet, etc.

Plainly words of Folly, and not of tiie author
(Ewalu, Bertheau), or even of one who has
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as tlie ingredient, of the feast, probably with

reference to the waters mentioned in chap. v. 15.

—Bread of secrecy, i. e. not simply bread

secretly enjoyed, but also unjustly gained; an

image of the forbidden enjoyment on which the

adulterer seizes (coiiip. chap. xxx. 20).

Ver. 18. And he knoweth not, i. e. the

fd'olish victim who heeds h^v call and enters her

hiiuse (comp. viii. 22).—That the dead (shades)

are there, L e. children of death, who are

surely moving on toward the horrors of the

lower world, and therefore even now, while the

body still lives, are tenants of the lower world

(D'XD"1, comp. ii. 18), or "dead" (thus quite

correctly according to the sense, Luther [the

English version, «/c.] : comp. Matt. viii. 22;

Eph. ii. 1, etc.).—In the depths of hell her
guests; literally, "in the depths (not as Um-
BREiT and Ew.\LD would reail 'in the valleys')

of Sheol her invited ones." Therefore although

in the house of Folly and to be found at her ban-

quet those ensnared by her are in truth already

in hell. For that house as a throat of hell

reaches down to it (comp. ii. 18; vii. 27), is as it

were only a station on the way of these sinners,

which leads surely and irresistibly down to bell.

Thus, and doubtless correctly, Hitzig, in opposi-

tion to others who make this language only anti-

cipative. As to the three verses which the LXX
supply after ver. 18 see above on ver. 12. '

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL, HOMILETIC
AND PRACTICAL.

The prototypical relation of the contents of

this chapter to our Lord's parables founded on
banquets (JNIt. xxii. 1-14; Lu. xiv. 16-2-t) is evi-

dent, and therefore its special importance to the

doctrine of the call to salvation. What peculiarly

characterizes the representation before us is, how-
ever, the twofold banquet to which invitation is

given, and the correspondent resemblances and
ditferences in the two feasts with their accompa-
niments. In both instances, at Wisdom's feast as

well as that of Folly, it is the " simple," i. e. the

great mass of the unrenewed, the children of

this world, those indeed needing but not yet par-
taking the divine salvation, to whom the call

goes forth. It also goes in both cases (Ver. 4
and 16) with the same words of invitation, and
under quite similar conditions,—that is, in such
a way that those to be invited are laid hold upon
in the street, and at once taken into the house
(comp. Matt. xxii. 9; Luke xiv. 21). With these

analogies which are found mainly at the begin-
ning of the acts compared, how great are the
ditferences, how fearful the contrasts ! In the

former case it is a splendid palace with its col-

umns, a holy temple of God, in which the feast

occurs; in the latter a common house, a harlot's

abode, built over an entrance to the abyss of

hell! In the first the entertainer, represented
as the princely occupant of a palace, remains
quietly at home, while her servants take charge
of the invitations ; in the last the common woman
goes out herself on the streets and high places

of the city, that sitting in the attire of a harlot

(comp. vii. 10), with the open heavens as a
canopy above her, she may craftily and shame-
lessly attract as many as may be affected and

ensnared by the contagion of her wanton lust

!

In the former instance it is simple words of God
that make up the inviting testimony, words that
in part with a literal exactness agree with the
gracious calls of mercy and love with which the
Son of Man once called sinners to repentance
(comp., for example, ver. 5 with John vi. 35,

vers. 7, 8 with Matt. vii. 6; ver. 9 with Matt,
xiii. 12; vers. 6, 11, 12 with Matt. xi. 28-30);
in the latter it is a Satanic voice of temptation
that is heard, setting forth with the boldest ef-

frontery as a commendable principle to which
we should conform our lives, the well-knowa
" we ever strive for the forbidden, and desire

the denied " [nitimur in velitum semper cupimusque
negata) ! comp. ver. 17 with Matt. iv. 3, 9; Rom.
i. 32, etc.

In the homiletic treatment of the passage as a
whole it will be appropriate to set in the clearest

light this parallelism of the banquets that are
compared, with their special resemblances and
contrasts; in some such way as this then: The
friends of the kingdom of heaven and the friends

of this world; or, The call of Christ to His
Church, and the enticement of Satan to the ser-

vice of sin; or. The feast of death, etc. Comp.
Stocker : Christ's wisdom and humanity [(puav-

OpuTTia); Antichrist's folly and dcstructiveness.

—

Starke :— A lesson on the founding of the church
of the Messiah, and the collection of its mem-
bers: 1) The founding of the Church by the

work of redemption (vers. 1, 2). 2) The invita-

tion to the enjoyment of the blessings of Christ's

salvation in the Church; and in particular:

a) How Christ invites to the enjoyment of these

blessings of His salvation (vers. 3-6) ; b) How
this invitation is foolishly despised by many
men, and the allurements of sin preferred to it.

—WoHLFAKTH :—The cross-roads ; while wisdom
calls us to the way of virtue and offers herself

as our guide on it, at the same time the pleasure

of this world calls and offers everything imagina-

ble to draw to itself earth's pilgrims of all races^

ages and conditions.

Single jyassages. On vers. 1-6. Stocker :

—

(Sermon on Christmas eve) ; Christ's friendliness

and condescension, as it appears 1) from the

founding of His Church and its maintenance by
"seven pillars," i. e. by the apostles endowed
with the manifold gifts of the Holy Ghost (ver. 1);

2) from Ilis costly work of redemption in His

own sacrificial death (ver. 2) ; by the institutioa

of the means of grace in His Word and Sacra-

ment (vers. 2-3) ; 4) from the gracious invitation

to partake of all this (vers. 4 sq.).

On vers. 7,8. Cramer:—In the office of the

Christian ministry the function of discipline

must also be especially maintained. It does not,

however, produce uniform fruits; some reform,

some are and continue scorners.—[Ver. 7. Fla-
VEL:—What we fear might turn to our bene-

fit. The reproof given is duty discharged ; and
the retort in return is a fresh call to repent-

ance for sin past, and a caution against sin to

come.—Vers. 7-9. Arnot :— Reproof—how to

give it and how to take it. There should be

jealousy for the Lord's honor, and compassion for

men's souls like a well-spring ever in the heart;

and then the outgoing effort should be with all

the wisdom of the serpent and the harmlessnesa
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of the dove. For rightly receiving reproof the

rule is, be more concerned to get the Vjenefit of

the reproof than to wreak vengeance on the re-

prover.]

On ver. 7-12. Calwer Handbuch ; Reflections

on the reception which Wisdom's invitation finds

among men ; mockers answer it with derision

;

wise, i. e. God-fearing men, and such as continue

in sanctificalion grow not only in wisdom, but also

in outward prosperity: the gain is in every case

ours, as the loss is the scorner's.—On vers. 11, 12.

Hasius :—Wisdom and virtue lose nothing by
being reviled and defamed; he, however, inevi-

tably loses who makes sport of them.—[T. Adams :

—Wisdom is the mother of abstinence, and absti-

nence the nurse of health ; whereas voluptuous-

ness and intemperance (as the French proverb

hath it) dig their own grave with their teeth.]

On vers. 13-18. Starke:—If the temptation

of Satan and liis agents is so strong so much the

more needful is it to try the spirits whether they

be of God, and to beseech God that He will
guide us in the right way. Alas ! to many men
in consequence of their corrupted taste in spiri-

tual things there is more relish in the bread of
vice and in draughts from the impure sloughs of
the world, than in what is oifered to them on the
table of Jesus' grace.

—

Berleburg Bible:—The
more faithfully one serves the world, the more
he allows himself to be led by corrupt reason
and gives ear to the fascinating voice of tempta-
tion, the more enamored he is of the deceitful

harlot, so much the deeper will he sink into

the lowest depths of hell .... Who would pre-
fer hell to heaven ! who would go after death
that may attain life !— [Ver. 17. Trapp:—Many
eat that on earth that they digest in hell.

—

Arnot:
—When you have tasted and seen that the Lord is

gracious, the foolish woman beckons you toward
her stolen waters, and praises their sweets in

vain: the new appetite drives out the old].

n. ORIGINAL NUCLEUS OF THE COLLECTION—GENUINE PROVERBS OF SOLOMON.

Ethical maxims, precepts and admonitions -with respect to the most diverse relations
of human life.

(Proverbs mainly in the form of antithetic distichs.)

Chap. X. 1—XXII. 16.

3. Exhibition of the difference between the pious and the ungodly, and their respective lots in life.

Chap. X-XV.

a) Comparison between the pious and the ungodly with respect to their life and conduct in gene-

ral. Chap. X.

1 Proverbs of Solomon.
A wise son maketh glad his father,

but a foolish son is the grief of his mother.

2 Treasures of wickedness do not profit,

but righteousness delivereth from death.

3 Jehovah will not suffer the righteous to famish [E. V.: the soul of the righteous],

but the craving of the wicked He disappointeth.

4 He becometh poor that worketh with an idle hand,
but the hand of the diligent maketh rich.

5 He that gathereth in summer is a wise son,

but he that sleepeth in harvest is a bad son.

6 Blessings are upon the head oi' the just,

but the mouth of the wicked hideth violence.

7 The memory of the just is blessed,

but the name of the wicked shall rot.

8 Whoso is wise iu heart will receive precepts,

but he who is of foolish lips shall fall.

9 He that walketh uprightly walketh securely,

but he that perverteth his way shall be made known.
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10 He that winketh with the eye causeth trouble,

and he that is of foolish lips is overthrown.

11 A fountain of life is the mouth of the righteous,

but the mouth of the wicked hideth violence.

12 Hate stirreth up strife,

but love covereth all transgressions.

13 On the lips of the man of understanding wisdom is found,

but a rod (is) for the back of the fool.

14 Wise men store up knowledge,

but the mouth of the fool is a near (speedy) destruction.

15 The rich man's wealth is his strong city,

the destruction of the poor is their poverty.

16 The labour of the righteous (tendeth) to life,

the gain of the wicked to sin.

17 A way to life is he who heedeth correction,

he who resisteth reproof leadeth astray.

18 He that hideth hatred (hath) lying lips,

and he who spreadeth slander is a fool.

19 In much talking transgression is not wanting,

but he that governeth his lips doeth wisely.

20 Choice silver is the tongue of the righteous,

the heart of the wicked is of little worth.

21 The lips of the righteous feed many,
but fools die for want of knowledge.

22 Jehovah's blessing,—it maketh rich,

and labour addeth nothing thereto.

23 It is as sport to a fool to do mischief,

but to the man of understanding wisdom.
24 What the wicked feareth cometh upon him,

but the desire of the righteous is granted them.
25 When a storm sweepeth by the wicked is no more,

but the righteous is an everlasting foundation.

26 As vinegar to the teeth and smoke to the eyes,

so is the sluggard to them that send him.

27 The fear of Jehovah multiplieth days,

but the years of the wicked are shortened.

28 The expectation of the righteous is gladness,

but the hope of the wicked shall perish.

29 Jehovah's way is a bulwark to the righteous,

but destruction to evil doers.

30 The righteous shall never be moved,
but the wicked shall not abide in the land.

31 The mouth of the righteous bringeth forth wisdom,
but the perverse tongue shall be rooted out.

32 The lips of the righteous know what is acceptable,

but the mouth of the wicked perverseness.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1.—[nSKf^ ; cited by Bott (g§ 943, c, e ; 950 e) as an illustration of the employment of the Imperf. to express What

must be from the very nature of the case,

—

Fiens delitum,—" must gladden."—A.]

Ver 2.—['W'^V : as above, with the meaning " cannot profit;" §950, c, |3.—A.]

Ver. 3.—[3''_y'T' ; an example of the Fiens solitum, what is %iiont to be; g 950, 6.]—The LXX, arbitrarily assimilating

the language of the iirst and second clauses, read in the second D'J^K'T H^n, for they translate " the life of the un-

godly," ^u)))i' SJ ao-e/3a)i' ai-aTpei/zfi. [T\>T\ has been quite variously rendered. The E. V. translates "substance," the ob-
T ~

ject of the desire of the wicked. Luther, fnllowinjr the inndias of the Vulff., renders by "Schinderei^exactions or oppres-
sion. IIoLOEN translates "iniquity." N., St., and M. agree with our author in retaining the simple meaning "craving, or
greedy desire." So Gesen., Fuerst, etc.—A.]

Ver. 5.—[U?O0 is taken by Gesen., Fuerst, Stuart as intransitive, in the sense of "acting basely." N., M., H. agree
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n-ith the E. V in (ierivin;,' it fioiii a rlifferint radical idea in the verl', and niiikitig it a causative Hiphil. Tbe difference in

the final imjiort is nut vt-ry great, yet tlie lormer ci^nception of the word appears to have the best warrant.—A.]

Ver. 8.—[np'i Fie7is Uciliun, '-is dispused to receive," etc. BoiT, ^I'iO, c.—A.J

Ver. 21.—ion is liere stat. canstr. not of tlie adj. IDH, as e. g. above in ver. 13, but of the noun "1Dn> as tlie old trans-

lators correctly judged. BcRTHEAU 13 therefore wrong in rendering " through one void of understanding." Fuerst takes

our author's view; so Bott. (JTy-i), who would interpret ver. lU in the same way, "the back of folly."—A.]

EXEGETICAL.

1. General preliminary remark. Tbe main di-

vision of the collection of proverbs that begins

with chap, x., by the scattered isolation and the

mosaic-like grouping of its individual elements

contrasts quite strongly with the longer and well

compacted proverbial discourses of the first nine

chapters. And yet one would go too far in as-

suming an entirely planless and unregulated ac-

cumulation of the proverbs contained in chaps,

x.-xxii., and failing to recognize at least an at-

tempt of the collector to secure a methodical

grouping of the rich store of maxims that he has

to communicate. Hitzig's assumption, it is true,

seems altogether artificial, and tenable only as

the result of violent critical dealing,

—

viz., that

chaps, x.-xxi. may be resolveil into four sections

of equal length, of about 90 verses each ; 1

)

chaps, x.-xii. (xiii. 1 making a commencement
parallel to x. 1); chap, xiii.-xv. 32 (in whicii

division xiii. 23 is to be stricken out to make 91

verses, as in the preceding section) ; chap. xv.

33-xix. 3 (where by omitting xvi. 25 and insert-

ing two verses from the LXX after xvi. 17 the

number of 89 verses must be reached that shall

correspond with the section following) ; and
chap. xix. 4-xsi. 31. Ho also assumes that within

these four principal subdivisions groups of verses

symmetrically constructed of six, seven and
eight verses respectively, succeed one another.

But although such a construction according to

definite relations of numbers is not demonstrable,

or at least is demonstrable only in single in-

stances [e. g., chap. xv. 33—xvi. 15; see remarks
on tills passage), still the existence of larger or

smaller groups of proverbs of similar import
cannot be denied; and many of these groups
relating to one and the same subject are very
probably attached one to another according to a
definite plan or construction of ideas. And yet

these in most cases stand in a loose co-ordina-

tion, and withal quite frequently appear accom-
panied or interspersed by single verses that are

altogether isolated. In the chapter before us

groups of this sort, governed by a certain- unity

of idea, may be found in vers. 2-7, 8-10, 11-14,

15-21, 22-25, 27-30. Vers. 1, 26, 31, 82 stand

isolated. Hitzig's attempt to construct from x.

1—xi. 3 exactly five groups of seven proverbs

each appears untenable after an unprejudiced
examination of the real relations of the matter.

—

AVith reference to the contents of the six groups
of verses, together with the individual verses

accompanying them, and also with respect to

central thoughts that may possibly be drawn
from these elements, see the "Doctrinal and
Ethical" notes.

2. Vers. 1. A wise son maketh glad his

father, etc.—This thought, wliich is quite gene-

ral, is plainly designed to serve as an introduc-

tion to the entire collection of proverbs that suc-

ceeds ; comp. i. 8. As in that instance, and as

in XV. 20; xvii. 25; xxiii. 24 there is found here

an attempt, by means of an antithetic parallelism,

at Metalepsis or the distribution of tlie proposi-

tions between father and mother in detail. [In-

genious expositions of the diverse eflf'ects of dif-

ferent kinds of conduct upon the father and the

mother, like that of Lord Bacon in the "Adiumce-

ment of Learning," and more elaborately in the

"Z'e Augmentia Scientiariim," overlook the nature

of the Hebrew parallelism—A.] "Grief, anx-
iety," derived from TIT [moestus esse, dolere),

LXX : ?.v7T?f ; comp. liv. 13; xvii. 21 ; Ps. cxix.

28.

3. Vers. 2-7. Six verses or three pairs of verses

relating to the earthly lot of the just and the un-

just, the diligent and the sluggish.

—

Treasures
of -wickedness profit not.—Because they

cannot avert the sudden and unhappy death that

awaits the wicked ; comp. vers. 25-27. With the

second clause compare chap. xi. 4-19.

Ver. 3. Jehovah will not suffer the
righteous to famish.—Literally, " the spirit of

the righteous;" for this is the sense which in

agreement with most interpreters we must find

here, and not " the desire, the craving of the

righteous," as Elster thinks, appealing for con-

firmation to vi. 30; xxiii. 2. For this strong

expression is inappropriate before we come to

the antithesis in the second member, and here

the idea is plainly enough expressed by the word
ri'n, "longing" (comp. n^lN, Deut. xii. 15; 1

Sam. xxiii. 30). Compare xi. 6.

Ver. 4. He becometh poor thatworketh
with an idle hand.—n''p"1-'^3, not a "deceit-

ful, crafty hand," but an "idle, sluggish hand,"

manus remissa (Vulg.); comp. xii. 24, 27; xix.

15 ; Jer. xlviii. 10.—t:'N"l, for which the LXX
and Vulg. must have read t-^X"! the substantive

(TTEvia, egestas), is the third Sing. Perf. Kal [or

the participle] with the scriptio plena (like DNp

in Hos. X. 14), and with the signification "he is

impoverished," inopsfit; comp. Ps. xxxiv. 10. With

the phrase T Hb';', to stir the hand, to work

with the hand, comp. Jer. xlviii. 10.

—

But the

hand of the diligent—literally, " of the

sharpened," comp. xii. 24.

Ver. 5. He that gathereth in summer is

a wise man—lit., "is a son thatdoeth wisely,"

and so in the second member, "a son that doeth

badly." Tiiesc same predicates stand contrasted

also in chap. xiv. 35, in that case to define more

closely the term " servant," but here as attributes

of the "son," which designation is chosen in this

instance rather than "man," probably because

"the heavy labors of the field which are here

spoken of devolve especially upon the younger

men, and also because idleness is particularly

ruinous to youth" (Ei.stf.u).—For the general

sentiment comp. also chap. vi. 8, 9.

Ver. 6. Benedictions (come) upon the head
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of the just, but the mouth of the wicked
hideth violence.—In this strictly literal ren-

dering of tile verse there is no sharp antithesis be-

tween the first and second clauses, for which reason

many, following the LXX and Vulg., reverse the

relation of subject and object in the second clause,

and fit her translate with Doderlein, Dathe, etc.,

' wickedness closeth the mouth of the vicious,"

or, inasmuch as the noun DOn cannot possibly

be used in this setnse of " wickedness, evil dispo-

sition," explain with Umbreit among others,

"the mouth of the profligate crime covereth."

[E. v.: "violence covereth tha mouth of the

wicked."] (This is substantially the explanation

of HiTZiG also, except that he points Hoi)' instead

of HDD', and takes the noun DOFI contrary to
.•-:' TT •'

usage in the sense of " pain, ruin ;'' " the mouth
of the wicked is covered with sorrow.") [Words.
gives a doubtful support to this view.] liut why
in just this passage and the second hemistich of

ver. 11 which corresponds literally with it, it

should be particularly the mouth and not the/ace

of the wicked that is named as the object to be
covered with crime, is not readily seen; and to

read " f.ice "
("P.?) instead of "mouth" ('3) in

accordance with Ps. xliv. 16; Jer. li. 51, would
evidently not answer on account of the double
occurrence of the expression. Therefore, with
Berthk.vu, Elster, etc. [N., St., and M. in a

qualified way], we should hold fast the above
explanation as the simplest and most obvious,
and accordingly reckon our verse among the ex-
ceptions, which, moreover, are not very rare, to

that antithetic mode of constructing propositions

which altogether predominates in the division of

the book now before us. [Rueetschi, in the

Stud, und Krit., 1868, I., 135, not only agrees
with our author in his construction of the verse,

but endeavors more fully to justify the parallelism

by the following explanation. " While the
righteous, who is himself for others a fountain of

life and blessing (ver. 11), nothing but love and
fidelity, is himself also to expect blessing (ver. 7),
the wicked has in himself only destruction; he
hides it, covers it, it is true (corap. DD^), ver. 18),

with his mouth, yet has it in him (Ps. v. 9) ; and
this very fact, that he covers in himself •ruin for
others, turns the blessing away from him."]

Yer. 7. The name of the "wicked rotteth,
strictly "will rot or moulder," i. e., the memory
of the wicked not only disappears quickly and
surely, but also so as to excite sensations of ab-
horrence and disgust in other men (like ill

smelling mould).

4. Vers. 8-10. Three proverbs bearing upon the
contrast between wise men and fools.—He who
is of foolish lips is overthrown.—With the
wisely dispn.^ed (in the first clause) there is sig-

nificantly contrasted the foolish speaker, the fro-
ward talker, and that, too, with the designation
suggested by the organ of his foolish discourse,

"the fool in lips." The verb {02^\), for the

most part misunderstood by the older translators,
can express only the meaning of being brought
to a downfall, being overthrown, prsecipitari, and
accordingly sets forth the consequence of that
refusal to receive commandments which charac-
terizes the fool in contrast with the wise man.

To secure a stronger antithesis to the verb of the

first clause Hitzig reads iObV or OSV, "casta

them away," i. e. the commandments. But it ia

precisely the correspondence with the 2d clause
of ver. 10, where Hitzig must admit the passive
meaning of the verb, that makes it certain that
this is here also the intended meaning ; far such
verbal repetitions of whole or of half verses are
among the fancies of the author of this division
of our book ; see above, remarks on ver. 6.

[The wise "speaks little, but hears much: re-
ceives commands; therefore it goes well with
him" (ver. 9, 1st clause; chap. iii. 1 sq.) ; but he
" who is of foolish lips," who by his words shows
himself a fool, is ever talking and not receiving
instruction, is ruined; literally, is overthrown.
It is in general a peculiar charm of many pro-
verbs that the parallelism is not perfectly close,

but it remains the function of the reader to seek
out the intermediate thoughts, and to make the
deductions." Rueetschi, as cited above].

Ver. 9. Is made manifest, lit., "is made
known," i.e. as a sinner deserving punishment;
an allusion to the judicial strictness of God, the
All-seeing, [so Wordsw.], (the verb, therefore,

not used as in chap. xii. 16). Hitzig strangely
renders "made wiser," as though the Niphal were
here passive of the Hiphil. [Rueetschi again
(as cited above, p. 136) agrees with Zockler, and
thus develops the antithesis : " he adopts crooked
ways in order, as he thinks, to be able to practice
iniquity more secure and unobserved; but he is

ever known and exposed, he must himself always
fear recognition, and this gives to his walk 'in-

security' "].

Vt.r. 10. He that w^inketh with the eye.
Comp. vi. 13, where as here the "winking with
the eye" immediately follows the mention of
crooked and perverse action. Instead of the 2d
clause, which is identical with the 2d clause of
ver. 8, and which here yields no autithetic'paral-

lelism to the 1st clause, Kennicott, D.\tue, Ber-
THEAU, Elster prefer the very different reading
of the LXX: 6 de £A£}';^;wv [it-a Trappr/aiag slpz/vo-

TToul (but he that rebuketh boldly maketh peace).
This however appears rather to be an attempted
emendation, the result of well-meaning reflection

than the restoration of an original Hebrew text.

We'must here again assume a momentary depar-
ture of the poet from his ordinary strictly anti-

thetical construction of his sentences. In con-
nection with this, however, we are not to give to

the Terb £337^ conjecturally the meaning of

"stumbling" or of " groping blindly" (Hitzig),
but that which is found also in ver. 8, " having
a fall," "self-destruction" (Umbreit). [Here
again Rueetschi comes to the defence of
the poet's antithesis, with the explanation
"he that winketh, the false, causes sorrow,
produces vexation to himself, and he who in his

folly openly utters evil falls." The results difi'er

according to the nature of his wickedness;
"vexation when he has done wrong secretly,,

overthrow, destruction, when he has done it

openly " (as above cited, p. 136)].
6. Vers. 11-14. Two pairs of sentences con-

cerning the contrast between good and evil, wis-

dom and folly, associated by the mention which
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is common to the iii-st and last proverb, of the

mouth of those in whom the contrast appears (as

the preceding group was characterized by tlie men-
tion of the lipn in vers. 8 and 10).—A fountain
of life is the mouth of the righteous, on
account of the hearty, edifying, loving character

of its utterances. For this figure compare xiii.

14; xviii. 4. For the 2d clause see remarks
above on ver. 6.

Ver. 12. Hate stirreth up strife, lit., ''dis-

putes," "litigations;" conip. vi. 14.—All trans-
gressions love covereth over, by ignoring

them, by palliating words, by considerate and
conciliatory demeanor; comp. xvii. 'J; James v.

20; 1 Pet. iv. 8; 1 Cor. xiii. 4.— [Tr.\pp : Love
hath a large mantle].

Ver. 13. A rod for the fool's back, i. e.

merited punishment overtakes him, the man void

of understanding whose lips lack wisdom (comp.

xxvi. 3; xix. 29). The imperfect and suggestive

form of the antithesis is like that in vers. (J and 8.

Ver. 14. Wise men reserve knowledge,
lit., "conceal knowledge," i. e. husband the know-
ledge and understanding which they possess for

the right time and place, do not squander it in un-
seasonable talk and babbling (comp. ver. 8). [So
W., N., St., and M.]. In the pai-allel passage
xiii. 23 the synonymous verb to "cover" (JIDB)

corresponds with the one here used. Comp. also

Mai. ii. 7.—Is a near destruction, i. e. is ever
inclined to break forth with its foolish sugges-
tions, and thereby to bring upon itself and upon
others alarm and even destruction. Comp. the
sentiment of chap. xiii. 8, which although indeed
somewhat differently constructed is still in gene-
ral similar. ["Near" is an adjective, and the
rendering should be more distinct than the am-
higuous and misleading translation of the E. V.
The mouth of the wicked is not simply passively
near to being destroyed; it is a quickly destroy-
ing agency.—A.]

6. Vei's. 15-21. Seven proverbs mostly relating
to earthly good, its worth, and the means of its

attainment,—connected with the two preceding
groups (although only loosely and externally) by
the "destruction" of ver. 15, and the allusion to

the lips in vers. 18 and 19. With the 1st clause
of ver. 15 comp. xviii. 11 ; Ecclesiast. xl. 26; and
Eccles. vii. 12.—The destruction of the poor
is their poverty, i. e., on account of their desti-

tution there is every instant threatening them
an utter destruction or the sundering of all their
relations; tbey therefore come to nothing, they
are continually exposed to the danger of a com-
plete ruin in all their circumstances, while to the
rich man his means secure a sure basis and a
strong protection in all the vicissitudes of life.

Naturally the author is here thinking of wealth
•well earned by practical wisdom; and this is at

the same time a means in the further efforts of
wisdom ; and again, of a deserved poverty which
while the consequence of foolish conduct, always
causes one to sink deeper in folly and moral
need. Comp. the ver. following. Hitzig here
following Jer. xlviii. 39 takes this destruction

(Hi^nip) subjectively, as equivalent to "conster-

nation, terror," [Noyes], which view, however,
is opposed by the use of the expression in the
preceding verse and in ver. 29.

Ver. 16. The labor of the righteous, his
acquisitions, his earnings, comp. 2 .John 8.

—

Tendeth to life, comp. xi. 19 and also xvi. 8.

The contrast to this, " tendeth to sin," includes
the idea not fully expressed, "and accordingly
to all misfortune and ruin as the result of sin."

Hitzig, " to expiation," i. e. to making good the
losses which his sins bring upon him as just
penalties (with a reference to Zech. xiv. 19 ; Jer.

xvii. 3); Schultens, Arnoldi, Umbreit, etc.,

" to downfall, to misfortune." Both expositions

fail to conform to the usual signification of DXtSn.

Ver. 17. A-v/ay to life is he •who heedeth
correction. "A way to life," (a well known
expression like "a way, or path of life " in

chap. v. 6, and therefore not to be changed by a

new punctuation into C'n? H^N, " a traveller

to life," as Ziegler and Ewald propose) ; so the
wise obse»ver of good instruction is hei'e named
because he also guides others to life, in contrast

with the T])/r\TO, him who misleads, the despiser

of wholesome discipline and correction, who not
only fails of the right way himself, but shows
himself an evil guide to others also (Matt. xv.

14). [The rendering of the E. V., "is in the

way," although Ibllowed by H., N., M., W., is

not full and exhaustive enough. Such a man is

not merely "in the way to life ;" he is a guide,

by a bolder figure he is a way to other men.

—

A.] The intransitive conception of this parti-

ciple (LXX, Vulg., LuTiiER, and also Umbreit,
EwALD, etc.), may if necessary be reached by
modifying the punctuation nj/|PO (Hithp., Hit-

zig) ; but the " going astray" even then does not

correspond remarkably with the " way to life,"

so far as this expression is correctly understood.

[" This sentence is an example how sometimes
that which is simplest and most obvious can be
persistently missed : these words so simple and
true have been refined upon because the real

idea was not taken. The meaning is simply
this: example is efficacious ;" e^c. Rueetschi,
as above, p. 137].

Ver. 18. He that hideth hatred (hath)

lying lips, strictly, "is lips of falsehood," i. e.

is a man of deceitful lips. [Here again the E. V.

sacrifices much of the original. " Lying lips"

is not here instrumental; it is the predicate.

So H., N., S., M., W.—a.] Comp. for this im-
mediate personification of the sinning organ,

chap. xii. 19, 22, where in the first instance the

"lying tongue" and then the "lying lips" ap-

pear personified. For the sentiment comp. xxvi.

24. Peculiarly hard and arbitrary is Hitzig's

exposition; that instead of "^P^'^ (falsehood)

we should read "ItifP. (union), and that the ex-

pression thus resulting, "close, compressed lips"

(?) is to be taken as the description of the de-

ceitfully and maliciously compressed mouth of

the man who is full of hate! Ewald is also

arbitrarj' (although following the LXX) ; that

instead of "^ptif we should read pli* (righteous-

ness) ; "the lips of the righteous hide liatred,"

i. e. cover their cnmitj' with love (?).—He •who
spreadeth slander is a fool. The meaning
of this 2d clause does not stand in the relation

of an antithesis to the preceding, but that of a
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climax, adding a worse case to one not so bad.

If one conceals liis liatred witliin himself he be-

comes a malignant fliitterer; but if he gives ex-

pression to it in slander, abuse and base detrac-

tion, then as a genuine fool he brings upon
himself the greatest injury. [Rueetscih objects

to this, 1) that the analogy of xii. 19, 22 does

not justify our taking the expression "lying
lips" in the 1st clause as the predicate, and 2)

that the emphatic pronoun "he" (XIH) in the

2d clause is still less intelligible on this view of

the structure of the verse ; he regards this rather

as one of the instances, of no very rare occurrence,

in which the two clauses make but one proposi-

tion, and renders, " whoso conceals hatred with
lying lips and at the same time utters slander

—

he is a fool," adding the explanation " one of the

most odious of vices is where one conceals hatred
under fine speech, and yet slanders behind the

back ; such a man is in sight of God and men
despised and spurned"].

Ver. 19. Transgression is not v/^anting.
In tbis way is the verb to be rendered, with Uji-

BREiT, HiTziG and most others : and not with
Berthkau, transgression " does not vanish " (as

though we had here something to do with a re-

moval or obliteration of actual guilt) ; only with
the former rendering does the antithesis in the
2d member correspond, where it is plain that

taciturnity and discretion in speech are recom-
mended ; comp. xiii. 3 ; xvii. 27, 28. [Noyes's
translation, " offence," has the fault, rare with
him, of obscurity or ambiguity]. With the ex-
pression " to govern the lips " compare the Latin
compescere linyuam and the parallels from Arabic
and Persian poets which Umbreit adduces in

illustration of our passage.

Ver. 20. Choice silver, as in chap. viii. 19
(comp. 10) is here used to indicate a very great
value.—Is of no worth, literally, "is as no-
thing, is as a trifle,"—a popular and proverbial
circumlocution for the idea of utter nothingness
or worthlessness.—Ver. 21. Feed many, i. e.

nourish and refresh many with the wholesome doc-
trines of godliness (comp. Eccles. xii. 11 ; Ezek..

xxxiv. 2 sq ; Acts xx. 28).—But fools die for
want of knowledge, i. e. persistent fools

(D'ViX) are not only incompetent to become to

others teachers of truth and guides to life; they
are in themselves children of death for their lack

of understanding.

7. Vers. 22-25. Four proverbs relating to the

conduct of the righteous and the ungodly and
their respective lots. The lot of the righteous,

which consists in God's blessing which makes
rich without any effort, forms the starting point
of the description in ver. 22.—And labor add-
eth nothing beside it, i. e. as supplementary
and exterior to it, that divine blessing which is

all in all, which enriches the friends of God even
in sleep (comp. Ps. cxxvii. 2 [and in connection
with this Hupfeld's comments: "Naturally this

is not to be taken literally, as though perchance
labor in itself were cast aside, and the Oriental

indolence commended ; nor again is the privilege

given to the pious of being released from ordi-

nary human toils, and of folding their hands in

reliance on their powerful Friend; the aim is

only, after the emphatic and one-sided manner

of the proverb to make prominent the other side
of the case, overlooked by restless toilers, what
God does in the matter, so as to warn against
the delusion that man can conquer by his toil

alone," etc-Y). This view is correctly taken by
Jarchi, Levi be.\ Gerson, Ewald, Hitzig, etc.,

while others (LXX, Vulg., Umbreit, Bertheau,
Elster, [the E. V., H., N., St., M.]) translate

"and addeth no sorrow thereto." But then in-

stead of n^;? we should rather have had H';^

(comp. Jer. xlv. 3).

Ver. 2o. As sport to a fool is the practice
of iniquity, literally, " like a laugh is it to the
fool to execute evil counsel." This "like sport"
is then to be supplied also before the 2d member;
"but to the man of understanding wisdom is as

an enjoyment." [.M. agrees with our author
whose view is both more forcible and more ac-

cordant with the Hebrew idiom than that ex-
pressed in the E. V. and retained by N. and S.

:

"a man of understanding has wisdom." More
than this is meant : wisdom is his delight.—A.]
The verb to practice (HltJ/jt^ ) is probably not to

be supplied here before "wisdom" (ilODn) ; it

is self-evident (in opposition to Hitzig's view)
that wisdom is considered here as something
practiced and not merely possessed. With the
phrase "man of understanding," the discerning
man, comp. xi. 12.

Ver. 24. What the wicked feareth, lit.,

"the dread of the wicked." comp. Isa. Ixvi. 4;
Job iii. 25; Prov. xi. 27.—The desire of the
righteous is granted them.—The verb (iil'')

can be regarded either as impersonal [like the
German '' es gibt,''' there is: comp. xiii. lO and Job
xsxvii. 10], or directly changed to the passive
(Ti^') as the Vulg., the Targums, and among re-

cent interpreters Ewald and Hitzig. e. g., do.

To supply as the -subject "Jehovah" (Aben
Ezra, Ujibreit, Elster, Stuart, etc.) has its

parallels indeed in xiii. 21, 22, but is here less

natural than there.

Ver. 25. When a storm sweepeth by the
•wicked is no more. Thus correctly Ewald,
Bertheau, Hitzig, [Holden, Stuart, Muen-
sciier]. Against the conception of the first

phrase ("113^3) as a comparison, "as a -storm

sweepeth by, so," e^c. (Umbreit, Elster, [E. V.,

Noyes], etc.) we may urge the conjunction 1 before

pX, as well as the idea of an "everlasting foun-

dation" in the 2d member. With the latter -ex-

pression comp. ver. 30, and also Ps. cxxv. 1.

With the first clause comp. Job i. 19"; Isa. xxviii.

18, 19; Prov. i. 27.

8. Ver. 20. An isolated proverb relating to the
uselessness and repulsiveness of the sluggish.

Comp. xxii. 13, and also vi. 6 sq. ; xii. 27; xix.
24.—As vinegar to the teeth. So the majority
correctly render, while the LXX, Pesch., Arab.,

etc., falsely translate the noun (]*pn, comp. Num.

vi. 3; Ps. Ixix. 22) by "sour grapes" {bu<pnS).—

•

To them that send him. Perhaps this phrase
as referring to the idea which must be supplied,

the authority, the master (D'JIIX), comp. xxv.

13, might be translated by "his sender, his em-
ployer." Comp. Hitzig on this passage.
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9. Vers. 27-30. Foui* proverbs bearing upon
the prosperity of the pious and the ruin of the

ungodly. With ver. 27 conip. iii. 1; ix. 11 : xiv.

27.—Ver. 28. The expectation of the right-

eous is gladness, i. e. us its object conu's mto
possession of liim who indulges it. With the 2d

clause comp. xi. 7; Job viii. 13; Ps. cxii. 10.

Ver. 211. Jehovah's -way is a bulwark to
the innocent. The nieuniug doubtless is. Jeho-

vah's way in the adnainistration of the world, His

providence, His righteous and gracious rule,

proves itself to the pious a strong protection and
defence (comp. the "strong city" of ver. 15, also

Ps. xxxi. 21 ; xxxvii. 39; xliii. 2, etc.) [Wordsw. :

wherever he goen he is in a casUel- Only with

this objective conception of "Jehovaii's way"
does the antithesis in the 2d clause agree (comp.

vers. 14, 15), and not with the subjective, which

makes it. religion, a devout life. Many, however,

(ARNOLDI, ZlEGLER, UiMBRElT, ElSTEK, [NoYESJ,

etc.) unite DP in one conception with '^'\1 and

translate "A fortress is Jeliovah to the innocent"

(upright in his way) ; comp. i^rov. xiii. G ; Job
iv. 6. One must make his choice between the

two interpretations, as both are grammatically

admissible and yield essentially the same mean-
ing.—Ver. 30. With the first clause comp. xii. 3:

with the second, ii. 31 ; Ps. xxxvii. 29.

10. Vers. 31, 32. Two proverbs standing iso-

lated, treating of the mouth of the righteous and
that of the ungodly and their respective utter-

ances or fruits. The mouth of the righteous
putteth forth wisdom, as the sap of a fruit-

ful tree develops beautiful flowers and fruits

;

comp. the "fruit of the lips," Isa. Ivii. 19 and the

corresponding expression Kap~bq ;j;ejAf«v in Heb.
xiii. It) —In the 2d clause this figure is aban-
doned, so far as respects the expression "the
perverse tongue ;" but the "is destroyed " re-

minds distinctly enough of the hewing down and
dying out of unfruitful trees; comp. Matth. iii.

10 ; vii. 19.—Ver. 32. Know what is accep-
table, i. e., are familiar with it, know how to

say much of it. The noun |iyi is here ob-

jective in its meaning, used of that which pro-

duces delight (with God and men) the lovely, the

charming (comp. Luke iv. 22).

—

Hitziq on sic-

counl oi the (nroardCEi of the LXX (they distil,

they send forth) reads p>^32 instead of J-U'T.'

from which we do certainly gain a better paral-

lelism of meaning with the 1st clause of the pre-

ceding verse. And yet it seems at least suspi-

cious to go so far in this endeavor to secure a

parallelism in the contents of the two verses, as

actually to transpose, as Hitzig does, the order

of their second clauses, and so combine them in

the following order: 31, 1st—32, 2d—32, 1st

—

31, 2d. [RuEETSciii, in his criticism upon this

tampering with forms and arrangement, says

:

"It is all needless—nay, it destroys a beautiful,

life-like thought, and substitutes for it a dry
commonplace." Ver. 31 says: " The mouth of

the righteous shooteth forth wisdom, but the

perverse tongue is rooted out;" if the mouth of

the righteous may be compared to a good tree or

field, that must yield good fruit, the deceitful

tongue is a bad tree, that can bear only rotten

fruit, and for that very reason is cut down.

rooted out, destroyed. Ver. 32 adds " The lips

of the righteous know," etc. " The I'ighteous finds

always, as if instinctively, what is acce])table

—

is, as it were, inspired with it, so that his lips,

as it were, naturally find it, while, on the other
hand, the wicked knows and understands only
v.'hat is distorted or perverse, and his mouth
therefore speaks only this" (as cited above,

p. 138)].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

The contrast between the righteous and the

wicked, or between the wise and foolish, forms
evidently the main theme of our chapter. This
contrast, after being suggested in a general and
prefatory way in ver. 1, is developed with spe-

cial reference, 1) to the attainment or non-attain-

ment on both parts of earthly possessions, espe-

cially riches and a good name (vers. 2-7) ; 2) to

their difi"ering dispositions as expressed by mouth
and lips, the organs of speech, with diverse in-

fluence on their prosperity in lif§ (vers. 8-14)

;

3) to the eflFect, tending on the one side to bless-

ing, on the other to destruction, which the labor
of the two classes (whether with the hands or

with the lips) has upon themselves and upon
others (vers. 15-24 and ver. 26); 4) the different

issues of the lives of both (vers. 25, 27-32).
With the individual groups of proverbs, as we
had occasion to combine them above in the exe-

getical notes, these main divisions in the treat-

ment of the subject correspond only in part ; for

the formation of the groups was determined as

we saw in manifold ways, and by quite external

circumstances and relations.

A peculiarly rich return, in an ethical view, is

yielded by those maxims which refer to the

earthly revenues and possessions of the pious

and the foolish (2-7, 15, 16, 22, 27 sq.). They
all serve to illustrate the great truth, "On God's
blessing every thing depends," while they no less

interpret that other saying (2 Thess. iii. 10;
comp. vers. 4, 5 of our chapter), "If any man
will not work, neither shall he eat." Eminently
important and comparatively original (/. e., never
before brought to an emphatic utterance) are

also the proverbs relating to the worth of a cir-

cumspect reserve in speech (vers. 8, 10, 13, 14,

18, 19, comp. James iii. 3-12) ; those relating to

the ease with which the evil man brings forth his

evil and the good his good—plainly because an
evil heart underlies the works of the one, a loving

spirit the other's whole mode of action (ver. 23;

comp. vers. 11, 12, 18, 20, and passages of the

New Testament like Matth xii. 33-35; 1 John
iii. 7 sq.; v. 3) ; and lastly those relating to the

spiritual blessings for others also that spring

forth from the mouth of the pious as the whole-

some fruit of his wisdom (vers. 11, 21, 31 ; comp.
Matth. vii. 16 sq.; John xv. 4 sq.; Gal. v. 22;
Phil. i. 11; James iii. 18),

HOMILETIC AND PRACTICAL.

Ilnmih/ on the entire chapter. The piotis and the

ungodly compared in respect, 1) to their earthly

good ; 2) to their worth in the eyes of men; 3)

to their outward demeanor in intercourse with

others ; 4) to their disposition of heart as this
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appears in their mien, their words, their acts
;

5) to their diverse fruit, that which they produce

in their moral influence on others; G) to iheir

different fates, as awarded to them at last in the

retribution of eternity.—Comp. Stockkr: True
righteousness : 1) its basis (ver. 1) ; 2) its mani-

festation and maintenance in life (vers. 2—5) ; 3)

its utility (vers. 6, 7) : 4) the manner of its pre-

servation and increase (ver. 8 sq.).*

St.vrke :—The grent difference between the

pious and the ungodly: 1) in respect to temporal

blessings (vers. 1-7) ; 2) in respect to conduct

(vers. 8-2G) ; 3) in respect to their prosperity

and the issue of their deeds (vers. 27-32).

—

Calwer Ilandbuch : Of righteousness through
wisdom and of unrighteousness through folly and
mockery. 1) Warning against the vices which
quench delight in righieousness (1-14); 2) admo-
nition to the careful government of the tongue as

that on which above all things else the life and
the true fruits of righteousness depend (1-5-21);

3) allusiou to riches, long life, the jo^'ful attain-

ment of one's hopes, confidence in God, security,

good counsel", etc., as impelling to rigiiteousness,

as well as to the opposite of all these as the evil

result of sin (22-32).

Vers. 1-7 (Text adapted to a sermon on Educa-
tion). Egard: Wilt, thou have joy and not sorrow
in thy children, then train them in the nurture
and admonition of the Lord (Eph. vi. 4).

—

Stock-
er: Are there to be people tliat walk justly, i. e.,

honorably and sincerely before God, then must
they be trained to it from childhood. The educa-

tion of cliildreu is the foundation that must be
laid fjr righteousness.—Ver. 3 sq. St.\rke : Al-

though all depends chiefly on God's blessing, yet

not for that reason is man discharged from labor.

Labor is the ordinance in which God will reveal

His blessing (Ps. cxxviii. 2).

—

Von Gerlach:
The Lord maketh rich, but by the industry which
the righteous by His grace exercise.— [Bp. But-
ler: ilichos were first bestowed upon the world
as they are still continued in it, by the blessing of

God upon the industry of men, in the use of tlieir

understamling and strength.]—Vers. G, 7. Osian-
der (in Starke) : A good name among men is

also reasonably to be reckoned among the excel-

lent gifts of God, Ps. cxii. 6; Eccles vii. 1.

—

Geier : To the righteous not only does God grant
good in this life and the future ; all good men
also wish them all good and intercede for ii day
by day, without their knowing or suspecting it,

that it may descend on them from God. Matiy
righteous men unknown, or even hated during
their life, are first truly known after their death
and distinguished by honors of every kind, as the

* Stocker brings tho contents of chaps, x.—xxiv. in gene-
ral under five title:^, corresponding to the five chief virtues:
Justice, Modesty, WisJum, Temperance. Patience. To Jus-
tice he as.sign8 the contents of chapters x and xi.; to Mo-
deration chitps. xii. and xiii.; to Wisdom chaps, xiv.—xvi.: '

to Temperance chaps, xvii.—xxiii.; to Patience chap. xxiv.
He liiraself admits the arbitrariness of this division, and yet
tliinks there is no undue violence done thereby to the pro-
verbs in question; for there is "in tliese proverbs ot ScjIo-

mon (in chaps, x.—xxiv.) in general a certain quality such 1

as we may have seen in a beautiful green meadow, on which
\

all manner of beautiful, lovely, gimious flowers of many
sorts and colors are to he fallen in with or found, which
stand womlerfiilly mixed and confused, and are only after-

wards to be brought and placed in aceitnin order by some
|

maiden who gathers them for a wreath." {iiermoiis, etc., I

p. 16b.) I

Apostles, Prophets, Martyrs, etc. The off"ensive-

uess of the ungodly, on the contrary, where even
so much as the mention of their name is involved,
is perpetual.—Funeral discourse on ver. 7.

ZiEGLER (in Zimmermann's ScnntagsJ'cier, 1858,
jDp. 7G0 sq.): The memory of the just is blessed

1) because of his winning friendship ; 2) because
of his unfeigned piety ; 3) because of his stead-

fast patience; 4) because of his noble, public-

spirited activity.— [Ver. 7. J. Foster: The just

show in the most evident and pleasing manner
the gracious connexion which God has constantly
maintained with a sinful world; they are verify-

ing examples of the excellence of genuine reli-

gion ; they diminish to our view the repulsive-

iiess and horror of death ; their memory is com-
bined with the whole progress of the cause of

God on earth,—with its living agency through
every stage.

—

Trapp : Be good and do good, so

shall thy name be lieir to thy life.]

Vers. 8-14. Geiee (on ver. 8) : Long as one
lives he has to learn and to grow in knowledge,
but above all also in the art of governing the
tongue. A fool is in notliing sooner and better

recognized than in his conversation — [Ver. 9.

Barrow : Upright simplicity is the deepest wis-

dom, and perverse craft the merest shallowness;
he who is most true and just to others is most
faithful and friendly to himself, and whoever
doth abuse his neighbor is his own greatest cheat
and foe.—BiiioGEs: "Show me an easier path"
is nature's cry. "Show me," cries the child of
God, "a sure path." Such is the upriglit walk,
under the shield of the Lord's protection and
providence ; under the shadow of His promises,
in the assurance of His present favor, and in its

peaceful end.]—J. Lange (on ver. 10): In his

very bearing and gestures the Christian must so
carry himself that there can be read in them
true love, due reverence and sincerity.—He who
has too many compliments for every body is sel-

dom sincere; trust not such a one, etc.—[Ver. 11.

Arnot: The Lord looks down and men look up
expecting to see a fringe of living green around
the lip of a Christian s life course.]

—

Zeltner
(on ver. 12): Love is the noblest spice in all

things, the first fruit of faith, the most useful

thing in all conditions, yea, a truly Divine virtue,

for God Himself is love.—Take love out of the

world, and thou wilt find nothing but contention.

Of the utility of true love one can never preach
enough. [T.Adams: " Love covereth all sins,"

saith Solomon ; covers them partly from the eyes

of God, in praying for the offenders
;
partly from

the eyes of the world in throwing a cloak over

our brother's nakedness ; especially from its own
eyes, by winking at many wrongs offered it.]

—

Cramer (on vers. 13, 14) : It is no shame to

know nothing, but it is indeed to wish to know no-

thing Learn in thy youth, and thou hast bene-

fit therefrom thy life long.

—

Hasius (on ver. 13)

:

He who makes his tongue a rod to scourge others

with, must often in turn give his back lo correc-

tion.

—

Von Gerlach : The fool must like the

beast be corrected with the stick, since he is ca-

pable of no rational teaching.

—

[Bradford: He
that trembleth not in hearing shall be broken to

pieces in feeling.]

Vers. 15-2G. Geier (on vers. 15, 16): Riches

are a means that may be employed for good, but
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as, alas, generally happens, may be misused in

the service of vanity and evil. Poverty is in it-

self a sad thing (Prov. xxx. 8), and brings be-

sides serious dangers to the soul ; for an humble

heart, however, that, child-like, submits to God's

correction and guidance, it may also become a

security against many kinds of sins.— [Vers. 15,

16. Tr.vpp: Surely this should humble us, that

riches—tliat should be our rises to rai.se us up to

God, or glasses to see the love of God in—our

corrupt nature uses them as clouds, as clogs, etc.,

yea, sets them up in God's place.—Lord B\c6n:

This is excellently expressed, that riches are as

a stronghold in imagination, and not always in

fact; for certainly great riches have sold more

men than they have bought out.

—

Bridges: Our
labor is God's work—wrought in dependence on

Him—not for life, but to life.—Ver. 18. Barrow:
Since our faculty of speech was given us as in

the first place to praise and glorify our Maker,

so in the next to benefit and help our neighbor,

it is an unnatural, perverting and irrational

abuse thereof to employ it to the damage, disgrace,

vexation or wrong in any kind of our brother.

—

Arnot: Strangle the evil thoughts as they arc

coming to the birth, that the spirits which trou-

bled you within may not go forth embodied to

trouble also the world.—They who abide in

Christ will experience a sweet necessity of doing

good to men; they who really try to do good to

men will be compelled to abide in Christ.]—
Starke (on ver. 18). Open hatred and secret

slander are both alike works of Satan against

which a true Christian should be on his guard —
(On vers. 19-21) : The more one gives free course

to his tongue, the more does he defile his con-

science, comes too near God and his neighbor.

But how usefully can a consecrated tongue be em-
ployed in the instruction, consolation and counsel

of one's neighbor ! Therefore let the Holy Spirit

of God rule thy heart and thy tongue, Eph. iii. 29.

(On ver. 28) : It is devilish to sin and then boast

of sin. The wanton laughter of the wicked is

followed at last, and often soon enough, by weep-
ing and wailing, Luke viL 25.—(On ver. 24) :

With all the good cheer of sinners th§re is yet

sometimes found in them a strange unrest. Their
own conscience chastises them and causes dis-

may.—(On ver. 20) : Indolence is injurious to

every one, whether in a spiritual or a secular

calling. Not by ease, but by diligence and fide-

lity does one honorably fulfil his office; 1 Cor.

iv. 2.—[BuNYAN : All the hopes of the wicked
shall not bring him to heaven; all the fears of

the righteous shall not bring him to hell.

—

Ar-
not :—Fear and hope were common to the

righteous and the wicked in time: at the border
of eternity the one will be relieved from all his

fear, the other will be deprived of all his hope.

—(On ver. 26) : The minor morals are not ne-

glected in the Scriptures. He who is a Christian

in little things is not a little Christian. He is

the greatest Christian and the most useful. The
baptism of these little outlying things shows that

he is full of grace, for these are grace's overflow-

ings.]

—

Berleb. Bible (on vers. 19-21): As si-

lence is in many ways needful, as Christ Himself
hath taught us by His own example, so on the

other hand we should otFend God and rob Him
of His honor if we would keep silence when He
will have us speak. The lips of the righteous

often serve God as an instrument by which He
speaketh and instructeth him that needeth.

Vers. 27-82. Zeltner: There is no grosser self-

deception than when one in persistent impeni-
tence and impiety yet imagines that he is at last

to live in heaven.

—

Geier : If thy hope of eternal

blessedness is not to fail thee, it must be based on
the righteousness of Christ appropriated by faith,

for this alone avails with God.—(On vers. 30)

:

Let us love and long for that whicdi is really eter-

nal and unchangeable ; for only then can we say
"I shall not be moved," Ps. x. 6; xxx. 6.

—

Starke (on vers. 31 , 32) : When God's honor and
the edification and improvement of one's neighbor
is not the chief end of our speaking ; it is a sign

that eternal wisdom has not yet wholly sanctified

our hearts, comp. ver. 13, 14.

—

Wohlfarth (oa

vers. 23-32) : The sinner's fear and the hope of

the righteous (comp. 1 John iv. 18 ; iii. 3).

b) Comparison between the good results of piety and the disadvantages and penalties of ungod-
liness.

Chaps. XI.—XV.

a) With reference to just and unjust, benevolent and malevolent conduct towards one's neighbor.

Chap. XI.

1 A false balance is an abomination to Jehovah,

but a true weight is his delight.

2 Pride cometh, then conieth shame,

but with the humble is wisdom.

3 The integrity of the upright guideth them,

but the perverseness of the ungodly shall destroy them.
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4 Riches profit not in the day of wrath,

but righteousness delivereth from death.

5 The righteousness of the upright maketh smooth his way,

but by his wickedness doth the wicked fall.

6 The integrity of the upright delivereth them,

but by their transgressions shall the wicked be taken.

7 With the death of the wicked (his) hope cometh to nought,

and the unjust expectation hath perished.

8 The righteous is delivered from trouble,

and the wicked cometh in his stead.

9 The hypocrite with his mouth destroyeth his neighbor,

but by the knowledge of the righteous shall they (he) be delivered.

10 In the prosperity of the upright the city rejoiceth,

but at the destruction of the wicked (there is) shouting.

11 By the blessing of the upright is the city exalted,

but by the mouth of the wicked it is destroyed.

12 He that speaketh contemptuously of his neighbor lacketh wisdom,

but a man of understanding is silent.

13 He who goeth about as a slanderer revealeth secrets,

he who is of a faithful spirit concealeth the matter.

14 Where there is no direction the people fall,

but in a multitude of counsellors is safety.

15 He shall fare ill that is security for a stranger,

but whoso hateth suretyship liveth in quiet.

16 A pleasing woman retaineth honor,

and strong men retain riches.

17 A benevolent man doeth good to himself,

and the cruel troubleth his own flesh.

18 The wicked gaineth a deceptive result,

but he that soweth righteousness a sure reward.

19 He that holdeth fast integrity (cometh) to life,

but he that pursueth evil to his death.

20 An abomination to Jehovah are the perverse in heart,

but they that walk uprightly His delight.

21 Assuredly (hand to hand) the wicked goeth not unpunished,

but the seed of the righteous is delivered.

22 A jewel of gold in a swine's snout,

(and) a fair woman that hath lost discretion.

23 The desire of the righteous is good only,

the expectation of the wicked is (God's) wrath.

24 There is that scattereth and it increaseth still,

and (there is) that stinteth only to poverty.

25 A liberal soul shall be well fed,

and he that watereth others is also watered.

26 Whoso withholdeth corn the people curse him,

but blessings (come) upon the head of him that selleth it.

27 He that striveth after good seeketh favor,

bat he that searcheth for evil, it shall find him.

28 He that trusteth in his riches shall fall,

but as a green leaf shall the righteous flourish.

29 He that troubleth his own house shall inherit wind,
and the fool shall be servant to the wise in heart.

30 The fruit of the righteous is a tree of life,

and the wise man winneth souls.

31 Lo, the righteous shall be recompensed on earth,

much more the ungodly and the sinner.
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GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ter. 2.—X3 is given by Bottched,
J
?50. 1, as an example of the Perfeclum relalivum, the precise time being a matter

T
of indifference. The luiperf. that follows is then a contingent tense describing a normal consequence, § 980 B.]

Ver. 3.—mt!/l, to be read DtU'' with the K'ri. [Bottcher, in explaining forms like this, of which he adduces a ( on-
T- : T -

:

siderable number, {i 920, /3, refers to but rejects the old exjdanation which makes the 1 an older form of the 3d personal
prefix (from the pronoun X^n,li and regards it as representing in the view of the K'lhibh the conjunction 1, an error which

is here corrected in the K'ri.j

Ver. 15.—J^l in ^^'Tl'
J,'"!

is proliably not Infin. abs. Kal (which should be J,'T1), but a substantive, here used ad-

verbially and attached to the reflexive Future Niphal _j;i"T to strengthen the idea. [Fuerst, while giving ^'T as an iutran-

Bitive Infin. nbs., also suggests that it may bf, a noun, giving it however the place and power of a masc. and not a neuter,
and making it the subject, " de.r Schlecthandeinde,"^he that manages ill.]

Ver. 25.—>{"ir is either to bo taken as the Imperf Hophal of XT'^m^i or by change of pointing to be read X1-V
'." T *

and this is then to be regarded as another form of HT^' (Illiziu ; comp. Zieglek and Elsier).

EXEGETICAL.

1. Vers. 1-11. Eleven proverbs on the value

of a just demeanor towards one's neighbor, and
on the curse of unrighteousness.—With vers. 1

comp. XX. 10, 23, and also Meidani's collection of

Arabic proverbs, III., 538, where the first mem-
ber at least appears, and tbat too expressly as a
proverb of Solomon. —A true weight, lit.,

" a full stone;" comp. Deut. xxv. 13, where PX
in like manner signifies the weight of a balance.
— Ver. 2. Pride cometh, then cometh
Bhame ;—lit., "there hath come priile, and tliere

will come shame," i. e., on the prouil ; conip. xvi.

18; xviii. 12.—But vyith the humble is wis-
dom.—That wisdom, -namely, which confers
honor (iii. 16; viii. 18). "The humble," derived
from nji*, which in Chaldee signifies "to con-
ceal," denote strictly those who hide themselves,
or renounce self (ra-rtEivol, raTreivoOfwvg^).—Ver.
3. The (faithlessness of the false) perverse-
ness of the ungodly destroyeth them.

—

" Destroyeth,"—from tljo root Ity which means
" violently to fall upon and kill," iiud not merely to

"desolate" (comp. Jer. v. 6). ^jp_ should in ac-

cordance with the Arabic be explained either by
"falseness, perverseness " (as ordinarily), or
with IliTzir, " trespass, transgression."—Ver. 4.

In the day of wrath, viz., the Divine wrath and
judgment; comp. Zeph. i. 18; Ezek. vii. 19; Job
xxi. 30. With reference to the general thought
comp. chap. x. 2.—Vers. 5 and 6 are exactly pa-
rallel not only each to the other, but also to

ver. 3. Comp. also iii. G ; x. 8.—And by their
lusts are the w^icked taken. — Literally,

"and by tlie lusts ('cravings' as in x. 13)
of the wicked (false) are they (the wicked)
taken ;" the construction is the same therefore as
in Gen. ix. 6 ; Ps. xxxii. G ; comp. also ver. 3.

Ver. 7.—A further development of the idea in
the second clause of x. 28.—The unjust ex-
pectation.—Lit., "the expectation of depravi-

ties, of wickedness " (D'Jl'X plur. of p*-*). Most
interpreters regard the noun here as an abstract
for a concrete :

" the ex[)ectation of the ungodly,
the wicked" [so De W., E. V., IL, N., M., W.].
EwALD interprets it in accordance with lies. ix.

4 by "sorrows" (continuance of sorrow) ; others
in accordance with Is. xl. 26, render it by
"might." In support of our interpretation see
HiTziG on this passage. [Fuerst suggests that

the form may be participial from the verb px
with the signification "the troubled, the sorrow-
ing," and BoTTCHEK, § 811, 3, deriving it as a
participial form from HJX, reaches the same

meaning; this is also Stuart's view, while
Kampu. agrees with our author—A.] The anti-

thesis in idea between the first and second
clauses which is lacking in this verse, the LXX
attempts to supply by reading in the first clause
"when the righteous man dieth, hope doth not
IJerish" {TE?iEvT/'/aavTog avc^por Sikcuov ovk o'/J.vraL

iVvTtf) ; they thus put the hope of the righteous
reaching beyond death in contrast with the hope-
less end of the life of the ungodly. This thought
the original text certainly does not express; but
immortality and a future retribution are yet pre-
sumptively suggested in the passage, as Mun-
TiNGHE, Umbiieit, Lutz {Bihl. Dogmatih, p. 100,
etc..') and others have correctly assumed. Comp.
the "Doctrinal " notes.

Ver. 8. The righteous is delivered from
trouble, etc.—This proposition presented so con-
clusively "cannot be the result of experimental
observation, but only the fresh, vigorous expres-
sion of faith in God's justice, such as believes

where it does not see " (Elstee).—Ver.'.'. The
flatterer (hypocrite) w^ith his mouth de-
stroyeth his neighbor.—For the verbal ex-
planation of npn which, according to the old Rab-

binical tradition, and according to the Vulgate,
denotes a hypocrite (Vulg., simulator), comp. Hit-
ziG on this passage. He moreover needlessly al-

ters this first clause in harmony with the LXX
(in the mouth of the hypocrite is a snare for his

neighbor), and gives to the second member also a
totally difl'erent form; "and in the misfortune of
the righteous do they rejoice."—By the know-
ledge of the righteous are they delivered;
—they, i. e., his neighbors ; the sing, "his neigh-

bor," which is altogether general, admits of be-

ing thus continued by a verb in the plural. The
meaning of the verse as a whole is " By the pro-
tective power of that knowledge which serves

righteousness, they are delivered who were en-

dangered by the artifices of that shrewdness
which is the instrument of wickedness" (Li-
ster].

Ver. 10. In the prosperity of the upright.
— 3-";£33, an infinitive construction; literally,

"when it goes well to the righteous," as in

the second clause 1^X3, "in the perishing,"

when they perish. Comp. xxix. 2.—IIiTzia
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strikes out this verse mainly to secure again

within vers. 4-11 a group of seven provcrb.'^i, as

before in x. 29—xi. 3, but without being able to

allege any ground whatever of suspicion that is

really valid.—Ver. 11 gives the reason why the

population of a city rejoices at the prosperity of

the righteous ;ind exults at the dowutall of the

wiclvcd.—By the blessing of the righteous is

the city esalted,— /. c, by the be)u'ficeiit and
salutary words and acts (not by the benevolent

wishes only) of tiie rigliteous (literally, "the
straight, true, straigiitforward ") is the city

raised to a flourishing condition and growth,
exaltabilur civitais (Vulg. ). Not so well Elster:
"is the city made secure'"—as if the idea here
related to the throwing up walls of defence.

2. Vers. 12-15. Four proverbs against talka-

tiveness, a slanderous disposition, foolish counsel

and thoughtless suretyship.—He that speak-
eth contemptuously of his neighbor.

—

This is the rendering here required to correspond
with the antithesis in the second clause ; comp.
xiv. 21 ; xiii. 13. [The E. V. and Holden in-

vert this relation of subject and predicate, while

Dk W., K., N., S., and M. agree with our author
in following the order of the original—A.]—Ver.

13. He that goeth about as a slanderer be-
trayeth secrets.—With this expression, " to go
tattling, to go for slander," comp. Lev. xix. lb;

Jer. ix. 3. With the expression ^^D H^J, revela-

vit arcanum, "to reveal a secret," comp. xx. 19:

XXV. 9; Am. iii. 7. That not this "babbler of

secrets" is subject of the clause (IIitzig), but
"he that goeth slandering," the parallel second
clause makes evident, where with the "slan-

derer" is contrasted the faithful and reliable,

and with the babbler the man who "concealeth
the matter, i. e., the secret committed to him."
Comp. Ecclesiasticus xxvii. 10.

Ver. 14. Where there is no direction.
—For this term comp. i. 5.—In the multi-
tude of counsellors there is safety.—This
thought recurring again in xv. '11

; xxiv. 6,

is naturally founded on the assumption that the

counsellors are good and intelligent persons, and
by no means conflicts with the conditional truth

of the modern proverb, "Too many cooks spoil

the broth;" or this, "He who asks long errs

long," etc.

Ver. 15. He shall fare ill that is surety for
a stranger.— "111, ill does it go with him,

—

ill, very ill will he fare,— ill at ease will he be,"

etc Instead of "who is surety," etc., the origi-

nal has literally "if one is surety," etc.—With
the second clause comp. remarks above ou chap.

Ti. 1 sq. Instead of D'J^p'in (partic.) we ought

probably to read here D'J'^pn (subst.) (Hitzig),

or to take the plural participle in the sense of
the abstract "striking liands " (instead of
"those striking hands)." Thus, e.g., Umbrkit.
Not so well the majority of commentators (Ewald,
Bertheait, PjLster, among others), wlio read
"he that liateth sureties," i. e., who will not

belong to their number, who avoids fellowship
with such as lightly strike hands as sureties,

who therefore does not follow their example.
3. Vers. 16-28. Eight proverbs of miscellaneous

import, mostly treating of the blessing thatattends

righteousness and the deserved judgment of im-
piety.—A gracious woman retaineth honor
and strong men retain riches.—So reads
the Hebrew text, according to which there ia

a comparison made here ; as mighty men (lit.,

" tyrants, terrible men," comp. ji/aarai, Matth.
xi. 12) retain their wealth and will not allow it

to be torn from them, with the same energy. and
decision does a " gracious woman " (comp. v. 19)

watch over her honor as an inalienable posses-

sion. Comp. the similar sentiment, chaj). xxix.

23 (where we have the same, "lioldeth fast ho-

nor"); and as to the force of comparative sen-

tences formed thus simply with the copulative

conjunction 1, comp. xxv. 25 ; xxvi. 9 ; Job v. 7

;

xii. 11 ; xiv. 18, 19, e^c—The LXX, whom
ZiEGLER, EwALD, HiTZiG foUow, read D'^-nn

(('. e., diligent men, comp. x. 4), and besides in-

sert two clauses between the first and second of

this verse, so that the whole proverb has this

expanded form :

"A gracious woman obtaineth honor;
but a throne of disgrace is she that hateth

virtue.

The idle will be destitute of means,
but the diligent will obtain wealth."

For the authenticity of this fuller form may be
urged especially the vigorous expression " throne
of disgrace" (iJ/iowf dn/jiag), which is hardly
the product of later invention, but rather agrees
antithetically with the expression which is seve-

ral times found, " a seat or throne of honor"
ODD ND3), 1 Sam. ii. 8 ; Is. xxii. 23 ; Jer. xvii.

12. [While RuEETSCHi (as cited above, p. 138)
seems to admit the antiquity of the form repro-

duced in the version of the LXX, he thus defends
and amplifies the sense of the shorter form found
in the Masoretic text, " A woman is powerful by
her grace as the mighty are by their strength.

In grace there lies as great force as in the im-
posing nature of the mighty ; nay, the power of

the strength of the latter gains only more pro-

perty, while the woman gains honor and esteem,

which are of more worth."]

Ver. 17. The benevolent man doeth good
to himself.— Lit., "the man of love," who by
the goodness which he manifests towards otliers,

benefits his own soul. The second clause in its

contrast with this: "And his own flesh doth the

cruel trouble," does not aim to characterize any
thing like the unnatural self-torture of gloomy
ascetics, but to express the simple thought that

on account of the penalty with which God re-

quites cruel and hard-hearted conduct, such con-

duct is properly a raging against one's self.

Thus the LXX had correctly expressed the idea,

and among modern interpreters Hitzig, Elster,
etc., while the great body (U.mbreit, Ewald,
Bertheau among them), comparing Ecclesiast.

xiv. 5, find the meaning of the verse to be directed

against niggardliness, or ascetic self-torture:

He who deals harshly and unkindly with him-
self will treat others also no better."

Ver. 18. The wiciced gaineth delusive
gains,

—

I. e. such as result in no good to liimself,

such as escape from under his hands. Comp. x.

2, and with reference to hSj-'S, gain, acquisition,

X. 10.—But he that soweth righteousness,
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a sure reiward.—The "sure reward" (i"10X "^?."^'

perliaps in its sound in intentional accord with

"^p'd in the first memberj is also governed by the

verb "gaineth" or "workethout" {piyp); comp.

Jer. xvii. 11, etc. For this figure of "sowing
righteousness," i. e. the several riglit acts, which
like a spiritual seed-corn are to yield as their

harvest the rewards of God's grace, comp. James
iii. 18; 1 Cor. ix. 11 ; 2 Cor. ix. G ; also Job iv.

8; Gal. vi. 8, etr.
—"Whoso holdeth fast integ-

rity (cometh) to life.— j3 before T^p^\}i (right-

eousness) if genuine, (the LXX and Syriac ver-
sions read instead

J3,
" son "), can be only an

adjective or participle derived from the verb p3
" to be firm," having the meaning " firm" (comp.
Gen. xlii. 11, 19) ; it therefore denotes "the stead-

fast in righteousness," {. e. as the antithetic

phrase in the 2d member shows, "he who holds
fast to righteousness, who firmly abides in it."

Thus ZiEGLER, EwALD, Umbreit, Elster, etc.

Others, like Cocceius, Schultens, Michaelis,
DciDERLEiN, take the word as a substantive

—

steadfastness (?) ; still others regard it as a par-
ticle in the ordinary meaning "thus" (by which
construction however the verse would lose its

independent character, and become a mere ap-
pendage to the preceding proverb) ; and finally,

HiTZiG conjecturally substitutes DJ3 and trans-

lates "As a standard is righteousness to life."

Vers. 20, 21. Two new maxims concerning the
contrasted lot of the righteous and the wicked,
serving to confirm vers. 18 and 19. With ver.

20 comp. ii. 21 ; xvii. 20.—Assuredly, literally,

"hand to hand," a formula of strong assevera-
tion, derived from the custom of becoming surety
by clasping hands (ver. 1-5), and therefore sub-
stantially equivalent to " I pledge it, I guarantee
it." Comp. the German formula which challenges
to an honest self-scrutiny, " die Hand au/'s
Herz !" (the hand on the heart I); and for "the

sentiment of the 1st clause compare xvi. 5.

[FuERST and K. regard the formula as one of
asseveration ; Gesen., De W. and Noyes inter-
pret, by the analogy of some similar expres-
sions in cognate languages, as referring to time,

"through all generations;" H., M., S. and W.
retain the rendering of the E. V., " though hand
join in hand." The exceeding brevity of the
Hebrew formula stimulates inquiry and conjec-
ture without clearly establishing either interpre-
tation.—A.]

—

But the seed of the righteous

escapeth, literally, "delivers itself" (0*70: a Ni-

phal participle with reflexive meaning), that is,

in the day of the divine wrath, comp. vers. 4, 23.

The " seed of the righteous " is not the posterity
of the righteous [soboles juntorum, Schaller,
Rosenmueller, Bertheau) but is equivalent to

the multitude, the generation of the righteous.
Comp. Isa. Ixv. 23, " the seed of the blessed of
Jehovah."

Ver. 22. A gold ring in a swine's snout ; a
fair -woman that hath lost discretion.—This

last phrase (D>2^ ^1'^) literally denotes "one
who has turned aside in respect to taste," i. e.

one who lacks all moral sensibility, all higher
appreciation of beauty and sense of propriety,

in a word, a chaste and pure heart,—an unchaste
woman. Only with this conception does the
figure of the swine agree, and not with that
given by RosExN.mueller, Berthe.^u, Ewald,
Elster, " without judgment," i. e. stupid, weak.
Compare furthermore the Arabic proverb here
cited by Hitzig (from Scheid's Selecta quxdam
ex sententiis, etc., 47) : "3Iulier sine verecundia est

ut cibus sine sale, [a woman without modesty is

like food without salt]. For the "gold ring"
(ring for the nose, DiJ, not circlet for the hair,

Luther) comp. Gen. xxiv. 47 ; Isa. iii. 21, and
also in general what is cited by Umbreit, in con-
nection with this passage, on the habits of the
Eastei'n women in respect to this kind of orna-
ment.

Ver. 23. The desire of the righteous is

good only,

—

i. e. nothing but prosperity and
blessing, because Goil rewards and prospers them
in everything. Comp. x. 28, and with the 2d
clause where "wrath" denotes again God's wrath,

comp. ver. 4 above.

4. Vers. 24-26. Three proverbs .ngainst ava-
rice, hard-heartedness and usury.—Many a one
scattereth and it increaseth still.—^Comp.

Ps. cxii. 9 (2 Cor. ix. 9), where the same verb is

used of the generous distribution of benefactions,

of scattering {oKop-i^ea') in the good sense (differ-

ent from that of Luke xv. 13). For it is to this only
true form of prodigality, this " sowing of righte-

ousness" that the expression applies, as the two
following verses plainly show. —And many
save only to poverty, literally, "and a with-

holder of wealth only to want;" (thus Bertheau
correctly renders, following Schultens, etc.y

With the participial clause (l^'O W^l) *^® ^^

firmative of the preceding clause {U]_, there is,

there appears) still continues in force. Hitzig's
attempted emendation is needless, according to

which we ought to read VJ_] D'^t^ni in corre-

spondence with the language of the LXX, eIcI 6i

Kul oi cvvdyovTE^. Others, like Schellixg, Um-
breit, EwALD, Elster (comp. also Luther),
translate "who withholdeth more than is right;"
but thus to give a comparative force to JO after

ijbn has no sufficient grammatical support, and

instead of '^li'''0 we should, according to xvii.

26, rather expect '^p/' i^_. The signification

"wealth," ojoM/ert<«cf. for "^p/ is abundantly con-

firmed by the corresponding Arabic word.
Ver. 2-5. A liberal soul is well fed, lit.,

"a soul of blessing is made fat," comp. xiii. 4;
xxviii. 2.5; Ps. xxii. 29; Isa. x. 16; xvii. 4, etc.

—And he that watereth others is likewise
w^atered, lit., "he that sprinkleth others is also

sprinkled" (comp. Vulgate, '^ inebriat .... in-

ebriabilur"). The meaning of the expression is

unquestionably this, that God will recompense
with a corresponding refreshing the man who
refreshes and restores others. Comp. Jer. xxxi.

14, and with reference to the general sentiment

Eccles. xi. 1 ; Ecclesiast. xi. 11, etc.

Ver. 26. Whoso withholdeth corn, him
the people curse.—The withholding of grain is

a peculiarly injurious form of the "withholding

of property" mentioned in ver. 24. 01S< /, people,
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multitude, as in xxiv. 24. With the 2d clause

comp. X. 6.

5. Vers. 27-31. Five additional proverbs re-

lating to the contrast between the righteous and

the wicked and their several conditions.

—

Seeketh favor, that is, God's favor, gratiam Dei;

comp. Ps. V. 12 ; Isa. xlix. 8. With the senti-

ment of ver. 27 compare in general x. 2-4; Am.

V. 14 sq.

Ver. 28. He that trusteth in his riches

shall fall.—Comp. x. 2 : Ps. xlix. 6 ;
Ecclesiast.

V. 8.—But as a green leaf shall the righteous

flourish. Comp. Ps. xcii. 12; Isa. Ixvi. 14. "As

a leaf," /. e. like a fresh, green leaf on a tree, in

contrast with the withered, falling leaf, to which

the fool should rather be compared who trusts in

his riches. Jaegeb and Hitziq (following the

LXX) read hS^OI "and he who raiseth up,"

that is, raiseth up the righteous man, proves

himself their helper in time of need. On account

of the appropriate antithesis to the 1st clause

this reading is perhaps preferable.

Ver. 29. He that troubleth his own house,
lit., "saddeneth" (as in ver. 17), i. e. tiie avari-

cious man, who is striving after unjust gains,

straitens his own household, deprives them of

their merited earnings, oppresses and distresses

them, etc.; comp. chap. xv. 27 ; 1 Kings xviii. 17

(where Elijah is described by Ahab as the man
that "troubleth" Israel, i. c. allows them to

suifer, brings them into calamity).—Shall in-

herit wind, i. e. with all his avaricious, hard-

hearted acting and striving will still gain nothing.

Comp. Isa.xxvi. 18; Hos. viii. 7.—The fool be-
cometh servant to the \wise in heart, that is,

this same foolish niggard and miser by his very

course is so far reduced that he must as a slave

serve some man of understanding (a master not

avaricious but truly just and compassionate).

Comp. ver. 24.

Ver. 30. The fruit of the righteous, i. e. that

which the rigiiieous man says and does, the re-

sult of his moral integrity, and not in an alto-

gether specific sense, his reward, as Hitzig
maintains (in accordance with Jer. xxxii. lU).

—Is a tree of life (comp. note on iii. 18),

a growtli from which there springs forth life

for many, a fountain of blessing and of

life for many. Umbreit, Elster and others

unnecessarily repeat "fruit" Cl^) before the

"tree of life" (D"n |*;,») ; "is a' fruit of the

tree of life."—And the •wise man vrinneth
souls, by the irresistible power of his spirit he
gains many souls for the service of God and for

the cause of truth. [The E. V. which has the

support of H., S., and M., here again inverts the

order of subject and predicate, conforming to the

order of the original. The parallelism seems to

favor our author's rendering which is also that

of De W. and N. Both conceptions are fall of

meaning and practical value.—A.] Hitzig here
again alters in accordance with the LXX, sub-

stituting D:on for DDH; "but violence takoth^ T T T T

life" (? !). ZlEGLER, DoDERLEIN, D.\THE, Ew-
ALD transpose the clauses of vers, 29 and 30 into

this ordc<r: 29, 1st: 30, 1st; 29, 2d; 30, 2d.

For arguments against this violent transposition

of clauses see Umbreit, Bektheau and Hitziq
on this passage.

Ver. 31. Behold the righteous shall be
recompensed on earth. That the "shall
be recompensed" denotes specifically requital by
punishment, and therefore the retribution of the
sins of the righteous, cannot be positively main-
tained on account of the comprehensiveness of

the idea of recompense [UlV). Yet a compari-

son with the 2d clause unquestionably makes this

specific meaning very natural; the whole then
appears as an aryumentatio a majori ad minus, and
Luther's rendering, " Thus the righteous must
suffer on earth," substantially hits the true
meaning. On the other hand the Alexandrian
version introduces a foreign idea when it renders,
"If the righteous be scarcely saved" (Ei 6 ^lev

diKaiog /j.6?i.ig cui^erac,—see also the New Testa-

ment's citation, 1 Pet. iv. 18) ; for the verb UlV
never signifies "to be delivered."

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

That it is chiefly that righteousness which is lo

be manifested in intercourse with one's neighbor
that is commended in the proverbs of our chap-
ter, and against the opposite of which they all

warn, needs no detailed proof. For the first

eleven verses relate solely to this antithesis, and
in the second and larger section of the chapter
also there are added to the proverbs which refer

to the duties of justice for the most part only
commendations of merciful, and censures of
cruel, hard-hearted conduct (vers. 17, 18, 24-26,

29, 30). Those proverbs which have reference
to the lack of intelligent counsellors (14), to in-

considerate suretyship (15), and to feminine
grace and purity (16, 22), take their place among
the precepts which enjoin righteousness in the
widest sense (in so far as wisdom in rulers is an
absolutely indispensable condition of prosperity

in civil, and a wise economy and womanly honor
in domestic society). The separation of these

interspersed proverbs, it is true, renders it im-
possible to demonstrate within the section before

us (vers. 12-31), any grouping as undertaken
according to a definite principle of classification.

To that which is comparatively new in the

dogmatical or ethical line, as presented in our
chapter, there belongs above all else the sugges-

tion of a hope of immortality in ver. 7. With the

death of the ungodly all is over for him; from
the future life he has nothing more to hope; he
has had his good here below in advance; his re-

ward has been paid him long beforehand ; there

awaits him henceforth nothing more than a
cheerless, hopeless condition of unending pain,
" a fearful awaiting of judgment and fiery indig-

nation that shall consume the rebellious" (Heb.

X. 27; conip. Luke xvi. 25 ; Matt. vi. 2, 16; vii.

23; XV. 12, etc.). This is the series of thoughts

which is inevitably suggested by the proposition

"with tlie death of the wicked hope perishes;"

the bright reverse of this here quite as distinctly

as in the similar representations of the Psalms,

especially in the 49th Psalm, which is so pre-

eminently important for the doctrine of the Old

Testament concerning immortality and future

retribution, depicts the certainty that the right-
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eons will attain to an eternally blessed life,—

a

cei'tainty whose foundation is in God (comp. Ps.

xlix. 14. 15, and in connection with this HoF-
MANN, Schriflbew., II. 2, p. 467). Elster denies

that the sentiment of the vei-se points indirectly

to a life after death, because "according to the

doctrine of Proverbs the hope of tlie righteous

is already fulfilled in the earthly life" (comp.

also Brucu, Wei-iheiiiilehre, etc., p. 117). But the

doctrine of retribution set forth in our book is

(see below, remarks on xiv. 32) as far from being

an exclusively earthly one, limited to the present

life, as that of the Psalms or the Book of Job
(comp. DuLiTzscii on .Job xix. 2'! sq. ; and also

KoNiG, Die Unsterhliclikeitdehre de.s Baches Iliob,

1855). And as respects our chapter in particular,

the two-fold allusion to the divine wrath (vers.

4, 23), and the assurance which is expressed

altogether without qualification, that "the wicked

will not go unpunished" (ver. 21; comp. notes

above on this passage), point with sufficient

clearness to this conclusion, that to the religious

consciousness of the author of our Proverbs a

retribution beyond the grave was an established

fact. The closing verse of the chapter, " Be-

hold, the righteous is recompensed on earth;

how much more the ungodly and the sinner!" is

by no means opposed to tliis view. For the main
stress here falls not upon the "on earth," but

upon "the righteous" (comp. the exegetical ex-

planation of the passage) ; and it is not the cer-

tainty of a visitation of sin occurring within the

earthl;/ life, but the certainty of such a visitation

in general upon the wrong committed on the

earth (by the righteous as well as the wicked),

that forms the proper substance and object of

the expression.

Besides these, characteristic utterances of our
chapter that are of special dogmatical and ethi-

cal significance are, the announcements concern-

ing the blessing which goes fortii from wise and
upright citizens upon their fellow-citizens (vers.

10, 11, 1.4, comp. especially the exegetical com-
ments on the last passage) ; concerning the seri-

ous injury which the hard-hearted and cruel

does above all to himself, especially when he
leaves his own liouse and his nearest connections
to suffer from his avarice (vers. 17, 29, comp.
1 Tim. V. 8) ; concerning the blessing of benefi-

cence, and the injurious and perverse nature of

avarice in general and of avaricious usury in

particular (vers. 24-2G) ; and finally concerning
the life-giving ami soul-refreshing power whicli

the conduct of a just and truly wise man has,

like a magnet endowed with peculiar attractive

power and working at a distance (ver. 30, comp.
Matt. xii. 30, the "gathering with the Lord"),

HOMILETIC AND PRACTICAL.

Homily on (he entire chapter. Not justice only,

which gives and leaves to everyone his own, but
love, which from spontaneous impulse resigns its

own to others, and even for God's sake and in

reliance on Him scatters it without concern,

—

this is the conduct of the truly wise. For "love
worketii no ill to his neighbor; therefore love is

the fulfilling of the law" (Rom. xiii. 10).—(."oinp.

Stockkr : .Justice, as Solomon here commends it,

relates 1) to private life (vers. 1-9) ; 2) to civil

life (vers. 10-15); 3) to domestic life (vers. 16-

31) ; it is therefore j'uslitia privata, publica, oecono-

mica.—Starke :—The advantage which the pious
have from their piety, and the injury which the

I

wicked experience from their wickedness: 1)
from righteousness and unrighteousness in busi-

ness in general; 2) from good and evil conduct
with respect to the honorable fame of one's

neighbor (vers. 12, 13) ; 3) from good and evil

government (vers. 14, 15) ; 4) from seeking or
Contemning true wisdom (vers. 16-23) ; 5) from
beneficence or uncharitableness (vers. 24-31).

Vers. 1-11. iMi:L.\xcHTHON (on ver. 1): Weight
and balance are judicial institutions of the Lord,
and every weight is His work. But marriage
compacts also, political confederacies, civil com-
pacts, judgments, penalties, etc., are ordinauceb
of Divine wisdom and justice, and are effectively

superintended by God.—(on ver. 2) : Usually in

prosperity men become remiss both in the fear of

God, and also in prayer. If in this way God's
fear is at length wholly stifled, men in their car-

nal security allow themselves all manner of en-
croachments on the rights of their neighbor.
Experience has, however, taught even the heathen
that certain penalties do by Divine ordinance in-

fallibly overtake such pride and arrogance when
these pass beyond the bounds of one's calling,

and they have therefore designated this law of
the Divine administration of tlie world according
to which pride is the sure precursor of a speedy
fall by the expression adpaareia, "inevitability."

Comp. 1 Pet. v. 5 sq. [Arnot : God claims to

be in merchandize, and to have His word circling

through all its secret channels.

—

Bridges: Com-
merce is a providential appointment for our so-

cial intercourse and mutual helpfulness. It is

grounded with men upon human faith, as with
God upon Divine faith.

—

Jermyn : Such & perfect

stone is a perfect jewel, and a precious stone in

the sight of God.—Ver. 2. Trapp : The humble
man, were it not that the fragrant smell of his

niany virtues betrays him to the world, would
choose to live and die in his self-contenting se-

crecy.]—J. Lange (on vers. 1-3): Pride and
malignity are, so to speak, the first nurses of in-

justice in business, Ecclesiast. x. 15, 16.

—

[Ver. 6. Trapp: Godliness hath many troubles,

and as many helps against trouble.—Ver. 8.

Bridges: The same providence often marks Di-
vine faithfulness and retributivejustice.]

—

Geier
(on vers. 7, 8) : The righteous man is in the end
surely free from his cross ; if it does not come
about as he wishes, then assuredly it does as is

most useful for him ; if not before his temporal
death then in and by means of this.—(On vers.

10,11). The growth and prosperity of a civil

community is to be ascribed not so'much to its

political regulations as rather to the prayers of
its pious citizens, who therefore deserve above
others to be protected, honored and promoted.

—

J. Lange (on vers. 10. 11). Pious and devout
rulers of a city or a land are a great blessing, for

which we should diligently pray, lest God should
peradventure chastise us with tyrannical, selfish,

ungodly masters.

Vers. 12-15. Geier (on vers. 12, 13): Taci-
turnity is never too highly praised, nor is it

ever thoroughly acquired. Disgraceful and in-

jurious as loquacity is, equally admirable is true
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reserve in speech.—(On ver. 14) : The welfare of

a land does indeed by all means depend on wise

and faithful counsellors; yet to God, the supreme
source of all prosperity, must the highest honor
ever be rendered.

—

Rue del (on ver. 14—in

Rohr's Predi(/erm(tgnzin) : Means by which we
all may work beneficially from our domestic upon
the public life (by the fidelity of our action, by
purity of morals, love of peace, and a genuine
religious sensibility).

—

Von Gerlach (on ver.

14): In the atfairs of a city, a state, a society,

we should look far more after the spiritual than
after the external means and appliances.

—

WoHLFARTH (on vcrs. 9-15) : The blessing which
the pious confers even here, and the curse that

goes forth from the sinner.

Vers. lG-28. Zeltnkr (on ver. 16) : Zealous as

tyrants are to acquire and keep their wealth, so

diligent should the pious mau be in attaining and
preserving his true honor, which is the fear of

God and virtue.

—

[Arnot (on ver. 17) : In every
act that mercy prompts there are two parties,

who obtain a benefit. Both gat good, but the

giver gets the larger share.—J. Edwards (on

ver. 19): Solomon cannot mean <e/M/*oraZ death,

for he speaks. of it as a punishment of the wicked,

wherein the righteous shall certainly be distin-

guished from them.]

—

Geier (on ver. 17) : The
gifts which have been received from God one
may enjoy with a good conscience, only it must
be done with a thankful heart in the fear of God,
and in connection with it the poor may not be

forgotten.—(On ver. 18) : The hope of the un-
godly is deceptive. For the object of their labor

they do not attain, because death suddenly over-

takes them (Luke xii. 19). Their accumulated
wealth does not reach the heir of the third gene-

ration, they leave behind them an evil name, and
the worm of conscience continually preys upon
them.—(On ver. 22) : External physical beauty
without inner beauty of soul is like a whitewashed
sepulchre, that within is fuJl of dead men's bones,

Matth. xxiii. 27.—[Flavel (on ver. 20): God
takes great pleasure in uprightness, and will own
and honor integrity amidst all the dangers which
befall it.]

—

Von Gerlach (on ver. 22): Personal
beauty is like the mere ornaments of an animal,
attached ^o it only externally, and often standing
in sharp contrast with itself; it is that within
which makes the man a man.

—

Berleburg Bible.

(on ver. 23): The righteous desire nothing but
what is good, and are by God really made par-
takers of these things which they desire. The
ungodly, on the contrary, instead of what they
hoped for, are made partakers of God's wrath.

Vers. 24-20. Cramer: Almsgiving does not
impoverish, as many men from lack of love sup-
pose.

—

Hasius : Though God may not requite our
beneficence in every instance by increasing the
abundance of our possessions, yet He does in this

that it contributes to our true welfare.

—

Von
Gerlach : God as invisible regulator of human

fortunes stands behind visible causes; Hebe-
stows His blessing upon the insignificant and in-

creases it. His curse upon the abundant, and it

wastes away. Thus every where it is the deeper
causes that determine advance in wealth or im-
poverishment. The blessing which we diffuse
among others turns to our account; he who wa-
ters the dry land of others thereby brings ad-
vantage to his own.— [T. Adams (on ver. 24) : The
communication of this riches doth not impoverish
the proprietary. The more he spends of his
stock, the more he hath. But he that will hoard
the treasure of his charity shall grow poor,
empty and bankrupt.

—

Arnot (on ver. 25): To
be a vessel conveying refreshment from the foun-
tain-head of grace to a fainting soul in the wil-
derness is the surest way of keeping youi*' own
spirit fresh, and your experience ever new.

—

Trapp: Bounty is the most compendious way to

plenty, neither is getting but giving the best
thrift.

—

Chalmers: God in return not only en-
riches and ministers food to such as have wil-
lingly parted with their carnal things, but in-

creases the fruits of their righteousness.]
Vers. 27-31. Starke (on ver. 27) : The oppor-

tunity to do good one should not let slip from his
hands, Gal. vi. 10. If thou art always deferring
from one time to another, it is easy that nothing
should come of it —(On ver. 28) : If thou wilt be
and continue truly prosperous, then seek eagerly
the righteousness of Jesus Christ, and not the
perishable riches and pleasures of this world.

—

(On ver. 30) : To win gold and possessions is far
from being so great wisdom as to win souls and
deliver them from the way of destruction.

—

[Trapp (on ver. 28) : Riches were never true to

any that trusted to them.—Lord Bacon (on ver.

29) : In domestical separations and breaches
men do promise to themselves quieting of their

mind and contentment; but still they are deceived
of their expectation, and it turneth to wind.—J.

Edwards (on ver. 31): The persecutions of

God's people, as Ihey are from the disposing
hand of God, are chastisements for sin.—Bp.
Jos. Hall (on ver. 31): Behold even the most
just and holy man upon earth shall be sure of

his measure of affliction here in the world; how
much more shall the unconscionable and ungodly
man be sure to smart for his wickedness, either

here or hereafter.]

—

Melanchthon (on ver. 31):
If even the righteous in this life suffer correction
and affliction, which nevertheless tend to im-
provement, how much more surely will they who
defiantly and fiercely persist in their sinful course
be punished, if not in this life, then in the life to

come (Luke xxiii. 31 ; 1 Pet. iv. 18).

—

Von Ger-
lach (on ver. 30) : From the righteous there go
forth life and blessing, as from a tree of life,

wherefore he also gains ascendency over the souls

of many, just as the tree of life was the centre

of Paradise, and from it went forth the prosperity

of the whole.



i2ri THE PROVERBS OF SOLOMON.

j3) With reference to domestic, civil and public avocations.

Chap. XII.

1 He that loveth correction loveth knowledge

;

but whosoever hateth rebuke is brutish.

2 The good man obtaineth favor from Jehovah
;

but the man of wicked devices doth he condemn.
3 A man shall not be established by wickedness

;

but the root of the righteous shall not be moved.
4 A good wife is the crown of her husband,

but one that causeth shame is as rottenness in his bones.

5 The thoughts of the righteous are justice

;

the counsels of the wicked are deceit.

6 The words of the wicked are a lying in wait for blood,

but the mouth of the upright delivereth them.

7 The wicked are overturned and are no more

;

but the house of the righteous shall stand.

8 According to his wisdom shall a man be praised;

but he that is of a perverse heart shall be despised.

9 Better is the lowly that serveth himself,

than he that boasteth and lacketh bread.

10 The righteous cai-eth for the life of his beast

;

but the sympathy of the wicked is cruelty.

11 He that tilleth his land shall be satisfied with bread

:

but he that followeth after vanity is void of understanding.
12 The wicked desireth the spoil of evil doers,

but the root of the righteous is made sure.

13 In the transgression of the lips is a dangerous snare,

but the righteous escapeth from trouble.

14 From the fruit of a man's mouth shall he be satisfied with good;
and the work of one's hands shall return to him.

15 The way of a fool is right in his own eyes,

but he that hearkeneth to counsel is wise.

IG The vexation of the fool is at once known

;

but he that hideth offence is wise.

17 He that uttereth truth proclaimeth right,

but the lying tongue deceit.

18 Tl ere is that talketh idly like the piercings of a sword:
but tne tongue of the wise is health.

19 The lip of truth shall be established forever;
but the lying tongue only for a moment.

20 Deceit is in the heart of those who devise evil,

but to those who give wholesome counsel is joy.

21 There shall no evil befiiU the righteous

;

but the wicked are full of calamity.

22 Lying lips are an abomination to Jehovah;
but they that deal truly arc his delight.

23 A prudent man hideth knowledge:
but the heart of fools proclaimeth foolishness.

24 The hand of the diligent shall rule:

but the slothful shall be obliged to serve.

25 If heaviness be in the heart of man it boweth it down

;

a good word maketh it glad.
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26 The righteous guideth his friend aright

;

but the way of the wicked leadeth him astray.

27 Thq idle catcheth not his prey,

but a precious treasure to a man is diligence.

28 In the path of righteousness is life

:

but a devious way (leadeth) to death.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ter. 11.—'DIT^. [This plural is cited by Bottcher, § 699, among the examples of that, ideally extended and abstract,

which vividly and agreeably impresses the spirit, and therefore is fitly represented by a plural ; comp. ^TK?Xi etc.]

Ver. 17.—n>"IOX TT'i)'' fcomp. DOI3 IT'S', chap. vi. 19) is to be regarded as a relative clause. [bBttchee, how-
T v: - T • T : - • T

ever, regards rTi)' here and in vi. 19; xiv.2o; xix. -i, 9; Ps. xii. 6; xxvii.l2,asa Hiphil participle of peculiar form, found
only in a f^w instances ia connection with roots containing a labial that would closely follow the O which is the ordinary
prefix of the liiphil participle. The omission of this O gives a form approaching the Kal. Bottcher objects to Ewald's
description of this as an intransitive Kal participle (^ 169, a), that this verb is not intransitive, etc. See 'd 994, 9 and
4). -A.]

Ver. 28.—An additional objection to the ordinary interpretation (see exegetical notes below) is the absence of Mappiq
in the PI ofH^TlJ. which must nevertheless be regarded as a third pers. suffix referring to npHV, "the way o£ its

T • : It t: ^
path."

EXEGETICAL.

1. Vers. 1-3. Three proverbs on the contrast

between good and evil in general.

—

Who.soever
hateth correction is brutish.—"i>*3, brutus,

~ T

stupid as a beast ; a peculiarly strong expres-

sion. Comp. chaps, xxx. 2 ; Ps. xlix. 10; Ixxiii.

22; xcii. 6. Hitzio prefers to read '^J/'3, which

alteration, however, appears from the passages
just cited to be unnecessary.—Ver. 2. The
good man obtaineth favor from Jehovah.
For the use of this verb "obtain" (lit. "tn draw
out") comp. iii. 13; viii. 35.

—

But the man of
cricked devices doth he condemn,— /. e.,

Jehovah. Others regard the verb as intransitive,

e.g., the Vulgate, " impie affit," and now lIiTzro,

wlio finds expressed here the idea of "incurring
penalty." But for this signification of this Hip-
hil there is wanting the necessary illustration

and support; and as evidence that the K^'XI

ri13II3 may be regarded as an accusative without

the sign HX comp., e. g., x. 11 ; Ps. Ivi. 8; Job

xxii. 29, etc.—With ver. 3 compare x. 25,

and with the second clause in particular ver. 12

below.

2. Vers. 4-11. Eight proverbs on the blessings

and banes of donie.stic life, and on the cause of

both.

—

Ver. 4. A good vsrife is her husband's
crown. Literally, a woman of power, i. e.,

of moral power and probity, such as mani-
fests itself in her domestic activity ; comp. xxxi.

10; Ruth iii. 11. The "crown" or the gar-
land (ni£0^) is here regarded evidently as an

emblem of honor and renown, comp. the " crown
of rejoicing" (arecbavog Kavx'/ofoc), 1 Thcss. ii.

19; also Prov. xxxi. 23, 28.—But like a rot-
tenness in his bones is she that causeth
shame.—Literally a worm-eating, i. e., a ruin
inwardly undermining and slowly destroying

;

comp. xiv. 30; Job iii. 16. — Ver. 5. The
thoughts of the righteous are just; the
counsels of the -wicked are deceit,— i. e.,

the very thoughts of the pious, much more then
their words and deeds, aim at simple justice and
righteousness ; the shrewd counsels, however, by

which the wicked seek to direct others (ni75nn,

comp. xi. 14), are in themselves deceitful and un-
real, and therefore lead solely to evil.—Ver. 6.

The words of the w^icked are a lying in
wait for blood,— i. e., they mean malice, they
are the expression of a bloodthirsty and murder-
ous disposition; comp. i. 11 sq.; xi. 9.—Altogether
needlessly Hitzig alters the phrase DTDIX to

D3 3"1X, " are a snare for them."

—

The mouth
of the righteous, however, delivereth
them,—that is, the rigliteous (comp. xi. G), or it

may be also the innocent who are threatened by
the lying in wait of the wicked for blood (comp.
xi. 9). [So WoRBSW. and MuenscherJ.—Ver. 7.

The wicked are overturned and are no
more.—The infin. abs. 'HiiJn here stands em-

' T

phatically for the finite verb, and furthermore,
for this is certainly the simplest assumption, in

an active or intransitive sense [comp. however in

general on this idiom Bottcher, | 990, a.—A.] ;

"the wicked turn about, then are they no more"
[comp. the proverbial expression "in the turning
of a band "]. To regard it as a passive (Ewald,
Elster, Hitzig) [K., M., S.] is unnecessary;
this gives a stronger meaning than the poet pro-
bably designed, i. e., "the wicked are over-

thrown " (or even "turned upside down," Hit-
zig). The subsequent clause "and are no
more " would not harmonize with so strong a
meaning in the antecedent clause, especially if,

as Hitzig supposes, the verb really designs to

remind us of the overthrow of Sodom and Go-
morrah (Gen. xix. 21). With the second clause
comp. X. 25; Matth. vii. 25.

Ver. 8. According to his wisdom.—'i)'?

[literally " in the face or presence of"], "in pro-
portion to," "according to the measure of," as in

.Judges i. 8 and frequently elsewhere.

—

But he
that is of a perverse heart shall be de-
spised,—lit., '* the crooked in heart," ;'. c, the

perverse man, who does not see things as they
are, and tlierefore acts perversely and injudi-

ciously (Hitzig).

Ver. 9. Better is the lowly that serveth
himself.—With this use of "lowly, insignifi-

cant," comp. 1 Sam. xviii. 23. The phrase
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^S n^^l the Targum, Aden Ezra, Bertheau,

Elster [De W., N., S.], regard as expressing

this idea, "and he has at the same time a ser-

vant." But the parallelism demands the mean-

ing early given in the LXX, Vulgate and Syr.

versions [and now preferred by K., H., M., W.],

" 7ninistrani sibi ipsi," serving himself, which is

here evidently put in contrast with the foolish,

impoverished pride of birth mentioned in the

second clause,—whether we retain the Masoretic

reading, or, with Ziegler, Ewald and Hitzig,

read 'h n^i'l (participial). —And lacketh

bread.—Com'p. 2 Sam. iii. 29. AVith the ge-

neral seniiuuuit compare the passage which un-

doubtedly fjrew out of this, Ecclesiast. x. 30.

—

Ver. 10. The righteous careth for the life

of his beast,— ;. c, he knows how his beast

fe?ls, he concerns himself, he cares for his do-

me*ic animals, does not allow them to hunger.

[Arnot: When the pulse of kindness beats strong

in the heart, the warm stream goes sheer through

the body of the human family, and retains force

enough to expatiate among the living creatures

that lie beyond]. Comp. Ex. xxiii. 9, "Ye know
the heart of the stranger," from which parallel

passage it appears that Zieglee, Elster, etc.,

are in the wrong in translating Wp} here by

" hunger." For examples of this use of the verb

yT "to know," in the sense of "to concern

one's self, to care for something," comp. also

xxvii. 23; Gen. xxxix. 6; Ps. i. 6, etc.—But the
compassion of the wicked is cruelty,

—

lit., "is cruel."

—

With the whole proverb comp.

Ecclesiast. vii. 23.—Ver. 11. But he that fol-

lovyeth after vanity.—D'P'^. is probably not

the designation of "vain persons," as in Judg. ix.

4; 2 Sam. vi. 20 ; comp. 2 Kings iv. 3 (Umbreit,
Bertheau, etc.), but is to be regarded as neuter,

i. e., as an abstract, and therefore as meaning
vain things, vanities, and, as the contrast with

the first clause shows, specially " idleness, inac-

tion, laziness." Comp. the LXX, who have here

rendered the expression by /udraia, but in the

passage almost literally identical, chap, xxviii.

19, by (7,\W/)v; in like manner Symmaciius
(^arvpayiav), Vulgate {olium), etc.

3. Vers. 12-22. Eleven additional proverbs

with regard to virtues and faults in civil rela-

tions, especially .^ins of the tonglie and their op-

posites.—The w^icked desireth the spoil of
evil doers,— /. e., one wicked man seeks to

deprive another of his gains, one of them is

evermore seeking the injury and ruin of ano-

ther, so that no peace prevails among them (Is.

xlviii. 22 ; Ivii. 21) ; they are rather " by the con-

flict of their selfish strivings ever consuming
one another." Thus, and doubtless correctly,

Ujibreit and Elster [to whose view K. gives a

qualified assent], while Bertheau, following the

Targum, translates T12f73 by "net," and to illus-

trate the meaning thus obtained, compares chap,

viii. 35 [this is also the rendering of the E. V.,

which is followed by W., M., H.; S. renders

"desireth an evil net," i. e., destruction, being

so intent upon his evil deeds as to disregard the

consequenci's ; N. renders in seeming agreement

with our author " the prey of evil doers," the

genitive being however possessive and not ob-

jective, i. e., such prey as evil doers take]
;

Ewald however and Hitzig regard the passage

as altogether corrupt, on account of the widely

divergent text of the ancient versions (LXX,
Vulg., Syr.), and therefore propose emendations
(Ewald, "the desire of the wicked is an evil

net;" Hitzig, "the refuge of the wicked is

crumbling clay"). It is certainly noteworthy
that the LXX and Vulgate oifer a double render-

ing of the verse, first one that widely departs,

and then one less seriously differing from the

form of the Masoretic text.—With the second

clause comp. ver. 3, second clause. For the verb

\r}] it is probably not needful to supply as sub-

ject the word "Jehovah," which has been omit-

ted (Umbreit, Bertheau, Elster [Wordsw. (?)],

etc.) [nor with Luther, De W., E. V., N. and
M. to supply an object,—giveth or yieldeth

(fruit)] ; but, as in the instance in x. 24, to

change the punctuation to the passive jP\ or

again, to write jn' (derived from '^P}^, Jirmusfuit,

comp. the proper name |j"\'N) with the Targum,

Reiske, Hitzig [Stuart], etc.—Ver. 13. In the
transgression of the lips is a dangerous
snare; i. e., he who seeks to ruin others by evil

speaking is himself overthrown in the same way.

Bertheau proposes to construe so as to give the

meaning "is a snare of or for the wicked," which,

however, is contrary to the analogy of Eccles. ix.

12.—After this verse also the LXX introduces

a peculiar addition consisting of two clauses,

which, however, is probably nothing more than

an old gloss on the following verse; comp. Hit-

zig on this passage.

Ver. 14. From the fruit of a man's mouth
is he satisfied -with good.—Lit., "from the

fruit of the mouth of the man doth he satisfy him-

self with good;" i. e., it is the good fruit which one

brings forth in wise, intelligent, benevolent dis-

course, that results in blessing to him. Comp.
xiii. 2; xviii. 20. In the second clause to good
words good works are added, and as "returning

upon him" (comp. Ps. vii. 16) ; they are therefore

represented as being in a sense the personified

bearers of reward and blessing. Compare the

similar thought, referring however to future ret-

ributions, and therefore somewhat differently

expressed, Rev. xiv. 13, "their works do follow

them."—Vers. 15 and Ifi belong together, as

both refer to the fool and his opposite.—The
way of a fool is right in his own eyes,

—

i. e., according to his own judgment (comp. iii.

7), which presents to him his own mode of action

in a light favorable enough, although others may
ever so often, and in a way ever so convincing,

point out its pcrverseness. The exact opposite

of this is found in the conduct of the wise man,

the willing listener to wise counsels. Comp.
xiv. 12; xvi. 2-'); xxi. 2.—The vexation of

the fool is at once known,—lit., " is known
even on the same day," i. e., at once, after a short

time (Vulgate, sta(im). In contrast with this

passionate breaking out of the offended fool, the

wise man exercises a prmlent self-control in a

seemly disregard of the insult put upon him, as

Saul once did, 1 Sam. x. 27.—Ver. 17. He that

uttereth truth proclaimeth right, /. c, always

gives utterance to that which is strictly just; so
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especially in judicial examinations as witness.

This " truth " (nj'.OX) is subjective truth, fidelity

to one's own convictions [Tviaric, LXX), the op-

posite to the lies which characterize the false

witness; comp. xiv. 5, -5.

Ver. 18. There is that talketh idly, as
though it were thrusts of a sword, lit., "like

piercings of a sword,' or "like knife tlirusts"

(HiTZUi); ?. e., he breaks out with speeches so

inconsiderate and inappropriate, that tiie persons

present feel themselves injured as if by sharp
thrusts. This rude and inconsiderate babbling
of the fool is here fitly described by the verb
n£D3, which is equivalent to NCD3, used in Lev. v.

T T T T

4; Numb. xxx. 7; Ps. cvi. 33 (of speaking hastily,

rashly, unadvisedly).— But the tongue of
the wise is health. — "iMedicine, healing"
(coinp. iv. 22), forms here an exceedingly appro-
priate antithesis to the inwardly wounding effect

of the inconsiderate babbling mentioned before.

Vers. 19. But the lying tongue only for a
moment.—Literally, "till I wink again, till I

complete a wink of the ej^e;'' couip. Jer. xlis. 19

and 1. 44. This is therefore a detailed poetical

circumlocution for the idea of a little wliile, an
instant (Is. liv. 7) : the verb here employed
(i"Jl"|in) is a denominative derived from J7JT

a wink.—Deceit is in the heart of those w^ho
devise evil. — "Deceit, malignity" (cotnp.

ver. 17, second chxuse) might here be made anti-

thetic to "joy," because the necessary effect of

deceit is sorrow and trouble. Therefore this

noun nolo is not to be transformed to m'^O
T : •

^
T :

bitterness (Houbigant), nor to be interpreted by
"self-deception," or by "joy in evil" (Sc/iai//'ii-

frcudc) with Umbreit.—But to those who
give wholesome counsel is joy. — The
common rendering (as also tliat of Umuukit, El-
STER, etc.), is "who counsel peace;" comp. the

old reading of the LXX, ol fiovM/iievoi eip//i'/;v, and

the ilprjvoTToioL of Matth. v. 9. But Dwt;/ is here

to be taken in the general sense of " welfare, that

which is salutary," as, for example, in Ps. xxxiv.

14; xxxvii. 37. The special signification

"peace" would not correspond with the " evil"

of the first clause, which is nowhere equivalent

to strife, division (not in Judges ix. 23, as Um-
breit thinks). The "joy" of the well-meaning
counsellor is furthermore probably to be con-

ceived of as one to be found in the heart, the in-

ward cheerfulness and happy contentment of a
good conscience (as Hitzig rightly maintains
against Bertheau and others).

Ver. 21. No evil befalleth the righteous.
—For this verb (Pual of njXj comp. Ps.

xci. 10; Ex. xxi. 13. ilX here signifies not

"sin," but "evil, misfortune, calamity," like the
parallel term in the second clause, or the Hl'l in

T T
the 91st Psalm cited above.—With respect to the
sentiment, which naturally should be regarded
as a relative truth, not as unconditionally illus-

trated in every experience, comp. chap. x. 3 ; xi.

23 ; xii. 2, 3, etc.—With ver. 22 compare xi. 20.

It is unnecessary to alter the plural 'bj,' into the

singular Dbj.' (with the LXX, many MSS., Hit-

zig, etc.).

9

4. Vers. 23-28. Six proverbs which relate to
the contrast between the wise and the foolish, the
diligent and the slothful.—With reference to the
first clause of ver. 23 compare x. 14, 17 ; with the
second clause, xiii. IG; xv. 2.—Ver. 24. The
hand of the diligent will rule ; but the
slothful will be obliged to serve.—With
tlie first clause compare x. 4; with the second,
xi. 29.—rfpl), "slothful," is doubtless an adjec-

tive belonging to the noun T (hand), and not an
abstract substantive "sloth," standing here for the
concrete, "the sluggard," as J. U. Michaelis,
DouERLEiN, Bertheau and Elster suggest.-^
"Will be obliged to serve," literally, "will be
for tribute, for service," i. e., will be forced to
labor as one owing tribute.—Ver. 25. If trou-
ble be in the heart of man it boweth it

down.—The suflix attached to the verb seems
like that connected with the parallel verb, which,
moreover, rhymes with this, to refer to the noun
"heart," and this as a synonym with Ui2i

"soul," has here the force of a feminine.
[BoTTCHER, I 877, e, cites this among the exam-
ples of tlie use of the fem. singular as a neuter
with reference to objects named before but con-
ceived of as neuter. See also Green, § 197, b—
A.] In this connection it is indeed remarkable
that nJXT (trouble), also contrai-y to its natural

gender, appears here construed as a masculine.
Hence the varying views of many recent exposi-
tors, e. ^f., that of U.MBREiT and Elster; "if
trouble be in a man's heart, let him repress it

(the sorrow) ;" or that of Hitzig, who refers the
suffixes of both these verbs to the noun "hand"
of the verse preceding, and accordingly renders
(at the same time in a peculiar way reproducing
the rhyme)

:

" Is sorrow in the man's heart, he bends it («. e.,

the hand, down).
But if gladness, he extends it."

[Hitzig's rhyme is made with the verbs senkef

and schirenket, which are rather violent equiva-
lents to the Hebrew terms, but are perhaps fairly

matched by hends and extends, or abases and
raises.—A.] In favor of the rendering which we
prefer are the old versions, and among recent ex-
positors ROSENMUELLER, DaTHE, IJoDERLEIN,
EwALD, Bertheau.

Ver. 26. The righteous guideth his
friend aright.—The verb "in\ Hiphil of ^^'\^\

(which is equivalent to "I'P), means "to set right,

to guide to the right way, odr/yelv ;"
]l'}'0 is then

equivalent to Jt?^, friend, companion, as in Gen.

xxvi. 26; Judges xiv. 20; xv. 6.. [So Gesen.,
Rod., Fuerst, Ewald, Bertheau, K., S., M.
and W.]—Others, especially Luther, M. Geier,
etc., following the Chaldee version, regard "ip'

as an adjective followed by the object of compari-
son : "better than his friend is (or fares) the

righteous man." [So the E. V., which is followed

by NoYEs]. Others still, like Dathe, J. I). Mi-
chaelis, ZiEOLERand Hitzig (the latter changing
the verb to IH'), read IPiyiO, " his pasture," and

\ T ••
:

• *

so reach the meaning "the righteous looketh af-

ter his pasture," i. e., his path in life. It seems,

however, altogether needless to depart from the

above explanation, which is grammatically ad-
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missible, and gives a meaning which agrees well

witli that of the secoml cluuse —But the way
of the wicked leadeth them astray; tliem,

i. e., the wickt'd. The conslruution is the same

as in chap. xi. 0, and probably also xii. (3.

Ver. 27. The slothful catcheth not his

prey.—" Tlie slothful," properljr here again an

adjective, "idle"' hand, expresses the idea of

slot)), and then, as an abstract for the concrete,

stands for "the sluggard, the slothful." ^^n

then, an arra^ ?iey6/j.£vov in the Old Testament, is

explained by the Rabbins, following the Aramean
(Dan. iii. 27), by "to singe, to roast;" therefore

Bertheau, e.g., still translates "the slothful

roasteth not his prey," and then supplies the

idea, "because he is too lazy to catch it." [M.

adopts this explanation, and S. doubtfully.]

Others, more simply, and in conformity with the

old versions, render "the idle man catcheth not

his game " [so K., H., and N.], for which signifi-

cation of hunting, catching, seizing, Hitzig cites

lexical analogies from the Arabic. [Fuerst,

criticising this interpretation, and defending the

other, urges 1) that not to catch game is no sure

sign of laziness, and 2) "his prey" must be .al-

ready in hand—A.]—But a precious treasure

to a man is diligence.— To reach this meaning
it is necessary either to take ]'-lin exceptionally

in the abstract sense of diligence, or with C. B.

MiCHAELis and Hitzig to read as an infinitive

Vnn, "to bestir one's self, to show one's self

diligent." — Others, like Kohler, Umbreit,
Elster, etc., resort to a partial transposition of

the words, yielding the meaning " but precious

treasure belongeth to the diligent man"—an al-

teration which is favored in advance by the Sy-

riac version, and to some extent also by the

LXX.
Ver. 28. But a devious way (leadeth) to

death.—This isdoubtless the interpretation to be

given with Hitzig to this clause : for in Judges v.

6: Is. Iviii. 12, nUTIJ in fact signifies (in contrast

with nii<) a crooked winding by-path, and the

modification of '7N to '7X seems the more justifia-

ble in proportion as the combination on which

the ordinary rendering rests is otherwise un-

known (niD-"7X as equivalent to niD-xS) ; "and

the way of its path is not-death " (which is to

be understood as "immortality," Ewald, Um-
breit, Elster [K., E. V., N., S., M.], etc).

Furthermore, the form of expression C^^T before

HTHJ) indicates plainly that to the second of

the terms employed not its ordinary sense, but a

quite peculiar signification, a quasi adjective im-

port is to be given. [Hodgson and Holden ex-

press a decided preference for this view].—With

the general sentiment of the verse compare x. 2

;

xi. 19.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

The contrasts between diligence and indolence,

wisdom and folly, which present themselves as

the strongest characteristics of the second and

fourth of the groups of verses found in this

chapter-, lead us to refer the proverbs of these

groups mainly to private or domestic life,—while

the predominating reference of the third main
group (vers. 12-22) to sins of the tongue or lipa,

leads us to regard social or civil life as the special

department here chiefly contemplated. Still this

classification is after all only a general one, and
proverbs of a more general moral tendency and
bearing, like those contained in the introductory
group (vers. 1-3) are interspersed through each
of the three large groups (e. g. in vers. 6, 6, 12,

21, 26, 28): these therefore stiovv the impossi-
bility of carrying through a division of the con-
tents of the chapter according to definite and
clearly distinct categories.

Moral truths to which an emphatic prominence
is given are found in the very first verse, on which
Ujibreit pertinently remsiiks, "The thought
seems weak, and to a spirit practised in reflec-

tion hardly worth recording, yet on its truth
rests the possibility of a spiritual progress in
the human race, its development to a higher
humanity ; one might even say, the very condi-
tions of history lie in that proverb." Again we
find them in ver. 10, a proverb which sets forth

that tender care for animals as man's fellow-

creatures, which impresses itself on so many
other passages of the Old Testament, e. g. Ex.
XX. 11; xxii. 29, 30; Lev. xxii. 27; Deut. xxii.

fi sq. ; XXV. 4 : Ps. xxxvi. 6 ; civ. 27 ; cxlv. 15 sq.;

cxlvii. 9; Job xxxviii. 39 sq. ; xxxix. 5 sq.

;

Jonah iv. 11, etc.*

AVe find like important truths in ver. 13, as
also in general in all the proverbs that relate to

the right use of the lips and tongue (compare
besides vers. 14, 10-19,22, 25); so also in the
commendation of a willingness to receive good
counsel, ver. 15, with which we may appropri-
ately compare Theogms, Gnom., V., 221-225
(see the passage in Umbreit, p. 158) ;—and
again in the admonition to a wise self-command
and presence of mind under experience of injury,

ver. 16, with which should be compared admo-
nitions of the New Testament against persistent

anger and heat of passion, such as Rom. xii. 19;
Eph. iv. 28, 31 ; James i. 19, 20, etc.—It has
already been made evident that the concluding
verse of the chapter (ver. 28, 2d clause) unlike
chapter xi. 7, probably contains no hint of a
hope of immortality.

HOMILETIC AND PRACTICAL.

Homily on the entire chapter. On the true

wisdom of the children of God, as it ought to

appear 1) in the home, under the forms of good
discipline, diligence and contentment ; 2) in the

state or in the intercourse of citizens, under the

forms of truthfulness, justice, and unfeigned
benevolence (ver. 12-22) ; 3) in the Church or in

the religious life, as a progressive knowledge of

God, a diligent devotion to prayer and striving

after eternal life (vers. 23-28).—Comp. Stocker:
—On true discipline: 1) its genei-al utility (vers.

1-8) ; 2) the blessing on those who receive dis-

cipline, and the curse on those who hate and
despise it (vers. 9-16); 3) comprehensive repeti-

tion of what has been taught concerning the

salutariness of discipline (vers. 17-28).

—

Starke:
—On the injurious nature of ungodliness and

* Comp. ZiicKLER, Theologia Naluralis, Entwurf einer sys-

tematisc/ien JS'aturphilosophie, etc., I., pj). 639 sq.
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the utility of piety; 1) in general (vers. 1-3);

2) in particular, a) in tlic marriage relation

(ver. 4) ; Lj in common life (vers. 6-bj ; c) in tLie

care of cattle and in agriculture (9-11); d) in

tiie use of iho tongue (12-23 ; e) in attention to

one's calling (2-1-28).

—

Calmer Ilandbuch:—The
heart, the action and the speech of the fool and
the wise man,—or, of the life that is to be found
in the way of righteousness, and the ruin that

is to be found in the way of ungodliness.

Vers. 1-3. Gkieh:—No one is so perfect that

he might not sometimes fail, and consequently
need a chastisement not only on the part of God,
but also on the part of men.— (On ver. 3): He
who by faith and love is rooted in God (Eph. iii.

17) will not possibly ever be rooted up by any-
thing ; Ps. Ixxiii. 25 ; .John x. 28.

—

Starke :— It

is better to be with true sympatliy chastised by
a just man, than to be deceitfully praised.

—

Berleburtf Bible:—He who sutfers himself to be
guided comes constantly nearer to wisdom, i. e.

to Christ, and for such a one His fellowship with
all its blessedness stands open.—Vox Gerlacii
(on ver. 1):—All that raises man above the brute
is secured to him by training, by the wholesome
discipline of his parents and teachers.—(On
ver. 3) : The ungodly has no ground in which he
is rooted, no stability in assaults from without,

while the righteous man is rooted in the eternal

nature of the Creator Himself. Hence the

righteous man is a tree by a river's side, a
house on a rock,—the ungodly, however, is a
fleeting storm-cloud, a tree in a dry land, a
house built on the sand, and even chaff that the

wind driveth away, Ps. i. 3 sq.; Isa. xliv. 4, etc.—[Arnot (on ver. 1) :—The fool casts away the

precious because it is unpalatable, and the wise
man accepts the unpalatable because it is pre-

cious. Nature hates reproof; let grace take the
bitter potion and thrust it down nature's throat,

for the sake of its healing power.—A. Fuller
(on ver. 1):—He, and he only, that loves the
means loves the end. The means of knowledge
are "instruction" in what is right, and "re-
proof" for what is wrong. He who is an enemy
to either of these means is an enemy to the end.—Bridges (on ver. 3):—Firm and unshaken is

the condition of the righteous. Their leaves may
wither in the blast. Their branches may tremble
in the fury of the tempest. But their root—the

true principle of life

—

shall not be tiioved].

Vers. 4-11. Geier (on ver. 4):—By vicious

conduct a woman destroys her husband as it

were with subtle poison, but even then harms
herself the most.

—

Zeltner (on ver. 4):—He
who will enter into the marriage relation should
begin with God, with hearty prayer, sound re-

flection, and devout purposes, lest he be com-
pelled afterward bitterly to bewail his folly,

Tob. viii. 4 sq.—(On ver. 9) : An honorable life

in narrow circumstances is much better and
more peaceful, and besides not subject to so
many temptations, as when one lives in ever so
high a position in the view of the world. To
make a great figure and to aim at being great is

the ruin of many a man, Tob. iv. 14 ; Ecclesiast.

iii. 19, 30.— Wiirtemberff Bible (on ver. 10):—The
brute has no one that can do him good but man

;

therefore treat it kindly, with reason and mode-
ration.

—

[Trapp (on ver. 5):—If good thoughts

look into a wicked heart, they stay not there, as
those that like not their lodging.—(On ver. 7):
There is a council in heaven will dash the
mould of all contrary counsels upon earth.

—

(On ver. 11): Sin brought in sweat (Gen. iii. 19),
and now not to sweat increaseth sin.

—

Lord
Bacon (on ver. 10) :—The tender mercies of the
wicked are when base and guilty men are spared
that should be stricken with the sword of justice.
Pity of this sort is more cruel than cruelty
itself. For cruelty is exercised upon indivi-
duals, but this pity, by granting impunity, arms
and sends forth against innocent men the whole
army of evil-doers.

—

Chalmers (on ver. 10):—

•

The lesson is not the circulation of benevolence
within the limits of one species. It is the trans-
mission of it from one species to another. Tiie
first is but the charity of a world. The second
is the charity of a universe].

Vers. 12-22. Melanchthon:—In everything
are we exhorted to good, and to striving after
truth, in the knowledge of God, in science and
arts, in all honorable occupations and compacts;
and because truthfulness belongs to the most
glorious and eminent virtues, theiefore the vice
opposed to it is condemned in strong language,
and pronounced (ver. 22) an ofi'ence and abomi-
nation in the sight of God.

—

Osianuek:—We
use the gift of speech rightly when we employ
it to God's glory and to our neighbor's benefit.—
Zeltner:—As one has here used his tongue,
whether for good or evil, he will hereafter be
recompensed. Truth is a daughter of righteous-
ness

; apply thyself diligently to this, and thou
hast the true witness in thyself that thou art of
the truth and a child of God (1 John iii. 18, 19).
Fidelity and veracity have indeed in the world,
whose watchword is only hatred, a poor reward;
but so much the more precious are they in the
sight of God (Ps. XV. 1, 2).

—

[Arnot (on ver. 13)

:

When a man is not true, the great labor of his
life must be to make himself appear true; but if

a man be true, he need not concern himself about
appearances.

—

Trapp (on ver. 20) :—Such coun-
sellors shall have peace for peace: peace of
conscience for peace of country].—On ver. 20,
TiscriER (in Zimmerman's " Sonntaffs/eier," 1835,
No. 41) :—Every one can become acquainted with
himself from his social intercourse.

—

[South (on
ver. 22):—A lie is a thing absolutely and intrin-

sically evil: it is an act of injustice, and a vio-
lation of our neighbor's right. The vileness of
its nature is equalled by the malignity of its

effects ; it first brought sin into the world, and is

since the cause of all those miseries and calami-
ties that disturb it; it tends utterly to dissolve
and overthrow society, which is the greatest
temporal blessing and support of mankind ; it

has a strange and peculiar efficacy, above all

other sins, to indispose the heart to religion. It

is as dreadful in its punishments as it has been
pernicious in its effects].

Vers. 23-28. Hasius :—The ordinary modes
of acquisition are always the safest and best.

Him wlio loves crooked ways and devices we
never find prospering; but those who walk in

w.ays of innocence and justice, cannot become
unsuccessful.

—

Osiaxder : — Follow thy calling

in the fear of God and with diligence, and thy
possessions will be with God's blessing richly
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multipliod.

—

Starke:— lie who squanders time,

shuns toil and buif.es his pouml in a napkin, is

unwoi-tliy to dwell on earth (Luke xix. 20, 21).—

•

AVoHLFARTH (on ver. 25) :

—

The friendlij word.

Where we can help by actual deeds, such real

help is by all means better than mere consola-

tion in words. If however the means for such
aid are wanting to us, if the evil is of such a

sort that no human help whatever is possible,

theu it is a double duty to cheer the depressed

I with friendly words; yes, consolation is thea
often in itself helj) because it leads to God, the
true helper in all need!

—

[Trait (on ver. 27):

—

Jabal and Jubal, diligence and complacence,
good husbandry and well contenting sufficiency,

dwell usually together.

—

Chalmers (on ver. 28):
—The deeds of the hand have a reflex influence

on the state of the heart. There is life in spi-

ritual-mindedness; and it serves to aliment this

life to walk in the way of obedience].

7) With reference to the use of temporal good, and of the word of God as the highest good.

Chap. XIII.

1 A wise son hearkeneth to his father's correction,

but a scorner to no rebuke.

2 By the fruit of one's mouth doth he enjoy good,

but the delight of the ungodly is violence.

3 He that guardeth his mouth keepeth his life,

he that openeth Avide his lips shall be destroyed.

4 The sluggard desireth, but without the satisfying of his desire,

but the desire of the diligent is abundantly satisfied.

5 Deceit the righteous hateth,

but the ungodly acteth basely and shamefully.

6 Righteousness protecteth an upright walk,
but wickedness plungeth into sin.

7 One maketh himself rich and hath nothing,

another professeth to be poor yet hath great riches.

8 A ransom for a man's life are his riches,

but the poor heedeth no threatening.

9 The light of the righteous rejoiceth,

but the lamp of the wicked goeth out.

10 By pride cometh only contention,

but wisdom is with those who receive counsel.

11 Gain through fraud vanisheth away,
but he that gathereth by labor increaseth it (his gain).

12 Hope deferred maketh the heart sick,

but desire accomplished is a tree of life.

13 Whosoever despiseth the word is bound to it,

he that feareth the commandment is rewarded.
14 The instruction of the wise man is a, fountain of life

to escape the snares of death.

15 Kindly wisdom ensureth favor,

the way of the ungodly is desolate.

16 The prudent man doeth all things with understanding,
but a fool spreadeth abroad folly.

17 A bad messenger falleth into trouble,

but a faithful messenger is health.

18 Poverty and shame (to him) that refuseth correction ;

he that regardeth reproof is honored.
19 Quickened desire is sweet to the soul,

and it is abomination to fools to depart from evil.

20 Walk with wise men and become wise!

but whoso delighteth in fools becometh base.
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21 Evil pursueth sinners,

but to the righteous God repayeth good.

22 A good man leaveth an inheritance to his children's children,

and the wealth of the sinner is laid up for the just.

23 The poor man's new land (yieldeth) much food,

but many a one is destroyed by iniquity.

24 He that spareth his rod hateth his son,

but whoso loveth him seeketh correction.

25 The upri,o-ht eateth to the satisfying of his hunger,

but the belly of the wicked shall want.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver 2 [the literaX rendering is "the soul of the wicked {shaU feed iipon) violence." Substantially this rendering ia

given by tiieE V. by H., N., S . and M. Zockler [see excp;. notes] re-ards this verse as- conveying tlie two ideas tliat

violence is tlie wicked man"s deliglit, and llial it is liis recompense. He feeds on it wliilo lie lives, and dies by it. Con-

ceiving the former to be the more prominent idea here he gives to ^3} a secondary and figurative meaning,—the long-

inn the delinht. We think that he has lost rather than gained by this refining.—A.]
, ,, ,

Ver. 4:. According to the Masoretic pnnctuatiou tlio clause would be literally rendered "His soul—the sluggards—

longeth [strongly desirethj, and there is nothing," [" His appetite." Z.] The suffix in ID'S J would then stand pleonasti-

cally before the appended genitive ^^p [as e. g. Num. xxiv. 3; Deut. xxxii. 43] ; J^NT^ would however be introduced as

a parenthesis between the predicate and the subject, and would express substantially the idpa "without satisfaction,

without finding anything." It appears simpler and less lurced, however, to change the punctuation as HuziG does, thus

:

bi'y' it:^£3J I'f^l in-IXnO, in which case tyiJJ receives the meaning by metonymy "object of desire " (comp. Ps.

xxxv; 25; isa. Iviii. 19), and the meaning of the whole clause is as in our version.

Ver. 5. [^'X3\ which Z. regards as equivalent to t:?'3^ Bott. (see g 1147, C. h.) regards aa substituted for it by a

n.fe interchange of weak and kindred consonants. The verbs are nearly related, ^^:^ being used of that which is

o ieuslve to tho sense of smell, tyn of that which changes color, by turning pale or otherwise. The one describes mis-

conduct as offensive, the other as shameful.—A.]

Ver. 9. The verb 'n>,'T' seems to form a designed accord with nrDCI^' ;
comp. xii. 25.

Ver. 11. [The different renderings grow partly out of different conceptions of the meaning of the noun 127^ and

partly from different syntactical constructions. b^H, originally " breath," then " nothingness " or " vanity," is by most

Interpreters taken in some metaphorical sense. The rendering of the E. V., followed by H , is ambiguous, " by or through

vanity" M. and St. render "without effort ;" Fn erst agrees wiih Z. in giving it an ethical meaning,—that which is

morally nothing, nothing right, nothing good. It so desciib.-s fraud and iniquity. Oese.v., Noyes, etc., retain the primi-

tive meaning, and treat the Vq as comparative. See Exeg. Notes.—A.]

Ver. 15. [The rendering of 31£3-S3ti' in the E. V., is again ambiguous: "good Understanding." H., N., S., M. agree

substantially with Z., interpreting the phrase as descriptive of prudence or discretion joined with kindness. Others, e. g.

FUERST give it, with less probability, the passive meaning of '-consideration" or "reputation."—A.]

Ver. 16. Instead of -^3 we should read ^j, in accordance with the correct rendering of the Vulg.: Astutus omnia

anit cum cnnsilio. [The English commentators without exception, so far as we know, follow the E. V. and the LXX, trans-

late according to the pointing of the Mas. text: ttos TravoOpyos; "every wise nian,"ete. Z.'s rendering is certainly more

forcible, and justiiies the vowel change.—A.] ^t^i. . -,,-,, t^„^^„
Ver. 19. [The weight of authority has been decidedly against the authors conception of the poetic n^rij. UESEif.

and FuERST are against him, as well as the commentators cited. Kamph. may be added to those who agree with Z. in

remlerinx- this Niph. participle '• become" as meaning '-come iuto being," ' developed," while the other conception is that

it .le-^rriires what has been "completed, accomplished." Comp. ver. 12, 6, " desire that hath come," which is generally

nuilerstooa to ue saiisiaciiou. t» o canuoi mmiv luai, luo pi^i.c-. ^^ .^,..v,.^o -v. v.^>. .......v...... .-• -^ •^, ~. ~~—„

suisficd The 2d clause is by H. regarded as an inference, " therefore," elc; E. V , N , S., M. regard it as an antithesis—

notwithstanding their certain disappointment fools cling to evil. K. shapes the antithesis ilitferently
:
"a new desire is

pleasant to the soul, but if it be evil fools abhor to renounce it." Z.'s view a)ipears in the not.s.—A.]

Ver. 20. [For the imper. use of the inf. abs. see Green ^ 208, 2 and grammars generally. J^Tl'^ Niph. Imperf., more

distinct than j;"T" which might be a neuter Kal. Bott. 1 11-47, A.—A.] •

partly from the difficulties, often utterly insu-

perable, which meet the attempts to point out

real divisions at the beginning and end of the

several alleged groups of verses. It appears

further from the fact that here again it is neces-

sary to stamp as spurious one verse at least (xiii.

2-3), a violent critical expedient to secure the sym-

metrical relation of groups that is demanded.

Comp. above, Exeget. notes on chap, x., No. 1.

With respect to the groups of verses that do

develop themselves with satisfactory distinct-

ness, and in general with reference to the order

and progress of thought in the chapter before

us, see the Doctrinal and Ethical notes.

EXEGETICAL.

1. With chap, xiii Hitzig would have a new
section commence, extending to chap. xv. 32,

anu consisting of three subdivisions of symme-
trical structure. The first of these subdivisions

would be chap, xiii., consisting of four groups

of six verses each; the second, chap, xiv., five

groups of seven verses each; the third, chap,

XV., four groups of eight verses each—altogether

91 verses, precisely the same number as the

preceding Section (chaps, x.-xii.) contained.

—

How arbitrary these assumptions are appears
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2. Vers. 1-3. Three introiluctoiy proverbs,

general in their import.—A wise son heark-
eneth to his father's correction.—In tliis

first cl.iase we must supply " hearkeueth " from
the second as predicate. The conception of

others, e.g. J. D. Micuaelis, Bertheau, eic: A
wise son is his father's correction, i. e. the object

of his correction,—is less natural on account of iis

harsliness. Parallel to the milder expression

" instruction, correction " ("ID'O) in clause a,

we have in b the stronger term "rebuke"
(m^U, as in xvii. 10).—No re-buke, no threaten-

ing, no earnest enforcement of law makes any
impression on the " scorner " (i. 22; ix. 7), the

heedless r«viler of religiop, who has long ago
thrown aside all childlike piety, and reverence

for the holy. With ver. 2. clause «, comp. xii.

14; with b comp. x. 6.—The delight of the
ungodly is violence, i. e. the eager desire

(lyDJ) of maliciously disposed sinners is for

violence (DOH), which they wish to exercise

upon others, and which therefore in turn recom-
penses them. " Violence," therefore, stands
here with a twofold meaning [active and pas-
sive] as in chap. x. G. [See Critical Notes].

—

Shall ba destroyed.—rtnino, ruinn, "destruc-

tion," just as in x. 14.—["Take heed that thy
tongue cut not thy throat;" an Arabic proverb
quoted by Trapp from Scaliger, Arab. Prov.
i. 75.—A.]

3. Vers. 4-12. Nine proverbs relating mainly
to the worth and right use of wealth.—The
sluggard desireth, but v/ithout the satis-
fying of his desire.— [See Critical Notes].

—

But the desire of the diligent is abundant-
ly satisiied, literally, "is made fai," comp. xi.

25.— Ver. 5. Deceit the righteous hateth.

—

*^p.r^~"^?l appears to be not " word of falsehood,"

deceitful language (Umbreit, Bertheau), but a
designation of evei-ything falling under the cate-

gory of the deceitful ("13T being therefore equiv-
alent to "payua) ; comp. Ps. xli. 9; Isa. xliv. 4

;

it means therefore lies and frauds, deceit.—But
the ungodly acteth basely and shamefully.
[See Critical Notes]. i^^'NT, lit., "maketh of-

fensive, stinking," stands here as equivalent to

B'"'^'', " acteth basely, or causeth shame ;" comp.

chap. xix. 26. The Hiphil form Ti)n_;, which is

found also in the parallel passage, here has an
active meaning, "acteth shamefully," while in
Isa. liv. 4 it stands as passive : couieth to shame,
or is put to shame. [So the E. V., H., N., and
M.. while S., K., etc., give the causative render-
ing—A.].

Ver. G Righteousness protecteth an up-
right walk, lit., "innocence of way," an ab-
stract for the concrete, and therefore equiva-
lent to "such as walk uprightly" (comp. x. 29).
But wickedness plungeth into sin.—Wick-

edness (nj,'iy")), literally, "perverse, malicious

disposition" describes that evil state of the heart

which necessarily leads to sinful action (nXDn).

The verb, which is here used in its natural mean-
ing, "overturn, plunge into something," has tlie

end of its action, sin, connected with it witliout a

preposition (comp. xix. 13). The old versions,
and among modern expositors Bertheau,
[Fuerst, H., N., M., S.], take the object as an
abstract for the concrete, and thorefore translate
" wickedness overthroweth sinners," by which
rendering a more exact parallelism between a
and b, it is true, is secured.

Ver. 7. One maketh himself rich, and
hath nothing at ail.—Comp. xii. 9, a maxim,
which, like the one before us, is aimed at foolish
pride of birth and empty love of display on the
part of men without means. The "boasting one's
self" there corresponds with the "representing
one's self rich " here. Comp. also the similar
proverb of the Arabs, in Meidanx, III. 429.
[The second clause is differently understood;
W. interprets it as referring to the "being rich
in good works, and sacrificing all worldly things
for God and His truth." So Holuen ; while
Trapp, Bridges, N., S. and M. regard the clause
as referring to the deceitful concealment of
riches. The parallelism requires this view.—A.]

Ver. 8. A ransom for a man's life are his
riches, i. e. the rich man can and under certain
circumstances, as e. g. before a court, or when
taken captive by robbers or in war, must employ
his wealth for his ransom.—But the poor
heedeth no threatening, i. e. no warning or
tiireatening however sharp ("rebuke" as in
ver. 1) will be able to force anything from him
who has nothing: the poor is deaf to every
threat that aims at the diminution of his posses-
sions, for "where there is nothing, there the
Emperor has lost his rights." The spirit of this

maxim, in itself morally indiiferent, seems like
that of the similar proverb, chap. x. 15, to be
directed to the encouragement of industry, and
of some earthly acquisitions though they be but
moderate. Elster is certainly in the wrong,
in holding that the proverb depicts, not without
a shade of irony, "the advantages as well of
great wealth as of great poverty." Against
various other conceptions of the verse, especially
of clause b, comp. Bertheau in loco. [Holden
construes interrogatively: "Doth not the poor,"
etc , understanding it of the helplessness of the
poor ; N. and M. understand it of the safety of
the poor in his poverty ; W. of his light-hearted
independence ; S. of the viciously or heedlessly
poor, whom nothing can arouse to virtuous in-
dustry.—A.]

Ver. 9. The light of the righteous burn-
eth joyously.—The verb is lierc intransitive:
"is joyous, i. e. burns brightly, with vigorous
blaze." Hitzig rightly directs attention to the

fact that the same root (not:^) in Arabic signifies

to "laugh, or sport."—But the lamp of the
wicked goeth out. The "lamp" of the wicked
(TJ) does not seem to be emphatically contrasted

as a dim night lamp with the bright light of the
righteous, but is probably a simple synonym of

")1X determined by the parallelism; comp. Job
xviii. 5, 6 ; xxi. 17 : xxii. 28 : xxix. 3.

Ver. 10. By pride cometh only conten-
tion.—"Only" (p^) although in the Hebrew put

first in the clause, belongs nevertheless to the

subject (Hi'O), and not to the "by pride" |nT3

[as in E. V., and Stuart] ; as though the mean-
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ing were, only by pride (or, only in excitement,

ebullition of passion, Umbkeit) dues one begin

strife. Couip. rather as an example of this pre-

fixing of "only' (p"}), Ps. xxxii. G [where

HuPFELD and others do not admit this explana-

tion "only to him," etc. J ; and for similar hyper-

bata with DJ and 1]X oomp. Prov. xix. 2 ; xx. 11

;

Isa. xxxiv. 14. [N. and M. agree with our

author. H. takes pi as a noun, "ignorance"

with pride, etc. But if it be objected to the

simple and obvious rendering of the words in

their Hebrew order, that pride is not the only

or chief cause of contention, it may no less be
objected that contention is not the only or chief

result of pride. Why may not the proverb be
interpreted as comparing two dispositions, the

proud, self-sufficient spirit, of clause a, and the

modest inclination to consult and consider others,

of clause b? Only by the former of these two
is contention produced.— .\.]—But wisdom is

with those who receive counsel.—Oomp.

xii. 15, b. Instead of D'1.'>1J, "the well advised,

those who hearken to counsel," Hitzig proposes

to read D'J.^-Ui*, the " modest." An unnecessary

change to correspond with xi. 2.

Ver. 11. Gain through fraud vanisheth

away.—[See Critical Notes]. The '?.;np pTl

is used to describe "gain coming from nothing-

ness, from the unreal," i. e. secured in an un-

substantial, inconsiderate, fraudulent way (Ew-
ALu, Luther, etc.). Or (with Ziegler, Doder-

LEiN, Elster, Hitzig) let the pointing be 73ri:p

(Pual part.); i. e. a hastily, fraudulently ac-

quired wealth, substantia J'estinata, Vulg.—To

regard /|3no as a comparative, "sooner than a

breath" (Umbreit, Noyes and others), has this

against it,—that a "vanishing away," a "dimi-

nution " cannot be well predicated of a 1^\}, a

nothing, a mere phantom, but may be naturally of

a possession gained in an unsubstantial or un-

worthy manner.—But he that gathereth by

labor increaseth it.—T"7J7 is either "handful

after handful" (Ewald, Bertheau, Elster,
etc.), or, "according to his dhWhy," pro porlione

s. mensura sua (Hitzig). In both cases it de-

scribes the gradual and progressive accumulation
of wealth, resulting from diligence and exertion,

and so is in significant contrast with the impa-
tient dishonesty of tiie preceding clause.

Ver. 12. Hope deferred maketh the heart
sick; comp. x. 28. The predicate is not a sub-
stantive, "sickness of heart" (Umbreit), but a
Hiph. partic.—For the figure of the " tree of

life'' in clause b comp. xi. 30. ["Desire that

hath come," (Kal part.) is by common consent
of lexicographers and commentators desire ac-

complished. This should be remembered in the
exposition of ver. 19 a.—A.]

4. Vers. 13-17. Five proverbs relating to the
value of the divine word as the hifihcst good,
and exhorting to obedience to it.—-Whosoever
despiseth the w^ord is in bonds to it, /. e.

the word or the law of God (comp. for this

absolute use of "the term "word" ("^2"^) e. g.,

xvi. 20). The word of divine revelation is here,
as it were, personified as a real superhuman
power, whose service one cannot escape, and in
default of this he comes in bondage to it i. e.

loses his liberty. [The verb according to this
rendering describes mortgages, bonds and other
such legal obligations; '-wird vnpjandet," Z.—
A.] Thus SciniLTENS, Ewald. Elster correctly
render, while many others, e. g. Umbreit, Ber-
theau, [K., E. v., N., S., M.] explain "for
him is destruction provided, he shall be de-
stroyed." Hitzig, however, altogether arbitra-
rily takes the "word" of clause a in the sense

of "command," and the "command" (nii'D) of

clause h in the sense of " prohibition," and ac-
cordingly translates "whosoever despiseth the
command is seized by it, and whoso avoideth
(heedeth) the prohibition is rewarded "

(?j. For
the phrase "he is requited, to him is requiial,"

comp. xi. 31.

Ver. 14. The instruction of the w^ise man
is a fountain of life.—t'omp. x. 11, wliere

the "mouth of the rigiitcous," and xiv. 27,
where the fear of God is described' by this

figure. In the latter passage the 2d clause of

our verse appears again. " Snares of death " an
established formula for the description of mortal
perils ; comp. Ps. xviii. 5 ; Prov. xxi. 6, and
also the Latin laquei mortis. HoR. Od. III. 24, 8.

Ver. 15. Kindly w^isdom produceth fa-

vor.—Comp. iii. 4, where however the 2^Q~/2\^_

expresses a somewhat difi'erent idea, viz., pas-
."ively, "good reputation." [See Critical Notes].

—The way of the ungodly is desolate.

—

liTX, pcrennis, elsewhere descriptive of a brook

or river that flows inexhaustibly, seems here to

denote either a "standing bog" (J. D. Mi-
cuaelis, Umbreit), or, which is perhaps more
natural, it belongs as an adjective to the noun
" way" C^n!!)' ^°^ characterizes the way of trans-

gressors as " ever trodden," i. e. altogether hard,

solid, and therefore desolate and unfruitful

(Bertheau, Ewald, Elster, etc.). [As compared
with the more common conception of the hard
way as rough, stony (Fuerst, H., S., IM., W.)
this has the advantage of tollowing more natu-

rally from the radical idea of continuance and

permanence.—A.] Hitzig prefers to read jnN\

makes hateful, produces hatred (?). [This is

Noyes' explanation].

Ver. 10. [See Critical Notes]. For the mean-
ing "the wise man doeth all things with under-

standing,"' comp. xii. 23 : xv. 2.—Ver. 17. A
bad messenger falleth into trouble.—

A

"bad messenger" (lit., "wicked") is not, as

might be thought, one who is indolent, tardy, as

in X. 26 (so Bertheau), but one who is faithless,

not true to his master, betraying him. He '• falls

into trouble" as a punishment for his faithless-

ness. Abnoldi and Hitzig unnecessarily sub-

stitute the Hiphilfor the Kal, and render "throws

into trouble." The antithesis between a and b

is at any rate not an exact one.—But a messen-

ger of fidelity, a faithful messenger.—Comp.
xiv. 5; XX. 6, and for this participial form of the

epithet, xxv. 13.—For this use of "health,"

healing medicine, comp. xii. 18,
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5. Vers. 18-25. Eight additional admonitory
proverbs, pointing to tlie blessedness of obedi-

ence to the divine word.—Poverty and shame
(to him) that refuseth correction.—The par-

ticipial clause is to be taken as conditional, "'if

one refuses correction " (conip. Job xli. 18). The
connection with the main clause is "not gram-

matically complete, because intelligible of itself,"

conip. Prov. xxvii. 7 (Hitzig). For the meaning
of tlie verb comp. i. 2-3; iv. 15; viii. 33.—With

clause h comp. xv. 5, 32.

Ver. 19. Quickened desire is sweet to
the soul.—[See Critical Notes.] "Desire that

has come to be " (Niph. part. ) cannot be designed

to describe "appeased desire" (Vulg., Luther,
Lerthkau, Ew.\ld, Elster [Fuerst, H., N., S.,

M., eAcI, but, as the import of clause b and a

comparison of 12, b suggest, a desire that is just

originated, has just attained its development, now
first vividly experienced but not yet satisfied

(Umbreit, Hitzig). Now that this desire is in

many instances directed toward evil, and that

this evil desire is especially hard to appease,

—

this is the truth to which clause b gives expres-

sion (comp. James i. 14, 15). The second clause

is not then antithetically related to the first, but
it makes strongly prominent a single side of the

general truth already uttered. [To what is said

in the Critical Notes Rueetschi's comment may
be added {Stud. u. KriL, 1868, p. 139). He
renders clause a like the Vulg., E. V., etc., re-

garding it as the statement of a general psycho-
logical fact, while b supplies a particular case,

illustrative and not contrasted. His practical

use of the sentiment of the proverb is embodied
in the appeal " Therefore see to it that thy de-

sire be a good one in whose accomplishment tiiou

mayest rightly rejoice !" He pronounces Hitzig's

and Z.'s rendering of riTIJ as untenable lexi-
T :

•

cally, and false to fact.—A.]
Ver. 20. Walk w^ith wise men and be-

come vyise.—So according to the Kthibh: an
infill, abs. [used as an imperative] followed by an
imperative instead of a consecutive clause,

—

which is to be preferred to the K'ri [which is fol-

lowed by LXX, Vulg., E. V., H., N., S. and M.].
The latter makes the language less spirited and
needlessly assimilates it in form to the 2d clause.

—But whosoever delighteth in fools be-
cometh base.—In the Hebrew there is a play

upon words: he who tendeth fools (H^.'^) showeth

himself base JMT. [This might be thus imitated

in English: he who attendeth fools tendeth to

folly]. For this use of the verb "i^y^, to follow
or attach one's self to some one, sectari aliquem, to

cultivate intercourse with one, comp. xxviii. 7 ;

xxix. 3; Jer. xvii. 16. From this is derived
J7T "friend, comrade."

Ver. 21. To the righteous God repayeth
good.—As subject of the verb we should supply
in this instance not the indefinite suViject, " one,"
man, but rather Jehovah (unlike the instances
in X. 24 ; xii. 12). Hitzig needle.ssly substitutes

as an emendation Q^P'. "meeteth," suggested

by the KnraTi^'tpETai of the LXX. For the mean-
ing comp. x. 25 ; xi. 3, 5, etc.

Ver. 22. A good man leaveth an inheri-
tance tohischildren'schildren. Forthisab-

soluteuseof the Hiph., "causeth to inherit, trans-

mitteth his estate," comp. Deut. xxxii. 8. For
the sentiment comp. Job xxvii. 17; Eccles. ii. 26.

Ver. 23. The poor man's new land (yield-

eth) much food. The noun TJ according to

Hos. X. 12; Jer. iv. 3, describes "newly broken,
newly ploughed land," i. e. a field newly cleared,

and therefore cultivated with much effort (Vulg.
correctly noi'a^(«: Luther less exactly "furrows"
(Furchen). If such a field nevertheless yields
its poor possessor " much food," he must be a
devout and upright poor man, and so possess the
main condition of genuine prosperity, which is

wanting to the man mentioned in clause b, who
is evidently a man of means, a rich man, who
in consequence of Lis iniquity (lit., "by not-
justice") is destroyed.

—

Hitzig on the ground
of the phraseology, which is certainly somewhat
hard and obscure, pronounces the verse corrupt,

and therefore reads 2^1 instead of T'J, and so

gets for clause a the meaning "A great man who
consumes the income of capital" (!). Further-
more he pronounces the whole verse spurious,

and thinks it originally formed a marginal com-
ment on xi. 24 (I!) but then by the mistake of some
copyist was introduced into the text just at this

point. [RuEETscHi (as above quoted) interprets

clause a in like manner of the righteous poor
man's newly cleared land, which, although
wrought with difficulty, abundantly rewards the

labor. The 'd^_ of clause b he regards not as a

verb "there is," but as a substantive (comp.
viii. 21), with the meaning "substance, wealth."
This is destroyed where there has been unright-
eousness.—A.]

Ver. 24. He that spareth his rod hateth
his son. See iii. 12: xxiii. 13, 14; xxix. 15;
Ecclesiast. xxx. 1.—But ^whosoever lovetli
him seeketh it, correction. The suffix of the

last verb here, as in ver. 22, refers to the object

immediately following, and this noun is here
used actively in the sense of "chastisement, dis-

cipline which one employs with another." Others
take the suffix-as the indirect object, equivalent

to 17, "for him;" he seeketh for him (the son)
correction. This, however, is not grammatically
admissible. Hitzig maintains that the verb is

here to be taken after the analogy of the Arabic
in the sense of "tame, subdue," and that the

noun is a second accusative object (?),—and that

we should therefore translate "he restraineth

him by correction." So also Hofsiann. Schr{ftbeu\

II. 2, 377 (follows him up with correctioYi). With
ver. 25 comp. Ps. xxxiv. 10 (11), Prov. x. 3, etc.

DOCTRINAL, ETHICAL, HOMILETIC, AXD
PKACTICAL.

The idea which appears in the very first verse,

of salutary discipline, or of education by the

word of God and sound doctrine, also reappears
afterward several times in a significant way
(vers. 13, 14, 18, 24; comp. vers. 6, 10, 20, 21);
it therefore to a certain extent controls the whole
development of thought throughout this Section,

so far as we may speak of anything of the kind.

We have also here again as in chap. iv. (see

above, p. 74,) a chapter on the true religious
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training of cliiklren. Only it is here specifically

training to the wise use of earthly blessings (so

in particular the group vers. 4-12), and to the

knowledge of God's word as the chief blessing

(so especially in the 2d half, vers. 13-25); this

is urged by most of the proverbs that are here

grouped. Hence the frequent allusions to the

blessing of constant diligence, and patient labor

in one's earthly calling in reliance upon God
(vers. 4, 11, 23, 25); also to the great value of

earthly possessions gathered under God's gra-

cious help, as important instrumentalities lor the

fulfilment of the spiritual duties also involved in

one's calling (vers. 8, 11, 12, 18, 22) ; further to

the hateful and harmful nature of pride and
vanity (vers. 7 a, 10, 16, 18) ; to the evil conse-

quences of unfaithfulness, since it necessarily

"smites its own lord" (vers. 2, 5, 15, 17); to the

importance of good company, and of a decided

abhorrence of that evil companionship which cor-

rupts the morals (vers. 1, 6, 20; comp. 1 Cor,

XV. 33), etc.

Therefore, in the homiletic treatment of the

chapter as a whole, we have as a subject " The
true Christian education of children." 1) Its

basis: God's word (vers. 1, 18, 14);, 2) its

means: love, and strictness in inculcating God's
word (vers. 1, 18, 24); 3) its aim: guidance of

the youth to the promotion of his temporal and
eternal welfare (vers. 2 sq., 16 sq.) Or, on the

right use of God's word as the basis, the means,
and the end in all human culture. Or, on the

word of God as the most precious of all posses-

sions (comp. Matt. vi. 33; xiii. 44-46; 1 Pet. i.

23-25).

—

Stocker:—The wise man's discipline

[Disciplina sapientis). 1) Wherein it consists

(1-10); 2) What qualities the Well-trained wise
man possesses, viz. chiefly, a) Moderation and
prudence in the use of earthly good; h) Humility
and modesty ; 3) What is the blessing of a wise
training.

Vers. 1-3. Starke:—No one is born pious;

every one brings sin with him into the world

;

therefore from the tenderest childhood upward
diligence should be employed with youth that

they may grow up "in the nurture and admoni-
tion of the Lord" (Eph. vi. 2). There are spirits

that from merest infancy onward have their jests

at everything that belongs to virtue and piety

(Gen. xxi. 9) ; to improve such always costs

much work and prayer.—(On vers. 2, 3) : If

words spoken heedlessly before a human tribunal
are often so dangerous that they can bring one
into the greatest misfortune, how can evil words
be indifferent in the view of God the Supreme
Judge (Matt. xii. 30)?

—

Wohlfarth :—On what
does the happy result of education depend? 1)

On the side of parents, on the strictest conscien-
tiousness in the fulfilment of their duties as
educators (ver. 1); 2) On the side of children,

on their thankful reception of this training
(vers. 2-9).

Vers. 4-12. Starke (on ver. 5):—The natural
man shuns lying and deceit on account of the out-

ward shame and reproach ; the pious abhors
them with all his heart for God's sake.—(On
ver. 7): A man's condition may not be with
certainty inferred from the outward appearance :

"all is not gold that glitters" (Eccles. viii. 4;
1 Sam. xvi. 7). The spiritually poor who feels

his inward poverty stands in the right relation,
in which he can become truly rich in the grace
of God.—(On ver. 8) : The poor man may have
many advantages over the rich, in case he knows
how to use his poverty aright.—(On ver. 11):
That many men of means become poor is caused
by the fact that they do not wisely apply what
is theirs, but waste it on all manner of use-
less things.—(On ver. 12) : If thou hast made
some promise to thy neighbor, defer not long
the fulfilment of the promise. He who gives
promptly gives double.— [Bridges (on ver. 5)

:

—It is not that a righteous man never lies. Nor
is it a proof of a righteous man that he avoids
lying. But true religion brings in the new
taste—conformity to the mind of God.

—

Trapp
(on ver. 9) :—A saint's joy is as the light of the

sun, fed by heavenly influence, and never ex-
tinct, but diffused through all parts of. the

world.—(On ver. 11): lU-gottcu goods fly away
without taking leave of the owner.—(On ver.

12) : We are short-breathed, short-spirited.

But as God seldom comes at our time, so He
never fails at His own; and then He is most
sweet because most seasonable.

—

Arnot (on ver.

12) :—If the world be made the portion of an
immortal spirit, to want it is one sickness, to

have it is another. To desire and to possess a
perishable portion are only two diflTerent kinds
of misery to men].—J. Lange (on ver. 12) :

—

('hildren of God must often hope long under the

cross for their deliverance. Yet when this

comes at length, it is so refreshing and joyful,

that they begin as it were to live anew.

—

Zelt-
NER (on ver. 12):—Set thj' hope not on the vain,

uncertain and transient, but on the imperishable
and eternal, on God and His word, 1 Cor. iv. 18;
1 Tim. vi. 17.

Vers. 13-17. Tubingen Bible (on ver. 13):—It

is very great wisdom gladly to receive correction

when one has erred ; but it is folly to be angry
when one is warned against everlasting destruc-

tion.

—

Geier :—Faithful discharge of the duties

that devolve on us secures a good conscience

and reward from God and men.

—

[Trapp (on

ver. 15):—Natural conscience cannot but do
homage to the image of God stamped upon the

natures and works of the godly.

—

Arxot :—It

is far-seeing mercy that makes the way of trans-

gressors hard; its hardness warns the traveller

to turn that he may live].

—

Starke (on ver. 10)

:

—If thine act and project are to prosper, begin
with prudence and good counsel, and so continue

tdl thou hast done.

—

Wohlfarth:—Wisdom as

the fountain of true life. Its correction like its

counsel is health and blessing; its j'oke is soft

and light, because it urges us to act and to walk
simply according to our destination.

—

Von Ger-
LACH (on vers. 13 sq.):—A despiser of God's

word involves himself in its penalties, he falls

sooner or later under its chastisement: while on
the contrary his reward never fails the right-

eous.—(On ver. 17): While the wicked messenger

prepares misfortune for himself as well as for

his master, the faithful makes good even his

lord's mistakes.

Vers. 18-25. Berlehurg Bible (on ver. 18) :

—

Where one finds a spirit that can tolerate no

correction, is always excusing and defending

itself, or throwing the blame on others, fi-om
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such a one there is no good to be hoped.—(On
ver. 20) : It is very profitable to cultivate friend-

fchip and familiar intercourse witii spiritually-

minded men, because one is in general wont easi-

ly' to take to one's self the spirit of those with
whom one associates.

—

Zelt.nkr (on ver. liO):—
If thou shunnest an infected liouse, how much
more shouldst thou shun the company of the un-
godly, that thou mayest not be touched bytiie
poison of their sins and vices.

—

[.-Vrnot:—The
issue to be decided is not what lierd you shall

graze with a few years before your spirit re-

turn to the dust-; but what moral element j'ou

shall move in during the few and evil days of

life, till your spirit return to God who gave it].—Starke (on ver. 21):—Sin evermore draws
after it God's wrath and judgments as the

shadow always closely follows tlie body.—[T.

Ada.ms (on ver. 22) :—The usurer lightly begets
blind children that cannot see to keep what their

father left them. But when the father is gone
to hell for gathering, the son often follows for

scattering. But God is just].

—

Melanchthon

(on ver. 23) :—It is better to possess small means,
but use them well, and enjoy them with pious

and contented mind, than to heap up great

treasures, that pass not away without oli'ences

of many kinds.

—

Osi.vsder (on ver. 23).—God
gives to a pious man who is poor nevertheless

nourishment enough if he only labor diligently

in his calling and forsake not prayer.—J. Lange
(on ver. 24) :—A good father follows his children

unweariedly with prayer, correction and counsel,

tliat he may not be forced afterwards bitterly to

deplore omitting correction at the right time.

—

Vo.\ Gerlach (on ver. 24) :—A loving father

strives to correct his child early ; he does not
wait till urgent need forces him to it.— [.Joiix

Howe:—Fond parents think it love (that spares
the rod) ; but divine wisdom calls it hatred.

—

Bridges:—The discipline of our children must
commence with self-discipline. Nature teaches
us to love them much. But we want a controlling

principle to teach us to love them wisely. The
indulgence of our children has its root in self-

indulgence].

J) AVith reference to the relation between the wise and the foolish, the rich and the poor, masters
and servants.

Chap. XIV.

1 "Woman's wisdom buildeth her house,

but folly teareth it down with its own hands.

2 He that walketh uprightly feareth Jehovah,
but he that is perverse in his ways despiseth him.

3 In the mouth of the foolish is a rod for his pride,

but the lips of the wise preserve them.

4 Where there are no oxen the crib is clean,

but much increase is by the strength of the ox.

5 A faithful witness cannot lie,

but a false witness uttereth lies.

6 The scorner hath sought wisdom, and findeth it not,

but to the man of understanding is knowledge easy.

7 Go from the presence of the foolish man
;

thou hast not found (with him) lips of knowledge.
8 The wisdom of the i^rudent is to understand his way,

the folly of I'ools is a deception.

9 The sacrifice maketh sport of fools,

but to the righteous there is favor,

10 The heart kuoweth its own bitterness,

and let no stranger intermeddle with its joy.

11 The house of the wicked is overthrown,
but the tent of the upright shall flourish.

12 There is a way that seemeth right to man,
but the end thereof is the ways of death.

13 Even in laughter the heart will be (perchance) sad,

and the end of joy is sorrow.

14 He that is of a perverse heart shall be satisfied with his own ways,
but a good man (shall be satisfied) from him (E. V. " from himself").
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15 The simple believeth every word,

the wise giveth heed to his way.

16 The wise feareth and departeth from evil,

but the fool is presuming and confident.

17 He that is quick to angtr worketh folly,

and the man of wicked devices is hated.

18 The simple have secured folly,

but the wise shall embi-ace knowledge.

19 The wicked bow before the good,

and sinners at the doors of the righteous.

20 The poor is hated even by his neighbor,

but they that love the rich are many.
21 "Whosoever despiseth his friend is a sinner,

but he that hath mercy on the poor—blessings on him !

22 Do not they go astray that devise evil?

and are not mercy and faithfulness with them that devise good?
23 In all labor there is profit,

but mere talk (leadcth) only to want.

24 The crown of the wise is their riches,

the folly of fools (is evermore) folly.

25 A true wdtness delivereth souls,

but he that uttereth lies is a cheat.

2G In the fear of Jehovah is strong security,

and to His children He will be a refuge.

27 The fear of Jehovah is a fountain of life,

to escape the snares of death.

23 In the multitude of the people is the king's honor,

but from want of people (cometh) the downfall of the prince.

29 He that is slow to wrath is great in understanding,

but he that is hasty of spirit exalteth folly.

30 The life of the body is a quiet spirit,

but passion the rottenness of the bones.

31 He that oppresseth the poor hath reproached his Maker,
whosoever honoreth him hath had mercy on the poor.

32 By his wickedness is the Avickcd driven forth,

but the righteous hath hope (even) in his death.

33 In the heart of a man of understanding doth wisdom rest,

but in the midst of fools it nuiketh itself known.
34 Righteousness exalteth a nation,

but sin is a reproach to any people.

35 The king's favor is towards a wise servant,

but his wrath against him that is base.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1.—Read HIODH, as in i. 20; ix. 1, and not n'lrDjpn (f'^ni. plur. constr.), as though "the wise ones among wo-

men " (cnmp. Jiid. V. 29) were to be here designated (so the LXX, Vnlg;.. Luther). [So substantially the E. V., Noyes, etc.,

distributing the plural on account of the singular of the verb. Fcerst regards Ijn as merely another form of the abstract

noun. BoTT. does not admit the possibility of this, but explains the form in the text as an indef. or distributive plural,

holding, nevertheless, that the antithesis with n7^X requires here the usual abstract. §§ TOO, c and n. 4, and

702, c, 6.—A.]
Ver. 2.—The ^ in -iriilS is one of the few examples in the early Hebrew of the Hholem plen. in emphatic verbal

forms beginning or endinu- a clause. See Bott., JIG".—A.]
Ver. 3.—The form D"'%0il/j~1 should probably bo changed to DI'^Dtyj^i since the assumption of the lengthening

of the vowel (vnoal Slievril in the syllable prece<ling the accent seems hardly .instified by analogies like Ex.xviii. 26: Ruth
ii. 8. Conip. HiTZio on this passage. [Bott. defends the form doubtt'iilly, ami regards it as proliably an illustration of the
speech of the common people. Tlie fern, form of the v.tIi is indicated only by tlie prefix, and not by its ordiuarv termina-
tion. See gg 367. 6, 1043, 4 and n. 3, and 1047, fl. See Oreen. §105, rf.—A.]

Ver. 5.—[2TD'', one of Bottcher's examples of the ^^Fiens licitum," what may or can be; JO.iO, c, P; will not=can not.—A.]

Ver. 6.—[D'p3 a. "relative" perfect, liUe SIIH and jyin in ver. 31; "hath been seeking .... and it is not," "hath

already virtually reproached his Maker," "hath already shown mercy."—Bon., §950, 1.—A.j
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^pj is undoubtedly a neuter participle,=n7pJ. a trifle, a small, easy matter.

VerTl.—[Three points come under consideration: 1) the meaning of S IJi).?' 2) the force of the perfect tens*

P\^'\\ and 3) the meaning of the connective 1. Ou the first, in addition to the arguments of Z. in the exegelical nutea,

RuEETSCHi urges (as before cited, p. UO) tliat with verbs of motion the only natural rendering is " from before," the

S being justified by Deut. xxviii. 66 as well as the passage in Judges. Iq regard to the second the simple perfect is easier

than a predictive perfect ; thou hast not=thou surely wilt not. Z. omits the connective ) in his version
;
" and " might

be equivalent to "in case, or where thou hast not," etc. Rueetschi somewhat more unnaturally renders "otherwise;" he

obtains the very forcible meaning "otherwise thou hast not known lipj of luiowlodjib"—hast not learned their nature,

and art now mukiii^ this evident. Dfi Wettb agrees with Rosenmuelle[1 in rendering clause 6 as a relative clause—" and

fi-om him in ivhom thou ha^t not," etc.— ft..^
.>,o-c, i

Ver. 10.—[^ITTjI' - for - in final syllable under the influence of the guttural, Green, gll9, 1; Bott., (i6iii,l,

1055. In JT^O, derived from 110, we have one of the few instances of a doubled 1. See Green, § 60, 4, a, Bottchee,

2392, 2, c—A.]
Ver. 12. [lin is used in the first clause as masc, in the second as fern. In the historical books, Jerem. and Proverbs,

this confusion is common. See BiJTT., §g657, 2; 877, 7. e.—A.]

Ver. 13. The suffix in rijTinXI refers to the following nDOK?, as iu the passages cited above in connection witU

xiii. 4. To divide Ityn iTinXI {J- D- Michaelis, IIitzig) is an alteration altogether unnecessary in the case before us,

where the expression "joy " in clause 6 is nothing but a repetition of that of " laughter" in clause a.

Ver. 14.—To change to vShl'DD? (L- Capellus, Jaeger, etc.), or to vh'>'0 (Elster, comp.EwALc) is plainly needless

TT-:- '
.,

T

in view of the simple and obvious interpretation of V7>?0 given in the notes.

[Bott. proposes with great confidence to amend clause 6 by substituting for t^'X the verb ty''p"' ; g? 460, 2, a, and

1143, 6; "good will depart from him."—A.]

Ver. 15.—[Observe the emphatic change of accent and vocalization in TIS.]

Ver. 17. In vie%v of the explanation which may be given of the text, attempted emendations appear needless and in-

appropriate, such, e. g., as Ewald's, who proposes instead of Njti^' to read X-IK^' (" be quiets his anger," " keeps his equa-

nimity ") ; or that of Hitzig, who to secure the same meaning reads JNII'% c^c. [Rceetschi emphatically defends the re-

ceived text.] L
Ver. 18.—[Observe the change of tense ; tlT\l^ "Perfeclum repentinum," used of that which is easily and quickly done

;

>|1ij-13\ "Fiens licitum," are disposed or inciine i to wait, etc. Bott., gg 950, B ; 940, 2; 943, c, a.—A.]

Ver. 25.—[n^3') as in vi. 19; xii. 17 ; xix. 5, 9, an irregular participial form.]

Ver. 28.—
P"t"1 is a collateral form of n'n, as p'vd); of pt^i^. The expression hero stands as a parallel to IQ'3, as

the plural DJIII often stands side by side with QO/O.

:

• T :

Ver. 30.—[D'ltyS, plural, probably, on account of the following ni'Dy_i». Bott. however (2695, 5) explains it as an

example of the "pluralis extensivus'" used also of the entire, the complete, the large,—"the life of the whole body."—A.]

proverb is not quite the same as in x. 15 ; xiii. 8

(a commendation of moderate wealth as a means
of doing good and as a preservative from spiri-

tual want). Rather is this the probable meaning:

"He who will develop his wealth to a gratifying

abundance must employ the appropriate means;
for " nothing costs nothing, but brings nothing

in" (Elster, Hitzig).—With ver. 5 comp. xii-

17; with b in particular vi. 19.—Ver. 6. The
scorner hath sought wisdom, and findeth
it not,—lit., " and it is not," comp. xiii. 7. The
bearing of this proverb is plainly directed against

that superlicial, trivial, seeming culture of the

scoflFers at religion, (who, in the perverted sense

of the word, are "the enlightened"), which lacks

all genuine earnestness, and for that very reason
all really deep knowledge and discernment —
But to the man of understanding is knovy-
ledge given.—See critical notes.

Ver. 7. Go from the presence of the fool-

ish man.—So Lutiif.h had already correctly ren-

dered ; also De AVette, Behtueau, Elsteii; for

IJjO [from the front, from before] docs not de-

scribe motion directly toward or at one (Ewald,
comp. Ujibkeit), but remoteness from him, as Is.

i. 16; Am. ix. 3 ; and for the connection with 7

which, it is true, is unusual, comp. Judges xx.

34. [See critical notes].

—

Hitzig, following the

LXX and Syr. vers., writes the first word of the

EXEGETICAL.

1. A^'ers. 1-7. On wisdom and folly in general.—"Woman's wisdom buildeth her house.
[See critical notes]. It is plain that in contrast

with this wisdom of the godly we are to under-

stand by " folly " in clause b especially woman's
folly.—With ver. 2, a, compare x. 9; with b, ii.

1-5; iii. 32.—Ver. 3. In the fool's mouth is

a rod for his pride,—lit., "a rod of pride."

[Is this genitive subjective or objective? a rod

which his pride uses, for himself, or others, or

both, as it has been variously understood,—or

a rod by which his pride is itself chastised ? The
antithesis commends the latter, which is the view

of Bertiieau, Kamph., etc., as well as Z. Ac-

cording to S., "pride" is the subject and not a

limiting genitive—A.] Hitzig unnecessarily

proposes to understand HIXJ in the sense of \J

"back," a meaning which even in Job xli. 7

hardly belongs to the word [although given by
Aquila, Jerome, etc.'\ (Comp. Delitzscu on the

passage. )—But the lips of the wise preserve
them.—For the construction comp. xi. (i; xii. 0,

etc.; for the meaning, x. 13, 14.— Ver. 4. Where
there are no oxen the crib remaineth
empty.—DOX, "crib," not "stall" (Umrueit);

"13, in itself meaning "pure, clean," is here

"empty;" so sometimes "'PJ. The drift of the
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Verse /3 instead of ^^, and in clause 6 reads

nyn-S^ instead of m'T ^3, from which the
'^-

: T : -T -

meaning is obtained " The foolish man hath every

thing before him, but lips of knowledge are a re-

ceptacle of understanding " (LXX: ij-'ka 6e ala&i/-

ceuq). But the idea of the second clause experi-

ences iu this way no possible improvement, but

only an injury (observe the tautological charac-

ter of the expressions "lips of knowledge" and
" receptacle or vessel of knowledge"), and for

this reason we should retain the meaning given

above for the first clause also.—In clause b the

vei'b is a proper perfect, " thou hast not known
or recognized lips of knowledge," this is, if thou

soughtest any such thing in him. [W. is wrong
in rendering " over against," and " wilt not

know."—A.]
2. Vers. 8-19. Further delineation of the wise

and the foolish, especially with reference to their

contrasted lot in life.

—

The wisdom of the
wise is to understand his w^ay,—lit., "ob-
serve his way." For this use of the verb with

the accusative, in the sense of to "observe or

consider something," comp. chap. vii. 7; Ps. v. 2.

For the sentiment of the vorso comp. xiii. 16, and
ver. 15 below.

—

The folly of fools is decep-
tion.—"Deceit" here iu the sense of self-de-

ception, imposition on self, blindness, which is

at last followed by a fearful self-sobering, a

coming to a consciousness of the real state of the

case (comp. Ps. vii. 15; Job xv. 35).

Ver. 9. The sacrifice maketh sport of
fools,—i. e., the expiatory sacrifice which un-
godly fools offer to God is utterly useless, fails

of its object, inasmuch as it does not gain the

favor of God, which is, on the contrary, to be
found only among the upright (lit., "between
upright men," i. e., in the fellowship of the up-
right or honorable, comp. Luke ii. 14). Thus
Bertheau, Ewald, Elster [Stuart and Words-
WORTu], etc., while the majority, disregarding

the singular member in the verb, translate

"Fools make a mock at sin" [E. V., M., N., H.]
("make sport with sin," Umbreit, comp. Lu-
ther). [Hodgson, rightly conceiviug the gram-
matical relation, but making both subject and
object concrete, renders "sinners mock at

fools"]. HiTziG here again proposes violent

emendations, and obtains the meaning "The
tents (?) of the foolish are overthrown (? ?) in

punishment ; the house (?) of the upright is well
pleasing."

Ver. 10. The heart knoweth its O'wrn bit-
terness,—lit., "a heart knoweth the trouble of

its soul," i. e., what one lacks one always knows
best one's self; therefore the interference of

strangers will always be somewhat disturbing.

If this be so, then it follows that it is also not
advisable "to meddle with one's joy," and this

is the point that is urged in clause b. A precept
applicable unconditionally to all cases is of

course not designed here. The author of our
proverbs will hardly be put in antagonism to

what the Apostle enjoins in Rom. xii. 15. It is

rather a hard and intrusive manifestation of

sympathy in the joy and sorrow of one's neigh-
bor, that is to be foi-bidden.—With 11, a, comp.
xii. 7; Job xviii. 15 ; with b, Is. xxvii. (>.—With
ver. 12, a, comp. xii. 15; xvi. 2.—But the end

thereof are ways of death,— /. e., the way
of vice, M'liicli at the beginning appears straight
(the way is not directly described as the way of
vice, yet is plainly enough indicated as such), at

length merges itself wholly in paths that lead
down to mortal ruin; comp. ver. 4; vii. 27.

—

The same verse appears again below in xvi. 25.

Ver. 13. Even in laughter the heart will be
(perchance) sad.—The Impcrf. of t!;e verb here
expresses a possible case, something that may
easily and often occur. The contrasted condition
is suggested bj' Eccles. vii. 4: "Though the face

be sad, the heart may yet be glad." [Notwith-
standing Holuen's observation, that "though
sorrow may be occasioned % laughter, it does
not exist in it," ii is a deeper truth, that in cir-

cumstances producing a superficial joyousness,
there is often an underlying, profounder sor-

row.—A.]

—

And the end of joy Lh sorrow
[not by a mere emotional reaction, but] in such
a case as this; the heart, which under all appa-
rent laughter is still sad, feels and already anti-

cipates the evil that will soon have wholly trans-

Ibrmed the gladness into grief.

Ver. 14. He that is of a perverse heart
shall be satisfied ^with his ow^n ways, i. c,

he who h;is departed from God (lit., "he that is

turned aside in heart," comp. Ps. xliv. 19) is

surfeited with his own ways, partakes of the

ruinous results of his sinful action ; comp. xii.

14; xiii. 2; xxviii. 19.

—

^But a good man
(shall be satisfied) from him, /. t., the good
man solaces himself in the contemplation of the

wicked and his fate (chap. xxix. IG ; Job xxii.

19; Ps. xxxvii. 34; Iviii. 11); or, it may be,

the upright man enters into the possession of the

good which the other loses (comp. xi. 8, 29 ; xiii.

22). V7j7p, strictly "from with him," expresses

here this idea,—" from that which belongs to

him as its foundation" (Hitzig), and therefore
" from his experience, from the sorrowful oc-

currences of life in which he is deservedly in-

volved." [E. v., H., N., M. render reflesively

"from himself," and make the experiences pa-

rallel; each shall be satisfied "with his own
ways," or "from himself." The third pers. suf-

fix has this reflexive meaning after 7^0 dis-

tinctly in 1 Sam. xvii. 22, 89; Jonah iii. 0. The
suiSx in clause a is reflexive, "his own ways,"
and we must regard the same construction as

the simplest and most natural in b—A.]

Ver. 15. The simple believeth every w^ord,
—Ei.ster: "every thing." But as objects of

belief, it is, in the first instance, and most di-

rectly, words alone that come under considera-

tion, aTid reference is made here precisely to the

unreliableness of words as used by men, as in

chap. vi. 1 sq.; X. 19 ; Eccles. v. 1 sq.; Ps. cxvi.

11, etc.—With clause b compare above ver. 8 a.—
Ver. 16. With clause a compare xvi. 6. 17.

—

The fool is presuming and confident.
—Comp. xxi. 24 ; xxviii. 16. The latter of these

descriptive terms unquestionably describes a

false security, and carnal ai-rogance, which is the

opposite of the fear of God. The former epithet

means "self-exalting, bearing one's self inso-

lently," or it may be (like the Kal conj. of the

same verb in chap. xxii. 3) " boldly rushing on,
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overriding" (IIitziq, comp. Luther, "rushes
wildly througji ").

Ver. 17. He that is quick to anger work-
eth folly. — Strictly, " he who foams up
quickly, who flies into a passion," contrasted

with the man who is "slow to anger," ver. 29.

[D'3X, the nostrils, then the breathing, which

by its quietness or its excitement, marks the

state of the temper].—And the man of -wick-
ed devices is hated.—Literally, '-the man
of shrewd reflections, well contrived counsels "

(comp. remarks on i. 4, and also chap. xii. 2;

xxiv. 8 ; Ps. x.KXvii. 7), who is not here set as a

contrast, but as a counterpart to the passionate

man; the crafty and subtle man, who, in spite

of all his show of mildness, is still as thoroughly
hated as the irascible and passionate man. The
relation of the two clauses is accordingly not an-

tithetic, but that of a logical parallel. With one
manifestation of an evil disposition another is

immediately associated, with a suggestion of the

results which are in accordance with it; comp.
chap. X. 10, 18.

Ver. 18. But the wise shall embrace
kno^wledge.—^TjT'PI (comp. Ps. cxlii. 8), liter-

ally, "surround, enclose," cannot here mean
"they crown themselves, or are crowned" [the

verb is not reflexive] (Umbreit, comp. Luther
[De W., E. v., H., N., S., M., W.]), but, as the

parallel verb in clause a indicates, must convey
simply the naeaning of "laying hoM upon," i. e.,

gathering, accumulating [so Fuerst, Beetheau,
Kamph., etc.'\.

Ver. 19. And the wicked at the doors
of the righteous,

—

i. e., they bow there (the

verb is to be repeated from the first clause). The
figure lying at the basis of this representation is

that of the ambassadors of a conquered people,

who, kneeling at the doors of their conqueror's

palace, await his command. For the general
sentiment comp. xiii. 9, 22 ; also Psalm xxxvii.

25, etc. •

3. Vers. 20-27. On riches and poverty in their

causal connection with wisdom and folly.—The
poor is hated even by his neighbor.—Comp.
xix. 4; Ecclesiast. vi. 7 sq.; xii. 8 sq. Numerous
parallels from classic authoi-s (e. g., Theogxis,
V. 621, 697 ; Ovid, Trist., I., 9, 5, 6), and also

from Rabbinical and Arabic authors, may be
found in U.mcreit's Commentary in loco. " Is

hated," i. e., "is repelled as disagreeable, is ob-
noxious" (comp. Deut. xx. 15 ; Mai. i. 3). How
this may come to pass, how former friendship

between two persons may be transformed into

its opposite on account of the impoverish-
ment of one of them, is impressively illustrated

by our Lord's parable of the neighbor whom a
friend asks for three loaves (comp. Luke xi. 5-8.)

—Ver. 21. Whosoever despiseth his friend
is a sinner, i. c, he who neglects a friend that

has fallen into destitution (comp. ver. 20 a), who
does not render him assistance, sins just as surely

as his act is praiseworthy who is compassionate

to the poor or wretched (read D"Ji^ with the

K'thibh). With the benediction in clause b com-
pare xvii. 20.

Ver. 22. Do they not err that devise evil?
—The figurative expression "carve evil" (comp.
ill. 29

J
vi. 14) has as its counterpart in the se-

cond clause the kindred figure '• carve out
good," i. e.. contrive or devise good [bona rnachi'

nari). Instead of ^i,'>}\ "they err, or go astray"

(comp. Job XV. 31) Hitzig reads ly)' (from

>'>n): "Ought it not to go ill with them that devise
evil?" But the language of the text character-
izes with sufficient strength and clearness the
unsettled and disastrous condition of those who
have departed tVom Gods ways.—And are not
mercy and truth with those that devise
good?—The interrogative particle uttVcts the se-

cond clause as well as the first (so Ujibukit, and
doubtless correctly, in opposition to most modera
interpreters [e. y., E. V., De W.. Bkrtheau, H.,
j\I., S., K., while Noyes agrees with oar author]).
The construction is like that in xiii. 18.

—

" Mercy and truth " are probably God's mani-
festations of Himself toward them, as in Gen.
xxxii. 11; Ps. Ixi. 7, and not human attributes,

as above in chap. iii. 3 (see note in loco), or as in
xvi. 6; XX. 28. [So Trapp and others, while
M. and S. make them human,—M. making these
the experience, and S, the action of those who
devise good.—A.]

Ver. 23. In all labor there is profit, but
idle talk (leadeth) only to want.—(Comp. xi.

24; xxi. 5) ; in the latter passage "profit" and
"want" are contrasted precisely as here.—"Idle
talk;" in the Hebrew literally, "word of the
lips;" comp. Isa. xxxvi, 5; Job xi. 2; xv. 3. The
sentiment of the entire verse is moreover plain:
"One should beware of idle talk more than of
the hardest toil" (Bertheau). Comp. Matt.
xii. 36.

V^er. 24. The crown of the wise is their
riches, i. e. the well-earned possessions of the
wise become his honor, are a real adornment to

him, for which he is with good reason praised.
" The folly of fools, on the other hand, is and
continues folly," though he may ever so much
parade and swell with it, though he may in par-
ticular studiously -employ any riches he may
chance to possess in splendidly decorating him-
self, and giving himself a magnificent appear-
ance by all manner of outward trifles and finery
(comp. Bertheau, Umbreit, Elster on this

passage). [Trapp :
" Why, was it not foolish-

ness before they were rich ? Yes, but now it is

become egregious foolishness"].— Hitzig has
here again needlessly felt constrained to amend.
He reads in clause a " their prudence," DO'llS

T : r
and in clause b, as the subject, " ostentation,"

Jl7!IX instead of r\7^X ; so he obtains the mean-

ing, "The crown of the wise is their prudence

(?) ; the pomp of fools is—drunken (??)."

Ver. 25. A true witness delivereth souls,
i. e. from the death involved in some false charge
brought against them before the court, anil which
therefore threatens them in case a truthful wit-

ness does not clear them and bring tiieir inno-

cence to light.—But he that uttereth lies

(comp. ver. 5; vi. 19) is a cheat.—('ompare xii.

17, where, however, "deceit" HO^O is object

of the preceding verb " showeth forth," and
not predicate. Here the abstract " deception "

stands emphatically for the concrete, "a deceit-

ful man, one without substance or reliableness ;"

comp. above ver. 8, b. [Rueetschl (as above,
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J). 142) would simplify the construction by re-

taining 7'i"3 as the common predicate of both

clauses, and would give to the second object the

meaning " wrongiul or unrighteous possession,"

citing as a parallel Jer. v. 27. We cannot com-
mend the suggestion.—A.] Hitzig instead of

"deceit" (i^O^O) reads DrS^D "he destroyeth "

(;. e. souls), in order to obtain as exact an anti-

thesis as possible to the " delivereth" in the first

clause.

Ver. 26. In the fear of Jehovah is strong
security, or, the fear of Jehovah is strong secu-

rity, is a sure reliance; for the preposition may
properly stand before the subject as the 3 ensen-

tix, as in Isa. xxvi. -1 ; Ivii. 6 (so Hitzig).—
And to His children He will be a refuge.—
"To His children," /.(?. doubtless to His wor-

shippers, those faithful to Him, who for that

very reason are His favorites and objects of His

care (comp. Deut. xiv. 1). This reference of the

sutiix to .Jehovah Himself is unquestionably more
natural than to refer it to the pious, an idea

which must first be very artificially extract-

ed from the "fear of Jehovah" (contrary

to the view of Umbreit, Ewald, Beiitiieau,

Elster, [H., N., M., S.]). Hitzig reads VjbS

" to its builders," i. e. to them who seek to build

up that strong fortress, that " security" of the

fear of Jehovah (?). With ver. 27 comp. xiii.

14. [RuEETScHi (as above, p. 142) supports the

idea rejected by Zocklek, that the divine pro-

tection extends to the children and the children's

children of such as honor God. Although not

without grammatical warrant for the construc-

tion, and conveying beautifully a precious scrip-

tural truth, we must regard the rendering as

here somewhat forced.—A.]
4. Vers. 28-35. Continued parallels between

the wise and the foolish, the rich and the poor

—

with the addition of the closely related compari-

son of masters and servants.—From want of
people (cometh) the dow^nfall of the prince.

" People " (Di< /) as in xi. 26. Whether in the

choice of the word rendered "prince" there is

a hidden allusion to the ordinary meaning,
"consumption" (Hitzig, comp. U.mbreit) must
remain in doubt. For this use of tier's, down-

fall, ruin, comp. x. 14; xiii. 3.

Ver. 20. He that is slow to ailger is great
in understanding. — Literally, he that is

long or slow in anger, fipadvg elg opyr'/v, James
i. 19; therefore, the forbearing, the patient.
" Great, i. e. rich in understanding " (comp.
"great in acts," 2 Sam. xxiii. 20); comp. the
Latin multus prudentia.—But he that is hasty
in spirit (quick-tempered) exalteth folly, i. e.

makes much of it, carries it to excess. Thus
Hitzig, and doubtless correctly, M'hile the ma-
jority take the verb in the sense of "to exalt

before the view of men," manifestare, dcclarare,

for which idea however the parallel passages
xii. 23 ; xiii. 16 are by no means conclusive
[H., S., M., W. all take this view].

Ver. 30. The life of the body is a quiet
spirit.— Lit., "life of the members (see Critical

Notes) is a heart of quietness" (NiD'IO not mean-

ing here " health," but composui e, a tranquil con-
dition, as in XV. 4; Eccles. x. 4).

—

But passion
the rottenness of the bones.—Comp. xii. 4,

and for this use of nxjp, "passionate zeal,"

violent excitement in general (not specifically

envy or jealousy) Job v. 2.—Ver. 31. With clause
a compare xvii. 5, with b, xix. 17 a, and above
ver. 2L

Ver. 32. By his wickedness is the wicked
driven forth, driven forth, i. e. from life; he is

by a violent death swept away from this earthly
life (comp. Ps. xxxvi. 12; Ixii. 3).

—

But the
righteous hath hope (even) in his death. He
"is confident," viz. in Jehovah; comp. Ps. xvii.

7, where the same absolute use of the participle
" trusting " occurs (the " trustful " in general,

believers). As in chap. xi. 7, and if possible

even more distinctly than in that passage, we
have expressed here a hope in the continuance
of the individual life after death, and a just

retribution in the future world. Hitzig, to avoid
this admission, reads in accordance with the

LXX [tv r?/ iavTov oclottjti) 13ri3, in his upright-

ness, "but in his innocence doth the righteous

trust." But may not this divergent reading of

the LXX owe its origin to the endeavor to gain

an antithesis as exact as possible to the " in his

wickedness" of the first clause? [Rueetschi
(as last cited) preserves the recognition of a hope
of immortality and also the poetical parallelism,

by giving to the word "evil," nj/'1, a physical

rather than an ethical meaning : "in his misfor-

tune (or adversity) the wicked is overthrown,

but the righteous has confidence even in hia

death." For the wicked all hope is gone. This

seems to us a happy reconciliation of the gram-
matical and spiritual demands of the two parts

of the verse.—A.]
Ver. 33. In the heart of a man of under-

standing doth w^isdom rest, i. e. quietly, si-

lently ; comp. X. 14; xii. 16, 23, and for tliis use of

the verb 1 Sam. xxv. 9.

—

But in the midst of
fools it maketh itself known, /. e. not " fools

draw out the wisdom of the wise," which is natu-

rally quiet, in opposition to them and their folly

(Hitzig), but, fools carry their wisdom, which
is, however, in fact, only folly, always upon
their tongues, and seek most assiduously to make
it known (comp. xii. 23 ; xiii. 16 ; xv. 2). The
expression is pointed and ironical, and yet not

for that reason unintelligible, especially after

expressions like those in vers. 8, 16, 24, etc. It

is therefore unnecessarj- with the Chaldee version

to supply the noun "folly" again with the verb.

Ver. 34. Righteousness exalteth a nation.

Riffhteousness, HpTi, is here used with a very
- Itt :

comprehensive import, of religious and moral

rectitude in every relation and direction, and is

therefore not to be restricted, as it is by many
recent commentators (Umbreit, Hitzig, etc.), to

the idea of virtue. Just as little is the idea of

"exalting" to be identified with the idea of

"honoring" (as Elster, Hitzig, etc., would

have it) ; it is rather a general elevation and ad-

vancement of the condition of the people that is

to be indicated by the term; comp. above, ver.

29.

—

But sin is a reproach to the people.

—For the Aramaic term HOn, " shame," comp.
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xxviii. 22 (also xxv. 10), and Job vi. 14. And
yet in this national reproach and disgrace there

is to be included the cori'espunding injury and
misery of other kinds, so that ia this view there

is a certain justification for the Vulgate's ren-

dering, " mkcros fac/t " (which however rests

upon the different reading IDnV. comp. the LXX
and the Syr. vers.), and for Luther's '^Verder-

derhen," destruction.

Ver. 85. With clause a comp. xvi. 12.—But
his wrath -will find out the base,—lit., "his
wrath will the base be;" comp., e. ff., xi. 1,

where " his abomination " means the object of

his abhorrence. To supply the preposition "to,"

7, from clause a, is therefore needless (in oppo-

sition to the view of Umbreit, Bertheau).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

The representation of the entire chapter is

plainly shaped by the contrast between the wise

and the foolish, and it is only toward the end

(vers. 20 sq.) that the kiadred contrast between

the rich and the poor, and at the very last (vers.

27 sq.) that, between rulers and servants, is

added.—Ethical truths to which a significant

prominence is given, are contained especially in

the following proverbs :

Ver. 1. The building of the house by the wis-

dom of woman. "Only the characteristic wis-

dom of looman (not that of the man) is able to

'build itself a house,' i. e., to make possible a

household in the true sense of the word; for the

woman alone has the capacity circumspectly to

look through the multitude of individual house-

hold wants, and carefully to satisfy them ; and
also because the various activities of the members
of the family can be combined in a harmonious
unity only by the influence, partly regulative

and partly fostering, of a feminine character,

gently but steadily efficient. But where there is

wanting to the mistress of the house this wisdom
attainable only by her and appropriate to her,

then that is irrecoverably lost which first binds

in a moral fellowship those connected by rela-

tionship of blood—that which makes the house

from a mere place of abode to. become the spiri-

tual nursery of individuals organically associ-

ated." (Elster).

Ver. 6. The impossibility of uniting a frivolous

disposition and jests at religion with true wisdom
and understanding. " It is not by a one-sided

action of the thinking power, but only by undi-

vided consecration of the whole nature to God,

wliich therefore involves above all other things a

right relation of the spiritual nature to Him, that

true knowledge in Divine things can be attained.

The wise man, however, who has found the true

bcinning of wisdom, in bowing his inmost will

before the Divine, not as something to be mas-

tered by the understanding, but as something to

be simply sought as a grace by the renunciation

of the very self,—he can easily on this ground
which God's own power makes productive, at-

tain a rich development of the understanding."

(Elster.)
Ver. 10. The disturbing influence of an unin-

vited interference in the sorrow and the joy of

one's neighbor. "Every one has his own circle

of sorrows and joys, which his neighbor must
leave to him as a quiet sanctuary for himself.

For in the liveliest sympathy of which one may
ever be conscious, it will still often be altogether
impossible to enter into the peculiarity of others'
sensibility with such a participation as is really
beneficent. Therefore a Turkish proverb (in

Von Hammer, Morgenl. Kkebl., p. 68) also says
'Eat thine own grief and trouble not thyself for
another's'" (Umbreit).—Comp. above, our exe-
getical notes on this passage.

Ver. 12. The self-deception of many men in re-

gard to their courses, imagined to be healthful,

but in reality leading to eternal ruin. Comp.
Melanchthon :

" The admonition relates to the
mistiness and weakness of man's judgment, and
his many and great errors in counsel, for it is

manifest that men often err in judging and in

their deliberations. Now they are deceived
either by their own imaginations, or by tiie ex-
ample of others, or by habit, etc., and being de-

ceived, they rush on all the more fascinated by
the devil, as is \vritten of Judas in John xiii. 27."

Ver. 14. The fool ever accumulating nothing
but folly, and the wise man gaining in know-
ledge. Li'ue ver. 24 this proverb is especially

instructive with respect to the deep inner con-
nection that exists on the one hand between fool-

ish notions, and a poor, unattractive, powerless
earthly position, destitute of all influence,—and
on the other hand between true wisdom and large
ability in the department both of the material
and the spiritual. Vox Gerlach pointedly says,
" There is a certain power of attraction, accord-

ing as a man is wise or foolish ; the possessions
also whicli the one or the other attains, are ia

accordance with his disposition."

Ver. 28. A sentiment directed against feeble

princes who nevertheless array themselves with
disproportionate splendor ; and this, as also ver.

34, is designed to call attention to the principle,

that it is not external and seeming advantages,

but simply and solelj' the inward competence and
moral excellence, whether of the head or of the

members of a commonwealtli, that are the condi-

tions of its temporal welfare.

Ver. 31. Compassion to the poor is true service

of God ; comp. James i. 27. Since God has
created both rich and poor (1 Sara. ii. 7), since

He designs that they shall exist side by side and
intermixed (Prov. xxii. 2), since the poor and
lowly man is in like manner a being created in

His image (James iii. 9), therefore he who deals

heartlessly and violently with the poor in.sults

that Being Himself who is the Maker and Kuler
of all. The compassionate, on the contrary, dis-

cerns and lienors His disposition toward His
creatures, and the love which he manifests to-

ward them, even the luimblest and most unwor-
thy, is in fact manifested toward God Himself;

comp. Matth. xxv. 40.—Ver. 32. The^jonfidence

which the righteous man possesses even in his

death. Compare the exegetical explanation of

the passage.

HOMILETIC AND PRACTICAL.

Homily on the entire chapter : The wisdom
and folly of men considered in their respective

foundations, natures and results ; and 1) within
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the sphere of domestic life (vers. 1-7); 2) within

that of civil life (vers. 8-25) ; 3) within that of

political or national life (vers. 26-35).

—

Stockur:

Of human wisdom as the fruit of a right cul-

ture,—and 1) of the wisdom of domestic life

[jn-udentia occonomica, vers. 1-25) ; 2) of the wis-

dom of public life (prudentia polilica, vers. 2tJ-35).

Stauke : The results of piety and ungodliness

1) in the household, and in social life generally

(1-25) ; 2) in the relations of rulers in particular

(26-35).

Vers. 1-7. Berleburg Bible:—That wise women
build their house, is to be understood not so

much of the edifice consisting of wood, stone,

plaster, as rather of the family and the house-

hold economy, which a wise woman always strives

to keep in good condition and to improve. Ps.

cxxvii. 1.

—

Ta'niKjen Bible (on vers. 3) : He who
is wise keepeth his mouth and still more his

heart, that he may not in connection with out-

ward consideration and high dignities fall into

pride.—(On ver. 4) : He that doth not work also

shall not eat; the poverty of many springs from
this, that they lack industry and diligence.

—

Starke (on ver. 6) : He who in seeking wisdom
has for his end pride and ambition, will never
attain true wisdom, unless he changes his views.
-—(On ver. 7): Evil one always learns more
quickly and easily than good ; therefore avoid

evil company.—[A. Fuller (on ver. 6) : If our
inquiries be influenced by a spirit of pride and
self-sufficiency, we shall stumble at evei-y thing

we meet with; but he who knows his own weak-
ness and conducts his inquiries with humil-

ity, shall find knowledge easy of attainment.

—

Arnot : Those who reject the Bible want the first

qualification of a philosopher, a humble and
teachable spirit. The problem for man is not to

reject all masters, but to accept the rightful

One. Submission absolute to the living God, as

revealed in the Mediator, is at oncf *be best li-

berty that could be, and the only liberty that

is.

—

Trapp (on ver. 6) : He that would have
heavenly knowledge must first quit his heart of

corrupt atfections and high conceits.]

Vers. 8-17. Tiibingen Bible (on ver. 8) :

—

Steady watchfulness and attention to one's self

is a great wisdom.—(On ver. 9) : To make sport

of sin is the height of wickedness.

—

St.\rke (on

ver. 10) : He who knoweth the heart alone

knoweth the needs of thy heart, which no other

besides doth know. He can likewise give thee

joy where no other can create it for thee.—(On
ver. 10): lleverence and love to God must be
with us the strongest motive to avoid sin.—(On
ver. 17): Between the hasty trespasses of pas-

sionate natures, and the deliberate wickedness
of malicious man, there is always a great dis-

tinction to be made.

—

Von Gerlach (on ver. 10)

:

How hard it is to console and soothe others, Job's
answers to the discourses of his friends are a
signal illustration.—(On ver. 12) : In connection
witli the deceptive, seductive show made by im-

piety, it is important to give more careful heed
to one's way in life.—(On ver. 17) : A man who
quickly falls into a passion does indeed commit
a folly, but yet is far preferable to the coldlj' and
selfishly calculating villain. One may well be
indignant at the first—the last makes himself

odious.

—

[Lord Bacon [Advancement of Learning,

10

Book VIII.), on vers. 8 and 15: He who applies
himself to the true wisdom takes heed of his own
ways, foreseeing dangers, preparing remedies,
employing the assistance of the good, guarding
himself against the wicked, cautious in entering
upon a work, not unprepared for a retreat,

watchful to seize opportunities, strenuous to re-

move impediments, and attending to many other
things which concern the government of his own
actions and proceedings. But the other kind of
wisdom is entirely made up of deceits and cun-
ning tricks, laying all its hope in the circumvent-
ing of others, and moulding them to its pleasure

;

which kind the proverb denounces as being not
only dishonest, but also foolish, etc.—T. Adams
(on ver. 9): Mocking is the medium or connec-
tion that brings together the fool and sin; thus
he makes himself merry ; they meet in mockery.
Through many degrees men climb to that height
of impiety. This is an extreme progress, and
almost the journey's' end of wickedness.

—

Arnot
(on ver. 10) : Tiie solitude of a human being in

either extremity of the experiences of the human
heart is sublime and solemnizing. Whether you
are glad or grieved, you must be alone.— (On ver.

12): The result accords not with the false opi-

nion, but with the absolute truth of the case.

There is a way which is right, whatever it may
seem to the world, and the end thereof is life.

God's way of coming to us in mercy is also our
way of coming to Him in peace.— (On ver. 15)

:

Trust is a lovely thing; but it cannot stand un-
less it get truth to lean upon.

—

John Howe (on
ver. 14) : The good man is not the first fountain
of happiness to himself, but a subordinate one a
good man is, and so is satisfied from himself—

a

fountain fed from a higher fountain—by deriva-
tion from Him who is all in all, and more inti-

mate to us than we ourselves. But the wicked
man is the prime and first fountain of all misery
to himself.

—

Flavel : The upright is satisfied

from himself, that is, from his own conscience,

which, though it be not the original spring, yet

is the conduit at which he drinks peace, joy and
encouragement.—R. South (on ver. 18) : 30th
of Posthumous Sermons].

Ver. 18-25. Zeltner (on ver. 19) : Bear pa-
tiently the pride, of the ungodly ; it lasts not
long.

—

Starke (on vers. 20, 21) : The many
promises that God will graciously reward kind-
ness to the poor must make the Christian joyous
and willing in labors of love.—(On ver. 22):
Virtue and piety reward those who cherish them,

but vices and sins cause nothing but pain and
trouble.

—

Geier (on ver. 23) : Prating and
boastful men are like an empty vessel : if one
strike it, it does indeed give forth a sound, but

for all that nothing goes in.—(On ver. 25) : Be
intent upon truth in thy words, gestures, acts,

and in thy whole wulk.

Vers. 26-35. Starke (on ver. 28) : It is the

duty of the lords of the land to see to it that

their land be well cultivated, and in particular

that "mercy and truth dwell in the land, right-

eousness and peace kiss each other " (Ps. Ixxxv.

11).—(On ver. 29): Impatience opposes the will

of God, and is therefore the greatest folly.—(On
ver. 30) : Passion and wrath shorten the life, and
care makes old before one's time.—(On ver. 31) ;

Despise no man, be he ever so humble, for thou
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knovvest not but in that act thou art despising a

true child of God.—(On ver. 32) : There is surely

a future life to be hoped for after death ; other-

wise how could the righteous bo so comforted in

their death ?—(On ver. 34) : Sin is the cause of

all misery under the sun.—(On ver. 35): If the

fidelity of his subjects is pleasing to a king, how
nmch more will God take pleasure if one serves

Him faithfully and with the whole heart, through

the strength of Jesus Christ!—[Arnot (on ver.

25) : The safety provided for God's children is

confidence in Himself, the strong tower into whicli

the righteous run.—(On ver. 31) : The necessary

dependence of human duty upon Divine faith.

—

S. D.wiES (on ver. 32): 1) Every righteous man
has a substantial reason to hope, whether he

clearly see it or not ; 2) Good men in common do
in fact enjoy a comfortable hope ; 3) The hope
which the righteous hath shall be accomplished.
—Saurin (on ver. 34) : As there is nothing in

religion to counteract the design of a wise system

of civil polity, so there is nothing in a wise sys-

tem of civil government to counteract the design

of the Christian religion. The exaltation of the

nation is the end of civil polity. Righteousness

is the end of religion, or rather is religion itself.

—Emmons (on ver. 34) : It is the nature of sin

1) to lessen and diminish a people; 2) to sink

and depress the spirit of a people ; 3) to destroy

the wealth of a people ; 4) to deprive them of

the blessings of freedom ; 5) to provoke the dis-

pleasure of God and draw down His judgments.]

t) With reference to various other relations and callings in life, especially within the sphere of

the religious life.

Ch.\p. XV.

1 A soft answer turneth away wrath,

but a bitter word stirreth up anger.

2 The tongue of the wise maketh knowledge attractive,

but the mouth of fools poureth forth folJy.

3 The eyes of Jehovah are in every place,

beholding the wicked and the good.

4 A mild tongue is a tree of life,

but transgression therewith is a wound in the spirit

5 The fool despiseth his father's correction,

but he that regardeth reproof is wise.

6 In the house of the righteous is a great treasure,

but in the gain of the wicked is trouble.

7 The lips of the wise spread knowledge,

but the heart of fools (doeth) not so.

8 The sacrifice of the wicked is abomination to Jehovah,
but the prayer of the upright is his delight.

9 An abomination to Jehovah is the way of the wicked,

but he loveth him that searcheth after righteousness.

10 There is sharp correction for him that forsaketh the way ;

he that hateth reproof must die.

11 Hell and the world of the dead are before Jehovah,
how much more the hearts of the sons of men?

12 The scorner liketh not that one reprove him;
to wise men will he not go.

13 A joyous heart maketh a cheerful countenance,

but in sorrow of the heart the spirit is stricken,

14 An understanding heart seeketh after knowledge,

^

but the face of fools feedeth on folly.

15 All the days of the afflicted are evil,

but he that is of a joyful heart—a perpetual feast.

16 Better is little with the fear of Jehovah
than great treasure and trouble with it.
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17 Better is a dish of herbs, when love is there,

than a fatted ox and hatred with it. ^
18 A passionate man stirreth up strife,

but he that is slow to anger allayeth contention.

19 The way of the slothful is as a hedge of thorns,

but the path of the righteous is a highway.

20 A wise son maketh a glad father,

but a foolish man despiseth his mother.

21 Folly is joy to him that lacketh wisdom.
but the man of understanding goeth straight forward.

22 Failure of plans (cometh) where there is no counsel,

but by a multitude of counsellors they come to pass.

23 A man hath joy through the answer of his mouth,
and a \vord in due season, how good is it

!

24 An upward path of life is the way of the wise

to depart from hell beneath.

25 The house of the proud will Jehovah destroy,

and he will establish the border of the widow.

26 An abomination to Jehovah are evil devices,

but pure (in his sight) are gracious words.

27 He troiibleth his own house that seeketli unjust gain,

but he that hateth gifts shall live.

28 The heart of the righteous studieth to answer,

the mouth of the wicked poureth forth evil.

29 Jehovah is far from the wicked,

but the prayer of the righteous he heareth.

30 A friendly look rejoiceth the heart,

good tidings make the bones fat.

31 The ear that heareth the reproof of life

will abide among the wise.

32 He that refuseth correction despiseth himself,

but he that heedeth reproof gptteth understanding.

33 The fear of Jehovah is a training to wisdom,
and before honor is humility.

aRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Yer. 1.—[3VJ^-")3T undoubtedly means wratliful words, bitter words ; Ges. reaches this through a snbjectiTe meaning

of 3i*>'. labor, pain to the wrathful spirit; Fuerst takes the objective, cutting words, that cause pain to their victim;
the latter retains most of the radical meauing of the verb.—A.]

Ver. 2.—y £0''ili lit-, maketh knowledge good ; but the radical idea of the Heb. 31£J is that which is good to the sense,

especially sight; therefore bright, brilliant,—and afterward, that which is agreeable to other senses, hearing, taste, ete.

The etymological meaning here best suits the sense "make knowlerlge appear attractive.'"—A.]

Ver. 5.—[BiiiT. (g 10.>5, III.), commenting on the three passages where the defective form D"^>'' occurs, proposes as

the probable reading D^J?^.—A.]

Ver. 6.—m^JTJ (from 1D^', chap. xi. 29) is a neuter partic. used substantively in the sense of ruin, destruction;

comp. iu Is. X. 23 ni'lH J, and also nO-IDO in ver. 16 below.
T T •.; / T :

[Ver. 7.—Masc. verb with the fem. TlUti;, as in ver. 2; x. 21, 32.]

Ver. 9.—[BoTT. (g 412, 3) suggests rhythmical reasons for the peculiar and solitary form 3nX', usually ^HX'- Comp.

Green, 3112, 5, c—A.]

Ver. 15.—The construction is elliptical; 37-31D is logically a genitive limiting the 'O' of clause a, and nptVO 'S a

predicate to it: "the days of him who is cheerful in heart are a feast," etc. Comp. Hitzig on the passage.

Ver. 21.—The Infiu. i\2l without S made dependent on the verb '\]3^^ (Ewald, Lehrh.,^28b,a.)

Ver. 22.—The Infin. abs. 1371 is here naturally prefixed, instead of the finite verb, as e. g., in xii. 7. [Active used In-
'• T

Stead of passive, with an indefinite subject, in Iliphil and Piel as well as Kal. infinitives. See Bottcher, g 990,

1, a.—A.]

Ver. 25.—Instead of 32f'1 we must with IIiTZio, t'c, and in accordance with the anc. versions read 3V1 ; for the

optative rendering "and let him establish," etc. (Bertheau) does not agree with the parallelism. [Bott. regards it aa
a Jussive, expressing that necessity which is seen to be involved in the moral order of the world (§964, 7).—A.]
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EXEGETICAL.

1. Vers. 1-7. Against sins of the tongue of va-

rious kinds.

—

A soft ans-wer turneth away
wrath,—lit., " bi-ingotii orturnelii back passion,"

comp. Is. ix. 11, IG, 20. The opposite of tliis

" turning back "' or '• beating down " the violence

of wrath is the "stirring it up," causing wrath
to flash up or blaze out. Comp. Eccles. x. 4;

Ps. xviii. 8, 9.—With the use of the epithet

"soft, gentle" C^^), comp. xxv. 15.—"A bitter

word" (see critical notes) is more exactly "a word
of pain," i. e., a smarting, otfensive, violent word
such as the passionate or embittered man speaks.

Ver. 2. The tongue of the w^ise maketh
knowledge attractive, lit., "maketh know-
leilge good" (see critical notes); i.e., presents

knowledge in apt, well arranged and winning
Avays (comp. xxx. 29; Is. xxiii. 10). In contrast

with this "the fool's mouth poureth forth folly,"

i. (?., in its repulsively confused and noisy utter-

ances, brings to view not wisdom and true dis-

cernment, but only folly. "Poureth forth," a

decidedly sti'onger expression than "proclaim-
eth," chap. xii. 23.

Ver. 3. Comp. 2 Chron. xvi. 9 ; Ecclesiast. xv.

19; xvii. 16; xxiii. 28; also Ps. cxxxix. 1 sq.;

Matt. X. 80; Ileb. iv. 13.

Ver. 4. Gentleness of the tongue is a tree
of life.—With this use of fae noun rendered
"gentleness" (not "health") comp. xiv. 30, and
for the expression "tree of life," xi. 30.

—

But
transgression therew^ith is a w^ound in the

spirit.—The noun ']7p probably does not here

mean "perverseness" (Bertheau, 'E. Y., etc.),

but apparently "trespass, transgression," which
seems to be its meaning also in chap. xi. 3 (comp.
Hitzig). Transgression with the tongue is,

however, probably not here falsehood (Luther,
and the older commentators ; comp. Ewald,
"falling with the tongue"), but its misuse in the

exciting of strife and contention, and so "irrita-

tion, excitement" (Umbreit, Elster). "A
wound in the spirit," t. e., disturbance and de-

struction by restless passion of the regulated and
normal state of the spirit; comp. Is. Ixv. 14.

—

Hitzig conjectures a corruption of the text, and
therefore translates the second clause in partial

accordance with the LXX, Syriac and Chaldec
versions, "and whoso eateth its fruit (the tree

of life), stretchcth himself comfortably (! ?)."

[RrEETscui (as before cited, p. 143) carries the

idea of gentleness through the two clauses as the

central idea; "it is precisely with this gentle

speech which otherwise does so much good, that
the wicked is wont to deceive, and then one is

by this more sorely and deeply stricken and dis-

tressed than before."—A.]
Ver. 5. Comp. i. 7; xiii. 1.

—

But he that
regardeth reproof is wise (reproof on the
part of his fathei-. or in general from his pa-
rents). For this verb, " is wise, prudent, deal-
eth prudently," comp. xix. 2'); 1 S.ini. xxiii. 22.

—Ver. G. In the house of the righteous is a
great treasure,—lit., "house of the righteous,"
jirobably an accusative of place. The treasure
stored up in such a house is the righteousness
that prevails in it, a source and pledge of abiding

prosperity. [Holden and some others make tha
earthly treasure too prominent, as though the
direct teaching of the verse were that " temporal
prosperity attends the righteous." We find in

the verse rather an import tliat holds equally

good in the absence of outward abundai\ce.— A.]
The direct opposite of this is the " trouble " that

is found in the gains of the wicked.—Ver. 7.

With clause a compare x. 31. [A rendering of

llf is urged by PiUeetsciii, that is more in keep-

ing with its general import, and particularly ita

meaning in chap. xx. 8, 26, viz.: to "sift," or
" winnow;" the lips of the wise .sift knowledge,
separating the chaff, preserving the pure grain.
— .A.]

—

But the heart of fools (doeth) not so,

i. e., with him it is quite otherwise than with the
heart of the wise man which spreads abroad
Avisdom and knowledge; a suggestion, brief in-

deed b\it very expressive, of the mighty differ-

ence between the influences that go J'otth from
the wise man and the fool. Hitzig, to avoid-

this interpretation of |D~N7, which, as he thinks,

is "intolerably flat," explains the expression in

accordance with Is. xvi. ti, by "that which is

not so as it is asserted to be," and therefore by
"error or falsehood ;" he therefore takes this as

an accusative object to the verb "spread
abroad," wliich is to be supplied from clause a.

The LXX and Syr. adopt still another way, ac-

cording to which |3 is an adjective Avith the

meaning "sure, right,"—"the fool's heart is not
sure," not certain of its matters, and therefore

incompetent to teach others (so also Bertheau).
This last explanation is doubtless possible, and
yet the first seems at all events the simplest and
most obvious. [This is also the rendering of the

E. v., etc.; S'., N., M., W. agree substantially

Avith the last view, but differ in the grammatical
connection of the word "sound, right," S. and
M. making it a predicative epithet, N. and W.
making it the object, "Avhat is not sound,"
"folly."-A.]

2. Vers. 8-15. Of God's abhorrence of the

wicked heart of the ungodly.—With ver. 8 comp.
xxi. 27 ; xxviii. 9 ; also ver. 29 below. "Sacri-
fice" and "prayer" are not here contrasted as

the higher and the lower [so Burgon, quoted by
Wordsworth] ; but "sacrifice" is a gift to God,
"prayer" is desiring from Him. Comp. Is. i.

11, 15, and besides passages like Hos. vi. 6;
Mic. vi. 6-8; Jer. vii. 21 ; Ps. xl. 6 (7); li. 17

(18), etc.—Ver. 9 stands in the relation, as it;

were, of an explanation of or a reason for ver.

8; comp. xi. 20; xii. 22.

—

But he loveth
him that searcheth after righteousness.—
"Searcheth after" ["pursueth," as it were,

Piel part.], stronger than "foUoweth," chap,

xxi. 21 ; comp. xi. 19; also Deut. xvi. 20; Ps.

xxxiv. 14 (15).

Ver. 10. (There is) sharp correction for him
that forsaketh the Ajvay, lit., "is to the one

forsaking the path," i. c, the man that turns

aside from the right Avay (comp. ii. 13).

—

He
that hateth reproof must die,

—

lit., "will

die." Comp. Rom. viii. 13. This "death" is

the very " sharp correction " mentioned in the

first clause, just as he who hates correction is

identical with the man who forsakes the
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way. Comp. x. 17:—Ver. 11. Hell (Sheol)

and the world of the dead are before Je-
hovah,— /. e., are not concealed from Uim,
lie open and uncovered before His view, couip.

Ps. cxsxix. 8; Job xxvi. 6. In the latter passage

p13X, lit. " place of destruction, abyss of the

pit " stands, as it does here, as a syuouyin of

Sheol; so likewise in Prov. xxvii. 120 —How
much more ('J3 '^i* as in xi. 37) the hearts

of the sons of men; comp. Jer. xvii. 10:

Hjb. iv. lo.—Observe furthermore how this pro-

verb also stands related to the next preceding,

giving its reason, as in vers. 8 and 9.

Vor. 12. To wise men doth he not go
;

among them ha will find deliverance from his

folly—by stern reproof, it is true, and censure
and reprimand ; comp. xiii. 1, 20. Hitzig un-

necessarily proposes to read, with the LXX,
" with " instead of "to," "with wise men he
doth not associate."

Ver. 13. A joyous heart maketh the
countenance cheerful.—The verb '• maketh
good" (ver. 2), "maketh pleasnnt" is here
equivalent to " brighteneth." — Bat in sor-
row of the heart is the spirit stricken.—
Others, Umbreit, IIitzu;, e(c., render " is tiie

breath oppressed, made laborious." It is true

that iu this way there is proiluced a better pa-

rallelism with the "cheerful countenance" in

clause a. But in chap. xvii. 22 also (comp. Isa.

Ixvi. 2) a "broken spirit" is described by this

phrase, and not a labored breathing; and in-

stances in which, instead of the outward effect,

the inward cause which underlies it is named in

the second clause, are by no means unknown
elsewhere ; comp. x. 20 ; xii. 22, etc.

Ver. 1-1. With clause a compare xiv. 33.

—

The face of fools feedeth on folly.—The
K'ri and the ancient versions read ^2 (mouth)

instead of \JD (face) for which reason many
moderns adopt the same reading, e.g., Berthold
[De W., Bertheacj, E V , S., N., M., H., who
plead not only the authority of the Versions, but
the singular number in the verb, and the greater
naturalness of the expression]. But as in Ps.

xxvii. 8, a " seeking " is predicated of the face
[according to the rendering of Hitzig, in which
he stands almost alone, "seek him, my face,"

—

while the vast majoi-ity of interpreters make
God's face the object sought], so here there
might very fitly be ascribed to the face a " feed-
ing on something," a pasci, especially as this verb is

here employed only in a figurative Wiiy, to denote
dealing with a matter (comp. xiii. 20). [Fuerst
(Lex., sub verbo) takes the verb in quite a different

sense; he makes a second radical meaning to be
"to unite with," and then "to delight in." He
also recognizes distinctly the use of tliis plural
noun with verbs in the singular. See also

NoKDHEiMER. Heh. Gram. § 7-59, 3, a.— .\.]

Ver. 15. All the days of the afflicted

are evil.—'J>» is here not the outwardly dis-

tressed, the poor, but the inwardly burdened
ami attiicted, as the parallel in clause b shows.

—

But he that is of a joyful heart (hath) a
perpetual feast,—or, a perpetual feast are liis

days. The meaning of the verse is a tolerably

exact parallel to ver. 13. [To this view of the
|

ver. RuEETSCHi (as above, p. 144) objects that the

very general usus loquendl refers 'JJ^ to out-

ward circumstances, and when inward condi-
tions are described by this term it is never iu
the way of depreciation, other terms being used
to describe distress. He renders " all the days
of a poor man are (indeed) evil (in regard to his
outward circumstances) ; but whosoever is of a
joyful heart has (nevertheless) a continual
feast."—A.].

3. Vers. 16-23. Of various other virtues and
vices.—With 1(5, a, comp. chap. xvi. 8.

—

Than
great treasure and trouble with it. —
Trouble, &6pvi3or, here probably not the anxiety
which apprehends losing tiie treasure again
(Beutue.\u), but the care which accumulated
the wealtli, and constantly seeks to increase it,

I's. xxxix. 6 (7), (Hitzig) [Rueetsciii observing
the more general use of the noun, undei'stands it

to refer to the confusion and disorder in human
society attendant upon riches without the fear
of God.—A. 1.

Ver. 17. Better is a dish of herbs, -wrhen
love is there, — liierally, "a portion of
green," i. e., vegetables (.Jer. xl. 5; Hi. 24; 2
Kings XXV. 30). Vegetables represent simple
fare in general (comp. Dan. i. 2), while me;it, as
always and every where in the East, is holiday
fare, especially the flesh of fatted oxen (Luke
XV. 23, 30).— Observe, furthermore, how the
verse before us exhibits on the one hand a mean-
ing exactly parallel to the preceding, while on
the other hand it presents a climax to its ideas
(fear of God—love to one's neighbor; trouble

—

hate).—As a substantial parallel compare the
proverb in Meidani 11.422: " Want with love
is better than hatred with riches."—With ver.

18 comp. above, ver. 1, as also xxvi. 21 ; xxviii.

25; xxix. 22; Ecclesiast. xxviii. 11-13.

Ver. 19. The way of the slothful is as a
hedge of thorns, i. e., because he is always en-
countering obstacles and hinderiinces, does not
come away having accomplished his life's work,
but must find his foot every where entangled and
kept back. [The special aptness of this figure in
Palestine is amply illustrated in Hackett's
Scripture Illustrations, Thomson's The Land and
the Book, etc.—.\]. It is otherwise with the
"upright," i. e., the man who unmoved and un-
remitting goes about the performance of his duty,
and continues with vigorous efficiency in the
work of his calling. His way is, according to

clause b, "built up," i. e., lit. raised by throw-
ing up a ridge (Isa. Ivii. 14; Ixii. 10; .Jer. xviii.

15, etc.), a way which leads easily and surely to

its end.

—

Hitzig without any necessity reads

V'^j; for 7i'>', to obtain as he thinks a more
' • T • T

appropriate antithesis to the word " upright,"

(Dnt^;). But that the slothful may be very fitly

contrasted with the upright or righteous, ap-
pears abundantly from proverbs like x. 26

;

xxviii. 19 ; vi. 10, etc.

Ver. 20. With clause a comp.ive the literally

identical first half of x. 1.

—

But a foolish
man, lit. "a fool of a man;" comp. xxi. 20,

and the similarly constructed expression "a
wild ass of a man," Gen. xvi. 12. Bertheau
wrongly renders " the most foolish of men."
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Ver. 21. Folly (here unreasonable conduct,

senseless action) is joy to him that lacketh
wisdom. Coinp. x. 1^3.

—

Goeth straight

forward, lit. " maketli straight to go." Going

straight forward is naturally acting rightly in

moral and religious matters.

Ver. 22. (There is) Failure of plans where
there is no counsel. Literally, " a breaking

of plans " is, conies to pass, "where no counsel

is." For the meaning couip. xi. 14, especially

also with respect to clause b.—They come to

pass, i.e., the plans. The singular of the verb

is used in the Heb. distributively, as in chap. iii.

18 (see notes thtre).

Ver. 23. A man hath joy through the

answer of his mouth, and a word in due
season, how good is it! That the second

clause cannot be antithetic to the first_ (HiT-

zig), but stands as its explanation or its cli-

max is evident ; for the "word in its time" is

just the "answer" of clause a, exciting joy be-

cause apt and exactly meeting the inquiry.

—

Comp. furthermore parallels like x. 20, 81,

32, etc.

4. Vers. 24-33. Of several other virtues espe-

cially of the religious life.—An upward path
of life is the way of the wise; lit. "a
path of life upward is to the wise," i. e., the

roan of understanding walks in a way which as

a way of life leads ever upwai-d, to ever higher

degrees of moral purity, elevation and power,

but also in the same ratio to an ever-increasp'.ng

prosperity. A reference to heaven as the final

limit of this upward movement of the life of the

righteous is so far forth indirectly included, as

the antithesis to the "upward;" the "hell be-

neath " (hell downwards, hell to which one tends

downwai-d), suggests a hopeless abode in the

dark kingdom of the dead, as the final destina-

tion of the sinner's course of life. Therefore we
have here again the idea of future existence and

retribution (comp. xi. 7 ; xiv. 32)—-a meaning

Avhich Bertheau and Hitzig seek in vain to take

from the proverb. Comp. Elstek on this pas-

sage.

Ver. 25. The hou.se of the proud will

Jehovah destroy. For the verb comp. ii.

22. By "house" is here meant not the mere
dwelling, but also the family of the proud, just

as in xiv. 11 : compare also xiv. 1.—And es-

tablisheth the border of the w^idow^, i. e.,

the innocent widow who is in danger of being

wronged by the proud through encroachment

upon her borders. Comp. moreover with this

expression Deut. xxxii. 8.

Ver. 26. Compare xi. 20.

—

But pure (in

His sight) are gracious words, here pro-

bably specifically wordssweetly consoling, words

of love and compassion toward troubled souls,

comp. xvi. 24. Such words are in Jehovah's

judgment pure or precious, i.e., with a pure and

genuine ring; comp. Ps. xix. 8, 9 (9, 10).—Hit-

zig proposes instead of D-llHt] to read D'/StO

[adhere, cleave] from which comes the meaning
strengthening the antithesis of the parallel:

" and pleasant words cleave fast (?)."

Ver. 27. He troubleth his own house
that seeketh unjust gain. For the last ex-

pression "tpoileth spoil, "
i. e., goes after unlaw-

ful gains, seeks plunder, comp. i. 19; for the

former phrase " disturb or trouble the house,"

xi. 29. The sentence as a whole seems to be
aimed especially at unjust judges, who are will-

ing to be bribed by gifts, in contrast with the

judge that " hates gifts," and so is incorruptible

and unchangeably upright; comp. xxviii. 16.

Ver. 28. The heart of the righteous
studieth to answer, i. e., reflects upon its

answers with all care, that it may utter no-

thing evil or perverse, while the wicked thought-

Ijssly "pours forth" his evil and perverse

tlioughts (pours forth, conjp. ver. 2) ; compare
JVlaith. xii. 35.—With ver. 29 comp. ver. 8.

Ver. 80. A friendly look rejoiceth the
heart. Lit. " lustre of the eyes :" it denotes,

like the "light of the countenance" in chap,

xvi. 15, the cheerful beaming of the eye of

the friendly, which exerts on one's neighbor

also an influence refreshing to the heart, espe-

cially at the time when, as clause b indicates, it

communicates a " good message," " joj'ful

tidings " (comp. xxv. 25). For this " rich unur-

rishing of the bones " (lit., making fat), comp.
xi. 28; xiii. 4: also xvi. 24.—In this conception

of the verse which is the simplest and on all

sides well guaranteed, according to which clause

b only defines more exactly the import of clause

a, there is no need either of giving an objective

cast to the idea of "brightness to the eye," as

though it meant " friendly recognition "
( Lu-

ther, De Wette, Bertheau), or of changing

I'lXp to n;O0 (Hitzig).

Ver. 31. The ear that heareth the re-

proof of life, i. e., reproof which has true

life for its end, which points out the way to it,

and for that very reason already in advance has

life in itself and imparts it. —Will abide
among the vrise, i. e., will itself become
wise (xiii. 20), and therefore permanently be-

longs to the circle of the wise. For this verb to

" abide" {]'^), lit- to P^-ss the night, i. e., to

tarry long at some place, comp. Ps. xxv. 13;

xlix. 12 (18) ; Job xix. 4. The ear here stands

by synecdoche for the hearer, as in Job xxix.

11 ; Ex. X. 26; 1 Kings xix. 18.

Ver. 32. He that refuseth correction de-

spiseth himself, lit. "undervalues, lightly

values his soul," in so far as he does not en-

sure life, in so far as, without knowing and

willing it, ho loves death more than life (comp.

viii. 36).— But he that heedeth reproof
getteth understanding ; comp. iv. 5, 7 ;

xvi. 16. The man who " getteth understand-

ing" is, however, according to xix. 8 the very

man who does not hate Lis own soul but loves

it.

Ver. 33. With clause a compare i. 7; ix. 10.

—

And before honor is humility. Humility

here plainly appears as the necessary correlate

to the fear of God, and as a chief manifestation

of wisdom, which is elsewhere named as that

which confers honor, e. g., iii. 16 ; viii. 18. Com-

pare xviii. 12, b, where the second clause of the

verse before us occurs again —The entire verse,

by virtue of its somewhat general character, is

equally well adapted to close a long series of

proverbs, ami to open a new section. It is i here-

fore unnecessary, as Hnzia does, to transfer it
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to the following chapter, and to regard it as a

sort of superscription to the second half of that

division of the Book of Proverbs in which we
now are (chap, xvi.-xxii.).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

Among the proverbs of the chapter before us,

which hardly admit of a grouping according to

any well-established, clearly conspicuous prin-

ciple of classification (comp. the four divisions

which are distinguished in the " Exegeiical

Notes:" vers. 1-7; 8-15; 16-23; 24-33), several

stand out as of no slight theological and soterio-

logical importance,—especially the beautiful re-

ference to the omniscience of God, tiie holy and
righteous lluler, in ver. 3 and ver. 11,—and the

twice repeated emphasizing of the religious

vv'orthlessness of outward shows of reverence for

God, without true devotion and consecration in

the heart, vers. 8 and 29. The last mentioned
truth is among the favorite ideas of the enlight-

ened prophetic teachers and men of God in the

Old Testament
;
(compare the parallel passages

cited above in connection with vers. 8). It lets

the clear light of that evangelical saving grace,

which was already operative under ihe economy
of the law, but which only in Christ rose as a

full-orbed sua, snine with quite peculiar bright-

ness on the dark ground of Old Tosuimont hfe.

In this connection there is, it is true, the dis-

tinction to be made (noticed above under ver. 8)
between "sacrifice" and "prayer;" that thj
former term describes a gift brought to God, the

latter a desire directed to Him. Yet this is by no
means an essential difference ; for both, sacrifice

and prayer, which indeed falls likewise under
the category of offering in the broadest sense
(Ps. cxix. lOS; Heb. xiii. 15), come under con-

sideration here only as general tokens of reve-

rence for God ; and the value of both is clearly

defined by this test, whether the state of heart in

those who bring them is or is not well pleasing
to God (comp. Isa. xxix. 13; Mitt. xv. 7 sq.) ;

in other words, whether the offering brought is

a purely outward act, or the fruit of a sincere
self-consecration of the entire personality in spi-

rit and in truth, a " reasonable service" in the
sense of Rom. xii. 1.

Closely related to the scope of these proverbs
is what was said above, on ver. 17, of the worth-
lessness of outward shows of beneficence, espe-
cially free hospitality without inward love (comp.
1 Cor. xiii. 2).—Furthermore a specially serious
consideration is due to the warnings against low
greed and avarice, as leading, nevertheless, to

the destruction of one's own home : ver. 6 and
27 ; to the repeated allusions to the necessity that
one readily submit himself to reproof and cor-
rection for his faults : vers. 5, 10, 12, 31, 3-2

; to
the beautiful commendation of humility as the
first step to true honor: ver. 33; and finally to the
reiterated reference to the righteous judgment
of God, which reaches its completion only in the
life to come : ver. 25 (see notes on this passage).

HOMILETIC AND PRACTICAL,

Homily on the en/ire chapter: Right sensibi-
lity or a pure heart the only true service of God

(1 Sam. XV. 22), demonstrated 1) in good and
perverse conduct with the mouth and tongue
(ver. 1-7); 2) in proper worship or the religious
life (ver. 8-15) ; 3) in the intercourse of man
with his neigUbors (vers. 16-33).—Or again;
Love (lo God and men) as the germ and the true
norm of all religious rectitude (Hos. vi. 6; Matt,
ix. 13; xii. 7).—Comp. Stocker: How true pru-
dence (wisdom) must guard man against sins 1)
of the tongue (1-9); 2) of the heart and the
hands (10-22) ; 3) against other sins of various
kinds (23-33).—In a similar v/ay Wohlfartu:
The effect of prudence ; a means of guarding
one's self against sins of various kinds.

Ver. 1-7. Starke (on vers. 1, 2) ; when ge-
nuine piety exists there will not be wanting other
manifestations of friendliness and gentleness.
Kvcu where there is occasion for earnestness in

the punishment of transgressions, a friendly
spirit must still be combined with it. Ear-
nestness without friendship profits as little as
friendliness without earnestness.

—

Geier (on
ver. 3) : If God knows all things then He
knows also His children's need, and is intent
on their help and deliverance.—(On ver. 5)

:

If even to the most capable and powerful spirits

there is still nee I of good discipline and in-

struction, how much more to the indolent and
drowsy !—(On ver. 6) ; In connection with tem-
poral blessings be intent upon righteousness in
their attainment, contentment in their possession,

prudence and system in their employment, sub-
mission in their loss!

—

[Ar.n'OT (on ver. 1):
Truth alone may be hated, and love alone de-
spised ; man will flee from the one and trample
on the other ; but when truth puts on love, and
love leans on truth, in that hallowed partnership
lies the maximum of moral power within the

reach of man in the present world.

—

Trapp (on
ver. 6) : Every righteous man is a rich man,
whether he hath more or less of the things of
this life. For, first, he hath plenty of that which
is precious. >Seco?jc2/j/, propriety : what he hath
is his own].

Vers. 8-19. Cr.amer (on ver. 8) : It is not
works that make the man good, but when the
man is justified, then his works are also good

;

God in His grace makes well-pleasing to Himself
the works that come of faith, even though great
imperfections still mingle with them.

—

Starke
(on ver. 11) : The doctrine of God's omniscience
is already in the -Old Testament revealed fre-

quently enough, and so clearly that no one can
excuse himself on the ground of ignorance con-
cerning it.—(On ver. 12) : He is wise who gladly
associates with those from whoin he can learn
something, though it be disagreeable to the flesh

to do so.

—

Zeltner (on vers. 13 sq. ) : He is the

most prosperous man who possesses the treasure

of a good conscience and seeks to preserve it ; he
can always be joyful in God (Acts xxiv. 16).

—

Wohlfartu (vers. 13-17) : The joyous heart.

What can all the good things of this earth profit

us when our inner nature is in trouble and our
countenance sad ? How rich are we, even with

little earthly possession, if we only possess the

one good of a conscience at peace, and a heart

joyful in God I

—

Von Gerlach (on ver. 19)

:

The sluggard lets his paths grow over, i. e., his

means of acquisition go to waste, and his re-
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sources decay.— [Chaiinock (on ver. 11): God
knows the whole state of the dead—things that

seem to be out of all being; He knows the

thoughts of the devils and damned creatures,

whom He hath cast out of His care forever into

the arms of His justice; much more is He ac-

quainted with the thoughts of living men,

etc.']

Vers. 20-33. Hasius (on vers. 22, 23): Many
eyes see more than one, and many souls think

more than one; therefore never esteem thyself

so wise that thou shouldst not seek others' coun-

sel. ... A good thought on which one falls at

the right time is not to be valued with much
gold.—WoiiLFARTH ( on vers. 22-2d) : Important

as it is in general that one testify the truth, as

important is the way in which this is done.
Von Geiilach (on ver. 24): The very direction
of the way which the wise enters saves him from
extreme disasters ; it leads toward God, toward
the kingdom of eternal light, welfare and life.

—

(On ver. 33) : Honor one can attain in the way of
truth only by giving honor to the Lord alone,
i. e., by profound humility (1 Peter v. 6).—J.

Lange : True humility consists not in all manner
of outward gestures, but in the fact that one in

perfect self-denial agree with the will of God,
Luke i. 38.—[W. Bates (on ver. 33): Humility
preserves the true and noble freedom of the

mind of man, secures his dear liberty and peace-
ful dominion of himself. This is the effect of
excellent wisdom].

2. Admonition to a walk in the fear of God and obedience.

Chap. XVL 1.—XXIL 16.

a) Admonition to trust in God as the wise Ruler and Governor of the world.

Chap. XVL

1 Man's are the counsels of the heart,

but the answer of the tongue is Jehovah's.

2 All the ways of a man are pure in his own eyes,

but Jehovah weigheth the spirits.

3 Commit thy works to Jehovah,

so will thy plans be established.

4 Jehovah hath made every thing for its end,

even the wicked for the day of evil.

5 An abomination to Jehovah is every one who is proud in heart,

assuredly he will not go unpunished.

6 By mercy and truth is iniquity atoned,

and through the fear of Jehovah one departeth from evil.

7 If Jehovah hath pleasure in the ways of a man,
he maketh even his enemies to be at peace with him.

8 Better is a little with righteousness,

than great revenues without right.

9 Man's heart deviseth his way,

but Jehovah directeth his steps.

10 Decision belongeth to the lips of the king,

in judgment his mouth speaketh not wickedly.

11 The scale and just balances belong to Jehovah,
His work are all the weights of the bag.

12 It is an abomination to kings to commit wickedness,

for by righteousness is the throne established.

13 A delight to kings are righteous lips,

and he that speaketh uprightly is loved.

14 The wrath of a king (is as) messengers of death,

but a wise man appeaseth it.

15 In the light of the king's countenance is life,

and his favor is as a cloud of the latter rain.

16 To gain wi.'^dom—how mucli better is it than gold

!

and to attain understanding to be preferred to silver!
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17 The path of the upright departeth from evil;

he preserveth his soul that giveth heed to his way.

18 Before destruction coraeth pride,

and before a fall a haughty spirit.

19 Better is it to be humble with the lowly,

than to divide spoil witli the pruud.

20 Pie that giveth heed to the word findeth good,

and he who trusteth Jehovah, blessed is he!

21 The wise in heart shall be called prudent,

and grace on the lips increaseth learning.

22 Understanding is a fountain of life to him that hath it,

but the correction of fools is folly.

23 The heart of the wise maketh his mouth wise,

and increaseth learniag upon his lips.

2-4 As honey of the comb are pleasant words,

sweet to the soul and health to the bones.

25 There is a way that seemeth right to man,
but its end are ways of death.

26 The spirit of the laborer laboreth for him,
for his mouth urgeth him on.

27 A worthless man searcheth after evil,

and on his lips is as it were scorching fire.

28 A perverse man sendeth abroad strife,

and a backbiter separateth friends.

29 A violent man enticeth his neighbor,

and leadeth him in a way that is not good.

30 Shutting his eyes to devise mischief,

biting his lips, he bringeth evil to pass.

31 A crown of glory is the hoary head
;

in the way of righteousness it shall be found.

32 He that is slow to anger is better than the mighty,
and he that ruleth his spirit than he that taketh a city.

38 The lot is cast into the lap,

but from Jehovah is all its decision.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1.—In Hin'O the p stands as simply synonymous with the S auctnris of the first clause.

Ver. 3.—[A masc. verb agreeing with the fern, subject ^nJil/nD, which is less unnatural where the verb precedes;

see BoXT., J 936, a.—A.J

Ver. •!•—[^nj^'3 7 distinguished by the article and the daghesh as the noun HJ^'O with preposition and suffix, and

not the comp. preposition JJ^O/ with a sulfix. See Green, Heb. Gram., g246, 2, a.—A.]

Ver. 7.—[Dyi^j nipl'- Iniperl'. written t^t/ecityc. BiiTT. suggesls the proper reading as dSi!/' " absimilated " from

the following X. See ? 1013 —A.J

Ver. 13.—[Ordinarily feminine forms of adjectives are employed in Hebrew to supply the lack of neuter and abstract
forms. Occasionally as i.i ''Ity niasc. forms are used in elevated style. See Bott., ^707, 2.—A.J

Ver. 16.—[Both the masc. and fem. forms of the Infiu. constr. are here used, HJp and flUp, but with a masc. predi-

cate, the Xiph. part. "ITI^J, which has here the meaning of the Latin part, in dus. BiJTT., §§990, 3, /3, and 997, 2, c—A.J

Tor examples of the form HJp comp. xxi. 3; xxxi. 4.

Ver. 19.—7DK/ in n-n-Tpiy is here probably not to be regarded as the adjective, as in xxix. 23; Is. Ivii. 15 (so Ber-

THEAU, Elster, and others regard it), but an Infinitive, which is therefore equivalent to Immiliari (Vulgate, comp. Ewald,

XJmbreit, UiTZiG, efc.) For in the second clause an Infln. is the corresponding term : SSt^ pbn, " to divide spoil
;"

comp. with this Is. liii. 12. [Fuerst, however (Lf.x., suh verbt), pronounces decidedly in favor of the adjective construc-
tion. bcTT. regards it as au Infln., §DS7. 5, a.—A.]

Ver. 20.—T3<jr\ appears in Neh. viii. 13 construed with Sx instead of S>' ; compare, however, for this interchange

of Sx and Sj? chaps, xxix. 5; Jer. vi. 10, 19, etc.

Ver. 27.—[TTiau/ is one of the few instances in which in the Masoretic punctuation a dual or plural form is disre-

garded in the vocalization of the suffix. Cases of the opposite kind are not rare. Bott., i SS6, c. The LXX conform to
theK'thibh.—A.J

'
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Ver. 28.—?J"1J (ifiiBvpo's, Ecclesiast. v. l-l), is cognate with J"^J, a verb which in the Arabic means susurro, to
It :

• TT
whisper.

Ver. 30.—nV^', related to Di*J/'. clausit, is found only here in the Old Testament. [It is a gesture accompanying and
T T ~ T

expressive of crafty scheming; Fuerst, s. v.]

Ver. 33.—For the impersonal use of the passive }0V with the accusative, comp. Gen. iv. 18; xvii. 6; Jos. vii. 15; Ps.

Ixxii. 15, etc.

EXEGETICAL.

1. Vers. 1-3. Of God as the wise disposer and
controller of all things in general.

—

Man's are
the counsels of the heart, but the answer
of the tongue is Jehovah's.—The "answer
of the tongue" might indeed of itself signify the

answer corresponding to the tongue, i. e., the

supplicating tongue, and so denote " the granting

of man's request" (Elstbr, comp. Umbreit, Ber-
THEAU, etc.) But since the heart with its hidden

plans audcounsels (lit., "arrangements:" D'Jl^'^

equivalent to the more common fem. nU"^^),

is here plainly contrasted with the tongue as the

instrument in the disclosure of such plans (comp.
X. 8; xiv. 20, and numerous exx.), therefore

the " answer of the tongue" must here be "the
movement and utterance of the tongue," and
Jehovah comes into the account as the giver of

right words, from which health and life go forth,

as the dispenser of the wholesome " word in due
season " (chap. xv. 23) ; comp. Matth. x. 19, 20;
also Rom. viii. 26 ; 2 Cor. iii. 5. Luther there-

fore renders correctly " But from the Lord
cometh what the tongue shall speak;" in general
HiTziG is also right, except that he would unne-

cessarily read "to" Jehovah l''7 instead of

"•lO, and so thinks too exclusively of Jehovah

merely as the judge of the utterances of man's
tongue. The idea " j\Lin proposes, God dis-

poses" (der Mm.sch deiikt, Gott lenkt), forms
moreover quite as naturally the proper subject

of discourse in the verse before us, as below in

vers. 9 and 33. [Our English version sacrifices

entirely the antithetic nature and force of the

verse.—A.]
Ver. 2. All the -ways of a man are pure

in his o'wa eyes, i. e., according to his own
judgment, comp. xii. 15. Lit., " sometliing

cloaii ;" comp. Ewald, Lehrb., | 307, c. — But
Jehovah weigheth the spirits, i. e., he tries

them, not literally ponderable, with reference to

their moral weight ; he wishes to test their moral
competence. The "ways" and tlie "spirits"
here stand contrasted as the outward action and
the inward disposition ; comp. 1 Sam. xvi. 7. In
the parallel passage, chap. xxi. 2, "hearts"

(r\i3'7) occurs instead of " spirits " (nin^l) (com-

pare also xxi. 12) and "right" ("lU'") instead of

"clean" (^I).

Ver. 3. Commit thy works to Jehovah.
—For this phrase to "roll somotliing on some
one," i. e., to commit and entrust it wholly to

him. comp. Ps. xxii. 8 (9), also xxxvii. 5 (where

7^' is used instead of 7X, "upon" instead of

"to").—So will thy plans be established,
—i. e., thy thoughts and purposes, those accord-

ing to which thou proposest to shape thy

" works," will then have a sure basis and result.

Comp. xix. 21 ; Ps. xc. 17.

2. Vers. 4-9. God's wise and righteous admi-
nistration iu respect to the rewarding of good and
the punishment of evil.

—

Jehovah hath made
everything for its end.—The noun HJ^'q here

signifies, not "answer," as in ver. 1, or in xv. 1,

23; but in general that which corresponds with
the thing, the end of the thing. The suffix refers
back to the "all, all things." The Vulgate ren-
ders ''propter semel ipsum," but this would have

1JJ^'27- [See critical notes. Bertheau, Kamph.,

Be W., N., S., M., etc., agree with our author iu

the interpretation wliich is grammatically most
defensible, and doctrinally least open to excep-
tion. An absolute Divine purpose and control
iu the creation and administration of the world
is clearly announced, and also the strength of
the bond that joins sin and misery.—A.]—

>

Even the wicked for the day of evil, i. e.,

to experience the day of evil, and then to receive
His well merited punishment. It is not specifi-

cally the day of final judgment that is directly

intended (as though the doctrine here were that
of a predestination of the ungodly to eternal

damnation, as many of the older Reformed in-

terpreters held), but any day of calamity what-
soever, which God has fixed for the ungodly,
whether it may overtake him in this or in the
luture life. Comp. the "day of destruction,"

Job xxi. 30; the "day of visitation," Is. x. 3.

[Molden's rendering "even the wicked He
daily sustains," is suggested by his strong aver-
sion to the doctrine of reprobation, but is not
justified by the use of the Hebrew phrase, or by
the slightest requirement or allowance in the
parallelism. Liberal interpreters like Noves
find not the slightest reason for following him.
-A.]

Ver. 5. With clause a compare xv. 9, 25, 26

;

with b, xi. 21.—In regard to the two verses in-

terpolated by the LXX (and Vulgate) after ver.

5, see HiTZKi on this passnge.

Ver. 6. By mercy and truth is iniquity
atoned.—" Mercy and truth" here unquestion-
ably, as in chap. iii. 3 (where see notes), describes

a relation of man to his neighbor, and not to God,
as Bertheau maintains (see in reply to l)is view
especially Hoffmann's Schri/lbcir., I., 518 sq.).

[Nor is it God"s mercy and truth, as Holuen
suggests]. Loving and faithful conduct towards
one's neighbor is, however, plainly not in and
of itself named as the ground of the expiation

of sin, but only so far forth as it is a sign and
necessary expression of a really penitent and
believing disposition of heart, and so is a cor-

relative to the fear of God, which is made pro-
minent in the second clause; just as in the ex-
pression of .lesus with reference to the sinning
woman; Luke vii. 47 : eras in Isa. Iviii. 7; Dan.
iv. 24, etc.—One departeth from evil, lit.,
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" there is remaining far from evil," i. e., this

is the result: so ver. 17.—"Evil" is here ac-

cording to the parallelism moral evil (not misfor-

tune, calamity, in conformity with vers. 4, 27, as

HiTZiG holds). This is however mentioned here

with an included reference to its necessary evil

results and penalties; therefore, if one chooses,

it is evil and calamity together ; comp. vers. 17.

—With vers. 7 compare xxv. 21, 22, where as

means to the conciliation of enemies there is

mentioned the personal loving disposition of the

man involved, who here appears as an object of

the divine complacency.—With vers. 8 comp. xv.

16 ; with clause b in particular, xiii. 23.—Ver.

9. Man's heart devissth his way. The
Piel of the verb here denotes a laborious consi-

deration, a reflecting on this side and that.

—

But Jehovah directeth his steps. He de-

termines them, gives them their direction, guides

them (comp. notes on ver. 1, h). Umbreit, Bkr-

THEAiT, EwALD, Elster, [Noyes, Stu.\rt,] "he
makes them sure." But then another conjuga-

tion (Pilel,
I

J''3') would probably have been ne-

cessary, as in Ps. xxxvii. 23. For the Hiphil

comp. moreover .Jer. x. 23.

3. Vers. 10-15. Of kings as intermediate agents

or instruments in God's wise administration of the

world.—A divine decision belongeth to the

lips of the king. DpP, oracular decision or

prediction, here used in a good sense of a divine

utterance [ejfafum divinum ; comp. in the Vulg.,

dioinalio). As representative of Jehovah, the

supreme ruler and judge, a king, and especially

the theocratic king of Israel, speaks words of

divine validity and dignity (comp. Ps. Ixxxii. 6
;

John X. 34), which give an absolutely certain de-

cision, particularly in contested judicial ques-

tions. Therefore that continues true which the

second clause asserts : In judgment his
mouth doth not speak •wickedly. " He
deceives not, sins not" is not possibly, a wish

(" his mouth should not err in judgment," Um-
breit, Bertheau). but "the passage rather lays

down the principle : the King can do no wrong,

in a narrower assertion of it, and with this dif-

ference, that it is here no political fiction, but a
believing conviction. Righteousness at least in

the final resort was under the theocratic monar-
chy of the Old Testament so absolute a demand
of the idea, that one could not conceive it to be
unrealized" (Hitzig). [We have here the theory
of the king's relations and obligations, and a clear

statement of the presumptions of which lie

should, according to the divine order, have the
benefit. These must be clearly overthrown by
him, before the people are entitled to set them
aside. Comp. Rom. xiii. 1, 2. Had this pro-
verb been penned near the end, instead of near
the beginning of the Jewish theocracy, it would
have been difficult to avoid the suggestion that
the ideal and the actual are often strangely,
sharply at variance.—A.].

Ver. 11. The scale and just balances be-
long to Jehovah. The proposition e.xpresses
the idea of an ownership in Jehovah as the first

cause : for like agriculture (Ecclesiast. vii. 15)
God instituted weights and measures, as an in-

dispensable ordinance and instrununt in just

business intercourse.

—

His w^orks are all the

weights of the bag. His weights the oriental

merchant (in Persia, e. g., even at the present
day) is wont to carry in a bag; comp. Dent. xxv.

13; Mic. vi. 11. Stones were in preference em-
ployed as weights because they do not wear away
so easily, as iron, c. g., which from rusting easily

changes its weight. Comp. Umbreit on this

passage. Bertheau is quite too artificial. " His
work is all of it stones of the bag, " i. e., is as

sharply and accurately defined "as the smallest

and finest weights (?)."—Vers. 12, 13. Two
verses closely connected, expressing a single

truth, which is brought out first negatively and
then positively.— It is an abomination to kings

to commit iniquity ; i. c, injustice practised or

at least attempted by their subjects is an abomi-
nation to them, representing, as they do, God
and divine justice. Comp. ver. 10, and with
clause b also especially xxv. 5.

—

And he that
speaketh upriglitly is loved. For this use

of the plur. masc. of ip'.', upright, which is

therefore "upright things, uprightness," comp.
Dan. xi. 17; also Job iv. 25.—The verb 2T^VC

|TV:V

is either to be taken with an indefinite subject,
" him one loveth," i.e., he is loved (Umbreit,
Elster, etc.), or distributively, '' him he loveth,"

i. e., whoever is king for the time being.

Vers. 14, 15. Verses in like manner closely

connected, and essentially expressing but one
thought.

—

The wrath of the king (is as)

messengers of death. This plural in the pre-

dicate of the sentence hints that when the king
is enraged manifold means and instruments
stand at his command for the immediate de-

struction of the object of his wrath. Remember
the despotism and the capricious arbitrariness

of Oriental sovereigns, and compare xix. 12 ; xx.

2; Eccles. viii. 3, 4.

—

In the light of the
King's countenance is life. The " friendly

countenance," lit. " light of the countenance,"
as in Ps. iv. 6 (7), is contrasted with the

"wrath" ver. 14, a, as also are "life" and
"death."—As a cloud of the latter rain.
Tlie harvest rain or latter rain (Vulg., imber se-

rotinus) is a rain falling shortly before the har-
vest, in March or April, whose timely and abun-
dant occurrence is indispensable to the success
of Eastern harvests, especially so in Palestine

;

comp. xi. 14; Jer. iii. 3; v. 24 ; and particu-

larly Job xxix. 23, 24, which latter passage is

here a general parallel. [See Thomson's Land
and Book, I. 130, 11. 6G].

Vers. 16-26. Of God's righteous administra-
tion in respect to the wise and the foolish.

—

To
gain wisdom— how much better is it

than gold, i. e., than the acquisition of gold;

compare, for an example of this abbreviated com-
parison [comparatio decurtata) Job xxviii. 8; Ps.

iv. 7 (8), etc. For the general sentiment of the

ver. compare iii. 14; viii. 10, 11, 19.

Ver. 17. The path (the raised, well-graded road

n'^prp) of the upright departeth from evil,

lit. "is abiding far (to abide far) from evil," as

in ver. 6; comp. also x. 17; xi. 5, 20.

—

Hitzig

expands the verse by four clauses which he in-

troduces from the LXX, and in such an order

that the second clause of the Masoretic text is

separated from the first by three of the inserted

clauses, and a sixth is appended as a final clause.
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Yet he fails to give saiisfactory proof that this

expanded form was the origiaul, three verses be-

ing now represented by one.

Ver. 18. Comp. xv. 25, 33.—The word here

rendered "fall" (f^^^, tottering, downfall)

is used only in this passage in the Old Testa-

inent.—With respect to the sentiment of the ver.

compare also the Arabic proverb, '-The nose is

in the heavens, the seat in the mire " (N'asus in

ccelo est, nates infimo), and the expression of Ho-

EACE "... feriuntque summos fuljura montes

(Odes, II. 10: 11, 12).

[ And ever, where
The mountaiirs suniniit [luiiits in air,

Do bolted lightnings flasli."—Theo. Martin's Translation.]

Ver. 10. Better is it to live humbly with
the lowly. D''J>' (with which reading of the

K'thibh the LXX agrees, while the K"ri reads

D'1J>' ) describes those who are bowed down by
• T ~.

troubles, the sufferers, the lowly ; comp. Zech.

ix. 9.

Ver. 20. He that giveth heed to the w^ord
findeth good, ;. f., naturally, to the word of

God, the word j}ar excellence; comp. xiii. 13.

—

With the expression " findeth good, or prosper-

ity," comp. xvii. 20; xix. 8. " Blessed is he !

'

(VltyX) comp. xiv. 21.

Ver. 21 The wise in heart shall be call-

ed prudent, understanding, knowing, a pos-

sessor of ny3, discernuieut. Comp. xiv. 33.
T

—And grace on the lips (lit. "of lips'") in-

creaseth learning, i. e., secures for learning an

easy access in ever widening circles, comp. 23,

b. The " grace " or literally the " sweetness "

of the lips is here represented as a necessary at-

tendant and helper of wisdom, as in chap. xv. 2.

Vers. 22. A fountain of life is under-
standing to him that hath it, lit. "is the

wisdom of its possessor." The thought is here

in the first instance unquestionably of the bless-

incf which comes directly to the possessor from

his wisdom, and not of its life-dispensing, life-

promoting influence on others, as Bertheau
thinks. For this figure of a " fountain of life

"

compare x. 11; xiii. 14; xiv. 27.—But the
correction of fools is folly. The subject,

according to the antithetic parallelism, is "fol-

ly," as " wisdom " is in clause a. The meaning
can be no other than this: the folly of fools is

for them a source of all possible disadvantages

and adversities; the lack of reason is its own pu-

nishment (comp. IIiTZiG on this passage). [So

N. and W., while H., M., and S. give to "lD-10
' ' ' ° T

its active meaning, "the instruction of fools,"

i. e., that which they give, "is folly."—A.].

Ver. 23. Comp. remarks on ver. 21.

—

And
increaseth learning upon his lips. " Upon
his lifis," so far forth as the word that comes
from the heart rests on the lips, comp. ver. 27;

Ps. xvi. 4 ; and also the expression " on the

tongue," Ps. XV. 3 [where the original expresses

morethan more instrumentality {irifhtha tongue)

;

" who bearcth not slander en his tongue' (IIup-

FELD, on the passage), etc.— \.].

Ver. 24. As honey of the comb are
pleasant words, lit. " word:\ of loveliness," as

in XV. 2G.—For a like refereniW to the " honey-

comb " see Ps. xix. 10 (11).—Sw^eet to the
soul. The adj. pinO, for which we might ex-

pect the plural is to be regarded as a neuter
used substantively ; something sweet, sweetness

;

comp. Ezek. iii. 3, and also ver. 2 above.
Ver. 25. Literally identical with xiv. 12;—

stricken out by Hitzig from the passage before
us, because it is superfluous in the gioup (vers.

22-30) assumed to consist of eight only (?).

—

Vers. 2(5. The spirit of the laborer labo-
reth for him, /. e.. supports hitn in liis labor,

impels him to greater perseverance and exertion

to gain his daily bread. [Zocklek renders "the
hunger," etc. So Ka.mphausen. This seems to

us unnecessary. Up) is often the animal soul

or spirit as distinguished from the higher intel-
'

lectual, moral and religious nature. It is this

spirit that feels the pressure of life's necessities,

and impels to effort for their relief; comp. x.

3, elc.—A.].—For his mouth urgeth him on,
i. e., as it longs for food. This verb (construed

with 7J^ and the accus. of the person) denotes,

according to Arabic analogies " to heap a load or

burden on one" (comp. ^^i;5, a weiglit, bur-

den, Job xxxiii. 7) [E V. " be heavy upon
thee "] ; and here sjiecifically, to bind one, to

drive and force him to do something " (Vulg.,

compulil).—AVith the general sentiment compare
Eccles. vi. 7.

5. Vers. 27-33. A new delineation of God's
justice in punishing the wicked and rewarding
the pious. Vers. 27-30 form here one connected
description of the ungodly, nefai'ious conduct of

the evil men on whom God's judgment falls.

Vers. 31, 32 contrast with these wicked meti tlie

upright and the gentle in spirit as the only hap-

py men ; ver. 33 is a general conclusion point-

ing us back to the beginning of the chapter.

Ver. 27. A worthless man ("man of Beli-

al") searcheth after evil, literally "diggcth
evil, shovels out evil for himself," i. e., froni the

pit which he prepares for others, to destroy them
(comp. xxvi. 27; Jer. xviii. 20 sq.). For this

expression "man of Belial" compare vi. 12.

—

On his lips is as it -vrexe scorching fire

(comp. ver. 23). The woids of the worthless

man are here on account of their desolating ef-

fects, compared to a blazing or scorching fire

(comp. Ezek. xxi. 3; Prov. xxvi. 23 ; Job xxxi. 12;

James iii. 5 sq.).

Vers. 28. With clause a compare vi. 14, 19.

—

And a backbiter separateth friends, lit.

" divideth oil' the friend." The singular is not

here used collectively, but in a certain sense dis-

tributively ;
" divideth a friend from his fellow."

So in xvii. 9; comp. xix. 4.—For the use of

pTJ, "backbiter" comp. xviii. 8; xxvi. 20, 22.

Ver. 29. With clause n compare iii. 81 ; i. 10

sq. With h compare Ps. xxxvi. 4 (5) ; Isa.

Ixv. 2.— [Rueetschi (as above cited, p. 145)

thinks tiiese verses (27-29) more expressive if

in eacli tiie first words are regarded as the pre-

dicates, prefixed for emphasis and stronger con-

trast ; "a worthless man is he, elc. ;" "a per-

verse, contentious man is he, f/c," "a backbiter

is he, etc.;''' "a man of violence is he, etc. ;" al-

though he may excuse his conduct as mere sport.

-A.].
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Ver. 30 describes more precisely, by two par-

ticipial clauses which belong to the "man of

violence " in ver. '29, the way in which this wick-

eil man executes the ruin which he clevises.

—

Shutting his eyes to devise mischief, lit.

"to meditate craftiness;" comp. ii. 12, vi. 14.

—

Biting his lips. Witli this description, " pres.s-

inj; in, pressing together his lips," comp. vi. 13;

X. 10, where this verb is used of the correspond-

ing action with the eyes.

Ver. 31. With clause a comp. iv. 19; xx. 29;

with i, iv. 10 sq., iii. 2.

Ver. ol. With a compare xiv. 29.

—

And he
that ruleth his spirit than he that taketh
a city, no here not merely the spirit or the

soul, but the temper, the passionate movement
and excitement of the spirit. Comp. Pt7-ke Aholh
cap. iv. 1, where tlie question. Who is after all

the true hero ? is answered by a reference to the

proverb of Solomon now before us. The Lord,

moreover, in Matth. v. -5, promises to the meek
that they shall inherit the earth.

Ver. 33. The lot is cast into the lap. Hit.

zia :
" In the bosom the lot is sliaken," a render-

ing which does indeed conform more closely to

the import of p'n, " the bosom of the clothing,"

but to us who are not Orientals gives a meaning
easily misunderstood. For we are wont to call

the doubled or folded front of the dress the

"lap."

—

But from Jehovah is (cometh) all

its decision, the final judicial sense as it were,

("judgment," comp. Numb, xxvii. 21) in which
the result of the lot is reached. Comp. xviii. 18,

where, however, the discourse is specifically limi-

ted to the settling of judicial disputes by lot,

while here attention is evidently directed to lots

in general (and therefore to cases like Josh. vii.

19; 1 Sam. xiv. 37 sq., Numb. xvi. 8; Ps. xxii.

18 (19), etc.)

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

A course, of thought running with any unity
through the entire chapter it is here again im-
possible to detect. Only small groups of con-
nected proverbs stand forth here and there from
the general level; e. g., vers. 1-3, vers. 10-1-5,

vers. 27-30 (comp. especially the remarks on
vers. 27 sq.). Hitzig's endeavor to develop
here and in the two following chapters (*. e., in

general terms throughout the section xv. 33

—

xix. 2), symmetrically constructed groups of

eight verses each, is quite as unsuccessful as his

similar assumptions in respect to the construc-
tion of the general division, chap. x.—xxii. 16,

on definite numerical principles (comp. above, re-

marks on X. 1 sq.; and on xiii. 1).

A decided pre-eminence belongs in the chapter,
as it is now defined, to the idea that God controls

the action of mail altogether according to His own wise

Judgment and good pleasure. That " man pro-
poses but God disposes,"—this truth which sum-
mons to humble confidence in God, and a child-
like and unconditional surrender to the fatherly
guidance of the Lord's hand, stands at the head
of the section as a whole (ver. 1), with a special
emphasizing of the divine influence exerted over
the manner and the results of human speech. It

recurs again in vers. 10-15 before the connected

delineation of the authority of human kings, aa
counterpai'ts and representatives of the great
King of heaven ; and here there is special refe-

rence not to the speech but to the action of men
(ver. 9). Finally it forms the conclusion of the
chapter, and that in the form of a reference to

the supreme control which God holds in His hand
over the lot as any where employed by men (ver.

33). It is the doctrine of the divine government
of the world (ihe gubermitio, with its four promi-
nent forms or methods, permissio, impeditio. direc-

tio and determinalio) ; or again the doctrine of

the divine co-operation with the free self-deter-

mined acts of men (the concursus as it exists tar%

ad bonas qiiam ad malas actiones hominum [with
reference both to the good and to the evil actions

of men]), that is asserted in these propositions
and developed in various directions. Especially

does the intermediate place which human kings
and judges assume as representatives of the di-

vine justice, and in a certain sense prophets of

the divine will (ver. 10), also as typically gods
on earth (ver. 13-15; comp. Ps. Ixxxii. 6), in

their relation to the destiny of individual men,
stand out in a significant prominence ; it thus af-

fords instructive premonition of the exhortations
of the New Testament to obedience to the magis-
trates who stand in God's phice,—such as are
found in Matth. xxii. 21 ; llom. xiii. 1 sq. ; 1

Pet. ii. 17, etc. Compare what Melanchthon
observes on ver. 10 sq. ; "These words affirm

that the whole political order, magistrates, laws,

distinctions in authority, contracts, judgments,
penalties are works ordained by the wisdom of

God within the human race. Therefore since

we know that political order is God's work, let

us love it, and seek to maintain it by our duty,

and in modesty obey it for God's sake, and let

us render thanks to God the preserver, and let

us know that the madness of devils and of men
who disturb the political order is displeasing

to God, etc."

Other ethical truths to which a significant pro-

minence is given are contained particularly in

Ver. 6. A reference to the fear of God, and
penitent and believing consecration to God as the
only way to the development of genuine fruits of

love and of righteousness (see notes on this pas-

sage).

Ver. 20. Combined view of the two chief re-

quisites to a really devout life; 1) obedience to

the word of God, and 2) inspiring confidence in

God.
Vers. 21 and 23 (comp. also ver. 24). The

stress laid on the great value of an eloquent
mouth, as an appropriate organ for a wise heart
exercising itself in the service of the Lord.

Ver. 32. Reference to gentleness of spirit and
the ruling of one's own passions, as the best and
surest means to the attainment of real power and
greatness—an expressive Biblical testimony
against all uncharitable advancement of self in

the way of strife, and against the combative spi-

rit of brawlers and duellists.

[Andrew Fuller: Tiie doctrine of verse 7

stands in apparent contradiction with 2 Tim. iii.

12. The truth seems to be that neither of the

passages is to be taken universaUg. The peace

possessed by those wdio please God does not ex-

tend so far as to exempt them from having ene-
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mies, and though all godly men must in some
form or other be persecuted, yet none are perse-

cuted at all times. The passage from Timothy
may therefore refer to the native enmity which
true godliness is certain to excite, and the pro-

rerb to the Divine control over it.]

HOMILETIC AND PRACTICAL.

Homily on the chapter as a xohole ; Of God's

wise and righteous government of the world, as

it is exhibited 1) in the life of men in general

(1-9) ; li) in the action and administration of

earthly rulers (10-15) ; 3) in the endeavors and
results of human wisdom (1(5-26) ; 4) in the

rigliteous reti-ibution which awaits both, the

good and the evil (27-33).

—

Stocker: On God's
gracious care for men. i) Proof \.\v.\i sucli a pa-

ternally upliolding and governing providence of

God over men exists, a) in general (vers. 1-9);

b) through the government of the world in par-

ticular (10-15). 2) The duties of the pious in

recognition of this paternal providence and go-

vernment of God (vers. 1(3-33).— Woiilfartii :
—

On the providence and government of God, and
man's duty. Man proposes, God disposes,

—

usually otherwise than we devise and desire, but
always more gloriously and better than we could
do. Hence humility, prudence and trust in God
are the chief duties of man in return.

Vers. 1-3. Melanchthon :— It is well to con-

sider that our resolves are a different thing from
their success. That we may form successful and
salutary resolutions we need God s aiil in two
forms ; in examining the diflfercnt possible ways,
and then in conforming our course to them. We
must therefore at all times be of this firm pur-
pose, to let our whole life be ruled by God's word,
and for all things to invoke God's help.

—

Geier
(on ver. 1) ; Teachers, preachers and rulers

especially must call earnestlj' on God for the
careful government and sanctification of their

tongue, in order that in the fulfilment whether
of their public or their private duties the right

word may always stand at their command, and
notiiing unseemly or injurious may escape them.

—(()n ver. 3) : The duties of our calling we must
indeed fulfil with fidelity and diligence, but yet

in all patience await from the Lord blessing and
success.

—

Berlch. Bible: If one is notable with-

out God to utter a word that one has already
conceived, how much less will one be able to

bring any thing to pass without God's aid. And
how much more will this be true within the

sphere of the spiritual life, since man is wholly
"insufficient of himself to think any thing as of
himself" (2 Cor. iii. 5), but must receive all

from the Lord, etc.—[Arnot (on ver. 2) : The
human heart is beyond conception cunning in

making that appear right which is felt pleasant.

The real motive power that keeps the wheels of
life going round is tliis : men like the things
that they do, and do the things that they
like.]

Vers. 4-9. Wiirt. Bible (on ver. 4): God'g pro-
vidence extends over good and wicked men
(Matth. v. 45) ; through His ordaining it comes to

pass that the ungodly arc punished in their time
and as they deserve.

—

^^Von Geri.ach fon ver. 4) :

The wicked man also fulfils God's design, when

tlie day of calamity comes upon him ; all without
exception must serve Him. — [Charnock (on
ver. 4) : If sin ends in any good, it is only from
that Infinite transcendency of skill that can
bring good out of evil, as well as light out of
darkness

—

Waterland (on ver. 4): God bridles
the wicked by laws and government and by the
incessant labors of good men : and yet more im-
mediately by His secret power over their hearts
and wills, and over all their faculties; as well as
over all occurrences and all second causes through
the whole universe; and if He still affords them
compass enough to range in, yet notwithstand-
ing He rules over them with so strong and
steaily a hand, that they cannot move a step but
by His leave, nor do a single act but what shall

be turned to good effect.

—

Beveridge (on ver.

4) : Goil in His revelations hath told us nothing
of the second causes which He hath established

under Himself for the production of ordinary
effects, that we may not perplex ourselves about
them, but always' look up to Him as the first

cause, as working without them or by them as He
sees good. But He hath told us plainly of the
final cause or end of all things, that we may keep
our eyes always fixed on that, and accordingly
strive all we can to promote it.—Bp. Hall (on
ver. 6): It is not an outward sacrifice that God
regards in His remission of the punishment of
our sin; but when He finds mercy to the poor,

and uprightness of heart towards Himself and
men, then He is graciously pleased to forbear
His judgments ; inasmuch as these graces, being
wrought in us by His Spirit, cannot but proceed
from a true faith whereby our sins are purged.—Bonae, (on ver. 6) : Forgiveness, ascertained
forgiveness, conscious forgiveness, this is the
beginning of all true fear. This expels a world
of evil from the human heart and keeps it from
re-entrance. It works itself out in such things

as these—obedience, fellowship, love, zeal].

—

Starke (on ver. 0): Not of merit but of grace
are the sins of the penitent forgiven for Christ's

sake. One of the ciiief fruits of justification is,

however, the exhibition of fidelity and truth to-

wards one's neighbors (Eph. ii. 8, 9; iv. 25).

—

(On ver. 7): Think not that thou wilt thyself

subdue and overcome thine enemies, but only
seek to have God for thy friend ; He can of all

thy foes make thee friends.

—

[Bates (on ver. 7):

Many sins are committed for the fear of the an-
ger of men, and presumption of the mercy of

God ; but it is often found that a religious con-
stancy gains more friends than carnal obsequi-

ousness.

—

Trapp (on ver. 7) : When God is dis-

pleased, all His creatures are up in arms to fetch

in His rebels, and to do execution. At peace
with Him, at peace with the creature too, that

gladly takes His part, and is at His beck and
check],

—

Zeltner (on ver. 9): Be presumptuous
in none of thy schemes, but thinking of thine own
weakness put as the foundation of every under-
taking " if the Lord will " (.James iv. 15).

—

[.Vrnot (on ver. 9) : The desires of human hearts

and the efforts of human hands go into the pro-

cesses of providence and constitute the material

on which the Almighty works.]
Vers. 10-15. Melanchthon; comp. Doctri-

nal and Ethical notes.

—

Starke (on ver. 10):

For the right conduct of the office of ruler and
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judge it is not enougli to understand well secu-

lar laws and rights ; Divine wisdom is also abso-

lutely essential.—(On ver. 1-) : Kings are not

only not to do evil, or to let it bo done by others

with impunity; they are to hate and abhor it

with all energy.—VoN Gerlach (on ver. 11):
Weiglit and measure as the invisible and spiri-

tual means by which material possessions are

estimated and determined for men according to

their value, are holy to the Lord, a copy of His
law in the outer world; taken up by Himself into

His s.inctuary, and therefore, as His work, to bo
regarded holy also by men.—(On ver. 14):

Seasonable words of a wise man can easily avert

the wrath of kings, destructive as that is.

Therefore let each one mould himself into such a

wise man, or find for himself such a one.

Vers. 18-26. [Chalmers (on ver. 17) : The
reflex influence of the outward walk and way on
the iiiner man.

—

Arnot (on ver. 17): Doctrine,

although both true and Divine, is for us only a
shadow, if it be not embodied in holiness.

—

Wa-
TERiiAND (on ver. 18) : Sliaine and contempt the
end of pride, a) by natural tendency; i) because
of God's detestation and resolution to punish it.

—Mui'FET (on ver. 19) : It is a pleasant thing to

be enriched with other men's goods: it is a
gainful thing to have part of the prey: it is a
glorious thing to divide the spoil. It is better to

be injured than to do injury; it is better to bo
patient than to be insolent; it is better with the

afHicted people of God to be bruised in heart and
low of port, than to enjoy the pleasures or trea-

sures of sin or of this world for a season.

—

Trapp (on ver. 20) : He that, in the use of law-
ful means resteth upon God for direction and
success, though he fail of his design, yet he
knows whom lie hath trusted, and God will
" know his soul in adversity "].

—

Grier (on ver.

20) : In doubtful cases to hold fast to God's
word and believingly hope in His help, ensures
always a good issue.

—

Starke (on vers. 21, 22):

Eloquence combined with wisdom is to be re-

garded as an excellent gift of God, and produces
so much the more edification and profit.

—

Lange
(on ver. 21): One must first learn to think
rightly before he can speak well.

—

Von Gerlach

(on ver. 26) •, Since that which causes us labor
and trouble becomes a means of our subsistence,

it in turn helps us overcome labor and trouble,

for this very thing, by virtue of God's wise, re-

gulating providence, becomes for us a spur to in-

dustry.

—

[Lawson (on ver. 26) : Self-love is a
damning sin where it reigns as the chief princi-

ple of action; but the want of self-love where it

is required is no less criminal.]

Vers. 27-33. Starke (on vers. 27 sq.) : The
lack of genuine love for one's neighbor is the

source of all deception, persecution and slander
of the innocent.— Hypocrites can indeed by an
assumed mien of holiness deceive men, but before
the eyes of God all this is clear and open, to

their shame.—(On ver. 32) : The greatest heroes
and conquerors of the world are often just the

most miserable slaves of their lusts.—E. LoscH
(on ver. 31—see Sonntagsfeier, 1841, No. 27):
Age, its burdens, its dignities; means to the at-

tainment of a happy old age.

—

Saurin (Sermon
on ver. 32) : On true heroism—what it is, 1) to

be ruler of one's spirit; 2) to gain cities and
l.mds.

—

Von Gkrlach (on ver. 33) : Chance
there is not, and man can never give more than
the outward occasion for the decision, which lies

wholly in tlic hand of the Lord.

—

[Trapp (on ver.

30) : Wicked men are great students. . . . Their
wits will better serve them to find out a hundred
shifts or carnal arguments than to yield to one
saving truth, though never so much cleared up
to them.—MuFFET (on ver. 31) : Commendable
old age leaneth upon two staves—the one the re-

membrance of a life well led, the other the hope
of eternal life.—See Emjidxs' Sermon on ver.

31.—J. Edwards (on ver. 32) : The strength of

the good soldier of Jesus Christ appears in no-
thing Hiore than in steadfastly maintaining the

holy, calm meekness, sweetness and benevolence
of his mind, amidst all the storms, injuries,

strange behaviour, and surprising acts and
evenis, of this evil and unreasonable world.

—

Lawson (on ver. 32) : The meek obtain the no-
blest victories and enjoy the happiest kind of

authority.

—

South (on ver. 33) : Sermon on
"All contingencies under the direction of God's
providence."]

/?) Admonition to contentment and a peaceable disposition.

Chap. XVII.

1 Better a dry morsel and quietness therewith
than a house full of slain beasts svith strife.

2 A wise servant shall have rule over a degenerate son,

and shall have part of the inheritance among the brethren.

3 The fining pot is for silver, and the furnace for gold,

but he that trieth hearts is Jehovah.
4 Wickedness giveth heed to lying lips,

deceit giveth ear to a vile tongue.
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5 He that mocketh the poor hath reproached his Maker,
he that rejoiceth over a cahimity shall not be unpunished.

6 The crown of the old is children's children,

the glory of children is their parents.

7 High speech doth not become the fool,

how much less do lying lips the noble!

8 As a precious stone is a gift in the eyes of him that receiveth it,

whithersoever it turneth it maketh prosperous.

9 He that covereth trangression seeketh after love

;

but he that repeateth a matter estraugeth friends.

10 A reproof sinketh deeper into a wise man
than to chastise a fool an hundred times.

11 The rebellious seeketh only evil,

and a cruel messenger shall be sent after him.
12 Meet a bear robbed of her whelps,

and not a fool in his folly.

13 He that returneth evil for good,

from his house evil shall not depart.

14 As a breaking forth of waters is the beginning of strife
;

before the strife poureth forth, cease

!

15 He that acquitteth the wicked and he that eondemneth the just,

an abomination to Jehovah are they both.

16 Why this price in the hand of a fool?

(It is) to get wisdom, and he hath no heart to it.

17 At all times the friend loveth,

but the brother is born of adversity.

18 A man void of understanding is he who striketh hands,
who becometh surety in the presence of his friend.

19 He loveth sin that loveth strife,

and he that buildeth high his doors seeketh destruction.

20 He that is of a false heart findeth no good,
he that goeth astray with his tongue falleth into evil.

21 He that begetteth a fool doeth it to his sorrow,

and the father of a fool hath no joy.

22 A joyous heart promoteth health,

but a broken spirit drieth the bones.

23 A gift from the bosom a wicked man will receive

to pervert the ways of justice.

24 Before the face of the wise is wisdom,
but the fool's eyes are in the ends of the earth.

25 A grief to his father is a foolish son,

and a trouble to her that bare him.
26 Also to punish the righteous is not good,

to smite the noble contrary to right.

27 He that spareth his words hath knowledge,
and he that is quiet in temper is a man of understanding.

28 Even a fool who keepeth silence will be counted wise,

and he that shutteth his lips is wise.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 4-—J/HO is probably not a Iliph. part.: "a wicked man," but an abstract substantive, as the parallel term "^P'Cf

indicates (Ewald, Uitzio); and p;^ stands, according to the parallel 3'i:;n'3 for J'lXp. [BiiXT. insists upon regiirding

the form as a Hipb. part, masc, distinguished by the vocalization from
J,'
10 "friend"' (see §g 1124, A ; 7C4, c) ; Fuerst

gives to the full form_^'no, which never occurs, but is assumed as the singular of D'^'^^O, the active signification "male

ficui," evil doer, but maintains that ^"10, which occurs only here except with a pausai modification, has naturally the

neuter abstract meaning. See also Qreev, §140, 5.—A.]

Ver. 10.—From the infin. j'-\'l3n there is easily supplied as an object HZI'O.—nnn is the Imporf. of the verb

fin J, to descend, to penetrate (comp. Is. x.vx. 00) : the form without abbreviatiou would, according to Ps. xxxviii. 3, have
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been nnjH- [So T!ott. who alsn defends the position of the accent on the ground of emphasis (§ 497, 3), and criticizes,

both on tliu ground of specific form and general construction, Fuerst's assigning it as an apoc. luiiierf. to

nr,n.-A.j

Ver 11.—That ^'\ is the subject of the clause, and not possibly "'"ip, as the Syr., Chald., Umbreit, Etvald,

etc., maintain, appears from the position of "HX bef)re the latter word, and also from the unquestionable reference of

the '13 in the 2d clause to y"l as a masculine substantive. [Rujeeischi (as above, p. 146) replies that IjX may as well

throw its emphasis ou an entire proposition as on a single word (see Nordheimer, § 1072, 4) and that 13 refers to 'TO

the subject of the proposition, which is an abstract in the sense of a concrete. Versions and interpreters are very equally

divided; with our author emphasizing '10 as object, "only rebellion, nothing but rebellion," are tlie E. V., V. Esa,

BERTHEAtT, K., S. ; with RUEETSCHi aro De VV., M., N., and substantially II. and W. We render with the latter in opposi-

tion to Zockler's view.— A.j.

Ver. 13. The K'thibh ty'Dil^N^ '3 to l>e retained, since the Ilipliil u/^DH lias in Ps. Iv. 12 also the intransitive
• T ,

* '*

meaning "depart."
Vers. 19. A\A-:v Ezra, Geier, Schultens, ^^'c, take the expression "to m:iko high tlie door, or gate," as meaning "to

open wide the mouth, to utter a vehement outcry" (nHD being taken as equivalent to Hi), us oMum U tu us ; comp.

Ps.cxli. 3 ; Eccles. xii. 4). But the idea would then bo very obscurely expressed, and instead of n'SJ^D we should expect

Vers. 22. nnj is not equivalent to niJ or rT'lJ, " body," (Chald., Syr., Bertheau, ete.) but is to be derived from
T •• T** 1 '

:

the radical nHJ, Hos. v. 13,—and therefore means "healing, recovery" (IIitzig, "the closing up of a wound"'?)
T T

[FUEiiST prrfprs tlie rendering nf the T^irg., Syr., etn. ; GESE?f. that ndopteil by the author.—A.].

Ver. 27. The renuering which we give conforms to the K'thibli, P-IT "IDIi to substitute for which with the K'ri

(which is followed by the Vulg., Luther, e<c.) n-IT '^p^ " of a noble spirit," seems hero less appropriate. [The LXX

follow the K'thibh].

EXEGETICAL.

1. Vers. 1-9. Admonitions to contentment and

a wise moderation in earthly possessions, and in

the use of tlie tongue.

—

Better a dry morsel
and quietness therewith. " A dry piece of

bread," without wine, without even vinegar

(Ruth ii. 14) or water with it (1 Sam. xxv. 11).

The thing contrasted with it is D'n3T, not "sac-

rificial banquets" (Umbreit, Elster, [Fuerst]),

but animal-i slaughtered for sacritice, as consti-

tuting the chief element in a rich, sumptuous
meal; comp. chap. ix. 2; Gen. xliii. 16. For
the general meaning compare xv. 16, 17; xvi. 8.

Ver. 2. A wise servant (comp. xiv. 3.5)

shall have rule over a degenerate son,
lit., "a bad, unprotitable sou," who becomes
impoverished and even a slave, because he has

squauilered his means, etc.—Among the bre-
thren shall he divide the inheritance, i. e.

among brethren who are sons of the testator,

while he himself who inherits with them, is not

a son but only a servant. Comp. Abraham's
apprehension in regard to his servant Eliezer,

Gen. XV. 3 sq. With this expression "in the

midst of the brethren" compare a similar one in

Hos. xiii. 15.—Ver. 3. With clause a compare
xxvii. 21 a (which is literally identical) : with b

compare xv. 11; xvi. 2; xxi. 2 ; xxiv. 12.

Ver. 4. Wickedness giveth heed to
lying lips. See critical noies. The meaning
is plainly this: ".A. wicked heart, inwardly cor-

rupt, glailly attends to lying talk ; and deceit"

—

so clause b asserts in addition— ;'. e. a heart full

of inward insincerity and hypocrisy, a hypocri-

tical man given to lying (abstract for concrete),

"hearkens to a perverse tongue," i. e. finds

pleasure in wicked discourse, which supplies

words to its own base thoughts, and develops

them into definite evil propositions and designs.

Ver. 5. With a compare xiv. 31.

—

Ha that
rejoiceth over a calamity shall not be
unpunished (^comp. xi. 21; xvi. 5). "Sud-

den misfortune," according to clause a probably
sudden poverty. Comp. Job xxxi. 29, a similar

utterance regarding the penal desert of an un-
charitable delight in calamity.

Ver. (>. Wit it clause a comp. Ps. cxxvii. 5.

—

The glory of children is their fathers. As
the pride and honor of the gray-headed is the

family circle that surrounds them, or the advanc-
ing series .of their children, grandchildren, etc.,

so "on their part children, so long as they are

not also parents, can only reach backward ; and
with the genealogy, the farther back it reaches,

the honor of the family increases " (Hitzig).

Ver. 7. High speech doth not become
the fool. " A lip of excess, of prominence "

plainly denotes an assuming, imperious style of

speech,— not the "elevated, or soaring," as

EwALD, Elster, U.mbreit claim; for the paral-

lel "lip of deceit" in clause b indicates its sin-

ful character.

—

How much less do lying
lips the noble? " The noble," the spirit of
lotty dispositions (comp. ver. 26),—to whom,
deceitfulness, and crafty, sly artifices of speech

are less becoming than to any other man,—stands

contrasted with the "fool" just as in Isa. xxxii..

5 sq.

Ver. 8. As a precious stone is a gift ia
the eyes of him that receiveth it. Lit.,

"a stone of loveliness," a cosily stone, gemma
ffratissima {Yu\g.) ; comp. i. 9.—TJie "master"
of the gift is here evidently not its giver (Elster,

comp. Luther, and many of the older exposi-

tors), but he that receives it, he who is won by
it; and the "gift" is here to be taken not in

the bad sense, of bribery (as below in ver. 23),,

but rather of lawful presents; comp. xviii. 16.

—

Whithersoever it turneth it maketh pros-

perous; i. e. to whomsoever it may come iL will

have a good result and secure for its giver sup-

porters and friends. The expression conforms,

to the idea of the "precious stone " in clause a

(although it is not the jewel, but the gift that ia-

subject of the verb "turneth"). For a really

beautiful and well-cut stone sparkles, whichever-
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way one may turn it, and from whichever side

one may view it; just so is it with the good

result of a well-directed generosity, by which

the hearts of all are necessarily won A truth

which naturally is to be taken quite in a relative

and conditional sense.

Ver. 9. He that covereth transgression

seeketh after love, /. e. not "seeks to gain

tlie lovo of others" but " seeks to exercise love,

a truly charitable spirit" (so Hitzig with un-

doubted correctness, in opposition to Bertheao).

[Brioges and M. also take this view, which

commends it.self both as the deepest and the

most disinterested representation.—A.]. For

the "covering transgression" cornp. x. 12, and

the remarks on the passage.—But he that

repeateth a matter separateth friends (sec

xvi. 28). "Repeateth a matter" O^'J? HJl^)

is not " to return with remarks " or " with a

word" [i. e. to repeat] (Ewald, Beutheau,

Elster, Fuerst, etc.), but "to come back with

a matter," [Gesen.] i. e. to be continually re-

verting to something, repeatedly to bring it up

and show it forth, instead of letting it alone and

covering it with the mantle of charity. This

expression is different both from the Latin, ^^ ad

alios drferre, denuiitiarn'" (Winer) and also from

the Greek devrepovv loyov. Comp. furthermore

Ecclesiast. xix. 6-10.

2. Vers. 10-20. Admonitions to a peaceable

spirit; warnings against a contentious and \\n-

cl:aritable disposition.—A reproof sinketh
deeper into a ^vise man than a hundred
stripes into a fool, (comp. Ueut. xxv. 3);

lit., "ihan to smite the fool with a hundred."

AVitli the meaning of the verse compare Sal-

£U.5t's Jiigurtha, c. 11: allius in pectus descends,

and the common phrase "to make a deeper im-

pression."

Vor. 11. Clause a, see critical notes for the

reasons for our departure from Zockler's ren-

dering.—And a cruel messenger shall be
sent after him, i. e. by God, against whom we
are to regard the "rebellion" mentioned in

clause a as directed. So the LXX and Vulg.

.rendered in their day, and among recent inter-

preters Bertiieau, e. g. ; for to think of a mere
human messenger, as in xvi. 14, is forbidden by
the analogy of passages like Ps. xxxv. 5, (5;

Ixxviii. 49; IIitzig's rendering, however, "and
a cruel angel (a wild demon of passion, as it

were), is let loose within liim," is altogether

artificial, and rests upon modern conceptions

that are quite foreign to the Old Testament; be-

sides we ought probably to have found i3"1p3

" in the midst of him," instead of 13.

Ver. 12. Meet a bear robbed of her
•whelps. The Iniiu. abs. here stands for the

luiper or .Tussive; comp. Gen. xvii. 10; Dent,

i. IG ; Jer. ii. 2, etc. For the use of the epicene

31 for the she-bear comp. Ilos. xiii. 8; 2 Sam.
xvii. 8.—The "fool in his folly" is naturally a

fool who is peculiarly malignant, one who is in

a very paroxysm of folly, and whose raving is

more dangerous than the madness of a wild

beast. Comp. Schiller : " Gef'dhrUch ists den

Leu zu weaken,'' etc. ['Tis perilous to wake the

lion].

Ver. 13. With .clause a compare 1 Sam. xxv.

21 ; with b, 2 Sam. iii. 29.—" Evil " here in the
sense of misfortune, the penalty for acts of in-

justice done the good.

Ver. 14. As a breaking forth of waters
is the beginning of strife [Zoiki.ior: "he
letteth furih waters," etc. Z. also conceives of
the latter part of the clause as meaning literally

"who (lets loose) the beginning of strife;" in
his view the participle is to be repeated before

the word iTtyXT "beginning." The use of the

vei'b "^£33 in the sense of "send forth, bring
out" is confirmed by the Targum on Ex. xxi. 2t5.

The particii)le cannot, however, in Z.'s view, be
taken here in a neuter sense, as Ewald maintains
(so U.mbreit). Fiterst maintains the view of

E. and U. and cites analogous forms of verbal
nouns. AVe adopt it as justified by verbal ana-
logies and simplifying the construction.—A.]
Luther expresses the substantial idea thus:
" He who begins strife is like Jiim that tears

away the dam from the water.^ "'—Before the
strife poureth forth, cease ! The meaning

of the verb i?vJnn which is best attested is here,

as in xviii. 1 ; xx. 3, "to roll forth." Here, as

in verse 8, the figurative conception employed
in clause a influences the selection of the verb
in b. The strife is conceived of as a flood which
after its release rolls on irresistibly. Umbkeit,
Elster, etc., following the Chald. and Arabic,
explain "before the strife becomes warm;"
HiTziG (and Ewald also) "before the strife

shows its teeth." As though an altogether new
figure could be so suddenly introduced here,

whether it be that of a nre blazing up, or that

of a lion showing his teeth! [As the word
occurs but three times, and the cognate roots in

the Hebrew and its sister languages are not
decisive, the moral argument, may well turn the

scale ; and this certainly favors the view in

which Z. has the concurrence of Fuerst, Ber-
THEAU, Stuart, etc.—A.]

Ver. 15. Comp. xxiv. 24; Isa. v. 23.—An
abomination to Jehovah are they both

;

lit., "an abhorrence of Jehovah are also they

two;" comp. 2 Sam. xix. 31, where DJ, also, ex-

presses as it does here the associating of a sec-

ond with the one.

Ver. IG. Why this price in the hand of
a fool, etc. [While there is no essential dis-

agreement among expositors in regard to the

general meaning of the verse, they are divided

as to the punctuation and the mutual relation of

the clauses. The Hebrew points are not deci-

sive. Z. agrees with the Vulg., E. V., H., S.,

etc. in making the sentence one complex inter-

rogative sentence. Be Dieu, Schultens, Van
Ess, De Wette, Noyes, etc., make two interroga-

tive clauses, followed by one affirmation. We
have chosen the more equal division of the LXX.
—.v.] The getting or buying of wisdom is by
no means a thing absolutely impossible, as ap-

pears from chap. iv. 5, where exjiress admoni-
tion is given to do this. But for earthly gold, for

a price, it is not for sale, and especially not for

the fool, who has no understanding. For the last

clause, "and heart, understanding, is not, does
not exist," compare the substantially equivalent

expression in I's. xxxii. 9; also Jer. v. 21, etc.
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Ver. 17. Compare xviii. 24; also Ecclesiast.

xii. 7.—But the brother is born of ad-
versity. The ideas " IViend" and "brother"

are rehiicd the cue as the climax of the other.

The "friend," the companion with whom one

preserves a friendly intercourse cherishes a con-

stant good-will toward his comrade; but it is

only necessity that develops him further into a
" brother," as it gives the opportunity to attest

his loving disposition by offerings of love, such

as in truth only one brother makes for another.

Comp. Ennius, in Cic. Litl. c. 17: Amicus ccrlus

in re incerta cernitur ; and also the Arabic pro-

verb (Sent. 53 in Erpenius Gramm.) : "The
friend one finds out not till one needs him."

—

"Iz-V "he is born," as a new being, into the new

conditions of the actual, brotherly relation.

n"li*7 must here mean " of adversity" (Hitzig,

K.), not "in adversity" (Umbeiut, N.), or "for
adversity" (Ewald, Bertheait, Elster, De W.,

S., M., etc.). [The grammatical justification of

Z.'s view is found mainly in the fact that 7

is ordinarily used when in a passive construction

the efficient cause is to be expressed : see Gesex.
Lehrr/ch. I 221, Rod. Gesen. Heb. Gram. | 1-10.

2. Of course it may also denote the final cause.

—A.]—For ver. 18 compare vi. 1-5; xi. 15.

Ver. 19. AVith clause a compare James i. 20;
with 6, Prov. xvi. 18.—Who buildeth high
his doors ; i. e. seeks to transform his simjile

residence into a proud and splendid edifice, liut

by that very process only hastens its " destruc-

tion " (lit., "shattering, downfall," comp. the

similar term in x. 14, etc.). [Sharpk's TcxIs of
Bible explained, etc. : "Private houses were some-
times built ostentatiously with a lofty gateway
which would naturally breed jealousy in the

neighbors, and invite the visits of the tax-

gatherer; and in a time when law was weak
and property very unsafe, might easily lead to

the ruin of its owner."—A.] The sentiment is

therefore directed against pride as the chief

source of a quarrelsome spirit, and the most
common cause of ruinous contention.

Ver. 2i). With clause a compare xi. 20: xvi.

20.—He that wandereth with his tongue,
i. e. speaks now this way, no\v that; therefore
has a deceitful tongue, "a wayward tongue,"
s. 31 (comp. viii. 13).—Falleth into evil;
see xiii. 17. Observe the climax existing in the
negative expression "no good " iu a, and this
" evil."

3. Vers. 21-28. Proverbs of various content,
directed especially against want of sense, and
loquacity.—He that begetteth a fool doeth
it to his ov/n sorrow. Comp. x. 1, xviii. 13;
and the converse of the thought here presented,
chap, xxiii. 24 ; also xv. 20.

Ver. 22. A joyous heart promoteth
health. See critical note. For the sentiment
comp. XV. 13; with clause b in particular, iii. 8.

Ver. 23. A gift from the bosom a wicked
man will receive. "From tlie bosom,"?, e.

secretly and stealthily; comp. xxi. 14. The
term -gift" is here used naturally of unlawful
bribery.—AVith clause b compare xviii. 5; Am.
ii. 7.

Ver. 24. Before the face of the wise is

wisdom. "Before the face," here it would
seem •' very near" and therefore "close before
the face" (Bertheau, Elster, etc.): or ao-ain
with ZiEGLER, Hitzig, etc., the explanation may
be in accordance with Deut. xvi. l(j, " AVisdoia
floats before the man of understanding, he has
it in his eye" (comp. xv. 14).—But the eyes
of the fool (range) to the end of the eartli,
i. e. "his mind is not on the subject, but roams
in undefined, shadowy distance " (Hitzig) ; he
tliinks of many and various things, on every
possible thing.—only not of the very thing that
is needful and important ; comp. iv. 25.—Ver.
25. Comp. ver. 21 and x. 1.

Ver. 2'). Also to punish the righteous is
not good, to smite the noble contrary to
right. Tlie also (DJj plainly gives prominence
to the verb that immediately follows, and this
verb should be allowed to retainits ordinary signi-
fication, "to punish with a fine, to impose a
pecuniary fine" (comp. xxii. 8). The fine as a
comparatively light penalty, which may easily
at one time or another fall with a certain justice
even on a "just " man {e. g. when he from inad-
vertence has in some way injured the property of
another), stands contrasted with the much se-
verer punishment with stripes; and as these two
verbal ideas are related, so are also the predi-
cates "not good" (comp. ver. 20), and "con-
tniry to right" (above desert, beyond all pro-
portion to the just and reasonable), in the
relation of a climax. On the other hand the
"rigliteous" and the "noble" (as in ver. 7) are
essentially persons of the same class. The pro-
verb, which evidently contains an admonition
to mild and reasonable treatment of upright
men, or a warning against the inhuman enfoi-ce-
ment of penal laws upon active and meritorious
citizens, has been in many ways misunderstood
and falsely applied

; and this is true of most of
the recent expositors nith the exception of Um-
BREiT, who alone interprets with entire correct-
ness. (Bertheau and Elster are also essential-

ly right, except that they do not take the "ll^'-^j;

"contrary to right" as the predicate, but are
disposed to connect it by way of more exact
definition with the phrase " to smite the noble ").

[The LXX, Vulg., followed by the E. V., AV., M.,
11., N., render " for their equity." S. and K.
agree with Z., both in the meaning and the pre-
dicative construction.— A.]

Ver. 27. AVith a comp. x. 19.

—

And he that
is of a quiet temper. Comp. the opposite of
the "coolness of spirit" here, intended {i. e.

cautious, moderate, quietly considerate deport-
ment); Ps. xxxix. 3 (4).—Ver. 28. Comp. Job
xiii. 5; Prov. x. 19, etc.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

The introductory verse with its commendation
of contentment and a peaceable spirit at the same
time, or of contentment as the source and basis

of a peaceable disposition and conduct, may be
regarded as a prefatory announcement of the

main subject of the chapter. Contentment U
furthermore commended (at least indirectly) in

vers. 2, 5, 8, IG, 19, 22-24; a peaceable and for-

bearing disposition in vers. 4, 9-15, 17, 19, 20,
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26.—The summons which comes out in the open-

ing verses, 1-9, to combine with contentment

the appropriate restraint and regulation of the

tongue,—or to be abstemious not merely icith the

mouth but with the tongue (by truthfulness and gen-

tleness in speech, and by a taciturn disposition,

yer. 28),—recurs again in the last two verses.

It may therefore to a certain extent be regarded

as in general the fundamental idea of the entire

section In the asceticism of the early Church

and of the monasticism of the middle ages, this

idea that there must be an inward organic coex-

istence of bodily and spiritual fasting, or that

one should bring the tongue under a serious and

strict discipline, as the organ not merely of taste,

but also of speech, found as is well known only

too prolific practical appreciation. For, appeal-

ing to the supposed model of Christ's forty days

of fasting in the wilderness, men added to the

injunctions of fasting unnaturally strict pre-

scriptions of silence in many forms (see my
"Critical History of Asceticism," pp. 297 sq.).

Apart from these extravagances and exaggera-

tions, the organic connection, and living reci-

procity of inflnence between the activity of the

tongue as an organ of taste and an organ of

speech, such as exists in every man, is a matter

deserving distinct recognition ; and sins of the

toncrue in both directions must be with all earn-

estness shunned, and together subdued and de-

stroyed (comp. James iii. 22).

Other ethical sentiments of special value and

compass are found in ver. 4 : the heavy guilt

not only of the tempter, but also of the tempted,

who, on account of his inward corruption and

vileness, gives a ready hearing to the evil solici-

tations of the former; comp. James i. 14 sq.

—

Ver. 6. The blessing of a consecrated domestic

life, as it shows itself in both the parents and

their posterity, in their mutual relations and

demeanor. The opposite of this appears in vers.

21, 25.

Ver. 16. The pricelessness of true wisdom, and

the worthlessness of earthly possessions and

treasures in the hand of a fool.

Ver. 17. The great worth of a true friend in

time of need.

Ver. 26. The necessity of a mild, considerate

bearing on the part of persons in judicial and
magisterial station, toward deserving citizens of

the state, in cases where they have perchance

gone astray or come short of duty. Comp. the

exegetical remarks on this passage.

[L.\wsoN, ver. 4: "Wicked men have a great

treasure of evil in their hearts, and yet

have not enough to satisfy their own corrupt

dispositions.

Ver. 1-5. Justifying the wicked has an appear-

ance of mercy in it, but there is cruelty to mil-

lions in unreasonable acts of mercy to individu-

als.— Ministers are guilty of the sin of condemn-
ing the righteous when they preach doctrines

unscripturally rigid, making those things to be

sinful which are not condemned in the word of

God, or carrying the marks necessary to discover

grace to a pitch too high to suit the generality

of true Christians, or applying to particular

persons those terrors that do not justly be-

long to them. Such was the fault of Job's

friends."]

HOMILETIC AND PRACTICAL.

Ilomily on the entire chapter: A peaceable spirit

and contentment as the sum of ail wisdom ; its

opposite (contentiousness and foolish aspiring
after things that are high, see especiall}' ver. 19)
as the source of all failure in things temporal as

well as spiritual.

—

Stocicer: Of true temperance
in controlling all unseasonable debate and strife;

]) the causes of these last (vers. 4-13) ; 2) the

most important means of averting them (14-19);

3) the serious injuries and disadvantages which
grow out of them (20-28).

Vers. 1-8. H.\sius (on ver. 2) : To attain to

power and influence in this world more depends
on understanding and prudence than on birth

ond outward advantages.

—

Lange (on ver. 3)

:

All human investigations and theories concerning
the interior world of thought in man are incon-

clusive and deceptive. The searching of the

heart of man is one of the kingly prerogatives

of God.

—

[Trapp (on ver. 3): God tries us that

He may make us know what is in us, what dross,

what pure metal; and all may see that we are
such as, for a need, can "glorify Him in the

very fires " (Is. xxiv. 15).

—

Bridges (on ver. 4):

The listening ears share the responsibility of the

naughty tongue.]

—

^Zeltner (on ver. 4) : Accord-
ing as the heart and disposition of a man are

moulded, he delights either in good or in evil

discourse.

—

AVohlfarth (on ver. 7): Force not

thyself above, degrade not. thyself below thy
condition.

—

Von Gerlach (on'ver. 7) : The out-

ward and the inward must always be in harmony,
else a distorted and repulsive display results.

As the fool cannot fitly speak of high things, so

senseless must a falsehood appear to the noble.

—

Lange (on ver. 8) : Though one may effect much
with an unjust judge by presents, how much
better will it be if thou bringest thine heart to

the Lord thy God as a gift and offering!

Vers. 9-15. [Lord Bacon (on ver. 9): There
are two ways of making peace and reconciling

differences; the one begins with amnesty, the

other with a recital of injuries, combined with
apologies and excuses. Now I remember that it

was the opinion of a very wise man and a great

politician, that "he who negotiates a peace,

without recapitulating the grounds of difference,

rather deludes the minds of the parties by repre-

senting the sweetness of concord, than reconciles

them by equitable adjustment." But Solomon,

a wiser man than he, is of a contrary' opinion,

approving of amnesty and forbidding recapitula-

tion of the ])ast. For in it are these disadvan-

tages; it is as the chafing of a sore ; it creates

the risk of a new quarrel (for the parties will

never agree as to the proportions of injuries on

either side) ; and, lastly, it brings it to a matter

of apologies ; whereas either party would rather

be thought to have forgiven an injury than to

have accepted an excuse.]

—

Melanciithon (on

vers. 9-12): As the monitor must show sincerity

and love of truth, and guard against a slander-

ous love of censure, so in him who is admon-
ished, there is becoming a readiness to be in-

structed, and both must keep themselves free

from (bthweiKia, from an ambitious quarrelsome-

ness.

—

Cramer.(ou ver. 10) : To him who is of a
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noble sort words of rebuke are more grievous

than blows, and he yields to the discipline of

mere words.

—

Stauks (on ver. 13) : If Goil

sharply punishes ingratitude, from this it is also

evident how dear to Hiui, on the olher hand,

thankfulness must be.—(Un ver, 14): From a

little spark a great fire may arise (.James iii.5) ;

but he who buries in the aslies the kindling con-

tention may thereby avert a great disaster.

—

[TuAPP (on ver. 10) : The fool is beaten, but not

bent to goodness ; amerced but not amended-

—

(On ver. 13) : To render good for evil is Divine,

good for good is human, evil for evil is brutish,

evil for good is devilish.

—

Bridges (on ver. 15):

If God justifies the wicked, it is on account of

righteousness. If he condemn the just, it is on

the imputation of unrighteousness. Nowhere
throughout the universe do the moral perfections

of the Governor of the world shine so gloriously

as at the Cross of Calvary.]

Ver. 16-22. Zeltner (on ver. 17): The most
reliable and faitiiful friend, on whom one may
depend most confidently in the very time of

need, is the Lord Jesus. Strive for His friend-

ship above all things, and thou hast treasure

enough !—[Arxot (on ver. 17): In the Scrip-

tures we leai-n where the fountain of true friend-

ship lies, what is its nature, why its flow is im-

peded now, and when it shall be all over like tlie

waves of the sea. Our best friendship is due to

our best friend. He deserves it and desires it.

The heart of the man Christ Jesus yearns for the

reciprocated love of saved men, and grieves when
it is not given.].

—

Starke (on ver. 19) : He who
first leaves room for one sin falls afterward into

many others.—Contention and pride are almost
always sisters, and of a most destructive sort.

—

Vo.\ Gerlach (on ver. 22) : The heart, the
fountain of life, works to bless the whole of

man's condition when it is really sound, i. e.,

when the grace of Jesus Christ has healed and
renewed it.— [Trapp (on ver. 22) : When faith

Jiath once healed the conscience, and grace hath
hushed the affection, and composed all within, so

that there is a Sabbath of spirit, and a blessed

tranquility lodged in the soul; then the body also

is vigorous and vigetous, for most part in very

good plight and healthful constitution, which
mikes man's life very comfortable.

—

Bridges
(on ver. 22) : Liveliness needs a guard lest it

should degenerate into levity; a grave tempera-

ment lest it should sink into morbid dei^ression.

Cliristian principle on both siiles is the princi-

ple of enlarged happiness and steady consist-

ency.]

Ver. 23-28. Starke (on ver. 24) : The more
one gapes after vanity, the more foolish does the

heart become.—(On ver. 25): A wise father

lias indeed now and then a foolish son ; if he has

not himself perchance deserved this, by neglect

in education, let him bear his cross with patience.

— (On ver, 2()): He sins doubly who declares

evil good, and besides visits the goodness of a
rigliteous man with penalties.

—

Berleburg Bible

(on vers. 27, 28) : It is better to say nothing
than foolish things.

—

Von Gerlach (on ver. 28):

By silence a fool abates sometliing of his sense-

lessness, and since he gets the opportunity to

collect himself and to reflect, a beginning of

wisdom is developed in him.

y) Admonition to affability, fidelity in friendship, and the other virtues of social life.

Chap. XVIII.

1 He that separateth himself seeketh his own i^leasure

;

against all counsel doth he rush on.

2 A fool hath no delight in understanding,

but that his heart may reveal itself.

3 When wickedness cometh then cometh contempt,

aud with shameful deeds reproach.

4 Deep waters are the words of man's mouth

;

the fountain of wisdom is a flowing brook.

5 To have regard to the wicked is not good,

(nor) to oppress the righteous in judgment.
6 The lips of the fool engage in strife,

and his mouth calleth for stripes.

7 The mouth of the i'ool is his destruction,

and his lips are a snare to his soul.

8 The words of a slanderer are words of sport,

but they go down into the innermost parts of the body.

9 He also who is slothful in his work
is brother to the destroyer.
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10 A strong tower is the name of Jehovah

;

the righteous ruuueth to it and is safe.

11 The possessions of the rich are his strong city,

and as a high wall in his own conceit.

12 Before destruction the heart of man is haughty,

and before honor is humility.

13 He that answereth before he hath heard,

it is folly and shame to him.

14 The spirit of a man will sustain his infirmity,

but a wounded spirit—who can bear?

15 An understanding heart gaineth knowledge,

and the ear of the wise seeketh knowledge.

16 A man's gift maketh room for him,

and bringeth him before the great.

17 He that is first is righteous in his controversy;

then Cometh his neighbor and searcheth him out.

18 The lot causeth contentions to cease,

and decideth between the mighty.

19 A brother resisteth more than a strong city,

and (such) contentions are as the liars of a palace.

20 With the fruit of a man's mouth shall his body be satisfied;

with the revenue of his lips shall he be filled.

21 Death and life are in the power of the tongue

;

he that loveth it shall eat its fruit.

22 Whoso findeth a wife findeth a good thing,

and shall obtain favor of Jehovah.

23 The poor shall use entreaties,

and the rich will answer roughly.

24 A man of (many) friends will prove himself base,

but there is a friend that sticketh closer than a brother.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1.—It would perhaps be admissible with Hitzig (following the LXX and Tulg.) to exchange niXH/ for the rarer

njXh*? ("Judg. xiv. 4), from which we should obtain the meaning "He that separateth himself seeketh after an occasion

(of Strife);" Vulg.: Occasimies quserit, qui vult recedere ab amico. For the use of Vp^ with 3 see also Job x. 6. [The E.

V. in the text understands the 3 as indicating the condition, and so supplying the motive of the seeker; the reading of the

margin is "according to his desire." H., N., S., M., etc., agree with our author in connecting it with the object desired.

The views of commentators, which are very div..u-se, may be ibaml in coiisideiable number in Muenscher, in loco.—A.]

Ver. 3.—Instead of JJt^T we shall be obliged, wiih J. D. Micuaelis, Hitzig, Umbreit, dc, to point J,'C?1 as the parallel

?l7p (i. e., "infamy, infamous conduct," turpiludo) indicates.

A'er. 6.—[A masc. verb again with the fem. noun 'jIBty, as in ver. 2; x. 21, 32; xv. 7.—A.]

Ver. 10.—Without any necessity Hitzig proposes to read •IT instead of V-IIN and to translate " by it (the name of
T I T

Jehovah) riseth up hiah." [Rueetschi (as above, p. 147) concurs in rejecting both TTitzig's emendation and his conception

of the proposition. He justifies by examples like 1 Kings x 26; 1 Sara xxv. 26; Joshua xxiii. 7, efc, the use of 2 after

verbs of motion,—and suggests that the concluding participle marks the quicic and sure result of the preceding

act.—A.j

Ver. 17.—The K'ri' X3-1 ; the K'thibh is perhaps more appropriately XD'.
T ,

T .

A'er. 19.—The LXX aud Vulg. appear to liave read ^'U'lJ Oor;eou>ecos, adjnvattir) instead of ^'D'D J ; Hitzig proposes

to read by emendation J'tyi) THN, " to shut out siu is better than a strong tower," etc.

Ver. 24.—JJ^^nnn*?, which is probably to be derived from the root
J7"1, J7>'"1,

and to be regarded as the reflexive

of the Intensive forni (comp. the Niphal form n'lT. chap. xi. 10), must have the copula riTI supplied to give a full verbal
•'- T T

sense (comp. chap. xix. 8): it therefore means '-is to prove himself base, serves for thi.s, to show liimself base (i. c, here

specifically an uuwortliy comrade, a bad friend)." The alliteration which is doubtless intentional between D'^'l and

^J?i"ir\n led even the early translators (Syr., Clinld., Vulg., and also Theodot.) to derive the latter word from n>n. asso-

dare, and accordingly to explain it by "to make one's self a friend, to cultivate friendly intercourse" (comp. Vs. Ixv. 4).

So recently Hitzig :
" There are companions for sociability,"—for hu also reads t^' (or l^H, Mic. vi. 10) for t^'N, appealing

to the Syr. and Chald., who appear to have read the text in the same way. [Bott. supports this emendation or re.storation

(? 458, 2,) and proposes wiiliout asserting tlm derivatijn of ibe verb from ^'1, as a denominative (g 1120. 2^]. lint

jy'X is proved to bo original by the Vulg., Theodoket, etc.; and between clauses a and 6 there appears to be a proper an-
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tithesis and Tint merely a cliiii;ix. Tliis strictly antithetic relation is also iiiturl'tM-t'il \vi;h by the method of explanatioa

adopted by those wlio, liko Ujibreit, Elster, etc., render tlie verb liy '• ruin thelll^elves, make tliemselves trouble ;" ( Ewald's
conception resembles this, except as it has a stul more artificial double import must be a friend to trouble ") ; the result

lollows no less Irom the derivation from I'-ll, juOilare (so the Vers. Veuet.: dcijp <{>t.\<av uitrTc a\a\d^ei.v, and of recent in-

terpreters Hensler :
" He tliat hath friends may exult ").

[Of the English commentators Holden reimers -'is ready to be ruined;" Noyes, "brings upon himself luin;" Stuakt,

"will show himself as base;" Muenscher, "will lie mined;" \V:)rds\vorth, "fur Ins own deslructioii,—his late is not to be

helped by his many friends, but to be ruined by tliein." Of tlie (iermaus not cited by Z., De Wette, '-hat viH Uinrjmrj zu

scinem UnUrgang ;'^ Bertheau, "w< um sich als scldeclilen zu erwtisen ;" Ki.ue.,"' so wird euiem iibelmitgesjiiell;" t^vunaT,

"muss sich als schlecht erweisen."—A.]

EXEGETICAL.

1. Ver. 1-9. Against unsociableness, love of

controversy, and other ways in which an uncha-

ritable and foolish disposition manifests itself—
He that separateth himself seeketh after

his desire, i. e. he who in an unsocial and
misanthropic spirit separates himself from
intercourse with others, will as a general

rule hold in his eye only the satisfaction of his

own pleasure and his own selfish interest.

—

Against all counsel (wisdom) doth he rush
on, i. e. against all wise and prudent counsel

(comp. iii. 21) he sets himself, and will hear

nothing of it. In respect to the verb, comp.
remarks on xvii. 14. Uitzig in this passage as

in that holds to the signification which he liiere

assumes, and therefore translates, " Against all

that is fortunate (?) he gnashes his teeth."

Ver. 2. Compare similar censures of the lo-

quacity of fools, and their delight in their own
discourse, as they prefer above all besides to

hear themselves speak, and gladly display every-

where their imagined wisdom,—in passages like

xii. 23 ; xiii. 1(5 ; xv. 2, cfc.

Ver. 3. When wickedness cometh then
Cometh contempt. For the sent-iment comp.
xi. 2.

Ver. 4. Deep waters are the words of
man's mouth. "Doep,"i. e. hard to fathom
and exhaust (xx. 5; Eccles. vii. 24). This is true,

naturally, only of the words of discreet and
wise men, who, according to the parallel in

clause b, are evidently alone intended here.

Only they indeed can be called a "flowing

brook," i. e. a brook never drying up, one always
pouring forth an abundant supply of refreshing

water; compare a similar phrase in Am. v. 24.

Others regard the meaning of the second clause

as contrasted with the iirst, as they either define
" deep waters " in a bad sense, of dark, obscure,

enigmatical words (Dodeulein, Ziegler), or, in

spite of the parallel in xx. 5, read O'DO^'O 'D

instead of Q'PPJ?. D]0, and understand " waters

of excavation," and think of the contrast be-

tween cistern waters which readily fail, and a

genuine spring of water, Jer. ii. 13 (so Hitzig).

Ver. 5. To have regard to the w^icked is

not good. The last phrase used as in xvii. 26.

The first, lit., " to lift up, to show respect to the

face of some one" (LXX: davfiaaai rrpoauTrov'), as

in Lev. xix. 15 ; Dent. x. 17, f/c. [Z. renders still

more specifically "to take part, to take sides,"

etc.J.—With clause b comp. xvii. 23; Isa. x. 2;

Am. ii. 7, etc.; with the sentiment as a whole,

xvii. 15.

Vers. 6 and 7 are in close connection ; for the

former comp. xix. 29; for the latter, xiii. 3.

To the idea, which occurs in the parallel pas-

sage also, of " destruction, or ruin," there is

here added by way of exemplification the figure

of a " snare," as employed by huntsmen; comp.

xii. 13; xiii. 14; xiv. 27.

Ver. 8 The w^ords of a slanderer are as
words of sport. The slanderer, or backbiter,

as in xvi. 28. The predicative epithet D'OH^rO

is here, as also in xxvi. 22, where the whole

verse is literally repeated, very variously inter-

preted. It is most obvious to go back to a root

DPI? assumed to be cognate with nn7, "to play,

to sport " (comp. remarks on xxvi. 10), and ac-

cordingly to find contrasted the design of the

inconsiderate words of the backbiter, intended,

as it were, sportively, and their deeply pene-

trating and sorely wounding power (see clause

b). ISo C. B. Micn.vELis, Bertheau, Elster,
e/c. Others explain ditl'erently : e. i^.

Schultexs,
Umbreit (following the Arabic), as " dainty

morsels" [so Gesen., Db W., N., M., W.] ; Ew-
ALD, "as if whispering;" Hitzig, "like soft

airs;" [Fuerst, "like murmured, mysterious,

oracular words ;" while the rendering given in

the E. v., as also by some commentators, sup-

poses a transposition of the radical consonants

(for D/H); Bertheau and Stuart agree sub-

stantially with our author. The whole matter is

conjectural, the word occurring in the Hebrew
Scriptures but twice, and no sure analogy exist'

ing for our guidance.—A.]—Into the inner-
most parts of the body, lit., "into the cham-
bers," elc. ; comp. xx. 27, 30; xxvi. 22.

Ver. 9. He also w^ho is slothful in his

work is brother of the destroyer, lit., " of

the master of destruction,"—for the participle

form iTniyO is here impersonal as in Ezek. v. IG :

"the master of destruction" means "the de-

stroyer " (xxviii. 23) and here the squanderer,

who wastes his possessions, the dissipans sua

opera (Vulg.), and not the highway robber or the

captain of banditti as Hofmann, Schriflbeiv. XL,

2, 377, maintains.

2. Vers. 10-16. Seven proverbs of miscellane-

ous import, referring especially to confidence in

God, and humility as the only true wisdom.—

A

Strong tow^er is Jehovah's name; i. e. the

revealed essence of God, His revelation of Him-
self in the history of salvation, with its blessed

results, shows itself to those who confide in it,

who in a childlike spirit submit themselves to its

guidance, as a stronghold securely protecting

them (soPs. Ixi.B (4).) [Kueetschi: "Thename
always designates Himself, as man knows Ilim,

as he receives Him to his knowledge and faith,

and bears Him in his heart. It is precisely what

man knows of God that is for him a strong tower.

When man stumbles or falters it is precisely be-

cause he has not run to this refuge, has, as it

were, not reminded himself where his strong
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tower is"].—The righteous runnetli to it

and is safe, lit., "aiul is lifted up," i. e. gains

a high and at the same time sheltered station,

where the shafts of his enemies can do hiui no

harm. Comp. another form of the same verb in

xxix. 2-5.

Ver. 11. With clause a comp. x. 15.

—

And as

a high wall in his own conceit. iiT3:7p3

(comp. Ts. l.Kxiii. 7) the old Vers. Venet. renders

quite correctly by ev <pav7aaia ahrjiv, while the

Vulg., the Chald., etc., read in3t:/03, "in his

enclosure," an expression which would be super-

fluous with the "high wall." [Fuerst, starting

from this ideh, of figured or carved work, furni-

ture, etc , understands the allusion to be to a

"hall of state." Neither the simple meaning

nor the complicated construction seems admissi-

ble ; "and as behind a high wall is he in his

hall of state."—A.]
Ver. 12. Withrt compare xvi. 18; with b, xv. 33.

Ver. 13. Compare Ecclesiast. xi. 8.

Ver. 14. The spirit of a man w^ill sustain
his infirmity, lit., "supports his sickness."

The spirit that does this is naturally a strong,

courageous spirit (comp. Num. xxvii. 18), the

opposite of a "smitten" spirit, which rather

needs, according to the second clause, that one

sustain it. Furthermore the n?"! in clause a is

used as a masculine, because it here appears en-

gaged in the performance of manly action ; in

clause b, on the contrary, as a feminine, because

it is represented as powerless and suffering.

Ver. 15. Comp. xiv. 38; xv. 14.

—

The ear of
the wise seeketh know^ledge. The ear here

comes into consideration as an organ working in

the service of the heart; for it is properly only

the heart that pursues the acquisition of wisdom,

and which actually acquires it.—not indeed with-

out the co-operative service of tiie senses (espe-

cially hearing, as the symbol and organ of obe-

dience, Ps. xl. 7).

Ver. 16. A man's gift maketh room for

him [and nowhere more than in the East; see

e. g. Thomson's Land and Bonk. XL, 2S, 369].

?r>'D here and in xix. 6 undoubtedly equivalent to
I T ~

inii' in chap. xvii. 8, and therefore used of law-

ful presents, and proofs of generosity, whose
beneficent results are here emphasized, as also

there, without any incidental censure or irony

(as many of the old expositors, and also Umbreit
hold). Altogether too far-fetched is Hitzig's

idea that the "gift" is here "spiritual endow-
ments or abilities," and is therefore substantially

like the xApi'^."f- of the N. T.

3. Vers. 17-21. Ag.iinst love of contention and
misuse of tlie tongue.

—

He that is first is

righteous in his controversy ;
i. e-. one thinks

tliat, he is altogetlier and only right in a disputed

matter,— then sud<lenly comes the other and
searches him out, i. e. forces him to a new exami-

nation of the matter at issue, and so brings the

truth to light, viz. that the first was after all not

right. Comp. the same verb in xxviii. 11 ; also

Job xxix. 16, where however the investigator is

the judge, and not one of the two cantending

parties.

Ver 18. Comp. xvi. 3.3.—And decidethbe-
tw^een the mighty, /. e. it keeps from hostile

collision those who in reliance on their physical
strength are specially inclined to quarrel. Comp.
Heb. vi. 16, where a like salutary influence is

claimed for the judicial oath as here for the lot.

Ver. 19. A brother (estranged) resisteth
more than a strong city. The participle

>'i^£)J, which, according to the accents, is predi-

cate of the clause, is to be taken in the sense of
"setting one's self in opposition, resisting."

Now a brother who resisteth or defieth more
than a strong city is necessarily an alienated or
litigious brother. Furthermore the whole con-
nection of the verse points to this closer limita-
tion of the idea of "brother," and especially
the second clause, which aims to represent the
difficulty of subduing the passion once set

free, under the figure of the bars of a fortress,

hard to thrust back or to burst.

Ver. 20. Comp. xii. 14; xiii. 2.

Ver. 21. Death and life are in the power
of the tongue. Comp. James iii. 5 sq. ; and
also the Egyptian proverb: y'/foaaa rvxri. yluaaa
6ai/j.uv (Pi.uTARcii, Is. p. 378).

—

He thatloveth
it shall eat of its fruit; /. e. he that suitably
employs himself with it, employs much diligence
in using it in discourse, whether it be with good
or bad intent, as ev/^oyibv or KaKn?.()-}(Jr, blessing
or cui-sing, (James iii. 9; comp. 1 Cor. xii. 3),
will experience in himself the effects of its use
or its abuse. Against the one-sided application

of this "loving the tongue" to loquacity (Hit-
ziG), is to be adduced the double nature of the
expression in the first clause, as well as the ana-
logy of the preceding verse.—The LXX (ol npa-

Tovvreg avrf/g) seem to have read ri'm^^ (those

laying hold upon it) instead of iT^nX, but this

reading can hardly have been the original;

comp. rather viii. 17, where the verb "to love"
expresses essentially the same idea as here,

that of a cherishing and cultivating or careful

developing.

4. Vers. 22-24. Of conjugal, neighborly and
frieiully affection.—Whoso findeth a wife
findeth a good thing. It is naturally a good
wife that is meant, a partner and head of the

household such as she should be, a wife who
really stands by her hu.sband's side as a "help-
meet for him" (Gen. ii. 18, 20). The epithet

"good," which the LXX, Vulg , etc., express, is

therefore superfluous (comp. also xix. 14; xxxi.

10), and is probably quite as little an element in

the original as that which in the same version is

appended to our verse: "He that putleth away
a good wife putteth away happiness, and he that

keepeth an adulteress is foolish and ungoiily."

With clause b compare furthermore iii. 13; xii.

2; Ecclesiast. xxvi. 3. [Arxot's view is more
defensible: The text which intimates that a pru-
dent wife is from the Lord tells a truth, but it is

one of the most obvious of truths: the text

which intimates that a wife is a favor fi-om the

Lord, without expresslj' stipulating for licr per-

sonal character, goes higher up in the hi!^tory

of providence, and deeper into the wisdom of

God. So substantially Mcffet, L.vwsox and
others].

Ver. 23. The poor useth entreaties, but
the rich answereth roughly, lit., " opposeth
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hard things " (contrasted with the supplications

of clause «). Comp. the similar proverbs di-

rected against tlie hardness of heart of the rich :

chap. xiv. 21 ; xvii. 5.

Ver. 24. A man of many friends will
prove himsslf base. The "man of friends."

of many friends, the "friend of all the world,"

will show himself a bad friend,—he with whom
is contrasted in clause b the instance which is

indeed rare and isolated, of a true friendly love,

whicli endures in every extremity (xvii. 17), and
even surpasses the devotion of oae who is a
brother by nature. See Critical notes for an
exhibition of the many meanings found in the

verse, etc.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL, HOMILETIC
AND PRACTICAL.

That the chapter before us treats mainly of the

virtues of social life, of sociability, affability,

love of friends, compassion, etc., appears not

merely from its initial and concluding sentences,

the first of which is directed against misanthro-
pic selfishness, the latter against thoughtless

and inconstant universal friendship, or seeming
friendship, but also from the various rebukes
which it contains of a contentious, quarrelsome
and partizan disposition, e. g. vers. 5, 6, 8, 17-21.

But in addition, most of the propositions that

seem to be more remote, may be brought under
this general category of love to neighbors as tlie

living basis and sum of all social virtues ; so

especially the testimonies against wild, foolish

talking (vers. 2, 7, 13, comp. 4 and 15); that

against bold impiety, proud dispositions and
hardness of heart against the poor (vers. 3, 12,

23) ; that against slothfulness in the duties of

one's calling, foolish confidence in earthly riches,

and want of true moral courage and confidence

in God (vers. 9-11; comp. 14). Nay, even the

commendation of a large liberality as a means
of gaining for one's self favor and influence in

human society (ver. 16), and likewise the praise

of an excellent mistress of a family, are quite

closely connected with this main subject of the

chapter, which admonishes to love toward one's

fellow-men; they only show the many-sided
completeness with which this theme is here
treated.

[Ch.\lmeks :—Verse 2 is a notabilo. Let me
restrain the vanity or the excessive appetite for

sympathy which inclines me to lay myself bare
before my fellow-men.

—

Lawson (on ver. 13) :
—

"Ministers of the word of God are instructed by
this rule, not to be rash with their mouths to

utter anything as the word of God in the pulpit,

but to consider well what they are to say in the

name of tlie Lord ; and to use due deliberation

and inquiry before they give their judgment in

cases of conscience, lest they should make sins

and duties which God never made, e/c."].

Therefore as a homily on the chapter as a

whole:—Of love (true love for the sake of God
and Christ) as the "bond of perfectness," which
must enfold all men, and unite them in one fel-

lowsliip of the children of God.—Or again: On
the dilference between true and false friendship

(with special reference to ver. 24.)

—

Stocker:—
Against division (alienation, contention) between

friends. Its main causes are: 1) Within the
sphere of the Church impiety (vers. 1-4) ; 2j
Within the sphere of civil life, pride and injus-

tice (vers. 5-10) ; 3) In domestic life, want of
love (vers. 19-24).

—

Calwer Ilandbuch :—Testimony
against the faults which chiefly harm human so-

ciety.

Vers. 1-9. Geier (on ver. 1) :—Love of sepa-
ration [singularitatis studium) is the source of

most contentions in Church and State.—(On ver.

4) :—Eloquence is a noble thing, especially when
its source is a lieart hallowed by tiie Holy Ghost.—Berleburg Bible:—When the soul has once at-

tained steadfastness in God, then words go forth

from the moutli like deep waters, to instruct

others and to help them; for it is a spring of
water, inasmuch as the soul is in the Fountain.—Starke (on ver. 6) :—Calumniators do not
merely often start contentions; they themselves
seldom escape unsmitten.

—

Von Gerlach (on
ver. 9) :—Slothfulness leads to the same end as

extravagance.
Vers. 10-16. Von Gerlach (on ver. 10):—The

name of Jehovah (He that is) reveals to us His
eternally immutable essence; in this there is

given to mutable man living here in time the

firmest ground of confidence, by which he may
hold liimself upright in trouble.

—

Starke (on
ver. 11):—Money and property can, it is true,

accomplish much in outwaid matters ; but in the
hour of temptation and in the day of judgment
it is all merely a broken reed.— [Briuges (on
vers. 10, 11):—Every man is as his trust. A
trust in God communicates a divine and lofty

spirit. We feel that we are surrounded with
God, and dwelling on high with Him. A vain
trust brings a vain and proud heart—^the imme-
diate forerunner of ruin.

—

Bates (on ver. 10,

11) :—Covetousness deposes God, and places the

world, the idol of men's heads and hearts, on
His throne ; it deprives Him of His regalia. His
royal prerogatives, etc. The rich man will trust

God no further than according to visible supplies

and means].

—

Zeltner (on ver. 14) :—Wouldst
thou have a sound body ; then see to it that thou
hast a joyful lieart and a good courage, a heart

which is assured of the grace of God and well

content with His fatherly ordaining.— [T. Adams
(on ver. 14) : The pain of the body is but the

body of pain ; the very soul of sorrow is the

sorrow of the soul.—Flavel:—No poniards are

so mortal as the wounds of conscience.

—

Water-
L.\ND :—On the misery of a dejected mind].

Vers. 17-21. [Lord Bacon (on ver. 17) :—In
every cause the first information, if it have dwelt
for a little in the judge's mind, takes deep root,

and colors and takes possession of it ; insomuch
that it will hardly be washed out, unless either

some clear falsehood be detected, or some deceit

in the statement thereof .^Arxot :—Self-love

is the twist in the lieart within, and self-interest

is the side to which the variation irom right-

eousness steadily tends in fallen and distorted

nature.]

—

Stauke (on ver. 17):—He that hath

a just cause is well pleased when it is thoroughly

examined ; for his innocence comes out the more
clearly to view.

—

Zeltner (on ver. 19) :—The
sweeter the wine the sharper the vinegar; ac-

cordingly the greater the love implanted by
nature, the more bitter the hate where this love
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is violated.—[TRAPp(onver. 19):—No war breaks
out sooner or lasts longer, than that among
divines, or as that, about the sacrament ; a sacra-

ment of love, a communion, and yet the occasion,

by accident, of much dissension].

—

Tabimjen

Bible (on ver. 20, 21) :—Speali and be silent at

the right time and in the divine order, and thou

shall be wise and blessed.

Ver. 22. Luther (marginal note on ver. 22)

:

The married who is truly Christian knows that,

even though sometimes things are badly matched,

still his marriage relation is well pleasing to

God, as His creation and ordinance ; and what
he therein does or endures, passes as done or

suffered for God.

—

Stocicer : Praise of an ex-

cellent wife [prohmconjugis comniendatio) : 1) how
such a one may be found; 2) what blessing her

husband has in her.

—

Zeltner: The great mys-
tery of Christ and His church (Eph. v. 32) must
ever be to married Christians the type and model

of their relation.

—

Von Gerlach : The great

blessing of a pious wife can only be found, not
won or gained by one's own merit.

Vers. 2.3, 24. Starke (on ver. 23): If poor
men must often enough knock in vain at the
doors and hearts of the rich of this world, this

should be to them only an impulse, to plead and
to call the more on God who surely hears them.
(On vers. 24): Pour out your heart before the
Lord in every extremity ; He is a friend whose
friendship never dies out.

—

Von Gerlach (oa
ver. 24) : The number of one's friends is not the
thing,—they are often false, unfaithful, and for-

sake us in misfortunn. Let none despair for that

reason; tliere are Iriends who are more closely

and intimately joini'il to us than even brothers.—
[Arnot: The brother and the friend are, through
the goodness of God, with more or less of imper-
fection, often found among our fellows; but they
are complete only in Him who is the fellow of
the Almighty.]

6) Admonition to humility, mildness, and gentleness.

Chap. XIX.

1 Better is the poor that walketh in his integrity

than he that is perverse in speech and is a fooL

2 Where the soul hath no knowledge there likewise is no good,

and he that is of a hasty foot goeth astray.

3 The foolishness of man ruiueth his way,

yet against Jehovah is his heart angry.

4 Wealth maketh many friends,

but the poor is parted from his friend.

5 A false witness shall not go unpunished,

and he that speaketh lies shall not escape.

6 Many court the favor of the noble,

and every one is friend to him that giveth.

7 All the brethren of the poor hate him,

how much more doth his acquaintance withdraw ;

—

he seeketh words (of friendship) and there are none.

8 He that getteth understanding loveth his soul,

he that keepeth wisdom shall find good.

9 A false witness shall not go unpunished,

he that speaketh lies sliall perish.

10 Luxury becometh not the fool,

much less that a servant rule over princes.

11 The discretion of a man delayeth his anger,

and it is his glory to pass over a transgression.

12 The king's wrath is as the roaring of a lion,

but as dew upon the grass is his favor.

13 A foolish son is trouble upon trouble to his father,

and the contentions of a wife tire a continual dropping.

14 House and riches are an inheritance from fathers,

but from Jehovah cometh a prudent wife.
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15 Slothfulness sinketh into inaction,

and an idle soul shall hunger.

16 He that keepeth the commandment keepeth his soul,

he that despiseth his ways shall die.

17 He lendeth to the Lord, that hath pity on the poor,

and his bounty will He requite for him.

18 Correct thy son while there is still hope,

but to slay him thou shalt not seek.

19 A man of great wrath suffereth punishment,

for if thou wardest it off thou must do it again.

20 Hearken to counsel and receive instruction,

that thou niayest be wise afterward.

21 There are many devices in a man's heart,

but Jehovah's counsel, that shall stand.

22 A man's delight (glory) is his beneficence,

and better is a poor man than a liar.

23 The fear of Jehovah tendeth to life;

one abideth satisfied, and cannot be visited of evil.

24 The slothful thrusteth his hand in the dish,

and will not even raise it to his mouth again.

25 Smite the scorner and the simple will be wise,

reprove the prudent and he will understand wisdom.
26 He that doeth violence to his father, and chaseth away his motlier,

/

is a son that bringeth shame and causeth disgrace.

27 Cease, my son, to hear instruction

to depart from the words of wisdom.
28 A worthless witness scoffeth at judgment,

and the mouth of the wicked devoureth mischief.

29 Judgments are prepared for scorners,

and stripes for the back of fools.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 15. AU'igether unnecessarily HiTzia proposes to read TDj"1 instead of TSH and Dmn instead ol
. _ ' T :

nOT^n, and translates " slutlitulue:^ gives tasteless herbs to eat." [K. calls this a "remarkable alteration of the text;"
T ••

:

-

and BUEETSCHI pronounces it "nothing but a shrewd fancy of Hitzig's"].

Ver. 16. Instead of the K'thibh iTD-l') "shall be put to death," (the familiar expression of the Mosaic law for the

infliction of the death penalty), the K'ri reads more mildly j"|!|0'. which is probably original in chap. xv. 10, but not
T

here.—Instead of TlTI^ IIitzig reads in accordance with Jer. iii. 13 TI13 : " He that scattereth his ways," but by this

process reaches a meaning undoubtedly much too artificial, which furthermore is not sufficiently justified by an appeal to
xi. 21 ; Job xxxi. 7. [While Gesen. makes the primary meaning of PITS " to tread under foot," Fuerst makes it "to

T T
scatter, divide, waste," and interprets the " dividing one's ways" as a want of conformity to the one established worstiip.
This is in his view the antithesis to ' keeping the cummandment." The only other passage in which he finds this literal

meaning of the verb is Ps. Ixxiii. 20, wht-re Dii Wettb (see Coram, in loco) admits that this would be a simpler completion
of the verse, but thinks himself obliged to take the verb, as has usually been done, in the sense of '• despise." Fuerst's
rendering and antithesis seem preferable.—A.].

Ver. 19. Instead of the K'thibh ^TJ (which would probably require to be explained by "hard" or " frequent," as
T :

ScHULTENS and Ewald explain it from the Arabic), we must give the preference to the K'ri, which also has the support of

the early translators [Fuerst takes the same view]. Uitzig's emendation, 70j instead of '71J1 (he that dealeth in
T :

anger) is therefore superfliious.

Ver. 23. J?1
" Calamity, evil" is attached to the passive verb TpD' as an accusative of more exact limitation.

—

UlTZlG reads instead of TJi)'' nn£3', so that the resulting meaning is :
" one stretches himself (?) rests, fears no

sorrow "
(?).

Vur. 25. n'Znn in clause 6 is either to be regarded as an unusual Imperative form (= nDID), [so B., M., S.], or,

which is probably preferal le, as a finite verb with an indefinite pronoun to be supplied as its subject (rt^, quisquam, EiiKr,

one); so Meeckb, Hiizig. [Fuerst calls it an Inf. coustr., and BoTT. would without hesitation read n'Dlj^ (2 1051,

d).-A.].

Ver. 27. HiTzic, alters _J^"bu?7 to "['OB'S which .according to Arabic analogies is to be interpreted " to be rebellious,

to reject."
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EXEGETICAL.

1. Ver. 1-7. Aclmon. ions to meekness and ten-

derness as they are to be munifested especially

toward tlie poor.—Better is a poor man that

walketh in his integrity than he that is

perverse in speech and is a fool. The

"crooked in lips" (comp. the crooked or per-

verse in heart, xi. 20; xvii. 120) is here doubtless

the proud man who haughtily and scornfully mis-

uses his lips; for to refer the expression to

strange and false utterances is less natural on

account of Jhe antithesis to " the poor " in clause

a. The ideas contrasted are on the one hand

that of the "poor" and therefore humble, and
«' perverse of lips," and on the other hand the pre-

dicates to these conceptions, "walking in inno-

cence," and the "fool" {i. e., foolish and un-

godly at the same time, the direct opposite of

humble innocence). There is therefore no need

of substituting some such word as TLy;^ (rich,

mighty) for Vp3 (the fool), as the Syr., Vulg.

and HiTziG do, nor yet of conceiving of the fool as

the "rich fool," as most of the later interpreters

judge. Chap, xxviii. 6, where, with a perfect

identity in the first clauses, the "rich" is after-

ward mentioned instead of the "fool," cannot de-

cide the meaning of this latter expression, because

the second member differs in other respects also

from that of the proverb before us, "his ways"
being mentioned instead of "his lips."

Ver. 2. Where the soul hatli no knoTV-

ledge there likewise is no good. DJ, also,

stands separated by Ilijperbaton from the word

to which it immediately relates, as in chap. xx.

11 (see remarks above on xiii. 10) ; the " not-

knowing" of the soul, is by the parallel "of
hasty foot," in clause b, more exactly defined as

a want of reflection and consideration; the soul

finally, is here essentially the desiring soul, or

if one chooses, the "desire," the very longing

after enjoyment and possession (comp. xiii. 2;

xvi. 26). So likewise " he that hasteth with bis

feet" is undoubtedly to be conceived of as one

striving fiercely and passionately for wealth
;

comp. the " hasting to be rich," chap, xxvii. 20,

and also 1 Tim. vi. 9, 10.

Ver. 3. The foolishness of man ruineth

his Tvay. The verb ^^D is not " to make rug-

ged or uneven" (Umbreit, Elster) but prsecipi-

tare, " to hurl headlong, throw prostrate, bring

suddenly down," which is its ordinary meaning;

comp. xiii. G ; xxi. 12. The verb in clause b is

to rage, to murmur, /. e., here to accuse Jehovah

as the author of the calamity ; comp. Ex. xvi. 8;

Lam. iii. 39; Ecclesiast. xv. 11 sq.

Ver. 4. Comp. xiv. 20; also, below, vers. 6 sq.

—But the poor is parted from his friend,

that is, because the latter wishes to have no fur-

ther acquaintance with him, separates his way
wholly from hiin; comp. ver. 7, b.

Ver. 5. A false witness shall not go un-
punished; comp. xvii. 5. and for the exi)ression

"ultereth or breatheth out lies" in clause b,

comp. chap. vi. 19; xiv. 5. The entire proverb

occurs again in ver. 9, literally repeated as far

as the " shall not escape " at the conclusion, for

which in the second instance there appears
" shall perish." HnziG it is true proposes also

the exchange for the phrase "he that speaketh
lies " in 9, b, " he that breatheth out evil ;" but
t lie LXX can hardly be regarded as sufficiently

reliable witnesses for the originality of this di-

vergent reading.

Ver. G. Many court the favor of the no-
ble, lit. "stroke the face," i. e., flatter him (Job
xi. 19) who is noble and at the same time liberal,

him who is of noble rank (not precisely "a
prince " in the specific sense, Elster) and at the
same time of noble disposition, comp. xvii. 7, 26.

If accordingly the "noble" expresses something
morally valuable and excellent, the "gift" in

clause b cannot express anj'thing morally repre-
hensible, but must rather be employed in the

sauv5 good sense as in xviii. 16. "The man of

a gift " will therefore be the generous, he who
gives cheerfully, and the " aggregate " or

"mass" of friends (r?.!^ '3) whom he se-

cures by his gifts, will be lawfully gained friends

and not bribed or hired creatures. The right

conception is expressed as early as the transla-

tion of the Vulg., while the LXX, Chald. and Syr.,

embodying the common assumption which finds

in the verse a censure of unlawful gifts for bri-

bery, go so far as to read J,*'in~73 " every

wicked man " (na^ 6 Kanuc, etc.).

Ver. 7. Comp. ver. 4, b.—How much more
do his acquaintance w^ithdraw^ from him.
^"}0 (comp. remarks on chap. xii. 26) we shall

be obliged to fake here as an abstract with a col-

lective sense (" his friendship "^ his friends),

for only in this way is the plural of the verb to

be explained (for which Hitzig arbitrarily pro-

poses to write Pn")').—He seeketh words (of

friendship)—and there are none. In some
such way as this we must explain the third

clause, with which this verse seems remarkably
enriched (comp. Umbreit and Elster on the
passage) ; the K'thibh is to be adhered to, [so

Bott. II., p. 60, n. 4) which evidently gives a

better meaning than the K'ri, IPI lS in interpret-

ing which so as to conform to the context ex-
positors have vainly labored in many ways (c. ff.

Ewald: "he that seeketh words, to him they
belong;" in like manner Bertueau).—The LXX
instead of this third clause, which does indeed
stand in an exceptional form, like the fragmen-
tary remnant of a longer proverb, have two whole
verses; the second of these: 6 tvcMo. KaKorroiuv

TE?.eaioi>pyEl KaKiav, ug 6e epsdO^ei ?.6ynvg, ov aw&fj-

aerai ["he that does much harm perfects mis-
chief; and he that uses provoking words shall

not escape:" Brenton's Transl. of the LXX],
seems at least to come tolerably near to the ori-

ginal sense of the passage. Hitzio through se-

veral emendations obtains from this the sense

" He that is after gossip hatchetli mischief,

hunting after words which are nothing."

Otiiers, as Bertueau, c. ff., infer from the ov

cw^'/aerat of the LXX, that the original text in-

stead of ri?Sn X7 (they are not) exhibited

£373] X7 (shall not escape), but they supply
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no definite proof tli:it, tliis is original. At an.y

rate we must eoncluile tliat our present text is

defective, iaasniuck as verses of three members

in the main division of tlie Book of Proverbs

wliich is now before us occur nowhere else.

(This is otherwise, it is true, in Division I.; see

remarlvs above on chap. vii. 22, 23, and also in

the supplement of Hezekiah's men: Comp. In-

trod.. ?^ 14).

2. Vers. 8-17. Further admonitions to mild-

ness, patience, pity, and other prominent mani-

festations of true wisdom.—He that getteth

understanding (comp. xv. 32) loveth his

soul; comp. the opposite, viii. 36; xxix. 2-4.

For the construction of the predicate 3i£3 X)^p7

in clause b compare notes on xviii. 24 ; for the

expression of chap. xvi. 20, etc.

Ver. 9. Comp. notes on ver. 5.

Ver. 10. Luxury becometh not the fool.

Comp. xvii. 7 ; xxvi. 1 ; and for clause b, xxx.

22; Eccles. x. 7; Ecclesiast. xi. 5.—Inasmuch as

luxury naturally and originally belongs only to

princes and the like exalted personages, clause b

stands as the climax of a. That "servants rule

over princes " will, it is true, not readily occur

among common slaves in their relation to their

masters ; it may however the more easily happen
at the courts of oriental despots, who frequently

enough exalt their favorites of humble rank
above all the nobles of the realm.

Ver. 11. The discretion of a man delay-
eth his anger, makes him patient, lit. "length-

ens, prolongs liis anger," [in the sense of defers

rather than extends it ; his patience is what is

"lengthened out " and not his passion]; comp.
Isa. xlviii. 9, as well as chap. xiv. 17, above, in

regard to impatience as the token of a fool.

—

And his glory is to pass over transgression,
lit., "to go away over transgression," comp.
Mic. vii. 18.

Ver. 12. Roaring like that of a lion is the
v/rath of a king ; comp. xxvi. 2 ; also xvi. 14

;

xxviii. 15. With the figure of the sweetly re-

freshing dew in clause b compare xvi. 15 ; Ps.

Ixxii. G.

Ver. 13. A foolish son is stroke upon
stroke to his father. The plural " troubles,

calamities," expresses the repetition, the suc-

cession of many calamities; Umbreit and HiT-
ziG therefore will translate " ruin upon ruin ;"

comp. also ZtEOLER " a sea of evils."

—

And the
brawling of a wife is a continual drop-
ping ;

for this latter phrase see also xxvii. 1-3;

a pertinent figure, reminding of the distilling of
the dew in 12, 6, although contrasted with it in

its impression. TJie scolding words of the bail

wife are as it were the single drops of the steady
rain, as her perpetual temper pours itself out.

Ver. 14. .Comp. xviii. 22, and the German and
English proverb according to which " marriages
Are made in heaven" ["a proverb which," says
Archbishop Trench, "it would have been quite
impossible for all antiquity to have produced, or
even remotely to have approached"].—Ver. 15.

Slothfulness sinketh into torpor ; lit.,

"causeth deep sleep to fall" (comp. Gen. ii. 21),
brings upon man stupor and lethargy; comp. vi.

9, 10.—With clause b compare x. 4; xii. 23.

—

Ver. 16. With clause a comp. xvi. 17 ; Eccles. viii.

5.

—

He that taketh no heed to his w^ays
shall die.—See critical notes.—Ver. 17.—With
clause a compare xiv. 31 ; with b, xii. 14; with

the general sentiment (which appears also in the

Ai-abic collection of Meidani), Eccles. xi. 1
;

Matth. XXV. 40; Luke vi. 30-85.

8. Vers. 18-21. Admonition to gentleness in

parents and children, with respect to the work
of education.

—

Correct thy son while there
is still hope,— that is, that he may reform and

come to the true life. This last phrase "while

there is hope" appears also in Job xi. 18 ; Jer.

xxxi. 16 sq.—With 6 compare xxiii. 13. [Rueet-

scHi calls attention to the deep import of this se-

cond clause, ordinarily misunderstood. It is not

a caution against excess of severity, but against

the cruel kindness that kills by withholding sea-

sonable correction. He suggests as further pa-

r.-iUels xiii. 24 ; iii. 12 ; xxii. 15 ; Ecclesiast. xxx.

l.-A.]
Ver. 19. A man of great wrath suffereth

punishment.—One "great of wrath" is one

wlio has great wrath (Dan. xi. 44; 2 Kings xx!i.

13); comp. .Ter. xxxii. 19 : "One gi-oat in coun-

sel."

—

For if thou wardest it off thou must

do it again.—For this use of /'^r}, lit., " deli-

ver,"—with reference to the ruinous action of

angi-y and contentious men specifically to " avert

or ward off" (Hitzig), comp. 2 Sam. xiv. 6.

[But this very passage favors more the common
rendering ; for the object is personal, which re-

quires the meaning "take away, i. e., deliver,"

while the rendering preferred by Z. and Hitzio

demands for the object the DJJ?, punishment,

of clause a. De W., B., N., S., M., W. agree

with this view, while K. supports the general

idea of Z.—A.] The last phrase can express

only the idea that such an interposition must be

frequently repeated, and therefore that in spite

of all efforts to the contrary the wrathful mau
must still at last fall into calamity and punish-

ment. The entire verse accordingly gives a rea-

son for the dissuasion in ver. 18 against too vio-

lent passion in the correction of disobedient

children [but see the supplementary note in re-

gard to the true meaning of clause i]
;
yet this

is not done in any such way that the " thou must

do it again" would refer to frequent corrections,

and so to the sure prospect of real reformation,

as many of the older expositors maintain.

Ver. 20. Comp. xii. 15. Afterward—lit., in

thy future, comp. Job iii. 7; xlii. 12.—Ver. 21

gives the constant direction toward God which

the wise conduct of tlie well trained son must

take during his later life. Comp. xvi. 1, 9.

4. Vei-s. 22-29. Miscellaneous admonitions, re-

lating especially to humanity, truthfulness, the

fear of God, etc.—A man's delight is his be-

neficence.—"Ipn (comp. note on iii. 3) is here

to be taken in the sense of the active manifesta-

tion of love, or charitableness, for it is not the

loving disposition, but only its exhibition in li-

beral" benefactions and off'erings prompted by

love to others, that can be the object of man's

longing, desire or delight: [Fuerst renders

"zTer," ornament, honor.] Comp. Acts xx. 35:

"It is more blessed to give than to receive."

With this conception of clause a the preference
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expressed in b best corresponds,—that of the

poor and lowly to the "man of lies," i. e., the

rich man who promises aid, and might give it,

but as a selfish, hard-hearted man, still fails to

render it.—The LXXandVulg. deviate somewhat
in the first clause from the literal rendering of

the original. From their readings, which more-

over differ somewhat the one from the other,

HiTzio has by combination reached what he rep-

resents as the original meaning: "From the

revenue (?) of a man comes his kind gift."

Ver. 2-3. With a compare xiv. 27.—One
abideth satisfied and cannot be visited of

evil,—1)ecause .Jeliovah does not suffer sucli as

fear Him to hunger (s. 3), but in every way pro-

tects, promotes and blesses them (x. 29 ; xiv. 20
;

xviii. 10, etc.). The subject of the verbs in clause

b is strictly the possessor of the fear of God, the

devout man.
Ver. 24. The slothful thrusteth his hand

in the dish, rlc.—.\n allusion to the well-known

method of eating among Oriental nations, wliich

needs no knife and fork. A similar figure to

characterize the slothful is found in chap. xii. 27.

Compare also the proverb in chap. xxvi. lo,

which in the first half corresponds literally with

the one before us.

Ver. 2-">. Smite the scorner and the sim-
ple ^Arill be ^vise.—Since the scorner, accord-

ing to chap. xiii. 1 (see notes on this passage),
" heareth not rebuke," but is absolutely irre-

claimable, the simple who "becom.^tli wise" in

view of the punishment with which the other is

visited, will be such a one as is not yet quite a

scorner, but is in danger of becoming so, and
therefore must be deferred by fear of the pe-

nalty. In contrast with this " simple" one who
walks in the right way only bj^ constraint (comp.

remarks on i. 4), the "man of understanding,"

he who is really prudent, learns at once on mere
and simple reproof, because he has in general

finer powers to discriminate between good and
evil (Heb. v. 14), and has moreover a reliable

tendency to good.

Ver. 26. He that doeth violence to his

father.—The verb IIH signifies "to assail vio-

lently, roughly, to misuse," as in xxiv. 15; Ps.

xvii. 9.—nn^n is then " to cause to flee, thrust

or chase away."—With b compare xiii. 5 ; with

lJ/'3^ in particidar x. 5.

Ver. 27. Cease, my son, to hear instruc-
tion to depart from the -words of w^isdom.

—

Two conceptions are possible: 1) The "instruc-

tion" is that of wisdom itself, and therefore a

good, wholesome discipline that leads to life;

then the meaning of the verse can be only ironi-

cal, presenting under the appearance of a dis-

suasion from discipline in wisdom a very urgent
counsel to hear and receive it (so Ew.^ld, Bkr-
TirE.\u, Et.STER). [To call this "ironical"
seems to us a misnomer. "Cease to hear in-

struction only to despise it." What can be more
direct or literally pertinent? Cease to iiear

"for the departing," i. e., to tha end, with the

sole result of departure.— .\.] 2) Tlie "instruc-

tion " is evil and perverted, described in clause

b as one that catises departure from the words of

wisdom. Then tlie admonition is one seriously

intended (thus most of the old expositors, and

UniBREiT [W., H., N., S., etc.l). We must chooso
for ourselves between the two interpretations,

although the connection in which the proverb
stands with the preceding verse seems to speak
decidedly for the foriiier of the two.

Ver. 28. A worthless witness scoffeth at
judgment— /. c, by tne lies which he uttrrs.—
And the mouth of the wicked devoureth
mischief,

—

i. e., mischief is the object of liis pas-

sionate desire; it is a real enjoyment to him to

produce calamity ; he swallows it eagerly as if

it were a sweet fruit (Job xx. 12 ; Is. xxviii. 4)

:

he " drinketh it in like water " (Job xv. IG). Thus
apprehended the expression " to devour mischief
or wrong" has nothing at all offensive in it, and
we do not need either witli the Chaldee (comp.
Geier, etc.) to get rid of it by exchanging the

idea of "devouring" for that of "uttering," or
in any other way; nor with Hitzig (following
the LXX) to read instead of "mischief"
(|1i<) "justice (p"}), and to translate accordingly

"and the mouth of the wicked devoureth jus-

tice."

Ver. 29. Judgments are prepared for
scorners and stripes for the back of fools.

—The "scorners" are quite the same as the

"fools," as the first clause of ver. 2-5 shows; and
the "stripes " (the term the same as in xviii. 6)
are a special form of "judicial penalties or
judgments." The verse as a whole, with which
chap. xiv. 3; xxvi. 3 should be compared, stands
in the relation of an explanation to the preceding,
especially to the idea that the wicked eagerly
devours calamity. [Their eagerness is not for-

gotten by a just God, and fitting judgments await
them.—A.]

DOCTRI>^AL, ETHICAL, HOMILETIC AND
PRACTICAL.

In the considerably rich and varied contents
of the chapter, that which stands forth most con-
spicuously as the leading conception and central

idea is the idoa of the gentleness and mildness to

be manifested in intercourse with one's neigh-
bors. Gentleness and an humble devotion, ready
even for suffering, man ought to exhibit first of

all toward God, against whom it is not proper to

complain even in calamity (ver. 3), who is in all

things to be trusted (vers. 14, 17). according to

M'hose wise counsels it is needful always to shape
the life (ver. 21), and in whose fear one should
ever walk (ver. 23). Not less is a gentle de-

meanor a duty for the married in their mutual
intercourse (ver. 13, 14); for parents in the

training of their children (vers. 18, 19. 25) ; for

children toward their parents (vers. 20, 2H) : for

the rich in dispensing benefactions among the

poor (vers. 1, 4, 7, 22) ; for rulers and kings to-

ward their subjects (ver. 12 ; comp. vers. 6, 10);

for men in general in their intercourse with
their neiglibors (ver. 11 ; comp. vers. 19, 27, 28).

.

By far the larger number of the jiroverbs in tlie

chapter are therefore arranged with reference

to this leading and underlying conception of
gentleness ; the whole presents itself as a tho-

rough unfolding of the praises and commenda-
tions of meekness in the New Testament, which
are well known ; e. g., Matth. v. 5 ; James i. 20,

21.—Only some single proverbs are less aptly
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classified in this connection, such as the warning
against hasty, inconsiderate, rash action (ver. 2);

tlTat against untruthfulness (vers. 9, 28) ; against

slothtulness (vers. 15, 24) ; against folly aiKl a

mocking contempt of the holy (vers. 8, 16, 29).

And yet these interspersed sentences of a some-

what incongruous stamp do not by any means
essentially disturb the connection of the whole

which is maintained and ruled by the fundamen-
tal idea of gentleness.

Therefore we may very suitably, in the homi-

letical treatment of the chapter as a whole, take

this as the general subject : The praise of meek-
ness, as it is to be exhibited, 1) in respect to

God, by the quiet reception of His word (James
i. 21), and bringing forth fruit with patience

(Luke viii. 15): 2) in relation to one's neighbors,

by humility, obedience, love, compassion, etc.—
Comp. Stouker: Against contempt of poor
neighbors: 1) Dissuasion from this peculiarly

evil fruit of wrath and uncharitableness (vers.

1-15) ; 2) enumeration of some of the chief means
to be used against wrath in general [ronedia. s.

relinacula irse, vers. 16-29).—Wohlfarth : On
contempt of the poor, and the moderation of

anger.

Vers. 1-7. Geier (on ver. 1) : To tlie pious

poor it may impart a strong consolation, that

notvrithstanding their poverty they are better

esteemed in the sight of God than a thousand un-

godly and foolish rich men.

—

BerUburg Bible (on

ver. 1) : He who has nothing that is his own, who
accounts himself the poorest of all men, who sees

nothing good in himself, and yet with all this

Stands in the uprightness of his heart and in all

simplicity, is far more pleasing to God than the

souls that are rich in endowments and in learn-

ing, and yet despise and deride the simple.—
Stakke (on ver. 4) : Art thou forsaken by thy

friends, by father and mother, by all men, be of

good comfort ! if it be only on account of good-

ness, God will never forsake thee.—(On vers. 6,

7) : We often trust in men more than in God, but
find vei-y often that this hope in men is abortive,

and is brought to shame.—[Robert Hall (on ver.

2) : Sermon on the advantages of knowledge to

the lower classes.—T. Adams (on ver. 4) : Solo-

mon says not the rich man, but riches; it is the

money, not the man, they hunt.]

Vers. 8-17. [Muffet (on ver. 8) : Every one
hath a heart, but every one possesseth not his

heart. He possesseth his heart that, furnishing

it with knowledge of the truth, holdeth his lieart

firm and fast therein, not suifering his courage
to fail, nor losing that good possession which he
hath gotten.

—

Chalmers (on ver. 10): With all

the preference here expressed for virtuous po-

verty—the seemliness of rank and the violence

done by the upstart rule of the lower over the

higher, are not overlooked.]

—

Melanchth-on (on

ver. 10) : The ungoverned and uneducated are in

prosperous conditions only the more insolent and
base, as, e.g., Rehoboam, wlien lie became king,

Alexander the Great after his great victories, etc.— Tahingen Bible (on ver. 11) : It is great wisdom
to boar injustice with patience, and to overcome
and even to gain over one's persecutors with *^"-

nefits, 1 Pet. ii. 19; Matth. v. 44 sq.—(On vers.

18, 14) : God's wise providence manifests itself

very specially in the bestowal of good and pious

partners in marriage.

—

Von Gerlach (on ver.

17): The poor the Lord regards as specially His
own, and therefore adjusts those debts of theirs

which they cannot pay.

—

Berleb. Bible: With
that which the righteous man dispenses in bene-
factions to the poor, he is serving God in his

counsels with respect to men.—[Lord Bacon (on
ver. 11): As for the first wrong, it does but of-

fend the law ; but the revenge of that wrong put-

teth the law out of olfice. Certainly, in taking

revenge a man is but even with his enemy, but
in passing it over he is superior.

—

Trapp (on

ver. 11): The manlier any man is, the milder
and readier to pass by an ofiFence. When any
provoke us we say. We will be even with him.

There is a way whereby we may be not even with
him, but above him, and that is, forgive him.

—

Aunot: The only legitimate anger is a holy
emotion directed against an unholy thing. Sin,

and not our neighbor, must be its object; zeal

for righteousness, and not our own pride, must
be its distinguishing character. ^

—

Muffet (on

ver. 17) : The Lord will not only pay for the

poor man, but requite him that gave alms with
usury, returning great gifts for small. Give,

then, thy house, and receive heaven
;
give tran-

sitory goods, and receive a durable substance
;

give a cup of cold water and receive God's King-
dom —W. Bates: As there are numerous exam-
ples of God's blasting the covetous, so it is as vi-

sible He prospers the merciful, sometimes hy a
secret blessing dispensed by an invisible hand,
and sometimes in succeeding their diligent en-

deavors in their callings.]

Ver. 18 21. Tiibingen Bible: Cruelty to children

is no discipline. Wisdom is needful, that one iu

the matter of strictness may do neither too much
nor too little to them.

—

Zeltner: Too sharp
makes a notched edge, and too great strictness

harms more than it helps, not only in the disci-

pline of children, but in all stations and rela-

tions.

—

Starke (on ver. 21) : God is the best

counsellor. Who ever enters upon His cause
with Him must prosper in it.— [.J. Foster: The
great collective whole of the "devices" of all

hearts constitutes the grand complex scheme of

the human race for their happiness. Respecting
the object of every device God has His design.

There is in the world a want of coalescence be-

tween the designs of man and God; an estranged

spirit of design on the part of man. God's
design is fixed and paramount, and " shall

stand."]

Vers. 22-29. Melanchthon (on ver. 25) : Not
all, it is true, are improved by the warning ex-

ample of the correction which comes upon the

wicked, but some, that is, those who are rational

and not insane, those who hearken to admonition

and follow it.

—

Starke (on ver. 25) : The final

aim of all penalty should be the improvement as

well of him who is punished as of others who
m.ay there see themselves mirrored.—(On ver.

26) : He who would not experience shame and
sorrow of heart from his children, let him accus-

tom them seasonably to obedience, to the fear of

God and reverence.—J. Lange: God's word is

the right rule and measure of our life. Whoso-
ever departs from this, his instruction is deceitful

and ruinous.

—

Hasius (on ver. 29) : Every sin,

whether great or small, has by God's ordinance
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its dofiuite penalty. Happy he who recognizes

this, and knows how to shun these puuish-

ments.
[Bp. Hall (on ver. 22) : That which should be

the chief desire of a man is his beneficence and

kindness to others; and if a rich man promise

much and perform nothing, a poor man that is

unable either to undertake or perforin is better

than he.

—

Arnot: A poor man is better than a

liar; a standard has been set up in the market

place to measure the pretences of men withal, and

those who will not employ it must take the con-

sequences.

—

Chalmers (on ver. 23): Religion

may begin with fear, but will end iu the sweets

and satisfactions of a spontaneous and living

principle of righteousness.

—

Bp. Sherlock (on

ver. 27); Since the fears and apprehensions of

guilt are such strong motives to infidelity, the

innocence of the heart is absolutely necessary to

the freedom of the mind. We must answer for

the vanity of our reasonings as well as the vanity

of our actions, and if we take pains to invent

vain reasoning to oppose to the plain evidence

that God has afforded us of His being and power,

and to undermine the proofs and authority on

which religion stands, we may be sure we shall

not go unpunished.]

e) Admonition to avoid drunkenness, sloth, a contentious spirit, eic

Chap. XX.

1 Wine is a mocker, strong drink boisterous,

whosoever is led astray thereby is not wise.

2 As the roaring of a lion is the dread of the king;

he that provoketh him'sinneth against his own soul.

3 It is an honor to a man to dwell far from strife,

but every fool breaketh forth.

4 The sluggard plougheth not because of the cold

;

he seeketh in harvest and hath nothing.

5 Counsel in the heart of a man is as deep waters,

but a wise man draweth it out.

6 Many proclaim each his own grace

;

but a faithful man who can find ?

7 He who in his innocence walketh uprightly,

blessed are his children after him !

8 A king sitting on his throne,

searcheth out all evil with his eyes.

9 Who can say, I have made my heart clean,

I am pure from my sin?

10 Divers weights and divers measures,

an abomination to Jehovah are they both.

11 Even a child maketh himself known in his deeds,

whether his work be pure, and whether it be right.

12 The ear that heareth, and the eye that seeth

—

Jehovah hath created them both.

13 Love not sleep, lest thou come to poverty

;

open thine eyes, and be satisfied with thy bread.

14 " It is bad, it is bad !
" saith the buyer,

but when he is gone his way then he boasteth.

15 There is gold, and a multitude of i>earls

;

but a precious vase are lips of knowledge.

16 Take his garment that is surety for a stranger,

and for strangers make him a bondsman.

17 Bread of deceit is sweet to a man,

but afterward his mouth is filled with graveL

18 Plans are established by counsel,

and with good advice make war.
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19 He that goeth about as a talebearer revealeth secrets
;

with him that openeth wide his lips have nothing to do.

20 He that curseth father and mother,

his light goeth out in utter darkness.

21 An inheritance that is hastily gained in the beginning,

its end will not be blessed.

22 Say not : Let me avenge the evil

!

wait on Jehovah ; he will help thee.

23 An abomination to Jehovah are diverse weights,

and a deceitful balance is not good.

24 Man's steps are of Jehovah
;

man—how shall he understand his way?
25 It is a snare to a man that he hath vowed hastily,

and after vows to inquire.

26 A wise king sifteth the wicked,

and bringeth the (threshing) wheel over them.

27 The spirit of man is a candle of Jehovah,
searching all the chambers of the body.

28 Grace and truth preserve the king,

and he upholdeth his throne by mercy.

29 The glory of young men is their strength,

and the honor of old men is the grey head.

30 Wounding stripes are a correction of evil,

and strokes in the inner chambers of the body.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 2. n3_;'nD is either to be pointed with Hitziq 113^?nD (partic. with sufBx from a denominative verb of Ara-

maic form 'nSj,^'^, " to throw into a passion, to excite wrath " [HT^^']. or, which is probably simpler, with Ewald, Ber-

THEAU. [Fuerst], etc., to conceive of it as a HitVip. participle, whose ordinary meaning. " to become excited against any
one,' (conip. xxvi 17) here passes over into the transiciv.) nh-n. -'t < excite some o;ie against one's self, to call some one
forth against one's self." Altogether too artificial, and in conflict witli the old versions (LXX : 6 rrapo^vvav avTou; Vulg.;
qui provnoit eu7n) U Umbkeit's explanariou : "ho that aronsptli himself (riseth up) against him [the king]." [E. V., H.,
S., M., eic, agree witli our authur; Dk W. and Noyes, with UmbreitJ.

Ver. 3. r\3tJ/ is according to the Musoretic punctuation the Infinitive of ^jy' [as in Isa. xxx. 7] and not, as most of

the recent interpretprs [among them Umbreit, Ewald, IIitzig. [Fuerst, M., etc.]], regard it, a substantive from the root

n^tJ'i for which derivation certainly no other support could be adduced than Ex. xxi. 19.

Ver. 4. The K'ri TNt^l is doubtless preferable to the K'thibh IJ^t^' (Ps. cix. 10), for "to beg in harvest" would
~ T : .

•• T

:

give a meaning too intense. [So 11., S., etc.].—IliiziG changes cilH^ into ^in*3, which, according to Arabic analogies,

should mean "a fruit basket;" he then reads jHU'' "he demands, desires," and obtains the meaning:

"A pannier [?] the sluggard doth not provide [?],

"trieth to borrow [?] in harvest, and nothing Cometh of it [?]."

Ver. 9. ['^\'^^£^, cited by Bott. ^948, c, as one of the examples of the " stative" perfect, used to describe spiritual

states. TOJ^'", on^ of his examples o( the "liens licitum," the Imperf. used to express what can be: "who can say;"

§ 950, ^.-A.] ,

Ver. 16. [np7 standing emphatically at the beginning of a verse, one of the few instances of the full Imperative

form ; Bott. § llnl'. 2—A.].

A'er. 18. iiv/ALD proposes instead of Hty^ to read the lufin. T]\l^)?, as in chap. xxi. 3 ; but the Imperative seems more

appropriate, and gives to the expression greater vivacity.

Ver. 22. [Tn I'C/'I, one of the few examples of double accent, the penultimate accent marking the rhythm, that on
' |T ' ;-j:

thn ultima sustaining its vowel ; Bott. J 4S2, e.y.—The Jussive form with 1 consec. is used to assert a sure result; Bott.
" ajjirmativ covsecutiv."—\.]

Ver. 25, J77\ essentially identical with ni'7, signifies, according to the Arabic, "to speak inconsiderately, to pro-
~ T . . TT

mise thoughtlessly ;" ^^p is here not a substantive, but an Infinitive continuing the finite verb. According to this

simple explanation, which is lexically well justified, Ewald's conception of
J?
7' as a substantive, which should be pointed

^'7', and translated, " hasty vow," may be dismissed as superfluous ; and also the derivation preferred by Jerome, Luther

and others of the older expositors, from the root j;i'7 " to swallow" [Vulgate : devorare sanctos; Luther :
" das Heilige

Zasierre"]. [Gesen. and Fuerst are authorities for the view adopted by our author, while Bott., with great pcsitivcaesa

[f 964, 5 and n. 7] pronounces the form a Jussive form with a "permissive" meaning, from 1^1 7 or ^'J,'7 ; ''let him only,

i.e. if ho only hurry or hasten too much."— A.]

Ver. 29. [D''"l^n3- young men, jMiie;ies, as distinguished from D'T^flS, yonth, jwientas ; comp. Boii., 2 408,^.—A.].

12 ' ''
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EXEGETICAL.

1. Vers. 1-5. Various precepts of prudence

and integrity, (especially directed against drunk-

enness, a contentious spirit and indolence).

—

"Wine is a mocker. The spirit of wine, and

in like manner that of " mead " or "strong

drink" ("13Cf, okspa, Luke i. 15),* a frequent

accompaniment or substitute of wine (comp.

Lev. X. i); Num. vi. 3; Judg. xiii. 4 sq.
;_

Isa. v.

11 ; xsviii. 7, etc.), appears here "personified, or

represented as in a sense an evil demon, which

excites to frivolous wantonness, to wild and

boisterous action, and by the confusion of the

senses into which it plunges man, robs him of

all clear selt-possession " (Ei.steu).—Whoso-
ever is led astray thereby is not wise.

\Vith this phrase "to stagger, or reel because of

or under souiething " comp. v. 19. For the

general meaning, Isa. xxviii. 7.

Vor. 2. With clause a compare xix. 12 (which

is literally identical with the clause before us,

except that this has nO'S<, "dread" [terrible

word, an utterance that spreads terror] instead

of n>'I).—He that provoketh him sinneth

against his own souL For the first phrase see

Critical Notes.—" Sinneth against his own soul

"

(1i:/3J, an accusative of respect) ; comp. kindred

although not identical expressions in viii. 3G

;

Ti. 32.

Vor. 3. It is an honor to a man to dwell
far from strife. See Critical Notes. To "dwell

far from strife" is an apt expression to describe

the quiet, peaceable demeanor of the wise man,

in contrast with the passionate activity of the

contentious multitude. For the meaning and

use of the verb of clause b, J-'vjri', comp. xvii.

14; xviii. 1; with the meaning of the whole
expression comp. xix. 11.

Ver. 4. The sluggard plougheth not be-
cause of the cold, tliat is, because the season

in which his field should be cured for is too dis-

agreeably rough and cold for him. [For illus-

tration see 'iaoMsoii's Land and Book, I., 207].

Inconsequence of this indolent procedure "he
seeketh in harvest "—for fruits of his field—" and
there is nothing." See Critical Notes. [Rueet-
SCHI, ubi supra, p. 149, retaining the; general

meaning, objects that the term here used is not

the one that of itself describes the cold and
stormy harvest time; he therefore retains the

temporal meaning of the preposition, and ren-

ders, "from the time of the (fruit) harvest on-

ward," etc., this being the proper time for the

ploughing and sowing, a time which none can
suffer lo pass by.—.\.]

Ver. 5. Counsel in the heart of man is as
deep •waters, etc.: i. c the jiiir]iose tliat one lias

formed may be dillicult to fathom (see the same
figtire, chap, xviii. 1) ; a wise man nevertheless

draws him out, elicits from hini his secret, and

brings it to light. rt/T means to " draw " water

•with a bucket (wl, Isa. xl. 15), to bring it up

* For II I'nll mill viilimblo discussion of the mciining of
thosi' iinil Ivindncl tirms, spo ,iti article by Dr. L.\UKIE iu the
MiblioUieca Sacra, January, 1809.—A.

laboriously from a deep place (Ex. ii. 16, 19)—

a

metaphor suggested by the figure in clause a,

and evidently very expressive.

2. Vers. U-ll. On the general sinfulness of
men.—Many proclaim each his own grace
(or love). The verb which is originally to "call"
is here to " proclaim, to boast of," prxdicure.

II^'X, "each individual " of the " many a man,"

the mass or majority of men.—But a faithful
man •who can find ? For the phrase " a man
of lidelity," comp. xiii. 17 ; xiv. 5; for the gen-
eral meaning, I's. exvi. 11 ; Rom. iii. 4.

Ver. 7. He •who in his innocexice •walk-
eth upright. Thus, taking p^liT attributively,

as an adjective subordinated to the participle, the
LXX, Vulg., Syr., had already treated the con-
struction, and later Ewald and Hixzio [and
Kamph.] ; while recent expositors generally
render, "isa righteous man" [H. and N.], or
in other instances treat the "righteous " as the
subject (Umbkeit, Eester, etc.), [S. and M.,
E. v., andDnW.].—With this benediction upoa
the descendants of the righteous in clause b

comp. xiv. 26; with the Vinx "after him," i. e.

after his death. Gen. xxiv. G7 : .Job xxi. 21.

Ver. 8. A king .... searcheth out all

evil \Arith his eyes. The natural reference is

to the king as he corresponds with his ideul, that

he be the representative on earth of God, the

supreme Judge. Comp. xvi. 10; also Isa. xi. 4,

where similar attributes to these are ascribed to

the Messiah, as the ideal typically perfect king.

With this use of the verb "to sift or winnow,"
to separate, comp. ver. 26.

Ver. 9. Who can say : I have made my
heart clean, I am pure from my sin ? The
question naturally conveys a decided negative

by implication : " No one can say," etc. ; comp.
ver. 6 6, and ver. 24 b. It is not a permanent
purity, a "having kept one's self pure" (from
birth onward) that is the subject of the emphatic
denial in this proverb (in opposition to Ber-
theau's view), but a having attained to moral
perfection, the having really conquered all the

sins that Avere in existence before, that is denied.

We should therefore bring into comparison not
passages like Job xiv. 4; xv. 14; Ps. li. 5 (7),

but such as 1 Kings viii. 46 ; Eccles. vii. 20 ; 1 John
i. 8; James iii. 2, etc. With this expression, "I
have made my heart clean," comp. Ps. Ixxiii. 13.

Ver. 10 draws attention to deception in busi-

ness intercourse as a peculiar and prominent
form of that universal sinfulness which has just

been spoken of as having no exceptions. Comp.
chap xi. 1, and ver. 23 below. With the lan-

guage in clause b compare xvii. 15 b.

Vers. 11. Even a child maketh himself
known in his deeds. With regard to the DJ>

" even," which does not belong to the word next
following, but to the 1^'J, "child" (as Geier,

Umbreit, Elster, HiTzia rightly interpret),

comp. remarks on xix. 2.—" His deeds" Ewald
and U.MBHKiT are inclined to render by "plays,

sports," in disregard of the uniform meaning of

the word, and in opposition to the only correct

construction of the " even." D /^I'.^ is rather

the works, the actions, the individual results of
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the child's self-determination, from which it may
even now be with confidence inferred of what
sort "his work" is, i. e. the entire inner ten-

dency of his life, his character (if one prefers

the notion), the nature of liis spirit (IIitzig).—

•

That this thought also stamls relatod to the fact

of universal sinfulness needs no fuller demon-
str.ation. Coinp. the familiar German proverb,
" \Fus ein Dijrnchen iverden will spilzt sich bei

Z'iti'ii'" [what means to become a thorn is early

sharpening].
3 Vers. 12-19. Admonitions to confidence in

God, to i^llustr^^ pruiience and integrity.—The
ear that heareth, and the eye that seeth—
Jehovah hath created them both. An al-

lusion, pLiinly, not to the adaptation, the divine

purpose and direction in the functions of hear-

ing and seeing ( Hitzig), but to God's omniscience

as a powerful motive to the fear of God and con-

fiik'nce in Him; comp. xv. 3, and especially Ps.

xciv. 9.

Ver. 13. With a compare vi. 9, 10.—Open
thine eyes, and thou shalt be satisfied
with bread. The imperative clause, "be sat-

isfi.'d with bread," has here the meaning of a

consecutive clause, as in iii. 4. [This illustrates

what 136tt., § 9-57, G, calls the "desponsive" use

of the Imperative, conveying sure promises].

With this language compare xii. 11. To "open
the eyes" is naturally the opposite of sleep and
drowsiness, and therefore the description of

wakeful, vigorous, active conduct.

Ver. II. " It is bad, it is bad!" saith the
buyer, bat when he is gone his •way

(17 7ii*1, for which we should perhaps with

HiTZiG read w /jXI, corresponds with the Ger-

man, " xind trollt er sich " [when lie takes himself
off], wiien he has gone his way) then he
boasteth, /. e. of the good bargain that he has
made. The verse therefore censures the well-

known craft, the deceitful misrepresentation,
with which business men seek to buy their wares
as cheap as possible, below their real value if

they can. In opposition to the true meaning of

npp, as well as inconsistently with the idea of

boasting in the second clause, Sciiultens and
Elster (and LtiTHER likewise) render: "It is

had, it is bad ! saith the owner (?) of his posses-

sion; but when it is gone(?) then he boasteth of

it (?)."

Ver. 1-5. There is indeed gold and a
multitude of pearls, etc. As these precious
things are compared in chap. iii. 14, 15; viii. 11,

with intelligent, wise dispositions and discourse,

so are they here compared with wise lips, that is,

with the organ of wise discourse. In this con-
nection we should doubtless notice the difference

between " gold and pearls " as valuable native
material, not yet wrought into articles of orna-
ment, and on the other hand, the lips as an ar-
tistic "vase" or other "vessel" (that has come
forth from the hand of the divine artificer, and
is adorned and embellished by man's wise use
of it).

Ver. 16. Comp. vi. 1-5; xi. 15; xvii. 18. In-
stead of the warnings that are there found against
foolish suretyship, we have here in a livelier

Style a demand to give over at once, without

hesitation as bondsman any such inconsiderate
surety.—And for strangers make him a
surety. Instead of the K'ri " for a strange
woman," i. e., an adulteress, we should unques-
tionably retain here the K'thibh, " for strangers,

unknown people;" while in the corresponding

passage, chap, xxvii. 13, IT'^IDJ " the strange

woman" is undoubtedly the correct reading.

Ver. 17. Bread of deceit is sv/eet to a
man, i. e., enjoyments and possessions secured

by means of deceit ; comp. xxiii, 3; ix. 17.—For
this use of "sand, gravel," (an appropriate em-
blem to describe a thing not to be enjoyed) comp.
Lam. iii. 10.

Ver. 18. Plans are established by coun-

sel. Hi'J^ here equivalent to 11D, counsel

which one takes with another,—comp. xv. 22.—
And with good advice make w^ar. The
" advice" or management (comp. i. 5) is plainly

contemplated as the result of the counsel that

has been taken ; comp. xxiv. 6.

Ver. 19. With clause a compare xi. 13; with

b, xiii. 3.

4. Vers. 20-23. Against hatred of parents, le-

gacy-hunting, revenge, deceit.—He that cur-
seth father and mother, and so in the boldest

way transgresses the fifth commandment of the

law, (Ex. XX. 12, comp. Ex. xxi. 17; Lev. xx.

9).—His light goeth out in utter darkness.
The same figure is used also in xiii. 9, here as

there serving to illustrate the hopeless destruc-

tion of life and prosperity.—In regard to ] Vi^/'^X,

the "pupil of the eye, blackness, midnight"

—

for which the K'ri unnecessarily demands the

Aramaic \^^i^—comp. notes on vii. 9.

Ver. 21. An inheritance that hath been
hastily gained in the beginning. In favor

of the K'ri Hinbo, " hurried, hastened " (comp.

Esther, viii. 14, and also remarks above on
chap. xiii. 11), we have the testimony of the an-

cient versions, the parallel in xxviii. 20, 22, and
besides the position of this verse after verse 20.

For it is precisely the wayward son, who de-

spises and curses his parents, that will be very
readily disposed to seize upon his inheritance be-

fore the time against their will (comp. Luke xv.

12), and possibly even to drive his parents vio-

lently out of their possession (comp. xix. 26).

That no blessing can rest upon such possessions,

that as they were unrighteously acquired at first

so they must in the end be wasted and come to

nought, is a truth which clause 6 in a simple

way brings to view. The K'thibh nbnnp would

either signify "cursed," in accordance with

Zech. xi. 8 (so Elster, e. g., regards it), or in

accordance with the Arabic, " acquired by ava-

rice " (soU.mbreit). [H., N., W., S., M., Ber-
T[iE.\u, Kampii, etc , agree in supporting the ex-

position adopted by our author].

Ver. 22. Say not: let me avenge the evil;

i. e , do not desire to requite evil with evil, do

not avenge thyself for offences that have been

done thee ; comp. xxiv. 29 ; Deut. xxxii. 35

;

Rom. xii. 17; 1 Pet. iii. 9.—The second member
of clause 6 is evidently a consecutive clause, as

the Jussive frequently is after the Imperative ;
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comp. Isa. viii. 10; 2 Kings v. 10. The Vulgate

coi'rectly renders "e/ liberabit (e," while the LXX,
RosENMUELLER, EwALD, elc, treat tlie words as

a final clause ; " that he may keep tliee."'

Vor. 23. Comp. ver. 10. A deceitful ba-

lance is not good; (Z , "is sliauieful," lit. is

" not good, is no good," as in xvii. 26 ; xviii. -5) ;

a liloles, expressing the idea of that which is very

base.

5. Ver. 24-30. Miscellaneous admonitions to

the fear of God and integrity.—From Jeho-
vah are man's steps; comp. xvi. 9; Ps.

xxxvii. 23. The "steps" are naturally "not
acts in their subjective ethical aspect, but these

acts according to their result, their several is-

sues in a parallel series of experiences,—and
therefore those events depending on the action of

man which make up its external counterpart "

(HiTzio).—In regard to the emphatic negative

import of the question iu clause b, compare re-

marks on ver. 9.

Ver. 25. Before the t!'^p >?T [he hath vow-

ed hastily] there should be supplied the con-

junction DX, "if;" therefore render literally

"it is a snare to a man, vows he hastily," i. e.,

if he in a hasty manner promises to devote a

thing to God as sacred (as Kop.^'iv, Mark vii. 11).

See Critical notes.—Furthermore hasty conse-

crations, and in like manner, according to clause

b the hasty assumption of vows, are here called a

"snare" (li'^P, comp. remarks on xviii. 7), be-

cause he who makes the rash vow afterward
easily repents of it, and falls under the tempta-
tion sinfully to break or to recall his vow (comp.
Numb. XXX. 3; Eccles. v. 3).

Ver. 26. A w^ise king sifteth the Mricked.
To "sift" or "winnow" expresses here, just as

it does in ver. 8, a discriminating separation of

the chaff from the grain; comp. for this familiar

and pertinent, figure Ps. i. 4 ; Isa. xvii. 13 ; Am.
ix. 9.—And bringeth the wheel over them,
i.e., the wheel of the threshing cart (Isa. xxvili.

27 sq.), which however is contemplated here not

so much as an instrument of harvesting, as ra-

ther in the light of a means and emblem of the

severe punishment of captive enemies (in accord-

ance with 2 Sam. xii. 31 ; 1 Chron. xx. 3 ; Am.
i. 3). There is therefore no offence to be taken
in view of thefact that in the operation of thresh-

ing the crushing with the wheel preceded the

winnowing or sifting, while here it is not men-
tioned until after it (in reply to Brktiieau).

Ver. 27. The spirit of man is a candle of
Jehovah; lit., " man's irea^'t," for this is the

first meaning of the Hebrew term iTDK^J (Gen.

ii. 7) ; yet it is not the soul wliich pervades and
animates all the members of the body (as HiT-
zifj renders), according to the view of many of

the elder expositors, as also Starke, Von Ger-
LACir, etc., but the spirit, as the higher manifes-
tation of soul-life, or if any one prefers, the rea-

son, sdf-consciousness (Umureit. Elster) that is

intended by the expression. For all analogies
are wanting, at lea.«t within the range of the Bi-

ble, for a compiirison of the so)(l with a light (the

Arabic maxim in Kazwini Cosmoiy. I. 355, in

whicli the soul, N'ephrsch. is designated the light

of the body, plainly has no bearing on our pre-

sent object). On the contrary the inner light or
eye, (to (l>(l)g to kv aol) of which the Lord speaks
in Matth. vi. 22, 23, is unquestionably an organ
or factor of the higher spiritual soul, more pre-
cisely designated as the vovg or the reason. In

support of the idea that nOt!^J in the passage

before us signifies essentially this and nothing
else, there may be adduced the identity of

D^'H no^'J with D^n nn as indicated by a

comparison of Gen. vi. 17 with Gen. ii. 7. The
expression " candle of Jehovah " moreover seems
to point rather to the spirit as that factor in hu-
man personality which proceeds immediately
from God, than to the soul which inheres in the

physical life, and does not rise essentially above
it.*—-[WoRDSw. and some other English exposi-

tors understand the allusion to be specifically to

the conscience; the majority are content with
the more comprehensive tei'm spirit, including
intellectual and moral factors.—A."|.—Search-
ing all the chambers of the body, i. e.. 1< ok-

ing through its whole inferior,—which clearly

suggests the 7-?///n^ relation of this "searcher"
to the bod3% the sphere of its activity, and so is

very pertinent with respect to the spirit, but
not to the soul. In regard to the " chambers of

the body " comp. ver. 36, and xviii. 8.

Ver. 28. Grace and truth preserve the
king. "Mercy and truth," or "love and
truth," not quite in the sense of iii. 3; the at-

tributes of a king are intended by the terms,

which shoulil rather be rendered "grace and
truth." With this idea of " preserving " comp.
Ps. XXV. 21 ; with that of "upholding " in clause

b, Isa. ix. 6.

Ver. 20, Comp. xvi. 31 ; xvii. 6.

Ver. 30. Wounding stripes are a correc-
tion of evil and stvolies ((hat reach) to the
chambers of the body ; i. e., stripes or blows
that cause wounds, such as one administers to

his son under severe discipline (comp. xix. 18),

have this beneficial effect, that they intend a sa-

lutary infliction or correction "on the evil" in

this son, as a scouring of the rust which has ga-

thered on a metal cleanses and brightens the me-
tal. And not merely does such an external

chastening as this accomplish the sharp correc-

tion of the son ; it penetrates deep into the in-

most parts of the body (comp. remarks on ver.

27), i. e., to the innermost foundations of his per-

sonal life and consciousness, and so exerts a re-

forming influence on him. Thus Ewald and
Elster correctly render, and substantially Um-
DREtT also (comp. Luther's version, which ex-

presses the true meaning at least in general),

while Bertheau regards p11?pr>, " remedial

application," as the subject, and (after the ana-
logy of Esther ii. 3, 9, 12) understands it to re-

fer to " the application of ointments and per-

fumes for beautifying" (! ?) ; Hitzig, however,
naturally emends again, and by changing P^^On

to Dp' ibil obtains the meaning: "Wounding

stripes drop (?) into the cup of the wicked (?)

and strokes into the chambers of the body."

—

[Our English version is defective from its obscu-

rity: The blueness of a tvound cleanseth away evil.

* Von RnDLOFF, Lehre. vnm Menschen, 2d Ed., p. 48, also takes
a correct view of the passage.
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Recent expositors are clearer in tlieii' renderings,

and dilfer but sligiitlj in their ciioice of terms.

Stuart; Woundini/ siripes (H. ; the bruises of a

wound) are the rcincdy for the base (H. ; are a

cleansrr in a ivicked man) ; N. <'ind M. ; The scars

(stripi'.i) of a wound are a cleaning from evil-

;

WouDsw., parapiirasing soniowliat more: The

stripes of a ivound are the (only) wiping away of
(certain cases of) eviL.'\

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

It is evidently impossible to derive the many
maxims of the chapter from a single primary and
fiiniiamental thoiiglit. The warning against

drunkenness or the passion of the intemperate,

whicli introduces the diversified series, has in

the further progress of the discourse no succes-

sor whatsoever of similar form, and could be re-

tained as the tlieine or the germinal tiiouglit for

the whole only b}' the most artificial operations,

such as StocivER, e. g., and otliers of former
times undertook (comp. the introductory para-
graph to the Homileiic hints). Much more rea-

dily might, a contentious and revengeful spirit be
regarded as the chief object of the admonitory
representations and suggestions of this section

(see vers. 2, 3, 6, 14, 19, 22j. But a space at

least equally large is given to the dissuasions
from indolence and deceit (vers. 4, 10, 13, 14,

17. 23), and again to tlie commendations, some-
what more general in tlicir form, of wise and^up-
right conduct (vers. 7, 9, 11, 15, 18, 24—2G, 29).

Only a single group of proverbs in this cliap.

stands out from the mass of diverse and isolated

maxims and aphorisms, as contemplating one
object with considerable compactness and unity
of view. This is the division which relates to

i\\Q general sinfulness of men (vers, ti-11). And
this in fact presents also the ricliest and most
important doctrinal material which the chapter
anywiiere contains. Starting with the fact,

alas! too palpable, that really faithful men, i. c..

men who are on all sides reliable, free from all

falseliood and untruth, are to be found nowhere
on the earth (ver. 6; chap. John via. 4G, and the
passages cited above in notes to ver ti), the re-

presentation Ijrings into the foreground the ideal

of moral innocence, upriglitness, and the practi-

cal prosperity which b^doags to it, as this ouglit

actually to be realized by humanity (ver. 7). It

then at once suggests the crying contrast which
exists between the real moral condition of hu-
manity and the ethical aim of its perfect state,

pointing to tlie manifold and numberless forms
of evil in conflict with whicli, injudicial expo-
sures and punishments of which, earthly kings
even now are engaged (ver. 8). It next gives
an oul right expression to the universal need of
purification and improvement (ver. 9), and then
brings forward a special and conspicuous exam-
ample of tile deceitful acts and endeavors of all

men, so odious to God (ver. 10). It concludes
at lengtii with a hint of that corruption in the de-

vices and impulses of the human heart which
appears even in the earliest periods of youtli

(ver. 11; Gen. viii. 21). The most important
01" these utterances, which arc perhaps inten-

tionally arranged as they are with refere'nce to

the very line of thought that has been indicated,
is at all events the testimony given in ver. 9 tj

the impossibility of ever attaining in this present
human life to a complete moral purity and jierfec-

tion. We have here a ])roverb which, in addition
to the universality, guiltiness and penal desert,

of tlie original corruption of human nature, at-

tests very distinctly also lis perntanent cliarncler,

i. e., its continued obstinate and ineradicable in-

herence in the soul and body of man, its '' tena-
cilas, sive pertinax inhsesio," by virtue of whicli a
certain spark of evil (or tinder for evil), a con-
cealed germ a,nd root of sinful lust [fomes 2:>ec-

cali s. concupiscentin) remains in all men, even the
most sanctified and morally elevated, until their
very de;ith. This proverb is also especially note-
worthy, because "in contrast with tiie style of
conception which is elsewhere predominant in
tlie proverbs, according to which the imperfec-
tion of all human piety is but slightly empha-
sized, and he who is relatively pious is allowed
to pass as righteous, it gives expression to the
unsatisfying nature of all moral endeavors, as
never conrlucting to the full extirpation of the
sense of guilt, and a perfect feeling of peace with
God ; it acrordinglg suggests the need of a higher re-

velation, in lidiich the sense of guilt, and of an ever

imperfectfulfilment of dutg shall finally be wholly
overcome'" (Elstek).
Memorable doctrinal and ethical truths are

furthermore contained, ])articularly in ver. 1,

with its significant personification of the demon
of mockery, and wild, boisterous recklessness,
which as it were lurks concealed in wine and
other intoxicating drinks;—-in vers. 12 and 21,
with their allusion to the mightily pervading in-

fluence of Godi the Omniscient, overall the acts
and fates of men;—in ver. 22, with its dissuasion
from avenging one's self, and the spirit of retalia-

tion, so suggestive of the New Testament com-
mand of love to enemies;—in ver. 25, with its

warning against the hasty assumption of reli-

gious vows;—in ver. 27, with its beautiful illus-

tration of the all-embracing authority, and the
moulding influence which man's spirit, as his in-

ward divine light, must exercise over his entire
physical and spiritual life (and in the normal
self-determination does actually exercise) ;—and
finally, in ver. 28, with its admirable exaltation
of the loving, faithful, upright disposition of
kings as the firmest prop to their thrones. Com-
pare above, the Exegetical explanations of all

these passages.

[Lawson (on ver. 7): The integrity of the just
man is not like the pretended integrity of the
moralist, for it includes piety, justice, sobriety,

and a conscientious regard to every precept of

God, without excluding those that appear to vaiu
men to be of small importance, or those that most
directly oppose the prevailing disposition of the

mind.

—

ChalmI':rs (on ver. 27) : In order to sal-

vation, the Spirit must deal with the subjective

mind, and illuminate the ruling faculty there, as

well as set the objective word before us, which
is of His own inspiration. A more vivid eon-

science will give us a livelier sense of God's law

:

a more discerning consciousness, reaching to all

the thoughts ai\d tendencies of the inner man,
will give us a more convincing view of our sad
and manifold deficiencies from that law.]
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HOMILETIC AND PRACTICAL.

Iloriuly on the chapter as a whole: The gene-

ral sinfuliie.ss and need of salvation on the part

of all men, demonstrated 1) from the magnitude

and variety of the vices that prevail in huma-
nity ; 2) from the rareness of a sincere striving

after virtue; o) from the absolute impossibility

of finding complete purity and holiness except

in Christ.

—

Stocker (less in harmony with the

proper and chief contents of the chapter ; comp.

what has been said above) : Of intemperance in

drinking, and its evil consequences: 1) Delinea-

tion of the aff«-/a W2«; 2) Reference to tlie in-

commoda (the inconveniences), and 3) to the re-

media ehrietatis (the remedies of drunkenness).

—

In like manner Wohlfarth, Calwer Ilandb., etc. ;

against the intemperance and the wildness of the

scofl'er.

Vers. 1—5. Stauke (on ver. 1) : He who is in-

clined to physical drunkenness will not be vigo-

rous spiritually ; Eph. V. 18 (comp. Von Ger-
LACH : A wild, unconscious excitement is far

from alioly wisdom).

—

Geier (on ver. 2): The
tvrath of an earthly king is intolerable ; liow

much more the infinite eternal wrath of the King
of all kings against persistent sinners at the

judgment I

—

[Lawson (on ver. 3): A fool is so

self-conceited that he can bear no contradiction;

so impertinent that he will have a hand in every

other man's business; so proud that he cannot

bear to be found in the wrong; and so stubborn

that he will have the last word, altliough his lips

should prove his destruction].

—

Zeltner (on ver.

4) ; On observing times (Rom. xii. 11 ; Eph. v.

18) everything depends in physical as well as

spiritual things.—.J. Lange (on ver. 5); For the

testing, searching, and discriminating between
spirits, there should be a man who is furnished

with the spirit of Christ.

Vers. G-11. Zeltner (on ver. 6) : It is far bet-

ter to show one's self in fact pious, benevolent,

true and upright, than merely to be so regarded

and proclaimed.

—

[Trapp (on ver. 7): Personal

goodness is profitable to posterity
;
yet not of

merit, but of free grace, and for the promise'

sake].

—

Starke (on ver. 8): When Christ, the

Lord and King of the whole world, shall at length

sit in judgment, then will all evil be driven

away by His all holy eyes, brought to an end and
punished.—(On verse 9) : The justified have
and keep sins within them even to their death

;

but they do not let these rule in them, Rom. vi.

11. He betrays his spiritual pride .and his en-

tanglement in gross error, who imagines, and, it

may be, also maintains, that he has within him-
self no more sins, 1 .John i. 8, 9.—(On ver. 11) :

He that has charge of the training of children,

benefits not them only, but the whole of human
society, when he incites flexible, well-disposed

spirits to good, and seeks to draw away the vile

from evil with care and strictness.

Ver. 12-19. Melanchthon (on ver. 12): To
the successful conduct of a state two things are

always needful: 1) good counsels of the rulers,

and 2) willing obedience of the subjects. Both
Solomon declares to be gifts of God, when he
describes Him as the Ci-eator both of tlie hearing
ear and of the seeing eye.

—

Geier (on ver. 12)

:

It is God from whom we possess all good as well
in temporal as in spiritual things (James i. 16)

:

as He has given us eyes and ears, so will He also
give us a new heart (Ezek. xi. 19).

—

Zeltner (on
ver. 14): Acknowledge with thanks God's pre-
sent bounties, as long as thou hast them, and em-
ploy them aright, that God may not suddenly
take them from thee, and thou then for the first

time become aware what thou hast lost.

—

Egard
(on ver. 17): It is the way of sin and fleshly lust

that it at first seems attractive to man, but after-

ward, when conscience wakes, causes great dis-

quiet and anguish.— [Lord Bacon (on ver. 18) :

The greatest trust between man and man is the
trust of giving counsel. . . Things will have their

first or second agitation ; if they be not tossed
upon the waves of counsel, they will be tossed
upon the waves of fortune, and be full of incon-
stancy, doing and undoing, like the reeling of a
drunken man.]— Tubingen Bible (on ver. 18) : To
wage war is allowed, for there are righteous
wars ; but they must be conducted with reason
and reflection (compare General York's prayer
and motto at the beginning of every battle: "The
beginning, middle, end, Lord, direct for the
best!").-—.J. Lange (on ver. 19): Rather hear him
much who reveals to thee what harms thee,

than him who flatters thee.—Von Gerlach (same
verse) : In all inconsiderate talking about others

there is always some delight in evil or slander
running along through it

;
just as also all tattling

and idle gossip of this kind always has something
exceedingly dangerous in it.

Ver. 20-23. Melanchthon (on ver. 21): It is

of moment always to wait for God's ordinary call,

to distinguish the necessary from the unnecessary,
and to attempt nothing outside of our lawful call-

ing.

—

Lange (same verse): That for which one
strives with inconsiderate craving in unlawful
ways turns not into blessing, but to a curse.

—

Zeltner (on ver. 22): To withstand passion, to

wait in patience for the Lord's help, and to plead
for the welfare of the evil doer is the best revenge
on an enemy.

—

Berltbitrg Bible (same verse):

Revenge always s]iringsfrom pride; thou wouldst
willingly be like God, and be thine own helper,

avenger and judge ; this pride then kindles thine

anger within thee, so that thou for heat and vio-

lence canst not wait until God disposes of the

matter for thee.

—

[Laavson : By indulging your
revengeful spirit, you do j'ourself a greater hurt
than your greatest enemy can do you, for you
gratify his ill nature when you suflfer it to tiiake

a deep impression on your spirit, without which
it could do you little or no hurt ; but by commit-
ting your cause to God, you turn his ill-will to

your great advantage, making it an occasion for

the exercise of the noblest graces, which arc; at-

tended with the sweetest fruits, and with the rich

blessing of God.]
Ver. 24-30. Geier (on ver. 24) : No one can

rightly begin and walk in the way to the kingdom
of heaven, who would enter without Christ

;

John xiv. 6 ; xv. 5.—[Chalmers (on ver. 24)

:

Man can no more comprehend the whole meaning
of his own history, than he can comprehend the
whole mind of tliat God who is the Sovereign
Lord and Oril airier of all things.]

—

Bcrlcburj

Bible (on ver. 25) : In vows it is important to re-

flect with the utmost circumspection, before one
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forms a definite purpose. But what one lias once

vowed, against it he should seek no pretext of

any kind to annul it.—Starke (on ver. 2o) : The

outward service of God without real devotion

bocomas a snare to many, by which they deceive

thair souls and plunge into ruin.— (Oii ver. 27):

Kuovv tha nobility of the human soul, this candle

of tSie Lord ! Beware therefore of all conceit of

wisdom and contempt of others about thee. _ Give

rather to the illumination of Divine grace its in-

fluence on all the powers of thy soul, that when

thine understanding is sufficiently enlightened

thy will also may be reformed.

—

[Stoddard:

The Spirit does not work by giving a testimony,

but by assisting natural conscience to do its work.

Natural conscience is the instrument in the hand

of God to accuse, condemn, terrify, and to urge

to duty.]—A. Schroder (ou ver. 28—in the

Sonntaysfeier, 1840) : How the relation of the king

to his peojale and of the people to their king can

be a blessed one solely through the purity and
sincerity of both).

—

Rust (same verse—same
source, issue for 1834) ; Of the exalted blessing

which a living Christianity ensures to all the re-

lations of the State.

—

Lange (on ver. 29) : Art

thou still a youth in Christian relations; prove

thy strength by conquest over thyself; art thou

become gi-ey and experienced in them, prove thy

wisdom by love and a blameless life; 1 John ii.

1.3, 14. (On ver. 30) : There is much evil about

and within us from which we must be cleansed

and purified ; God uses to this end the inward

and outward trials of this life.—Comp. Luther's

marginal comment on ver. 30: "J/aZ* non verbis

scd verberibus emendantur ; pain is as needful as

eating and drinking."

C) Admonition to integrity, patience, and obedient submission to God's gracious guidance.

Chap. XXI.

1 Like streams of water is the heart of a king in Jehovah's hand

;

he turneth it whithersoever he will.

2 Every way of man is right in his own eyes,

but Jehovah trieth hearts.

3 To do justice and judgment

is more acceptable to Jehovah than sacrifice.

4 Haughty eyes and a proud heart

—

the light of the wicked is (nought but) sin.

6 The counsels of the diligent (tend) only to abundance;

but every one who is over hasty (cometh) only to want.

6 The getting of treasures by a lying tongue

is a fleeting breath of them that seek death.

7 The violence of the wicked sweepeth them away,

because they refuse to do justice.

8 Crooked is the way of the guilty man,

but the pure, his work is right (or, straight).

9 It is better to dwell in a corner of the house top,

than with a contentious woman in a thronged house.

10 Tiie soul of the wicked desireth evil
;_

his neighbor findeth no mercy with him.

11 When the scorner is punished the simple is made wise,

aad whea the wise is prospered, he will gain knowledge.

12 The Righteous (God) marketh the house of the wicked;

He hurleth the wicked into destruction.

13 He that stoppeth his ear to the cry of the poor,

he also shall call and not be answered.

14 A gift in secret allayeth anger,

and a present in the bosom strong wrath.

15 It is a joy to the just to do justice,

but destruction to them that work iniquity.

16 A man who wandereth from the way of understanding,

shall dwell in the assembly of the dead.
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17 He becometh a poor man who loveth pleasure

;

he that loveth wiue and oil shall not be rich.

18 The wicked becometh a ransom for the righteous,

and the faithless for the upright.

19 It is better to dwell in a desert land,

than to live with a contentious and fretful woman.

20 Precious treasure and oil are in the dwelling of the wise,

but a foolish man consumeth them.

21 He that followeth after righteousness and mercy-

shall find life, righteousness, and honor.

22 A wise man scaleth the city of the mighty,

and casteth down the strength of its confidence.

23 He that keepeth his mouth and his tongue,

guardeth his soul from troubles,

24 A proud (and) arrogant (man)—scorner is his name

;

he acteth in insolence of pride (overflowing of haughtiness ).

25 The desire of the slothful killetb him,

for his hands refuse to labor.

26 He desireth intensely all the day long;

but the righteous giveth and spareth not.

27 The sacrifice of the wicked is an abomination

;

how much more when it is brought for evil

!

28 A false witness shall perish,

the man that heareth shall speak evermore.

29 The wicked putteth on a bold face,

but he that is upright establisheth his way.

30 No wisdom, no understanding,

no counsel (is there) against Jehovah.

31 The horse is made ready for the day of battle,

but from Jehovah is the victory.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 3.—The Infinitive form T}'^p like HJp in chap. xvi. 16.

Yer. 4. Hitziu writes ^J (^=3' J, sprout or shoot) instead of 1J and translates the second clause : "The fruit of vhe

wicked [i. e., pride] bringeth to destruction "—an emendation plainly not less unfortunate than the corresponding one, 3'

J

for TiJ, which he proposed in chap. xiii. 23. Compare notes on this passage. [The shortening of tlie long vowel in

T'J is undoubtedly facilitated by the initial 1 of the following word.]

Yer. 6.—^7371 cannot be stat. constr., for it would be separated from its genitive by the adjective rjlj.—Ewald, Beh-

THEAU, etc., read with the LXX and Vulg.: "'tl/pIO instead of 'Il/pHO and render "snares of death" Instead of "seekers

of death." Hitzig, in addition, proposes f|"li instead of C11J, as well as in clause a ^j,^t instead of bj,»3, so that he

reaches the meaning (which corresponds pretty closely with the LXX and Vulg.): "lie that getteth treasures by a lying

tongue runuetli nitoT vanity into snares of death."

Yei-. 7.—
:]JXO is one of Bottcher's " relative " perfects ; they have before this destruction, be it earlier or later, refused,

etc.—See §950, I'.-A.]

Ver. 8.—IjDDDn, "winding, crooked" (as 'HSnj is elsewhere used, comp. xvii. 20) is not stat. constr. (Bertheau, "one

crooked in his way"), but a predicate for emphasis prefixed to its subject 'HTl, as tlie parallelism shows.—':|n at the be-

ginning of clause 6 seems to be purposely chosen to correspond with TT1 at the end of clause a. Comp. 'nr in cliap. xx.ll.
TT 't

[This '^'^) is one of the very few words in Hebrew in which an Initial 1 remains, not being weakened int >
'. It seems to

be an ancient judicial term, and etymologically corresponds with the familiar Arabic word Yiziitr; comp. also Chart; v d'

Affuires. See lioTT., Fuerst, etc.—A.]

Ver. 9.—[nau/'^ 31t3 a masculiue predicative adjective notwithstanding the fern, form of the Infinitive. Rr.TT., g 990,

3, p.-A.]

Ver. 10.—[BoTT. strongly maintains the existence of a Passive of the Kal. conj., and cites in' ivs one of the examples.

See ? 90f>, c. As is well known. It has usually been called a Hophal form ; no Hiphil forms are in use, and this is in mean-

ing an exact passive counterpart to the Kal.—A.]

Ver. 14.—Instead of H^D' (fro"" rfr.''.), a verb occurring only here, which must mean " to bend or beat down "), IIlTZlQ

proposes to read, with Stmmacuus, the Vulg. and Targ. HSD' "extinguishes."
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Ver. 22. The H in nr)DIl"D without Mappiq, on account of the distinctive accent; conip. Jer. vi. 6; Is. xxiii. 17, 18;

xlv. 6, eic—[n'^ 1' one of Buttcucr'S ''empirical Perfects;" it has heen a malter of experience
;
see ^950, 3.—A.]

Ver. 2S.—iLtzig, partially following the LXX (changing XV' ^b to "li»J^, and ^3Ji; to PipE/), amends thus: The man

that rejoicetU to deliver (! ?) shall epeak.

first fruits of a man's activity (so Ewalb, El-

STER, etc.), or, which is surely preferable, it

may be taken as meaning the same as "^J (comp.

1 Kings xi. 30, where instead of "IJ u'c find TJ

in the sense of "light"), and in accordance with

chap. XX. 37, it m:iy be regai-ded as a figurative

representation of tlio entire spirit of the wicked,

i. e. their proud disposition, flaring and fl.iniing

like a briglit light. Thus the LXX [Aafi-r/'/p),

Vulg., KciiuLTENS, Dathe, Bertheau — oxcept

that the latter interpret the "light" less perti-

nently of (ho brilliant prosperity of the wicked.

In like manner Luther also, Geier, Dooerlein,

ZiEGLER, Umbreit, who, howcver, find in the

last term not an appositive to the two preceding

expressions, but a third subject co-ordinate with

them. [To these who adopt "light" as their

rendering, may be added, although with some
diversity in the grammatical relation and the in-

terpretation of the term, K., De W., IL, S., M.,

N., and the E. V. in its marginal reading. The
old English expositors generally follow the text

of the E. v., " ploughing," which is also pre-

ferred and defended by AVordsw., as suggesting

an "evil execution" of the "proud aspirations

and covetous ambition" of the wicked "in a de-

liberate action."—A.].—The predicate of clause

b is with no more propriety here than in chap.

X. 16 to be explained by "ruin" (disaster, de-

struction),—wliich is contrary to the view of

Umbreit, Hitzig, elc,—but retains the meaning
which is predominant in the Old Testament; for

to trace back all proud conduct and action to sin

is plainly the proper drift and import of the

proverb before us; comp. ver. 24, below.

Ver. 5. The counsels of the diligent

(tend) only to abundance ;
but every one

who is overhasty (cometh) only to want.
" Abundance "' and " want " stand contrasted

here as in xiv. 23. The "hasty," howcv.-r, in

contrast with the "diligent," the man who labors

in substantial and continuous methods (comp.

xii. 27), must be he who in the pursuit of gain

is in excessive haste, the impatient, restless for-

tune-hunter, who besides is not above base and
deceitful modes of acquiring, and for that very

reason for a punishment is plunged into destitu-

tion and penury; comp. xix. 2; also xx. 21;

xxviii. 20; and with respect to the general sen-

timent still further xii. 11; xiii; 11.—This ex-

planation, which is as simple as it is congruous

with the context, makes Hitzig's conjecture su-

perfluous (instead of yX. "IJfN, "the collector,"

i. e. the niggard) ; comp. xi. 24. [Rxieetscui. zibi

supra, p. 152, defending the common rendering,

expands somewhat the implied contrast between

the plans according to which the diligent toils,

and the impalknt haste which cannot wait to

plan.—A.].

Ver. 6. The getting of treasures by a

lying tongue is a fleeting breath of them
that seek death. The second member is lite-

rally rendered according to the text: "is fleet-

EXEGETICAL.

1. Ver. 1-3. Of God's all directing providence

and governuK nt.—Like streams of water is

the heart of a Icing in Jehovah's hand.

—

The terlium comp. is, according to the second

member of the parallelism, the capability in the
' streams of water" of being directed and guided

at pleasure,—the allusion being to the canals and
ditches constructed for tiie irrigation and fertili-

zing of meadows, gardens and fields. [See

Hackett's Illustrations of Scripture, and similar

•works; also Horace, Od. III., 1, 5-8.—A.] Since

for the accomplishment of their object there nuist

alvvays be a number of them, the plural

"streams" is used, although only one king's

heart is spoken of. Whether in the second line

the pleasant, refreshing influence of the rivulets,

dispensing blessing and increase, comes into ac-

count as a point in the comparison is uncertain

(comp. Is. xxxii. 2) : this, however, is not impro-

bable, inasmuch as the heart of a king may in

fact become in an eminent degree a fountain

of blessing for many thousands, and according to

God's design ought to be so. See also the com-
parison of royal favor with a "cloud of the har-

vest rain," in chap. xvi. 15, and in the opposite

direction comp. xx. 2, 8, 26.

Ver. 2. Almost precisely like xvi. 2 ; comp.

also xiv. 12; xvi. 25. [Fuerst, unlike most
others, renders the verb of tlie second clause
" delermiueth," t. e., determines the direction,

—

instead of "weighing, trying," or the old Eng-
lish term of our E. V., "pondcreth."—A.]

Ver. 3. To do justice and judgment is

more acceptable to Jehovah than sacrifice.

Comp. XV. 8; Ps. 1. 7 S(].; 1 Sam. xv. 22; Mich.

vi. 6-8.—For this combination of rigiiteousness

and justice comp. besides, e. (/., 2 Sam. viii.

15; Jeremiah ix. 23. For the "IH^J "more

acceptable," lit., "chosen," i. c, desired, well-

pleasing, valuable, comp. xxii. 1 ; and also viii.

10, 19. [" This maxim of the Proverbs was a

bold saying then,—it is a bold saying still; but
it well unites the wisdom of Solomon with that

of his father David in the 51st Psalm, and with
the inspiration of the later prophets." Stanley,
Jewish Church, II., 257].

2. Vers. 4-9. Against pride, avarice, deceit,

violence, and vicious dispositions in general.

—

Haughty eyes and a proud heart; lit. "to
be lofty of eyes and to be swollen of heart," for

D11 and 3ni are infinitives. "Swelling of heart"

is however here and in Ps. ci. 5, where it stands
again in connection witli "loftiness of eyes," a
proud, arrogant disposition ciiastened bv no cave ;

comp. also Isa. Ix. 5; Ps. cxix. 32.—The light

of the wicked is only sin. D';"-'-^"' "^J, which
. T :

is plainly' an appositive to •liauglity eyes and a
proud heart," may be translated either by "the
fallow, or newly plouglicd land of the wicked"
(comp. TJ, c\ui-p. xiii. 23), and refer to "the very
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ing breath, those seeking death,"—the latter

phrase not to be regarded as a limiting genitive

(see Critical Notes), but the two a hendiadys ; the

idea "fleeting breath of those seeking death"

being resolved into the two co-ordinate ideas,

"fleeting breath" and "seekers of death."

[WoKDSw. : ''vaniUj driven like chaff;''
—"the

work of the wicked and covetous man is cAf/jfand

his harvest is death." Kampu., while favoring

a simple emendation (that of Ewald, etc.; see

Critical Notes), would refer the " seekers," if

the text is to be retained, to the treasures; "trea-

sures unlawfully gained are not only themselyos

Avithout substance, but also bring on destruction

for their deceitful possessor." H. : "a vanity

agitated by them that seek death;" N. : "scat-

tered breath of them," etc.; S. : "a fleeting

breath are they who seek death;" M.: "(like)

a fleeting vapor to those who seek death." The

phrase plainly requires somewhat violent gram-

matical constructions, or an emendation. Our

author's hendiadys making the plural participle

an apparent appositive of tlie singular noun is not

the most forced.—A.] With reference to the

phrase "seekers of death," comp. viii. 36; xyii.

19; with respect to the expression "a fleeting

vanity," Job xiv. 2 ; xiii. 2); and Pindar's well-

known phrase, aiufir bvajt av\}piJ-og. It is hardly

possible that we have here any suggestion of the

Mirage (Isa. xxxv. 7), the "tremulous mist of

the desert, vanishing again in quick deception,"

—for the noun b^H nowhere else occurs with

this signification (this in opposition to Aukoldi,

and to some extent Umhreit also).

Ver. 7. The violence of the wicked
sweepeth them away. The " violence "_ is

not designed here to describe the destruction in-

tended for the wicked (comp. Job v. 22 ; Isa. xiii.

6), but is used in the active sense, of the rapa-

cious or murderous violence practised by them

(comp. xxiv. 2. So the Vulg., Luther, U.m-

BREir, HiTziG.) The latter, to illustrate the idea,

appropriately suggests the case in which an in-

cendiary is consumed in the fire which he sets.

But examples like i. 18, 19; vii. 23; serve also

for illustration. With clause b compare (above)

Ter. 3, a.

Ver. 8. Crooked is the way of the guilty

man. "Burdened, laden" signifies, as the cor-

responding word in Arabic does, "the guilt-

laden," and so the vicious man, the malefactor,

in contrast with the " pure or clean."

3. Vers. 9-18. Various warnings against fool-

ish, hard-hearted, uncharitable, unrighteous con-

duct.—It is better to dwell in a corner of

the housetop, and so on the one hand, solitary

and forsaken (comp. Ps. cii. 7 (8)), and on the

other, exposed to all winds and weathers, in an ex-

ceedingly inconvenient, uncomfortable position.

[See Hackett's JlluMratioiis of Scripture, and

similar works].—Than with a contentious
woman in a thronged, house : lit., "than a

woman of contentions (comp. xix. 13; xxvii. lo)

and a house of companionship " [olmq koivoq,

LXX),—an example of hendiadys, therefore like

ver. G.—On account of the correspondence of

the idea with ver. 19, which certainly is re-

markably close, HiTziG proposes to remove the

" contentious woman " entirely from the text, for

(freely following the LXX) he reads riJ^tyO in-

stead of nC'X^, and so from clause b gets the

meaning : " than that strife arises and the house

is common."
Ver. 10. For the expression in a comp. xiii. 4.

—

His neighbor findeth no mercy w^ith him,
lit., "his neighbor is not compassionately treated

by his eyes," i. c, on account of his violent

wickedness and selfishness even his friend expe-

riences no sympathy from him.

Ver. 11. AVith a comp. xix. 25.—And when
the wise is prospered, he will gain know-
ledge, /. e. the simple, who must be the subject

again in clause b, inasmuch as it can hardly be

said of the wise that it is his prosperity that first

helps him to knowledge. Usually, "and if one

instruct the wise," as if the verb v'lJtyTI were

here ti'ansitive in the sense of " warning, in-

structing," and thus stood for n'^IH, xix. 25.

But the wise man needs no longer such instruc-

tion as may for the first time give him under-

standing; and tins verb is found, e. g. also in

Prov. xvii. 8 (comp. Isa. lii. 13), used in the

sense of "possessing or finding prosperity."

The whole proverb therefore demands that "the
simple" be dsterred by the punishment of the

fool, as well as made intelligent and stimulated

to good by the prosperity of the wise.

Ver. 12. The Righteous marketh the
house of the wicked. That by this right-

eous one God is meant, the supreme judge and
rewarder, appears beyond all controversy from

clause b, as well as from the parallel passage

xsii. 12 (comp. also Job xxxiv. 17). Rosen-
MUELLER, Ewald, Bertheau, Elster take the

correct view, while Hitzig here again endeavors

to emend (substituting in'3 for n"3, and making

^'d'}, "wickedness," the subject of clause b)

;

Umbreit, however, harshly and ungrammatically

makes the " righteous " in a a righteous man,

and then in b supplies God as the subject of the

predicative participle. [So the E. V., which is

followed by Wordsw. ; Noyes makes the right-

eous man the subject of both clauses,—while

DkW., K., H., S. and M. more correctly refer

both to God.—A.]
Ver.-13. Comp. Matt, xviii. 23-35, a parable

which fitly illustrates the meaning of this sen-

tence, pronounced against hard-heartedness ; see

also Matt. XXV. 41 sq. ; Luke xi. 13.

Ver. 14. Comp. xvii. 8; xviii. 16; xix. 6. As
in these passages so in the one before us it is

not prohibited presents or bribes that are spoken

of, but lawful nuinifestations of liberality, though

bestowed in all quietness (in secret), i. e. with-

out attracting needless attention.—A present
in the bosom, is the same as the "gilt Irom

the bosom" in chap. xvii. 23, a present brought

concealed in the bosom (not a "present into the

bosom," as Rosenji., Bertheau, e^c, would have

it).

Ver. 15. It is a joy to the just to do jus-

tice, but fit is) destruction only to them
that work iniquity. '-Contusion, terror"

(comp. X. 29) is all right action to evil doers, since

they distinctly feel "that its consequences must

condemn and punish their own course and con-
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duct" (Elster) ; for they practise their ungodly

folly with pleasure aud delight (x. 23 ; xv. 21)

;

they have a real satisfaction in their works of

darkness (comp. Rom. i. 32; John iii. 19). [The

E. v., followed by H., N., S., M. makes "de-
struction" the subject of clause b, aud not a

second predicate, as DeW., K., etc., do, like our

author. The latter construction best brings out

the antithesis between a "joy" and a "terror."

The same course of conduct is thus diiierently

viewed by and related to the contrasted classes.

-A.]
Ver. 16. With a compare ii. 15 ; iv. 14 sq.

;

with b, ii. 18; ix. 18.

Ver. 17. He becometh a poor man who
loveth pleasure (lit. "a man of want").

"Joy" is here specifically intoxicating delights,

such as are to be found in luxurious banquets,

wlier« "wine and perfume," these familiar sym-
bols of social festivity (Ps. civ. 15; Prov. xxvii.

9 ; comp. Amos vi. 6), play their part. The
Vulgate, therefore, if not with verbal accuracy
renders by ^'qui diligit ejnilas."

Ver. 18. The wicked becometh a ransom
for the righteous, i. c. so far forth as the

divine wrath turns from him who is compa-
ratively righteous to fall upon the head of

the evil doer; comp. xi. 8. Thus according

to Isa. xliii. 3 the heathen nations atone for the

comparatively purer and, more upright Israel

(comp. HiTziG on this passage).

4. Vers. 19-25. Admonitions of an import
similar to that of the preceding series, directed

especially against uncharitablcness, folly and
sloth.—With ver. 19 comp. ver. 9 above.—With
a contentious, fretful woman, lit., "with a

woman of contentions and of worry;" the geni-

tives are naturally gcnitiri effcclus.

Ver. 20. Precious treasure and oil are in
the dwelling of the v/ise, but a foolish
man consumeth them, /. c. wastes whatever
he possesses of valuable treasures and spices.

" A fool of a man," as in xv. 20. To "swallow
up," /. e. to waste, destroy and ruin, as in Ecclcs.

X. 12; Lam. ii. 2-8; Job x. 8, etc.—Hitzig in

clause a changes pi^l to pl^"' and reads PID in-

stead of np, aud tlius obtains the meaning,

"Precious treasure is in a wise mouth, but a fool

of a man swallows it down (?)."

Ver. 21. He that follow^eth after right-
eousness and mercy shall find life, right-
eousness and honor. The second "righteous-

ness," although wanting in the LXX, is not for

that reason to be regarded an error (in opposi-

tion to ZiEGLER, Elster). It denotes the judi-

cial righteousness of the man who, on account
of his striving after righteousness, is sanctified

and blessed by God (just as in chap. viii. 18;
Job xxxiii. 2G).— while in clause a the righteous-

ness intended is a moral quality of the wise man
who keeps the law. The relation is the same in

the N. T. between StKaioavvT] as a present posses-

sion of the believer {e.g. Piom. iii. 28; Gal. iii.

21), and 6(Kaio(j'vv7] as an object of Christian

hope; Gal. v. 5.—With this use of the terms
"life" and "honor" comp. iii. 10.

Ver. 22 A wise man scale th a city of
the mighty; /. c even a fortress well defended

by numerous and strong warriors does not long

withstand the sagacious counsel of the wise;
comp. xxiv. 5, and also Eccles. ix. 15,—whore,
in a reversed relation, one wise man successfully

defends the city against a whole army.—For the
expression, "the bulwark of its confidence," in

clause b, comp. xiv. 2G.

Ver. 23. Comp. xiii. 3; xix. 6.

Ver. 24. A proud and arrogant (man)

—

scorner is his name; i. e. not, "he might
reasonably be callcil scoffer," but, "the universal

moral judgment of men really calls him so, looks

upon him as a scofifer, as an 'infidel' (De-
LiTZscH ; comp. Introd., ^ 3, N. 2), a man to

whom there is nothing holy." For TH', super-

biens, "arrogant, conceited," comp. Hab. ii. 5.

Vers. 25 and 26 form a continuous represen-
tation of the slothful, in contrast with the right-

eous and therefore diligent man, who, however,
on account of his diligence is also beneficent.—

•

The desire of the slothful killeth him, i. e.

his desire for food and drinlv, his hunger, for the

quieting of which he is nevertheless unable to

employ the proper means—labor in behalf of his

physical sustenance. Comp. xiii. 4; also xix.

24. [Stuart understands "his desire of sloth-

ful repose;" which is less easily reconciled with
clause a. of ver. 26. Ilis desires are not so in-

tense and consuming for repose, passivity rather

than activity characterizing whatever is volun-

tary about him; his involuntary appetites, for

which he neglects to provide, destroy him.—A.]
—He desireth intensely all the day long;
lit., "Every day he wisheth a wish,"/, e. he
carries constantly the same intense longing for

possession and enjoyment, but stops with this

indolent wishing and dreaming, without passing

over into energetic action. It is otherwise with

the upright, who by his honorable industry is

put in circumstances to distribute rich gifts

among others also ; comp. xi. 24 a.

5. Vers. 27-31. Of God's righteous judgment
on the wicked and disobedient.—The sacrifice

of the wicked is an abomination (comp.

XV. 8j, how much more w^hen it is offered

for evil. iTSTB might mean "with transgres-

sion, with evil intent" (not " with deceit," as

Bertiieau holds), comp. Ps. xxvi. 10; cxix. 150.

But it seems to be more appropriately taken here

as a statement of the motive of the abhorred

sacrifice, and therefore to be "for transgression,"

for some iniquity wrought with evil intent, which

is to be expiated by a sacrifice,—and by a sacri-

fice only, and not by true contrition and repent-

ance (comp. HiTZiG on this passage). Mai. i.

13 is therefore not so true a parallel as Ecclesiasl.

xx'siv. 21-25.

Ver. 28. With a corap. xix. 5, 9—The man
that heareth shall speak evermore; i. c.

the modest and teachable, who, instead of talking

on heedlessly at random, gives thouglitful atten-

tion I o all profitable teaching, and ponders quietly

all that he has heard, that he may be able to

give reliable testimony (comp. Solomon's "hear-

ing heart," 1 Kings iii. 9)—such a one will be

constantly called forth anew to testify, and so

become one " speaking evermore," a testi-^ sive

orator perpetuus, a witness to the truth universally

esteemed and much desired, in contrast with tlio

heedless, gossiping, lying witness (comp. xviii.
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13). For this iaterpretatiou the parallel in xii.

19 is decisive, from wlncli appears especially tlie

inadmissibility of rendering T\^}h secundum veri-

tatem, according to truth (so e. y. Umbueit: "he

who hears the truth"). [Uueetschi (as above,

p. 152) brings out the antithetic force of the

verse thus: "To hold to the truth is just what the

lying witness fails to do; thereforeiuust he cease

to spoalv; his way perishes, Ps. i. G. But the

man that hearkens, etc., to the truth shall ever-

more speak 'as a witness and otherwise, living

happily shall always be able to speak, and shall

be gladly heard' (Ewald), and so by no means

pc-rish.'"— A.]
Ver. 29. The wicked putteth on a bold

face, lit., "the man of wickedness makcth bold-

ness with his face." The predicate as in vii.

13, denotes the immovable fixedness of features

behind wliich the shameless villain seeks to hide

his criminal intentions and crafty dispositions.

AVhether we are here to think specifically of a

false witness implicated in some criminal con-

spiracy (from the suggestion of 28, a), must re-

main doubtful from tlie indefiniteness of the ex-

pression (in opposition to Bertiieau, Hit/.ig).—

But he that is upright establisheth his

way. Instead of j'D' t,ie K'ri, with wliich the

LXX agree, proposes j'^', and some modern in-

terpreters prefer this reading, e. g. Hitzig:
" considereth his way." But just, as it may be

said of God (chap. xvi. 9) so it might be said of a

pious man, that he makes his way or his steps/rm,

i. e. sure and fixed (comp. Jotham's example, 2

Chron. xxvii. 6); and the antithesis between a

and b becomes decidedly stronger with the read-

ing of the K'thibh. [TheE. v., which is followed

by H., N. and M. adopts a weakened and ambigu-

ous rendering, " dii-ecteth, "— "considereth"

being in the margin. S. and Woedsw. decidedly

prefer the stronger rendering "establisheth,"

"NV. bringing out the contrast between the wicked

man's harrkning his face, and the good man's

hardening his way. As Rueetschi urges, both the

verbs and their objects contribute to the com-

pleteness of the antithesis. "The wicked man
looks only to the outside, the foi-ms, the appear-

ance and show, the transient rcstilt ;
but the good

man aims at the real, the actually good ; he

therefore establishes his ways, his mode of life

and action, his whole course."—.V.].

Ver. .')(). No wisdom, no understanding,
no counsel is there against Jehovah.

njj7 is by no means merely "before God," i. e.,

according to God's judgment, as U.mbueit, dc,

say, but "over against, in opposition to." The
meaning is that a human wisdom which would as-

sert itself in opposition to the divine, is not wis-

dom, but sheer folly (comp. 1 Cor. iii. 19), that

in comparison with the divine wisdom that of

man is altogether nought (comp. Isa. xxix. 14).

Ver. 31 continues the thouglit of the preceding

verse. As human wisdom, so likewise is human
strength and reliance on liumati aid and might
nothing; comp. Ps. xx. 7 (S) ; xxxiii. 17.— T.he

horse is made ready for the day of battle.

The participle expresses tiie jx'rmancnce of the

matter; therefore, lit. " ::tands prepared, is pre-

pared " (Hitzig).—With b compare also David's

language to Goli.ath, 1 Sam. xvii. -17: " The bat-

tle IS Jehovah's ;" i. e., on Him depends the

decision of the war, its favorable issue, its vic-

torious result.

DOCTRINAL, ETHICAL, HOMILETIC AND
PPwACTICAL.

According to the introduction and conclusion

of the chapter, its contents refer mainly to the

all-directing providence of God, the ruler of the

world, just as in chap, xvi.,—which furthermore
in regard to several of the ethical precepts, or rules

of virtue connected with these considerations

about providence, stands in quite close relations

to the admonitory substance of the section before

us; comp. e.g. xvi. 5 with xxi. 4, 21; xvi. 10,

12 with xxi. 1; xvi. 11 with xxi. 6; xvi. 6 with
xxi. 21; xvi. 17, '20 with xxi. 23: xvi. 32 with
xxi. 22 ; xvi. 26 with xxi. 25, 26. Among the

virtues the practice of which is commended as a
chief means of putting ones self in the right re-

lations to the administrative and judicial go-

vernment of God over the world, righteousness

or obedience to God's word, which is better than
sacrifice (vers. 3, 27; comp. vers. 8, 12, 15, 18,

'Jl, 28, 29j, is the most conspicuous. Side by
side with this stands patience in the sense of the

New Testament (comp. v-ouori/, Luke viii. 15
;

James i. 4), i. c, steadfast endurance in labor

and in suffering, such as the service of the Lord
brings with it (vers 5, 17, 25, 2G). There are

more isolated warnings against deception (vers.

6, 28), hard-heartedness (vers. 10, 13), luxurious

exti'avagance (ver. 17, 20), scof&ng (vers. 11, 24).

Since however these without difficulty group
themselves about the central idea of obedience to

the divine command, this obedience may itself be
considered in a general way as the controlling

idea in the substance of the section, and accord-

ingly some such theme as " the man who heark-

ens" (ver. 28; comp. 1 Kings iii. 9), or again

"obedience more acceptable to God than sacri-

fice" (ver. 3; comp. 1 Sam. xv. 22), may be pre-

fixed as a theme or motto to all the rest.

For a Jiomilg then on the cliapter as a xchole :

God as ruler and judge over all the world, and
man"s duty of obedience to Him, consisting in

walking in righteousness, patience, love, and
truth. Or more briefly: Obedience to God's
word as the sum of all human duties and virtues.

Comp. Stocker: Of God's gracious and right-

eous government, as it shows itself in the good
and the evil.—The Berleburg Bible puts it very

well: God is to rule, not self-will.

Vers. 1-3. Cra.meu (on vers. 1. 2): God not

only knows the thoughts of men, but also has

their hearts in His hands, and turns and moulds
tbem as the potter the clay. In matters of laith

tiierefore we are not to proceed according to the

fancy of our own hearts, but according to God's
command.

—

Geiek: Pray God earnestly that He
may not leave thine heart intent on any evil, but

that he may draw it to Himself to walk stead-

fastly according to his word.

—

Woiilfauth : Not
merely the plans of the lowly, but also the coun-

sels and undertakings of tlie mighty depend on

God, who as chief ruler of His world with wis-

dom that never deceives and power that never

fails shapes all according to His design.

—

Starke
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(on ver. 3) : All outward ceremonies of worship

avail notliing, if there is lacking the true inwar<i

service of God, worshipping Gud in spirit and in

truth (John iv. 24).—[Lawson: Sacrilices had

no goodness in their own nature ; and when men
resided on them they were abominable to God.

Judgment and justice are a part of the image of

Godwin man, and have an everlasting excellency

in their nature].

Vers. 4-8. Crajier (on ver. 5) : A measure is

good in all things ; therefore hasten deliberately.

—Geier: He is cruel against himself who lieaps

up riches unrighteously: he is gathering up his

own ruin at the same time.

—

Calmer Handb. (on

vers. 5-7) : Industry and activity, not excess of

haste, leads to good success ; furthermore, not

falsehood, or deceit, or robbing others.

—

Yo^
Gerlach (on 7, 8) : The desolation which the

ungodly bring upon others at length sweeps them

away ; for no one, who persistently refuses to do

right can stand, since rigiit is precisely the sta-

bility, the order of things.

—

[Trapp (on ver. (J)

:

Many a wretched worldling spins a fair thread

to strangle himself both temporally and eter-

nally].

Vers. 9-18. [Chalmers (on ver. 10) : Th-j

claims of friendship are overborne by the strength

of that evil desire on the part of the wicked,

which is bent on the objects of their own selfisli-

ness] —Starke (on ver. 10) : We should not so

often act contrary to the law of love to our neigh-

bors, if we reflected always w!iat we should d.j-

sire in our neighbor's place (Matth. vii. 12).

—

(Oa ver. 13) : An uncompassionate spirit toward
the poor is punished by God with want of pity

in return, according to the justice of an exact

requital.

—

Hasitjs (on ver. 14) : Even with tri-

fles, with slight manifestations of love, one may
frequently avert much evil, and soothe spirits.

—

Geier (on ver. 15): Joy and peace of conscience

follow a joyful obedience to God's command; a

scornful contempt and disobedience of it is fol-

lowed by constant disquiet and fear.

—

[Lawsom
(on ver. 15) : Many do judgment without talking

pleasure in it; their consciences will not suifer

them to do otherwise, but their hearts are on the

side of sin ; or they will do many good things

with pleasure, because their constitutional and
beloved sins are not affected by them ; but there
are other things at which they stop short, etc.—
Trapp (on ver. 16) : He that deviateth from the

truth according to godliness cannot possibly

wander so far as to miss of hell].

—

Cramer (on
ver. 17): He who will consume more than his

plough can yield must utterly perish (Ecclesiast.

xix. 32).—(On ver. 18): God often turns the leaf

over so that the evil that was designed for the

pious comes upon the ungodly.

—

Von Gerlacu
(on ver. 18): Every man deserves punishment
here since none is guiltless. Since however the

righteous acknowledges his guilt and walks in hu-
mility before the Lord, He remits his penalty,

and before his eyes punishes the ungodly in full

measure, that by the sight he may be made
wise.

Vers. 19-2G. Hasiits (on ver. 20): 'Where true

wisdom is lacking in the administration of tem-

poral things, there even with a regal or princely

income destitution and want may enter.

—

Geier
(on ver. 22) : Let every Christian and especially

every Christian teacher exert himself by virtue

of heavenly wisdom to tear down the fortresses

and bulwarks of the kingdom of hell.

—

Cramer
(on ver. 22) : Let no one trust in walls, castles

or fortresses. What human hands have con-

structed human hands can pull down again.

—

(On ver. 23) : God as the Creator of our human
nature has set a double wall before the tongue,

—the teeth and the lips,—to show that we should

keep and guard the tongue with all carefulness.

— [Bp. Hall : He that looketh carefully to his

tongue takes a safe course for preserving his life,

whi'ch is oft in danger by much and wild talk-

ing].

—

Geier (on ver. 24): Vices hang together

like a chain; from pride springs contempt, from

contempt wrath, from wrath mockery and many
insults.—Zeltxer (on ver. 25, 20) : Lazy thieves

of time are not worth their bi-ead : he that work-

eth not, neither shall he eat, 2 Thess. iii. 10.

—

[Muffet: Wishei-s and woulders are neither

good householders nor yet long livers].

Vers. 27-31. Zeltner (on vers. 28, 29) : To

receive kind suggestions with thankfulness, and

to reform, is no shame but an honor in the sight

of God and men.—[Trapp (on ver. 30) : Human
wisdom while it strives for masteries is over-

mastered].

—

Melanchthon (on ver. 30, 31): It

is a wholesome rule for the whole of life, to ful-

fil the duties of one's calling, and in connection

with this trustfully to invoke God's aid and suc-

cor. If we do this our works under God's aid in

blessing us succeed well. Unrighteous labors,

those undertaken without any call from above,

as well as witliout trust in and prayer to God,

on the contrary undoubtedly fail, be they enter-

ed upon with ever so much shrewdness and cun-

ning.

—

Saurin (sermon on ver. 30) : On the fu-

tility of the means which human passions oppose

to God,—W2. 1) earthly exaltation; 2) political

prudence; 3) sensuality; 4) stoical endurance.

—Berleburg Bible (on vers. 30,31): No_ begin-

ning, devising, striving of ours can possibly op-

pose that which God purposes with us. Is it

not then the best thing to commit ourselves

wholly to His guidance, without giving ourselves

much labor in vain ? We indeed prepare all in

accordance with our idea and understanding;

but God gives success wholly according to His

will. In everything then let the charge be left to

Him!
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TJ) Admonition to secure and keep a good name.

Chap. XXII. 1-16.

1 A (good) name is to be chosen rather than great riches

;

better than silver and gold is good will.

2 The rich and the poor meet together;

Jehovah is the maker of them all.

3 The prudent seeth the evil and hideth himself,

but the simple pass on and must suffer.

4 The end of humility (and) of the fear of God
is riches, honor and life.

5 Thorns, snares are in the way of the wayward
;

he that guardeth his soul let him keep far from them.

6 Train up a child in the way he should go

;

even when he is old he doth not depart from it.

7 The rich ruleth over the poor,

and the borrower becometh servant to the lender.

8 He that soweth iniquity shall reap calamity,

and the staff of his haughtiness shall vanish away.

9 He tliat hath a bountiful eye shall be blessed,

for he giveth of his bread to the poor.

10 Chase away the scorner and contention goeth out,

and strife and reproach cease.

11 He that loveth with a pure heart,
_

whose lips are gracious, the King is his friend.

12 The eyes of Jehovah preserve knowledge,

but the words of the false doth He overthrow.

13 The slothful saith : (There is) a lion without,

I shall be slain in the streets.

14 A deep pit is the mouth of the strange woman ;

he that is accursed by Jehovah ftilleth into it.

15 Foolishness is bound in the heart of the child
;

the rod of correction driveth it far from^ him.

16 One oppresseth the poor only to make him rich ;

one giveth to the rich (and it tendeth) only to want.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. [The Niphal part. "in3J I'^ro as in xvi. 16 is to be rendered lilie the Latin pass, peripbr.—mcZms est, "is to b«

chosen, ought to be chosen ;" comp. Dott, g 997, 2. c—A.].

Ver. 2. [See Exeg. notes for the reason why D^3 »» preferred to UTyip- The lit. rendering is " their totality, the

whole of them." For minute explanations of the uJe of Sjj and the ordinary form of its suffixes see e. g., BiJTT. g 876,

"' ^
Vex sTseo Exe.' notes for reasons why the K'thibh is to be preferred to the K'ri. The vocalization is of course tlwt

of the k'ri nnOJ and not that of anin.perf. Kal. The timeimpliedin the verb HNT isof course a ' relative perfect; he

hath first seen, and then will hide himself.— A.].

Ver. 5. tynj; is in the Vulg. correctly regarded as a genitive with ^j-ll ;
so most of the modern interpreters re-

^^"
Vers. 7, 8. [The full forms SVC^O' and "lli-p" (K'thibh) are preserved by the emphasis thrown on the ultimate

Bvll.'iWns. Arcording to TloTT. ?^wm. h, c, wbib- tllnse forms arc the prevalent forms in the dialects of Ephraim and Si-

meon thev are found in the period of .lM(b,li o„ly under the influence of special emphasis or a folU.wing ,.ause.-A ^

Ver. il. [In the readiikof llie R-ri the llli:.l-m is exceptionally sliortened to Kamets-Uhatuph betore Makkeph. The

K'thilih has the.sC/ft. consiV. in its (U-dinary form. See Greux, ? 21.5. 1, c— A.].
r „f „f o,..,„,i„„^a

Vers. 12, 13. [The perf. \ n V3 in ver. 12 is cla-ssed by Bott. with the " empirical perfects
;
this is a fact of experience,

it has been found true ; the irSX of ver. 13 is classed with the " effective " perfects : ho has virtually said, it is In effect

- T
ea though ho had said, etc.—A,]

\
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Ver. 15. [The pass. part, ri'^-'lu'p illu-strates the principle that in Hebrew, whatever b-? the time to which this par-

ticiple relates it describes a state and not a process,—something that is, and not something that is coming to be ; Germ.
"t'sf verknupft " not " loird v." See Biixr. § 'Ji)7, 2, e..— A.].

[It can iiardly be accidental that in this group of proverbs so many of the important words begin with _Jt ; thus Ttj;^

(ver. 1), 1'ty;' and r\V}^ (ver. 2), D-l^ (^er. 3), 3pj;_ and HU;^ (ver. -1) m'J (ver. 5), e«c.—A.].

EXEGETICAL.

1. Oa account of the brevity of this section

begiuuing with chap. xxii. 1, but plainly ending

with ver. 16, as well as on account of the sup-

posed construction of the section with some re-

ference to tlie number ./?('« (which is said to have

had a mollifying influence also on chap, xxi.),

Hrrziu conjectures tliat its hitter and larger half

has been lost, and thinks that the portion which
has disappeared maybe recognized in the section

xxviii.- 17—xxix. 27. All this rests on the basis

of assumptions as subjective and arbitrary as the

general principles of this critic which relate to

the supposed numerical structure of the oldest

and main division of the whole collection of pro-

verbs. See remarks below, on cliap. xxv. 1, and
also on xxviii. 1 (Doctrinal and Ethical).

2. Vers. 1-5. On a good name as dependent
not on riches and treasures, but on prudence,
humility and right sensibilities. — A (good)

nama is more precious than great riciiss.

The absolute term "name" here denotes, like

bvojia in the parallel passage, Ecclesiast. xli. 12,

a ^ooc? name [6vo/ia naXbv, LXX) ; so likewise in

Eccles. vii. 1 ; .lob xxx. 8.—Better than sil-

ver and gold is goodwill. The "good"
(31iO) does not belong as an adjective [attribu-

tive] to the noun ' favor" (as the Rabbins ren-

der, aud U.MBREiT also :
" Sehijne Guiist" [E. V.,

M., S., De W., etc ]), but is a predicate (comp.
viii. 19), parallel with " more precious, or

choice," but put at the end of its clause for the

Bake of a more emphatic stress upon the objeefs

compared with it, gold and silver. [So E. V. in

the margin, Worosw. (?), II., N., K., etc.'\.

Ver. 2. The rich and the poor meet to-
gether; i. e., they are found side by side (comp.

Xxix. 13 ; Isa. xxxiv. 14), as classes both of which
are alike created by Jehovah, and tlierefore have
each its own peculiar object and calling to fulfil

in God's creation. Comp. xiv. 31 ; xvii. 5; Job
xxxi. 15.—Since both "rich" and "poor" are

collective ideas, it is said that God has created

"all of them" (D/JD, and not "both of them, or

the two," DH'JK/, as in xx. 12). [The verb

"strike against, or encounter each other," of

course does not here imply such an antagonism
as too often exists in disordered human society,

but simply the ordinary encounter or intermix-
ture of social life. The word of God no where
endorses the jealousies and collisions that result

from sin.—A ]

Ver. 3. The prudent seeth the evil and
hideth himself.—The K'thibh (inD''1, an Im-

perf. Niph.) is to be preferred to the K'ri ("1^0 J1),

because the hiding one's self is a consequence of

seeing the coming calamity, and this consequence
is expressed by the hnperf. with 1 cnns-'c ; comp. 1

Sam. xix. 5. The K'ri originates from xxvii. 12,

where the verse, with this exception, literally

recurs.

But the simple pass on and must suffer
("are punished," E. V. and most of the English

commentators). In the last verb we have a per-

fect preceded by a simple copula, because the

heedless pressing on of the simple into calamity,

and their "expiating" it, or suffering injury,

are conceived of as cotemporaneous ; compare 2

Sam. vii. 9; Ezek. xxv. 12, etc.—The plural "the
simple ones" over against the one "prudent
man " of clause a, seems to be chosen not with-

out an intentional reference to the disproportion

that actually exists numerically in life between
the two classes of men.

Ver. 4. The end of humility (and) of the
fear of God is riches and honor and life.

—

The copula is wanting before •' the fear of God,"
because this " fear " is in its idea so closely

connected with "humility" that it can be ap-

pended as in a sense an appositive to it. Thus
IBertheau and Elster correctly render, follow-

ing GeIER, IIOSBNMUELLER, SCHELLING, etC.

More commonly (and as early as the LXX and
Vulg.) the "fear of Jehovah" is regarded as the

first effect or consequence of humility, like

riches, honor and life ; this, ho ./ever, gives no
specifically appropriate idea. This is also true

of IIitzig's emendation (niN"l for n^T), the

"beholding Jehovah;" for "riches, honor and
life " could hardly be the elements into which the

"beholding Jehovah" should be resolved ; this

idea is rather in the Old Testament also (e. ff.,

Ps. xi. 7 ; xvii. 15) always one that belongs not
to the present, but only to the future life —With
b compare moreover iii. 16; viii. 18.—[Our au-

thor's idea is also that of De W. and K., the E.

v., H., N., S., M., WoRDSw., etc. The gramma-
tical objection urged by HiTZtG, Ujidreit and
RtiEETSCiii is the harshness of the asyndeton ; they
agree in making the latter part of clause a the

predicate, a more natural construction unques-
tionably, if the resulting meaning is admissible.

Umbreit interprets the humility of which "the
fear of God" is the reward, as humility in hu-
man relations—a rendering hardly consistent

with the Hebrew usas loquendi. Rdeetschi takes
the words in their ordinary sense, and the

structure which is most obvious, and explains:
" The genuine religious wisdom which is equiva-
lent to 'the fear of Jehovah ' (more precisely, of

which the fear of the Lord is the beginning), is

the highest reward of humility ; it is to him who
attains it all (riches, honor, life), all that man
desires and strives for beside, his greatest

riches, his highest honor, his true life." In this

view clause b is an analysis of the predicate of

a.—A.]
Ver. 5. Thorns, snares are in the v^ay of

the false.—Here again we have an asi/ndeton,

consisting in the associating of the two ideas

which are in their import essentially equivalent,

of "thorns" (comp. Job v. 5) and "snares, nets"
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(chap. vii. 23; Ps. Ixix. 22; Job xviii. 9, etc.).

HiTziG proposes instead of the latter expression

to read O'lIDD : "Thorns are poured out, are

spread on the way of the false (?j." [Those who
agree with Z. in the general structure of clause

b, in his selection of the subject and predicate,

very generally, at least our English expositors,

make tlie verb affirmative rather than hortative.

RuEETscHi (as above, p. 15-j), on the ground of

the very general idiom of the book of Proverbs,

and in regard to this phrase in particular,

ItyiJJ TOX', considers the clause as inverted : "he

who keepeth far from the thorns and snares that

strew the way of the false, destroying him, not-

withstanding all his cunning, saveth his life."

—

A.
I

— With /j compare xvi. 17.

3. Vers. 6-12. Of good discipline, frugality,

upriglitness, love and fidelity as further import-

ant means to the preservation of a good name.

—

Train up a child (early) in the -way he
should go —The verb wliich, according to

Arabic analogies, is equivalent to imbuit, initiavit

(comp. ScHULTENS on this passage), denotes here

the first instruction that is given to a boy, his

early education and the formation of his habits.

Compare the expression of Horace (Ep. I., 2, 69):

Quo semel est imbuta recens, servabit odorevi Testa

diit; and also the modern itrovevhs Ju/iff r/etcofnit,

alt ffet/ian [Young accustomed is done old] : or
" Was Ilanxchen nichl lernt, lernt Hans nimmcr-
mehr" ["What little Johnnie does not learn,

John learns never." So our English proverb

—

"Just as the twig is bent the tree's inclined."]

13'IT ^^/^ can have no other meaning than "ac-

cording to the standard of his way" (Gen. xliii.

7 ; Lev. xxvii. 8, etc.), i. e., according to the way
that is determined for him, according to the

calling and the manner of life for which he is

intended. With this interpretation, which is as

simple as it is pertinent, Hitzig's emendation

may be dismissed as superfluous : IDT ^D~l^\

"according to his tenderness, since he is still fen-

der." [Notwithstanding the "simplicity" of the
interpretation "in accordance with his way, or
his going," three different meanings have been
found in it. It may be, a) "his way" in the

sense of his own natural and characteristic style

and manner,—and then his training will have
reference to that to which he is naturally fitted

;

or b), the way in life which ho is intended by pa-
rents or guardians to pursue; or c) the way in

which he ought to go. The last is moral and re-

lates to the general Divine intention concerning
man's earthly course; the second is hutnan and
economical; the first is ir dividual and to some
extent even physical. Yet although the third

presents the highest standard and lias been ge-
nerally adopted and used where little account is

made of the original, it has the least support from
the Hebrew idiom. So De W., B., K., S., H.

(?), and otliers.—A.]
Ver. 7. The rich ruleth over poor men.

—

Observe here again the significant interchange
between singular and plural like that above in

ver. 3, corresponding with the actual conditions
of human society. The same relation of depend-
ence comes in play however in like manner be-

tween borrowers and lenders; indebtedness al-

ways destroys freedom, even though no sale into
slavery of him who was unable to pay should
ever take place.

Ver. 8. He that soweth iniquity shall
reap calamity.—Comp. Job iv. 8, and the con-
verse sentiment, Prov. xi. 18.—And the staff
of his haughtiness vanisheth a-way ;— /. <?.,

the staff with which in the ebullitions of liis an-
ger (Isa. xiv. 6) he smote others comes to nought,
as though dried up and rotten. Compare for the
verb "to come to nought, to come to an end,"
Gen. xxi. 15; 1 Kings xvii. 16; Isa. x. 2.5. Ac-
cording to the last mentioned passage, Umbreit,
EwALD [De YV'.] and Elsteu explain: "and the
staff of his punishment is already prepared."

But the verb TTlD in that instance acquires the
meaning "to be ready, to be already prepared^"
solely through the context,—and the noun

(n"l3J7) means not "punishment," but always

sini})!}' anger, passionate excitement. And to

employ "staff of his anger" to describe "the
rod of the Divine anger aroused against him"
would surely be an unusually condensed and

harsh expression.

—

Hitzig reads b"nil>| ^^^']

" and he that renounces (?) his service perishes,"

a meaning clearly quite insipid and little appro-
priate as the result of a very artificial and vio-

lent emendation, for which the text of the LXX
neither in ver. 8 b, nor in the spurious verse
which this version exhibits appended to our
verse, offers any adequate support whatsoever.

—

[FuEiiST distinguished two radical meanings in

the verb jlX, from one of which the derived noun
has the meaning "nothingness, vanity," here
adopted by E. V., and B.; the other gives the
meaning "calamity," and in this sense the word
is here understood more forcibly and appropri-
ately, by De W., K., IL, N., M., S.—RuEETscnr
vigorously supports our author's interpretation

of clause 6.— .\.]

Ver. 9. He that hath a bountiful eye
shall be blessed.—He who is "good in the

eye" is the exact opposite of the man "evil in

the eye" (chap, xxiii. 6) ; it is he therefore who
looks around not wickedly but in kindness and
friendliness. Such a one will besides always be
charitable in disposition and action, and there-

fore as he dispenses blessing he will also receive

blessing. The conjunction (0) as the beginning

of the second clause should doubtless be regai'ded

rather as a causal, than, with Hjtzig, as a con-
ditional particle; it is therefore not " // he
gives" (that he does this is in fact already im-
plied in his being described as having "a boun-
tiful eye"), but "since," or "for he gives,"

etc.

Ver. 10. Chase avvay the scorner and
contention goeth out.—That s.-offing is a
cliief source of contention and strife was already
expressed in chap. xxi. 24. Contention "goeth
out," viz., with the scofTer, when he leaves the

assembly in which he has given forth his scoffing

utterances (the LXX rightly supply f'/c c7i'rf(5/)"Ji').

—And strife and reproach cease,—for the

evil example of the scoffer had excited the whole
assembly to mutual abuse and recrimination

(Vnp has here this active meaning).
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Ver 11. Ho that loveth with a pure
heart, wiaosa'lips are gracious, the king is

his friend.— Tluis, wiciiour doubt correctly,

UiiBRwiT, Elster, HiTZici; for the passages xiii.

4, 24 ; xiv. 13 present no sufficient analogy for

Ewvld's interpretation of the last clause, " he is

the king's friend;" and Bertheau's conception

ofthephrase "grace of lips " as a second accusa-

tive object of the verb "loveth" (" he that loveth

purity of heart, and grace on his lips, the king is

his friend ") has against it the decided inappro-

priateness of the expression "to love the grace

of his lips " as conveying the idea of " cultivating

a wise eloquence." Furthermore we have to

compare chiefly xvi. 13 ; for it is really wise and
good couiisjUors who are there as here desig-

nated the favorites of the king.—[Few verses in

the Book of Proverbs whose reading is unques-
tioned have received more interpretations. In
clause a "purity of heart" is made the object by
almost every interpreter, instead of an adverbial

adjunct as Z. makes it. Tiie "grace of lips" in

clause b, in addition to Bertheau's construction

(see above), is made a part of the subject— " to

7vkoin, or whose is grace of lips," c. (/., by De W.,

EwALD, K.; it is made the tirst part of the predi-

cate "<o him, or hit is grace of lips," e. g ,hy the

E. V. in the margin, by H., N., S., M., W.;
while the text of the E. V. makes it adverbial.

-A.]
Ver. 12. The eyes of Jehovah preserve

knowledge,

—

i. c, secure protection to hiiu

who possesses and evinces true discernment and
knowledge (an example, therefore, of the abslr.

pro connre/o). With clause 6, furthermore, the

meaning seems to correspond better which Hit-
zia obtains, when he, perhaps in this instance

emending wisely, writes r\>^'^ instead of Pi^l: Je-

hovah's eyes observe wickedness.—For the verb
in clause h comp. xiii. 6; xxi. 12. The "words"
of the false here denote his proposals or plans,

the faithlessness which he devises by himself and
discusses with others. [Holden thinks it neces-
sary to render the "aifairs of the transgressor."

The necessity is obviated by the above explana-
tion.]

4. Vers. 13-16. Of slothfulness, wantonness,
folly and avarice, as further chief hinderances to

tiie attainment of a good name.—The slothful
saith : (There is) a lion without, etc.;— i. c,

he has recourse to the most senseless and ludi-

crous excuses, if in any way he may not be
obliged to go out to labor ; he therefore says,

e. g., a lion has stolen into the city, and may pos-
sibly' destroy him in the midst of the tumult and
crowd of the streets. Comp. xv. 19. [See criti-

cal notes for an explanation of the tense of the
main verb.]

Ver. 14. A deep pit is the mouth of the
strange woman,— ('. e., her seductive language;
comp. ii 16; v. 3; vi. 24; vii. 5 sq.; and also
xxiii. 27, where the harlot herself is described as
a deep ditch.—He that is accursed of Jeho-
vah.—The "cursed of Jehovah" the exact op-
posite of the man "blessed (^^"'3) of Jehovah,"

therefore one visited by the curse of an angered
God.

Ver. 15. Foolishness is bound in the
heart of the child,

—

f- e., it belongs to the dis-

13

position of all children, who are altogether and
without exception v/'/moi,—infallibly so (comp. 1

Kings iii. 7), and must therefore necessarily be
removed from them by the diligent employment
of the "rod of correction" (comp. xiii. 24; xix.

18; xxiii. 13, 14). Comp. our proverb '-Jugcnd

hat kein Tugend^' [Youth hath no virtue].

—

[Kamph., from the absence of an adversative par-
ticle before clause b, judges it better to take the

first clause as conditional: "If foolisiiness be
bound," etc. Here is then the remedy for the

supposed exigency. But this is surely needless,

and vastly weakens the import of clause a, with
its impressive declaration of an urgent and uni-

versal need.—A.]
Ver. 16. One oppresseth the poor only

to make him rich;— /. e., the oppression which
one, perchance some rich landlord or tyrannical

ruler, practises on a poor man, rouses his moral
energy, and thus by means of his tireless indus-

try and his productive labor in his vocation,

brings it to pass, that he works himself out of

needy circumstances into actual prosperity. On
the other hand, according to clause b, all pre-

sents which one makes to an indolent rich man,
prodigal, and therefore abandoned by the bless-

ing of God, contribute nothing to stay the waste
of his possessions that has once commenced.
What one gives to him is drawn into the vortex

of his prodigality and profligacy, and therefore

is subservient, in spite of the contrary intentioa

of the giver, only "to want," or to the diminu-
tion of his possessions (comp. xi. 24).—Thus
most of the recent expositors correctly explain,

especially Ewalu, Umbreit, Elster, Hitzio
[De W., K.], while Bertheau's conception of the

passage: "He that oppresseth the poor to take

for himself, giveth to a rich man [viz., himself)

only to want," approximates to the old incorrect

rendering of the Vulgate, Luther, etc. See
in reply Hitzig on this passage. [H., N., M.,

S. follow the E. V. in giving this reflexive mean-
ing to the pronoun of clause a, while Worbsw.
guardedly expresses a preference for (he other

view; God's providence overrules the rich man's
rapacity, and turns obsequious liberality toward
the rich against him whom it would benefit. For
according to this view it is not the giver, as the

E. V. suggests, but the receiver, that shall come
to want. lluEETSCHi comes vigorously to the de-

fence of the older explanation. The subject is

then single: the rich man seeks to advance him-
self by oppression of the poor; he gives wrong-
fully to one that has, and God thwarts him. We
prefer this elder exposition.—A.]

DOCTRINAL, ETHICAL, HOMILETIC AXD
PRACTICAL.

The doctrine of the great worth of a good name
forms undoubtedly the main theme of the section

before us ; for all that follows the introductory

proposition of ver. 1, which is expressly shaped

with reference to this theme, may be easily and
without any violence regarded as a statement of

the most important means or conditions to the

attainment and maintenance of a good name.

These conditions are given in part negatively, as

not consisting in riches (ver. 2, comp. ver. 16),

nor in falseness of heart (ver. 5), nor in scoffing.
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and love of ahiise (ver. 10), nor in unrighteous

dealing (ver. 8, comp. ver. 12), nor in .sloth and
licentiousness (vers. 13, 14). They are also given

in part positively, as consisting in a genuine

prudence (ver. 3), in humility and the fear of

God (ver. 4), in a wise frugality and industry

(vers. 7 and 16), in charity toward the poor (ver.

9), in purity of heart together with that grace of

speech which rests upon it (ver. 11),—in a word,

in all the excellent qualities as well as the inward

and outward advantages to whicha strict and wise

training of children is able to aid the man who is

naturally foolish and ignorant (vers. 6 and 15).

Ilomihi on the entire section: On the great worth

of a good name, and ou the means to its attain-

ment and preservation. Comp. Stocker: Of a

good name: 1) How it is to be gained (vers. 1-4);

2) what chief hinderances threaten the possession

of it (vers. 5-16).—In similar style, Wohlfarth,
Calwer Ilandb., etc.

Ver. 1. Melanchthon: With reason dost thou

say: I need a good conscience for God's sake,

but a good name for my neighbor's sake. A good
name is really a good thing well- pleasing to God,
and must be esteemed and sought by us, because

God would have the difference between goo!l and
evil brought to the day by the testimony of pub-
lic opinion, so that accordingly tliose who do
right may be promoted and preserved, the unjust,

on the contrary, censured, punished and de-

stroyed. From such public witness we are to

become aware of the existence of a moral law,

and should reflect, that a holy God and supreme
avenger of all evil lives. We must therefore

strive after a good name for two reasons : 1) be-

cause God would have us regard tlie judgments
of upright men (Ecclesiast. vi. 1 sq. ) ; 2) because
He would also have us serve as a good example
to others (1 Cor. x. 31 sq.; Phil. iv. 8).

—

Starke : If a good name is better than riches,

then it is our duty, in case of need, to defend our

innocence (Am. vii. 11; John viii. 40), but no
less to rescue the good name of others also (I

Sam. XX. 31 sq.).

—

[Ar.vot : The atmosphere of

a good name surrounding it imparts to real worth
additional body and breadth.

—

Mitffet: a good
name maketh a man's speeches and actions the

more acceptable; it spreadeth his virtues unto
his glory, and the stirring up of others; it re-

maineth after death ; it doth gool to the children

of him who is well spoken of; and finally is a
means of advancement.]

Vers. 2—'). Melaxciitiion (on ver. 2) : Know
that there is a Divine providance, and that not

by chance but by God's ordinance some are rich,

others poor. Therefore it is of moment that both
walk before God according to their state and
calling, that the poor therefore do not murmur
against God, but humble himself under His hand,
and take comfort in the promises of His word
(Matth. v. 3),—that the rich, however, be not
presumptuous, and do not set his t-rust on
uncertain riches (1 Tim. vi. 17), etc.— Tiihinr/en

Bible (on the same verse) :—If the rich were
always humble and the poor patient, and both
alike penitent, pious, loving and peaceable, then
rich and poor might live liappy and content to-

gether.—[R. Hall:—The rich and the poor
meet together 1) in the participation of a com-
mon nature; 2) in the process of the same social

economy; 3) in the house of God ; 4) in the cir-

cumstances of their entrance into this world and
in the circumstances of their exit out of it: 5)
in the great crises of the future.—Saurin :—
That diversity of condition which God hath been
pleased to establish among men is perfectly con-
sistent with equality : the splendid condition of
the rich includes nothing that favors their ideas
of self-preference ; there is nothing in the low
condition of the poor which deprives them of
their real dignity or debases their intelligence

formed in the image of God, etc.— See Bishop
Butler's Sermon before the Lord IMayor.—II.

Hooker (on ver. 3): — It is nature which
teacheth a wise man in fear to hide himself, but
grace and faith teach him where.

—

Muffet:—

•

Although God can save us only by His power, yet

He will not without our own care and (nd /avor,

nor without those means which He hath cjrilained

to that intent and purpose].

—

Hasitjs (on ver. 3)

:

—The best hiding from danger and calamity is

under the wings of the Almighty (Ps. xci. 1 sq.).

—J. Lange (on ver. 4) :—He who would be ex-

alted to glory, must first suflfer himself to be well

luimbled.— (On ver. 5) :—The ungodly finds in

the path to hell nothing but thorns and snares,

and yet he presses on in it ! A sign of the great-

ness and fearfulness of the ruin of man's sin.

Vers. 6-13. [South (on ver. 6) :—A sermon
on the education of youth].

—

Starke (on ver.

6) :—The spirits of children are like plastic wax
;

according as good or evil is impressed upon them
will their chief inclination be a good or evil one.

—On ver. 8) :—Upon unrighteousness and un-
godliness there surely follows a terrible end.

But who believes it? (Ps. Ixsiii. 18, 19).

—

Cramer
(on ver. 10) :—One sin ever develops itself from
another. From mockery comes wrath, from
wrath comes strife, from strife one comes toblows,

and from blows comes reproach.—(On ver. 11) :

—A true heart and a pleasing speech are rarely

found together, especially at the courts of this

world's great ones, where there is only quite too

much hypocrisy and unfaithfulness to be found,
hiding behind smooth words.

Vers. 13-16. J. Lange (on ver. 13) :—He that

loveth his own soul and therefore on account of

comfort and tenderness will not go forth to carry
on the Lord's work, will lose and eternally de-

stroy his soul, .John xii. 25.—(On ver. 15) :

—

God's children must in their life have to experi-

ence sharp strokes of affliction in many forms,

for, still as heretofore spirituallj' children, folly

in many forms remains in their hearts, and the

sin that yet dwells in them makes itself percep-
tible by frequent outbreaks.

—

Geier (on ver. 15):

—With mere loving words and flattering speech
can no child be happily trained; strict and wise
correction must be added.— (On ver. 16) :—Be-
ware of all unrighteous means of becoming rich

through others' injury. Better to have little

with a good conscience than great treasure w'nh

injustice !

—

Cn/wer Handh. (on ver. 16) :—He that

enriches himself on the poor, one richer than he
will in turn impoverish him.

—

[Edwarhs (on

ver. 15) :—The rod of correction is proper to

drive away no other foolishness than that which
is of a moral nature. But how comes wickedness
to be so firmly bound, and strongly fixed, in the

hearts of children, if it be not there naturally ?]
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III. ADDITIONS MADE BEFORE HEZEKIAH'S TIME TO THE OLD NUCLEUS OF THE
COLLECTION MADE BY SOLOMON.

Chap. XXII. 17—XXIV. 34.

First Supplement:—Various precepts concerning righteousness and practical
wisdom.

Chap. XXII. 17.—XXIV. 22.

a) Introductory admonition to take to heart the words of the wise man.

Chap. XXII. 17-21.

17 Incline thine ear and liear words of the wise,

and apply thine heart to my knowledge

!

18 For it is pleasant if thou keep them within thee

;

let them abide together upon thy lips

!

19 That thy trust may be in Jehovah,

I have taught thee this day, even thee

!

20 Have not I written to thee excellent words,

with counsels and knowledge,

21 to make known to thee the certainty of the words of truth,

that thou mightest retura words of truth to them that send thee ?

b) Admonition to justice toward others, especially the poor.

Chap. XXII. 22-29.

22 Rob not the poor because he is poor,

and oppress not the wretched in the gate

;

23 for Jehovah will conduct their cause,

and spoil the soul of those that spoil them.
24 Have no intercourse with an angry man,

and with a furious man thou shalt not go,

25 lest thou learn his ways
and prepare a snare for thy soul.

26 Be not among them that strike hands,
who become sureties for debts

;

27 if thou hast nothing to pay
why shall he take thy bed from under thee ?

28 Remove not the ancient landmark
which thy fathers have set.

29 Seest thou a man that is diligent in his business

—

before kings shall he stand

;

he shall not stand before mean men.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 17. [Observe the interchange of the imperative £37] with the 2d pars. sing, of the Imperf. ri'tJ^H-—A.]

Ver. 18. [In ^'^y\'' we have illustrated, ag in many other instances, the final disregard of the originally strict applica-

tion of the suffixes to their own person and number: let them abide in its entireness, etc.—A.]

Ver. 20. [Bott. g 707, 2, explains the masc. adj. Ct^bc; of the K'ri as an example of masculines used in describing

the pre-eminent and striking,—but on account of the Dm of ver. 19 gives the preference to the K'thibh Dili' /B'. So

Stuart and Moensch.—A.]
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Ver. 21. [Tn*?ii''?, one of the plural participles, not uncommon in our book, to be taken distriljntiveli', as applica-

ble to each of all possible cases. Bott. J 702. e.—A.]
,

Vers. 22, 21, 26, 28. [Kui'ther examples of the Jussive with the negative adverb 7}<. instead of a direct prohibition

with thn Iniporative; co-np. Litin, ne fai:ias ; Greek, fit) ypo(i)tjs (Kurhner, g 2.50, 5, Hadley. § 723, a); as though in pro-

hibitions a sense of fitness or oldig.itiou were appf.ilod to rather than au auihority asserted.—A.]—(Ver. 21). j~\N j<13

here, in accordance witli the later usus loquendi, is equivalent to jlX 11 'D ; comp. Ps. xxvi. 4.

Yer. 25. [The more compact form =lS>;"> for fl'7j{,-) under the influence of the preceding "]3
I
Bon. g 1059, <?.—A.]

Ver. 27. [An example of what is called the concrete impersonal in Hebrew is found in np' > why should lie, any one

do this ? BoTT. ? 5^5, c.—A.]
Ver. 23. [3-^'jT; BorruuER's -Fie/is Zicii(i»i or de6i7«TO, rendered by the German fZar/; it is his privilege or preroga-

tive.—A.]

the conditional clause, "if thou keep," ^^c, [so

EXEGETICAL. *"• 5'- ^^ ^^m '^•> S-' ^^•' Mdfi'i^t, etc.~\, we adduce
the absence of a second condition J paidicle, or

at least a copula before the Imperi'., which in its

present position at the beginning of a clause

clearly appears to be a Jussive. Comp. Hiizio
on this passage.

Ver. 19. That thy trust may be in Jeho-
vah I have taught thee this day, even,
thee ! The perfect represents the work of teach-

ing as already begun and now in progress, like

the "I have given," chap. iv. 2.—nni< HX, eliani

te, inquam, Germ, ja dich ! yea, thee ! even thee !

The expression brings out strongly the idea that

tlie present teaching is designed for the student

of wisdom who is here addressed, for him and
for no one else (Meiicer, Geier, J. H. Michaelis,
EwALU, De W., Bertheau, etc.). There is no
occasion for Umbreit's interrogative conception

of the words: "but thou?": i. e. dost thou
also attend to my teaching ? and the same is

true of Hitzig's attempted emendation, accord-

ing to which we should read nnx '^X, " this

also, the very same."—The first member, more-
over, gives not so much the substance as the

object of the teaching, and that as consisting in

the development of a firm trust in God, or in the

increase and establishment of faith (comp. Luke
xvii. 5).

Ver. 20. Have I not written (Z., "behold.

1 write) to thee excellent words ? (The K'ri

D^tJ^'Sty from \:/'h\y). which is equivalent to TJJ,
• T • T ' • T

"a great man, a nobleman" (comp. Keil on
2 Sam. xxiii. 8), describes the words as of the

highest, noblest worth, of pre-eminent value, as

verba exiiiaa s. principalia (comp. the similar term
in viii. 6). So, and doubtless correctly, Ziegler,

EwALD, Elster, etc. Comp. the early rendering,

Tpiafikycara, of the Vers. Veneta. [K. renders

"expressive, or significant," bedeutsani]. Others

interpret the K'ri diiferently, e. g. Hitzig : be-

quests, Verm'dchtnisse (in accordance with the

R,abbinic W'h'd, depositarius); the Vulg. and some

of the older expositors, "three-fold, i. e. several

times, in various ways" (so Luther) : or even

"in three forms," so that the reference will be

to the Law, the Trophets, and the Hagiographa,

as the three chief constituents of the divine

word, or again, to the three books of Solomon,

etc. The K'thibh is explained ordinarily, by

supplying an omitted VlOP, in the sense of "be-

fore, formerly;" thus Umbreit, e. g.; "have I

not formerly written to thee?" (In a similar

way Beutueau). But the ellipsis of a "yester-

1. That a new division of the collection begins

with ver. 17, coming from anotlier hand than

compiled the preceding main division, appears

not merely from the expression "words of wise

men," which reminds us of i. 6, but also from the

characteristic style of the proverbs which are

found from this point onward to the end of chap,

xxiv. These no lotiger consist of verses of two
clauses constructed according to the antithetic

parallelism, but for the most part of longer san-

tences, which as a general rule comprise two
verses, sometimes, however, three (e. g. xxiii.

1_3, 6-8), or even five (thus xxxii. 31-35; xxiv.

30-34). By the side of the isolated proverbs

containing an antithesis of two members, such as

are here and there interspersed (e. g. xxii. 28
;

xxiii. 9, 12, 19, 22; xxiv. 8 sq., 23 sq.), there

are found in addition several verses constructed

of three clauses (xxii. 29; xxiii. 5, 7, 31, 35;

xxiv. 12, 31). There is prevalent everywhere
the minutely hortatory or in turn admonitory
style, rather than that which is descriptive and

announces facts. The 7X which serves to intro-

duce the utterance of wai-nings is found not less

than seventeen times within the two and a half

chapters before us, while in the twelve chapters

of the preceding main division it occurred but

twice (chap. xx. 13 and 22). Many linguistic

peculiarities in the section appear, moreover, to

indicate a later period ; whether it be the earliest

period after the exile, as IIiTzrG proposes, may
indeed be the more doubtful and uncertain, since

many peculiarities of the section, especia'lly the

expression, "words of the wise" (in xxii. 17),

like the prevailing admonitory tone of the dis-

course, seem to favor the assumption of De-
LiTzscH, (hat its author is identical with that of

the introductory main division, chap, i.-ix.

Comp. Introiluction, ^ 12, p. 29.

2. Vers. 17-21. The introductory admonition
to give heed to tlie words of the wise.

Ver. 18. For it is pleasant if thou keep
them w^ithin thee. " Them," y^'^., "the words
of the wise," for only to these can the suffix re-

late, and not to " my knowledge ;" so that ac-

cordingly this proposition in ver. 18 a, beginning
with "for," serves to justify only the first half

and not the whole of ver. 17. With 18 b: let

them abide together upon thy lips, the ad-
monitory discourse proceeds, and in the first

instance attaches itself to the substance of 17 b

(comp. v. 2). Agaii'.st the common construction,

which regards, the verb '.13\ as a continuation of
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day" before this Dlli'/ty would be without any

linguistic analogy ; and in a section which in-

troduces subsequent admonitions a reminder of

teachings formerly given seems little appropri-

ate. For this reason the K'ri in the sense above

given is unquestionably to be preferred. [S.

and M. prefer the adverbial rendering; the ma-

jority of the English commentators with ihe

E. V. the substantive.—A.]—With counsels
and knowledge, so far forth, viz., as these are

contained in the •' princely words."

Ver. 21. To make known to thee the cer-

tainty of the words of truth, "(jorrect-

ness, verity," as e. y. in the Targ. on Jer. xxii.

13, 15; Sam. Geu. xv. 6 (where it is made equi-

valent to pli*, "righteousness"). Comp. the

Chaldee NilD'J-'.p in the Targ. on our passage.

—

That thou mightest be able to return
w^ords of truth to them that send thee.
'•Words, truth," a sort of apposition, describing

the discourse to be conveyed as consisting of

words which are "as it were themselves the

truth" (Umbreit, Elster). The expression is

like the " words consolations, i. e. consoling

words," in Zech. i. 13.—The "senders" (comp.

X. 26) are here naturally the parents, who have

sent their son to the teacher of wisdom, that he

may bring back thence to them real culture of

spirit and heart; or again, that "he may know
how to bring home to them in all tilings true and
not false or erroneous report " (Hitzig).—[Hol-
DEN unnecessarily makes the suffix of the parti-

ciple represent an indirect object; "them that

send unto thee." For the construction " words
truth" see Green, § 253, 2.—A.]

3. Vers. 22-29. Admonition to justice toward

others, especially the poor and distressed.

—

Rob

not the poor because he is poor. 7l is the

depresseil, the straitened, he who is deprived of

help for judicial contests and other cases of

want, and who therefore needs the protection of

the more powerful and the more prosperous.

—

And oppress not the poor in the gate, i. e.

in the place where courts are held; comp Job
V. 4; xxxi. 21; Ps. cxxvii. 5.— [Comp. Thom-
son's Land and Book, I. 31; and other works
illustrative of Oriental usages, passim.— A.]

Ver. 23. For Jehovah will conduct their
cause. The emphatic announcement of the

reason for the warning in the preceding ver.

;

comp. xxiii. 11. With respect to the just pun-
ishment threatened in clause b, comp. M;itt.

xviii. 32 sq.—^[God is not merely a formidable
because an all-just and almighty advocate, ap-

pearing before the unjust tribunal, in behalf of

the wronged; He is not merely a judge sitting

in a higher court of appeal ; He is the executor of

theuniversal laws of justice to which the judo-es as

well as the arraigned of earth are alike amenable.
When Jehovah "cheats or spoils" it is in vindi-
cation and not in viol.ation of eternal justice and
right. FuERST makes the "life" an adverbial
modification, and not the object, so that it ex-
presses the extent of his work, "even to the
life."—A.]

Vers. 24, 25. Warning against intercourse with
men of violent temper, like xxvi. '.il ; xxix. 22;
comp. James i. 20.

—

And w^ith a furious man

thou shalt not go, lit., "go not along with
him."

—

And prepare a snare for thy soul;
viz., tlie passion that would become a snare, a

fatal net for thee (comp. xx. 25).—With the warn-
ing against suretyship in vers. 2U, 27, comp. vi,

1-4; xi. 15; xvii. 18; xx. 16.

Ver. 28. Warning against the violent removal

of boundaries ; comp. the prohibitions of the

Law; Deut. xix. 14; xxvii. 17; and also Job
xxiv. 2 ; Hos. v. 10 ; and below, Prov. xxiii.

10. 11.

Ver. 29. Seest thou a man diligent in
business. The verb, a Perf. Kal, is condiiional;

"if thou seest;" comp. vi. 22. TilO, apt, ac-

tive, expert (Luther, endelich).—Bsfore kings
shall he stand (Z. " may he set himseli "), viz.

to serve them, to receive their cutniiiand-^. comp.

1 Sam. xvi. 21, 22

—

He shall not stand be-
fore mean men. Lit., "men in the dark,"

homines obscuri, iynobiles (Vulg.). The antithesis

to the "kings" is naturally an idea of a some-

what general and comprehensive kind, describing

those who belong to the low multitude, the ple-

beians. To generalize the idea of "king" in

like manner, as if it here expressed something

like "noble, rich," is therefore unnecessary (in

opposition to Hitzio on this passage). [Lord
B.\coN says: Of all the qualities which kings

especially look to and require in the choice of

their servants, that of despatch and energy in the

transactions of business is the most acceptable,

etc., etc. There is no other virtue which does not

present some shadow of oifence to the minds of

kings. Expedition in the execution of their

commands is the only one which contains nothing

that is not acceptable (Z)e Augmentis ScieiUiarum,

Lib. VIIL)].

DOCTRINAL, ETHICAL, HOMILETIC AND
PRACTICAL.

There are only two main ideas with the pre-

sentation of which this section is concerned;

these, however, are thoughts of no slight weight

and significance. That true wisdom, which is

indeed one with firm confidence in God, is to be

secured and maintained above all things else, the

introductory admonition (vers. 17-21) brings out

with earnest emphasis. And that such wisdom
as this should manifest itself in a demeanor to-

ward one's fellow-men just and kind in all direc-

tions,—to impress this is the single aim and end

of the hortatory and admonitory addresses that

follow in vers. 22-29.—For not merely the warn-

ings against the unrighteous plundering of one's

neighbors (vers. 22, 23), against passion and a

ruinous familiarity with the passionate, and

against a wicked removal of boundaries, have

this end in view,—but also the cautions against

suretyship, which are apparently brought for-

ward merely as prudential suggestions (vers. 26,

27), and against tlie wasting of executive talents

and skill in the service of insignificant masters

(ver. 29), fall under the same genei-alization, so

far forth as both kinds of unwise conduct point

to an intentional hiding of the talent received

from the Lord, and to an inclination to the low

and the common, which is as wilful as it is un-

profitable and contemptible. He who through
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inconsiderate suretyship for unworthy men de-

prives himself of the means of a free and vigo-

rous efficiency in life, puts his light under a

bushel quite as really, and with no less guilt than

he who fritters away his strength in a narrow
and obscure sphere of labor, rather than by
earnest striving for an influential station seeks

to make the results of his activity the common
property of m-ABj. Comp. Matth. v. 14-16

;

XXV. 24; John iii. 20, 21 ; vii. 4.

These two main truths,—the praise of wisdom

as the source of all real confidence in God, and

the subsequent admonition to righteousness in

many particulars, meet in the idea of Fuilh, or

obedient consecration to the invisible holy God,

as the sum of all true wisdom (ver. 19). Put in

form as the leading thought in a homiletic discus-

sion, this fundamental idea would be expressed

in some such way as this: On faith in God as the

ground of all righteousness and the end of all

wisdom ;—or, Faith (couiidence in God) as the

basis and end of all wisdom.

—

Stockeii (regard-

ing the whole as a direct continuation of vers.

1-16) : Admonition to seek after a good name.

—

Starke : Admonition to obedience to the true

wisdom (17-21), to right treatment of the poor

(22, 23), to the avoidance of intercourse with bad

men (24-27), and to a scrupulous regard for

boundaries (28, 29).

Ver. 17-21. Zeltner: All the woi'ld's plea-

sure is to be accounted nothing in comparison

with the true, sweet pleasure which comes from

the word of God. This they know who have

tasted the sweetness of this word (Heb. vi. 5).

—

J. Lange : Where the good will to obey is want-

ing, there all teaching and preaching are vain.

This is the reason why so many hundred sermons

are heard by the majority without profit.—He
who is heartily and willingly obedient to Christ

finds in this no burden ; in Christ's obedience

consists rather the highest joy.—R. Floret (on

vers. 17-19; see Hirtenslimmen an die Gevieinde

im Hause des Ilerm, II., Leips., 1849): In the

training of your children let your hope be di-

rected to the Lord; for 1) the word of the Lord
gives the right direction ; 2) His service gives the

right strength ; 3) His grace gives the right power
besides.

—

Th. Hergang [ReformationspTedigt) on

vers. 17-19; (see Snnntagsfeier, 1861, p. 357):

"What a blessed duty is it to hold in honor the

memory of such men as have deserved well in the

true culture of their own and succeeding times'.

[A. Fuller (vers. 17, 18) : If we study the
Scriptures as Christia?}s, the more familiar we
are with them, the more we shall feel their im-
portance ; but if otherwise, our familiarity with
the word will be like that of soldiers and doctors
with death— it will wear away all sense of its

importance from our minds.

—

Trapp (ver. 19)

:

Only a Divine word can beget a Divine faith.]

Vers. 22-29. Starke (on vers. 22, 23): If the
Lord efficiently sympathizes with those who are
in outward poverty, still more does He do this

for the spiritually poor, who are of broken heart
and tremble at His word (Is. Ixvi. 2).

—

[Arnot
(on vers. 22, 28) : There is a causal connection
and not merely a coincidence between the spread
of God's word and the security of men's rights
in a land. As worship rises to heaven, justice
radiates on earth. If faith go foremost, charity
will follow.

—

Lawson (ver. 22) : For magistrates
to be guilty of the crime of oppression, is a per-
version of an institution of God into an engine of

abominable wickedness.—(On ver. 23) : The un-
just spoiler has the mercy of God against him as
well as His justice.

—

Trapp (on ver. 23) ; A poor
man's livelihood is his life. God, therefore, who
loves to pay oppressors home in their own coin,

will have life for life.

—

Lord Bacon (on ver. 24):
It is of the first importance for the peace and se-

curity of life to have no dealings with passionate
men, or such as easily engage in disijutes and
quarrels; for they will perpetually involve us iu

strife and faction, so that we shall be compelled
either to break oflt" our friendship, or disregard
our own safety. —Bridges (on vers. 26, 27) : la
"devising liberal things" we must combine
scrupulous regard to justice and truth. Else our
charity will prove the scandal, instead of the

glory, of our profession.]

—

jMelanchthon (on
ver. 28) : The injunction (that boundaries are
not to be removed) may by a simple allegory be
expanded to this prohibition; that laws iu gene-

ral that are venerable from their age are not to

be altered, except in case of the most pressing
and obvious need.

—

Von Gerlach (On ver. 29):
Peculiar facility and ability God will bring into

an appropriate sphere of action.

—

[Trapp: A
diligent man shall not long sit in a low place.

Or if he do all the days of his life, yet if his dili-

gence proceed out of conscience, " he shall stand
before the King" of kings when he dies.]

c) Warning against greediness, intemperance, impurity, elc.

CuAP. xxin.

When thou sittest to eat with a ruler,

consider well him who is before thee,

—

and thou wilt put a knife to thy throat

if thou art a gluttonous man.

Crave not his dainties,

for it is deceitful food.
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4 Labor not to be rich
;

cease from (this) thine own wisdom.

5 Wilt thou look eagerly after it—and it is no longer there?

for assuredly it maketti itself wings,

as an eagle that flieth toward the heavens.

6 Eat not tiie bread of him that hath an evil eye,

and crave not his dainties.

7 For as he thinketh in his heart, so is he

;

" eat and drink " saith he to thee,

but his heart is not with thee.

8 Thy morsel which thou hast eaten, wilt thou cast up,

and wilt have lost thy pleasant words.

9 Speak not in the ears of a fool,

for he would despise the wisdom of thy words.

10 Rainove not old landmarks,

and into the field of the fatherless enter thou not.

11 For their avenger is a mighty one;

He will maintain their cause with thee.

12 Apply thine heart to instruction,

and thine ears to words of knowledge.

13 Withhold not correction from the child

;

for if thou beatest him with the rod he shall not die.

14 Thou beatest him with the rod,

and his soul thou deliverest from hell,

15 My son, if thine heart be made wise,

my heart will rejoice, even mine
;

16 And my reins will exalt,

when thy lips speak right things.

17 Let not thine heart press on eagerly after sinners,

but after the fear of Jehovah all the day

;

18 for if the end come
then thy hope shall not be destroyed.

19 Hear thou, my son, and be wise,

and incline thine heart in a right way.

20 Be not among winebibbers,

who devour much flesh.

21 For the drunkard and the glutton shall come to want,

and the sleep of sloth clotheth in rags.

22 Hearken to thy father that hath begotten thee,

and despise not thy mother when she is old.

23 Buy the truth and sell it not,

wisdom, and discipline and understanding.

24 The father of a righteous man rejoiceth greatly

;

he that begetteth a wise man hath joy in him.

25 Let thy father and thy mother be glad,

and her that bare thee exult.

26 My son, give me thine heart,

and let thine eyes delight in my ways.

27 For a harlot is a deep ditch,

and the strange woman a narrow pit.

28 Yea, she lieth in wait like a robber,

and the false among men doth she multiply.

29 Who hath woe? who hath grief?

who hath contentions,—who trouble,—who wounds without cause^

who hath redness of eyes ?

30 They that tarry long at the wine,

who come to seek mixed wine.
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31 Look not on the wine, when it is red,

when it sparkleth in the cup,

when it glideth smoothly

!

32 At last it biteth like a serpent,

and stingeth like an adder.

33 Thine eyes shall see strange things,

and thine heart shall utter perverse things

;

34 and thou shalt be as one that (is) in the midst of the sea,

as one that lieth on the top of a mast.

35 " They have stricken me—I have not felt it

—

they have smitten me—I have not known it

—

when I awake I will seek it yet again."

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. [We have in J'S, as in 7'J, ver. 24, examples of the "spurious" ^p verbs, or mixed '_^ and 1_J,V The present

result is that we have here iu ver. 1, and in the K'ri in ver. 24, forms apparently of the Inf. constr., where the idicim of the

language requires an Inf. abs. See Green, ^ 15S, 2, 3; Uott., gg 988, 4, a ; 1141 ; 1143, 1, 2, etc. The jOil is followed by a

Perf. consec. to express the idea of the "Fiens debitum," what ought always to be, and so may confidently be expressed as

a finished result. iliiTT., §981, B. y.—A..]

Ver. 4.—The punctuation I'l^J^ri/ is unquestionably correct (see Exegetical notes); to alter it to Ttyj^n 7 (LXX,

Targ., IIitzig), .as though the admonition were against laboring for the favor of Che rich man,ia unnecessary.

Ver. 6.—We render according to the K'ri ci.l^r, which is certainly to be preferred to the unmeaning K'lhibh ri'j;i

(for which many conjecture ^'lyi, "as eagles and birds of the heavens"). [Bott., §1132, 3, very confidently proposes

ny'l, making the verb a Jussive.—A.]

Ver. 7.—[For the form Vl3X comp. critical notes on xxii. 7, 8.—A.]

The verb {,'^VW pointed aiiii accented as here can be nothing but 3d pers. Perf. Ival , equivalent to the Chald. "^^l^,

cogitavit, meditalus est; an 1 this meaning of the expression gives a general sense so appropriate that we ought clearly to

abide by it (with Abe.v Ezr\, Umbreit, Bertueau. Elstcr, etc. [so ihe E. V., N., S., M., W., Ue W., KuerstJ, idthough no

support can be found for it any where in the Old Testament. The LXX rendered 1J?2/
" hair" [so he eats and drinks, as

if any one should swallow a hair]; the Chald., "Ij;^, "fool;" Schultens, "1^'ty, shuddering; Ewald and HiTzia, "Ij;-^

divided (" as one who is divided in his soul ") [Holden and others, " as he is vile "] ; but these are all unnecessary attempts

at emendation.
Ver. 10. [In ^TJy BiJTT., § 821, Decl. II., and n. 5, maintains that we have a sing, constr. from the original form '''^\y,

and not a plur. const, collateral to HH^, as most of the grammars and lexicons hold. He compares nj» and

Ver. 12.—[rii^'^n^ a poetical form, a lengthened Imper. pres. Comp. nj-H in xxiv. 14.—A.]

Ver. 15.—[The supplementary "'JX conforms to the case of the preceding suffix of the same person, which is of course
T

a genitive. Bott., g 855, 3.—A.]

Ver. 19.—"lO'X is here a real Piel with a factitive meaning, unlike its use in iv. 14.

Ver. 22.—[The demonstrative H' used, as it is occasionally in poetry and prophecy, not instead of a relative, but as the

emphatic antecedent of an omitted relative. BiixT., §§ 896, ; *97, E.—A.]

Ver. 25.—[Instead of r.ading the veibs as simple Imperf.. to be rendered by the future, they may perhaps be made
more expressive if made eximples of the "cons\iltative" use of the Jussive :

" let thy father and thy mother," e<c. The
E. V. is " thy father and thy mother shall," etc.—A.]

Ver. 2t5.—Instead of the K'thibh, nr^in (^Hrifin), "let them delight in my words" (comp. xvi. 7), the K'ri, with
TV:' . T V :

•

all the old versions, calls unnecessarily lor H J^-^il, " l«t them preserve or keep," etc.

Ver. 32.—[ij;i3"' Bott would explain as shortened from tJ?13^ and not from t^^'^S'. See §1013, ex.—A.]

Ver. 33.—[.1X^% a masc. form agreeing with a fern, subject, as the fem. nrXIH would have seemed perhaps to agree

with niT?. SeeioTT., §936, A. a.—A.]

EXEGETICAL.

l.Vers. 1-8. Wai-nings against courting tlie fa-

vor of the powerful, against greed, and against

intercourse with the envious. Tlie first of these

warnings, vers. 1-3. stands very plainly in im-

mediate connection with the last verse of the pre-

ceding chapter. The counsel that one's powers
be employed in the service of kings is followed

by a warning against the dangers of a too confi-

dential intercourse with powerful and honorable

men, especially against the danger of being

watched by them on occasion of their banquets,

and possibly recognized as immodei-ate, as intem-

perate, as an epicure, etc. Couip. the Arabic
proverb: He that eats the Sultan's soup burns
his lips, though it be not till afterward (Meid.,

II., 741); or this other: With kings one seats

himself at the table for the sake of honor, and
not of surfeiting {Thaal Si/nt., p. 31); see IIo-

K.\CE also, Ars poet., 434 .';q., and Ecclesiast. ix.

13, 14; xxxi. l-'-14.— Consider well him
who is before thee, I'iz.. that he is not one of

thine equals, but one much mightier and loftier

(so Luther, Umbreit, Hitzig [Kamph., N., M.]
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etc- Others; Consider well wAaMs before thee,

i. e., the food that is set before thee (LXX, Vulg ,

Ewald; Bertueau [E. V., H., S, Worusw.J
etc. Both exphiuatious <are possible : the first

seems more consisteut with the conuectiou.

Ver 2. Thou wilt put a knife to thy
throat Lit., '-and thou hast put '—for whicli

reason Hitzig thiuks it necessai-y to put this eu-

lire verse after verse 3, and to regard it as a con

timiation of the reference made in 3, b, to the

danger of eating with great men But no ancient

MS. or ver.sion exhibits any other order of the

verses than the usual one, and besides this gives

unquestionably a good logical progress in the

thought It IS grammatically unjustifiable tore

gard the verb as Imperative (LXX Vulg., Lu
THER [E V , etc.]: •And put a knUe to thy

throat ") [But Bott. justifies a rendering sub
stantially tlie same (see Critical note) by saying .

"Although the legislator and teacher prescribes

only for the future, yet the hearer and reader
(and their point of view must be taken) cannot
regard the thing prescribed as merely future —
Something that is in general terms enjoined he
must, as soon as he becomes cognizant of it,

not merely do in the future, but in case of need
immediately, etc. This Ficns debttum remains
then indeterminate in time " As between the

two resulting ideas : "Thou hast virtually de
stroyed thyself if thou art a self-indulgent man,

"

—and " Thou must at all hazards subdue thine

appetite"' we prefer the latter, with K , N., W
,

M , H , against S.—A ] If thou art a glut
tonou3 man, lit. a master or owner of desire,

not precisely one ruled by appetite (U.mbreit),
but a man cherishing and maintaining strong de
sires; comp " Master of dreams, ' Gen. xxxvii.

19.

Ver. 3 Crave not his dainties (comp 6, b .

xxiv 1): for it is deceitful food , lit, "bread
of lies" (comp. xx 17). i. e . a. deceptive meal,
which in reality has another object than that

which it seems to have.

"Vers. 4, 5 Labor not to be rich Since
what follows plainly emphasizes the fugitive and
perishable nature of riches in itself, the senti

ment as a whole doubtless aims to deter from
striving after wealth, or from covetousness —
Cease from (this) thine own wisdom, viz

from that which has reference to tbe acquisition
and preservation of riches

—
"Wilt thou look

eagerly (lit "let thine eyes fly ") after it .—a
we render in accordance with the K ri, which in
spite of the fact that a Hiphil of this verb does
not occur elsewhere, is to be preferred to the
unintelligible K'thibh, and we do not need
(with Hitzig) to substitute the rendering
"if thou faintest, if thou art weary" (from

^IJ? "to be feeble or powerless;"' comp
Jer iv 31 ; Judg, iv 21) — And it is no
longer there, has disappeared, is suddenly
gone! Comp. the same expression, .Job vii 9.
also Gen v 24.—For assuredly it maketh
itself wings, precisely '• it will make itself

wings;" comp 2 Sam xv 1 ; 1 Kings i. 5. also
the Latin phrase alas sibi facere{Sih It.\l. 16,351)
and our proverbial expression '' to make one
find his legs," or again " Fus.se kricfjen uml davon
flieffen" [to get feet and fly away].—As an

eagle that flieth tow^ards the heavens (see
Cruical notes).

"Vers. G-8. Eat not the bread of him that
hath an evil eye. the jealous , the man of an
evil eye isthe opposite of the man with the 'good
eye," to him who is of a '-kindly look," (comp.
xxii. 9, Ueui. XV 9; Matth vi. 2:'>)

Ver. 7. For as he thinketh in his heart
so is he See Critical notes

Ver. 8. Thy mocsel which thou hast eat-
en thou Shalt cast up, and iliis under the

constraint of the "tvil <;ys ' exciting vexation
and disgust, under the feeling of bitterness which
the envy and ill will of thine entertainer will ex-

cite 111 thee, and from the percpptioii of the fruit-

lessness of ihy friendly words, which were in-

tended to gain the false heart of ihis man
2 Vers. 9- 11. Warning against intercourse

with fools, and against violence —AViih ver 9
comp IX 8 —And into the field of the
fatherless piess thou not. lit. •come not into

them," I. t:. in the way of removing boundaries
or other acts of violence. [H.vckett (Scripture

Illmtratwns] and other travellers in iho East call

attention to the simplicity of these landmarks,
a single stone or small heap of stones,—and the

ease with which an aggressor could encroach
without detection,—A ].

Ver. 11. For thnr avenger is a strong one, i. e.,

Jehovah, who appears as the vindicator of out-

raged innocence (as /XJ, Job xix. 25 ; Jer. 1.

34, etc.), when human deliverers and protectors
are wanting to it. (For illustration of human
" redeemers ' comp. Ruth iii 12). With b com-
pare xxii. 23 . also Ps. Ixviii. G. Mai. iii. 5, etc.

3. Vers. 12 18 .'Vdmoniiion to the strict train-

ing of children, and to the striving after true

wisdom and the fear of God —Apply thine
heart to correction For this phrase " to ap-
ply the heart to incline the heart,"" comp. Ps. xe.

12. b; for the "words of knowledge," chap. i. 2.

Ver 12 can hardly be regarded as an intro-

duction to all that follows as far as chap xxiv.

2 (in opposition to Bertheau) ; rather does the

general exhortation contained in it. to ' he recep-
tion of a discipline ot the understanding, pre-

pare the way only for what immediately follows,

—perhaps as far as ver. 16. or 18.

Ver. 13 Comp iii 27. xix 18, xxii. 15.

Ver 14 And his soul thou deliverest
from hell i e . so far forth as correction leads

to life, and is even itself life. comp. iv. 13; xv.

24 : also vii. 27 sq , ix 18
Ver, IS. 16 My son, if thine heart be-

cometh wise, t e.. if it as the result of whole-
some discipline shall have become wise —My
heart •will lejoice even mine— i herefore not

thine merely For the repetition of the suffix

which expresses the genitive relation, by the ca-

sus rectus, compare. 1 Kings xxi. 1. 9; 2 Sam.
xvii. 5, XIX 1, and also chap xiiu 19 above.

The "reins " in 16. a, are plainly only an inter-

changeable expression for "heart ' (Ps. xvi. 7;

xvii. 3), and the "right speaking of the lips"

IS the necessary eflPect or the outward sign of

having become wise.

Ver 17 Let not thine heart press on
eagerly after sinners, but after the fear of
Jehovah all the day Thus ScnELLiNG, Um-
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BREiT, HiTziG, [K.] correctly render, while the

greater number, following the LXX, Vulg., etc,

restrict the effect of the verb ii^p_\ to the first

member, and for the second supply the Impcr.

of the substantive verb. For the general idea

moreover comp. iii. 31 ;
xxiv. i. I'J. [Holden

gives a qualified endorsement to the interpreta-

tion which our author adopts ;
(N., M., S. follow

the E V^j in the line of the LXX rendering.—

RUEETSCH I supports the view which makes the one

expressed verb common to the two clauses, the

shades of meaning varying as a person is the ob-

ject in the former, a thing in the latter clause ;

in the former case the idea is very nearly that

of " envy," in the latter "to be zealous for." A
more delicate point discussed by R. is the pecu

liarity of the compound connective DN '2, in

ver. 17 and again in ver. 18. In the former it is

hardly more than the simple adversative "but"

(see Ew.\LD, Lehrb. 343, b) ; in the latter (see

Z's. view below), it must be virtually a causal

"for," or by conjectural emendation :=: TX '3,

"for then," fas above, p. 157).—A.].

Ver. 18. For if the end come. So Umbreit,

Beetheau, Elster correctly render, for the con-

nective is here not " rather " or " but rather " as

in ver. 17, but '3 is a causal (comp. xxiv. 20),

and DX supplies a condition, as in the similar

passage xxiv. 14. The " end " is not specifically

the hour of death (Umbreit) but the terminus

which is necessarily reached in all human rela-

tions (Elster), the hour of judicial decision,

when God fulfils the hopes of the pious but visits

the ungodly with righteous penalties. So far

forth as this decisive end is ordinarily reached

not till the future life, there is undoubtedly a hint

of the hope of immortality and of a future retri-

bution involved in this passage, as in xi. 7;

xiv. 32.

4. Vers. 19-25. Warning against intemperance

and extravagance, and counsel to an obedient

endeavor after truth. — Hear thou, my son,

and be wise. The pronoun is added to

strengthen the appeal in the Imper. " hear " for

the sake of the contrast with the disobedient in

vers. 20 sq —And incline thine heart in a
right way, lit " and let thine heart go straight

forward m the way " {i. e., in the " way of un-

derstanding ' chap. IX. G). Comp. Job xxxi. 7.

Ver. 20. Who devour much flesh. This

conception of the Hebrew phrase is the simplest

and best supported by the authority of all the

old translators. We are to think of gluttons who
at their carousals with much wine consume also

much flesh. Comp. vii. 14 ; ix. 2 ; and for the

association of SSil " waster, consumer," with

N3b, " drunkard," comp. also Dent. xxi. 20, as

well as the expression of the New Testament,

(pdyoi; iial olvoTrurr/i;, Matth. xi. 19, which seems to

be a free rendering of this fixed formula. It is

arbitrary and contrary to the meaning of 77U

as established ib the usage of the language,

when Ew\LD andiUiiBREiT refer it to licentious

voluptuaries, who "dishonor or destroy tlieir

own body." Of tlie later commentators Ber-

THEAU, Elsteb., HiVziq havc taken the right

view. [The author is perhaps too summary in

his way of dismissing an interpretation, which
has the support of Hebraists and expositors like

Gesen., FuEiisT, De W., N. ; and yet we concur
in his view, which is best supported by scriptu-

ral parallels, and is that favored by the LXX,
Vulg., Luther, E. V., H., S , M., Wordsw., etc.

-A.]
Ver 21. And the sleep of sloth clotheth

in rags The noun TTO-O, •• sleep," which occurs

only bere, according to the context describes the

indolence and drowsiness into which the drunk-

ard and glutton sinks in consequence of his ex-

cesses, and the necessary result of which ia

poverty.

Ver 22 Hearken to thy father that hath
begotten thee,—and for tliat itason dcsei-vea

obedience, as does the mother al.^o, to wh .ui, ac-

cording to clause b, it is becoming to hearken in

the time of lier old age.

Ver 23 Buy truth and sell it not. Tho
" buying " of the truth consists in the acquisition

of it with labor, exertion and sacrifice (comp.

iv. 5, 7, xvi. 16; Matt. xiii. 44, 4U) The "sell-

ing ' of it would consist in its gross disparage-

ment, and its sacrifice for the sake of sensual

enjoyment, or any unsubstantial seeming trea-

sure. ["Give up everything for truth," saya

Dr Chalmers, "and let no bribery of any sort

induce me to surrender it.'"]

Ver. 24. The father of a righteous man
rejoiceth greatly. The K'ri is unquestionably

to be preferred to the K'thibh, while in clause 6

we ought probably to give the preference rather

to the K'thibh , we render therefore literally,

"the begetter of a wise man—and he shall re-

joice in himself."—With respect to the sentiment

of this vei-se and the one following comp. x. 1;

XV. 20 ; xxvii. 11.

5. Vers. 26-28. Warning against licentious-

ness, introduced by a summons to a loving con-

secration to wisdom.—My son, give me thine
heart. The speaker is evidently wisdom per-

sonified, who appears here as in chap. vii. 4, 5,

in opposition to a treacherous harlot, and ad-

monishes to a firm adherence to her "ways," i. e.

to the principles and rules of life which are

prescribed by wisdom.
Ver. 27. With a compare xxii. 14 a.—And

the strange -woman a narro-w pit
;
there-

fore, those that have been ensnared by her arti-

fices and brought to ruin, she releases again

with as much difficulty as a narrow and deep

well (possibly of a conical, or. the reverse, a

funnel sliape) permits one who has fallen into it

to escape.

Ver 28. Yea, like a robber doth she lie

in wait. '^'}T\ is used only here to describe a

robber. Comp Jer. iii. 2, where a wanton har-

lot is compared to an " Arab of the desert

"

lurking about the roads.

—

And the false

among men doth she multiply ;
i. e. by her

seductive arts she allures many to unfaithfulness,

especially when it is married men among whom
she practises her impurities. Umbreit unneces-

sarily render.s : she draweth to herself faithless

ones (('. e. adulterers);—besides, the verb hero

used could hardly express this idea. But it is

likewise inappropriate, with Ewald, Berxueau,
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Elster, etc., to understand by the "faithless"

not so much adulterers, etc., as rather robbers

and murderers. No sutScieut support from the

language can be adduced for Hixziu's conception

of D'lJO as equivalent to the abstract n"IJli3

"perfidy, faithlessness."

6. "Vers. 29-35. Warning against the vice of

intemperance, by means of a vivid picture of

its ruinous results.

—

Who hath woe ? Who
hath grief? Lit., "to whom is ah':' to whom
alas?" The interjection M'DX, an expansion of

'IN is found only here. Among the subsequent

terms, the "trouble" is strictly anxious care,

complaint; " wounds without cause " are wounds
received in causeless or wholly unprofitable dis-

putes, wounds and stripes such as come of the

brawls of drunken men; finally the dark "red-

ness of the eyes " is the revolting effect of exces-

sive use of wine as it shows itself in the face,

according to Gen. xlix 12.

Ver. 30. They that tarry long at the
wine (comp. Isa. v. 11), -who come to seek
mixed \wine. There is hardly need of our

supposing (in accordance with BiiUTiiEAu's view)

an actual entrance into a proper wine store or

cellar (Song Sol. ii. 4),—but rather a concourse

of several at the house of some one (comp. Job
i. 4), to drink there strong spiced wine or mixed
liquor (ix. 5).

Ver. 31. When it sparkleth in the cup
(lit., " giveth out or showeth its eye"), when
it glideth smoothly (lit., " gocth a straight

or right way," in</redifur blande (Vulg.)). Comp.
Song Sol. vii. 10. [The figurative use of the

teriu "eye" in this vivid description has sug-

gested two slightly diiferent conceptions ;—one,

that of BoTT., etc., derived from the brightness

of the eye; the other, that of Fuerst, etc., from
its roundness, setting forth therefore the " bead,

or peai-1" of the wine. Two different interpre-

tations have likewise been given to the latter

part of the description; one of these is based

upon the smooth flow in the glass of rich, oily

old wine (so E. V., W., etc.) ; the other upon its

smooth pleasant flow as it is swallowed, when
" it goeth down aright" (so substantially Luther,
De W., K., Z., Bertheau, H., N., S., M.). The
LXX gives a curiously divergent rendering

:

" For if thou shouldest set thine eyes on bowls
and cups, thou shalt afterwards go more naked
than a pestle."

—

.\.]

Ver. 32. At last it biteth like a serpent;
lit., "its end," i. e. its ruinous influence which
finally becomes evident, its fearful after-pangs.—And stingeth like an adder. This Hiphil

form, which occurs only here, can, in accordance
with the Aramaean, have no other meaning than
" to sprinkle, or spirt," for which in the case

before us "poison" suggests itself as the natu-

ral object; (the serpent is the very poisonous
species of viper montioncil also in Isa. xi. 8).

Ver. 33. Thine eyes shall see strange
things. The " strange " (mif) standing paral-

lel with "perverse (things)," is evidently to be
taken in a different sense from that required
in xxii. 14 ; it therefore does not denote " strange
women" (Ujibreit, Bertheau, Elster), but
"strange, marvellous tilings," as the object of

the drunken man's vision ; thus, e. g., the dou-

bling of certain objects, their inversion, their

tremulous or swaying motion, etc. (thus, cor-

rectly, RosENM., EwALD, Hitzig).—With clause

b compare xv. 28. [While the L\)ok of Proverbs
emphasizes the connection of drunkenness and
licentiousness as kindred, and often contempora-
neous or successive vices (see especially chap,
vii.), still the rendering suggested by xxii. 14,

and preferred by the E. V., De W., N., M., H.,

S., etc., is rendered less probable by the paral-

lelism, which in Hebrew is not to be lightly dis-

regarded.—A.]
Ver. 34. And shalt be as one who (is) in

the midst of the sea,
—

'. e. probably not one
who is out in the midst of the high sea (so Um-
BREiT, Bertheau, etc.), but one who is in the

depths of the sea (Jonah ii. 4), and therefore

one who is as unconscious, with the spirit aa

completely removed from all previous surround-
ings, as a drowned man lying upon the deep
sea-bottom (Hitzig). [Kamph., H., N., S., M.
take the other view, which has this to commend
it, that it refers to more common experiences,

and experiences of living men, and harmonizes
better with the second part of the description.—

•

A.]—As one that sleepeth on the top of a
mast,—a lively image of the condition of the

drunken man, reeling, staggering liither and
thither, rising and falling, as it were, and so

exposed to imminent perils to his life. vSn

"mast," (wliicli is nsur.Uy described by p.J^), a

word occurring only here, and apparently re-

lated to the verb 73n, "to bind;" comp. Dan.

iv. 20. [FuEUST makes the primary meaning
" to conduct, direct, guide," and therefore inter-

prets the noun of the "steering apparatus, the

rudder."—A.]
Ver. 35. They have stricken me—I have

not felt it, etc. Evidently language of the

intoxicated man, who first, in clauses a and b,

tells how he feebly remembers having experi-

enced, without really feeling, even blows and
bodily abuse of other kinds, while he was in his

intoxication,—and then in clause c, although

still half-bewildered by the later influence of

the wine, expresses his intense craving for more,

and his fixed purpose to seek anew the prohibited

enjoyment. The more characteristic this whole

picture of the mode of thought and action of a

confirmed inebriate, so much the more unneces-

sary is it, with Hitzig, to read in a and b "it

hath stricken—it hath smitten me" V^2T\ 'JOin)
• T • • T T -:

and to make wine personified (as in ver. 32) the

subject.—AVith c compare, moreover, the lan-

guage of the sluggard craving sleep; chap,

vi. 10.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

There is hardly need of further demonstration

to show, that it is several of the main forms of

sensual self-indulgence of which our chapter

treats in the way of warning and dissuasion.

At first it is a very strong desire for the pleasures

of great men's tables, as well as for the enjoyments

and advantages which intercourse with envious

men secures (vers. 1-3, 6-8), that forms the sub-

ject of the admonition. The i-emonstrance in-
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terposed between these two warnings, and relat-

ing to striving after riches, points to covetous-

ness as the deep root not only of evils in general,

but of this one in particular (vers. 4, 5 : comp.

1 Tim. vi. 10).— [L.\wso.\:— Solomon often

speaks of riches as a reward that wisdom fre-

quently bestows on those who love her, but here

be cautions us against supposing that wisdom
encourages the love of riches]. There follows

next a further warning against common, rude

and uncultivated conversation (ver. 9).

—

[Chal-

jiERs :—Let me know when to be silent as well

as when to speak. There is a manifest contempt

for what is said that should lay instant arrest

upon me]. There is a like warning against the

rough and greedy exercise of violence upon
helpless orphans, and others who are weak and

entitled to consideration (vers. 10, 11); against

foolish doting, and a false carnal forbearance in

the matter of the discipline of children (vers.

12-18);

—

[Arnot:—The command is framed upon

the supposition that parents often fail on the

side of tenderness ; the word is given to nerve

thvm for a difficult duty. There is no ambiguity

in the precept; both the need of correction and
the tremendous issues that depend on it are ex-

pressed with thrilling precision of language] ;
—

next, against haughty contempt of the conside-

ration due to parents, and disobedience to them
(vers. 22-25) ; against intercourse with the glut-

tonous and profligate (vers. 19-21); against

being ensnared by wanton women (vers. 26-28)

;

against the vice of drunkenness (vers. 29-35).

As a basis for the warning against these two
chief forms of incontinence and fleshly indul-

gence we have at one time more prominence
given to the nothingness and transientness of the

possessions or enjoyments to be obtained by
means of them (vers. 5, 21, 35), and at another

to the heavy penalty in temporal and eternal

death (vers. 11, 14, 18, 27 sq., 32). To the fool-

ish sentiments and manner of life which lead

down to such ruin, ver. 17, which -is cast in a

peculiarly comprehensive form, opposes the "fear

of Jehovah," as the only means of deliverance

and preservation. And as the glorious fruit and
result of this we have extolled in ver. 18 a hope
wliich outlasts the grave and death,—the same
hope, therefore, of an eternally blessed life,

which in some earlier passages of the Book of

Proverbs had already come out significantly;

comp. above, remarks on this passage, on p. 202.

HOMILETIC AND PRACTICAL.

Hamily on the entire chapter:—The fear of God
the only safeguard against the ruinous ascen-

dency of fleshly lusts, especially avarice, extra-

vagance, drunkenness and licentiousness.—Comp.
Stocker: On intemperance in eating and drink-

ing.

—

Berlrburg Bible:—The art of living well,

according to the rules of wisdom.
Vers. 1-3. Luther (marginal):—At court

there is deceitful bread, for one is ever out-lying

and out-flattering another that he may bring
him down, and himself up. ... It is bad eating

cherries with lords.

—

^[tlanchthon :—To be
seeking offices and positions of service with
great men is allowable if wc know ourselves to

be in some measure fitted for it
;
yet one striving

for these may never restrain the independent
judgment of him who has the choice, or in gene-
ral seek to attain its end by unjust means:
otherwise it is a guilty ambition.— Hasius :—He
that cannot walk prudently in dangerous places
does better to keep away from them.

—

Geier :

At the table of the Lord's grace in the Holy
Sacrament, one should appear with special reve-
rence and humility; for there one has to do
with the King of all kings.

—

Starke:—IVlodera-
tion and the careful testing of that which is and
tiiat which is not hurtful to the body must always
be the rule of prudence, even though one have
great stores on hand.— [Arxot:—It is of the
Lord that hunger is painful and food gives plea-

sure ; between these two lines of defence the
Creator has placed life with a view to its preser-
vation. The due sustenance of the body is the

Creator's end; the pleasantness of food the
means of attaining it. When men prosecute and
cultivate that pleasure as an end, they thwart
the very purposes of Providence].

Vers. 4, 5. Melaxchtiion :—Diligence, indus-

try, faithful striving to fulfil one's earthly call-

ing this proverb does not forbid, but multiplicity

of cares and a greedy eagerness under which
man, from want of confidence in God, seeks with
pain and self-imposed smart for the perishable
goods of this world. From such wayward and
unlawful striving it summons us back to the true

sphere of our calling and to a prudent and dili-

gent work therein with appeals for divine aid.

—

Tubingen Bible:—To toil for riches which are

perishable and cannot satisfy the soul, is a sin-

ful folly. In heaven should we be gathering
treasures that endure forever, Matt. vi. 19 sq.

—

[T. Adams:—Solomon compares riches not to

some tame house bird, or a hawk that may be
fetched down with a line, or found again by her
bells ; but an eagle that violently cuts the air and
is gone past recalling.

—

Bp. Hopkins :—It were
a n\ost strange folly to fall passionately in love

with a bird upon his wing, etc. How much bet-

ter were it, since riches will fly, for thyself to

direct their flight towards heaven, by relieving

the necessitous servants and members of Jesus
Christ?]

Vers. 6-8. Zeltner :—Learn to be pleased and
content at little cost, and thou wilt be able easily

to forget dainty morsels. Follow Paul: I have
learned in whatsoever state I am therewith to be
content (Phil. iv. 11).

—

AVohlfakth :—Reflect

how much ruin envy works, this annoyance at

others' prosperity,—how it spares no means for

the overthrow of the envied neighbor, how un-
happy and discontented it also makes even its own
slaves, to what grievous sins it forces them, etc.

Consider this, and thou wilt not merely take to

heart the prudential maxim: Beware of the en-

vious,—but thou wilt seek to keep thyself also

from this vice !

Vers. 9 sq. Starke (on ver. 9) :—To speak at

the wrong time and in the wrong place brings

alwaj'S far more harm than profit.—(On vers. 10,

11):—Pious widows and orjihans have, notwith-

.standing their forsaken and apparently helpless

condition, the mightiest protection ; Ecclesiast.

XXXV. 16 sq.—(On ver. 12) :—Not simply in-

struction, but also correction and punishment

one must receive gladly if one would become wise.
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Vers. 13-18. Luthkr (ra.irginal comm. on ver.

13):—If thou scourgc'st thy son the executioner

need not scourge him. There must be scourging

once; if the father does not do it, then Master

John does it ; there is no help for it. No one

has ever escaped it, for this is God's judg-

ment.—T. Lange :—Many parents deserve hell

in their own children, because they have ne-

glected to train them in holiness.

—

Cr.\.mbr (on

ver. 1-5) :—Next to the experience of God's grace

there is no greater joy on earth than when one

finds joy and honor in his children.— [II. Mel-
viLc :— If a child do that which will make a

parent happier he does that which will also make
himself so. Heart-wisdom is the thing desired.

No wisdom is thought worthy of the name that

has not heaven for its origin and end, and the

heart for its abode.

—

Tkapp (on ver. 17) :—Men
must wake with God, walk with Him, and lie

down with Him, be in couiinual communion with

Him, and conformity unto Him. This is to be
in heaven aforehand.

—

Bp. Hopkixs :— It is the

property of grace and holiness, when there are

no actual explicit thoughts of God, then to be
habitually in the fear of God, possessing the

heart and overawing it].

—

Starke (on ver. 18j :

—The true good of the pious is still future; so

much the less may they be enamored of the pre-

sent seeming good of the ungodly.

—

Reinhard
[Gesam. Predd., Bd. II., 1801; Sermon on vers.

17, 18) :—How much cause we have to hold true

to the old unchangeable principles of a genuine
fear of God.

—

Sackreuter (Fast-day Sermon on
vers. 17, 18,—see " Sonntaffsfeier," 1839):—Of
three excellent preservatives from sin, viz. : 1)

the avoidance of evil example ; 2) reverence for

God; 3) frequent remembrance of the blessing

of virtue.

Vers. 19 sq. [Trapp (on ver. 19):—Let know-
ledge and affection be as twins, and run paral-

lel ; let them mutually transfuse life and vigor,

the one into the other.

—

John Foster:—On the

self-discipline suitable to certain mental states].

—Tubingen Bible (on ver. 20, 21):—Gluttony

and drunkenness are works of the flesh ; they
that do such things cannot inherit the kingdom
of God, Gal. v. 19.—LaxNGe (oa ver. 22) :—In

the eyes of wicked children nothing is wont to

seem more worthy of contempt than the old
mother; and yet he is accursed of the Lord who
troubles his mother, Ecclesiast. iii. 18.

—

Saurin
(on ver. 23) :—The investigation of truth involves
the seven fcUovving duties: 1) be attentive; 2)
do not be discouraged at labor; 3) suspend your
judgment; 4) let prejudice yield to reason; 5)
be teachable; (5) restrain your avidity of know-
ing ; 7) in order to edify your mind subdue your
heart.— [A. Fuller :—Solomon does not name
the price of truth, because its value was beyond
all price. Buy it at any rat el It cannot be too

dear! And having got it make much of it! sell

it not, no, not for any price!]

—

Zeltner (oa
vers. 26 sq.) :—The best and most welcome pre-
sent that thou canst bring thy God is thy heart
with all its desires and powers. Is it ruined?
He alone can amend and cleanse it.

—

Starke :

—

He who opens his heart to the prince of this

world thereby shows himself the enemy of God
and of eternal wisdom.

—

[Bp. Hopkins :—What-
ever else we tender unto God if the heart be
wanting, it is but the carcass of a duty].

Vers. 29-35. Cramer :—All sins come in

agreeably and taste well in the mouth ; but
afterward they are as bitter as gall, and fatal as

the poison of vipers.

—

Osiander :—Wine is a
noble gift of God ; but its abuse is only the more
ruinous, and therefore to be shunned like deadly
poison.

—

Starke:—That man only is really and
in the spiritual sense drunken who does not dis-

cern the great peril of his soul, but under all

correction becomes only the more confident and
defiant (Jer. v. 3).

—

[Trapp :—Such is the drunk-
ard's lethargy ; neither is he more insensible

than sensual and irrecoverable.

—

Lawson :—An
inferior master in the art of moral painting gives

us a just picture of drunkenness in these words,
"Drunkenness is a distemper of the head, a
subversion of the senses, a, tempest of the tongue,

a storm in the body—the shipwreck of virtue,

the loss of time, a wilful madness, a pleasant
devil, a sugared poison, a sweet sin, which he
that has has not himself, and he that commits it,

doth not only commit sin, but is himself alto-

gether sin"].

d) Warning against intercourse with wicked and foolish men.

Chap. XXIV. 1-22.

1 Be not envious of evil men,
and desire not to be with thera,

2 for their heart studieth violence,

and their lips talk of mischief.—

•

3 By wisdom is the house builded,

and by understanding is it established
;

4 by knowledge shall the chambers be filled

with all treasure that is precious and pleasant,
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5 The wise man is full of strength,

and the man of understanding increaseth strength

;

6 for with wise counsel shalt thou make war,

and victory is in abundance of counsellors.

—

7 Wisdom is too high for the fool;

he openeth not his mouth in the gate.

8 He that deviseth to do evil

shall be called a mischievous person.

9 The device of folly is ein,

and the scorner is an abomination to men.
10 If thou faint in the day of adversity

thy strength is small.

11 Deliver them that are taken to death,

and them that totter toward destruction, oh rescue them 1

12 If thou sayest, Lo, we knew it not!

He that w^eigheth hearts will He not mark it ?

He that watcheth over thy soul, will He not know it ?

and He requiteth man according to his work.

13 My son, eat honey because it is good,

and honey comb which is sweet to thy taste

;

14 so acquaint thyself with wisdom for thy soul

;

when thou hast found it and the end cometh
thy hope also shall not be cut off.

15 Plot not as a wicked man against the dwelling of the righteous,

assault not his dwelling-place
;

16 for seven times doth the righteous fall and riseth again,

but the wicked shall plunge into destruction.

17 When thine enemy falleth rejoice not,

and if he stumbleth let not thine heart be glad
;

18 lest Jehovah see it, and it be evil in His eyes,

and He turn away His anger from him.

—

19 Be not enraged at evil doers,

envy not the wicked.

20 For no future shall there be to the evil;

the light of the wicked shall be put out.

21 My son, fear thou Jehovah and the King,
and go not with those who are given to change

;

22 for suddenly shall their calamity rise,

and the destruction of them both, who knoweth it ?

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Yer. 6. nS a da^ivMScommodi [" for thyself, thy advantage or interest"]; comp. 107. chap, xxiii. 20.

Ver. 7. n'iDXT, scriptio plena, as in 1 Chron. vi. 5S; Zech. xiv. 10. [Comp. Grken, § 156, 3, etc.].

Ver. 8. For the construction of N"1p with 7 comp. xvi. 21.

Ver. 11. DX stands here for !|S, utinam, as in Ps. l.xxxi. 9; csxxix. 19; it is not to be regarded (as the LXX, Vnlg.,

XJmbreit, etc., talte it) as a negative particle of a'ijnration, in the sense of mi. ja nicht, by no means. [See also Fuerst, sub

V. For the time impiiod in the Part. 0^1^3*7. comp. rem. on xxii. 15 ; sucb as have been taken and are now in that

condition. For the full form ^jlb/nn com p. 'Crit. Notes on xxii. 7,8.—A.].

Ver. 13. [n3 j au apparent fom. construed here as masc. See Bott. g 648, 6, and n. 1.—A.J.

Ver. 14. nj/'T or as the best MSS. read, Hi'T is an Impor. from ^y instead of the usual form HJ^^- [Comp.

Bott. ? ? 396, 956,' c, 960, a; and Gree;*, § g 97, 1, \ 148, 3.—A.].

Ver. 17. [For the form 1^1^33 instead of the fuller Niphal form, see Bott. § g 990, 1, b, 1036, 2; and Green, ? ? 91, b,

231, 5, a.—A.J.

comp. ver. 19; xxiii. 17; with ver. 1, a, comp.

J!,Ji.i!.i,i!,iiCAL,.
2. Vers. 3 6. Pr.aisc of wisrlom andits salutary

1. Vers. 1,2. Waruing against intercourse with results.

—

By w^isdom is the house builded.
wicked men (lit. "men of evil," comp. xxviii. 6;) Comp. xiv. 1, where it is epecitically the wisdom
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of woman that is commended as builder of the

house. For the expression in 3, b, comp. iii. 19

;

for ver. 4 comp. also iii. 10; viii. 21.

Ver. 5. The wise man is full of strength,

lit., is "in strength," ;'. e., furnished with

strength, powerful; comp. the corresponding

phrase in Ps. xxix. 4. The LXX, Syr., Chald.,

read n';;0, i. e., more than, better than strength

;

comp. xvi. 32. But the Masoretic reading plainly

gives us a simpler and more pertinent meaning.

—

And the man of understanding (lit. "man
of knowledge") increaseth strength, lit.,

"maketh power strong," (comp. ii. 1-1) he de-

velops mighty strength (comp. the phrase in Job

ix. 19), he makes it available as a quality of his

own.
Ver. 6. For with wise counsel must thou

make Twar, lit. "must thou carry ou war lor

thyself," i. e., must thou bring thy war to an
end, carry it through. [So M., Worbsw., K.,

etc.']. Comp. XX. 18, and for claused, xi. 14;
XV. 22.

3. Vers. 7-10. Four separate proverbs, directed

against folly, intrigue, scoffing and faiiu-heartcd-

ness.—Wisdom is too high for the fool.

niOXI is strictly "heights" i^cx'-clsa, Vulg.),

i. e., unattainably distant things, objects which
are altogether too high; comp. Ps. x. 5; Isa.

XXX. 18. HiTziG conjectures a doable meaning,
80 far forth as the word in the form before us

could have meant at the same time also " corals,

costly ornaments" (in accordance with .Jobxsviii.

18),—He openeth not his mouth in the gate

;

i. e., injudicial consultations and transactions of

his fellow-citizens (comp. xxii. 22) he can bring

forward nothing. [" lie were two fools if he
should," says Teapp, " for while he holds his

tongue he i-t held wise "].

Ver. 8. Shall be called (him they call) a
mischievous person—a master or lord of mis-

chief (an expression equivalent to that in chap.

xii. 2, "a man of wicked devices"). ["This is

his property and ownership, mischief and wrong."
WOIIDSW.]

Ver. 9. The device (meditation) of folly is

sin;—i. e., there also where folly (or the fool,

abstr.pro concr.) acts with consideration, and goes

to work with a reflective prudence (iTSl, a simi-

lar term to that in ver. 8), it still brings to pass
nothing good, but always only evil. It is indeed
even worse with the scoffer, who, according to

clause b, is an abhorrence and abomination to all

men, because he, with his evil plans and coun-
sels, unites furthermore great shrewdness, subtle
wit, refined speculation—in general the exact op-
posite of folly.

Ver. 10. If thou hast shown thyself faint
in the day of adversity (anxiety, distress),

thy strength is small ;— /. e., thou art a coward
and weakling, whose courage is feeble, and whose
moral power and capacity for resistance is, as it

were, crippled. Less appropriately Umbreit,
Elster, etc. (following the Vulg., Targum, elc.)

"then sinketh thy strength also" {imiiiinuelur

fortitudo tun). But Hitzig's emendation is also

needless, nDn^l"!, "thy courage," fornjnis, "thy

strength,"—as is also his marvellous reproduc-
tion of the paronomasia (mi'—Ii') hy -.^^am Tage

der Klemme—klamm ist dein Muih" ["in the day
of straits—straight is thy courage "J. Bertheau
connects the verse closely with the two following ;

"Hast thoushown thyself faint in the day of trou-
ble, was thy strength fearful, oh deliver," etc. (?).

At all points Ewald has the right view, and in
general Luther also : " He is not strong who is

not firm in need." [The principle is familiar
enough that courage and hopefulness are half of
man's strength.—A.]

4. Vers. 11, 12. An admonition to a sympa-
thizing and compassionate demeanor toward such
as are in tlieir innocency condemned to death,
and are being borne to the place of execution.
Comp. L. MosHEiM : Comvuntatio ad he. Prov.
xxiv. 11, 12; Helmstadt. 4to. [Kamph. suggests
an easy and natural transition to this exhortation
from the preceding. That had reference to cou-
rage in time of one's own need, this to quick and
sympathizing helpfulness in others' extremity.
—A.]—Deliver them that are taken to
death (the participle here used has the s:ime
meaning as the forms of the verb found in Isa.
Ivii. 13; Ps. xlix. 16). That this appeal is made
specifically to a judge (Umbreit), is, according
to ver. 12 a, very improbable. He who is ad-
dressed seems rather to be one who is accident-
ally passing by in the vicinity of the place of
execution, who is on the point of going on afier
the manner of the priest and the Levite in Luke
X. 30 sq., with no sympathy, and without lifting

a helping hand. That the author of the proverb,
notwithsianding the singular which is immedi-
ately employed, still has in his eye a plurality,
a whole host of such passers by, appears from the
"Lo, we know it not," which in ver. 12, a, he
supposes to bo the answer to his appeal. Hitzig's
assumption is arbitrary, that the hard-hearted
judges are Persians, and those who are in their
innocence condemned to death, Jews, or Syrians,
Samaritans, or some other Persian subjects of
the period next succeeding the exile, possibly of
the time of Ezra (ix. 9). The same is true like-

wise of Bertiieau's opinion that there is no re-
ference whatever to a judicial execution, but to

a bloody battle, during which one ought coura-
geously to protect those assailed by the foe, and
not timidly to leave them to the thi-eatening de-
struction. [Hardly any two of our English ex-
positors agree as to the structure of this sen-
tence, although they are nearly or quite vinaui-

mous in explaining its general meaning. N. and
M. agree with the E. V. in making the first verb
an Infinitive (which is possible) depending on the
final verb of the sentence ; E. V.: "if thou for-

bear to deliver," etc.; N.: "to deliver, etc., spare
thyself not ;" M.: "dost thou forbear to deliver,"

etc. H., S. and Wordsw. agree with our author
in making it an luiper., although H. and W.
make the last clause conditional, like 12, a. The
explanation of Z., S., Kamph., c/c, is probably to

be preferred which makes the DN a particle of

wishing, and the verb transitive rather than re-

flexive or neuter.—A.].—Lo! we knew^it not!
—HiTziG, in agreement with ihe LXX, " Lo, we
know him not !" But in verse 11 there is plainly

enough mention made of a number who are

dragged to death. [As Kamph. suggests, the

time when a plea of ignorance could fitly be put
in, as well as the nature of the plea itself, tella
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against this personal interpretation. And it is

also to be observed how idle the plea of igno-

rance becomes when it is God rather than man

to whom one's omissions are to be justified.—A ]

And he will requite man accoiding to hiS

work.—The interrogative xSh of the second

clause plainly has no further influence on this

general sentence which concludes (comp. Ps. Ixu.

13; Job xxxiv. 11 ; Rom. ii. 6).

5. Vers. 13, 14. Admonition to a diligent

striving after wisdom.—My son, eat thou ho-

ney because it is good, elc.—\ iiguiaiivc

injunction of a prepanitory sort, serving as a

basis for the admonition to strive after wisdom,

contained in ver. 14. For this figure of honey

and the honey-comb as the designation of soine-

thing especially lovely and agreeable, comp. Ps.

xix. 11.

Ver. 14. So acquaint thyself with wis-

dom also for thy soul;— lit., -know wisdom

for thy soul, appropriate it to thyself, recognized

as precious and exceedingly palatable !" [The

E. v., following tlie Vulg., takes the peculiar

form of the Imperf. for a peculiar form of the

noun "knowledge," and supplies the substantive

verb. H. and M. are in the same error —A.]

—

When thou hast found it, and the end
conieth.—Tliis last clause is still part of the

conditional protasis, corresponding to the com-

mon use of tJ'' DJ<, to introduce a conditional

clause; comp. Gen. xxiii. 8; xxiv. 49 ;
Judges

vi. 36, etc. For making it a transition to the

apodosis ("then cometh an end—then a future

remaineth "

—

Hitzio, following the LXX, Vulg.,

LuTHEE, etc. [so K.; E. V : "then there shall be

a reward ;" so also H., N., M., AV., while S. takes

our author's view.—A.]), not a single supporting

case can be cited, in which U") introduces the

apodosis, in the sense "then or so will be"

(comp. Beetheau on this passage). For the ge-

neral sentiment compare furthermore xxiii. 18.

6. Vers. 15-18. AVarning against malicious

violence and delight in mischief.

—

Lie not in

wait as a wicked man (that is, with wicked

and mischievous itilent) against the dwelling

of the righteous ;
assault not (verb as in xix.

2G) his resting place.—Hitzig changes the

verb in clause a to 37.pn and the noun to t:';^,

and thus obtains the meaning :
" Bring not alarm

near to the dwelling of the righteous," etc. (?).

—

Ver. IH. For seven times doth the right-

eous fall and riseth again ;

—

i. e., many a mis-

fortune overtakes him in life, yet he gives way
before none, but always comes up again (Hitzig).

Comp. Ps. Ixxxvii. 24; Jer. viii. 4; and with re-

ference to the symbolical number srveti, particu-

larly Job V. 19.—But the wicked shall

plunge into destruction—lit., "stumble, are

brought to a downfall by calamity ;" comp. chap,

iv. 19.

Vers. 17, 18 are closely connected with both

the verses preceding, not merely by the recur-

rence of the ideas " fall" and "plunge" (stum-

ble), but also by the substance of the thought;

for delight in injury is the twin sister to a plot-

ting intrigue and violence.

—

Lest Jehovah see

it and it displease him—lit., • and it be evil

in his eyes."—And He turn away His anger

from him—i. e., from the enemy (V/J'O refer-

ring back to ver. 10, "thine enemy "j, to turn it

upon thee thyself instead of him.

7. Vers. 19-22. Warning against intercourse

with wicked and seditious persons

—

Be not
thou enraged at evil doers,— i'. c., be not ex-

cited, envious ("inJ^n~'7X, '• burn not," here equi-

valent to the "envy not" of ver. 1) with regard

to the undeserved prosperity of ungodly men,
which perhaps might only stimulate to the imita-

tion of their wicked conduct; comp. Ps. xxxvii.

8; Ixxiii. 2, 3 ; also Prov. i. 11 sq. [Fuebst
and some others understand this of excitement,

impatience against evil doers, which cannot wait

for God's recompenses. This explanation, we
think, is to be preferred here, although the other

is clearly and frequently enough an injunction

of the Scriptures.— .A..]

Ver. 20. For no future shall there be to the

wicked.—J^'iriJ* here in a different sense from

that found in ver. 14 and in xxiii. 18. [The two

ideas most frequently conveyed by this noun,

which is literally an "after," something subse-

quent to the present, are a "future," and an
" end or issue," i. e., to present relations. It is

this last idea that Z. finds in ver. 14 and xxiii.

18, the first in ver. 20. In the first two passages

the " end " of the present suggests by implication

and contrast a blessed future; this our verse de-

nies to the wicked, not by implication, but by
express assertion. It does not assert that he

sliall reach no end to his present relations, nor

that he shall have no future whatever, but no fu-

ture blessing. Some commentators are less exact

in these discriminations, finding one general

meaning in all the passages.—A.] AVith the ge-

neral sentiment compare Job xx. 5 ; Ps. xxxvii,

2, 9, 38. AA^ith b in particular comp. chap. xiii.

9 ; xxi. 4.

Ver. 21. AVith a comp. Eccles. viii. 2 sq.: x.

20 ; 1 Pet. ii. 17.

—

Go not w^ith those w^ho

are given to change.—D'yvc? [cognate with

D'Jti', two], those "otherwise disposed, wishing

otherwise," i. e., opposing [the present order],

seditious, revolutionary (A'ulg., detractorcs). " Go
not with them," lit., "mingle thyself not," as in

XX. 19.

Ver. 22. And the destruction of them
both— viz., of those who rebel against God and

of those who rebel against the king. Others

(Umbeeit, Beetheau, etc. [De AV., N., S., M.,

AVoEDSw., the genitive being treated as a genitive

of source, "the rmn proceeding from, them both "];

" and the penalty, the retribution of them both,"

/. c, the punishment that goes forth from both,

God and the king; Hitzig (in accordance with

the Targ. and Syr.), "and the end of their

years" (comp. Job xxxvi. 11). Our interpreta-

tion, as the simplest, is supported by the A'ulg.,

LuTHKU, Ew.\LD, Elstee [Kami'H.]—Who
knoweth it?— ('. c, who knows the time of

their ruin ; who knows how soon it will be pre-

cipitated? Comp. xvi. 14.

[The LXX, etc., introduce here several verses

for which there is no authority in the present

Hebrew texts. "A so^ that keeps the father's

commandment shall escape destruction ; for such

a one has fully received it. Let no falsehood be
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spoken by the king from the tongue; yea, let no

falsehood proceed from -lis* tongue, '^he iiug's

tongue is a sword, and not -^vie of licsh ; and

•whosoever shall be given up to it shall be de-

Btroyed ; for if his wrath shuuld be provoked, he

destroys men with cords, and devours men's

bones, and burns them upas a flame, so that they

are not even fit to be eaten by the young eagles.

My son, reverence my words, and receive them,

and repent." Some of the editions also introduce

at this point chap. xxx. 1-14.—A.]

DOCTRINAL, ETHICAL, HOMILETIO AND
PRACTICAL.

To refer the ideas of this section, which are

very various in their substance and their applica-

tions, to the one fundamental category of a
*' Warning apainsl intercourse with ivickcd andfool-
ish men,'' would not indeed answer in all respects

and at all points ; and yet tlie introductory and
the concluding verses at least (vers. 1, 2, 19-22)

do relate to this subject ; and besides, theeulogi-

uins upon wisdom which are interspersed (vers

3-6, 7, 1^3, 11), and tlie counsels against malicious

intrigue, mockery, trickery and delight in mis
chief (vers. 8, U, 15 sq., 17 sq.), may without any
peculiar violence be brought under the same
classitication. There remains isolated, therefore,

only the censuring criticism on an unmanly,
faint-hearted bearing in hours of peril (ver. 10),

and the warning against a heartless indifference

to those who are innocently suffering (vei's. 11,

12). The latter passage in p.irticular deserves

attentive consideration, and a careful estimate of

its practical bearings, for it belongs among those

prefigurations and precursors of the distinctively

Cliristian ethics, which occur somewhat rarely in

the stage of revelation reached in the law of the

Old Testament, and, in general, in any specific

form in the literature of wisdom which centres in

the name of Solomon. For even in a higher de-

gree than the warning contained in vers. 17, 18
of our cliapter, against delight in injury, in one's

attitude towards his enemies,—and, if one is so

disposed to view it, even in a higher degree than
the demand of love to one's enevnies in chap. xxv.
21 sq.,—does this powerful enforcement of the

duty of a courageous protection and deliverance
of the innocent who are doomed to death, corre-

spond wiih the culmination of ethical justice,

and the perfect fuUilling of the law, which Christ
exhibits for the members of the New Covenant,
in the narrative of the good Samaritan (Luke x.

30 sq ), in His admonition to visit those in pri-

son, and to tlie loving s icrifice of life itself in

imitation of His own example, etc. (Matt. xxv.
36 sq ; John xii. 2-5

; xv. 12-14). [Only a few of
the exegetical and practical interpreters of our
book have so well brought out tiiis important
l^oint. L.\wsox suggests it when he says : "The
wise man represents this piece of charity as a
duty which we owe to our neiglibors without ex-
ception; and with him agrees our Lord in the
parable of the good Samaritan. We are not the
disciples of Solomon or of Christ if we show love

to those only," etc. Arnot puts the principle
with more characteristic vigor: " Under God as

Supreme ruler, and by His law, we owe every
human being love ; and if we fail to render it, we

14

are cast into prison with other less reputable
debtors. Nor will anj^ thing be received in pay-
ment but the genuine coin of the kingdom ; it

must be love with a living soul iu it and a sub-
stantial body on it."—A.]

In the homilelic treatment of the whole passage on^
might take just this demand that is contained in

vers. 11, 12, of a compassionate love of one'a
neighbor, that will not shun even deadly perils,

as the highest exemplification of wisdom, to the
attainment and preservation of which all the
counselling and dissuasory suggestions of the
section summon us ; the topic might then be an-
nounced : " Mercy the highpsrt wisdom," or
again : "The contrast between the wise man and
the fool teaches its climax in the timid selfishnesa

of the latter, and the former's self-sacrificing love

for his neighbor."—Comp. Stocker : On patience
and sociability. In M'hat the virtue consists

(ver. 1—12), and how one is to practise it (vers.

13 sq ).— Calwer Handb.: Shun evil, choose wis-
dom.

Vers. 1 sq. Tiibingen Bible (on vers. 1-2) : It

is one element in the prudence of the righteous
to have no fellowship with the tmgodly and to

avoid their society.

—

Lutiier (marg. comment on
vers. 3 sq.) : When all is well ordered in a house
it avails more than great labor; as, e.g., wheu
one gives, where, to whom, and as one ought, etc.—Gkier (on vers. 3 sq.) : A household, if it is to

be blessed, must not merely be wisely organized,
but also prudently regulated and construcled.—
Filling the chambers v.'ith temporal good is ac-
counted great prosperity; but much more beau-
tiful is it when the heart's chamber is filled with
the treasures of heavenly wisdom and virtue.

—

(On vers. 5, 6) : Strength of body without wis-
dom and prudence of heart, is like a giant who is

robbed of the sight of his eyes.

Ver. 7-10. Zeltner (on vers. 8, 9) : As true
piety has its degrees, so lias ungodliness. But
they are followed by righteous retribution and
punishment.

—

St.\rkk (on ver. 10) : Want and
trouble is a genuine touchstone, with which one
may determine how strong or how weak one is in

faith and reliance on God.

—

Von Gerlach (same
verse) : In times of adversity the man whose
strength stands fast in God has more power than
usual. It is the fault of one's own indolence if

this is not the case, though his strength be
scanty and restricteti.

—

[13p. Hopkins : That thy
patience may be perfect, it must be strong, as

well as lasting. It must have nerves and sinews
in it, to bear weighty burdens.]

Vers. 11, 12. Welanchthon : To unrighteous

cruelty one should give no impulse ;even private

individuals ought, according to their strength and
calling, to oppose tyrannical injustice without

uproar or tumult.

—

Geier: Man never lacks ex-

cuses; but many of them are by the Lord found
to be too light, Luke xiv. 18 sq.

—

Stakke : To
deliver men from bodily death is a great thing;

but more glorious is it to aid a soul toward deli-

verance from spiritual and eternal death, James
V. 20.

Vers. 13 sq. Berlebiirg Bible (on ver. 13)

:

Charge it upon thyself that thou have such inward
experience of wisdom, that thou shalt relish its

sweetness like honey and the honey-comb.

—

Stakke (on ver. 16) .' To fall into sin and to fall
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into caliimity are two different things. Beware
of tiie former, and the Lord will not forsake thee

in the latter.

—

Cramer : Whosoever rejoices in

others' adversity^ his own calamity stands already

outside the door.— [T. Adams : Let us beware
that we do not slide ; if slide, that we do not fall

;

if fall, that we fall forward, not backward. Be
hold thy Saviour calling, thy Father blessing, the

Spirit assisting, the angels comforting, the Word
directing, the glory waiting, good men associa-

ting.

—

Flavi:l : Though repeated spiritual falling

shows the foulness it does not always prove the

falseness of the heart.

—

Bridges (on ver. 17):

—What has grace done for us, if it has not over-

come nature by a holier and happier principle?

To rejoice in the fall of an enemy would be to

fall deeper than himself; to fall not into trouble,

but into sin.

—

Trapp (on ver. 18):—Think thus

"with thyself. Either I am like my enemy, or else

I am better or worse than he. If like him, why
may I not look for the like misery? If belter,

who made me to differ ? If worse, what reason

have I then to insult?]

Vers. 19-22. Starke (on vers. 19, 20) :—He
that would look on the prosperity of ungodly
men without envy and offence need only make a

comparison between the brief instant of their

joy and the unending eternity of their pain and
punishment.

—

Zollikofer (Serm. on vers. 19,

20) :—Nullifying the objection against the divine

government of the world, which is made on ac-

count of the unequal distribution of external

prosperity among men, and the earthly well-

being of the ungodly (therefore a Theodicy).—
[Arnot :—Here it is not the first and direct, but
the secondary and circuitous effect of bad ex-
ample, that is prominently brought into view.
Some who are in no danger of falling in love
with their neighbor's sin, may be chafed by it

into a hatred of their neighbor].

—

Melanchthon
(on ver. 21) :—God has given to men authority
because He would have men hear and know His
law, and thereby Himself, and also for this rea-

son, because He would preserve human society

from dissolution through endless disquiets and
controversies. He has, however, ordained that

we hearken to human governors for His sake,

and that we must know that He punishes the

rebellious.—[Bp. Sherlock:—The only lasting

foundation of civil obedience is the fear of God;
and the truest interest of princes is to maintain

t)ie honor of religion, by which they secure their

own.

—

Arnot :—Take away godliness, and your
loyalty without being increased in amount, is

seriously deteriorated in kind ; take away loj'-

alty, and you run great risk of spoiling the

purity of the remanent godliness. In the Scrip-

tures the feebler force is made fast to the stronger,

and so carried through in trying times. Loyalty

is most secure where it has godliness to lean

upon].

—

Geier (on ver. 22) :—Certain as death

in itself is, although we cannot know the time

and manner of it, so surely does God's punish-

ment follow ungodliness and rebellion, but its

time and form remain uncertain.

Second Supplement:

Chap. XXIV. 23-34.

a) Various admonitions to good conduct toward one's neighbors.

Vers. 23-29.

23 These also are from wise men.
To be partial in judgment is not good.

24 He that saith to the wicked, " thou art righteous,"

him the people curse, ( and ) nations execrate

;

25 but to them that rebuke (iniquity) it is well,

and upon them shall come a rich blessing.

26 He kisseth the lips

who giveth a right answer.

27 Set in order thy work without,

and make it ready for thyself in the field

;

afterward build thine house.

28 Be not witnesis against thy neighbor without cause

;

and wilt thou deceive with thy lips?

29 Say not :
" As he hath done to me so will I do to him

:

I will requite .the man according to his work."
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b) Warning against indolence and its evil consequences.

Vers. 30-34.

30 By the field of a slothful man I passed along,

and by the vineyard of a man void of understanding.

31 And, lo I it was all grown over with thorns,

briars covered the face thereof,

and its stone wall was broken down.

32 Then I looked and fixed ray attention;

I saw and took (to myself) instruction.

33 " A little sleep, a little slumber,

a little folding of the hands to sleep ;"

—

34 then cometh thy poverty apace,

and thy want as an armed man I

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 23. 73 is equivalent to J<;7, as in xxii. 29; xxiii. 7, etc.

Ver. 27. [The Perf. with 1 consec. jT' J3^ is used, as this tense so construed not unfreqnently is, in the sense of an Im-
T • T

perative : and afterward thou hast built, fte.; predictions and injunctions sometimes taking this way of expressing an
assurance that what should be will be. See BiJTi'. ^^ 977, 3 ; '.»S1, 3; Green, ^ 265, b; Ewald, Lehrb. 332, 6.—A.]

Ver. 2S. [A Perf. with 1 consec. to express what otiyht to be,—a suggestion rather than a precept,

—

Bottcher's Fiens
debitum, § 981, b. y.] flTiSni. Because the interrogative particle occurs only in this instance immediately after the

T . • -; -

copula, Ewald proposes to change the form to JTTliJni, "and thou wilt open wide," i. e. betray (comp. xx. 19), £so
T •

:
•

:

Fuerst] ; niTZiG, however, into nin3ni> " and thou wilt whisper," i. e. speak with subdued voice (from a form nSHi

to be explained in accordance with the Arabic)
;
[so BiJTT., making it a Iliph. from riftiJ and not a Piel from nj^S].

-T T T
Both are alike .irbitrary and unnecessary. [K., Eertheao, S. and M. take our author's view].

Ver. 31. [?03, a Pual with Kamets Hhatuph; see Green, g 9), a; Dw'^n one of two examples in which !| in the
T "•. ~:

ultima gives place in forming the plural to - with a doubled vowel. Green, 291, c.—A.]

EXEGETICAL.

1. Vers. 23-25. AVarning against a partial ad-

ministration of justice —These also are from
wise men. According to tlie LXX, Vulg., Mi-

CHAELis, Umbreit, Elster, etc, the D'pDn?

should be understood "for the wise." [So the

E. v., which is followed by Holden]. In oppo-
sition to this we have not merely the usual moan-
ing of the preposition in superscriptions, but
over and above this we have the "also," which
refers back to the next preceding collection of

proverbs, wiiose originating with wise men was
expressly emphasized, chap. xxii. 17.—To be
partial in judgment is not good : strictly :

to distinguish persons in judgment is not good.
This short proverb, forming only a single clause,

is plainly nothing but a preliminary observation
or introduction to the two following verses, which
treat more fully of partiality in dispensing jus-

tice. Compare, furthermore, the quite similar,

and almost literally identical sentences, xviii. 5

and xxviii. 21.

Ver. 24. He that saith to the wicked,
" Thou art righteous." Comp. chap. xvii. 1-5 :

" He that justitieth the wicked." To the threat-

ening intimation of God's displeasure there

given, there corresponds here the threat of a
condition in which one is hated and cursed on
the part of the nations (comp. xi. 26 ; xxii. 14)

;

for to turn justice into injustice by partiality in

judgment impairs the well-being of entire nations

and states.

Ver. 2-5. But to them that rebuke (ini-

quity) it is well ; i. e. upright judges who pun-
ish evil-doers according to their desert (not

merely with words but also with stringent disci-

plinary enactments), instead of the curse of

men, obtain as a reward nothing but blessing

and welfare from God.
2. Vers. 26-29. Four additional admonitions

to righteous conduct toward one's neighbors.

—

He kisseththe lips that giveth a righC an-
swer;/, e. faithful and truthful answei-s, espe-

cially before a court of justice, affect one as

favorably as the most agreeable caress, or a
sweet kiss on the lips. The mention of the "lips"

is to be explained simply by the remembrance of

the question to which the upright and truthful

answer corresponds. The author of the proverb
passes wholly by the fact that hearing is the ap-

propriate organ for the reception of the answer.
Therefore Hitzig's conception of the first clause,

which differs from the common one: "He com-
mends (ingratiates) himself with the lips who,"
etc., is plainly unnecessary. [Bertheau, Kamph.,
De W., N., etc., agree in our author's construc-

tion and conception ; while the E. V., Muffet, H.,

S., M., etc., understand the allusion to be to tri-

butes of love and honoTpaid to Mm who answers

rightly: "Every man (or, the people) shall kiss

his lips." According to this view the people's

curse (in ver. 24) is contrasted with their respect-

ful and loving salutation ; according to the other,

which is grammatically simpler and probably to

be preferred, the offence given by the partial or

partisan judge is contrasted with the cheering,

soothing power of him who answers rightly.—A.J
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Ver. 27. Set in order thy work w^ithout;
i. e. take care, by the protitable ami diligent

prosecution of your labors in the fiehl, iirst of all

for the needful and reliable support of your ex-

istence; then j'ou may go on to the building up
of your establishment. The " house " in clause

c, is thus doubtless equivalent to " family, do-

mestic establishment," as in lluth iv. 11 ; comp.
above, Prov. xiv. 1. The literal rendering given

by HtTZiG and others to this phrase, "build thy

house," seems less appropriate, although Bibli-

cal parallels might be adduced for this also, e. g.

the passage Luke xv. 28, which in its moral

bearing is certainly kindred.

Ver 28. Bs not witness against thy
neighbor w^ithout cause. "Wituout cause,"

i. e. witliout i^u actual reason, without necessity;

comp. xxiii. 20; xxvi. 2; John xv. 25, e c. It is

not so much a false witness that is meant, as one
not called for, one who is incited to say injurious

things by nothing beyond his own animosity.

—

And w^ilt thou deceive v^ith thy lips?
See Critical notes for various constructions of

the verb. With regard to the expression '• de-

ceive with thy lips," comp. Ps. Ixxviii. 36 ;
" and

they did flatter him with their mouth."
Ver. 21). Say not, "As he hath done to

me so V7ill I do to him." We can hardly
find here (with Hitzig, who follows several of

the earlier expositors) a special connection be-

tween this verse and the preceding, as though
the man who had been wronged by the officious

witness were here introduced as speaking,

and a warning were given him against allowing
free course to his revenge. Comp. rather the

similar thought in chap. xx. 22, which like this

stands quite isolated.

3. Vers. 80-34. The vineyard of the slothful: a
narrative in form closely resembling the parable.

Comp. Isa. V. 1 sq., as well as the passages which
correspond still more closely with the form of
this narration, .Job v. 3 sq. ; Ps. xxxvii. 35 sq.

—By the field of a slothful man I passed
along. The figure of the field is in the sequel
entirely dropped, from a preference for the

closely related one of the vineyard. The "man
Toid of understanding" in clause b, is naturally
another sluggard, one who is indolent from lack
of understanding.

Ver. 31. And lo ! it was all grow^n over
with thorns [lit., " it came up all of it

thorns"] (comp. the same word in Isa. xxxiv.

13, which is there also translated in the Vulg.
by the term urticie), brambles covered the

face thereof (D'h'^n, lit., "what one may not

touch, things not to be approached" [Fuerst,
"stinging, burning things," nettles, e. g.'\, is an
accusative subordinate to the verb in the Pual),

and its stone wall (lit., "its wall of stones")
V7as broken down. All these features are
found also in the parable of the vineyard in

Isaiah, which has been already cited, Isa. v. 5, G

;

comp. likewise Ps. Ixxx. 13. 14. [Travellers like

Hackett {lUustrations of Scripture) call attention
to the minute accuracy of the description as illus-

trated by the fitct, f bat in the richer soils of Pa-
lestine it is thorny shrubs, of which twenty-two
kinds are enumerated, that are specially quick to

spring up and overspread a neglected field.—A.]

Ver. 32. Then I looked. Hitzig proposes

to read DinXl instead of HinXI (comp. 2 Sam.

iv. 10) : " and I stopped " (from the intransitive

verb inX, sislere, to stand still). But the ordi-

nary reading is abundantly confirmed by the
parallel in clause b. [Kamph. calls attention to

the introduction of the pronoun, as an element
in the graphic fullness of the poet's description

of his meditation.—A.]—I saw and took (to

my.'^elf) instruction, lit., "a coirection or re-

proof." What was contained in this admonition
is expressed in what follows.

With vers. 33, 34 comp. the almost literally

identical verses 10 and 11 of chap, vi., and the

Exeg notes there (p. 84). where the meaning of

the divergent reading was also discussed.—And
thy ^want : lit., "and thy wants,"?, e. thy de-

ficits, thy pecuniary embarrassments, on account
of which now one thing and then another fails.

DOCTRINAL, ETHICAL, HOMILETIC AND
PKACTICAL.

Righteous treatment of one's neighbor, and a
prudent active industry in the discharge of duties

to ourselves, are the two points to which the ad-
monitory import of this section may be reduced,

and in a way quite exhaustive. For as vers.

23-29, all of them with the sole exception of ver.

28 admonish to a strictly just and honorable
bearing in intercourse with others, so not merely
that 28th verse, but also the parabolic narrative

in vers. 30-34, relates to the vice of sloth and an
indolent carelessness in the performance of the

domestic duties of one's calling. The general

substance of this short section therefore bears a
resemblance, at least partial, to that of the 6th

chapter (which is indeed much richer in its full-

ness). In attempting to obtain from it a central

idea for homilelic use, we should be obliged to

proceed as we did in that instance (comp., above,

p. 87). [With reference to ver. 29 in particular

(comp. what is said above on vers. 11, 12), Dr.

Chalmers says : It is pleasant to observe the

outgoing of the earlier morality towards the

later and more advanced—of that in the Old to-

wards that in the New Testament.—A.] There-
fore as a homily on the whole: Neither injustice

nor faithlessness toward one's neighbor, nor
want of fidelity in the fulfilment of one's own
domestic duties, brings a blessing.—Or, Honor-
able conduct in relation to others is possible only

on the basis of the industrious and conscientious

performance of the duties of one's own calling.

Vers. 23-25. Starke : An unjust judge loads

himself with sighs which God also hears; a
righteous judge, on the contrary, will surely

enjoy at the same time the blessing and the in-

tercession of the pious.

—

Woiilfarth : The bless-

ing of a wise severity in the State (in the ad-

ministration of the laws).

Vers. 26-29. Geier (on ver. 26): If thou
meanest to deal fairly with thine own soul, then
rejoice heartily in good counsel given from the

word of God ; though it be disagreeable to the

flesh, yet it is like a precious balsam (Ps. cxli.

5).

—

Starke (on ver. 27): He who with all his

carefulness in attention to his occupation yet

forgets the one thing needful, builds his house
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on the sand, because in the midst of all outward

prosperity he still sutlers injury in his soul.

—

(On ver. 29) : If thou wouldst be really like

God as His child, then follow Him in compassion

and leave the right of vengeance to Him alone:

Lev. xix. 18; Horn. xii. 17 sq.

Vers. 30-34. Starke: Indolence is extremely

injurious to the Christian life. If one does not

do good with earnestness and diligence, evil

surely gains more and more the ascendency, and

in all conditions, in Church and State and in

domestic life, want and labor are multiplied as

the result of neglect of otficial duty on the part

of the servants and stewards instituted by God.

—WoHLFARTH (on vcr. 32) : To become wise on
the follies of others is in fact an excellent pru-

dence.

—

[.\rnot: Even the sluggard's garden

brought lorth fruit—but not for the sluggard's

benetit. The diligent man reaped and carried

off the only harvest that it bore—a warning.

—

J. Foster; Lecture on Practical Views of Human
Life. Let it never be forgotten in any part of

the process that the etHcacy of the instruction

must be from the Supreme Teacher; without

Him, the attraction and assimilation of the evil

would, after all, be mightier than its warning

and repelling force].

IV. LATER COLLECTION BY THE MEN OF HEZEKIAH.

True wisdom proclaimed as the chief good to kings aud their subjects.

Chaps. XXV.—XXIX.

Superscription : Chap. XXV. 1.

1 These also are proverbs of Solomon
which men of Hezekiah, the king of Judah, collected.

1. Admonition to the fear of God and righteousness, addressed to kings and subjects.

Chap. XXV. 2-28

2 It is the glory of God to conceal a thing

;

but the glory of kings to seai'ch out a matter.

3 The heavens for height, and the earth for depth,

and the heart of kings (are) unsearchable.

4 Take away the dross from silver,

and there cometh forth a vessel for the refiner

;

5 take away the wicked from belbre the king,

and his throne shall be established in righteousness.

6 Display not thyself in the presence of the king,

and stand not in the place of the great

;

7 for it is better that it be said to thee, ' Come up hither,"

than that they humble thee because of the king,

whom thine eyes have seen.

8 Go not forth hastily to strive,

lest (it be said to thee) :
" What wilt thou do in the end,

when thy neighbor hath put thee to shame ?"

9 Debate thy cause with thy neighbor,

but disclose not the secret of another

;

10 lest he that heareth it upbraid thee,

and thine infamy turn not away.

11 (Like) apples of gold in framework of silver

is a word fitly spoken.

12 (As) a gold ring and an ornament of fine gold

is a wise reprover to an ear that heareth.
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13 As the coolness of snow on a harvest day

is a faithful messenger to them that send him

;

he refresheth the soul of his master.

14 Clouds and wind and no rain

—

(so is) a man who boasteth of a false gift.

15 By forbearance is a prince persuaded,

and a gentle tongue breaketh the bone.

16 Hast thou found honey—eat to thy satisfaction,

le<t thou be surfeited with it and vomit it.

17 Withhold thy foot from thy neighbor's house,

lest he be weary of thee and hate thee.

18 A maul, and a sword, and a sharp arrow

is the man that speaketh as a false witness against his neighbor.

19 (Like) a broken tooth and an unsteady foot

is confidence in an unfaithful man in the day of need.

20 (As) he that layeth aside clothing in a cold day—(as) vinegar on nitre

—

is he that singeth songs with a heavy heart.

21 If thine enemy hunger, give him bread to eat,

and if he thirst, give him water to drink

:

22 for (so) dost thou heap burning coals on his head

;

and Jehovah will reward thee.

23 North wind produceth rain,

so doth the slanderous tongue a troubled face.

24 It is better to dwell in a corner of the house top,

than with a quarrelsome woman in a wide house.

25 As cold water to a thirsty soul,

so is good news from a far country.

26 ( Like) a troubled fountain and a ruined spring
_

is the righteous man who wavereth before the wicked.

27 To eat much honey is not good,

and to search out the difficult bringeth difficulty.

28 (As) a city broken through, without walls,

is the man who hath no mastery over his own spirit.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

[In the section of the Book of Proverbs including chaps, xxv.—xxix. peculiar idioms are more numerous, peculiarities

in radical forms and iu iuflfciions, some of them common to this section wi.h some others in the Old Testiiment, others of

an Aramaic type. These have usually been regarded (if exphiimd at all) as resulting from the more miscellaneous charac-

ter of this portion of the collection. BiJTT. finds here provincialisms cljaracteristic of Ephr.iim, belonging more naturally

to the section of the ciuntry most in contact with Syria. 'I he corn^ctness of this view needs to be established by close

investigation. For the enuiiieraliou of particulars see Bottcher's Aus/ulirliches Lelirbuch,
'f^ 29, 34, 35.—A.J

Ver. 4.—The Infin.abs. I'jn [''''I root nj% see also Green, J 172, 2, for the peculiar form] is in both cases, iu vers. 4 and

5, to be regarded as Imnerative fso all the ancient versions, .and also Umbreit, Ewald, ELSTER),aud not as in the first in-

stance a substitute for the Indie. Imperf. (Uitz.g, Bertheau), or as standing in both ca-ses fur the gerund (-o Stier: is lo

be, should be taken away, etc.). [In ver. i this virtual Imper. is followed by a consc.c. Jnipfi-/., iu ver. 5 by a cuhscc. Jus-

sive : " let his throne be established," etc. BoTT., ? 9S0, B, and n. 10 —A.]
Ver. 7.—[IOXt an impersonal use of the Kal. Inf. constr., "good is the saying ;'" the rendering is often appropriately

passive,—so here '-'that it be said to thee." Here and in ver. 27 the lufin. has a masc. predicate; in ver. 24 the fem. Infin.

r\2U takes the same. BiJTT., g 99U, 1, a, and 3 /3 —A.J

Ver. 9.—[bJp. a Piel Imperf. apocopate with lengthened vowel. See Green, ? 174, 4 ;
Xordh., § 451 ; BOtt., ? 10S5, A.,

T :

'

Ver. 11.—[ID'I, either a Kal Pass. Partic, written defectively,—or a lloph. Partic. deprived of its initial D, which is

no uncommon loss^: the form would then bo '^2^^ \ ^ea Boit., g 994, 5, 6. 10.—VJDX. re-avded by Butt, as well as by Z. and
T . TIT

Others as derived from ?£) j<, wheel, the form is dual, the plural form with the same suffix being Vi3X ; the meaning will

then be " on its Cpair of") wheels," readily, aptly. Pee Bott., ?? I'.78, 3,/.,- 6W, 42, and n. 4. Fuerst gives the preference to

another me ining supported from the Arabic and the Talm., '-nach seinen Arlen,' according to its various uses and appU-

Ver. 16.—[IjSj^pn, a Perf. Hiph. with peculiarities in the vocalization and the suffix. Bott., ggll58, 2; 1188,33.

—M
Ver. 17.—"ipn, Imper. Uiph. from "ID' (Is. xiii. 12 ; 1 Sam.iii. 1).

Av'ers. 19.—Hin, Partic. fem. Kal from ^_^"l=r}f1. [Explained by Geses. as an Infin. fem. used substantively, but

by FcE.'^ST, Bott., etc., as by onr author,—a fem. part, passing into an adjective use.] Instead of r\l;,'."IO, wavering, un-

steady, is either to bo read rn>''lO (I'wt. Kal from "l_i'3), or the form is with R. Kimchi, BERiaEAU, i:LSTER, etc., to be re-
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garded as a Pual part, with the omission of the pei-foriuative O (conip. !:<. liv. 11, etc.): comp. Ewaid, Lehrb., 1G9 d.
[FuERST supports tliL" latter oxplanalion ; Gese.x ,

Lex. and Lt/iri/eO., iiiiiT., Green (?; and others adopt the author's view.
See esp. Bott., gj 492, t) aud n. 2; luCo, Cuud u. 1.—A.]

Ver. 20.

—

r\~\pO is usually taken as a UipU. Part, from n"I>\ " he who takelh ufi clothing," eic. Fuerst suggests the

construing and rendering of it as a noun, with the meaning I'racli', splendor; Bon. strenuously maintains that it can be
nothing eise. Lelii- ., 11., p. 377, n. 1, and references there given.—A.J.

EXEGETICAL.

1. Vers. 1. The Superscription—plainly belong-

ing to the whole subsequent collection as far us the

end of chap, xxix., aud not merely to some such

portion as xxv. 2—xxvii. 27, as Hitzig suggests;

for there is in chap, xxviii. 1 no new superscription,

and the assumption that in chap, xxviii. 17 ^q. the

central main division of the entii'e Book of Pro-

verbs (xii.—xxii. IG) is continued, while xxviii.

1-16 is a fragment from a later hand, lacks

all real support. Comp. remarks above on chap,

xxii. 1.

—

These also are proverbs of Solo-
mon—whether precisely in the strictest S3u..e,

or in the broader one of an authorship that is

Solomon's only indirectly, on this point the ex-

pression gives us no definite knowledge. Pro-
verbs of Solomon in the broader sense nuiy very
properly be included under the phrase.

—

Which
have been collected.—In regard to the mean-
ing of this verb see what is already said in the

Introd., I 12 (pp. 2(J). The meaning "remove"
(from the original place), "transfer, transplant,

compile " is certainly lexically established, and
is to be preferred without qualification to the ex-

planations which differ from it; to "append" or
"arrange" {ordine disponere). ov to "preserve"
[durare facere, conservare). Whether as the source
from which the transfer or compilation of the
following proverbs was made, we are to think
simply of one book or of several books, so that

the transfer would be the purely literary labor of
excerpting, a transcribing, or collecting by copy-
ing (comp. the af k^eypdipavro of the LXX) ; or

whether we have to consider as the source simply
the oral transmission of ancient proverbs of wise
men by the mouth of the people (Hitzig), must
remain doubtful. It is perhaps most probable,
that both the written and the oral tradition were
alike sifted for the objects of the collection.

—

By
the men of Hezekiah.—Possibly a learned
commission created by this king for the purpose
of this work of compilation, consisting of the most
noted "wise men" of his time. Comp. Introd.,

§8, and ^12, as cited above. [Fuerst, in his
Kanon des Alien Tesfamentu, cites the Jewish tra-
dition as holding a different view in several of
these particulars. In regard to original author-
ship, the title is not interpreted as even claiming
all for Solomon, though his is the chief and rep-
resentative name; it is rather the aim and effect

of the collection that is emphasized. Tradition,
moreover, interprets the "these also" as showing
that the preceding sections were likewise collected
by the mea of Hezekiah, the verb =lp'n>'n in tiie

superscription to this fourth collection meaning
" continued." "The men of Hezekiah " further-
more are represented as not simply literati and
poets of the king's court temporarily associated,
and engaged in a specific work, but a "college"
existing for similar purposes two hundred and i

eighty years, seven full generations. For de-

)

tails and references see Fuerst's Kanon, pp. 73-
80.—A.]

2. Vers. 2-5. Of kings, their necessary attri-

butes and duties.

—

It is the glory of God to
conceal a thing— viz., so far forth as He, the
"Uod that hideth Himself" (Is. xlv. Id), is in-
compreliensible in His being, and "unsearchable
in His judgments " (Rom. xi. 33), so that accord-
ingly all His action is a working out from the
unknown, the hidden, a sudden revealing of hid-
den marvels (the "secret things" of Deut. xxix.
2',)), ["David says, 'The heavens declare the
glory of God,' and Solomon adds, that Gods glory
is seen not only in what He reveals, but what He
conceals—a profound observation, which is the
best answer to many Scriptural objections to Di-
vine Revelation, as has been shown by Br. But-
ler in his Analnff)/." Wordsw., in loc.].—On the
contniry, it is the glory of kings to search
out a matter, rightly to discern and to make
clear debatable points in jurisprudence, and ia
general, on the ground of careful inquiry, inves-

tigation and consultation, to issue commands and
to stiape political ordinances. Comp. what Gothb
once said {Sammll. Wcrke, Bd. XLV.. p. 41) : " It

is the business of the world-spirit to preserve
mysteries before, yea, often ai'ter the deed; the
poet's impulse is to disclose tiie my.-tcry ;" and
also Lutuer's marginal comment on our pas-
sago (see, below, the Homilctieal notes).—
"131 is moreover in both instances to be rendered
T T

by "thing, matter," and not by "word"
(Vulg., CoccEius, Umbreit, etc); for in claused
in particular this latter meaning seems wholly
inapposite.

Ver. 3. The heavens for height, the earth
for depth, and the heart of kings (arej un-
searchable.

—
'Ipil j'X, "no searching out," is

plainly the predicate of the subjects in clause a
also, so that the entire verse forms but one pro-

position. And this is not a possible admonition
to kings (not to suffer themselves to be searched
out, but to preserve their secrets faithfully), as

UjMBREiT, Van Ess, De W., etc., think, but a
simple didactic proposition, to bring out the fact,

that while the heai't of man is in general deep
and difficult to fathom (.Jer. xvii. 9; Ps. Ixiv. 7),

that of kings is peculiarly inaccessible and shut

up within itself, much as may be depending on
its decisions. [While, then, according to ver. 2,

" it is a king's glory to get all the light he can "

(Stcj.vrt), it is his glory, and ofteit an absolute

condition of his prosperity aud that of his king-

dom, that he be able to keep his own counsel,

—

that of his heart there be "no searching out."

-A.]
Vers. 4, 5. Take away the dross from sil-

ver.—The "dross," whose rvmoval empowers the

"refiner" or goldsmith to prepare a vase of no-

ble metals, corresponds here, as in Jeremiah vi.

29, to the wickcil or un.ffodly men vrlio are to be
purged out of a jiolitical commonweaith.

—

Take
avraj the wicked from before the king—
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i. e., before the court or by virtue of llic king's

judicial decision. Tiie wicked is probably not

to be designated as a " servant of the king" by

the phrase •' before the king" (contrary to the

view of EwALU and Bkrtheau [Kamiti., Doi^er-

lEiN, H., fte.]).—With 5, b, comp. xvi. 12;

zxix. 14.

3. "Vers. 6, 7. Warning against arrogance in

intercourse with kings and tlieir nobles.—Dis-

play not thyself in the presence of the

king;— lit., "bring not thy glory to view, make

not tliyself glorious " (Stier).—With the phrase

"great men" in clause b comp. xviii. 6 ; 2 Sam.

iii. 38 ; 2 Kings x. 6, c^c—With ver. 7 compare

in general Luke xiv. 8-11, as well as the Arabic

proverb (Meid.\ni, p. 72), "Sit not in a place

from which one may bid thee rise up."—Than
that they humble thee (thy humbling)

before the king.—Z. renders " because of a

princ"," and goes on to sny : "Usually, 'before

a prince, in his presence.' But then we should

have expected rather the plural, 'before, in the

presence of princes and nobles.' '"JS/ seems to

require to be employed here rather in the sense

of 'because of, in rel.ition to' (comp. 2 Sam. iii.

31); and the following 'whom thine eyes have

seen ' seems to suggest the criminality, by no

means ignorant, of the dishonor put on the dig-

nity 0* the prince (thus Hitzig correctly ex-

plains)." [We caunot see the fitness of this de-

parture from universal usage in regard to 'Jp?,

which occurs hundreds of times in the 0. T. with

various modifications of the meaning "before,"

but has not in one conceded instance the meaning
" on account of." It has been used twice just

before with its ordinary meaning, and before the

end of the chapter occurs again with the same
meaning. There is room for difference of opinion

as to the person be/ore icliom the humiliation is to

be,—whether it be the king himself, or some
prince or noble of his court, but there can be
none as to the preposition required to express the

idea. It is probably best to regard the king, wlio

is chiefly affronted by such arrogance, as de-

scribed here, not by his specific and official title,

but as the cxalled one who was to see and be seen,

and before whom the humiliation is most crush-

ing.— .\.]

4. Vers. 8-10. AVarning against contentious-

ness and loquacity.—Go not forth hastily to
strive ;— /. c, do not begin controvorsies witli un-
due lia^fe (LiiTiiEn: rush not forth soon to quar-
rel).—Lest^ (it be said to thee) " "What ^wilt

thou do iri, the end," e(c.— Lit., "at the end
thereof, at it*^ (the strife's) end," at the time,

therefore, whftn the evil results of the contention
have shown themselves. It is so natural to sup-
ply a verb of l^aying with the "lest" before
" What wilt thoi\ do?" that we may without hesi-

tation have recourse to this expedient for filling

out tlie form of texpreHsion. which certainly is

pcrpk'xingly concise and elliptical (comp. Um-
BUEtT, Elster, Sriku [K.vmpii., H., N.. 'M.'], etc.,

and even a commentator as early as J.vRCiii, on
this passnge). At all events this solution is bet-

ter than tliat devised by Ewai.i) and Beutiieau
[De AV , S.], who fake the "what" in the sense

of " what evil, what terrible thing" ("lest dis-

gracefully treated by thine opponent and excited
to wrath, thou do some fearful thing!")

Ver. 9. Debate thy cause (strive thy strife)

with thy neighbor, t/c.— If tlie contest has be-
come really inevitable, if it has come to process
of law, then press thy cause with energy, but ho-
norably, with tlie avoidance of all unworthy or
low means,—and especially in such a way that
thou do not by any possibility with a malicious
wickedness beiray secrets of thine opponent that
may have been earlier entrusted to thee.

Ver. 1(). Lest he that heareth it upbraid
thee.—The '-hearer" does not denote possibly
the injured friend (LXX, Schultens [Wokusw.],
etc.)—which would be intolerably flat and tauto-
logical, but very indefinitely, any one wlio ob-
tains knowledge of that dishonorable and treach-
erous conduct. The Piel IpPI is used here only

in the sense of "curse, despise;" comp. the cor-
responding noun "reproach" in chap. xiv. 34.

—

And thine evil name turn not awray,—die
not out again, depart not from thee. Comp. the

use of ^W of wrath that is allayed or quieted;
Gen. xxvii. 44, 45, and frequently.

5. Vers. 11-15. Five symmetrically con-
structed and concise comparisons, in praise of
wisdom in speech, of fidelity, liberality and
gentleness. —Ver. 11. Apples of gold in

franle^work of silver. ri'^b'O which occurred

in chap, xviii. 11, in the sense of " imagination,
conceit," is unquestionably to be left with its

usual meaning, "sculpture" (carved or embossed
work) ; comp. Ezek. viii. 12; Lev. xxvi. 1 ; Num.
xxxiii. 52. Under the term we are to understand
some such thing as sculptured work for the de-

coration of ceilings, pillared galleries, etc., which
exhibits golden apples on a groundwork of silver.

That in this case we must have expected the pre-

cise term for "pomegranates" (D''yi3T) is an

arbitrary assertion of Hitzig's, in support of

which we need neither emend with him, to read

nib3t^03 (from an alleged noun rh2Vr^=b''\3V^,

palm bough) "or branches," nor with Luther
give to the word in question the signification

"baskets," which has no parallel to support it.

[Kampii., H., M., etc., support this rendering of

Luther's; De W. and N. suppose the silver work
to be inlaid or embossed on the golden apples;

while Bertheau, Gesen., S., Wordsw., etc., un-

derstand the description to be of golden fruit,

represented eitlier in solid or embroidered work
on a ground-work of silver. Fuebst seems to

favor the application of the term to ornamented
furniture or plate for the table; and this cer-

tainly has the advantage of natural probaliility

in its favor—A.]— (Is) a v/ord fitly spoken
["spoken in its time."—Z.] Comp. xv. 23,

where however we have li^j.'^ instead of the

uniqiie expression found in our verse. That this

peculiar form of speech, which appears to sig-

nify strictly "after the manner of its wheels, or

on its wheels," is in reality equivalent to justo

tempore, in tcivpore suo. is expressed as early as

Sy.mmachus and the Vulg., as well as supported
by the analogy of a similar Arabic expression,

in which the radical word fiJIX is in like manner
used to describe time revolving in its circuit,

moving on in the form of a ring, or after the
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manner of wheels. Comp. also the well known
vision of Ezekiel ; Ezek. i. 15 sq. [See Ci-it.

Notes. Beuthe.vo, H., favor the exposiiio i

above given; Gesen., S., M., Wordsw. favor the

other and loss figurative way of reaching the

same idea.— .\.]

Vor. 12. A gold ring and an ornament of
fine gold. Qi3i elsewhere a ring for the no.se

(xi. "12, etc.), is here, as clause b shows, rather

an ear-ring or eai'-drop (couip. Gen. xxxv. 4j.

'7n is in general a pendant, a jewel, such as is

usually worn on the neck or in the ears, (Song
Sol. vii. 2 ; Hos. ii. 15) ; and is here naturally

u.sed in the latter sense, therefore possibly of

the ornament of pearls which was hung below

the ear-ring.—(So is) a wise reprover to an
ear that heareth. "The reprover, or jjuu-

isher," is a concrete, lively, illustrative expres-

sion instead of "rebuke or ceusure." The bold-

ness of the expression still fails to justify Hit-

zig's attempted einendatiou, according to which
n'O is to be read instead of n-piO. and this is to

be taken ia the sense of " conversatiou" ("ra-
tional conversation"—comp. the h'jyo^ coipoi^ of

the LXX)'. With the general sentiment comp.
besides chap xv. 31, 32.

Ver. 13. As the coolness of snow on a
harvest day, i. e. probably, as a refresh iug

drink cooled by the snow of Lebanon amidst liie

heats of harvest labor. Comp. Xenoph. JJem-

orab. II. 1, 3U; Plix. Hist Nat., XIX. 4; and
especially the p:issages cited by Hitzig from ttie

''Gi'sta Dei per Francos'' (Han. IGll), p. 1098:
" The coldest snow is brought from Lebanon, to

be mixed with wine, and make it cold as the

very ice." [See II.vckett's Illustrations of Scrip-

ture, pp. 53-5, for illustrations of the usage, and
statemeuts in regard to the extent of the traffic.

—A.] With clauses b and c comp. x. 26; xiii.

17; xxii. 21.

Ver. 14. Clouds and w^ind and no rain

—

(so is) a man who boasteth of a false gift.

That is, a boaster who rualces much talk of his

liberality, aud yet withal gives nothing (who
•' promises mountains of gold, but does not even
give lead," (Stier), is like clouds of vapor borne

aloft and driven about by the wind ('i^'tyj, lit,

light rising vapors, which gather in clouds),

which dispense no rain. The same figure, with

a similar application: Jude 12; 2 Pet. ii. 17;
likewise iu several Arabic proverbs, e. g. Exc.
ex Sent. 43 (ed. Scheiu.): "A learned man
without work, is as a cloud without rain."

Ver. 14. To the recommendation of liberality

in the verses preceding there is very nppro-
priately added an admonition to gentleness and
mildness, especially in the use of the tonguf^.

Comp. XV. 1.—By forbearance is a judge
persuaded, Hi., "talked over, misled," i. e

,

changed in his dispo-ition, influenced, comp.
Luke xviii. 4, 5. |''i'p here certainly means

"judge," as in vi. 7, and not "King, prince," as
soma of the older expositors, and Luther also,

render it, and as Umbrkit is inclined to regard
it. [Why not the "prince," acting in his judi-
cial capacity, and in other relations also where
the bearing and spirit of those about liini will

more or les3 consciously mould his action ? He

is the "decider" in more v/ays than one.—A.]
And a gentle tongue breaketh the bone,
('. e., subdues i-ven tiie uio.st obs.inate resistance.

Comp. the Latin: " Gutta cavat lapidem," etc., as

well as the German, "Pr.tience breaks iron."

6. Vers. lG-20. AVarning against intemper-

ance, obtruslveiiess, slander, credulity and
levity.—Hast thou found honey—eat to
thy satisfaction (lit., "thy enough"). Comp.
Si.Uhon and .Jonathan as finders of honey
(Judges xiv. 8 sq. ; 1 Sam. xiv. 20), and also a

wariiing against partaking of it. to excess, ver.

27. and Pini).\R, Nem. 7, 52 : Ko/jov 1,^" '^"' i"^^'-

Ver. 17 first introduces the real application of

this warning against eating honey in excess.

"Withhold thy foot from thy friend's

house. " Make rare, keep back, seldom enter

with it," etc. Comp. the a-dviov elaaye rbv rrdJa

of the LXX.—Comp. besides the similar pro-

verbs of the Arabs, which warn against ob-

trusiveness : "If thy comrade eats honey do

not lick it all up," or "Visit seldom, and they

love thee the more," etc. Also Martial's senti-

ment: NulU tc facias nimis amicum.

Vor. 18. A maul and a sword and a sharp
arrow. T"£)0 an instrument for crushing, a

club shod with iron, a war-club (Nab. ii. 2;

comp. the cognate terms in Jer. Ii. 20, and Ezek.

ix. 2). For additional comparisons of false,

malicious words with swords and arrows, comp.

Ps. lii. 4; Ivii. 5; Ixiv. 4; cxx. 4, etc. See also

the previous rebukes of false testimony; Prov.

vi. I'J; xii. 17; xix. 5. 9; xxi. 28.

Ver. 19. A broken tooth and an un-
steady foot (is) confidence in an unfaith-

ful man, etc. n>'n yd is to be explained either

b}^ a substantive construction, "tooth of break-

ing" (Umbreit, Stier following Aben Ezra), or

by a participial construction, " a breaking

tooth." The latter is to be preferred as the

simpler (Bertheau, Elster, etc., [See Crit.

Notes]) ; to change the punctuation so as to get

the meaning, "a bad, worthless tooth," Hitzig,

is at any rate unnecessary, since the meaning
" decayed, rotten," is in general not question-

able. "Trust in (lit., of) an unfaithful man" is

here a foolish, credulous reliance on one who is

false. For the figure comp. furthermore, espe-

cially Is. xxxvi. 6; 1 Kings xviii. 21.

Ver. 20. He that layeth aside clothing
in a cold day. This is plainly a senseless pro-

ceeding, an entirely aimless and absurd move-
ment. The same is true of the action suggested

by the words following, "vinegar on nitre:" for

the moistening of nitre (comp. Jer. ii. 22), /. e.,

doubtless carbonate of soda, or soda, with vine-

gar or acid destroys its substance, while lo com-

bine the same thing with oil, etc., produces a

useful soap. Thus, and doubtless correctly,

RosENM , Bertheau, Von Geri.acu, and sub-

stantially Umbreit also (although he thinks

rather of potash or saltpetre as the substance

here designated). J. D. Michaklis {de nitro

Hebrxorum), .1. F. Vox Meyer. Stier, etc.. think

specially of the fermentation and the offensive

odor which the nitre produces in contMCt with

vinegar(?). Schultens. Ewald and Ei.ster un-

derstand "MM in accordance with the Arabic

(and also in harmony with the k'/jisi. of the LXX),
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of a wound, wliich is washed with smarting

vinegar instead of soothing oil ; against this

view, however, we have of the other ancient

versions except the LXX, especially the Vulg.,

Symmachus, the Vers. Venet., etc. IIitziu finally

emends here again according to his fancy,

and obtains the meaning: "He that meeteth

archers, with arrow on the string, is like him
who singeth songs with a sad heart"(!)—
[Gesen., Fuerst and the lexicographers gener-

ally refer to descriptions of Egypt and its natu-

ral productions, in describing the material and

its properties. H., N., M., Wordsw., etc., take

the same view, and multiply and vary the refer-

ences. See Thomson's Land and Book, II. 302,

303. Wordsw. expresses a decided preference

for the rendering of clause a, which (see Grit.

Notes) is preferred by Fuerst, Bott., etc., " dis-

play in dress" instead of comfort; "as he that

tricks out a man in a gay dress in winter, he

who busies himself about the fineness and bril-

liancy instead of the texture and warmth of the

attire," etc. This certainly secures a better cor-

respondence of incongruities.—A.] Moreover,

the "singing songs with a heavy heart" (for

these last words comp. the similar phrases in

Gen. xl. 7; Neh. ii. 1, 2; Eccles. vii. 3), which
is described by the two comparisons in clause a,

as a senseless and perverse proceeding, is doubt-

less to be understood in the sense of Ps. cxxxvii.

1, 4, and not to be taken as possibly a disregard

of the Apostolic injunction in Horn. xii. 15. For
the heart is hardly that of another [E. V., De AV.,

H., N., S., M., Wordsw.; "to a heavy heart"],

but most probably the speaker's own heart. The
procedure against which the sentiment of the

verse is directed seems therefore to be frivolity,

and superficial, insincere conduct, and not a

rude indifference and uncharitableness toward
one's neighbor.

7. Vers. 21, 22. Admonition to the love of

enemies.—If thine enemy (lit., "thine hater")

hunger, give him bread to eat, etc. "Bread"
and "water" are named here as the simplest

and readiest refreshment. To name meat, wine,

dainties and the like would have been quite too

forced. In the citation in the N. T., in Rom.
xii. 20, both objects are for brevity omitted and
thereby the expres.sion is made more like Matt.

XXV. 35.—For so thou dost heap burning
coals on his head. For tiiis verb to heap, to

pile up, coiiip. vi. 27. To " heap coals on the

Lead of any one" cannot be the figurative re-

presentation of a burning shame which one de-

velops in his opponent (Gramberg, Umbreit), for

shame glows in the cheek, and not above on the

head. Tlio figure is designed to describe rather

the deep pangs of repentance which one produces
witliin his enemy by rewarding his hatred with

benefits, and in tiie procluciion of which the re-

venge to be taken on him may consist, simply
and solely. This correct view is first presented

by Augustine, Dedoclr. Chri-it., III. 16; and then
especially by Schui.tens, IIosenm., Hitzio, etc.

These last at the same time adduce pertinent

Arabic parallels, like Meidani, II. 721: "He
who kindly treats such as envy him, scatters

glowing coals in their face, etc. At all events,

we must decidedly reject the interpretation of

many of the Church Fathers, like Ciirysostom,

Theodoret, Theophylact, etc., who regarded
the coals as the designation of extreme divine
judgments (comp. Ps. xi. G; cxl. 11) which one
will bring upon his enemy by refusing to avenge
himself. [In tills last opinion our recent eom-
mentators, perhaps without exception, agree with
the author. In regard to his first discrimination,

if any have been inclined to limit the figure to

the superficial blush or the transient emotion of

shame, there would be a general agreement with
him. If he means to discriminate sharply be-
tween shame and repentance, we must pronounce
his distinctions too fine, as some will be inclined

to regard his comment on the proper seat of tiie

blush. A deep, true shame, may be the first

step toward, the first element in repentance.

—

A.]
8. Vers. 23-28. Against slander, a contentioua

spirit, timidity, want of self-control, f^c. North
wind produceth rain. For the verb comp.
Ps. xc. 2 ; for a description of the rainy wind of

Palestine, which strictly blows, not from the
Nnrtli, but from the North-west and West, a3

p£32f n^l, comp. Am. viii. 12, where this

"North" is contrasted with rT^TD "the East."

Perhaps this term is equivalent to Cdcpoq as a
designation of a dark, gloomy region, which we
are by no means to seek directly north of Pales-

tine (Umbreit ; comp. IIiTzio). In no case is

Jerome right (and Aben Ezra), when in view
of the predominantly dry, cold and rough
character of the north of Palestine, he renders
the verb by ^^ dissipat pluvias, it scatters the

clouds, and so ends the rain." [The author's

view is that of De W., Kamph., Bertheau,
Muffet, H., N., S., M., Wordsw., Gesen., and
the recent commentators and lexicographers

almost without exception. Now and then Je-
rome's rendering, wliicli is that of the E. V., is

assumed to be riglit, and illustrated, as e. g. in

Thomson's Land and Book I. 131.—A.]—So
doth the slanderous tongue a troubled
face [lit., "a seciet tongue"]; i. e., artful

calumny and slander (comp. Ps. ci. 5) produces
gloomy, troubled faces, just as surely as the

North-west wind darkens the heavens with rain-

clouds. The tertium compar. in the figure is

therefore the same as in Matt. xvi. 3 ; Luke xii.

54. Comp. besides the German proverb, " He
makes a face like a three days' rain-storm."

[Those who follow the E. V. in the reudering of

the first clause, must with it invert subject and
object in clause b, and change the epithet,

"troubled," dark with sadness, for "angry,"
dark with passion; "so doth an angry coun-

tenance a backbiting tongue." Trapp, e. g.,

says: "Tlie ready way to be rid of tale-bearers

is to browbeat them; carry therefore in (his

case a severe rebuke in thy countenance, as God
doih."—A.]

Ver. 24. Comp. the literally identical sentence,

chap. xxi. 9.

Ver. 25. (As) cold water to a thirsty

soul is good news from a far country.
Naturally we must here think of those far re-

moved from their home and kindred, who have

long remained witjiout tidings from them.

Comp. XV. 30; Gen. xlv. 27; and for the figure,

Jer. xviiL 14.
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Ver. 26. A troubled fountain and a
ruined spring (comp. for this tigure Ezek.
xxxii. 2; xxxiv. 18, I'J) is the righteous man
who wavereth before the wicked. The
meaning of this is probab y not the righteous

man who without, fault oj his has been brought, by
evil doers into calamity, but he who through the

fault of his timidity, his want of faithful cour-

age and moral firmness, has been brought to

waver and fall by the craft of the wicked.
Compare Stier on this passage, who however
understands the wavering perhaps too exclu-
sively of being betrayed into sin, or some moral
lapse. [Lord Bacon [De Augmentis, etc.) gives
the proverb a political application: "This pro-
verb teaches that an unjust and scandalous
judgment in any conspicuous and weighty cause
is above all things to be avoided in the State,"

etc.; and in his Essay (LVI.) "of Judicature,"
lie says: "One foul sentence doth more hurt
than many foul examples; for these do but cor-
rupt the stream, the other corrupteth the foun-
tain."—A.]

Ver. 27. To eat much honey is not good.
Since this maxim, like the similar one in verse
16, must convey a warning against the excessive
enjoyment of a thing good in itself, we should
look in the 2d clause lor an analogous truth be-
longing to the spiritual realm. That clause is

therefore not to be rendered: "And contempt
of their honor is honor" (thus J. D. Michaelis,
Arnoldi, Ziegler, Ewald,—all of whom take
*1pn in the sense of "contempt" (comp. xxviii.

11) ; and Hitziq likewise, except that he [by a
transfer of one consonant! reads 11330 1133, and

"contempt of honor is more than honor"). But
we must here reclaim for the noun 1133 its

original meaning "weight, burden," instead of

D"\133 we must read Dni33, " weighty things,

difficulties," and then retaining the ordinary
meaning of "Ipn we must render: "and search-

ing out the difiicult brings difficulty," i. e., too
strenuous occupation of mind with difficult

things is injurious; pondering too difficult pro-
blems brings injury (comp. the common proverb,
"To know everyihiug makes headache"). So
Elster alone [with Noyes among our ex-
positors, and Fuerst, substantially, of the lexi-
cographers] correctly explains,—while Umbreit
and Bertheau [with whom S. and M. agree]
take only the last 1133 in the sense of difficulty,

and therefore explain "and searching out honor
(or "their honor") brings difficulty;" in a simi-
lar way the Vulgate " qui scrutator est majestaii^
oppriinetur a gloria"' ["he who is a searcher after
dignity will be crushed by glory." The E. A'".

renders "to search their own glory (is not)
glory;" the assumed meaning of the noun de-
mands a negative copula, such as has just been
used in clause a; so Gesen.(?) Kamph. enu-
merates the above and several other renderings,
and pronounces all unsatisfactory. Holden and
WoRDSw. retain the ordinary meaning of all the
nouns, supply the usual copula, and render

:

"To search after their glory (their true glory) is

glory." The sentiment is fine, but to attach it

to clause a requires skill.]

Ver. 28. (As) a city broken through
without -walls (comp. 2 Chron. xxxii. 5

;

Neheui. ii. 13), is the man who hath no
mastery over his own spirit, i. e., the pas-
sionate man, who knows not how in anythiuo- to
keep within bounds, who can put bit and bridle
on none of his desires, and therefoi-e is givea
up without resistance to all impressions from
without, to all assaults upon his morality and
freedom, etc. Let it be observed how nearly
this proverb corresponds with the substance of
the preceding.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

In the noble admonition to the love of enemies,
in vers. 21, 22, which bears witness for the New
Testament principle of a perfect love even more
definitely and in fuller measure, than the dissua-
sion contained in the preceding chapter against
avenging one's self (xxiv. 29), we reach the cul-
mination of those moral demands and precepts
with which the wise compiler of the Proverbs
comes in the present section before the kings and
subjects of his people. Beside this, in the ex-
ceedingly rich and manifold variety of etJiical

material which this chapter exhibits, the admo-
nitions that stand out significantly are especially
those to humility and modesty (vers. 6, 7, 14), to

a peaceable spirit (vers. 8, 24) to honor and con-
siderate forbearance toward one's opponent in
controversy (ver. 9, 10,23), to the wise reception
of merited reproof and correction (ver. 12), to
gentleness (ver. 15), to fidelity and sincerity
(vers. 13, 18-20), to moderation in all things, in
enjoyments of a sensual as well as of a spiritual
kind (vers. 16, 17, 27), to moral firmness in re-
sisting the seductive influences of the wicked, and
in subduing the passions (vers. 26, 28). In re-
gard to doctrine it is especially the delineation
contained in vers. 2-5, of the godlike dignity and
authority of the King, that is to be accounted one
of the pre-eminently instructive portions of the
chapter. The earthly king is, it is true, in this
unlike to God, the King of kings, that he can fake
his decisive steps only after careful consideration,
examination, and conference with wise counsel-
lors, and only thus issue his commands, so far
forth as they are to result in the welfare of his
subjects,—while with God, the being who is alike
near and afar off, the all-wise and Almighty,
counsel and act are always coincident. But in
this again there can and should be an analogy
existing between earthly rulers and the heavenly
King, that their throne also is established by
righteousness, that they likewise must watch with
unfaltering strictness, by punishing the evil and
rewarding the good, over the sacred ordinance
of justice and the objective moral law (vers. 4,

5). And for this very reason there belongs to

their action also something mysterious and abso-
lutely irresistible ; their heart too appears un-
searchable, and wholly inaccessible to common
men, like the heights of heaven and the depths
of the earth (ver. 3) ; in a word, they in the po-
litical sphere stand in every point of view as God's
representatives, as regents in God's stead and 1)y

the grace of God, and even, according to the bold
expression of the poetical language of the Old
Testament, as in a certain sense even " gods and
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children of the Most High " (Ps. Ixxxii. 6; comp.

Johu X. 34 sq.). From this then there results, on

the one hand, to themselves the duty of strict jus-

tice, and the most conscientious conformity to

God's holy will,—but on the other, for their sub-

jects the duties of humble obedience (^vers. (J, 7,

13) of earnest reverence for civil laws and ordi-

nances, and peaceable deportment, (vers. 8-10,

18, 23, 24, etc.); in general therefore, the/ear of

God and righteousness, as the conditions of a true

welfare of earth's nobles and nations, to be ful-

filled on both parts, by princes as well as by the

people.

IIOMILETIC AND PRACTICAL.

Homily on the entire chapter: " Love the

brethren; fear God; honor the King!" (2 Pet.

ii. 17); three apostolical injunctions, which Ile-

zekiah's wise men already preached to the Israel

of their day.—Or, the fear of God, justice and
love, as the three foundation pillars of a well-

founded and well organized Christian common-
wealth.— Comp. Stocker; Of true honor, sucli as

wisdom confers: 1) in the state (ver. 2-15 . glo-

ria politicoruni) ; 2) in the household (vers. 10-

24: gloria oeconomicorum) ; 3) in the church (vers.

25-28: gloria ecclesiasticorum).—Berleburg Bible:

Divine political maxims.

—

Wohlfartu : Honor
and renown as wisdom's reward.

Vers. 2-5. Luther (marginal comment on ver.

2) : In God's government we are not to be wise,

and wish to know why, but believe everything.

But in the secular kingdom a ruler should know,
and ask why, and trust no man in anything!—
Starke: God's counsel concerning our blessed-

ness is revealed to us clearly enough in His word

;

act accordingly, and in the presence of the mys-
teries of divine wisdom take thy reason captive

under the obedience of faith.

—

[.Jeremy Taylor:
God's commandments were proclaimed to all the

world ; but God's counsels are to Himself and to

His secret ones, when they are admitted within

the veil.

—

Bates: God saveth us by the submis-
sion of faith and not by the penetration of reason.

The light of faith is as much below the light of

glory as it is above the light of nature.—R. Hall's

Sermon on " the glory of God in concealing." 1)

The Divine Being is accustomed to conceal much.

2) In this He acts in a manner worthy of Him-
self, and suited to display His glory.

—

Lord Ba-
con (on ver. 3) ; Multitude of jealousies, and lack

of some predominant desire, that should marshal
and put in order all the rest, maketh any man's
heart hard to find or sound].

—

Geier (on ver.

8) : Every one, even the greatest and mightiest,

is to know that God knows his heart most per-

fectly and searches it through: Ps. csxxix. 1, 2.—Cramer (on vers. 4, 5) : As well in matters of

religion as in matters of justice (in the sphere of

the church and in politics) the duty belongs to

the ruler of removing all abuses and offences.

Vers. (J sq. Geier (on ver. G): An excellent

means against pride consists in looking to those
who are better, more pious, more experienced,
more learned than we are, rather than to esti-

mate ourselves solely by those who are lower.

—

Starke (on vers. 9, 10): If thou hast a reason-
able complaint against thy neighbor, thou
shouldst not mingle foreign matters with it, nor

from revenge reveal secrets which weigh heavily
against thy neighbor.

—

Laxge (on ver. 11) ; In
religious discourses heart and mouth must agree:
the orator must b^^sides always examine what is

best adapted to his congregation : 1 Pet. iv. 11.

[Bp. Hoi'KiNs: As the amiableness of all duties
consists in the right timing and placing of them,
so especially of this holy and spiritual discourse].—Hasius (on ver. 12): He who can hearken and
glailly hearkens to rational reproofs, does his ears
a far better service thereby, than if he adorned
them with jewels of the finest gold, and with ge-
nuine pearls.

Vers. 13 sq. Luther (marginal comment on
ver. 13): A true servant or subject is not to be
paid for with gold.

—

Starke (on ver. 13): A
chief characteristic of able teachers of the divine

word is that they as stewards over the myste-
ries of God (1 Cor. iv. 1, 2) seek to be found
faithful.—(On ver. 14); Satan promises moun-
tains of gold, but gives only smoke and empty va-
por. Jesus keeps His word plenteously above all

requests or understanding.—(On ver. 15): He
who will everywhere put his head through the

wall, will hardly succeed. But how beautiful

and salutary is it to be gentle and full of love!

—

Zeltner (on vers. 16, 17) : Of all things, even
the most charming and lovely one becomes at

last weary. Therefore there is nothing better

or more blessed than to strive for heaven and the

eternal, where satiety is without weariness (John
iv. 14), life without death (John vi. 50; Col. iii.

1, 2).

Vers. 19 sq. Starke: Beside the confidence

of believers in God every other hope is deceptive

and unreliable as a brittle cake of ice or as a
bending reed.—(On ver. 20): Even joyful music
is not able to drive away cares and troubled

thoughts, but an edifying song of the cross or of

consolation may do it; Ps. csix. 92; Col. iii. 16.

— Tubingen Bible (on vers. 21, 22) : True wis-

dom teaches us by gentleness to break down the

haughtiness of enemies, and even to win them to

one's self by benefits: Matth. v. 44 sq. But how
excellent is it not merely to know these rules of

wisdom, but also to practise them!— [Trapp:
Thus should a Christian punish his pursuers; no
vengeance but this is heroical and fit for imita-

tion.

—

Aknot: This is peculiarly "the grace of

the Lord Jesus." When He was lifted up on
the cross He gave the keynote of the Christian

life :
" Father, forgive them." The Gospel must

come in such power as to turn the inner life up-

side down ere any real progress can be made in

this difficult department of social duty].

Vers. 23-28. Geier (on ver. 23) : Cultivate

sincerity and honor, that thou mayest not speak
evil things in his absence of one wliom thou
meetest to his face with all friendliness.

—

[Bridges: The backbiting tongue wounds four

at one stroke— the backbiter himself, the object

of his attack, the hearer, and the name of God].

—

Zeltner (on ver. 25) : When we hear fi-om dis-

tant lands the glad news of the course of the gos-

pel among the heathen, it must cause us hearty

rejoicing, and urge us to thanksgiving to God
(an application tlien of ver. 25 for a missionary
festival sermon).

—

Starke (on ver. 26) : As a
fountain maile foul bccimies in time pure and
clear again, so likewise the stained innocence of
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a rigliteous man will in due time be revealed

again in its purity; Ps. xxxvii. 6.—(On ver. 27)

:

Tl2e laborious ami diligent will never lack work,

and the more vigorous and systematic he is in it,

the more lionor does it bring him.

—

Calwer Ilandb.

(on ver. 27) : Search not into things too hard.

—

Starke (on ver. 28) : A man who cannot govern
himself cannot be usefully employed in conduct-
ing public affairs.

—

[Bates : Satan hath an easy
entrance into such men, and brings along with
him a train of evils].

2. Various Warnings, viz. :

a) Against dishonorable conduct,

(especially folly, sloth aiid malice^.

Chap. XXVI.

1 As snow in summer and rain in harvest,

so honor befitteth not the fooL

2 As the sparrow flitting, as the swallow flying,

so the curse undeserved : it cometh not.

3 A whip for the horse, a bridle for the ass,

and a rod for the fool's back.

4 Answer not a fool according to his folly,

lest thou be like him.

5 Answer a fool according to his folly,

lest he become wise in his own eyes.

6 He cutteth off the feet, he drinketh damage,
who sendeth a message by a fool.

7 Take away the legs of the lame,

and the proverb in the mouth of a fool.

8 As a bag of jewels on a heap of stones,

so is he that giveth honor to a fool.

9 As a thorny staff that riseth up in the hand of a drunkard,

so is a proverb in the mouth of a fool.

10 An archer that woundeth everything,

and he that hireth a fool, and hireth vagrants (are alike).

11 As a dog that returneth to his vomit,

so the fool (ever) repeateth his folly.

12 Seest thou a man wise in his own eyes,

there is more hope of a fool than of him.

—

13 The slothful saith : There is a lion in the way,
a lion in the midst of the streets.

14 The door turneth on its hinges,

and the slothful on his bed.

15 The slothful thrusteth his hand in the dish;

he is too sluggish to bring it to his mouth again,

16 The sluggard is wiser in his own eyes,

than seven (men) who give wise judgment.
17 He layeth hold on the ears of a dog

who passing by is excited by strife that is not his.

18 As a madman who casteth fiery darts,

arrows and death,

19 so is the man that deceiveth his neighbor,
and saith: Am I not in sport?

20 AVhere the wood faileth the fire goeth out,

and where there is no talebearer the strife ceaseth.
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21 Coal to burning coals and wood to fire

;

so is a contentious man to kindle strife.

22 The words of the talebearer are as sportive (words),

but they go down to the innermost part of the breast.

23 Silver dross spread over a potsherd,

—

(so are) glowing lips and a wicked heart.

24 With his lips the hater dissembleth,

and within him he layeth up deceit.

25 When he speaketh fair believe him not;

for seven abominations are in his heart.

26 Hatred is covered by deceit,

(yet) his wickedness shall be exposed in the assembly.

27 He that diggeth a pit falleth into it,

and he that rolleth a stone, upon himself shall it return.

28 The lying tongue hateth those that are wounded by it,

and a flattering mouth Avill cause offence.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 3. [The form 1J (comp. x. 13; xix. 29) is ordinarily explained as derived from HI J the more common 1J
TT -I

(Lex., U) as from 1U; BoTT. (§ 493, 17) suggests that the form U is used, as in numerous similar eases the formu
_ ^^

with weaker, flatter vowels are employed, to convey in their very sound the idea of the weali, the suffering, the misei-able

;

1J then, in every instance except perhaps one, is used to describe a back that is beaten or threatened.—TIOP /^ a form

with the article, as is indicated not by the vocalization alone, but by the parallel D-1D 7 ; BiiTT. I., p. 403, n. 1.—A.J.

Ver. 6. [n^p'D a Piel part., therefore active in its meaning, and not to be rendered by a passive, nor need it be ex-

changed for the Pual (pass.) part, as Ew.\ld proposes. The emendations of D' 7j"l HifpO in clause a which liave been

proposed by recent expositors are unnecessary; e.g., Ewald'3 reading H Hi'DO " is deprived of his feet, etc'' HiTZiQ

would read I"! D^fpO immediately connecting the following words ; "from the end of the feet he swallows injury

(? !) who Fjnds messages by a fool."—A.].

Vc. 7. .v'7T is taken most simply as Imper. Piel from H/'l, to "lift out, draw out" (Ps. xxx. 2). [SoFueest;

Gr ,en, 1 141, 1; NoRDH. g 452. Bott. g 1123, 4, and § 30O 6, makes it from 7 71- This resolution of 9 and substitution

f ' for the second '7 Bott. regards as a probable sign and characteristic of the Ephraimite dialect which he is inclined

to find in this section of the Book of Proverbs. Gesss., T/ies., was at first disposed to take it from 7 7n, hut in the sup-

plement brought out by Rodiger appears to have changed his view, taking it as a fuller form of HI. The rendering of

BiJTT., etc., would be " the legs of the lame hang useless."—A.].

Ver. 14. [310r\, illustrates Bottcher's Ftcreswh^wm, " is wont to turn," and in ver. 20 HSDn and pritJ''' his

Fiens debilum : " must go out, must cease." See Lehrb. g 950, 6, and c, e.—A.].

Ver. 18. nSnSnO from riTlS or perhaps from a root T\1T\ still preserved in the Arabic.

Ver. 26. [nD2)ri; the r\ of the Hithp. prefix is elsewhere not assimilated.—A.].

Ver. 2S. [fliy'? as here used Bott. regards as one of the traces of an Ephraimite dialect, the noun with this meaning

being otherwi.se feminine.—V31 Gesen. derives from ITT in the active sense the form being plural with suff. and the

construction ace. as object. Fuerst makes it a peculiar derivative (without sufBx) from HDT in the sense of "bowed

down, humble, pious." BOtt. pointing 10T as tiie K'thibh, makes it from Ol with the suffix of the singular. See

Exegetical notes for the various interpretations.—A.].

EXEGETICAL.

1. Vers. 1-3. Three proverbs against folly, sym-
metrical in their structure (in each case bringing

two rchited ideas into comparison).—As snow in
summer and rain in harvest. According to

Jkko.mk, Conim. in Am. iv. 7, rain in harve«t time

is in Palestine a thing not lieard of, and even im-
jjossiblc. Comp. 1 Sam. xii. 17 sq., vvliere a

sudden thunderstorm at thi.s season appears as a

miracle from Ood, and also the confirmatory
statements of modern observers, like Robinson,
P<i/.. II. 307: "In ordinary years no rain at all

fulls from the end of the spring-showers till Oc-

tober or November, and the sky is almost always
clear,'-' .etc.—Comp. furthermore the remarks
above on chap. xxv. 13, as well as, for clause b,

cliap. xix. 10; and also ver. 8 below.—Ter. 2.

—

As the sparrow flitting, as the sw^allow^ fly-

ing: Ht. '-as tlie sparrow for fleeing or wander-
ing, as the swallow flying," viz. is Jittcd. Comp.
the similar construction in chap. xxv. 3, and also

the similar comparison in xxvii. 8. [The luf,

with 7 may be rendered by the abl. as readily

as by the dative of the gerund or verbal noun; by
or in rc.ipect, to flying, dc]—So the curse (that

is) undeserved: it cometh not. ".\ cnrso

that is in vain, that has been uttered without just
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ground, that is unmerited," like that, e.g., in 2

Sam. xvi. 5 sq., or that in 1 Kings ii. 8. For ihe

"in vaiu" comp. xxiv. 28 and the remarks on the

passage.—Instead of Nbn X"? K'ri calls for i?

Nbn: "to him, to the fool who utters it, will it

return," it will find its fulfilment in his own case

(thus the Vulg. and Jarohi). But the verbal ex-

pression agrees poorly enough with this render-

ing, and moreover the two comparisons in a plainly

favor rather the idea expressed by the K'thibh.

[Such a curse is then fugitive, transient as a

bird; it does not come to stay. The E. V. sug-

gests the idea very blindly. Trapp explains:

"As these may fly where they will, and nobody
cares or is the worse; so here." He would carry

the comparison farther: as birds after their aim-

less flight return to their nest, "so the causeless

curse returns to the authors. Cursing men are

cursed men." A.].—Ver. 3. Comp. x. 18; xix.

29; Ecclesiast. xxx. 25-27.—The assertion of J.

D. MiCH.VELis that the ideas "whip "and "bridle"

in clause a are not rightly distributed between
the horse and the ass, is refuted by Nah. iii. 2;

Ezek. xxsix. 9, where express mention is made
of riding whips in connection with horses, as well

as by Ps. xxxii. 9, where witli horses mules are

also mentioned as bridled animals. [GiiSEN.

Tkes., s. v., abundantly illustrates the nobler na-

ture of tlie Eastern ass, and the higher estimate

put upon it. See also Houghton's article in

Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, I. 182, Am. Ed. A.]

2. Vers. 4-12. Eight additional proverbs di-

rected against the folly of fools (among them one
consisting of two verses, vers. 4, 5).—Answer
not a fool according to his folly, i. e., speak
not witli him in accordance with his folly, con-

forming thyself to it, imitating it, and thereby be-

coming thyself a fool. On the other hand, ver. 5 :

Answer a fool according to his folly, i. e.,

serve him in his senseless babbling with an ap-

propriate, sharply decisive retort, use with the

coarse block (blockhead) the heavy wedge that

belongs to it. The proverb in ver. 5 does not

then stand as a restriction on the meaning of ver.

4 (as EwALD holds), but yet adjusting it, and
guarding against what might be misunderstood
in the former language. [Says Andrew Fuller:
The terms in the first instance mean "in a fool-

ish manner," as is manifest from the reason given.

In the second instance they mean "in the man-
ner which his folly requires." This is also plain

from the reason given. A foolish speech is not
a rule for our imitation; nevertheless onr an-
swer must be so framed by it as to meet and re-

pel it. "This knot will be easily loosed," says
MuFFET, "if it be observed that there are two
sorts of answers, the one in folly, the other unto
foUy." A.]

Ver. 0. He cutteth off the feet, he drink-
eth damage, who sendeth a message by a
fool. Comp. the two figurative expressions in

clause a, the first (" he cutteth off the feet," i. e.,

bis own feet, amputat sihi pedes—^1:chaelis,
ScHELLiNa, Bertheau, Elster, Stier, [Kamph.'
WoRDsw.] f<c.,) means: he deprives liimself of

the means of attaining the end, he puts himself
into a helpless condition

;
[and the idea is better

expressed in this way than if we adopt the ex-

planation of H., N., S., M. ; he acts as though
he cut off the feet of his messenger who chooses
a fool for the errand. N. errs in completing a
proposition in clause a: " he that has his feet
cut ott" drinks damage." A.] Tiie second phrase
" he drinketh injury or wrung," according to Job
xxi. 20; xxxiv. 7, is equivalent to "he suffers

abuses, he experiences in tiie largest measure an
injury self-devised." For similar use of the term
"words" in the sense of commands, directions,

a message, comp. Ex. iv. 13; 2 Sam. xv. 36.
For the general meaning compare like complaints
of bad and foolish messengers in x. 26 ; xxv. 13.

Ver. 7. Take away the legs from the lame.

The verb H/T appears to be used here with the
meaning, which it is true is not to be discovered
elsewhere, of tollere, to take away. For the
meaning of the comparison, according to b, seems
to be this: Always take from the lame his legs,

(i. e., his la.me legs),/o?' they are really useless to

A/w, just as the "provei'b," [i.e., the maxim of
wisdom, the Maschal) in the mouth of the fool is

useless, something that might without loss be
never there ; for the fool is and continues still a
fool (ver. 9; xii. 16; xiv. 24, etc.). Thus Um-
BREiT, Bertheau, Stier [Stuart, Kamph.] cor-

rectly explain, while the rest take some one and
some another way to explain the peculiarly obscure

and difficult Vl"]. So Luther takes the phrase

altogether arbitrarily in the sense of "to dance"
("as dancing to a cripple, so does it befit a fool

to speak of wisdom ") ; in like manner Jarchi
and Levi ben Gerson ("his legs are too long

for the lame." V/T being taken as equivalent
to -in^J), and also Geier, PiOSEnm, J. H. Mi-

it'

chaelis, Schelling, etc., who take V7T as a sub-

stantive equivalent to ri^'vT in the sense of ele-

vafio. [TheE. V. renders "the legs of the lame
are not equal"]. Ewald and Elster read

•V;'!, "the legs of the lame are too loose " (Aden

Ezra had already given a similar rendering)
[Gesen., "bang down," so De AV., N., Wordsw.;
"are weak," H. M.]. Hitzig finally gives the

Inf. abs. JlwT: "leaping of the legs on the part

of a lame man—so is a proverb in tlie mouth of a
fool," (the same meaning, therefore, substan-

tially as in Luther's conception.)

Ver. 8. As a bag of jew^els on a heap of
stones, so is he that giveth honor to a fool.

If the noun nOJ"]0 which occurs only here ex-

presses the idea " heap of stones," acervus lapidum,

which is altogether probable from its derivation

from DJ"), to stone, to heap up stones, then the

pX "in}f must be a parcel not of common, but of

precious stones (comp. Ex. xxviii. 9; xxxv. 27,

where JpX alone stands for lapis pretiosior), and

this all the more since the 2d clause makes this

rendering peculiarly natural. So R. Levi ben
Gerson, then Luther, Geier, Schultexs, Ge-

senius, Umbbeit, Stier, Elster, [E. V. in mar-

gin, De W., N., W.].—of whom Luther, Geier,

Schultens, Stier [Wordsw.] think particularly

of a heap of stones raised by the stoning of a

malefactor, a tumulus aggestus supra corpus lapida-

tum, which is certainly more natural than with
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Jerome, (Vulg., acervus Mercurii), several of the

early Rabbis, Jakchi, V. E. Loscher (in the

" Uiibckuldiyeii A\ichrichten," Vol. 13, p. 49(3), and

Oetinger, to tliiuk of a Hermes, a heap of stones

dedicated to Mercury (Zciyof ipiialov, statua mer-

curiaiU). Others (Uertueau, Ewald [Fuerst,

Kamph., E. v., in text, H., tS., M.] e^c.,)lollowing

the LXX and Chald., take nOJ^D iuthe sense of

"sling," and regard ini* as au Infiu. ;
" as the

binding a stone fast to the sling" ;—but against

this may be maintained the inappositeness of tiie

figure as compared with the idea in clause b, and

tlTc fact that such a meaning cannot be proved to

belong to the noun, and the circumstance that the

sling is elsewhere always called >'7p.—Hitzig :

"as a little stone on the beam of a balance,"

etc.,—for he says the noun 13 mrans, according to

the Arabic, the "beam of a balance," and !.'< '^

siffnifies a "bit or kernel of stone," a little stone

serving to bind the balance (?).

Ver. 9. A thorny staS that riseth up in the

hand of a drunkard, (so is) a (wise) proverb

in the mouth of a fool. If in ver. 7 a Mascbal,

a maxim of wisdom, taken into the mouth of a

fool was represented as something useless, desti-

tute of all aim and effect, it here appears rather

as something working absolute harm, wounding,

injuring like thorns, and in particular like an

instrument of correction heedlessly carried, stri-

king in tlie wrong place, and so grossly misused.

Comp. Luther's marginal note, which in the

main point certainly interprets correctly : when

a drunkard carries and brandishes in his hand

a sweet briar, he scratches more with it than he

allows the roses to be smelled ; so a fool wi,th the

Scriptures or a judicial maxim oft causes more

harm than profit."

—

Hitziq following the LXX,

reads in clause b bti^O instead of 71^3, and fur-

thermore takes the verb of clause a in the sense

of "to shoot up," and therefore renders: Thorns

shoot up by (under) the hand of the hireling (?)

and tyranny by the mouth of fools." But we do

not need to give to the verb here even as a secon-

dary meaning the sense of growing up (as Ewald,
Umbreit, Stier propose), as the simple original

meaning of rising up; raising itself gives a mean-

ing in every way satisfactory. [The rendering

of the E. v., H., W., "as a thorn goeth up into

the hand," e/c, wounding unconsciously, is less

forcible every way than that of the author, with

whom DeW., K., Bertheau, N., S., M., etc.,

agree. A.]

Ver. 10. An archer that vroundeth every-

thing (for this meaning comp. 3^, "an archer

or dartsman," comp. Jer. 1. 29; Job xvi. 43; for

the verb in this sense, Is. li. 0), and he that

hireth a fool, and he that hireth vagrants
("passers by," i. e., therefore untried, unreliable

persons, w-ho soon run away again)—are alike;

one of the three is as foolish as another. This

interpretation, which is followed by Schellinq,

Ewald, Bertheau, Stier, [DeW., Kamph., and

virtually S. and i\L], involves it is true a certain

hardness, especially in the relation of the figure in

a to the two ideas in b; it corresponds best, how-

ever, Avith the simple literal meaning of the

passage, Luther, Geier, Seb. Suhmid, [N.,

WoRDSw.] render: "A master formeth all aright,"
magiisler formal omnia rede; in a similar way
Elster: "An able man tbrmeth all himself"
(in contrast with the fool, who seeks to Lire others,
and even incompetent persons of all sorts, sti'ag-

glers and vagrants, etc., to transact his business).
[The E. v., wliich is followed against his will by
HoLDEN, interprets the "master" as God: "tlie
great God," e/c.]. Umbreit and Hitzig [with
another common meaning of 2"!]: '• jVuc/i pro-
duceth all," as though the meaning were similar
to that in the ocrig £;{;« (h^i/aerai avTu, Malt. xiii.

11; XXV. 20. Others read 2") instead of 3'}, e.g.,

the Vulg., Judicium drterminat caiisas, and of re-

cent expositors Ziegleu, etc.

Ver. 11. As a dog that returneth to his
vomit (comp. tlie New Testamoiit citation of this

passage in 2 Pet. ii. 22) so the fool (ever) re-

peateth his folly; lit., "so comes the fool for

the second time again with his folly," comp. xvii.

9. Here is plainly meant not merely a con-

stantly renewed return to foolish assertions in

spite of all the rational grounds adduced against

them, but a falling .ngain into foolish courses of

action after brief endeavors or beginnings at im-
provement (comp. Matt. xii. 46; John v. 14;

Heb. vi. 4-8.)

Ver. 12. Seest thou a man wise in his

own eyes, i. e., who holds himself as wise, and
by this very blind over-estimate of himself

thoroughly and forever bars for himself the way
to true wisdom (comp. xxx. 12), like the Phari-

sees mentioned in John ix. 41, who gave it out

that they saw, but were in truth stone-blind.

—

With b compare chap. xxix. 2U, where this 2d
clause recurs literally.

3. Vers. 13-16. Four proverbs against sloth.

—

Ver. 13. Comp. the almost identical proverb iu

chap. xxii. 13.—A lion is in the w^ay. hr}U a

synonym of ''^X designates the lion as a roaring

animal, as rugiens sive rugitor; it does not con-

trast the male lion with the lioness (Vulg.), or

again the young lion with the full grown, (Lu-

ther).
Ver. 14. Comp. vi. 10; xxiv. 33. With this

figure of the door ever turning on its hinges but

never moving from its place comp. the well-known

words of Schiller—" dreht sick trdg und dumm wie

dcs Fdrbers Gaul im Ring herum'" [turns lazy and
Stupid like the dyer'^a nag round in its circle.]

Ver. 15. Comp. the almost identical proverb,

ch.ap. xix. 24.

Ver. 16.—The sluggard is wiser in his

o'wn eyes (comp. ver. 12) than seven men
who give a wise answ^er. The number seven

stands here not because it is the sacred number,

but to express the idea of plurality in a concrete

and popular way, Comp. ver. 25 ; also vi. 31

;

xxiv. 16 ; Jer. xv. 9 ; 1 Sam. ii. 5 ; Ecclcsiast.

xxxvii. 14.—With this use of D^'D " taste " in

the sense of " understanding, judgment," comp.

1 Sam. xxi. 14 ; xxiii. 33 ; Ps. cxix. 66 ; Job xii.

20 ; also remarks above on Prov. xi. 22, where

is denoted in addition a quality of the moral life.

"To give back understanding" is naturally

equivalent to giving an intelligent, wise answer,

as a sign of an intelligent disposition ; comp.

xvii. 18.
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4. Vers. 17-19. Against deliglit in strife and
wilful provocation.

—

He layeth hold on the
ears of a dog (and so provokes tiie animal out-

right to barking ami biting) -who passing by
is excited by strife that is not his, lit , "over

a dispute not for hiui " (cotnp. Hab. ii. G). For
the use of this verb "to provoke or excite one's

self," comp. the remark ou xx. 2. This "13^jirp

with the Part. '^'^^ forms an alliteration or 7^0-

b/ptoton which (with Stier) maybe substantially

reproduced in German: "wer voriiberr/chend sic/i

uhinjeheti {^sich die Guile uhcrlaufcn) lassf," etc.

There is no occasion for Hitzig's assumption,

that instead of "12>'rip there stood originally in

the text the Dy]>*no wliich is expressed by the

Syriac and Vulg. ; "he who meddleth in strife,"

etc. [The E. V. has taken this doubtless un-
der the influence of those early versions.]

Vei-s. 18, 19. As a madman w^ho casteth

fiery darts, arrovys and death. The n^^i-^?

which occurs only here, signifies, according to

Symmaciius, tne Vers. Venet., and Aden Ezua,
one beside himself or insane (ffeo-rwf, Tveipufievo^-).

For the combination of the three ideas, fiery

darts, arrows and death («. e. deadly missiles),

comp. the similar grouping in xxv. 18 «.

—

So
the man that deceiveth his neighbor.
•TDT is to "deceive, to deal crat'tilv," not to

"afflict" (TJmbreit), or "overthrow" (Van' Ess).—And (then) saith : Am I not in sport?
Tiie meaning of the simple "and saith" the

Vulgate paraphrases correctly when it renders:

^'et cum depreheiisus fuerit, dicit," etc. [" Quipping
and flouting," says Muffet, " is counted the

flower and grace of men's speech, and especially

of table talk ; but the hurt that cometh by this

flower is as bitter as wormwood, and the dis-

grace which this grace casteth upon men is

fouler than any dirt of the street."— A.]
5. Vers. 20 28. Nine proverbs against malice

and deceit.

—

Where the vyood faileth the
fire goeth out, €/c. Comp. the Arabic proverb
expressing the same idea, aimed at slander (in

ScHEiD, Sclecta, p. 18): "He who layeth no
wood on the fire keeps it from burning." For
this description of the "slanderer" comp. xvi.

28.

Ver. 21. The direct opposite to the contents of
the preceding verse.

—

Coals to burning coals
;

lit., black coals to burning coals. For the "man
of contentions" in clause b comp. xxi. 9; xxvii.

15.

With ver. 22 compare the literally identical
proverb xviii 8.

Ver. 23. Silver dross spread over a pot-
sherd. "Silver of dross" is impure silver not
yet properly freed from the dross, and therefore
partly spurious (Vulg., argcntum sordidum), and
not some such thing as a glazing with the glitter

of silver made of plumbago [Lithargiirus), and
so imitation of silver, as manj' think, and as
Luther seems to have expressed in his "Silber-

tchau)7i." iy^r\, potsherd (Isa. xliv. 11), seems

to be used intentionally instead of b"'n~''73

" an earthen vessel," to strengthen the impres-
sion of the worthlessuess of the object named.

—

15

(So are) burning lips, i. c. fiery protestations

of friendship, or it may be warm kisses (which
Bertheau understands to be the specific mean-
ing), which in connection with a genuinely good
heart on the part of the giver are a sign of true

love, but with a " wicked heart" are on the con-
trary repulsive demonstrations of hypocrisy,

without any moral worth (comp. the kiss of

Judas, Matt. xxvi. 48 so.). It is unnecessary to

read with Hitzig D'pSn, "smooth lips," instead

of D'p7"1, "burning" lips.

Vers. 24, 25. 'With his lips the hater dis-

sembleth. For the verb w hicli may not here,

as in XX. 11, be translated "is recognized" (so

liUTiiER, following the Chald. and Vulg.), comp.
the Hithp. of "IJJ, which elsewhere expresses

the idea of "dissembling," e. g. Gen. xlii. 7;

1 Kings xiv. 5, 6.

—

And within he prepareth

deceit. Comp. Jer. ix. 7, and with HO^'p r\"i^

" to set, contrive, prepare deceit," compare the

"setting or preparing snares," Ps. cxl. G.

—

For
seven abominations are in his heart. See
remarks above, en ver. Iti. and comp. the seven

devils of Matt. xii. 45, which represent an in-

tensified power in present moral deformity. That
there is a specific reference to the six or seven

abominations mentioned in chap. vi. 16-19, is an
arbitrary conjecture of Abex Ezra.

Ver. 26. Hatred is covered by deceit.

Pi^ii/O from NC/J, "to deceive," is doubtless cor-
I T - T T

rectly understood by the LXX, when they ex-

press the idea by cJu/lof (comp. also the fraudu-

li'titcr of the Vulg.); liere it designates specifi-

cally "hypocrisy, the deception of friendly lan-

guage used to one's face " (Umbueit). The suf-

fix in in^n refers then by an obvious constriictio

ad sensum to him who conceals his hatred in this

hypocritical way. The second clause gives assu-

rance then of the certain occurrence of an ex-
posure of this flatterer " in the assembly," /. e.

before the congregation of his people assembled
for judgment, who perhaps through some judi-

cial process that ends unfortunately for him
come to the knowledge of his villanies. Hitzig
partially following the LXX (0 Kpv-Tuu ix^pav
avviaTT^ac 667iov), renders: He who concealeth

hatred, devising mischief (?), his vileness is ex-

posed in the assembly."

Ver. 27. He that diggeth a pit faileth into
it. Comp. Ecclcs. x. S ; Eccleslast. xxvii. 26

;

Ps. ix. 16, and with respect to the "falling back
of the stone that has been (wickedly) rolled" in

clause b, comp. Ps. vii. 17; Matt. xxi. 44.

Ver. 28. The lying tongue hateth those
that are vyounded by it. If the reading

y2'\ is correct this may be the rendering, and

the "crushed" (plural of ']'\ [E. V. the op-

pressed], Ps. ix. 10; X. 18; Ixxiv. 21), /. c. the

bruised (or oppressed or wounded—see U.mbreit

and Stier on this passage) of the lying tongue,

are then those whom this tongue has bruised or

wounded, the victims of its wickedness—and not

those possibly whom it proposes to wound or-

oppress (Umbreit, De W., Van Ess), or again

those who wound, i. e. punish, it [conterentcs .«/fe

castigantes ipsam—Luther, Geier, Gbsenius),
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Inasmuch, however, as the proposition is by no
means universally and in every case true, that

the lying tongue, or that detraction hates its own
victims, and since besides the second clause

seems to demand another sense, it might be jus-

tifiable to read with Ewald and Hitzig VJIX;
T ~;

accordingly "the lying tongue hates ils own mas-

ter,'' i. e. it hurls him into calamity, brings him
to ruin—a meaning which also corresponds ad-

mirably with ver. 27. [See Critical notes for

the three chief explanations of the form and de-

rivation of the word. The passive rendering
has this advantage, that it makes the fourth in-

stance correspond with the other three in which
the word is used; this presumption must be de-

cidedly overthrown. This we do not think is

done; sotheE. V., H., N., S., M., W., Kamph., etc.

—A.] For the noun rendered " offence." in clause
b, comp., moreover, the cognate verb in clause a

of xiv. 82.

DOCTRINAL, ETHICAL, HOMILETIC AND
PRACTICAL.

It is mainly three forms of dishonorably and
morally contemptible conduct, against which the
condemning language of the proverbs in this

section is directed; foolishness or folly in the
narrower sense (vers. 1-12;) sloth (vers. 13-16);
and a wicked maliciousness (vers. 17-28), which
displays itself at one time as a wilful conten-
tiousness and disposition to annoy (17-19), and
at another as an artful calumniation and hypocri-
tical slandering (20-28). Original ethical truths,

such as have not appeared in previous chapters,
are expressed only to a limited extent in the
proverbs which relate to these vices. The
novelty is found more in the peculiarly pointed
and figurative form which distinguishes in an
extraordinary degree the maxims of this chapter
above others. Yet there are now and then es-

sentially new ideas ; what is said in ver. 2 of the
futility of curses that are groundless ; in vers.

4, 5 of uttering the truth staunchly to fools with-
out becoming foolish one's s^lf ; in vers. 7 and 9

of the senselessness and even liarmfulness of
proverbs of wisdom in the mouth of a fool; in

vers. 12 of the incapability of improvement in

conceited fools who tleem themselves wise; and
finally in vers. 27, 28 of the self-destroying reflex
power of malicious counsels formed against one's
neighbor.

Homily on the chapter as a whole.—Of three
Ivinds of vices which the truly wise man must
avoid: 1) folly; 2) sloth; 3) wicked artifice.

—

Stockkh: What kinds of people are worthy of
no honor: 1) fi>ols; 2) sluggards or idlers; 3)
lovers of contention and brawling.

—

Starkk:
A (warning) lesson on folly, sloth and deceitful-
ness.

Vers. 1-6. Wlirtemherg Bible (on ver. 1):

—

Honor is a reward of virtue and ability; wilt
thou be honored, then first become virtuous and
wise !

—

Mei-anththox (on ver. 2) : As a consola-
tion against all calumnies and unjust detraction
the assurance of the divine word serves us,

—

that false (groundless) curses, though they mo-
mentarily harm and wound, yet in the end ap-
pear in their nothingness, ^and are cast aside, iu

accordance with the saying: truth may indeed
be repressed for a time, but not perish (Ps. xciv.
15; 2 Cor. iv. 9). ["Truth crushed to earth
shall rise again ; the eternal years of God are
hers."

—

Lawson: The curses of such men in-
stead of being prejudicial, Avill be very useful to
us, if we are wise enough to imitate the conduct
of David, whose meekness was approved, his
prayers kindled into a flame of desires, and his
hopes invigorated by them].—Geier (on ver. 3)

:

One may not flatter his own unruly flesh and
blood, but must seek to keep it properly in
check.—Starke (on vers. 4,5): Great wisdom
is needful to meet the difi'erent classes of our
adversaries in an appropriate way.— (On ver. B)

:

Important concerns one should commit to skilful
and able servants.

Vers. 7-12. Luther (Marginal comment on
ver. 7) : Fools ought not to be wise and yet will
be always affecting wisdom.

—

[Trapp: If thy
tongue speak by the talent, but thine hands scarce
work by the ounce, thou shalt pass for a Phari-
see (Matt, xxiii. 3). They spake like angels,
lived like devils; had heaven commonly at their
tongue ends, but the world continually at their
finger ends].

—

Starke (on vers. 7, 9): He who
will teach others in divine wisdom, must first

have mastered it himself (Ecclesiast. xviii. 19);
then he will not only teach with profit, but also
have honor from it.—(On ver. 9): He who mis-
uses God's word does himself thereby the great-
est injury.—(On ver. 8) : Beware of all flattering
of the ungodly; for one prepares himself thereby
but a poor reward.— (On ver. 10) : As is the
master so is the servant. Bad masters like bad
servants.—(On vers. 11) : If all relapses in sick-
ness are dangerous, so much more relapses into
old sins.—(On ver. 12): Self-pleasing and self-
relaxation is the prolific mother of many other
follies.—WoiiLFARTii (on ver. 12) : Let no one
esteem himself perfect, but let every one strive
for humility and cherish it as his most sacred
possession.

—

[Lawson (on ver. 8): But does not
God Himself often give honor to fools ? Yes.
He is the judge of nations who has a right to
punish men by subjecting them to the power of
fools. We are to regulate our conduct not by
His secret but Hi.s revealed will.

—

Arnot (on
ver.. 11): When the unrenewed heart and the
pollutions of the world are, after a temporary
separation, brought together again, the two in
their unholy wedlock become " one flesh." Man's
true need—God's sufficient cure is "Create in
me a clean heart, and renew a right spirit within
me."—J. Edwards (on ver. 12): Those who are
wise in their own eyes arc some of the least
likely to get good of any in the world.

—

Bridges :

The natural fool has only one hinderance—his
own ignorance. The conceited fool has two

—

ignorance and self-delusion].

Vers. 13-16. Lange: That the weeds of sin
are ever getting the upper hand as well in hearts
as in the Church, comes from this, that men do
not enough watch and pray, but only lounge, are
idle and sleepy: 1 Thess. v.6.

—

Berhhunj Bible:
The sluggard remains year in year out sitting

on the heap of his self-chosen convenient Chris-
tianity, reads, hears, prays, sings in the Church
year after year, and makes no progress, never
comes to an inner complete knowledge of truth

;
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just as the door always remains in one place,

although it turns this way and that the whole

year through, and swings on its hinges. This

slothfulness is the mother of all the doctrines

which encourage the old Adam, and in the mat-

ter of sanctitication throw out the "cannot,"

where it is a "will not" that hides behind.

—

WoHLPARTH : The sluggard's wisdom. Rest is

to him the sole end of life ; only in indolence

does he feel happy, etc.

Vers. 17-19. Starke (on ver. 17) : To mix
one's self in strange matters from forwardnesss

and with no call, has usually a bad issue.—Osi-

ANDER (on vers. 18, 19): In the sight of God the

wantonness and wickedness of the heart are not

hid ; moreover He does not let them go unpun-
ished.

—

Zeltnee: Crafty friends are much more
dangerous and injurious than open enemies.

—

Lange : It testifies of uo small wickedness when

one alleges quite innocent intentions in injuring
another, and yet with all is only watching an
opportunity to give him a blow.

Vers. 20-28. Hasius (on vers. 20 sq.): There
would not be so much dispute and strife among
men if there were not so many base spirits who
nourish and promote it in every way.

—

Starke:
Slanders and contentions are to be regarded as

a flame to which one should not supply wood,

but rather water to quench them.

—

[Trapp (on

ver. 23) : Counterfeit friends are nouglit on both

sides].

—

Von Gerlach (on ver. 2G) : Though a

deceitful man may succeed in cheating individu-

als, yet this is not possible before the whole
Church (Acts v. 1-11).—(On ver. 27) : A hypo-
critical tongue if it has injured any one follows

him still further with lies to defend itself, and so

it causes universal confusion.

V) Against vain self-praise and presumption.

Chap. XXVII.

(
With, an admonition to prudence and frugality in agriculture : vers. 23-27).

i Boast not thyself of to-morrow,

for thou knowest not v.'hat a day will bring forth.

2 Let another praise thee and not thine own mouth,
a stranger and not thine own lips.

3 Stone is heavy and sand weighty;

the fool's wrath is heavier than them both.

4 Auger is cruel and wrath is outrageous

;

but who can stand before jealousy?

5 Better is open rebuke
than secret love.

6 Faithful are the wounds of a friend,

but the kisses of an enemy are deceitful.

7 The satisfied soul loatheth a honeycomb

;

to a hungry soul every bitter thing is sweet.

8 As a bird that wandereth from her nest

so is a man that wandereth from his home.
9 Oil and perfume rejoice the heart,

but the sweetness of a friend is better than one's own counsel.

10 Thine own friend and thy father's friend forsake not

;

and into thy brother's house enter not in the day of thy calamity

;

better is a neighbor that is near than a brother far off.

11 Be wise, my son, and make my heart glad,

that I may know how to give an answer to him that reproacheth me,
12 The prudent man seeth the evil (and) hideth himself;

the simple pass on and are punished.
13 Take his garment, for he hath become surety for a stranger,

and on account of a strange woman put him under bonds

!

14 He that blesseth his friend with a loud voice early in the morning,
let it be reckoned a curse to him I
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15 A continual dropping in a very rainy day
and a contentious woman are alike.

16 He that will restrain her restraineth the wind,

and his right iiand gras^^Bth after oil.

17 Iron sharpeneth inm
;

so doth a man sharpen the face of his friend.

18 Whosoever watcheth the iig-tree eateth its fruit,

and he that hath regard to his master is honored-

19 As in water face (answereth) to face

so the heart of man to man.

20 Hell and destruction are never full,

and the eyes of man are not satisfied.

21 The fining pot is for silver and the furnace for gold,

but man according to his glorying.

22 Though thou braise a fool in a mortar

among grain with a pestle,

his folly will not depart from him.

23 Thou shalt know well the face of thy sheep

;

direct thy mind to thine herds

;

24 for riches are not forever,

and doth the crown endure forevermore?

25 The grass disappeareth, and the tender grass is seen,

and the herbs of the mountains are gathered.

26 Lambs (ai-e) for thy clothing

and the price of thy field (is) goats

;

27 and abundance of goat's milk for thy food, for the food of thine house,

and subsistence for thy maidens.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 4. n^^'TIDX is used here only in the Old Testament.

Ver. 5. [n^lb '9 regarded by Bott. (^ 1133, 1 and n 3) as the 3d sing. fem. of the verb and not as the fern, of the adj.

;

T
the chief evidence being found in the participles followiug, which, according to Hebrew usage, more naturally follow

a finite verb.—A.]
V^er. 9. [In ?n TTT we have one of the examples found in Hebrew in connection with words in wide and frequent use,

in which the suffix los'-s all distinct and specific application; corap. in modern languages Monsieur, Madonna, Mynherr,
etc.; therefore otv.'s friend, a friend, and not his friend. Boi'T., J 876, c. Di*^ is regarded by Oese.v., Fuerst, Dodbrlein,

Dathb, ete., as a fem. of V^ used collectively; the meaning in connection witli C/iJJ is then, "more than fragrant wood."

Bott. (? 043, 5) pronounces all the examples cited in the lexicons for this use of the noun " more than doubtful ;" and, as

the exegetical notes show, nearly all commentators give to HiJ,' 'ts ordinary meaning.— A.]

Ver. 10. [nyT is one of three nouns whoso full and original form appears only in the stat. constr,; the K'ri therefore

points as though the aftsoZ. were used ^1, while the K'thibh exhibits the form H^l- See Green, J 215, 1, c; Bott.

22 721, 8; 794, Decl. IV.—A.]

Ver. 11. [n^'CNl an Intentional, or paragogic Imperf., connected to Imperatives by 1 used as a final conjunction,
T T

;

;

"in order that ;"' BiiiT.. g 965, B, c. And let me=that I may.—A.]

Ver. 14. D'DuTIi ''" Infin. abs. used adverbially, as in Jer. xxv. 4; here on account of the pause written with ^_ in-

Btoad of simple _.

Ver. 15. On the question whether HinC/J is to be accented and explained as a 3d pers. Nithpael, or whether, with
T T ;

•

KiMCHi, NoRZi, and the most recent editors and expositors, we should point the form as Milel [with penultimate accent],

and accordingly regard it as perhaps a volunt.itive Iliihpael, with the PI- of motion (tliorefore "let us compare"J, con-

sult Bertiieaw, Stier and IIitzio on the passage. [Oesen., RiiR. ('Oesen. Thes., p. 1370, aiM. p. 1141, Fuerst, etc.. make the
form a Nitiipael ; liiJrT. (^§ 474,4, a and 1072, 9) agrees witli HiTZio in making it a simple Nii)h;il with a different transpo-
sition of consonants, and argues at length for tliis view. Fuerst pronounces the form participial, in ojipositioii to nearly
all lexicographers and commentators who make it 2 1 sing. fern. Gesen. and some others, f 'Mowing Chaldee analogies,

ren lered, "are to be feared." llonioER (ubi supra) and most others render, "are esteemed alike," or "are alike." Conip.
also lOWALD, Lehrh. g 'tZi, d; Green, (> 83, c (2).—A.]

Ver. 16. X'^p^ ^= nip') according to an interchange which la common of X with H- [In clanae a we hare asingular

verb following a plural participle taken distributively as in xxii. 21 ; xxv. 13, etc.—A.]
Ver. 17. in' is best regarded, as Geier, BertheaU and Stier take it, as an Imperf. apoc. Hiphil from mPI = HIH

" to sharpen." Ewald, Elster, etc., neeillessly take the first "^XV in clause a as a Ilophal : in' (comp. the Vulg. exacuitur)

and would have only the second recognized as a Voluntative Hiphil (to be pointed '^T\'' or in')- [Bott. J 1124, /3, insists

that the Masoretic forms can he regarded as nothing but the ordinary adverb " together," and that the pointing must be
changed to "WW nn\ or nn\ '^^\ Green, 2 140, 1, makes it a simple Kal Imperf. FuERSl regards it an a Niphhal
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Imperf., no change of vocalization being required, although the more comm')n form would be TTT. Kod. {Thes. Gesex.,

Ind. pp. 6, 88) regards the form as an apoc. Hiphil. for the more common IH', "sed impersonally, " one sharpens, men

sharpen."—A.]
Ver. 2U. The parallel passage XV. 11 (see notes on this passage) shows that instead of 71113 >^ ('''" aijuiii instead of

m^X) we should read with the K'ri JIIDX, or that we should at least assume a transition of this hittir form into Ihe

former', in the way of lexical decay (as in ilJO for j'njO). [Bott. (gj 232, a; 233) notes this as a tendency in proper

nouns, aided perhaps in the case before us by the following liquid.—A.]

Yer. 22. ['"^y^ instead of the more regular '/J?^- mimetically sharpened in its vocalization at the end of its clause.

See Bott., §? 334,6; 498, 6.—A.]
Ver. 25. [m^n/ y with Uajrhesh dt>tme»w or separative, indicating the vocal nature of tLie Slieva. See, e. fir. Green*

2 24, 6 ; 216, 2, a.—A.]

EXEGETICAL.

1. Ver.s. 1-6. Three pairs of proverbs, directed

against self-praise, jealousy and flattery.

Vers. 1, 2. Boast not thyself of to-mor-
row, L e., "do not throw out with proud as-

surance high-soaring schemes for the future"
(Elster); do not boast of future undertakings as

if they liad already succeeded and were assured.

—

For thou knowest not what a day w^ill

bring forth ; i. e., what a day, whether it be to-

day or to-morrow, will bring in new occurrences,

is absolutely unknown to thee. Comp. .James iv.

13-15; also Hor.\ce, Od., iv. 7, 17: Quis scit an

adjicidtit hodienise craslina sumiiue Tempora Di su-

peri ?—
'"" Who knows if (hey who all our fates control

Will add a morrow to thy brief to-day?"
TUEO. MaKTI.N'S TR.4.NSLATI0X.]

and Senkca, Thyest. V. 619: Nemo tarn divos kabuit

favi'nti's Crastinum lit possitpolliceri^No one has had
the gods so favorable that he can promise himself a
morrow].—With ver. 2 comp. the German Eigenhb
stinkt, and Arabic proverbs like "Not as mother
says, but as the neighbors say" (Fuerst, Pei-

lenschii'dre, ii. 8), or "Let thy praise come front

thy friend's and kinsman's mouth, not from thine

own" (Meidani. p. 467.)

Vers. 3, 4.—Stone is heavy and sand
weighty, lit., " weight of stone and heaviness
of the sand." Hitzig fitly remarks with respect
to the genitive combinations of this as well as the

,
succeeding verse (" Cruelty of anger, etc.") " The
genitive relation holding a figure before our eye
instead of developing it in a proposition, possess-

es nevertheless the value of a combination of

predicate and subject." [So K., W., etc., while
S. and others make the relatiou directly that of
subject and predicate].—The fool's wrath, ('. e.,

probably not: the vexation and anger occasioned
in others by the fool (Cocceius, Schultens,
Bertue.vu, [S.], etc.), but the annoyance and ill-

humor experienced by himself, whether it may
have originated in envy, or in a chafing against
some correction that he has received, etc. Such
ill-temper in the fool is a burden, heavier than
stone and sand, and tiiat too a burden for himself,
but beyond this also for those who must besides
suffer under it, whom he makes to feel in com-
mon and innocently his ill-will and temper.—An-
ger is cruel and wrath is outrageous, lit,,

" cruelty of anger and inundation of wrath."
With regard to the genitives, compare remarks
above on vs. 3, a. For the expression "over-
flowing of wrath " or "excess, outrageousness of

wrath," comp. Is. xxx. 28, 30; Dan. ix. 27: xi.

22.— i^^^P in claused, often "envy," is plainly

"jealousy," as in vi. 34, 35 which passage is

here to be compared in gMteial.

Vers. 5, 6. Better is open rebuke (open,

undisguised censure, honorably expressing its

meaning) than secret love, i. e., than love

which from false consideration dissembles, and
does not name to one's neighbor his faults even
where it should do so. Couipare the h'/jjiiEVEiu

ii> ayii-rj, Eph. iv. 15, as well as the numerous
parallels in classic authors (Plautus, Trinununus,

I. 2, 57; Cicero, Liel. 25; St:\ECA, Epist. 25);
and Meioani, II. 64: '-Love lasts long as the

censure lasts," etc.—Faithful (lit. trtie, coming
iroin a true disposition) are the wounds of a
friend, but dsceitful are the kisses of an
enemy. rmi^^'J, from the root 1j1>'' is if tliis

be identical with '^I^>', largus fuit, as is gener-
ally assumed, equivalent to "plentiful" (comp.

T"^^), in which case we must think of kisses

"liberally bestowed but faithless," or it may be
kisses "to be lightly esteemed" (so Gesen.,
Ujibreit, Bertheau, Stier [Fuerst, S., W.])
And yet it corresponds better with the parallel-

ism, as well as with the exegetical tradition

(Vulg., fraudulenta), to derive from an Arabic

^''^o''
. ; r. ' to stumble ((Tf/iaA/lEo^./aWcre, there-

fore ^'a/6«6-, false—so EwALD, Elster, etc.), or it

may be from . _X_£,
= "^"^P in the sense of " to

miss"—thus Hitzig.—both of which modes of

explanation give the idea "deceptive, crafty,

treacherous." With regard to the meaning com-
pare, therefore, chap. xxvi. 23.

2. Vers. 7-14. Eight proverbs in praise of con-

tentment, of friendship, prudence, etc.

Ver. 7. A satisfied soul loatheth honey-
comb. The verb literally means "tramples,

treads under feet," comp. Dan. vii. 19: Judg. v.

21.—With clause b compare the German proverb

"Hunger is the best cook;" and also Ecclesiast.

iv. 2.

Ver. 8. So is a man that roameth far

from his dwelling-place. As the preceding

proverb is directed against a want of contentment

in the department of food and drink, so is this

agtinst weariness of one's own home, against ad-

venturous wandering impulses, and a restless

roving without, quiet domestic tastes. Comp.
Ecclesiast. xxix. 28, 29; xxxvi. 28.

Ver. 9. With clause a compare Ps. civ. 15;
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cxxxiii. 2.—But the sweetness of a friend is

better than one's ow^u counsel. The "sweet-

ness " of the friend is according to xvi. 21 doubt-

less sweetness of the lips, the pleasing, agreeable

discourse of the friend (lit. "of his friend;" the

suffix stands indefinitely, with reference i. e. to

every friend that a man really has ; here with

especial reference to the possessor of the tl'pj).

See also the critical notes. The rii'i'O is best

taken in the sense of comparison (with Jarchi,

Levi, Cocceius, Umbreit, Stier) : "better than

counsel of the soul," i. e., better than one's own
counsel, better than that prudence which will

help itself and relies purely on its own resources

(comp. xxviii. 26). Ewald, Elster (in like

manner also Luther, Geier, De Wette [K.,

N.], etc.,) render: "The sweetness of the friend

springeth from (faithful) counsel of soul," which
is uuderstood as describing the genuineness and
the hearty honesty of the friend's disposition.

Bertheau gives a similar idea, except that he

supplies in b from a the predicate with its object:

"The sweetness of a friend from sincere counsel

maketh glad the heart" (?); [this is very nearly

the conception of the E. V., H., S., M.]. Hixzia

following the Karapp/'/yvvrai St v-6 avf-iiruiiaruv i)

ipiX>/ of the LXX. amends so as to read: "but
the soul is rent with cares." [See critical notes

for still other cxpo-sitions of the phrase.]

Ver. 10. Thine o-wn friend and thy father's

friend forsake not. Whetlier one read with

the K'ri ^]11 or with the K'thibh the stat. conslr.

of the emphatic form [or according to others the

primitive form—see critical notes], in any event

together with the friend of the person addressed

"his father's friend " is also named, but as an
identical person with the former, wlio, for that

reason, has a value proportionally greater, and
may so much the less be neglected, because he is

as it were an heirloom of the family of long tried

fidelity and goodness.—And into thy brother's
house enter not in the day of thy calamity.
HiTziG, who explains the three clauses of this

verse as originally separate propositions, only

"afterward forced together," fails to see a logi-

cal connection as well between a and b as between
b and c. This is in fact in the highest degree
arbitrary, for the common aim of the three mem-
bers: to emphasize the great value of true friend-

ship and its pre-eminence in comparison with a
merely external relationship of blood, comes out

to view as clearly as possible. The "near"
neighbor is he who keeps himself near as one
dispensing counsel and help to the distressed,

just as the "far ofi"" brother is he who, on ac-

count of liis unloving disposition, keeps at a dis-

tance from the same. [()ur commentators have
in general agreed substantially with this concep-
tion of the ^cnpe of the verse.—A.].

Ver. 11. Be ^vise, my son, and make my
heart glad, <lc. Kvidenily an admonition of a
fatherly teaciierof wisdom addressed to his pupil
(conip. i. 8 sq. ; xxii. 21 ; xxiii. 16),—perhaps
of the same one to whom the wise counsel of tiie

preceding verse in regard to conduct toward
friends likewise belonged.—That I may know-
how to give an answer to him that re-
proacheth me (literally, "and so will 1 then
return a word to my reviler "), i. e., iu order that

I, pointing to thy wise and exemplary conduct,
may be able to stop the mouth of him who re-
viles me, the responsible teacher. Comp. Ps.

cxix. 42 ; also cxxvii. 5 ; Ecclesiast. xxx. 2 sq.

Ver. 12. In almost literal accordance with
xxii. 3.

Ver. 13. Almost exactly like xx. 16 (ccm_p.

notes on this passage.

)

Ver. 14. He that blesseth his friend with
a loud voice early in the morning. These
words are directed against a friend who is flatter-

ing and profuse in compliment, but inwardly in-

sincere; who, by his congratulations, hasty, and
offered with boisterous ostentation, brings, in-

stead of a real blessing to his friend, only a curse
upon his house, at least iu the general judgment
of the people. For of them we must think in

clause b as tho^e who are to "reckon." For this

hist verb and its construction, "reckoning some-
thing to some one," comp. Gen. xv. 6. [This in-

sincere and untimely praise may be accredited to

its giver as no better than a curse in his inten-

tion, or more positively it may be regarded as
veiling an evil intent, and so threatening an
actual curse to him who is its object.—A.]

3. Vers. 15, 16. Two maxims concerning a
contentious woman.—A continual dropping
in a very rainy day (according to the Arabic
TIJp denotes "a rain poured as if out of buck-

ets," and so "a pouring rain ;" moreover the

word occurs only here), and a contentious
woman are alike. Like this, only more con-
cise, is chaj). xix. 13, b. [The peculiar force of

this comparison to one who has been in the rainy
season under the flat earthy roots of Oriental

houses, is commented on and illustrated, e. (/., in

Hackett's Scripture Illustrations, p. 85, and Thom-
so.\"s Land and Book, I. 453. A.]—He that
w^ill restrain her restraineth the w^ind

\
J

iT

literally "to shut out, dam up, confine"), and
his right hand graspeth after oil, /. «., it

grasps alter sometliing, encounters an object,

seeks to retain something that is necessai-ily con-
tinually eluding it. [Tlic idea of hiding her dis-

agreeable and vexatious disposition from tJie view
of others, which is expressed by the E. V., H.,
W., in both clauses, and by N. and M. in the
second, is less appropriate and I'orcible than that

given in the version of our author, K., S., etc.—

•

A.]

4. Vers. 17-22. Six proverbs against haughti-
ness, selfishness, a greedy eye, stlf-praise and
iblly.—Iron sharpeneth iron, lit. iron to iron
maketh sharp, or according to others, " iron is

made sharp by iron,"—see critical notes]. So
doth a man sharpen the face of his friend.

Whether we render D"jD by "lace, look," or (ag

lIiTZio maintains) by " adgc, acies inffenii, themen-
tal keenness," in either case the meaning is not:

"One enrages, provokes the other " (Stier and in

like manner Bertheau), but: One stinuilates the

other, polishes himself by mutual spiritual con-
tact and friction with his fellow, contributes by
such an interchange of one's own peculiarities

with those of his fellow to the spiritual develop-
ment of both (compare especially Elster and
HrrziG on the passage). ["Conference hath in-

credible profit in all sciences," observes Trapp.
"A man by hiiuself," says Muffet, "is no man,
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lie is dull, lie is very blunt; but if his fellow come
and quicken liiin by his presence, speech, and ex-

ample, he is so whetted on by this means that he is

mucli more comfortable, skilful, and better than

he was when he was alone." So most of our

commentators, while Stuaiit, and Nuyes with a

qualification, would find the idea of provocation,

not as tliough anger were even indirectly com-
mended, hut •' if men must enter into contest, let

the antagonists be worthy of the strife" (S.);

an exposition far weaker as well as more unna-
tural than the ordinary one.—A.].

Ver. 18. With the general pi-oposition in a

comp. xii. 11; xxviii. 19.—And he that hath
regard to his master is honored. The honor
which the master (;. e., any master whatever, and
not God especially, the master of all, as Stikr
holds) confers upon his faithful servant resembles

the fruit which the fig tree yields to the proprie-

tor or tenant who carefully cultivates it. "To
regard one," colere aliquem, as in Ps. xxxi. 7;

Hos. iv. 10.

Ver. 19. As (in) water face (answereth) to
face, so the heart of man to man. D]^3,

an accusative of place: " as in water," Ew.m.t),

§ 221. The meaning will be like tliatof ver. 17,

somewhat such as this: "As the mirror of the

water reflects the likeness of one's own face, so

one's heart is mirrored in that of his fellow, if

one only has courage and penetration enough to

look deeply into this " (Evv.vld ; comp. Stier and
Beutheau). There is contained in this at the

same time an admonition to the wise testing and
examination both of one's own heart and that of

our fellow-men; or, the recommendation of a
comprehensive knowledge of men, to be gamed
by thorough knowledge of one's self. The Vul-
gate already gives essentially the right idea:
" Quomodo in aquis resplendent vultus respicicntium,

sic corda hominum manifesta iunt prudentibics
;"

while several other ancient expositors, whom El-
STER to some extent follows, find expressed in the

passage a relation too exclusively ethical, viz.,

that of arousing by love a reciprocal love, or that

of the practical maxim, " ^S/ vis amari, aina"

[" Love if you would be loved "].

—

IIitzig thinks

that clause a D-IDJD must be the reading instead

of D]^3: "What a mole on the face is to the

face, that is man's heart to man," viz., his disfi-

guring mole, his dark spot, his parlie honteuse in

the sense of Gen. viii. 21 (?). [Among our Eng-
lish expositors the mirror and tlie mirrored ob-

ject have been somewhat variously understood;
some retain while others dismiss the specific idea

of reflection that is suggested by clause a. Muf-
FET and HoLDEN, e. g., make a man's own heart
the mirror in which he may truly know himself;

WoRt)SW. makes the mirror the hearts of others

on whom we act; while the great majority make
the reflected object the oneness, especially the

moral oneness of human nature, as discoverable

from any heart into which we may look (so e. (/.,

Bp. H.\ll, Tr.\pp, Lawson, Bridc;es, S. and M.)
-A.].

Ver. 20. Hell and destruction are never
full [i. e., not the world of the lost, but the world
of the dead]. The meaning of clause b as indi-

cated by this parallel in a cannot be doubtful. It

relates to the really demoniacal insatiableness of

human passion, especially the "lust of the eyes ;"

comp. 1 John ii. lU; James iii. G; and in parti-

cular Prov. XXX. IG; Eccles. i. 8.

Ver. 21. With « compare tli" literally identical

language in chap. xvii. 3 a.—Bat man accord-
ing to his glorying, i. e., one is judged ac-

cording to the staiid;u-d of that of which he makes
his boast (the noun to be taken not in a subjec-

tive, but in an objective sense, of the object of

one's glorying). If his boast is of praiseworthy
things, then he is recognized as a strong, true

man, etc. ; if he glories in trivial or even of evil

things, he is abhorred ; comp. above ver. 2. Thus
EwALi), Bi:rtheau, IIitzig, [K.], while the ma-
jority (the LXX, Vulg., Luther, etc., also Um-
BREiT, Stier, Ei^ster, e/c), translate the second

clause :
" so is man for the mouth of his pr.iise,"

t e., for the mouth of the one that praises him
[testing the nature and worth of the praise that

is bestowed]—to which the figure in clause « can
be made to correspond only by a considerably

forced interpretation. [Here again among the

English expositors who adopt this general idea,

making the praise objective, there is diversity in

carrying out the details. Is man the crucible or

is he the object tested? N. and W. take the for-

mer view, according to which man tests or should

test with careful discrimination the praise be-

stowed upon him; H., S. and M. take the other

view, by which the praise is represented as test-

ing him and disclosing his real character in the

cft'ects which it produces upon liiiii.— .\.].

Ver. 22. Though thou bruise a fool in a
mortar among grain (•• grains of wheat;" the

word is u^ed only here and in 2 Sam. xvii. 19),

with a pestle, etc. The meaning of this pro-

verb, which has at least its humorous side, is

plain ; lack of reason is to such a degree the very
substance of the fool, is so intertwined in his in-

ward and outward nature, that one might divide

him into atoms without eradicating thereby this

iundamental character of his. This idea is not

so clearly connected with the preceding verse by
its substance as by the similarity of the figures

employed in the two (the crucible and the mor-
tar) ; comp. IIitzig on the passage.

5. Vers. 23-27. Admonition to a prudent and
frugal economy in connection with agricultural

possessions. — Thou shalt know well (Z.

" make thyself well acquainted with ") the face

of thy sheep. " The look of the sheep" (comp.

Gen. XXX. 4U), i. e., its condition and thrift.

Ver. 24. For riches are not forever

—

viz.,

the supply of subsistence, on the abundant pre-

sence of which the good appearance of the flock

depends above all things else.—And doth the
crown endure forevermore ? The question

introduced by this interrogative (DN1) expresses

the idea of a vei-y strong negation, standing as a

climax to the preceding : and even the crown, the

royal diadem, has no perpetual existence. The
"ll'J seems not to designate the metal of itself

tliat composes the king's crown, but the kingly

dignity and authority represented by it; the ex-

pression "from generation to generation " plainly

indicates this. Hitzig's rendering is as trivial

as it is contrary to the usus loquendi: that "lifj

means " grass, fodder " (because it sometimes

signifies the hair of the head, and may thcrclbre
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designate the herbage as a hairlike ornament to

the earth!).

Ver. 2'). The grass disappeareth, etc. ; a

rccason for the iiduionitiori cuiitaiiied in the pre-

ceding verse, that one should be intent upon lay-

ing up ample supplies of nourishment for the

flocks. The discourse passes over in vers. 'Ib-'ll

to a richly diversified description of the beauty

and abundance of rural nature, reminding us of

Ps. Ixv. 10-14, but in its present connection

having this aim,—to show how God's creation li-

berally rewards tlie labor bestowed upon it by

the active and industrious landlord. Neither this

concluding picture, nor the entire passage from

ver. 2o onward can be interpreted in some alle-

gorical way (with various ancient expositors,

ScHTiLTENS and Stier), and be applied to the

conduct of the spiritual, pastoral office of the

teacher of wisdom. As the utmost that is admis-

sible this conception may have a place under cer-

tain conditions in the practical and homiletic

treatment of the passage. [Wordsw. character-

istically makes much of the secondary import

of these verses.— .\.].

Ver. 26. And goats (as) price for the field
;

i. e., goats of sucli value that for each one a piece

of arable land might be exchanged.

Ver. 27. Abundance also of goat's milk
. . . for subsistence for thy maidens. Q'^H'

(with which we must repeat 7 fi'OQi the pre-

ceding) " and life " is here equivalent to "sub-

stance, nourishment." Female servants, maid-

ens, waiting women, were wanting in no large

household among the Hebrews, not even in the

royal palace and the temple ; comp. 2 Sam. iv. 6 ;

1 Sam. ii. 22 sq. Here we must naturally think

first of shepherdesses, milkmaids, etc.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL, HOMILETIC
AND PRACTICAL.

Modesty, contentment and prudence are the

central ideas about which we may group the

practical instructions of the section just expound-

ed, if not in all their items at least in large mea-

sure. Especially njay we throw under these ca-

tegories what is said of tlie necessity of avoiding

all vain self-praise, and of boasting in an incon-

siderate extravagant way neither of our own
prosperity nor of our neighbor's (vers. 1, 2, 14,

21); in like manner that which relates to the

duty of moderation in ill temper and jealousy, in

sensual enjoyments, in love of restless wandering

and of sight-seeing (vers. 3, 4, 7, 8, 20) ; and not

less, finally, the admonition which recurs in ma-
nifold transformations to a general prudence in

life, as it should be exhibited in social and busi-

ness intercourse with others, and in the diligent

discharge of the domestic duties of one's calling

(vers. 11, 13, 17-19, 23-27). If so inclined we
might reckon among those commendations of an
all-embracing practical wisdom even the warning
against the contentiousness of a bad woman
(ver. 15, 16), as well as the encomiums upon a ge-

nuine, unfeigned friendship, in vers. 5, 6, 9, 10;

and in these especially, and above all in the com-
mand (ver. 10) : to regard the love of a true

friend nnn-e highly than the bonds of relation-

ship of blood,—an injunction which reminds us

of expressions in the New Testament, such as

Matth. X. 37 ; xii. 48-50, we might see the very
climax, and the main theme of the discourse of

wisdom which constitutes this chapter. Over
against this counsel, to give to the love of a true

friend the preference above all vain passions and
selfish interests, we have presented in a signifi-

cant way the evidence which establishes the sad
truth, tliat the fool is not disposed at any price

to let go his selfish, vain, arrogant nature (ver.

22), in connection with which fact allusion is

made to the natural corruption of human hearts

in general and to the necessity for their being

given up to the delivering and renewing influ-

ences of divine grace (comp. ver. 11).

Homily on the chapter as a ichole : " Godliness

with contentment is great gain " (1 Tim. vi. 6).

—

Or, boast neither of thy prosperity', nor of thy

deeds, nor of any earthly and human advantages
whatsoever, but only of the Lord (1 Cor. i. 31) —
Stocker: Of conceit and vain presumption as a
first and main hinderance to the progress of true

wisdom (comp. besides comments on chapters

xxviii. and xxix).

—

Cahver Hundbuch: Of the

means of attaining true honor.

Ver. 1-6. Melanchtiion (on verse 1): That
which is necessary and first demanded by our
duty we must do before all else, conscientiously,

and with appeals for divine help, lest in reliance

upon our own strength or on foolish hopes we
undertake needless and futile things.

—

Starke:
He walks the more cautiously who always con-

siders that to-day may be the day of his death
(.James iv. 13 sq. ; Ecclesiast. vii. 40).—Comp.
the New Year's Sermon by Rohr [Sonntai/ufcicr,

1844, No. 15): "The high and weighty import
that each year of life has for us."— [J. Ehwards:
Not depending on another day, is a different

thing from concluding that we shall not live an-

other day. We ought not to behave ourselves in

any respect as though we depended on another
day.

—

Arnot : This proverb contains only the

negative side of the precept; but it is made hol-

low for the very purpose of holding the positive

promise in its bosom. The Old Testament sweeps
away the wide-spread indurated error; the New
Testament then deposits its saving truth upon
the spot.—A. Fuller (on verse 2) : A vain man
speaks well of himself; and Paul speaks well of

himself. The motive in the one case is desire of

applause; in the other justice to an injured

character, and (o the Gospel which sulfci ed in

his reproaches.

—

Bp. Hopkins: The tongue is

of itself very apt to be lavish when it hath so

sweet and pleasing a theme as a man's own
praise].

—

Tubingen Bible: Self-praise is a sign

of great pride, and must be in the highest degree

oft'ensive to the wise man when he has to hear

it.

—

Geier (on verses 3, 4): If even the pious

man may easily transgress in his anger, how
much more easily the ungodly!

—

Lange (on

vers. 5, 6) : He who truly loves his neighbor is

bound, when the occasion presents itself, to per-

suade, admonish and warn him; Ps. cxli. 5;

Gal. vi. 1.—WoHLFAKTii (on vers. 5, 6, 9, 10):

Moral perfection the higiiest aim and blessing of

true friendship.

—

Von (Jerlach : A rebuke be-

fore the whole world is better than a love that

proves itself by nothing, that orJy flatters in

connection with a neighbor's faults.

—

[Loru
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Baoox : This proverb rebukes the mistaken
kiniluess of friends who do not use the privilege

of friendship freely and boldly to admonish their

friends as well of their errors as their dangers.]

Ver. 8 sq. Mklancthon (on ver. 8): Solomon
here warns against our forsaking our lawful

calling from weariness ; Eph. iv. 1 ; 1 Cor. vii.

20.

—

IjUTIIEr (marginal comment on ver. 8):

Let no assault drive thee from tby calling ; hold

fast, and God will make thee prosper.

—

^Lange:

By discontent with one's position and calling one

only doubles his need, and sins grossly against

God's holy providence.—[Muffet: The wan-
dering person is hated and despised by all; none
houoreth his kindred, none regardeth his beauty,

none careth for him, and none feareth to hurt
him.

—

.John Howe (on ver. 10) : If it be an in-

decency, and uncomeliness, and a very unfit

thing, that is, contrary to the precept of study-

ing whatsoever is lovely, and thinking of those

things, to forsake my friend and my father's

friend, how much more horrid must it be to for-

sake my God and my father's God!]

—

Starke
(on vers. 9, 10) ; God is the best of all friends;

strive with great, care, that thou mayest obtain

God's favor and friendship, and thou mayest
never lose them.— Vo.v Gerlach : Union of spirit

with an old family friend from the father down
is to be much preferred to mere relationship of

blood.—[T. Adams (on ver. 12): The fool goes,

he runs, he flies; as if God that rides upon the

wings of the wind should not overtake him.
Haste might be good if the way were gnod, and
good speed added to it, but this is the shortest

way out of the way. He need not run fast: the

fool may come soon enough to that place from
whence he must never return].

'Ver. 14. sq. Luther (marginal comment on
ver. 14) : He who reproves much praises, and he
who praises much censures ; for they are not
believed because they go too far.

—

T'dbinijen

Bible : Too much praised is half censured.
Trust not the flatterer who praises thee to ex-

cess.

—

[Bp. Hopkins: Let all thy reproofs be
given as secretly and privately as thou canst;
otherwise thou wilt seem not so much to aim at

thy brother's reformation, as at his shame and
confusion.

—

Lord Bacon : Moderate praise used

with opportunity, and not vulgar, is tliat which
doeth the good.

—

.Irnot (on ver. 17): One half

of the human faculties are framed for maintain-
ing intercourse with men, and one half of the
divine law is occupied with rules for regulating

it].

—

Melancthon : Let us recognize our weak-
ness, and see that the individual man is igriorant

of much, errs and stumbles, and .... tliat God
has furnished us men with the power of speech
chiefly for this, that one may befriend another
with coinsel and instruction.—Zeltner : The
pious should arouse one another, and stimulate
to all good works (Heb. x. 24), and that too in

all circumstances.—GEiER(onver. 18): Faithful

bibor and diligence find at length their rich re-

Av;ird—if not from men, at least from God ; Heb.
vi. 10.

Ver. 19 sq. Luther (marginal comment on
ver. 19): As the outline in water trembles and
is uncertain, so also are hearts. The lesson is:

Trust not!

—

[Bp. Hopkins: In the world we see

our own hearts unbowelled; and there we can
learn what ourselves are at the cost of other
men's sins].

—

Luther (on ver. 21): He who
loves to hoar himself jDraised is easily deceived:
for he proves thereby that he is a reckless man
who values his honor above all right.

—

Starke
(on ver. 21): If thou art praised, let it serve
thee as a test, a humiliation, and a profit.

—

Lange (on ver. 22) : The urging and chastise-

ment of the law makes no one pious, and does
not change the heart. The power of the Gospel
must change and renew the hard ho:irt.

—

Von
Gerlach : No outward cure helps at all where
the inward part is obstinately corrupt.

Vers. 28-27. Starke: Let every one labor
diligently in his calling, let him indeed bring
everything to counsel, and be thoroughly syste-

matic in his actions.

—

Geiek: If it be important
carefully to guard and to cherish silly sheep, oh,

how much more Christ's sheep, the souls which
He has redeemed with Ilis precious blood ! Acts
XX. 28.

—

"Wohlfarth : The husbandman's pros-
perity (a sermon for a harvest thanksgiving).

—

Von Gerlach : To persevere is as needful as to

acquire in every kind of possession.

—

[Laavsox :

God's bounty is a great encouragement to our
industry].

c) Against unscrupulous, unlawful dealing (especially of the rich with the poor).

Chap. XXVIIL

1 The wicked flee when no man pnrsueth,

hut the righteous are bold as a lion.

2 In the rebellion of a land its princes become many,
but through wise, prudent men one (the prince) continueth long.

3 A man who is poor and oppresseth the lowly
is (like) a rain flooding and (bringing) no food.

4 Tiiey that forsake the law praise the wicked,

but they that keep the law contend with them.
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5 Evil men understand not judgment,
but the_y^ that seek Jehovah understand all.

6 Better (is) a poor man that walketh in his uprightness,
than he that walketh in crooked ways and is rich.

7 He that keepeth the law is a wise son,

but the companion of profligates causeth his father shame.
8 He that increaseth his wealth by interest and usury

gathereth it for one that pitieth the poor.

9 He that turneth away his ear from hearing the law,
even his prayer is an abomination.

10 He that leadeth the righteous astray in an evil way,
in his own pit shall he fall

;

but the upright shall inherit good.
11 The rich man thinketh himself wise,

but a poor man that hath understanding searcheth him out
12 When righteous men exult there is great glory,

but when wicked men arise the people hide themselves.
13 He that hidefch his sins shall not prosper,

but he that confesseth and forsaketh them shall find mercy.
14 Happy is the man that feareth always

;

but he that hardeneth his heart shall fall into evil.

15 A roaring lion and a ravening bear
is a wicked ruler over a poor people.

16 O prince, poor in understanding and abounding in oppressions

;

he that hateth unjust gain shall prolong his days !

17 A man laden with the blood of a soul
fleeth to the pit; let them not detain him

!

18 He that walketh uprightly shall be delivered
;

but he that walketh in crooked ways shall fall suddenly.
19 He that tilleth his land shall be satisfied with bread,

but he that followeth vanity shall have poverty enough.
20 A faithful man aboundeth in blessings

;

but he that hasteth to be rich shall not go unpunished.
21 To have respect of persons is not good,

and (yet) for a piece of bread (many) a man will transgress.
22 He that hath an evil eye hasteth after riches,

and knoweth not that want shall come upon him.
23 He that reproveth a man shall afterward find favor

more than he that flattereth with his tongue.
24 He that robbeth his father and his mother,

and saith it is no wrong,
he is companion to one that destroyeth.

25 He that is of a covetous heart stirreth up strife,

but he that trusteth in Jehovah shall be richly rewarded.
26 He that trusteth in his own heart is a fool,

but he that walketh in wisdom, shall be delivered.
27 He that giveth to the poor (suflfereth) no want,

but he that covereth his eyes hath abundance of curses.
28 When wicked men rise men hide themselves,

but when they perish the righteous increase.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.
Tor. 2. y^^ might perhaps bo more correctly read as an lufimtive : i>Vii2-Comx,. Hitzig on this passage. As the

words of the original Hebrew now stand, wo can supply a subject for ^^X' only the singular -|t^ (-the true prince ')• in
like manner the D in DIXDI must bo taken in the sense of nVHS "'^\^n there is at hand;" the p however mn.t'bo
taken as an introduction to the concluding clause, like our " then" or "so." In all this there is indeed the difficulty
remaining that the participles p;o and j;t stand side by side without a copula-an anomaly that is hardly removed
by referring to chap. xxii. 4 (BEEiHiiAU). And yet the construction thus brought out is, in spite of the manifold

\

\
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anomalies which it involves, after all better than, e. g. that of Umbreit, who takes
J2)

as a substautive in the sense

of "right" as dependent on _j;t',—or than Hiizig's violent emendation (|'nO 'HJ^T' JusttaJ of T^X'' \2 ^y), the

moaning resulting from which "but through a man of understanding cont.-ntiou ceases," does not agree very well
with the context. [The E. V. takes J3

as a uoun :
•• the state thereof," etc. So 11. and M. (^the scability ' ). N. without

this specific rendering reaches the same result by finding fur the verb "shiiU prolong its days, or endure" the

subject "it" (tlio state) suggested in clause a. S. follows Umb.»£IT. Bott. (g 'Sd'o, P) regards the verb as furuishiug

an exampli of what he calls "concrete irupersouals," haviug a general subject " one," a construction not un.-oiuuioa

where reference is made to public offices or fuuutious. This reaches Z s. result by a different path.—A.J

Ver. 17.—[The participle pUj? Bott. prefers an account of its peculiar vocalization to regard as a mutilated

Pual part., deprived of its initial I3> and would therefore point p^^i so xxv. 11, etc. See g 991, 6, 10.—A.j

Ver. 18.—DOTT t^pJ^J is equivalent to D'DIT ti'pj;' 'n ver. 6.

Ver. 23.—'inX a somewhat stronger form in its vowel elements than "'int^, used here as TPX is elsewhere.

EXEGETICAL.

1. Vers. 1-5. Of the general contrast between
the righteous and the ungodly (unscrupulous

transgressors, men of violence).

—

The wicked
flee when no man pursueth. " Tlie wicked"
(singular) is on the ground of its collective, or

more exactly its distributive meaning, subject of

a plural verb; compare similar constructions,

Kara avveaiv: Job viii. 19; Isa. xvi. 4; and also

below, ver. 4 of the present chapter ; 1 Tim.

ii. 15 (yvv>)—fdc ui'ivuglv), etc. [See Ew.\lo
Lehrh. \ 309, a, and other grammars].

—

But the
righteous are bold as a lion. nD3' is to be

explained as a relative clause and referred to

the preceding '' as a lion "—" which is confident,

rests quietly" in the consciousness of its supe-
rior strength and the security which results from
it, see the same figure in Gen. xlix. 9. [This

seems to be needlessly artificial ; according to a

common Hebrew construction the verb may be
a distributive singular after a plural, " the

righteous." See e. g. Green, \ 275, 6.

—

A.]

Ver. 2. In the rebellion of a land its

princes become many. For this use of
" transgression " in the sense of " rebellion, re-

volt," comp. the verb employed in this sense in

2 Kings i. 1; also Ex. xxiii. 21, etc. The allu-

sion is plainly to the uprising of many petty
chiefs or tyrants, or many pretenders to the

throne, or usurpers opposing each other, in

lands which, through revolt from the lawfully
reigning house, have fallen a prey to political

anarchy, as e. g. the Kingdom of Israel, espe-
cially in the period after Jeroboam II.,—to which
the author of the proverb now under considera-
tion might very well have had special reference.

[On account of the form of clause b we prefer,

with Kamph., to understand the allusion to be to

a rapid succession of half established kings,

rather than to a number of competing claimants.
Tho.mson, Land and Book, I., 498, cites an Arabic
proverb: "May Allah multiply your sheikhs!"
as embodying in its intense malediction a con-
stant Oriental experience of fearful calamity.
It is only incidentally illustraiive of the proverb
before us.— A.]

—

But through wise, prudent
men he (the prince) continueth long. [See
Critical notes

]

Ver. 3. A man -who is poor and oppress-
eth the poor. We are to think of some mngis-
trate who is originallj' poor, an upstart, who
seeks to enrich himself rapidly by oppression of
his subjects. This man is in clause b very ap-

propriately described as a "rain" that floods

the sowed field or the fruitful district, and thus
destroys the prosperous condition of the crops.

[Here again, and more appropriately, Thomson
(^ubi supra) illustrates, botli from natural and po-
litical experiences common in the East, the im-
pressiveuess of this proverb to an Oriental mind.
-A.]

Ver. 4. They that forsake the law praise
the wicked, i. e. for his success; comp. Ps.

xlix. 12, 19; Ixsiii. 3, 10, 12—But they that
keep the law (xxix. 18) contend with him;
lit., "with them;" comp. remarks above on ver.

1. For this verb, "to contend or dispute," comp.
Jer. 1. 24 ; Dan. xi. 10, etc.

Ver. 5. Evil men (lit., "men of evil," comp.
remarks on vi. 23) do not understand judg-
ment; their wickedness darkens their under-
standing likewise, which is especially the faculty

for distinguishing between good and evil ; comp.
chap. xxix. 7. In contrast with them "they who
seek God understand everything," i. e. every-

thing that relates to the investigation and deter-

mination of right; comp. Eccles. viii. 5.

2. Vers. 6-12. Against wanton oppression of

the poor by the rich.—With ver. 6 compare the

quite similar proverb chap. xix. 1.

—

Than he
that w^alketh in crooked ways; lit., "than
one who is crooked in the two ways," or, "than
one who is perverse in a double way" (the dual
of the noun is used here as in ver. 18 [see Green,
Gram, g 203, 3]), i. e. one who unskilfully and
waywardly passes from one way to another, one
who, with divided heart, stands midway between
the right path and the bypath of immorality;
comp. Ecclesiast. ii. 12; James i. 6.

Ver. 7. With clause a compare x. 1 ; xxix. 3.

—But the companion of profligates. For
the verb n>'f, to cherish, to cultivate intercourse

with some one, comp. xiii. 20. For the term
" profligate or waster," comp. xxiii. 21.

Ver. 8. He that increaseth his wealth by
interest and usury. The "interest" and
" usury" are so distinguished according to Lev.

xxv. 36, 37, that the former denotes the annual
revenue of a sum of money loaned out, the latter

an exaction in other things, especially in natural

products. The former is then faenus pecaniarium,

the latter fcemis naturale sive reale. [Here again

Orientals, ancient and modern, have a peculiarly

deep and painful experience of the enormities of

usury.—A ]—He gathereth it for one that
pitieth the poor, i. e. for an heir who will at

length sliow himself more liberal ami compas-

sionate toward the poor; comp. xiii. 22. and also

Jobxxvii. 16, 17. Mercercs, Ewald, Bertheau,
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Elstek take the !3in 7 as au lufiuitive of the in-

tensive form: " «(/ largiendum paaperibus" for

bestowal upon the poor, to show himself merci-

ful to the poor. But such an involuntary giving

is a harsh idea, difficult to realize; and the

meaning, "to bestow, lart/iri," Jjn has elsewhere

only in the Kal conj., the participle of which

corresponds best with the general context before

us.

Ver. 9. Comp. xv. 8; and with clause a in

particular Isa. xiii. 15.

Ver. 10. He that leadeth the righteous
astray ill an evil way. The "evil way" is

unquestionably a way of sin and ungodliness,

whether the ^n be taken as a neuter substantive

in the genitive (as in ver. 5; vi. 24), or. which

is perhaps to be preferred here, as an adjective.

With clause b compare xxvi. 27; with c, ii. 21.

The "pit" in 6 is naturally the way of sin into

which one betrays tlie upright, not as it is in ii.-

self, but in its ruinous issues to which he is

finally brought. Comp. ciiap. xi. 6, 8.

Ver. 11. With a compare xxvi. Ki.—But a
poor man that hath understanding search-
eth him out ; i. e. he sees through him, and
accordingly knows his weaknesses, and there-

fore outstrips him in the struggle for true pros-

perity in life.

Ver. 12. When righteous men exult (tri-

umph). 1* />', lit., " to rejoice," here expresses

the idea of the victory of the good cause over its

opposers, in which victory " all the people "

(according to xxix. 2) sympathize with great

exultation. Hitzig's alteration is unnecessary

(V7>'3 into V7.'^3, suggested by the dca jioij&eLav

of the LXX) : " when righteous men are deli-

vered."—But \vhen -wicked men rise, come
up, attain to power. Compare, with respect to

this as well as the people's anxious "hiding
themselves," ver. 28.

3. Vers. 13-18. Against the secret service of

sin, hardening of tiie heart, tyranny, and thirst

for blood.—With ver. 18 comp. Ps. xxxii. 1-5.

Ver. 14. Happy is the man that feareth al-

•ways, i. e. he who lives in a holy dread of trans-

gressing the will of God by sins of any kind
whatsoever; comp. 2 Cor. v. 1 1 ; Phil. ii. 12, eic.

The antithesis to this man " who feareth always"
is the "confident," the carnally presumptuous,
hardened in the service of sin; ver. 2G and also

chap. xvi. 14.—rWith b comp. Ps. xcv. 8 ; Prov.
xvii. 20.

Ver. 15. A roaring lion and a ravening
bear. ^v^}'^ the ancient translators (LXX

:

dtipuv; Vulg. esuriens, etc.), already give with a
substantial correctness, when they interpret it

of the raging hunger or the blood-thirstiness of

the bear; comp. Isa. xxix. 8; Ps. cvii 9. Not
so well Bkrthkaii and Ei,stkr (following Kim-
CHi, Lkvi, CoccEins, elc, [Gesen.. Fueiist,

E. v., H., S., while Luther, De W., K., N., M.,
Rod., c/c, agree witli our author]): "a roam-
ing, ranging bear,"—for which rendering neither
Joel ii. 9 nor Isa. xxiii. 4 can be adduced as de-

cisive sujiports.

Ver. in O prince poor in understanding
(lit., in "discernments'") £.nd abounding in

oppression. This conception of the first clause
as an animated appeal to a tyrant (Ewald, Ber-
THEAU, Elster, etc.), seems to correspond better
with the second clause than Hitzig's view, ac-
cording to which clause a is a nominative abso-
lute, not to be resumed by a suffix in 6, or than
Stier's still more forced translation : " A prince
who lacks understanding—so much more does
he practice oppression," etc. [Lutiier, E. V.,
De W., H., N., M. make the general relation of
the clauses antithetic, each clause having its

normal subject and predicate, although H., e. g.,
admits the want of precision in the antithesis.

K. agrees with Hitzig's abrupt sundering of the
clauses ; while S. makes the first a synecdochical
clause, "as to a prince," etc. Our author's ren-
dering if animated is certainly unusual.—A.]

—

He that hateth unjust gain shall prolong
his days. For the generalizing plural "'NJE'.

which stands here quite as appropriately as e. g.

iii. 18 ; xxvii. IG, the K'ri unnecessarily calls

for the singular '^i'p. [So Bott., \ 702, t].

Ver. 17. A man laden with the blood of
a soul. For this participle, " burdened, loaded '

(with the sense of guilt), comp. Isa. xxxviii. 14.

[The E. V. loses the passive form and force of

the expression ; so Luther and H. ; while De W.,
K., N., S., M , W. agree with Z.—A.]—Pleeth
to the pit, is restless and a fugitive (like Cain,

Gen. iv. 14), even to tlie terrible destruction to-

ward Avhich he is hastening by God's righteous

decrees, and from which no human exertion is

able to hold him back. Hence the warning ex-

clamation at the end: "let no one detain him,"
i. e. let no one attempt the impossible, after all

to recover him who is irrecoverably lost!

Ver. 18 forms an antithesis to the preceding
verse, cast in a' somewhat general form.—He
that walketh uprightly (comp. Ps. xv. 2 ;

Mic. ii. 7) shall be delivered, but he that
w^alketh in crooked w^ays shall fall sud-
denly. Comp. " the perverse in a double way,"
in ver. 6. The "suddenly, at once," points to

the fact that the one or the other of the two per-

verse ways which the ungodly alternately pur-
sues, must bring him at last to ruin.

4. Vers. 19-28. Various warnings and cau-
tions, directed mainly against avarice and vio-

lence.—With ver. 19 comp. xii. 11.— .... is

surfeited w^ith poverty. A stronger and
more direct antithesis to a than the "is void of

understanding" in xii. 11 h.

Ver. 20. A faithful man aboundeth in
blessings. For the "man of fid'elities," comp.
the similar expression in chap xx. 6; also 2
Kings xii. 16 ; xxii. 7, etc.—But he that hast-
eth to be rich, naturally, in uutaiililul, dis-

honor.able ways. Comp. xx. 21: xxi. 5; and
for the concluding phrase, iv. 29.

Ver. 21. With « compare the somewhat n)ore

complete expression, xxiv. 23.—And (yet) even
for a piece of bread (many) a man w^ill

transgress. The morsel of bread (1 Sam.
ii. of)) probably stands here not as an example
of a peculiarly insignificant bribe, but as the

concrete designation of a trifie, a very slight

value or advantage of any sort. Comp. A. Gel-
Liiis. Noel. Att. 1., 15, where Cato says in pro-

verbial phrase of the tribune Cselius, ''fruslo
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panis conduci potest, vcl ut iaceat, vel ut loquatur^''

[with a crust of bread he can be hired either to

keep silence or to speak].

Ver. 'll. He that hath a covetous eye hast-
eth after riches, lit., " with an evil eye,"' and
therefore the envious ; conip. xxiii. G. For the

idea of h.istening after riches comp. xx. 21.—And
knoweth not that ^vant shall come upon
him.— Instead of Tpn " want " (comp. Job xxx.

3 and a kindred term in Eccles. i. 15) the LXX read
Ipn (so likewise the Edit. Bomberg., 1525, and

the Plantin., 1566). If this reading were origi-

nal, then we must undoubtedly render in accord-

ance with chap. xiv. 31; xxv. 10; by "shame,
reproach." Yet the Masoretic reading also gives

a good sense, as a comparison of vi. 11 ; xxiii. 5,

and other passages that refer to the vanity and
perishableness of riches teaches.

Ver. 23. He that reproveth a man findeth
afterward more favor, etc.— " Later, after-

ward," in the general sense, and noi pos.sibly

with Aden Ezra, J. H. iMiciiaelis, to be taken
in tlie sense of '-after me, (. c, .according to my
precepts." With the flattering "smoothness of

the tongue" in b compare xxix. 5; Ps. v. 10;
cxl. 4 ; Rom. iii. 13.

Ver. 24. He that robbeth his father and
Ms mother.—Comp. xix. 2(3; also Mai. i. 8;
Mark vii. 11 sq.; and for the expression "com-
panion of a destroyer " in clause c, chapter
xviii. 9.

Ver. 25. The covetous kindleth strife.

—

tl'iJJ 3nT is certainly not the "proud" (Vulg.,

LUTHBR, Ew.\LD, BeRTHE.\U, ElSTER [GeSEN.,
FuERST, De W., E. v., N., S., M.], etc.), but the

man of large cupidity (comp. Is. v. 14; Hab. ii.

5), the avaricious and insatiable, aT7?i?]a-oc (LXX,
U.UBREiT, Stier, Hitzig [K., H.]). By his co-

vetous grasping and his overreaching others, he
"kindles strife" (comp. xv. 18; xxix. 22), in-

stead of living like the man who patiently trusts

in the Lord's help in peaceful quietness and with
the prosperous development of his possessions as

they multiply under the Divine blessing. For
the expression " shall be made fat," i. e.,

shall be richly rewarded, compare xi. 25

;

xiii. 4.

Ver. 26. He that trusteth in his own heart—i. e., not "he who relies on his own immediate
feelings " (Umbreit, Elster), but he who suffers

himself to be guided solely by his own spirit

(comp. ,Jer. xxx. 21), by his own inconsiderate,

defiant impulse to act, and therefore follows ex-
clusively his own counsel (xxvii. 9). Comp.
Hitzig and Stikr on the passage.

Ver. 27. He that giveth to the poor (suf-

ferelh) no want.^For the sentiment comp. xi.

24; for the elliptical construction (the omission
of the pronoun " to him " with the " no want "),

chap, xxvii. 7 b.—He that covereth his eyes,
i. e., turns them unsympathizingly away from
such as need help, that he may not see their

wretchedness; comp. Is. i. 15, as well as the si-

mila? expressions, Deut. xxxi. 17; 1 John iii. 17
(^K.7.eiEiv TO, a-Aayx^''^)-—Hath abundance of
curses—of imprecations from the oppressed
poor; the opposite, therefore, of ver. 20.

Ver. 28. Comp. 12 b.—But when they per-
ish the righteous increase ;

—

i. e., the right-

eous who were before oppressed and chased away
come out to view again on all sides and form once
more a numerous and strong party. Comp. xxix.
2 ; and also xi. 10, 21.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

A peculiar " religious complexion " belongs not
merely to the first half of the chapter, vers. 1-16
(as Hitzig asserts, who separates this portion
from its older surroundings as a peculiar inter-

polation originating after the exile), but to the
whole section, as is shown with reference to the
second part, particularly by vers. 18, 20, 24, 25.

That which gives to the chapter its specifically

religious character is, the repeated admonitions
to hear and keep the Divine law (vers. 4, 7, 9), to

seek Jehovah (ver. 5), to trust in Him, (ver. 25,

26), to a walking in "faithfulness " (ver. 20), and
in blamelcssness or innocence (ver. 18), and
therefore in a general consecration,— to fear of
God's sacred anger (ver. 14) ; and also in no less

degree the warnings against wanton and flatter-

ing suppression of the consciousness of sin (vers.

13, 24), against a hardening in the service of sin
(ver. 14), and against the betrayal of others into
sin (ver. 10). Undoubtedly it is the desire to ex-
hibit as the " root of all evil " and as a main ra-

dical form of ungodliness and lawlessness in ge-
neral, the vice which is most sharply censured
and opposed, that of covetousness, or the mighty
rapacity of the wicked,—and accordingly to warn
against it in the most emphatic way,—that led
the compiler to accumulate just in the passage
before us so many thoughts with respect to the
religious relation of men to God. For beside these
admonitory and warning proverbs which refer
directly to this relation, the substance of the
chapter is made up almost exclusively of warn-
ings against wicked violence on the part of rulers
in their dealing with the lowly (ver. 1, 3, 12, 15,

16, 28), of rich with the poor (vers. 6, 8, 11, 24),
and of the covetous and greedy of gain in their

relation to the inoffensive and unsuspecting (vers.

19-22, 25, 26). A logically developed progress
of thought, it is true, is wanting ; the combina-
tion is mixed of many colors, in the style of the
" strings of pearls " in the gnomic poetry of the
East, in which it is rather external than internal

contacts and analogies that determine the conca-
tenation of the several proverbs or groups of

proverbs.

HOMILETIC AND PRACTICAL.

Ilomily on the entire chapter. Of avarice as the
foulest stain on the conscience, or as the mother
of all vicae (1 Tim. vi. 10).—Or, on walking in

the fear of the Lord and a good conscience, and
also on the chief dangers that threaten such a
devout conscientious life.—Comp. Stocker : On
the second hinderance to the attainment of true

wisdom : an evil, terrified, timorous conscience

;

its source and characteristics, as well as the

remedies for it (in a similar style, Wohl-
F.iRTIl).

Vers. 1 sq. Luther (marginal comment on
ver. 1) ; One's own conscience is more than a
thousand witnesses.

—

Cramer: An evil conscience

makes timid (Job xv. 21) ; but faith and a good
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conscience make the heart joyous, so that it is not
terrified before death and the devil (Ps. xci. 7).

—

[Arnot : No man pursueth ; and yet a pursuer
is on the track of the fugitive, otherwise he would
not flee. AVhen they escape from man, God is

the pursuer of the guilty. By conscience chiefly

God apprehends us—thereby cliicfly we appre-

hend God].

—

Lange (on ver. 2) : When subjects

are oppressed and vexed, they arc not to rebel or

curse the authorities, but seek the causes of such
judgments in themselves, turn and bring forth

fruits meet for repentance.

—

Yon Geklach (on

ver. 5) : To the understanding of the law tliere

belongs a disposition to fear God, otherwise the

clearest knowledge of the letter is of no avail;

while men that fear God attain a sure compre-
hension of all.

—

[Muffet: Albeit there is some
light in the wicked man which is sufficient to

make him inexcusable, yet he is always so blinded

by natural ignorance and malice that botli Ciirist

and the law to him is amystery.

—

Bridges: When
knowledge stands in the stead of faith ; wlicn the

mm reasons instead of submitting to Divine
teacliing ; knowledge abused becomes a positive

hinderance to a correct understanding.]
Vers, fi-12. Cramer (on ver. 6) : As his riches

do not help the rich man at all toward blessed-

ness, so his poverty does not harm the poor in

that direction.—(On ver. 8) : God often rewards
even here kindness shown to the poor, though it

may show itself first to the children of the bene-
factors.— Wurlemherg Bible (on ver. 9) : He that

would be heard by God in his prayer must first

hear God in His word and subject himself to its

direction.

—

[Bp. Hopkins ; God stops His ears

against their prayers who stop their ears against

His law. And this is but equity with God.]

—

Von Gerlach : Even the best that man can do
becomes a sin to him when he does it with a dis-

position of disobedience to the Divine word.—(On
ver. 11) : Trust in outward blessings easily brings
with it false self-confidence, and it is very natu-
ral for the rich to wish to lay claim likewise to

inward excellencies and advantages. The poor
man standing by unconterned and simple, never-
theless overlooks and searches him through, and
by his very poverty has more of spiritual supe-
riority.

—

Starke (on ver. 12) : A large propor-
tiou of subjects conform to the conduct of their

superiors. Blessed is the land whose rulers go-
vern piously and praiseworthily I

—

[Trapp (on
ver. 10) : Heaven is kept for the upright, and
they for heaven ; how then should they miss of

it?]

Ver. 13-19. Melanchthon (on ver. 13): As in

all conversion repentance must be the first thing,

i. e., recognition of transgression and guilt, com-
bined with a sore change of disposition,—so here
confession of sin is <lemanded, and sucli a one as
leads to sincere reformation of the feelings and
conduct, like that of Paul, 1 Cor. xv. 9, 10. For
necessarily in confession of sin every evil pur-
pose must be given up, because with persistence
in these penitence is no true penitence.—Comp.
the Absolution-sermon on ver. 13 by Welcker
[Sonntagsfcicr, 1839): Be not ashamed to confess.

for he only who confesses will obtain mercy, and
no competitor is crowned except he strive law-
fully.

—

[Lawson : To endeavor to shelter our-
selves under coverings that are not of God's Spi-
rit, is an additional provocation to the eyes of
His glory.

—

Trapp : Sin is a deformity that must
be uncovered, or God will never cover it ; see it

we must to confession, or see it we shall to our
confusion. No man was ever kept out of heaven
for his confessed badness ; many are for their

supposed goodness.

—

Arnot: Sin cast fortli from
the heart is harmless. It cannot then pollute the
life : and it will not then remain an element of
treasured wrath.

—

Bates (on ver. 14) : Blessed
is the man who considers that God's ej-es are al-

ways upon him in order to judgment, and whose
eyes are always upon God in order to accept-

ance.—J. Howe: It is a very hopeful character
upon you when you are really afraid lest a con-
trover.sy should still depend, and not be taken up
between God and you.—.J. Edwards : A saint ia

apt to be sensible of his spiritual dangers, jealous
of himself, full of fear when he cannot see his

way plain before him, afraid to be left alone, and
to beat a distance from God.]

—

Starke : Searing
and hardening the heart is a heavy judgment. If

thou wouldst not fall into it, then hear betimes
the grace that knocks at thy door.—(On ver. 18):

There is only one way to eternal life; he that

turns from that to the right or to the left, and
would make himself sidepaths, will fall into ruin.—Von Gerlach (on ver. 19): As a reward for

his vain striving the simple receives only vanity.
—[Lawson (on ver. 17): The murderer of his

neigiibor is his own murderer.]
Vers. 20 sq. [Lord Bacon (on ver. 21) : In a

judge facility of disposition is more pernicious
than bribery ; for it is not every one that offers

a bribe, but there is scarcely a case wherein
something may not be found to bias the mind of
the judge, if he be a respecter of persons.]

—

Cramer (on vers. 20-22) : Striving after riches
has become to many a one a cause of many sins

;

and these are the very tares which (.nccording to

Luke viii. 14) choke the word of God.

—

Tiibmyen
Bible (on ver. 23) : Speak the truth always, even
though thou see that it is bitter. The future will

show that thou still farest better with this than
do shameful flatterers.— (On ver. 24) : To take
any thing from parents the Spirit of God calls a
theft, robbing the children of all prosperity and
all blessing.

—

[Flavel (on ver. 23) : There is

no better way to secure our own interest in any
man's heart, than to fasten it in his conscience

by our faithfulness, and by being willing to haz-
ard it for God's glory.

—

South (on ver. 20): Of
all the ffillacics and scurvy cheats put upon men
by their trusting others, there arc none so shanie-

ful, and indeed pernicious, as the baffles which
men sustain by trusting themselves.]

—

Geier
(on ver. 26) : In our own important afi'airs we
should never rely upon ourselves alone, but ever

hearken to others' counsel. Does not even a
physician in his sickness employ the counsel of

other physicians ?

—

Wohlfarth : Trust not in

thine heart, but in the Lord.
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d) Against stubbornness and insubordination.

Chap. XXIX.

1 He that being often reproved hardeneth' his neck
shall suddenly be destroyed and without remedy.

2 When the righteous increase the people rejoice,

but when a wicked man ruleth the people mourn.

3 He that loveth wisdom maketh his father glad,

but he that keepeth company with harlots spendeth his substance.

4 The king will establish the land by judgment,

but a man (fond) of bribes destroyeth it.

5 A man who flattereth his neighbor

spreadeth a net for his feet.

6 In the transgression of the wicked man is a snare,

but the righteous will rejoice and be glad.

7 The righteous knoweth the cause of the poor

;

the wicked doth not discern knowledge.

8 Scoffers set on fire the city,

but wise men turn back anger.

9 A wise man contendeth with the fool

;

but he rageth, and laugheth, and there is no rest.

10 Men of blood hate the upright,

but the righteous seek his soul (to deliver it).

11 All his wrath doth the fool pour forth,

but the wise quieteth it afterward.

12 A ruler that giveth heed to deceitful words,

all his servants are wicked.

13 The poor man and tlie usurer meet together

;

Jehovah giveth light to the eyes of both.

14 A king who judgeth the poor faithfully,

his throne shall be established for ever.

15 The rod and reproof impart wisdom;
but a neglected son causeth his mother shame.

16 When the wicked are multiplied transgression increaseth

;

but the righteous shall see their fall.

17 Correct thy son, and he will give thee rest,

and bring delight to thy soul.

18 When there is no revelation the people are ungoverned,
but he that keepeth the law, blessed is he !

19 By words a servant will not be corrected

;

for he perceiveth them but doth not conform to them.
20 Seest thou a man hasty in his words

;

the fool hath more hope than he.

21 One bringeth up his servant tenderly from a child

and afterward he shall be a son.

22 An angry man stirreth up strife,

and a passionate man aboundeth in transgression.

23 A man's pride shall bring him low,

but he that is of a lowly spirit retaineth honor.

24 He that is partner with a thief hateth his ,own soul

;

he heareth the curse and showeth it not.

25 Fear of man bringeth a snare,

but he that trusteth Jehovah shall be preserved.
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26 Many seek the favor of the ruler,

but from Jehovah cometh man's judgment.

27 An abomination to the righteous is the unjust man,
and an abomination to the wicked is he who is upright in his "way.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Yer. 5.—With p''7nO we should, according to xxviii. 23, supply p"^7 ; and '7^' expressea here the dative relation as

Sx usually does; Comp. Ps. xxxvi. 3.

Ver. 6.—*i)T stands for p\ illustrating a very common transition from
J,»_j;

roots Into the iy form; Ewald, 213S, a.

[Geeen. ? 140, 1 • noTT. ? 1147, A., efi-.^

Ver. 10.— Between D"'OT -i"'' DFI there seems to be an assonance intended.
- T T

Ver. 18.—[^n'^E'X an instance of the attachment of the sufflx of the singular to form pluralia lantum ; comp. V"1C'X
.. . _ T :

"

in xiv 21 ; xvi. 20. the only other instances in which the noun occurs with the sufflx of 3d pera. sing. Bott. sugs^ests that

this may he a trace of the dialect of E[.hraim ; ? 886, 5 and w. 1 ; ? 888, 1.— A.]

Ver. 25.—jTITH Bott. treats as a fern. Intin. (^ 990, 4, B and n,Z), and notices the not uncommon sequence of a mas-

culine predicate (990, 3, |3.).—A.]

EXEGETICAL.

1. Vers. 1-7. Against various forms of ob-

stinate unrighteousness, especially oppression,

prodigality, flattery, etc.—He that is often re-

proved, being stiffneoked. A "man of

corrections" or '-reproofs" (for which IIitzig

needlessly substitu ts mnDlH " punishments "

[which Gesen. would render "arguments," i. e.,

a man who when censured defends himself]) is

one who deserves many corrections, is conlinu-

ally bringing them upon himself (comp. the "man
of sorrows," Is, liii. 8). Here he is described as

such a man, who "maketh his neck hard," /. e.,

the stiffnecked man who will everywhere defiantly

carry through his own will (comp. Ex. xxxii. 9;

xxxiii. 3; xxxix. 9; Dent. ix. 6; xxxi. 27, e?c.,-and

also the "hardening of the heart" in chap, xxviii.

14). [The E. V. which is followed by nearly all

our expositors, and which we have given in the

general version of the chapter, makes the obsti-

nacy not the original cause of the many correc-

tions, that for which the. offender is in the first

instance reproved, but the disposition evinced by
him under all reproofs whatsoever. The final

difference is not great ; sudden and utter destruc-

tion will follow and end unavailing reproofs.

—

A.]. With b compare the literally identical

second clause of chap. vi. 15.

Ver. 2. When the righteous increase.
According to chap, xxviii. 28 this is the same
thing as "the wicked's perishing." Hitzig :

"when righteous men attain to power,'"—an un-

necessary assimilation of the meaning of the verb

to that in clause b. For the rest compare
xxviii. 12.

Ver. 3. With a compare x. 1 : with b, vi. 26
;

xxviii. 7.

Ver. 4. A king -will establish the land by
judgment, («. e., by tlie maintenance of justice)

For tlie verb comp. 1 Kings xv. 4. The "man of

gifts (bribes) " is then naturally the unjust ruler

who "perverts justice from love of gifts " (Ber-
THEAU). RosENMUELLER and HiTKio explain the

phrase as meaning " a man of taxes or assess-

ments ;" in like manner Luther: "he who as-

sesses the land excessively." This is possible,

but not demonstrable with full certainty. The
conception of the Vulgate is at any rate too gene-

ral: T7r ffUffj^/s, and also Stier's ; "he who will-

ingly receives presents." [K. agrees with Hit-
zig, etc. ; H., N., S., M., take our author's view.]

Ver. 5 A man who flattereth his neigh-
bor; see Critical notes.—Spreadeth a net for
his feet, " He does this even when he is not in-

tending it; the web of enticing errors before
his neighbor's eyes, become.s, when he comes into

contact with them, a net in which he is caught

"

(Hitzig). For thesentiment comp. xxvi 24, 25, 28.

Ver. 6. In the transgression of the wick-
ed man is a snare, /. p.., for himself; comp.
xviii. 7; xx. 25; xxii. 25. Hitzig proposes in-

stead of the noun the corresponding verb (in the

Niplial) ; "In the sin of the wicked he ensnareth
himself." A change plainly as superfluous as

that of EwALD, who, following the steps of some
earlier expositors but clearly in violation of the

order of words, combines the epithet " evil " with
the "snare."—But the righteous will re-

joice and be glad, i. e., in his own happy es-

cape from danger. For a like combination of
pi to exult, or shout for joy, and nOii' to be

glad, comp. Ps. xxxv. 27.

Ver. 7. The righteous knov7eth the cause
of the poor, i. e., their judicial cause, their

claims before a court. For tliis use of the verb
"to know" comp. xii. 10; for thesentiment ver.

14 ; Job xxix. 12, 16.—The wicked doth not
discern knowledge (others "know under-
standing"); (', e., he listens to no reason, has no
sensibility for right and equity (Hitzig). Comp.
xxviii. 6. [This explanation, which is also

Wordsworth's ("knowledge, which consists in

piety and charily "), we prefer to the more ex-

ternal one given, e. g., by H., S., M. ; does not

acquaint himself with the poor man's cause.—A.]
2. Vers. 8-11. Against scoflfing, contentious-

ness, thirst for blood and passionateness.

—

Mockers set on fire the city. " Men of de-

rision " is a more select expression for the com-

mon D'i / " scorners," one found likewise in Is.

xxviii. 14 [intending and meaning more than

would be ordinarily suggested by the rendering

of the E. V ;
" scornful men."—A.]. The " set-

ting on fire" (lit. "blowing upon," comp. Ezek.

xxi. 36) the city is a fitly chosen figurative ex-

pression for the excitement of tlie passion and

the party spirit of the people of the city; n^"}p
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stands here like ttomq in Mattli. xii. 21 of the

community of the city.—With b comp. xv. 1, 18;

Eccles. X. -4. [The connection is not unknown in

modern times of religious skepticism and nxtioual-

ism, with political radicalism and a revolutionary

spirit.—A.].

Vor 9. A wise man contendeth with a
fool;—but he rageth and lauglieth and
there is no rest. The first cUiuse forms, some-

what like the abl. absol. in Latin, a clause by
itself, tiie participle of which may be resolved

into "if or when the wise contendeth, etc." The
subject of the verbs in 6 is tlie fool and not the

wise man (Ewald, Umbreit, Elster, Stier
[Db W., Moffet, N., etc., while IBertheau, K

,

H., S., etc., understand "the fool," the E. V., M.
and others being ambiguous]), in which case the

r\nj rxi (and there is no ceasing, no rest comes,

comp. 1 Sam. xxv. 9) would form quite too short

a conclusion; moreover the "ragin;j;" and tlie

"laughing " appear to be much rather cliarac-

terislic signs of the fool's conduct thaii of the wise
man's ; comp. ver. 11 and chap. xii. 16.

Ver. 10. Men of blood hate the upright.
" Men of blood " as in Ps. v. 7 ; xxvi. 9 ; Iv. 24

;

cxxxix. 19.—But the righteous seek his
soul, viz., to preserve and prosper it. Tliat the

"seeking the soul" here stamls bono sensu, un-
like its use in some other passages (e. g., Ps. xl.

15; 1 Kings xix. 10, etc.,) [on the other hand

comp. ^p3yl U'TH in Ps. cxlii. 5], appears from

the contrast with clause a; IIitzig's emendation

is therefore unnecessary, substituting D"'3K'7l

for D'ptl^'l, and thus obtaining as the meaning:

" and seek to separate his soul, to isolate it" (!).

[Of our expositors II. prefers the common ren-

dering of the predicate, and makes " the up-
right " a nora. or ace. absolute.—A.]

Ver. 11. All his wrath doth the fool pour
forth. "Spirit" is here plainly wrath, as in

xvi. 32, and not "soul" (Umbrkitj or "mind "

Stier, etc.; [so E V and some of our interpre-

ters]).—But the wise quietethit afterward.
nn.'<3, which occurs only here, means "after-

ward, at length"; others explain this unusual
expression by "back, retrorsum ;" e. g., De W.,
Stier, Hitziq, Gesen., etc.: "Keepeth it back,
restraining it, pressing it in as it were (?)."

S. Vers. 12-17. Admonitions to a just and mild
mode of government, and also the strict discipline

of children. With ver. 12 comp. Ecclesiast. x. 2,

and also Cic. Da Leg., III. 13 and the Latin pro-
verb

;
Quails rex talis grex, " like king, like peo-

ple."

Ver. 13. The poor man and the usurer
(oppressor) meet together. The "man of ex-
actions " should be interpreted with the LXX
(davEiorijg), Vulg. (creditor), Ewald, Hitzig,
FtJERST, etc., by " usurer," inasmuch as WDDP^,

as a plural from Ijii (roKog) [?] is very probably
equivalent in meaning to "^^^i "usury;" [Rod.,

BoTT., etc., prefer the broader meaning "oppres-
sion"]. A "man of usury, money-lender" is

fnrthermore only a more concrete expression for
a "rich man," and this is the corresponding
term in cliap. xxii. 2.—Jehovah giveth light
to the eyes of both ; i. e., according to the

in

parallels cited, Jehovah has given to them both
the light of their life ; from God comes lo both
the light of life and the joy of life ; comp. Ps.
xiii. 4 ; Job xxxiii. 30; Eccles. xi. 7. [••Here
is comfort to the poor in his suti'erings ; licro is

warning to tlie rich in iiis violence." Worsis.]
Ver. 14. A king w^ho judgeth the poor

faithfully. " In truth, or tidehly " is not here
"conscientiously, with truth to his own convic-
tions," bat conformably to the state of tlie facts,

"so that he permits true judgment (Zech. vii.

9) to reach the poor" (Hitzig). With the senti-

ment comp. XX. 28 ; xxv. 5.

Ver. lu. With a comp. xxiii. 13 ; xiii. 24 ; with
6, X. 1 ; xvii. 21; xxviii. 7. The "neglected"
is literally " he who is exempted from discipline,

who is left to his own will."

Ver. 1(3. When the w^icked are multiplied
transgression increassth, so far forth as the

wicked who are f.mud in the decided majority
think that they may with impunity commit all

manner of wickedness. With b comp. Ps. xxxvii.
34 where the joyful beholding of the destruction
of the wicked is expressed by the same phrase.

Ver. 17. With a comp. xix. 18.—And give
delight to thy soul. D'il7i'0 not " delica-

cies, dainties " (Berth eau), but delights, joys in
general, whose increasing variety is expressed
by the plural (Stier).

4. Vers. 18-23. Against lawlessness, insuliordi-

nation, a passionate temper, and pride.—When
there is no revelation the people are un-
governed. JliTI here denotes prophetic pre-

diction, the revelation of God by His D'TJl or

ri'X'l, "seers" (1 Sam. ix. 9), [E. V. "when
there is no vision"] ; the chief function of these
consisted in their watching over the vigorous ful-

filling of the law, or in the enforcement of the
demands of the law. By the phrase "in lack of
vision " a time is described like that mentioned
in 1 Sam. iii. 1, when " the word of the Lord was
precious ;" or like those mentioned in lios. iii.

4; Am. viii. 12; 2 Chron. xv. 3; Ps. Ixxiv. 9,

times distinguished by poverty in prophetic tes-

timonies and activities. In such times the peo-
ple must necessarily be " undisciplined and un-
bi'idled," (so Ex. xxxiv. 2-5 [where the E. V.
incorrectly renders "naked"] ).—But he that
keepeth the law blessed is he ! (comp. xiv.

21; xvi. 20) This benediction forms no strict

antithesis to clause a. The connection of ideas
seems to be this : But he who in such seasons of
ascendant lawlessness nevertheless keeps God's
law, etc." (Hitzig).

Ver. 19. By w^ords a servant w^ill not be
corrected

; i. e., mere words do not reform a
servant, who rather needs a sharper correction.

—

For he perceiveththem but doth not con-
form to them ; lit. •• but there is not an an-
swer," that is in action, by actual obedience, by
vTvanoTj (2 Cor. x. 6, etc.). Bertheau is wrong:
" For he will observe it—that there is no com-
ing to blows—and there will be no answer ;"no
less is EwALD incorrect : "But he becomes in-

telligent (gains understanding) without an an-
swer," and likewise Von Hof.mann, Schriftbew.,

II. 2, 377 : " if he has understanding no answer-
follows."
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Ver. 20. Almost, exactly like xxvi. 12. Comp.

also Kcolesiiist. ix. 18, where the TrpoTrerz/c evAoyy

avTo'v corresponds precisely with the "hasty in

his words " of our verse.

Ver. 21. If one bringeth up his slave ten-

derly from a child afterward he will be a

son. The relation of the two clauses is like that

in ver. 9, PJi) " to fondle " is used here only in

the 0. T. ; it is more common in Aramaic. pjO

which according to the Rabbinic is cognate witli

rj subnles, seems to be designed to distinguish

<'the son of the household," the free filius fami-

liiis in contrast with the house-slave ; comp. Lu-

ther's term "Junker'" [a "squire"]. Others in-

terpret the Ilapaxlegom. differently, e. g. Ewald,

following the Arabic: "he will be unthankful"

[FuERST, "intractable"]: Stier " his end will

be (evil) development;" Von HoFMANN,Mi^n's!//>r«.-

" there is at last a lamentation," etc. [Holden :

" shall be grieved "]. Hitzig reads HUO which

is to be interpreted, like Ps. xliv. 15 (14) "a
shaking of the head," or even " a wringing of the

hands!" To write jHO would be more natural

than this: "his end will be contention," as the

Vulgate seems to have understood the expression,

when it renders : postea scntiel cum contumacem.

Ver. 22. An angry man stirreth up strife.

Almost precisely like xv. 18 ; comp. xxviii. 25.

—

And a passionate man abouudeth in trans-

gression ; for 3]1 in the sense of " great or

rich in something," comp. xxviii. 20, 27. Sec

chap. xxii. 24 for a phrase kindred to the "lord

of passion," i. e., the passionate man.

Ver. 23. With <i compare xvi. 18; xxv. 7; with

b, xvi. 19 ; xi. 16.

6. Ver. 24-27. Warning against, the fear of

man, disposition to please men, and complicity

in transgressions.

—

He that is partner with
a thief hateth himself; /. e., inasmuch as he,

as the concealer of a thief, brings upon himself

the guilt and likewise the penalty of the fu'l

theft.—He heareth the curse and showeth
it not; i.e., he hears the curse w'hich according

to the law (Lev. v. 1 sq.) marks a theft as an

.offence deserving a heavy penalty, and yet docs

not reveal the perpetrators of the deed which is

Jaden with such a curse, and thus brings the

•curse also upon himself. [The E. V. is altogether

ambiguous and misleading.]

Ver. i:6. Fear of man bringeth a snare.

Fear of man (for which Hitzig conjectures

DHN; l^n. " desiring or delighting in man") is

strictly "trembling before men;" comp. 1 Sam.

xiv. 15. Such a fear of man "bringeth a snare,"

because it easily betrays into a participation in

the sinful actions of men. With 6 comp. xviii. 10.

Ver. 26. Many seek the face (favor) of the
ruler; they wait upon him, the potentate, in per-

son, as a token of their homage, and in order to

gain his favor. Comp xix. 6 ; 1 Kings x. 24.

—

But
from Jehovah cometh man's judgment;
{. 6., God, the Supreme Ruler, allots tlie destinies

of men most justly and equitably; with Him one

obtains the desired judgment more certainly than

with any human ruler whatsoever. Comp. xvi.

33. Hitzig arbitrarily says : "judgment is here

equivalent to rank, dignity."

Ver. 27. Comp. xi. 20; xxviii. 4; and for the
expression "they that walk uprightly," or are
"upright in the way," in clause b, see in parti-

cular Ps. xxxvii. 14, and also Prov. ii. 7.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

When early expositors (Stocker, Wohlfarth,
etc., comp. also Stier) represent the chapter be-
fore us as directed especially against stiff-necked

obstinacy, or against wilful disobedience and
persistent refusal of correction, this conception

of its main subject not only corresponds with
ver. 1, but also with the repeated occurrence of

rebukes of lawless conduct and the bad training

of children, such as the following series of pro-

verbs exhibits (vers. 9, 12, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21).

Besides the manifold warnings against violent

temper and its evil consequences tail under the

same category (vers. 8, 11, 22) ; in like manner
the dissuasions against prodigality (ver. 3), op-

pression of the poor (vers. 2, 7, 13, 14), pride

(ver. 23), flattery and bribery (vers. 4, 5, 12), in-

justice and deeds of wickedness in general (vers.

6, 10, 16, 27). As a peculiar form of insubordi-

nation, or persistent disregard of the divine law,

there is brought out prominently toward the end
of the chapter the fear of man, which has not be-

fore been expressly mentioned in the Book of

Proverbs. And this is done in such a way as to

distinguish three degrees of this fault; the con-

cealing of a theft, as its rudest and lowest form
(ver. 24) ; the " trembling before men," or pli-

ability with respect to such conduct of wicked
persons in general as is sinful and entices to sin

(ver. 25) ; and the mere disposition to please men,
or reliance on the protection and favor of power-
ful men, instead of on God alone (ver. 26).

A special adaptation to the theocratic political

organization of the people of God under the Old
Testament is given to the general direction which
the chapter takes against wilfulness, insubordina-

tion and want of discipline, in ver. 18 : Whea
there is no revelation, the people become law-

less ; but he that keepeth the law, blessed is he!
In this remarkable testimony to the need of pro-

phecy as the living watch and ward of the law,

there is evidently brought to view that thought
which is doctrinally and in respect to the history

of salvation the most significant in the section.

This is a thought which could develop itself and
find expression only after repeated periods had
occurred in which prophecy was wholly or par-

tially silent, and therefore only on the ground of

sorrowful experiences that had accumulated in

such seasons. The appearance of this thought,

however, in the section before us by no means
compels the assumption that this division of the

book may not have originated till after llezekiah,

and this Hitzig also admits. Comp. above, the

exegetical interpretation of the passage.

The great significance of prophecy for the mo-
ral life, both of the theocratic people of God
and of Christian nations, has been well presented

by Elster, in connection with this passage.

"AVhere the continuity of these prophetic revela-

tions (to which it belonged to maintain in life and

to develop the fundamental revelation made in

the law) was interrupted, this was the sign of a

stagnation in the theocratic life, of an incapacity
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to understand the voice of God that ever contin-

ued to exist in Israel. Such a condition must
therefore necessarily bring with it also a moral
lawlessness in the people. For when the law was
a vivid reality, it must necessarily develop pro-

phetic manifestations, because there is in the law
itself a struggling toward a higher perfection, so

thiit the faithful keeping of the law stood in the

most intimate reciprocity with the flourishing of

prophecy.—Naturally the relation of this proverb
to the life of Christian nations is thereby not

excluded, for we must then contemplate the law
as first revealed in its true import in the light of

the gospel, and revehxtion as the continued work-
ing of the Spirit in the Church "

How far moreover in the life of Christian na-
tions we can and must speak of an abiding co-

operative work of prophecy {L e., naturally that

of the New Testament), upon its successful deve-
lopment, religious and moral. Von Zezschwitz
has shown with peculiar force and pertinence in

his three discourses on "Domestic Missions, po-

pular education and prophecy" (Frankfort on
the Main, 1864); see in particular pp. 86 sq.

HOMILETIC AND PRACTICAL.

Homily on the chapter as a ivhole: The blessing
of strict discipline on the basis of the word
of God, or its necessity for the prospe-
rity whether of individual persons and house-
holds, or of entire nations and States.

—

Stocker:
Third hinderance to the attainment of true wis-
dom : obstinate disobedience or stubbornness;
origin, characteristics and remedy of this evil.

Vers. 1-7. [Trapp (on ver. 1) : If men harden
their hearts,God will harden His hand.—.1. Howe ;

A fearful thing when the gospel itself shall not be
my remedy I

—

Chalmehs : The hardening effect

of continued resistance to the application of a
moral force.—S. D.wies: To follow the conduct
of our own folly and refuse the advantage we
might receive from the wisdom of others disco-
vers an uncreaturely pride and self-sufficiency

;

and the career of such a pursuit, whatever ba its

object, will always end in disappointment and
confusion.—Hooker (on ver. '!) : Religion un-
feignedly loved perfecteth man's abilities unto
all kind of virtuous services in the common-
wealth.]—Zelt.ner (on ver. 1): He that obsti-
nately opposes the Holy Ghost and will not re-
ceive the wholesome corrections of God's word,
his heart the evil spirit hardens ; he thereby
plunges himself into calamity.—(On ver. 3): Pious
parents can experience no greater joy than when
they see their children walk in true wisdom and
the fear of God.—(On ver. 5): The caress of a
flatterer is much more dangerous than the hatred
of an enemy.—[South (on ver. 5) : Three Ser-
mons on Flattery.

—

Bridges (on ver. 6) : There
is always a snare in the ways of sin; always a
song in the ways of God.]

—

Lange (on ver. 7) :

Let judges and rulers take good heed lest they by
their negligence in the cause of the humble be
reckoned as among the ungodly.

—

Von Gerlacii :

By righteousness there is opened to man a view
into all departments of life; especially may he
transfer him'self into the position and case of the
oppressed; while to the wicked man, who looks
on every thing superficially, such insight is de-

nied, and he therefore easily comes to oppress the
poor.

Vers. 8-11. Hasius (on ver. 8) : An unwashed
mouth may easily stir up much evil ; but it is a
characteristic of wisdom to make the best of every
thing.

—

Starke: A true Christian is at the same
time a good citizen in the commonwealth

; for he
seeks to produce and preserve peace.

—

[Loud
Bacon: Scorners weaken all the foundations of
civil government ; a thing the more to be at-
tended to, because the mischief is wrought not
openly, but by secret engines and intrigues.

—

Lawson : The holy seed are the substance and
strength of a land.—Lord Bacon (on ver. 9) : In
this contest the chances are altogether unequal;
seeing it is no victory to conquer, and a great
disgrace to be conquered.]

—

Lange : One should
not suffer himself to be kept from the proclama-
tion of the truth by the opposition of foolish peo-
ple, 2 Tim. iv. 2: if one does not receive it, ano-
ther does.

—

Von -Gerlach (on ver. 11): Among
the characteristics of folly there is always found
a boisterous, ungovernable nature; to wisdom
belongs self-command.

Ver. 12-17. Melanchthon (on ver. 12) : The
example of distinguished persons, such as rulers,

teachers, etc., avails and effects very much, and
that in both directions, by promoting good as
well as evil. Most rapidly, however, is the plague
of base vices transmitted, especially in the circle
of household companions, and in the daily retinue
of these persons of high station.

—

[Muffet: He
that carrieth Satan in his ear is no less blame-
worthy than he which carrieth him in his tongue.]—Cramer (on ver. 13) : The Holy Scriptures are
for poor and for rich ; every one findeth his own
chapter therein adapted to himself. But in order
that the one as well as the other may see what is

needful for them, both need enlightenment and
divine help —Starke (on ver. 14) : Not so much
by strength and might as rather by faithful, kind
and righteous treatment of subjects is a govern-
ment preserved and confirmed.

—

Von Gerlach
(on vers. 15, 17): Mothers are wont to be most
at fault in indulging their children, and must
therefore bear away the chief shame of its fruits.—[Chalmers : By joining the rod with the re-
proof, the moral is sometimes the better en-
forced when there is added to it the physical ap-
pliance.]

Ver. 18. LtTTHER: Without God's word man
can do nothing but practise idolatry and his own
will.

—

Melanchthon: As well princes as people
must consider that pious governments, which
God aids by His counsel and blessing, are more
needful than all things beside ; they must there-
fore beseech God for such a wholesome govern-
ment, and not plunge themselves in sin and vice,

lest God withdraw it from them as a judgment.

—

Stocker (special sermon for married people,
based on ver. 18) : On the indispensable necessity
of the divine word to a blessed domestic relation:

a) How Christian hearts should stand related to

the word of God ; b) What advantage and reward
they have from its right use.

—

Wohlfarth: Take
religion from man and he sinks into the deepest

barbarism.

—

[Flavel: The Spirit and the word
of God usually come and go together.]

Vers. 19-27. Zeltner (on vers. 19-21): As
self-willed menials do when they are indulged, so
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likewise our owa vile flesh and blood. If one i fear of man is pre-eminently prayer for a joyous
leaves to this its own will even a little, it will spirit (Ps. li. 12, 14), and faith and childlike re-

quickly rule over the spirit. Gal. v. 17 yq.— liance on God's protection. — [Flavel : Men
[Lord Bacon (on ver. 21) : Princes and masters vainly "hope to find mercy with God," but expect
ought to keep a measure in conferring grace and none from men ; so the voice of conscience is

favor on their servants. . . . Sudden promotion
j

drowned by the louder clamors and threats of ad-

begets insolence ; continual obtaining of desires
;

versaries.

—

Arxot: It is not a transference of

begets impatience of refusal ; and if there be no-

thing further to aspire to, there will be an ab-

sence of alacrity and industry.]

—

Starke (on

ver. 24) : Both the bold sinner himself and he
likewise who makes himself partaker in the sins

of others, brings upon himself God's wrath and
punishment.—(On ver. 25) : It is a sinful fear of

man when one from timidity acts to please others

against his conscience.—A means against this

fear from man to God that makes a sinner safe;

the kind of aifection must be changed as well as

its object. Safety lies not in terror, but in trust.

Hope leads to holiness.]

—

Von Gerlach (on ver.

26) : Justice and favor which princes can ensure

are indiiferent in the presence of God's decision.

—(On ver. 27) : It is no good sigu for him who
would be upright when he can be on friendly

terms with the ungodly.

V. THE SUPPLEMENTS.

Chaps. XXX. and XXXI.

First Supplement: The "words of Agur.

Chap. XXX.

o) Introduction : Of God's word as the source of all wisdom.

Vers. 1-6.

1 Words of Agur, the son of the princess of Massa.

The man's saying :
" I have wearied myself about God,

wearied myself about God—then did I withdraw !

2 For I am a beast and not a man,

and the understanding of a man I have not

;

3 neither have I acquired wisdom,

nor gained knowledge of the Holy,

4 Who hath ascended to the heavens and descended ?

who hath grasped the wind in his fists ?

who hath wrapped the waters in a garment?

who hath fixed all the ends of the earth ?

what is his name and what is his son's name, if thou knowest?

5 Every word of God is pure
;

a shield is He to them that trust in Him.
6 Add thou not to His words,

lest He rebuke thee and thou be made a liar."

b) Various expressive numerical proverbs, relating to the golden mean between rich and poor, to

recklessness, an insatiable disposition, pride and arrogance, etc.

7 Two things have I entreated of thee,

refuse me not, before I die

:

8 Deceit and lies keep far from me

;

poverty and riches give me not

;

cause me to eat the food allotted me

;

9 lest I, being full, deny (God)
and say : Who is Jehovah ?

and lest I, having become poor, steal

and take the name of my God in vain.

—
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10 Cause not the servant 'to slander his master,

lest he curse thee and thou suifer (be destroyed).

—

11 (There is) a generation that curseth their father,

and doth not bless their mother
;

12 (there is) a generation that are pure in their own eyes,

and are not washed from their fiithiness
;

13 (there is) a generation, how haughty are their eyes,

and their eyelids are lifted up
;

14 (there is) a generation whose teeth are swords, and their jaw-teeth knives,

to devour the poor from the earth, and the needy from among men !

—

15 The leech hath two daughters : give, give

!

there are three (things) that are not to be satisfied;

four say not : enough !

16 The world of the dead, the barren womb
;

the earth (which) is not satisfied with water,

and the fire that saith not : enough !

—

17 An eye that mocketh at its father,

and despiseth obedience to its mother,

the ravens of the valley shall pluck it out,

and the young eagles shall eat it.

—

18 Three things are too wonderful for me,
and four I do not comprehend

;

19 the way of the eagle in the heavens,

the way of a serpent upon a rock,

the way of a ship in the midst of the sea,

and the way of a man with a maid.

20 Thus is the way of the adulterous woman :

she eateth, and wipeth her mouth, and saith :

I have done no iniquity !

—

21 Under three things doth the earth tremble,

and under four can it not stand

:

22 under a servant when he ruleth,

and a fool when he is satisfied with bread
;

23 under a hated (rejected) woman when she is married,

and a maid when she succeedeth her mistress.

24 Four are the little things of earth,

and yet are they wise, quick of wit

:

25 the ants, a people not strong,

that prepare in summer their food

;

26 conies, a people not mighty,

that set their dwelling among rocks;

27 no king have the locusts,

and yet they go forth organized all of them
;

28 the lizard layeth hold with her hands,

and dwelleth in kings' palaces.

—

29 There are three that make stately their walk,
and four that are comely in going :

30 the liou, mighty among beasts,

and that turneth not before any :

31 the greyhound, slender in its loins, or the goat,

and a king with whom there is no resistance (possible).

—

32 If thou art foolish in exalting thyself,

and if thou devisest evil—(put) thy hand on thy mouth!
33 For the pressing of milk glveth forth cheese,

and pressing the nose giveth blood,

and pressing wrath giveth strife.
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GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Yer. 6. [In HOin we have the single instance iu whicli daghush lene is omitted after a silent sheva. See Green, ^22

l>; 66(2), rt; BoTT., ?:j25.—A.]
, . ,

Ver. 10. riu IjnX tlie suffix is of the form aijpropriate to the singular, as is not uncommon with pluralia tantum;
T ~;

BStt., §886, 1, S. In nSbp' the verb has the sense of a subj. pres. in a negative or final clause; Bott., §981, 2.—A.]

Vers. 15.—[The noun jin> as a sort of independent accusative, becomes virtually an Interjection. Boitcher, § 510,

5, d.—\.]

Ter. 17.—[nnp'S for rinp' 7 liiis a daghesh dirimens in the p, the long Hhiriq being shortened ; Green, § 14, a ; 24, 6 ;

67, 2, (3; a ; Bott., g 399, 6, 3 ; 458,' 1, d.—A.J

Ver. 25.—[D'boJ, a fern, noun construed as masculine; Green, §200, e ; Bott., §715, e,—A.]

Ver. 29.—[''3J3''0, where it occurs the second time, drops the characteristic '' as superfluous
; Bott., § 171.—A.]

Ver. 31.—[For IX Bott. would read IXD, the wild goat or antelope.]

EXEGETICAL.

1. Preliminary Remark. If our reading and ex-

plauation of the superscription in ver. 1 is cor-

rect (see what is said immediately below, under

No. 2), the contents of this Supplement, like that

of the one following (chap. xxxi. 1-9), can be

accepted neither as from Solomon, nor from

Hezekiah. For aside from the fact that it i.s quite

as impossible that "Agur"as that "Lemuel"
in chap. xxxi. 1 is some allegorical substitute for

the name of Solomon, as many of the olden com-

mentators claim {e. g., Stocker, J. Lange, etc.,

[so Jeromk, Kasiii, etc., earlier, and Wordsw.,

etc., more recently]), the name Massa clearly

points to a land beyond the bounds of Palestine

as the dwelling-place of the author or collector.

The name must belong to the Massa mentioned in

Gen. XXV. 14; 1 Chron. i. 30 with Duma, as the

name of a district or tribe in northern Arabia,

—

-which from the direction of Jerusalem (according

to Is. xxi. 11) was beyond Seir, and therefore in

any case south-easterly from Palestine, and

which we shall be obliged to regard as an Ish-

maelitish kingdom, or an Israelitish founded by

members of the covenant people of the Old Tes-

tament who had wandered from home. Delitzscii

holds the former view (Article Spr'dche Salomons

in Herzog's Real-Encyclopiidie). His reasons are,

that both sections, the " words of Agur " and the

' words of Lemuel " contain numerous traces of

an origin outside the Hebrew while yet Semitic

{e.g., the insatiable "Aluka " or blood-sucker,

chap. XXX. 15 ; the Divine name Hi/^; chap. xxx.

15; the expressions nnp''> xxx. 1, 17
; JIH

"enough," xxx. 15, 16;' "13
C73), xxxi. 2;

'N=|''X, xxxi. 4; '2^ 'JS, xxxi. 5, etc.) ; and be-

cause the reception into the canon of the prophe-
cies of Balaam, and yet more that of the dis-

courses of Job, a dweller in the land of Uz, which
notoriously was never inhabited by Israelites,

furnish proofs sufficiently weighty of the pos-

sibility of a transplanting into the soil of the

sacred national literature of Israel, of the pro-

ducts of a religious literature originating beyond
the bounds of Israel. Tlie second of the views
above mentioned Hitzig has endeavored to pre-

sent as probable in his treatise on " the kingdom
of Massa " (1844), already cited in ?. 12 of our
Introduction, and likewise iu pp. 310 sq. of his

Commentary ; and he has done it with argu-
ments which we must deem more weighty than
those adduced by Delitzsch, and whose decisive
weight is admitted by Bertheau also. These
arguments for the Israelitish character of the
land of Massa, and of its rulers Agur and Lemuel,
whose wise maxims are before us in our two Sup-
plements, are briefly the following. 1) Agur
confesses expressly in chap. xxx. 9 his faith iu
Jehovah the God of Israel. 2) The introductory
words in xxx. 1-6, as well as the utterances in

vers. 7, 8, 14, 22, 32 of the same chapter, and in

chap. xxxi. 8, 9, breathe forth that sense of

justice aitd that humble subjection to the hand
of God, which are peculiar to the theocratic re-

verer of the law who is of Israel, and such as
appear in numerous other passages of our Book
of Proverbs, of the Book of Psalms, the Prophets,
etc. 3) The Massa of Gen. xxv. 14; 1 Chron. i.

30, is indeed in these passages numbered among
the sons of Ishmael, and therefore characterized
as a district inhabited mainly by Ishmaelites

;

but later Arabian and Jewish authors (especially

Benjamin of Tudela in his accounts of the city of
Telmas see Ritter'3 Arabia, II. 406) describe the

region of Massa and the Duma which is its near
neighbor, as occupied by numerous Jews,—and
already among the prophecies of Isaiah from the

time of Hezekiah there is found a prophecy which
relates to Duma (Is. xxi. 11, 12), a "burden of

Duma " which with great probability presents

Hebrews as dwelling in this region. 4) The
passage (1 Chron. iv. 38-43) expressly records a
migration that occurred in the days of Hezekiah
to Mount Seir, and so quite into the neighbor-

hood of Massa and Duma,—a migration of Is-

raelites of the tribe of Simeon who had settled in

the region of the remnant of the Amalekites, and
therefore in northern Arabia ; and moreover
from Micah i. 15; ii. 8-10; Is. xxviii. 12 there

may be inferred as probable a considerable ad-

vanced movement of certain roving Israelites to-

ward the South, as having occurred about that

time. Therefore Agur and Lemuel might very

probably be regarded as Arabian-lsraelitish

shepherd princes, or as kings (Emirs, Captains)

of a colony of Israelites of the tribes of Simcoa
that had emigrated to northern Arabia.—and this

Simeonite colony Massa, quite like Job's "land
of Uz," should be conceived of as a district to a

great extent if not chiefl\' occupied by kinsmen
of tlie Old Testament peo])le of God, who were
believers iu Jehovah. [Bott. iu his Lehrb., has
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of course no occasion to enter into the details of

this discussion. He does, however, ^29, 3(5, 37_,

refer to these chapters as probably largely of

Siuieouiiish origin, aad cites various words and

constructions as plainly showing affinity with

and the influence of the cognate Arabic and

Aramaic dialects. Stuart {Comm. pp. 401-407)

enters very elaborately into the examination of

the arguments for and against the generally re-

ceived conception aad construction, and decides

strongly in favor of Hrrzio's view, whicii our

aulhol- adopts. Nearly every other English and

American interpreter dismisses the subject with

a few linos, quietly retaining the rendering of

the E. V. possibly with slight moditications.

Kamph. rejects tliis part of Hitzig's theory while

ao'reeing witli it in many other points. Bleek

admits its possible correctness.— A.J

2. The superscription to the' discourses

of Agur, ver. 1, according to the Masoreiic

punctuation is literally rendered: Words of

Agur, the sou of Jakeh, the divine utterance

(prophetic utterance), the saying of the man to

Ithiel, to Ithiel and Ucal." Inasmuch as of the

four proper names which these words include,

according to this conception of them, one at least,

Ithiel, appears also in Neh. xi. 7 as an Israelitisli

name of a man, and since Agur is not to be at all

suspected as a Hebrew personal name, whether

we interpcet the word (with IlEiiDEUaud the ma-

jority) by "collector," and so regard it a col-

lateral form of 1J« (ProY. x. 5),—or whether

with HiTZiG, following the Arabic, we claim for

it the signification "exile, the man living in a

strange land," this interpretation of this diifieult

passage, which was already given in the Chaldee

version, and partially in the Syriac, and has been
j Qthei-s are added to them, there is nothing left

two nouns whose combination is pronounced un-

exampled. The first he connects with xVgur,

while admitting the term is elsewhere used only

in strict prophecy. Tue second he regards as

describing the " utterance " of " the mau," some
frieud or stranger, whose words are given in vers.

1-4, while Agur himself begins to spealc in ver.

[). He fails to hiid any sufficient reasou for

taking H-jO as a proper rather than a commoa

noun. Stuaut argues that in xxxi. 1 Xiyo must

be a genitive limiting ^/O, no other construction

being grammatical ; the noun must therefore be a

proper noun, the name of tlie kingdom, and the

noun must be presumed to be (he same here.—.\.]

The allegorizing interpretations are however
likewise untenable, which have been attempted

in various forms, taking the four proper names
as either wholly or partially appellative. This

was early done by the LXX and Vulg., the former

of which appears to have regulated the text in a

way wholly arbitrary, while the latter follows

the text more closely, and renders Agur by con-

gregans, Jakeh by voinens, Ithiel by cum quo est

Bnis, and Jucal by confortalus. Of modern ex-

positors EwALD has taken at least the last half

of tlie ver. in a similar way : Thus does the man
speak to God-with-me, to God-with-me and 1-am-

strong. The b^.X according to this view stands

for 'iD'iii, and in combination with the appella-

tive Ithiel composes a single name. Instead of

DXJ however we should need to read DJ<J- (Since

the objections expressed above, especially tho?e

which relate to the name Jakeh, and the doubling

of the name Ithiel are not removed, and still

retained by most moderns, seems to excite no

suspicion, i/ it be assumed that we are to regard

Ithiel and" Ucal as sons or pupils of Agur, and

are to conceive of the whole as the communica-

tion, not indeed of a dialogue of the teacher Agur

with these pupils (so e. g., Doderlein), but of a

didactic address, or a "fatherly counsel" given

to them. But this conception is lexically impossi-

ble. And 1) because neither "Jakeh" nor

"Ucal" occurs elsewhere as a Hebrew proper

name, nor can they even be satisfactorily explained

as such (see HiTZiG on this passage); [Fuerst

taking Jakeh as an irregular participial form in-

terprets it symbolically "one holding to the as-

sembly of the wise ;"—GiiSEN. more concisely

" pious "]. 2) Because the remarkable doubling

of S^'i^'i^"? can in no way be brought into har-

mony witli the laws of the Hebrew modes of ex-

pression,—not even by the assumption of Herder

and U.MnREiT that this is a solemn repetition pro-

duced " by the vehemence of parallelism." 3)

Because, finally, *<i^?n in the sense of " pro-

phetic utterance, prophetic burden" would in

connection with the following Uiii give a combi-

nation unknown in the whole prophetical litera-

ture of the Old Testament,—one to the justifica-

tion of which neither Zech. ix. 1 ; xii. 1, nor any

other passage whatsoever can be brought.

[Kamph. while admitting that only a greater or

less degree of probability can at the best be

reached, meets this difficulty by separating the

but to alter the reading of the verse thorougiily.

Of the various emendations which are po.ssiblo

and have been in part already attempted, that of

HiTZiG commends itself most strongly, which we
have made tiie basis of the version given above.

According to this we should in the first place read

H'-yO nn.T ]3 " Son of her whom Massa obeys,"

or agaln'^ O nnp' |3 (which is equivalent to

O nnnp' p) " Son' of her whose dominion is

Massa," wliich in any case gives as the result

" son of the ruler, the princess of Massa " (comp.

^°- 1)
. . ,,S

Furthermore we must then read twice r\ N7

'7X, "I have labored, have wearied myself upon,

about, with God," /. e., have sought with difficulty

and effort to conceive and comprehend Him in

His nature (comp. TM^: in Is. xvi. 12 ;
and also

passages like Job xi.' 7 ; Acts xvii. 27, etc.)

Finally the concluding word hjH) must either

be pointed ^D^\ " and have become dull, am

wearied," i. e., in^seeking afterGod (thus Hitzig);

or, which seems to be lexiwilly easier, 7^X1 (from

n'7D, evaniiit) "and have withdrawn, have be-

come faint" (comp. Ps. Ixix. 4; Ixxxiv. 3; Job

xix. 27, etc.), which latter reading is the one

followed by Bertheau [Kamph., S., etc.]. It is,

indeed, true that even by these emendations tha
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difficulties of the passage are not i-jmovcd ; ami

yet ilie meaning thus resulting for the second

half of the verse agrees admirably with the

further utterances of the Introduction, especially

with vers. 3 and 4. Moreover the ov ~a'vo.j.ai of

the LXX which corresponds with the 7JX1 at the

end confirms on the whole the interpretation

given to that obscure expression (and that of

HiTZiG as well as that of Beiitiieai;, which be-

sides are not essentially different). And as re-

spects the expression, which is, it is true, some-

what harsh, ID nniT p, an indirect confirmation

of this appears in the fact that the rare word
nnp'' "obedience" (comp. Gen. xlix. lOJ occui-s

again immediately below in ver. 17.

3. Vers. 2-6. Continuation and conclusion of

the Introduction.—For I am a beast and not
a man, etc. To the confession given at the out-

set, that he has wearied himself in vain in

fathoming the divine nature, there is here appro-

priately added the admission of the autlior's

ignorance, and his natural incapacity for higher

spiritual knowledge. His vexation in view of the

fact that his wisdom has come to shame in con-

nection with God and things divine, finds vent

for itself in strong expressions, which remind us

of Ps. Ixxiii. 22; eonip. also remarks above on
chap. xii. 1.—tl'"'i!<0 "IJ/'B is probably not "more

stupid than any man " (as is commonly rendered,

EwALD, BioKTHKAU [E. V., De W., II., N., S., M.,

W., K.] etc.), but "brutishly stupid, unlike

(away from) a man," and so " a beast and not a

man "
( Hitzig). [We see no reason for preferring

this to the common comparative rendering of nO.

A.]
Vcr. 3. Nor gained kno-wledge of the

Holy. For this last clause comp. i-emaiks on
ix. 10.

Ver. 4. Who hath ascended to the hea-
vens and descended ? For the form of words
here employed comp. Gen. xxviii. 12; also John
iii. 13 ; Rom x. G, 7. The ascending to heaven
and descending tlience, is like the " grasping the

wind in the fists," the wrapping up the waters,

etc., an activity belonging exclusively to God, and
characteristic of Him in His supermundane na-

ture. That there is an activity of tliis sort, ruling
the world and upholding the world, on the part

of the invisible God, he knows; but who the in-

visible divine Ruler of all is, and how constituted,

this has hitherto remained hidden from his view,
and it is to this that his amazed inquiries relate,

reniindiug us of .Job xxvi. 14; Is. xl. 12, etc.—
Who gathereth the wind in his fists?—so

that he can at his ple.isure restrain it and let it

blow. VJSnS, lit. "in his two fists;" an expres-
T : T :

' ^

sion employed probably because there are al-

ways two opposing currents of wind, of which
now the one and again the other blows (comp.
Eccles. i.e.) [There seems to be no occasion for

going beyond the fact that fists usually exist in

pairs, to find in the remoter facts of nature an ex-
planation fur a very natural jihrase.—A.]—Who
wrappeth the waters in a garment? The
water is the upper mass of w.iters, wrapped in

the clouds of he.iven as in a capaciotis garment,
and so kept back from pouring down upon the
earth. Comp. Job xxvi. 8; Ps. civ. 0: and

above, notes on Prov. viii. 28.—Who fixeth all

the ends of the earth? By this is probably
intended the bounds of the continents ao-ainst
the sea (Jer. v. 22; Job xxxiii. 10, ll.i —What
is his name, and his son's name, if thou
knowest? In this question is contained the
idea: iSo one knows God adequately,in His in-
most nature ; none is able to attain a genealogical
knowledge of Him and His family, in such way
as may be done among ruen; especially is the
question, what is true of His son, veiled in in-

scrutable mystery. That God has no son at all is

plainly not implied in this remarkable question,
which is left unanswered (in reply to Hitzig);
but only this, that no one knows the name of
this son,— that his nature and his relation to the
other manifestations of God's nature, e. g., to His
hypostatic wisdom (chap. viii. 22 sq.) is known
to none. Agiir therefore confesses here with
sufficient distinctness the defectiveness of his

knowledge of God the Son,—a fact which serves

to confirm in the most welcome way our remarks
on the passage viii. 22 sq. concerning the incom-
pleteness, the embryonic imperfection of the
doctrine of the Logos (or the Christology) of the

proverbs in general. Both Geier who identifies

the "Son" of our passage without qualification

with God's hypostatic wisdom, and J. D. Mi-
CHAELis, who finds here ascribed to God with the
clearness and precision of the New Testament an.

only Son, go too far and intermingle foreign
ideas. [So Stuabt: " To think of the Logos
here, under the name of 13 would be 'travelling

very far out of the record.' " And yet we may
well go as .far a-s J. Pye Smith (Scripture Testi-

mony, etc., I. 469) when he says : "The concluding
clauses of this energetic passage are rationally

and easily interpreted, if we admit that the

ancient Jews had someobscure ideas of a plurality

in the divine nature." The objections to as much
of an inference as this are forced and feelile. It

is possible that the meaning may be only this : We
know neither himself nor his,—while in human
relations the man and his genealogy are objects

of eager inquiry and extensive knowledge. But
the Messianic Psalms had already spoken of "the
Son," mysteriously, perhaps, and yet enough to

supply germs of knowledge as well as of faith.

See HoLDEN, etc.—A.]—Strangely insipid and ra-

tionalizing is Umbreit's view [held by Koves,
e/c], that by the Son is here intended the pupil of

the philosopher who understands all the myste-
ries of the world and the world's government!

—

Furthermore the LXX instead of iJ3 must have

read VJ3 for they render 7j to ovo/ua roi^ renvoiQ

avTov.

Vers. 5, 6. Instead of unprofitable puzzling

about God and divine mysteries there is recom-
mended the humble reception in faith of the

only true divine revelation which affords light

and peace, and needs no supplementing or per-

fecting on the part of man.—With 5 a. comp. Ps.

xix. 9; cxix. 140; with a and b, Ps. xviii. 31,

where however mn' takes the place of the divine

name HwN which is characteristic of our passage.

In regard to this comp. above, remaiks nmler
No. 1.—Add thou nothing to His w^ords.
A similar warning with respect to the law as a
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revelation of the divine will fully sufficient in

itself and adequate occurs in Deut. iv. 2 ; xii. 32;

cofup. also Kev. xxii. 18.

4. Vers. 7-10. Prayer of the poet to Jehovah for

preservatiou from all that is false, and from the

two extremes of poverty and riches (vers. T-iij,

together with a warning against the vice of slan-

der. This last forms with ver. 17 the sole ex-

ception to lluxt mode of constructing the proverbs

which elsewhere in the section, vers. 7-38. is

consistently carried through, viz., the numerical.

Comp. on these peculiar numerical proverbs or

Middoth, the lutrod., ^ 14, and remarks on chap,

vi. 16.—Two things have I entreated of
thee. Tliis double prayer is, as the 2d clause

shows, a prayer not merely once otfered, but the

abiding utterance to God of the desire of the poet's

heart, his importunate request from Him continued
to his death.

Ver. 8. Deceit and lies keep far from me.

•'Deceit" U-Jlu'j and "lying words " stand in the

mutual relation of the devising of inward un-
truth and deceitful wickedness, ami the false,

lying utterance which springs forth from lii.s as

its necessary expression. No further ju.'^tifica-

tion is added for this first half of the prayer ; the

second, hov/ever, which relates to the golden mean
between ricii and poor, is more minutely explained
and justified in ver. 8, c and ver. 9. [The idea

'•vanity " given in the E. V. and retained by H.,

M., W., etc., is a secondary meaning of the noun
whose primary meaning according to Gesen. is

"evil," according to Fuerst "insecurity, or

slipperiness." It seems to be more than the un-
substantial, it is the positively deceitful that is

here intended.—A.]—Cause me to eat the
food allotted me, lit. " the food of my lot or

portion," {. e., the part or assignment that fills to

me, so much as is intended and is needful for

me, no more and no less. Comp. xxxi. 15; Gen.
xlvii. 22 ; and also the hpmQ i-iohator, the "daily
bread" of the Lord's prayer, Matth. vi. 11, wnich
is equivalent at least in a general way.

Ver. 9. Lest I being full deny, etc. Bold
denial of the Holy One, and the mocking ques-
tion " who is the Lord, or what can He do?"
(comp. Ps. Ixxiii. 11 ; Job xxi. 14) appears in

other passages likewise as the indication of pride
developed by surfeiting and luxurious enjoyment
in life; see Deut. viii 12-15 ; xxxii. 15 sq.—And
lest I be poor and steal (comp. vi. 30) and
take the name of my God in vain. k^iDn

"to lay hands upon or seize hold of something"
here denotes the wicked profanation of the di-

vine name which consists in mockery, cursing
and contumely with respect to it. For such of-

fences as these the bitter necessities of hunger
and poverty may according to Isa. viii. 21 pro-
duce (comp. Prov. xix. 3), and not merely false

swearing by the name of God in denying the guilt

of theft, wliieh alone is usually thought of here.

Ver. 10. Cause not the servant to slan-
der his master. Usually rendered : "betray
(or slander) tiot the servant to his master"
(Vulg., Ldtiier, Umbreit [E. V., Dr W., IL, N.,

M.], etc.). But the Hiphil cannot have the same
meaning as the Poel, Ps. ci. 5 ; it must mean " to

cause one to slander, to excite one to calumny
against anotter." The warning is not against

slander in itself, but against incitement to slan-
der, and more specitically betraying servants into
tattling and accusations against their masters
(thus correctly Ewald, Bertiieau, Hitzig, Els-
ter [Kampu , S.], etc ).—Lest he curse thee,
and thou be destroyed. The instigator to
slander might easily hit upon the wrong person,
a faithful, diligent servant, who instead of al-

lowing himself to be misled, might rather curso
the betrayer, and so bring merited calamity upon
his head (comp. remarks on xxvi. 2).

5. Vers. 11-14. An utterance expressive of exe-

cration, vehement abhorrence, concerning a peo-
ple or a generation characterized by four forms
of ungodliness (not quatuor genera. detestabUia ho-

milium, as J. D. Michaelis and others hold). Tha
"in which is four times repeated, may be taken
either as a vocative, " Oli generation!" (Ewald,
Ei.ster). or as a nominative, which then express-

es simply the existence of a generation of the

kind described, and is used in a certain sense for

in tyi (Luther, E. V., etc. " There is a ge-

neration "). —A generation that curseth
their father, etc. Comp. cliap. xx. 2U; Ex.
xxi. 17; and then with respect to ver. 12; Isa.

iv. 4; with reference to ver. 13, Isa. x. 12; Ps.

cxxxi. 2; Prov. vi. 17.—And their eyelids
are lifted up! Hitziq finds in tiiis e.\clama-

tion, which appears at first to be only a rhetori-

cally expanded parallel to "the loftiness of the

eyes " in clause a, an allusion to the name p7'2>*

Amalek, which in the Arabic signifies " one look-

ing with wide open eyes, a man with eyelids

lifted up or painted." He therefore conjectures
that the entire delineation of a reckless genera-
tion here before us refers to the people of the

Amalekites, whose deadly national hatred toward
the children of Israel (the "needy or poor," ver.

14 b) and whose warlike love of plunder are de-

scribed in ver. 14 especially. With the assump-
tion that Agur is the prince of a colony of Sime-
onites, Massa, founded in the Amalekite terri-

tory (see remarks above, No. 1), this hypothesis
would admirably agree, on account of 1 Chron.
iv. 53. And yet the conjecture is in itself too

uncertain, and particularly too little established

on the linguistic side.—With ver. 14 a comp. Ps.

Ivii. 5; Iviii. 7; with b, Jer. v. 17; xxx. 10; 1.

17 ; Isa. ix. 12, etc. [Wordsw. with his fond-
ness for allegorizing finds in these "four evil ge-

nerations" an undoubted reference to spiritual

mysteries, e. g., various offences within and
against the church.—A.].

G. Vers. ]5, lii. Of four kinds of insatiable

things. — The leech hath two daughters;

Give, give ! The rare name Aluka (Hp^'?,!-')

the old versions (the LXX, Symm., the Venet.,

Vulg.) render by fidlA/.ij, sanguisuga, with which
there should undoubtedly be taken into account
the fact that galukd or galok^ in the Indian is

the name of the blood-sucker, and that essen-

tially the same word C - Jic J
^'^ i'i Arabic

the designation of a giio^ily demon (or accord-
ing to Camus, possibly of a ravenous wolf). And
this is the more confirmed by the fact that thq
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Targ. on Ps. xii. 9 speaks of " an Aluka going

about in a circle, and sucking from men their

blood," and by this is undoubtedly meant a vam-

pyre-like spirit, a ghostly monster of the nature

of the ghouls of the Arabs and Persians, or the

Indian dakini (which congregate in graveyards,

and live on the flesh and bones of the corpses).

An Indian origin of the conception described by

"Aluka" is indicated also by the occurrence of

a proverb closely related to our own, with refe-

rence to the insatiableness of four things, in the

Hitopadesa (ed. Lassen, p. 6G) : "The fire is

not sated with wood, nor the great sea with the

streams ; nor the god of death with all the living,

nor the beautiful-eyed with men." The simila-

rity of this Indian maxim to our passage is

clearly much more significant, than that of the

Arabic proverb in Meiuani, III. 61, where only

"death not to be satisfied with creatures, and

fire not to be satisfied with wood" make up the

objects compared. The assumption of a deriva-

tion both of the name Aluka, and of the entire

proverb in its essential substance from (he old

Indian literature need the less excite any well-

founded suspicion, since Agur's residence, Massa,

doubtless lay quite near to the old highway of

caravans leading from India and Persia to Petra

and Teima, and on this Sabaaan and other mer-
chants will have bi'ought, not only Indian arti-

cles of traSic, but Indian ideas and literary pro-

ductions to the lands of South Western Asia (comp.

HiTZiG, p. 313). But the name Aluka and the

proverb as a whole is conceived with substantial

correctness by Douerlein and Zeigler, whom
afterward Gesen., Ujibreit, Hitzig, Bertheau,
Delitzsch, and in general most of the recent in-

terpreters have followed. [For illustration sup-

plied by travellers in Palestine, see Thomson's
Land and Book, I. 368, and Wood's Bible Ani-

mals, p. 646.—A.]

We must reject as untenable both Jarciii's in-

terpretation of "Aluka" by Sheol, hell (so ren-

dered in alleged accordance with the Arabic),

and Bochart's assertion, that the word signifies

fate, fiolpa, insatiable destiny. In this latter

view there is only so much of truth, that " Aluka"
does indeed appear generalized to a conception of

quite a comprehensive sort, so far forth, plainly,

as "personified insatiableness, craving in its

highest intensity" (Bertheau) is denoted by it.

Therefore, it appears also as a female spirit, and
has two daughters ascribed to it. These two
"daughters of the blood-sucker" are in the first

instance designated by a double "give," in ac-

cordance with their character as craving, insa-

tiable natures, and these are also expressly

mentioned by name. For it is plainly these that

are meant by the first two of the four insatiable

things, which are named in vs. 16 a as "Sheol"
and the "barren womb." Hell, or the kingdom
of the dead, is also in Isaiah v. 14, as well as

above in chap, xxvii. 20, personified as a spirit-

ual power that with insatiable greediness ga-

thers men to itself. The " closing of the

" womb " (for '^yy comp. Gen. xvi. 2; xx. 18),

i. «., the unfruitful womb of woman, in connec-
tion with wliicli there is no conception and bear-

ing of children, gives indications of itself, accord-

ing to what is said in Gen. xxx. 1 sq. of Jacob's

wives, likewise in an insatiable craving, in con-
stant desire for sexual enjoyments. On this se-

cond example of insatiableness the most weight
seems to be laid by the author of the proverb
(comp. chap, xxvii. 20). He does not, however,
externally distinguish it specially, and assigns it

a prominent place in the series of his enumera-
tions only by making it together with "hell"
emphatically the daughter of the blood-sucker,
while the " earth " as a third, and the "fire" aa
a fourth example he simply allows to follow in a
subordinate place. The whole sentence evidently

lacks the symmetrical, simply and clearly organ-
ized structure, which distinguishes the analogous
Indian proverb above cited. Yet in this fact that

just that which is the main thought, or the truth

in the moral world among men which is to be il-

lustrated by the associated similes from nature,
the insatiableness of the craving of the barren
woman, is puslied on to the second place, and so

in a sense hidden (unlike the order in that San-
scrit proverb where the never satisfied "beauti-
ful-eyed" are emphatically placed at the end),

there is with the greatest probability involved a,

fully conscious intention of the author of the pro-
verb, who wished by this artifice to give to his

maxim the heightened cliarm of ingenuity, and
to form, instead of a mere numerical proverb, a
sharp enigmatical proverb (a HTn, comp. Introd.,

§ 11, note 2). Of these numerical proverbs which
are at the same time enigmas, our chapter con-
tains several besides, especially vers. 18-20

; vers.

24-28 ; and vei's. 29-31. [As compared with the

numerical proverbs that follow, the complexity
and the more artificial character of the one before
us at once arrests attention. They all have this

in common, that whatever moral lesson they have
to convey is less obvious, being hinted rather

than stated, and in this view they may merit the

name "enigmas." In the one now under consi-

deration insatiable desire and the importance of

its regulation seem to be the remote object. In
the development, instead of the "three things"
and "four things" which repeatedly appear af-

terward, we have the "leech," its two daughters,
the three and the four. Some have regarded the

two daughters as representing physical charac-
teristics of the blood-sucker,—others as express-

ing by an Orientalism a doubly intense craving.

Purallelistn suggests making the first two of the

four the two daughteis apart from other conside-

rations ; other allusions of the Scriptures to the

greediness of the world of the dead, jusiily the

first, while the second alone belongs to human
nature. We can see no other reason than this for

making the second the most emphatic of the four

as Z. is disposed to do.—Only the most unnatural

theory of inspiration can take exception to the

suggestion of a possible Indian origin for the sub-
stance and tlie external form of tiiis proverb, its

place and form here being secured by an appro-
priate and adequate influence of tiie Holy Spirit.

The Book of Proverbs applies a very severe test

to some theories of inspiration.—A.]
7. Ver. 17. The punishment of him who sins

against hisparents;—an ethical maxim introduced

without any close connection into the series of the

"^Uddoth" in our section, as ver. 10 is above.

EwALi) would have the insatiableness of tlie birds

of prey, which are to execute the judgment on the
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wicked man, regarded as the main idea of flie
|

regard ver. 20 as a spurious addition by a later
proverb, connecting it witli vers. 15, 16. Thi
element, however, is plainly too far in the back-
ground, and the main thought is rather his de-

sert of curse and penalty who daringly tramples
under foot the fifth commaudmeat ; and from this

there is a sort of connection with vers. 11-14.

—

An eye .... the ravens of the valley (lit.,

brook) (comp. 1 Kings xvii. 4-(J) shall pluck it

out, etc. [The '7nj, the Arabic Wady, is some-
times the torrent, sometimes the valley throu'^h
which it flows. See full illustrations and citations
in Stanley's Palestine, p. 49t5.—A.]—The "ra-
ven " and the "eagle" [i. e., vulture) are named
here as birds that feed upon carrion ; the "sons
of tlie eagle," i. e., the young eagles, are named
because it is especially upon sons, wayward sons,
it is true, that the penalty is to be inflicted. The
punishment itself, however, consists in strang-
ling and leaving the bodies unburied, so that they
become food for the fowls of heaven

; comp. 1

Sam. xvii. 44; 1 Kings xiv. 11; xvi. 4, etc.—
[With reference to the raven consult Wood's
Bible Animals, p. 445 ; and to the eagle or griffin
vulture, p. 34G.—A.]

H. Vers. 18-20. Four incomprehensible things.—The way of the eagle in the heavens,
etc.— Besides the ease with which the eagle, a large
and heavy bird, soars high above in the air (comp.
Job xxxlx. 27), this circumstance is also surely an
object of the poet's amazement, that it leaves be-
hind no trace of its course ; for the same thing is

also true of the progress of the smoothly gliding
serpent over the slippery rock, and also of that
of the ship that swiftly ploughs the waves of the
sea. Of the fourth of the ways here compai-ed,
the " way of the man with the maid " (or " in the
maid"), i. e., of the mysterious way in which the
man in sexual intercourse has fruitful connection
with the maid, this failure to leave any trace be-
hind seems indeed to be less true. And yet the
author in this connection <loubtless thinks not of
pregnancy and the woman's child-bearing as later
results of sexual connection, but as ver. 20 shows,
at first only of this, that the intercourse leaves
behind it no traces immediately and directly ap-
parent

; man and wife, adulterer and adulteress,
can the night following the accomplishment of
the mysterious process be convicted of it by no
one; the act is as little to be detected in them
both as eating in him who after table has wiped
his mouth (ver. 20, b, c). Moreover, the woman
in ver. 19 is designated as HO'?^, i. e., as virffo

pubescens, as a young woman capable of sexual
intercourse (comp. Gen. xxiv. 43; Is. vii. 14

;

Song Sol. vi. 8). undoubtedly for this reason, that
she is to be put in contrast with the adulterous
woman in ver. 20; in other words, the sexual in-
tercourse between man and woman is to be dc-
scrib:^d first in its pure and normal type (the first
love of the bridegroom and the bride, comp. Gen.
11. 24 ; Eph. V. 31, 32 ; John iii. 21)), and only af-
terwards in its degenerate form as adultery.
Furthermore, the "Alma" of our passage has been
in many ways interpreted also of the A'irgin ^Mary,
e. g., by .\mbrose. Lyr.\, Corn, a Lapidi;, and Yi\.
Grisexius (in Loscher's '^Unsch. Nachrichten."
Vol. 13, p. 503) [and also by Wordsw. in loco].—
Datue has very unnecessarily been disposed to

hand. It is not even necessary (with Hitzig) ta
regard the verse as a later addition comiuo- from
Agur himself, which he "had not originally had
in view."

9. Vers. 21-23. Four intolerable things under
which the earth trembles (not "the land" as
Luther, Umbreit, Bertheau, etc., render, weak-
ening the sense). With ver. 21 comp. Am.' ii. 13

;

vii. 10.—TJnder a servant when he be-
cometh ruler.—This is the first and most fami-
liar example, by which the moral danger, and
even the ruinous consequences of a sudden eleva-
tion of men from a depressed condition to an in-
fluential station and unwonted prosperity, are il-

lustrated.—And a fool when he is satisfied
with bread.—The "becoming surfeited" is usu-
ally attended by a becoming insolent (see ver. 9),
especially in the case of a fool to whom not satiety
but hunger is properly becoming (chap. xiii. 25;
Job xxvii. 14).

Ver. 23. Under a hated woman when she
is married. By the "hated woman " is meant,
not one who is "odious," "worthy of hate"
(RosEN.y., [E. v., H., N., S., M.,]), nor again a
woman already married and only neglected and
disparaged by her husband (Datiie, Ujibreit,),
but, as appears from the " when she is married,
when she obtains a husband," one who has re-
mained waiting, the maiden (old maid) who at
first could obtain no husband, but afterward whea
she has been married triumphs insolently, and
deals harshly and contemptuously with her sis-
ters or companions who are single (comp. Gen.
xxix. 31, 33; Deut. xxi. 15-17.) The same will
be the conduct, according to clause b of a maid
"when she becomes heir to her mistress," t. e.,

undoubtedly, when she supplants her mistress in
the favor of her husband, and so becomes Jiis all-
powerful favorite.

10. Vers. 24-28. The four tilings that are small
and yet wise (with respect to D*p3np, made wise

or quick of wit, comp. Ps. Iviii. G; Ixiv. 7). Four
species of small animals are thus described, which
in spite of their comparatively diminutive size
and strength of body, yet by virtue of their dili-

gence (ver. 2o), shrewdness (ver. 26), harmony
(ver. 27), and flexibility (ver. 28) serve as in-
structive emblems for the domestic, social and
political life of men.—With ver. 25 comp. vi. 7,
8.—Forthe "conies" (Z. "cliif-badgers") in ver.

26, i. e., the hj/rax. Si/riacus which live in com-
panies in Syria, Palestine and Arabia Petrsea
(not the marmot, the inus sive dipus jaculus, comp.
LINN.EUS, or the rabbit, as Luther renders the
word, following the Chald. and the Rabbins), see
Ps. civ. 18; Lev. xi. 5; Deut. xiv. 7. [See
Thomson's Laiid .and Book, I. 459, and also
Wood's Bible Animals, pp. 312-18; and 'for his
illusti-ation of the nature and habits of the ant of
Palestine, pp. 616-22; for the locusts see pp.
59()-604; and for the gecko, a species of lizard
which he understands to be referred to in ver.

28 instead of the " spider," see pp. 643, 534 sq.

A.].—For the "organized going forth" of the
locusts, in ver. 27, comp. especially Joel ii. 2 sq.,

[and Tho.mson, Land and Book. II. 109]. Finally
the lizard in ver. 28 is as its name signifies the
poisonous spotted lizard [stellio, Vulg ) in re-
gard to which the thing here made prominent is
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its sly entering into the interior of houses, and
even into the pahices of the great. For this

characteristic of the auiuial Bocuakt brings for-

ward various testimonies, llieroz., 1. iv. 7, p. 1090,

Fraukfori Ed. [Gese.mus, Fueust, etc., favor

this rendering, and Wood [ubi supra) describes

and depicts tlie peculiar form of the.feet by which
the liz.ird, the Gecko, " layeth iiold " even upon
flat surfaces like the walls of apartments.—A.]

11. Ver. 20-31. The four creatures that have
a stately movement; three animals, and the king
in his ail-ruling dignity and power. The whole
description reilly turns upon the last.

Ver. 31. The greyhound, slender in its

loins. This is the pnil).ible meaning of the dif-

ficult phrase D"JJ^'3 "^'PJ (according to the Jew-

ish interpreter.?, Ew.\ld, Berthe.'vu, [E. V., S.,

M.,] etc). For "l'/?! i^ plainly derived from the

root 1j "to compress," and therefore denotes a

compact, slender animal ; and the neighboring
term seems to indicate tlie intention not to bring
together exclusively examples of animal majesty
of the high r.mk of the lion, but to give to tiie

enumeration as a whole in a certain sense a
ludicrous variety and an air of wit. The old ver-
sions (LXX, Vulg., Targ., etc..) suggest the cocyi-;

with this meaning of the main noun the modify-
ing term, however, does not at all agree, even
though one were disposed to transform it into a
llithp. Part. O'JnO. Others, like Schultens,

Gesen. (?), Umbreii', Elster, Hitzig [De W., K.,

MuFFET, N.] take the I'nt in the sense of " that

which is girded about the loins, or panoplied," and
therefore the tvar-horse,—a meaning however
which is not surely demonstrable. [Starting with
the same idea Wokdsw. understands a " warrior,"
and Wood an "athlete." Fuerst's rendering is

"stag"].—And a king with -whom no re-
sistance (occurs). In this way (with the
Vulg., tlie Rabbins, Geier, Mich.\elis, Ber-
THE.\u, Ew.\LD, [K., E. v., H., S., M.], etc.), we

must interpret the words l^j' D=lp7X, although

the niO~7X of chap. xii. 28 is a very doubtful

parallel for this way of regarding D-lpl^ ^s a

compound of 7X and D-1p. For the identification

of this noun with the Arabic l]^]^ "thepeo-

pie" (Castellio, Pococke, Umbreit, [De W.,

N.], etc.), an argument might seem to lie in the

fact tliat the meaning so reached, "the king at

the head of his people," agrees almost literally

with the 6i/ftrf}0[)(ov ti> e^vsi of the LXX, and the

similar version of the Syriac. But to bring in

an Arabic word, especially one compounded with
the article al is here quite too unnatural. Hit-
zig's emendation miglit better reconimend itself,

D'ri7X instead of D-lp/X, and all the more be-

cause it gives a very pertinent sense: " A king
with whom Gotl is."

12. Vers. 32, 33. Warning against pride,

haughtiness and love of strife, witii an indica-

tion of three forms of evil resulting from tliese

vices.—If thou art foolish in exalting thy-
self (comp. 1 Kings i. 5) and if thou devi«

sest evil. To these two hypothetical antece-
dent clauses, which do not present an antithesis
(llie tbolisli and i-ational—as Hitzig explains)
but two dilferent forms of human error: foolish
self-exaltation and wicked plottino-, the sentence
"the hand on the mouth," forms the conclusion,
interjectional and imperative (comp. Job xx. 5).

Ver. 33 then justifies the warning by a signifi-

cant intimation of three cases in which the fool-
ish act of "pressing" (|"P) brings forth unde-

sirable results,—strong cheese, flowing blood,
sharp strife.—And pressing (forcing) v/rath
produceth strife. The last word supplies
plainly the object of the whole discourse from
ver. 32 onward. The dual D'3X stands doubtless

intentionally (comp. Dan. xi. 20) to indicate that
it is the wrath of two whose sharp pressing upon
each other leads to the deve'opment of strife.

[Thomson, Land and Book. I.3'.t3, describing the
Oriental mode of churning by squeezing and
wringing a leathern bag or bottle th.it contains
the milk, makes more apparent and vivid the

meaning of this comparison. The dual D]3X

is employed probably because nostrils usually
exist in pairs, and the transition is easy from
the physical organ, through the heavy breathing
(if passion, to the metaphorical sense "wrath."
Vv'hether two or many are concerned in strife is

not materiah—A.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

As the confession of an Israelite, a believer in

Jehovah in a strange land, one separated from
his people of the ten tribes, who among Arabs
and the sworn and mortal enemies of Israel, ad-

heres firmly to the faith of his nation, this dis-

course of Agur is one of great doctrinal import-

ance, and of no slight interest to the history of

redemption. Its fundamental idea, whicli is put
forward as a sort of programme, is contained in

the six verses of the introduction, and comes out

most clearly in ver. 5: Every word of God is

pure; a shield is He to them that trust in Him.
It is the truth, purity and saving power of the

word of God alone, in contrast with the nullity

and inadequacy of all human wisdom (vers. 2-5),

that forms the starting point in the instructive

discourse of this poet of wisdom, and to which
all the manifold apothegms, numerical proverbs
and enigmas which he combines in a varied
series in vers. 7-33, sustain a closer or more
remote relation.

While it appears at the first view that the
flowers and fruits from the cornucopia of Agur's
wisdom, original and in part so rarely fashioned,

are heaped up wholly without order, yet they all

agree in this, that they depict tlie glory and all-

sufficiency of the word of God, dissuade from
adding to it by any human supplements (see in

particular ver. 7), and most urgently commend the

fulfilling and following it by a pious life. There
is hardly a single commandment of the Decalogue
that is not directly or indirectly repeated and em-
phasized in tliese maxims. Observe the relation

of the prayer for the hallowing of God's name
(vers. 7-0), to the first and third command-
ments; tiie reference contained in ver. 11 and
again in ver. 17 to the fifth commandment; the
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warnings against the transgression of tlie sixth

commandment in ver. 14 as well as in vers. 32,

33; the reproving and warning aim of vers.

18-20, and 23, in their bearing upon the seventh ;

the allusion to the eighth in ver. 9, and to the

ninth in ver. 10; and finally the reference,

reminding us of the tenth, in vers. 15, 1(3,

as bearing on the unsatiableness of evil de-

sire (this "daughter of the blood-sucker" and

sister of hell!). No one of these proverbs is

wholly without an ethical value, not even the

two numerical proverbs, vers. 24-28 and 2U-31,

whicb at the first view stand apart as incidental

reflections on merely natural truths, but in re-

ality hide under their ingenious pliysical dra-

pery decided moral aims. For in vers. 24-28

four chief virtues of one's social and political

avocation are specified through an allusion to a

like number of examples from the animal world

(comp. exeg. notes. No. 10), and vers. 29-31 run

into a delineation of the high dignity and glory

of a king by the grace of Gdl (in contrast with

the insutferable tyranny of base upstarts, vers.

21-23).

It is true that the point of view taken in the au-

thor's doctrinal and ethical knowledge nowhere
rises above the level of the pure religion of the law.

The law's doctrine of retribution he holds with

inexorable strictness and severity, as is indicated

particularly in the fearful threatening predic-

tion in ver. 17 against children who are disobe-

bedient to their parents [yovevaiv airei^dQ, Rom.
i. 30). Against those who do not belong to the

people of God of the Old Testament he appears

to cherish prevailingly dispositions of hate and

abhorrence, as the utterance in vers. 11-14,

which is probably directed against such nou-

Israelitish people, shows (see remarks above on

this passage). With respect to knowledge in

the department of theology and Christ ology his

point of view seems in no respect more elevated

than that of the author of chaps, i.-ix. ; for in

ver. 4 he confesses that he knows nothing of the

name of the Son of God, and he nowhere makes
reference to the existence and eflSciency of the

hypostatic wisdom of God, not even where this

would have been natural enough (c. g. in vers.

4-6). He need not be charged in addition with

the intermingling of impure and superstitious no-

tions from polytheistic religions, for the Aluka
with its two daughters, in ver. 15, is evidently

mentioned by him only with a symbolical design,

as a personification of insatiableneSs (an evil

lust that nothing can quell), and is by no means
represented as an actually existing spectre, or

demoniacal nature.*

HOMILETIC AND PRACTICAL.

Homily nn the entire chapter:—The all-sufBcient

power and the fullness of blessing in the divine

word in contrast with the weakness of mere
human wisdom : a) in general (vers. 1-6) ; l)

with special reference to the glory and indispen-

sable necessity of the Decalogue (vers. 7-33)

;

comp. Doctrinal and Ethical notes.—Or again:

* The case appears to be otherwise with the spectre of the

night r\''7'7 mentioned in Isa. xxxiv. li; comp. Deutzsch

ou this passage.

To God's word and law man is to add nothing
(vers. 1-6), but he is also to take nothing away, not
even one of Its least commandments (vers. 7-3--!).

—

Stocker : All true wisdom comes from God alone

(1-7), not from human nature, which is rather

exceedingly corrupt (11-17), and whose under-
standing is greatly weakened (18-24).

Vers. 1-6. Melanohthon : Human wisdom is

able to devise no means of pres;'rvation from the

ignorance and spiritual weakness which natu-

rally belong to us. But the Church in its divine

revelation possesses a light which not only re-

veals to it the causes of its spiritual destitution,

but also points out the means for its elevatioa

and healing. Therefore this divinely revealed

truth must be listened to by us, must be received

in faith as well in its threatenings of punishment
as in its consolatory contents, and be guarded
fi'om all corruption and perversion.

—

Luther
(marginal comment on ver. 2): Wise people know
that their wisdom is nothing ; fools know every-

thing and cannot err.

—

Geier (on vers. 2, 3)

:

With the knowledge of himself and of the deep
corruption that dwells in him the Christinn must
make the beginning in the contemplation of di-

vine things.

—

[Arnot: It is a precious practical

rule to look toward heaven while we measure
ourselves.

—

Tkapp: Godliness as it begins in

right knowledge of ourselves, so it ends in a
right knowledge of God.—EnwAuns : All true

spiritual knowledge is of that nature that the

more a person has of it the more is he sensible

of his own ignorance].

—

Starke (on vers. 4-G)

:

Whoever is engaged in the investigation and ex-

position of God's word, let him take his reason

captive to the obedience of faith, and not curi-

ously scrutinize, that he may make divine mys-
teries comprehensible.

—

Stocker (on vers. 5, 6):

On the glory of the divine word, especially its

clearness, utility and perfectness.— BeHehurg
Bible (on ver. 6) ; How many counterfeiters

there are who from their poor copper make addi-

tions to the royal gold currency of God's word,

and thereby debase it!

—

[Lawson : Our trust

must be in the name of the Lord, as it is repre-

sented to us in the word of God; the seed and
the ground of our faith in Him.

—

Muffet: It is

treason to corrupt or falsify the prince's coin
;

what high treason must it needs be then to

counterfeit or corrupt the pure word of God
!]

Vers. 7-17. Comp. P. Gerhard's poetical re-

production of vers. 7-9: " Zweierlei bitC ich von

dir," etc. [Gesamm. geistliche Lieder, No. 41).

—

[Trapp: God heaps mercies on His suppliants,

and blames them for their modesty in asking.

—

Arnot : Agur's requests are specific and precise

;

the temporal interests are absolutely subordi-

nated to the spiritual prosperity of the suppli-

ant ; and a watch is set against the danger to a

soul which lies in extremes either of position or

of character.

—

Bp. Hopkins : There is a seeking

of worldly advantages which is not to be branded

with the black mark of self-seeking; e. <j. when
we seek them with a due subordination to the

higher and more noble ends of piety and holi-

ness, such as that we may escape those tempta-

tions which possibly the want of them might

expose us unto.

—

Flavel : How much better

were it for thee to endure the pains of hunger

than those of a guilty conscience.

—

Bates : To
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receive no hurtful impressions by great changes

of condition discovers a habit of excellent grace

and virtue in the soul].

—

Gbier: Although

poverty and riches of themselves can neither

make us blessed nor damn us, yet both are wont

incidentally and through the fault of men not

rarely to bring after them consequences injuri-

ous to our spiritual welfare.—(On ver. 10) : Keep

thy tongue bridled, especially wlien it is disposed

to rage against the needy and helpless ; for though

it is not right to curse thy neighbor, yet such

curses when they have been uttered do not re-

main without effect, particularly if he who utters

them is one who has been unjustly oppressed.

—

Starke (on ver. II-U) : The natural corruption

of men is great; yet it is possible that they be

purged from it by the blood of Jesus Clirist;

1 Cor. vi. 11; 1 Jolin i. 7.—Unthankfulness

(ver. 11), self-righteousness (ver. 12), pride (ver.

13), and unmercifulness (ver. 14) are usually

associated as an unblessed quartette of sisters.

—

WoHLFARTH (on vcrs. 15, 16): Many are the evil

spirits that go about among men to spread mis-

fortune and ruin, the cruel spectre of avarice is

one of the most formidable enemies of our race.

Like the vampyre which in the night attacks

sleepers and sucks their blood, this demon rages

in palaces and cottages, etc.—(On ver. 17):

AVhat Agur here says by way of warning of

ravens and vultures, etc., has already gone a

thousandfold into literal fulfilment in a horrible

way on children wlio are wayward and in conse-

quence of their disobedience to parents sunk in

the deepest spiritual need; who were either

driven to self-murder, or died on the scaffold.

Vers. 18-31. Luther (marginal, on ver. 19):
Love (the mystery of love, Eph. v. 31, 32) is not
to be thought out or expressed.

—

Geier (on vers.
18-20) : As it is with adulterers so it is with
flatterers; they will never allow their vicious
nature to be called by the right name.—(On vers.
21-23): It always causes nianifoUl disquiet and
misfortune, when they rule over others whom it

would better befit to be subject to others.—(On
vers. 24-28) : Despise not things that at the first

glance appear small and contemptible. Under a
poor garment there is often a wise man hid

;

Dan. i. 18-20.—(On vers. 29-31): In matters
belonging to one's office and public calling it is

important to be courageous and firm, especially

in times of need. It is not well then if one for-

sakes those over whom one is set; Ecclesiast.

X. 31.

—

[Lawson (on ver. 20) : Do not imagine
that the secrecy of sin is your security from pun-
ishment; it is the snare of your souls].

Vers. 32, 33. Luther (marginal, on ver. 32)

:

Be not ashamed if thou hast chanced to err,

and do not defend it. For to err is human, but
to defend it is devilish.

—

Lange: Strut not with
lust of the eyes, fleshly lust and insolence.

Thereby thou only provokest the wrath of God,
that will come down too heavily for thee ; Eccle-

siast. V. 2 sq.

—

Berleburg Bible: He that would
gladly shun strife must seek to avoid obstinacy
and self-will. How many useless disputes in

matters of religion might not in this way be
escaped!

—

[Edwards: Silence attends humility.
—Muffet: He which falleth through pride
should rise again to repentance].

Second Supplement

:

The words oj Lemuel, together with the poem in praise of the matron.

Chap. XXXI.

a) Lemuel's maxims of wisdom for kings.

Vers. 1-9.

1 Words of Lemuel the king of Massa
with \vhich his mother instructed him:

2 Oh, my sou! oh, thou sou of my womb 1

oh thou son of my vows!

3 Give not thy strength to women,
nor thy ways to destroy kings.

4 Not for kings, oh Lemuel,

not for kings (is it becoming) to drink wine

;

nor for princes (wiue) or strong drink;

5 lest he drink and forget the law,

and pervert the judgment of all the sons of want.

6 Give strong drink to him that is perishing,

and wiue to him that is of a heavy heart.

7 Let him drink and forget his poverty,

and let him remember his Avant no more I
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8 Open thy mouth for the dumb,
for the right of all orphan children.

9 Open thy mouth, judge righteously,

and vindicate the poor and needy.

b) Alphabetical song in praise of the virtuous, wise and industrious woman.

Vers. 10-31.

10 A virtuous woman who can find ?

and yet her price is far above pearls.

11 The heart of her husband doth trust in her,

and he shall not fail of gain.

12 She doeth him good and not evil

all the days of her life.

13 She careth for wool and linen,

and worketh with diligent hands.

14 She is like the ships of the merchant,

from afar doth she bring her food.

15 She riseth up while it is yet night,

and giveth food to her house

and a portion to her maidens.

16 She considereth a field and buyeth it,

a vineyard with the fruit of her hands.

17 She girdeth her loins with strength,

and maketh her arms strong.

18 She perceiveth that her gain is good,

her light goeth not out by night.

19 She putteth her hands to the distaff,

and her fingers lay hold on the spindle.

20 She stretcheth forth her hand to the poor,

and extendeth her arms to the needy.

21 She is not afraid of the snow for her household,

for all her household is clothed in crimson.

22 Coverlets doth she prepare for herself;

fine linen and purple is her clothing.

23 Her husband is known in the gates,

when he sitteth with the elders of the land.

24 She maketh fine linen and selleth it,

aud girdles doth she give to the merchant.

25 Strength and honor are her clothing

;

she laugheth at the future.

26 She opeueth her mouth with wisdom,
and the law of kindness is on her tongue.

27 She looketh well to the ways of her household
and the bread of idleness she will not eat.

28 Her sons rise up and praise her,

her husband, he also boasteth of her

:

29 Mauy daughters have done virtuously,

but thou hast excelled them all I

30 Grace is deceitful, beauty is vanity,

a woman that feareth the Lord ; let her be praised 1

31 Give to her of the fruit of her hands,
and let her works praise her in the gates.

GRAMMATICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 2.

—

[no, where it occurs the third time, is pointed nOi as ia not uncommon in repetitions, to gscure Tariety;

Bee BoTT., § 499, c. The consonant succeeding ia the same in the three cases,—A.]
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Ver. 3.—HiTZiG c)ianges the nirTD? (Inf. Iliph. from nn"3) to the fern. part, of rTD^, "to leiT or ogle," m'n5'?:

"and give not thy way to them (the si'auctive courtesans) who leer after kiugs " (?). [Dott. prefers to make of it a Kal

part. fem. plur. from nnOjand wouUl point mno"7 i^n'l rsuder " thn caresscrs of kings."' This is certainly easier than the

causative Infinitive with its abstrautness. See BiiiT., § 10S9, 2. VD 70, an Aramaic form immediately followed in ver. 4
I • T :

by the regular plural twice repeated. Gbee:j, J 199, a ; TOtt.. g 277, 3.—A.]
Ver. 4.—VVi render IX "or" according to tlie K'thihh, which i.-j recoMiniended by like examples of a distributive loca-

tion of this disjanciive particle (such as chap. x.\x. 31 [where BoTT. would read iXjl rather tlian allow the irregularity];

Job xxii.ll). We do not need therefore to substitute for it IX, "desire" (that is, " for strong drink," Gescx. and others), or

to read with the K'ri 'Xi " where?" ("where is strong drink for princes ?" comp. Gen. iv. 9). [Bon. regards it as a proba-

ble Simeonite synonym for niXDi "desire," §436, 3; 453, ff- The two forms of the king's name, '7X')o'7 and SxiO*?, a

genitive in ver. 1 .ind a vocative in ver. 4, also deserve attention. The changing person of the verbs is no uncomnmu phe-
nonii'Hon. Sei' Rw\ld. § S03, ".—A.J

V''r. 5.—pprTD, •>• I'ual part, from DpH, signifies "that which is decided, the prescribed," and is therefore equivalent

to pr\- "law."

A"er. 0.

—

['.2r\ the permissive use of the Imper.; Bott., §959, 5.—A.]

Ver. VI.
—

'7r5j is used with two accusatives as in 1 Sam. xxiv. 18.
~ T

Ver. 13.—[The fern, noun nnt^S seems to be used of the raw material, y?aa;, while this plural from j^l^.g is used of the

product, the materials for clothing.—A.]
Ver. 1^-—^"ItO (cump. the >erb ^'"ItpH in xxx. 8) is a strong expression for Dn7, ver. 14 (comp. above in ver. 11,

hhu, "spoil")."
T T

Ver. 16.—The K'thibh
_J'£pj,

s(a<. co?is<r. from
J,':3 J, "planting," Is. v. 7, is undoubtedly to be preferred to the K'ri

ni'LDJ, notwithstanding all the old versions prefer the latter (see Bertheau and IIitzig on the passage). [BiJTT. defends

the Masoretic reading, and renders as a verb.]

Ver. 21.—[The short form of the part. i:;2l seems to be explained and justified by the close connection of words and the

sequence of i2?. BiixT., §934, 6,—A.] .

Ver. 27.—Instead of tlie K'thibh n'OlTI we must either with the K'ri read flD'Sn, or regard the former as an Ara-

maic collateral form (713/71) f"r flO^n.
T : •

. T~;
Ver. 30.—nX")" before DID" is here the stat. conslr. not of the abstract substantive nX1% but from the fem. part,

- : T : T :
•

nXT, "the woman who feareth."

EXEGETICAL.

1. Yer. 1. The superscription to LcmucV s discourse.

—Words of Lemuel, king of Massa.—That
we must, in disregard of tlie Masoretic pointing,

connect tlie "Massa" with the first clause, and

regard it as a genitive governed by the Y}p.i which

has no article, wns the right view taken as early

as the Syriac version, when it interprets the

XtVO '!|7'p by "king of utterance " [regis projyhetse).

We ought, however, here, as in chap. xxx. 1, to

regard Xt^O rather as the name of a country, and

Lemuel, the king of the land, as perhaps a bro-
ther of Agur, and consider his nn)tlior as the

same wise princess who was there designated as
" ruler of Massa." To her therefore belong pro-

perly and originally the counsels and instruc-

tions for kings contained in vers. 1-9. And yet,

since Lemuel first reduced them to writing, and
BO transmitted them to posterity, they may well

be called also " words of Lemuel,"—a title which
there is therefore no need of altering (with IIit-

zig) to " words to Lemuel." The name " Lemuel,"
or, as it is written in ver. 4 by the punctuators,
" Lemoel," appears furthermore to be quite as

properly a genuine Hebrew formation as "Agur "

(see above, Excg. notes on chap, xxx., No. 2). It

is probably only a fuller form for that which oc-

curs in Numb. iii. 24 as an Israelitish masculine

name, ^X'7, "to God, for God" (Deo drditus).
• T ^ '

That it is purely a symbolical appellative desig-

nation, a circumscribing of the name Solomon,
and that accordingly by the " mother of Lemuel "

no other than Bathsheba is intended, this opinion
of many old expositors (and recently of Schell-
iNG, RosEXMUELLER [WoRDs.], etc.) lacks all

further corroboration. [The impossibility of re-

garding Y/P^ without an article as an appositive

of 7N""!^7, even though XtS'O be not a limiting ge-

nitive, but an appositive to '7!-?"?! is not admitted

by those who defend the prevailing interpretation

of ver. 1. The construction is admitted to be
exceptional, but claimed to be possible (see, e. g..

Green, ^ 247, a). Hrrzio, Buuthe.vu, Z. and
others make this one chief reason for seeking a
new rendering. Another is the peculiar use of

Xtyo out of prophecy, and as an appositive to the

sufficient and more appropriate '''13^. Here as in

xxx. 1 Kamph. retains the ordinary meaning of

Xtyo, while S., here as there, follows Hirzio.—A.l

In regard to the peculiar linguistic character of

the section vers. 1-9, which in many points agrees

with Agur's discourse [and in which Lottcher
again recognizes a Simeonitish cast], see above,

p. 246.

2. Vers. 2-9. The rules of iv-.sdomfrom Lemuel's

mother.—Oh my sou ! Oh thou sou of my
womb ! etc.—The thrice repeated ITO, usually

"what"—which Luther appropriately rendered

by "Ach!" is plainly " an impassioned exclamatiou

expressing the inward emotion of the mother's

heart at the thought that the son might possibly
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fall into an evil way " (Elster) ; it is therefore

substantiiiUy ''What, my son, wilt thou do?" or
" How, my son, wilt thou suffer thyself to be be-

trayed r" etc.—With " son of my vows " comp. 1

Sam. i. 11.

Ver. 3. Give not thy strength to "women—i. e., do not sacrifice it to them, do not give thy

manly strength and vigor a prey to them. It is

naturally the ways of licentiousness that are in-

tended, which ruin physically and morally kings

and princes who give themselves up to them.

See Critical notes.

Vers. 4. This warning against licentiousness is

immediately followed by a dissuasion from drunk-
enness, which is naturally closely connected with
the preceiling.

—

Also not for princes (is wine)
or strong drink.—See Critical notes. For
"Uiy, "mead, strong drink," comp. notes on xx.

1.L-[Gesen., Bott.. De W., H., N., S., M., etc.,

would render by " desire," if the K'thibh is fol-

lowed, which they are disposed to do. The K'ri,

pointing IX, suggests either the interrogative 'X,

"where," or an abbreviated form of the negative

I'N. FuERST renders IX as an interrogative here.

-A.]
Ver. 5. Lest he drink and forget the law

— i. e., the king, who is here in question. The
construction ("drink and forget" instead of

"drinking forget ") is like that in chap. xxx. 9.—And pervert the judgment of all the
sons of want— i. e., of all the poor and help-

less. For the Piel ni!2', ''in deterius mutare, to

distort, wrest, destroy," comp. Job xiv. 20. For
the sentiment comp. Plixy, Ilist. Nat., XXIII.
25 : In proverbiam cessit sapientiam vino obumhrari.

[It has become proverbial that wisdom is clouded
by wine.]

Vers. 6, 7. The enjoyment of wine and strong
drink is seasonable in its cheering influence upon
the sorrowful, whom it is desirable to cause to

forget their sorrow; comp. Ps. civ. 15; Matlh.

xxvii. 34.

—

Give strong drink to him who
is perishing—the man who is on the point of
perishing, who is just expiring, as Job xxix. 13;
xxxi. 19: "the heavy in heart" are afflicted,

anxious ones, as in Job iii. 20; 1 Sam. xxii. 2,

etc. [That even these be made to drink to un-
consciousness is not the recommendation, but
that in their extremity, physical or mental, wine
be given to fulfil its office in imparting elasticity,

and increasing power of endurance, and taking
the crushing weight from calamities that might
otherwise be overwhelming. As there is a misuse
pointed out before in drinking to the destruction
of kingly competence and the thwarting of kingly
duty, self-indulgence, sinful excitement and ex-
cess overmastering reason and conscience,—so it

is a kingly grace to bear others' burdens by mi-
nistries of helpful kindness. As on the one hand
there is nothing here to preclude the pressing of
other pleas for abstinence, so on the other there
is nothing to encourage the too early and willing
resort to the plea of necessity, or to commend in

any case drinking to utter oblivion.—A.]
Vers. 8, 9. Continuation of the exhortation,

commenced in ver. 5, to a righteous and merciful
administration.

—

Open thy mouth for the
dumb.—That is, help such to their right as are
not able to maintain it for themselves ; be to them

1-7

a judge and at the same time an advocate (comp.
Job xxix. 15, 1(3).

—

For the right of all or-
phan children.—" Sons of leaving, of abandon-
ment or disadvantage" (not of "destruction," as
EwALD and Bertheau would interpret here, with
a reference to Ps. xc. 5 ; Is. ii. 18), are clearly

those left behind as helpless orphans ; the word
therefore conveys a more specific idea than the
" sons of want " in ver. 5,

3. The praise of the virtuous matron (vers. 10-31)
is an alphabetic moral poem (like Ps. ix., x., xxv.,

xxxiv., cxix.; Lam. i.—iv., etc.), "a golden A B
C for women " according to Doderlein's perti-

nent designation, a highly poetic picture of the

ideal of a Hebrew matron. Not the alphabetic

structure indeed, which it has in common with
not a few Psalms of high antiquity, partly such
as come from David (comp. Delitzsch, Psalms
I. 69 ; II. 187), but very probably some traces

I hat are contained in it of a later usiis loqucndi,

especially the more frequent scriptio plena, even
apart from the distinctive accents (comp. Hitzig,

p. 334), and also in particular the position as-

signed it by the compiler, even after Hezekiah's
supplement and Agur's and Lemuel's discourse,

mark the poem as a literary work produced quite

late after Solomon's time, and even as probably
the latest constituent of the whole collection. Al-
though separated from the "words of Lemuel"
by no superscription of its own, it shows itself to

be the work of a diff'erent person from the wise
prince of Massa, and that probably a later poet,

by its not sharing the linguistic idioms of that

section, and by the whole of its characteristic

bearing and structure. Besides, in its contents

and general drift it does not stand in any particu-

larly close and necessary connection with the

maxims of wisdom from the mother of Lemuel.
And that it has by no means steadily from the be-

ginning held its place immediately after these,

appears with great probability from the fact that

the LXX attach it directly to xxix. 27, and give

to the proverbs of Agur and Lemuel an earlier

place (within the limits of the present 24th chap-

ter). Comp. Introd., § 13, p. 30.

With the greatest arbitrariness, R. Stiee
{Politik der Wei.sheit, pp. 134 sq.) has felt con-

strained to interpret the matron of this poem al-

legorically, and to make the application to the

Holy Spirit renewing men and educating them
for the kingdom of God. The whole attitude of

the section speaks against such an interpretation,

most of all the praise bestowed in vers. 23 sq. upon
the influence of the matron as advancing the

standing of her husband in the political organi-

zation of the State, as well as what is said in ver.

30 of the fear of God as her most eminent virtue.

Comp. Von Hofmann, Schriflbew., II., 2, 378.

[According to Wordsw. we find here a propheti*

representation of the Church of Christ, in hef

truth, purity and holiness, and as distinguished

from all forms of error, corruption and defile-

ment, which sully and mar the faith and worship

which he has prescribed."—A.]
4. Vers. 10-22. The action and management

of the virtuous woman icithin her domestic sphere.

A virtuous w^oman, w^ho can find? The
"virtuous woman," as in xii. 4: chap. xi. 16.

[The transition is easy, from physical strength

to moral strength and probity. The word "vir-
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tuous " is therefore to be taken in this high

sense.—A.]. The interrogative exclamation
»' who will find ? " express the idea of a wish, as

tjT' '0 does elsewhere ; it is therefore equivalent

to "would that every one might find so gracious

a treasure !"—And yet her price is far above
pearls. The "and" at the beginning of this

clause is either the exegetical, " that is, that is

to say," as in xxv. 13, etc. (tlius Hitzk;), or,

which seems to be more natural, the adversative

"and yet, however" (Ewald, Elsteb). For

the figure comp. iii. 10; viii. 11. [Thomson,

Land and Book, II. 572 sq. illustrates the force

and fitness of the successive points in this de-

scription in contrast with the ordinary ignorance,

weakness and worthlessness of the women of

the East.—A]
Ver. 11. And he shall not fail of gain.

SSt:/, strictly "the spoil of war," is a strong ex-

pression to describe the rich profit to which the

co-operation of the efficient wife helps her hus-

band's activity in his occupation. According to

HxTz-io, " spoil, fortunate discovery," is to be

taken here as in Ps. cxix. 16"2 ; Isa. ix. 2, figur-

atively, and to be interpreted of the joy which

the wife prepares for her husband (?).

Ver. 12. She doeth him good and not
evil. Comp. 1 Sam. xxiv. 12.

Ver. 13. She careth for wool and linen
;

lit., "she seekelh (busieth herself with) wool and
linen," i. c, she provides these as materials for

the products of her feminine skill. —And
worketh with diligent hands; lit., " and
laboreth with her hands' pleasure " (Umbi!KIT,

EwALU. Elster) [De W., K., E, V., N., S., M.],

or inasmuch as ]"i)n might hero signify "occu-

pation" (as in Is. Iviii. 3; Eccles. iii. 17);

"and laboreth in the business of her hands"
(Hitzig).

Ver. 14. She is like the ships of the mer-
chant, so far forth as slie soiling her products

to foreigners (ver. 24), brings in gain from re-

mote regions (comp. 6), and provides long in

advance for all the necessities of her house.

Ver. lo. And distributeth food to her
house. Tiie "portion" of the next clause is

not a possible synonym for the "food" of this,

80 that it should denote the definite allowance

of food, the rations of the maidens (Luther,
Behtue.xu [E. v., S., M.] etc.); what is de-

scribed by it is the definite pen.sum, what each

maid has to spin of wool, flax, etc., and there-

fore the day's work of the maidens (Ew.vld,

U.MBRBIT, IllTZIO [Dh W., K., H., N.] Ctc).

Ver. in. She considereth a field and
buyeth it, that is, for the money earned by
her diligent manual labor.—A vineyard (Z. "a
vineyard planting") with the fruit of her
hands. .A. "planting of a vineyard" (i/eiiil.

apjivsit.) is however the same as a planting of

vines. See Critical Notes for another construc-

tion and rendering.

Ver. 17. C<Miip. ver. 25 a.

Ver. 18. She perceiveth that her gain io

good. For this verb DjJ^tJ "to taste." i. e., to

discern, to become aware, comp. Ps. xxxiv. 9.

For the succeeding phrase, "excellent, charm-
ing is her gain," comp. iii. 14. What slie now
does in consequence of this perception of the

pleasing nature of her gain, is shown in the 2d
clause.

Ver. 19. She putteth her hands to the
distaff. This is the usual rendering. But
probably Hitzig's rendering is more exact (fol-
lowing Vatabl., Mercerl's, Gesen., e/c.) : "Her
hands she throweth out with the whorl," for
litre's is not properly the "distaflF," but the

'whorl, or wlieel,' verticuhim. "a ring or knob
fastened upon the spindle below the middle, that
it may fall upon its base, and may revolve
rightly." [Kamph. rejects this explanation, and
gives an extract of some length from a "Book
of Inventions, Trades and Industries," to justify

his own, which is the old view. The word trans-
lated "fingers" is literally her "bent hands."

—

A.]

Ver. 20. Her hand she stretcheth forth
to the poor, lit., "her linllow, or bent hand,"
in %vhich she holds her gift.

Ver. 21. She is not afraid of the snow
for her household, lit., "fcareth not for her
house from snow." The snow stands here for

"winter's cold," and for this reason,—that the
sharpest possible contrast is intended with the
clothes of "crimson wool," woolen stuffs of

crimson color with which her household go
clothed in winter. The same alliterative anti-

thesis of D'Jtl' and jSty is found in Is. i. 18.

—

T
Umbreit, Ewald, Bertheau, S., etc , render
Wyj incorrectly by "purple garments" (see in

objection to this Baehr's SymboUk des Blosaischen

C'idtus, I. 333 sq.), while the LXX, Luther,

Rosenm., Vaihinger, H., etc., read W'^U {vesti-

mentn duplicia, "double clothing"), by which
the strong contrast is sacrificed.

Ver. 22. Coverlets doth she prepare for

herself. For the " coverlets" comp. vii. 16.

An article of clothing can be intended no more
here than there. In the costly articles of ap-
parel which the woman wears, the contrasted

colors, white and purple, recur again. The
bi/sKu^ (Copt, schensch) and the "purple" (red-

dish purple in contrast with the (violet) "bluish

purple " i^/^n) are both foreign materials, the

one an Egyptian, the other a Sj'ro-phoeniciaa

production.—Comp. Baehr, ubi supra; Winer.
in his Realw'Orterb. Articles Baumioolle and
Purpur.

5. Vers. 23—31. The influence of the matron
beyond the narrow sphere of the domestic life.

—Her husband is vsrell known in the
gates, because the excellence of his wife not

only makes him ricli but important and famous.

With this being "known in the gates, ' see also

ver. 31 b [i. e., well known in counsel), comp.
Homer's : kvnpidpinq hi t^ov/.y, Iliad ii. 202.

Ver. 24. She maketh fine linen, etc.

YlD=civ(Vjv (comp. LXX here and in Judg. xiv.

12) fine linen and shirts made of it (comp. Mark
xiv. 51 ; Is. iii. 23, and Hitzig on this passage).

—And girdles doth she give to the mer-
chant, lit. to "the Canaanite," the Pliocnician

merchant, who knows well how to prize her fine

products, and to dispose of them.

Ver. 25. With a comp. ver. 17 ; Job. xxiv. 14.

—

She laugh eth at the future. In reliance on
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her ample stores, and still more her inward

strength and skill, she laughs at the future as

respects the evil that it may perchance bring.

[E. v.: "She shall rejoice in time to come;"
H., M., W. ; while De W., K., Bertheau, Muffet,

N., S., etc., take our author's view. This

"laughing at the future" is of course not to be

understood as expressive of a presumptuous

self-confidence, but only of a consciousness of

having all appropriate and possible preparation

and competence for the future.—A.]

Ver. 26. Her mouth she openeth with
wisdom. HiTZiQ well says: "The mouth,

which in 25 a, is smiling, is here a speaker."

—

The "law of kindness" in b is not "amiable,

loving instruction, but that which is pleasing,

gracious;" oomp. Is. xl. 6; and especially Luke
iv. 22 (/.o}T« -t'/q Yii/J'^c)-

Ver. 27. She looketh well to the ways
of her household; lit. "she who looketh,"

etc.—for the partic. rfDI^f is probably to be con-

nected, as HiTziG takes it, as grammatically an
appositive to the subject of the preceding verse,

so that according to this view, it is now the ob-

ject of her pleasing instruction that is given.

The "ways of the house" are naturally its or-

ganization and management, the course of the

household economy (comp. Luther: "How it

goes in her house ").

Vers. 28, 29 describe the praise which the ex-

cellent housekeeper has bestowed upon her by
her sons and her husband. The words of the

latter are expressly quoted, but they are proba-
bly not to he extended through the last three

verses (as Umbreit, Ewald, Elster, etc., would
do), but to be restricted to ver. 29; for verse 30
immediately separates itself as a proposition

altogether general, by which the poet comes in

with his confirmation of the husband's praise.

[So De W., Bertheau, K., N., S., M.].—Many-
daughters have done virtuously. The hus-
band says " daughters" and not " women," be-
cause as an elder he may put himself above his

wife (comp. Heb. vii. 7). With the phrase "have
done virtuously, or show themselves virtuous,"
lit. " make, produce, manifest virtue," comp.
Num. xxiv. 18; Ruth iv. 11.

Ver. 30. Grace is a deception, beauty a
breath; both are no real abiding attributes of
man, and are, therefore, not to be praised. As
an imperishable and therefore really praise-
worthy possession, there is contrasted with them
in b the disposition to fear God. Comp. Is. xl.

6; Ps. ciii. 15—18; 1 Pet. i. 24, 25. [Observe
how our book just at its close dwells in a very
different way, yet with a significant empha-
sis, upon that "fear of the Lord," which in i.

7 was pronounced "the beginning of wisdom."

Ver. 31. Give her of the fruit of her
hands, i. e , of the praise which she has deserved
by the labor of her hands.

—

And let her vrork
praise her in the gates [not with Z., "let
them praise her work in the gates," for the verb
has its object in its suffix.—A.]. In the place
where the population of the city gathers in

largest numbers, in the assembly of the com-
munity at tlie gate (ver. 23), there must the
praise of her excellent life and work resound.

DOCTRINAL, ETHICAL, HOMILETIC AND
PRACTICAL.

The central idea to which we may trace back
the two divisions of this concluding chapter,

quite unequal, it is true, in their size, is this:

Of a pinus administration, as the kimj should main'
tain it in the State, and the woman in her family.

For the fear of God quite as really constitutes

the foundation of the virtues of cliastity, sobri-

ety, righteousness and compassion, to which
Lemuel's mother counsels this son of her's (vers.

2-9), as it, according to ver. 30, forms the deep-
est basis and the glorious crown of the excellen-

ces for which the virtuous matron is praised
(vers. 10 sq). It has already been brought out
prominently in the exegetical comments, that the

delineation which is shaped in praise of the
latter, in turn falls into two divisions (which are
only relatively different),—the first of which
treats of the efficiency of the virtuous woman
within the circle of her domestic relations, the

second of her activity as extending itself beyond
this sphere into wider regions.

Homily on the chapter as a whole :—Of the pious
administration of the king in his State and the

woman in her household ; what both should shun
and what they should strive for, with an exhibi-

tion of the blessed reward that awaits both.

Or, more briefly : A mirror for rulers and a
mirror for matrons, with the fear of God as the

centre and focus of both.

—

Stocker: I. Instruc-

tion of Solomon the king by his mother, a)

To be shunned : lust and drunkenness. 6) To
be practised: justice. II. Praise of a virtuous

woman. 1) Her duties or general virtues; 2)
her ornaments cr special virtues (ver. 25-27)

;

3) her reward (vers. 28-31).

Vers. 1-9. Tiibingen Bible (on ver. 1): How
good is the report when parents, especially

mothers, teach their children good morals. It

is the greatest love that they can show them,

but also their foremost duty !

—

Geier (on ver. 2)

:

If parents have dedicated their children from
birth to the Lord, they must so much more care-

fully educate them from youth up, and so much
more diligently pray for them.—(On ver. 3):

Let every husband be content with the wife con-

ferred upon him by God, let him live with her
chastely and discreetly, and serve God heartily;

that is a truly noble, kingly life.

—

Starke (on

vers. 6, 7): A drauglitof wine which is bestowed

on a suffering member of Christ's body on his

sick or dying bed is better nppropriated than

whole casks that are misemployed for indulgence.
—Von Gerlach (on vers. 8, 9): The highest

duty of kings is to befriend the helpless.

Vers. 10 sq. Luther: There is nothing dearer

on earth than woman's love to him who can gain

it. Comp. also P. Gerhard's poetical treatment

of the passage, " Vollcr Witnder, roller Kunst, etc.

{Gesamm. geistl. Lieder," No. 107).— Melanch-
THON : As virtues of the true matron there are

named, above all the fear of God ns the sum of

all duties to God; then chastity, fidelity, love to

her husband without any murmuring; diligence

and energy in all domestic avocations; frugality,

moderation and gentleness in the treatment of

servants; care in the training of children, and
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beneficence to the poor.

—

Zeltner (on vers. 11

sq.): God gives to pious married people their

subsistence and their needed bit of bread, yea,

He blesses them, yet not without prayer and
work.— [Arnot : Empty hours, empty hands,
empty companions, empty words, empty hearts,

draw in evil spirits, as a vacuum draws in air.

To be occupied with good is the best defence
against the inroads of evil].

—

Geier (on ver.

23) : A pious virtuous wife is her husband's
ornament and honor (1 Cor. xi. 7). A vicious

one, however, is a stain in every way (Ecclesiast.

XXV. 22 sq.).— [Arnot (on ver. 25) : If honor be
your clothing, the suit will last a lifetime ; but
if clothing be your honor, it will soon be worn
threadbare].

Vers. 30, 31. Luther (marginal, on ver. 30):
A woman can dwell with a man honorably and
piously and be mistress of his house with a good
oonscience, but must to this end and with this

fear "God, trust and pray.

—

Cramer: The fear
of God is the most beautiful of all ornaments of
woman's person ; 1 Pet. iii. 4.

—

Zeltner : If thou
hast outward beauty see to it that thy heart and
soul also be beautified before God in faith.

—

[Trapp: The body of honor is virtue, (he soul
of it humility.

—

Arnot: True devotion is chiefly
in secret; but the bulk of a believer's life is laid

out in common duties, and cannot be hid. Lift

up your heart to God and lay out your talents
for the world ; lay out your talents for the world
and lift up your heart to God].

—

Starke (on
ver. 31) : Works of piety and love preserve
among men a good remembrance, and are also

rewarded by God of His grace in everlasting
joy; Heb. vi. 10; Ps. Ixi. G. My God, let my
works also graciously please Thee in Christ
Jesus.

AMEN.
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ECCLESIASTES.

SOLOMON, THE PREACHER.

INTRODUCTION.

2 1- NAME AND CHAEACTER OP THE BOOK.

According to the title :
" The words of Koheleth, Son of David, King of Jerusalem," this book

contains the discourses or reflections of a king whom the author presents as Solomon, but whom

he designates with the pecuharly symbolical appellative rOjiD* ^^^^ expression, which is not

used outside of this book, is used again in it several times, and twice with the article (vii. 27

;

xii. 8; comp. i. 2, 12; xii. 9, 10). It is clearly allied with 7nD assembly, congregation of the

people, and, as there is no such verb in Kal, is to be connected with Hiphil, 7\1pn (Numb.

viii. 9 ; x. 7 ; xx. 8 ; Job xi. 10) , and is accordingly to be considered as the feminine participial

form with the signification of one holding an assembly, preaching. This signification which the

oldest translators and expositors express (Sept.: eKKh/aiaarZ/c
; Hieeonymus : co^icionatoi- ; hence

Luthee: "Preacher") appears to stand in direct relation to the Chokmah of the Old Covenant,

the personified Wisdom, preaching in the streets and on the market places, gathering around it

all who were eager to learn (Prov. i. 20 sqq.; viii. 1 sqq.; ix. 1 sqq.). From an original designa-

tion of this wisdom, the name Koheleth seems to have become the surname of Solomon, the

teacher of wisdom /car* e^ox>/v, or, as it were, wisdom incarnate,—a surname that with special

propriety could be conferred on the great King, when he was represented as teaching and preach-

ing, as in the apocryphal book of wisdom (chap. vii. 1 sq.; ix. 7, 8, etc.), or as in ours. If one

does not wish thus to explain the feminine form, Koheleth, as a designation of a male individual

(with EwALD, KosTER, Hengstenberg, Hitzig, and others), there is nothing left but to accept

an abstracium pro concreto, or, what is the same thing, to derive the feminine ending from the

character of the name as an official name ; for which analogies may be quoted in the Syriac and

Arabic, as in the later Hebrew (e. g., r\''\j7^=''X7i2> (1173 administrator, n^3 fellow-citi-

zen, etc.; comp. J. D. Michaelis, Supplement to Heb. Lex., p. 2168; Gesenitjs, Lehrgebdude,

p. 468, and Knobel Commentary, 10.)—In any case, Solomon, who was pre-eminently and em-

phatically the wise man among the kings of Israel, must be understood under the peculiar name

of Koheleth ; as is shown not only by the title, but also by the studied description of the learn-

ing of Koheleth, comprehending every thing under heaven (i. 13 ; viii. 9), and by his zealous

searching after wisdom and truth (i. 13 ; xii. 9), his transcendent fame as a sage (i. 16 ; ii. 15),

and finally his activity as a teacher of wisdom and author of proverbs (xii. 9). For these are all

characteristics which the book of Kings attribute honorably to Solomon, and of all the posterity

of David, to him only (1 Kings ii. 9 ; iii. 12 ; v. 9-13
; x. 1 ; see the Introduction to the Litera-

ture of Solomon in general (in the beginning of this volume).

The whole literary character of the book proves also that it belongs to the circle of the Solo-

1
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monic writings on wisdom, if not in the narrower then in the broader sense, and raises it to a

certainty, that under the Koheleth, therein appearing as speaker, none other can be meant than

Solomon. For the book belongs clearly to the class of didactic teachings, and is distinguished

from the Proverbs as the characteristic and principal representative of this poetic style in the

Old Testament, mainly by the fact that it does not range numerous individual proverbs loosely

and without consecutive plan, but rather develops one narrow and close circle of thoughts and

truths in poetical and rhetorical form. The idea of the vanity of all human things clearly forms

the centre of this circle of thought, the common theme of the four discourses, into which the

whole falls according to the division mainly corresponding to the intention and plan of the au-

thor. To the dialectically progressive development and illumination in various directions which

these discourses cast upon the theme in question, there corresponds an appropriate change from

special moral maxims to longer or shorter descriptions of conditions, citations of doctrines or ex-

amples, observations regarding personal experience, and reflections on prominent and subordi-

nate truths. There is also, in a formal view, a strophic division of the discourse, marked by

formulas and terms repeated either literally or in sense, and a fitting diversity of style corre-

sponding to the various objects, expressed in rhythmical prose, or lofty rhetorical and poetical

diction. As the shortest expression for the designation of these peculiarities, the term "Philo-

sophical and Didactic Poem " might be used; but in this, however, the idea of the philosophical

must embi'ace the 'characteristic peculiarities of the spiritual life and aspirations of the Hebrews,

or rather of the Shemitic people in general (comp. Introd. to Proverbs, § 2, p. 5 &qq.).

Observation 1.—The tracing of the name ri/ilp to 7)1p. 7'npn i^i the sense of

congregare, conscionari, has the best authority, and is supported by the oldest as well as by

the most numerous and critical among the modern expositors of this book. Hieronymus says,

Comment, in Eccles. i. 1 :
" Coeleth, i. e., Ecclesiastes. 'BKKXT/aiaaH^c autem Grceco sermone ap-

pellatur, qui coetum, i. e., ecclesiam congregat, quern nos 7iuncupare possum.us concionatorem,

eo quod loquatur ad 2^opulum, et sermo ejus non specialiter ad unum, sed ad universos generaliter

dirigatur." Later expositors and lexicographers have fixed the fundamental meaning of the root

/HD properly as that of " calling," and hence compare /Ip Arabic quala, and Greek Ka^iu., with

Latin, calare, clamare. TwTXi) " the caller, the preacher," is clearly nearest allied to the sy-

nonymous {|<"Tipn Isaiah xl. 3. On account of this fundamental signification of "calling," we

condemn those expositions of the name which proceed from the supposed root idea of gathering

or collecting. To these belong 1) the opinion of Grotius, Herder, Jahn, etc.: that the word

means collector sentenliarum, a collector of sentences—a view that some ancient translators have

already expressed, e. g., Aquila [awadpotaTr/g)
; Symmachus (napot/itaa-^c)

', 2) Vax der Palm's

modification of this view from a partial consideration of 1 Kings viii. 1 ; in which Solomon is

spoken of as the assembler of his people and his elders n/Pfp *• ^-i congregator, coactor ; 3)

the view of Nachtigal and Dodeelein, that pQ'^'r)=congregatio,consessus, " learned assem-

bly, academy," according to which the book would be marked as a collection of philosophical dis-

putations in the style of the Seances of Hariri, or the Collectiones Pairum of Cassian (an ac-

ceptation clearly at variance with such passages as i. 12; xii. 9, 10, etc.); 4) the strange asser-

tion of Kaiser : that jn/Hp is the same as collectivum, and means the whole of the Davidic

Kings, from Solomon to Zedekiah, whose history the book delineates in chronological order (Kai-

ser, Koheleth, the Collectivum of the Davidic Kings, Erlangen, 1823, comp. § 6).—That no one

of these explanations deserves attention, in view of the illustrations already given, is quite as

certain as that it must also remain doubtful which of the two efforts to explain the feminal form

of the name, which our paragraph has named as the principal, or, rather, only possible ones, de-

serves the preference. For the view of the expression taken by Ewald and Koster, that it is

synonymous with wisdom, and in so far a fitting designation of Solomon, the embodied wisdom,

various significant parallels besides those above quoted press themselves on our attention ; e. g.,
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in an extra-biblical field the surname given to the sophist Protagoras, I.o(pia, and, what is more

important, the self-designation of Christ, the New Testament Solomon, as the '^o<p'ca or ^ofia roi

deov (Matth. li. 19 ; Luke xi. 49), with which, according to Bengel's example, may be directly

combined the declaration concerning the desire of gathering the children of Jerusalem under his

wings (Matth. xxiii. 37; Luke xiii. 3-i).* The view first advanced by Michaelis, and then

adopted by Gesenius, Knobel, Elsteb, Vaihingee, Hahx, Keil, and others, now again ap-

pears, namely, that the feminine ending is explained by the character of the name as an official

name, besides the already quoted names, UnS. HO 7!3' nJ3' ^"^^ still more are we aided by

the analogies of expression such as ri")GD " ^^^ writer," Ezra ii. 55 ; Neh. vii. 57 ;
and fTlDS

"the catcher, hunter" (contained in the proper name Q'^^i'll HldiD ^'- ^v gazelle-hunter,

Ezra ii. 57; Neh. vii. 59) ; for these names are closely allied with ilS'lp* t And, moreover,

since the Koheleth of our book appears every where as a real person, and no where clearly as a

personified idea, and since expressions such as those contained in i. 16 f.; ii. 12, etc.; according to

which the speaker attributes to himself an effort, a seeking, an obtaining, would not be especially

appropriate in the mouth of personified wisdom, the weightiest arguments seem to declare in fa-

vor of the second mode of explanation, but without the absolute exclusion of the other.—But in

any case we must adopt for the explanation of the feminine form one or the 'other of the above

quoted hypotheses, and not the opinion of Meecertts, that by the feminine ending there is an

intimation of the senile weakness of the preacher, and consequently of the advanced age at

which Solomon wrote the book ; nor the view of Ziekel (see g 6), that the feminine ending is

chosen because of the delicate and graceful style of the book, nor the still more fanciful assertion

of AuGUSTi (Introd. to the 0. T., ^ 172), that Koheleth is the spirit of Solomon returned to the

realm of the living, and now represented as the preacher of wisdom, and that its feminme desig-

nation is to be understood in the neutral sense, because those deceased and living after death

were considered destitute of gender, in harmony with Matth. xxii. 30. It has been justly made

to appear in opposition to this latter view, by Knobel, Elstee and others, that the book itself

no where hints at the character of the speaker, as of a spirit from Scheol, and that apparitions

in the Old Testament, as 1 Sam. xxviii. 11 flf. proves, clearly appear as something rare and abnor-

mal, and that on account of the well known prohibition of conjuration of the dead (Lev. xix.

31 ; XX. 6.; Deut. xviii. 11 ; Isa. viii. 19) even the poetic fiction of an apparition of Solomon

could hardly occur, especially in religious writings laying claim to canonicity.

obseevation 2.

The character of this book has suffered manifold misapprehensions, as well in a theological

point of view (for which see below ^ 5) as in the rhetorical and esthetical. It has been accused

of numerous contradictions with itself, of absence of plan and connection, on account of a faulty

perception of its inner economy, and the development of its thoughts. It has been declared in-

consistent that passages like i. 11 ; ii. 15, 16 ; iii. 19, 20; ix. 25, etc., assert the complete equality

of the final fate of the godly and the ungodly ; whilst others, as iii. 17; viii. 12, 13; xi. 9; xii.

13, 1-1, promise a corresponding divine reward for each individual moral act, and therefore ex-

pressly exhort to uprightness and the fear of God. It has also been found contradictory, that

the author sometimes praises wisdom as bringing profit and blessings (ii. 3, 12-14; vii. 10-12;

viii. 1-6; x. 2; x. 13-16), and sometimes declares that it is injurious, making men ill-humored,

and not leading to the goal of its endeavors ; sometimes indeed causing more unhappiness than

* Conip. Benqel'h remarks on Luke x. 49 in the Gnomon. N. T., p. 164: ri <ropia toO deov, Sapientia Dei, Suave nnmm.
KoheU^th, cnngregatrix, chap. xiii. 34 (Troo-aKt? ^9eAij<ra en-Krui-afat k. t. \.). Comp. also Starke (Pref. to Ecolpsiastes, § 2),

who also considers Kohelnth synonymous with wisdom, following the example of QElEtt, Sfb. Schmidt, Rvmbacu. ef al.;

also DiNDORF, Quomndn nomcn Knhe.lelh, Solomoni tribuatur, Lips.: 1791, and Gurutt :
" Studien und Kritiken " in explana-

tion of the Book of Koheleth, 1865, II., 32.5 ff.

•f-[Tlie Ftrongest confirmation of all this is found in the use of the Greek feminine noun apxv. Cor rnlcr, magistrate, as

though it were equivalent to ap^^a);-, just as we use the word authnrity, or the authorities, for magistrates. See especially

Paul's re narkaMe use of this feminine noun ti)r authorities, powers, "principalities, in the heavens," RoTi. viii. 35; Eph.

i. 21 ; iii. 10 ; vi. 12 ; Col. i. 16 ; ii. 15 ; Titus iii. 1.—T. L.]
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does folly, (i. 18; viii. 14; ix. 11, 18; x. 1). It is not less contradictory that at one time he

praises his own wisdom, and at another maintains that he has not acquired wisdom (Sec. 16; ii.

3, 9, 15, with vii. 23, 24); that now he praises women, and recommends association with them,

and now warns us against their seductive and immoral nature. (Comp. ii. 8; ix. 9, with vii. 7,

26-29) ; at one time recommends repose, at another activity (see iv. 6, with ix. 10) ; again he

praises obedience to authority as being not without profit, and then he complains of the unjust

oppression of subjects by their superiors (comp. viii. 5, with iii. 16; v. 7; x. 4 ff.), and finally he

declares the dead and the unborn as happier than the living, and soon again calls life sweet, and

greatly prefers it to death, (comp. iv. 2, 3, with ix. 4-6; xi. 7).—But aside from the fact that

many of these so-called contradictions are but apparent, and become perfectly harmonious in

view of the diverse tendency and surroundings of the individual assertions, or indeed through

the double signification of one and the same word, as is here and there the case, comp. [e.g. DVD vii.

3, with the same word in vii. 9; ?rT in ix. 11, with ?(7 in x. 12, etc.,) a certain vacillation and

unsteady efibrt in the presentation of the author is a necessary condition of his peculiar theme

—

the doctrine of the vanity of all earthly things. The most contradictory experiences which he

may have made in life, he seeks to reproduce in a corresponding and often abrupt change of his

feelings, a vivid transition of his thoughts and expressions,—a peculiarity which Umbeeit has

not inappropriately characterized by his designation of the entire contents of the book as a

" soul struggle, an inner strife between the judgment and the feelings of a wise old King;"

(comp. I 6).

In this respect, also, Vaihinger strikingly observes, [''Ecclesiastes and the Song of Solomon,"

p. 8, f.) :
" It must be acknowledged that the preacher is not free from a timid uncertainty, from

a doubting vacillation and striving in his mode of reflecting; that he strikingly depicts the want

of a perfect clearness regarding human life and divine providence, in the varied experiences of

man. The reason of this may be easily discovered by a consideration of the general and special

stand-point on which he rests. He was once as Job, a thinking mind, that did not accept the

traditional faith untried, that did not stop at the poetry of life, but penetrated into its prose. In

this direction he necessarily entered into a contest when he compared the daily experiences of

life, in which men are often left to their own impulses, with the promises of the divine word, in

which a sure punishment is announced to the sinner. He could not but perceive how evil often

has a wonderful and incomprehensible success, whilst the good is not rewarded. At the same

time he himself may have variously experienced the buffetings of life, and have passed through

highly repulsive trials that unsettled his mental repose, and shook his faith in the eternal wis-

dom, goodness, and providence of God, and disposed him to be discontented with life and tradi-

tional prejudices. In this frame of mind, and with such experiences, Jiis faith contended with

the thought and the reality with the poetry of life, until, like Job, he had conquered a new

stand-point. And from just this view is this book so instructive, lifting us out of a partial,

arbitrary, and thoughtless faith, showing us the struggles of the thinking mind, and yet ever

leading us back to the true faith. And this is the real profit of the genuine life of faith. If it

is to be freed from the dross of thoughtlessness and self-sufficiency, from an idle clinging to tra-

dition, it must be seemingly lost in the .struggle of life to be found again in loftier purity. Di-

vine truths must all be questioned, in order that we may find them again by inward struggles,

and new experiences of God in a sanctified form; (Ps. Ixii. 12, 13) ; and in this relation also

avails the expression :
" He who loses his life, shall find it again." The author presents to us

also in this respect, the true life of faith in his conflicts.*

Besides the intention of presenting to the reader an intuitive vision of his inward strifes and

contests, many reasons of a more formal and external nature may have exerted an influence on

[These admirable remarks of Vaittivoer RUggei^t a thonpht of great value to one who would read the Scriptures with

spiritual profit. In mich books as .Tob and RwlRsmstes, th(< lesson is in the picture, the dramalir. representatinn, as we may

call it. It is to be found in the tntal nnprfssimi, and not in any separate texts or prereptB. The strupgle, the doutit, the

erroneous sentiment, often, are necessary to (his total effect. Its very contradidions, when rightly viewed, furnish the

strongest arguments for tlie truth ultimately bnniglit out. This does not affect the idea of its plenary inspiration. It is

all given to us by the ultimate divine Antbnr, all intended for one great purpose, and thus all of it, even its peculiar

diction " profiteth for our instruction in righteousness."—T. L.]
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the vacillating and contradictory recital of the author; e. g., the intentional interweaving of many
digressions (see e. g. xii. 2-6j, and especially the direct introduction of the expressions of con-

trary thinkers for the purpose of immediate refutation. Thus appears in Chap. iv. 5, an appa-

rently antagonistic assertion, which in the sixth verse is disapproved and rejected ; the same

relation is held by x. 16-19, and x. 20. In any case it is perfectly proper and just to consider

whatHiTZia says, [PreUminary Observations, No. 5, p. 125) : "It wouldseem that much that

the author says possesses but a momentary influence as a link in the chain of deductions." It per-

forms its duty and is neutralized ; the latter assertion abolishes the former; and at the close Ko-

HELETH teaches only that which finally remains uncontradicted. Comp. below exegetical expla-

nations to chap. ii. Iff., No. 1.

OBSERVATION 3,

It cannot much surprise us now, after the above demonstrations, that the plan and thread of

thought in the book have been very variously comprehended, and that the schemes adopted for

the subdivision of its contents have deviated strongly from one another; and indeed to speak with

ViLMAR (Art. Koheleth, Pastoral Theological Journal, vol. v. p. 253), " the economy of the

book bears alnaost exactly as many forms as it has found expositors." Of these views and trea-

tises the principal ones will be summarily recounted in Observation 1 of the following paragraph:

The poetical form of the book will also receive more critical attention in the following para-

graphs, on account of the close connection of its strophical design with its subdivision and the

logical progress of its thoughts.

§ 2. CONTENTS AND PLAN.

"All is vanity," a sentence that appears no less than twenty-five times, forms the fundamen-

tal thought of the book ; an assertion of the vanity of all human relations, destinies, and efforts,

based upon experience. As there is in the objective phenomena of this world, i. e., in nature and

history, no true progress, but ever a constant return of old things that long have been, a perpe-

tual monotony, a continual circle of things (i. 4-7, 9, 10 ; iii. 15); thus man, with all his efforts,

attains to nothing new, but rather shows himself, in everything that he wishes to investigate,

fathom and acquire, most manifoldly limited and controlled by the all-pervading and all-power-

ful hand of God; (iii. 1-8, 11, 13; viii. 6, 17; ix. 1, 5, 11, 12, e^c). On the way of his own efforts

and strivings, man is able to arrive at no true and lasting happiness ; for neither sensual pleasures

(ii. 2, 11; vii. 6, etc.) nor earthly possessions and treasures (iii. 9-16; vi. 1-7, etc.), nor wisdom

(i. 13-18 ; ii. 14-18; ix. 1, 11 ; x. 6, etc.), not even virtue and the fear of God (iii. 16-18; iv. 1;

vii. 15-17 ; viii. 10, 14) ; help here below to lasting happiness. But we are not the less to doubt

of the presence of a personal God, and of a moral system of the world regulated and watched

over by him, (iii. 11, 13, 17; v. 5, 7, 17-19; vi. 2; vii. 13, 14; xi. 5, 9; xii. 7, 14), and the be-

lief of this activity of God governing and directing the world, lends to all sensual and moral

blessings of life their only worth (xi. 9; xii. 13, 14). On the basis of this belief it behooves us

to enjoy the pleasures of this life in a cheerful, thankful, and contented manner (ii. 24; iii. 12,

13; V. 17, 18; viii. 15; ix. 7-9; xi. 8-11), but we must combine this cheerful enjoyment of life

with an earnest endeavor after wisdom as a truly lofty and valuable treasure (vii. 11, 12; ix.

13-16; viii. 1-6, etc.), and above all this strive after the fear of God as the source of the highest

happiness and peace, and the mother of all virtues (v. 6; vii. 18; viii. 12, 13; xii. 1, 13). In

short, the author regards as end and aim of human life on earth, a joy in the blessings and en-

joyments of this world, consecrated by wisdom and the fear of God, with renunciation of a per-

fect reconciliation of existing contrasts, difficulties, and imperfections, and an eye steadily fixed

on the future and universal judgment, as the final solution of all the mysteries of the universe.

These contents of the book, as was remarked in § 1, are divided into four discourses of about

equal length

:

1. Discourse : Chap. 1 and 2,—The theoretical wisdom of men, directed to the knowledge of

the things of this world, is vanity (i. 2-18), as well as the practical, aiming at sensual enjoy-

ments, great worldly enterprises, creations, and performances, (ii. 1-19) ; neither of these leads

to lasting happiness, or to any good that may be considered as the actual fruit of human labor
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(as the actual ^'j^jl^ of man), and not rather an unconditional gift of Divine Providence, (ii.

20-26).

II. Discouese: Chap. 3-5.—In view of the complete dependence of human action and effort

on an immutable and higher system of law (iii. 1-11) the answer to the inquiry after earthly

happiness (or P"!^^) must be that there is no higher good for man than to enjoy this life and to

do good, (iii. 12-22); a good that is not easily attained in the diversely changing circumstances

of fortune, and the frequently unfavorable situations in private, social, and civil life (iv. 1-16),

but a blessing, nevertheless, after which we must strive by piety, conscientiously honest actions,

and a spirit sober, contented, and confiding in God, (iv. 17; v. 19).

III. Discourse: Chap. vi. 1-8, 15. Since worldly goods and treasures in themselves cannot

lead to true happiness, but are rather vain and transitory, (vi. 1-12), we must strive after the

true practical wisdom of life, which consists of patience, contempt of the world, and fear of God

(vii. 1-22) ; and we must seek to gain and realize it, in spite of all the allurements, oppressions,

injustices and misfortunes of this world, (vii. 23: viii. 15).

IV. Discourse : Chap. viii. 16—xii. 7.—As the providence of God in the allotment of human
destinies is, and will ever remain, unfathomable, and apparently has little or no reference to the mo-

ral and religious conduct of men in this world (viii. 16 ; ix. 16), and as there are no other means

for the wise man to preserve his peace of soul in presence of the arrogance, impudent assump-

tion, and violence of fortunate and powerful fools, than godly patience, silence, and tranquility

(ix. 17; X. 20): therefore benevolence, fidelity to duty, a contented and serene enjoyment of

life, and sincere fear of God from early youth to advanced age, are the only true way to happi-

ness in this world and the world beyond, (xi. 1 ; xii. 7).

Epilogue: Chap. xii. 8-14. This contains a comprehensive view of the whole, and a recom-

mendation of the truths therein taught, with reference as well to the personal worth of the au-

thor (9-11), as to the serious and important contents of his teachings (12-14).

Each of these principal divisions falls into subdivisions, already indicated by the preceding

scheme, and within these are again separate paragraphs or verses. These smaller divisions are

either marked by the mere inward progress of the thought, or by certain other external signs,

as here and there by peculiar, cumulative, closing sentences, (i. 15: i. 18; ii. 11, 19, 23, 26), or

also by like formulas and turns in the beginning {e.g. by the opening formula: "I saw:" iii.

10, 16; iv. 1, 7, 15), or by other similar expressions and sentences (e. g. vii. 26 ; viii. 5, 12). In

accordance with this the first discourse contains three divisions (i. 1-11; i. 12, till ii. 19; ii.

20, 26), of which the first has three, the second six, and the third two strophes. The second

discourse consists of three divisions (iii. 1-22; iv. 1-16; iv. 17: v. 19), each of three strophes;

the third oiihr&h divisions, (vi. 1-12; vii. 1-22; vii. 23; viii. 15), of which the first counts two,

the second and third each of three strophes ; the fourth of three divisions, of three strophes each,

(viii. 16-19; ix. 17, till x. 20; xi. 1; xii. 7). The conclusion comprises two strophes or also

half strophes (xii. 9-11; xii. 12-14), together with a shorter proposition (xii. 8). More about

this division into strophes may be found in Vaihinger, Ecclesiastes and Song of Solomon, pp.

26-44 (also in Studien und Kritiken, 1848, 11); and in Haevernick, Introduction to the Old

Testament, edited by Keil, Vol. III. p. 438 flf.

Observation 1,

With the arrangement of the contents of Ecclesiastes above given, which we designate accord-
ing to its principal representatives, as that of Vaihinger and Keil, correspond most nearly the
divisions of KcisTER [the Book ofJob and Ecclesiastes, Schleswig, 1831), of H. A. Hahn

( Com-
ment, on Ecclesiastes of Solomon, 1860), and of Ewald (The Poetical Books of the Old Testa-
ment, 1 ed. iv. 193; 2 ed. 11, 284 ff.). That of the latter, to which Heiligstedt subscribes,
[Commentar. in Eccl. et Cant. Cantic. 1848), corresponds almost exactly with the one accepted
by us, only that the second of the four discourses laid down in it, extends from iii. 1 till vi 9
(and consequently the third from vi. 10- viii. 15),-which seems scarcely in harmony with the
subordinance of the now thought beginning with vi. 10. Ewald and Heiligstedt also avoid,
without sufficient reason, a more special classification of the separate discourses, according to
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strophes and sections. Koster, who also accepts four principal divisions or discourses, has at-

tempted a more special division into strophes, but in the whole, as in the individual parts, in-

dulges in many arbitrary assertions. His divisions are a, introduction: 1, 2-11, consisting of a

proposition as a theme, and two strophes; b. I. Sec. : i. 12, 13, 22, containing eight strophes ; c,

II. Sec: iv. 1-6, 12, containing nine strophes; d. Ill, Sec. : vii. 1-9, 16, containing nine stro-

phes; e. IV. Sec. ix. 17-12, 8, of eight strophes ; f. conclusion : xii. 9-14, of two strophes. Hahn
makes nearly the same classification, only he extends the third part merely to ix. 10, instead of

to ix. 16, and adds the introduction I. 2-11 to part 1.—Of the remaining modes of classification

we notice the following: * M. Geier: Solomon tells I. wherein happiness does not consist ; and

this 1) from his own experience (1, 2) ; 2) from the experiences of others, namely, a. from the

change in the tin;es (3) b. from the character of persons, of the unjust, the envious, the avari-

cious, and of godless kings and the rich, (4, 5), c. from the uncertainty of earthly things, a. of

wealth (6, 7), P. from the arrangement of human as well as divine things (8, 9); II. wherein true

happiness consists, 1) in upright conduct towards superiors (10) ; 2) in beneficence towards the

poor (11) ; 3) in the fear of God (12).

Sebastian Schmidt: Three parts: I. Treatise concerning the highest good, 1) negative,

showing wherein it does not consist (i. 2-3, 11) ; 2) positive, wherein it is to be placed (iii. 12-

14); II. six instances by which man may be prevented from obtaining the highest good (iii. 15

till iv. 16) ; III. guide to the true worship of God, and the way to happiness, contained in four-

teen rules of conduct (iv. 17 ; xii. 7), together with a summary (xii. 8-14).

Starke: Three parts: I. wherein the highest good is not to be found (i. 2 till iii. 11) ; II.

wherein it is to be found (iii. 12 ; iv. 16) ; III. of our demeanor after finding this good, taught

in fourteen rules (iv. 17 till xii. 7) ; then the close, (thus differing but little from the previous

division).

Oetinger: Two parts : One must not let himself be driven by the prevalence of vain things

into folly, avarice, and temerity (chap. i. 7) ; II. one should not be led astray by vanity from

the fear of God (chap. viii. 12).

Paulus : As the former, only pointing out that in chap. 1-7 Solomon speaks, and in chap.

8-12 another person answers him.

—

Van dee Palm : Two parts : I. Theoretical part : illustra-

tion of the vanity of human endeavors (chap. 1-6) ; II. practical part : rules that are to be fol-

lowed under such circumstances (chap. 7-12). J. Day. MicHAELis: I. Theoretical part: the

great insufficiency of the happiness of a man left to himself, and isolated from God (i. 2; iv. 16)

;

II. practical part: the means leading to a true and lasting happiness in this life (iv. 17; xii.

14) ; the first of these parts containing four, and the second six subdivisions.

—

Fr. Seiler : As
the preceding, only that he accords to the theoretical part six, but to the practical part eleven

subdivisions. So also Rosenmuller and others.

Mendelsohn: Thirteen sections: 1) chap. i. 1-11; 2) chap. i. 12; ii. 11; 3) chap. ii. 12-26;

4) chap. iii. 1 ; iv. 3 ; 5) chap. iv. 4-16
; 6) chap. iv. 17 ; v. 19 ; 7) chap. vi. 1 ; vii. 14 ; 8) chap,

vii. 15; viii. 9; 9) chap. viii. 10; ix. 12; 10) chap. ix. 13; x. 15; 11) chap, x. 16; xi. 6; 12)

chap. xi. 7, till xii. 7; 13) chap. xii. 8-14.

E. Che. Schmidt : also thirteen sections : but which correspond with the preceding in scarcely

any point, and of which the last, chap. xii. 8-14, is regarded as the addition of a younger hand.

Knobel and Umbreit take the same position
;
(consult the following paragraph concerning

them and other contestants of the genuineness of the conclusion, chap. xii. 8-14).

Hitzig : Three main divisions : I. The theoretical foundation, or investigation for the reader

regarding the situation (chap. i. 2; iv. 16); II. Recommendation to enjoy the pleasures of life

cheerfully, with various provisions and restrictions (iv. 17 ; viii. 15) ; III. Positive and direct

illustration of what it is salutary for man to do, or development of the principles of a genuine

and practical wisdom, (viii. 16 till xii. 14).

R. Stiee: Introductory Preface (chap. i. 2-11), and then three main divisions : I. To the na-

tural man all is vanity ; he falls into confusion and trouble, as long as he does not look to God,

(chap. i. 12; vii. 30) ;
II. Various passages alluding in various ways to the foregoing, but illu-

minating everything with the light found in the first part (viii. 1 ; xi. 10) ; III. The teaching

* For the titles of the expositions here quoted, comp. J 6.
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of the Book, " Regard thy Creator before thou becomest old, for this yields an immortality ;"

together with conclusion and recapitulation (xii. 1-1-4) ;—each of these principal divisions falls

into several subdivisions ; the first into four, the second into three, and the third likewise into

three.

Fr. de Rougement: Two main divisions of very unequal length : I. Philosophical discourse

(i. 2; xii. 10); II. inspired teaching (xii. 11-14). The first of these parts is introduced by the

presentation of the problem to be solved, (i. 2-11), and then divided into three books: 1) the

vanities of human existence (i. 12; iv. 16); 2) the human conditions of happiness (v. 1; vii.

14) ; 3) the divine conditions of happiness (vii. 15 ; xi. 6) : each of these books is again divided

into three or four paragraphs, and the last is accompanied by a special conclusion :
" life and

death," (xi. 7; xii. 10).

A. F. C. ViLMAR : Seven divisions (mainly for practical utility). I. General introduction :

everything on earth is transitory, and returneth to the place whence it came, etc. (chap, i.)
;

II.

deeds in life are vanity ; God alone carries their success in his hand
; we see no profit of cur la-

bors, and no result of our life (ii. 1 ; iii. 15); III. to expect a recompense on earth, is a decep-

tive hope (iii. 16 ; v. 8) ; IV. riches, with all that they are permitted to accomplish and effect,

are vain and transitory (v. 9 ; vii. 9) ; V. wisdom on earth is no avail, for it can find out much

but not all things, and the end of the wise man is (externally) like the end of the fool (vii. IQ

till X. 4) ; VI. resxdt : our unsuccessful labors, the inequality of the things of the world, the

nothingness of riches, and the insufficiency of worldly wisdom must not deceive us in what we

have to do in our narrow circle, and least of all the youth (x. 5 ; xii. 7) ; VII. conclusion : re-

peated summary of the result more circumstantially given in No. VI.

OBSERVATION 2.

Many commentators deny that there is any evidence of a well-arranged and systematic train

of thouo-ht, and have considered the book an immethodical collection of individual thoughts,

views and expressions, that have simply a loose connection by the assertion that all is vanity,

and for whose grouping the usual division into chapters presents a sufficient means. This is the

view of the older commentators, as also of Luther, Melanchthon, Drdsius, Mercerus, Bauer,

Hansen, Spohn, etc., and it yet appears in the most recent period of Elster, and Hengsten-

BERG. The two latter form , it is true, certain sections, and groups of verses in the course of

their exec^esis of the book, but bring these divisions together in no unitary and well-arranged

scheme. Gurlitt {Studies and Criticisms of the Book of Koheleth, 1865, II. 321 ff.) has also

declared this book "anything but a systematically arranged writing, to bring whose contents in

the form of a logical scheme, would be a fruitless undertaking."—Even those exegetists who see

a colloquial character in the book, aim at no regular arrangement of its contents, and consider

the whole, therefore, as a conversation or disputation between the representatives of two anta-

gonistic views. A few older commentators inclined to this view, especially Hieronymus (comp.

e. q. his remarks on chap. ix. 7,8); " et hctc, iyiquit, aliquis loquatur Ejnciirus et Aristippus

et Cyrenaici," and other similar passages, which show a certain inclination to a dramatizing of

the contents, and Gregory the Great, who {Dialog. IV. 4), seems to give the book almost di-

rectly the character of a dramatic colloquy between Solomon and various opponents of his reli-

gious views. Among the moderns these views are represented by the Englishman, Matt. Poole,

{Annotations on the Bible, London, 1683), F. Geard, {a Paraphrase on Ecclesiastes, London,

-1701), of whom the latter considers : That the Preacher introduces a refined sensualist or a sen-

•:8ual worldling, who interrupts him, in order to attack and ridicule his doctrine. This collo-

quial hypothesis has received its most refined form from Herder and Eichhorn. According to

Herder's eleventh letter on theological study, there are to be distinguished in the book two

voices, that of a hypercritic who seeks truth in the tone of one speaking in the first person, and

mostly ends with the assertion that all is vanity, whilst another voice in the tone of " Thou,"

often interrupts him, represents to him the temerity of his investigations, and mostly ends with

the question : what remains as the result of a whole life? It is not fully question and answer,

doubt and solution, but something that out of the same mouth resembles both, and is distin-

guished by interruptions and continuations. One can therefore divide the book into two co-
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lumns, of which one belongs to the exhausted aeeker, and the other to the warning teacher.

Under these two columns Herder distributes the separate sections of the boo"k as follows :

1. The Seeker. 2. The Teacher.

1. 1-11.

I. 12-18.

II. 1-11.

II. 12-26.

III. 1-15.

III. 16-22.

IV. 1-16 IV. 17.

V. 1-8,

V. 9-19.

VI. 1-11.

VII. 1. VII. 2-15.

VII. 16. VII. 17-23.

VII. 24-33.

VIII. 1. VIII. 2-13.

VIII. 14-17.

IX. 1-3. IX. 4-10.

IX. 11-18.

X. 1-3. . X. 4.

X. 5-7. X. 8-19.

X. 20.

XI. 12.

EicHHORN, independent of Heeder, arrived at a very similar view, on the path of more care-

ful critical and scientific procedure. According to his Introduction to the Old Testament (III.

648 fF ) two kinds of persons clearly alternate in the book, a contemplator, observer, investigator,

who regards with gloomy eyes the life and destiny of men, and in youthful fervor exaggerates

the deductions from his observations and seldom does justice to the good of this world; by his

side stands an aged man of wisdom, who tempers the fire of ardent youth, and brings him back

to the path of truth beyond which he in his excitement has hurried, and even shows how evil

has a good side. The former ends with the lamentation that all is vanity, the latter with the

deductions that a wise man will draw from the course of the world. In sympathy with this

Eichhoen's divisions are

:

1. The Seeker. 2. The Teacher.

I. 2 ; IV. 16. IV. 17 ; V. 11.

V. 12 ; VI. 12. VII. 1-14.

VII. 15. VII. 16-22.

VII. 23-29. VIII. 1-8.

VIII. 9 ; IX. 6. IX. 7-10.

IX. 11-18. X. 1-4.

X. 5-7. X. 8; XII. 7.

Conclusion : XII. 8-14.

Similar, but deviating frequently in details, is the view of Bergst, in Eichhorn's Repertory,

X. 963 ff. From these efforts at introducing dialogues, in which but one thing can be acknow-

ledged as true and tenable, namely, that in some few passages the author introduces his oppo-

nent as speaking, in order immediately to contradict them (see above ^ 1, Obs. 2, towards the

end) there is clearly only one step to that view which regards the whole as a compilation of va-

rious investigations, reflections, and songs or sententious poems of Israelitish philosophers, a

view directly destructive to the unity of the book ; as is done by Doderlein and Nachtigal
in connection with their already mentioned peculiar explanations of the name Koheleth by
" session, assembly" (comp. | 1, Obs. 1). According to this view of Dodeelein, presented in

his scholia in lihros poetic.os V. T., t. 1, (1779), but at a later period [Solomon's Song, and Eo'
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clesiastes, 1784) again rejected and opposed, (which however found a so much moi'e zealous and
determined advocate in jSTachtigal) the whole is a collection by some later hand of various

philosophical and didactic poems, sayings of wise men, obscure questions, together with their

solutions, and a few additions in prose. The entire contents are classified therefore in eight di-

visions, together with a supplement:

I. Section : Poems ( i. 2 ; iv. 16)

;

11. " Proverbs (iv. 17 ; v. 8)

;

III. " Poems (v. 9; vi. 9) ;

IV. " Proverbs(vi. 10; vii. 22);

V. " Obscure questions and their solution (vii. 23; viii. 7);
VI. " Poems (viii. 8 ; x. 1)

;

VII. " Proverbs (x. 2 ; xi. 6)

;

VIII. " Poems (xi. 7; xii. 7).

Supplement : Additions in prose (xii. 8-14).

This view, as well on account of its denial of all connection between the individual parts, as

of progressive thought within them, falls into the class of those expositions which are capable

of vindicating a logically arrayed train of ideas in the book only at the sacrifice of its unity.

With these the following paragraph will be more especially occupied.

OBSEEVATION 3.

As to the literary /or??i of the book, its close connection with that of the older Maschal poetry
in the Proverbs, and its occasional transition into complete prose, comp. especially Ewald,
Foets of the Old Testmnent, p. 285 f. :

" It is not to be denied that our didactic poet has much
that is delicate and refined in expression, and finished in the composition of individual thoughts
and proverbs, such as one would scarcely have expected at this late and depressed period. A
genuine poetic spirit pervades everything;—our poet understands how to give a poetic mould
to the most brittle material, to bring the most distant fields into clear view, to unite the most
dissonant elements, to smooth what is rough, and either harmlessly to bend the views to be op-

posed, or get rid of them before they become too marked. But in one direction he far surpasses

the limit even of the freest of the earlier proverbial poetry, and creates something entirely new.

He no longer gives every where pure poetic lines, but lets the discourse here and there be con-

cluded, without retaining the strict law of metrical construction. When he desires to interpolate

in his freer reflection something purely historical, he dispenses with the restraint of poetic

measure (e. g. i. 12 ; ii. 4 ff. ; ix. 13-15) ; for in the process of accurate and clear thought, many
things may be expressed most curtly and sharply without the trammel of measure. Thus there

is found in our poet a variegated form of discourse, and he is also creative as a composer of pro-

verbs. The Arabs understand this change from verse to prose in many half poetic works, and
in the Indian drama it is universal • even in the prophets of the Old Testament we find much
that is similar, and thus it became so much the more easy for this poet to yield to it. When
the thought soars, the pure height of poetic style always appears with him (comp. as example
of the higliest poetic flight especially chap. xii. 1-6). But especially where teaching and admo-
nition appear, there the language rises to the sharp brevity and genuine character of the ancient

proverb ; to this our later poet has clearly devoted all care and skill, so that it also in this pro-

duction beams forth in the highest beauty. It is neatly polished, sharply stamped, briefly and
pointedly completed

; and he especially rejoices in retaining the old style of genuine Hebrew
speech, whilst this is already inclined to lower itself to the more modern language of intercourse.

It appears thus separately intertwined, or in series ; either in strictest poetic style, or in some-
what weakened fetters, but may even then be recognized by the pure doctrine that it imparts.

Where several proverbs follow each other, there are formed well connected links of a strong

chain of thought, which separates into its parts : but such a chain has at most seven parts or

individual proverbs (iv. 17; v. 6; vii. 1-7; vii. 8-14), so that we can here every where in the

entire composition recognize the significance of the old Hebrew strophes. For the whole con-

struction of each of the four separate discourses of the book clings to the structure of strophes,
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and nowhere oversteps the limits of this structure." With refi'r.ince to the limits of these stro-

phes, EwALD differs in many particulars from Vaihingeb and Keil, whom we in this respect

have followed as in the paragraph above; just as Koster, who first perceived and pointed out

the strophical arrangement of the book in general, differs from the three others in various re-

spects. This uncertainty regarding many of the specialties of the strophical construction, need

not mislead us as to the fact in general, nor carry us to the view taken by Hengstenberg,

Bleek, Kahnis, etc., that the character of the style of the book is entirely without form and

plan. Comp. Vaih., Art. Solomon the Preacher, in Herzog's Real-Encyclopedia, Vol. XII.

p. lOOflf.

^ 3. UNITY AND INTEGRITY.

That Ecclesiastes forms one connected whole, appears from the uniform character of its lan-

guage, and the universal reference of its individual sentences and expressions to the fundamental

thought of the vanity of all earthly things. It appears also from the unmistakable progress of

its reflections throughout the whole, as it goes on from the unharmonious incongruity of the be-

ginning to the increasing clearness, certainty and confidence of the final judgment. However

one may regard the internal law of this progress, and in accordance with it interpret the plan

and order of the whole, it cannot be doubted, in the main, that it is a work from one mould, and

that only isolated inequalities and coarse asperities of structure remain for the candid critical ob-

server, a characteristic peculiarity of the book which can by no means be denied, and which may
not, without farther regard, be explained as a defect of rhetoric or style (see § 1, Obs. 2). In

just appreciation of this peculiarity, nearly all the latest exegetists have opposed the hypercriti-

cal procedure of their predecessors, towards the end of the last century, extending to the arbi-

trary dismemberment and mutilation of the whole [e.g., Spohn, Schmidt, Nachtigal, Paulus,

Staudlin, and partially, also, Grotius and Whiston), and have, at the same time, with the in-

ternal uniformity and continuity of the style, also acknowledged the integrity of the traditional

text. Only in reference to the closing section (chap. xii. 8-1-i) has it been doubted down to the

latest period by certain expositors, whether this may be regarded as an authentic and integral

part of the whole. But even these doubts have justly been rejected by the most, as unfounded,

because the pretended contradiction which the doctrine of happiness, immortality and judgment

as found in this closing part presents to that of the book itself, is merely apparent, and because

the circumstance, that therein Koheleth is spoken of, not as formerly in the first, but in the

third person, is by no means an isolated case, but has in i. 2 and vii. 27 perfect analogies pre-

ceding it.

observation.

Concerning Nachtigal's strange experiments in tracing back the contents to divers wholly

unconnected compositions and aphorisms, see previous Paragraph 2, Obs. 2. H. Grotius* is to

be named as the earliest representative of this mutilating method, which in many respects re-

minds us of Herder's, Eichhorn's, and Magnus' treatment of the Song of Solomon. The

former, in his Annotaiiones in V. T., describes the origin of Ecclesiastes in these words: "redac-

ias esse in lumc libruvi varias hominum, qui apud suos quisque habebaniur, opiniones, Trepl rfjg

ev6aifioviaq, quare viirari non dehemus, si qucedem hie legimus non probanda ; omnes enim sen-

tentias cum suis argumentis recitariti necesse erat id accidere.'^ He strangely imagined Zerub-

babel to be the instigator of the collecting of these proverbs. "Qui hcec colligerent ac sub per-

sona Solomonis in unum corpus congererent, mandatum habuerunt ab uno paslbre, i. e.,ut puto,

Zorobabele, qui ob res tenues Jtidceorum et Persici imperii reverentiam, regem se dicere non au-

sus, quamquam inter suos pro rege habebatur, nomen usurpavit modestius Pastoris " [Annot. ad

c. xii. 11).—Besides Nachtigal and (for a while) Doderlein, it was especially H. E. G. Pau-

lus [Comment., 1790) and Staudlin [History of the Moral Teachings of Jesus, I., 1799), who

maintained towards the end of the last century the fragmentary and compilatory character of

the book, at the same time with its post-Solomonic origin; and each in his peculiar way; Pau-

* Many trace to Luther the assertion of a post-Solomonic origin of Ecclesiastes, carrying it back to several collector',

but this occurs solely on the basis of his " Preface" of the year 1524, not of his Annotationes in Ecclesiastes of li^ii",

a far more thoughtful and uonservatiTe work of a calmer and maturer period. Comp. J 5.

18
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Lus inclining to the view of Herder, i. e., of a dialogue between scholar and teacher; Staud-

LiN, with the effort to trace as many things as possible to Solomon himself as originator. The

vacillating and doubtful condition of Solomon towards the end of his life he has depicted in iso-

lated paragraphs, which a later Hebrew found, and from them took the main material of which

he composed the book, as from certam hitherto uncollected sayings of Solomon. This collector

then added in his own name some remarks at the end of the book, by which the fate of the whole

is mdicated, and some account of the origin of the book is given.—This hypothesis of Staudlin

forms the transition to the second principal form in which the critical efforts directed against the

unity of the book have appeared. This consists in the acceptance of one author, perhaps Solo-

mon, who wrote al various tiynes the single paragraphs, sayings and reflections which form the

book, and finally united them into one rather unfinished and unharmonious whole. Thus, at

first, Wm. Whiston (f 1752), who, under the supposition of Solomonic authorship, says :
" in

librum Ecclesiaslae taviquam in uniun systerna redactas esse plures Solomonis observationes, su-

per rebus gravissivii momenti, sedfacias diversis temporibus, ut longe maxima pars ab eo perfecta

sit, quum solius Jehova; cultui addictus de vera religione bene sentiret, nonnuUce autem, cum per

illecebras voluptatum ab hoc cultu desci visset." Thus also J. Che. Schmidt (179i), according

to whom the book, as it appears, consists of paragraphs written in various moods and times, and

does not yet seem a book fully finished for the public, but rather a mere sketch drawn up (!) by

the author for himself, as a guide for further labor. And there are several similar exegetists

about this time, namely, Middledorpp (1811), also Spohn (1785), according to whom the book

consists of moral sentences which more or less cherish genuine reverence of God, and call atten-

tion to His wisdom in the government of the world, in order thereby to lead to a firm trust in

God, to alienate the mind from the world, direct it to virtue, etc.; and in the same strain writes

ZiRKEL (1792), to whom the whole appears as a reading book for the young inhabitant of the

world, etc.—This view, denying the unity and integrity of the book, appears in its most modest

form, and with the greatest semblance of scientific support in Van der Palm, Doderlein,

Bertholdt, Heezfeld, Knobel, and Umbreit, who think the unity only here and there de-

stroyed by certain changes of the text, alterations, and interpolations, or at least consider the

closing section (chap. xii. 8-14) as a later addition, either of the author himself (as Herzfeld)

or of a later interpolator (as Berth., Knob., Umbr ., etc.). In support of this latter view, Kno-

bel says : 1) the whole addition is superfluous, because the author in xii. 8 (which verse Kno-

bel still considers genuine) brings the whole to a satisfactory conclusion ; 2) Koheleth is not

therein introduced, as in the book itself, in the first person speaking of himself, but he is referred

to as a third person ; 3) the thought of a future judgment of God in verse 14 contradicts the

earlier denial of immortality on the part of the author ; 4) presenting the fear of God and piety

as the aim of all wisdom does not comport with the earlier recommendation of a gladsome, sen-

sual enjoyment of life ; 5) the expression in verse 12 that " of the making of many books there

is no end," does not accord with the epoch of Koheleth, since this period, that of Persian rule, is

rather supposed to have been poor in the literary activity of the Jews. None of these reasons

will stand a test. For to the 1) a very clear and expressive prominence of the principal didactic

thoughts was by no means superfluous, in the obscure and casual way in which these had been

previously expressed (e. g., xi. 9) ; to the 2) Koheleth is spoken of in the third person already in

the i. 2 ; vii. §7, and even in verse 8 of the 12th chapter, recognized by Knobel as genuine ; and

again, the fact that an author alternately speaks of himself in the first and third person has its

analogies in other fields (e. g., Sir. 1. 29 ff.; to the 3 and 4), neither the doctrine of happiness,

nor that of immortality and retribution is at variance with the corresponding views and princi-

ples of that closing section, since the eudemonism (or blessedness) previously taught is by no

means partial, sensual, or even epicurean, but is rather coupled with frequent direct and indirect

exhortations to piely (see iii. 14; v. 6; viii. 12 f.), and since the final judgment in chap. xi. 9

has been specially arid clearly enough alluded to (comp. § 5). In regard to the 5th, the pre-

sumption of a comparative literary inactivity and unproductiveness of the Jews of the Persian

period is destitute of all proof, as the learned activity of the elders of the synagogue, and the

collectors and multipliers of the sacred writings beginning with Ezra, proves; but since the au-

thor, as is probable from other signs, possessed a learned culture extending beyond the circle of
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Israelitish writings (see the following paragraph), and consequently " with the making of many
books," was thinking of the literary activity of the Greeks, Persians, Egyptians (for whose im-

mense religious and profane literature, even in the pre-Alexandrine age, comp. JJiodorus Siculus,

I., 49), and other contemporary nations, therefore the expression in question proves more for

than against the appropriateness of that part to the whole. Two arguments also of Umbreit
ao-ainst the genuineness of the section are decidedly untenable ; one consisting in the marked

self-laudation of the author in verses 9 and 11, and the other in the pretended change of expres-

sion and tone of the discourse from verse 8 onward. For the laudatory expressions of the author

concerning his own wisdom and learning have their complete and significant parallel in Prov. ii.

1-15; iii. Iff.; iv. Iff.; v. Iff.; vii. Iff.; in Job xxxii. 6-19; in Sirach 1.30; and indeed in

many earlier expressions of Koheleth himself, as i. 16 ;
ii. 3 ; vii. 23 ;—and the change of diction

from verses 8 or 9 is simply an internal one, affecting the tone of the discourse and not the indi-

vidual linguistic peculiarities, and is therefore satisfactorily explained by the essential contrast

existing between the epilogue and the contents of the first part (comp. e. g., also Sir. 1. 29-31,

with the foregoing ; and also 2 Mace. xv. 38-40 ; John xx. 30, 31, etc.). One need not even

consider (with Herzfeld) xii. 9-14 as a later addition from the author's own hand to his book.

For if, indeed, verse 9 treated of a later activity of Koheleth, this would only then prove a later

addition of the section, if Koheleth, i. e., Solomon, were the real and not the pretended author

of the book. As for the rest, Umbiceit, apart from his exclusion of the ending as a false addi-

tion, has decidedly defended and maintained the unity and continuity of all the preceding ; comp.

his valuable treatise on the " Unity of the Book of Koheleth," Studien und Kriliken, 1857, i

1-56. Next to him, of the latest exegetists, Ewald, Vaihinger and Elster have done the

best service in proving the unitary character and integrity of the book. Compare what the last

named of these beautifully as strikingly remarks concerning this subject [Preface, Sec. III. f.)

:

"As in landscapes, whose forms, in consequence of previous struggles of contending elements,

contrast in a manner apparently lawless and wild, the eternal law of all natural formation is

stamped, but in another form ; thus the Divine impulse that appears to every candid mind in the

book of Koheleth, cannot be wanting in regularity and unity in its revelation. Although per-

meated by the most ardent contest of a human heart full of inward glow, it presents in the forms

of its revelation, and in consequence of this previous strife, something of the not entirely lawless

dismemberment of a volcanic region. Yes, as landscapes of this kind present to the eye of the

artist an especially rich material with which to express his indwelling idea of beauty in bold and

stupendous forms, so may we say that the sublimity of the Divine mind is most deeply felt in

the rough and dismembered form of the \)ook of Koheleth."

I 4. epoch axd author.

Neither the title nor the contents of this book can be used to sustain the traditional opinion

that Solomon is the author of it (though it presents the fundamental features of the physics of

Solomon, as the proverbs those of his ethics, and the Song those of his logic—comp. the general

introduction to the Solomonic writings, ^ 1, Obs.). For the manner in which the self-designa-

ting Koheleth speaks of himself, chap. i. 1 ; xii. 16, as the Son of David and King of Jerusalem,

and then attributes to himself works, undertakings, and qualities, whose originator and bearer

history teaches to be Solomon alone (ii. 4 till xii. 15 ; '/iii. 9 ff.; comp. § 2), indicates rather a

literary fiction and an artful self-transposition of the author into the place of Solomon, than the

direct Solomonic authorship. For the author says i. 12: that he, Koheleth, has been king in

Jerusalem, and speaks, vii. 15, of the " days of his vanity," as if he had long been numbered with

the dead! And again, what he says of himself, i. 16; ii. 7, 9: that he was wiser and richer

than all before him in Jerusalem, points, under unbiassed exposition, clearly to an author diffe-

rent from the historical Solomon ; and, moreover, the allusions to his prosperity, as not less the

boasting expressions regarding his own wisdom in i. 16; ii. 3, 9, and finally the remarks in refe-

rence to him as a person belonging to history, vii. 27; xii. 9-11, are scarcely in harmony with

the authorship of Solomon the son and successor of David. And that also which is said, vii. 10,

of the dejiravity of the times, accords as little with the age of Solomon, the most brilliant and pros-

perous of Israelitish history, as the manner in which, iv. 13-16
; v. 7 ff.; viii. 2-10 ; x. 4 ff.; 16 ff.,
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it is spoken of princes and kings, indicates the man as speaker who himself is king. And alto-

gether unkingiy sound the complaints in iii. 17; iv. 1 ; x. 5-7 concerning unjust judges, violent

tyrants, officers given to imposition, and slaves and fools elevated to high offices and honors, etc.;

these are all lamentations and complamts natural enough in a suffering and oppressed subject,

but not in a monarch called and authorized to abolish the evils (comp. Obs. 1).

To these references to an author other than Solomon, and an origin considerably later than the

Solomonic period, may be added also the linguistic pecuUarities of the book, which point with

great definiteness to an epoch after the exile. Compared with the prosaic and poetic diction of

writings antecedent to the exde, that of this book shows a comprehensive breadth and superfluity

of Aramaic words, forms, particles and significations only comparable with similar appearances

of well-known productions of post-exile literature, e. g., the Books of Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther,

the earliest prophetic writings. The linguistic character of the book is, on the whole, in such

direct contrast with that of the genuine and old Solomonic writings, especially of the constituent

parts of the Proverbs, and in the use and formation of certain favorite philosophical expressions,

that these isolated contacts with the old Solomonic thesaurus and custom are necessarily attribu-

table to a direct use of these older writings on the part of the author ; while in other regards a

most radical difference is observable in the two spheres of language and observation. We con-

demn, however, as an unscientific subterfuge, the opinion of some that Solomon purposely

used in Ecclesiastea the Chaldaic mode of expression of the philosophers of his age (comp.

Obs. 2).

For a more exact determining of the person of the author, and the epoch in which he wrote,

the descriptions given by him of the religious and moral conditions of his nation and its cotem-

poraries, offer some hints and assistance. According to iv. 17; v. 5 and ix. 2, the temple wor-

ship was assiduously practiced, but without a living piety of heart, and in a hypocritical and

self-justifying manner ; the complaints in this regard remind us vividly of similar ones of the

prophet Malachi (e. g., Mai. i. 6 to ii. 9 ; iii. 7 ff.), with whose book, moreover, our own comes

in striking contact in some points of language, namely, in the use of the expression TlN/'^'^

"the angel" in the sense of "priest" (chap. v. 5; comp. Ulil^ l^^?-^
^'^^^- "• "*)• Other

expressions of the author, regarding the religious, moral, and social vices and evils of his age,

remind us of the lamentations of Ezra and Nehemiah in reference to the misery under the Per-

sian Satraps, e.g., what he says about the decline of public justice (iii. 17), the violent oppres-

sion of the innocent (iv. 1; vii. 5), the perversion of judgment in the provinces (v. 8), the ad-

vancement of idle, incapable, and purchasable men to high honors and places (vii. 7; x. 5-7;

xvii. 19), the debauchery of officers and lofty ones of the realm (x. 16-19), informers and secret

police (x. 20), the increase of immoral, unrighteous, and selfish conduct of the great multitude

(iv. 4, 8; V. 9 ; viii. 10, 11 ; ix. 3). The harmony of these passages with much that is similar

in the books of Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther (comp. e. g , Ez. iv. 1 ff.; ix. 1 ff.; Neh. i. 3 ff.; ii.

10, 19; iii. 33 ff; iv. Iff.; xiii. 10 ff.; Esth. iii. Iff.; v. 9ff.), is the more significant because our

book uses in common with these very literary productions of the Persian period a word indis-

putably Persian, ( }~1in>^ edict, command, chap. viii. 11 ; comp. Ez. iv. 17 ; Esth. i. 20, etc.).

There is no exact indication in the book of a later period of authorship than that of the books of

Nehemiah and Malachi, or than the last decades of the fifth century before Christ,—neither in the

gloomy view of the world and the melancholy philosophy of the author extending at times to

inconsolable doubts of Providence, which might have been easily indulged in immediately after

the exile,—nor in the complaint about the making of many books (chap. xii. 12), to which by no

means the last period of Persian rule should be the first to offer an inducement, nor finally in the

apparent controversy against Pharisaical, Sadducean and Essasan principles (iv. 17; v. 6; vii.

2-6 ; ix. 2) ; for this is a controversy which in truth refers only to the germs and additions of

the mode of thinking of these parties extant since the exile, or since the period immediately

preceding the exile, and not referring to the life and doctrine of these sect-like parties as they

were in the last century before Christ. The fact that this book hints no where in the slightest

at the political condition of the Jewish people under the Ptolemaic and Seleucidan rulers, and

\

\
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not less the fact that it has been accepted in the canon of the Old Testament, while the book of

Sirach, composed soon after the commencement of the Macedonian rule, was excluded from it, as

from an already finished collection, testifies pretty clearly against the composition of the book in

so late a post-Persian period (comp. Obs. 3).

If this book may therefore be very probably considered as about contemporary with Nehemiah
and Malachi, or between 450 and 400, then we may find the inducement and aim of its produc-

tion in the fact thxt the sad condition of his nation, and the unfortunate state of the times, led

the author to the presentation of grave reflections as to the vanity of all earthly things, and to

the search after that which, in view of this vanity, could afford him consolation and strength of

faith, and the same to other truth-loving minds led by the sufferings of the present into painful

inward strife and doubts. The result of these reflections, the author—a God-fearing Israelite,

belonging to the caste of the Chakamim, or wise teachers of that time (chap. xii. 9-11 ; comp.

1 Kings iv. 31), whose personal relations cannot be more clearly defined, thought to bring most

fittingly to the knowledge and appropriation of his contemporaries, by presenting King Solomon,

the most distinguished representative of the Israelitish Chakamim, and the original ideal concep-

tion of all celebrated wise men of the Old Testament, as a teacher of the people, with the vanity

of earthly things as his theme. And he puts into the mouth of this kingly preacher of wisdom
(Koheleth—comp. §1) as his alter ego, mainly two practical and religious deductions from that

theme ; 1) the principle that while renouncing the traditional belief of a temporal adjustment of

Divine justice and human destinies, we must seek our earthly happiness only in serene enjoy-

ments, connected with wise moderation and lasting fidelity to our trusts; and 2) the exhortation

to a cheerful confidence in the hope of a heavenly adjustment between happiness and virtue, and
to a godly and joyous looking to this future and just tribunal of God (comp. Obs. 4).

OBSERVATION 1.

The Talmud seems to express a certain doubt of the traditional Jewish and Christian view,

that Solomon himself wrote this book when it, Baba Vathra, i. 14, 15 (comp. Schalschelleth

Hakkabala, i. 66), makes the assertion that Hezekiah and his philosophers (Prov. xxv. 1) wrote

Isaiah, Proverbs, the Song of Solomon, and Ecclesiastes. But this assertion does not so much
regard the actual composition of these books as their final revision and introduction into the

Canon; the origin of their entire contents from the authors named, and consequently their au-

thenticity in the strict sense of the word, is not called into question. Of a more serious charac-

ter are the objections raised by L other against the Solomonic origin of Ecclesiastes. In his

preface to the German translation of this book, written in 1524, he says :
" The book was not

written or arranged by King Solomon himself with his own hand, but was heard from his mouth
by others, and collected by the learned men. As they themselves finally confess when they say :

These words of the philosophers are spears and nails, arranged by the masters of the congrega-

tion, and presented by one shepherd; i. e., certain chosen ones at that time were ordered by kings

and people, this and other books of Solomon, presented to the one shepherd, so to place and
arrange, that no one should have need to make books according to his desire ; as they therein

complain that of book-making there is no end, and forbid others to undertake it. Such people

are called the masters of the congregation, so that the books must be accepted and ratified by
their hand and office. For the Jewish people had an external government established by God,

in order that these things might be surely and justly arranged. Thus also the book of the Pro-

verbs of Solomon was put together by others, and at the close the teachings and sayings of some
wise men were added. Thus also the Song of Solomon seems like a pieced book, taken by others

from his mouth. Therefore also is there no order in these books, but one part is mingled with

the other, since they did not hear all at one period, nor at once, as must be the way with

such books."—He judges still more boldly about the same book in one of those casual remarks

of his " Table Talk," to which, however, he would himself scarcely have given any scientific va-

lue (Works, Erlangen Ed., Vol. 62, 128) :
" This book ought to be more complete ; there is too

much broken off from it—it has neither boots nor spurs—it rides only in socks, just as I did

when in the cloister.—I do not believe that Solomon was damned, but it was thus written to

terrify kings, princes and rulers. Thus he did not write Ecclesiastes, but it was composed by
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Sirach at the time of the Maccabees. But it is a very good and pleasant book, because it has much

fine doctrine concerning the housuliold. And, moreover, it is like a Talmud, composed of many
books, perhaps from the library of King Ptolemy Evergetis in Egypt. As also the Proverbs of

Solomon were brought together by others," etc.—Luther seems by no means to have always

entertained this opinion of the book, disputing its authenticity as well as its unity; in bis Latin

Commentary at least (Ecclesiastes, Solomonis cum annotationibus, 1532, Ed. Erlang., Lat. T.,

XXL, p. 1 ss.), he presents the immediate hearers and contemporaries of King Solomon, as

writing the pronounced contents of Koheleth : "Titulum Ecclesiastce sive coiicionaloris mag is re-

ferendum puto ad ipsius libri, quam ad aatoris nomen, ut intelligas hcec esse verba per Sa!omo-

nem pubhce dicta in condone quada?n suorum principum et aliorum. Cum enim rex essei, non

erat swi muneris neque officii docere, sed sacerdotum el Levitarum. Quare hcec arbitror dicta a

Salomone in conventu quodam suorum, seu a convivio, vel etiam intra convivium, prcesentibus ali-

quot magnis viris et proceribus, postquam apudse diu et multum cogitasset de rerum humanoi-um

s. jjotius affecluum conditione et.vanitate, quce sic postea [id fit) illis prcBsentibus effuderit, deinde

at illis ipsis viagistris communitatis vel ecclesia excepta et coUecta.— Vnde et in fine fatentur hcec

se accepisse a pastore uno et congessisse. Sicut nostrum quispiajn possetm convivio sedens de rebus

hufnanis disputare, aliis, quod diceretur, excipientibus. Ut scilicet sit publica concio, quam ex

Salomone audierint, a qua condone placuit hunc librum Coheleth appellare, non quod Salomon

ipse concionator fuerit, sed quod hie liber concionetur, tamquam publicus sermo." As the direct

Solomonic authorship apjjears here decidedly retained, so Luther in other places names Solomon

without restriction as the immediate author, just as do Melancthon, Brenz, and the other

contemporary and next following exegetists throughout. Grotius was the next one to take up

again the denial of the Solomonic- authenticity, and indeed in a far more distinct and con.sistent

manner than Luther. See the Obs. to the last paragraph, p. L5 f. He sought in some measure

to give a scientific foundation to the assertion of a post-Solomonic origin by reference to the later

Chaldeaii style. "Ego Salomonis non esseputo," he says, " sed scriptum serius sub illius regis tam-

quam poenitentis ducti nomine. Argumenta ejus rei habeo multa v'ocabula, quce 7ion alibi, quam in

Daniele, Esdra et Qhaldceis, interjyretibus reperias." Another opponent of the genuineness of the

book appeared then in Herm. v. d. Hardt [de libro Coheleth, 1716), who, however, did not, as

Grotius, and as subsequently and more decidedly G. Ph. Chr. Kaiser (comp. § 1, Obs. 1),

think Zerubbabel to be the author of the book, but his younger contemporary, Jesus, son of

the high priest Joiada. Although these rather arbitrary and poorly supported assertions met

strong opposition among all contemporaries, and J. D. Michaelis declared himself decidedly in

favor of the direct Solomonic origin of the book {Poetic Outline of the Thoughts of Ecclesiastes of

Solomon, 2d ed., 1762), nevertheless, since the epoch of genuine rationalism, the belief of its com-

position in a post-exile era, and by a philosopher identified with Solomon by means of free poetic

fiction, has become so general, that since that time, even from orthodox quarters, only a rather

isolated opposition has appeared. The defence of the Solomonic origin has been attempted by

ScHELLiNG {Salomonis quce s^ipersunt, etc., 1806), F. de Rougement {Explication du livre de I'

.E'cc^eszasi'e, Neuchatel, 1844), H. A. Hahn {Commentary, 1860), Wangeman {Ecclesiastesprac-

tically treated according to contents and connection, 1856), Ed Bohl (see Obs. 2), and also the

Catholics, Welte (Herbst's Int., II., 2, 252 fi".), Ludw. van Essen {Ecclesiastes, Schaffhausen,

1856), and others ; while the opposite view has found representatives not only in Ewald, LI^ji-

BEEiT, Elster, Vaihinger, Bleek (Int. to the 0. T., p. 641 fi".), H. G. Bernstein (comp.

Obs. 3), etc., but also in Havernick, Keil, Henqstenberg, 0. V. Gerlach, Vilmar, De-

LITZSCH, and others.

observation 2.

The numerous Aramaisms in the book are among the surest signs of its post-exile origin
;

of these nearly every verse presents some : For example, ?|7j»{ if (vi. 6 ; Esth. vii. 14) ; ^\2^ ^^
- T

cease, rest (xii. 3; Dan. v. 19; Esth. v. 9) ; pf time (iii. 1 ; Neh. xi. 6; Esth. ix. 27, 31)

;

*^J^'3 to succeed, prosper (x. 10; xi. 10; Esth. viii. 5) ; Jl^^^tD province (xi. 8 ; v. 7) ; QJljIi)
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edict (compare what is said above, (p. 14) ; ^[^'5' interpretation, meaning (viii. 1 ; comp.

Dan. xi. off.)
; i^^ ^^*t< v3'P ^° ^^^^ "°^ ^"'- "^^^

' ^^^'^^ exactly like (v. 15); l^hl^

to rule (ii. 19 ; v. 18 ; Neh. v. 15 ; Esth. ix. 1) ; 1)0^^^' authority, ruler (viii. 4, 8 ; Dan. iii. 2,

3) ; IpD to be right (i. 15; vii. 13; xii. 9; comp. Dan. iv. 33) ; wl^pf) powerful (vi. 10; Dan.

ii. 40, 42 ; iii. 3) ; likewise the particles "^^3 long since (i. 10; ii. 12, 16) ; ?,p ppf without (ii.

25); m^l 71^ °^ account of (vii. 19); J^' HO what was (i. 9; iii. 15).

—

Ed. Buhl has

lately tried in vain to weaken the testimony against the Solomonic origin of the book, contained

in these numerous direct and indirect parallelisms with the books of Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah,

Esther, etc. [Dissertatio de Aramaismis llhrl Koheleth, qua libruvi Sahmoni vindicare conatur,

Erlang., 1864). To these we may add the many peculiar philosophical expressions, as : P^JH*

advantage, gain, excellence (i. 3 ; ii. 13) ; jn% pSll, pSp'fl, D)^^,, ])y'}> together

with numerous abstract forms in j^!) as HI 77(1 madness (x. 13) ^7^0 foolishness (i. 17;

ii, 3) ; j^^l'^pfi^ '^^'^"'"o ^^'^> youth (xi, 10); jTD'^^^y sluggishness (x. 18), etc. Where

there appear, on the contrary, characteristic expressions and terms from the old Solomonic lan-

guage, there every time the thought of borrowing is patent. Thus the expression fl^^ 7V^
the bird (x, 10; comp. Prov, i. 17); that favorite conception y^t^ (i. 2, etc.; comp. Prov, xiii.

11 ; xxi. 6 ; xxxi. 30) ; the expression Q'"7^ i)^tl ^^^^ the hands, as a picture of idleness (iii.
- T ) - T

5; iv. 5; comp. Prov. vi. 10; xxiv. 33) ; J^31!D '>'e>nissio (x. 4 ; comp. Prov, xiv. 30 ; xv. 4)

;

f]^"^^ laziness (x. 10; comp. Prov. xix. 15) ; T))'^ street (xii. 4, 5; comp. vii. 8; Cantic. iii.

2) ; the word play in Qjy' and [pp^' (vii. 1; comp, Cantic. i. 3) ; ni.3^^n delights (ii. 8;

Cantic, vii. 7 ; Prov. xix. 10). Compare Havernick, Introduction to 0. T., I., p. 233 ; Ewald,
Poets of 0. T., II., 268 f. The Hebrew is here so strongly permeated with the Aramaic, that there

are not only many individual words entirely Aramaic, but the foreign influence extends into the

smallest veins, while at the same time the material remaining from the old language has been far-

ther developed under Aramaic influence. Indeed this book deviates farther than any other in the

0. T. from the ancient Hebrew, so that one is easily tempted to believe that it was the latest of them

all. But this would be a hasty and erroneous conclusion, for the Aramaic penetrates not suddenly

and violently, but by degrees ; so that in this period of intermingling, the one writer might adopt a

much stronger Aramaic tint than the other. We see from this, and from many idioms here ven-

tured on for the first time, and wholly absent elsewhere (e. g.,
" under the sun," i. e., on the earth)

only so much, that this book comes from an author from whom we have nothing else in the 0. T.;

to all appearances he lived not even in Jerusalem, but in some country of Palestine; for we can

safely enough thus conclude fi'om the proverbial phrase, " To go to the city," i. e., Jerusalem, x.

15, compared with similar expressions, vii, 19; viii. 10 ("I^T/^ in thecity),and on the contrary
• T

j^^^*7^ V. 7, or nib^ V. 8, the field (or soil).—Whether this conclusion, as well as that one for the
T • ; V T

same reason based on the expression " King in Jerusalem," i, 1, is so perfectly well assured, might

well be doubted; comp. for the phrase 1^V^ also Song of Solomon, iii. 2, 3 ; v. 7 ; Deut. xxviii. 3

;

and also the exegetical explanations to x. 15. What Ewald (p. 269, note 1) adduces concerning

the linguistic probabilities in favor of Galilee as the residence of the author, is in any case insufli-

cient.

OBSERVATION 3.

Havernick, Keil, Hengstenberg, etc., accord with our above transfer of the epoch of the

composition of Ecclesiastes into the second-third of the Persian period, or into the times of Ne-

hemiah and Malachi (450-400). Eosenmulleb, de Wette, Knobel, Ewald, Vaihinger,
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Elster, Bleek, et al. go a little farther down; they think it could not have originated until

the last years of the Persian rule, or perhaps (so at least the first three) even not until the be-

ginning of the Macedonian period. As reasons for this view they say (Elster, p. 7 f. ; Vaih.

p. 51 fF.) : 1) the period of Nehemiah, and indeed also the next following decades, (mainly there-

fore the years 460 till 3j0}, could not be brought into consideration, they being the happiest

periods of Israel during the Persian rule; the origin of Koheleth must occur in a time of greater

national adversity and sorrow, such as did not begin till after Artaxerxes 11. (Mnemon) ; 2) the

complaint about the making of many books (xii. 12), points to a period " in which a diffuse and
unfruitful literature has been formed by a peculiar learning of the schools," (Elster and
Ewald); 3) the commencement of sectarianism which did not appear untd after the peaceful

period of Artaxerxes II. (-iOi-SoS), forms the historical inducement to many of the expressions

in the book, as iv. 17; v. 6; vii. 2-6
;

ix. 2, (Vaih.) ; 4) in the same way the book presupposes

the entire disappearance of prophetic literature, and must therefore have been written a consi-

derable period after Malachi; 5) the author points on the one hand to the occasional desire of

apostacy from the Persian Kings (viii. 2), on the other, he foresees the fall of the Persian realm,

and admonishes them to wait for the fitting time, adding a warning against precipitate action

(viii. 5; x. 8-11, 18, 20); these are all references to the last decades of the Persian period,

or to the years 360-340, as the probable era of the origin of the book (Vaih.). HENGSXENBERa
has answered the first of these arguments in a thorough manner, and has shown that nothing
very definite is known of a more oppressive and violent character of the Persian rule during its

last period, but that this from the beginning to the end was severe and tyrannical for the Jews,
and that especially under Nehemiah there was much cause for complaint, deep mourning, and des-

pair, as may be clearly enough seen from Neh. v. 15, 18 ; viii. 9; ix. 36, 37; xiii. 10, 11, 15 ff.

Against the second argument, taken from Koh. xii. 12, we would refer to what has already been
said (I 3, Obs.) on the reference of the expression " making many books " not only to the Jewish,
but also to the entire oriental as well as the Grecian literature; whereby this argument is lost

for a later period of composition. No. 3, includes the wholly untenable assumption that the
germs of the "sects " of the Phari-sees, Sadducees, and Essenes were not known before the year
400 before Christ

;
a view so much the more groundless, the more distinctly the germs to these

peculiar religious and moral tendencies may be traced back to a considerably earlier period ; as

for instance in the second part of the prophet Isaiah, Sadducean unbelief and materialism (chap.

Ivii. 3fi".
;

lix. 1, flf.), and Pharisaic justification by works, and hypocrisy are deprecated, and the

same may be shown in Jeremiah (comp. Reuss, History of Christian Theology in the Apostolic

Afje, I. p. 126 ss.). Though it may be a fact that according to the many quoted passages iv. 17 ;

v. 6
;

vii. 2-6, etc., in Koheleth, there appear, in the germ, the scepticism of the Sadducees, the
anxiety and timidity of the Pharisees, the pleasure in morose retirement of the Essenes (Ewald,
Hist, of Israel, IV. 495) ; nevertheless, from this fact but the one probability for determining the
period of this book is to be deduced, and that is that it belongs to the time of the exile, or to
one subsequent; any thing more definite cannot be deduced from it. Comp. also the exegetical
illustrations to the passages quoted, and to ix. 2.—The fourth of the above arguments is based on
the erroneous supposition that the labors of the prophets were unknown to the author and distant
from him, and that with him appeared a new mode of understanding the divine truth of revela-
tion, beside which a prophetic literature could not well be imagined (Elster). To which we
reply that there is nowhere in this book so decided an ignoring of the presence of the prophets
as that contained in Mace. xiv. 41, and that the author -did not find sufficient inducement to re-

fer to the labors of the few bearers of prophetic truth whom he and his contemporaries mav per-
haps have known,—men like Zachariah, Haggai, and Malachi—any more distinctly than he had
already done in speakin,^ of wisdom and wise men. As to the fifth reason for the composition
of the book in the last decades of the Persian rule, it rests on exegetical supports entirelv too
insecure to permit us to attach any weight to it. The desire of apostacy from the Persian king,
or the wavering in loyalty (Vaih.) in passas^e viii 2, must be artificially introduced; and that
the passage in chap. x. 18, " By much slothfulness the building decayeth; and throuc-h idle-

ness of hands the house droppeth through," is a special reference to the near approach of the
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ruin of the Persian kiugdom, is quite as untenable, as it is arbitrary to find in viii. 5; x. 8-11

20. warnings against a national rebellion, or immature efforts lor throwing off the Persian yoke.

And in general it is advisable to refrain as much as possible from introducing political references

into the book, and instead of that to devote so much greater attention to its allusions to the re-

ligious and esthetical conditions of its period. These allusions however present many strikingly

close parallelisms with the book of Malachi ; as whose most immediate contemporary in the whole

of the Old Testament literature, Koheleth may therefore very properly be considered. On ac-

count of this unmistakable connection with the " seal of the prophets," this book can scarcely be

brought down lower than the year 400 before Christ, and the hypothesis nearest to our own, of

Bernstein {Quccstiones Kohelethance) and of Delitzsch [Commentary on Job, -p. 15) must

therefore be rejected, according to which it originated under Artaxerxes II. therefore between

400 and 360, B. C. Still more decidedly must we reject the views of Bergst, Berthold, Schmidt,

et al., which accept the period between Alexander the Great and Antiochus Epiphanes, those of

ZiRKEL and Hartmann which adopt the epoch of Maccabean struggles for liberty, as well

as those of Hxtzig, who takes the precise year 204 B. C. as the period of the composition.

The arguments presented by the latter for this exact period, are mostly the merest assumptions

;

e. g. the assertion that chap. viii. 2, points to the period after Ptolemy Lagi, who was the first

to demand an oath of allegiance from the Jews [Josephus, Arclweology, xii. 1) ; the opinion

that chap. x. 16-19 refers to the commencement of the government of Antiochus Epiphanes,

who at his father's death was only five years old; that the little city, chap. ix. 14 f. is the little

marine city of Dora with its victorious resistance to King Antiochus the Great, 218 B. C. ; that

the amorous woman, chap. vii. 26, is Agathoklea, the concubine of Ptolemy Philopator t(xx. 3):

that the former days were better than these of chap. vii. 10, point to the more happy periods for

the Jews of the first three Ptolemys. How poorly the acceptance of such special references har-

monizes with the otherwise general contents of the respective passages, the separate exegesis of

each will show more pointedly. The affinity between the Book of Wisdom and Koheleth, ad-

duced by HiTziG, does not therefore prove the composition of the latter in the Alexandrine era,

because the " Wisdom " is the original Greek product of a later imitator of the ancient Hebrew
Chokmah-Iiterature, but Koheleth is an original production of this latter, and of a specific He-

brew character, whose isolated parallelisms with that apocryphal writer must arise from the use

made of him by the author of it. (Comp. Hahn, in Reuters Repert. 1838, Vol. XIV. p. 104, ff.)

observation 4.

The aim of Ecclesiastes has ever been defined in very different ways. Hieronymus under-

stood it almost wholly in a theoretical sense, when he made its object the teaching of the vanity

of all earthly things ; a view in which many modern men have followed him, as Herder, Eich-

HORN, Friedlander, Dathe, and others. All these define its object mainly or exclusively ac-

cording to chap. i. 2 ; xii. 8, and similar passages, whilst again Paulus, Umbreit, Koster, Ew-
ald, et al. look solely to such passages as i. 3 ; iii. 9 ; vi. 11, etc., and make the aim of the book

the demonstration of the nature of the highest good. The view of Desvoeux belongs also to

the theoretical comprehension of the book (? 6) : viz., that the author of it would prove the im-

mortality of the soul, and a future reward in another world, with which undue appreciation of

the religious character of the book, others substantially coincide, as M. Fr. Rods [Footsteps of

the Faith of Abraham, p. 76), Rhode [de vett. poetaricm sapientia gnomica, p. 223), etc. Kai-

ser has given to the book an historical and didactic aim, by supposing that he finds therein an

allegorical presentation of the secret history of the Davidic kings from Solomon to Zedekiah,

(See I 1 and 6). De Rougement, Umbreit, and Vatke have, on the contrary, declared it to

be a philosophical composition, with the difference, however, that the first designates its tendency

as specifically religious, the second as skeptical, and the third as nihilistic. Luther makes the

aim of Ecclesiastes wholly practical in his preface to the books of Solomon (Erl. Ed., Vol. LXIV.

p. 37) ;

" Th-e second book is called Koheleth, what we call Ecclesiastes, and is a book of

consolation. If indeed a man will live obediently to the teachings of the first book, [i. e.,

Proverbs) and obey its commands, he is opposed by the devil, the world, and his own flesh,

so that he becomes weary of his condition, and averse to it. As now Solomon in his first
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book teaclies obedience in contradistinction to mad frivolity and frowardness, so in this book

he teaches us to be patient and constant in obedience against dissatisfaction and opposition,

and to await our hour with peace and joy." Comp. his Latin Comment, p. 8 : Est ergo summa
et Scopus hujus lihri, quod Solomon vult nos reddere pacaios et quietis animis, in cominuni-

bus negotiis et casibus hujus vilce, ut vivamus contenti prcesentibus sine cura et eupiditatefu-

turorum, sicut Paulus ait : " Sine cura et sollicitudine agentesj'—juturorum enim curam

frustra affligere. Ibid. p. 12 :
" Est ergo [ut repetens dicam) status et consilium hujus li-

belli, erudire nos, ut cum gratiarum actione utamur rebus prcesentibus et creaturis Dei, quoB

nobis Dei benedictione largiter dantur ac donates sunt, sine sollicitudine futurorum, tantum

ut tranquillum et quietum cor habeamus, et animum gaudii plenum^ contenti scilicet verbo et

opere Dei!'' Against the traditional Catholic conception of the book, as a substantially theo-

retical representation of the worthlessness and baseness of earthly things, Luther argues with

energy: "Nocuerunt multum hcec libro false intellecto pluri7ni sa7icio7'um Patrum, qui sense-

rurd Solomonem h. I. docere contemptum mundi, i. e., rerum creatarum et ordinatarum a Deo,"

etc.—The Catholic Hardouin, quite independent of Luther, has given to the book an object

closely allied to his when he says :
" That the best, that is the most tranquil, the most in-

nocent and the most happy thing in this life, is to enjoy with his family in their repasts,

the gain that a legitimate labor may have acquired, and to acknowledge that to be able to do so is

a gift of God, which we should consequently use with thanks, not forgetting that we shall all be

summoned to the judgment of God for these as for all other things." This purely practical and

moral tendency of the conception of most expounders of the rationalistic school, appears debased

to a meaningless simplicity ; for example, in Zirkel, Spohn, Bertholdt, Schmidt, Gaab (Con-

tributions to the exegesis to the Song of Solomon, p. 48), G. L. Bauer, {Int. to the 0. T., p. 411)

etc. According to them Ecclesiastes teaches " how one can enjoy a happy life and avert evils,"

(Zirkel); or also: "How a youth, who wishes to enter the great world, may demean him-

self sagely in many of the scenes of human life, and deferentially towards God, religion^ and

virtue," (Spohn); or: "How one should accept fortune and misfortune, >joy and sorrow," (Ber-

tholdt) ; or :
" How one, with all the imperfection of his destiny, may live cheerful and

happy," (Gaab, Bauer), or: "How laws may be ascribed to human effort, to keep it within

proper bounds, and point out the limit beyond which it may not pass," (Schmidt), etc.—The
just medium between the practical and the theoretical in fixing the aim of this book, is

found substantially with Gregory op Nyssa ; he in his first homily regarding it, places its

tendency in the elevation of the mind above all sensual perceptions, and above what is ap-

parently greatest and most magnificent, to the super-sensual, and in the awakening of a

strong desire for this super- sensual; and later, he declares the constant joy in good works

that springs from the performance of them to be substantially identical with that elevation,

to something beyond the sensual; (^ Su/veKyc tnl rolg Ka7.oig ehippoavvr/, rjre kn rC)v ayaOuv epyuv

yevvdral), * Just SO writes Augustine, [de Qiv. Dei XX. 3) : Totum istum librum vir sapien-

iissimus deputavit, non utique ob aliud, nisi ut earn vitatn desideremus, quce vmiitatem non

habet sub hoc sole, sed veritatem sub illo, qui fecit hunc solem. Several expounders of the

period of the reformation, have more fully and concretely comprehended the object of thia

book in its theoretical as well as in its practical side, e. g., Brenz, who finds its benefits

and excellences as follows: ^' quod ad timorem et fiducianin Deum recte nos erudit ac ducit,

quibus seu indicibus quibusdam ad piuni creaturarum usum pertingainus;" Melanchthon,
who finds its principal aim in the confirmatio sentenlice de j^fovidentia, of the doctrina de

obedientia ct patientia, of the asscveratio futuri judicii, and encouragement to the duties of one's

calling. Drusius, according to whom, . . .
" agit hie liber de fine bonorum

;

—suadet autem, ut

ab hac vanitate animum attollamus ad sublimia. Mercerus, according to whom Solomon aperte

docet presentibuspacatis et tranquillis animis frui, abjecta humani cordis irrequieta curiositate

et inconstantia, quum divitice, honores, magistratus, uxor et ceterce hujus seculi creaturce bonce sint,

si illis cum gratiarum actione et Dei timore utaris, animo semper in Deum sublato nee his ter-

renis adicto," et al. Starke (in his Int. § 9) finds a double aim in the author; a.) in reference

•'H yUp Ttav ivTo\iov epyaaia vvv fiiv Bidi t^s eAiriSo? ei^ipaivfi tov riov Ka\C>v irpoi<rTa.iJ.evov epyij>v /actA Tavra 6e aTToAou-

<r{,v Twy ayadiav iKni.Siav 6efafieV)} ISiov Tois afiots TV^ iv^po<Tvvriv npoaridrjai.v.
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to himself, he had the intention publicly to confess and regret his foolish striving after peace

of soul in vain things ; b.) in reference to his readers, he desired to warn them against epicurean-

ism, and to inculcate therefore especially these three rules : 1.) that one must despise all earthly

things as vanity; 2.) that one must enjoy the present good with calmness and cheerfulness; 3.)

that one thereby must fear God and serve Him. The latest exegetists are mostly in harmony
in their acceptance of a practical as well as theoretical aim, (namely, all those who, in accord-

ance with this, distinguish two main divisions of the book, one theoretical and the other prac-

tical, comp. § 2, obs. 1). On the basis of this view, Henqstenbeeg, Vaihingee, and Elster
have given the best development of the peculiar tendency of the book; the latter in con-

nection with a detailed historical summary of the most important views of the earlier exeget-

ists regarding its fundamental thoughts and aim.

§ 5. THEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE AND CANONICAL VALUES.

On account of the apparent leaning of this book towards skeptical, fatalistic, and Epicu-

rean teachings, it early became the object of doubts in regard to its inspired character, and
of attacks on its canonical dignity. According to the Talmud, the philosophers {i. e. the col-

lectors of the canon, or also the learned of the most ancient period) intended to suppress it

on account of the contradictions within itself, and the apparent moral levity of its teachings

;

but this intention remained unexecuted in view of the fact, "that its beginning and its end
are words of the law." * That the author of the " Wisdom of Solomon " belonged to these

earliest critical opponents of the book, is an erroneous opinion entertained by Augusti, Schmidt,
et al. (partly also by Knobel) ; for the controversy supposed to be contained in chap. 2 of

that work, against the doctrines of the Preacher, amounts in part simply to seeming points

of contact, and it is in part directed against those lawless and immoral men who were ac-

customed to misuse many assertions of the Preacher for the purpose of glossmg over their

base conduct. With much greater certainty, however, the book found various opponents in

the ancient church ; as Philastrius (hajr. 130) speaks of heretics who condemn the Preacher,

because he at first proclaims that all is vanity, and then permits but one thing to remain,

viz , that one should eat, drink, and be merry. Theodorus of Mopsuestia soon afterwards

joined these opponents with the assertion, that Solomon composed Ecclesiastes only in ac-

cordance with human wisdom, and not by virtue of divine inspiration ; this, together with
other heresies attributed to him, was condemned at the fifth Ecumenical Council at Constan-

tinople. At a still later period of the middle ages the Jacobite Barhebr^us (f 1286) ven-
tured the assertion, that Solomon in Koheleth had defended the view of Empedocles the

Pythagorean, (whom he considered a contemporary of Solomon), that there is no immortality

of the soul.—The opinion of Hieronymus was authoritative for the middle-age theology of

the Occident, viz., that Ecclesiastes taught the vanity of earthly things, and contempt of the

joys of this world (comp. I 4, obs. 4.). Under the protection of this view of the book, enter-

tained by Hugo of St. Victor, Bonaventura, Nicolaus of Lyva,, etal, it maintained its authority

and acceptability with most of the theologians of the Reformation and the next following

period. Luther, indeed, gave here and there a free and bold opinion of the book ; viz., " that

it has neither boots nor spurs, and rides only in socks, as he himself formerly in the clois-

ter;" (see §4, obs. 1) ; but again he recommended it with special emphasis as a "noble book

* Fr. Schabh. f. 30, b: " The philosopberg wished to suppress the book of Koheleth, because it contains contradictions.

Why then did tliey not suppress it ? Because its beginning and its end are words of the law."—Comp. Midr. Koheleth f.

lU, a : The philosophers wished to suppress the book of Koheleth because its wisdom all tends to what is written in

chap. xi. 9; " Rejoice, young man in thy youth ;" (which is incompatible with Numbers xv. 39, etc.). But because So-

lomon adds :
" Know, that for all these things God will bring thee unto judgment "—they declare that Solomon spake

well (noSiy T3X Hi)"') comp. Pesikta Rabb. f 33, a. Tajikra R. f 161, b.; Midr. Kohel. f. 311, a, where we notice the
bearing of certain assertions of the book to the side of the heretics (iZD'^'D) perhaps of the sadduoees , TV. Edajoth, c. 5;
Jadxim, c. 3, where direct divine prompting is denied, etc. And finally also Hieronymus : ''Aiunt Hebriei quum inter ce-

tera scripla Saloinnnis, qux antiquita sunt nee in memoria duraverunt, ct hie liber obliterandus videtur, en quod vanas assereret

Dei creaturas et totum jmtarct esse pro nihilo et cihum et poturn et delicias trans euntcs prieferret omnibtts, ex hoc unn ca'

pitulo meruisse auctoritatein, ut in divinorum vohcminum nuinern poneretur, quod totum disputatimtcm suam et omnem catalo-

gum has quasi ava<e-f>x\aiJ>rei. coarctavi>ril, et dixerit fuiem sermonum suorum auditii esse promplissinuim, nee aliquid in

K habere difficile : ut scil. Deum timeamus ct ejus priKqHs, fadamus.'"
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which for good reasons was worthy of being daily read with great diligence by all men." He
declared this wisdom taught therein, as higher than any under the sun, namely, " that every

one should perform his duty with diligence in the fear of God, and therefore should not grieve

if things do not go as he would have them, but should be satisfied and allow God to con-

trol in all things great and small ; he called it a '' book of consolation " for every one, and

especially for princes and kings, to whom it might serve in some measure as a consolatory,

didactic, and satisfying manual of " poUtics and economies."* All evangelical theology till

near the end of the last century, agreed in their favorable judgment of the religious and mo-

ral worth, and the theological character of the book, a few quite insignificant and isolated

cases excepted; as for example, those Dutch opposers of whom Clericus speaks.

The vulgar rationalism was the first to disseminate that low opinion of the book which has

since been maintained in many circles, and whose practical consequence is its degradation be-

low the better class of the Apocryphas of the 0. T. ; e. g., below Sirach and the Book of Wis-

dom. On this platform Hartmann affirms " Ecclesiastes to be the labor of a fretful Hebrew

philosopher, composed in a morose mood, and exceedingly tedious at times ;" Schmidt de-

clares that it is not a work fully prepared for the public, but a hasty outline of the author

for his own subsequent revision," (see | 3 obs. ); De Wette: " Koheleth represents the last

extreme of skepticism within the Hebrew philosophy, and this in a barbarous style, by means

of which he shows himself partial and sensually prejudiced in the maxims of the cheerful en-

joyment of life, and in virtue of which his system is no system, his consistency inconsistency,

and his certainty uncertainty;" Bruce : "The skepticism of this book extends to a painful,

internal disorganization, and to a perfect despairing of all order and aim in human life;"

finally Knobel says : All ethical teachings and admonishings in Koheleth, end in the conve-

nience and enjoyment of life.

The refutation of these accusations, is contained mainly in the foregoing, viz., in what has

been said in | 2 about the contents and plan, and ^ 4 about the aim of the work. The de-

cidedly pious and sternly moral stand-point of the author, appears above all in the closing

passage, chap. 12, 13, 14, which lays down, as the sum of the whole, the advice to fear God,

and keep His commandments, and also a warning against punishment in His future judgment.

But this conclusion is not detached from the religious contents of what precedes, is not con-

nected in a mere outward manner with the whole as if there existed no deeper organic con-

nection between this closing " inspired teaching " and the preceding "philosophical discourse;"

(expressions of Rougement, comp. § 2. obs. 1). But, as is clearly pointed out in paragraph

3, the conclusion forms the pinnacle projecting with organic necessity from the whole; it is

the concentrated collection of the rays of higher truth penetrating and illuminating the whole

work, which are designed to pour forth their glorifying light with full power only at the very

end. The author has also every where in the precedmg paragraphs distinctly announced that

God is the Almighty from whom every thing originates, and especially every thing that is

precious to men in body and soul, (ii. 26 ff.; iii. lOff. ; v. 1; vii. 17-19; viii. 14 ; ix. 1-3); that

this Almighty God, according to the measure of strict justice will deal out moral reward to

the good and evil (iii. 17 ; viii. 12 fi". ; xi. 9) ; that man, even where he does not understand the

works of God, where they ai'e and remain incomprehensible to him, may not cavil with God,

but must humbly submit to the command to fear God (iii. 11-18
; v. 6, 17 flf. ; vii. 18 ; viii.

16 ff.) ; and that therefore also the enjoyment of temporal blessings must ever be accompanied

with thanks to God, and with contentment and moderation, iii. 12 f. 22 ; v. 11 ff., 17 ff. ; vi. 2ff.).

The conclusion draws from all only this result reduced to the shortest possible expression, and

gives to it intentionally a form and shape which reminds us of the sum and quintessence of

all other teachings of wisdom in the Old Testament, (comp. ver. 13 with Prov. i. 7; ix. 10;

Ps. iii. 10; Sir. i. 16, 25, etc.). It also declares distinctly enough that the teachings of the book

* "Hunc librum Ecclesiasten reclius nos vocaremus Politica vii (Economica Salomonis, qui viro in politia versatUi consulat

in casibtis tristibus d animum erwlial ac robortt ad patientiam." As an example of a prince who in accordance with Lu-

ther's advice, read Ecclesiastes with special ple.annre, we may quote Frederic the Great. That lie was in the habit of con-

sidering it a gonnino " mirror of ijriuces," is proven by the fact that he was not drawn to it simply by the skeptical cli*-

racter of its contents.
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are testimonies of truth pertaining to the " words of the wise," which must clmg closely "as

goads and fastened nails" to the hearts of the people (xii.9-11); whereby the author clearly

wishes not only to rank himself as in the class of the Chokamin, but also to embody

his work into the mass of sacred literature, and separate it from the massive productions of

profane literature; (ver. 12). In view of this so emphatic testimony of the author himself

and the manifold direct and indirect references of his book to the older writings of the canon

(namely to Proverbs and the Song of Solomon, comp. ^ 4, Obs. 2 ;
to Job

:

chap. v. 14 ;
vii. 28;

to the Pentateuch : chap. v. 3, 4 ; xii. 7 ; and to the Psalms : vii. 6 ;
xi. 5), we need not as-

sume that " the antagonism between the divine perfection and the vanity of the world is repre-

sented as unreconciled, or but partially reconciled" (Oehleu), or what is the same thing, that

the Preacher harmonizes the traditional belief in Jehovah, and his unbehef to a simply external

agreement between the fear of God and the cheerful enjoyment of the moment," (Kahnis). The

reconciliation between faith and doubt is actually effected ;
the contest between a God-fearing

life and an irreligiousness serving the world and the flesh, has been fought out to the decided

victory of the former ; and the account could only acquire the appearance of lingering in the

earlier stages of this conflict, and of favoring skeptical uncertainty, looseness, and indecision,

( Jas. i. 8), by purposely lingering with great minuteness over the description ot the conflict of

the thoughts of the doubter, " accusing and excusing one another," in order thus to afford a most

intuitive picture of the vanity, unrest, and joylessness of a consciousness detached from God and

devoted solely to the impressions of worldly vanity, (§ 4, Obs. 2). It was the philosophical ten-

dency of the author that forced him to this thorough development of the dialectics of doubting

consciousness ; and it was also the same religious and speculative tendency, philosophizing m
the sense of the Old Testament, Chokmah doctrine, which probably induced him always to dis-

pense with the sacred name of Jehovah where he speaks of God (in all 39 times), and ever adopt

the more general designation of Elohim, usual also outside of the sphere of the positive revela-

tion of the Old Testament. As the representative of such a philosophical standpoint and aim,

the Preacher could lay no claim to being so direct an organ of divine revelation as the lawgiver,

or as the prophets of God's ancient people. But he certainly considered his writings as a book

fully harmonizing with divine revelation in the law and the prophets, if we consider the closing

words already prominently alluded to, (xii. 9-12). And the excellent practical wisdom, full of

significant references to the most precious truths of the entire word of God, and full of the rich-

est consolation for earthly need and temptation of every kind, as the glorious book lavishes from

beginning to end,—this, we say, is a well attested claim, that it belongs to the series not of the

secondary, but of the primary canonical writings of the Old Testament.

OBSEEVATION.

Oehler (Prolegomena to the Theology of the 0. T., p. 90) maintains that there is an exter-

nally-dualistic juxtaposition of the religious and worldly-skeptical character in this book. " The

antagonism between the divine perfection and the vanity of the world, is represented as unre-

conciled ; the latter as an inevitable experience, the former as a religious postulate. Thus the

only wisdom of life lies in resignation, in which man profits of the nothingness of life as best he

can, but therein commits all to God." With a still sharper censure of the skeptical standpoint

of the author, Kahnis (Luth. Dogmatics, I., p. 309) declares: "Trite sounding words, many

assertions not easily reconcilable, and only relatively true, and, to say the least, easily misun-

derstood expressions, show to him who reads this book with unprejudiced mind how, in ancient

and in modern times, it could be read with anxious eyes. In it traditional faith and a skeptical

view of the world, which sees vanity in all spheres of nature and human life, are united in a co-

venant between the fear of God and the cheerful enjoyment of the moment. However easy may

le the historical comprehension of such a standpoint, it is difficult to justify its truth."—In re-

ply to these reproaches, Bleek has strikingly observed, in favor of the religious character of the

book, that " it is affecting and elevating to see how the faith in God's reconciling justice is never-

theless retained amidst all doubt, and how the poet ever returns to it." [Int. to the 0. T., p.

644). HENGSTENBRRa has replied in a manner still more definite and thorough to these cen-
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sures: " It is not correct that the book presents an unreconciled contradiction between faith and

knowledge, idea and experience. It certainly permits doubt to appear, as do the Psalms
; this

is the truth of the view which would distinguish two voices in the book ; but this every where

occurs only in order to conquer the doubt immediately. Nowhere stand, as in imitation of De
Wette's theology, doubt and faith as equally authorized powers opposed to each other, but

every where, when the voice of the flesh has spoken, it is confronted by the voice of the Spirit, as

in Psalms xxxix. ; xUi. ; xliii. This meets us most strikin^y in the very passage in which

doubt is poured forth like a mighty stream in chap. ix. 7-10. The expression of a feeling that

is skeptical and dissatisfied with life, extends only to verse 6 ; in verses 7-10 it is immediately

conquered with the sword of faith.—It is also not correct that the author knows no higher V7i3-

dom oi life ihsio. " resignation." It is true, he teaches that human life often presents difficult

enigmas, that it is very difficult to comprehend the providences of God, and that we not seldom

find ourselves committed to blind faith (chap. iii. 11 ; vii. 24; viii. 17; xi. 5). But who could

not see that these are truths that yet have their force for those who walk in the light of the

gospel? Not in vain does the Lord declare those blessed, who, seeing not, yet believe. The

apostle enjoins upon us, that we walk by faith and not by sight. The clearest human eye is not

clear enough to see every where the causes of divine guidance, and to penetrate the ways of

God so frequently mysterious. In the epoch of the author, it was so much the more necessary

to make this view prominent, since at that time so many of the clear eyes lacked that percep-

tion of sin which gives the key to the sanctuary of God, if we will there seek the solution of the

enigma of earthly life. But the author has no thought of committing every thing to blind faith

;

it does not occur to him to yield the field of knowledge to unbelief. "' Who is as the wise man ?"

—thus he exclaims in chap. viii. 1,
—"And who knoweth the interpretation of a thing ?'' There

is therefore for him a wisdom which leads into the essence of things, illuminates the mysterious

depths of the cross, and justifies the ways of God. HENGSTENBERa has already illustrated (

—

p. 23 fF.) the philosophical character of Koheleth in his relation to revelation, and demonstrated

the exclusive use of the more general name of God as a necessary consequence of the fact that

the author did not wish to teach direct prophetic revelation, but simply sacred philosophy
;

(re-

ferring to a treatise by Kleinekt in the Dorpat Supplement to Theological Sciences 1, where

also are considered similar passages in the books of Job, Neheraiah, etc.).—Viljiar, in the trea-

tise quoted above, (g 1, Obs. 3), has supplied an important aid to the justification of the book

against the usual reproaches of skepticism, fatalism, and Epicureanism. He shows how the real

weight of the paranetic (the hortatory) as well as the paracletic (the consolatory) powers of the

author, the true fundamental thought of his practical philosophy of life, consists in the eSbrt

truly to fulfil individual earthly duty, even where there is no prospect of a rich worldly success,

and the willingness cheerfully and continuously to labor without seeking reward or gain
;

(comp. ii. 10 ; iii. 22 ; v. 17 f. ; viii. 15 ; xi. 6 if.). " Success is of God alone, and we are nothing

more and nothing less than God's servants." There is really for us no ^T^TV "^^^ even in the

kingdom of God in the New Testament. We are to look for no result ; but unconcerned as to

success or failure, and unaffected by the unfruitfulness of our efforts, and without being excited

or spurred by the hope of any success whatever, or of results that are all far-reaching, we are

to do day by day, and day after day, only that, and all that, which lies within our mandate.

—

It is true the temptation which befalls us on account of this failure of our efforts, by this apparent

immovability and retrogression in the kingdom of God, and by apparent 7^7} even in divine

things, if it is not early conquered, will inevitably become moroseness, dissatisfaction with life,

renunciation of the world, and misanthropy ;
" so that one will let hands and feet go, and do no-

thing more," from which at last may proceed the almost unpardonable sin of aK>)^na (reckless-

ness, indifi"erence). Such an actual disdain of the gifts of God because he does not satisfy us, is

(as aKr/deta) nothing but defiance of God. The natural and God-created strength, courage, and

cheerfulness of life must therefore be preserved (this is the desire of the Preacher) in order that

we may move according to God's will in the narrow circle which in the will of God still remains to

us. The n7n is i^ot alone, is not indeed in the first place, eating, drinking, and being merry,
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which finally would be nothing else than Dulce desipere in loco; but the p7n consists in the

pleasure of fatiguing labor, in the )'7^^^ tl*^]^ (iii- 12, 22 ; v. 17, elc). It is here a duty

to assume the curse of the labor, and the sterility of labor, and to bear them cheerfully for the

sake of God. In thus accepting and cheerfully bearing this curse, lies the only condition of its

removal, yes, in no small degree the removal itself lies therein. We must especially preserve

that God-created, cheerful, vital strength, and the fresh courage of youth, which may not carry

the bitter experiences of advanced age into its sphere of life without destroying the divine work
which it bears in itself—for such is indeed youth with its unconcerned and courageous spirit,"

(xi. 9 ; xii. 1 ff.). As a comprehensive, final judgment of the theological value and canonical

dignity of the book, we may finally consider what is said by Elster, p. 33 f. :
" The book bears

not only a decidedly ethical and religious character, it forms also a material epoch in the connec-

tion of revelation, a peculiar stage of development of the Old Testament religion, an important

link in the transition from the old to the new covenant, and therein is its canonicity safely

grounded, so that we may say with Carpzov. {Int. in V. T. II., 221) : "Divince el CanoniccB

librl aucloritati utut testimonium perhibeat universa tum synagoga veins turn primitiva Ckristi

ecclesia, qrcce in Protocanonicorum numero eum tcnam?ni semper habuil coyisensu, fidem tamen
prcHerea conciliant indubia divinitatis docmnenla ipsis iexlus visceribus innexa."

I 6. THEOLOGICAL AND HOMILETICAL LITERATURE.

I. Commentaries previous to the Reformation :

—

Gregorii Thaumaturgi Metaphrasis

in Ecclesiasten Salomonis, ex. ed. Andr. Schottii; Antwerp. 1G13; also in 0pp. Greg. Nazian-
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Joh. Maldonatus, Commentarii in prcecipuos iSa~

crce Scriptures libros veteris Testamenti. Par., 1643 f.

—

Cornelius a Lapide, Commentarius in

Ecclesiasten. Antv. 1694; also in the collected Comment, in V. et. N. T., X. vol. Venet., 1730.

—Cornel Jansen, Commentarius in Ecclesiasten, Antverp, 1589. Joh. de Pineda, Comment,
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Thom. Cartwkiqht,
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Metaphrasis el Hornlike m Vibr. Salomonis, qici inscrihitur Ecclesiastes. London, 1604.
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Hugo
Geotius, Annotationes in V. Test. Par., 1644; Basil, 1732, T. I.—J oh. Cocceius, C'omm. in li-
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Abr, Calov, Biblia Testamenti veteris il-
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—

Sebast. Schmidt, Commentarius in Coheleth. Argentor.
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Preacher Solomon, translated in the spirit of the Hebrew idiom, and thoroughly explained. Leip.,

1715.

—
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aoral annotations. Leips., 1729.—JoH. Jac. Rambach, Aimotaliones in Eccles., in J. H. Ml-
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Hagiographa. Arastel., 1731.
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a systematically connected discourse, in which is found Solomon's last wisdom and penance.

Leips., 1732—Ph. Chr. Zetss, Exegetical Introduction to Proverbs, Ecclesiastes., and the Song

of Solomon. ZuUichau, 1735.

—

Petrus Hansen, Reflections on Ecclesiastes, Sec. ed. Liibeck,

1744.

—

Fr. Ad. Lampe, Commentar. in Psalmos graduates, Apocalypsin et Ecclesiasten. Gro-

ning. 1741.

—

Starke, Synopsis bibliothecce exegeticce in V. T. etc., Vol. IV. Halle, 1768.

—

Fr.

Chr. Oetinqer, The truth of the Sensus Communis in the Proverbs and Ecclesiastes. Stuttg.,

1753.

—

Joh. David Michaelis, Poetical outline of the thoughts of Ecclesiastes. Bremen and

Leipsic, 1751, 1762.—A. V. Desvceux, Philosophical and Critical Essay on Ecclesiastes. Lon-

don, 1760 (German by J. P. Bamberger; Berlin, 1764).—J. F. Kleuker, /6'o/owio?i'5 Writings,

1st part. Leipz., 1777.—J. T. Jacobi, Ecclesiastes. Celle, 1779.

—

Van dee Palm, Ecclesi-

astes philologice et critice illustratus. Ludg. Bat., 1784.—J. Chr. Doderlein Solomon's Eccle-

siastes ajid Song, newly translated with short explanatory notes. Jena, 1784, 1792.—G. L.

Spohn, Ecclesiastes, newly translated from the Hebrew, with Critical Notes. Leips., 1785.—G.

Zirkel, Ecclesiastes, a Reading book for the young, translated and explained. Wiirzb., 1792.
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Fried. Seiler, Biblical Book of Devotion, 6

parts. Erlangen, 1791.—J. Che. Nachtigal, Koheleth, or the Collection of the Wise men, usu-
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Wise King. Goth., 1818.—The same, Coheleth scepticus de summo bono. Getting., 1820.—The
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and explained. Hamb. and Gotha., 1849.—G. Ph. Ch. Kaisee, Koheleth, the CoUectivum of the

Davidic Kings in lerusalem, an historical and didactic poem on the Downfall of the Jewish

state, translated and enriched with historical, philological, and critical observations. Erlang,

1823.—H. W. Saltmann, Proverbs and Ecclesiastes, translated from the original text. Dort-

mund, 1828.—C. F. C. Rosenmullee, Scholia, in Vet. Test., P. IX., Vol. II. Leips., 1830.—
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Fr. de Rougement, Illus-

tration of the Book of Ecclesiastes. Neufchatel, 1844.
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Wohlfaeth and Fisher, Preacher's Bi-

ble, Vol. IV. Neustadt on the Oder, 1841.—0. v. Geedach, The Old Testament according to

Luther^s translation, with Introduction and explanatory remarks, Vol. III. Berlin, 1849.—F.

HiTZiG, Ecclesiastes explained " in a concise exegetical Manual to the Old Testament ;" 7 num-

bers. Leipsic, 1847.—A. Heiligstedt, Commentarius in Ecclesiasten et Cantic. Canticorwn (in

Maurer's Commentarius grammaticus criticus, in V. Test., Vol. IV. 2). Leips., 1848.
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Bueger,

Commentarius in Ecclesiasten, 1854.—E. Elster, Comment, on Ecclesiastes. Gottingen, 1855.
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Wangemann, Ecclesiastes of Solomon, according to contents and connectionpractically explained,

Berlin, 1856.—J. G. Vaihinger, Ecclesiastes and the Song of Solomon, in accordance with the

original text rythmically translated and annotated. Stuttg., 1858.—C. W. Hengstenberg, Ec-

clesiastes, exegetically treated, 1859.—H. A. Hahn, Commentary on Ecclesiastes. Leipsic, 1860.

—P. Kleineet, Ecclesiastes; translation, philological remarks, and explanatory discussions.
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Berlin, 1864 (Gymnasial Programme).—L. Young, A Commentary on the Book of Ecdesiastes.

Philadelphia, 1865.

Ill, MoNOGEAPHs:

—

Herman v. d. Hakdt, Schcdiasma de libro Coheleth, 1716.

—

Dindoef,

Quomodo nomen Coheleth Salomoni tribuaiur. Leips., 1791.

—

Bergst, on the Plan of Koheleth,

in Eichhorn's Repertorxj, Vol. X. p. 963 fF.—H. F. Pfannkuche, Exercitationes m Ecclesiasten.

Gotting., 1794. J. F. Gaab, Aids to the Exegesis of the So?ig of Solomon, Ecdesiastes, and the

Lamentations. Tubingen, 1795.—A. Th. Hartmann, Liyiguislic Introduction to the Book of

Koheleth, in Winer's Journal, Vol. I. s. 29 ff.—R. Henzi, Progravima quo libri Ecdesiastes ar-

ginnenii brevis adumbratio continetur. Dorpat, 1827.—E. Stier, Hintsfor a faithful understand-

ing of the Scriptures, Konigsberg, 1824.—F. Luhrs, Ecdesiastes, in. the Quarterly for Theology

and the Church, 1847; Vol. III.

—

Vaihinger, On the Plan oi Ecdesiastes, Essays, and Re-

vieios, 1848, H. II.—The same, Ai-l. Ecdesiastes, in Herzog's Real Encyclopedia, Vol. XII., p. 92

ff.

—

Umbreit, Unity of the Book ofKoheleth, Studien und Kritiken 1857, H. I.— Ed. Bohl, Dis-

sertatio de Aramaismis libri Koheleth, qua librum Salomoni vindicare conatur. Erlang, 1860.

—A. F. C. Vilmae, On Koheleth, Journal for Pastoral Theology, 1863, p. 241 ff.—Fr. Bott-

chee, New Exegetical Gleanings from the Old Test., Sec. 3, p. 207 ff.—J. F. K. Gurlitt, Stu-

dien und Kritiken, in illustration of Koheleth, 1865, II., p. 321 ff. Bernstein Qucestiones Kohe-

lethance.—Gelbe, Supplement to the Introduction to the 0. T., p. 129 ff. Leips., 1866.

Special Exegesis of the Passage Chap. xii. 1-7: Gasp. Sibel (f 1658), Frccnum juven-

tutis, seuperspicua ei graphica descriptio incommodorum senectutis a Salomojie, Eccles. xii. 1-9

iradita homiliis SZ explicata. Deventer, 1639 (also in his 0pp. Theologica, Tom. I.).—J. F.

WiNZEE, Commentatio de loco Kohel. XL 9; XII. 7; Z programme. Leips., 1818, 19.—Gur-

litt a. a. 0., p. 331 ff.—The older literature (e. g., John Smith, Regis Salomonis descriptio senec'

iutis; Wedel, demoribus senum Salomordacis ; Scheuchzer, Physica sacra, T. IV., p. 819 ss.;

Jablonski, Last Speeches of Solomon ; Pratjn, Physico-anatomica analysis cap. XII. Ecdesi-

astes ; Pape, Weekly Sermons, etc.) is quite fully enumerated by Starke on this passage.

[Works on Ecdesiastes not mentioned by Zockler. A Commentary on Ecdesiastes by Moses

Stuart, Prof, of Sacred Literature in the Theological Seminary, Andover, Massachusetts. New
York, 1851.—Very full and minute, containing valuable introductions on the design and method

of the book, its time and authorship, with an account and description of the ancient versions.

The Book of Ecdesiastes, with Notes and Introduction, by Charles Wordsworth, D.D., Archdea-

con of Westminster. London, 1868 ; a condensed but valuable commentary in one volume with

Proverbs and the Song of Solomon. It maintains the ancient view of the date and authorship,

and is very full of the patristic interpretations, whilst exhibiting a good acquaintance with the

modern German Exegesis. To these add (mainly from the lists given in Home's Introduction,

and Smith's Dictionary of the Bible) a philosophical and critical essay on Ecdesiastes, with Phi-

lological Observations, by A. V. Desvoeux. London, 1762, 4to., (see a notice of it in the

Monthly Review, O.S., Vol. XXVI., p. 485). Ecdesiastes translated with a Paraphrase and

Notes, by Stephen Guernay. Leicester, 1781, 8vo.—Ecdesiastes : A New Translation from the

Original Hebrew, by Bernard Hodgson, LL.D., Principal of Hartford College, Oxford. London,

1791, 4to.—An Exposition of the Book of Ecdesiastes, by Edward Reynolds, D. D., Bishop of

Norwich. Revised and corrected by the Rev. Daniel Washbourne, London, 1811, 8vo. ; a work

that formed part of the collection of Notes on the Bible, usually called the Assembly's Annota-

tions. London, 1822.—An attempt to illustrate the Book of Ecdesiastes by a Paraphrase (simi-

lar to Doddridge's Family E.xpositor) in which the expressions of the Hebrew author are inter-

woven with a Commentary ; accompanied by valuable Notes on the scope and design of the

book.—The Synopsis Criticorum of Matthew Pole will be found a great store-house of the opi-

nions of the Biblical scholars of the 16th and 17th centuries. Among these the Commentary of

Martin Geier, barely mentioned by Zockler, stands preeminent. It is still a most valuable guide

to the meaning of the old book, and, in regard to its essential meaning, is unsurpassed by later

criticisms. There may also be mentioned, here, Scott's Commentary, and especially the Com-

mentary of Matthew Henry, as contained in his general commentary on the Bible. It makes no

show of learning, though in reality the product of more erudition than is commonly claimed for

19
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it. It shows how the deep and difficult things of Scripture are, ofttimes, better comprehended

by the spiritual than the merely critical mind.—T. L ].

APPENDIX BY THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

[The Antiquity and Authorship op Koheleth.—Notwithstanding the plausible arguments

adduced by Zockler, ^4, and the authorities he quotes, the antiquity and the Solomonic au-

thorship of this book of Koheleth are not lightly to be given up. The rationalistic interest con-

tradicts itself. At one time it is argued for the late date of the work, that it contains a recog-

nition of a future life. This is grounded on the assumption, so freely entertained without proof,

that the Jews derived their knowledge of a future life from the Persians, during and after the

captivity. Another class of rationalists, for a different reason, yet with the same purpose of

disparaging the book, strenuously maintain that all its teachings are confined to this world, and

that there is no recognition whatever of any life or judgment beyond it. Again, the difficulty

of fixing any period for its authorship, if we depart from the date of Solomon, is another proof

that no other time is genuine. The reader will see how great this difficulty is by simply advert-

ing to the different views presented by Zockler, all of which are held with equal confidence,

and yet, in every way, are opposed to each other. Once set it loose from the Solomonic time,

and there is no other place where it can be securely anchored.

The internal evidence of the Solomonic authorship, when viewed by itself, or without reference

to the argument from what are called later words, or Chaklaisms, is very strong. Independent

of any influence from such an objection, the reader, whether learned or unlearned, could hardly

fail to be struck with the harmony betv/een the character of the book and the commonly alleged

time of its composition. It is just such a series of meditations as the history of that monarch

would lead usto ascribe to him in his old age, after his experience of the vanity of life in its

best earthly estate, and that repentance for his misuse of God's gifts, in serving his own pleasure,

which would seem most natural to his condition. The language which he uses in respect to

kingly power, and the oppression of the poor, has been made an argument, by some, against the

authenticity of the book as ascribed to him. To another class of readers, viewing the whole case

in a different light, this very language would furnish one of the strongest arguments in its favor.

Even if we do not regard him as referring directly to himself, yet bis experience in this respect,

greater than that of others in a lower position, may well be supposed to have given him a know-

ledge of the evils of despotic power, and of government in general, whether in his own dominions

or in those of other monarchs, which could not so well have come from any other position. It

agrees, too, with what we learn of the character of Solomon in other respects, that though fond

of great works, and of a magnificent display of royal state, he was, by no means, a tyrant, but

of a mild and compassionate disposition towards his own subjects, and all whom he might regard

as the victims of oppression ; hence his studious love of peace, and the general prosperity of his

reign, which the Jews regarded as their golden age.

In regard, too, to its literary claims, its ornate style and diction, and other excellencies of com-

position usually conceded to it, which period, it may well be asked, is to be regarded as best

adapted to such a work,—that splendid era of national prosperity, such as in other historical pe-

iriods has ever been found most favorable to literary effort, the time when Solomon wrote his

three thousand parables, his poems one thousand and five, and his discourses on Natural His-

;tory, from the cedar on Lebanon to the hyssop growing out of the wall, containing also a trea-

sure of knowledge concerning domestic animals, birds, reptiles, and fishes—such an era, we say,

of national splendor, and consequent intellectual life, or that time of darkness, retrogradation,

obscurity, and semi -barbarism, contemporaneous with and following the captivity, that historical

twilight and confusion, in which almost any thing may be found, or invented, by those who
would throw discredit on the received Scriptures? If Koheleth is to be assigned to a later date,

the Book of Kings, it would seem, must go still later ; for nothing, so far as the thought is con-

cerned, would be in better harmony with the account there given of Solomon's splendid reign and

the sorrows of his old age, than this production wherein both are so graphically portrayed, and

set forth as a lesson of warning. The most stubborn rationalist must admit the historical ac-

count, we have, to have been founded, at least, on credible tradition. Every thing goes to show
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that Solomon was distinguished for literary as well as imperial eminence. Some of the books he
wrote retained their hold upon the national memory long after the greater part had been lost by
failure of transcription, or a diminution of interest, or obsoleteness arising from any other causes

We can account for the minor portion that remained. The sacred mystic song was written in

Solomon's pure youth, when his name was Jedediah, the beloved of Jehovah, whose voice in the

visions of the night, he had heard responding to his earnest cry for wisdom. Its preservation

was, doubtless, owing, in a great degree, to the very aspect of mystery which it presented from

the beginning. It was early seen that it could have no consistent meaning given to it as an or-

dinary epithalamium, or even as a picture of the better human conjugal life. Its rapt, ecstatic,

dream like, transitions, its most sudden and inexplicable changes of scene, the strange purity of

its language, even when it seemed to be the vehicle of the most ardent love, would bear no Ana-
creontic or Sapphic interpretation. Its ethereal chasteness, repelled, as it ever has repelled, all

approaches of sensual feeling.* Hence very early must have arisen the thought of its contain-

ing that idea of a Divine bridal relation which was so precious to the pious in Israel, as the

chosen people, the "beloved of God." This gives us the reason why a production so strange, so

unearthly, we may say, was preserved from becoming obsolete like the rest of Solomon's nume-
rous songs. It accounts, too, for the tenacity with which, against the strongest objections seem-

ingly, it ever kept its place among the Scriptures deemed canonical or inspired,—being thus ever

regarded in the Jewish Church, even until the bridegroom came. A similar argument may be

maintained in r-spect to the Proverbs. Out of the " three thousand" mentioned, 1 Kings v. 12,

less than a third of that number entered into the national ethics, and were arranged, in the days

of riezekiah (see Prov. xxv. 1), in the form in which we now have them. All this favors the

idea that out of Solomon's numrrous writings, or, rather, xitterances, as they are called, 1 Kings

V. 12 [ Sra ED*i37?^ T\2h2f *yy^'^^ ]. tliere was, also, preserved this precious discourse
T T . T -: V •.•-: -

on life's vanity, this series of meditations so addressing themselves to the universal human heart,

and especially to the Jews iis reminding them, by contrast, of the period of their highest national

greatness. Thus viewed, it is more easy to account for the preservation of Koholeth than for

that of any other book in the canon except the Psalms and the Pentateuch. There may be al-

lowed the idea of a later editor, or recensor, who may have added some of the short prose scholia

by way of explanation, even as they were added to the Pentateuch —some few parenthetical in-

sertions of the name Koheleth where it was deemed necessary more clearly to announce the

speaker, and perhaps some comparative modernizations of the language, or the adaptation of it

to a later period. But the book itself, in its plan, its ideas, its great lesson, belongs to the Solo-

monic time beyond all others, as is shown by intrinsic evidence, by the extreme difficulty which

the opponents of its antiquity find in adapting it to any other period, and the endless disputes

and contradictions in which they mutually involve themselves in the effort.

* It has been said that thii? portion of Scripture has a tendency to stir up licentious passions; and even mostpious men,
like WoRD.sWORxn and M.^tthew IIcnry, have felt themselves called upon to give a caution against reading it in a wrong
spirit 1. st it have this dangerous re.'.ult. But it may well be a question, whether any such caution is really needed, or
whether such an effect was ever produced in the thorough sensualist. In his ignorance, he might try the experiment, but
wo mny well diuiht whether such a one ever reid a single chapter without getting wearied and disduraged in the unholy
aheiiipt. lie cau make notliin^ of it. Tliere Is something here too pure—too dre.amy and unintelligilile, he would say

—

to kindle a licentious flame. There pervades it a holy, spiritual, une irthly air, which chills every etfort to treat it as a
mere love s Uu'. This is confirmed by the fict that no such attempted abuse of it is to be found, or rarely found, in the
licentious literature of any, even an infldel, age. When, or where, was ever love song so written? When, in any compo-
silion of the kind, was there ever such a combination of p iwer and brightness, or bo much of an indescribable awe mingling
with its serene beauty? When was the object of affection ever thus described: "Who is she that looketh forth as the
morning, fiir as the moon, tkvir as the sun, and terrible as an army with biinners?" It is the spotless Church, the Bride

of (ho Lamb, arra\ed in the white and gloiious apparel that He has given her. "Arise, my lovo, my fair one, arise and
omoawiy-" It ii the Bridf-groom's resurrection vnice callini< to the Beloved who lies sleeping "in the clefts of the

rocks" (see the frequent allusions to this in the Syriac liturgical hymm, and compare Isaiah xxvi. 19: "Awake and sing,

ye that dwell in dust"). Surge formosamea, "arise, my sister, bride ['ninX—Tlbs—Tl'i'l—'j"ljr] my love, my dove,
-; • T - • t: ~

. T
my perfect on-, nrisc and come away." For lo. the morning breaks, "the shadows flee "—death's "winter night is prist,

the rain is (V.r and gone, the flowers (of Tiiadisp) ajrain appear, the voice of the turtle [the song of love] is heard in our

land." How he:ivenly cluiste is this langu.ige, though so tender and impassionedl How repellent of all impurity! It ia

some fueling of tl.is, even in the most licentious, that makes it impossible to treat Solomon's Soug of Songs like the ama-

tory strains of Moore, or the erotics of Ovid and Catullus.—T. L.
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In nothing is this more evident than in the attempts that have been made to explain what

have been called its historical allusions, such as ch. iv. 13-16 ; ix. 15; xii. 12, etc. If they are

such, they may be referred to events preceding, or cotemporaneous with, the time of Solomon,

with as much clearness, or with as little difhculty, it may rather be said, as to any times follow-

ing. But these critics will have them to be much later. It is essential to their argument; but

it is wonderful to see how, in fixing them, they continually unsettle previous views just as con-

fidently held, and directly contradict each other. Hitzig goes down to the time of Ptolemy

Euergetes, king of Egypt about 230 B. C, and finds "the old and foolish king" (iv. 13) in the

High Priest Onias (no difficulty in making a king out of a priest), and the wise young man in

his nephew Joseph, who wrested his kingdom (his priesthood) from him, etc. Ergo, Koheleth

was written after this. Another critic refutes Hitzig. as he might easily do, and then he him-

self is refuted by a third, and so they go on, in respect to this and similar plans, refuting one

another, until there is nothing left of them, whilst the old book and the old account of it stand

in their historical integrity, unaffected by any such self-destroying criticism. The " old and foolish

king " has been referred to RelK)boam (see Wordsworth and others of the more orthodox com-

mentators), but there is equal, if not greater difficulty in that. Better take it as a general illus-

tration, of which history furnishes frequent examples, such as Solomon would easily have known
from his royal experience, or have presented by the aid of his imagination, as something whicli

would not fail to find its confirmation, in some form, in the annals of almost every people. The

"old and foolish king," born to royalty, "l^lj IniD/!^^) and the ambitious young man,

coming out of obscurity and restraint, CD^I^DH i°1*^t3' "^^ho rises to great power, either be-

coming king himself, or, what is better, sometimes. Mayor of the Palace, with an "impover-

ished" (I^T) and humbled king under him, are quite common characters in history. It needs
T

no hunting among the dark times of the later Jewish history, err the assigning any prophetic spi-

rit to Solomon, making him to see what a fool Rehoboam would be when he came to the throne,

to find cases in abundance, either for the most ancient or the most modern times. And so of

what follows, about the "second child standing up in his stead," it is quite a serious question

whether they have not made a particular historical allusion out of a general and most aff"ecting

picture of the flowing generations : I saw all the liviiig (all the human race as presented to his

imagination) walking (passing on, sub sole) beneath the sun, and the second child, the second

generation (as the offspring of the one before), that shall stand in its place. How exactly does

this harmonize with what follows': there is no end to all the people, i!o !!Ae a/^ (literally) that was

before ;
yea, those who come after have no joy in it [ "l^ in the singular as referring to the col-

lected all (7^) that is past]. It is highly poetical this treating all the long past as one antece-

dent, dead and gone, of no account in comparison with the boasting self-satisfied present. It

certainly seems out of place to make any application of this graphic language [" all the living "

—

"people without end "] to Jeroboam, or to the man whom Hitzig has dug out of obscurity, or

to any of the later events of Jewish history. See more fully on this and the preceding verse

the exegelical appended note, p. 84. The same may be said of " the poor wise man (ix. 15) who
saves the city," It has been again and again repeated in history. Solomon must have known
enough to warrant the illustration without having in view any circumstantial event that has

come down to us. Again, the " many books," of ch. xii. 12, has furnished a most fruitful subject

of dispute about the period to which it best applies, and by which these critics would determine

the date of Koheleth. If C")|3D here means books at all, in the modern sense of separate

treatises on various subjects, it may have a very fair application to the many writings which

the account, 1 Kings v. 12, 13, ascribes to Solomon himself; but there is another view of the

matter which may be fairly taken. Instead of referring to Persian, Greek, or Babylonian litera-

ture, to Ptolemaic collections, or Alexandrian libraries, the language may be used simply of this

little book, or collection, styled Koheleth. It may well be doubted whether D^DD ^ere means

hooTcs at all, in the large plural sense of separate treatises on every variety of subject, or collec-

tions of volumes, according to the idea of the critics referred to. The word ")^D seems to be
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sometimes used for a book in this separate sense, as " the Book of the Covenant "
( *^^n

nn^Il )- Exod. xxiv. 7; 2 Kmgs xxiii. 2; The Book of the Law (n"l'inn "ISD) Josh, i.' 8,

or the Book of Life, Ps. Ixix. 29, but in these case^ it may more strictly be regarded as meaning
an account, roll, catalogue, or writing in general, long or short, either as a whole, or a part.

Thus in Job xxxi. 55 :
"0 that mine enemy had written a book,"—that is, his accusing decla-

ration, or bill of indictment. And so it is used of a bill of divorce, Deut. xxiv. 1, 3. In 2 Samuel
xi. l-i it means a letter, the very curt epistle that was sent by David to Joab about Uriah ; so in

2 Kings x. L Again, the plural may be used, like the corresponding Greek and Latin phrases,

to denote a writing collectively, or as a collection of words and sentences

—

ttoaaq- ypdjujua-a, mul-

Ue literce—much writing, or many sentences, though referring to single treatises, as Xen. Mem.
IV. 2, L In this collective way, the plural form, in Greek, may be used to denote a single law

or precept, as Aeistoph. Ecdesias. lO-i?, yfjau/ndruv Elprinoruv. Or lastly, and most probably,

it is used in the plural like the Latin libi-i, and the Greek l3ij3?ioe, for the different parts or sections

of the same work, as Cicero says in his treatise De Divinatione,l\., 1, 3, tres libri 2:>erfeeti sunt

de Natura Deorum. So in the Greek, ^ifiXoi was early used of the different parts of one work,

as in the suppliants of ^schylus, 944, h irrvxaig (SiiS/Mv KareaippayKj^iha, does not mean in se-

parate books, as we take the term, but in the compartments of one and the same book. There

is every thing to favor the idea that it is so used by Koheleth. The whole aspect of Hie passage,

too, aside from any exegesis of the single word D^I^D- shows that the writer had in his mind
only this single brief discourse, or meditation, or collection of thoughts, which he is just brino-inc

to a close: "There is only one thing remains to be said" (HitDnD *ID*"1>
"" ^"'^'^ov^ ver. 12):

" Of making many chapters (as we have rendered it in the Metrical Version), secticyis, cantos, or

books, there is no end." Or, to make a great book of it, there is no need (as Yp' li^^^ ths Latin

finis, the Greek riXoc, and the synonymous Hebrew ^T)V will well bear to be rendered). Or,

" there is no end " to such a train of reflections, if we choose to carry it on.* But enough has

been said ;

" hear then the conclusion of the whole matter." If this be a right view, then all

that learning and argumentation to which Zocklee refers go for nothing. Along with it, be-

comes wholly irrelevant the dispute in respect to the literary era to which it is supposed to refer,

whether the Solomonic, the Persian, or the Ptolemaic.

The most plausible arguments against the Solomonic authorship have been derived from cer-

tain words, which have been assigned (many of them on the slightest grounds) to a later

time. There is, without doubt, something peculiar in the style of this book, but whether it is

owing to the peculiar nature of the subject requiring a different phraseology, or to its meditative

philosophical aspect demanding abstract terms with varieties of form or termination not else-

where required, or to the royal position of the writer, giving him a more familiar acquaintance

with certain words really foreign, or seemingly such [because not ordinarily used, or because

they belong to a courtly dialect], or to all of these causes combined, it may all be reconciled with

the idea of its true and Solomonic authenticity. Wordsworth has given a condensed but very

thorough treatment of this question in the Introduction to his valuable Commentary, together

with a close examination of all the words of this kind cited by Zockler. It is derived from L.

Y. Essen, der Prediger Salomo, p. 42-45, where they are all taken up as they are objected to

by Knobel and others. To this is added some admirable reasoning by Dr. Pusey, with a refe-

rence to a similar refutation by Wangemann. He gives, also, what to some would seem to be

of still more value, if we consider their source, namely, from Herzfeld, himself a rationalist,

refuting the philological views, in respect to these words, of other rationalists, and thus showing

that, in regard to most of them, these critics have so differed as to refute one another.

*[Tlie true grammatical construction is to take Vp fX, not as the predicate, but as qualifying CD'"1i3D. books, or, a

book, without end,—to make a never ending book, or to go on in this way ad infinitum. It is the Hebrew mode of ex-

pressing such negation—K;omp. 1SD0 TX, innumerable, Joel i. 6, et al. So J<7 is used, and sometimes "^X, as in Prov.

XXX. 31 and Prov. xii.2S, ri1'D~'7X, like a compound word

—

no deat?i^Qr. a-davatria—Lat. im-mortalitas. An endless book;

of course taken hyperbolically, as a mode of expressing the inutility of a prolonged discourse.—T. L.J
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A great part of these words the present editor of Zockler has examined in exegetical notes

appended to the translation ; but there are two or three of so much importance, and so much

insisted upon by the deniers of the Solomonic authenticity, that he has deemed them worthy of

especial attention in this place. Great stress has been laid upon such words as D^13 Qjri5

and n^'titD ^^ proving the late date of Koheleth. The only proof is that they are found, be-
T • :

sides their use here, in Ezra, Esther, Daniel, and Nehemiah. But certainly it cannot be pre-

tended that the words themselves are of this late date, or that they were not known very widely,

and at a much earlier time, and in such a way that the knowledge of them by a person in the

condition of Solomon would be not only possible, but highly probable. In fact, these words, al-

though, philologically, they may be assigned to some particular speech, rather than to othei's,

belong, in use, to all the principal Oriental tongues allied to, or territorially near, the Hebrew.

DT^3' paradise, for example, may properly be called Persian, as the thing denoted, a magnifi-

cent garden, was more peculiarly Persian ; but the word may be Shemitic too ["t"liD, to divide,

cut off in portions, lay out, or with another sense, like the Arabic ^ ^'^ denotmg something

rare and costly as being separate], with a foreign termination. Though rendered garden, it de-

notes something more magnificent than the common Hebrew
7J|.

It is found in the Greek of

Xenophon, napd(5«(T0f, but used in such a familiar way as to show that it was very early im-

ported into the language from the East, like other names of a similar kind. There is every pro-

bability that it had come in at the earliest intercourse, peaceful or warlike, between the Greeks

and Persians, or the Greeks and Babylonians. Why, in making this transition to the remoter

West, may it not have stopped, at a still earlier day, at the courts of David or Solomon, and

been employed, in their courtly dialect, for things to which the more ordinary vernacular was

not so well adapted ? Certainly it was the very terra wanted here (chap. ii. 5, Q^DTH^I nl^il

gardens and parks) to express the higher luxury, and no other word, in the whole range of East-

ern tongues, as they then were, could have been so well adapted to it. Splendid gardens, or

parks, were more common among the Persians and Babylonians ; but even should we grant that

the word is wholly foreign, there is nothing strange in the idea of its being well known to Solo-

mon, without our supposing that he intimately understood or could speak those foreign tongues.

The word was certainly in the Chaldaic as well as in the Persian, and the former tongue must

have differed less from the Hebrew in the days of David and Solomon, than in those of Ezra. As
a term of luxury, its transference to the courtly or loftier language of another neighboring king-

dom is just what might be expected. This justifies us in saying that its use by Solomon appears

more natural than would have been its employment by an ordinary Hebrew writer of the later

time of Malachi. The great king of Israel was the literary superior among the neighboring co-

temporary rnonarchs, and his knowledge of other royal terms and ideas was enough to warrant

him in calling his own pleasure grounds by a foreign name that had been widely appropriated to

such a purpose. Such a transference, in respect to things of luxury and magnificence, belongs to

modern as well as to ancient times. The names of things rare or precious, such as gems, costly

fabrics imported from abroad, or other things peculiar to certain lands, are retained in their na-

tive form, and easily pass into other languages. There is the term 7\^^p (cinnamon) which we

find Exod. xxx. 23; Prov. vii. 17. It must have come into Hebrew as early as the thing itself

was known, which was doubtless coeval with the earliest Phoenician or Egyptian traffic. It

came from the far East, yet how unchangeable its form (in this respect like the word paradise)

even to the present day. So in 1 Kings x. 11, 22, we have the names of rare commodities

brought by the ships of Solomon and the Phoenician king from the far land of Ophir. They
have strange names, D^^HJIJ^" {shenhabbim), Q^^p {kophim), CD^"?!! [tuhkiyyim), and

are rendered in various ways—in our version, ivory, apes, and peacocks. They kept these names
in Hebrew, for there were no others to be used. Now had it so happened that there had been

occasion to speak of them by a late writer, like Ezra, or the author of the book of Esther, it

would have been said that Kings too was a book of the later Hebrew {Sequloris Ilebraismi).
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The argument is an absurd one, though carried sometimes to an extravagant length. It is all

the more inconclusive, this manner of determining the date of books, when there is taken into

view the scanty literature to which it is so confidently applied.

A similar method of reasoning is appUcable to the word r°1irift v/hich is found ch. viii 11

This word is Persian—that is, there is something like it in use in that language, thouc^h its de-
rivation, as a native term, is by no means clear. It ajjpears to have been still more ancient in

the Aramaic, where it is used (especially in the Syriac branch) very frequently, and with such
familiarity that we can hardly help regarding it as vernacular. It is not at all treated as a fo-

reign term. The Syriac QJin£) or, m the emphatic form, J^OJili) is as common as the He-T . . y ^ ..

brew 13*1. It is used, however, in a higher sense, to denote edict, royal or judicial sentence.

When the Babylonian or Assyrian was the greater power, it was more likely to have come from
the Aramaic into the Persian, than the contrary way. How much more likely, then, its still

earlier passage into the near Shemitic branch of the Hebrew, even as a word generally under-

stood, and more especially as a courtly or legal term, such as it has ever been the way to intro-

duce from foreign, though not remote, languages. Among all nations what is called their law
language, and, in a more general sense, their technical language, is more or less of this kind.

We go for our law terms to the Latin and the Norman French ; the Latins had many words of

this kind from the Greek. There seems a necessity for such a course in the case of Ihino-s or

ideas demanding peculiar exactness in their expression, because of the generality and indefinite-

ness which the attrition of very common use brings into words from native roots, thou<7h origi-

nally as clear as any that are thus received. There is, therefore, the same reason for the trans-

ference of such a word as Q^n£), as has been given in the case of DT15- It is a courtly

term, and has, moreover, a judicial sense, which the most ordinary national intercourse would
bring into notice. There was, besides, the extensive dealing of Solomon with the nations around,

excelling in this respect any of the kings of Israel before or after him. This extended to Egypt,

to Syria, to the remote Southern Arabians, or Ethiopians, and, doubtless, to Persia and lands

still farther east. His ships went to Ophir, and his intimacy with the Pha?nicians put him in

possession of much of that wide knowledge which they possessed beyond all other peoples. See

this fully stated 1 Kings v. vi. ix. and x. Such an intercourse must have not only increased

his own vocabulary, but brought many new words into the common Hebrew language. In view

of this, the wonder ceases that a few such words should be found in the Solomonic writings. It

is in fact a proof, rather than a disproof, of authenticity. However surprised we might be to

find such words in Amos, or even in the later l\Ialachi, they appear perfectly natural in the

learned and kingly Solomon, as they do also in the later writings of the courtly Daniel and Ezra,

who, with all their foreign intercourse, were not perhaps equal in political and statistical know-
ledge to the ancient monarch. Their dialect marks their position rather than their time. And
this is confirmed by what is well said by Ludwig Ewald {8alomo, Versuch, p. 429) :

" Solomon
had such a variety of knowledge and intercourse with foreigners, by his extensive commerce and
dominions, and by his relations with strange women, that his style, especially in old age, must
have been influenced thereby. With his paradise-like parks the word paradise came into the

Hebrew language" (see Wordsworth, Int., p. 3, note).

The word DJniD. therefore, so much used in all the East, would be known to him from
T : •

kingly and ambassadorial intercourse, in which juridical and diplomatic language especially

occurs, and he would be more likely to use it in the ornate style of Ecclesiastes, than an ordinary

term of less state and magnificence. Besides, it admirably suits the passage in which it is found

in conveying an idea for which the common Hebrew 03S^*0 would have been hardly adequate.
T

It is intended to be in the most precise style of forensic diction :
" Because sentence against an

evil work is not speedily executed," etc. It is the figure .of an edict issued from the royal chan-

cery, but suspended over the head of the threatened subject—an " arrest of judgment," as we say

in our law language. It was a term probably much used in such a style of proceedings, though

not common in the vulgar speech.
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One more example of this kind may be given here. The word JlJ^IQ as used ii. 8, and espe-
T • :

cially ver. 7 ("when thou seest injustice in & province,'^ etc.), is cited as evidence of cotempora-

neity with Esther, Ezra, Nehemiah, and Daniel, where the great Persian satrapies are expressed

by the term. [It occurs, however. Lam. i. 1 and Ezek. xix. 8.] But besides the argument that

no personator of Solomon, of ordinary intelligence, would subject himself to the charge of such a

glaring anachronism, there is the strongest etymological proof to the contrary. There is no word

in the Old Testament more purely Hebrew inform, as well as in derivation. n.3^*!D means li-

terally ^/ace of judgment. Now Solomon gave great attention to the administration of justice.

He had the land divided into administrative departments, as we learn from 1 Kings iv. 7, etc.,

and these, as appears from other places, and the practices of later kings, were also judicial cir-

cuits. Had a word for such a province not existed in the language before, this is just the one

that must have been formed for that purpose from a root denoting judgment, and the usual pre-

fix f2 denoting place. The oppression mentioned is just that which would be likely to occur in

the departments of Israel as described 1 Kings iv. 7 with the names of the governors or satraps

there named, and such cases of wrong may have often come up before the higher chancery of the

king, who, with all his fondness for power and magnificence, is represented to us as a great lover

of justice, and noted for the equity of his decisions. If, afterwards, the same word, or one formed

on the same model, came to be used by the Babylonians and Persians, it was because no one was

better adapted to express the idea of provinces whose governors or judges represented the ulti-

mate sovereignty. The word in the later language came from the older, to which, in its etymo-

logical purity, it so strictly belongs.—T. L.]



ECCLESIASTES.

TITLE:

"WBDS OF THE PREACHER, SON OF DAVID, KING IN JERUSALEM.

FIRST DISCOURSE.

Ctlie vanity of the practical and the theoretical wisdom of men.

Chapters 1, 2.

A. The thetaicttl wisdom of men, directed to a knowledge of the things of this world, is vanity.

2 Vauit of vanities, saith the preacher, vanity of vanities; all is vanity.

3 "What rotit hath a man of all his labour which he taketh under the sun?

4 One geiratiou passeth away, and another generation coraeth : but the earth abideth

5 for evci The sun also ariseth, and the sun goeth down, and hasteth to his place

6 where ha rose. The wind goeth towards the south, and turneth about unto the

7 north ; ; whirleth about continually, and the wind returneth again according to his

circuits. A.11 the rivers run into the sea ;
yet the sea is not full, unto the place

8 from whtice the rivers come, thither they return again. All things are full of la-

bour ; ma cannot utter it : the eye is not satisfied with seeing, nor the ear filled

9 with heang. The thing that hath been, it is that which shall be ; and that which

is done that which shall be done : and there is no new thing under the sun.

10 Is there ni/ thing whereof it may be said. See, this is new ? it hath been already of

11 old tim'which was before us. There is no remembrance of former things ; neither

shall thee be any remembrance of things that are to come with those that shall

12, 13 com after. I the preacher was king over Israel in Jerusalem. And I gave
my heai to seek and search out by wisdom concerning all things that are done
under hiveu ; this sore travail hath God given to the sons of man to be exercised

14 therewit. I have seen all the works that are done under the sun ; and behold, all

15 is vanitvind vexation of spirit. That which is crooked cannot be made straight;

16 and thatkhich is wanting cannot be numbered. I communed with mine own heart,

saying, ii>, I am come to great estate, and have gotten more wisdom than all they

that hav l>een before me in Jerusalem : yea, my heart had great experience of

17 wisdom ad knowledge. And I gave my heart to know wisdom, and to know mad-

18 ness and >Jly : I perceived that this also is vexation of spirit. For in much wisdom
is muclirief : and he that increaseth knowledge increaseth sorrow.

[Ver. 4.

—

lJs^pJ- See the extended discussion on this and kindred words, p. 44 T. L.]

[Ver. 5.—n^TPrimary sense, irradiation, scattering, like nil, and J,nf, tc sow—scatters its rays—spargit lucem. Part.

beaming,glowin^^ Metrical version. Compare Virgil, frequent, aurora spargehatlumiiu terras. HXil' Zockler would give

it here the soa^i?' rmning, going swift. It is lietter to preserve the primary sense of panting. It suits better the bidden

metaphor, on wte Ree note, p. 38 T. L.I

[Ver. 8.—C3"-nn- Rendered tilings in E. G. So the Vulgate, cunctx res. Best rendering is the more common and

85
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primary one of words: all words weary in expressing the vanity. Zockler objects to this as making a tautology with

*13n7, following. The argument is the other way; such seeming tautologies or verbal parallelisms are rather regarded

by the Hebrews as an excellency of diction.—T. L.]

[Ver. 10.—rrnSjtS See extended note, p. 44 .—T. L.]

[Ver. 14.—riiyT. There is no need of resorting to the Chaldaic for this word ; neither has it any connection with rnVl.

It comes easily from the very common Ilebrew H^'^i primary sense, to feed (transitively or intransitively), pasture (not

a verb of eating, like 73X), then to provide, take care of, then to have the mind upon any thing as an object of care or

anxiety. The order of ideas is exactly like that in the Arabic

J-7
or Greek vifiAit. The form, as also thatof jVj^T, ver.

17, is purely Hebrew. We have the masculine form, Ps. cxxxix. 2, 17, applied to man, and used in a good sense, '_J,'T,

my thought. " Thou knowest all my thought "—not in the sense of mere speculative thinkin?, but all my cares. And so

in that still more tender passage, ver. 17, where it is applied to God anthropopathically 'TJ^I ^ip'^HOi '"how

precious are thy thoughts," thy cares, or carings, for me. Compare 1 Pet. v. 7, " He careth for you." In the connection
with it, most of the modern commentators lend'^r ni"^» wind—a caring or striving for the wind. It is, however, by n^^

means certain that the older rendering, spirit, was not the right one—a striving (a vain striving or vexation) of the spirit.

See a similar connection of | V_J''^
(preci3ely=^i^1_yi) with ^7, the heart, ii. 22. In that place it is not easy to distin-

guish ia'? JV^I, anxiety of his heart, from nO hl^'^ in this.—T. L.]

[Ver. 17.—ni / 7n

—

r\\lD^! abstract terms in /1^, on which some rely aa proving a later languaje, and, conse-

quently, a later date to the book. They are, however, like others of the kind that occur in Koheleth, purely Hebrew in

their derivation, whilst they have an abstract form, because the idea required here, though unusual elsewhere, demanded
it. If there were but few literary compositions in the English language, it would be just as rational to object to oue be-

cause it had several examples of words ending in ism, thouijh precisely adaptej to the meaning intended; and this be-

cause sui;h a termination was not found in other books, having little or nothing of a speculative cast. These words,

ruSDiyi r\l7 /Hi differ, as madness or frenzy, and fatuity.—T. L.]

EXEQETICAL AND CEITICAL.

Title : Ver. 1. Words of the preacher.
Son of David, King in Jerusalem.—For

the exposition of the name r\7r1p comp. the In-

trod. I 1. That this designation here takes the

place of the historically known name, nb/^,

has been justly acknowledged as an indication

that a poetic fiction lies before us. "All the

other works of Solomon bear his usual name at

their head; the Proverbs, whose title is the Pro-

verbs of Solomon, Son of David, King of Israel;

the Song of Solomon, Ps. Ixxii. and Ps. cxxvii.

As indeed is natural, that he who will claim au-

thorship uses no other name than that under
which he is already known. Enigma and con-

cealment would be quite out of place here. Now
if Solomon is here called Koheleth, the author
clearly indicates that it has only ideal value when
he is quoted as author of the book, that he ap-
pears only as the representative of wisdom. The
name, which is clearly an impersonal one, shows
that the person to whom it is attached belongs

only lopoetry and not to reality'' (Henqstenberg).
—Moreover, in the peculiar designation, "King
in Jerusalem," instead of " King over Israel"

(comp. ver. 12), we may perceive a trace of later

posi-Solomonic origin. On the contrary, to find

in this expression a hint that the author does not
dwell in Jerusalem, but somewhere in the coun-
try (according to Ewald, in Galilee), is unrea-
sonable and too far-fetched. See § 4, Obs. 2.

2. The whole first discourse, which we, with
Ewald, Vaiu., Kkil, etc., extend to the end of

chap, ii., treats of the principal theme, of the

vanity of all earthly things in general ; it is there-

fore of an introductory anil fundamental charac-

ter (comp. Introd. § 2). In harmony with Keil,

we again divide them into two nearly equal

parts, the first of which (chap. i. 2-18) presents

the vanity of the theoretical, and the second (chap,
ii. 1-26) the vanity of the practical wisdom of
men ; or, of which, number one shows that the
strivings of human wisdom after knowledge, and
number two that the same efforts aiming at en-

joyment and active control of reality, attain no
genuine success. This division seems more sim-
ple and comprehensive than that of Ewald and
Vaihinqer, who lay down three main divisions,

1) i. 2, 11 ; 2) i. 12 ; ii. 23 ; 3) ii. 24-26, accord-
ing to Ewald, and 1) i. 2-14 ; 2) i. 12; ii. 19 ; 3)
ii. 20-26, according to Vaihinger, giving to the

middle division a disproportioned length.—The
first half is occupied in proving the vanity and
want of success of the theoretical striving of

men after wisdom, and is again divided into

three divisions. For it shows, 1) by the conti-

nually recurring circle of nature and history,

permitting no real progress, that the objects of

human knowledge are subjected to the law of

vanity (ver. 2-11) ; and 2) then, that to this va-
nity of the objective reality, there corresponds a
complete futility of effort at its comprehension on
the part of the human subject, so far that even
the wisest of all men must be convinced by expe-
rience of the emptiness of this effort (ver. 12-

18). Each of these divisions includes two
strophes of three verses each, together with an
introductory half strophe or proposition, so that

the scheme of the whole section perfected is

this: I. Division: The vanity of human know-
ledge in an objective point of view (ver. 2-11).

Proposition or general preliminary remark (half

strophe); ver. 2, 3. First strophe: ver. 4-7.

—

Second stro])he: ver. 8-11. II. Division: The
vanity of human knowledge in a subjective point

of view (ver. 12-18). Proposition: ver. 12.

—

First strophe, ver. 13-15). Second strophe, ver.

16-18.—We follow in this strophical division the
plan of Vaihinger (also that of Keil and Hahn),
which differs materially from that of Ewald.
But the latter may therein be right, that from
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ver. 9 the discourse approaches prose style, and

only here and there, as in ver. 15 and 18, returns

to loftier poetic diction. Vaihinger also ac-

knowledges this, in so far as he considers the

two rythmically constructed apothegms, ver. 15

and 18, as characteristic closing formulas of the

two last strophes of the section (coujp. Introd.

^ 2, p. 106).

3. The f/eneral prelimmary observation, or, if pre-

ferred, the thcmeof thefirst discoiiise; ver. 2, 3.

—

Vanity of vanities, saith the preacher, va-
nity of vanities; all is vanity. Tliis excla-

mation, containing the fundamental thought of the

whole book, returns again at the close, chap. xii.

7, almost in the same words, after a previous ex-

amination has everywhere proved its truth. No-

thing is wanting there but the repetition of 7!in

O'S^n, which gives a specially solemn im-

pression to the sentence here at the head of the

whole. As to the expression "vanity of vanities"

being a paraphrase of the superlative idea " ex-

tremest vanity," comp. the observation on TIZ'

O'TU/n Song of Solomon i. 1 (above, p. 1). For

the punctuation 73n comp. 7DX Ps. xxxv. 14,

where the principal vowel is also pushed forward

and lengthened to a tseri. 7l3n "breath, steam"

(comp. Chald. 73n to become warm, to steam)

is a very proper expression to mark the incon-

stancy, unsubstantiality, and emptiness that cha-

racterize all earthly things.* To confine this

predicate of nothingness to the actions of men
(Hahn) is the less allowable since farther on, in

verses 9 and 14, human action is expressly spoken
of as participating in the emptiness of worldly
things; and there is previously given a much
more comprehensive description of this vanity,

which clearly shows that the author would un-
derstand in the "a/r' that he declares as vanity,

all earthly nature and the whole circle of tem-
poral things, (in contrast to the eternal). It

is also inadmissible to accept the double l27^

O^'^^n as subject of the sentence, instead of

taking the independent, animated exclamation

rather as a presupposed predicate to /3T1; this

pretended subject i2T} would then have in the

following 73n another predicate, whereby the

whole expression would become awkward, and
essentially lose in active force and emphasis,
(against Rosenmueller, Hahn).—As cases simi-

lar to the contents of ver. 2, comp. the passages
in Ps. xc. 3-10; Ps. cii. 25-28; also Ps. xxxix.
G, 7 ; and also what the patriarchs were obliged
to experience and confess regarding the vanity
of temporal life: Gen. iv. 2; v. 29; iv. 7, 9, etc.

Ver. 3. What profit hath a man of all his

*[The idea denoted by this frequent word is transitoriness,
swift passing aivay ; rntliec than nnthinffnexs (Nichtiglieit).
Things may he v-ry trnnsient, yec very important—like the
present human life, which St. .lames styles aT/rn's (exactly

equivalent to tho Hehrew 7311) "a vapor that soon pass-

eth invav," .Tames iii. The writer does not menu to call va-
nity, in the souse of iinfJiiiii/iiegs or wnrthlfumi'ss. that which
he says elsewhere tidd will surily call to judgment with
all its most secret deeds.—T. L.]

labor which he taketh under the sun ?
I^Ger., with which he fatigueth himself). Now
for the first time the preacher more especially
touches the vanity of human things, but means it

in connection with the toil of men, as thereby de-

clared unprofitable and unsuccessful (Soj?,

difficulty, labor, exertion, comp. ii. 22; iii. 9-

V. 14, etc.) not only his actions, but at the same
time also his spiritual strivings and searchings,
of which in the sequel he principally treats; he
consequently mainly means the substance of his
interests and elForls, the subjective human in con-
trast to the objective reality of all earthly life, to

which that 127} in ver. 2 referred. Vers. 2

and 3 hold therefore, substantially, the same re-

lation to each other as the two subsequent para-
graphs in vers. 4-11, and vers, lli-18. jTiri''

Synonymous with '^p) Gen. xlix. 3; Prov. xvii.

7; Job XX. 22, etc., is found only in this book,
and indicates that which is left, what remains to

one; hence profit, advantage, success,* acquisition,

o TiQ elpydaaro, 2 John, 8, not a superiority over
others, which signification appears most fitting in

chap. ii. 13.—The 3 in iboi'-SD3, Hahn con-
: _ T -: _ T :

siders, according to Isaiah v. 25, equal to "not-
withstanding, in spite of," which however is

unnecessary, as the usual signification " in "

or " through" affords a sufficiently good sense.

—

For the expression "under the sun," a charac-
teristic and favorite form of the author, comp.
vers. 14; 2, 11, 17, 20, 23; 3, 16, etc. The sy-
nonymous expressions " under the heaven," (ii.

3; iii. 1; i. 13;) and "upon the earth" (viii. 14,

16 ; xi. 2), are found elsewhere in the Old Tes-
tament. The preference of Koheleth for the form
" under the sun," is doubtless explained by the
fact that it instructively and clearly points to the
contrast " between the eternal regularity which
the sun shows in its course, and the fluctuating,

vacillating, changeable doings of men, which it

illuminates with its ever equal light."

—

(Elster).
4. First division, first strophe, verses 4-7. In

an objective view, human knowledge shows itself

futile, in considering the continual change of
human generations on the earth, ver. 4, and the
steady course of the sun, the wind, and the water
(ver. 5-7).

—

One generation passeth avyay,

and another generation cometh. ^Sn

to go away, abire, as v. 15; Job x. 21 ; Ps. xxxix.
13. For this sentence comp. Sirach, xiv. 19: ug
ipvT.'Xov daXkov inl dsvdpov tSdceof -H pev Kara fSd/,-

Afi, aA/la Je (p'vei, o'vTuq yevea aapKog Ka\ a'iuaror, i)

fiev relevrd, trepa 6e jevvHrai—a capital compari-
son,! which reminds us of Isa. Ixiv. 5.

—

But the

*[The word which, both in composition and significance,

most nearly corresponds to Koheleth's frequent pljT, is

the Greek TrAeorefia, so much used by Paul, and poorly ren-

dered covetousness. It rather means, having the more, having
the advantage or superiority iu anything, whether wealth,

fame, or ambition.—T. L.]

[tit would really seem as though Sirach, though such a

thornngh .Tew. as his book shows him to be, had known
something of the poems of Homer. There is snch a striking

resemblance, both in particular words and in special points

of the picture, between this passage and the lines, so fre-

quently quoted from the speech of Glaucus, Iliad V1.146.

otTj Trep <}>vXXu)v yereij, TOtrjSe Koi ax'Spioy.
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earth abideth forever; (literal, "and the
earth stands eternally "), (HOj^ as in Ps. xix.

19; Lev. xiii. 5, is of lasting existence, stands
still). The copula expresses the simultaneous-
ness of the two circumstances placed in contrast
with each other : whilst the earth stands forever,
human generations come and go incessantly. In
the abiding of the earth, the poet doubtless thinks
of its foundation on pillars over the water, to

which Ps. xxiv. 2; civ. 5; Job xxxviii. 6, and
other poetical passages allude. But whether, at

the same time, the earth is considered the arena
of the curse and sinful misery brought in by men
(Gen. iii. 17-19), as a vale of sorrow, and a place
of misfortune, so that the thought were: men
effect nothing lasting on earth, new races of men
must ever begin where the old ones ceased, must
ever repeat the same Sisyphus labor as their
fathers ([Ienustenberg, Hahn): this is doubt-

ful on account of the expression lIDVl^7. This

certainly indicates not an endless eternity in the
strictest sense of the word, but only " a future
of unlimited length," (Hengstenberg) ; but it

shows the intention to bring out, as a principal
thought, the character of the coutinual and ever-
lasting in contrast with the appearance of conti-
nual change, and points thus to the inability of
human investigation and knowledge to hold any
firm position in the midst of such change ever-
lasting as the duration of the earth.—Ver. 5.

The sun ariseth, and the sun goeth
down, and hasteth to the place where he
arose. The first half of this verse, is an exact
pai-allel of the first clause of ver. 4, the second
corresponds in substance to the thought in the
second clause of that verse. For, as in the
former, the earth, the scene of the coming and
going of the generations of men, so in the latter
the "place" of the sun [i. e., its subterranean,
heavenly dwelling-place, from which it daily en-
ters upon its new course, comp. Ps. xix. 6), is

contrasted as abiding in the presence of con-
tinual change. As the human race, with every
change of its individuals, makes no advance, as
its history presents no real progress, so is the
motion of the sun apparently a continual circuit,
without arrival at any fixed goal, or lasting place
of rest. Contrary to the accents, the Septuagint,
Vulgate, Chaldaic, Luther, Elster, Hitzig,

Hahn, etc., connect f^XJ:' 1D1pD-^X1 closely

•with the preceding; "and hastens to its place,
and there ariseth again. But f^XtJ? belongs
clearly to what follows, and also does not mean
running, hastening, but (as n'DH in Hab. 2,

3) gasping after air, panting, longing "—a sense
which strikingly delineates the movement of the
sun, striving to reach the vault of heaven, al-
though in it there lies a conception somewhat
different from this : " and rejoiceth as a strong
man to run a race," Ps. xix. 5. For Hengsten-
berg clearly brings into the text the joyous de-

TTjAe^ooiaa r^uet eapo? 5' eTrtytyi/eTat iop-q^

&>% afSpuii/ yevei), 17 ixkv <(>vei. ij S' airoA>/yet.

The race of man is like tlic r u-o of l-aves:
Of leaves, one generation I'y tlie winil
Is si^attcrerl on the eixrtli: aiiutlii^r s.ion,

I'l spring's l\ixiiriant veriiiri". l>ui--ts ti> li(;ht.

So with our race; the.rn' Jlmirish. flin^r (/rrai/.

Lord Derby's Trauslation.— T. L.].

sire, the pretended image of "the vigorous cou-
rage of the new generation." It rather points
to the idea of the exhaustion of the sun on ac-
count of its ever restless motion, and this doubt-
less with the intention of directly showing the
depressing influence produced by observing the
ever recurring circuit of this body, and the dis-

couragement in this endless uniformity, that pre-
sents itself to the comprehension of the human
observer (comp. Elster on this passage).* Ver.
6. It goeth to the South, and turiieth to
the North. (Literalof the Ger. text). The sun
is naturally not the subject {Sept. Sgriac, M.
Geier, etc.), but the wind named in the second
clause, for only of it can it be said, " it turneth
to the north." But south and north are here
used with the wind, because the other cardinal
points had been previously used with the sun, to
prevent an unpleasant repetition. The author
could scarcely have thought of anything like
the law of the revolution of the winds (Wolf-
gang Menzel, in his Natural History conceived
in the Christian spirit I. 270) ; for he had just as-

serted in ver. 4, that the earth stands eternally
still. The opinion of Hahn is also objectionable,
that the poet was desirous of showing the conti-
nual change between warm and cold wind, and
this change from warmth to cold was to depict
the vicissitude of happiness and unhappiness in
human life, as, in the preceding verse, that from
night to day. Such an allegorizing of the pas-
sage is the less justifiable because the circuit of
the waters described in ver. 7 can only be con-

* [There is a concealed metaphor in this passage all the
more beautiful because of its iuobtrusiveness. It is con-
tained iu the words nif aud nXJS', beaming (radiating)

glowing, panting.—See Metrical Version. It is the figure of
the race horse returning panting to his goal, whence he
started

—

AU panting, glowing, there again is he.

Such a mode of conceiving was at the orlgia of the classi-
cal figure: the liorses of the sun panting up the eastern
steep [comp Ps xix. 15]. See both figures combined, as they
are here, Virg. ^n. XII. 113.

Pnstea vix summos spargf)iat liimine mnntes
Orta (lies, cum prima altn se gurgitr tollunt
Solis equi, luctmque elatis naribus efflant.

See also the Georgics, Lib. I. 250:

Aut redit a nobis aurora, diemque reducit,
Nosque ubi primus equis oricns affiavit anhelis.

To all thinking'<ninils, tire idea of the earth being a
sphere, or a body lying in space, with space all round it,

above and below— or having, at least, an under as well as an
upper side—must have been very early. It was at once
suggested tiy this constant phenomenon of sun-setting and
sun-rising—going down below on the West (his tabernacle or
pleeping-tent, as the Psalmist compares it, Ps. xix. 8), and
rising in the East as one who came from below, and ascended
"a steep, weary, yet glorious"—like a bridegroom coming
forth from his chamber (Ps. xix. 6) or as a strong man (an
athlete) to run a race. Compare the same image, though
reversed, Tliad. VI. 506. It was the same sun. and he must
have gone under (into his "subterranean heavenly almdc,"
as Zdckler well calls it) and around again to his starting
place. The heavens would be all round it, and, thus, as the
Psalmist graphically paints, these under heavens would be
his tabernacle, where he spends the night, as it appmrs to
us. We detect the image in the early Hesiodean cosmogony,
where it is said that ^'yaia (earth) gave birth to starry ovpa-
v'oi corresponding to herself," Tcxov earTi;. Hes. ' Thrag.
127. It was almost obvious to sensf, and the musing mind
must have been very early familiar with the concei)tion. It

was not inconsistent with the other notion that appears in
Scripture, of the earth as an extended plain. The latter was
phenomenal, the former the product of reflection. Both
were adapted to poetry—the one to the poetry of the eye,
the other to that of the thtiwiht. Compare Job xxvi 7,
"He hangeth the earth upon nothing," or, rather, "'over
emptiness."— ' T. L.].
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sidered a picture of the change from happiness to

unhappiness by virtue of a forced and highly

artificial interpretation. The more careful alle-

gorical interpretation tried by He.vgstenberg,

according to which sun, wind, and water are all

symbols of human existence moving in the cir-

cuit of vanity, is not indeed sufficiently justified

by the context. The wind goeth ever whirl-
ing (Lit. Ger.). The twice repeated 331D

expresses cont inual repetition, the everlasting, and
the ever-returning change of the wind; comp.
the reduplication of ideas with the same intent

in Gen. xiv. 10; Deut. ii. 27; xiv. 22; Mark
vi. 39. This double 3310 is subordinate to

^YJin presenting the main idea, just as ^^IkJ?

in ver. 5 is to T\y. — And the wind re-

turneth again according to his circuits.

—

That is, the circuits which it has already made,
it ever makes again, it ever repeats the courses

that it has previously described ; for that is,

properly speaking, the nnOp, not circles

[Sept. Vulg., Ewald, Knobel, etc). The transla-

tion " on its circuits or circles" (Ewald, Knobel,
etc.) or also " according to its circuits" (Rosen-

mtjeller) is unnecessary; for that 7^, with verbs

of motion, especially 3^C/, has the sense of to,

until, (exactly synonymous, in such case, with
*1^) is proved by such passages as Prov. xxvi.

11; Ps. xix. 7; xlviii. 11; Job xxxvii. 3, and
also by the circumstance that, in the later Chal-

daic style, 7j^ is mostly synonymous with 7X.

[In the above passage Zockler translates zu sei-

nen Wendungen.—W.].
Ver. 7. All the rivers run into the sea;

yet the sea is not full, i. e., it does not over-
flow notwithstanding the immense masses of wa-
ter that it constantly receives; it does not over-
whelm and swallow up the land. In OTI, the

•^ T-
author doubtless refers to the ocean, not to the
Dead Sea, as Hitzig arbitrarily supposes. The
previous mention of the sun, the wind, and the
four cardinal points, show conclusively that he
deals with great cosmophysical ideas, and thus
hardly thinks merely of the streams like the Jor-
dan flowing into the Dead Sea, or indeed of the
contracted relations of Palestine at all. Comp.
also Aristophanes in his " Clouds," v. 1294,
et seq. :

avTTj /u.y {i) BaXarTo) ovSev yCyverai
CTrLppeorTtof Tu»^' nora^iov irkeioiv, trv Sk

frjTeis TToirfirai TapyiipLov nKciov to aov.

Unto the place from w^hence the rivers
come, thither they return again. Literal,
" thither are the rivers to go returning," thither
they always take their course again. For this

construction examine 1 Sam. xx. 19; Hos. v. 11,

etc; as in the English, (they are going), the par-
ticiple here expresses the continuous character
of the action. For the construct state before the
relative clause (which is, as it were, regarded as

a single noun) comp. passages such as Gen. xl.

3; Lev. iv. 24; (Ew.^ld, Ilanual. § 322, c.).—

As it is not absolutely necessary that IjSn

must express the "going whither," but may also

well express the going out, or the coming whence,

as ver. 6 shows, therefore, ''bn^ritJ' Dip??

OO/h does not mean the ocean as the common
collecting-place of all river-water (Elster, Vai-
HiNGER, etc.), but rather as the occasional source
and origin of the individual rivers. The return
of the water from the ocean the author certainly
thinks effected in a way corresponding to the na-
tural course of things, namely, that of exhala^-

tions, and clouds, and falling mists, and not by
means of secret subterraneous canals and pas-
sages, as Luther, Rosenmueller, etal., pretend.
See Gen. ii. 6; Job xxxvi. 27, 28.—Also Um-
BREiT, HiTZiQ, and Hbnqstenberq on this pas-
sage.

5. First division, second strophe, ver. 8-11. As
the natural objects of human knowledge truly
satisfy neither the eye nor the ear (ver. 8), so
there predominates in the history of mankind a
restless flight of events, crowding and following
each other in endless circuit, which necessarily
destroy, in equal measure, both the interest in
new acquirements, and the endeavor to remember
the things that are past (ver. 11).—All things
are full of labor, man cannot utter it.

—

The words XH'^^T D"13'in~73 are understood

by exegetists to mean either: "all words are
troublesome, weary" (Sept., Ewald, Elster,
Hitzig, Henostenberg, Hahn, etc.), or: "all
things fatigue, are full of burden and trou-
ble" (Hierontmus, Luther, Rosenmueller,
Vaihinger, etc.). The ruling signification in
this book, as every where in the Old Testament
of '\y^ = 'XdyoQ, sermo, as well as the closely

following remark, "man cannot utter it" (/DV

"^3l7)> seem to speak in favor of the former

meaning. But the word ^3n, as meaning
thing, is found also in ver. 10 ; chap. vi. 12 ; vii.

8 ; and it appears, in every view of the case,

more appropriate that the quality of wearying,
of producing discouragement and indifference,

should be predicated of the things of the world,
and the objects of human knowledge, than that
the words relating to the naming and judging of
these things, should be designated as feeble or
exhausting. This first meaning would also pro-

duce a tautology of CD"'")3"in with "^^"rl, which

one could scarcely attribute to an author who,
on the whole, expresses himself with such
choice and delicacy. Thus the sense of the line

remains in every case that which is accepted
even by most of the defenders of the first concep-
tion ; namely, to recount all objects of human
knowledge and experience is flitiguing in the

extreme, and is indeed impracticable ; no speech
can perfectly give the impression which is pro-
duced on our mind by the thought of physical

endlessness, and of the never changing opera-

tions and life of the forces of nature (comp. Els-
ter on this passage). For the active sense of

j^r, which elsewhere, as in Deut. xxv. 18; 2

Sam. xvii. 2, expresses the passive thought,

"faint," "weary," but here is clearly exhaust-

ive, making weary, examine the similar signifi-

cations of tyOX, nSnJ- rtOJ in Isa. xvii. 11
;

T T ; " It:'
Jer. XXX. 12 ; Micah ii. 10; and also the Latin
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irislis in the sense of making sad, depressing;

and the German " beiriibl " in phrases like

:

"e5 ist bulrubt zu sehen," etc.—The eye is not
satisfied with seeing, nor the ear filled

with hearing,—Xo remarkable quality is here

atfirmed of the eye or the ear; it is only intended

to delineite more closely the relation held to the

expression, "all things are wearying." " If the

eye should become satisfied, so that it would no
longer see, then the narrating word must step in

and be able in its turn also to master things.

But tlie abundance of phenomena, which presses

on eye, ear, and the remaining senses, is endless ;

there are always objects which the eye must see,

does see, and brings to him who would gladly

close his labors" (Hitziq). For parallel pas-

sages comp. Prov. xxvii. 20. For ^OL^O, lit.

"away from hearing," i. e., so that it may hear

no louger, corap. Gen. xxvii. 1 ; Ex. xiv. 5 ; 1

Saiu. viii. 7 ; Isa. xxiv. 10, etc.—Ver. 0. The
tiling that hath been, it is that w^hich
shall be; or also; "what has happened, that

will again happen, that will occur anew." H^
irniy cannot be considered a question (LXX. t'l

T T •.• ^

_

TO yEyovoQ Vulg. quid est quod fuit) ; for in this

book i^~n5 is always equivalent to "that

which," or "whatever;" see iii. 15; vi. 10; viii.

7 ; X. 14 ; and examine for the same Chaldaic

style, Dan. ii. 25; Ezra vii. 18.—And that
which is done, is that which shall be
done.—As the former refers to the objective

coarse of natural laws and phenomena, so this

liarallel expression alludes to the subjective ef-

forts and actions of men; and the progress to

any thing really new is denied of both.—And
there is no new thing under the sun.

—

Lit. there is not in existence any thing new,

(i^'in~73 i"X1). For the placing of this nega-

tion before 73, to indicate the total non-exist-
T

ence of any thing, comp. Judges xiii. 4; Ps.

cxUii. 2 ; 2 Kings iv. 2 ; also similar Hebrew
terms in the New Testament Greek, Matt. xxiv.

22 ; Rom. iii. 20; Gal. ii. 16, etc.—For this sen-

tence comp. Seneca especially; Epist. xxiv.:

Nullius rei finis est, sed in orbem nexa sunt omnia.

Omnia transeunf ut revertantur, nil novi video, nil

novi fucio ; also Tacitus, Annal. III. 65: Rebus
cunctis inest quidani velut orbis, ut quemadmodum
teniporum vices, ita morum versentur ; and Marc.

Aurel. Comment., ad se ipsum, VI. 31 : 6 to. vvv

6pS)v irdvra eupaKev, baa re ef ai6i6v eyevero, Kal

baa eir rb aTeipov iarnr TtavTa yiip dfioyevrj Kal

oaoEuh]; Ibid. VII. 1: ov6sv Kacvbv iravra Kal

avvlflr] Kdl bXiyxpovia ; Ibid. VII. 26 : irav to yivS-

fievov oi'Tug ael h/eve-o Kal yivijaeTai. Kal vvv iravTa-

Xov yivETai.

Ver. 10. Is there any thing whereof it

may be said. See, this is new ? it hath
been already of old time -which was be-
fore us.—The first half of this verse is a hypo-
thetical preltminai-y clause, introduced by 1^'

"^m, to which is added the after clause without
T T

a copula, for the sake of greater emphasis ; comp.
similarly formed conditional sentences in ver.

18.— "^33, long ago, already long since (Sept.

rjdjj; Vulg. Jam), is one of tho characteristic

Aramaic * particles of the book, allied to m33
"greatness, length," and the Arab. Kibar, great

age
;

(comp. Inlrod. § 4, Obs. 2). The word

D'37>^7, added as a more special definition, in-

dicates that the meaning of "long ago" is to

be understood in the sense of time of eternal

length; or also that it continues in endless

spaces of time ;{ for the preposition 7, in the

sense of "within," comp. Gen. vii. 4; Ezra x.

8, and Elster on this passage.—Instead of li^X

Vn there stands at the close =irj3'7*D HTI 1i:/X
T • T ; TT -.-:

because riTl is used impersonally, in the sense

:

'^ there have been" (comp. Gen. xlvii. 24 ; Ex.
xii. 49j ; an enallage 7iuineri, that could easily

occur with a neuter plural like D^'3i)?. Ewald
takes the words as subject of the sentence,

and translates them thus : " what occurred
before our eyes had already been long ago."
But this position of the subject at the end of

the sentence would be harsh and without mo-

tive ; and for IJ'JSID, which means according
"T : • °

to Isa. xli. 26 simply "before us, earlier than

we," would necessarily stand ^J'JS/ if the trans-

lation "before our eyes, in our presence," were
the correct one.—Ver. 11. There is no re-

membrance of former things.—Clearly an
explanation of the thought of the preceding
verse, which we need not (as HiTzio and Elster)
connect with what precedes through the concep-

tion :
" that our considering old things as new is

because of the continual extinction of the re-

membrance of former things." For the con-

struct state til3I before a following noun with

a preposition, Comp. similar cases, as Ezek. xiii.

2 Sam. i. 21. — D'jrNl and D'jnnx signify

every where the eaidier and the later ones (Lev.

xxvi. 45; Dent. xix. 14; Ps. Ixxix. 8; Isa. Ixi.

4 ; also chap. iv. 16 of this book, consequently
ancestry and posterity. The neuter idea, "the
earlier," would necessarily be expressed by the

feminine mjit'XT (Isa. xiii. 9; xlvi. 9; xlviii.

3).—With those that shall come after.

—

nU'inX7 in future, later. Comp. for the sub-

stantive'^njnnx, Deut. xiii. 9; 2 Sam. ii. 26.
T -: -

6. Second Division. Proposition and first

strophe. Ver. xii. 15. In a subjective view hu-
man knowledge proves futile and vain, in so far

as all the desires and enterprises of men, to

which it is directed, are empty and vain, and
lead to nothing. I, the preacher, was King

*[Thero is no more reason for calling 133 an Aramaic

word here, than the feminine form, ri"^33. den. xxxv. IC;
T :

•

xlviii. 7; 2 Kings v. 19. It moans a coiisulorable but inrtefl-

iiit" aiiiiimit \vlii;tlicr of space as in tlic cxanipies in Oni.
xxxv. 10 or of time as here

—

some distance ".'/", or some lim«

ago— Umg ago. The same may be said of *l'33iO Job

xxxv. 16; xxxvi. 31.—T. L.]

j-[i;^'0 7^'7 '8 rather added as an amplification of the

indefinite T33- It hath been already—liMig ago—yes, in

some of the olams (or worlds), cosmical or historical, that

hav(^ gone liefore in tho imiuen.se past. See remarks in note
on the ulamic words, y. 41, &c.—X. L.j
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over Israel iu Jerusalem.—Observe the pre-

terit, 'iTTl, I was—a clear indicatioa that a

later persouage than the historical Solomon
says this.* For even in his most advanced age

Solomon, who, according to 1 Kings xi. 40-4;^,

was reigning king until his death, could not

have spoken of his kingdom as something be-

longing solely to the past. For the remaining
allusions in this verse to a period later than the

Solomonic, see above on ver. 1 (No. 1), and the

Introduction, ^ 4. And moreover the author, as-

suming the character of Solomon, indicates for

his own person a condition in life which affords

him a broad view, rich experience, and know-
ledge of men; comp. Sirach xxxviii. 24 ff.—Ver.

lo. And I gave my heart to seek and
search out by Tjyisdom.—That is. I gave it

entirely to that seeking, exerted myself zealously

on that account; comp. 37 Q't|/, Isa. xli. 42;

3*7 Ty"\^, Ps. xlviii. 14 ; and 2\ pDH, Job xi.

13. "To seek" {^"p) and "to search" {'\>>r\)

are distinguished from one another—the former
by being less thorough, and the latter by pene-
trating more deeply and suarcliing alter the

hidden. nOJn3 is not " wisely " (Luther,

comp. Vulgate, snpienter), but "with wisdom;"
for wisdom was the instrument with which he
made his investigations;! (for the well-known old

Hebrew sense, see the Introd. to the Solouioaic

books. Vol. XII. p. 3 of this work.) — Con-
cerning all things that are done under
heaven.—Thereby is clearly meant only the

actions and lives of men, and not occurrences in

the realm of nature, for which latter the verb
TVif^l would be very unfittingly chosen. And
•what has happened in itself is not so much meant
as its character, worth, aim and success as an
object of seeking and searching; therefore, to

search concerning all things that are done (7>?

U1 ^3). — This sore travail, etc.—Human
action itself is not designated here as >^1 Il'^J^''

as sore travail or pain (Hitzig, Haiin), but the

zealous searching, the critical endeavor of the

wise observer of life, who every where meets
only vanity and emptiness, and with all his theo-

retical and practical experimenting with life,

reaches no lasting enjoyment and success (and
thus withjustice the most exegetists ; see Elstek

*fThis is ccTtaiuIy a slender basis on which to Ijuild such
aa argurai'iit. Tlia imiefinite use of the Het>rew tenses will
not allow it to have much force, and, moreover, it is perfectly
consistent (even if rendered was) with the condition of aii

old man, an old king, who had seen the vanity of the world,
and of royal estate, and wished to impress it (m the mind of
his reader, to speak of it as something; past and s^om-. I who
was king—or, when I was king—iu the full exercise of power
and dignity. Besides, if there is an inconsistency, it wonI<l
be full as great in one who assumes to personate Solotnoji.

Such a one would lie even more caref\il to guard against
obvious anachronisms, as this would be if tlius regarded.
See Wordsworth on the expression, and the argument drawn
from it. The word Koholeth may be a scholium ol the lat:?r

compiler, to explain (though unnecessarily) what he deemed
abrupt : I (Koheleth) was King ; and so iu other places like
similir scholia in the Pentateuch.—T. L.]

tLnODnS does not mean wisely in the sense of kn(HO-
T : T :

ingly, or skil/iiJIy—neither does it mean by, or, with wfsdnm,
as an instnunent. though that is nearer lo if, but rattnT
tn the way of wisdom, that is philnsopliically. sp/'culativel;/,

tkeoreticiilUi , in distinction trom experimentally ur practically,

as he did afterwards.—T. L.]

on this passage).—God hath given to the
sons of man to be exercised therewith.
—This unsuccessful and vain striving alter wis-
dom, to which man feels himself impelled by a
natural necessity, is imparted to him by God
himself; it is a part of the salutary and disci-

plinary curse that God has laid on human nature
since the fall, a "part of the whole system by
which the Lord humbles fallen man, and there-
with prepares the redemption" (Hengstenberg).
—Ver. 14. I have seen all the v^orks that
are done under the sun ; and behold, all

is vanity and vexation of spirit.— (Lit.,

" windy effort," i. e., "an effort of the wind")
(Sept. TTpoaipeaiq TrvEvijaror') an effort without re-

sult, that effects no lasting good. Comp. Hos.
xii. 2, which passage gives us at the same time
the proper sense of the expression i"11>'7. For

the formula Qnp ^11 there used parallel with

nil n>"i, "to consume wind," really means
TT '

to follow after the wind, to be in quest of it, a
diligent striving after it (comp. H^'l in pass-

ages like Prov. xiii. 20: xv. 14; Isa. xliv. 20).
n^>n is consequently the bearing, the inten-

tion of one zealously aiming at, consequently
striving, continuous direction of the will (thus

also Ezra v. 7, 18), the same as jl'^']^, which

in i. 17; iv. 16 is also found connected with
no. It is therefore erroneous to derive it from

>V"^ "" I'^^j to shatter, to break into pieces

(thus the Vulg. '' afflict io spiritus," also Chald.
Uaschi ct al.). — Ver. 1-5. That •which is

crooked cannot be made straight, and
that •which is •wanting cannot be num-
bered.—Clearly a proverbial sentence, which
the author perhaps found ready made in the

rich treasury of the proverbial wisdom of hia

people, and used here to strengthen what he had
said iu ver. 14. The sense is, as the parallel

passage, chap. vii. 13, shows, that human action

and effort, in spite of all exertion, cannot alter

that which has once been arranged and fixed by
God. " Man cannot alter what is (apparently)

unjust in God's arrangement of the world, nor
make or regard its failures perfect ; hemmed in

within the narrow limits of the world as it is

constituted, he is not able to perform the most
important thing that he above all things sbould
be able to do" (Hitzig). This thought is not

fatalistic (as Kxobel supposes) ; for, as numer-
ous other passages of this book show (namely,
iii. 17; vii. 20 ff.; xi. 9; xii. 14), the author

knows very well that human sin is the cause of

the incapacity here described in contrast with
the unchangeable and divine order of the world,

and considers this inability as one of self-guilt

on the part of man —" That which is wanting
cannot hi numbered," i. e., not completed, not

be brought to its full number ; comp. the Lat.

ad numeros suox redigiz=perfici, and also our Ger-

man proverbs: " Where there is nothing, nothing

farther is to be counted;" or, "There the empe-
ror has lost his right." etc.

7. Second Division, second strophe. Vers. 16-18.

Practically experiencing wisdom, striving after

positive knowledge, is, as the critically observing,

thoroughly futile, reaching no lasting result, be-

cause its acquirement is inseparably connected
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with pain and discouragement.—I communed
•with my ov^n heart, saying, i. e., I entered

inwardly into my own counsel; comp. the Lat.

cogitare cum animo suo, and in the Hebrew similar

phrases IbSs 13"1, Ps. xv. 2 ; uS-^N n, Gen.

xxiv. 45; '13*7 ^7;?, 1 Sam. i. 13.—Lo, I am
come to great estate, and have gotten

more wisdom.—The word 'ri/^JH (comp. Isa.

xxviii. 29) intimates that he possessed great

wisdom before ; the word "'riDDin, that during

his life he continually increased it. Comp. 1

Kings V. 9-11.—Than all they that have
been before rne in Jerusalem.—The first

S;^ is comparative, as in Gen. xlviii. 22 ; Ps.

xvi. 2. From the second 71? before QwOTT it
_ T T :

appears that with the here mentioned prede-

cessors of Koheleth real kings* are meant
(comp. also ii. 7). The allusion here can scarce-

ly be to the old Canaanitish princes (Adoni-zedek,

Josh. X. 1 ; or, indeed, Melchisedec, Gen. xv.

18), but to the crowned heads of Israel, who
alone were competent to the realization of DODn.
This passage contains, again, therefore, a refer-

ence to the difference between the author of

this work and Solomon, but still not one of that

kind that we are justified in reproaching him
(with Hitzig) of ignorance of history. He rather

commits this offence against actual history with

the same absence of suspicion and purpose which
permitted him to adapt his work only loosely and
distantly to the personal and temporal relations

of Solomon, and every wliere to dispense with

the strict carrying out of the historical fiction in

question. (Comp. Introd. § 4).—Yea, my
heart had great experience of -wisdom
and knowledge. — Concerning r>J?T as syn-

onym of nopn comp. Prov. i. 2. "To see, to

behold wisdom and knowledge," is as much as

acquiring it by experience, arriving at its pos-

session and enjoyment. This beholding is attri-

buted to the heart, because it is indeed the seat

or instx'ument of aspiration after wisdom,f see

vers. 13 and 17.—Ver. 17. And I gave my
heart to know^ wisdom and to know mad-
ness and folly—that is. I applied myself to

learning not only the positive and normal con-

tents of human knowledge, but also its counter-

part, error and perversion in their various

forms : according to the principle : contrariis

eoniraria ihtelliguntur. ni/lD = r\-l77in, chap.

X. 13; comp. the similar formation n-IODH.

Prov. i. 20 ; ix. 1, etc., and Ewald, Manual, ^

165 c), and r\v)3^f, want of sense and folly are

also thus placed together in chap. ii. 12 only,

that the latter word is written n^7l3p with

more etymological exactness (comp. also ii. 3,

[This is entirely gratuitous. It may refer to any men of
note anil wealth, together with David and Saul, or the writer
may well have had in view old Princi s in Jerusalem, away
back to the days of Melchisedec.—T. L.]

t [The word 37, heart, is used in Hebrew (especially in

the Proverbs and Solomonic writings) as much for the mind
or intellect as for the feeling—the affections.—T. L.J

13, etc.).—I perceived thai this also is vexation of
spirit. For Pill jl'i^l see ver. 14 ; and comp.

13/ y^y.l^ *liG striving of his heart, chap. ii. 22,

as well as the same word in the Chaldee of the
Book of Daniel (iv. IG; v. 6, 10: vii. 28),
where it signifies thought. N^PI Hf, a pleonasm,

of which there are many in the book. Ver.
18. For in much wisdom is much grief;
and he that increaseth know^ledge in-
creaseth sorrow.—Ger. Proverb: "Much wis-
dom causeth headache;" also Cicero, Tusc. III.

4: "videtur mihi cadere in sapientem eegritudo,'"

and what Elster remarks on this passage

:

" Such an enlargement of the practical know-
ledge of human life destroys the natural ease
and simplicity of the individual life, and by
comparisons with others, awaking the conscious-
ness of being variously affected in one's own
existence through influences operating from
without, produces a feeling of insignificance

and feebleness of each individual life as such;
and by exciting man to many aspirations and
desires which remain unfulfilled, and there-
fore leave painful impressions behind. It is still

more important to think of the manifold disillu-

sions which a deeper insight of the moral arena
in a stricter sense produces, because it not only
teaches how confidence in the strength and Avorth

of individuals is often unjustifiable, but also

shows how in the great and sacred institutions of
humanity, which have originally a purely ethical

aim, this ethical object is frequently lost, and
that those only exist in reality through a linking

of interests that are entirely foreign to their real

nature."— TpVI is an antecedent: " and if one

gathers wisdom, if one makes much wisdom."

Ewald, Elster, et al., consider 'yOV (here as

well as in Isa. xxix. 14 ; xxxviii. 5) an active par-
ticiple from the stem reverting from Hiphil, into

Kal, with ''— instead of— (Ewald, Manual, ^ 127
b. ; 169 a) while others find in it simply an im-
personal future Hiphil, and compare it on ac-

count of the scriptio plena with "'ijliJDin ver. 16.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

Human effort, confined to the conditions of
life and the objects of knowledge of this earthly
world, can attain no enduring wealth of happi-
ness or success, either in a practical or theore-
tical relation. For every thing that is accom-
plished under the sun, that is, in this contracted
sublunary world subjected to the curse of tempo-
rality, is, like the great heavenly light of our
planet, or, like the mysterious course of the wind
and the water, confined to a changeless circuit

beyond which there is no progress. All eflforts

after the attainment of a higher and more dura-
ble happiness, which man by means of his own
natural power may institute, fail at this stern

barrier of the earthly and temporal. Be it the

cheerful enjoyment of life, and the active co-

operation with it, be it fulness of knowledge and
wealth of treasures, of intellectual truth and in-

sight, as long as man, standing simply in his

own strength as a mere child of earth, command-
ing no other than earthly and natural powers,
endeavors to place himself in possession of these
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treasures, willlie be ever obliged to experience the

utter vanity of his hxbors. Only in submission

to the eternally Divine, which remains tixed and

constant in all tlie vicissitudes of time, (Ps. cii.

25 tf.), does he obtain the power to overcome the

imperfections and annoyances of temporal ex-

istence, or, at least, true consolation while suf-

fering their pressure. Faith alone is the anchor

of safety which is able to preserve the bark of

life, tossed to and fro by the storms of time, from

sinking into the awful depths of despair and in-

consolable doubts regarding our temporal and

eternal welfare.

Of these fundamental thoughts of the section

before us, only those referring to the vanity of

earthly life and its wisdom are specially treated.

Of the religious solution of the conflict, which,

according to numerous and prominent allusions

in the subsequent pages, forms the deeper back-

ground for the grievous lamentations of the

preacher, there penetrates, for the time, scarcely

anything through his picture of the vanity of all

earthly things. It is, substantially, only tlie sad

contrast between human aspirations after wis-

dom, and the absolutely unsatisfying result in

this world, to whose description the author di-

rects his attention ; that conflict between the ar-

dent desire of life and its enjoyment, between
thirst after knowledge and its failure, whose deep

significance Fabri, in his work

—

''Time and Eter-

nity "—has as strikingly as beautifully delineated

when, in p. 10 f., in direct connection with the

lamenting commencement of this book he says:

"Who does not know, from his own thousand-

fold experience, this wonderful feeling of a deep
temporal grief that often, as an armed foe, over-

whelms the spirit of man with a secret shudder
in the midst of the loudest merriment? Wiio

does not know the pressure and tlie pain of time,

when we see it in steady flow hurrying quietly

by us, nay, when we see ourselves, entirely help-

less, carried away by its stream, and daily ap-

proaching nearer to the limits of life ? Do we
not then feel as the occupant of a frail bQat,

which, drawn into the current of a mighty
stream, finds itself carried down with arrowy
speed, and if not in its course dashed to pieces

on the rocks, hastens with inevitable destiny to

the cataract that is to bury it in that deep from
which no one may ever rise and begin the course
anew?" That is the periculum vitx, the danger of

life, of which the wise men of old have spoken,
and have recognized as the inevitable destiny of

every thing born into this lower world. Thus
time, with its restless and continuous going and
coming, appeals to the direct feelings of every
man as an oppressive 'destiny, as a travail, as

Solomon says, (ver. 13, 18), as a tragic conflict

between what ought to be and what is.

HOMILETICAL AND rRACTIOAL.

In the homiletical treatment of the section,

the evangelical preacher should not be satisfied

in merely presenting this sad conflict without its

solution; he should rather connect with the la-

ment concerning the vanity of earthly things, the

consolation of the unchanging grace of the Eter-
nal One; and thus regard the gloomy picture of

the author in the light of divine revelation, to

20

which the entire course and contents of the book
encourage us. In this intent we might use the
entire chapter as a text for a connected view
whose theme might be as follows: That which is

visible is temporal, that which is invisible is

eternal (2 Cor. iv. 17); or also —"For we know
in part, and we prophesy in part." "But when
that which is perfect is come, that which is in
part shall be done away." (1 Cor. xiii. 9, 10);
or: The flight of earthly things, its cause and
its cure, (with reference to the 90th Psalm, and
appropriate spiritual hymns). In case the text
is divided, there should not be more than two
parts. Then make vers. 2-11 the text for the
thought: "There is nothing new under the
sun;" and from 12-18 for the thought: "In
much wisdom there is much grief."

With a view to the practical treatment of the
individual passages, examine the following homi-
letical hints and helps from ancient and modern
exegetical writings.

Ver. 2. LuTiiEK :—In the introduction he gives
us the subject of the whole book, when he tells

us that there is the greatest vanity in all human
pui'suits, to such a degree that men, neither con-
tent with the present, nor able to enjoy the future,
turn even their best things into misery and va-
nity, all through their own fault, not that of the
tilings themselves.

M. Geier:—The more the vanity of the world
is discovered, the more will the disgust of it in-

crease in the true Christian; and on the contrary,
a desire will arise for the heavenly and eternal.

—

Henostenberq :—The right solution of the prob-
lem is this: Between the assertion—"And behold,
all was very good," and that other: "All is va-
nity," lies the fact of the fall. With this latter

a whole new order of things has appeared. The
creation, which was good in itself, was no longer
fitting for degenerate man. "All is vanity," is

no accusation of God. It is rather, if we keep in
view the nature of man, a praise of God. It is

precisely in this doom of punishment, and in the
adjustment of the economy of the Cross, that

God shows Himself especially great and glo-

rious.

Ver. 3. Luther:—The creature is indeed sub-
ject to vanity, as Paul testifies, Rom. viii., but
nevertheless the things themselves are good.
Otherwise he would have called the sun itself a
vanity; but this he excepts, because he says,

wider the sun. It is not, therefore, of the works
of God he treats, which are all good and true, and
above the sun, but the works beneath the sun,

—

what we do here in this earthly life.

—

Starke:—
Since with decay the profit of all outward occupa-
tion vanishes, it is folly for men to be so absorbed
with external things that they thereby forget the

care of their own souls.

Vers. 4-7. Cramer:—That the world has not

existed from eternity, one sees in all its parts,

because these are not fixed and constant; the

whole cannot, therefore, remain unchaiigeil.

But the constant order in creatures and their

employments, proves that there is a God wlio

sustains every thing.

—

Starke :—In nature evciy
thing is governed by the laws of motion; how
much more should man direct his steps according

to the rules of life prescribed to him liy Go<l

(Gal. vi. 16; Ps. cxix. 9; c. 6).

—

Wohlkartii:
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—Tho existence of the world clearly depends
upon the unchangeable order given to nature by
God, and just because it follows these divine

laws witliout deviation, is nature, yet to-day, as

it was thousands of years ago, the inexhaustible

dispenser of the blessings ami Joys of men. Let

us herein acknowledge the wisdom, gooilness,

and might of the Eternal One, and adore him
who once said: "Let there be !" and there was !

who called the sun of the day, as well as the

night, into existence, who prescribed to the wa-

ters their course, and gave command to the

winds. Let us comprehend that we can only

then be happy and make others happy, when, as

nature unconsciously obeys natural laws, we
obey with clear consciousness the commands of

virtue and the laws of nature for the si^irit

world.

Ver. 8. Zeyss:—The immortal spirit of man
can find no real rest in temporal things, but only

in God, the highest and eternal good. Matt. xi.

29.

—

Hansen:—External things do not satisfy.

David in Ps. xvii. 15 gives us clearly to under-

stand tliat he recognizes the same truth ; for he

says: " I will behold thy face in righteousness,"

and ailds, "I shall be satisfied, when I awake,
with thy likeness." He hopes, therefore, in the

contemplation of God, to obtain what he cannot

have in the form of this world. And for this

very reason Solomon calls all things vain that

belong to this sensual life.

—

Berleb. Bible:—
'•The avenues of the soul bear many thousand

objects or things to the heart, with which man
fatigues and distracts himself, as with a bound-
less mountain of sand. From these his mind
forms numberless images, which he gazes at, and
inwardly handles. From these come the manifold

thoughts and the distracted spirit of poor man.
Therefore, by apostacy from God, his Creator,

he has gone out with his heart after many things,

and now, instead of God, in whom he would
eternally have had enough, he embraces so many
thousand creatures in his desires, and cannot
even then be satisfied. For the immortal essence

of the soul can by no means repose in the empty
creature ; it seeks ever farther, and will ever

have more; it is a fire that burns without

ceasing, and would gladly seize all things."

Vers. 9-11. Luther:—If we understand these

words, 7iothing new beneath the sun, of the things

themselves, and of the works of God, it would
not be true. For God is every day doing what
is new; but roe do nothing new, because the old

Adam is in all. Our ancestors abused things,

just as we abuse them. Alexander, Caesar, had
the same disposition ; so had all Kaisars and
Kings ; so have we. As they could never be sa-

'tisfied, so never can we; they were wicked; so

are we.

—

Cramer:—No man has so great a cross

that he finds none like liiniself ; for we are not

better than our fit hers, 1 Kings xix. 5.

—

Hexg-
sticxberg:—"There is notliing new under the

sun;" let that serve to sober down the fantasies

which gather grapes from the thorns of the

world, but not discourage the friends of the

King<lom of God, which has its real seat, not un-
der the sun, but above the sun, and whose hea-
venly protector, by ever creating new things

(.Jcr. xxxi. -2) gives material to a new song, Ps.

xl. 4.

Vers. 13-15. Luther [to ver. 14]:—All pi in-

ful anxiety and care in making provision, whe-
ther in public or private, through our own coun-
sels, ami our own wisdom, are condemned in this

book. God disappoints the thoughts and plans

that are not grounded on His word. And rightly

too; for why should we prescribe and add to Hia
wisdom? Let us learn, then, to submit to His
counsels, and abstain from those cares and
thoughts which God has not commanded.—Ver.
15. Human concerns cannot be so managed as

that all things should be rightly done, and that

there should not still remain many evils. The
best way, then, is to walk in faith, wliich lets

God reign, prays for the coming of His Kingdom,
tolerating in the meantime, and patiently en-

during, all evils, or committing them to Him who
judgeth righteously.

Freiberg Bible:—In spiritual as in corporeal

things, God alone can make the crooked straight

and smooth.

—

Harjian (to ver. 13 f.

—

Bible Re-

flcctiom of a Chrislian, Vol. I., p. 103) :—All human
wisdom labors, and has care and sorrow for its

reward; the farther wisdom looks, the greater is

the labyrinth in which it loses itself. It is with

reason as to the eyes with a magnifying glass,.

when the most delicate skin becomes disgusting,

the most luscious dish a mess of worms, and the

finest work of art a mere botch. We see the im-

possibility of removing all inequalities of human
society, and we see in it an overwhelming num-
ber of faults and failings; yes, the weakness of

our senses and judgment leads us to find faults

in beauties, because we examine all things only

fragmentarily.—Vers. 16-18. Hansen (to ver.

17):—Many thousand actions are considered

prudent and wise, which in reality are silly and
foolish. It is an arduous task to correct one's

error in respect to all this, and regard the world,

and human life in the world, with just eyes.

—

(To ver. 18).—Wisdom, as such, is no cause for

uneasiness of mind ; it is rather a cause for con-

tentment. It sometimes happens, however, that

peace of mind is disturbed by wisdom. The
deeper our vision, the more clearly we perceive

the imperfections among the children of men, and
that usually produces unrest in the mind.

—

Starke:—But because knowledge easily puflfeth

up (1 Cor. viii. 1), wise and learned men have so

much greater need to beg God to keep them in

true humility.—Every righteous teacher, yes,

every true Christian, must resign himself to many
evils which must meet him in the endeavor to ac-

quire genuine wisdom.

[Olamic or .Eonian Words in Scripture—
Eternities or World-Times—Cyclical Ideas
IN Koheleth.—The passage, Ecclesiastes i. 3,

rendered, " the earth abideth forever," is the one
most commonly quoted as their key text by those

who would not only give a limited sense to CD/IJT

here, which it undoubtedly iias, but would,
thereby, weaken the force of this whole class of

words in all other parts of the Bible, and espe-

cially when they are used in reference to a future

state of being. On this account, the whole sub-

ject has seemed worthy of a fuller discussion

than it has generally received in Commentaries,
and this the passage to which such aa exegetical
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examination can be most appropriately at-

tached.

Tiie best rendering of the word 71^7 i. 3, is

"for the world-time," or "for the world," as we
have given it in the metrical version annexed. It

may seem strange to ears not accustomed to it,

but it is the true translation, not only here, but in

many other places, where its proper significance

is concealed under general or inadequate phrases.

In Ecclesiastes iii. 11 it has been once rendered
by our translators, " the world," which is cor-

rt'ct enough in itself, but may mislead by raising

in the road(!r's mind the cunception of a space

world. For further remarks on that import-

ant passage see note, p. 67. The word Q /1J77

cmnot here (Eccles. i. 3) mean for ever, in the

sense of endless dui'ation, though it may be used
for such idea wlien the context clearly demands,
as when it is employed to denote the continuance
of the Divine existence, or of the Divine King-
dom, or any thing else connected with the proper
Divine eternity as the word is now taken. It is,

however, in that case, only the employment of

necessarily finite language to express an infinite

iilea strictly transcending all language, unless
poorly represented by a conceptionless, negative
word, whicli, although logically correct, is far

inCcrior in vividness and power to some vast

though finite term, which, by its very greatness
and immeasurability, raises in the mind the

thought of something beyond, and ever still be-

yond, worlds without end. This effect is still

farther increased by plurals and reduplications,

puch as the Hebrew Q'oSj;, and D'oSj; dSi;?. the
Greek aiibvec, and aluve^ ruf a'luvuv, the Latin
secula, and sectda secidorum, the old Saxon, or
old Etiglish, of ^VlC^iIFFl5, to worldis of worldis
(Heb. xiii. 21), or our more modern phrase, yb/-

ever and ever, where ever (German ew/r/), was ori-

ginally a noun denoting age, or vast period, just
lilvo the Greek, Latin, and Hebrew words corre-
sponding to it. Another mode of impressing the
idea of absolute eternity is by the use of language
in the context, or gsneral scenic representations,
wliich bring up the thought of finaUti/ in the
passage, giving it the aspect of something settled,

never to be disturbed, having nothing beyond
that can possibly change it, as in that most im-
pressive close of Matth. xxv. In Ecclesiastes i.

3 it evidently expresses the duration of the earth
as coeval with the great order of things called
the world, whether in the time or space sense,
and vastly transcending the "*n, ycncration, or
life-lime (the aion, as we might call it in a still

more limited sense) of man. There is a similar
contrast, Ps. xc. 1, where "IHI "in "generation
and generation," or " all generations," as it is

rendered, refers to tiie human history, whilst

D'?!^' ^;^ D7li'D, from world to world, ano tov auj-

voc Kni FU(: TOV a'tuuo^. a secul.o et usque in seeithim,

von Ewir/keit z>i Ewigkcit, refers to the Divine ex-
istence as measured, conceptually, by world
tinies, even as our brief individual life-time is

measured by years (Ps. xc 10), and our own
peculiar world-time by dnrim, or generations.

These wonls correspond in all the languages
ri^ferred to. They arise from a philological exi-

gency, from the demand for some word to express

that idea of time, or rather conception of tim«
(since all language is primarily for the sense
want), wliich goes beyond any known historical
and astronomical measurements,—some great
period, cycle, or age, not having its measure-
ment from without, but in itstlf, or, at least,

seemingly independent of outwai-d phenomenal
measurement. It is something supposed to have
its own chronology, separate from other chrono-
logies. In a lower, or more limited, sense, an
olam, oeon, age, world, or world-time, may be
historical ; that is, such indefinite periods may
be regarded as coming, one after another, during
the continuance of the same earth or kosmos

;

truly historical, yet divided from each other by
some intrinsic character, rather than by mere
years or centuries. Thus we say the old rcorld,

the neiv world, the ancient ivorld, the modern world,
the Greek world, tlie Roman world, &c. This
would correspond to our use of the word ages,
and that would make a good sense, Ecclesiastes

i. 10, "the worlds or ages (CJ'D;;?) that Lave
been before." They may also have a higher
sense than the historical, regarded as the history
of one earth or kosmos, continuing as it is with-
out any great physical change. They may be
cosmical reons, carrying the idea of a new dis-

pensation, with a change in the space-kosmos
with whicli they are connected, or some change
in the human state or relation that is equally
significant. It might be conceived as a decay,
dissolution, and restoration,—a renewal, rather,
instead of an absolute creation de novo. Such an
idea of new cosmical worlds, or seons, is favored
in a certain aspect of it by some passages of
Scripture which speak of a new (or rather re-
newed) heavens and earth, Ps. cii. 26; Isa. Ixvi.

22. Or it might be more like an idea wliich was
certainly very ancient, of the same worlds coming
over and over again, with all* things and all

events repeated, just as they had taken place.

This was an old Egyptian and Arabian view, pro-
bably arising from the observations of astrono-
mical cycles (see Tareau de Notitiis Vitse Fnlitrse ab
antiqvissimo Joli Scriptore, etc., pp. 65, 66, etc.).

Something like it was taught by Pythagoras and
Plato in their doctrine of the mat/nus annus, as

also by the Stoics in their doctrine of the cyclical

return of the world, and all things in it, through
a process of rarefaction and condensation (with
a final conflagration), from which came again
that rare elementary state which is in the begin-
ning of each cycle,—a kind of thinking to which
the modern nebular theories present a fair coun-
terpart. These views of the. Platonists and Stoics

were sheer speculations. The old notions, how-
ever, of the Egyptians and Arabians seem to Lave
had a different character, and as there is nothing
incredible in the thought of their being known
to this old writer, whether Solomon or any one

else, so is it also admissible, to say the least, that

some such view, in connection with others, per-

haps, of a more indefinite kind, may have been
included in the words of Koheleth, I., 9, 11. If

some such thought had suggested the language,

or been anciently suggested by it, the dogma
would by no means have bound our assent, as

though it were an inspired Bible truth, since it

is only used by this contemplative writer as an
illustration of the general cyclical notion of re-
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turns in the world movement. This may be re- ]
intendence carries nature forward in unbroken

garded almost in the light of an a prion idea, or \ progress, and, in the other, it is left to itself, and,

one necessarily arisina; to every thoughtful mind ' consequently, to ruin and decay. Comj^are also

in the contemplation of nature, whether we think

of it as temporal or eternal. Just as the great

nature is made up of lesser cycles (a thing ob-

vious to sense), so, when viewed as a whole, and

regarded simply as nature, without reference to

its origin, it can only be conceived as a vast re-

peating cycle, having its birth, growth, increase,

diminution, ortus, interitus, maxima, minima,

ever going round and round, as the very law of

its continued being. A straightforward move

ment in one direction /orraer, whether it be one

of rarefaction, or condensation, of separation,

or combination, must end in ruin, stagnation,

death, or utter sameness, in some period far less

than an absolute eternity, if we may make com-

parisons. To avoid this, nature, the great na-

ture, as well as the smaller ones, must be tliought

of as having its Kaiinij, its turning or bendmg, as

riato holds, and may even be said to demonstrate,

in iha rhxdo, T2, 73: "For if the one course of

things should not give place to the other, in ge-

neration, but, on the contrary, there was ever a

straightforward development [ehOela yeveat^) with-

out any turning or circuit, it is certain that all

things must finally get the same form {rb nvrb

ax'//^'i), •iiicl have the same state or affection

(to uvto TV(tOor), and all things must cease be-

coming" {-avaai ra yr/vofin'a)—that is, tliere

would be an end of all generation; things would

be brought to a stand. This would be universal

death, he shows, whether an absolute immobility

and stagnation, or an absolute rarefaction and

incoherence, which would come to the same

thing. Both terminations would be the death of

nature, of all natures. Whether in the individual

or the universal, it can only live by coming

round and round again. This must be the law

of all physical movement, whether we regard na-

ture as eternal, or as having its great beginning,

together with special beginnings, in a Divine

Word. As a nature commenced, it must thus

move in growth, maxima and minima, or it would

not be a natufe. Change, decay, death, revival,

are the law of its life. Aristotle thus presents

the general cyclical idea [Phgsica IV. 14) as

grounded in human language expressive of the

natural human tli inking. After speaking of

time as motion in a circle, he thus proceeds:

6ia (is ToiiTo mu to e'lLjOug MyeadaL avfifialver cpaal yap

KVKkov e'lvai m avdp(jmva Tcpdyjiara, Koi tuv aX/^uv

rijv Kivrjaiv £j(5vrwy (pvaiic^v, Kal yeverjiv, Knl fOopdv

071 Taitra Trdvra 7.auji(ivei Te/ievrf/v koi apxyv (Mtve

pavsi Kara rtva nfpioSov: •On this account there

arises the usual mode of speech. For they say

that all liiutKin lliingi are a circle (a wheel) ; and

so of all other things that have a physical move-

ment, both of generation and decay—namely,

that they have a beginning and an end, or, as it

v/cre, a, period (a going round)." This reminds

us of the rpoxo^ yevsaeuc, " course of nature "

(^circulus naturx), of James iii. 6, and the /J/J

nnSin "the wheel of generations," of the Tal-

mudists and Rabbinical writers—also of Plato's

splendid Myth in the Politicus (26'J c) of the two
great periods, in one of which the Divine super-

the citations made by Ztickler, p. 40, from Seneca,

Tacitus, and Marcus Aurelian.

There is, however, a difference between the

Greek a\6v, in its classical usage, and the Shemi-

tic D7lJ^. It consists in the fact that the latter

is used for icorld—every where in the Syriac and
Chaldaic, and much more frequently in the Bible

Hebrew than our translation, or any modern
version, would seem to show. There is a glimpse

of such a meaning sometimes in the classical

alidv, as in ^Eschylus Siipp. 5T2 : Zevq aiCivoq

Kpeuv airaharov—" Zeus, king of the never ceasing

(ever moving) world," as it may very appropri-

ately be rendered, or of the never ceasing age

or eternity. This world sense of the Hebrew,
and of the .Greek in the New Testament, does

not, however, denote the world in space, more
properly represented by the word aoa/uog, but the

world in time, or as a time existence. This is

peculiarly a Shemitic conception, and yet it comes
directly from our necessary thinking. The time

of a thing enters into the idea of its true being

as much as its extent or its energy in space; or,

to express it more correctly, the movements in

succession, of any true organism belong as much
to its reality (that which makes it a res, or thing)

as the matter or collected cotemporaneous activi-

ties to which we give the name. So, too, in ojr

Saxon ^vorld (weorld), the primitive etymological

conception, we think, would be found to be time

rather than space, as appears even in the later

usage which we find in such expressions as this

world in distinction from the other tcorld, or the

world to come,—besides the already referred to

usage in Wiclip's translation, where it stands for

D7lJ^ in the Old Testament, and for aluv in the

New; as Psalm cxlv. 13 for D'nS;^ Sd niDSa
Kingdom of all tuorldis, 1 Tim. i. 17 for jiaailevq

TUV a'uovun', Kynge of rvarldis, whicli puts us in

mind of ^Eschylus, Zei'f aluvor Kpiuv a-aiaTov.

The only place in the Old !Pestament where our

English translators have rendered CI371J? by the

word luorld is Eccles. iii. 11 [see note on that

passage, p. G7]. It has been objected to this by
Stuart, Hitzig, and others, because it is the

only place, and thjit, therefore, the rendering is

to be regarded as. contrary to the usage of the

language. But to this it may be replied hy turn-

ing the argument: It should not have been the

only place. There are others in which world is

the best rendering. Thus in the passages already

cited, Ps. xc. 2, it is literally ''from world to

u'orld," instead of the vague term everlasting;*

Ps. cxlv. 13, "kingdom of all u-orlds :" Ps. cvi.

31, 45; Jerem. x. 10, "God or life, King of the

world;" Hab. iii. 5, Coh))^ HID'Sn " goings of

* [This language is generally used of God, or His Kingdom.
There are, however, cases wlicre it is employed hyperboli-

cally of the sottlemeut in the promised land, as in .leremiah

vii. 7 : "And I will cause you to dwell in this place, which

I gave to your fathers, oSl;? '\}?^ HdSij; pS. from

ago to ago "

—

orfrom world to world, or forever, if we take,

as we may, if we'havo faith for it, the higher spiritual sense

of the eternal settlement, the eternal rest, of which the set-

tlement in Canaan was the appointed type.—T. L.]
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the world,"' Vulg. itinera mundi ; Deut. xxxiii.

27, "tlie arms of the world"— tliat, support the

world uiovemeut. [See further on this, Lange,

Genesis, p. 140, Six Days of Creation, oh. xxvii.]

From such usages came the Rabbinical sense so

frequently found, and not vice versa, as some

would have us believe; only that the Rabbins af-

terwai'd, not fully understanding the old Hebrew
conception as denoted by the plural forms of

alVjJ, or wishing to enlarge it so as to make it a

term of science, gave it also the space sense, and
used it for Koaiioc. (See Buxtokf—Lex. Chnld.

and Rab.). The great thought underlying all the

passages just quoted is that of the world move-
ment, as an immense time, exhibiting God's great

work, or plan, Eccles. iii. 1-4. So also in chap.

i. 3, nD7l>»'7 may be rendered for the world,

and, in fact, the context forces to that view:

generations of men go and come, but the earth

stands, al^}h, for the world-time, as long as

the world lasts, conveying tlie same idea that is

given, Ps. Ixxii. 5, "throughout all generations,

as long as the sun and moon endure." It is a way
some critics have, of refusing to see a sense in

places where it occurs, and then asserting that it

cannot occur in any specific instance, because
" it is not found elsewhere," they say, in the Old

Testament. Thus regarded, we see how it comes
to be so common in the earliest Hebrew after the

canonical,—not merely the earliest Rabbinical and
Talmudical, but in Sirach, and other Jewish
books, that much preceded them. This would
never have been the case in the early Rabbinical

writings, much less in these apocryphal books,

had there not been some ground for it in the old

Biblical Hebrew itself. And this may be said,

generally, in regard to all other Rabbinisms, as

they have been called, in Koheleth. They are

rather Kohelethisms which appear in the earliest

Rabbinical and Talmudical writers, because the

old book, on account of its having more of a phi-

losophical aspect than other ancient Scripture,

possessed great charms for them, making it a fa-

vorite study, leading them to imitate its peculiar

style, and to raake much use of its rarer forms
and words. In the apocryphal books, so far as

they were written originally in Hebrew, the use

of iID7l>? for world, or ivorld time, is beyond all

reasonable doubt. It must have been so employed
in Sirach xxxvi. 17, where we have the Greek
alihvar in the world sense, as also in Tobit xiii. 6,

10. In both cases the language is precisely si-

milar to that Ps. cxlv. 13 and 1 Tim. i. 17. The
eaxdiest Syriac preceding the New Testament used

their emphatic form of the word [N07>^] in the

same way, as appears from the Peschito version

of the Old Testament, as well as that of the New,
this same word being used in such passages as

Ps. xc. 2, cxlv. 13, Ecclesiastes iii. 11, and He-
brews i. 3, xi. 3, as a rendering of al6v, alo)i>eg,

where the Greek has, beyond all doubt, the world
sense, though in its time aspect. Again, there is

no accounting for this idiom in the New Testa-

ment [this use of a'luv so different from the clas-

sical] except by regarding it as a Hebraism,
which is simply saying that the world sense, thus

viewed, was an old and established sense of the

Hebrew lDh^K There was nothing in any sci-

ence, or thinking, in the Jewish age immediately
preceding, to occasion any change or departure
from the old meaning. There is neither aulho*
rity nor weight in Winer's remarks [Idioms oj

Niw Testament, | 27, 3) on the plural forms of
a'luv,—that " they are used for u-orlds because the

object denoted consists of several parts, e. g., ol

alijvsc, the whole world, the universe," with which

he would compare the Rabbinical use of iZ3'07^
"The Jews," he says, "imagined several hea-

vens, one above the other." That is true, but

they never use D'JO/J,' to express such a concep-

tion. It is ever O'Dt!' 'Oiy, the Heaven of Hea-
vens, or the Heaven and Heaven of Heavens, or

some similar language, from which came after-

wards the third lieaoen of the Jews, and the .seven

heavens of the Talmud and of the Mohammedans.
But this was ever in the space sense

—

icorlds above

u'orlds—not the time sense, worlds after u-orlds,

which was .a conception peculiarly Sheniitic,

barely found, if at all, among other ancient peo-

ples, and giving rise to those pluralities of D7lJ^>

and afterwards of aluv, which can be accounted

for in no other way; since the conception of ab-

solute endlessness as etymological in D/IJ^, or

aluv, would clearly have prevented it. It is

this idea which so refutes the assertion of Stuart
[Comment. Ecclesiastes xii. 1) that "time divided

is not strictly predicable of a future state." He
means that all duration before or after the pre-

sent ivorld, as we call it, must be regarded as one
continuous blank, or unvaried extension of being.

There are not only no days and years, such as

measure our olam, but no aidve^, or world-times,

in that greater chronology. This certainly is not

the Scripture mode of conception, or such lan-

guage as we find would never have arisen, or

such pluralities as CD'Obj.', a'luvec, or their redu-

plications, ages of ages, worlds of worlds exactly

like the space pluralities 'Ot^ 'Ot^, heaven of

heavens. Such is the Scripture conception, we
say, and what right had Stuart, following Hix-
ztG, to deny that it is a Scripture truth, or to af-

firm that it is only a mode of speaking more
humano ? And reason sanctions it. What a

narrow idea that the great antepast, and the

great future after this brief world or Qnp has
parsed away, are to be regai-ded as having no
chronology of a higher kind, no other worlds,

and worlds of worlds, succeeding each other in

number and variety inconceivable I Robinson
seems to hold the view of Winer that when alibveg

is used for worlds in the New Testament, it is to

be regarded as a space conception, "the upper

and lower worlds, the heavens and the earth, as

making up the universe;" and he refers to Heb.

i. 2 and xi. 3, passages which should have con-

vinced him {pace tanti viri, do we venture to say

it) that the time sense (worlds after worlds in-

stead of worlds bei/ond or abot^e worlds) is not

only predominant but exclusive, as it is in 1

Timothy i. 17, (inai7,evQ tuv a'turov, the King of

the worlds, the King eternal. This would seem,

too, to be Zockler's way of thinking, when he

speaks of the rendering world (Eccles. iii. 11) as

appearing first in the Talmudic literature, and
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carrying the seose of kosmos, macrocosraos.

Neither D71J^ in the Old Testament, nor a'lcjv in

the New, has ever the sense of kosmos, or any

space conception attached to it. That idea, as

was said before, did come in afterwards among the

Talmudists and early Rabbins, but it was only afler

they had got a smattering of science, and wished

to make some of their old words look more philo-

sophical. See Buxtokf's Lexicon on the word.

They still, however, retained the time sense, or

the world-time, in their favorite expressions,

nrn ah^l;? iMs world, and NDn Ul^^, the loorld

to come, which are exact representations of the

ancient usage, us it arose in that early day,

when time worlds were so much more a source of

wondering thought than tvorlds in space, the

boasted conception of our modern knowledge.

It may be thought that this view of D 7l>7 and
a'luv as having plurals, and, therefore, not in

themselves denoting absolute endlessness, or infi-

nity of time, must weaken the force of certain

passages in the New Testament, especially of that

most solemn sentence, Matth. xxv. 46. This,

however, comes from a wrong view of what con-

stitutes the real power of the impressive language
there employed. The preacher, in contending

with the Universalist, or Restorationist, would
commit an error, and, it may be, suffer a failure

in his argument, should he lay the whole stress

of it on the etymological or historical significance

of the words, u'mv, aiuvioQ, and attempt to prove

that, of themselves, they necessarily carry the

meaning of endless duration. There is another

method by which the conclusion is reached in a

ranch more impressive and cavil-silencing man-
ner. It is by insisting on that dreail aspect of

finality that appears not in single wonls merely,

but in the power and vividness of the language

taken as a whole. The parabolic images evi-

dently represent a closing scene. It is the last

great act in the drama of human existence, the

human ivorld, or aeon, we may say, if not the

cosmical. It is the avvriXEia tov aicjvoc, Matth.

xiii. 39, the end, the settlement, the reckoning of

the world, or more strongly, Heb. ix. 2*),

avvrfkeia rfov aLuvuf, " the settlement of the

"worlds," when ''God demands again the ages

fled," Eccles. iii. 15 (see the IMetrical Version,

and the reasons for this translation). At all

events, our race, the mx ''J3, the Adamic race,

the human al6v, or world, is judged; whether
that judgment occupy a solar day of twenty-four
hours, or a much longer historic period. There
comes at last the end. Sentence is pronounced.
The condemned go away, elg aolnffiv aluviov—the

righteous, elc C"'/" ai6ui.ov. Both states are ex-

pressed in language precisely parallel, and so

presented that we cannot cxegetically make any
difference in the force and extent of the terms.

Aiwwof, from its adjective form, may perhaps
mean, an existence, a duration, measured by
aeons, or worlds (taken as the measuring unit),

just as our present world, or 8eon, is measured
by years or centuries. But it would be more in

accordance with the plainest etymological usage
to give it simply the sense of olamic or leonic, or

to regard it as denoting, like the Jewish XI2i\p

N3n {olam habba), the world, to come. These

sliall go away into the punishment [the restraint,

imprisonment] of the world to come, and these
into the life of the world to come. That is all we
can etymologically or exegetically make of the
word in this passage. And so is it ever in the
old Syriac Version, where the one rendering is

still more unmistakably clear : " These shall go

away 7^'7T Xp'Ji7j}7 to the pain of the olam,

and these lDIj*!"} i^''_Jy) to the life of the olam"

—the world to come. Compare the same Syriac
expressions in a great many other passages, such
as xMatth. xix. Itj; Mark x. 17; Luke xviii. 18;
John iii. 15; Acts xiii. 40; 1 Tim. vi. 12, etc.,

in which aiCivioQ is ever rendered ^>?"'T or
- T :

-

N'D^>'7^ (more emphatic) "that which belongs

to the olam," in the singular.

They shall go away—the one here, the other
there. The two classes so long mingled are di-

vided, no more, as it would seem, to be again to-

gether. The " wheat is gathered into the garner,"
the " tares are cast info the fire." The harvest
is over; there is no more to follow ; at least, the
language gives us no intimation of any thing be-

yond. The catastrophe has come ; the drama is

ended ; the curtain drops. Shall it never rise

again ? Is this solemn close forever in the sense
of irreversibility? Who is authorized to say
that there will ever be an arrest of this judgment,
or a new trial ever granted ? Every thing in the

awful scene so grapiiicaliy depicted seems to fa-

vor the one thought of finality. Rash minds may
indulge the thought of some change, some dis-

pensation in still remoter " worlds to come," but
there is no warrant for it in any of the language
employed. If there be allowed the thougut of

change, it may be inferred of the one state as

well as of the other. The (^ui) a'ltJvioi; maj' have
its interruption, its renewed probation, and ex-
posure to evil; exegetically this may be as well

sustained as the other. To rebut any such pre-

sumption, we have, too, our Saviour's words,
John xiv. 2 : "If it were not so, I would have
told you." There would have been a similar

ground for such language here as M'heu he said,

"Let not your hearts be troubled; in my Fa-
ther's house are many mansions ;" there would
have been the same reason for allaying fears of

change on the one hand, or preventing despair
on the other, had there not been the intention to

impress that thought of finality which the whole
dramatic representation so vividly conveys : If

there were ages of change coming somewhere in

the vast future, in the infinite flow of the alibreg

Tuv a'iuvuv, "the ages of ages," when the i^w/)

should cease, or the KoAaaig be intermitted, "I
would have told you." He has not told us; and
no man should have the audacity to raise the

veil which lie has so solemnly dropped before the

vision both of sense and reason. Let it remain
for a new revelation, when he chooses to make
it. Till then it stands: They shall go away, the

one into the life, the other into the imprison-

ment, of the world to come. There is no more

;

let no one add to it ; let no one tako av:.-;;'.

Some have thought to find the metaphysical
idea of timelessne.is in the Scriptural olamic words,

and especially iu the aioji>, al6rcos, of the 2ncw
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Testament. That is a Platonic notion largely

dwelt upon in the Timteus (37 c) where a'luu is

represented as fixed, one of the "things that

stand" [belonging to the class called ra bfra

rather than ra yiyi>6/j,£vaj whilst xP^^og, Jlowing

time, is its '-moving image," or the revolving

mirror which seems to set in motion the landscape

of eternity, though, in reality, all is changeless

and still. But this timeless idea is no etymologi-

cal sense of aJtjr; it is only the speculative notion

of the philosopher whicli he represents by the

word as supplying a supposed antithesis to

;i-poTOf, time. We have no right to say, however,
that there is no ground for it in the reason. It

appears, sometimes, in the common thinking, as

when we speak of time as contrasted with eter-

nity, or of a state before time was, or that shall

be when "time shall be no more." Such a style

of speech has been favoreil by a wrong interpre-

tation of the language, Rev. x. 6, otl xp^^''K ovk

earai en, and a severing it from its immediate
context. Still its prevalence shows that it is not

altogether alien to the human thinking. It is

felt that there is a solid reason for predicating

timelessness of God, of the Divine miinl, and the

Divine ways, as lying above the plane of tlie hu-
man, even "as the Heaven is high above the

earth" [Isa. Iv. 9]. To Deity all effects must be

present in their causes, and causes seen in their

effects, and all phenomena, or "things that do
appear," must have their more real existence in

the unseen seminal energies of which they are

manifestations. They have their true being in the

Logos or Word from whence they camo. In this

sense the Prophet most sublimely represents God

as Dip JiyV, Ps. Iv. 20, sedens antiquitalem, liter-

ally, sitting the everlasting antepast, and H^' V2l'

Isa. Ivii. 15, inhahiling eternilij, both of which ex-

pressions would seem to aim at denoting, as far

as language can denote it, a timeless state, as op-

posed to movement or succession. And so even
in regard to the human soul, our own finite

thoughts may sometimes faintly present to us the

image of successionless spiritual being, or of

some approach to it. We can think of a condi-

tion of the spirit in which time, as movement,
seems to disappear. It may be the conception of

some "beatific vision" on the one hand, or of

some "horror of great darkness" on the other,

the one so enrapturing and absorbing, the other

so dense and harrowing, that all division, or

sense of such division, seems so wholly lost that

existence, in this respect, may not improperly be
said to be timelass. Again, there is the school-

men's notion of eternity as given by Boethius, tota

sim.ul et interminabilis vi/se posses-iio, or as it is de-
fined by that quaint old Hebraist and Lexicogra-
pher, Robertson—"Eternity the everlasting and
ever present, without futurition or preterition,"

as in the timeless name iTHX, ri'ri'', the I AM
(Jahveh or .Jehovah) 6 uv, nai 6 fjv, Kal b ep^bfis-

vor. Bat such a timeless idea is hardly for our
present thinking, in this present state of change
and transition. " Such knowledge is too won-
derful for us; it is high, we cannot attain unto
it." Tlie mere glimpse we sometimes get d-.izzles

the vision, and casts us down to that mode of
thinking, as necessarily involving succession,
which God has made the law of our present

mental being. We cannot, therefore, believe that
this timeless idea of aluv is intended in those pas-
sages that are meant to impress us with the so-
lemnities of our future existence. If it thus oc-
curs any where in the New Testament, it would
seem to be in such passages as 2 Cor. iv. 18, ra
yap li'/ieTTOfitva TtpoaKaipa, ra de //;) jiAeKOfifva alu-
via—"the things that are seen are temporal, the
things that are unseen are eternal.'" We do not
think that Paul got this, or other passagfs like

it (such as Heb. xi. 1, 3; Rom. i. 20) from Plato,

or that they were suggested to him by any study
of the Platonic writings; but certainly there is a
wonderful resemblance between it and some
things in the Timoeus, and the Republic. The
//;) jiAeTTOjiEva, the aopara, "the unseen things,"

of Paul, do strongly suggest, and are suggested
by the aeid//, the abpara, the vorjra of Plato, as
all denoting, not merely things absent from pre-
sent vision, but that which is, in its very essence,
unseen, supersensual, above all the senses, for

which seeing is simply taken as the higher and
general representative. So TrpoaKaipa and aluvia

suggest the same distinction that Plato makes iu
the Timajus between the yiyvo^ievn, and the
a'lilivia, the bccominj, the flowing, the changing,
and the ajonian, in the sense of reality and im-
inutaljility. We are strongly drawn to think that
Paid lias something of tlie same contrast, though
presented in a far higher a'.ul holier aspect than
the mere philosophical contempbition. tipuoKaipa,

temporal would seem opposed to aluvin, not in the
sense of a short period (or periods) as contrasted
with a long duration, or even an endless dura-
tion, but, rather, as time itself, or existence iu

time, as the antithesis of the timeless, tluit im-
mutable, successionless being whicli even now wo
sometimes seem to see as in a mirror shadowly,
(1 Cor. xiii. 12), or enigmatically, but which
then the soul may behold, face to face, as the
most real of all realities. Except, however, in

such lofty passages as that, where the inspired
writer seems to see, and strives to utter, things
appyjra, or ineffable (2 Cor. xii. 4), it is best to

be content with that other and more obvious
sense, which is best adapted to our faculties in

tlieir present state, and which may, therefore,

be rationally regarded as the sense intended for

us by the divine author of the Scriptures. Even
here, in 2 Cor. iv. 18, this lower sense, if any
choose to call it so, satisfies every demand of our
present thinking: the things that are seen, the

changing transitory objects around us, belong to

our present transitory being—they are rrpuGKatpa,

for a season.—The things that " eye hath not

seen, nor ear heard," belong to the great u-orld

to come, as an advanced period in the vast suc-

cessions of time. In this sense they are olamic or

Deonian. A purely timeless state, it may be s;ud,

is above our conceptions, at least for the human
or finite existence,—above our conceptual think-

ing even, though not altogether transcending, as

an idea, our highest reasoning.

There are other passages in which the sense

of CD/IJ-' would seem even more limited than iu

this verse of Ecclesiastes (i. 3), or rather, to be

taken as a hyperbolical term for the indefinite

or unmeasured, though of conceivably short du-

ration. Compare ExoJ. xxi. 16, where it is said
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of a sei-vant in certaiu cases 071J/7 H^J^'I,
" and he shall serve him foreuer"—that is, iu dis-

tiiictiou from a set time. So also, Lev. xxv. lifi.

The same language is used of iuhei-itances, aud
earthly possessions, as in Deut. xxix. 28. As an
example of the immense extremes which the con-

text shows in the use of the woi'd, compare the

language employed but a short distance from
this latter passage, Deut. xxxii. -lU 'Ji^ TI

LDn}^? ^^ T live forever,^' spoken of God in such a

way as to mean nothing less than the absolute or

endless eternity. But it is the subject to which
it is applied tJiat forces to this, not any etymolo-
gical necessity in the word itself.

"And they shall reign forever and forever,"

Rev. xxii. 5. Here is another example of an
attempt'to express the immeasurable, though in

a diti'erent way, that is, by reduplications: Kal

iJaaiAEvanvacv sic Tohc AI£2NA2 tud AIi2Ni2X, in

secula seculorum, !ID"'f3'7>^ D71^w, Syriac KjI^i

^??>'"!' oi'> i^ ^'^^ word, |''2'']';,'p^>*'?> leolum-

oiemin, for-ever-cver-more, for ages of ages, worlds
of worlds, eternities of eternities.

—

Wicklikf,
" thei schulcn regne in to worldis of worldis." It

falls short, of course, iu conception, as all lan-

guage must, yet still it is conceptually aiming at

the endless, or absolute eternity, and must be
taken, therefore, as representative of it in idea.

A negative term, in such case, like infinite, or
endless, might have been used; but though cor-

rect, logically, it would have had far less con-
ceptual, or even iileal power.

This is said of the future. There is a similar

language used of the past; as Ephesians iii. 9,

a-Q Tuv aluvuv, a seculis, Q'07lJ^ jO, from the

clams, from the ages, the eternities, Wicliffe,
"hiddefro worldis," Tyndale, "from the begin-
ning of the world," the great world, including
all worlds,—or, taken without division, the an-
tepast eternity, before the present aliov, olam, or
world, began.
There is another method in which an attempt

is made to represent the absolute eternity. It is

by a phrase sliorter than those before mentioned,
but more emphatic, and, in some respects, more

impressive. It is by adding to CdSij;, or to

nD7l;^7, the particle 1}^, or the noun H^, some-

times written 1^. Fuerst makes this word, as

a noun, denoting eternity, from a supposed root
'^y, to which he gives the sense obducere, ohvelare,
to conceal, &c., making it, in this way, like the

verb 0*7;?, the primary sense of which is hidden-

ncss, obscurity, thus giving the noun dSi;; the
sense of the unbounded, the indetinite. There is

no authority for this in the case of '\^. It might
more plausibly be regarded as having the sense

of number, like the Arabic ^^\ but the best

view is that of Gesexhts, wlio makes it, both

as noun and particle, from m>'=Arabic \ Ar,

which has the sense of transition. It is rather

transition to, arrival and going beyond—a passing
beyond, still farther, on, and on. Thus it be-
comes a name for eternity, as in those remarkable
expressions, Isa. ix. 5, i;^ '^^i poorly rendered

everlasting Father, aud 1J^_ |Ji^, inhabiting eternity,

Isa. Ivii. 15 ; with which compare n^' '"nn
Ilab. iii. G, T^^ nm. Gen. xlix. 29, smd n;;

"^>1 'P^^i') Isa. xlv. 17, where we have the

same word as noun and preposition—the moun-
tains of ad, the progenitors of ad—to the ages of
ad—to the ages to which other ages are to be
added, indefinitely. Hence the preposition sense
to, making it significantly, as well as etymologi-
cally equivalent to the Latin ad et, the Greek
kri, Saxon at and to, in all of which there is this
sense of arrival and transition. The idea becomes
most vivid and impressive in this Hebrew phrase

n;?1 D 'U'?, for ever and yet, for the age, the

world, the eternity, and still on, on, on ; or as
the quaint old lexicographer before referred to

expresses it, " it imparteth this. As yet, and as
yet, and ever as yet, forever, and forevermore, as
yet"—as though there were, in this short word

thus added to oSlJ^, the full power of Handel's
Hallelujah Chorus, as it comes to us in the seem-
ingly endless repetitions of that most sublime mu-
sic. Unlike the others, the effect of this short

addition to CD/I^ is felt, iu its very brevity and
abruptness, as something that gives the impres-
sion of endless iteration. It is like the mathe-
matician's abbreviating term + Sic, or the sign
of infinity co, or the symbol by which he would
denote the supposed last term of an infinite se-
ries. These pluralities and reduplications, aud
other striking methods of representing the olamic
ideas, are peculiar to the Shemitic languages, or
they appear in our modern tongues only as de-
rived from them through Bible translations, much
changed, too, and weakened in the transfer.
They are utterly at war with the thought of the
great eternal past and future as blank undivided
durations, according to the unwarranted dictum
of HiTziG and Stuart, which would confine all

history and all chronology to this brief aeon we
call time. These peculiar terms, with their
strange pluralities, would never have grown up
in the language of a people who entertained such
a blank conception. The fact, however, is just
the other way. In these vast time ideas, and the
manner of vividly representing them, the She-
mitic mind went beyond the modern, although we
boast, and with reason, of so far exceeding the
early men in the vastness of our space concep-
tions. It is only lately that our science has had
its attention called to tjie great time periods of
the world, as transcending the ordinary histori-

cal. Under the influence of the new idea, we
talk largely in our numerical estimates, tliough

almost wholly hypothetical; hut for real emo-
tional power what are our long rows of decimals,
our myriads, and millions, and billions, to the

aluvtx Tov aiuvuv, the ages of ages, the worldis of
worldis, the olam of olaras, the great world made
up of countless worhls, not beyond each other, in
space, but one after the other, in time ?

There is still another aspect of the world idea,

which seems to be presented, Ecclesiastes iii. 11,
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14. The thought of the world, or of a world,

when the mind receives it complete, comes to it

in a ti-inal form of contemplation, like the three

dimensions in geometry, breadth, length, and
height. It is the world in space and force, (or

the world dynamically), the world in lime, and
the world in rank or range of being. To use

some of the language employed by Dr. Lange,
Genesis, 190, 191, it is the " world as kosmos, the

world as xon,'" to wiiicli we may add, the world

as the kingdom of God. The application of this

thought, especially the latter view of it, to Ec-

clesiastes iii. 11, 14, gives those verses a force

and significance which warrants great confidence

in it as the true interpretation. On ver. 11 of

that chapter, see some further remarks in the

note adjoined. In ver. 14 it is said, " I know
that all that God doeth," or "whatsoever God
doetli, it shall be/orcner," says our translation,

in perpetaum says the Valyale, Ixx. eif tov alcJixi

(for the seoii), Luther, das bestehet imnier. The

Hebrew D71>^7 here may be rendered, as in

ver. 11, for the world, but it can hardly be re-

garded exclusively, or mainly, as eitiier the world
in space or the world in time. The mind is not

satisfied with the rendering forever, or for eter-

nity, if there is understood by it simply endless

duration. God's greater works, the heavenly
bodies and their motions may have such a term
applied to them, hyperbolically, as compared with

the transient works of man, and this is the view
wiiich some excellent commentators take of the

passage. There is a striking resemblance to it,

well worthy of note, in Cicero's Treatise de Natura
Deorum, where the lower tellurian irregularities

are contrasted with the heavenly order and per-

manency as manifested in the planetary move-
ments, or, to use some of Koheletii's language,

the flowing, changing world, iyotyn nrij^, "be-

neath the sun," and the world supra solem, the

eternal sphere, unclianging, or forever constant,

in its one unvarying movement: Nulla, igilar in

coelo nee forluna, ncc temsritas, nee erra/io, nee va-

rieUis inest ; contraqne, oni'iis ORDO, VERITAS,
RATIO, CONCORDIA: quieque his vacant, em-

entita et falsa, plenaque erroris, ca cireani terras,

infra lunam, qux omnium ultima, est, in terrisque ver-

santur. " There is, therefore, in the heavens
neither chance, nor arbitrariness, nor erroneous
movement, nor variableness, but, on the contrary,

all is order, truth, reason, constaney (ratio in the

sense of proportion, harmony) ; void of these, all

is spurious, false, full of error, that lies beneath

the moon, the lowest sphere, or that has its home
here on earth" [Argument of the Stoic Balbus,
Cic. De. Nat. Deor., IV. 22]." "Beneath the
moon "—compare it with the frequent Solomonic
citpression above referred to, and the sublime

language. Job xxv. 2, V0n03 DiSty r\V];

faciens concordiam insuhlimibus suis—"who maketh
peace in His high places." Thus regarded, the

heavens in their larger and higher aspect, are
representative of the calmness, immutability,
and unfailing certainty of that divine Will which
is ever one with the divine Reason. This is in-
deed a noble view of the passage, but we cannot
tliink it the exclusively true one, not simply be-
cause it is said in other Scriptures (Ps. oil. 26,
Isa. li. 6), that "the heavens themselves grow
old" and "vanish away," but because it can
hardly be made to suit with the expression

iZ)7l;,w, either in its cosmical or time sense, or

those other words "^t^X ID " whatsoever G'od
has made." Some things God has made to be
transient, and they can, in no sense, be said to
^'ha forever," or " for eternity," unless we take
it, according to the view of Zockler, in their
connections with other things that are eternal,
or in their bearing upon eternal destinies. But
this would be true also of the works and move-
ments of man, or things " beneath the sun."
The better view, therefore, and better satisfying
the whole spirit of the passage, is that which re-

gards CD 7lJ^ as denoting the world, or xvorld-timt

in God's sight—the great ideal, as it appears to
Him, including not merely space and time, but
the great range of being—or, to avoid the use of
what might seem affected philosophical language,
the divine plan of being, to which the smallest
and most transient things contribute as well as
the greatest,—in other words, the kingdom of
God. To this " nothing can be added; from it

nothing can be taken away." In this sense, all

that God doeth is LdSij,*'?, for the olam, for the
world, for the great whole of being, as distin-
guished from the human plans, the human do-
ings, with their adapted yet transient seasons,
as they are enumerated in the first part of the
chapter— " a time for every thing," but every
thing for the olam, or great world time, with
its inconceivable range of being, transcending
man, as man transcends the animal worlds be-
low him. A somewhat similar view seems to

have been entertained by that excellent old com-
mentator Martin Geier. He refers it to " the
divine decrees"— God's ideal world, in fact,

whose effects are determined in their causes, as
the causes are all contained in the effects. "By
God's doing here " he says, "we are not to un-
derstand simply the things produced by him,
creatures which God has made; for they do not
all remain forever, &c., but it is to be under-
stood, de faeere Dei interno, i. e., de decretis divinis,

of the divine decrees (m mente divina) as they are
forever in the divine mind, unchangeably, with-
out addition or diminution, nam consilium Jeho-
vah in seculum stat, cogitationes cordis ejus in gene-

rationem et generationem, Ps. xxxiii. 11: "For
the counsel of Jehovah stands, the thoughts of
his heart unto all generations." See also the

note on the astronomical objections to the Bible;

Bibelwerk, Genesis, Eng. ed., pp. 183, 184.—T. L]
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B.

—

The practical wisdom of men, aiming at sensual enjoyment, and magnificent
•worldly enterprises, is vanity.

Chapter II. 1-26,

1. The vanity of practical wisdom in itself, proved by the example of Solomon.

(Vers. 1-19).

1 I said in mine heart, Go to now, I will prove thee with mirth, therefore enjoy

2 pleasure : and behold, this also is vanity. I said of laughter, It is mad
; and of

3 mirth, What doeth it f I sought in mine heart to give myself unto wine, yet ac-

quainting mine heart with wisdom ; and to lay hold on folly, till I might see what

was that good for the sons of men, which they should do under the heaven all the

4 davs of their life. I made me great works ; I builded me houses ; I planted me
6 vineyards : I made me gardens and orchards, and I planted trees in them of all

6 hind of fruits. I made me pools of water, to water therewith the wood that bring-

7 eth forth trees : I got me servants and maidens, and had servants born in my house

;

also I had great possessions of great and small cattle above all that were in Jeru-

8 salem before me : I gathered me also silver and gold, and the peculiar treasure of

kings, and of the provinces : I gat me men-singers and women-singers, and the de-

9 lights of the sons of men, as musical instruments, and that of all sorts. So I was

great, and increased more than all that were before me in Jerusalem : also my wis-

10 dom remained Avith me. And whatsoever mine eyes desired I kept not from them,

I withheld not my heart from any joy ; for my heart rejoiced in all my labour:

11 and this was my portion of all my labour. Then I looked on all the works that

my hands had wrought, and on the labour that I had laboured to do : and behold,

12 all tvas vanity and vexation of spirit, and there was no profit under the sun. And
I turned myself to behold wisdom, and madness, and folly : for what can the man

13 do that Cometh after the king ? even that which hath been already done. Then I

14 saw that wisdom excelleth folly, as far as light excelleth darkness. The wise man's

eyes are in his head; but the fool walketh in darkness : and I myself perceived also

15 that one event happeneth to them all. Then said I in my heart. As it happeueth

to the fool, so it happeneth even to me; and why was I then more wise ? Then I

16 said in my heart, that this also is vanity. For there is no remembrance of the wise

more than of the fool for ever ; seeing that which now is, in the days to come shall

17 all be forgotten. And how dieth the wise man f as the fool. Therefore I hated

life; because the work that is wrought under the sun is grievous unto me : for all

18 is vanity and vexation of spirit. Yea, I hated all my labour which I had taken

under the sun ; because I should leave it unto the man that shall be after me.

19 And who knoweth whether he shall be a wise man or a fool? yet shall he have rule

over all my labour wherein I have laboured, and wherein I have shewed myself

wise under the sun. This is also vanity.

2. The aim of life to be attained in consideration of the empirical vanity of practical wisdom.

Vers. 20-26.

20 Therefore I went about to cause my heart to despair of all the labour which I

21 took under the sun. For there is a man whose labour is in wisdom, and in know-

led'i'e, and in equity
;
yet to a man that hath not laboured therein shall he leavo

22 it /or his portion. This also is vanity and a great evil. For what hath man of
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all his labour, and of the vexation ^of his heart, wherein he hath laboured under
23 the sun? For all his days are sorrow, and his travail grief; yea, his heart taketh
24 not rest in the night. This is also vanity. Titere is nothing better for a man than

that he should eat and drink, and that he should make his soul enjoy good in his

25 labour. This also 1 saw, that it was from the hand of God. For who can eat, or
26 who else can hasten hereunto more than I ? For God giveth to a man that is good

in his sight wisdom, and knowledge, and joy : but to the sinner he giveth travail,

to gather and to heap up, that he may give to kim that is good before God. This
also is vanity and vexation of spirit.

[Ver. 1.—XJ- A- p:irticle of ad.lress or appeal, coma on now, sometimes of entreaty. Here it denotes another trial
T

witli an ironical intimation of its failure. The address is to his heart, and the strong entreaty, or emotion, is shown in
the parajrogic PI in HJDJX. O let me try t/tee again 1—T. L.]

[Ver. 3.—'jTin—IjliyO^- See Eseoet. and Notes. *13pO is sometimes used to denote paucity, as Numb. ix. 20;

Gen. xxxiv. 30; Ps cv. 12, &c. Here the whole phrase may bo rendered numbered days, i. e , few days. See Metrical
Versioii.—T. L.J

[Ver. 5.—O'OTIiJ. See Exeobt. and note to Introduction, p. 32.—T. L.]

[Ver. 8.—niyno. Int. Ap., p. 34,miy, ^^^'^\i/ See EXEQET. and Note; also Int. to Metrical Version.—T. L.]

[Ver. 10.—'n7i'{< reudered denied, but more properly withlwld from, primary sense to separate, place by itself. Gen.

xxvii. 36.—T. L]'
[Ver. 13.—"jTX"! denotes more properly here the judgment of the mind thin seeing stated as a fact. I thought, I

judged. Such a sense U a very common one in the Arabic root, and in the Rabbinical usage. It occurs also in the oldest

Hebrew, as in the language Gen. ii. 19, " Ho bioiight them unto Adam," niXI 7) for Adam to see (Judge) what name he

should give them. It is only an opinion expressed here. See Metrical Version.—T. L.]
[Ver. 14.—m:)"D. See Exeuet. and Note, p. 58—T. L.]

[Ver. 16.—1331^3. '^''o full form would be "133 TtJ'JO. For an examination of such words, and the manner
T :

*.•
: T

:

" -:-

in which thov have become abbrevitted, whether in later or earlier Hebrew, or as a mere matter of orthography see
text note to Gen. vi. 3 [DJ^3]-—T. L.j

[Ver. 20.—'m33V See ijXEOET. and Note.—T. L.]

[Ver. 21.— ji ^\^2. One of the words relied upon to prove the late date ; but it is most purely Hebrew, and a noun

ofthe same root, and the same sense, is found in that old composition Ps. Ixviii. 7 : nili'O prosperity, very wrongly

rendered chains in E. V., as though from "^I^p. See Hdpfeld.—T. L.]

[Ver. 2-1.—bDX't!'. See Exeqet. and No;e.—T. L.]

[Ver. 25.—Vin U/IFT'- I'itera.Uy hasten beyond, go {a,Tth<ir—more without. There is the figure of a race. See Metri-

cal Version; also the ExEQET. and Note, p. t5—T. L.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ofthe two divisions of this chapter, (he first,

(vers. 1-19), treats of the vanity of the practical

eiforts of men, and thus supplements the descrip-

tion of the vanity of the theoretical strivings

after wisdom, whilst the second division (vers.

20-2o) is of a more general character, and de-

duces a provisional result from the nature of hu-
man strivings after wisdom as therein set forth.

Each ofthe two divisions contains two subdivi-

sions or strophes within itself, of which, natu-
rally, that of the first longer division (the one of

nine, the other of eight verses) is especially com-
prehensive, and is, in addition to this, provided
with a short introductory proposition (vers. 1, 2).

The complete scheme of the contents of this chap-
ter is therefore as follows:—I. Division. The
vanity of practical wisdom aiming at sensual en-

joyment and magnificent enterprises, proved by
the example of Solomon: a. (proposition, vers.

1, 2). ill general; b. [first strophe, vers. 3-11),
in reference to that seeking after enjoyment and
extensive activity; c. (sfcond slrophr, yqvs. 12-19)
iu reference to the uncertain and deceptive suc-
cess ofthe eiforts alluded to.—II. Diuiiion : The
aim of life to bo attained in consideration of tlie

empirical vanity of practical wisdoui; a. (first

strophe, vers. 20-23) : Negative proof of the
same, as not consisting in grasping after earthly
and selfish wisdom, and after external worldly
success ; b. [second strophe, vers. 24-26) : Posi-
tive showing of the life aim of the wise man, as
consisting iu the cheerful enjoyment of worldly
benefits offered by God to those in whom he de-
lights.

2. First Division. Proposition or general Intro-

duction: Vers. 1, 2.

—

I said in my heart. 'JX

with 'rVlOX is essentially pleonastic, as also

in i. 16; ii. 11, 14, 18; iii. 17, rlc, for it is in no
wise apparent that a special significance is in

these passages to be given to the subject speaking
(IIengstenberg), and pleonasms of all varieties

are very characteristic in the somewhat broad
and circumstantial style of the author. Go to

now, I loill prove thee with inirth, i.e., I will try

whether thou wilt feel contented and happy in

this new object of thy experience, namely, in

cheerful sensual enjoyment, whether, on this

path of pleasure and joy thou canst become a

,D1£D 37 (chap. ix. 7). For the address to

his own heart (or own soul) comp. Ps. xvi.

2; xlii. 5; xliii. 5; Luke xii. 18, 19; for the

construction, to prove one with something
(3n3J), 1 Kings, x. 1.

—

Therefore enjoy
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pleasure. {Lit. (?er., behold pleasure). — This

behoMiug is here considered as connected with

an enjoyable appropriation of the oi>ject beheld,

which sense the preposition strongly expresses

by virtue of its reference to the conception of

lingering with the beheld object; comp. 3 HXI in

Gen. xxi. 16: Job. iii. 9; and therewith the sim-

ple n5<l in the expression H^ID HX"! Eccles. vi. 6,

or ia^CD^n n.^~», chap. ix. and in HJC^ DXI.

chap. vui. 10, etc. Ver. 2. I said of laughter,

It is mad. " Of laughter," does not mean as

much as "in reference to laughter" (K.nobel,

Vaih., etc.): but the laughter, i. e., the unre-

strained cheerfulness attending sensual^ enjoy-

ment, seems here to be personified, just as

mirth iu the next clause. SVlPip, Fart. Paul,

as in Ps. cii. 9, means really one void of sense,

one infatuated, and might more properly be con-

sidered masculine, than as neuter (with Vaih.,

HiTziG, etc.), so that Luther's translation:

«' Thou art mad," apart from the address, seems

substantially justified. See Hengstenberg, who

strikingly compares with it a;;>pov, Luke xii. 20,

and justly finds in this passage the germ of the

Parable of the Rich Man, Luke xii. lG-21. And
of mirth, what doeth it? i. e., what does it

accomplish, what fruit does it bring forth (comp.

"•"ID r\^'J)1 Luther, iu imitation of the Sept.

Vulq., etc., considers the question as an address

to mirth ("what doest thou)?" but it is rather,

as the word il? shows, a bitterly contemptuous

exclamation addressed to some tliird person, and

an answer is not expected. For the form t\\

instead of nXI comp. v. 15; vii. 23, Kings vi.

19. Some exegetists, especially of the rational-

istic period, have unjustly desired to find a con-

tradiction in the fact that Koheleth here des-

pises cheerful sensual enjoyment, whilst in con-

clusion (ver. 24. f. ) he vaunts it as the principal

aim of life.* What he here blames and condemns

as foolish, is clearly only that empty merriment

which accompanies the wild exhilaration of sen-

sual enjoyment, or sensual pleasure, as only end

and aim of human eifort, not a thankfully clieer-

ful enjoyment of the benefits bestowed by God.

Comp. Luther on this passage, and see the ho-

miletical hints.

3. First division, first strophe: Vers. 3-11.—

I

sought in mine heart to give myself unto
•wine. {Lit. Ger., to comfort my flesh with

wine). Of the sensual joy indicated in the first

verse, a special kind is here named, by which

the preacher first sought to obtain satisfaction,

and then follow, to the sixth verse inclusive, still

other such separate means of sensual enjoyment.

The word 'iTlPi, therefore, recommences the

account where the riDDiX ver. 1, had begun

it, and is in substance synonymous with that

verb. Comp. Numb. xiii. 18; xv. 39; c^c, where

* [There is n) contradiction, real or appiirent, to bo recon-

ciloil, if v«r. 2t is only rightly n^Klered as it simply stands

in ttio Holirow, without any addition. Soe Note on that

piissai^e.— r. L.]
|[-^^jT) — 'jT^n, is very emphatic here. It denotes a

deep and earnest search. The primary son^e to go ahout.

benco, iiimUr/ut.'., appears very struu.:;, Eccles. vii 2j : I

went round about Cm3D)> " I ''"^ my heart, to know and

to explore OinS)! and to seek out wisdom, etc." It is the

1'in is always used in the sense of trying, ex-

perimenting, and not in tliat of thinking, re-

flecting. (Elster). "^V^ yi'O is most justly

explained by Gesenius, Hitzig, Hengstenberg,
etc., as " to nourish the body," i. e., to keep it in

action or condition, to mako it lasting and strong,

so that the expression: " bread which strength-

eneth man's heart" (Ps. civ. 15), seems parallel

with it. Others explain it diflferently, as Knobel
and Vaihinger: " To keep my sensual nature
with wine;" Ewald, Elster: "to attach my
sense to wine;" Herzfeld: "to entice my body by
wine," etc. Yet acquainting mine heart
with wisdom. {Lit. Ger., my heart led me with
wisdom), a parenthetical clause that clearly indi-

cates what the inner man of the preacher did

whilst his flesh rioted in pleasures and enjoy-

ments. The sense is therefore: I did not plunge
headlong into coarse, fleshly gratifications, but,

true to the warning counsel in Prov. xxxi. 4, f.,

I tested with calm reflection, and in a composed
way, whether real contentment was to be secured
by means of sensual joys. The exposition of

Ewald and Elster, which allies jnj with the

Aramaic JHJ, "to sigh," and the correspond-
ing Arabic verb, in the sense of " experien-
cing disgust with something" ("whilst my heart

was weary with wisdom " ), is too far-fetched, and
contradicts what is said in ix. 13; fi^., which
confirms our conception of the passage.* For

word us -d of the spies sent out to search the land, Niirah.

xiii. 2, 16, 17, 21, 25, 32; xiv. 6, 7, etc., also of travelling mer-
chants, peregriiiaiors (2 Chron. ix. U; 1 Kiugs x. 15; seek-

ing for precious merchandize. '373 not, with my heart as

an instrument, but in my heart as the dark place to be ex-

plored, lie resolves to act as a spy upon himself, or, to use
the quaint language of Ilalliburtuu in dctailiug his religious

experience, " to see what his heart was doing in the darli"—

•

like th'^se whom Ezekielsaw in " the ciiambers of imagery"

—

or to find out how it might be possible iu this interior cham-
ber of the soul, to reconcile a devoted pursuit of ple;isure,

and, at the same time, a true pursuit of wisdom. The lan-

guage implies a most intense study, as well as effort, to

solve a difficult problem.—T. L.J

*lChap. ii. 3, "Ilii^O/. This passage and word have

given much trouble. Zockler's view, though substantially
that of UKSE.MU.i aad IlKNGSTiiXBERi}, is unsatislactory. It

is very remotely derived, if it can be derived at all, troin the

ordinary sense of 'niyO, to draw, draw out, and is support-

ed by little or no analogy in language. The Latin tracto^

from tralio, never has the sense curare, which would come
the nearest to it. The Syriac l\y'3 with which Gesenius

compares it, is a very rare and doubtful word, given by
Castell without any examples, and nowhere found, either iu

the Syriac Scriptures, or in any well known Syriac writings.

Knobel gives TiyO the sense of holding fast, which would

have done very well hail he attached to it the idea of r-'-

straining. holding back, and made flesh the object, instead

of the contrary, o( retaining, not remitting (the use of wine).
Heiligstedt's ti-ahere, atlrahere. attract, is inconsistent with
the preposition 3 iu r'3- Michaelis, sense of protract-

ing is wholly unsuited to "11^3, flesh, as its object. Ewaid's
an den Wein 2U heften meine Sinne, to fasten on the win?,
etc., gives hardly any sense at all, and what little tlnre
is, is opposed to the evident context. Tlu^ same may be
said of Herzfeld: amulocken meinen Leih ; the flesh needs
no alluring, or drawing to tlie wine; bi'sides the preposition

3 is here also inconsistent with such a meaning. The Ixx.

T] Kap&ia. /xou e\<V(Tet rriv crap/ca imov lus oci'o;', wholly inverts

the idea. The Syriac lODDoV deliglit my flesh, is a
mere accommodating guess. The Vulgate abslrahere, a vino

carnem m,eam, suits very well with TliyO/, l>ut would re-

quire the preposition D (fD instead of r'3)- Our
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jnj in the sense of guiding, leading, comp. Isa.

xi. 6; 1 Cliron. xiii. 7; 2 S^ull. vi. '6, etc.—And
to lay hold on folly, or also to seize folly.

—AVith "folly'' [T\^1D0) cannot here natu-

rally be meant as an exclusive contrast with

wisdom ; therefore not folly in the absolute sense,

but mainly that foolish, sensual pleasure, which
is referred to in ver. 2, or even that mentioned
in ver. 3, " comforting the flesh with wine ;"

therefore a disposition which gives the reins to

pleasure, and lives thoughtlessly in accordance
with the assGrtion of Hoiiace : Dulce est desipere

in loco. KoHELETH, from the beginning, recog-

nizes this sentiment as folly, and thus designates

it in contempt. But nevertheless he will prove
it, and try whether it may not be relatively best

for man, better than cold, fruitless, and weari-

some wisdom, which when gained produces sor-

I'ow, and with which he was disguste<l according
to chapter first." (Elster).—Till I might see
what was that good for the sons of men,
etc. Comp. vii. I'.i.—Which they should do
under the heaven all the days of their
life. There is in these words a kind of mourn-
ful resignation. Short as is the period of hu-
man life on earth, even for this little span of

time it is not always clear to man what is really

good and beneficial for him ; and many, and
mostly bitter and painful experiences, are needed
to bring him to this knowledge.—Ver. 4. I made
me great •works; I builded me houses.

English version, " to give m>/self V) wine," is as safe a guuss
as any, but it leaves out the important word '"icy^ "my
flesh," unless it is intended to have its meaning conveyed in
the word myself, as though it were equivalent to 'Jj/iJJ.

This, however, is without warrant in the Scriptures. Be-
sides, it destroys the contrast evidently intended between

"liy3 and 37, the bod;/ and the mind, which 3/ more
generally means (comp. Prov. vii. 7; xvii. 7, with most of
the places where it occurs in that book and this), or tlni

sou! generally, as in Ps. Ixxiii. 25, where it is in contrast
with "IXty

—
" my flesh and heart"—body and soul.

The ordinary Hebrew meaning of "jtyO is to draw out.

Closely allied to it is the sense of the Arabic

<o fto?<f, lay hold of, which runs through all the Arabic conju-
gations. This is the primary, and the sense most likely in-

tended here: tolaylioldof, liold back my flesh, that i^, to
govern, check, restrain it. The unusual style of the lan-
guage shows that there is a figure here, and what that figure
is is suggested by the word jnj in the following clause.

The ordinary, and, we think, the primary sense of this word
is egit agituvit. Hence it is applied to the driving of flocks.

Gen. xx.xi. 18; Exod. iii. 1 : Ps Ixxx. 2, but more especially
and significantly, to the driving or guiding of horses and
chariots, as 2 Sam. vi. .3; 2 Kings ix. 20, where the noun
jnJO '3 most graphically used to describe the mad driving

of Jehu. From this use in the Scriptures, the Rabbins
have, very naturally, and according to the analogy of secon-
dary senses as they spring up in other languages, employed
it, with an ethical and philDsophical moining, to denote a
coarse of thinking, conduct (ductus) or as a rule for the gui-
dance of life. Thus viewed it strikingly suggests some such
figure as seems hinted in "jtyo, though there the meta-

phor may be said to lie concealed: all the more impressive,
however, when seen, on account of its inobtrusiveness. It
is noticed liy UlTZio, who sees the figure, yet misapplies it,

or falls back, after all, to the other i lea of supporting, sus-
tainiug generally : "to draw with wino my flesh, that is,

die Masctiine damil ini Gange zii erhalten, to keep the ma-
chine going, parallel with the expression to support the life

with bread." Hero he seems to drop tlie metaphor, yet
takes it up agiiin when he says, ' the wine here is compared
to a draught horse, or as we say of one who drinks on the
Way, he hath taken a relay." This is a vulgar view of the

We are here certainly to understand the struc-
tures of Solomon in a general sense (1 Kings vii.

I, ff. ; ix. 19 ; x. 18, ft'., but hardiy a special al-
lusion to the temple, which Solomon could not
have counted among his houses.

—

I planted me
vineyards The Song of Solomon, chap. viii.

II, mentions one of these ; and that Solomon had
more of them, and had not overrated his wealth
arbitrarily, and in violation of historic truth, (as
Knobel supposes), is satisfactorily proved by the
several vineyards of David enumerated in 1

Chron. xxvii. 27.—Ver. 5. I made me gardens
and orchards,—in the environs of these houses
or 1 alaces, (comp. 1 Kings xxi. 2; Jer. Hi. 7;
also the Song of Solomon i. 16, f.). For the ety-
mology of O'l'^D. See Int. to the Sony, I 3,

obs. 2.—And 1 planted trees in them of
all kind of fruits ; therefore not merely one
of one kind, but many of many kinds of fruit

trees. The emphasis does not rest on "'"li) aa

if it would declare the King's object to be to
raise trees afi'ording delightful and delicate en-

joyment (Knobel), but on ~12 whereby the rich

variety of fruit trees is pointed out.

—

Ver. 6.

—

I
made me pools of vrater

;
perhaps those men-

tioned in the Song (vii. 4), as at Heshbon; per-
haps also the king's pool at Jerusalem, mentioned
in Neh. ii. 14, which a later tradition, at least,

marked as a work of Solomon. (Josephus, B.,

comparison, resembling some common Americanisms be-
neath the dignity of the real figure. And then he inter-
prets what follows, of" wisdom guiding," by comparing it to
the coachmau sitting on the box. Stuirc follows him in
this, but both may be said to err in making wine the unruly
horse that needs guidance, instead of the fiesh ('Tty3).
" On the whole," says Stuart, " there can be no doubt that
the sense thus given by Hitziq is significant; the main dif-

ficulty is the seeming strangeness of the figurative repre-
sent ition." With a little change, however, it is the same
with Plato's more full and ornate comparison in the Phaj-
drus 54 i"', or as it may be called, the myth of the charioteer
and his two horses. The body (the flesh with its lusts, its
appetites) is the wild horse so graphically described as xpa-
T^pavx^v ij.e\6.yxpuji ii</)atfios K. T. A., " strong necked, black,
with bloodshot furious eyes, full of violence, coarse, shaggy-
eared, deaf, hard-yielding, either to the whip or the spur."
The gentle horse is the pure feeling, the '• Platonic love," or
celestial Eros, and the charioteer is the NoOs, or Reason, the

Hebrew yj guiding or driving with nO^H. If it seems
strange to interpret Iioheleth by Plato, it may be said that
the figure is, in itself, very easy and natural, coming directly
from primary analogies, and in accordance with the whola
train of the preacher's thought: I sought diligently, when
my flesh was furiously driving on in wine, or pleasure (f"3
here not denoting the instrument, or figurative chariot, but
the state or condition) to draw it, to restrain it, to bridle it,

to keep it, in the path of temperance. On this account wa
have rendered it in the Metrical Version, " to rein my flesh

in wine," and this is in harmony with the figure, as we find
it so deeply grounded in language generally—a fact which
makes its use by Koheletu so little strange when properly
considered. It is frequent in the Latin, botTi in prose and
poetry. Comp. Hor. Carmina iv. 15, 16, evaganti frena liccn-

tix injecit, Sal. II. 7, 74. Jam vaga prosiliet frcnis naturare-
molis; Ep. I. 263, hunc {animum) frenis fiunc tu comp-sce ca-

tena, Liv. xxxiv. 2, d'l'e frenis impoUnti nalurx; juv. viii.

88. pone irm fre.ni, mndumque, Seneca, Ep. xxiii. volupfatcs

tenere subfrenn ; etc., etc. So the phrases dare frena and dare
habenas—lavis habcnis, etc. In the same way the Greek x"^^'-'

vo^ and xaAivoio. Its use is common in English, whether
derived from classical examples or, as is more likely, having
ii spontaneous origin: "To give the reins to appetite " (the

very expression that Zockler unconsciously uses, der Lust
die Z'ngel schiessen l-assen) or the contrary—to "'lay the reins

upon the neck of pleasure,"—with the idea of the unruly
horse. If, after all, it should be said that this is not in the
ordinary Hebrew style, it may be replied that neither is Ko-
HEt-ETU in the style of other ilebrew books, and, iherefore,

that kind of criticism, so assuming, Imt, ofttimes, so superfif

cial, cannot, with certainty, be applied to it.—T. L.]
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Jutl. v., 4, 2) ; and certainly those situated in

Wadi Urta«, near Bethlehem and Erham, '^ Pools

of Solomon," mentioned iu the exposition of the

Song of Solomon, and which arc doubtless here

principally meant.—To water therewith the
wood that bringeth forth trees, noiV

intransitive* as in Prov. xsiv. 31; Isa. v. 0;

xxxiv. 15. The object of these pools as artificial

basins for irrigating the extensive orchards of

the king, testify to the magnificence and expense

of these grounds. Ver. 7. I got me servants
and maidens, and had servants born in my
house, [fylt., wrrc to me, as iu ver. 10). namely,

from the marriages of the men and maid servants

in my house. n]| ""jlS Gen. xv. 2, or jT3 'TT

Gen. xii. 27; Jer. ii. 14, are slaves born in

the house (vernm, okoyEveZf), and on account

of their natural fidelity and affection a very va-

luable possession ; here, however, named mainly

because their presence was the sign and neces-

sary result of numerous servants, and, conse-

quently, of a large ami flourishing household —
Also I had great possessions, of great and
small cattle. After the wealth in men and
maid servants, as in Gen. xii. IG; xxx. 43, di-

rectly follow the great possessions of cattle, and
then comes his wealth in unproductive treasures,

silver and gold, as Gen. xiii. 2. The historical

books of the Old Testament mention not only

David (1 Chron. xxvii. 29, f.), but also his son

and heir Solomon (1 Kings v. 3; viii. 63), as

wealthy possessors of herds. For the concluding

words of this verse: above all that were in

Jerusalem before me, see remarks on chap,

i. IG —Ver. 8. I gathered me also silver

and gold. ''j"^pJ3, lit., "I heaped up," that

is in treasuries, as in the gorgeous apartments

of my palace. The result of this unceasing ac-

tivity of Solomon in collecting treasures, is de-

picted in 2 Chron. i. 15, ix. 27 ; 1 Kings x. 27:
" Silver and gold at Jerusalem were as plenteous

as stones."—And the peculiar treasure of
kings, and of the provinces. For nj'1"3

province, district, comp. Int. ^ 4, obs. 2. PIvJlp,

lit. property, is here and in 1 Chron. xxix. 3,

equivalent to wealth, treasures. By "kings"
are naturally first meant those tributary rulers

of the neighboring lands treated of in 1 Kings v.

1; X. 15; but farther on those friendly rulers,

who, as the Queen of Sheba, 1 Kings x. 2 ft'.,

'•ought voluntary gifts, or even sent them, (as

ough the ships of Ophir, 1 Kings, ix. 28; x.
* H, 22 ; 2 Chron. viii. 28). The provinces
'^1'". ""se twelve districts into which Solomon
dividevig land for the purpose of taxation, 1

Kings 17 fl-—J gat me men-singers and
women-., gers;—the latter doubtless belong-
ing to tlie

\\.(.n used for courtly display, men-
tioned in the ,jg of Solomon under the name
of '• Daughters Jerusalem," or " Virgins with-
out number," (ci.. vi. 8); the former were of
course not singer.,'- the temple (as in 1 Kings
X. 12; 1 Chron. xx\i ff

.

;
o Chron. v. 12), but

* [Although a participle irirm, nOl^, has rather the

force of an a'ljoctiveilcnofinn; iiess,luxiirianco, (see Motri-
cal veisH.nj; iMt l.riiis;iiis tiir, trees, m .mr linglish viT-
Biuu has it, Ijut Ujoniiny. lu.\un' with, oria trees.—'£. L.J

singers of lively, worldly songs, as kept by David
according to 2 Sam. xix. 36, and afterwards cer-
tainly by Solomon for enhancing the pleasures
of the table, (comp. Isa. v. 12; Amos vi. 5).

—

For nty;^ to get, to keep, comp. 2 Sam. xv. 1 ; 1

Kings i. 5.—And the delights of the sons of
men, as musical instruments, and that of
all sorts (ZocKLER has rendered mit:/! m!^
die Uiillc und F'dlle, in great abundance.—T. L.

The words Hniyi mii/ are most probably to

be translated according to the Arabic by " mul-
titude and multitudes." or also by " heap and
hoaps " (EwALD, Elster, etc.), whereby a very
great abundance is meant, and indeed of nUJJ/'j^

i. e., of caresses, of enjoyments and pleasures of
sexual love, to which Solomon was too much
given according to 1 Kings xi. 3 ; Song of Solo-

mon, vi. 8. J. D. MlCUAELIS, RoSEN.MUELLER,
Herzfeld, Knobel, HiTZiG, etc., translate " mis-
tress and mistresses," or " woman and women,"
a signification wiiich they seek to justify etymo-
logically in various ways from the Arabic, but
which can no more be considered certain than

the explanation resting on the Chaldaic NHl/ "to
T :

pour," which ancient translators turn into cup-
bearers, male and female * [Sept. o'cvoxoovi; koL

olvnxoag, IIieron)/r?ius, ministros vini et minislras).

Ver. 9. So I w^as great and increased. (Lit.

I became great and added thereto ("i'DIH as i.

16). This-is meant, of course, in the sense of

possessions and riches, consequently in the sense

of Gen. xxvi. 13; Job i. 3.—Also my wisdom
remained vrith me : w~m"D>' Lit. {^It stood

by me), it remained at my side, left me not, not-

withstanding the fact that my outward man
yielded to these follies and vanities. Thus must
it be rendered according to ver. 3, and not "my
u-isdom served me," (Ewaldj, or '• sustained mc,"
Elster. (Comp. the Viilr/. pcrseverarit meci/m).—
Ver. 10. And whatsoever mine eyes de-
sired I kept not from them. That is, I pos-

sessed not only an abundance of all earthly

goods, but I sought also to enjoy them ; I with-

held from me no object of niy pleasure. Con-
cerning the eyes as seat and organ of sensual de-

sire, consult Ps. cxlv. 15 ; 1 Kings xx. 6 ; 1 John

'[nniyi mty- There is no need of going to the Ara-
• : T

bic for this woiil. A great many different views have been
taken of it, but tlie best cumiiieiitaturs S'^em agreed that it

refers to Solimon's many wives and c.mcubines. Tliis is

tlie opinion DfA'JEV Ezra, who thinks liat it would have
been very strange if such lii.turies had beea omitted Irom

this list. H-', however, would make it from Tl^y, with the

sense of female cip^u'fis, taken as the spoil in w.ir. dtliers

who reuJer it wives, like UiTZiG, StuiRt, etc., make it from

'Vuuthe Arabic ,JJ^„^ to lean iqion, InRu. i\i. en)}. ^
to embrace. IJut there is a nearer Hebrew derivation from

Tli/ mammi, th • breast. The feminine form is used ai luoro

voluptuous.—n"!iy the swelling breast, ?)iaOTinfl:«ororia7!/«s.

T *

The plural after the singular is intensive to denote the vast

number of these luxuries that Solomon possessed. Tlie da-

gesh is easily accounted for without making it from ITty.

or the Arabic .Ajtvi^ • T.y tin* addition thoroisa.sliru-;)-
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ii. 1(3.—* I withheld not my heart from any
joy. KoiiKLKTH does 1101 mean thereby that lie

enjoyed every imaginable pleasure, but only that

he kept his heart open lor every pleasure that

presented itself to him, and profited by every one
;

that he avoided no pleasure that presented itself

to him, (coinp. Ilirzic;). Tuat this is the sense

is proved by the following: For my heart re-

joiced in all my labour; and tais -was my
portion of all my labours. Kuheleth allowed

himself, therefore, those pleasures and enjoy-

ments which resulted from his continued exer-

tion and labor, which formed agreeable resting

places in the midst of his painful and fatiguing

life ; he sought and found in the hours of cheer-

ful enjoyraaat, that interrupted his mainly pain-

ful existence, a recompense for his troubles and

sorrows,—-i recompense, it is true, that was only

of a transitory nature (consequently no listing,

but simply an apparent p^H), and which thus,

just as the toil and labor, belonged to that vexa-

tion of spirit that forinjd mainly the sum and

substance of his experience. For jD n.pi^ lit.

:

"to extract joy from anything," comp. Prov. v.

18; 2 Ghron. xx. 27. In opposition to the ex-

planation of Hahn el al.—my heart rcjjiced aficr

all my labor, stands the following expression :

This was my portion {i. e., my pro.1t, my advan-

tage), of all my labor.—Ver. 11. Then I looked
on all the -works, etc., lit. : I turned to all my
works (3 r\22 as Job vi. 28) ; comp. ver. 12.

And on the labour that I had laboured to
do, i. e.. to pro luce these, my toilsome works.

And, behold, all v^as vanity and vexation
of spirit. "AH," that is, the substance of all

my efforts, those referring to the collecting of

great riches, and the founding of a great domi-
nion, as well as those aiming after cheerful en-

joyment; " in nothing of all this did I recognise

a lasting p]?n, a real |i"ll^' (comp. chap. i. 3)

;

everything seemed to me rather as HIT Pi'iy']

(see i. 14)." In how far and xohy this formed the

result of his experience, is shown in the sequel
(ver. 12-19) ; there only does this general conclu-
sion : there is no profit under the sun, as here ex-

pressed in anticipation, find its full justification.

4. First Division, second strophe: Vers. 12-19.

That there is no profit under the sun, appears
above all clearly from the fact that the wise man,
with reference to his final destiny, and the end

eniug of the first syllable, which requires dagesh iin 1 the
shortening of the vowol from p.itaeh to chiroli. See Intro-
duction to Metiical Version, p. ISO. The Syriao h.in XHIpty

Nn'ptyi corresponding nearly to the Ixx.oli/oxoou? Kal olvo-

Xoa9, cup-bmrers. or wine-pnure.rs. Zockler's rend-rinn- has
but little or no support. The late Arabic transi itlon of Dr.

Vandyke well renders
dies.

mistresses; though from a dllTercnt n.ot, it conies to the
Bamo thing with the IL-lnew.—T. L.

* Vol- a ino-it impressive statement of this, revealing the
whole phil isophy of will and cfwice (the will following the
sense, or the sens > in subjection to the will) see Job's decla-

ration, Job xxxi. 27, 'SS T^rn 'J'j;? inX DS': If my
heart, (the seat of moral power) ha'h cone after mine eves
(the sense generally), then. etc. It is an . inphatic deni il

that he had permitted sense to govern him.—T. L.l

of his life, has no advantage over the fool, in so
far as he meets the same death as the latter
through a necessity of nature, and is obliged to
leave the fruits of his labor often enough to fool-
ish heirs and successors.— Ver. 12. And I
turned myself to behold wisdom, and
madness, and folly; i. c, to observe them in
their relation to each other, and consider their
relative value

; comp. i. 17. Hitzig's concep-
tion that " madness and folly " are correlatives is

altogether too artificial ; he holding that by these
the result of the consideration of wisdom is ex-
pressed, and that a connective (-'and, behold,
it was) " has been omitted. For what can
the man do thatcometh after the king?
even that which hath been already done.
This, '• that has already been done," consists na-
turally in a foolish and perverted beginning, even
in the destruction of what has been done by a
wise predecessor, and in the dispersion of the
treasures and goods collected by him, (comp. for
this negative, or rather catachrestic sense of the
verb to do. Matt. xvii. 12). ,J. D. Mich.\elis,
K.NOBEL, and Hexgstenberg, substantially coin-
cide with this explanation of tiie somewhat ob-
scure and difiicult words; it is confirmed as well
by the context as by the masoretic punctuation.
Nearest allied to this is the conception of llo-
senmueller: "For who is the man who can come
after the king ? Answer : For what has been
he will do." Thus also De Rougement: "Who
is the man who could hope to be more fortunate
in following after him (King Solomon) on this
false path ? We can try it, but it will be with us
as it has been with all before us." Hitzig reads
in the concluding line ^nVi^j; instead of '\T\ra}?,

and therefore translates : What will the successor
ofthekingdo? " That which he hath already
done." Luther, Vaihinger, as also the Sep-
tuagint and the Vulgate, only translating more
concretely,, do not take ^in-IC;? 133 "Il^X nx,
as an independent, responsive clause, but as a
relative clause : "What will the man be who
will come after the king, who has already been
chosen ?" (Luther, " whom they have already
made"). Hahx also says : "What is the man
who will come after the king, in respect to that
which has already been done ;" and Ew.\i,d and
Elster : "How will the man be Mho fol-

lows the king, compared with him whom they
chose long ago," i.e., with his predecessor?
Some Rabbinic exegetists, whom even Dru-
sius is inclined to follow, have referred -in-liy^'

to God as active subject, which is here ex-
pressed as a plurality (trinity): "with the One
(or beside the One) who has made him;" for

which sense they refer to Ps. cxlix. 2 : Job xxxv.
10 ; Isa. liv. ], ctr.—Ver. 13. Then I saw that
wisdom excelleth folly, as far as light ex-
celleth darkness.—The poet recognizes the

absolute worth of wisdom,Just as in tlie first

clause of ver. 14 he more clearly describes its

profit for the individual. For tlie comparison of
wisdom and folly with light and darkness, comp.
Prov. vi. 23; Matth. vi. 33 f.; .John viii. 12, etc.

"As light is a creative power that bears within
itself an independent life, and proiluces life

wherever it penetrates, and darkness, on the

contrary, is a negation of light, a numb and dead
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element,—so is the i-eal strength of life in wisdom
alone, whilst folly is vain, empty, and unsub-
stantial" (Elsteii).— Vei'. 14. TJie wise man's
eyes are in his head ; but the fool -walketh
in darkness.—An assumed syllogism, in which
the conclusion is wanting: "therefore, it stum-
bles and falls;" comp. John xi. 10. By the eyes

which the wise man carries in his head, i. e., in

the right place, are meant, of course, the eyes of

the understanding (Eph. i. 18), the inward organ

of spiritual knowledge, the eye of the spirit

(Prov. XX. 27 ; Matth. vi. 23, etc.). Comp. Cicero,

deNatura Deorum, 2, 64. Totam licet animis tain-

quam oculis luslrare terrain.—And I myself
perceived also that one event happeneth
to them all.—O^ adversative, as in. 13; iv.

8, 16. n"1pO literal: occurrence, accident or

chance; comp. ver. 15; iii. 19, etc., which here

clearly designate death, the physical end of man,
the return to dust of one born of dust, as a des-

tiny resting on the Divine curse (Gen. iii. 19).*

—Ver. 15. As it happeneth to the fool, so
it happeneth even to me.—The general as-

sertion of the latter clause of ver. 14 is now spe-

cially applied to the person of Koheleth, as be-

longing to the class of wise men.—'J^.p'. '•??!'.~^^

literally: "I also, it will happen to me." The
person being made prominent by the isolated

pronoun in the nominative, placed at the begin-

ning, as in Gen. xxiv. 27; Ezek. xxxiii. 17; 2

Chron. xxviii. 10.—And v^hy vras I then
more wise?—That is, "what profits me now
my great wisdom ? what advantage does it afford

me compared with the fool ?" For this expres-
sion comp. 1 Cor. xv. 30; Gal. v. 11.—TX now,

therefore, if such is the case, is said in view of

the dying hour, from which the author looks

back on the whole of his past life.—TD'' a par-

ticiple used substantively, synonymous with
pli")', advantage, profit, here an adverb, exces-

sively, too much, comp. vii. 16.—That this
also is vanity.—" This,'^ namely, the arrange-
ment that tlie wise man dies as the fool, that the

same night of death awaits them both. Observe

»[The word HlpO, though it may be rendered chance,

does not denote tliat which happens without a cause, but
eimply th.it whu.li oc-cars. Tlie same may be said of the
Greek tu^T- Tho Hebrew word, however, may be better
compared witli the Homeric Kiijp, which it resemliles in
having tlie same radical consonants ( k p ), though doubtless,
eiymologically, dillerent [in this respect it agrees better
with KiipioJ. It carries rath-r the sea e of the inevitable, or
of doom, lilie the Greek ala-a, nolpa. which, with Krip, are
used to denote death as the gre it doom of our race. So the
hatin fatum, and so of all thosy old words. The earlier we
go up in language, the loss do we find in these or similar
Words any thought of chance or fite, in the atheistic sense,
but rather the contrary—namely that of df.cree (fatiim),
destiny fixed tiy >in intellectTial pow r. So Koheleth seems
to i:so mpO IilTo anJ the verb Hip- There is, in the

whole rnntcxt, a recognition of something more than a
''debt of nature,''' an athestical kind of language wh ch our
Christianity doei not prevent us from using. The whole
aspect of the passaire favors the idea of an inevitable rfoowi

(decree, sentence) fixed upon the race, from which no wis-

dom, no virtue exempts. " Death hath passed upon all men
for that all have sinned." To one who views them in

their true and earl est character, these old Greek words
above mentioned are the very echo of such a sentence.
They are all used for death and often, in Flomer and else-

where, may be so rendered. The epithets joined with them
thow the same idea, as something inconsistent with the

thought of chance, or bliud phyeical law.—T. L.]

that Koheleth does not declare this disposition
an injustice, but only as vanity, for a new phase
of that fullness of vain, empty appearances which
his experience in life has made him acquainted

with. !2J} here signifies, as at the end of ver.

19 (also chap. viii. 10, 14), something objectively
vain, in contrast to the vanity of subjective hu-
man thoughts, knowledge and efforts hitherto
indicated by it. It means the same objective
imraioTjjq of this lower world, derived from the
fall, of which Paul, Rom. viii. 20, says, tliat the
entire earthly creature, like man himself, is sub-
jected to it.—Ver. 16. For there is no remem-
brance of the wise more than of the fool
forever-— ;'. e., as is the fool, so is the wise man
forgotten after his death ; posterity thinks of the
one as little as of the other. This assertion is,

of course, to be relatively understood, like the
similar one in chap. i. 11 ; not all posthumous
fame of men is denied; it is simply asserted to

be ordinarily and most generally the case, that
posterity retains no special remembrance of
tho.-je who have previously lived, which, in re-
ference to the great majority * of individuals is

certainly wholly true.
—

'7'L)3n D;; lit., "with the

fool," is equivalent to "as the fool;" comp. vii.

10; Job ix. 26; xxxvii. 18.

—

CdVi;.'^ belongs in

conception with |1"13I, "no remembrance for

eternity," the same as, no eternal remembrance,
no lasting recollection.—Seeing that which
is now in the days to come shall all be
forgotten.

—

lD'^BH D'DTI is the accusative of
• T - T-

time, comp. Isa. xxvii. 6; Jer. xxviii. 16.—TJ^

is to be connected with the verb, as also chap,
ix. 6, and is therefore to be rendered : " because
every thing will have long been forgotten

"

(HDi^p the future past).—And hovy dieth the

wise man? as the fool!—(A simple exclama-
tion in the Ger.). A painful cry of lamentation, j-

*[The emphasis here is on the word QvlJ,'^, and it is

asserted, whether hyperbolically or not, of all. No memory
lasts forever, or for the world. The greatest fame, at last,

goes out. In this respect, or in comparison with qSk'^,
the differences of time, in human fame, are regarded by the
philosophical Seer as of no moment. A remeinbrauce ever
lost is equal to oblivion.—T. L.

fii. 16. TXT "And 0, how is it?" It is an exclamatory

burst of irrepressible feeling, laying open the very heart of

the writer. It is the great mystery that so perplexes him,
bnt for which he knows there is some cause consistent wlih
the Divine wisdom and justice. Some great doom [mpD
like the Greek ktjp, alaa fioipa] has come upon all the race,

th 1 wise, the foolish, the just, the unjust, the unholy, the
comp iratively pure (see ix. 2 , und for some fundamental
moral reason applicable to them all alike,—as a race rather
than as indiviiuaN. '-0, why is it T' It is no scepticism in

regird to God's righteous government, nodi-nial of essential

moral distinctions; it is nnt an assertion of Epicurean reck-
lessness on the one hand, ni.r of a stoical latalitv on the
other, but a cry of airguish at a spectacle ev; r passing be-

fore his eyes, and which he fails clearly to comprehend. It

is as though he were arguing with the Sovereign Uninipo-

tence. Like the language of Job and Habntkuk, in similar

seasons of desiiondei.cy, it seems to manifest, almost, a que-
rulous tone of interrogatory : Why is there no riiffereiue?
" Why dost thou make men as the fishes of the sea ?"" [Ilab.

i. 14, and comp. Eccles. ix. 12]; why di-alest thou thus with
us ? " What shall 1 do unto thee, thou Watcher of men ?"

[.lob vii. 20]. It sei-ms almost irreverent, and yet thTe is no
cant about it, no sni'pression of the honest fe'-ling of siir-

pr se, no artificial humility imposing on itself in the us-' of

any formal language uf resiguatiou. Kobeletb here appears
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which, by an appeal to the experience of the

reader, is to represent wluit is asserted as in-

contestable.—Ver. 17. Therefore I hated life.

—Xriy does not indicate the strong effect of

actual hatred or hostile feeling, but the feeling

of disgust, weariness, antipathy towards a thing.

Comp. the Vulg.: txduit me. vilx mcx, and also for

this same milder sense of the verb, Isa. xiv. 1 ;

Amosv. 18; Mabxchi i. 3.—Because the work
that is wrought under the sun is grievous
unto me.— That is, the view of every thing oc-

curring under the sun bore painfully upon me,

tortured me with an oppressive feeling ; comp.

Ew.vLD, Manual, ^ 217, i. >/.; comp. also cliap. i.

14._Ver. 18.—Yea, I hated all my labor,

etc.—Not simply the doings of men iu general,

but also his own exertions, appeared hateful to

the Preacher, because they were vain and fruit-

less.—Because I should leave it to the man
that shall be after me—that is, to my succes-

sor, heir; comp. ver. 12. He must leave to his

heirs not the labor itself, but what he had ac-

quired thereby, its fruit, its result, and this

grieves him—why, the following verse tells.

—

For the form •lin'JJ* Imp. Hiph. from mj comp.

EwALD, § 122, e.—Ver. 19 heightens the thought

of ver. 18, and thereby leads back definitively to

ver. 12, as the starting point of the present re-

flection on the uncertainty and transitory nature

of all earthly possessions (for wise men as well

as for fools).—Wherein I have labored, and
wherein I have showed myself w^ise un-

der the sun.—'n-DDn^C/l Tp^^V'^. lit., "which

I

liave obtained by trouble, and in which I have em-
ployed wisdom." A zeugma for: by whose weari-

some acquirement I have showed myself wise.

5. Second Division, first strophe.—Ver. 20-23.

On account of the painful truth of what has just

been demonstrated, one must despair of all ex-

ternal earthly success of this earthly life, as does

the Preacher at the evening of his life.—There-
fore I went about to cause my heart to de-
spair.—(Lit. Ger., " turned around "). ''i^13D1

like ono complainini,—not in anger, but in erii'f. He seems
tu say, as .Job said, " Suffer me to plead with tliee." It is

lliat sublime style of expostulation wiiich so strikes us, and,
bometimes, almost terrifies us, in the grand Old Testament
men of God. Our EnsUsh Version is very tamo :

" and how
dieth," c/fi. The conjunction 1 has, in fiict, an interjectional
fiirce, making more marked the exclamation TX, hy show-

ing an emotional rather than a logical connection ; as
though it were something suddenly springing up, or irre-
pressibly prompted by the previous soliloquizing utterance
[see remarks on Job xxviii., aud on the particle '3, iu

the Introduction to Metrical Version, p. "177]: " .Since the
days come when all u forgotten; but how is it " (as it

should be rendered insteail of and. since the conjunction is

rather disjunctive than merely copulative, aud, therefore,
the more suggest've of emotion]: Abis, how is it, that the
Wise should die as dies ihe fooll See the Metrical Version.
It does not mean that the wise niau dieth in the same m in-

ner as ihe fool—that is, reckle-sly, stupidly, or despairingly,
but rather that he dies as well as the fool ; he, no more than
the other, escapes the unik-crsal ''sentence that hath passed
upon all men" for the reasons given Gen. iii. 10; Rom. v.

12. In truth S'OSn CDi', [literally, with the fool) can

hardly mean, wie der Thnr, in like manner as the fool, as
ZoCKLBR holds—but rather, in cnmpanij with the fool. It is

companionship, rather than other resemblance; and so, too,
does the preposition keep its original sense in Eccles. vii.

11 ; Job ix. 26 ; xxxvii. IS, the places to which Zookler re-
fers.—T. L.]. 21

diifereut from 'n'J31 ver. 12, does not mean to
• T :

turn in order to see any thing, but a turning
around in order to do something, comp. vii. 25

;

1 Sain. xxii. 17, 18. The idea of turning from a

former occupation is also included.*—The Piol

lyX'' to permit to despair, to give up to despair,

is only found here in the 0. T.; the Niph. ii/J<lJ

desperavit is more usual (or also the neuter par-

ticiple: desperatum est), whilst the Kal does not

occur —Ver. 21. For there is a man w^hose
labor is in wisdom, and in kno'cyledge,
and in equity.—Lit., wliose labor is wuh

wisdom, etc. (riOJ)n3 u'D'.^vJ), or also : whose

labor has been, etc.; for iTn the verb supple-

mented to wO.y, can express both a present aud

a perfect sense. Wisdom is not here designated
as the aim of labor, as Ewald supposes (" wiiose

labor aims after wisdom"), but as the means

whereby the aim of 7^j7, the fruit of human
exertion shall be altained. Besides wisdom,
knowledge and equiiy are also named as means
to this end. (H^'T comp. i. 16, 18; ii. 26) ; for

this is what pil^3 here means, not success, favor-

able result, as chap. v. 9. The Sept. is also cor-

rect, avi^ptia, and substantially so also the Vulg.

{sollicitudo), and Luther (ability, capability).—

•

Yet to a man wrho has not labored therein

shall he leave it for his portion.—x'7iy

IB'^^OI'; for 12 refers to the principal thought of

the preceding clause, and not to HODH. For'

3 70^, to labor for a thing; comp. Jonah iv. 10.

The suffix in liUH' also refers to ^70;', and '^Thn

is a second object: " he gives it to him as hia

portion, his share"—Ver. 22. For what hath
man of all his labor, mn lit.: falls to, falls

TT
suddenly down upon (.Job xxxvii. 6) ; in the later

Chaldaic style, to liappen, to become, to be ap-

pointed to; comp. xi. 2; Neh. vi. 6.—And of
the vexation of his heart.—Herewith are

principally, if not exclusively, meant these three

synonyms : Wisdom, knowledge and equiiy, ver.

21. The aspiration of the heart is the essence

of the plans and designs which form the motive
of the labor and exertion of man, and give to

them their direction and definite aim.—Ver. 22.

Wherein he hath labored under the sun.

—The relative refers to wOJ^^. '^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ '°

^^'7 il'lp— Ver. 23. For all his days are

sorrows and his travail grief.—tJ'JI' (comp.

i. 13) bears here again the meaning of daily la-

bor (HiTZiG, Elster, Vaihixger, etc.), a stronger

expression that would remind us of Fs. xlii. 3.

Comp. also Ps. xc. 10.—Yea, his heart
taketh not rest in the night—that is, it re-

maineth awake, troubled by anxious thoughts

and plans, or tortured by unquiet dreams ;
comp.

V. 12 ; Song of Solomon v. 2.

6. Second Division, second strophe.—Vers. 2J—
26. We are not always to remain in tliis abaii-

*[It may be rather said that *niDD. hfrei 's "impl.V in-

tensive of 'jT" J3. It means tn turn round and round -imli-
CHting perplexity, wanderings, or evolutions of mind

—

J re-

volved. See Metrical Version.—T. L
J
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doument of hope of estcrnal happiness, but to

seek tliB necessary couteutment of the heart in

the cheerful and grateful enjoyment of the bless-

ings of life, which God bestows on those of His

children who find favor in His sight; and even

this enjoyment is something vain and futile, so

far as it does not stand in the power of man, but

must be graciously conferred by God.—There
is nothing better for man than that he
should, eat and drink, etc.—The words J'X

1J1 SJ^i"t7 DIXS 3i£3 permit a threefold con-

ception : 1. Interrogative : "Is it not better for

man to eat," etc. (thus Luther, Oetinger,

Hexgstenberg, and the Vulg.: ^'Nonnc melius

est comedere et bibere" etc.). 2. Purely negative :

"There is no happiness for the man who eats,"

etc. (thus the Sept., M. Geier, Dathe, Knoijei-,

Hahn). 3. On the supposition of the omission

of jO or of CDX "3 before bo^'E^, " there is no

happiness for man but in eating." This last

translation has the most to recommend it,* be-

*[This supposition that would supply JO or QX "'3 be-

fore '7D>{'tJ'- is a very old one, for it is reffrred to, altliongh

not fiiliy end.irsfd, by R.^sni and Abe.v Ezr.\, and is also

mentioned by the grammarian JoNv Bun U.\n.nach {Ahul

Walid) in Sect. 26, on UUipsis. It is Hdtnitted, however,

that ihere is not a trace ot it in any ancient manuscript, or

ill any various rea !in;i. It is maintained solely on the

ground of a supposed exigentia loci. There is wanted, it is

thou;.;ht, the sense that such an insfrtion would give, to

bring it in harmony uitli some otlier passages, as they are

mentioned by Zocklbr. and especially ix. 7-9. Now in re-

ppect to these it may be said, that if there were a real or

seeniiug variance, such a fact would present no exegetical

difficuliy to one who takes the right view of this book as a
series of meditations in whicn the writer, or utterer, to use

bis cwn expr.ssion, '^revolves'" (^"lOD ii- 2J). goes round
and round, tryng and testing difTe.eut views of human life,

"talking to his heart" p^S Sx TIIDX], now taking up
one S'lpposifrion, then •• turnin.? again" to another, now
desponding, then again so sure that he says 'nj,n% "I

know,"—at another time indulging what i-< evidently a sur

rowing irony, such as especially uharai t'-rizes ix. vii. 9, iis

compared with xi. 9 (see the Exeget. and notes on these,

and especiallv the two latter, in their respective i)Iaces).

The mere variance, therefore, whether seeming or real, is

not sufficient 10 wai rant so bold an iuteip ilatirm into ihe

text, unless there is a failure in obtnining any good sense at

all from the passage as it stands. Knt tli.s surely cannot be

pretended. What better thought, and, ai the i^anie limo,

more lit' ral as a version, than that given by the LXX.,
oifK etTTtr ayaOov avOpionu) 6 (^dyerai, k. t. \.: '' it is not

good tor mun," or " the giiod is not for man what he eats,"

or " that he eat," etc., which is favored by Dathe, Knobel,
and U.\HN. Or perhajis, still better than this, if we regard

the context, is tlie translation of Martin Geier. which he

gives from Junius, wm ast bonum penes hominem id edat, hi-

bat," etc: "the good i.-> not in the power of man that he
»h iiild eat and drar , etc., for this I shw is fioiu the hand oi

God himself." 'I'hus, savn (Jeier, all things remain in their

native sense, and there is no need of any ellipsis. It might
be rendered, perhap", " it is not the good for man (his

summtiin bonum) to eat ami diink ;" or if ihat is regarded as

too pliilosophiciil for Koheleth, and also as demanding the

article, it may be rendered simply, "it is not good," or,

•'there is no good in it" ("f itself). Tremellius translates

ill the same way, tmn est brmum penes hominem, etc. The ge-

Deia H. n<o then weU'd be this: whatever goid there may
b^in eai'ng nnd dr nkinir etc., it is not m man's power to

secme it. i>r to li id enjoyment in it (" make his soul see g od

in it"); and this is in .sii n atlmirahle h.irniony with the

ccn ext: "it is the gilt of God." Tho preposition 3 in

CDTX3- has this sense, as luav be shown in many pussng'-s.

Ami i correspi nds exac ly to our own most natural mode of

epe-ch:'t« is not in him. Even the power to enjoy comes
frmii (lod. It is not strangd tli it Rationalist Cummeiitatois
shimirl eek to g ve an Epieiiroui asi ect to ihe pas.sHge, but

it is iiiatteroi surpi is« ihit ntheis called Eva"gelical should

g 1 oiii. of 'their way to follow tip ni. The iiit' r(iretati'in

thus sivun. us the most bt-ral I'Ue, is also in p feet liar-

moiiy wiiliJOLUiT pveagt s, or raiher, we might say, that the

cause the interrogative and the unconditional

negative conception do not so well comport with
(he context, and because this latter e.specially

would be in contradiction with the passages of

chap. iii. 12, 22; v. 18ft".; vii. 14; viii. 15: ix.

7-9, which reccmmend serene enjoyment of life as

a means of acquiring happiness and contentment.
And because, further, the ancient Aramaic trans-

lations confirm the omission of D (compare iii.

positive unqualified commendatiim of the gross Ejiicurean

sentiment which the interpret itiuii would givi- i,s in direct

coutiadictiou to the many declarations of vanity and worth-
lessness in respect to all mere wealth and peisnie seeking,

which are elsewhere found. This miglit be set 0(1 against

the other assertion of variance, if either can be regarded as

a right mode of exegesis in this book.
At all events, the literal rendering is all sufficient here

—

whilst the fair interpretaiion of other seemingly Epicurean
pjissages only shows, as we think, a diflemice of aspect
under will' li the great queft^'n i-i considered but no con-

tradiction to that doctrine which the writer is thronghout
most earnest to put forth a'.i one o* the fuiidaimntMl ideas

ot his book, namely, that all godd is from God, and that

nothing is good without Him. See the Metrical Version:
Ihe consciousness of this, not eiting, eta., is the highest
good
Kashi interprets the 31£3 TX as meaning that "the

good is not simphj that man should cat, etc., or it is not
HI eiting alone; as much as to say, he should gite his

h art to d i judgment and righteousnps^, tc/gether wi h his

eiting and drinking;" and then le proceeus to give his-

torical illustration

ABEN EzR.A suggests th ' supp'ying (in the mind) of some
such particle us pi, mea iiig, not the only good, or that

it is not gond, in man, or for niuii, that he sliould mily

eat and drink, etc. Again, he seems to lay emphasis on

the word 173T'3 (in his toil), giving it as the general

sense of the text, as it stands, that " this toil, with its

weariness tiiids no oiher good (n.j higher goo.i) than to

(at and drink,"—thus shutting out any E,iic.irean idea

and making it a di preciatiou of liiini.m eff'ft rather than

a commeiidtttiou of sensual pleasure, iu it^eb, as the best

thing in life.
,

The Syriac inserts X 7X> unless, without any thing to

coriespond to it in the Hebrew, nnd having Vfry mucli

the appearance of an accommodation to some later view,

^nce it will not answer as a rendering of T2 comparative

('7I3X"'tyD). or |0 or tDH ^2, as proposed. Besides this,

it would not give the bald Epicurean idea of our transla'

tion that "eating is the best thing for man," but only
that there is no good in man's power (or as prop 'Sed in

human t'dl), unlets it be thig,—a sense which would re-

semble that ot Aben Ezra.

So a'so tho Targum has h^y^ '''1 \vhii_,
" unless

that he eat," etc., but this version is of little or no autho-

rity, on account of its later dat--, and tho paraphrastic

absurdity of its midrashin. The sense given by it, how-
ever, is quite different from that given in E. V., or by
ZiJCKLER : "Thre is nothing that is fair among men, un-

less to e'lt," etc.; and then it goes on to say fl^ n3^07

1J1 "T XnnD "that they may do the commandmenls
T- •—

I

-

of the l>ord, and walk in his ways." If it be said that there

is nothing in the Hebrew texi to warrant thi.s, it may be
replied that so, also, is there nothing to warrant the inser-

tion of tnSx (unless), by which he supports this para-

phrastic sense. It all seems evidently done to get a middle

way between two views deemed untenable or inconsistent,

—one asserting, or seeming to assei t, that there was no
good at all in eating, etc., and the othir that it was the

highest and only g^od.

A strong argument for the literal rendering is derivefl

from tho context. The particle QJ has an adversative and

accumulative force; it denotes a rising in the thought.

It conni cts itself here especially with the last part of what
precedes: "that he should make his soul ste good" (or

find cnioyiiient in it): "The goo I is not in the power of

man that he slnnild eat, etc.. and make his soul se-^ good "

(or ' so tint he may make his soul see good in it," taken

as u collective object); "yea, what is more [CSJ], thig
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22) before '?5K't!', an omissioa which, on ac-

count of the 3 in u3"tX3. and the like ending,
; T T T

might so easily take place, and finally because

the idea of 3 in !U1X3 with the sense of 7, con-
: T T T /•

^

sequently in a sense designating an object, is

confii-raed by chap. iii. 12; x. 17; and the in-

strumental conception of this attempted by Gbier
and Knoiskl, is therefore unnecessary.* To eat

and drink, and let one's soul be merry, is there-

fore the triad of sensual life, which is sometimes

used in a bad sense, of vicious excess and indul-

gence, and again in a good or morally unpreju-

dicial sense. The former is found in Exodus
xxxii. 6 : Prov. xxiii. 7, 8 ; .Judith xii. 13 ; 1

Cor. X. 17, etc., the latter in this passage, and in

Eccles. iii. 13 ; v. 17; viii. 15 ; and also in 1 Sam.
XXX. 16; Isa. Ixv. 13 ; Song of Solomon v. 1, etc.

Comp. ZticKLKR, Theologiii JValuralis, p. 651 f.,

wliere are also produced from the classics many
parallels of this combination of ideas in eating,

drinking, and being merry; {e.g., Euripides,

Alcest., 'ISii; Arrian, Anab., II. 5, 4; Flautus,

Mil. glor., III., 1, 83).—That these maxims, to

eat, drink, and be merry, are not here meant in

the Epicurean sense of 1 Cor. xv. 32, is proved

by the important addition 1/3^3 in his labor,

in his toil, on which a special emphasis rests,

and which excludes every tliought of idle de-

bauchery and luxurious enjoyment. See Int. §

5, anl especially p. 21.—This also I saw,
that it WAS from the hand of God. That is,

not : I observed that as all else, so also this

comes from the hand of God, but, at the same
time with that truth, that eating, drinking, etc.,

is the best for man, I perceived also that only

the hand of God can bestow such cheerfulness in

toil, and such a joyous ami contented feeling in

the midst of tlie fatigues of worldly avocations.

—

Ver. 2). For w^ho can eat, or who else
can hasten hereunto more than I? Lit.

Ger., and who enjoy, except from Him? ti'-IH

lit., to make merry, to pass a life in carousing,
deliciis affiuere (Vulg. ) hence to enjoy, to delight,

not drink, tipple [Sept. Si/)-., Ewald).—Instead
of '^'^0 ]*in we must read with the Sept., Si/r.,

HiERONYiius and eight manuscripts "IJ^O ]'in

except from Him. For "J^p F'ln in the com-

parative sense, "except me," or just as I, does
not aiford a thought in accordance with the text,

too [rif 'mpliatic] I saw was the gift of God," the power

of cnJDiiU'iit as well as the means. If there is any good
ill the II (such is the implication), it comes from above.
Tuis clearly denotes that there is a higher good, even the
coniciousness and rejoguition of the truth thus stateil. It
ii tiierefore in logical opposition to the idea that there is

uotliin.; tiettor for man than eating and drinliing thus
unrjualitieilly asserted. Every reader mu<t feel that there
is ooiuothinj; disjointed in our common English Version.
It does uot bring out the contrast, nor the climax. The
otliec is n't only tha plainer and more lit.ral translation
oi the Hebrew, as it stands, but ttie assertion may be ven-
tured that there is no obtaining any other eeos-i out of it.

-T. L.J

*[riie sense given to 3 by Geter, Junius, and Tremel-

LTUs, is u)t only nmre coranon, but fa,r more easy and na-
tiUMi. The references to iii 12: x. 17, do not confii-m ilie

reu'lo.ing given by Zocklf.r. }^'^ in iii. 12, nioe pioiiedy
T

refor< to the works of men tak>-n collertivelv, above; or
if it refers to me i. it means there, as here, in t'trm —in
iheir pnwer.—T. L.]

and would not harmonize with the K'ln'' and

73X' (see Vulg. Luther, etc.). But the trans-

lation of II.\HN :
" for who shall eat and who

shall pine for food, is beyond me, is beyond my
power," is insufferably harsh. On the contrary,
•;530 frnni Him (comp. the preposition jD ia

2 Sam. iii. 37 ; 1 Kings xx. 33), accords admi-
rably with the connection, and furnishes that

thought reminding us of James i. 17, which we
here above all things need. And, moreover, the

reading '.330 appears to coincide with the

equally faulty 'fDiiy^ for ^DN"t:/0 of the pre-

ceding verse. See HiTZia on this passage.*

—

Ver. 20. For to the man that is good in
his sight, that is, to the just and God-fearing
(comp. Neh. ii. 5; 1 Sam. xxix. 0), the opposite

of KCDin. The idea of the retributive justice

of God, meets us here for the first time in this

book, but not yet so thoroughly developed as

subsequently, e. g., iii. 17 ; xi. 8 ; xii. 11.—But
to the sinner he giveth travail, to gather

and to heap up. NDinS stands absolute and

is not to be supplemented by a new VJD? (like

the 3i£3 of the first clause of the verse), as if

the sense were, to the one who is offensive to Him,
who is a sinner in His sight. That he may give
to him that is good before God. The object

of Tsrh is not the travail of the sinner, but the
*• T

goods gathered by him through toil and travail,

the treasures heaped up by lum, but finally fall-

ing to the just. The same thought occurs in

Prov. xiii. 22; xxviii. 8; Job xxvii. 17.— This
also is vanity and vexation of spirit,
namely, that one seeks his happiness in the
cheerful enjoyment of sensual blessings, (accord-
ing to the maxim in verse 24). This is also va-
nity, because the acquisition of goods and plea-
sures in this life, is by no means in the power
of man, but depends solely on the free grace of
God, which gives to its beloved while sleeping,

(Ps. cxxvii. 2) ; but permits the wicked, instead
of pleasures, to heap up vain wrath against the

day of judgment, (Rom. ii. 5; James v. 3).

Others consider the heaping up of travail on the

part of the wicked, as the subject of the phrase
(Elster and Henqstexberg), or that it desig-

nates the arbitrary distribution of the blessings
of life on the p.art of God as vanity and vexation
(Knobel), but thereby they depart equally far

from the true train of thought which the author
maintains since verse 24.

*[We cannot agree with Zockl'sr and Hitzig hero. The
sense fhey would g'vo to t^-in is found nowhere else in

the Hebrew, unless it is tbru^t info this place. Evrrj'-
wher-e ele, \ S.iin xx. .3S ; Deut xxxii. 'io ; Ps. cxix. 60;
Hah. i. IS; Ps xx. 2 I ; xxxvi i. 2.3; xl. 14; Ixx. 20; Ixxi.

12; J b XX 2; Isa. v. 19; Ix. 22, ete., e<c.; it means
s mply to // lal'n, and there is no need of going to the

Arabic

lT-
r.r Syriac D'H. which iu fjrm would cor-

respond rat ei- to jy^TI- Beside', it r quires a change
in tlie text fro.u 'i^O lo ^iDO wl.ich lias no margi-

nal keri to support it, a'ld gives, moreover, a very far-

fetched sense. See Test Note and Metrical Version No-
t;ilng cmid be more fitting thin tho sense whi h corros-

poiids to the Hebrew as it st.inds.—T. L.]
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DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

( Wilh IIomiLetieal Hints.)

The transition of KoiiELKTH in the beginning

of the chapter, especially in vers. 1-8, from the

striving after wisdoia and knowledge to enjoy-

ment, and from that to action, to the organizing

and artificially producing deed (vers. 4-8) pre-

sents a certain similarity with the progress of

Goethe's Faust from knowledge to enjoyment,

and from that (in the sec. act) to the more seri-

ous duty of laboring and producing. For the

magnificent undertakings, structures, and exten-

sion of possessions and acquirements described

in vers. 4-8, can scarcely be considered as mere

means of sensual enjoyment in the sense of Ko-

HELETH (as in Elster, p. 55). He expressly

confesses to have connected therewith a certain

ideal object, if not of a religious, at least of an

ethical and human character ; this lies in the

repeated assertion (ver. 3 and 9), that in the

midst of these eudemonistic and practical efforts,

wisdom remained the ruler of his heart. But

the great difference between Faust and the

Preacher, consists in the final solution of the

grand enigma of earthly life, which in the former

ends in an obscure, sentimental, and philosophi-

cal mysticism, whilst the latter returns from his

wanderings in the sphere of effort after earthly

•wisdom, enjoyment and acquisition, into the safe

haven of a clearly conscious, modestly prac-

tical, and filially pious faith in God's gracious

and just government of the world. It is the hum-

ble, confidently trusting, and gratefully contented

reliance on God's gracious hand, which, at the

close of his vivid and almost startling descrip-

tion of the vanity of all earthly things, he re-

commends as the only true aim for the life and

labors of man, (vers. 24-2G). That all human
exertions are vanity, even that modest striving

after cheerful enjoyment and serene employment

described in ver. 21, is firmly fixed in his mind,

(according to ver. 2G). Cut the acknowledg-

ment of this fact does not impel him to a sullen

despair of all happiness and peace, but rather

leads from such a feeling of discontent and dis-

couragement into the blissful repose of a heart

wholly given to God, and thankfully enjoying the

good and perfect gifts dispensed by Him. Not

the indolent man of enjoyment, but the industri-

ous, cheerful laborer; not the greedily grasping

misanthropic miser, but the friend of humanity

delighting in God, and well-pleasing to Him; not

the sinner, but the pious child of God, strong in

the faith, forms the ideal that he presents at the

close of his observations on the vanity of human
life, which, though agitated and complaining in-

deed, nowhere extend to despairing grief or fri-

volous scepticism.

A comprehensive homilctical consideration of

the ivhole chapter, would, therefore, be able to

present as its theme: " The vanity of all earthly

things, and the consoling po^ver of a faithful reliance

on God;" or, in order to show more clearly the

feature distinguishing this chapter from the pre-

ceding: " T/ie wrong and the right way to seek

one's happiness on earth;" or: ^'Divine grace as

the hestower of that happiness of men, vainly sought

after by their own j>owcr and with earthly means,"

(comp. the following passages in the N. T. : John
vi. (Jo; XV. 5; Eph. ii. 8; James i. 17, etc.). The
principal divisions for a discourse on these con-

tents would be : 1. No earthly enjoyment or

possession leads to genuine happiness, (1-11);
2. Even the happiest and wisest man remains
subject to the curse of death, common to all the

sous of men, (12-19) ; 3. Genuine and lasting

happiness (surviving this life) can only be ob-

tained for man by a childlike, contented, and
grateful reliance on God's gracious and paternal

hand, (20-2(3).

HOJIILETICAL HI.NTS TO SEPARATE PASSAGES.

"Vers. 1 and 2. Luther: Many a one arranges
all his matters with much toil and trouble, that

he may have repose and peace in his old age,

but God disposes otherwise, so that he comes into

affairs that cause his unrest then to commence.
Many a one seeks his joy in lust and licentious-

ness, and his life is embittered ever after. There-
fore, if God does not give joy and pleasure, but

we strive after it, and endeavor to create it of

ourselves, no good will come of it, but it is, as

Solomon says, all vanity. The best gladness and
delight are those which one does not seek (for a

fly may easily fall into our broth), but that which
God gives to our hand.
Starke: The joy of the world is so constituted

that it entails repentance, mortification, and
grief (1 John ii. 17 ; Luke xvi. 19, 23) ; but tbe

pleasure that the faithful find in God, is spiri-

tual, constant, satisfying, and inexpressible,

(Isa. XXXV. 10; John xvi. 22).

St.\rke : Vers. 3ff. : Every natural man seeks,

in his way, his heaven in sensual delights. But
he too often sins thereby, and misuses the gifts

of God (Wisdom 2, 6 ff.). God grants to man
what is necessary to his body, as well as that

which tends to his comfort. But how many for-

get God thereby!

Geier : It IS allowable to possess riches if

they have been righteously acquired. But be-

ware of avarice as well as extravagance.
Wohlfarth: He who thinks to find the aim

of his life in the highest measure of sensual en-

joyment, is the victim of an error which will de-

mand of him a fearful revenge in proportion as

he tears himself from God, strives simply after

false treasures, and neglects and despises the

treasures of a higher world ; he heaps upon him-
self a weighty responsibility on account of the

misuse of iiis time, the wasting of his powers,
and the evil administration of the goods confided

to him by God, and by all this excludes himself,

unconditionall}'', from the kingdom of God.
Hansen:—9-11. The things of this world be-

long to the preservation, delight and convenience
of external, sensual life. One may arrange
them, therefore, with as much pomp, majesty
and beauty as is possible ; they can never, ac-

cording to their nature, do more than delight our
senses.—If we estimate their worth too high,

they can take from us in inward case of mind
much more than they grant us in sensual delights

and convenience, and become to us then a genu-
ine scourge of the spirit.

Starke:—If the children of the world arc not
without vexation and trouble in the accomplish-
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ment of their sinful lusts, the childrea of GoJ
should be less surprised, if they in their work ia

the Lord must experience various disappoint-

ments and vexations.

Ham.vnn (Ver. 10) :—We here find a trace of

Divine goodness, which, notwithstanding the

vanity of all our works, has phiced in labor, and
especially in useful occupations, which strike

tiie eye and gain our approbation as well as that

of others, a species of joy, a spice of pleasure

which deliglits us more than the work itself, be-

cause we often do not esteem that which was so

agreeable to us in the process of production.

Lunicu:—Vers. 12-19. (To ver. 15). There-

fore it is bjiter to commend the highest govern-

ment of all things to the G )d who made us. Let

every one perform his duty with all diligence,

and execute what, Ujd places to his hand; if

things do not always turn out as we expected, let

us commend them to God. What God gives, that

accept ; aud again, what He prevents, that accept

also as good. What we are able to do, that we
ought to do; what we cannot do, we must leave

undone. The stone that thou art not able to lift,

thou must leave lying.

Gekl.Jich (to ver. 17) :—If God has disappeared
fro.'U the efforts of men, a disgust of life appears
sooner or later (.John iv. 8 flF. ).

Geihr (to vers. 18, 19) :— It is hard for flesh

and blood to leave the fruits of its toil to others ;

but a Christian arms himself against this with
the reflection that every thing th.it he has or

does is given to him by God, 1 Cor. iv. 7.

WonLF.\RTH (vers. 13-19):—What must we
feel it our duty to do, on perceiving that the

earth can atford no perfect satisfaction to our
demand for happiness?—The wise man is pained
on perceiving thiit all earthly things are vain and
unsatisfactory; his eye indeed becomes serious,

and his expression reflective. But for that very
reason, he bears not only the cry of the grave,
but also the words of consolation :

" Lift up thy
eye, citizen of heaven in the garb of a pilgrim

;

true as it is, that the world with all its treasures
cannot satisfy thy longing for what is lasting and
perfect, so foolish is it to seek therein peace aud
perfect satisfaction."

Zeyss (vers. 20-23) :—This life is full of
trouble throughout, with all men and all classes.

Why should we not, therefore, ardently long for

a better life? (Phil, iii li).—St.yrkk :—The tra-

vail of soul, by which one obtains salvation
through fear and trembling, is therein different
from worldly toil, in bearing its profit unto eter-

nal life.

OsiANDER (vers. 24-26) :—It is pleasing to

God that we should cheerfully enjoy our labor in

His fear, so much as our calling may permit it,

Ps. cxxviii. 1, 2.

Jo.vcHiM L.vNGE :—According as man is virtu-

ous or vicious, even his eating and drinking is

good or evil. Because the natural man lives

either in a state of fleshly security or of servi-

tude, and there is nothing really good in him

that avails with God and satisfies the con-
science.

Starke (ver. 26):—Seek above all things to

please God by faith in the Lord Jesus Christ

;

else, with all external happiness, thou art still

unhappy. The wicked often have worldly goods,
and seek in every way to increase them ; but
ttiey do not have real profit and lasting fruit from
them, because their works do not proceed from
the faith. He, on the contrary, who possesses
the fruits of the Spirit (Gal. v. 22) and is faithful

therein, is ever favored by God with greater
mercy (Matth. v. 28, 29).

Hansen (ver. 26) :—If we examine it closely,

the want of genuine wisdom and pure knowledge
is the reason why many do not prosper in the
blessings which they possess in the world Men
of impure and confused conceptions, who are
fettered by dazzling imaginations, must suffer

with all their abundance, and lead a miserable
life.

Hamann (ver. 26) :—All the vanity, all the
toilings of men after wisdom, happiness and
rest, which in so many ways lead men to the

grave, where ceases all the distinction which
they strive to obtain on earth, are not allotted

to the pious man by God; they are a curse
which sin has laid upon man, but which God will

make a blessing to His chosen ones. For these

busy, restless creatures gather aud heap up for

those who are good in God's eyes. And these

latter shall gratuitously receive by the sinner's

labor what he (the sinner) seeks and finds not,

what he labors for and cannot enjoy: wisdom,
knowledge, joy.—What is the Divine word, and
whence are taken this wisdom, knowledge and
joy that in it exist ? Are they not honey made
by bees in the slain beast? What are the stories

that they tell us but examples of sinners' toil,

of the vanity and folly into which men have
fallen ?

Hkngstenberg (ver. 26):—It is manifest that

the expression: "This also is vanity" is not
meant in the sense of an accusation of God, but
as a cry of warning to human perverseness, that

seeks its happiness only there where, according
to God's will, it should not be sought.

[For reflections on this and other parts of the
book, the reader is referred to Matthew Henry.
In no commentary is there to be found a richer

treasure of most choice, discriminating and
highly spiritual apothegms, rendered most
pleasing and ornate by what may be styled a
holy humor, or a sanctified wit. They are un-
surpassed by any thing in the devout German
writers here quoted, but the ready access to the

work, for all English readers, renders it unne-
cessary that the volume should be swelled by
inserting them. Besides, among such rich ma-
terials, it would not be easy to make a limited

selection. Much also of a very rich homiletical

character may be obtained from Wordsworth.
—T. L.].
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SECOND DISCOURSE.

Of Earthly Happiness, its Impediments and Means of Advancement.

Chap. 3-5.

A. The substance of earthly happiness or success consists in grateful joy of this life, and a righteous
use of it.

Chap. III. 1-22.

1. The reasons for the temporal restriction of human happiness (consisting in the entire dependence
of all human action and etfort on an unchangeable, higher system of things).

(Veks. 1-11.)

1 To every thing there is a season, and a time to every purpose under the hea.ven

:

2 A time to be born, and a time to die ; a time to plant, and a time to pluck up that

3 which is planted ; A time to kill, and a time to heal ; a time to break down, and a

4 time to build up ; A time to weep, and a time to laugh ; a time to mourn, and a

5 time to dance ; A time to cast away stones, and a time to gather stones together ; a

6 time to embrace, and a time to refrain from embracing ; A time to get, and a time

7 to lose ; a time to keep, and a time to cast away ; A time to rend, and a time to

8 sew ; a time to keep silence, and a time to speak ; A time to love, and a time to

9 hate ; a time of war, and a time of peace. What profit hath he that worketh in

10 that wherein he laboureth ? I have seen the travail, which God hath given to the

11 sons of men to be exercised in it. He hath made every thing beautiful in his time
;

also he hath set the world in their heart, so that no man can find out the work that

God maketh from the beginning to the end.

2. The nature of the temporally restricted human happiness.

(Vers. 12-22.)

12 I know that there is no good in them, but for a man to rejoice, and to do good in

13 his life. And also that every man should eat and drink, and enjoy the good of all

14 his labour ; it is the gift of God. I know that, whatsoever God doeth, it shall be
for ever : nothing can be put to it, nor any thing taken from it : and God doeth it,

15 that men should fear before him. That which hath been is now ; and that which
16 is to be hath ah-eady been ; and God requireth that which is past. And moreover

I saw under the sun the place of judgment, that wickedness was there; and the

17 place of righteousness, that iniquity w^a-b' there. I said in mine heart, God shall

judge the righteous and the wicked : for there is a time there for every purpose and
18 for every work. I said in mine heart concerning the estate of the sons of men, that

G>)d might manifest them, and that they might see that they themselves are beasts.

19 For that which befalleth the sons of men befalleth beasts ; even one thing befalleth

them : as the one dieth, so dieth the other; yea, they have all one breath ; so that

20 a man hath no pre-eminence above a beast : for all is vanity. All go unto one
21 place ; all are of the dust, and all turn to dust again. "Who knoweth the spirit of

man that goeth upward, and the spirit of the beast that goeth downward to the

22 earth? Wherefore I perceive that there is nothing better, than that a man should
rejoice in his own works; for that is his portion: for who shall bring him to see

what shall be after him ?
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[Ver. 1.

—

JOT I'l'''! is oue of tlio words relied upou to prove the later Hebraic, or CLaldaiu, period of the book. We
I T

:

have, h iwever, uo right to s.iy Unit a word ruuuiiig through the Sheiuitic tougues [as this is found in Arabic, Syriac
Etniopic, as well as Hebrew] is pi-euliar to auy one of tliem, or borrowed from any oue of them, though circumstances may
liave m.ide it rare in an early dialect, perhaps ou atcoiiut of a preci^io^ ol meaning rarely needed, whilst it has become
loose and vulgariz-d in another. It may h .ve been well known in ilio days of Soiomon, though seldom used when the
more indetinitu j1^ would answer, flj;' means time generally, '\j^)0 >» fixed time (like a yearly festival), J3f in it3

eu'lier tease, before it became vulgaiized, a time or an occasion precisely adapted to a purpose. Hence we see its very

probable connection with OOf proponit, and having also the sense of binding, like Arabic

r^'
the purpose linked

to the due occasion. This suits all the acts following, as more or less the result of purpose in a lim^! proposed. It has gnod
support, too, etymologically, iu the final changing to the

J
as is the tendency in other words. Thus, besides other ex-

amples, Lam. iii. 22, according to Rabbi Tanchum, DDD becomes jOil to avoid the harshness of the final 0. making

1JOn = -lOOn " t^''y are not consumed," or spent [that is, the mercies of the Lord], instead of " wc are not consumed "

We may be assured that the writer did not iut- ud a tautology here. ?0? is more precise than jl^, as it has more of

purpose than Hl'IO, which relates to things immovable.—T. L.]

[Ver. 18.—rn3'1~ 7^^. E. V. On account of the sons of men. Compare Ps. ex. 4, after the manner of. LXX.,

irepl AaAias. Vulgate, simply, defiliis. Syriac, X7700 1^ after the speech of men—more humano—humanly speaking,

which seems the most suitable of any, for reasons given in the Exeget. and Note.—T. L.]

[Ver. 18.—n'^ Don Literally, themselves to themselves—in their own estimation. uZD'^37, to prove them—make it
• T T ••

_
T T :

clear, literally, (LXX.. SiaKpivei. auTous. Vulg.. ut proharet) let them see from themselves, or from their own conduct to
themselves, how like beasts they are. This qualified sense is very different from asserting that they are beasts abso-

lutely. The key to it all is in the H'^JJT 7^' above. The writer is speaking wore AM)7iano—the judgment that must
be pronounced if men were judged by their own ways.—T. L.]

[Ver. 21.-n^^'H. It can only mean, as it stands in the text, "that tohich gocth up." An effort has been ma.'.e

to give it another turn by pointing H as interrogative. It is sufficient to say that it is against the text. For o.h r
reasons against it, see Exeget. and JJote.—T. L]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The unconditional dependence of man on God's
government of the world, in all his efforts fur

happiness, which formed the concluding thought
of tiie preceding discourse (ciiap. ii. 24-2(3), now
becomes the starting point of a new and inde-

pendent reflection, in so far as temporal condi-

tions and restrictions of human happiness are

deduced tiierefroin, and its essence is placed in

gratefully cheerful enjoyment and a devout use

of the earthly blessings bestowed by God. For
Diviue Providence in its controlling power here
below will ever remain obscure and mysterious,

so that man, in this its hidden side, can neitlier

alter its course nor observe any other conduct
than humble submission and godly fear (vers. 9-

11, 1-4, 10). In tlie s.ima way the view of the

many wrongs in tliis life, and of the extreme ob-

scurity and concealment of the fate that will

ovcrtalve individual souls after death, obliges us
to cling to the principle of a cheerful, confiding

and contented enjoyment of the present (vers.

16-20).—In the more special development of this

train of tiiought, we miy either (with Vaihinger
and Kbil) make tliree principal sections or
strophes of the chapter (vers. 1-8; vers. 9-15,

and vers. lG-22), or, what appears more logical,

two halves ; of wliich each is divided into sec-

tions of unequal length. 1. Vers. 1-11 show
the reason for the temporal restriction of the

earthly happiness of man

—

a, as consisting in the
dependence of all human action on time and cir-

cumstances (vers. Ir8) ; 6. as consisting in the
short-sightedness and feebleness of human know-
ledge in contrast with the endless wisdom and
omniscience of God (vers. 9-11). 2. Vers. 12-22
describe human happiness in its nature as teiu-

porally restricted and imperfect

—

a, with refer-

ence to the awe-inspiring immutability of those
decrees of God wliich determine human fate

(vers. 12-15); b, witli reference to the secret

ways adopted by Divine justice, in rewarding the
good and punishing the evil in this world, and
still more in the world beyond (vers. 10-22).

2. Firi<l Division, first slrvphc.—Ver. 1-8. Every
human action and effort are subject to the law ( f

time and temporal change.—To every thing
there is a seaso.xi, and a time to every
purpose under heaveir.—" Every thing,'
namely, every thing that man undertakes or does
on earth ; a very general expression, more clearly

defined by the following ]'£3n~73 every bu.<iness,

every undertaking, but more clearly illustrated

in the subsequent verses in a number of special

examples.— VO] lit., precision, limitation, indi-

cates in later style (Neh. ii. 6; Estli. ix. 27, 31),

a certain period, a term for any thing, whilst the

more common n>^ (lime) signifies a division of

time in general.—Ver. 2. A time to be born
and a time to die.—This is the original text,

iis is the same turn until the 8th verse.* The
Sept. and the Vulg. express this construction

genitively (^Kaipbg tov rejisiv k. t. A., tenipus nas-

cendi, etc ) The word m77 does not stand for the

passive I'^^n/ to be born (Vulg., Luthek, Ew-

ALi), Gesenius, Elster), but like all the fol-

lowing infinitives, is to be taken actively : to bear.

The constant usage of the Old Testament favors

this rendering with reference to the verb l7%

and also the circumstance that with m7 an un-

*[ZocKLER renders " i<« time to be born and its time to

die," making it all dependent (this and thefollowin. v rses)

on the first "every thing has its time." On pi i^ee Text

notes.—T. L.]
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dertaking (V3n), a conscious ami intentional

action or business is to be named, which can only

be said of the materiuil part of the act of human
birth, and not of that of the child. Death fit-

tingly follows closely to birth. By this juxtapo-

sition of the acts which mark the entrance into

life and the exit from it, the whole arena within

which the subsequent actions are performed, is

from the beginning " marked by its fixed limits"

(Hnzn;) A time to plant and a time to

pluck up that which is planted.—For the

affinity between these two ideas and that of birth

and death, comp. Prov. xii. 12 ; Ps. i. 37 ;
xxxvii.

35 f.; xcii. 13 f.; cxxviii. 3; Dan. Iv. 11, 20;

Matth. iii. 8-10; vii. 17 f.; xv. 18. "Tlp^!? pro-

bably from Chald.* IDJ^ "root," means origi-

nally to root out. to unroot, but is always else-

where in the 0. T. used metaphorically, e. g., of

the destruction of cities (Zcph. ii. 4), of striking

down horses or oxen, and making them useless

by severing the sinews of their hind feet (Gen.

xlix. G).— Ver. 3.—A time to kill and a time
to heal —A negative thouglit here precedes, as

also in the subsequent clauses, till the first of

ver. 5, after which, until the end, the positive or

negative idea alternately precedes. " To kill
"

(j'nn lit., cut down, or stab) indicates the in-

flicting of the very wounds whose healing the

following verb points out.—Ver. 4. A time to

weep, etc.— .ni^^/ appears only on account

of similarity of sound to be placed immediately

after r^'lJ!37, as in the following clause: Tip"} to

leap, to dance, appears to be chosen on account

of its like sounding ending as a contrast to ni£3p

to lament (no-^rTecOai, plangere).f—Ver. 5. A
time to cast aw^ay stones, and a time to
gather stones together.—In tliis first expres-

.«ion there is, of course, no allusion to the de-

struction of the temple, of which, according to

Mark xiii. 2, not one stono shall remain upon
anotlier (as IIexgstenberg and others think),

and quite as little to the stoning of malefactors,

or to tlie throwing of stones on the fields of ene-

mies, according to 2 Kings iii. 19, 25 (Hctzig,

* Tlio root, though not frequont, is common enoug'a in

Hobn-w for this purpose; wli> go to the Chaldiiic?

t[A11 8uch infinitives as n-kodh ami sfphodh hive a like

Hiyniinir Tlie fact that aciounts lor the choice herH is

r<itht-r the siniihuity of primary seiiMe whicli is fouuil in

verlis of (lancing iiud mouniing. All passions in oarly

times wcro expressed by a violi-nco of ouiward action,

sncli as l)eatin;; the breast rrndiug the garments, rolling

on the rarth. etc., th.it in th<sc conler days of the world's

old age would be deemed' utterly extravagant. Thus,
in th.i GreeU KO-nT^crOai. ni'Tition(3d by ZoCKI.RR. IIfim"r'8

irpo7rpoKuAij/5eo-6ai Itiad XXII. '2'1\. Ilibrcw nii3D prima-
rily to sniito lh'> breasr. Wo still find traces of it in mo-
dern words, though aim vst wm-n out. Thus our word
fitaint is but a foeble echo of the Latin p'anr/ere,. In tlin

Svriac tliis sain" root, tiere rendered lo dtncf, is used in

the .\pli(d conjugation for mnurning Thus in that ehil-

dicn's dltiy, or play upon wnnls. reriie 1 by "ur Saviour,
Matth. xi. 17, the word, in the re-ii-hito Versii>n. for

mourning is TpiJ<, for dancing ID"!, iu Roman letters,

arked. rnlced. A piny upon words of this kind is proof that
the g' sjiel (of Matthew at least) in its oral form before
any wiitiinr. was Arama c, and thiit onr Saviour s])r.|vi!

it. Such rhildren'-i dilties are viry teuMcions, and it must
have been of long standing The jday upon words tli.i'

it gives c luld not have been original in the Greek, though
afterwards early translated.—T. L.J

Elster, etc. But CD'^D^
'^l''?!?'^

is here identicaV

with 7pp " to free from stones," Isa. v. 2; Ixii.

10, and alludes therefore to the gathering and
throwing away of stones from the fields, vine-
yards, etc.; whilst the latter expression naturally
means the collecting of stones for the construc-
tion of houses (as Vaihinger justly observes).
A time to embrace, and a time to refrain
from embracing.— Whether the connection of

the preceding expressions with PlUn to embrace,

is really eS"ected by the fact that one embraces
with the hand the stone to be cast, as Hitzig
supposes, is very doubtful. At all events, how-
ever, p3n means the embrace of love (Prov. v.

20), and the intensive in the second rank is pur-
posely placed there to indicate that every excess
of sexual intercourse is injurious.—Ver. G. A
time to get, and a time to lose.—n^X as

a contrast to ti'pjl must clearly here mean to

lose (or also to be lost, to abstain from getting,

Vaihinger) although it every where else means
to destroy, to ruin; for in all the remaining
clauses of the series, the second verb asserts di-

rectly the opposite of the first. In contrast to

the unintentional losing, the corresponding verb

^wt^n of the second clause then indicates an

intentional casting away of a possession to be
preserved (2 Kings vii. 15 : Ezek. xx. 8).—

A

time to rend and a time to se-w.—One might
liere suppose the rending of garments on bearing
sad tidings (1 Sam. i. 11 ; iii. 39 ; Job i. 20; ii.

12 ; Matth. xxvi. G3), and again the sewing
up of the garments that had been thus rent as a
sign of grief. And also by the following "to
keep silence " one would first think of the
mournful silence of the sorrowing (Gen. xxxiv.
5; Job ii. 13).—Ver. 8. A time to love, etc.—
Love and hatred, war and peace, forming an in-

ter-relation with each other, are now connected
with the contents of the preceding verse by the
intermediary thought of the agreeable and disa-

greeable, or of well and evil doing.

3. First Dicision, second strophe.—Vers. 9-11.

In consequence of the temporal character of all

worldly action and effort, human knowledge is

also especially inctfective and feeble in presence
of the unsearchable ruling of the Eternal One.—"What profit hath he that -worketh in
that wherein he laboureth ?—That is, what
profit do all the various, antagonistic actions, of
which a number has just been quoted (ver. 3-8)
bring to man? The question is one lo which a
decidedly negative answer is expected, and
draws therefore a negative result from the pre-
ceding reflection : There is nothing lasting, no
continuous happiness here below.—Ver. 10. I
have seen the travail, etc.—Comp. chap. i. 13.

Tills verse has simply a transitional meaning; it

prepares us for the more accurate description

given in ver. 11 of the inconstant, transitory and
feeble condition of human knowledge and effort,

in the presence of the unsearch;ible Avisdom of

God.—Ver. 11. He hath made every thing
beautiful in his time.—The principal empha-

sis re.sts on Ihe word li^j-^S "in Jtis time," as the

connection with the foregoing vei'S. 1-8 shows.
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God lias arranged all things beautifully in this

life (comp. Gen. i. 31), but always only "in his

time," always only so that it rxiuiains beautiful

and good for man during its restricted time, but

after that becomes an evil for him; therefore

always only so that the glory of this earth soon

reaches its end.—Also he hath set the world
in their heart.

—

(Zooklkh's rendering, eternity

ill their heart).—That is, in the hearts of men ; for

the suffix in 'C22'12 refers to the children of men

in ver. 11, whilst in the subsequent clause the

individual man (uDl.^n) is placed opposite to the

one God. This clause clearly holds a rising re-

lation to the contents of the preceding: God has

here below not only arranged all things well for

man in this temporal period ; He has even given

them eternity in their hearts. This is clearly

the author's train of thought. With eternity

given to the heart of man, he also means the

knowledge of God's eternal nature and rule, in-

nate even in the natural man, that notitia Dei

naturalis insita s, innata, wliich Paul, Rom. i. 19

f., describes as an intellectual perception of God's

eternal power and divinity, peculiar as such to

man, and which develops itself in the works of

creation. It appears as well from the word

3S3 (heart, here in the same sense as i.

13-17", etc.), as from the following: "So that no

man can tind out," that it is substantially this

natural knowledge of God, namely, something

belonging to the realm of human conception, a

moral good from the sphere of intellectual life,

—

that the author means by the expression CD7l;;n

(consequently not simply the character of im-

mortalityj-although he must have considered

this closely connected with the natural conception

of God, according to chap. xii. 7. For this re-

strictive clause clearly expresses a restriction of

human nature in an intellectual sense, an inabi-

lity to find, which is equal to an inability to

know. But as certainly as this inability to know
refers to the extent and liuiits of Divine action,

so certainly will also the knowledge of the hu-

man heart, expressed by CD/i^TI be a religious

knowledge referring to God and Divine things.

Therefore we would reject as opposed to the text

those explanations of 7l;>n which give to this

expression the sense of "world " (Vulg., Luther,
Umbreit, Ewald, Elster, etc.), or "worldly-
mindeduess " (Gesenius, Knobel), or " worldly

wisdom," "judgment" (Gaab, Spohn) ; also

HiTZiG, who, however, contends for lD'^],* instead

of CD^U*- And besides the connection, the .style

of the entire Old Testament and of this book is

opposed to this rendering; according to them

Q/H' is always eternity (comp. Eccles. i. 4, 10;
ii. Iti ; iii. 14; ix. 6; xii. 5) and first receives

the signification of "world macrocosmos" in tlie

literature of the Talmud.—So that no man
can find out the work that God maketh
from the beginning to the end.—That is,

this one restriction is laid on this human con-

ception of the Eternal One, that it can never ob-

tain a perfect and truly adequate insight into the

Divine plan of the world, but I'ather, is onlj

able to perceive the unsearchable ways and in-

compieheusible decrees of God, f);agmentarily

and in a glass darkly (Rom. ii. 32 ; 1 Cor. xiii.

12). "^dii ''hz'i is here clearly in the sense of

onli/ that, •'except that," therefore synonymous
with ^2 D3X formerly used for this (Amoa

ix. 8; Judges iv. 9 ; 2 Sam. xii. 14). Comp.

EwALD, Lehrbuch, g 354 b. The deviating signi-

fications Vulg., Gesenius: "ita ut non ;'' (Sept.,

Herzfeld : oTTUQiiij: "in order not," Knobel:
"without that;" Hitzig, Umbreit, Hahn :

"without which," etc.) are not ouly inconsonant

to the text, but without sufficient linguistic au-

thority, so far as regards the signification of

Ityx '''73D*—The author is here silent in re-

*[Ver. 11. The strong objection to the interpretation of

Gesenius, Dk Wettk, and K.vobel, is tliat the New Testa-

luent use of the word world for worldtiness, tore of the world,

is unknown to the Hebrew Scriptures. Equally unwarranted

are Hitzig and Stuart in first transforming Q/i^? into

r~lSjT (not found in Hebrew in any such sense, but sup-

posed to be equivalent to the Arabic _v 1 r. 1 and then

rendering it " knoioledge, without which," etc. The Arabic
r^)

sense of the verb jJlc to know, is later th^n the pri-

mary Hebrevir, to bo hidden or obscure, though coming from

it by a seeming law of contraries peculiar to the Sliemitio

tougues ; it is knowledge as discovery, or science strictly, or the

^w
inundus.hidden found. It is only in the Arabic

equal to CD'7'1_P% that the old Hebrew primary appears.

Bosidi'S, this view of Hitzig and Stuart is at war with the

1t;?W 'S^ri which they have no right to render without

which. The proper way of expressing that, in Hebrew,

would be by placing "l^X first, and following it with the

personal suffix and a different particle, VHiw^lO "^UH
TT ;

- * .' -

(which without it they cannot, etc.). A plausible rendering

is, '• he hath put obscurity in their liearts ;" but this, though
agreeing witli the primary sense of the verb, never occurs

as a sense of the noun. The view of ZiicKLER, substantially

agreeing with one given by Geier, that 0*71^,' here, or

eternity regarded as in the heart of man, refers to the natu-

ral human recognition of the eternal power and Godhead, as

spoken of by Paul, Rom. i. 20, presents an ailmir:Uile mean-

ing if it can be sustained. It may be said that it is giving

ldSi^' too much of an abstract sense, but it is certain that

the writer intends here no common thoucht, and, therefore,

the word employed may be fairly extended, philologj-

cally, to its utmost limits. It can harflly be recoucUed,

however, with the lr::/X 'Sa^ which ZiicKiER, without

anv other wnrrant than his own .assertion, makes equiviilent

to "'3 DDX and then renders it nur dass nichl.only that not,

thus turning it into a mere exceptive limitation, as is also

done by TREMELLiua'and Grotius: excepto quod non. There

are no Scriptural examples of such use of '730 or ' 7J3

"ItyX. and this would be enough, even if everv reader did

not feel that thereM-.soniethinK in it at war with the whole

spirit of this profound declaration. In this compound parti-

cle 'SdO the T3 is negative, implying hinderancf. and inten-

sifyinM the negation in the other part. The LXX. have,

therefore, properlv rendered it ottoxt /ni). that not. or rather,

in such a way that not (ottw?, in distinction from tW, refer-

riiia t> the 'miinnfr of ncromplishiug, rather than to the

purpose itself), " He hath so presented It to their minds,
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spect to the profoundest reason why man cannot
thoroughly know and comprehend the works and
reign of God, that is the interriiptiou of the ori-

giiuil pure harmony of his Spirit by means of

sin ; he is so because he would ssem rather, as

it were, purposely to presuppose this fact than
emphatically to express it.

4. Second Division, first strophe. Vers. 12-15.

Pluman happiness is temporally restricted,

consisting mainly in the cheerful enjoyment

that they cannot, etc. So the Targum X/T the Syriac

nSi TN, Rashi vhw no, Aquila <is ovx, Vulgate, Pag-

nin. Drus. Merc, ut non.
That other idea, however, of the word as world, world-

time, world-plan (see ver. 14), which lias heeu so fully dwelt
upon in the Excursus on the Olamic Words, p. 44, harmo-
nizes perfectly with the immediate coute.xt, and the whole
tenor of the deeper reflections contained in this book : The
world-problem hath Qod so put into their hearts (literally,

given in their heart, D^tJ JflJ)—presented to their

minds,—or, as the Vulgate well expresses it, tradidit dispu-
tationi eorum, that, etc. Whether we take it ia the cosiui-

cal or olamic sense, what a comment upon this is furnished
by the ancient schools, Greek, Egyptian, Persian, or Ori-
ental generally, iu their endless cosmogonical disputations
on the world, its first matter, its first moving principle-i,

its origin,—on the question of its duration, whether it had
a beginning or would ever have an end, whether it had
any thiiiLr immutable (to octios of) or was ever phenome-
nal and flowing,—whether there were more worlds than
one, either in time or space—in short, whence it came,
how it existed, and whit was it all for, or what did it

truly mean. These disputations were much older than
Thiiles, and Solomoa must have heard of them, at least,

even if unacquainted particularly with all, or any, of the
theories held. Let any one see, especially, how these dispu-
tations of the early ante-Soci-atic Greek schools are summed
up by XE^opuo^f, JHemorabiiia, 1.14: toi;/ re rrepl rq? tQiv
TravrajK (pvcreio'; tiepiixvutvriov k. t. A., and he will well appri.--

ciate the force of the strong language :
" so that they cannot

find it out lo the end from the beginning,"—especiall3' as
confirmed by the still more striking declaration, viii. 17

:

"yea, though a wise man (a philosopher) say that he knows
it, yet shall he not be able to find it out." In the time sense,
or the olamic sense of the word world, it is still more clear,
especially when regarded as the great olam, or world period,
or world ide i (ver. 14), compared with that list of brief p iss-

mg times mentioned before as belonging to " things beneath
the sun." The writer had presented special seasons belong-
ing to the chief occupations and events of human life—

a

time to plant, a time to love, a time to hate, to mourn, to
rejoice, etc. The fitness of these man could study and per-
ceive, but the great all-containing time, the encircling eter-
nity or world time, who could understand.—God had so pre-
sented this to the human thought, the human mind, that
though it could reason well of passing events, it " could not
find out the end from the beginning." It could not discover
the world idea (ver. 14), that higher wisdom than the natural
from which it all depended, nir that deeper wisdom than na-
ture to which it was all us a means to an end. Even in its

highest state, taking the form of the most lauded science, it

was only the stuily of links (see remarks. Int., Met. Ver.), of
adaptations to adaptations, among which it could never find
beginnings nor ends. Something greater might be divined
by fiiitli, but, otherwise, it was as unsearchable as the wis-
dom so an.\iousIy inquired after. Job x.xviii.: "The deep
saith it is not in me," etc. It was true even of physical
knowledge, that it could not find out its own limits, vvhen
taken comparatively. The individual man occupies but a
point in the groat world cycle. As lldngs go round, he sees,

or may see, "how they are all fair iu their season," each fit-

ting to the one next, and so on, as far as lie may carry his
researches; but what it is all aliout, or what it all means,
that no science of nature can reveal to him. His angle of
vision, even with the mightiest aid it has ever had, or may
expect to have, is too small to take in more than a very few
degrees, or a very few seconds of a degree, in the mighty arc
we are traversing, or have passed during the longest known
times that either history, or the observation of nature, has
revealed to us. The thought is not beyond what may be
ascribed to Koheleth, with liis grand cyclical ideas, and no-
tliiug could be in better harmony with the contexts, or the
peculiar particles by which they are united. There are
some rich honiiletical thoughts arising from such a view of
verses 11th, 14th, and loth, but they I'elong in another
place.—T. L.]

and proper use of the moment, because it

depends on the immutable decrees of divine

laws, claiming fear and humble submission, ra-

ther than bold hope and etfort.

—

I know that
there is no good in them—namely, in the

"children of men," (ver. 10) to whom the D3^3

ver. 11 already referred. Q3 "in them with

them,"* is mainly synonymous with " for them ;"

comp. ii. 24. '.nj^^' is literally, " I have per-

ceived, and I know in consequence thereof;" it

means the past, in its result reaching into the fu-

ture, here also as in ver. 14.

—

But for a man to
rejoice and do good in this life.^Together
with the gratefully cheerful enjoyment of life's

goods, the " doing good " is here named more
distinctly than in chap. ii. 26, as a principal con-

dition and occupation of human happiness. And
therewith is also meant, as that passage shows,
and as appears still more definitely from the pa-

rallels in Ps. xxxiv. 14 ; xxxvii. 3 ; Isa. xxxviii,

3, etc., not merely benevolence, but uprightness,

fulfilment of the divine commands (comp. xii. 13).

For the meaning of 31£3 T\'\\^]l_ in the sense of

"be of good cheer," to be merry (Abkn Ezra,
Luther, de Wette, Knobel, Hitzig, etc.) there

is not a single philological proof; for in chap,

ii. 24; iii. 22; v. 7, etc., there are similar

phrases, but still materially diii'erent from this

one, which express the sense of being merry." f—T"n3 lit., " z« his life" refers again to the

singular Qixn, ver. 11, so that in this verse the
T TT

singular and the plural use of this verb alter-

nates as in the preceding.—Ver. lo. And also
that every man should eat and drink, etc.,

it is the gift of God. Clearly the same thought
as in chap. ii. 24, 25. The particle CDJl, intro-

ducing still another object of perception to 'j^>*T

besides that named already in ver. 12, refers to

the whole sentence. As to the peculiar con-

struction of the first conditional clause without
OX, or other particle, see Ewald, § 357, c.

—

Ver. 14. I know that v^hatever God doeth
it shall be forever. Herein it appears that

all human action is dependent on the eternal

law of God, and that esi>ecially all cheerful, un-
disturbed enjoyment of the blessings of this life,

depends on the decrees of this highest law-giver

and ruler of the world. Comp. the theoretical

description of the ever constant course of divine

laws in chap. i. 4-11.—Nothing can be put to it,

nor anything taken from it. To it (V7|^) namely,

to all that everlastingly abiding order which God

*[It is by no means clear that the pronoun in 1^3 refers
T

to persons. The most natural connection would be with the

things mentioned above, and all summed up in the 7371 TSH

of ver. 11 : "No good in these things except to rejoice, etc."

The in lZ33 73 would not, grammatically, sever this, since
T • :

it does not btlong to the main assertion.—T. L.

t 310 r\lti'>*, t>as not here, as Zockler well says, tho

sense of " being merry ;" neither can it be taken as denoting
beneficence; or even good conduct (doing tho divine com-
maiuls), in a geiiorat moral sense. It strictly means lo do
well, in the sense of jjro'ipority, to have success—correspond-
ing to the Greek eu TrpaTreci', rather than to c5 ttouii', or t5
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makes, to all those eternally valid enactments
of the Most High. For the construction px

fj'pinS, Comp. EwALU, I 237, c. For the sen-

tence: Sirach, xviii. 5; Revelation xxii. 18.

—

And God doeth it, that men should fear
before Him.—And this by those very immuta-
ble laws of his world-ruling activity, on which
men, with all their deeds and destiny, depend

;

comp. ix. 12; 2 Cor. v. 11 ; and for the con-
struction: Ezek. xxxvi. 27; llev. xiii. 15. As in

those places, so also here, the expression "doeth
it that," does not mean "in order that," but "ef-
fecting that" "making it to be so," accomplishing.
By XT "to fear," Koueleth does not mean a

••T '

feeling of terror and horror, but rather that sa-

cred feeling of holy awe which we call reve-
rence; but nevertheless "he here considers this

reverence not as a beneficent blissful sensation,
but rather as a depressing feeling of the vanity
of man in contrast with the boundless fulness of
the power of God, as an inward shudder at the
bonds of the divine decree, which envelop him,
and by which, in his conception, every spiritual
movement is restricted in advance to a certain
measure," (Elster). — Ver. 15. That which
hath been is no-wr, and that which is to
be hath already been.—(WH 133) i. e., is

already long present, comes of old (not exactly
;

is something old, as Hitziu translates, turning
the adverb into a substantive). The second

clause containing P^VTlh "ll^X says, literally,

as in the English rendering: "that which is to

be." For the sentence comp. i. 9; vi. 10, and
especially Job xiv. 5 ; Ps. cxxxix. 15, where still

more clearly than here, is expressed the predes-
tination of all the destinies of man by God.

—

And God requireth that which is past.
(Lit., and God seeketh that which was crowded
out). He again briags forth that which the vi-

cissitudes of time had already crowded out, or
pushed back into the past ; Dcus i?iiitaurat, quod
abiit

(
Vulgate). This signification alone of K'DD"'

T^"}^
^'^ is in accordance with the context,'

not that given in the Sept. Stjriac, Taro., Heng-
STENBERo, etc., according to which the allusion
here would be to the divine consolation and gra-
cious visitation of the persecuted, (Matt. v. 10;
Luke xix. 10, etc.).

5. Second Division, second strophe. Vers. 16-22.
The restriction of human happiness appears es-
pecially in the numerous cases of unsatisfactory,
indeed, apparently unjust, distribution of hap-
piness and unhappiness, according to the moral
worth and merit of men, as this mundane life
reveals it, as well as iu the uncertainty regard-
ing the kind of reward in the world" beyond,
which ever exists in this world below. And
moreover I saw under the sun. The
"moreover" (HI;') refers to ver. 12, and there-
fore introduces something which comes as a new
conception to the one there described (and also
in ver. 14 f), and which holds the same relation
to that as the special to the general.—Tho place
of judgment, etc. Lit., at the place of judg-
ment

; for ^'^'^'} here, and in the subsequent
clause is strictly taken, not as the object of " I

saw," but, as the accents indicate, is an inde-
pendent nominative (or locative)—an abrupt con-
struction wliich produces a certain solemn im-
pression well adapted to the excited feelings of
the poet. D3D*0 and pi2; judgment and °righ-

teousness, diti'er materially as objective and sub-
jective, or as the judgment that must serve tho
judge as the absolute rule for his decisions, and
as the practical judgment in the life of the nor-
mal man

; the latter expression is, therefore,
largely synonymous with "innocence," virtue.'

In contrast to both ideas, Koheleth calls ];U'\r\

"the evil," "the crime," thinking of course, "in
the first place, of objective, and in the second
place of subjective wrong, or, the first time, of
crime as a wicked judge practices it, the second
time, of the wantonness of the wicked in general.
—Ver. 17. God shall judge the righteous
and the wicked.—He will appoint to them,
therefore, that "judgment" which, according
to ver. 16, is so frequently in human life, either
not to be found at all, or not in the right place

;

comp. chap. v. 7; Deut. i. 17; Ps. Ixxxii. 1 If.—

^

For there is a time there for every pur-
pose, and every work.—That is, in heaven
above, with God, the just judge, there is a time
to judge every good and every evil deed of men.
D't/, pointing upwards, (as in Gen. xlix. 24, Dt^^D)

and n;;, here as elsewhere, is the " time of judi-

cial decision, the ternt ;" comp. chap. ix. 11, 12,
as well as the New Testament r'/ukpa, 1 Cor.' iii!

13; iv. 2, etc. Others read Db instead of Wd

:

" Ho has set a time for everything," (Houbigant,
Van der Palm, Douerlein, Hitzig, Elster)]
but which is quite as unnecessary as the tempo-
ral signification of iZDi:/=time, in tempore judicii

(HiERO.NY.Mus), or as referring the expression
to the earth as the seat of the tribunal here
meant (Hah.x), or as the explanation of Di^' ac-

cording to the Talmud, in the sense of " apprai-
sing, taxing" (FuiisT, Vaihinger: " And He
appraises every action "), or, finally, asEwALo's

parenthesizing of the words ]*3n-'7j'7 n>; '3

whereby the sentence acquires the following
form: "God will judge the just and the unjust
(for there is a time for everything), and will
judgeof every deed."*—Ver. 1-8. Concerning

*[L3iy. ver. n, there. This little worJ coiuing in such

connection is most suggestive. The tbousht presented,
though so unobtrusively o.vpresse.l, is, in i-f;iiity, oue of the
moduUiting li:«y notes oi this singular book, "The connec-
tion between this verse, 17lh, and the conimL-ucem'.nit of the
chapter is unuiistakablo. In contrast with the particular
times and occasions there mentioned, there is here placed
the great time, the great olam, to which all the particular
times have reference, and in which they are all to be jud.red.
For there, too, unto every purpose, and for every work,

nt^^'D 73 7l'1 ]*Dn~7D7 there ia an nr,% atimeap-

pointed. It immediately leads the mind away from this

subsolar state ("kJ^^'J/n finp) to that higher world, that

more remote state, or ivorld beyond (.Jenseits) to which all

has reference, and which seems to be constantly in the wri-
ter's mind as an idia, but without locality, or specific man-
ner, or any as-ii'jued or assif^ualjle chronology,—as thou>;h
it were souiethinj; he firmly l)elieved, but could not define,
or even distinctly conceive. It is the basis of all his con-
templations, the ground on which he so firmly rests in tlio

concluding declaration of the book. C^ty may mean any
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the sons of men, that God might manifest
them. As the introductory words: " I said in

my heart," connect the verse with the preceding
one, it assumes the same relation to ver. 16 as to

that, and to CDIXH '^3 n"13n~7L*, and, there-
T T T :

~ ' '
.

fore, the principal thought of this 10th verse is

to be thus supplied : " On account of the sons of

men, does this unfinished toleration of wrong on
earth exist, in order that God may manifest (try)

them, i. c, grant them their free decision for or

against Ilis truth (comp. Rev. xxii. 11). For
1^3, to test, prove, compare chap. ix. 1 ; Dan.

xi. 35, as well as the Rabbinic style, according

to which this verb means "to sift," "to win-

now" (SciiEBiiT, 5, 9). a'riSxn m3'7 is ut.

"for God proving them," a somewhat harsh con-

struction, but which has its analogy in Isa. xxix.

23.

—

That they might see, namely, the sons
of men, for whose instruction the test is indeed
instituted ; since God, for His part, needs not to

see it, for He knows in advance of what men are
made, (Ps. ciii. 14).

—

That they themselves
are beasts. Men are here declared to be beasts,

that is, not better than the beasts of the field,

not on account of their conduct (as Ps. Ixxiii.

22), but on account of their final dissolution,

and their inevitable sinking under the dominion
of death ; couip. ver. 19 f. ; chap. ix. 12, and also

Hab. i. 14 ; Ps. xlix. 20. Therefore, not the bru-
tal disposition, and the lawlessly wild conduct
of the natural mind (Hxtzig, Elster, etc.), but
his subjection to the rule of death, and the curse
of vanity (Rom. v. 12 ff.; viii. 19 If.), furnish the
reason for this placing our race on a level with
the brutes (as Lutheii, Hengstenberg, Vaihin-
QER correctly assume).

—

"They themselves,"

great occasion, crisis, or eventuality, as well as place. Comp.
&en. xi. 9; Ps. cxx.Kiii. 3. As used here, it strongly calls to
mind the Oroelt €Kt'.. mi 1 the manner in wliich tlie poets
employ it 10 exine-,. a similar indefinite contrast with the
present stale or vvor!-,l in like cliaracteristic manner at vied
ev9ASe, here, D('<s.'Ux [Viix .side, of limn). Tlius Medea (10(33)

says to her cliildri.'ii. iv&aLij.ovolTov, as thoui^h giving them
tlie usu il maternal Ide.'^siiifj, and then suddenly checks her-
self with the thought of what is coming

—

IlaTrjp a<j>ei\(T'—
dAA 'EKEI- ra S' E'NQA'AE

"hut TIIERK; all HERE your Fathor'.s hand has taken quite
away." Thnre in that other worlil, or time, or state. The
expression seems to have little or no direct connection with
their mythology, or the labled regions of llarles. but rather
to have come from this innate idea of the liuman soul, or
the moral neceBsity that gives birth to llio tlionglit of home
other world and time than this, but without known chro-
nolo;iy or locality. Things must be balanced; somehow, and
somewhere, and at sometime, the eiinition must be com-
pleted. For a similar use of eicei and ivSJiSe, compare .Es-
chylus Tketldes 2:50, Pindar Olymp. U. 10.5, and, especially,
yialo Re,pu,b.,\&.) D., where both terms are used, with my-
thological reference indeed, but carrying the sain< general
and most impressive thought of an aftiT world, or time of
judgment, as a correspondence to this : oi -ri yap Kiyoiiivo^
HvOoi. 7r€(il Ta)i' iv '.\i5ou, cos TOC 'EN0A'AE aSiKijcrai'Ttt iei

'EHEl SiSbvai &iKT]t> K.T. \.: " tor the myths that are told
u.s respecting Hades (or the uris'-eu), how that the wrong
doer HiilRE niu-it make compen.sation i'Hl'^Rt),—myths once
derided,—now disturb the soul with fwir lest they be true."
This striking passage, taken in its remarkable connection,
shows tliat there wiu*, in the old Greek mind, th it same fear
of "a.judgment to come," of something awtnl after this
World, that is now felt by the cominon modern mind. It

was before Christianity. It created myths, and was not
created by them.—It is the voice of conscience, independent
of all mythologies, but showing itself in all their varied
forms, as though, without some such id^'a, religion would
have uo existence.—T. L.]

i. c., apart from God's redeeming influence, which
can finally secure to their spirit eternal life and
blessedness notwithstanding the subjection of the

body to death (chap. xii. 7, 13).—^H^ casts the

action back on the subject, and serves to bring
out this latter with special emphasis, comp. Gen.
xii. 1; Amos ii. 14; Job vi. 19, etc. According

to EwALD, § 315, a.—on ^'^\} is ^ playful in-

tensity of the sense sometlting like the Latin ip-

sissimi; but Ew.\ld can quote no other proof
than this very passage.—Ver. 19 affords a still

further illustration of the comparison between
men and beasts, which extends to ver. 21 inclu-

sive, with the view of forcibly expressing the
uncertainty of the destiny of the former in and
after their death.—For that which befalleth
the sons of men, befalleth beasts. [Lit.

Ger. For chance are the sons of men, and cliance

the beasts) ; this because tliey are both equally
under the dominion of chance (n^pO, as chap,

ii. 14, 15), because the lot of both is inevitably

marked out for them from without, (Hexgsten-
iberg). But it is arbitrary to refer this appella-

tion "chance," simply to the beginning of life in

men and beasts, as "the issues of a blind fate,"

(Hitzig) and it is in opposition to the remark
immediately following: (in the German) "and
one fate, or chance, overtakes them all;" which
shows that the end of both is death, striking them
all the same inexorable blow ; on which account
it is, by a bold metaphor, called " chance.''

—

As
the one dieth, so dieth the other, that is,

in external appearance, which is authoritative

for the author's present judgment; for he is now
disregarding that life which exists for man after

death, as he simply wishes to call attention to

the transitory character of the earthly existence

of our race.—Yea, they have all one breath,
so that man has no pre-eminence above
a beast, n-ll is here as in ver. 21, not spirit,

in the stricter sense, but breath, or force of life,

the animating and organizing principle in gene-
ral, and is therefore, in that more extended sense,

applicable to men as well as beasts, as in Gen.
vii. 21 f. ; Ps. civ. 29, and chap. viii. 8, of this

book. On account of the broader latitude of the

conception nil, " breath," the following remark,

that man has no preeminence ("ir\13) over the

beast, is meant not in the sense of an absolute,

but simply of a relative equality of both natures;
the poet will place both on the same level only
in reference to the external identity of the close

of their life (and not as Kxobel supposes, wiio

here thinks materialism openly taught).* Comp.

*[The key to the right interpretation of the whole passage,
chap. iii. 18-21, together with a complete delencc to the
charge of materialism which Knobel brings against Kohe-

leth, is found in the phraser jn31 7^', C313'7, and

n? non. lu verse is above. The first is rendered iu

our version, "on account of;" Vulg.ite h.is simply de (de fi-
liis Itominum) ; \xs.. nepl KaKiat vluiv tou di'dp^ujrov ("con-

cerning the talk of men"); So the Syriac {<'7'7'DO 7j?

("according to the speech of the sons of n:eu ") —that ia

"speaking after the manner of men," speaking humanly, or
more tmmano. The other rendering, "on account of," or
'•by reason of" (which is nearer 1 1 the sense of the phrase
elsewhere), comes to very much the same thing, or expresses
the Hame general idea. See I's. ex. 4, where it is rciuleriyi

"after the manner of." It is an iutimatioa that the luu*
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also Ihe dogmatical and ethical section.—Ver.

20. All go unto one place, i. e., men and
beasts; for they both alike become dust, as they

were formed of dust. The following clause

shows that by the "one place," is meant the

earth as a common burial place for the bodies of

men and beasts; and not Scheol, "the house
appointed for all living," (Job xxx. 23).—All
are of the dust, and all turn to dust again.
Comp. Gen. iii. 19; Ps. civ. 29; cvii. 4; Sirach

xl. 11; xli. 10. All these passages, like this

one, regard man solely as a material being, and,

in so far, assert a perfect likeness in his death
to that of beasts. The question whether the

spirit of man shares this fate, is yet unanswered.
The following verse refers to that, not to afford a

definite answer, but to affirm the impossibility

of an answer foundeil on sense-experience.

—

Ver. 21. For who knoweth the spirit of
man that goeth upward'— The interro-

gative form of this and the following clause, is

uuconditionally required by the structure of the

sentence and the context. Therefore TXiVTi is
T T

_

not, as in the masoretic text, to be written with
the n articuli, but with the PI interrogaiivum, (thus,

rivj^n) and the same way in the following, or

ni^l'n. The construction is therefore not, as

in .Joel ii. 14, that of an affirmative question, but
rather that of a doubtful one, expressing uncer-

guiige of the fbllowing verses is hypothetical, or adapted to
a supposed state of things, such a-s Koheletli had called up
before his own mind, that is, "said in his heart." It is the
language of human action. "The Arabian rlietoriciam and

critics havea-peculiar phrase for it,

J\/\ O^'
"the tongue of the condition," or "tlie case speaking."
See Rabbi T.^ncuum, Arabic Ci)mm,e.n'iry on Lamentationa,
III. 36; also niarg. note Grenesis, p. 364. This they get from
the Rabbinical grammarians and interpreters who have a

similar Hebrew phrase, I^IPI piy7, for such cases as this.

All the language following, which seems to represent man
as having no supremacy over the beast, is aflfected by this
hypothetical impression. It is man's judgment upon him-
self as pronounced by his own conduct. The writer, in this
"talking to his lieart," takes men as they are. as they appear,
fallen, worldly, sensual, animal. It is the language of their
lives. It is all that could be gathered by one who confined
himself to this view, or who had nothing to go by but the
observation of the general human conduct,—the way of the
world. Such an interpretation is fortified by what follows

in the same verse: "that God might prove them," mmS
^D'n7Xn, "make it clear to them " by their own experi-
ence, their own ways, how much like beasts they are, or ra-
ther, how much like beasts they live and die, though Ho
had created them in His own image. It calls up Ps. xlix.
12, 29: "Man that is in honor, and understandeth it not, is

like the beasts that perish." In both cases it may be said:
"this their way is their folly," and we have no more right
to charge Epicureanism, or materialism, on the one passage
than on the other. The same impression of hypothetical
speaking is produced, and, perhaps, still more strongly, by

the pronouns tDTn nOH, at the close of that verse.
Zockler's opinion that this is simply an intensive phr.ise
equivalent to ipsissinii U not satisfactory. The Rationalist
Hitzig comes nearer to th'( true view of these pronouns. He
connects them with CD13, to prove them," to " try" (or
test them), to let them see {zurEinsicht zu brinyen) how like
beasts they are. So Smart; "That they might see for
themselves." As is often the case, however, in Hebrew, the
sense is best brought out by the most literal interpretation
the words will bear: "Themselves to themsdves," or, "to
let them see that they are beasts, themselves to themselves ;"

not in their treatment of one another, as Geier and some
others take it (homo lupus hnmini), but rather "in their own
estimation" (see Metrical Version), as they are, or aa they

tainty. As in Ps. xc. 11, or above in chap. ii. 19,

l1 iDy '? points out that the matter is difficult of

conception, not, at first view, clear and apparent,
but rather eluding the direct observation of sense.

This verse does not, therefore, assert an absolut«
ignorance (as Knobel supposes), but rather some
knowledge regarding the fate of the spirit in the

world beyond, though wanting certainty and ex-
ternal evidence. Concerning the return of the
spirit of man to its Divine Giver, it maintains
that no one, in this world, has ever seen or
survived it, just as emphatically, and in like

manner, as John [i. 18 and 1 Epist. iv. 12] as-

serts of the sight of God, that it has never been
granted to any man. A denial of the immortality
of the spirit of man, as an object of inward cer-

tainty of faith [as later testimony from this

standpoint of faith shows, chap. xii. 7], is as

little to be found in this passage as in the asser-

tion of John, "no one has ever seen God," is to

be found a doubt of the fact, certain to faith, of

the future beholding of God (1 John iii. 2).

Ignoring this state of the case, the Masora, in

order to destroy the supposed skeptical sense of

the passage, has punctuated the twice repeated

n, before TVl}? and before mi' as articles, and
so reached the thought maintained by many
moderns (Geier, Dathe, Rosenjiueller, Heng-
STENBERG, Hahn) : "Who knoweth the spirit of
man, that which goeth upward ? and the spirit

of the beast, that which goeth downward to the
earth ?" The only just conception, according to

connection and structure, is that given by the

Sept., Vulg., Chald., and Syr., which not only
the " rationalistic exegesis," as Hengstenberg
supposes, but also Luther, Starke, Michaelis,
Elster, and many others, have adopted, who
are very far from attributing to the Preacher
skeptical or materialistic tendencies.*—Ver. 22.

must appear, to themselves, in the light of their own gene-
ral conduct,—the speaking of their own lives. This view at
once clears Koheleth himself from Kuobel's charge of mate-
rialism; though we see not how, in any other way, it can be
deuied. It is so far from materialibm that, to the devout
reader, it immediately raises the opposite thought. What
Koheleth '^ sai/s iji his heart,'' throughout this passage, is a
mournful rebuke (we will not call it by th- heartless name
of satire) of the worldly, sensual, beastlike life of man;
whilst, by this very aspect of it ho points to a higher des-
tiny which the animal life of mere sense so directly contra-
dicts :

" Who knows it," who thinks of it (see the next mar-
ginal note) 1 and yet the bare thougiit of cuch a super-solar
destiny, though carrying with it no knowledge of condition,
lifts man above the earth and the beasts who descend wholly
into it. There is, also, an evident paronomasia, here, of

"CDVh Hon with the two words nOH^ CDniy, just
preceding; and this also furnishes some reason for the pecu-
liar style of expression, making it all the more forcible to
the Hebrew ears addressed.
Thus also must we render ver. 22, by giving ^jT'XT the

sense ofjiulgment (as in many other places) instead uf sig7it

as a fact. It is the same hypothetical judgment, founded on
human action, or what one must conclude as to " the sup-
posed good," and the human destiny, if determined from
such a standpoint of human conduct.—T. L.]

•[Ver. 21. ^nr '^^,"iuho knoivs" etc. Zockler disposes

of this important passage too easily. From the Hebrew text
as it stands there can be made no other translatiuu than

that given in our English Version. The n in D/lTI and
T T

in HTTn [that goeth up, that goeth doxon] is the article.

This cannot be overthrown, as Stfakt and others attempted
to do, by examples of D interrogative having patach with
dagesh, every one of which, if not wholly anomalous, depends
on peculi.ir conditions that do not here exist. The old Jewish
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A return to the maxim already given in ver. 12,

that ona must cheerfully and joyously seize the

present as now olFered by God. and use it to get

a sure path into the future.—Than that a man
should rejoice in his works—Vt:';^'03, i. e.,

in his labor and efforts in general, in his works

as well as in their fruits ; coinp. v. 18. This

"rejoicing in his own works," is not materially

different from the passage in ch;ip. ii. 24, that

he should make his soul enjoy good in his labor

[HiTziG thinks otherwise], nor from the expres-

sion (ver. 12, 13) "to rejoice and do good," etc.

—For that is his portion

—

i. e., for nothing

faith'r is allotted to him here below, comp. ii.

10.—For who shall bring him to see what
shall be after him ?—That is. not into the

condition after duath, into the relations of human
life in another world, but, as shown by the pa-

rallel passages, ch. vi. 12; ii. 19: into the future

conditions of human life, into the relations as

they shall be on earth after his departure from
life (especially in his immediate surroundings

and .'-phere of activity, comp. ii. 19). This sen-

tence involves, therefore, neither a denial of the

persoiijil cotitinuance of man (Hitzig), nor an
authorization of the Epicurean principle : ''En-

joy before death, that you may not go out

gnitiim-irians, wlio have never been surpassed in their tho-

rough knowledge of these niinutiK of their langu ige. liave

reduced the matter to rules by an exhuustive induction tliat

leaves no doubt. One of these rules is, that every Hi*!Op PI

or he kamc.zatus, to use their technics [or H with t] be-

fore y, is every where the article of sp> cificatiou [n j.^'T H],

Dover the interro<i;ative. It might have b en so said in re-

spect to the gutturals generally, with a very f-w except cln^

li'aving their peculiar reasons not here found. But in the
case of y there are no exceptions. This settles the question

for the word TyIVT] even if it had stood alone. But there
T T .

13 the participle nT"^rn presenting a still stronger case

for the article. Here H c-innot he interrogative. The
attempt to make it so woul 1 onlj- interfere with another rule
wliich is settled without oxceptiun, namely, tlia" H interro-

gative may cause dagesh in a radical t'olli>\ving if it has
nchcwa [n^lltJ'], biit never without ir, so that the H in

j^Ti^n [the radical "i having its vowel cholem] must be the

pronominal article (thnf which goeth down). This is con-

firnu'd by Aben-Ezra, Rabbi Schelomo, B'^n Melocli, Kimchi,
and others. In fact, the best Jewish authorities are here

a!l one way. But then. It is gratuitously said, the authors
of the Masora changed the punctuation. Tliere is neither

reason nor authority for such an assertion. The LXX. in-

d.'cd hns ei avafiaivei (if ii ascendx), but this Version was
m.vle from unpointed Hebrew, and, on such a question, set-

tles nothing against the better understanding of the Mriso-

rites. The Vnlgiite follows the LXX. [si asrendat], and llie

Syriac has every appearance of having be.n here conformed
to the Hreik, as in many other places. Besides the LXX.
and Vulgate rendering would not correspond to the T^

interrogative, but rather to the particle r^X (if), which
would be the best word in Hebrew if sucli aduulit were to be

expressed: nii' cDXi x'H hS;' lDX hoh ;nv '0.

If we look at the internal evidence, the case for the article

will be found still stronger. Taking the passage ai SrUAUT
does and Ilrrzio ; or as it is somewhat qu ilifiel by ZiJCKLiOR,

we find ourselves involved in ti-rrible dillicultits. We
rannot rest with ascriliing to Koh'-lctb merely ignoranc",

or non-reiognitiou, of the doctrine of the soul'- survival.

That might, with some re.ason, be said of an Old Testament
writer generally, numely, that he says nothing about it,

lind seems to have no knowledge of ii This is not, how-
ever, th(^ case with Kolxleth He h;id donbtt'ss heard an
echo 01 the old belief, hebl, beyond all ilonbt, by nat ntn
cotemporary, and so curtly exin-es.-od in the tirceiiM

Prania, as something that had conio down from ancii.-iit

TO crui/.(.a 5 ei? yrjv.

empty " (Knobel), nor, indeed, any reference to

the world beyond, but simply an exhortation to

profit by the present in cheerful and diligent oc-
CLipation, without being anxious and doubting
about the future, which is indeed inaccessible to

our human knowledge. Hengstexbekg justly
observes: "Man knows not what God will do,"
ver. 11. Therefore, it is foolish to chase after
happiness by toilsome exertion, or to be full of
anxiety and grief, ver. 9, 10 ; and quite as fool-

ish (chap. vi. 12) to engage in many wide reach-
ing schemings, to chase after the cahf/MTrj-a -rrloh

-ov (1 Tim. vi. 17) to gather and heap for him to

whom God will give it, ii. 2(); but, on the contrary,
it is rational to enjoy the present. Properly
understood, therefore, this verse draws its prac-
tical consequence not from the verses 19-21 im-
mediately preceding, but from the contents of the
entire chapter.

APPENDIX TO THE EXEGETICAL.
[Interpretatiox OF Verses 11, 14, 15: the

Inquisition of the Ages, ver. 15, iZ3''n'7Nni

^TlJ nx ^P-?./ This remarkable language

is rendered, in our English Version, "God re-

quireth that which is past," or, as given in the

He shows his knowledge of the dogma, as a belief existing,
and then denies its truth, or attempts to throw doubt upon
it. This is certainly strange, unexampled, we may say, in
the Old Testament. Worse than all, he not only denies it,

but scotlingly denies it, as though it were an absurd thought,
should it even chance to occur to one of these poor creatures
whose vain condition he is so graphically describing — a
foolish hope, itself a r'a?!rta.s vanitatinn. He sneers at it as
something which miaht be vainly held ly afew—some early
Efsene ciremmrs perhaps—liut was wholly contrary to sense
and ex|)erieni:e. No one knows any thing about it. It would
be something like the sneer that used to be heard from the
coarser kind of infidels—who ever siiw a soul ? This cannot
be the serious Koheleth, the man, too, who so expressly, so
solemnly siys, xii. 7, "'that the spirit does go up to God
who gave it."

How then shall we take the question ynv '^? There is

but one way, and that seems conclusive of the view pre-
eenteil in the note page 71. It does not express the disbe-

lief or even doubt of KoHELETH, but is, in fact, bis repn of of
men m general, as he sees them livinj; and acting in his day.
Their lives are a denial of any essential difference between
man and the brute. Who among them knows—who recog
nizes— this great difference? Moreover, the expression

V'^V 'D must be taken as an universal or a partial nega-

tion, according to the ideas that necessarily enter into the
context; as in chap ii. 19, it is equivalent to nonne. knows.
So in Ps. xc. n,'"wlio knoweth the power of tbine finger,"—

a

thing most real, yet hard to be apnre. iated. Compare also

.Joel ii. 14; Jon. iii. 9, CZinjI 3rj' J-IT'"'? ^^^'^'® **

expre«se8 a hope, "who knows but he may turn and re-

pent." In Isaiah liii. 1. a precisely similar expression, "who
hath believed our report." denotes what is most rare. So
in Ps. xciv. 16, "who will rise up for me against the enemy?"
Again, "who liath kmnvn the mind of (he l^ord," Hom. xi.

34 (ti? yUft eyi'io. c.i.i/)irivi! 7ern;,nnvil). This, says S. B.vsiL,

signi/icat non qund olmnrdum est, sed qvnd rarum. So here:

How few, if any, recfir/nizr the great truth, the great difler-

en;e between man and beast? Tlie context, the general as-

pect of the ])assage, tosefher with what the writer most se-

riou-'ly affirms in other places, must all be consider<'d : and
it woiild show, we think, that in uttering this complaining
query, he was only the more stronirly expressing his indivi-

dual opinion, or feeling rather, of the mighty, yet nidueded
difference. There must surely be for man somelhinsr better

than all this dying vanity, if he would only reeognizc it.

That I'T mav have this sense, is shown by the use of the

verb in many places, and especially by the infinitive noun

nrHi whicii often means briii'/, npinmn. tenet, etc. Zocki,er"8

reference to John i. IS; "No man hath seen God at any
time," we cannot help regarding as containing a fallacy of
interpretation, and as being, in reference to this passage,

quite irrelevant.—X. L.J
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margin, " that which is drivcu away."

—

Zockler
has das VerdrdiKjte, that which is piisheil away,

crowded out. None of these give the exact force

of ^1"^^, nor do they seem to recognize the very

peculiar figure which is so strongly suggested by

nmj and ti'P?; when thus taken together.

Pursmd, the true rendering, is something diflfei--

ent from being driven atv^i;/, or crowded out. The
expression does, undoubtedly, refer to time past,

but not after the common representation of

something left behind us, but rather of something

sent before, or gone before, which is chased and

shall be overtaken. It is miore like an idea very

frequent in the Koran, and coming undoubtedly

from the auaieut Arabic theology, tiiat the lives

of msn, and especially their sins, are all gone

before to meet them at the judgment. The
pj'it of tiim is a common figure in all languages,

and especially its great swiftness

—

sed fujit in-

te'-e'jfujit irreparabile teinpus. The representation

of the ages driving away their predecessors, and
taking their places, is also a familiar one, as in

Ovid Met. XV. 181:

ut undi impsUitur unda,

Urgeturque prior iienieriti, urijeiqne priorem,

Tempora sic fugiunt pariter pariterque sequimtur.

The figure here, however, although presenting
this general image, has sometiiing else that is

both rare and striking. We know it from the

words HT^J and t^p.5! which, as thus used,

immediately call up the idea of the flying homi-

cide with the avenger or the inquisitor [K?p3D]

behind him. See how HIT is used in such pas-

sages as Deut. xix. 6 ; Josh. xx. 5 [7J<J ^HTl^

U\ npn nnx ainj, and K?p,3, denoting in-

quisitor (pursuer or avenger), in places like 2

Sam. iv. 11 [iOT HN tr'p.^X], Ezck. iii. 18,

20; xxxiii. 8, and, without CDT [blood], 1 Sam.
XX. 16, besides other places where this old law
of pursuit is referred to. They all show that

the words [and especially 'dp2] h.ad acquired a

judicial, a forensic, or technical sense. The
figure here, however strange it may seem, can
hardly be mistaken : God will make inquisition
for that which is pursued, that which has gone
before us, seemingly fled away, as though it had
escaped forever. They are not gone, these past
ages of wrong; they shall be called up again.
They shall be overtaken and made " to stand up
in their lot," at some "latter day" of judgment
and inquisition. There can be no severance of

times from each other; WH "133 rn'ni!' n"3;
T : T T V T

What was is present now
;

The future has alreatly been;
And God demands again the ages fled.

The thought is closely allied to th« cyclical idea
so prominent elsewhere in this book (see i. 9, 10;
vi. 10), and the idea of the olam as the unity of
the cosmos in time. As each power or thing in

space, according to an old thought existing long
before Newton, is present dynamically and sta-

tically in every other part of space, so is every

time present in every other time, and in the

whole of olamic duration. The cosmos is one in

both respects. It is the D'71^ of God " to which
nothing can be added (ver. 14) and from which
nothing can be diminished." But besides this

cyclical idea, which would seem like asserting an
actual reappearance, it may be said, with equal

emphasis, that the ages come again in judgment,

ami as really, too, in one sense, as when they

were here, in the events to be judged. God shall

arraign these homicidal centuries ;
" He shall

call to them and they shall stand up, and say

here we are" (Isa. xlviii. 13; Job xxxviii. 36).

It is the same great idea of judgment that seems

to pervade all the writer says, and which comes
out so clearly, and so solemnly, at the close :

" For God will bring every work into judgment,

with every secret thing, whether it be good, or

whether it be evil." It is that great thought

which has ever been in the souls of men, and
which they cannot get rid of. It appears in the

Old Testament, Vs. i. 5 [lD^JTI^-I n^p^ N^

1331^33, "the wicked shall not stand in the

judgment];" Daniel xii.; Eccles. xii. 14; Job

xxi. 30 [V^ lt?r\' TH uDvh '3] ; Proverbs and

Prophets sparsim. How prominent the idea,

though indefirkite as to time and manner, in the

Greek di'amatic poetry: there must be retribu-

tion for wrong, however it may take place, and
however long delayed,—retribution open, penal,

positive, and not merely as concealed in blind

physical consequences. It presents itself mora
or less in all mythologies ; but its deepest seat is

in the human conscience. If there is any thing

that may be called a tenet of natural religion, it

is this, that there will be, that there must be, a
righting of all wrongs, and a way and a time for

its manifestation. It holds its place amid all

speculative difficulties ; it rises over all objec-
tions that any philosophy, or any science, can
bring against it in respect to time, place, or
manner ; it remains in the face of all doubts and
questions arising out of any doctrine of eschato-
logy, so called. Deeper than any speculative
reasoning lies in the soul the feeling that tells us
it must be so. AVe cannot bear the thought that

the world's drama shall go on forever without
any closing act, without any avvTe?,eia, reckoning,
or winding up, whether final, or preparatory to

some higher era. We cannot read a poor work
of fiction, even, without feeling pain if it does
not end well,—if right is not made clear, and
wrong punished, even according to our poor
fallen standard of right and wrong. The worst
man has more or less of this feeling. We have
all reason to fear the judgment ; but when the

mind is in something of a proper state, or when
reason and conscience are predominant, the soul

would rather suflFer the pain arising from the

risk and fear of the individual condemnation,
than obtain deliverance from it by the loss of the

glorious idea.

This doctrine of judgment is not only in har-

mony with that cyclical idea which is strongly

suggested by the general aspect of the passage,

and especially by what immediately precedes ia

this same verse, but may be regarded, in some
respects, as identical with it. If any choose so
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t&Tiew it, the ages past may be said to be judged
in the ages that follow, though still iu connection
with the thought of some general and linal mani-
festation. Such is the view which is most im-

pressively given by Rabbi Schelomo in his com-
ments on the passage. He deduces from it a

notion similar to one that is now a favorite with

some of our modern authorities. It is, that his-

tory repeats itself; the events in one age being

types o>" succeeding events on a larger scale iu

another. The Jewish writer has the same
thought, though he gives it more of a retributive

aspect, as though these types came over again in

judgment. As we should expect, too, he draws
his examples from the Scriptural history, or from
traditions connected with it. Thus Esau pursues

Jacob. It is the same thing coming over, on a
larger scale, when Egypt pursues the children of

Israel. Other examples are given from other

parts of the Jewish history, and then ho says,

generally: "that which is going to be in the

latter day is the exemplar [riOjn, it should be
nOJ'l, a Rabbinical word formed from the

Greek ddy/ia, Trapafcy/za] of what already has
been; as in the first, so it is in the last"

[njltyXIJ Iti'KD njnnXJj. He means that

the first event is the ddyfia, the Tvapdchr/fia,

or paradigm, to which the latter is adapted,

either retributively, or for some other purpose,
and taken, generally, on a larger scale.

The commentary of Aben Ezra on the passage

is also well worthy of note. His general remark
on the whole verse is that God's way is one—that

is, that the world, whether regarded in space

or time, has a perfect unity of idea, niy>'0

nnx "jIT '7^ IZD'n7Jt, and then he thus proceeds

to explain the verse: "What was (oris), already
had thei'o been like it, and that which is to be, of

old there had been the same ; and that which is

pursued (^TIJ), or the past, is that which is

present, and that (the present) lies between the

past and the future. The meaning of it is that

God seeks from time that it shall be pursued,
time pursuing after time, and never fail; for the

time that is past again becomes the present
noi^'n that which stands], and the time that is

to be, shall be again like that which was, and so

it is all one time. If we divide time into the fu-

ture and the past, then, in the course of things

ClXli the wheel, or mundane orbit), it becomes
clear that every portion ever pursues after one
point (or towards one point), and that is the

centre, so that the portion that was in the East
appears again in the West, and conversely; and
to the place of the world's revolution there is no
beginning from which such motion commences;
for every beginning is,an end, and every end a
beginning, and that which is pursued, that is the

centre, and so it is clear to us that all the work
of God is on one way,"—or, as we would say, on
one idea, ever repeating itself. See something
like this in the Book of Problems, ascribed to

Aristotle, Vol. XIV., Leip.; Prob. XVIII., Sec.

3, on the question, " How shall we take the terms
Before and After?" (on the supposition of an
eternal repeating cycle).

It is the idea in ver. 14 which seems mainly to

have influenced Aden Ezii.v, and other Jewish

commentators [such as Levi Ben Gerson, in his
profound book entitled Milchamoth ha-Schem'], in
the interpretation of these words of the 15th:
"I learned that all which God made is for eter-

nity [or the world time, oSl^'b] ; to it there is

no adding, and from it there is no diminishing,
and God made it that men might fear before
him." This, in their view, would seem to refer
not merely to the amount of matter in the cos-
mos, or the amount of force, or motion, or even
to the amount of space and time assigned to it,

but to the amount of eventualities making up the
olam,—or, as we might rather say, the amount
of historical action, as one great drama, hiiving
a perfect unity, both of movement and idea, so
thai any change would be a diminution or an
addition, out of harmony with the one great spi-
ritual thought to whose manifestation it is de-
voted. This is shown, "that men might fear be-

fore him," VJ370, in the presence of such a
God ; as thougli there was something more awful
in such an exhibition of the eternal thought, than
in any display of mere power, whether in the
(natural or the eupernatnral. See remarks on
the Divine constancy in the greater movements of

Nature, and the quotation from Cicero in Note
on the Olamic Words, p. 51.

Some modern writers who dogmatize about the
supernatural, and deny its possibility, might,
perhaps, regard the philosophizing author of
Koheleth, especially when thus interpreted by
these Jewish doctors, as being of the same opi-

nion. Thus, in ver. 14, he would seem to say,

that there is no change out of a fixed law and
fixed idea of the universe, whatever may have
been his conception of the world's extent. There
is no addition, no diminution, and this would
seem to exclude every thing that was not pro-
vided for in the original arrangement of forces,

and in the system of causation which it embraces,
with all its machinery, great and small. Now
we may say that these venerable Rabbis, although
sincere and devout believers in the supernatural,
understood the nature of this argument as well

as any of its modern, English, French and Ger-
man propounders. No where has it ever been
more profoundly discussed than by Levi Beic

Geuson in the Sixth book of the work before re-

ferred to, where he treats of Jliracles and Pro-
phecy,—although written nearly six hundred
years ago. If by the supernatural is meant any
departure from the system of things which God
arranged from the beginning, or any change in

the great series of causes and effects, antecedents

and consequents, which constitute the sum of
things, including the Divine will, thought, and
action, among them,—then is there no superna-
tural. But til is would be reducing the whole
great question to a trifling play upon words. If,

however, by the words supernatural, or miracu-
lous—though they do not mean exactly the same
thing—there be intended the changes which God
Himself may introduce into the visible nature,

"according to the counsel of His own will," but
which are physically connected with no prior

working of cosmical dynamical agencies, then

there is a supernatural, although this supernatu-
ral belongs as much to the one great idea, or

system of things, as the moat seemiugly regular
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causation, or most familiar sequence of aYitece-
dents and consequents ever presented to our
senses. Far more than this— it is not merely a
part of that one great idea, but truly constitutive
of it, as its very essence. The supernatural, as
differing from the merely miraculous, is some-
thing eternal, lying above nature, upholding na-
ture in its origin, regulating its creative days,
sending into it new creative words to raise it to
higher and still higher planes, deflecting, if need
be, its general course, and, at times, interrupting
its movements, thus producing what we call mi-
racles, prodigies, signs, etc. These, however, in
distinction from originating or creating acts,
must be regarded as l)elonging to a world, or to
a department of the world, where evil, or moral
irregularity, predominates. We may feel war-
ranted in saying, that in a state sinless in the
beginning, if God had so willed to secure it, or
which had continued sinless, if God had so willed
to keep it, or in one which had reached a sinless
condition, and where the moral order was un-
broken, there would be no miracles, so called, no
interruptions in the constant harmonious series
of things and events.

, There would be no need
of them

;
for nature itself would be religious,

ever manifesting instead of hiding God. In such
constancy of movement there would be, for holy
souls, no dimming of the Divine glory, no deify-
ing of second causes, no veiling of a personal
Deity under the sheltering name of natural law.
There would be sublimity, admiration, exalted
contemplation, reverence never lowered, adorino-
study never tiring, wonder never diminished by
familiarity,_all mirandu, yet no miracula, as we
now use the term, no prodigies, portents, orifMEla,
repara, arresting signs, startling displays of
power, such as may be demanded in the regula-
tion of that lower sphere where moral and spiri-
tual disorder have their mirrored counterpart in
a dark and refracted nature. In such a fallen
world, however, miracles, signs, etc., may b-
parts of the Divine plan, having their proper
place, and to be brought in at such intervals of
time, with such intermissions, and in such ways
as the eternal wisdom may decide. They are all
tn the great idea, together with all such means if
need be, for their bringing out in time. If not
regular, in the sense of calculable recurrence
they are all regulated. They belong to the

oVi.!?, the world, or whole (ver. 14), which
cannot be added to nor diminished. "God hath
done It that men may fear before him " To a
f^illen race there is ground for fear both ways
There is something awful for them, both in the
constant and in the portentous. To such a mo-
ral state there is something terrible in this fix-
edness of nature; it so shows us our impotence,
our dependence, notwithstanding all our boasts
of what our reason, or our science, are going to
achieve; it gives us such just reason to fear ifwe have no higher faith to allay it, lest we may
perchance be crushed in some unknown and
unknowable turning of its mighty wheels,—and
this, too, notwithstanding the petty victories
which we now and then seem to obtain over it
but which may be only a deflecting of its resist-
less movement into some more destructive chan
nel. On the other hand, there is the dread'of

he portentous, the "coming out from his
(hiding) place" of the spiritual power that men
would so gladly forget, or veil from themselves
under the deification of nature and natural
law.

It is thus that Rabbi Schelomo interprets the
language as referring to the fear of the porten-
tous : " The Blessed One, in the beginning of Hig
work, had purposed how the world should be
and no change can take place in it either by way
of increase or diminution. When it is changed
(or appears to be changed) it is God that docs it
He commands and ettects the change, that men
shouldfear before him." That is, the belief in the
supernatural, or in some higher power and will
that can, and does, change the visible course of
nature as presented to our sense and our expe-
rience, is, for us, the ground of all reli<^ion—
tliat i.s, of all "/ear of the Lord''—the fena DNT
nliT being the Hebrew name for religion in
its essential definition, as niH' "j-n i^the ivay

of the Lord) denotes its practical action. And
then he proceeds: "Thus it was that Oceanus
broke its bound in the generation of Enosh, and
inundated one-third of the world; and this God
did that men might fear before 11 im. Again, for
seven days the course of the sun was changed in
the generation of the flood, and this was that
men might fear before Him." After these semi-
scriptural, semi-traditional instances, he men-
tions the turning back of the ten degrees in the
days of Hezekiah. "All this was done that men
might fear before Him." And then he concludes,
as the Jewish writers generally do, "that it is
not good for man to engage in useless physical

disputation (pIDj^'S), or to study any thing but
the commands and ways of God, and thus to fear
before Him." See Job xxviii. 21-28.

In rendering the 15th verse, the Vulgate pre-
sents the idea of cyclical renovation : quodfactum
est ipsum permanet ; gusefutura sintjamfuerunt, et
Deus imtaurat quod abit—^' God renews what is
past." The LXX. seems to have in view the idea
of retribution in its very literal rendering,

Osbg (^t/T^GEL Tov 6iuK6/iEvov, where there would
appear to be an allusion to the fleeing homicide.
The Syriac: "That which was before is now,'
and all that is to be has been, and God seeks for
the pursued that is pursued." The tautology
arose, perhaps, from some dim perception of the
idea, but in the attempt to make it clear, the
Syriac has only made it the more obscure.

It would seem to have been an old Rabbinical

fancy to represent one world, or qSi^', thus fol-
lowing another, or one cycle of events making
way for another, by the birth of Jacob with his
hand upon Esau's heel. We have this imagery
of the idea in a strange passage from the Apoc-
ryphal book of 2 Esdras chap. vi. 7 : " Then an-
swered I and said, what shall be the parting
asunder of the times ; or when shall be the end
of the first and the beginning of it that follow-
eth ? And he (the angel) said unto me, from
Abraham unto Isaac, when Jacob and Esau were
born of him, Jacob's hand held fast the heel of
Esau; for Esau is the end of the world [the

C371;; aluv'] and Jacob is the beginning of it
that followeth. The hand of man is betwixt the
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heel and the hand. Other question, Esdras, ask

thou not." The book is apocryphal, but it shows

the reasoning of its day, and how some of the old

language was understood.—T. L.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

(
Willi Ilomiletical Hints.)

The two halves of this section, of which the

one (vers. 1-11) presents the reason for the tem-

poral restriction of earthly happiness, and the

other (vers. 12-22) the nature of this earthly and

temporal happiness, are to each other as the

theoretical and practical part of a connected series

of reflections on the theme of the temporal na-

ture of all human efforts and deeds. The clause,

that " to every thing there is a season," or the

theoretical principal part of the reflection, is

subservient to the clause, " rejoice and do good

in tliy life," as a foundation sustaining the prac-

tical. The illustrations of the immutability of

the eternal decrees of God (vers. 14, 15), of the

ever just distribution of human destinies in the

next world (vers. 16, 17), and of the total un-

certainty of the fate of the spirit of man after

death (vers. 18-21), ai-e but subsequent glances

from the practical to the theoretical portion,

•whereby is specially shown, in various ways, the

necessity of a joyous and diligent use of the pre-

sent, in order thus to lend more emphasis to the

final exhortation to rejoice in the works of this

life. The entire contents of the chapter are there-

fore, substantially, of an exhortatory character,

a reference to the eternal rule of the Highest,

that insures to the man, who walks in His paths,

happiness in the next world, if not in this, and

thus encourages him to grateful and cheerful en-

joyment of present blessings, and to unalloyed

confidence in the benevolent and assisting hand

of God. The theme of Kohbleth's present

section, according to the just observation of

Hengstenberg, is mainly in unison with the ex-

pression of Jeremiah (x. 2.3) :
" I know, Lord,

that the way of man is not in himself; it is not

in man that walkoth to direct his steps," or, with

the ground thought of the hymn of consolation

in affliction,

I know, tny God, that all mine acts,

And doings rest upon thy will,

—

or of the verses.

or this.

Why, then, fihould I repine,

And on the future think?

On Heaven's hlessing, and its grace,

Is all uiy care reposed,

and others similar. Only in this text there is no
necessity of referring the consoling tendency of

the section specially to the people of Israel as an
Uccletiia prrsxa, suffering amid stern persecutions

and ill treatment on the part of external enemies.

For if t!ie chapter presents also some allusions to

BuiFerings and wrongs as prevalent occurrences

in the epoch and surroundings of the author,

(vers. 16-18, and comp. also for the impossibility

of the origin of these descriptions from the Solo-

mon of history: Int. p. 13) nothing at all can

be discovered in illustration of these sad events,

from the stand-point of the theocratic and re-

demptive pragmatism of the prophets. The de-

scriptions in question Jnaintain, rather, a very

general character, and nowhere reflect on the in-

dividual position, or the redemptive calling of
the people of Israel. For which reason, also,

these must be condemned as forced and artificial,

that allegorical conception of the introductory
verses 1-8, by virtue of which Hekgstekbeeg
and some predecessors would discover here spe-
cial allusions to the changing destinies of the
people of God, and explain " to be born," and
"to die," in the sense of Isa. liv. 1 ; Hab. i. 12;
and " to plant," and " to pluck up," in the sense
of Ps. Ixxx. 8, 12; "to kill," and "to heal," in

the sense of Hos. vi. 1; "to break down" and
"build up," in the sense of Jeremiah xxiv. 6;
xxxi. 6; xlii. 10. In the practical treatment of

this section, this specific redemptory reference,

together with others, may certainly have its due
influence, but it can lay no claim to exclusive

attention.

In the practical and homiletical treatment of

this chapter, ive are to give special care to the

consideration of the very characteristic asser-

tions regarding the world that is set in the hearts

of men, (ver. 11.), and the equality of the final

destiny of men and beasts in death (vers. 18-21).

On the basis of the former passage we should

develop the elements of the doctrine of the know-
ledge of God, to be derived from nature, and the

eternal nature and calling of man, (comp. Fabri,
^^ 'fime and Eternity," already quoted, especially

pp. 60 fl".). In connection with the second part,

on the contrary, we demonstrate that double
character of human nature, belonging iu the

body to time, but in the Spirit to God and eter-

nity, and point out the practical consequences
resulting therefrom for the feelings and the con-

duct of the cliildren of God. In addition to the

homiletical hints quoted below from Tauleb,
jNIelanchthon, etc., comp. especially Kleinert,
on the Old Testament doctrine of the Spirit of

God [Annual for Germaji Theology, 1867, No. 1,

p. 13): The enlivening and elevating truth, that

our flesh lives through the Spirit of God (Gen. ii.

7), becomes in Koheleth a two-edged sword,

that turns against its own rejoicing; since all

life is from God, that of man as of beast, (iii. 19,

20) ; our life is that of something foreign to us,

and belongs not to us (comp. viii. 8), but must
again give up its substance at another's behest,

to become what it was—dust, (iii. 20; xii. 7).

To treat the unity of thought in a comprehen-
sive and homiletical style, one might most fit-

tingly take up vers. 11 and 12, and make a for-

mula of them, something in th« following man-
ner : "^-Is a citizen of the ivorld, and an heir of eter-

nity, man should thankfully enjoy the pleasures of

this life, and by a conscientious performance of its

duties gather fruits propitious for eternity." Or,

"Live nobly in time, and eternity will crovn thee."

Or, " Seek in time to live thy eternal life ; then

will it, in the future, certainly be thine." Comp.
also these lines of Bohme :

From conflict ever freed is he,

To whom the eternal is as time,

And time is as eternity.

nOMILETICAI, HINTS ON SEPARATE PASSAGES.

Ver. 1. Brenz : Solomon condemns in the be-

ginning of this chapter all anxious reflection
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and care concerning earthly things, above all,

useless worldly anxiety. For this is so deeply
rooted iu the minds of many, indeed of most men,
that it can scarcely be eradicated. This is a tor-

ment not only of a very painful, but of an en-

tirely useless character. Nearly all other trials

and troubles can be easily borne, and oppress
only the body ; but anxiety ruins both body and
soul.—Therefore Solomon here says: Act ever

so justly or unjustly, and torture thyself with
care till death, thou wilt travail in vain before
the completion of the time fixed by God. For,

everything occurs according to His divine ar-

rangement, iu His o\vn time, without our inter-

vention.

LuTHKR : That nothing occurs before the hour
arrives which has been determined by God, So-
lomon proves by examples drawn from all hu-
man affairs, and says: There is a time to build
up and a time to break down, elc, and concludes
therefrom that all human resolve in thought, re-

verie, or effort, is simply a phantom, a shadow,
an illusion, unless it be first resolved iu heaven.
Kings, princes, lords, may hold their councils
and resolve what they will; the thing whose
hour has come, will occur; the others stand still

and hinder and impede each other. And al-

though it may seem that the hour is now come,
nothing will take place till the hour does come,
although all men on earth should tear themselves
to pieces. God permits neither kings, princes,
lords, nor wise men on earth to set the dial for
Him. He will set it; and we are not to tell Him
what it has struck. He will tell us. Christ says
in the gospel: My hour is not yet come, etc.—
H.VMANN: We find here a series of contradictory
things and actions which occur in human life,

but which cannot possibly exist together, and
hence each has its special time. That moment is

fixed for everything which is the best and the
most fitting for it. The beauty of things consists
in this moment of their maturity which God
awaits. He who would eat the blossom of the
cherry to taste the fruit, would form a faulty
judgment regarding it; he who would judge of
the cool shade of the trees from the temperature
of winter, and their form in this season, would
judge blindly. And we make just such conclu-
sions regarding God's government and its pur-
pose !

Vers. 2-8. Geier (ver. 2) : Plants and trees are
set and tended on account of their fruits, and the
unfruitful are rooted up. Art thou then, man,
planted in the garden of the Lord, but unfruit-
ful, beware, and reform, else wilt thou also be
rooted up? Luke xiii. 6fF.

Starke (ver. 3, 1st clause): God is so gra-
cious that He wounds and lacerates the hearts
of men for their own good, but heals them a^ain
by the assurance of His grace, and the pardon of
sins. Hos. vi. 1.

Hengstenberq (ver. 3, second clause): The
people of God have the advantage therein that
the destructive activity is ever a means and a pre-
paration for the conatructive, and that the final
purpose of God is ever directed to the latter.
Therefore one can be cheerful and consoled in
the kingdom of God, during the momentary ac-
tivity of destruction.—(Ver. 8): The epoch in
which this b.ook was written, was mainly a "pe-

riod of hatred," as the faithful learned it by daily
and painful experience. But they were assured
by the word of God that, in some future time, a
"period of love would come, such as they had
not seen" (Isa. xlix. 23; Ix. 16; Ixvi. 12), and
while hoping for this it was more easy for them
to accept the seeming hatred from the same dear
hand that would dispense the love The
whole finds its end iu the sweet name of peace,
which is so engraven on the heart of the church
militant. Peace, peace, to him that is far off, and
to him that is near, saith the Lord, Isa. Ivii. 19.
Vers. 9, 10. Luther: Before the hour comes,
thought and labor are lost. But we are, never-
theless, to labor, each in his sphere and with di-
ligence. God commands this; if we hit the hour,
things prosper

; if we do not, nothing comes of
it, and thus no human thought avails. They,
therefore, who wouJd anticipate God's hour, strug-
gle, and have nothing but care and sorrow.
Starke (ver. 10) : Sin causes man to have

many cares, dangers, and vexations in the em-
ployments of life. Gen. iii. 17. It is not the ac-
tive but the permissive will of God, that permits
.sinful men to experience these various evil re-
sults of their sins.

Ver. 11. Brenz :—Although God has created
all things in the best and wisest way, and fitted
them to our needs, our own will, and our short-
sighted earthly wisdom nevertheless prevent us
from deriving the profit and enjoyment there-
from which the beasts find in the'worksof God.
Geier:—In searching out the works and ways

of God be careful not curiously to seek things
hidden of' God, and on the contrary to neglect His
revealed will to the injury of our souls.
Starke:—The indwelling desire of thehuman

soul to live eternally is a remnant of the divine
image. that we would endeavor to calm this
feeling in the right manner, how happy then
would we be!

Elster :—The ability of man to reflect in him-
self the harmony of the world ( ? more correctly,
the eternal power and divinity of the Most High
mirrored in the things of the world) is indeed a
power in v. liose perfect exercise the individual is

impeded by individual weakness. Because the
original, pure harmony of the spirit, is obscured
in the inner man, he cannot comprehend that
which exists without him in its full purify and
truth; and that which is highest he is only able
to comprehend imperfectly, namely, the eternal,
divine, creative thoughts which form the inner-
most essence of things.

Vers. 12-15. Melanchthox (vers. 12, 13):—
These words are not intended satirically to illus-
trate the principles of a man of Epicurean en-
joyment, but to express the seriously meant doc-
trine that the things of this world are to be used
and enjoyed according to divine intent and com-
mand, and also to impart directions for the happy
and temperate enjoyment of them. We must,
therefore, look in faith to God, perform the
works of our calling, implore and await God's
help and blessing, bear patiently the toils and
burdens that He sends, and then certainly know
that, so far as our labor is crowned with success,
this comes from the guidance and protection of
God.
Luther : — Because so many obstacles and
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misfortunes meet those who are diligent and

mean to be faithful and upright, and because

there is so much unhappiness in the world, there

is nothing better than cheerfully to employ the

present that God gives to our hand, and not to

worry and grieve with cares and thoughts about

the future. But the skill lies in being able to do

it; that is the gift of God.

OsiANDER, (vers. 14, 15): God acts immutably

that we may therein perceive His majesty and

power, fear Him, and serve Him with piety and

highest reverence. However God deals with us,

we must accept it, and consider it good. Job ii.lO.

Beiileburq Bible: — You must not hesitate

and let yourself for that reason (by sorrows and

ti-ibulations) be drawn away from the highest

good. For God will not let the injustice and

Tiolence that are done to the pious, go un-

punished.
Vers. 16, 17. Hansen:—As there is here a

certain period when men follow their inclina-

tions, so there is, beyond, a fixed time when
they will be summoned before a tribunal.

Hengstenberg :—The sentence on the wicked

;may be expected with so much the more confi-

dence, when they have assumed the place of

judgment and justice, and from thence practised

their iniquity, thus abusing magisterial power.

Vers. 18-21. Tauler:—Man is composed from
time and eternity ; from time as regards the body,

from eternity as regards the spirit. Now every-

thing inclines towards its origin. Because the

body is composed from earth and time, it in-

clines to temporal things, and finds its pleasure

therein. Because the spirit came irom God, and
is composed from eternity, it inclines therefore

to God and eternity. When man turns from
time and creatures to eternity and God, he has an
inworking in God and eternit}', and thus makes
eternity from time, and from the creature God
in the godly man.
Melanchthon :—Solomon speaks thus of ex-

ternal appearances. If one questioned only the

eyes and the judgment, without listening to the

word of God, human life would appear to be go-

verned by mere chance, to such an extent that

men would seem to be, as it were, like a great

ant-hill, and like ants to be crushed. But the

revelation of the divine word must be placed in

contrast with this appearance.

Starke:—As thou desirest, after death, abet-

ter state than that of beasts, see to it, then, that

in life thou dost distinguish thyself from the

beasts by a reasonable, Christian demeanor,
Ps. xxxii. 9.

Ver. '22. Wohlfarth:—Only the moment that

we live in life, is our possession. Every hour
lived sinks irrevocably into the sea of the past:

the future is uncertain : therefore is he a fool

who lets the present slip by unused, wastes it

in vain amusement, or grieves with useless la-

mentations.

Hengstenberg :—See the exegetical remarks
on this passage.

3. The Impediments to Earthly Happiness, proceeding partly from personal misfor-

tune of various kinds, and partly from the evils of social and civil life.

Chap. IV. 1-16.

1. The personal misfortune of many men.

(Vers. 1-6.)

1 So I returned and considered all the oppressions that are done under the sun ; and

behold the tears of such as were oppressed, and they had no comforter; and on the

2 side of their oppressors there was power; but they had no comforter. Wherefore I

praised the dead which are already dead more than the living which are yet alive.

3 Yea, better is he than both they, which had not yet been, who hath not seen the

4 evil work that is done under the sun. Again, I considered all travail, and every

right work, that for this a man is envied of his neighbor. This is also vanity

5 and vexation of spirit. The fool foldeth his hands together, and eateth his own
6 flesh. Better is an handful with quietness, than both the hands full with travail and

vexation of spirit.

2. The evils of social life.

(Vek8. 7-12.)

7, 8 Then I returned and saw vanity under the sun. There is one aloney and there

is not a second
;
yea, he hath neither child nor brother : yet is there no end of all

his labour, neither is his eye satisfied with riches : neither mith he, For whom do I
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labour, and bereave ray soul of good? This is also vanity, yea, it is a sore travail.

9 Two are better than one; because they have a good reward for their labour
10 For if they fall, the one will lift up his fellow: but wo to him that is alone when
11 he falleth; for he hath not another to help him up. Again, if two lie too-ether.

12 then they have heat: but how can one be warm alo)ie f And if one prevail against
him, two shall withstand him ; and a threefold cord, is not quickly broken.

3. The evils of civil life.

(Vers. 13-16.)

13 Better u a poor and a wise child, than an old and foolish king, who will no more
14 be admonished. For out of prison he cometh to reign ; whereas also he that is born
15 in his kingdom becometh poor. I considered all the living which walk under the
1

6

sun, with the second child that shall stand up in his stead. There is no end of all

the people, even of all that have been before them : they also that come after shall
not rejoice in him. Surely this also is vanity and vexation of spirit.

[Ver. 1. nt<TX1 ''JN "'HiE^I : I turned and saw, or I returned and saw, I looked again—''j^J[y used adverb ally,

to denote repetition.—T. L.]

Ver. 2. 'JX HSiy] the participle piel with O omitted, 1131^0. The examples Zockler brings in support of its

being the infinitive, do not bear him out. Comp. IHO for in:3D Zeph. i. 14, in like manner the Pual participle without

D, as npS 2 Kings ii. 10, for r?pSo, ihv for iVo Jud. xiii. 8, and '"i^pV Eccles. ix. 12, for Q'tJ/pVD.

[Ver. 5. |ni:;3. See remarks, p. 53.—T. L.]

[Ver. 8. •'07^: "and for whom." The apparent conjunction ^, here, seems rather to have the force of an interjer-

tion, as in ^j'X'l ii. 16 (see remarks on it, p. 58). Alas! how is it; so here, Ah me! for wlum. Our conjunction has some-

times a similar emphatic insteid of a mere copulative force. Or, it may bo doubted whether, in such cases, instead of being

copulative at all, it is any thing more than the exclamation \ in Arabic, which is, in like manner, joined to other

rich man as tlius saying. It is pressed' out of him by a sudden sense of his folly. Dr. V.\?f I)YKE,'^in his late Arabic
translation, makes it thus abruptly follow, which is the more easily done, since hisArabic word so nearly resembles the

Hebrew, whilst the conjunction _3 instead of » gives it more of subjective connection. In such cases as this

the Hebrew particle was doubtless pronounced wu, insiead of the mere vowel sound u. In like manner, rva is ua or om
like the French oui. Compare Greek ov6., Mark xv. 29 (also found in classical Greek), and the more frequent oiai; also
the Hebrew 'IX, '1, ivoi, or ou-oi. Even as a conjunction it has an emotional power :

" and 0,for wliom, etc.'" T. L.J
[Ver. U. Q'l-IDn evidently a contraction for ''"l-IDNri. It is written according to the sound,—the X with itgT ~: T —

light s^jewa, becoming a quiescent and disappearing, as in "It^X when it becomes
ti?- This writing words according to

the sound may mark an earlier period, when some changes hail taken place, but attention had not been much drawn to
the radical ortho-raphy as in later times. It is, hon-ever, verv unsafe to draw any inference from it as to dates either
way. In Jeremiah xxxvii. 15, we have lON.n 1X2, the singular of the word written iu full, and used as synonymous

withxS^n iT^, house of restraint—T. L.]^

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The plan of this section is extremely simple
and clear. Each of the three divisions or
strophes, as given above, is again divided into
two smaller parts or half strophes, with which,
each time, new turns of thought commence. The
complete scheme is as follows: First strophe:
The ^«'«o«aZ misfortune of men: vers. 1-6; first
half strophe : vers. 1-3 ; second half strophe :

vers. 4-6. Second strophe: The evils of social
life : vers. 7-12 ; first half strophe : vers. 7, 8

;

second half sti-ophe : vers. 9-12. Third strophe)
The evils of civil life: vers. 13-16; first half

strophe: vers. 13, 14; second half strophe:
vers. 15, 16.—Comp. Vaihinger, Comment., p.
32 f., and also the Doctrinal and Ethical poi--

tion of this section.

2. First strophe: vers. 1-6. It is not the really
unfortunate men that alone suffer sorrows, op-
pressions, and violence of the most various na-
ture (vers. 1-3); the fortunate also find the joy
of their life embittered by envy and want of true
repose of soul (vers. 4-6).—So I returned

—

namely, from the previous course of mj reflec-

tions (which, according to chap. 3, had dwelt
upon the foundation and nature of the earthly
happiness of men). Hexgstenberg justly claims
for this passage, as well as for ver. 7 and chap.
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ix. 11 (aud also for Zecli. v. 1), the acceptance

of nK"l»<1 'JX 'J^^^l in tlie sense of: "And

I turiied back and saw," which is the same as

:

"Aud again I saw " (Ewald), aud indicates the

transition to a new object of reflection, not the

repetition of a reflection already made, as Hahn
contends. Luther, Elster, Vaihinger, etc.,

are not correct in saying: "And I turned," etc.;

for "yv^ expresses a sense different from nj3 or

33D (ii. 12, 20, c^c.).—And considered all

the oppressions.—As in Amos iii. 9, LD'p^^

must here also be taken in an abstract sense

:

"oppressions," "violence;" for XIS'^^X does not

harmouize with the concrete sense, " oppressed,"

whilst in the following clause the concrete sense

"oppressed" appears from the context.—And
behold the tears of such as were op-
pressed.—In the original, tear of the oppressed

(n>'Ot a collective). The description presents

a vivid reality, and does not magnify tlie actual

conditions in a fantastic or sentimental manner,

or from a bitter and peevish misanthropy, but

simply reports facts ; and facts such as the au-

thor had frequently experienced in consequence

of the civilly dependent and depressed condition

of his people.—And on the side of their op-

pressors there 'was power.—-n^ here is

equal to Hpin (1 Sam. ii. 16; Ezek. xxxiv. 4)

violence. The repetition of the expression,

^'hut they had no comforter," realizes, with

striking emphasis, the hopeless and desperate

condition of those who sufl'er. Conip. the similar

repetitions of the same tragic turn in Isa. ix. 11,

If), 20; X. 4: Mark ix. 44, 46, 48.—Ver. 2.

"Wherefore I praised the dead w^hich are

already dead.—n^t^ is not a participle with

D omitted, but an infinitive absolute, which here
contains the finite verb, as in chap. ix. 11, and
in 1 Chron. v. 20 (comp. Berth, on this passage,

and also Ewald, ^ 3-31 c).—More than the
living w^hich are yet alive.— HilTj/ con-

tracted from niri'lj?^, jn '^^ adhuc, yet. For the

sentence comp. vii. 1 f.; also Herodotus i. 31

:

afieivov avdpu-i.) Tefivdvni naA7.ov rj ^ustv, as also

ver. 6 of Menanoer: Zw?;^ TTovr/pdg duvarog a'lpe-

rurepor. — Ver. 3. Yea, better is he than
both they, which hath not been.—For
this intensifying of the previous thought, comp.
cliap. vi. 3-5; vii. 1; Job iii. ISflf.; Jer. xx. lb,

and Theognis, Gnom., v. 425 ss.:

TldvTuv fiEv fif/ (pvvai i-nixOovloLaLV apicrov,

M//6' ecK^dv avyag o^soq fjeAiov,

^vvra (5', b-ug cmiara 7ri:2.ag 'A'i6ao TTepfjaai,

Kai Kdafiai noX/.//v yf/v iTrafiTjadfievov.

Other parallels will be found in the classic au-
thors, as Sophocles {(Ed. Col., 1143 s.), Euri-
I'lDES. [Crcsphontes fragm. 13) Chalcidamus, Po-
siKirp.jPiiiLKMON, \\\j. Maxim. 11.6; SoLiNtis

{Potyhist, e. 10), etc. Examine also Knobkl on
this passage, and Hengstenberg, p. 160 f. The
difference between such complaints in heatlien

autliors, and the same in the mouth of our own,
is found in tlic fact that the latter, like .Job and
Jeremiah, does not stop at the gloouij' reflections

expressed in the lamentation, but, by proceed-

ing to expressions of a more cheertul u iture,'"'

auuounces tliat the truth found in them i.s in-

complete, aud only partiiil.—Ver. 4. Again

—

I considered all travail and every right

work.— 1''"^^''.2, as in ii. 21, not of the success-

ful result of work, but of its excellence in kind
and manner; the Septuagint is correct: dvdpeia,

and mainly so the Vulgate: indiistriie. But it is

clear that the author is thinking mainly of such
excellent and industrious people whose exertions
are crowned with success, so that they can become
objects of envy or jealousy. He is therefore now
no longer regarding simply the unhappy and the
sufl'ering. as in vers. 1-3, but also the relatively

happy.—That for this a man is envied of
his neighbor. — [^njno V'i< nxjp] i. e.,

jealous endeavor to anticipate another in availa-

ble effort and corresponding success; conse-
quently envious disposition and action, invidia

(comp. ix. 6, where riNJp has the same meaning,

and also Isa. xi. 13, etc.).—This is also vanity.
—Because in the uncertainty of all earthly cir-

cumstances, it is of no true profit to surpass one's

*[There is a still more striking contrast, a double anti-

thesis, it may be said, between tbe classical and the Scriptu-
ral poets, lu their descriptions of nature and of human life

we often find the former class of writers beginning in tbe
joyful or major mood, and ending in the minor. It may be
called the melancholy of Epicureanism. Thus it is with
Anacreon, though he lived before the time of the sensual
philosopher. How often does he begin with "flowers, aud
love, aud rosy wine"

—

Etti jtiuptriVacs repeiVois

EttI AtoTtVats T6 TTOtat? /c. T. A.

On beds of softest fragrance laid.

Soft beds of lote and myrtle shade.

And so goes on the joyful strain—but not far before the mo-
dulation changes into tlie mournful key—into a wail of de-
spair, as it would almost seem:

/SioTos rpixti KuA labels'

oAiyrj ii KeKToixecrSa.

So swiftly runs the wheel of life,

And we shall lii—a little dust—
A heap of mouldering bones.

See also bow similar jovial strains are closed by his pad pic-

ture of old age, and the still darker one of the dreadful
Hades

:

*Ai5e(ij yap ecTl fieti'b?

Ka06&oi

For dreadful is that gloomy vale;

And then the dark descent so deep,
That none can reasceud the steep.

This peculiarity is no less striking in Horace. Thus, in the
4th ode of the 1st Hook, there is a most diarming picture of
spring, continuing for some distance, till it closes with the
exulting strain

—

Kunc decel aid viridi nitidum caput impedire mj/rto ;

Auljlore terrie quamferunt solutx.

And then, without any warning prelude, there comes the
mournful minor:

Pallida mors ivr/uo pulsat pede patiperum tahernas,

Re.yumqitc turres.

Pale Death, with equal step, at kingly tower,
And at the poor man's cottage, knocks.

Again, Ode 7th, Lib. IV., commencing with

—

Diffugere nircf, rt diimtjam gramina campis.

Tile snows are fled, the flowers again return.

Then the picture of the dancing Graces, when immediately
a diflereiit voice seems to meet our ears:

Immnrtalia ne spi'res,

Damna lamfn crlerrs reparant calestia lunx—
JVos ulii decidimus.
J^tlvis et umhra stimus

:

Hope not for immortality
The waning moons again their waste repair;

But we. when once to death gone down.
Are nought but dust aud shadow.
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neighbor in diligence and skill.—Yer. 5. The
fool foldeth his hands together, and eat-

eth his own flesh.—I'rcbably a proverb of

like teuJeucy with those of Pruv. vi. 10; xsiv.

33, i. e., directed against idleness ; it is tlierefore

not the expression of the author, but a quotation

of an envious person who endeavors to defend
his zealous effort to surpass his neighbor in ex-

cellence, but which is immediately refuted in

ver. 6. IIiTziQ is correct in this view (comp.

also the Int., g 1, Obs. 2), whilst Luther, Geier,
Oetixger, Bauer, Vaihinger, etc., see rather

the jealous man designated as a fool, who folds

his hands in vexation and despair, and consumes
his own flesh in wild passion, and Ewald,
Hengstenberq, Elster, etc., think that the au-

i

thor is contrasting idleness with envy as its op-

posite extreme, in order to warn against the

former ; this were manifestly to presuppose a

very abrupt and obscure mode of presentation.

Concerning the phrase "foldeth his hands" as a
Biblical expression for idleness, comp. Prov. vi.

10. " Eateth his own flesh " is to exhaust one's

strength, to use one's fortune, to ruin one's self,

as occurs on the part of the idle; comp. Isa.

xlix. 26; Ps. xxvii. 2; Micah iii. 3; Numb. xii.

12.—Ver. 6. Better is a handful with quiet-
ness, than boch hands full with travail

In contrast with this, how joyfully rings out tho prophetic
Strain, Isaiah xxvi. 1 J

:

Awake and sing, ye dwellers in the dust.

IIow different, too, in these respects, from Horace and An.a-

CREOK, are tho lyrics of the Psalmist. The most mourulul
descriptions of the frailty and transitory state of man on
eartli are so frequently succeeded by assurances of some fu-

ture blessedness, which, although not clearly defined, and
containing little or no direct allusions to an after life, <lo

ever seem to imply it as the ground of confidence in the Di-

vine goodness. "He is not the God of the dead, but of the
living." Thus in tlie ciii. Psalm, ver. 15, etc.:

Frail man—like Rrass his days;
As the rtower of the fii-M, so he flourishes.

For the wind passes ov-r. and it is gone;
Its place knuweth it no more.

Immediately hope rises :

But the mercy of the Lord is from everlasting

—

Even unto everlasting, upon those who fear him;
His righteousness to children's cliildren.

Again,—encsuragement in the contemidation of human
weakness is derived from the thought of the Divine perma-
nence and eternity, Ps. lii. 1:

My days are like a shadow that declineth;
I am withered like grass;
But thou, Jehovah, dost endure forever.
Thy remembrance unto all generations.

Again, Ps. cxv. 17:

The dead praise not the Lord

and immediately the language of hope, implying something
more tliau that mere selfish thought of survivorship, which
the rationalist would give it:

i!ut we wilt liless the Lord,
Fcom henceforth and forever—hallelujah.

A similar transition, Ps. Ixxiii. 26:

Myjlesli and heart do fail:

Body and soul both sufter from Iheir connection with a
fallen spiritual state, and a degenerate nature.

But God is the rock of my soul;
He is my portion for ever.

Similar illustrations of these affecting contrasts might be
derived from .lob, as in chapters xiv. and xix., especially tho
latter, where the triumphant strain, "I know that my Re-
deemer livoth," follows so soon after what might seem al-

most a piteous cry of despair. In Koheleth there are no
Buch vivid bursts of joy and hope, but there is to lie found in
him a species of transition similar, and equally striking. It
is when he ri<es from the seeaiingly doubting mood, to a
firm faith in the ultimate Divine justice, and to a most con-

and vexation of spirit.—This is plainly * the

answer which a defender of a contented, quiet

spirit, void of envy, would give to that feverish

jealousy which in ver. 5 he had rebuked as fool-

ish indolence, the disposition not to rival one's

neighbor in skill and diligence.—'ID K/O, lit.,

" to be filled, to be full of hand." It means " a

little," as taken in contrast with CD''J3n N70
•"IT

"both hands full," i. e., superfluity of any thing,

great abundance. "Quiet" (••^nj) and so also

73^' "travail," do naturally present, not only

the respective dispositions and demeanors, but,

at the satne time, the casual circumstances con-

nected with them, and forming their background ;

at one time a modest portion of worldly goods,

at another a great fortune, collected with much
exertion, but bringing only care and sorrow.

3. Second strophe. Vers. 7-12. Bj' avarice, the

nearest relative and affiliated vice of the envy
just described, man brings himself into sad iso-

lation and abandonment of friends, which is the

greatest misfortune in social life, as it not only

embitters all enjoyment of the amenities of this

life, but robs us of all protection against men of

hostile intent. For ver. 7 compare what is said

above of ver. 1.—Ver. 8. There is one alone,
and there is not a second— (. e., one standing

entirely alone, without friends and companions,

also without near blood relations (according to

the following clause), consequently so much tho

more isolated and obliged to make friends by the

free use of his riches, but which he does not do.

—Neither is his eye satisfied with riches, i. e.,

he does not cease to crave new treasures; comp.

ii. 10. The K'tib Vrj,' must be retained, and

need not be exchanged for U';?. Comp. 1 Sam.

iv. 15; 1 Kings xiv. 6, 12; Ps. xxicvii. 31.—
For w^hom do I labor and bereave my
soul of good?—Lit., "let my soul fail of the

good," a pregnant construction like that in Ps.

X. 18; xviii. 19. This question is put into the

mouth of the covetous, but as one finally arriving

at reflection, and perceiving the folly of his thus

collecting treasures ; comp. ii. 18-21 ; Luke xii.

fident expression of hisbeliof that somehow, and somewhere,
hnd at some time, every wrong shall be righted. Conceding
t) him this, we :<re led, irresistibly, to inter something else

which is necessary to give meaning to the announcemeut,

—

namely, that there shall be a red\ forensic manifestation,

with a conscious knowledge of it on the part of every intel-

ligi-ut subject, or object, of such righteousness.—T. L.]

* [ t'his is not s ) clear, although ZocKLERhas with him most
of tlie commentators. There is good reason for ri'gardin'.r it

as the language of the idle envier, who would justify his

sloth by making a pretended virtue of it. "Why all this la-

bor ? Better take the world easy." It ha.s something of the

look of the "sour grapes" fable; or It may be compared to

the bacchanalian song of the shiftless idler, assuming' to de-

spise what he has not the talent nor the diligence to acquire:

"Why are we fond of toil and care?"

The view taken by Zockler and others seems very confuse!.

It is not easy to discover any true connection in it. The
perple.xity, we think, comes from assuming that ver. 5 is a
quoted proverb, and not the very language of the author,

setting the idle envious fool and his words (in ver. 6) in

contrast with the diligent and prosperous laborer whom the

fool envies but cannot imitate. This is the view presented

in the Metrical Translation:

The fool [in envy] folds his hands, and his own flesh devours.

For better [saith he] is the one hand tilled with quietness,

Than both hands full of toil, and windy vain desire.

It seems to make a clearer connection.—T. L.]
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16-21. But it does not follow from tliis sudden

revulsion from I'ooli&h to seusible views, without

furtlier explanation, that Koheleth means bim-

self (as above chap. ii. 18 ff.) in the person here

described (as Hitzig contends).—Ver. 9. Tv70
are better than one.—That is, it is better, in

general, to be associated tiian isolated, comp.

Gen. ii. 18, and the saying of the Talmud : "A
man without companions is like the left without

the right hand" {Pirke Aboih, f. 30, 2).—

Because they have a good reward for

their labor.— Lit., who have a good reward for

their labor. What this good reward consists of,

the three subsequent verses show by three exam-

ples, which point out, in a similar manner, the

pleasure as well as the profit and protection af-

forded by socially living and cordially co-opera-

ting with one's fellows.—Ver. 10. For if they
fall, i. e., the one or the other. We cannot

think of both falling at the same time, because

they then would both need aid.

—

But woe to

him that is alone when he falleth —1 7 'X

"woe to him !" comp. "Tl ''X x. 16, and also the

kindred 'H Ezek. ii. 10.—Yer. 11. If two lie

together, then they have heat.—The conju-

gal lying together of man and wife is certainly

not intended, but ratlier that of two travelling

companions who are obliged to pass the night in

the open air. The necessity ot this in Palestine,*

on account of the prevalence of cold nights

there, can easily cause great embarrassment,
especially as poorer travellers have no other co-

vering with them than their over-garment ; comp.
Ex. xxii. 26; Song of Solomon, v. 8.—Ver. 12.

And if one prevail against him. — ^pn
means to overcome (comp. the adjective '^"'pi^

powerful, vi. 10), not to attack (Knobel, Elster),

or fall upon (Ew.\ld). i^pH^ is an indefinite

singular with an object presupposed in the suffix :

"if one overwhelmed him. the one;" comp. 2

Sam. xiv. 6 ; Prov. xiii. 24 ; and Eccles. ii. 21,

which passages satisfactorily show that Ewald's
proposition to read •"iSpn" is unnecessary.

—

(Comp. EwALD, Lehrhuch, '§'309c).

—

Two shall
^withstand him.—Of course not the one men-
tioned in the first part, but rather his opponent,

who forms the unnamed subject in ''3pri\

Comp. similar cases in chap. v. 18; vi. 12; viii.

16; as well as the phrase ipj I^J-' "to oppose

somebody," to resist one; 2 Kings x. 4; Dan.
viii. 7. EwALD and Elster are not so correct
in saying: " thus stand two before him," namely,
the attacked one himself and his companion

—

M'hich clearly affords too weak a thought.

—

And
a threefold cord is not quickly broken.

—

That is, if three of them, iu.-itead of two, hold to-

gether, then so much the better. The symbol is

taken from the fact that a cord of three strands
holds more firmly than one consisting of a simple

*[Oii' "f I he bc-it illustrations of tliis is to be found in
Capt.iiu Kanks Jnurnil of liis Arctic ^'i>;/t;jc, Vol. II .p. 144.

lie d' sciilies his ciinipin^ out. on tlie snow, in company w Ih
theEsqiiiuinnx Chief, Kal.vtun'.vr. iinii ttusnKiecalile warmth
arisin:^ from tlie closn contact of tlieir boilies, at a time wlien
the tliermonieter sliowed a most intcns'; degree of cobi.

The comfort of tli(^ jiosition overbalanced rll tlie repulsive-
Dpss that, tinder other circumstances, he iihould have felt

towards his squalid companion.—T. L.l

strand, or of two only. Comp. the well-known
fable of a bundle of arrows, and the German
proverb: "Strong alone, but .stronger with
others," There is no allusion to the sacredness
of the number three, and still less to the Trinity,
which a few older commentators thought to find
herein. Moreover, the title of several books of
devotion is derived from this passage, e. ff., the
celebrated book of the Priest of Rostock, Niko-
LAUS Russ, about the year 1500: dc triplki funi-
culo, in which faith, hope and love are described
as the three cords of which there must be made
the rope that is to rescue man from the abyss of
ruin. And so of later works, as (Liliexthal)
"A Threefold Cord," a book of proverbs for every
day in the year (for every day a saying contain-
ing a promise and a prayer.)—New. Ed,, Ham-
burg, Sigmund. A threefold cord, woven out of
the three books of St. Augustine: Manuale, Soli-

loquia, et Mcdilationes, 1863. 4. Third strophe.—
Vers, 3-16, That fortune often shows itself de-
ceptive and unreliable enough in civil life, and
in the highest spheres of human society, is illus-

trated by the double example of an old incapable
king whom a younger person pushes aside, and
that of his successor, an aspirant from a lower
class, who, in spite of his transitory popularity,
nevertheles-s falls into forget fulness, like so many
others. Like the fact alluded to in chap, ix. 13-
16, this example seems to be taken from the im-
mediate contemporary experiences of the author,
but can only, with great difiiculty, be more
nearly defined on its historical basis. Only the
first clause of ver. 18 suits the history of Joseph,
and, at most, ver. 13 contains an allusion to

David as the successor of Saul ; ver, 15 may al-

lude to Rehoboam as successor of Solomon, and
ver, 14 perhaps to Jeroboam, But other features
again destroy these partial resemblances every
time, and demonstrate the impossibility of disco-
vering any one of these persons in the -'poor but
wise youth." Thus, too. the remaining hypothe-
ses that have been presented concerning the enig-
matical fact [e.g., the references to Amaziah and
Joash, and to Nimrod and Abraham), can only
be sustained by the most arbitrary applications.
This is especially true of Hitzig's supposition
that the old and foolish king is the Onias men-
tioned by Josephus (Anticjuities xii. 4) as High
Priest and TrpoaTc'ir//^ rob laov, and that the youth
supplanting him was his sister's son, Joseph, who,
if he did not succeed in robbing him of the
priestly office (which his son Simon inherited)

[see Sirach 1. 1 ff ], at least wrested from him
the Tvpoaraala, i. e., the lucrative office of a farmer
of the Syrian revenues that he had then exer-
cised twenty-two years, not indeed to the satis-

faction of tlie people, but in a very selfish and
tyrannical manner. This hypothesis does all

honor to the learned acumen of its originator,

but has so many weak points as to forbid its ac-
ceptance. For in the first place the ruler of a
realm is portrayed in vers. 15 and 16, and not
a rich Judaic-Syrian revenue collector; secondly,
Onias was high-priest and not king, ami lost only
a part of his functions and power by tliat Joseph;
thirdly, the assumption that tlie author exagge-
rates petty circumstances and occurrences in

a manner not historical, is destitute of the neces-
sary proof; fourthly, the supposition forming
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the base of the entire hypotliesis of an authorship

of Kohelcth towards the end of tiic third century

B. C is quite as ai-bitrary and bare of proof;

corap. Int., ^ 4, Obs. 3. We must, therefore, re-

frain from specially defining the event to which

these verses allude; iu which case the two fol-

lowing suppositions remain possible: either the

author feigns an example, or, in other words, has

presented the contents of vers. 13-16 as a possi-

ble case (thus think Elster, Hengstenbeko,

Vaihinger, et al.), or he refers to an event in

the history of the nation or State, at his period,

not sufficiently known to us (the opinion of Um-

BREiT, EwALD, Bleek, etc). In the latter case,

we could hardly think of a change of succession

iu the series of Persian monarchs ; for the history

of the rise of the eunuch Bagoas about the year

339 B. C. harmonizes too little with the present

description to be identified with it, but we would

sooner think of such a change in some one of the

States subject to Persia, as Phenicia or Egypt.

—

Better is a poor and wise child, etc.—

Clearly a general sentence for the introduction

of the following illustration : " better " not here

said of moral excellence, but "happier," "bet-

ter off," just as 3i£3 in vers. 3 and 9. "Wise"

here is equivalent to "adroit, cunning," comp.

Job V. 13 ; 2 Sam. xiii. 3.—Who will no more

be admonished.—H J^T with the infinitive,

as V. 1 ; vi. 8; x. 16; Ex. xvii. 16.—Ver. 14.

For out of prison he oometh to reign.

—

LDn-1Dn rCB contracted from LD'")OXn VC'Jl

(comp. similar contractions in 2 Chron. xxii.

6; Ezek. xx. 30), also synonymous with

"TpX n'3, Judges xvi. 21, 25 (comp. Gen.

xxxix. 20). Or else this reading Qn^DH must

owe its origin to the opinion that Joseph's eleva-

tion from the prison to the throne (Gen. xli.) is

here alluded to, in which case we should read

O'l^lDn IT'S, and explain this either by "house

of the outcast" "of the degraded" (Ewald,

comparing Isa. xlix. 21), or " by house of the

fugitives" (HiTzio, comparing Judges iv. 18;

2 Sam. iii. 36). But these varied meanings

would produce very little difference in the sense.

"Whereas also he that is born in his

kingdom becometh poor.—OJ '3, after the

"•3 of the preceding clause, introduces not so

much a verification of it, as an intensification,

by which is expressed that the prisoner (or fugi-

tive) has not merely transiently fallen into ad-

versity, but that he was born in poor and lowly

circumstances ; and this 'ir\0732 " in his

kino'dom," i. e., in the same land that he should

afterwards rule as king (Hitzig, Elster, Vai-

HiNGER and Ew.^ld, who are mainly correct).

Rosenmueller, Ksobei, and Hahn translate:

" ALTUOUGH he was born poor in his kingdom ;"

IIengstexberg: "for although born in his king-

dom, he becomes poor nevertheless"—both of

them less suitable meanings, of which the latter

should be rejected as too artificial and contrary

to the accentuation.—Ver. 15. I considered
all the living w^hich Twalk under the sun,

vijith the second child, etc.—A somewhat in-

liatei description of the dominion and adherents

which that youth (or child) had acquired. For
the same child is doubtless meant as that named
in vers. 13 and 14, as the repetition of the ex-

pression ^V shows, as well as the words Ityx

Vi">nj3 "l^r.l ^^ ^^^ ^^'^^' which indicate clearly

enough the prospective introduction of the child

into the place of the old and foolish king. The

imperfect no^'2 marks the future in the past

—

comp. 2 Kings iii. 27 ; Ps. Ixxviii. 6 ; and IDJ^

in the same sense, as e. g., (Dan. xi. 2, 3). Hahn,
in connection with some older writers, considers

the 'JC/n IT different from the hV in ver.

13, and identifies it with the Messiah child or

the Christ child of Isa. ix. 5 ; xi. 1 ff.; Micah v.

1 ; but the contents of the following verse, which
characterizes the splendor of the child most
clearly as transitory and vain, are very decidedly

against this position as something that would
never be in accordance with the rule of the Mes-
siah.—And moreover, from the expression : "All
the living which walk under the sun," it is by
no means necessary to deduce that the author
had in his eye one of the great Asiatic empires,

as Hengstenberg supposes with reference to

Dan. iv. 7ff.; but the language here, as in the

following verse, is largely hyperbolical, and is

intended merely to give an idea of the number-
less masses adhering to the usurper ; comp. simi-

lar hyperboles in the Song of Sol. vi. 8; Joshua
xi. 4; Judges vi. 5; vii. 12; Ex. x. 4 ff.

—

There is no end of all the people, even of
all that have been before them. — iTH

TT
'^3 7 denotes here, as in 1 Sam. xviii. 16 ; 2

Chron. i. 10, the headship or leadership (comp.
also Micah ii. 13). [Zockler says this to sup-
port his translation, an deren Spitze er stand, "all

at whose head he stood," notwithstanding all the
connections of the passage show that priority in

time is meant here by nDn'ja /, and not priority

of position. The references he makes to 1 Sam.
xviii. 16, etc., do not, at all, sustain him, since,

in every one of them, there are other words
(such as "going in and out before them "), which
wholly change the case.—T. L.]. Ewald, fol-

lowing the Sept., Vulg., and Luther, translate:

"all that have been before them," and indicate an
antagonism between these earlier ones and those

immediately after called nD'yTinx but he thereby

violates the connection, which clearly shows that

the generations later, not those earlier than the

king in question, were compared with him. It

is said of them U-inOK;^ hS not C33 —They
also that come after shall not rejoice in
him.—That is, they have no pleasant experiences

of him whom they once greeted with joyful

hopes, either that he deceived the just hopes of

his people by later misrule, or that the fickle

breeze of popularity became untrue to him with-

out his fault. In either case, Koheleth could and
must find a confirmation of his favorite expres-

sion concerning the vanity of earthly things.

This clause is therefore again composed of the

strain with which he closes his reflections.
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[Alleged Historical Allusions in KoiiELExn.

—See the general remarks on the passages here

alluded to, in the Appendix to the Introduction,

p. 30. The older commentators who were firm

in respect to the Solomonic origin, first began

this kind of speculation. The Jewish Rabbis

were excessively absurd in some of their midra-

shin. And so the older Christian interpreters

were very fond of treating such passages as de-

scribing real historical events. They referred

them to Rehoboam, Jeroboam, Joseph, Abraham,

or any body else, because they thought it for the

honor of the book, or of the Scriptures generally;

as, in this way, one part confirmed another.

The attempts to verify such hypotheses, however,

only led to confusion, and tended rather to dis-

credit than to increase confidence in the produc-

tion. What was still worse, the Rationalists,

whose interest it was to bring the book down to

a very late date, began, in like manner, to use

these supposed references for their own purposes.

The result has been a still greater confusion

;

and the great difficulty of making any thing

clear out of them, ought to satisfy every sober

mind of the falsity of the entire historical theory.

Regarded as general illustrations, they are in

perfect harmony with the authorship ofSolomon ;

whilst the attempts of another kind show the in-

superable difficulty of settling upon any other

date than the one claimed in the book itself.

The most extravagant hypothesis is that of Hit-

ziG, as is shown by Zockler and Stuart. A
priest has to be turned into a king, and when even
that fails, the taking away of a very subordinate

office is to be treated as a dethronement. What
an outcry would be made by Ewald and his

school, should they find similar wrenchings of

language and history in commentators called or-

thodox ! As presented by Hitzio and others, it

becomes all a mass of rationalistic confusion.

Even if the author was of so late a date, he cer-

tainly means to personate the old king of Israel.

He must, therefore, himself have been "old and
foolish," or consistency would have kept him
from using as an illustration an incident so evi-

dently anachronistic, as compared with any
historical example likely to be given by Solomon.

A writer assuming to personate some one in the

days of Queen Elizabeth, and then using an il-

lustration, insignificant in itself, and savoring

wholly of the time of Gladstone, Bright, and
Queen Victoria, would not have acted more ab-

surdly.

The confusion and difficulty which such a
mode of treatment (whether by Orthodox or Ra-
tionalist) has made in the interpretation of ver.

13, have been greatly increased by a wrong
translation of ver. 14th. It has been most com-

monly held that the pronoun in inobo [his

kingdom) refers to the young man, and wij, to

some one, or to tlie subjects generally, born under
his usurped power. Tliis certainly destroys the

contrast which the arrangement and the particles

of the two verses seem to intend. Again, InM

(as a participle), or iVlJ, has been taken as refer-

ring to the young man himself, born in his, that

is, the old man's, kingdom—said young usurper

himself afterwards becoming poor. Such seems
to be Zockler' s view partially. All sorts of

twists are resorted to by others to make this ap-
plicable to Jeroboam, or Hitzig's "young man"
Joseph, or to somebody else. Our E. V. is am-
biguous as to which is meant, and leaves the
sense in total darkness. There is a striking

contrast intended here, as is shown by the order

of the words, and the particles tZJl "3. There

is meant to be the most direct antithesis, as bc<t
illustrating such a vicissitude of fortune. The
one born to a throne and becoming poor, is put
in strongest contrast with the one born in ob-
scurity and rising to power : " For out of prison
(out of sei'vitude or some condition of restraint,

it may be actual imprisonment) the one comes
forth to reign, whilst the other, though born in

his kingdom (in his royal state), becomes a pau-
per." The particle LDJ has an emotional force;

it expresses astonishment at such a case: yea,

more—what is stranger still—" the royally born
becomes poor." There is good authority for

such a view, although most of the commentators
wander after something else. The Vulgate ren-

ders it most clearly and literally : De carcere et

catenis quis egrediatur interdum ad regnum, et alius,

natus in regno, inopia consumatur : "From prison
and from chains one may sometimes come forth

to a kingdom, whilst another born in a kingdom
may be reduced to want." It is clear, from the

mode of expression, that the Latin translator

looked upon it as a general illustration of the

changes in human fortune. A still better autho-
rity is the old Greek Version of Sy.mmachus,
the best of the Greek interpreters: '0 MEN yap

EK (po?MKf;g E^ff/Se Baai/ieicai, '0 AE, KaiivEp (3aai?iEvg

yEvvTjdEi^, EGTLV Ev6E>jg : " The one comes from pri-

son to reign, the other, born a king, becomes
needy." This is confirmed by the Syriac trans-

lation of Origen's Jlexapla, which follows the
Greek of Symmachus, word for word. See it as

given in the Syriac marginal translations to

Middledorpf's edition of the Codex Syriaco-hexa-

plaris.

Ver. 15. "I beheld all the living walking be-
neath the sun," etc. Zockler may well call this

"a somewhat inflated description of the dominion
which that youth had acquired." It is indeed
ilberschwiinglich, high-flown, most extravagant,

as thus applied ; and the thought should have
shown him that there must be something false in

the application. It is barely suggested by wliat

was said before (ver. 14) about the vicissitudes

of the individual life, but lias no other connection
with it. It is a rising of the view to a higher
scale, so as to take in the M'orld, or race at large,

and its olamic vicissitudes, as they might be

called. 'ITNI, I saw, I surveyed, or contem-
plated. It is presented as a picture of the mind
taking in not single events, but all the living,

"nn 13. No where else in the Bible is this
.—

T-

most sweeping language applied to such narrow
uses as are here supposed. Where it is not used
abstractly for life, as the plural CD'Tl often is,

it is never found in any less sense than the hu-
man race, or of the living as opposed to the

dead. Comp. Job xxviii. 12; Isaiah viii. -0,

"Land of the living," Ps. Ivi.; cxlii. G, "Light
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of the living," similar expressions, Ps. cxvi. 9 ;

also Eccles. vi. 8; ix. 5, and other places. Here

13 joined with it (and it is the only place where
it is so joined) makes it still more difficult to re-

strict it to such a narrow sense. The language

rises beyond this: " I surveyed, I contemplated,

all the living, as tliey walked beneath the sun,"

cunctos viventes ambulaiites sub sole. These are

certainly very lofty words to apply to a crowd
running after .Jeroboam, or HiTzia's ambitious

youth, or any other personage of that kind. No
artificial rule of criticism, de universalibiis restrin-

gendis, etc., can justify the use of such language,

in such a case. The true idea, moreover, is in-

tensified by the participle O'Dbno, in piel,

marching, stately stepping, denoting a bold and

proud movement, as in Eccles. xi. 9 ^vH "march

on in the ways of thine heart." The js/eZ does,

indeed, seem, sometimes, to be used like the kal,

but here every thing calls for its intensive or

frequentative force. Comp. '^vno, the hold in-

vader, Prov. vi. 11, in parallelism with |JD K'''X

"man of the shield." In this intensive sense of

marching it would seem to picture the grand pro-

cession of the race, moving on, squadron after

squadron, the countless multitude that has al-

ready passed, 'Jufn l/'n ;,. together "with the

second generation," as we do not hesitate to ren-

der it, that shall stand in its place,—the Qj/ here

simply denoting the connection between the dif-

ferent parts of the picture or survey. The old

procession that he thus saio walking beneath the

sun (a term every where else used for the theatre

of the human race), or the old part of it, is dis-

appearing, whilst a younger world is now coming
upon the stage and continuing the same ceaseless

movement. As this rises before the mental vision

of the seer [HNin], he cries out, SjS ]'p pX

nDl»n " there is no end to all the people,"—there
TT

is no numbering the ranks of this vast host, as

they ever come and go. As applied to Jeroboam,
such language as this would not be a mere hy-

perbole, but a transcendental bombast, unworthy
of the author and his most serious book. It

calls to mind that sublime picture which Addison
presents in his Vision of Mirza, the countless

multitudes on the broken bridge of life, as they
are ever coming out of the dark cloud on the one
side, and passing away with the great flood of

eternity on the other. It is this evident pictorial

element in the verse, when rightly rendered,

that strongly opposes the idea of any such com-
paratively petty historical references, and forces

us to regard it as a representation of the great
human movement through time into eternity.

"A'b end to all that were before; yea, these that

come after shall not rejoice in it"" [13] that is, the

0>? the people, the all, that were before it, now

regarded collectively as the past in whom there

is no more delight,—each generation satisfied

with itself, and boasting of itself, as oui-s does,

deeming itself, as it were, the all on earth ; for

what are all the ages past to this nineteenth cen-

tury ! Now the pronoun in Vi^nr^ though sin-

gular in form, may have a collective antecedent,
a case too common in the Hebrew language to re-
quire citations. The only antecedent of this
kind, or of any kind, in the verse, is the

O"0D~^-2"'''"'?^ <^'« 0-tt of the living, and which
the makkephs, and the accents, show to be taken
as one: "all the living, etc., with the second
genei-ation that shall ai-ise in its stead." The
evident parallelism favors this choice of the sin-
gular pronoun; but if we are to overlook all this
for the purpose of maintaining a historical refe-
rence, then we must go back two verses, and find
the antecedent in "the old and foolish king," in
whose place this second child, with "all the
living beneath the sun, and the people without
end," marching with him, is to stand ! The
common sense of the reader must judge in this
matter. If, then, the pronoun in Vnnn has for

T :
-

its antecedent the nD'"nn~73~r\X, grammatical

consistency would demand, as the antecedent of

the pronoun in 13 (in it, instead of in him), the

IK'X 12 just before, especially as joined with

the singular substantive verb T\'T\. Besides the
, T T

desire to find historic allusions, two verbal pecu-
liarities here seem to have had much influence
upon translators. One is the use of this singular
pronoun which has just been explained, and
which the parallelism of the picture so strongly
demands. The other is the somewhat peculiar

use of the word ^7'' in ver. 15, and its contiguity

to \1\ in ver. 13, leading to the false inference

that they must be used in precisely the same

manner. Now though the use of IT for gene-

ration is not found elsewhere in the Bible He-
brew, yet it is perfectly natural and in harmony
with the frequent generic use of |3. It is, too,

highly poetical, thus to regard one generation as
the offspring, the child, of the preceding. It is

only using IT for the cognate mVin from the

same root, and the unusual expression may have

been suggested by the nV in ver. 13, giving

such a turn to the thought and the language.
The order of ideas would be this : as the "young
man " succeeds the old, so does the young race
succeed its progenitor. So the primary sense of
ytvoq in Greek is child, offspring, and from this

comes its use for race, generation. Whilst, then,

it may be said that the word, etymologically, fits

the thought, nothing could be more graphic than
the mode of representation.

Agreeing with this is an interpretation given
by that acute Jewish critic, Abex-Ezra, except

that it takes the pronoun in 13 as referring to the

07lJ^ or world, so frequently mentioned. After

stating the other view, he proceeds to say:

" There are those who interpret "'JKfn nTH
the second child, as denoting the generation

that comes after another (VIFIX X3n '\M7\)

and the meaning as being, that he saw the living

as they walked beneath tbe sun, and they, with
their heirs that shall stand in their place, are
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like those who went before them, and these, as

well as those, shall have no joy (U) in it, that is,

abl;.':} in the world." It is the same procession

so curtly, yet so graphically, described ch. i. 4

:

"generation oomes, and generation goes,"

Qbi;;S. Rashi regards iV as meaning genera-

tion, but strangely refers it to the generation of

Noah, and the iZD'JinX or ' they who come af-

ter," to that of Peleg.

The Hebrew preposition OJ? like the Latin

cum and the English icilh when used for and, may
denote a connection in thought, or in succession,

as jirielerea, besides, as well as, like the Arabic

\ : "I saw all the living walking, etc., and

together with, or along with them, or besides

this, I saw the second generation." This is a

well established use of the preposition. Comp.

1 Sam. xvii. 4 and xvi. 12: HD' lD}? ^JIOIN

nX"lD "ruddy as well as fair," and in this book,

ch. ii. 16, VoDH iZ3;? lDDU "the wise man as

well as the fool," 1 Chron. xxv. 8, ;; jOD

ToSn "teacher (with) as well as the disciple,"

Ps. cvi. 6, "we with our fathers," we and our

fathers, or we as well as our fathers ; also Neh.

iii. 12; Ps. cxv. 13; Dan. xi. 8; Ps. civ. 25,

"the great as well as the small," and other

places. The great difficulty in the M'ay of the

common view is the word ^Jti'ri. "The second

child," "the child the second," must denote one

of two or more. A concordance shows that there

is no exception to this. To take it in the sense

of successor to something of a different kind (a

second one) is without an example to support it.

No mention is made of any other "child," or

"young man." The difficulty has led some to

give 'Ji^/n the sense of "^^n, companion, for which
they seek a warrant in the 10th verse ; and then

they refer it to a son of Hiram, who was Solo-

mon's friend or companion :
" I saw the child

(the son) of my friend." See Notes to Noldius

Heb. Part. No. 1023. This is very absurd ; and
yet the one who defends it denounces the absur-

dity of the more common reference to Jeroboam.
Whoever wishes to see "confusion on confusion

heaped," in the treatment of these passages, and
in the attempt to restrict the extent of this lan-

guage, may consult Dk Dieu, Crit. Sac, p. 183.

Take these verses, however, as general reflections

on the vicissitudes of the individual and of the

race, and all this confusion immediately gives

place to harmony.—T. L.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

( With ITomiletical Hints.

)

Among the examples in proof of the imperfec-

tion and inconstancy of earthly happiness, which
the Preacher communicates in the above section

from the rich treasures of l\is own experience, we
find the relation of an a\cending grade from
lower to higher and more biilliaiit conditions of

happiness. From the sad l\t of victims inno-

ceully suffering from tj'rannicvil persecution and
oppres.sion (1-3), the descripVion proceeds di-

rectly to the more lucky but not more innocent

condition of persons consumed with envy, dissa-

tisfaction and jealousy, and who with toilsome

efforts chase after the treasures of this earth,

looking with jealous envy on the successful rivals

of their struggles, and with scorn on those less

fortunate, who are contented with a more modest
lot (4-6). Then follow reflections regarding the
happiness of such persons as have risen through
the abundance of their goods to a distinguished

and influential position in human society, but
who, in consequence of this very wealth, run the

risk of falling into a helpless, joyless, and iso-

lated condition, destitute of friends and adhe-
rents (vii. 12). The illustration hereby induced
of the value of closer social connection of men,
and harmonious co-operation of their powers to

one end (9-12) leads to the closing reflection
;

this is devoted to the distress and disaster of the

highest circles of human society, acknowledging
the fate even of the most favored pets of fortune,

such as the occupants of princely or kingly
thrones, to be uncertain and liable to a reverse,

and thus showing that the sentence against the

vanity of all earthly things necessarily extends
even to the greatest and most powerful of earth

(13-16).
" There is no complete and lasting happiness here

below, neither among the lofty nor the loivly," or:

'^Every thing is vanity on earth, the life of the poor
as of the rich, of the slave as of the lord, of the sub-

ject as of the king;"—this would be about the

formula of a theme for a comprehensive conside-

ration of tliis section. The eflFort of Hengsten-
BERG to restrict the historical references of this

section to the sufferings of the children of Israel

mourning under the yoke of Persian dominion,

is quite as unnecessary as the corresponding po-

sition in the preceding chapter
;

yet still the

most of the concrete examples for the truth of

the descriptions given, may be drawn from the

history of post-exile Israel, which are therefore

thus to be cliosen and arranged in the homiletical

treatment.

HOMILETICAL HINTS ON SEPARATE PASSAGES.

Vers. 1-3. Brenz :—The word of God teaches

US that crosses and sufferings pave the way to

eternal bliss, and that the Lord grants to the

wicked in this world a free hand for the exercise

of tlieir crimes and violence, witli the view of

sinking them ever deeper in their lusts; but it

teaches also that the faith of the pious is to be
maintained through suft'ering, and to be finally

brought to light in the judgment of the last day,

in the great decision of all things.

Starke :—Thou miserable one, who sighest and
weepest at violence and wrong, know that the

Lord sees and counts thy tears (Ps. Ivi. 9). Be-
ware of impatience, distrust, and self-revenge

against thy persecutors (Rom. xii. 19)!

Henostenbkko :—Such an experience of hu-
man misery (as is hero depicted, and also in Jer.

chap. XX.) is not only natural, but it lies in the

purpose of God, who brings about the circum-
stances that call it forth. God wishes to draw
us to Him, by making this world thoroughly dis-

tasteful, and nothing but vanity to us. AVe must
be liberated from earthly things through many
trials, and thus enter into the kingdom of heaven.
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Vers. 4-6. Brenz:—The world greatly errs in

always demanding for its satisfaction a super-
fluity of goods and treasures, and in regarding
modest possession as deprivation and misery.

And yet one can live contented and satisfied just

as well with a little as with rich superfluity, if

one only aims, in a proper manner, after con-

tentment, or in such a way that one lets God the

Lord be his treasure and highest good.

Geier:—One should not consider a rich man
happier than a poor man, because of his many
possessions. He who has much, has also much
unrest and care, and is moreover greatly envied

by others.

Wohlfarth:— With true wisdom, Solomon
warns us just as much against a passionate and
excessive eiFort after a lofty aim, as against that

indolence which folds its hands in its lap and
waits for miracles. He admonishes us rather to

a sober and well-ordered labor in our vocation,

and thus, in every respect, recommends the just

medium in our activity.

Vers. 7-12. Melanchthon :— Solomon here
shows how necessary for human life is the social

combination of men for the advancement of the

arts, industries, and duties of life. All classes

need such mutual aid and assistance, and each
individual must prosecute his labor for the wel-
fare of the whole, must advance their interest,

and make every effort to prevent division and
separation.

Cramer (vers. 7 and 8) :—The slaves of mam-
mon are blinded, and are their own tyrants.

They do not leave themselves space enough to

enjoy their blessings ; therefore the rust of their

gold and silver is a testimony against them-
(.Jas. V. 3).

Zeyss (vers. 9-12) :—If a community of the
body is so useful a thing, how much more useful
must be a community of spirit, when pious Chris-
tians with united strength of spirit withstand the
realms of Satan.

WoHLFARTH :—It Is not merely a sacred desire
that draws men to men, brings together souls of

like inclination, and binds kindred hearts. We
can neither rejoice in our happiness, nor finally

bear the trials that meet us, nor joyfully advance
in the way of piety and virtue, if we have not
true friends. Oh how sacred, therefore, is the

union of wedlock, of parents and children, of re-

latives and friends!

Von Gerlach :—Joy shared is two-fold joy

;

grief shared loses half its pain.

Vers. 13-16. Brenz:—Faith has here a good
probationary school, in which it can learn and
try its powers. For when God elevates the lowly,

faith can cherish hope, but when He bends and
overthrows the proud necks of the rich, it learns
to fear. God presents such examples to the

eyes of His chosen, that they may increase and
be exercised both in the fear of His holy wrath,
and in hope of heavenly glory.

Weimar Bible :—We should never depend on
large possessions and great power, and much less

seek true happiness therein, Ps. Ixxv. 6, 6.

Starke :—It is a clear indication of Divine
Providence, that in no place, and at no epoch, is

there a failure of children and posterity to fill

the places of the aged as they disappear.

C. Means for the Advancement of Earthly Happiness.

Chap. V. 1-20.

1. First means : Conscientious devotion in the worship of God, in prayer and vows.

(Vers. 1-7.)

1 Keep thy foot when thou goest to the house of God, and be more ready to hear,

2 than to give the sacrifice of fools ; for they consider not that they do evil. Be not

rash with thy mouth, and let not thine heart be hasty to utter any thing before

God : for God is in heaven, and thou upon earth : therefore let thy words be few.

8 For a dream cometh through the multitude of business ; and a fool's voice is known
4 by multitude of words. When thou vowest a vow unto God, defer not to pay it

;

5 for he hath no pleasure in fools: pay that which thou hast vowed. Better tszi that

6 thou shouldest not vow, than that thou shouldest vow and not pay. Suffer not thy
mouth to cause thy flesh to sin; neither say thou before the angel, that it was an
error: wherefore should God be angry at thy voice, and destroy the work of thine

7 hands? For in the multitude of dreams and many words there are also divers va-

nities : but fear thou God.
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2. Second means: Abstaining from injustice, violence, and avarice.

(Vers. 8-17.)

8 If thou seestthe oppression of tlie poor, and violent perverting of judgment and
justice in a province, marvel not at the matter: for he that is higher than the high-

9 est regardeth ; and there be higher than they. Moreover, the jDrofit of the earth is

10 for all : the king himself is served by the field. He that loveth silver shall not be

satisfied with silver; nor he that loveth abundance with increase: this is also va-

il nity. When goods increase, they ax'e increased that eat them: and what good is

12 there to the owners thereof, saving the beholding of them with their eyes? The
sleep of a labouring man is sweet, whether he eat little or much : but the abun-

13 dance of the rich will not suffer him to sleep. There is a sore evil tvhich I have
14 seen under the sun, namely, riches kept for the owners thereof to their hurt. But

those riches perish by evil travail : and he begetteth a son, and there is nothing in

15 his hand. As he came forth of his mother's womb, naked shall he return to go as

he came, and shall take nothing of his labour, which he may carry away in his

16 hand. And this also is a sore evil, that in all points as he came, so shall he go

:

17 and what profit hath he that he hath laboured for the wind? All his days also he

eateth in darkness, and he hath much sorrow and wrath with his sickness.

•3. Third means: Temperate and contented enjoyment of tlie pleasures and treasures of life

granted by God.

(Vers. 18-20.)

18 Behold that which I have seen: it i^ good and comely /or one to eat and to drink,

and to enjoy the good of all his labour that he taketh under the sun all the days

19 of his life, which God giveth him: for it is his portion. Every man also to whom
God hath given riches and wealth, and hath given him power to eat thereof, and

20 to take his portion, and to rejoice in his la,bour; this is the gift of God. For he
shall not much remember the days of his life; because God answereth him in the

joy of his heart.

[Chap. V. Ttr. 1. ^wJT lOIV iu the Hebrew Bibles, the German and Dutch versions, the Vulgate, and some others,

this is absurdly placed as the last verse of the iv. chapter. In the English, Tremellius, and others, it commences the

v., wht-re it evidently belongs; although the division of chapters, as given in this book is, in any way, of little value. The

Masora has pointed HwJT for the singular, corresponding to Ixx. and Vulgate, though the sense is equally good in the

plural. For the connection of this part with the preceding, consult Wordsworth, who sees in the train of thought, in (.11

these remarks about rashness in the divine service, and in respect to vows and rash religious speakins, something closely

connected with the true Solomonic experience, and theref )re furnishing evidence of the Solomonic authorship of the

hook. As uttered by any one else, it would seem disconnected and chaotic, just as some critics have pronounced it. For
remarks on 3np and nnO see Exeg. and Marginal Note.—T. L.]

[Ver. 6. N'pnS for X'tDnnS, Ripft- Tnjinit. ^'7Sn see Exeg. and Marginal Note.—T. L.]

[Ver. 7. anil^, the same'.—T. L.]

[Ver. 8. V3n a very general and indefinite word, here rendered, in E. G., matter (thing), Ixx. Trpayixan, Vulgate negotio.

It never, however, loses its sense of purpose, will, etc., either as positive or permissive,—as it may he rendered here, allow-

an-e. Oiiil's pcrniisston of such a thing; see Met Version.—T. L.]

[Ver. 9. HDJl^J. See Exeg. and Marg. Note.—T. L.]

[Ver. 10. li'NT : The Keri has rilX'^. It is one of those words in f\!| that have been cited as evidence of a later

language. It is, however, one of those more studied Solomonic words, denoting something philosophical, ethical, or ab-

stnict, demanded by tlie very subject and style of his writing. They are a higher class uf words than were needed by the
plainer historian, or prophet. They may have been invented by Solomon as to form (from old and common roots), and
afterwards have become vulgarized in tlie later writings—thus giving rise to the later Aramaic forms, instead of having
leen derived from them: Vision of the eyes, a somewhat more polished, or loftier word, than the infinitive to sec, or

sight.—T. L.]
, . , ,

Ver. 16. nVin ny"1 : Oesenlus makes n/IH fi'om H/H to bo sick, weak, e<c., but this does not seem to give a
T "tt L

''" '''

sense strong enough. Uabbi Tanchnm makes it from 7-'!n. to be t« great pain, tnrqueri dnlorihus, and compares it with

the participle '77inr\0 (Jerem. xxiii. 19,) ouenw/ifiJnii'rty, or a ^"^ storm hurled (1|'D) on the head of the wicked"—

a

very sore and " overiohe.lming evil," is this, if man has to return just as he came, e tem-bris in tenehras, out of darkness into

darkness. See Tanchum Comm., Lam. iv. 6. Same verse n*3J?~73 •' The grammarian, Jona Bon Qa^nach, in his Se-

pher Harikma, p. 30, regards this as one word, or as an example <>f J added (as it sometimes is with slight addition to

the meaning) to nO>?7i (as in direi.\t contrast). jTSJ,' is cited as ono of the words Scquinris Hebr lismi, but the root
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CDD^! although only occurring as a verb, Ezek. xxviii. 3; xxxi. 8, is very old in the language, as appears from I—<j>

people, the preposition 'iZ2}J with, jT'OJ* society, cnnxpaninn, all denoting, radically, comparison, one thing along with,

a
or laid by the side of another (compare the Arabic r^.Q- "nd many Greek words commencing with b/j. such as 6/nds,

ofioii, onAui;, ofioios, with their numerous derivatives, all implying comparison, society, likeness, etc.). This word niSV

occurs in Exod. xxv. 27; xxviii. 27; Ezek. Ixv. 7.

Ver. 18. ''JX: [On the effect of the accent here see Exeg. and Marg. Note. The same on rt? ver. 19.—T. L.].

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Of the three divisions of this section, the first

two .are ilivided each into two strophes of about

equal length, and each of the two strophes of the

second division, being very full in sense andricli

in clauses, is again divided into two half stro-

phes. The third division consists of only one
not very comprehensive stroplie. The complete

schems of the section stands, therefore, thus :

—

/. Division: Of trus picly ; a. (1 strophe): in

worship and prayer, v. 1-3 : b. (2 strophe) : of

vowing and the fulfilment of vows : vers. 4-7.

—

//. Division: On avoiding various vices; a, (1

half strophe) : of injustice and violence : vers.

8,9; b, (3-5, half-strophe): of avarice: vers.

10-17.—///. Division: Of Ike temperate and thank-

fully contented enjoi/ment of life : vers. 18-20, stro-

phe 5.

—

Vaihlnoer combines vers. 8-12, and
then 13-20, each as a principal division or stro-

phe, and overloolcs the fact that the theme of

avarice does not begin at verse 13, but at verse

10 (consequently witli the first half strophe of

strophe 3d, comprising vers. 8-12), and that,

therefore, with verse 18, introduced by the words

'ri'NT It^X T^^jy, begins an entirely new series

of thoughts, which bears a concluding relation to

the main contents of the chapter.

2. First divisioii, first strophe: Chap. v. 1-3. Of
true piety in the worship of God, and in prayer.

—Keep thy foot •when thou §oest to the

house of God. The k'tib ^"^J"} is to be pre-

ferred to the keri '"j/J"}. The latter appears to

be modeled according to the passages in Prov.

iv. 2G ; xxv. 17, and other;^, which present
' foot " in the singular. For " feet " in the plu-

ral in similar expressions comp. Prov. i. 16; vi.

18 ; Ps. cxix. 59, etc. The sense of this exhor-
tation is: "guard thy steps when thou goest to

the house of the Lord, that thou mayest enter it

with sacred composure, and carefully avoid every-

thing that would interfere with thy devotion."

See Hgngstenbero : " The object is to preserve
the heart, but as he goes, the heart receives its

impressions, and is thus affected by it. The au-

thor doubtless speaks of the feet because by them
has often been discovered the tendency of the

heart." And be more ready to hear, etc.

{Oer., to approach in order to hear is better).

The preposition |0, without 21£3, may in itself

express the preference of one thing over another;

comp. ix. 17; Isa. x. 10; Ezek. xv. 2.* anp

* [The examples that Zockler gives of "3 comparative, with-

out any comparative word lieforn it, will not hear him out.

In chap. ix. 17, it is dependent on O'^'0i;/J ; in the other

cases citpd O is either partitive, or has its usual pre-

is not here for the imperative •' be near," (Lu-
ther, Hexgstenbekg, etc.), but is an actual in-
finitive absolute, and as such subject of the sen-
tence; comp. Prov. xxv. 27 ; Isa. vii. 15, 16.
" To hear^' does not mean to listen to the read-
ing of the Thora during the service, (Hitzig) but
"to obey, to regard the voice of God with the
heart, to do His will;" comp. 1 Sam. xv. 22;
Jer. vii. 23. We have here the same contrast
between external sacrifice and holy intent as in
Prov. xxi. 3, 27 ; Isa. i. 11 ff.; Hosea vi. 6, etc.

—Than to give the sacrifice of fools. This
sacrifice {T\2}) is specially pointed out from

among the number of sacrifices, as also in Ps. xl.

6; Ho.sea vi. 6; 1 Sam. xv. 22. "To give the
sacrifice," does not mean to give a sacrificial-

feast, (Hitz[g), but to offer a sacrifice to God in
order to satisfy him, or in order to appease one's
conscience.— For they consider not that
they do eviL Fools, whose sacrifice is an of-

fence to God on account of their evil disposi-
tions (comp. Prov. xxi. 27 ; and also the exegeti-
cal illustraiions of this passage) do evil in sacri-
ficing to Him, and nevertheless know it not, but
rather suppose, in their folly, that their conduct
is well pleasing to Him. As this thought (comp.
Luke xxiii. 3-1) exactly fits the passage, and there
is no linguistic difficulty in the explanation (for

the construction }J1 T\\^vb- ^".i'!"!''' ^J'^'
" they know not that they do evil," comp. Jer.

position sense. If any comparative word might be thus

omitti'd it might be the familiar word jitDi t>i't there are
other ways of explaining the apparent grammatical anomaly
without any such harsbne-;s, which would be like leaving
Oiit, in English, any comparative word before titan—to hear

than to give. If we regard 3T1p as an adjective it may
It

have the_ sense of ^^ suitable, appropriate, coming very easily

from its primary and usual sense ot nearness: to hear is

more appropriate than to give; it is nearer in the sense of
better. That such a connection of senses is natural, is shown
from the Latin prope propior, as Horace, Sat. I. 4, 42, ser-

mon i jirnpinrn, better for prose; Terent. Ileaut: nulla alia
dnlcctatin qiiie propior esfet ; Ovid. Mel., cura prnpinr luclusqe.

It might be proved still more clearlytrom the Arabic use of

a comparative from this very root [^^\ onpx)

in the sense of bettrr—that which is nigher. more appropriate.

Of thisth^:re are frequent examples in ihe Koran, as in SUr

rat. II. 23S, ^ ^)^ ,
j e^ Utter for piety, more

\
" °'\

2)ioM«; soxviii. 8(1, \.>4.^^ \ .> ,- -3\ bd. .
. ^ ^^ \ better for com-

passion, more cnm}>assionate. See also Sural. III. 160; iv. 12;

V. 11; xvi. 79; .xx. 13. Thus in Hebrew, nijIO—Dllp,

nearer, more appropriate, more acceptabU (a better |3Tp

or offering) than to give, e<c.,—a!(«?i>e;:>rq;nMSMse<(7Maw dare
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XV. 15 ; 1 Kings xix. 4 ; Neh. xiii. 27) the ren-

derings of tlie passage that vary from this are to

be condemned. They are such as that of IIahn,

(and many older commentators) :
" in their ig-

norance they can only do evil," or of Knobel and

Vaihingbk: " They are not troubled about doing

evil," or of Hitzig :
" For they know not how to

be sorrowful" ( for which sense reference is made

to 2 Sam. xii. 18 ; Isa. Ivi. 12, etc.). The near-

est to our view is that of the Vulgate, and of Lu-

ther : "for they know not what evil they do,"

which, however, cannotbephilologically justified.

Ver. 2. Be not rash with thy mouth. This

censure of outward sacrifice is immediately fol-

lowed by that of thoughtless words, and empty

babbling in prayer, the next important element

of divine worship in the temple. " To be rash

with thy mouth" is essentially the same as that

PiiTToUyeiv against which Christ warns us, per-

haps with conscious reference to this passage,

Matt. vi. 7, f.—And let not thine heart be
hasty to utter anything before God. " Be-

fore God," i. e., in the temple, in the place of the

special presence of God, comp. Ps. xlii. 2 ;
Isa.

i. 12. This warning against rash, thoughtless,

and unnecessary words in prayer, is as little in

contradiction with apostolic directions as found

in 1 Thes. v. 17; Col. iii. 17; Phil. iv. 6, as is

the warning of Christ against idle words, at war

with His own repeated admonitions to zealous

and continuous prayer, e.g., Luke xi. 5 ff
. ;

xviii. 1, ff. ; John xiv. 13 ; xvi. 23, etc.— For
God is in heaven, and thou upon the

earth. The majesty of God, in contrast with the

lowliness of men, is here made clear by the con-

tra-position of heaven and earth, as in Ps. cxv.

3, 1(3 ; Isa. Iv. 7 ff. ; Ixvi. 1 ; Matt. v. 34, f.—

Ver. 3. For a dream oometh through the
multitude of business; and a fool's voice
is known by a multitude of words. That

is, just as a too continued, exciting, and anxious

occupation of the mind (pj-l) produces the

phenomenon of confused and uneasy dreams, by
which the sleep is disturbed, so the habit of an

excess of words, causes the speech to degenerate

into vain and senseless twaddle. The first clause

of the verse serves solely as an illustration of the

second ; the comparison, as in chap. vii. 1

;

Prov. xvii. 3 ; xxvii. 81 ; Job v. 7, etc., is effected

by simply placing the sentences in juxtaposition,

merely putting the copulative conjunction be-

etc. It may bo objected to this that such an infinitive with

S as I'OC'S. is not used subjectively, or very rarely. It,

however, comes very much to the same thing, if we talie

311P directly as an infinitive, or as used for an impera-
IT

tive: be nigher to hear, that is, more ready, more prompt
(j)i-opior facil.ior) to hear, than fools are to offer sacrifice

(taking 'TDD as the subject of T\r\)- Or the compa-

rative JO may depend on iDU^ in the first clause, the in-

fluence of which may be regarded as extending to the se-

cond; be more careful (0
—

"iOl!?) to hear, or to draw

nigh to hoar, etc. In such case, wo get a governing word for

the infinitive 3np . If it bo said that it is implied or Un-
ix

derstoofl ; that is always the case where the infinitive seems
thus used for the imperative. Some familiar word of admo-
ninoii, . r warning, is over impl, ed {took out, take care, etc.),

a.<s-.inelinie3 in tlie animated lani;uage of the prophets, and
us i-! IVequetitly tbo case in Qrei'kund Latin.—T. L.]

fore the second (comp. the Int. to Proverbs, ^ 14
p. 32). EwALD assumes a continuous train of
thought, asserting that from too much annoyance
come dreams, from these, all kinds of vain and
superfluous words, and, finally; from these, fool-
ish speech ; but this is decidedly opposed to the

fact that Onnn is necessarily to be understood

as a designation of the actual dream, not of a
dreamy, thoughtless nature, and that the deriva-
tion of a wordy nature from the latter would be
in violation of all psychological experience.

3. First Division, second strophe.—Vers. 4-7.
Of pious conscientiousness in vowing and the
fulfilment of vows. For vers. 4 and 5 see Deut.
xxiii. 22-24, M'hose ordinances are here almost
literally repeated.—For he hath no pleasure

in fools.—!ID''7"p3 arc frivolous men, who are

equally ready to make vows of every kind, but
then delay their performance from indolence or
selfishness. Of them it is said : lZDHB VBT} j'X

"there is no pleasure in them," namely, with
God ; for the context obliges us thus to finish the
thought.—Ver. 5. Better is it that thou
shouldst not vow, than, etc.—Comp. Deut.
xxiii. 22 : " But if thou shalt forbear to vow, it

shall be no sin in thee ;" also Acts v. 4. Ver.
6. Suffer not thy mouth to cause thy flesh

to sin.
—

"ID'S here marks the body as the seat

of desire, therefore of sensuality and fleshly

sense in general, as the New Testament aap^;
chap. ii. 3 is also similar to this. The descrip-
tion of James, in iii. 6f. of his Epistle, gives a clear
testimony that the sensuality of man is sinfully

excited by the sins of the tongue, or the mouth,
and can be enkindled by the fire of evil passion

;

and Hengstenbero should not have quoted this

passage as a proof of his position that "flesh"
here signifies the entire personality. Hitzio
translates: "Let not thy mouth bring thy body
to punishment," but fails to give the jsroof for

the possibility of the rendering of N'tDFin in

the sense of "bringing to punishment, atoning
for."—Neither say thou before the angel
that it was an error.

—

[Zockler here renders

IJtivO messenger, to accommodate to his exegesis.

—T. L.]. '^^??. Messenger, i. e., Jehovah's

[Comp. Haggai i. 13; Malachi i. 3], is here the
designation of the priest* or announcer and ex-

* [This is another case where those who maintain the late

date of tlie booli give a word an unusual sense, and then
build an argument upon it. There is no reason why

^X 70 should not be taken in its usual meaning, as an angel

of God, visible or invisible, supposed sometimes to appear in

terror, the avenging angel, as 2 Sam. xxiv. 16, who came to

punish Israel and tlu-ir king for his rash words. There may
bo an express referencu here by Solomon to his father's fatal

error; and the words "lOKH /'^l ™*y ^^ rendered very

easily as a caution, that l/iou mayest not have to confess thine

error, as David did (2 Sam. xxiv. 17). It must have made a

deep impression on tho young mind of the I'rince. It is per-

fectly in accordance, too, with the belief and the recorded
facts of tho Solomonic times; and this would be the case

even if we regard the ^IX/O, mentioned in Ecclesiastes, as

being Gad, the 7»i<!ssc»(7i!r sent to David. Orit mayrefcrtotho
belief in the presence of angels as invisible witnesses to our
sins and our improprieties—a belief belonging not only to the
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pounder of the divine law; comp. Malachi ii. 7,

tbe only passage of the 0. T. where this expres-

sion is used of the priest ; and see also in the N.

T. Rev. i. 20; ii. 1 tf., where ayyeXog is used es-

sentially in the same sense. "That it was an

error'' [p^ilU as in Numb. xv. 27 ff.] is the

characteristic evasion of religious superficiality

and levity, which seek to excuse unfulfilled vows
by declaring the neglect of them a mere error or

precipitation [an unintentional error] ; comp.
Malachi i. 8; Matth. xv. 5, etc. Hitzig : "it

n-as a thoughtlessness,—that is, that I made the

vow at all." But a vow solemnly declared before

tlie priest could not thus be recalled without
further ceremony by declaring that it was vowed
in a thoughtless manner. The thoughtless de-

linquent will wish to represent the evasion of its

fulfilment as simply a sin of weakness or precipi-

tation, whilst it is in reality a crime of a very
serious character [comp. Ej.ster and IIengstex-
BERC. on this passage].—-Why should God bs
angry at thy voice [which thou dost misu^o
in a vile, so]3liistical and God-tempting evasion]

and destroy the -work of thy hands

—

that i^, punish thee, therefore, by a failure of

all thy undertakings, and destruction of all

treasures and goods ? For the warning sense

of the question with HDl comp. vii. 16, 17;

Ps. xc. 17 ; 2 Chron, x. .37 ; Ezra iv. 22; vii. 23.

Verse 7. For in the multitude of dreams
and many w^ords there are also divers
vanities. Just as in verse 3, dreams are
here also to be taken only as examples of

the vanity of making many wordj, and of its

bad consequences. As we can reasonably con-
clude that one who has much to do with dreams
[comp. .Jcr. xxiii. 33; Zech. x. 1] is an unrelia-

ble man, little fitted for the duties and affairs of

sober reality, therefore the wordiest babbler
will inspire in us the least confidence. Ew.\lu
and Heiligstedt's view: "for in too many
dreams are too many vanities and words," is

opposed by the connection, which shows that no
information is to be imparted here concerning
the nature and signification of dreams, and then
also the circumstance that it is not very clearly

to be seen in how far dreams may cause much
useless pi-attle.—But fear thou God, so that
thou dost really try to fulfill what thou hast
vowed to Him. O, because co-ordinate with

the preceding, is to be translated by " but," and
not "thus;" for it expresses in a conclusive
manner the contrast to verse 6.*

Old Testament,_but also to the New, as appears from 1 Cor.
xi. 10, Sid Toiii ayyeKov; :" because of the augels" (invisible),
iu.leceucies iu the Church wuro to be avoided.—T. L.]
*[Ver. 7. The simplest and most literal rendering here

would seem to be the best, taking the conjunction ), in
each case, as it stands, and in the usual way. The copula-
tive 1 has, indeed sometimes an assertive force, but tlien
the context will always clearly demand it. Here there is

no nee I of it: "Though in nuiltitude of dreams," or
" thovigh dreams abouml, and vanities, and words innumer-
able, yet C3) fear thou God." The first "2 may be ren-

dered for, and regarded as connocting, causally, this verse
with what precedes, or they may both be regarded as ad-
versative, giving the reason against, or nntwithstanding

.

See oxplanatmn of ^2 Int. to Metrical Version, p 176. Tho

4. Second Division, first strophe, a : vers. 8 and
9.—On avoiding injustice and violence—If thou
seest the oppression of the poor, and
violent perverting of judgment and jus-
tice in a province. Comp iii. 10; iv. 1, if.

(Ger., robbery of judgment and justice). This
is a robbery committed against these objective
and divine laws, a violation of them by exac-
tions, and other violence. Such violations of
judgment are most likely to be practiced in the

provinces, far from the seat of the king and the
liighest courts, by governors and generals.
Therefore here r~ir")0, by which is doubtless

meant the province in which the author lives,

that is, Palestine. Comp. Ez. v. 8; Neh. i. 3;
vii. 6; xi. 3, and also the Int. § 4, Obs. 2.

—

Marvel not at the matter. — y^T) [Comp.

iii. 1], is neither absolutely the same as "cause,
matter," [HtTZia] nor does it indicate the divine
pleasure, the execution of divine decrees, (as

iIe.n'gstenberg). It is rather the violent doing
of the thieving officials that is meant, the
" such is my pleasure," of rulers, " who usually
commence, their • edicts with these words: it

seems good to me, it is good in presence of the
king, Dan. iii. 22; vi. 2; iv. 22; Ez. v. 17."

(Hkngstenberg). For the exhortation not to

marvel at such things, not to be surprised,
comp. 1 Peter iv. 12 : ayamirbi fx?/ ^svi^eatts k. t. 1.

—For he that is higher than the highest
regardeth ; and there be higher than
they. That is, over the lofty oppressor stands
a still higher ruler, the king ; and even over
him, should he not aid suifering innocence in its

rights, is a still higher one, the King of kings,

and Supreme Judge of the world. tlDTiDJl is, as

it were, a plural of majesty,* serving for a most

with dreams). 13^ is used, Numb xxiii. 5, 16, for nraci^
T T

lum. It is the oracle given to Balaam, and though, there a
divine messago given to a bad man, yet there is nothing iu
tha word itself t~> prevent its d noting a ftilse as well as
a true prediction. If tlie view taken be coriect, there must
be meant, hei e, false or superstitious presaiiings, like the
Greek /Safis, wLich is used l>y Aristophanes fur the false pre-
dictions of the iracle-mongers, by whom Greece was in-
fested. T3n is used iu the same manner, Eccles. x. 14,

T T
where the context shows that it means either pretended
oracular words, or \ovX\\un-tMings, or some such rash bay-
irigs about the future as are condemned James iv, 13. Tlie
other rendering: "in multitude of dreams and vanities
there are also words," besides having seemingly but little

meaning, puts its main assertion in tlie first clause, and
thus makes the second: "fear thou God," a merely inci-

dental or rhetorical addition, though really the important
thoiight: "notwithstanding the aboundiug of (all these
superstitions) dreams, vanities and fortun. -tellings without
number, yet fear thou God. In the other rendering, too,
besidi-s being less simple and facile, theie is lust, or ob-
scured, the contrast evidently intended between 6e-to-t6ai|xo-

via, in the bad sense, or superstition, and ercre^tia, true
religion, reverence. XVTV /}XT. " tbe f-ar ot the Lord."
For an illustration, see the picture of the superstitious man
{SeicTiSaifiiav) as g.ven by Theophrastus in his C/iaracte.rs,

sec. 16.—T. L.]

*[The plural intensive undoubtedly exists in Hebrew, but
a great deal ttiat is said aljout the plur.tlis majestaticus is

Very questionable. The best Jewish commentators deny ita

existence. The plural C3'ri3J, here, may easily be taken

as a sort of summing up, denoting all the powers th it

stand above the petty oppressor, from the earthly king,

through "principalities in tho Heavens'' up to God Him-
self Our English Ve.-sion gives it well, "and th're be
hi.rher than they," leaving the api<l ration indefinite.

Stuart regards 1 as intensive: "Yea tli ro lie higher ihaii

word uD'IDT we have rendered, in the Metrical Version I

th^.V."—tbe petty oppressors. Or it nmy be an assertion-
'I that there is a vast series of ascending power-* in the olain. la'

1
world, regarded in its rank, rather tUau its time or spacepresagings (idle predictions, fortunetollings, tuch as go

23
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empliatic designation of the fulness of eternal

power in the Godhead; it is the same constrnction

as 0'X113, "Creator," chap. xii. 1; CD'd'\'\D

Prov. ix. 10; xxx. 3; Rosea xii. 1. lU'J'V^j;,

Dan. vii. 18, 22. etc. Corap. Ew.\ld, ^ 178 b.

We cannot let this expression refer to the king

as the highest eartiily judge and potentate, on

account of its analogy with other plural names

of Deity. It is extremely unfitting, indeed al-

most absurd, to refer the second high one to a

supreme judge, and the CZD'H:}-! to the governor

(IIiTZtG). For a poor consolation would be

offjred to the oppressed by a reference merely

to these courts, as certain as "that one crow

does not pick out the eyes of another," (a very

poorly sustained proverb, quoted by Hitzig him-

self). Ver. 9. Moreover, the profit of the
earth is for all ; the king himself is served
by the field. That is, notwithstanding that

God alone rules as highest judge and avenger

over all the destinies of men, we are not to de-

spise the protection and safety which an earthly

authority affords, especially a strong kingly

government, that can protect the fields from de-

vastation, and their boundaries from intrusion.

N'n bD3 [so is it to be read, as in the K'tib, in-

stead of N'.n /D3] is of like meaning with 7D3

r^XI, "in all this"— or "notwithstanding all

this," as it is Isa. ix. 11. The concluding

words 13>'J ni2/7 ipp^ can neither mean: "a

king honored by the land " (Knobel and Vai-

hixger), nor: " a king honored throughout the

whole land" (Hahn), nor: "a king to till the

field" (Luther, Starke, etc.), nor: "a king

subject to the field" (Herzfeld), nor: rex

agro addictus^ (R,osenmiieller, Dathe, etc.),

nor: "a king to the tilled field," namely, "a
profit and advantage to it," (Hrrzio, Hexgsten-
BERG, comp. also the Sept.). 12;|P. is here

used rather in the sense of " ma le, installed,

placed," in accordance with tie Chaldaic sig-

nification of n3>'=ni:/;?, Dm iii. l, 15,29; vii.

21 ; Ezra iv. 19, etc., and Ty}^, field, is a poeti-

cal synonym of 'J'lX (Uorap. Gen. ii. 5 ; iv. 7

;

Ruth i. 6), here undoubtedly chosen because
agriculture, this principal occupation of the

provinces fcomp. ii. 8) can only prosper through
the protection ami propitious influence of tlie

king. Compare the very close connection in

which the religion of the Chinese, Persians,

'Egyptians, and Romans placed the royal office

with agriculture. It does not militate agaiu'^t

the view sustained by us tliat there is no definite

article before miJ'. Corap. Ewat.d § 277, b ;

and quite as little does this view disagree with

the verbal collocation, as will be seen by com-
paring ix. 2 ; Is I. xlii. 21; Dan. vi. 8.*

nsp'^ct. S'16 note on Olamic Words, p. 51. The reart<ir may
imagine tlie gradation of ranks for himself. Of course, GJod

is at Uie highest, however great it may be. This would
acord with tho simplest rendering of the words:

Iloijht over height iire keeping watch,
AikI liii;her still thim they.

Thi^-ie vHe 'ppprossors, with all their boasts of rank, aro
away d.«wn iu the lowest parts .if tlie sc ile.—T. L.]

*i.'Ver. y. The interpretations of Zookler, Hitziq, Stuart,

5. Second Division, first strophe b, and second

strophe a. b: vers. 10-17. On avoiding avarice

and covetousness.—As in Dent. xvi. 19 ; Amos
viii. 4 fF. ; Prov. xv. 25-27 ; Sirach x. 8, so we
have here the condemnation of the coarser form
of covetousness, which does not shun open in-

justice and violence, and, directly afterwards,

that of the love of money and desire of gain
operating with more delicate, more genteel, and
apparently more just means.—He that loveth
silver shall not be satisfied -with silver,

i. e , not satisfied in mind, ami consequently not

happy. Comp. the Horatian line : Semper avarus

eijel [Ep. I, ii. 20) ; also Ovid Fast. I, 211 S. :

" Creverunt et opes et opum furiosa cupido ;

Et cum posideant plurima plura volunt;"

Nor he that loveth abundance with in-

crease. Lit.," loveth tumult;" jirDD in other

places, "noise, turmoil of a great multitude of

people," here means, as in Ps. xxxvii. 16, the
multitude of possessions; and 2 ^ilX means

as elsewhere 3 ViJn.—Vcr. 11. When goods
increase, they are increased that eat
them. Lit. "tiieir eaters, their consumers."
The meaning here is clearly the numerous ser-

vants of a rich hous;^hold. Comp. Job i. 3

;

1 Kings V. 2, ff.—And what good is there
to the owners thereof?—jllU'.I) here, "for-

tune, gain," different from ii. 21 ; iv. 4. The

plural nD'7>'!3 has here a singular meaning, as

in ver. 12; vii. 11; viii. 8; Prov. iii. 27.

—

Save the beholding of them with their
eyes, i. e., only the empty, not really satisfying

feeling of pleasure at the sight of heaped up
treasures. In place of r\'X"^ read H-IXT with

the Keri.—Yer. 12. The sleep of a laboring
man is sweet, whether he eat little or
much; i. e, whether he enjoys a generous
food, or must be satisfied with a scanty nourish-

ment.—13j7 "laborer" is different from 13^

"slave," and also from nD>' DO "serf;" it

means in general every one, who according to

etc., th lut;!! differing f-.im each other, seem forced. They
all destroy the parallelism, making only one proposition of
what evidently contains two clauses, one an illiiatration of

tho other. Their rendering of XT! 7DD, as though it

were equivalent to HXJ '733. Tsiiiah ix. 11, 20, cannot be
supported. X'n is a feiiiiniu-; use 1 lor the neuter, and may
have, in su di case, an antecedent masculine in form, if it

ex.iresses what is inanimate or impersonal. ''The profit

of the suil, iu everything is it,"—Irke XTI TMl'iif, "an
error is it," just abov . "It is in all," in everything, in
every rank of life. The word n3I'J bas more of a deponent

than of a passive sense. In other cases, Deut. x.xi. 4; Ezek.
sxxvi. 0, .14, it is applied ti t e field that is made, use of,

worked, in distinction from the barren. This is tho only
cas't in which it is applieil to p rsons. and according to the
same analogy, it does not mean ferried as a master, which
would be tho direct passive 'if tho Kal, but subservient to,

or made to serve, coining near to the Kal sense, or the sense
of the noun: made tft'/ul, or devoted to use. The coiine -

tion, then, is v -rv clear. The oppressor is reproved, not
by extolling th((king as the uuardian of justice, and patron
of agriculture, but by setting forth the value of the lowly,
the cultivators of the soil, to whom the highest ranks, and,
ultirnately, the king himself, are sid>seri'icr}t,—on whora
they are depeudent, and to whom they may be said, in the
last resort, to owe homage. This more Republican idea,

and t) much more in harminv with the whole sjiirit of the
passage, is sustaiuoJ by Wordswortu. The resort to the
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divine direction in Gen. iii. 19; Ex. xx. 9,

must earn his bread in tlie sweat of lii.s brow,

be he vassal or freeman.—But the abun-
dance of the rich Tvill not suUer him to

sleep. HiERONYMUs justly says: Incocto cibo

in stomachi augustiis ses/uanie.—'T't!'^'/. J-'^tl'n, a

paraphrase for the genitive like 7lXi7^ uD'sjVi'n

1 Sam. xiv. 18, etc.; comp. Ewalh, § 292, a.

—

For this sentence comp. Horace, Sat. I., 1, 76 ss.;

Juvenal, Sat. X., 12 s. ; XIV., 304; also Publ.
Syrus : '^Avariim irritat non satiat pecunia."—
Vers. 13-17. Second strophe: The annoying and
inconstant nature of wealth. There is a sore

evil ; lit., " a painful evil ;
" HVin equivalent

to the participle Neph n7nj* Jer. xiv. 17;

Nah. iii. 19.— Riches kept for the o'wrners
thereof to their hurt. Carefully guarded
wealth proves a misfortune to the possessor

when the latter loses this transitory and unreli-

able possession, and becomes, thereby, more un-

happy than if he had never possessed it. The
only correct illustration of this thought is af-

fonleil by ver. 14. Ver. 14. But these riches
perish by evil travail.—J'j;^, lit., "annoy-

ance, hardship," as in i. 13 ; iv. 8, does not here
mean the unprofitable business, the unfortunate
administration of the affairs of the rich, but any
misfortune, an evil occurrence of the nature of

those in Job i. 14-19, caused by robbers, tem-
pests, storm*, etc.f—And he begetteth a
son, and therais nothing in his hand.

TVim is correctly taken as a preterit in the

Sept., Vulg., and Syriac ; for after the failure

of his means, he who was rich leaves off be-

getting sons.—Ver. 15. As he came forth of
his mother's ^womb, naked shall he re-

turn to go as he came.—riD^S 21i:}\ lit., "he
V .' T T

repeats his going," i. e., he goes away again,

namely out of this life. We find the same re-

flection concerning the inexorable operation of
death in Job i. 21; Ps. xlix. 10; 1 .Tim. vi. 7,

and also in the classics, e. g., Propert, Carm.
III., 3, 35 s.

:

Hand ullas portahis opes Acherontis ad undas;
Kudus ad inferna stulte, vehere rate !

Comp. P. Gerhard in the hymn: "Why should
I then grieve?"

Chald.iic significatioa of -\'2V = to the Hebrew Htyi', is
~ T

whiiUy needlesg and unsatisfactory. If the monarchical
interpretation, as we may call it, fails, then also falls to the
ground what is said about the Persians, and " the king's
jirotection of agricultur.i in the ^'coi'Uices," together with
the inference that would theji be drawn in ro.spect to the
date of the book. Such a dependence of the king upon
the field is just a truth wlii' h would be perceived by the
wise Solomon, but would be unheeded by a Persian mon-
arch, or any writer who would wish to extol him. Herz-
Feld'3 interpretation is very niiih this. Our English Ver-
ei >n. '-the king is served by the ficdl," of from, the fiebl,

Would require a different preposition.—T. L.]

*[See tue explanatim iu the te.\t note.—T. L.]

tij?"l rJ>'3 '""y mean hero the labor and travail ex-

pended in acquiring the riches. "That wealth perishes
with all th« labor," etc., it took to get it. Sucu is the m ire

liter il .sense of 3. 'is well as the more expressive. He
ha.s lost all his labor and travail as well as his wealth.
Comp.ire the .Metrical Version.

With the sore travail [it had cost] that wealth departs.
T. L.J

Naked lay I on the earth,
When I came, when I drew
At first uiy breath.

Naked shall 1 pass away.
When from earth again 1 flee,

Like a shadow.

And shall take nothing of his labor. Lit.,

"does he lift up through his labor ;" Nt!?'' as in

Ps. xxiv. 4.—Which he may carry away
in his hand. TjS' is optative Hophil [='^'Vv.

Mich. iii. 4; vi. 13, etc.], and need not be

changed into IJT, as Hitzig does in accordance

with the Sept. and Symmachus. For the thought
that a rich man at his death can take none of
his treasures with him, is extremely fitting here,
in case one does not think of the rich man de-
scribed in ver. 14, who, previously to his death,
was bereft of all his possessions by misfortune.
And this is so mucli the less necessary, since
before this verse death has not been considered
the final end of all wealth and desire of acquir-
ing it. — Ver. 16 emphatically repeats the
til ought of the preceding verse, in order to
show more strongly the entire fruitlessness and
folly of toiling after earthly wealth, and to pre-
pare for the closing description in ver. 17 of the
tortured existence of a rich miser.—And this
is also a sore evil, namely, not simply that
named in ver. 13, but also that added in ver. 15;
consequently not merehj the Tr/.nrrov aih/Z^orr/^

there described (1 Tim. vi. 17), but also death,
that places an unconditional limit to all wealth,
and toiling after riches. The views of Heng-
stenberg, Vaihinger, etc., are correct, whilst
Hitzig wrongfully supposed that the second
"sore evil" is not named until the last clause
of this verse, and that it consists in the misera-
ble existence of the miser, full of vexation and
profitless. This " having no profit," and "labor-
ing for the wind," coincides rather (like the
contents of ver. 17) with the vanity of this
world, and its inconstancy and hardship, as
described in vers. 13 and 14, so that the reflec-
tion at its end again leads back to its beginning.
Ver. 17. All his days also he eateth in
darkness, that is, in a gloomy, peevish state
of mind, in subjective darkness as described in

Matt. vi. 23 ; John xi. 10. VD'-S^I can be very

easily taken as the object of /JX', although the

phrase "eateth his days" does not appear
again,* and therefore the meaning of "all his
days " seems the more likely to be merely used
as defining the time; but comp. for this view
the instances at least approximately analogous
in Job xxi. 13 ; xxxvi. 11. The Sept. seems to

have read 7DX1 instead of 7DX\ and so in
.^. ..

.J.
..7

the following clause, instead of D>'D1 they must

have read D>V31, and for vSm they must

have read "'/ni; for they translate: Kaiye naaac

dc -fjuepai avrov iv (tkotec kuI ev izevOsc Kai dvjxC

*[We have the similar phrase in English—"consumeth

his days"—but it is questionable whether 73X is ever
thus used in Hebrew. la Job xxi. 13; xxxvi. 11, the verb
is different.—X. L.J
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KoklC KttL apprioTia kcil joAo). Ewald and some

other modei-ns follow it herein ; but certainly

with regard to the change of '^}^\ at least

without sufficient reason ; comp. Hitzig and

Elster on this passage. But nothing obliges

us, in the second clause, to deviate from the

Masoretic text, as Hengstenberg has correctly

shown in opposition to the authors last named.

For 0^2 as 3d, pneterite, suits the adverb

n3in better than does the substantive Dj;.^:

but the closing words f];^|TI^ vHni give an excel-

lent sense as an independent animated exclama-

tion : "and he hath much sorrow and
wrath with his sickness!" What is meant

is the sickness of soul produced by the annoy-

ance and dissatisfaction felt as against those

things that oppose his striving after riches, [in

substance the same as that darkness in the pre-

ceding line] a sickness which can eventually

extend to his body and then torment him only

the more severely.*

6. Third Division : vers. 18-20. Concerning

a moderate and gratefully contented enjoyment

of life, as the only true and wise conduct for

the poor and for the rich ; comp. the exactly

similar closing sentence of the first discourse,

chap. ii. 24-26, and also the close of the first

part of the second discourse, chap. iii. 22.

—

Behold that which I have seen : it is

good and comely, fitc. IIitzig and Hahn
say: " What I have found good, and what beau-

tiful;" Hengstenberg : behold what I have

seen, that it is good and handsome, etc. This

latter translation is the only one that corres-

ponds exactly to the accentuation, f which (by a

*[HlTZiQ regards the text liere as corrupt, and proposes

to read 'vSn3 and DJ^."3.
There is no serious difficulty

: T :
* ~

in taking D>'3 ^^ ^ noun [the first patach lengthened,

as JoNA Ben GANXACn shows may be done]. The other

corroctiuii, and IIitziq's charge of corruption, only show
that a very acute critic, not having much imagination,

may not sympathize wich the poetical style, or the emo-
tional earnestness of such a writer as Koheleth, and must
therefore, often fail in interpreting him. The apparent

irregularity of the sentence shows a vehement utterance,

the thoughts crowding together, coming in, some of them
out of tlicir order, as though anticipated, or in dagger

of being forgotten. The most literal, therefore, is the

rendering which is most true to this subjective emotional

state: "great grief, sickness his, and wrath;" or to give

it something of its rythmical order:

Yea. all his days, doth he in darkness eat;

Abundant sorrow, sickness too is his, and chafing wri*th.

T. L ]

f [Those noble scholars, the Bcxtorfs, and the learned as

well as devout Boston, were not altogether without reason

in their ln-lief tliat the Hebrew system of accents, as found

in our Hebrew Bibles, partook, in some degree, of the

Biblical inspiratum. There is a critical acuteness, a
gpiritual-mindedness, wo may say, manifested by those

early accentuiitors. from whom came the traditional masora,

that is truly wonderful. There are many examples in tlio

Psulnis. There is an instance of it, we think, in this

passage, vers. 18 and 19. They have placed a reliia, a dis-

junctive accent, over ^jj< ver. 18, thereby separating it

from 3i£3 that follows. This our English translators have
observed, as also Hahn, HENOSTENnERo and others, who,
after all, do not make the right use of it. ZiicKLER ac-

knowledging though disregarding the accents, renders :

"behold what I have seen as good, that it is fair to eat,"

etc.,—making IC'X a conjunction. To follow the accen-

tuation, however, is the only way to bring out the sense

in all its force and clearness. The other method makes

rebia over 'JX) strongly separates the DID from
what precedes, but scarcely expresses the sense
originally intended by the author himself. Our
own view corresponds rather to this original

sense, which alone is riglitly in accordance with

the position of IC'X before T^D\—To eat and
to drink, and to enjoy the good of all his

labor. The suffix in 1 7DJ^ belongs to the pre-

viously unexpressed subject of the infinitive

clauses /^N/, etc.; comp. vii. 1; Ps. iv. 9;

Ixv. 9, etc. The eating, and drinking, and en-

joying the good [lit., "seeing the good." comp.
ii. 24) is as little meant in an Epicurean sense

here as in similar earlier passages ; it expresses

simply the normal contrast to the grasping

avarice previously censured.—For it is his

portion, [ipbn K-in ''3 : "that it should be his

portion ;
" '3 denoting end, purpose, or, as it is

rendered in the Metrical Version, " to be his

portion here,^'—so as not to interrupt the flow of

the sentence.—T. L.] It is his lot divinely ap-

pointed unto him for this life, that he cannot
take with him into the world beyond (ver. 1-5)

and which he must consequently properly profit

by here below (comp. iii. 22).—Ver. 19. Every
man also to w^hom God hath given riches
and wealth. Hitzxg unnecessaiily renders

2^15 and nS' synonymous, and represents eating and

drinking as the good ^jer se, without qualification; the asser-

tion afterwards made, about its lieing the gift of God,
having no efi'ect in changing, or modifying this positive

declaration. On the contrary, the accentual rendering,

makes the perception and the consciousness of this [31i3n

31D r\1Xl7], th^ very thing that constitutes the "good

which is fair" [HS' "ll^X DID], in distinction from the
'.• T •.' -:

mere pleasure which .he E|iicurean would call good. Thna
it reads, according to the accents: "good Ih it is fair, to

eat and drink, He. (ihat is, in eating and drinkiug), and
to see the good," etc.,—intimating that there is a good, or

seeming good, that is not,/air, or beautiful, a 31^0 that is

not riD'. To take It^N thus as a relative pronoun, is

the only way to avoid a tautology; for fhe other render-
ing makes no distinction between 31t3 ""J riD", or rather

VT
regards the one as but a repetition of the other. It is

true that, in such use of Tu^X. the personal pronoun gene-

rally follows [N^in DD'' "livX 3iD] hut not always, as

Gen. vii. 8, tj^OI ItyX 731 ^IJ-'H, and similar cases,

especially Ilosea xii. 8, " :li"<y shall not find in me, ?iy

NtOn "IK'X, iniquity that is sin,"—meaning by NDPl a

qualification of the general term Jiy, or a known and

wilful sin, one deserving of punishment, as both KiMcm
and Aben Ezra explain it. Grammatically and logically

it is precisely similar to this case. It is not easy to resist

the conclusion that a logical differentia, some qualifviag

of 31D, wa-s hero intended. It is, in fact, that same dis-

tinction which is made by the ordinary mind, if devout,
and which we find in Plato, the mystical, as some style

him, but who is, in reality, the clearest, and, in the truest
sense of the term, the most common-sense of all the
philosophers. It is the ayaO'ov that is koXov (since the
sensualist also has his ayadov, so called, which is not
KaKov, but only rj6w) the j^ekTiaTov, or to use similar lan-

guage of CiCKKo, the bnnum that is pulchrum, the dulce

that is honi'stani. It is the word used chap. iii. 11 to denote
the beauty of everything in its season, as God made it,

IP V3 n3' niyy 73n~nJ<! or as the world was pronounced
: .T TT

all good, all /air, at creation, whilst still in unison with the
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iS |r)J 'lUi^^ " that God gives him," (or " if") etc.

The aiiakoiouthoa between the uominative abso-

lute ••every man" auJ the final clause: "that

is the gift of God," cannot be thus removed.

—

And hath given him pov7er to eat thereof,

etc. For D'^iyn "to cause to rule, to empower

any one," comp. Ps. cxix. 13o ; Dan. ii. 28, 48.

That is the gift of God. The emphasis does

not rest ou im'illX, as in the similar thought

in chap. ii. 24, but on nr*?' vvhich here there-

fore means a noble gift (rfotrif uyad//, dupz/fxa

Tt/.tioi', Jas. i. 17) a gracious present, as the

following verse teaches. Comp. also Horace,
Epis. I., 4, G :

Di libi divilias dederunt, arlemque fruendi.

Ver. 20. For he shall not much remember
the days of his life. That is not as Ewald
says: " Memory and enjoyment of this life do
not last long," wliich would clearly give a to-

tally foreign thought, but he now forgets all toil

and vexation of his former life,* and learns, in

consequence of the divine beneficence which he

divine name and presence. The '2V\5 that is HS', the good

that 13 FAIR, must bavn some other elenien* in it than mere
Si-uso-enjoymeiit, or ooluplas (vdle quod optal) This appears
by another aoceutual murk The same aciuc critics have
placed a i^alieijU gadliul, another strong disjunctive accent,

upon the demonstrative pronoun Hf 'n ver. 19, thereby
mailing it more euiphatio, by separating it from the adjoin-
iu^ words, tlius constituting it a clause by itself, as it were,
to whicli special attention is called. By being thus sepa-

rated from what is near, it goe5 back to the 31£3 men-
tioned some ways above or to the idea contained, and carries
it throiigli all the clauses: "good that is fair, to eat and
drink, and see the good." etc., (through all that follows in the
bug recital) '•</a's"

—

this (good) I say—is God's own gift."

The meaning is, that the recognition and the consciousness
of this are necessary to make it gnnd, or the gnud emphati-
cally—' the good th it \s fair'—aod that, witliojt tiiis it

would not be Hi)'' i^aKov, Ivmeslum, etc., but bheer sensual-

ism, which in itself, he so often pronounoos worthless-
uess a .d vanity. The whole passage, lS-20, has the air
of a solemn recapitulation, in wbicu the writer meann
to express his deepest and tr lost feeling: "And n"W,
b hold what I have seen: gmd that i^ fair." etc.; all such
good is from above, and there is really no other that deserves
to bo so called It is iml)ued throngtijut with the name of
Goi, as though Ills name were insepar:ibl'i from any true
id''a of the good. Taking the aoc nts in their intended
form, the passage has a most eloquent fulness ; disregarding
them, we have slieer Epicureanism, expressed in wh it seems
a Verbose style, tautob'gical, unmeaning, and, witiial, out
of harmony with t'le g Mieral scope of the book. Tlie ear-
n stnass of the writer iu ids desire of fully setting out the
thouglit. is shoivii by tlie repetition in the beginning of the

19th verse: lUDTXT Sd CD J- "yea every man, as God
hiis given Mm weal h, a i 1 power to eat thereof, and bear his

portion," etc , and then the strong accented Til m iking the
peroration of the whole; so th it die Kpicurean or sensualist
could ( lain no frugment of it as. in the least, fivoring the
godless pliihuopliy. Sue the Metrical Version. It is all

idle to put the most naked Epi.jureanism in th< mouth of
the writer, as ZiieKLKR and Stuart do, and theu deny it

is sncli, or attempt to weave for it somj possible evan-
gelical robe.—T. L j

*[Ew\ld's view is t") be preferred, though with a modifica-
tion. In the recognition of the higher goid (see marginal
note, p. 94:), or tlie gifr anil blessing of God. 'lie mere sen-
sual pleasure, tlie mere tiring, us an enjoyment, is not
much remembered, nor the time it lasts. The higher
aspect makes the lower seem less, though not undervalued.

Not life itself, with all its joys.
Could mv best passions move.

Or raise so high mv cbeerful voice.

As Thine endeariii'x love.

Compare it with Psalm iv. 5 :
'' Thou hast put joy in my

gratefully and contentedly enjoys, to forget the
"miserable life" (Luther) that he previously
led, and cares no more concerning the rapid
flight and short duration of his earthly days,
(comp. vi. 12). Because God answereth
him in the joy of his heart. The second
'3 is subjoined to the first one in the com-

mencement of the clause, and is therefore better
translated with "because" or "since" than
with "for." 3 ^J^.^ lit. "he answers him
with," i. e., he hears him by vouchsafing, etc.;

for this signification of the Hiph, of njj? comp.

1 Kings viii. 35; 2 Chron. vi. 2(5; Hos. ii. 23.

All other meanings are contrary to the language
and connection, e. g. Hitzig: "he makes him
ready to serve; " Koster :

'• he makes him sing
with the joy of his heart; " Vaiiiixger (accord-
ing to the Sept. and V^ulg. ) :

" he occupies him
vi^ith the joy of his heart," etc.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

( With Homileiical Hints.
)

The threefold means given in this chapter for

obtaining and advancing earthly happiness, are
the fulfilment of duty towards God, our neigh-
bors, and ourselves; or the three virtues corre-
sponding to these three kinds of duties

—

Evai-jiEia, <5iKaioal)U7i and auippoa'vvi] (Tit. ii. 12

:

Matth. xxii. 37-39). Among the duties to God,
special attention is directed to proper demeanor
in regard to prayer and vows; among the duties

to our neighbor, the avoiding of injustice and
covetousness, and as duties to ourselves, tempe-
rance and serene cheerfulness in the enjoyment
of the pleasures of this life. Each of these spe-

cial directions regarding moral demeanor is so

presented that its relation to the happiness and
peace of men's souls clearly appears. And thus,

especially, in the sphere of religious duties, the
necessity of pure truthfulness, sacred earnest-

ness, and careful bridling of the tongue (in

prayer as in vows), or, in a word, the just fear

of God is insisted on as the essence of all those

conditions on which depends the preservation of

the Divine favor (ver. 4), and thus the foundation
of all internal and external happiness. In the

obligations of justice and unselfishness towards
our neighbor (vers. 8-17) special reference is

heart more than [the joy of] the time [HyO], when their

corn and their wine increase ;'' and especially with the

verse preceding (Ps. iv. 7) •'Many are snying" (it is the

great inquiry among men) "wlio will show us good"(tte

good, the sunvnum, bonum, the DS^ 1iyi< 2MD, the good
VT V":

that is beautiful), and then how full of light, and power,

and meaning, is the answer: •' Lift Thou upon us the Iig:it

of Thy coiiutenanee, Jehovah." That w:is the good which
philosophy, whether Epicurean or Stoical could never find:

" jfYie Light of Thy countenance," or of Thy presence! We
h«ve become so familiar with tbis i.recious Hebraism, that

we lose sight of its glorious beauty. In what other lan-

guage, or literature, can we find anything like it? With
the sentiment of Koheleth that it is the thought of God's

grace that makes the good, compare Also the language,

Ps. XXX. .5: "In His favor is tife," and Ps. Lxiii. 4: - Tiiy

loviugkindness is better than life"—ETD^np T?i?D ^'^^

—a good that is more than life. It is the same idea, though
tlie language of Koheleth is more calm, more philosophic,

we may say, than the imjia-ssloned diction of the Psalmist,

made more" striking and emotional by the use of the sec-

ond person.—T. L j
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made to the certainty of judicial visitation on the

part of God or the King (vers. 8 and 9), to the

freedom from stinging avarice and torturing

care (ver. 10 to 17)> and to the superiority of

heavenly treasures, which one is not obliged to

leave here and sacrifice at death, as is the case

with earthly treasures (vers. 13-ltJ) ; and these

arc represented as just so many sources of real

inward happiness and peace. With regard to

the serenity of life recommended at the close as

a means of properly fulfilling the duties to one's

self (vers. 18-20). sensual enjoyment in itself is

not so much praised as a principal means of

happiness, as is the grateful consciousness that

all joys and blessings of this life come from

God, together with the diligence and zealous ac-

tivity in vocation that truly give flavor to the

enjoyment of these pleasures ("to enjoy the good

of all his labor," ver. 18; " to rejoice in his la-

bor," ver. 19) ; and just in this manner is de-

monstrated the way of acquiring genuine and

lasting happiness, in contradistinction to Epicu-

reanism and all that philosophy which declares

pleasure to be the chief good. In a comprehen-

sive homiletical treatment of the section, the

theme might be presented as follows: "Of a

godly, just, and chaste life in this world, as the

foundation of all genuine happiness in this world

and the next;" or: "Of a right truthfulness, in

prayer before God, in administration of earthly

goods before men, and in the wise enjoyment of

the pleasures of life in presence of one's own
conscience;" or also (with special reference to

contents of verses 8 and 9) :
" Honor all men.

Love the brotherhood. Fear God. Honor the

king" (1 Pet. ii. 17).

HOMILETICAL HINTS ON SEPARA.TE PASSAGES.

Chap. V. 1. HiERONT.MUs: Non ingredi domum
Dei^ scd sine offimsione ingredi, laudis est.

Mklanctiion :—Solomon declares that the

principal and best worsliip of God is to listen to

Ilis word and faithfully follow it. But it has al-

ways been the case that men have invented a

multitude of sacrifices, and various ceremonies;

thus the heathen, the Pharisees and the monks
have falsified the proper way of reverencing

God. This audacity of man is here condemned
as a deep sin, however much its originators may
defend it and praise their superstition as a glo-

rious virtue.

Starke:—We must visit the church as crea-

tures who humble themselves before their

Creator, as subjects doing homage to their Lord,

as paupers bogging for spiritual gifts, as sick

men imploring aid, as Christians ready to serve

Him with willing and pure heart.

BERLEBnu! Bible: — One must not be sa-

tisfied with simple hearing, else it is tliis and
nothing else, ami this was not meant. The out-

w.ird is simply outward ; the true object of

external worship must only be to lead to the in-

ternal.

Chap. V. 2, 3. Brenz :—Because God alone

dwells in heaven, i. e., is alone true, wise and
just, and we live on the earth, and are, there-

fore, liars, fools, and sinners, it in no manner
becomes us with our human wisdom, which in

God's eyes is folly, to judge of divine and hea-

venly things, and to indulge in many words with

God concerning our worldly aii'airs, experiences

and knowledge. But we must listen to God;
leave to Him every decision, and silently obey

His word as the only true wisdom.

Geier :—Think at all times in thy prayer of

the majesty of God with whom thou speakest, and
of thine own unworthinesa, this will then

strongly move thy heart in pious devotion.

Berleb. Bible :
—"Let thy words be few;"

—

how far-reaching is this precept, in teaching, in

preaching, in prayer, and in ordinary life !

How many a long sermon would be condemned
by this censorship, although it might fulfil all

the requirements of the preacher's art 1 And
how few spiritual things would be found in many
discourses, if they were purified of all useless,

unedifying, vain, annoying, and improper words,

as they indeed should be !—The Saviour has re-

garded this counsel, and hence has given a very
short formula of prayer, in the very beginning of

which He impresses on the suppliant the majesty

of God who is in heaven, but tempers it with the

loving name of father, etc.

Vers. 4-7. Brenz :—Vows, which proceed from
unbelief, or violate the precepts of brotherly
love, the Christian should neither make nor fulfil

if he has made them. But if the vow proceeds
from faith and love, and accords with their com-
mands, then it must be kept: else God will judge
thee as the fool, i. e., as the ungodly.

Lange:—Dear man, seek to maintain thy bap-
tismal vows, therein hast thou vows enough.

H.\NSEN (ver. G) :—The mouth causeth the flesh

to sin when it promises what the flesh neither

can nor will perform.
Starke (ver. 7) :—The fear of the Lord is the

essence of all true virtue, and it also teaches

how one should wisely use his tongue (James i.

2G).

Hengstenberg :—He who really fears God
will say nothing concerning llim but that which
proceeds from his inmost heart, and vow nothing

but that which he is resolved inviolably to

keep.

Vers. 8 and 9. Luther:—This book teaches

tiiee to give thy heart to rest, and not to fret

and pine too much when things go wrong, but,

when the devil engages in malice, violence, in-

justice and oppression of the poor, to be able to

say : "this is the course of the world ; God will

judge and avenge it." Let each one. therefore,

in his splierc do his work with best diligence,

according to the command of God : the rest he
may commit to God and suffer. Let hint await

then what the godless and unjust men may do !

—

The stone ttioii canst not lift, let lie;

Thy strength upon some other try.

Melanotiion (ver. 8) :—Observe here the dif-

ference between a king and a tyrant. A tyrant

devastates and destroys; a good ruler cherishes

his country, protects and furthers the interests

of agriculture, the prosperity of the Church,
the arts and industries, and all good things.

Starke :—Go<l is the ruler of all nations (Ps.

Ixxxii. 8). The loftiest noble and the meanest
peasant must alike humbly acknowledge Ilim as

his Lord, and reverence and obey Him.
Wohlfartii :—What Solomon says we see yet
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to-day. Although Church and State make every

effort to advance the cause of righteousness and
retard that of sin, the realm of evil is neverthe-

less widespread, and covetousness, pride, envy,

deceit, voluptuousness, every where raise in op-

pression their repulsive heads. But let us re-

member that the earth is ever a land of imper-

fection ; then this will not surprise us ; but we
shall rather be inclined to find in the contrast in

which the reality stands with the belief in Divine

justice, a reason for our hope of immortality and
final reward, and, while we seek according to our

strength to prevent evil, we will ourselves shun

every sin, that we may hereafter stand rejoicing

before God's throne.

Ver. 10 fl". Luther:—What is a miser but a
poor, tortured, uneasy soul and heart, that is

always looking after that which it does not pos-

sess ; it is therefore vanity and wretchedness.

Are not those happy people who are satisfied

with the present favors of God, and comfortable

nourishment for the body, and who leave it to

God to care for the future ?—If now God gives

thee riches, use thy share as thou usest thy

share of water, and let the rest ilow by thee; if

thou dost not do so, thy gathering will be all in

vain.

Geier:—The best inheritance that a rich man
can leave to his children is Christian instruction

in the discipline and admonition of the Lord, and
thorough education in the arts and sciences.

Zeltner:—How happy are hearts that are

heavenly inclined, that are contented with what

the beneficent hand of God has bestowed on
them, and enjoy it with His blessing in grati-

tude.

WoHLFARTH :—How foolishly do those act who
live solely for their earthly existence.

Vers. 18-20. Luther:—To "eat in darkness "

is nought else than to pass one's life in melan-
choly. All avaricious and troublesome people
find something that does not please them, where
they can fret and scold. For they are full of

care, vexation, and anxiety ; they cannot joy-
fully eat, nor joyfully drink, but always find

something that annoys and offends them.
Lange:—A true Christian uses the nourish-

ment and needful supplies of his body, to the

especial end that he may recognize the goodness
of God in all his labor under the sun.

Hansen:—In order to enjoy the good that there

is in the riches of this world, it is necessary that

one have a perfect rule over them, i. e., that in

the use of them he may at all times act in accord-

ance with the Divine purpose, Ps. Ixii. 10.

Berleb. Bible:—As "to the pure every
thing is pure " (Tit. i. 15), so also wealth may
be used by such a one in purity, and it will

therefore depend mainly on each one's own heart

how it stands in the presence of God. But if

one does not remain contented and quiet when
house and home burn up, or some other injury

happens to his possessions, then is he not yet

rightly placid and tranquil; this is the proof
of it.

THIRD DISCOURSE.

Of true practical "Wisdom.

Chap. VI. 1—VIII. 15.

A. It cannot consist in striving after earthly sources of happiness.

Chap. VI. 1-12.

1. Even those most richly blessed with earthly possessions do not attain to a true and lasting

enjoyment of them.

(Vers. 1-6.)

1 There is an evil which I have seen under the sun, and it u common among men

:

2 A man to whom God hath given riches, wealth, and honor, so that he wanteth no-

thing for his soul of all that he desireth, yet God giveth him not power to eat

3 thereof, but a stranger eateth it: this is vanity, and it is an evil disease. If a man
beget an hundred children, and live many years, so that the days of his years be

many, and his soul be not filled with good, and also that he have no burial ; 1 say,

4 that an untimely birth is better than he. For he cometh in with vanity, and de-

5 parteth in darkness, and his name shall be covered with darkness. Moreover he

hath not seen the sun, nor known any thing: this hath more rest than the other.

6 Yea,, though he live a thousand years twice told, yet hatii he seen no good : do not

all go to one place?
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2. He who strives most zealously after earthly happiness, never gets beyond the feeling of the
vanity of all earthly things, and the hope of a totally obscure future.

(Vers. 7-12.)

7 All the labour of man is for his mouth, and yet the appetite is not filled.

8 For what hath the wise more than the fuol? wh.at hath the poor, that knoweth to

9 walk before the living? Better is the sight of the eyes than the wandering of the
10 desire: this is also vanity and vexation of spirit. That which hath been is named

already, and it is known that it ^5 man: neither may he contend with him that is

11 mightier than he. Seeing there be many things that increase vanity, what is man
12 the better? For who knoweth what is good for man in this life, all the days of his

vain life which he spendeth as a shadow? for who can tell a man what shall be
after him under the sun?

[Ver. 3. 7Din 03 J) this peculiar word occurs Job iii. 16, Ps. Iviii. 9, as well as here ; in all which places it has the

same meaning of premature birth, or abortion. Tt comes from the Hiphil sense of the verb as used in such places as
Isaiah xxvi. 29, where it is applied to the earth as giving birth. For a similar use of the Greek n-in-rw, compare Homer
Iliad, xix. 110.—T. L.]

.
f ,

[Ver. 4. '2; See Remarks in Introduction to Metrical Version, p. 177.—T. L.]

[Ver. 6. ^^X said to bo a particle Scquioris Hehraismt (See Gesenius) but it is only a matter of pronunciation. It is

only what O DX would be in sound if written in full—the in such cases, where the words are pronounced rapidly

together, being elided in sound. This belongs to the Hebrew, as well as to the Svri.ac and Arabic, and its appearance or
non-appearance in writing is only a peculiarity of orthography which is not determinative of dale, any more than the ab-
breviatiuiH of ~\-\D'^ which are tound in the ancient as well as in the later Uebiew writings. It would easily come from

a copyist following the sound.—T. L.]

[Ver. 10. 'C2'\A, the point intended here requires that this should be rendered as the proper name. Ths reference is

to the naming, Gen. ii 7.—T. L.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

This section contains firstly the negative of the

illustration relative to the nature of true wisdom,
v(fhich forms the contents of the third discourse,

or a censure of the vain and perverse efforts of

those who seek that wisdom in the way of ex-
ternal and earthly happiness. In two clearly

marked sections or stroplies of equal length, the

author first shows that all worldly blessings are
of no avail to him who is not able to enjoy them
(vers. 1-6) and then that this very incapability

of enjoyment depends partly on the perception
of the vanity of earthly things, and partly on the
necessity, affecting all men, of depending on a to-

tally dark and uncertain future, while dissatisfied

with the present (vers. 7-12). The latter of
these two sections (especially in its second half,

vers. 10-12) reminds us of previous reflections,

as i. 2-11; iii. 1-9; and partially also of v. 12-

16. But that the last named passage reappears
in its principal thoughts in the present place, is

an unjustified assertion of some commentators
(also of Vaiuinger, p. .34). For, as Hitzig pro-
perly observes, there the rich man loses his bless-

ings witliout having enjoyed them; here, on the
contrary, he retains them.— Ew.vld, Elstek,
Pi.Mi.N, and some others, begin a new leading sec-

tion with ver. 10 of this chapter (Ew.\Li), indeed,
a new discourse, which he extends from vi. 10;
vlii. 15). But since vers. 10-12 clearly belong to

the description of the vanity of earthly happi-
ness commenced in ver. 1, whilst the admonition
to walk in the ways of true wisdom does not
commence until chap. vii. 1, etc., our division,

which corresponds with the division of the chap-
ters, is to be preferred. \

2. First strophe. Vers. 1-6. The unhappinesg
of not being able to enjoy present earthly bless-
ings. There is an evil -wliich I have seen
under the sun. In words similar to chap. x. 5

;

and in like manner to chap. v. 13.—And is
common among men. (Zockler's transla-
tion, and it bears heavily on man). Literally

:

"And is a great thing on man." HST cannot

here have been intended to show the frequency
of the evil (Luther, " and is common among
men;" Vulg. '' malum frequens^^), but only its

extent and weight, as is shown by the expression
n3T r~1>n in the parallel passages ii. 21 ; and

viii. 6.—Ver. 2. A man to whom God hath
given riches, -wrealth, and honor. The same
triad of sensual goods: 2 Chron. i. 11; comp.
similar combinations in Prov. iii. 16; viii. 18;
xxii. 4. Hengstenberg is arbitrary in the as-

sertion, that by the rich man is meant the Per-
simi, and by the " stranger," named immediately
afterwards, the successor of the Persian in the

dominion of the world. This discourse is much
too general in its cliaracter to permit us to seek
in it sucli special historical and political allu-

sions. For tlie doubtful propriety of affirming

such political allusions in tliis book, see f/ilro-

duction. ? 4, OI,s. ?,.—So that he wanteth no-
thing for his soul of all that he desireth.
(ZoncLKR, "of any tiling"). Tliis is clearly

the meaning of S^O IK'ajS IDH ^iirXI as is

shown partly by the suffix in 1J3'><, and partly

also by the construction of "lOn with |0 occur-

ring in chap. iv. 8. Therefore not.* "he want-
eth for his soul nothing of all "

( Vulg., Dursius,
Bat'ei!. etc.), but "of any thing." The Septua-
giut is more correct, koX ovk. eariv varepuv ry ilivx^
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ai'Tol', also LuTHKR and nearly all the modern
commentators.— Yet God giveth him not
pov^rer to eat thereof. This incapacity of en-

joyment can proceed from the sickness of the

wealthy possessor, or from the burden of heavy
cares which rob him of his sleep (comp. v. 12),

or from a soul made gloomy by melancholy or

dejection (comp. v. 17). The author can only

mean such an inability to enjoy blessings as is

connected with a steady continuance of their

possession, as more clearly appears in vers. 3 and
6; consequently not an inability caused by the

deprivation of them, by some other misfortune,

or by early death, asEwALD and Vaihinger sup-

pose. For l2''/pr\, to empower, to enable,

i. e., "to allow or grant," comp. v. 19. God
must grant us the possession of goods, and also

the power to enjoj' them—the same God who in

an ethical sphere provides all in all, the Posse,

the Velle, and the Ferficere.—But a stranger
eateth it— i. e., not some robber of his goods,

(EwALD, Vaihinger) or the successor of the Per-
sian in the rule of the world (Hengstenberg),
but the reckless heir* of the rich man, who, du-
ring the lifetime of the latter, and when he is

tortured by disease, sorrow, or foolish avarice,

already begins to riot and revel with his goods,

and after his death will exhaust them in feasting

and merry-making. (Comp. ii. 18).

—

This is

vanity, and it is an evil disease. "Evil
disease " is an expression originating perhaps in

Deut. xxviii. 59, which here signifies an evil re-

sembling a very malignant disease. The word

^7n, however, has no sort of etymological con-

nection with cholera (xoXepa from x"'*-')- g^^ll)-

Ver. 3. If a man beget a hundred children.
For the high appreciation, in the old covenant,
of the blessing of many children, comp. Gen.
xxiv. 60; Ps. cxxvii. 3-5; Job xxvii. 14; and
for the value attached to long life, Ex. xx. 12;
Deut. xi. 9, 21; Ps. xlis. 9.

—

And live many-
years, so that the days of his years be
many. Herein is meant the sum of all thedays
of which all his years consist (Ps. xc. 10.) To
the first clause, "and live many years," is added
the latter equivalent one, as explanatory and
emphatic, without producing an absolute tauto-

logy.

—

And also that he have no burial, that

is, an honorable burial, that testifies of the real

love of his posterity, and therefore truly deserves
the name of "burial." The opposite of such an
honorable burial is that found in Isa. liii. 9.

—

" He made his grave with the wicked, and with
the rich in his death;" or in Jer. xxii. 19.

—

"He shall be buried with the burial of an ass ;"

or in the neglect of burial and the lying on the
face of the earth like dung (.Jer. viii. 2; ix. 21

;

XXV. 33; Isa. xiv. 19, 20; Ps. Ixxix. 3). The
cause of such dishonorable m^Dp, which is

not truly n"l-Dp we are clearly to find in the

* [The phra.se '''^Ji t^'X, "a stranger man," cannot pos-
'

: T
silily m(>an liere an licir, or one of kin, fitlior near or re-
mote. l?osid"S the coute.'ct. iukI especiaUy thi^ nuMition of
liis having no funeriil, -ihuvvs an utter (li.spos^i'sHioii, in what-
fv -r way it may lie .sujjpo-e 1 to have talcmi place. He. ami
hi-! Iiunilrert son.*, are all reduecd to poverty, and tlier" is

none to do him the honor of such .a fujieral as hi-; e-tate
might havu demanded. This is the soreness of it.—T. L.]

absence of filial piety and esteem on the part of
the posterity of the avaricious rich man, and not
in the sordid meanness of the latter himself, who
"ex turpi tenacitate non audeal aliquid honestie se-

pulturpe destinare" (Schmidt, Ramb., and Vaihin-
ger). Hengstenbeug unnecessarily assumes
for rr^Op the signification of " grave, tomb,"

a meaning elsewhere quite common. As in this
passage, so also does the context in Jer. xxii. 19
rather demand the sense of exequise, fun us. Hit-
zig's position that the words : " and also that he
have no burial," is simply a note originally writ-
ten on the margin of verse 5, is pure caprice.

—

I say that an untimely birth is better than
he ;—because such a birth has enjoyed no plea-
sure in this life, but has also experienced no suf-
fering ; comp. iv. 2f., and especially Job iii. 16.

Verses 4 and 5 continue the comparison of the
untimely birth.

—

For* he cometh in with
vanity, i. e., falls into nothingness from his
mother's womb. And his name shall be co-
vered -with darkness, i. e., he receives no
name, "but is given over to absolute oblivion."
(Elster). Moreover he hath not seen the
sun:—this sun which shines brightly and lov-
ingly, but also shines on a great deal of vanity
and vexation, of woe and misery ; wherefore it

may be considered a good fortune not to have
seen it. This hath more rest than the
other. "Rest," i.e., freedom from the annoy-
ances, toils, and troubles of this life. We are
certainly not to think with Hitzig of that passive,
dreamy rest so desired by the Orientals. f For
the use of the comparative ID here, comp. Ps.

Hi. 3; Hab. ii. 16. Ver. 6. Yea, though he
live a thousand years twice told; there-
fore twice as long as the life of the oldest patri-
archs from Adam to Na-^.b. Hieronymus is cor-
rect in saying : " et non ut Adam prope mille, sed
duobus millibus vixerit annis,^' "Not lived, as Adam,
near a thousand, but two thousand years,"

—

Yet hath he seen no good. Comp. ii. 24;
iii. 12, etc. Do not all go to one place ?
namely, to Scheol, in which all arrive equally
poor, and where we cannot regain what we have
failed to enjoy on earth; comp. ix. 10; xi. 8.

As an extension to the principal clause, this

question might be introduced with the expres-
sion : "I ask then."

3. Second strophe. Vers. 7—12. The cause of
this inability to enjoy earthly blessings, consists

*rit should be rendered 'Hhough it cometh in with va-
nity," etc. See the remarks on '3, as denoting a reason
nntwith standing, as well as a reason for, Introd. to Metrical
Version p. 177. The rendering for completely changes the
sense, and makes the reader think of the rich man, until the
context forces to the other conception. The same effect is

produced in our E. V. bj' the rendering he instead of it,

which is more properly applicable to the abortion, conceived
of as impersonal. See Met. Ver.—T. L.]

f [The word nHJ does not primarily mean rest, repose,

in either sense, but simply a tying down. It refers to the
state or condition taken as a whole. So HH^JD, from the

T :

same root, means a place of rest, rather than rest itself, as in

Ps. sxiii. 2, nin'JO 'D means not " the still waters,"

but the streams by which the sheep lie down to rest. It
dries not refer to the qiiah'.lij of rest, much less to its qiian-

titi/ as our E. V. would make it :
" More rest than the other ;"

but is simply an affirming that the state or condition, on
the whole, of th" riini)/ Imrn is better, more desirable, thar
thai of the man who vainly lived. The one is better off than
the other.—T. L.l
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in the vanity of the present and the uncertainty
of the future conditions of the happiness of men.
All the labor of man is for his mouth,
and yet the appetite is not filled.—(ZiicK-

LER, "the soul.") That is, all human life is a

grasping after enjoyment, but after an en-

joyment vain in itself, and affording no true

satisfaction. " Mouth and soul " stand in con-

trast to each other as representatives of the

purely sensual and therefore transitory enjoy-

ment (comp. Job xii. 11 ; Prov. xvi. 2G) as

compared with the deeper, more spiritual, and,

therefore, more lasting kind of joy. The clear

sense of this verse, in essential harmony with
chap. i. 8, is, that the necessity of the inner man
for a more substantial and lasting enjoyment is

not satisfied by pleasures of that kind, namely,

by eating and drinking (ii. 21; iii. 13; v. 18;
viii. 15) ; and therefore ti^3J here cannot be

translated by "desire, sensual desire;" and this

same remark applies to ver. 2, or ver. 9, notwith-
standing the opposite view of Hitzig, Vaihinger,
Elster, etc. Luther's translation is also un-
fitting; he gives "heart," but his entire concep-
tion of the verse is grammatically inaccurate :

"Labor is appointed to every man according to

his strength, but the heart cannot abide by it."

Ver. 8. For -what hath the -wise more
than the fool ? That is, one may strive after

the more earnest and real, instead of the mere
sensual pleasure, and thus, by a desire for food
for his soul, show himself a wise man in contrast
with the fool who seeks only to satisfy his mouth:
but the former has no real advantage over the
latter, since neither attains to the desired
"satisfaction of the soul." This sentence clearly

holds a confirming relation to the preceding, and
not aa opposing one, as Elster holds; he trans-

lates '3 by "nevertheless," as does Hitziq, who
regards this verse as opposing the contents of the

verse preceding. Henqstenberg affirms an ex-
travagaat comparison between the wise man and
the fool, when he supposes that both are here
equally accused of avarice. On the contrary, a
distinction is here clearly drawn between the de-
sire of the fool, aiming at possession and enjoy-
ment, and the more thoughtful, more self-pos-

sessed, more honorable and worthy conduct of
the wise man.* The latter is indicated in the
second clause by the words: The poor that
knoweth to vyalk before the living. Here
the word poor ('JJ7 humble) shows the moral

condition and demeanor of the wise man, by vir-

tue of which, with a more just conception of
himself as an humble " quiet one in the land," he
leads a modest and retired life (comp. Ps. x. 2;
xxxiv. 6; xxxvii. 2; Zech. ix. 9, etc.) ; but
" knowing to walk before the living," is

* [Stuart's view hero is worthy of consideration. "It is

the ^3 apodictic," he says, " i. e., such as is omployed ia

sentences of this nature: If—so and so; </(e« ('3) this or

that conseriuenca." He takes it as an objector's hmsuage, or
thu author porsouifyius an objector, thus :

" Tlin appetite is
not satisfied;—tlien (asks the inquirer) how do tlie wise liave
any advantage, elcJ" Stuart says " the question is not
an-iwereil here;" but it may bo regarded as having a sug-
gested if not a direct response in Universe fnllnwimr : bel-

ter the sight of the eyes, tliat is, the contented enjoyment of
the wise, than tlie fool's ever roving desire. This is the view
adopted and expressed in the Metrical Version.—T. L.]

understanding the correct rule of life, and the

true and godly intercourse with one's fellow-men,

and is, therefore a circumlocution to express the

idea of " wise " in the solemn Old Testament
sense. Evvald, following the masoretic accen'

tualion (which is here not authoritative), sepa-

rates ^"SV (knowing) from the following infi-

nitive clause, and regards this as the subject:
" What profits it to the patient man, to the under-
standing man to walk before the living (;'. e., to

live) ?" But the adjective conception of J-HV,

" knowing, intelligent,^' is neither sustained by
Prov. xvii. 27, nor Eccles. ix. 11, and the paral-

lel passages iv. 13, 17, and many others, support
the direct connection with the following word

T^n'2- The explanations of Luther are ungram-

matical. " Why does the poor man dare to be
among the living?" and the Vulg. ^^ Et quid pau-
per, nisi ut peryat illuc, ubi est vita .?" Ver. 9.

Better is the sight of the eyes than the
wandering of the desire, (Zocklbr, " of the
soul "). That is, because the wise man with his

strivings after higher aims, has nothing better
than the pleasure-seeking fool, therefore a con-
tented enjoyment of the present is the most de-
sirable, more to be desired than a restless stri-

ving without satisfaction, or than the wearying
one's self with manifold designs with no hope of
their success. The " sight of the eyes " is here,

as in ver. 11, 7, the pleasant enjoyment of that
which is before the eyes, or of the good and the
beautiful which are present. (See Luther on
this passage, in the Homiletical Hints). The
wandering of the soul (not of the desire, see ver.

7), is the uneasy scheming of the man dissatis-

fied with his modest lot, the passionate fiereupi-

t^EodaL (Luke xii. 29) or the (ppoveiv ra injj>j?A

(Rom. xii. 16), consequently the same as the ex-
pression: " His soul shall not be filled " in vers.

3 and 7, only marking more clearly than this the
self-caused guilt of the want of spiritual content-
ment. This sentence has many parallels among
the classic authors; e.a., Horace, illp. I. 18,
96 ss :

Inter cuncta leges, et percontabere docfos.

Qua ratione queas traduccre leniter aevum,
Ne te semper inops agitet vejcetque cupido,
Nepavor et rerum mediocriter uiilium spes.

Comp. Marcus Aurelius IIL, 16; /F., 26 ; Juve-
nal, Sat. XIV., 178; Lucian, Necromant. I., 194,
etc.—This is also vanity and vexation of
spirit; namely this maxim: "Better is the
siglit of the eyes," etc., and a life and conduct
in accordance with it. A partial reference of
ni'OJ to the "wandering of the soul'" (Luther
and Hengstenbero) corresponds quite as little

to the sense as the extension of the thought to

everything from ver. 7 onward [Vaihi.nger and
Elster]. Comp. the case precisely similar to

tliis in chap. ii. 20. Ver. 10. That which
hath been is named already. This remark,
reminding us of chap. i. 9 f., proves the author's
way for the description of the total uncertainty
and obscurity of the future of man, in so far as
it points to his banishment into the fixed circle
of all creature life and action. "That which
hath been is named already," i. e., it has already
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been, in the past, something in its nature mani-
fest and well-known. The exclusive reference
of the clause to man, by means of which Gen.
V. 2; Ps. cxxxix. 16, etc., would become paral-
lels of this passage, is forbidden by the neuter
no. The discourse does not make special

reference to man until we reach the following
clause. And it is known that it is man,
[ZocKLER, " the man "J. Here Ewald and El-
STER are correct; it is not '-that he is a man "

(Knobel, Vaihingee, Hengstenberg) or, "what
the man is "(Rosenmueller), or, "who the
man is " (Hahn), or tiually, " that if one is a
man he cannot contend," etc., (Hitzig),—these
are all conceptions that militate against the con-
nection, and do not correspond to the simple

expression ilDlX N=!n~"1i^X. ^- Neither may
he contend with him that is mightier
than he. That is with God, namely, with Him
who is -ypn or nCf [Job V. 17 ; Iluth i. 20, 21,

*[Ver. 10. "That which hath been is named already, and
it IS known that it is man.'' This rendering of our English
Version seems to have little or no meania>;, and points to
no connection with the following verse. Stuart s is little
better. Zookler sheds no light upon it. lie has no riglit
to regard so distinct and emphatic a phrase as lOCy X"lpJ,

as meaning simply a known existence in the past. The
other interpretations, of Ewald, Elster, Knobel, Vaihinger,
Hengstenbero, HiJSE.NMUELLER. IIah.v, fail to satisiy. Their
very discrepancies as to the rendering of so simple a phrase
as OIX Xin "ICyX, show that ihey have missed some
fundamental idea whicli would at once take away from it

all uncertainty. IIitzig's is the most unmeaning of theui
all. The older commentatoi's, such as Munstbrhs, ;Mercerus,
TiRiNus, Pi.\eda, Ar. Mo.ntanus, Geier, and even Grotius
(see Pole's Synopsis) saw in it an allusiou to the narrative,
Gen. ii. 19, of Adam's giving names to tilings {nomen indi-
tuni cnnvniens rei cujusque naturx) and to tlie name of
Adam itself, as derived from Gen. ii. 7 and ver. 2. They (ail

however to bring it cleaily out. Among the moderns,
W'OiinswoRTU distiiii-tly favors this view. See also the re-
marks of the spiritually minded Mattuew Henry. The key
of the passage would seem to be given in the words "^23
101? NIpJ (comp. Gen. ii. 19 lOjy Nirij. "its name was

named of old." There is no need of departing here from
the most close and literal rendering, or for seeking any for-
eign idea in thj word naminj, as tliougii it were a mere
expression for existence (Stuart a'ld Zookler) or for being
well-known. The reference is to the supposed fact, or idea,
that names denote (as the best philology shows they were
originally intended to denote) the nature of the thing
name I,—an idea which certainly seems to be implied in the
account Gen. ii. 19. Keepiug this iu view, we get a clear
meaning from the most literal rendering: nTlty HO "whit
a thin:) is" (no liere used indefinitely like tbe Greek ti, Latin
quid, aliquid, see Job xiii. 1-3 ; Prov. ix. 13 ; 2 Sam. xviii 27

;

Eccle.s.i.9; iii.lo,22; vii.24; viii.7; x.lt; or, withljyx or ly,

illud quod), " what each thing is," or, " each thin;;, lishat it is,

its nani'Z was nameA of old,"-ihxt is, it was named according
to ivhat it is (comp. Aristotle's peculiar expression for the
idea, or individuality, ..f a thing, its to tl ^c eli/ai, its being
what it is, or its being sonelhiiig). Ami then what follows
is stated by way of exa^nple; the conjunction 1 being used
comparatively as it often is: J,niJ1, "and so, known what

he is (Xin "liyX), is man." or rather " j\.dam ' (keeping the
proper name in translation as the only way of giving force
to the play upon the name. Thus known for what he is

(by his name), or thus made known {denoted what he is)
is Adam (man from earth). Then there is seen immediately
the connection with the next verse, expressing his weakness
as well as earthliness. The whole, then, may be thus
paraphrased: 'Names of old were given to things, to each
thing, according to their nature; si man was denoted, made
known, or simply, known, from what lie is, his earthliness
and frailty.' The objection of Zockler in respect to the
gender of HO has no weight. It is iak"n imletinitelv, and
S(> iv'iat (that which) was used instead of who. Compare
Ps. viii. 5 t:;UX no. Ps. cxliv. 3 iZDlX no, " what is

" T TT T
1)1071?" The Metrical Version follows a close literality at
the expense of smoothness,—the words iu brackets not at

etc.}, who is superior to man just because He is

mightier than man [UOO ^'pnnj or because
He has ordained the whole circle of human ex-
istence with absolute creative power, so that
man may neither contend with Him nor break
through the limit to which he is assigned. For
the word y], "to contend with any one," com-
pare |nj 2 Sam. xix. 10, which there, as else-

where, has this sense. For the sentence com-
pare also the question (originating perhaps in
this very passage) : //?) laxvporepoi avrov err/nev ?

1 Cor. X. 22.—Ver. 11. Seeing there be
many things that increase vanity. That
is, human life abounds iu possessions, chances,
vicissitudes of fortune, trials and dangers which
strengthen in us the feeling of the vanity and
weakness of this earthly existence, and show us
that we are absolutely dependent on a higher
power against which we cannot contend. The
context decides against the ordinary rendering

:

"for there are many words which," etc., [Sept.,
Vulg., and also Ewald, Hitzig, Elster and
Hahn], for the reference to useless talk, etc., is

foreign to it.*—What is man the better?
Namely, that he possesses, experiences, or en-
joys these many things that simply increase

all adding to the sense, but necessary to give the English
reader tlie play upon the name. It is as though there had
been used the word mortal, which is taken in English for a
name or epithet of man, or the Greek Ppoxb?, which is so
much used in Homer for the same purpose. There is proba-
bly some allusion to the peculiar language of this passage iu.
tbe Midrash Rabba (on Numb, xix.) where we have the fol-
lowing account

:
" When the Holy One had created Adam,

He brought before him the animals, and said of each, see
this (rif no w'laMs this), what is its name (lOty nO)?
Adam said, this is '^)d, shor, (ox)—this is llOn, chamor,

(ass)—this is p?0, bus (horse), and so on. And thou—what
is tby name? He answered, I should be called "\X,
(Adam) because I was taken from adamah. And I,—what

is my name? Thou shouldst be called "'jlN, Adonai, for

Thou art Aden (ynm3 bj^ jnX), the Lord of all Thy

creatures." There can be good reasons given for Koheleth's
philology here, but its correctness or incorrectness is of no
account in reference to the allusion, or the idea of humanity
which it conveys. See Genesis, p. 203, marginal note.—T.L.)
* [On the contrary the contrast seems clearly to point to

the rendering words, although ZiicKLER agrees here with
our English Version, and with that of Luther. It is con-
firmed by what follows: "who knows"—"who can tell."
It indicates the disputations which had commenced in the
speculative oi- philosophical world, and which Solomon had
doubtless heard of, although perhaps not familiar with them.
His intercourse with the Egyptians, Phoenicians, Sabwans,
and Arabians (perhaps with some of the more eastern people
to whom his ships had gone), was suffifcieut for this purpose.
The speculative mind began very early to inquire concern-
ing the design and end of human life, de finibus honorum et
malorum. Philosophy w.as then rising iij Greece; though,
at this early time, its schools had not yet assumed shape.
"Many were saying (lI3'1DX O'SI, Ps. iv. 7) who will

show us the good." We have seen how the Psalmist an-
swers the questions there (Marg. note p. 95) by directing to

the real good, n''J3 lix, tlie true evSaifiovia, the favor of
' •.T

God, or blessedness in distinction from u\ere happiness,—"ilia

light of Thy countenance.'' Koheleth here regards as vanity
all merely human disquisitions of this kind. They only
"increase vanity" (see 1 Cor. vii. 1, ij yvCicn^ (jyvcriol. "know-
ledge puffeth up," hloweth up), or as it may be read, taking

73n adverbially, they multiply in vain." What is man

the better for all this talk ? Who knows what is good for
him ? Wbo can tell him w hat shall be after him ? By way of
contrast compare Ps. cxix 129,130: "Thy testimonies are
woiiilcrful; the entrance of THY ivords ^yeih light; they
give understanding to the simple."—T. L.]
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vanity.—Ver. 12. For who knoweth -what
is good for man in this life ?—Namely, what

of earthly thiugs, whether happiness or uiihap-

piness, wealth or poverty, the fulfilment of his

desires or their disappointment. The concealed

nature of man's own future is expressed by this

question.

—

All the days of his vain life.

Literally : " the number of the days," etc. "1300

(Com. V. 18) is the accusative of measure

or duration.

—

Which he spendeth as a

shadow. Literal: "and he passeth them,"

etc. Because 'D' (days of) is separated from

"7-^3 Dty;^'' by a compound genitive, the copula

is placed before this clause which is to be con-

sidered as relative (Hitzig). With 'D; nt^>^

nD"ri compare XP^'^^^ noie'iv Acts xv. S3, dies

facere, Cicero ad Attic, v. 20.

—

For who can tell

a man ? IK/N, here, is not equivalent to " so

that," but is substantially synonymous with '3

"for," (comp. Dent. iii. 24; Dan. i. 10), ex-

pressing an affirmative and intensified sense.

Corap. Ps. X. 6 ; Job v. 5 ; ix. 15; xix. 27. In

the present clause the effort is certainly to in-

tensify the truth that man is not permitted to

look into the future of his earthly existence.

—

"What shall be after him under the sun.
"After him," i. e., after his present condition,

not after his death ; comp. iii. 22 ; vii. 14 ; and
see the exegetical illustrations to the former
passage.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

(
With Homiletical Hints.

)

The theme of this section is too narrowly
drawn, if, with Starke, we find only therein de-

picted " the extremely unhappy nature of the

miser," or, with Hengstenberg, "the vanity

of wealth," [and indeed, as Hengstenberg
supposes, illustrated by the example of the rich

Persians* and the poor Israelites]. That which
in the present chapter is discountenanced, and
presented as incompatible with true wisdom, is

not merely the striving after money and posses-

sions, but also the desire for honor, long life,

many children (vers. 2, 3, 6), and, in short, the

struggle for earthlg happiness in general. And
firstly, in vers. 1-6, wealth without a cheer-

ful and contented feeling in the heart, then
in vers. 7-9 sensual enjoyment without satisfac-

tion of soul, and finally in vers, 10-12, a happy
present with an obscure and uncertain future,

are named as those things which must bring
men to the consciousness of the vanity of all

earthly goods and pleasures, and forbid them to

strive after them. All the conditions and cir-

cumstances named, belong to those "many
things that increase vanity," as found in ver. 11,

and which, according to vers. 3-6, permit the

longest life, and the one most richly blessed

with posterity, to seem scarcely any better than
the lot of an untimely birth that has not even

*'A false historical hypothesis, ispccially if it be in the
face of th" claim made hy the wriliiiK itself, produces great
miseliief in continually warping exegesis. Nolliin^ shows
this more lliaii IlKXGSTENBiiRG's continually turning the
most general remarks into somethiag about the Persians
and tUo Persian times.—T. L.] i

seen the light of this world. It is a bitter and
cutting thought, which, like the similar one in

chap. iv. 2, f., is only softened and, as it were,
excused by the admonition to a contented, re-

signed and grateful enjoyment and use of life,

which clearly forms its background [distinctly

visible in ver. 9], and again practically takes
away the one-sided character of the apparent
accusation of the Creator and Piuler of the
world. Only the insatiable, ever-dissatisfied

chasing after earthly means of happiness is

thereby forbidden, as in opposition to the di-

vinely-appointed task of human life. A tem-
perate and modest striving after a cheerful and
useful course of life, (which verse 8 expressly
praises as the characteristic of the wise man)
is emphatically recommended, not only in the
preceding chap. v. 18-20, but in those immedi-
ately following [especially in chap. vii. 11 ff.]

It is the cheerful and noble form of aucppoavvTj,

that cardinal virtue, not merely of the ancient
classical but also of biblical ethics, which forma
the framework of this mainly gloomy and ad-
monishing picture, and presents a corrective to

contents so apparently dubious, and easily misun-
derstood.

The principal thought of this chapter might
be well represented by the following quota-
tions : " Set your affections on things above, not on
things on the earth ;^^ or, '^ Lay not up for your-
selves treasures on earth,^^ etc.; or, ^'And the world
passeth away, and the lust thereof: but he that doeth

Jhe will of God abideth .forever." (Col. iii. 2

;

Matt. vi. 19 ; 1 John ii. 17).

HOMILETICAL HINTS ON SEPARATE PASSAGES.

Vers. 1, 2. Brenz: The scheming and striv-

ing of our old Adam is of such a nature, that it

measures the happiness of this life solely accord-
ing to the abundance of treasures and riches.

Let this old Adam go, for it is of no use! Dost
thou think that nothing would be wanting to a
happy life if thou only hadst an abundance of

riches and honors ? The matter is very differ-

ent, as daily experience teaches. — Weimar
Bible : The lamentations of the miser are not
removed by excess of riches, by the number of

children, or by long life ; they are rather in-

creased by these things (1 Tim. vi. 10).

—

Lange:
The desire for temporal things clings to us all,

and when we cease to watch and pray, we can
soon be put to sleep, and charmed to our ruin,

by such earthly love.

Ver. 3-6. Geier: A long life without rest

and peace in God, is nothing but a long martyr-
dom.

—

Starke : To have many children is a
special blessing of God (Ps. cxxvii. 3; cxxviii. 3,

f.); but apart from the enjoyment of divine

favor, this also is vanity.

—

Laxge : What the

untimely birth loses of natural life without any
fault of its own, that the miser wantonly robs
himself of in spiritual life Because his

soul has no firm foundation in communion with
the good God, it goes to ruin, (Gal. vi. 8).

Vers. 7 and 8. Tubingen Bible: Above all

things let us strive that our immortal spirit be
filled with heavenly treasures, which alone can
truly satisfy it.

—

Lange: He who cares not to

appease and satisfy his soul, finds his proper
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place among fools, Luke xii. 19 f.

—

Hengsten-
BEKG: That the soul of man is never satisfied,

nolwithstauding his narrow capacity for enjoy-

ment, is very strange, and a mighty proof of

the degree to which our race, since Gen. i. 3,

has yielded to sin and folly, producing "many
foolish and hurtful lusts," (1 Tim. vi. 9).

Ver. y. Luther : It is better that we use
what is before our eyes, than that the soul

should thus wander to and fro. Solomon means
that we use the present and thank God for it,

and not think of other things, like the dog in

the fable that seizes the shadow and drops the

meat. And he therefore says: what God has
placed before thine eyes (the present) that use

contentedly, and follow not thy soul which does
not become filled.—Therefore let every Christian

and believer rest with what he has, and be sat-

isfied with what God has given him in the pre-

sent! But the ungodly are not thus; all that

they see is a torture to them ; for they use not

the present, their soul is never filled, and it

wanders hither and thither. He who has im-

mense sums of money has not enough; he does

not use it but desires more ; if he has one wife

he is not satisfied but wants another ; if he has
a whole realm, he is not contented; as Alexan-
der the Great could not be satisfied with one
world.

—

Cramer : Be contented with what thou
hast; this is better than in greed to be ever
desiring other things.

—

Berleb. Bible : This is

the wandering of the soul, that runs about
among creatures, and, like Esau, on the field of

this world, chases after a palatable food, which
wisdom finds only at home, and in the repose of

contentment.

—

Hengstenberg : It is better to

rejoice in that which is before our eyes, how-
ever humble it may be, since man really needs
so little, than to yield to the caprices of one's

lusts, and to torture one's self with plans and
hopes that so easily deceive us, or, if they are
fulfilled, afiFoi'd so little happiness.

Vers. 10 and 11. Cramer: That man should
leave a pleasant name and memory behind is not
unchristian; but the highest good does not con-
sist therein. For as time discovereth all things,

so it covereth all things up. (Ps. xxxi. 13
;

Ex. i. 8).-Hansen : All human things are sub-

jected to God. He often deposes the highest

from the throne of their glory where they least
expect it, Dan. iv. 27-30.

—

Hengstenberg : If
man is in a state of unconditional dependence
on God, he should not permit to himself many
vagaries, and should not torture himself with
schemes and stratagems ; because he cannot
protect what he has acquired, and is not for a
moment certain that he may not hear the cry :

"thou fool, this night thy soul will be demanded
of thee ;

" therefore it is foolish to envy the
heathen because of their wealth, which can so
soon wither away, like the flower of the field,

James i. 10, 11.—The rich man has, in truth,
no more than the poor one; what the former
seems to have over the latter, proves, on closer
inspection, to be but show and vanity. It dis-

appears as soon as the judgments of God pass
over the world.

Ver. 12. Luther: Men's hearts strive after
all sorts of things: one seeks power, another
wealth, and they know not that they will

acquire them ; thus they use not their present
blessings, and their hearts ever aspire to that
which they have not yet, and see not yet.—Why
do we thus annoy and torture ourselves with
our thoughts, when future things are not for a
moment in our power? Therefore we should be
contented with the present that God gives us
now, and should commit all to God, who alone
knows and rules both the present and the future.—Rambach: From all which it appears, that
there is nothing better than to proscribe base
avarice, be content with the present, and enjoy
it with a pious cheerfulness.

—

Zeyss : Although
a Christian may not know how it may be with
the things of this world after his death, yet
he can be assured by faith that he, after death,
will be with Christ in heaven.

—

Hengstenberg:
One would only be justified in esteeming wealth
in case he knew the future, and had it in his

power. The merest chance can suddenly rob
one of all that has been gathered with pain and
toil. A great catastrophe may come and sweep
everything away as a flood. The practical re-

sult therefore is that one should strive after the
true riches. As P. Gerard says: ^^ Earthly
treasures dissolve and disappear, but the treasures

of the soul never vanish."

B. The true Wisdom of Life consists in Contempt of the World, Patience, and
Fear of God.

Chap. VII. 1-22.

1. In contempt of the world and its foolish lusta.

(Vers. 1-7.)

1 A good name is better than precious ointment ; and the day of death than the
2 day of one's birth. It is better to go to the house of mourning, than to go to the

house of feasting
; for that is the end of all men ; and the living will lay it to his

3 heart. Sorrow is better than laughter : for by the sadness of the countenance tho
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4 heart is made better. The heart of the wise is in the house of mourning ; but the

5 heart of fools is in the house of mirth. It is better to hear the rebuke of the wise,

6 than for a man to hear the song of fools : For as the crackling of thorns under a

7 pot, so is the laughter of the fool : this also is vanity. Surely oppression maketh
a wise man mad ; and a gift destroyeth the heart.

2. In a patient, calm, and resigned spirit.

(Veks. 8-14.)

8 Better is the end of a thing than the beginning thereof: and the patient in spirit is

9 better than the proud in spirit. Be not hasty in thy spirit to be angry : for anger

10 resteth in the bosom of fools. Say not thou, What is the cause that the former days

11 were better than these ? for thou dost not inquire wisely concerning this. Wisdom
12 is good with an inheritance : and by it there is profit to them that see the sun. For

wisdom is a defence, and money is a defence : but the excellency of knowledge is,

13 that wisdom giveth life to them that have it. Consider the work of God : for who
1-t can make that straight, which He hath made crooked? In the day of prosperity

be joyful, but in the day of adversity consider : God also hath set the one over

against the other, to the end that man should find nothing after him.

3. In earnest fear of God, and penitential acknowledgment of sin.

(Vers. 15-22.)

15 All things have I seen in the days of my vanity: there is a just man that perisheth

in his righteousness, and there is a wicked man that prolongeth his life in his

16 wickedness. Be not righteous over much ; neither make thyself over wise : why
17 shouldest thou destroy thyself? Be not over much wicked, neither be thou foolish:

18 why shouldest thou die before thy time? It is good that thou shouldest take hold

of this
;
yea, also from this withdraw not thine hand : for he that feareth God

19 shall come forth of them all. Wisdom strengtheneth the wise more than ten

20 mighty men which are in the city. For there is not a just man upon earth, that

21 doeth good, and sinneth not. Also take no heed unto all words that are spoken

;

22 lest thou hear thy servant curse thee : For oftentimes also thine own heart knoweth
that thou thyself likewise hast cursed others.

[Ver. 3. 0V2- The primary sense is excitement of mind, or feeling, of any kind, or from any cause. Fuerst, commo-

turn, conc-itatum essp.. It is like the Greek flojubs, or opyij, in this respect. It may he (/rief (sorrow), or anger. The con-

text determines. Here, in ver. 3, it evidently meaus the opposite of plHil? laughter, mirth, joy. In ver. 9th, on the

other hand, it must have the sense of anger, though both ideas are probably combined.—T. L.]

[Ver. 7. ptJ'y means the disposition or state of mind from which oppression comes (viiSpis, insnlence, pride) rather than

the act. It is also to bo determined from the context whether it is violence, insolence, etc., exercised upon the wise man,
or by him, that is, whether it Is objective, or subjeclive. The latter sense, here, best suits the context. Suoli a spirit iu

the wise man may make mad even him, or make him decide wrong, if we regard ^DH, here, as meaning a judge.—T.L.]

[Ver. 12. 7l,'3 is regarded by some of the best critics as a case of beth essentise, or as having an assertive force, as in

the Arabic, but there is no good reason for this.—T. L.]

fliious (Vaihinoer) ; there is only observable a
sharper and deeper incision in the train of

thought, in the middle of the last strophe, or in

the triiiisition from the fear of God to self-ap-

preciation, after verse 18.

2. First Slro/>/ie : Vers. 1-7. Of the advan-
tage of a stern contempt of the workl over fool-

ish worldly pleasure.—A good name is bet-
ter than precious ointmeat. Comp. Prov.

xxii. 1, where CD^ signifies, just as in this

passage, a good name, a good reputation or
fame; see also Job xxx. 8, and for the parono-

masia in DVl and JOty see Canticles i. 3. [la

this place Zociclkr gives us specimens of play

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. This section, which describes the nature

of genuine, practical wisdom, just as the pre-

ceding one presents the contrary, is clearly

divided into three divisions or strophes. The
first of these (vers. 1-7) treats of the contempt

of worldly pleasure, and the sacred earnestness

of life,—the second, (vers. 8-14) of a forbearing,

patient, and resigned disposition,— the third,

(vers. 15-22) of godly demeanor, and humble
self-appreciation, as conditions and essential

characteristics of that wisdom. A division of

these three strophes into naif strophes is super-

\
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upon words in German, such as arise from
Gerijcht and Wohlgeriich, etc., which are not
translatable, except by a general reference to the
metaphors to be found in English and other
languages, wherein character, reputation, etc., is

said to have its good or evil odor. It might be

compared with the opposite Hebrew word K^'NiH

he stank, odiosus fuit, 1 Sam. xxvii. 12.—T. L.

—And the day of death than the day

of one's birth. For the suffix in n'7^n comp.

V. 18; viii. 16; Isa. xvii. 5; Jer. xl. 5 and
similar cases of relation of a definite suffix to

an indefinite subject. The sentence is the same
as cliap.*iv. 3; vi. 3-5. It here serves as a
preparation for iae following sentences, whose
aim is to heighten the duty of a sacred earnest-

ness of life, just as the commendation, in the

first clause, of a good name as something better
than precious ointment, is to pave the way for

this recommendation of a serious disposition

despising the pleasures of the world. In this

common relation of the two clauses to the fun-
damental thought of the necessity of a serious
purpose, lies the inward connection, which we
may no more deny [with Hexgstenberg and
many others] than erroneously assert on the

basis of the false assumption that the second
clause refers specially to the fool, or through
any other similar subtilties. Elstek. is correct
in saying: "Because a good and reputable
name, which secures an ideal existence with
posterity, is more valuable tlian all sensual
pleasure, such as is obtained through precious
ointments, therefore the day of death must
seem to bring more happiness than the day of
birth ; for this ideal existence of posthumous
fame does not attain its full power and purity
until after death : but external pleastires and
enjoyments, which we are accustomed to desire
for a man on the day of his birth, pleasures
which are dependent on his sensual life, prove
to be more empty and vain than the joy afforded
by the thought of a spii-jtual existence in the
memory of posterity."—-Ver. 2. It is better
to go to a house of mourning. That is,

a house wherein there is mourning for one de-
ceased, "a house of lamentation" (Lutheu).
The connection of the expression favors this

sense of the significant bllX fl^a, taken back-

wards as well as forwards ; and also with ver.

3 f. For the expression for nr^'fO n'3 "house

of carousal," of drinking (not specially a drink-
ing resort) compare the similar expression
in Esther vii. 8. For the entire sentence comp.
the Arabic proverb (Schulten's AntJwlogi/.

p. 48, 73) :
" If thou hearest lamentation tor

the dead enter into the place ; but if thou art
bidden to a banquet pass not the threshold."
For that is the end of all men. "That,"
(X^n) i. e., not the mourning, but the fact that

a house becomes a house of mourning. It is

therefore N-in for NTI on account of the attrac-
tion of ^1D as HiTZiG rightly regards it.

—

And the living will lay it io his heart.
Ver. 3. Sorrow is better than laughter.
DJ12 here, does not, of course, mean thai pas-

sionate sorrow or anger against which we are

warned as a folly in ver. 9, but is essentially

the same as 7l3X in ver. 2, consequently a

grief salutary, and nearest allied to that godly

sorrow spoken of 2 Cor. vii. 10. For pint?,

"laughter," boisterous, worldly merriment,
comp. ii. 2, and also ver. 6.—For by the sad-
ness of the countenance the heart is

made better.—iZD'ja VI, like CD'in D'J3,
^ .

"^ • T • T
Gen. xl. 7 ; Neh. ii. 2, signifies not an evil coun-

tenance, but a sad, sorrowful one, and 3/ 2D^\

is not to be understood of the moral amendment,
but of the cheering up and gladdening of the
heart ;* comp. the Latin, cor beiie se habet, as
also the parallels chap. xi. 9 ; Judges xix. 6, 9

;

Ruth iii. 7 ; 1 Kings xxi. 7. But cheerfulness
and contentment of the heart, with a sad coun-
tenance, can only be imagined where its thoughts
have begun to take the normal direction in a
religious and moral aspect ; moral amendment
is therefore in any case the presupposition of

37 3'Cp'n, and there is, therefore, no contradic-

tion but the clearest harmony with Prov. xiv. 13;
XV. 13; xvii. 22; xviii. 14. —Ver. 4. The
heart of the wise is in the house of
.mourning. Drawing his conclusion from vers.

'J. and 3, the author returns to the expression of
the second sentence. Because a serious disposi-
tion is everywhere more salutary than boister-
ous worldly merriment, it is plain that the
former will be peculiar to the wise man, as the
latter to the fool. Vaihingek observes very
correctly, " that one perceives from this pas-
sage that the preacher, however often he recom-
mends enjoyment of life, never means thereby
boisterous pleasures and blind sensual enjoy-
ment, but rather worthy and grateful enjoyment
of the good and the beautiful ofl'ered by God.
Such an enjoyment is not only possible with a
serious course of life, but is indeed only therebj
attainable."—Ver. 5. It is better to hear
the rebuke of the w^ise. For n"iL'JI, " re-

t't :

buke," censure, reproof on account of foolish

or criminal behaviour, comp. Prov. xiii. 1. In-
tercourse with wise men, i. e., strictly moral and
religious individuals, who can easily impart
those censures, belongs to those expressions of
a serious, world-contemning spirit, of which a
few other examples have been cited, such as to

"go into the house of mourning," to "be of
a sad countenance."—Than for a man to
hear the song of fools. Literal: "Than a
man hearing the song of fools." Flattering
speeches are not specially meant here (Vulg.
adulatio), but the extravagant, boisterous and
immoral songs that are heard in the riotous

carousals of foolish men, in the TM^'d'!^ lYl

or "house of feasting." Comp. Job xxi. 12;
Amos vi. 5; Isa. v. 11, 12.—Ver. 6. For as thu
crackling of thorns under a pot. The
fire of dry thorns, quickly blaziug up, and
burning with loud crackling and snapping, and
also quickly consumed (comp. Ps. Iviii. 9

;

cxx. 4 ; and especially cxviii. 12) is here chosen

*[See Metrical Version, and the remarks on this passage
Introd. to Met. Vers, page 179.—T. L.]
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as the emblem of the loud, boisterous, and
vacant laughter of foolish men. who are at the

same time destitute of all deeper moral worth.

This also is vanity ; namely, all this noisy,

merry, vacant and unfruitful conduct of fools.

—

Ver, 7. Surely oppression maketh a -wise
man mad ; and a gift destroyeth the heart.
''2 in the beginning of this verse can neither

be considered as containing a cause or a motive

[this is the opinion of the most commentators,

also of HiTzio, V.MUiNGER, Hengstenberg,
Hahn, etc.), nor as an adversative equivalent to

"yet," or "but " [Ewald, Elster]. Like the

*^tyX in chap. vi. 12, it here clearly expresses

an intensifying sense (comp. "^3 in Isa. v. 7

;

Job vi. 21, etc.). The connection with the pre-

ceding is as follows: So great is the vanity of

fools, and so powerfully and rapidly does it

spread, like the blazing fire of thorns, that even
the wise man is in danger of being infected by
it ; and deluded from the path of probity in

consequence of brilliant positions of power,
Btriving after riches, offers of presents or bribes,

etc. pL^J? (for which Ewald in his Biblical An-

nual 1856, p. 156, unnecessarily proposed to

read "^p^— a conjecture abandoned by him

afterwards) does not mean in a passive sense the

oppression of the wise man by others, but rather

the "pressure" which he is tempted to exercise,

just as njno means a "present," or bribe which

is offered to him. The wise man is regarded as

a judge, who, in the exercise of his functions,

needs true wisdom, so much the more because
lie may easily be deluded by bribery and be
tempted to misuse his official power. For the

expressions /VlPI "to delude, to make a fool

•f," and 2l HSX "to corrupt the heart," cor-

rumpere, comp. Isa. xliv. 25 ; Jer. iv. 9.* For
the sentence see Deut. xvi. 19; Sirach xx. 27;
[but not Prov. xvii. 8 ; xviii. 16 ; six. 6, etc.,

where allowable giving is meant].
3. Second strophe. Vers. 8-14. Of the value

of patience, tranquility, and resignation to the
will of God. Better is the end of a thing
than the beginning thereof. The sense is

not the same as in ver. 1, but rather, according
to the second verse, as follows: it is better
quietly to await the course of an aflFair until its

*[5Phe common view of this passage as given in B. V.,
which makes the wise man tiie object of oppression, is un-
questionably wrong, thougli so often quoted and used as

historical illustration. It does not agree with SVlH. which

does not mean the madness of frenzy caused by a sense of
wrong, but vain glory, extravagance, inflation, coming from
Inward wiong-ruding. Zockler is doubtlcHs right in saying
that it does not denote pasnivi-lt/ the oppression which' tlie
wise man suffers from others ; but his remlering '• pressure "

eeeras forced and far from being clear. pUp may denote a

Btate of soul leading to wrong and oppression, as well as the

outward act itself; as in Ps. Ixxiii. 8, pUp OSTI is par-

allel to nSl' aiirSO, "they speak lofty,"' arrogantly.

Compare also Isaiah lix. 13, where it is joined with HID
" perverseuess," and falsehood. > See also Ps. Ixii. 11. The
connection, then, is with ver. 6: "To hear the reproving of

issue, and not to judge and act until then, than
to proceed rashly and with passionate haste, and
bring upon one's self its bad consequences.

The peculiar sense of nn~'^TX corresponds

to the calm demeanor expressed by the terra
" long-suflFering " in the sense of the New Testa-
ment paicpoOv/iia (Col. i. 11; Heb. vi. 12, 15;
James v. 7, 8) ; and for the violent temper
described in the second place, we have the

state of mind denoted by the word n-TI'n^J'

"haughty," or "presumptuous." Comp. I

Kings XX. 11.—Ver. 9. Be not hasty in thy

spirit to be angry. The word 01^3 "to be

morose," sensitive [see remarks on ver. ^ above],

is a peculiar species of haughtiness mentioned
in tiie previous verse, .and one vei-y frequently

and easily occurring; it is not fully expressed by
nn n^J, as Hengstenberg supposes [quite

as little as n-H Ij^X is expressed by 0'3X ^"IX

/3/j«f5/'j eig onyl/v, James i. 19].—For anger
rests in the bosom of fools ; that is, a fret-

ful, irritalile disposition is mainly found in fools,

is deeply rooted in their nature and has its home
there. For H-U, in this sense see Prov. xiv. 33

;

Isa. xi. 2 ; xxv. 11. For the sentence see Job
v. 2; Prov. xii. 16.—Ver. 10. Say not -what
is the cause, etc. Finding fault with the pre-
sent, and a one-sided praise of past times, is a
well-known characteristic of peevish and fret-

ful dispositions, and of those surly carpers at

fate of ver. 16, and those difjiciles, queruli, lauda-
tores temporis ac^/of the Horatian epistola adPisoncs,

(line 173). For thou dost not inquire
wisely concerning this. That is, not so

that thy question is made on the basis of wise
reflection, and therefore proceeds from this

source. Comp. the similar use of the preposi-
tion JO, chap. ii. 10; Ps. xxviii. 7.—Vers. 11

and 12. The praise of wisdom, in so far as it

is in harmony with a thoughtful, patient, and
even soul.—Wisdom is good with an in-
heritance. [Zockler : as an inheritance].

ri/HJ DJ^ does not mean "with an inheritance

or fortune," as if the sense were the same as
that in chap. v. 18 (Sept., Vulg., Luther).
The connection decides against this, as well as
against the view of Ewald: "in comparison
with an inheritance," and against the still more
unfitting view of Hahn :

" wisdom is good
against destiny." (!) OJ,' is undoubtedly used

in the same sense as in chap. ii. 16; Gen. xviii.

the wise is better than to listen to the song of fools." Ver. 6
is simply an illustration of wliat is meant by the song of
fools, and then follows the brief clause, " this too is vanity,"
which, although connected by the accents with ver. 6, must
refer to the whole context that precedes: since it would
seem superfluous thus to characterize simply the empty
talk of fools. It is frequently the case in Koheleth that an
Hilnionition, or si-rious maxim, given in one sentence, is

afterwards qualifle.l, il' not wholly modified or retracted, in
another; as though there were "some vanity even in the

grivest of human words or acta. hlT] riT'DJ, " this too

may be vanity," that is, "the reproof of the wise," or of the
judge, (as Zocklkk, from the context, correctly regards
him); for his own arrogance, or perverscni-ss of temper,
may lead him astray, or a bribe may corrupt his heart. And
thus there is brought out, what seems evidently intended, a
contrast between the inward und outward deranKiuK power.—T. Ii.1

b e>v
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23; Ps. Ixxiii. 5; Job ix. 26.*—And by it

there is profit to them that see the sun
;

i. e., for the living (comp. vi. 5 ; and tlie Ho-
meric opdi' (pang r/e2,LQio, also the Latin, die?7i

videre). Hekzfeld, Hitzig, and HENGSmBN-

BERQ unnecessarily take "IJI^ in the adverbial

sense of " more, better still," in order to let the

second clause appear as an intensification of tlie

first. The adjective or rather the substantive

sense, corresponds better to the poetical charac-

ter of the passage, and is equivalent to PTJ^''

:

in support of which chap. vi. 8 may be quoted,

and in which the second clause becomes the ex-

act parallel of the first.—Ver. 12. For wisdom
is a defence, and money is a defence.
(Lit. Ger., in the shadow of wisdom, in the

shadow of money). That is, he who dwells in

the shadow of wisdom is just as mucli protected

as he who passes his life in the protection of

much money ; therefore an exact parallel in

sense with ver. 11, first clause. Symmaciius is

correct: aKenei. ao(pia uq onirrei to apy'vpiov; but
the Vulgate is not wholly so: ^'Sicut cnini protegit

sapicnti'i, sic protegit pecunia." Knobel and
Hitzig are too artificial in saying that 3 here is

the beth essentiae, which would be therefore trans-

lated : "Wisdom is a shadow, (that is a defence)

and money is a shadow." 7^3 is rather to be

taken here as in Ps. xci. 1, where it is parallel

with "li7|53. The shadow is here used as a sym-

bol of protection, with the subordinate idea of

the agreeable, as also in Ps. cxxi. 4 ; Isa. xxx.
2^3: xxxii. 2; Lamentations iv. 20, etc.—But
the excellence of knowledge is; i. e., the

advantage that knowledge (r\J.n comp. i. 16)

has over money, that which makes it more valu-

able than money. ^P_jl here alternates with

nODn simply on account of the poetical paral-

lelism.—Wisdom giveth life to them that
have it; lit., "it animates him" (iTTIj^;- riTI

V "
: T •

is not "to keep in life" (Hitzig), but "to
grant life," i. e., to bestow a genuine happy'life.

Comp. Job xxxvi. 6; Ps. xvi. 11; xxxviii. 9;
Prov. iii. 18; especially the last passage, which
may be quoted as most decisive for our meaning.
Hengstenberg lays too much stress on rfTIi^,

in claiming for it the sense of reanimating, of

the resurrection of that which was spiritually

dead (according to Hosea vi. 2 ; Luke xv. 32,

etc.); and Knobel too little, when he declares:
" wisdom affords a calm and contented spirit."*

* [There seems no good reason for departing here from the
usual seuse of Qj^ with, in connection wuh. The other

passages referred to explain themselves. The word ri/HJ,
T-:-

as used in many places, does not mean inheritance generally,

like niVTi "jut a rich and ample possession, ia a most
T ••

:

favorable sense, as one given by the Lord, or inherited from
one's father, an e.ntate, or property. The sense is obvious:
Wisdom is a good alone, but when joined with an ample
estate, as a means of doing good, then is it especially au ad-
vantage to the sons of men. See Metrical Version.—T. L.]

t [Ver. 12. rrrin nODnn, rendered "wisdom giveth Ufe."
.' ~

: T : T -

We cannot help thinking that Koheleth means more here
than ZockL£R's interpretation would (live, orany of the others
he mentions. There is a contrast, too, giving the connection
cf thought, which they all fail to bring out. "In the shade
of wisdom, as in the shads of wealth;" that is, in both is

2i

—Ver. 13. Consider the work of God ; for
who can make that straight -which He
hath made crooked? A return to the ex-
hortations to a calm, patient spirit (vers. 9 and
10), with reference to God's wise and unchange-
able counsel and will, to which we must yiekl

in order to learn true patience and tranquility.

The connection between the first and second
clauses is as follows : In observing the works of
God thou wilt find that His influence is eternal
and immutable; for who can make that straiglit

wliich He hath made crooked, i. e., harmonize the
defects and imperfections of human life decreed
by Him; comp. i. 15; vi. 10; .Job xii. 14; Rom.
ix. 9. As this connection of thought is evident
enough, one need not, with Hitzig and others,

take O in the sense of " that," to which in-

deed the interrogative form of the second clause
would be unfitting.— Ver. 14. In the day of

prosperity be joyful.

—

2M23 is equivalent to

31£3~3^3. Comp. chap. ix. 7 ; 1 Kings viii. G6;

Sir. xiv. 14.—But in the day of adversity
consider. "Beliold, look at, observe " [namely
the following truth] ; comp. Tm") in ver. 18.

EwALD is harsh and artificial in his rendering:
"and bear the day of misfortune," taking 3 n>t">

in a sense that he claims is sustained by
Gen. xxi. 16.—God also hath set the cue
over against the other. This is the substance
of that which one must consider in adversity,

fully corresponding with what ,Tob says in ii. 10.

—To the end that man should find no-
thing after him ;

;'. e., in order that he may
fathom nothing that lies beyond his present con-
dition (Vinj< as in iii. 22 ; vi. 12), or in order

that the future that lies behind him, or, according
to our more usual expression, that lies before him,
remain hidden and concealed from him, and
that he may, in no wise, count on it, but rather
remain in all things unconditionally dependent
on God, and His grace (Elsteb, Vaihinger
and Hengstexberg are correct on this point).

iiht^ n'22'} h}l, lit. : " on account of that, that

not" (comp. n'}^! 7^, "on account of," chap,

iii. 18 ; viii. 2) is not equivalent to "so that not,"
[Luther in his Comiiientary'\, or, " therefore,

because not" [Hitzig and Hahn], but clearly

introduces the divine dispensation in assigning
sometimes good and sometimes evil days; there-

fore it should be rendered " to the end that."

there a defence. Defence of what ? Of life evidently. In
this they both agree; but knowledge, wisdom (variety of
expression fur the same thing), does more than tliis. Its

great pre-erainen.-e is, that it giveth life to its possessors

(rrnn makes them allve). This means something more thau

mere animating, in the ordinary sense of cheering, enliven-

ing, or ni.iking happy, etc. Knowled^je is lile. Vivfreestcogi-

tare. It is, in a high sense, the soursfcrin//. It is true of mere
human knowledge, science, philosophy, intuition. .Mucli

more may it be said of divioe or spiritual kiiowlcdtro.

"Man lines not by bread alone, but by every word that pr.)-

ceeds from the mouth of God," Pent. viii. 3; Matt. iv. 1.

''The words that I speak unto you, they are spirit, and
they are life," John vi. C-3. It is "not merely spiritual, ti:.<t

is, moral reanimation, as Hexostenbero would have ir, but
the very life of the soul. It is a sufficient argrrfnent against

the other interpretations given, that in falling short of this

they lose the contrast, and fail to exhibit Ihat connection to

which the antithetical nicety of the proverbial diction evi-

dently points.—T. L.']
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4. Third strophe. Vers. 15-22. Of the value

of tlie fear of God and humble self-apprecia-

tion. All things have I seen, etc. " All,"

i. c, not. all kinds [Lithee, VaihIxNGEr, Heng-
stenberg], but everything possible, everything

that can come into consideration, everything to

whose consideration I could be directed (accord-

ing to vers. 13 and 14). In the days of my
vanity. i. e., since I belong to this vain,

empty life of earth. There is no indication

that these vain days passed completely by during

the life of the speaker,* and this passage can-

not, therefore, be used as a proof that Solomon,

who became repentant in his old age, is the

speaker.—There is a just man that perish-

eth in his righteousness.—•J'', "there is,"

does not belong to ndx, but to p'"1^, therefore

the meaning is not "the just man perisheth.''

1pn^3 is not ^' through \ns righteousness" (Um-

BREiT, Vaihinger, Hitzig) ; but in it; comp.

EwALU, Lehrhuch, § 217, 3, f. The intention

here is to announce something which Kohe-

leih saw, an evident fixct ; but this is only the

external connection, the association of right-

eousness and misfortune; not, on the contrary,

the misfortune efl'ected through righteousness.

The same thing occurs in the following clause,

where ir\>'13 is not to be understood aa

" through,'" but in, that is, in spite of his wicked-

ness. But the author desires by no means to

present that righteousness in which one perish-

eth as blameless, but has doubtless here in view,

as in the subsequent verse, that self-righteous-

ness, that apparent outward righteousness which

our Lord so often had to censure in the Pharisees

(Matt. v. 20; Luke v. 32 ; xv. 7, etc.) and which

appeared quite early in Old Testament history

as a religiously moral tendency, comp. Int. ^ 4,

Obs. 3.—And there is a wicked man that

prolongeth his life in his wickedness.
"nnw^O with yO" understood, comp. viii. 12, 13;

Deut. xxii. 7: Prov. xxviii. 2, Ifi, etc.— V er. lb.

Be not righteous overmuch, neither

make thyself overwise. Clearly a virarning

against that strictly exact, but hypocritical and

external righteousness of those predecessors of

the Pharisees to whom the preceding verse re-

ferred, a^nnn (Reflexive of 02)n "to make

wise") can scarcely here signify anything else

than as in Ex. i. 10; tiierefore sripientem se gessit,

not sapientem seputavit. This expression "make
thyself not over wise," is consequently not a

warning against vainly imagining that one is

wise, but against the cifort to appear eminently

wise, anil against a pretentious assumption of

the character of a teacher of wisdom, in short,

against that Pharisaical errorf which Christ

+ [There is noinilication to the contrary, it should rather

lie ^a^l. The Hebrew Ih ronmikably plain, and there is no

wav of malciuK h mean "since I beionji to this vain empty

lite." Tins is too mnch practised by thOBO who deny tlio

Solomonic origin of the liook, thus to tak" away the force of

certain passages that pi linly speak for it, and then to reason

on ilieir own false hypothesis. lt:.d this expression not

oeeuir'd at all. the whole book fiirnislies evidence that it

w;is written by one who had an unusual experience of the

Vuniiii'S and vicissitudes of life. A mer" persouator could

Dcv.T have expressed it so feelinply.—T. L.J
* [Ver. 10. " Be not ocer^ighteous," etc. There is no reason

censures in Matt, xxiii. 6, 7 : (piAoraiv— Ka7.dc6ai

iiTTo -uv avdfju-uv pajilii, pajilii. Why shoulds!;

thou destroy thyself? Namely by the curse

which God has put upon the vices of arrogance

and hypocrisy; Comp. Christ's expi'cssions of

woe unto you Pharisees ! in Matt, xxiii. Hit-
zig says: "Why wilt thou isolate thyself?"

This is a useless enfeebling of the sense ; for

ver. 15, as well as vers. 17 and 18 show that

the warning of the author is meant in all seri-

ousness, and that he refers to divine and not

merely human punishment. Comp. also the

sentence of Ezekiel xxxiii. 11, so closely allied

with this present one: "Why will ye die;

for regarding p'^V, in the 15th verse, as having any other

than its ordinary sense, or the truly righteous man. It is

the same experience that Kolieleth presents elsewiiere, the

just man in this world having tlie same lot as the wicked,

and sometimes suffering when the wicked seems to escapo

wito impiinity,^like the experience of the Psalmist, 1^8.

Ixxiii. 4, 5. The p'^i', in the IGth verse, is, doubtless, sug-

gested by that in the preceding, but such a fact would not

necessitate tlieir having precisely the same meaning: since

the connection may be poetical, or suggestive, ralher than
logical. ZoCKLERV idea, therefore, of its meaning here the

self righteous, or Pharisaical, iniglit be sustained, perhaps,

witliout carrying fbeiilea into the precedingverse. Ilis view

of the 713"^^! p'liT, 'I'e over rigliteous, is very similar to

that of .Jerome, who interprets the passage as a couilemna-

tion of one who over-judges, rigidxim et trucem ad omnia
fratrum peccata,—the woithy lather, perhaps, little tliink-

ing how distinctly hr was giving a feature of his own
character. "Do not," he ^ays, "in this respect, be too just

(th.-tt is, too rigid), because 'an unjust weight,' be it too

great or too small, 'is an abomination to the Lord."" And
then he cites our Lord's precept. Matt, vii., Judge not. etc.

The being over-wise he refers to ))roiul or curious inquiring

ii.to the hidden works and ways of God, such us Paul con-

demns, Koin. ix. 20, and the confounding to the effect pro-

duced by God's rebuke, or such an answer as the Apostle

gives: '-Nay, who art thou. Oman?" Stuart renders it, '"do

not overdo " Uabbi Schklomo. following the Tar^'um and
Jewish authorities so early as to be leferred to tiy .Ilrome,

regards p'^V is meaning kind or merciful, and alleges the

example of Saul, who throueh mistaken clemency, spared

the life of AgaL'. Others refer it to a too strict judging of

the ways of Providence, or the arraigning them for wliat

seems to us unjust; as when we see the righteous perish

and the wicked man living on in his wickedness. An argu-

nunt for this interpretation is the support it seems to have

fi om ver. 15 Another interpretation regards it as a caution

against ascetici-ni and moroseness, in denying one's self

innocent pleasures for fear of finding sin in them. This is

the view of Maimonides in the Tad Hadiazalali, I'nrt I.,

Lib. IV., Sec. 111., 3, 4. Akin to this is the view, stated Viy

him, which regards it as rebuking works of supererogation,

—as when a uian attempts to do more than the law re-

quires.

If we keep in view, however, the general scope of this

musing, meditative, book, it will be found we think, that

the two niember-i here mean very much the same thing:

Do not view tlie world, or the ways of God. too narrowly, as

though we, from (uir exceedingly limited position, could de-

termine what it would lie just or unjust for God to do, or

permit. This is in harmony with the preceding verse. It

furnishes us with a key to the transition in the train of

thought : When you see the righteous suffer, and the wicked

prosper, do not let the thought, or even feeling, arise in

y.iur mind that you couM, or would, be more equitable, if

you had the management of Ihe world. 'J his is agreeable

to the general style of Koheleth,— one thought correcting

what seems too strongly stated, or which may l* liable to

misunderstanding, in another. It is also in perfect harmony
with what follows : " Be not overwise :" that is do not specu-

late too much, or theorize too much, tZD^nPj^ "7X. 'to not

play the philosoi)her too much; you know too little; your
Baconianism (as he might have said had ho lived in these

onr boasting timesi h'\s too small an area of inductive facts

fiom which to construct systems of the universe (especially

in its moril and spiritmil a"si)ects) out of nebular liypotheses.

This ciUTcsponds with what is said chap. iii. 11, about "the

world so given to the minds of men that they cannot find

out the work that God worketh, the end from the begin-
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house of Israel?" and also Eccles. iv. 5. Ver.

17. Be not over much w^icked, neither be
thou foolish. Koheleth does not recommend
a certain moderation in wickedness as thoujili

he considered it allowable, but simply and alone

because he recognizes the fact as generally

acknowledged and certaiir that in some respects

at least, every man is somewhat wicked by
nature; see vers. 20-22. He who is "over
much wicked " is the maliciously wicked or

downright ungodly one (}?'d'\T\), who sins not

merely from weakness, but with consciousness

of evil (comp. Lev. xlii. 27 ; Numb. xv. 27

;

Eccles. V. G). Such a one is eo ipso "foolish"

(73D) uaivouEvoc rrj aStKia, that is, a fool in the
T T '

*

sense of Ps. xiv. 1 ; liii. 1. —Why shouldst
thou die before thy time ? Tliat is, before

the time assigned thee by God. For this thought

of the shortening of the days of the wicked
through divine justice,* comp. Prov. x. 27

;

Ps. Iv. 23; .Job xv. 32; xxii. 16.—Ver. 18. It
is good that thou shouldst take hold
of this

;
yea, from this also w^ithdraw not

thine hand. A recommendation to avoid the

two extremes of false righteousness and bold

wickedness (of the Pharisees and Sadducees)
harmouizing with the thought of Horace:
"Medium temiere beali ; medio tuli.isi?niis ibis:"

and this is not meant in the superficial sense of

the ethical eclecticism of the later Greeks and
Pvomans, but in that stern religious sense, which
the Lord expresses when, in Matt, xxiii. 23, in

words most nearly allied to these, [ravra de edei

iroif/aaL Kandva fit/ cKpievai) He demands the most

conscientious connectio?i between the outer and the

itiiter fulfilment of the law.—For he who fear-

eth God shall come forth of them all.

N.uncly from the bad consequences of false

righteousness and those of indecent contempt of

nin;;." It is tlie same idea that we Iiave chap. vjii. 17 :
" Mau

ciuitiot find nut tlie Wdik that is clone under the sun, and
even if a wise man (a philosopher) say that he knows it, he
shall not be able to discover it." The Vulgate renders it,

neqw. plui sapias quam ne/:essK est. Jerome, in his Latin
Version, nf. quseras ampliu.t. LXX /nrj ctoi^i^ov. The whole
precept, then, may be taken as a condemnation of that
spirit which would be more just and wise than God. No
man professes this, or would even admit that he thus feels,

yet it is realized when any one, in any way, finds fault with,
or even doubts, or has difficulty with, the ways of God in

the world. Such a temper is also condemned Eccles. v. 8:
" If thi>u sei'st oppression of the poor, etc., be not astonished
conceriHiig such a matter, for He who is high above all is

wat hing theai." Compare also Job iv. 7, wiiere the Spirit-

voice s.iys to Eliphaz pIV mbxO K'ijXn, "shallaman

(PpoTo? mortalis)be more just than God?" This is being
njnn pni*. So aUo Ps. .^xxvli. l: -'Fret not thyself

against the evil doers." The Hithpaliol form, I—I'nr^nn,

would aviHiorize lis to understand it of a seeming or affected
wisd.un, but it more properly means here a prying into the
divine mysteries, whether of revelation, or of the super-
natural, or an arrogant denial of both, grounded on the
comparaive infiniteaimality of our knowledge.

(JDOlIi/n rraS (for the fuller Hithpahel LDO'mi^il)
TT •

:

IK ohs'iipfscas (Jerome); rather "why shouldst thou be
desolate." or -'make thyself desolate." which Wduld corres-
pond to ihe first interpretalion of QDnnn. "alone in thy
wisdom ;" or " why shouldst tlmu be confounded." lie who
presumes to settle matters too high for him, will surely, in
Boaio way, be taught his ignorance and his folly.—T. L.

* The SyWac has something here which is not in the He-

brew, nor in any other version, NjnOil Nm "that thou
mayest not be hated,"—T. L.]

the law, and bold immorality. N]^ with the
*^ TT

accusative, signifies here as in Jer. x. 20,

CJXi"' 'JS, "my children desert me"), Gen.
• '. T ; - T '

xliv. 4 (TJ?n~nX ^Xlf "they went out of the

city "), Amos iv. 3, etc.: "to go from something,

to escape a thing," (comp. also 1 Sam. xiv. 41).

Hitzig's view gives a somewhat ditferent sense:
" He who feareth God goes with both," i. e.,

does not strive to exceed the just medium; this

is similar to the Vulgate {nihil negligit) and to

the Syriac [utrique inhwret). But the iisus lo-

quendi is ratlier more in favor of the former
meaning. Ver. 19. Wisdom strengtheneth
the wise. Lit., " proves itself strong to him

(uDDnS K'n) more than," etc., i. e., it protects
T T V T

him better, defends him more effectually. More
than ten mighty men w^hich are in the
city; than ten lieroes which are at the head of

the troops, than ten commanders surrounded by
their forces, to whom the defence of the be-

sieged city is entrusted. For the sentence comp.

Prov. X. 15, (where ij^ ^'IP reminds of 7 T^i')

xxi. 22; xxiv. 5. The wisdom whose mightily

protecting and strengthening influence is here

lauiled, is of course, that genuine wisdom which
is in harmony with the fear of God ; it is that

disposition and demeanor which hold the true

evangelical mean between tiie extremes of false

righteousness and lawlessness, which forms the

necessary contrast and the corrective to " the

being over wise" censured in ver. 16.—Ver. 20.

For there is not a just man upon earth
who doeth good and sinneth not. There-

fore (this is the uuoxjiressed conclusion), every

one needs this true wisdom for his protection

against the justice of God ; no one can dispense

with this only reliable guide in the wtiy of truth.

This sentence confirms the 10th verse in the first

place, and then the whole preceding warning
against the extremes of hypocrisy and impeni-

tence. Comp. tlie sini.hir confessions of the

universal sinfulness of our race in Ps. cxxx. 3;

cxliii. 2; Job ix. 2; xiv. 3; Prov. xx. 9;

1 Kings viii. 46.—Vers. 21 and 22 are not simply

connected with ver. 20, as Knobel supposes,

(who brings out the sequence of thought by
means of the idea that as sinners we fall short

of our duty, and cause adverse judgments
against ourselves) but is also connected with all

the preceding verses from the 15th on, so that

the connection of ideas is as follows:* You will

certainly receive the manifold censure of men
for living according to the doctrines of this

wisdom (you will be considered hypocritical,

excessively austere, eccentric, etc.,) ; but do not

* [This seems exceedingly forced and far-fetched. Knodel'S
view is more go. The simple order of thought may be

stated thus : Wise men are scarce, being to the strong men,

the t^'J^'/EJ'. captains, or principal men in a city, about
as one to ten; but one, a truly righteous, or perfectly right-

eous man, is not found on earth, etc. Tlie wise man of ver.

10, is not the pious man necessarily, or the one who fears

God, though that may be included, but wise, simply, in dis-

tinction from men of power or political eminence, or wise

like the one described chap. ix. 15, "who saved the city."

Such may be found, but the perfectly righteous is a charac-

ter that does not exist upon earth. The particle '3 here ig

emphatic, calling attention to the fact regarded as strange,

and yet well known. See Metrical Version.—T. L.]
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be led astray by this, and do not listen to it

;

and this out of humility, because you must ever

be conscious of your faults, and therefore know

sufficiently well what is true in the evil reports

of men, and what is not.—Also take no heed
unto all the words that are spoken. That

is, do not cast all to the wind that thou hearest,

but only, do not be over anxious about their

evil reports concerning thee; do not be curious

to hear how they judge thee. We are therefore

warned against idle curiosity and latent desire

of praise, and reminded of the very significant

circumstance that one's own servant may accord

to the vain listener disgrace and imprecation,

instead of the desired honor.—Ver. 22. For

ofttimes also thine own heart knoweth
that thou thyself likewise hast cursed

others. The expression, "thine own heart,"

is clearly equivalent to the guilty conscience

that accuses man of his former sins, especially

of his unkindness to his neighbor, and his viola-

tions of the eighth commandment, and thereby

demands of him a more humble self-apprecia-

tion, and a wiser restraint in intercourse with

others. m3T CJ''pVp may be considered

either as the accusative of time—"many times "

—or the objective accusative—"many cases"

—but belongs in either case closely to J?T, not

to phhp. The first QJ is, in strictness, super-

fluous. "^^H at the beginning of the second

clause, is not "so that" (Elster), but "there

where" (" where it happened that," etc.); comp.

Gen. XXXV. 13-15; 2 Sam. xix. 25.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

( With Ilomiletical Hints.

)

This section has three divisions describing the

nature of genuine wisdom in three principal

phases;—as an earnestness of life, despising

the world, as patience, resigned to God, and as

an humble penitent fear of God. Of these, the

third aifords a rich harvest in the dogmatic field,

and mainly by emphasizing one of the most im-

portant anthropological truths of the entire Old

Testament revelation, namely, the universal sin-

fulness of the human race (see especially ver.

20, and also the parallel passages there quoted

from Psalms, .Job and the Proverbs). This truth

appears here in a connection which is the more
significant because it forms the background, and

the deepest motive, to all the preceding admo-

nitions. It explains not only the preceding

warning against tlic two extremes of hypocriti-

cal and false righteousness and bold lawlessness,

(the cardinal vice of Jew and Gentile before

Clirist, or the fundamental error of Pharisees

and Sadducees among the later Jews) ; but it also

finally serves as a basis and impulse (in the first

two strophes) to the admonitions to holy earnest-

ness, and to a calm and resigned state of soul.

In the admonition to a stern contempt of the

world and its pleasures, this is especially clear;

for this admonition closes in verse 7 with the

highly impressive reference to the fact, that

even wise men are exposed to the seduction of

vices and follies of divers kinds, whence directly

epringa the duty of turning from the busy

\

tumult of tlie world, and of anxious zeal for

one's own salvation in fear and trembling. But

the second division (vers. 8-14) also presupposes

the fact that men, without exception, lie under

the burden of sin; as it declares wisdom [which

IS unconditional resignation to the divine will]

to be the only dispenser of true life (ver. 12)

and describes, as the salutary fruit of such wis-

dom, the patient endurance of the evil as well as

the good days which God sends. It needs no

further illustration to prove that this significant

attention to the principal anthropological truth

of the Old Testament gives to this chapter a

peculiarly evangelical character, — especially

witii the quite numerous parallels in New Testa-

ment history, ((^'omp. Matt. v. 4 ; Luke vi. 25
;

James v. 9, etc., with vers. 3, 4, 6; and 2 Cor.

vii. 10 with ver. 3 ; James v. 7, 8 with ver. 8

;

James i. 19 with ver. 9; Matt, xxiii. 5 if. with

ver. 16 fi". ; Matt, xxiii. 23 with ver. 18; Rom.
iii. 23 with ver. 20).

We may regard the following as the leading

proposition of the entire section: Thevnivcrsality

of human sin and the only true remedy for it. Or,

God withstands th,e arrogant and grants His

favor to the humble ; or, " Blessed are they that

mourn : for they shall be comforted ; Blessed are

the meek : for they shall inherit the earth

;

Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst

after righteousness: for they shall be filled"

(Matt. V. 4-6, three beatitudes of the sermon on

the mount, corresponding to the three divisions

of this chapter).—Comp. also Starke. Two
rules for Christian conduct: 1. Be ever mindful

of death (1-7) ; 2. Be patient and contented

(8-29).

HDMILETICAL HINTS ON SEPARATE PASSAGES.

Ver. I. Cramer :—Faith, a good conscience,

and a good name, are three precious jewels ; we
can get nothing better than these from this

woi-ld.

—

Starke:—The death of the saints is the

completion of their struggle against sin, the

devil and the world ; it is to them a door of life,

an entrance into eternal rest and perfect secu-

rity.

—

Hengstknberg:—The difference between
the proposition in the latter clause of the first

verse, and similar expressions in the Gentile

world, is that the Gentiles did not possess the

key to explanation of human sorrows on earth,

and did not understand how to bring them into

harmony with divine justice and love.

Ver. 2. Melanciithon :—In prosperity, men
become reckless ; they tiiink less of God's wrath,

and less expect Ilis aid. Thus they become
more and more presumptuous ; they trust to

their own industry, their own power, and are

thus easily driven on by the devil.— Tubingen
Bible : Joy in the world is the mark of a man
drowned in vanity. It is much better to mourn
over sin, and, in reflecting on this vanity, to

seek a higher joy that is in God.

—

Starke:—
Although not all cheerfulness is forbidden to the

Christian (Phil, iv, 4), it is always safer to think

with sorrow of one's sin, guilt, and liability to pun-
ishment, than to assume a false gladsomeness.

—

Hengstenbero:—Periods of sorrow are always
periods of blessings for the Church.

—

Dkichert:
[Sermon on vers. 3-9, in the collection of Old Tea-
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lament sermons: "The Star out of .Jacob, Stutt-
gard, 1867, p. 208:]" The house of lamentation is

a school of humility. 1. In the house of mourn-
ing proud thoughts are abased ; 2. There, espe-
cially, is the vain pleasure of the world recognized
in its emptiness; 3. There, also, we learn to prize
ihj end of a thing more highly tlian its beginning.

he held. So if a man is taken in the net of Pro-
vidence, the safest course for him, is to yield him-
self wholly to the divine will as that which, with
the highest good, does nothing unwise or unjust
(.Job xxxiv. 12).

—

Hengstenbeeg :—We must be
led to contentment in sorrow, by the reflection
that it comes from the same God that sends us hap-

Vers. 6 and 7. Luther:— The joy of fools piness (Job ii. 10). If the sender is the same, i/ie?

seems as if it would last forever, and does indeed
blaze up, but it is nothing. They have their
consolation for a moment, then comes misfortune,
that casts them down: then all their joy lies in
the ashes Pleasure, and vain consolation
of the flesh, do not last long, and all such plea-
sures turn into sorrow, and have an evil end.

—

Starke:—(Ver. 7), Even a wise and God-fearing
man is in danger of being turned from the good
way (1 Cor. x. 12); therefore watchfulness and

must be in the seiicUag, in sjn/e of all external inequal-
ity, an essential equality. God, even when He im-
poses a cross, is still God, our heavenly Father, our
Saviour, who has thoughts of peace regarding us.

Vers. 15-18. Luther:—The substance is this:
Summum jus surnina injuria. He who would most
rigidly regulate and rectify everything, whether
in the State or in the householil, will have much
labor, little or no fruit. On the other hand, there
is one who would do nothing, and who contemns

prayer are necessary that we may not be carried
j

the enforcement of justice. Neither is rioht
back again to our evil nature (1 Pet. v

Ver. 8. Melanchthon ;— In this saying he
demands perseverance in good counsels (Matt.
X. 12) ; for the good cause appears better in the
event. Though much that is adverse is to be
borne, nevertheless the right and true triumph
in the end.

—

La.nge:—The beginning and the
continuance of Christianity are connected with
sorrows; but these sorrows are followed by a
glorious and blissful end (2 Cor. iv. 17.

—

Ber-
leb. Bible:—Blessed is he who under all cir-

cumstances behaves with quiet patience, arms
himself with humble resignation and great cheer-
fulness, adapts himself to good and evil times,
and ever finds strength and pleasure in the
words: " Thy will be done!"

—

Hengstenberg:—
It is folly to stop at what lies immediately before
our eyes; it is wisdom, on the contrary, in the
face of the fortune of the wicked, to say: "For
they shall soon be cut down like the grass and
•wither as the green herb." Ps. xxxvii. 2

;

xcii. 7 ; cxxix. 6). If we only do not hasten in
anger, God in His own time will remove the in-
ducement to anger from our path.
Cramer :—It proceeds from men alone that time

is better at one period than at another; on their
account also time must be subjected to vanity.

—

Geier:—The best remedy against evil times is to
pray zealously, penitently to acknowledge the
deserved punishment of sin, patiently to bear it

and heartily to trust in God.

—

Wohlfarth :

—

Let us hear the voice of truth ! In its light,
impartially comparing the present and the past,
we shall arrive at the conviction that every
period has its peculiar advantages and defects,
and that with all the unpleasant features that
rest upon our time it nevertheless presents a
greater measure of happiness than any former
one. Instead, therefore, of embittering the
advantages of our epoch by foolish complaints,
making its burdens heavier, and weakening our
own courage, we should seek rather to become
wisely fatniliar with it, and to remove its defects
or make them less perceptible.

Vers. 11-U. Starke: (Vers. 11 and 12):
If yon are to have but one of two things, you
should much rather dispense with all riches than
with heavenly wisdom, that after this life you
may have eternal blessedness (Wisdom vii. 8-10).—Cartwright (ver. 13) :—When a bird is caught
in a net, the more he struggles the more tightly is

As you would not be over-righteous, see to it

that you be not over-wicked,—that is, that you
do not contemn and neglect all government com-
mitted to you, thus letting everything fall into evil.

It may be well to overlook some things, but not to
neglect everything. If wisdom does not succeed,
you .are not, therefore, to get mad with rage and
vengeance. Mind that you be just, and others
with you, enforce piety, firmly persevere, how-
ever it may turn out. You must fear lest He
come as suddenly and call yon to judgment, as he
took away the soul of the rich man in the night
he thought not of

—

Cramer, (Ver. 16) :—Those
rulers are over-just who search everything too
closely; and the theologians are over- wise who,
in matters of faith, wish to direct everything ac-
cording to their own reason.

—

Zeyss, (ver. 17):

—

Wickedness itself is already a road to ruin; but
where foolish arrogance joins it, so that one
boldly sins, divine punishment and vengeance
are thereby hastened (Sirach v. 4 AT. ).

—

Heno-
ste.vberg:—Godly fear escapes the danger of
Phariseeism by awakening in the heart an an-
tipathy against deceiving God by the tricks of a
heartless and false righteousness; but it also
escapes the danger of a life of sin, because the
power arising from the confession of sin is in-

separably connected with it (Isa.vi. 5); for with
the fear of God is connected a tender aversion
to offending God by sin (Gen. xxxix. 9) as also
the lively desire to walk in the way of His com-
mandments (Ps. cxix. 16.)

Vers. 19-22. Zeyss, (vers. 10 and 20) :—The
universal ruin produced by sin must lead every
one to heartfelt penitence and humility (Ezra
ix. 6.)—Starke, (vers. 21 and 22) :—The wis-
dom of the Creator has given us two ears and
only one tongue, in order to teach us that we
must hear twice before we speak once (James
i. 19). If anything grieves tiiee, examine thy-
self to learn whether thou hast not deserved it

by evil conduct ; humble thyself concerning it

before God, suffer patiently, and do it no more

!

—Hengstenberg :—In tirnes of severe sorrow
it is important that, in the suffering, we recog-
nize the deserved punishment for our sins. That
brings light into the otherwise obscure provi-

dence of God, a light that stills the rising of the

soul, tliat animates the hojie. If we recognize
the footsteps of God in the deserved sorrow, the

confidence in His mercy soon becomes strong.
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C.—True 'Wisdom must be Energetically Maintained and Preserved in Presence
of all the Attractions, Oppressions, and other Hostilities on the part

of this World.

Chap. VII. 23—VIII. 15.

1. Against the enticements of this world, and especially unchastity.

(Chap. VII. 23-29).

23 All this have I proved by wisdom : I said, I will be wise ; but it was far from

24, 25 me. That which is far off, and exceeding deep, who can find it out ? I ap-

plied mine heart to know, aiid to search, and to seek out wisdom, and the reason

of things, and to know the wickedness of folly, even of foolishness and madness

:

26 And I find more bitter than death the woman whose heart is snares and nets, and
her hands as bands : whoso pleases God shall escape from her ; but the sinner shall

27 be taken by her. Behold, this have I found, saith the Preacher, counting one by
28 one, to find out the account : Which yet my soul seeketh, but I find not : one man

among a thotisand have I found ; but a woman among all those have I not found.

29 Lo, this only have I found, that God hath made man upright; but they have
sought out many inventions.

2. Against the temptations to disloyalty and rebellion in national and civil relations.

(Chap. VIII. 1-8).

1 Who is as the Avise man ? and who knoweth the interpretation of a thing ? a

man's wisdom raaketh his face to shine, and the boldness of his fiice shall be
2 changed. I counsel thee to keep the king's commandment, and* that in regard

3 of the oath of God. Be not hasty to go out of his sight : stand not in an evil

4 thing ; for he doeth whatsoever pleaseth him. Where the word of a king is there

5 is power: and who may say unto him. What doest thou? Whoso keepeth the

commandment shall feel no evil thing : and a wise man's heart discerneth both

6 time and judgment. Because to every purpose there is time and judgment, there-

7 fore the misery of man is great upon him. For he knoweth not that which shall

8 be : for who can tell him when it shall be ? There is no man that hath power over

the spirit to retain the spirit : neither hath he power in the day of death : and there

is no discharge in that war ; neither shall wickedness deliver those that are given

to it.

3. Against the oppressions of tyrants and other injustices.

(Vers. 9-15.)

9 All this have I seen, and applied ray heart unto every work that is done under
the sun : then; is a time wherein one man ruleth over another to his own hurt.

10 And so I saw the wicked buried, who had come and gone from .the place of the

holy, and they were forgotten in the city where they had so done : this is al.-o

11 vanity. Because sentence against an evil work is not executed speedily, therefore

12 the heart of the sons of men is fully .set in them to do evil. Though a sinner do
evil an hundred times, and his dai/s be prolonged, yet surely I know that it shall

13 be well with them that fear God, which fear before him : But it shall not be well

with the wicked, neither shall he prolong his days, ivhich are as a shadow ; because

14 he feareth not before God. There is a vanity which is done upon the earth; that

\
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there be just men, unto whom it happeneth according to the work of the wicked

:

again, there be wicked men, to whom it happeneth according to the work of the
15 righteous : I said that this also 1$ vanity. Then I commended mirth, because a

man hath no better thing under the sun, than to eat, and to drink, and to be
merry : for that shall abide with him of his labour the days of hi^ life, which God
giveth him under the sun.

[TII. 29. 137 is not riijlitly rendered o»7y—"this only have I found." More correctly, this by ilsclf, or besides, as

sometliing beyond what is said before of both sexes.—T. L.]

[Cliap. viii. 1. Xil^'i there is uo need of sayhig of this that it is more Clialdieo; some such interchange of >< for T\ is

quite common in Hebrew—see the extensive list of cases given by the Jewish grammarian, Jona I!ex Gannach. The

Ixx. read Hy^ to hato. So did the Syriac. VJD \V denotes the sternness, or austerity, of the countenance. Wisdom
• T T T

clears it up, changes it to a bright and joyful aspect. See M. V.—T. L.]

[Ver. 2. n70~"'3 ''JX; ZiJcKLER would supply 'jTl "OX here. There is hardly need of that

—

I a king's mouth ; supply

simply the substantive verb, "I am a king's mouth—tike heed." It is an assertion by the writer of his royal right to
give sueli a Iv.c •. See JI A'.— V. L.]

[Ver. lU. \32',- See Exeget.—T. L.]

[Ver. 11. OJHD. See remarks on the appendix to Introduction, p.33.—T. L.]
T ; /

[Ver. 15. Tinjltyi ; the conjunction ) here, has more than the mere copulative force. It denotes time, as it frequently

does, and also iii-eason. Its mere conjuncMv? force is seldom alono when it connects sentences: "'TwaS then I praised
joy"—that i.-i, when I took this view of tliiug-i. "lc'.<= Liot simply to brt, but to los ort, how that there is, etc.; and that

this •.i]r will remain, adhere to him.—T. L.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The subdivision of this section in!o Ihreo

equal divisions or strophes, is indicated by the

introductory remarks on the general contents,

which are found in chap. vii. 23-29 ; chap. viii.

1 ; and chap. viii. 9. The divisions beginning
with tiiese passages are clearly dilfereul froui

each other in contents; chap. vii. 25-29 warns
us against voluptuousness ; chap. viii. 2-8 against
rebellion towards civil authority; chap. viii.

9-15 against injustice. Since this latter theme
does not close until the l-4th and 15th verses, it

seems quite improper to extend the third section

simply to ver. 10, as do He.vgstenberg, Hitzig,
ct iiL, [the general introduction of the first part
of ver. 14 is, in comparison with vers. 1, 9, and
chap. vii. 23-25 too insignificant to be able to

serve as the opening of a new division], just as
we must declare the separation of ver. 15 frotn

the preceding, as the beginning of an entirely

new section, (H.\hn) decidedly inexpedient and
destructive of the sense.

2. First Strophe. Introduction. Chap. vii. 23-25.
Concerning the difficulty of finding true wisdom,
and Koheleth's zealous search after it.—All this
have I proved with wisdom —This, t'.iere-

fore, formed the means and tlm goal of his search-
ing. For the expression noj,'(i3 HDJ compare" T : T ~ T • ^

on the one hand H.'Opnjl "l-ljl ch. i. 13, and, on

the other, HiTOil/J "^HD], ch. ii. 1. "All this
"

T : • : T •

certainly does not refer to all the preceding from
the beginning of the book, as IIbngstexberg
asserts, but mainly to the rules of life and prac-
tic.il counsels contained in chap. vii. 1-22.

—

But it was far from me.—"It," i. e., wisdom
in the absolute sense, perfected wisdom. A
partial possession of wisdom is by no means ex-
cluded by this humble confession of not having
found any ; see vers. 5, 11-lG, 19, etc. Ver. 21.

That which is far off— /. c, the real innermost
essence of wisdom lies far from human compre-

hension ; comp. Job xxviii. 12 If.; Sirach xxiv.
oi ff.; Baruch iii. 1-4 fl". llosEXJiuELLEa, Heez-
FELD, Haiin, Elster [and, at an earlier period,

also EwALul correctly consider n'ri'J' HO as the

subject of the clause; but riTl cannot then be
TT

taken in the preterit sense, as is done by the
three first named commentators [Herzfeld :

"that remains far off which was far ofi";" llo-

sex.muelleu: procul abcst, quod ante aderat

;

H.\iiN :
" that is far off which has been "]. Kno-

BEL,, Hitzig, Vaihinqer, and, lately, Ewaeu,
affirm that there is an emphatic prefixing uf the
predicate "far" before the relative pronoun
no : " That which is far off, and exceeding

T *
deep, who can find it out." But the examjjlcs
quoted from chap. i. 9 ; Job xxiii. 9 scarcely
justify so harsh a construction. The interpre-
tation of Hengstenberg : "that is far oil which
has been," i. e., the compreliension of what
has been or is {ruv ovroiv yvCjciq, Wisd. of Sol.,

vii. 17) is opposed by the circumstance that
practical wisdom alone is here considered, and
not theoretical,* for which reason also there can

*[The confusi )n arises here from disregarding the medita-
tive, soliloquizing, exclamatory stj le of this booU,— u a
word, its poetical character. Tnese divisions into the ^jrac-
tical and theoretical regard it too much as an abstract einical
or didactic treatise, witli its logical and rhetorical a.range-
menl. This is at war with its subjective, emotional luspecc,

and hence much forced and false interpretuious. See the
reinarksp.l72intlie Introduction to the rhythmical version.
The most literal rendering is the best, since U preserves this

broken, iuterjectional, ejaculatory style,in which tlie writer
IS giving vent to iiis emotions at the thought of ihc great
past, and how small humm knowledge is in respect lo it.

He expresses it as he feels it, ia fragmentary siglis, and le-

jietitions, or as one who says it over and over to himself
without thinking of others, or of any didactic use, and yet
in tnis very way, making the most vivid and practical

impression.

that I mi!»ht be wise, I said; but it was far from me;
far olf ! The past, whit is it? iteep—a deep— who can

find?

There is strong emotion in tlie paragogic or optative form
of n3I3nX- It e.-cprcsses the must intense i.u i lon;.;uig

desire, but with little hope of knowing the groat secret of tha
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scarcely be a reference to the objective cognition

of wisdom, or tlie knowledge of its objects. The
interpretations of most of the ancients are de-

cidedly ungrammatical, as of the Septuagint

[jiaKpau VTTtp h ijv), Vulgate (mullo majis quam

erai), Luther (" It is far oif, what will it be V)

;

thus also is that of Koster (^"It is tur off, what

is that "), and so many others.—And exceed-
ing deep.—Lit., ''deep, deep." The repetition

of p'::)j^ expresses the superlative idea (Ewalu,

LchrLuch, ^ 303 c). Deep signifies difficult to be

fathomed, comp. Prov. xx. 5, and especially Job

xi. 8, where the Divine doing and the Divine

government are declared to be the absolute limit

of all wisdom, or as " deeper than hell ;" sec

also Ps. cxxxix. 8; Rom. xi. 33. Ver. 12-5.

I applied mine heart.— Lit., "I turned, I and

my heari,"—a figure similar to that in Acts xv.

28: k(^o^Ev Tu) Kveh/iart. d}l(f} Kal yfj.lv; comp. also

the Song of Solomon v. 2. That the heart also

participated in the turning, shows it to be no

thougiuless action, but ouo resting on deep refiec-

lion. The simple "HIBD does not express a re-

turn from a path formerly followed, but now
perceived to be an erroneous one (Hitzig's

view). It is different with "'(^iSDI, " then I

turned," chap. ii. 20, which clearly marks the

entrance into a path entirely new, whilst in this

passage nothing is affirmed but the transition

from a superficial to a deeper and more solicitous

searching after wisdom. Comp. llENGSTENUERa
and Vahunger on this passage, which latter

correctly gives the connection thus: "Although

long past, much less of the far stretching future. The inter-

jections u^edin rendering really inhere in tlie styie. Wliat

should we think of an attempt to lay off Young's Niijltt

Tliougldi ill '•strophua ol tlie practical and the tneoretical ?
'

And yet it is fully as capable of such uivisiouii as this most

emotional poem of Koheloth. la the Hebrew, pini is

I T
accentually joined with nTIti' XV^, but it is rhythmical

T T V "

rather than logical, and would not prevent PIO from being

an interrogative pi'onoun: nTl ~\Wi^ HO, "what—;hat

whii;h was?" or, "that which was, what is it?" As though
h. liad (leen g'jiiig to say uien-'ly, '-fa olf die pasi," but lue
e.iiouoii throws it into the m r.i br.ilien ur excia uat a-y ul-

teraiice, and tlien lie adds: "and de^-p—det-p— lo.io can lia<l

it(" lllB '0 as personal iuterrogative, corresponds to iho

general interrogative HO-
In the expression, " Ul me he wise," we have at onco sug-

gesied to us the passage 1 Kings iii. 0-12, Solomon's dream
at liitieon, the Lord's appearing unto him, and his earnest

pr.'iyer for a CDDH ^7 "a w.se and understanding heart."
TT

With all his eiTors tlie love nf wisdom ((/)iAocrot;>ia and Beo<TO-

tfiia.) had been a passion Iroui liis earliest youth,—wisdom
speculative us well lus practical,—wisdom not only "to go-

vern so great a people," and to '•discern,' ethically, "be-
tween good and evil," but to understand, if it were possible,

the ways ot God, and the great problem of humanity.
Kightly considered, tliis strong dusire. thus expressed, is a
special mark of the Solomonic authorship. "O let me be
wise, I said." lie said it in his dream at Gibeon.

"JJi'C.p—deep— who shall find it.'" Like other passages
of Scripture, this is capable of an ever expanding sense. \Ve
may thiuk of the earthly past, so miuli of it historically un-
known; l>ut the style ot tUouglit in Koheleth carries the
mind still farther bajk to the gnat past " before the earth

was" (Prov. viii. 23),—to the lID'dS'J,' 'oSiJ? Trpb tmv
aiiui'ioi', 1 Cor. ii. 7, "bolor.- the a;;es of ages,' or worlds of
worlds. There are two views here that may be pronounced
e.xueeding narrow. The one is that of the Scriptural inter-

preter who recognizes no higher chroii dogy to the whole
universe thin a lew thousand of our sun-meaaured years.

To this he adds six. solar days, and then siides otf into a blank

wisdom in its fullness is unsearchable and unat-

tainable, I did not refrain from searching after

an insight into the relaiions of things, in order

to learn the causes of the want of moral perfec-

tion ; I wished, however, iu learning wisdom, to

learn also its counterpart, and thus to see tliat

iniquity is every where fully."—To know, and
to search, and to seek out wisdom, etc.—
The two accusatives, wisdom and reason, belong

only to the last of the three infinitives ['dp2), be-

fore which 7 is left out, in order to separate it

externally from the two preceding ones, i^^t^n

is here, as in ver. 27, "reason, calculation," a
result of the activity of the judgment in exam-
ining and judging of the relations of practical
life, therefore equivalent to insight, practical sa-

gacity and knowledge of life. Vaihingers in-

terpretation of |13i|/ni i~13pn in the sense of

" wisdom as calculation," is unnecessary, and
indeed in direct contradiction to the construction

in the following clause. The copula also in viii.

2 does not express the explanatory sense of the

expression, " and indeed."—And to know^ the
wickedness of folly, and even of foolish-
ness and madness.—(ZiicKLiiu: "wickedness
as folly, foolishness as madness "J. That this is

to be thus translated is proved by the absence of

the article * before the second accusative. Comp.

antepast eternity, a chronological nothingness, we may say,
where Deity dwelt, had ever dwelt, dxpofoi, without time,
without creative manifestation—all worlds, whether of space
or time, and all ranks of existence below the Divine, having
had their origination iu this single week (as measured by
earthly revolutioiisj that ho assigns to them. The other
view, still more narrow—for it is an infinite narrowness

—

is the one held by some modern thinkers of high repute. It
is that of an eternal physical development, or evolution^
carried on througii an iutiuite past of duration, ever evohing
progressively, and yet with nothing more or higher evolved,
ever evolved, than the very finite and imperfect state of
things we now behold,—man the highest product of this

eternal evolution that has ever been leached in any part of
til ' universe,—man as yet the "ctre supreme,"—man, too,

laltli/ evolved, or within a few thousand years, from some of
the animal classes just below him. All belore is a descend-
ing inclined plane, withan uninterrupted evenness, and an
iiifinitesimalangle, falling away lower and still lower foiever-
m.ire, iii the iiihuiie retrocession from the present advanced
slate of tilings! !

In contradistinction to the meagre poverty of both these
views stands tlie Scriptural matkuth hoi olamim (I's. cxlv.
ly; /3a.<rtAei,a Tiif aiJjvuiv (I Tim. i. 17)—a kingdom of all

elernitits, with its ages oi ages, its worlds of worlds, its as-

cending orders of being, its mighty dispensations embracing
all grades of evolution in the physical, and an unimaginable
variety in the holy administrations of Ilim who styles Him-
self Jehovah tsebaolh, the Lord of hosts. 'Ihis aluue leaves
the iniud free in its speculative roammgs, allowing it to

compete with any philosophy in this respect, whilst binding
It ever to an adoring recognition of the one absolute and in-

liiiite personality, " according to whose will all things ai'o,

and were, created."

The i'argum explains TVI^IS iTO tiere of the great un-
known past, regarding it as enually mysterious with the se-

crets of toe unknown future :
' It is too far olf for the sons

of men to know that which was from the days of eUriiity."

Il\«ni and Aden E/.rv give substantially the same interpre-

tation, with a like reference to the creation and the creaiive

times :
" What is above, what is below, what is before, what

is after,—it is deep, deep, too deep for our power to think. "

The impassioned impressiveness of Koheleth's language am-
ply justiiies such a style of interpretation.—T. L.]

*[ZoCKLER's rendering, •wickedness as folly, foolishneas

as madness,'' weakens the sense. It is more impassioned
without till! conjunctions, or any other particles to break its

earnest and hurried style :
" wickedness, presumption [slub-

bornness, as 7D3 may mean], yea, stupidity, madness," all

given in a running list

:

To seek out wisdom, reason,—sin to know

—

Presumption, lolly, vain impiety.—T. L.]
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for this construction Ewalo, g 284 b, and for the

ssentence, i. 17; ii. 12 f.; x. lo.

3. First Strophe. Conlinuatio?i and Conclusio7i.

Vers. 26-29. A warning concerning an unchaste

woman and her seductive arts. Hengstexbeeg,
following older writers [and thus See. Sch .'.id,

MicuAEL., Lampe, J. Langk, Starke, elc.) main-
tains that this harlot is an ideal personage, the

false wisdom of the heathen; but that she is a

representative of the female sex in general in its

worst aspect, appears to be incontrovertible from
vers. 28 and 29, where women in general are

represented as the more corrupt portion of hu-

manity, corresponding with Sirach xxv. 24 ; 1

Tim. ii. 12-15. And as parallels to this passage

we find above all those warnings of the Proverbs
of Solomon against the "harlot" or "strange
woman," i. e., against unchaste intercourse with

women in general ; comp. Prov. ii. 15 ft".; v. 2 Ii'.;

vii. 5fF.; xxii. 14; xxiii. 27. And quite as ar-

bitrary as the idealizing of this lascivious woman
into the abstract idea of " false wisdom," is the

view of HiTziG, namely, that therein allusion is

made to a definite historical person, Agathoclea,

mistress of Ptolemy Philopater.—And I find
more bitter than death.—For this figure

comp. 1 Sam. xv. 32; Sirach xxviii. 25; xli. 1;

also Prov. v. 4, etc.—The woman •whose

heart is snares and nets.—II^X is to be con-

nected with the suffix in r\21 and NTI is to be
T *

regarded as copula between subject and predi-

cate, which here emphatically precedes. In tlie

comparison of the heart of the harlot to " snares

and nets," and her hands to "bands," we natu-

rally think, in the first instance, of her words
and looks (as expressions of the thoughts of her

heart), and, in the second, of voluptuous em-
braces.—Whoso please th God shall escape
from her.— Lit. " He who is good in the siglit

of God." Comp. ii. 26. The meaning is here

as there, the God-fearing and just man, the con-

trary of XtOin or sinner, who by her (HB) i. e.,

by the nets and snares of her heart, and by her
loose seductive arts, is cauglit. Ver. 27.

Behold, this have I found, saith the
Preacher.—Notwithstanding chap. i. 1 ; ii. 12

;

xii. 9, where i^/Hp is without the article, we

must still read here r\7ripn "ipx (comp. xii. 8)

and not Phrip H^px ; for the word Phrip

is every where else used as masculine, and the

author cannot wish to express a significant con-

trast between the preaching wisdom and the

amorous woman, since the expression, "saith
the Preacher," is here, as in those other pas-
sages, a mere introductory formula (though
Hengstenberq thinks otherwise).—Counting
one by one—namely, considering, reflecting.

Lit., " one to the other," e. e., adding, arranging.
The words are adverbially used, as in the phrase

CD^ja '7X lZJ^JD Gen. xxxii. 31.—To find out
• T V • T

the account.— []''3tyn as in ver. 25], giving

the result of this action of arranging one after

the other. This did not consist in comparison
between woman and death, but in a summing up
of those unfavorable observations coucernino-

her which necessitates the final judgment,
namely, that she is "more bitter than death."
Tiie whole verse clearly refers to the foregoing,
and does not, thai-efore, serve as an introduction
to the contents of vers. 28, 29, as Hahn and
several oliier authors contend, who begin a new
section with this verse. There is rather a cer-

tain break immediately before ver. 28, as the

words Ul P^'^p^ "11>' ^P.^. ^^ ^lie beginning

of this verse .show. Ver. 28. Which yet my
soul seeketli.—Tlie soul is represented as
seeking, to indicate how much this seeking was a
matter of the heart to the preacher; comp. the ad-

dress: "thou whom my soul loveth," Song of Sol.

i. 17 ; iii. 1 fl^. The "finding not" is then again
attributed to the first person : " and that which
I found not."—One man among a thous-
and have I found

—

i. e., among a thousand of

tlie human race, 1 found, indeed, one righteous
one, one worthy of the name of man, and corre-

sponding to the idea of humanity. LZDIX here

stands for t^'N as, in the Greek, avflpcjKog for di'i/p.

For the expression "one among a thousand"
[lit., out of a thousand] comp. Job ix. 3; xxxiii.

Ii3 ; but for the sentence, ver. 20 above, and Job
xiv. 5; ISlicah vii. 2, etc. The hereditary cor-

ruption of the entire human race is here as much
presupposed as in the parallel passages ; for

Koheleth will hardly recognize the one righteous
man that he found among a thousand as abso-

lutely righteous, and therefore as CD1X in the

primeval, pure and ideal sense of the tirst man
before the fall.—But a woman among all

these have I not found. That is, one worthy

of the name Hu/N, in the primeval ideal sense
T •

^

of Gen. ii. 22-25, I did not find among all that

thousand, which presented me at least one proper
man. That he never found such a one, conse-
quently that he considered the whole female sex
as vicious and highly corrupt, cannot possibly

be his opinion, as appears from ver. 29, as also

in chap. ix. 9. (See the praise of noble women
in other documents of the Chokmah literature,

as Prov. V. 19; xviii. 22; xxxi. 10 f
.

; Ps.

cxxviii. ff". ). But that moral excellence among
women, taken as a whole, is much more rarely

found than among men, that sin reigns more uncon-
trolled among tlie former than the latter, and in

the form of moral weakness and proneness to

temptation, as well as in the inclination to se-

duce, to deceive and ensnare—such is clearly the

sense of this passage, a sense that harmonizes
with Gen. iii. 16 ; Sirach xxv. 24; 2 Cor. xi. 8;
1 Tim. ii. 12 if., as also with numerous other

extra-biblical passages. Comp. also these sen-

tences from the Talmiul : " It is better to follow

a lion than a woman;"—"Who follows the

counsel of his wife arrives at hell;"—"The
mind of women is frivolous ;" also the Greek
maxims : Od'Anaaa iml nvp Kal yvvij icam rpia ;

—

b~oi> yvvaha.g t'tai ncivr' ekeI kcikii. Compare also

the following Proverb from the Arabic of Mei-
DANi ; "Women are the snares of Satan," e^c.

(Comp. WoiiLFARTH, K.voBEL .and Vaihinger on
this passage).—Ver. 29. Lo, this only have

I found. ID ^ " alone, only" (an adverb as in

Isa. xxvi. 13), here serving to introduce a re-
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mark intended as a restriction of what precedes.*

The fact of the universal sinful corruption of

man, expressed indirectly in ver. Ii8, is here to

be so far restricted that this corruption is not to

be considered as innate in humauity through a

divine agency, but as brought into the world by

man's own guilt.—That God hath made man
upright. '\\^\ upright, good, integer; comp.

Gen. i. 20 f. ;^v. 1 ; ix. G ; Wisdom ii. 23.—But
they have sought out many inventions.

r\1J3i^n are not "useless subtleties," (Ewald),

but, as the contrast to the idea of '\V'' teaches us:
T T

nialx artes, tricks, evil artifices, conceits.

4. Second strophe, Introduction, chap. viii. 1.

—

Of the rarity and preciousnessof wisdom.—Who
is as the Tvise man? This is no triumphant

question, induced, or occasioned by that lucky

finding in the last verse of the preceding chap-

ter (Uitzig), but simply an introduction to what
follows, by which true wisdom is to be declared

a rare treasure of difficult attainment, just as in

chap. vii. 23 : viii. 16 f.—In CDDnnJ, the usu-
^ ' T T .•

:

ally contracted form ODn3 is again expanded,

in accordance with a custom often occurring in

later authors ;f comp. Ezek. xl. 25; xlvii. 22

;

2 Chron. x. 7 ; xxv. 10, etc.—And -who knovr-
eth the interpretation of a thing ; ZiicK-

LBK, "of the word," ("131) J namely, of the fol-

lowing assertion, which emphasizes the great

work of wisdom according to its influence on

the physical well-being and morally just de-

meanor of men. "li^S, a Chaldaic word^ (comp.

Dan. ii. 4 ff., 24 fF. ; iv. 6, 15), holding the same

relation to the synonymous P^J^r^ ^^ '^.'7!'. ^^ I^"^^"?/

—A man's wisdom maketh his face to
shine. That is, it imparts to him a cheerful

soul, and this on account of the fortunate and
satisfactory relations into which it places him.
The same figure is found in Numb. vi. 25 ; Ps.

iv. 7 ; Job xxix. 24.—And the boldness of

his face shall be changed. VJiJ ?^ is to

be explained without doubt according to expres-

sions C3'J3 IJ^n, Prov. vii. 13; xxi. 39; or

* [See text note on 13*7.—T. L.]

t[This is undoubloilly meant as proof of the late author-
eUip ot Koliclfth, buC'it amouuts to no more than this,

namely, that the old luamiscript of Kcclesiastes, whose
copies have come down to us, was made by a scribe writing
from the ear as another read aloud, in consequence of whiclj

Le has sometimes given in full a letter known to e.tist ety-

mologically, thougli lostin sound, as in tliiscase; whilst, on
the other hand, and more fiequently, he has given it as ab-

breviated in sound, like t^ for IJ^X, or -ibx l^or -w DN,

though generally written in the full old etymological form;
and again, in other c.ises, he has written a like sound-

ing letter in place of the true one, as Jn'73ty for

m 7DD) inid other similar cases. The same remark is appli-
cable to iizekiel, and the very instances that ZoCKi.EU<juotcs.
They are evidences of late chirography iu manuscripts, but
are little to be relied on as jjroofs, or disproofs, of original
authorship.—T. L.J

l[Thi3 would require the article, or the demonstrative pro-
noun, or uoth: rifn. T3in.—T. L-]
§[Xo more Chaldaic than it is Hebrew. It is merely a

variation of orthography for the like siuiiuling word TjIB.
Gen. xl. 8. Who knows how early the chaiif;u to tliosibilant

took place? as there are no oth(!r exainiibs of either form
between Moses and Solomon, or between tiolouiou and Dan-
iel?—X. L.]

D'JiJ'Ijt^ Deut. xxviii. 50; Dan. viii. 23, and

signifies, therefore, that repulsive harshness and
stiffness of the features which are a necessary
result of a coarse, unamiable, and selfish heart
(not exactly "boldness," as Dodeklein, De-
Wette, and Gesenius translate, or " displea-

sure," as Knobel, GiujiJi, and Vaiuingeii). It

is therefore the civilizing, softening and morally
refining influence of true wisdom on the soul
of man, that the author has in view, and which,
according to the question in the beginning of the
verse, he describes as something mysterious and
in need of explanation, and which he explains,

partly at least, by the subsequent precepts re-

garding wise conduct in a civil sphere. Ewalu's
comprehension of the passage is in sense not
materially ditierent from ours : "And the bright-
ness of his countenance is doubled"— but this

is in opposition to the usual signification of VJ

as well as that of T\y^, which can hardly be
TT "

rendered "to double." The explanations of the

Septuagint, resting on a different punctuation,

Wii?' instead of Nit^l give a widely difierent

sense avaiSr/g npoauTtG) abrov pLGTjdrjOETai, which
gave rise to that of Luther: "But he who is

bold, is malignant;" and Hitzig, in conjunction

with ZiRKEL (and the Vulgate) reads N^l?1 and

thus obtains the sense, " and boldness disfigureth

the countenance." But the word IJ/ alone

hardly means "boldness," and the change
adopted in the punctuation appears the more
unnecessary since the sense resulting from it

brings the assertion in the last clause into con-

trast with the one before it, which is in decided

oi^position to the connection.

6. Second strophe. Continuation. Vers. 2-4.

A pro})er demeanor towards kings the first means
of realizing true wisdom.—I counsel thee to
keep the kings commandment. To 'JX

supply "TTTION or "^^X, a somewhat harsh el-

lipse,* for which however we may quote parallels

in Isa. V. 9 ; Jer. xx. 10, and elsewhere. There-
fore it. is unnecessary, with Hitzig, to punctu-

ate 1051' "I keep the king's commandment"

(thus the Vulgate). That "lOli!^ stands in ver. 5

below in scriptio plena would form no valid ob-

jection against the allowableness of this change

of the imperative into the participle; for "M^'ii/

is also found in chap. xi. 4. But, as Elster
correctly observes: " it would be surprising if

Koheletli did not appear here in his usual man-
ner as a teacher who admonishes others, but

only as announcing what he has laid down as a
principle to himself." "To regard the mouth
of the king " means of course, to render obedi-

ence to his commands; comp. Gen. xlv. 21 ; Ex.

xvii. 1 ; Job xxxix. 27, etc.—And that in re-

gard of the oath of God, which thou hast

vowed to him, the King. The duty of obedi-

ence to worldly authority is here insisted on
with reference to loyalty towards God, the

heavenly \vitness to the vow made to the king;

comp. Matt. xxii. 21 ; Horn. xiii. 1-7 ; 1 Pet.

*[See text note.—T. L.J
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ii. 13-17. These New Testament pai-allels should
have prevented Henostenberg from endeavor-
ing to cause the "king" to mean the heavenly
King Jehovah, because nominally, " the obedi-

ence to the heathen lords of the 0. T. in

general was not enjoined as a religious duty,"

—

a remark that is in direct contradiction with pas-

sages like Prov. xvi. 10-15; Isa. xlv. 1 If. ; Jer.

xxvii. 12, 13; xxix. 5-7; Ezek. xvii. 12 ff. The

conjunction 1 in 7j?) is not "and indeed," but

"also," adding the remembrance of the assumed
oath as an additional motive to the one already
contained in the precept. The " oath of God "

is an oath made with an appeal to God as witness

(Ex. xxii. 10; 2 Sam. xxi. 7 ; I Kings ii. 43),

and here especially such an oath of fidelity to

the sovereign, sworn in the presence of God
(comp. 2 Kings xi. 17; Ezek. xvii. 12 ff.).

—

Ver. 3. Be not hasty to go out of his
sight. Tlie first verb only serves to express an
adverbial qualification of the second. The hasty

going out from the king is not to indicate an
apostacy from him, or a share in rebellious

movements (Kxobel, Vaihingee), but simply
the timid or unsatisfactory withdrawal from
his presence, in case he is unfavorably inclined ;

it is directly the opposite of the "standing" for-

biddon in the subsequent clause. Hitzig's
opinion, that the king is considered as an un-
clean heathen, and that the aim of the entire

admonition is to counsel against the too strict

observance of the Levitical laws of cleanliness in

presence of heathen princes, has too little con-
nection with the context, and is in every respect

too artificial.—Stand not in an evil thing,
[Ger., "evil word '")

; i. c, when (lie king speaks
an angry word (>• ^ ''^'') do not excite his auger

still more by foolishly standing still, as if thou
couldst by obstinately remaining in thy place
compel his favor. Ewald and Elster correctly

give the general sense of the admonition as fol-

lows : In presence of a king, it is proper to

appear modest and yet firm, to show ourselves
neither over timid nor obstinate towards him.
The Vidi/ate, Luther, Starke, etc., are less con-
sistent: "Stand not in an evil thing," i. e., re-

main not in evil designs against the king, if you
have become involved in such ;

—

IIengstenbeug
gives the same. Vaiuinger: "Do not appear
in an evil thing." .\nd thus finally Hitzig :

"Stand not at an evil command" \_i. e., even
though the king should command an evil thing,

thou must do it, as Doeg, 1 Sam. xxii. 18], a
translation which rests on the erroneous supjjo-

sition that the author presents as speaking, in

vers. 2-4, an opponent of his teachings, a de-
fender of a base worldly expediency and a false

servility.—For he doeth whatever pleaseth
him. This formula serves in other places to

show the uncontrolled power of God as ruler of
the world (Jon. i. 14; Job xxiii. 13) but must
here be necessarily accepted in a relative sense,
as an emphatic warning against the fearful wrath
of a monarch who is all-powerful, at least in his
own realm ; comp. Prov. xvi. 14 ; xix. 12 ; xx. 2.—Ver. 4 completes the last clause of ver. 3.

—

Where the -word of a king is there is

power. poVii' here, and in ver. 8, need not

be considered as an adjective; it can quite as
easily express the substantive sense of "ruler,
commander," as in Dan. iii. 2, 3 (Clialdaic).

—

And who may say to him, "What doest
thou? That is, who can utter an objection to

his ordinances and commands? An expression
like that at the close of the preceding verse,

which is elsewhere only used in glorification of
divme power (Job ix. 12; Isa. xlv. 9; Dan,
iv. 32; Wisdom xii. 12), but which therefore
justifies neither Hengstenberg's nor Hahn's
reference of the passage to God as the heavenly
King, according to Hitzig's assertion: "We
have here the servility of an opponent of the
king, introduced by the author as speaking in a
style which usually indicates the omnipotence
of God."

6. Second Strophe. Conclusion. Vers. 5-8. Ad-
monitioia to submit to the existing arrangements
of this life, all of which have God as their final

author.—Whoso keepeth the command-
ment shall feel no evil thing.—HliTD "the

commandment," is undoubtedly the same as

17D~15"1> '^cr. 4, therefore not the Divine law

(Vaihinger, Hahn, Hengstenberg, etc.), but
the law of earthly authority as the Divine repre-

sentative. The feeling no evil thing
(
^'T N?

y^ '^^"'j most probably signifies the remaining
distant from evil counsels, taking no part in re-

bellious enterprises (Knobel, Vaihinger, etc.),

so that, therefore, j)"! "IJT here expresses a
sense different from that in verse 3 above. Yet
another explanation of the language, and one
consistent with the context, is as follows: "He
experiences no misfortune, remains protected
from the punisliment of transgressing the laws"
(Elster, Hengste.vberg). But Heiligstedt,
on the contrary, is wrong (comp. Ewalu): "he
l^ays no attention to the evil that is done to him,
and does not grieve about the injustice that he
suffers, but bears it with equanimity ;" and also

Hitzig: "the keeper of the commandment (the

servile slave of tyrants) does not first consider
an evil command of his superior, in so far as it

is morally evil, but executes it blindly, and thtis

commits a sin at the bidding of a higher power;
the wise man, on the contrary, etc.''—a declara-
tion which stands and falls with the previously
quoted artificial understanding of ver. 2-4 as an-
tagonistic in speech.*—And a wise man's
heart discerneth both time and judgment.
—That is, the wise man knows that for every
evil attempt there comes a time of judgment; see

ver. G. This explanation alone, which is that

of the Septuaginl ^nal Kaipov Kpiaeug yivuanEi

* [Among all these conflicting interpretations, it m.ay be
sugijested that the best way is to take ver. 5 as a qualifici-
tiiiu of the positiveness ami strictness of the previous pre-
cepis: The ordinary man who simply yields literal and pas-
EivB obedience, will bo safe in so doing; but the wise man
will use his wisdom in judging as to the manner of doing the
commanil, or of modifying, avoiding, or, it may be, tf resist-

ing, as Daniel did. This mode of qualifying, or partially re-

tiacting, a precept that .<eems general and e.\clusive, is not
uncommon with Kolieleth. Comp. ix. 11 and al. Such ia

in general the idea of Stuart, especially as to the last clause,

though he interprets J,>T x'7 in the first, as meaning,

"he (who obeys) will have no concern about the evil com-
m.aul;" that U, will not trouble himself about its rectitude.

-T.L.|
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Kapd'ia tTo^ov] is in accordance with the text ; one

needs think as little of the judgment which

awaits all men, especially wicked princes and

tyrants, as of the appointed time of existence of

all civil ordinances [Elstek], or of the proper

time and authority to do any thing, or not

(Hahn). Ver. G. For the first clause compare

chap. iii. 17.—Therefore the misery of man
is great upon him.—That is, on him who un-

wisely disregards the important truth that there

is a time and judgment for every purpose, and

therefore takes part in rebellious undertakings

against the king ; a heavy misfortune visits him

as a well-deserved punishment, and he falls a

victim of his foolish effort to struggle against the

Divinely sanctioned ordinances of this world.*

Ver. 7. For he knoweth not that which
shall be.—He knows not the issue of the under-

takings in which he has thoughtlessly allowed

himself to be involved ; and because the future

is veiled to us men, he cannot see what conse-

quences they may have, and how weighty may
be the destinies that it entails upon him.

—

For vrho can tell him -when it shall be ?

—

(Ger., "how it shall be").—Therefore he is not

only ignorant of future destinies in themselves,

but does not even know their "how," the man-
ner of their entrance. Heuzfeld and Hitziq

say : " When it shall be," etc. But 1iy!f<3 no

where else in this book signifies "when," not

even in iv. 17; v. 4, where it is to be taken as

conditional; and the idea of time is by no means
in harmony with the passage. Ver. 8. There
is no man that hath pow^er over the spirit

to retain the spirit.—n^l here is difl'erent

from that in chap. xi. 4 and 5,| where it clearly

signifies " wind" (comp. Prov. xxx. 4) ; it must
here be taken in a sense very usual in the 0. T.,

that of "breath of life," "spirit;" comp. iii.

19-21. J The meaning of the following clause is

most nearly allied to this, and that we find

nna and not in03 proves nothing in favor

of the contrary acceptation of Hitzig, Hahn,
etc.; for the author denies the ability of men to

control the breath of life, and purposely in the

most general way, in order to show, in the

*[We cannot help regarding this as a forcing the text into

the support «f the extieine monarchical doctrine of passive

obedience, notwithstanding the qualification adverted to iu

the previous note. There is, too, an omission, unusual for

ZiiCKLER, of all comment on the first part of ver. 6, which
contains not only the connection witli what precedes, but
^Surnishes llie key to what follows. "Tlie heart of the wise

idVin will acknowledge time and reason" (ver. 5) : "for there

isuluie and reason to every thing, although tbe misery of

maQj(the oppression, the evil rule, under which he suffers)

be 80 great upon him " [V7y implying something laid upon
T T

him like a heavy burden). It is all made clear by rendering
the second '3 '(^WiOMi/Zi, as adversative to the first—a frequent
sense of the particle in this book, as is generally shown by
the context. It is a strong and passionate assertion : Tbe
world is not all confusion; there is time and reason; they
will appear at last, though misery so abounds; therefore be

patient; watch and wait. Obedience is indeed inculcated to

lawful (not merely monarchical) authority, but it is also in-

timated that it is not to be wholly passive, unreasoning, and
blind.—T. L.]

f [Thei-e is precisely the sumo argument for rendering it

spirit in chap. xi. 5 {the wny of the spirit), as exists for it

here. See excursus on that passage, p. It".—T. h]

t [Perhaps there is nothing that kIiows tbe uimpirHuaHly
of some commentators more than tlieir obstiiiati' determina-
tion to render nn wind, and olten in utter defiance of the

coutext, as in.Gen. i. 2, and iu such places us these.—I. L.]

strongest manner, his unconditional dependence
on God [just as in the following clause he has
the very general m?3n DV3 and not CDV3

'. T -
; ;

imo].—And there is no discharge in that
•war.—That is, as little as the law of war, with
its inexorable severity, grants a furlough to

the soldier before the battle, just so little can a
man escape the law of death which weighs on
all, and just so unconditionally must he follow
when God calls him hence by death.—Neither
shall wickedness deliver those that are
given to it.—Lit., "its possessors ;" comp. vii.

12; and for the sentence, I'rov. x. 2 ; xi. 4, etc.

This clause clearly contains the principal thought
of the verse, as prepared by the three preceding
clauses, and which here makes an impressive
conclusion of the whole admonition begun in

verse 2 concerning disobedience and disloyalty
towards authority.

Ver. 7. Third Strophe. First half. Vers. 9-13. The
many iniquities, oppressions and injustices that
occur among men, often remain a long time un-
punished, but find, at last, their proper reward,
as a proof that God rules and judges justly.

—

All this have I seen.—A transition formula,
serving as an introduction to what follows, as in
chap. vii. 23. "To see" is here equivalent to

observing through experience, and "all this"
refers, in the first place, to ver. 5-8, and then to

every thing from chap. vii. 23 onward.—And
applied my heart unto every w^ork.—For

HVnX jjrij comp. i. 13.—The infinitive absolute

with copula prefixed indicates an action contem-
poraneous with the main verb. For what follows
comp. i. 14; ii. 17 ; iv. 3, etc.—There is a time
when one man rules over another to his
own hurt.—These words clearly form an ex-
planation to what precedes: " every work that
is done under the sun ;" and they therefore
more closely designate the object of the author's
observation to be a whole epoch or series of op-
pressions of men by tyrants.—The words are usu-
ally regarded as an independent sentence

:

"There is a time wherein," e/c.,- or, "some-
times," or, "at times," "a man rules," etc.

(Vulgate, Luther, Vaihi.xger, Hexgstenberg,
etc.). But the word fl^' alone is not equivalent

to "there is a time," or "sometimes;" and to

refer the pronoun in 17 to the first CDIX (to his

own hurt," i. e., to the hurt of the tyrant) is not
in harmony with what follows. Also Knobel's
explanation: "truly I have also seen tyrants
who practiced evil unpunished through whole
eras," seems quite unfitting, because it antici-

pates ver. 10, and introduces into the text the
word "truly" that is in no wise indicated.

—

Ver. 10. And so I saw^ the w^icked buried,
who had come and gone (to rest).— J3I11

lit.: and under such circtimstances,* comp. Esth.

iv. IG. The wicked, of wiiom it is here affirmed

that they were buried and went to rest, i. e., they
received a distinguished and honorable burial

[comp. Isa. xiv. 19; Jer. xxii. 19; and also Ec-

*[f33"l is the particle of illustration: "and in such a case,"

or, taken in the connection :
" and so it was." See the Met-

rical Version

—

'Twas when I saw the wicked dead interred.—T. L.l
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cles. chap. vi. 3] are the same as those named in

ver. 9, who rule over others to their hurt, and
are therefore tyrannical oppressors and violent
rulers. -1X3 lit.: "they entered in," namely, to

rest, an abbreviation of the full form which is

found in Isa. Ivii. 2.

—

Gone from the place of
the holy.—[Zockler : But went far from the
place of the holy.]—The wicked are clearly here
no longer the subject, but as in the following
clause, "those who did righteously," whose un-
deservedly sad fate the author well depicts in

contrast with that of the former. Therefore the
"place of the holy" from which they wandered
afar [|0, as in Isa. xxvi. 14; Zeph. iii. 18; Job

xxviii. 4] is the grave, the honorable burial
place which these just ones must fail to obtain;
to refer this expression to Jerusalem (Hitzig),
or to the sacred courts of the leaders of the peo-
ple (Knobel), or to the community of the saints

(Hengstenberg), is all arbitrary, and opposed to

the context. ^U^n'', "they wandered, they

went," does not, of course, mean a wandering
of the souls of the unburied after death, but sim-
ply [in contrast to that word 1{<3] the wandering

or being carried to another resting place than
that holy place," the burial in a grave neither
sacred nor honorable. HiTzia's emendation,

O/H^, "they pass away," is as unnecessary as

thie view of Ewald, Elster, Vaihinger, etc.,

that the Piel i^T} is here synonymous with the

Hiphil '^''Vin as though the sense were "I saw
them driven away, cast out from the holy place."*—And they were forgotten in the city
where they had so done (Zockler: "who
there justly acted).—For \2 r\\Uy "to do

right, to act uprightly, comp. 2 Kings vii. 9

:

for "being forgotten in the city," i. e., in their
own place Of residence [not in Jerusalem, as

*[ZocKiER's version here, which is substantially that of
HlTZlG, and even of Geier, seems very forced. How is he to
get the sense of " wandering far," or of " being driven away,"

from O^'H''? Then, again, the rendering Vii?^' \2 "II^N

" they who had done rightly," and making it the subject of

1D7ri% are both unwarranted. Stuart well says that the

makkeph in \t})?~]2 shows that the Masorites regarded p
as the usual adverb so, and therefore joined it closely to the
verb as simply qualifying. The references of Zockler and
HiTzio do not bear them out, and there cannot be found a
clear case in the Bible where p is used absolutely for jus-

tice. There are two objections to the finding in this phrase

the subject of OvH' ; one is the separation it makes be-

tween it and ^X21 ; the second is its coming so late after its
TT

verb, making a very unusual Hebrew construction in keep-
ing the sense so long suspended. It seems quite clear that

^217V and -IXDI have the same subject—not that a sudden~

:

TT
change is unexampled in Hebrew, but because these two
verbs so uniformly go together in similar expressions; as in

oh. 1. 4 t<3 -^n, Ij'^n "in " generation goes, and genera-

tion comes;" alsovi. 4, X3 S3n3, ^j'?'' ^E/n3 "comes in

vanity, goes away in darkness." So here tiiere must be for
both the same subject; but is it the wicked, mentioned
above, or men generally, not personally or prononiinally ex-
pressed, because it so readily sugg.-sts itself from the raen-

HiTziG declares], Comp. vi. 4; Prov. x. 7; Ps.

Ixxiii. 19, 20. Instead of m3nti';'1_ the Septua-

gint, Vulgate, and twenty-three manuscripts had
^n3^'1 " and they were praised ;" but this read-

ing "appears clearly to be an emendation, and
would render necessary this grammatically
inadmissible translation: "and they were
praised in the city, as if they had acted
justly."—This is also vanity.—That is, also
this unequal distribution of destiny in hu-
man life, is an example of the vanity pervading
.and controlling all earthly relations ; comp. ii. 26

;

iv. 14, 16 ; vii. 6, etc.—Ver. 11. Because sen-
tence against an evil work is not exe-
cuted speedily.—13ec;iuse speedyjustice is not
executed—a very common reason for the increase
of crime and wickedness. CZ^Jrip * originally a

Persian word [ancient Persian, patigama, modern
Per. paigam, Armenian jwa^A-a7?i] ; lit., "something
that has happened or taken place," and, there-
fore, command, edict, sentence; comp. Esther i.

2U. Since in this passage, as in the Chaldaic
sections of Ezra and Daniel {e.g., Ez. iv. 17;
Dan. iii. 16 ; iv. 14), the word is always treated
as masculine, we should have expected Ht^^'J in-

stead of T\p_^y But comp. the examples of the

masculine quoted by Ewald, § 74, gr., which,
in later authors, are used as feminine.

—

There-
fore the heart of the sons of men is fully
set in him to do evil.—Therefore they ven-
ture on evil without any hesitation; comp. ix. 3;
Esther vii. 5; Matt. xv. 19.—Vers. 12 and 13.

In spite of the universal and ever-increasing
prevalence of evil over justice and righteousness,
hitherto depicted, the wicked at last find their
deserved reward, and oppressed innocence does
not perish.

—

Though a sinner do evil a hun-
dred times.—icyN does not here signify "be-

cause " (Hitzig), but ''although,'^ "considering
that," as "3 does sometimes (Lat. quod si).

Comp. Lev. iv. 22 ; Deut. xi. 27 ; xviii. 22 ; Ew-
ald, I 362, b. Before flXO supply CD'O^^iS.—

And his days be prolonged—namely, in

sinning. ih» with ^'"^NO shows that this verb is

who form the procession (obri'' ; see remarks on this word

in piel, p. 85), who go about the streets, xii. 5, where
O^O includes both going to and coming from. According

to this, there is, indeed, a change of subject from that of the
previous clause, but this is far from being unexampled in
Hebrew, even without notice; as in Ps. xlix. 19: "For he
blesses himself in life, and they will praise ['"[IVI] thee,"—

that is, men will praise thee, when thou doest'well to thy-
self. Here, however, the personal subject is so familiar that
it is easily understood, and its omission is oa that very ac-
count all the more impressive: I saw the wicked buried, and
from (or to and/com) the holy place [the place of burial],—
they cutne and went [men came and went]; then straight
were they lorgotten, that is, the wicked rulers were forgot-
ten. The coming back to these as the old subject, alter tlie
mention of the funeral procession, seems very natural. The
crowd disperses, the hired mourners "go^iout the streets;"
it is all over; and soon are they "forgolteu in the city where
they thus had done,"—where they had ruled to their own
dishonor, only to be hated, and at last, after an empty fune-
ral pomp, to be consigned to oblivion. In the description of
a scene so well understood, the formal insertion of the logi-
cal Bubjtct would have made it much less graphic. See
Metrical Version.—T. L.]

* [On this word see remarks in the note appended to ZoCK'tion of buria.\,—they, the mourners, real or pretended,—they lee's Introduction, p. 33.—I. L.j
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not to be supplementeil by CD'O", as in the

following verse.—Yet surely I know that it

shall be -wejl with thcjm that fear God.

—

OJl 'J, "yet," makes here a strong contrast.

Koheleth represents the idea of just retribution

as something certain and lasting, although expe-

rience seems so strongly to teach the contrary,

and consequently as a conviction that does not

rest on empirical observation, but on direct reli-

gious faith. "There is not expressed in this

verse, as some commentators suppose, the

thouglit of a retribution in after life, but it must

be confessed thai the standpoint of observation

on which Koheleth here places himself could

easily lead to this conclusion, although it is not

here drawn (Elster).—Which fear before
him.—Not, "because they fear before him;"

1U/X is here really a relative pronoun, pointing

out the conformity of the conduct of the God-
fearing to their designation as such. Comp. 1

Tim. V. 3: x'/i'''C '''-t^ ~'''C orruj X'/l"^'^-—But it

shall not be well -with the wicked, nei-

ther shall he prolong his days —Tliis denial

of long life to the wicked does not contradict

wliat is said in ver. 12; for there the question

was not of long life, but of prolonged sinning.

—

Which are as a shadow ; because he fear-

eth not before God.

—

[Zockler: He is as a

shadow wlio fcaretii not before God.] We have
had the same figure in chap. vi. 12. The Vul-

gate, as well as most modern commentators, are

correct in not joining /i*3, with the Masoretic

accentuation, to what precedes [thus also Lu-
ther, V.MHiNGER, Hengstenberq; "and as a

shadow will not live long"], but to what follows

[Vulg. ^^transeuiit"].

8. Third Strophe. Conclusion. Vers. 14 and 15.

Since the unequal distribution of human destiny

points to the futile character of all earthly oc-

currences and conditions, we must so much the

more enjoy present happiness, and profit by it

with a contented mind.—There is a vanity
w^hich is done upon the earth.—See ver.

10 and chap. iii. 16. That the lots of the just

and the wicked are frequently commingled and
interchanged in this world, seems to the Preacher

as vanity, i. e., as belonging to the evil conse-

quences of the human fall ; but it does not, there-

fore, make on him an especially " bitter and
gloomy " impression, as Elster supposes.

Comp. Hen'gstemberg: " If there were righteous

men such as there should be, wholly righteous,

then the experience here given would certainly

be in a high degree alarming. But since sin is

also indwelling in the just, since they deserve

punishment and need watchful care, since they

can so easily slide into by-paths and fall into a

mercenary worldliness, the sliock must disappear

for tiiose who really dwell in righteousness.

These latter are often severely disturbed by the

fact here presented to view, but it is for them
only a disturbance. The definitive complaint

regarding this comes only from those who with-

out claim or rigiit count themselves among the

just. And it is clear that the equality of result

for the evil and just is only an external a.x\i\ par-

tial one. To those whom God loves, every thing

must be for the best, and the final isiue separatea

the evil from the good."—Ver. 15. Then I
commended mirth, etc.*—Comp. the exegeti-

cal icmarks on ii. 2-1; iii. 22 ; v. 1'.).—For that
shall abide with him of his labour the days
of his life.— Lit ,

" That clings to him,"' etc., i. e.,

that and that only becomes truly his; comp.

ip7n Nin chap. iii. 22 ; v. 19, which is syno-

nymous in sense. The optative meaning of

•lilV (Hitzig: "that may cling to him;" IIerz-

feld : "that may accompany him," etc.), is un-
necessary and runs counter to the analogy of

those earlier parallels.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

( With Ilomiletical Hints.)

The warnings against seduction through the

snares and amorous arts of women, concerning
rebellion against authority, and wicked oppres-
sion and violence, are quite dissimilar in their

nature, and hang but loosely together. For in

the first of these warnings the attention of the
author is principally directed to the depraved
nature of woman as the originator and principal

representative of the ruin of man through sin ; in

the second, it is less the Divine necessity that is

made especially emphatic, than the human utility

and profitableness in the obedience to be ren-
dered to kings ; and in the third, the principal

object of attention is not the wicked conduct of

sinners in itself, but the fixed, certain, and just

retribution of God for this conduct, together
with the useful lesson which the good man is to

draw therefrom. The questions concerning the
origin, goal, and remedy of human depravity,

[the most important problems in anthropology],
are in this way touched, but by no means ex-

haustively treated ; and the indicated solutions

reveal a certain one-sidedness on account of the

brevity of the illustration. It appears, at least,

in chap. vii. 28, as if the female sex were tho-

roughly and without exception evil, and the first

woman was represented as the sole originator

of the sin of humanity ; and just so it seems as if

*["/< ivas then I cnmmmded mirth" etc.; that is umlersiich
a view of inaiiltind and their destiny. See tlie te.\t note.
The coujunetion ^ iu 'i"in3tyt conne.cis by showing the time

and reason. It is very important as showing tliat the Epi-
curean aspect Kohelelli sometimes exliibits w:is in connec-
tion with, and conditioned upon, such discouraging and
gloomy views of human destiny iis those just mentioned.
And this e.vplaius the Ti^X, in what follows, as the matter

or hmgimge of the false coramend^ition (quod, on), "that
there was no other go.'d to man,"—or then ' I praised
mirth," etc. (saying), '• that there was no good to man,"e<c.;
and so of what lollows: 'and tliat tliis only remains to
him," etc. It is all dependent on 'jin't^. 'is the sulject

matter of the Epicurean commendation. ZoCKLr.n omits all

remarks on lu'X liere, and the couuuctiou of "jinSiZ'l. al-

though it is HO important.

'Twas tlip.ii tliat pleasure I extolled:
IIiiw that there was no good to man beneath the sun,
Jixcept to eat and drink, iind [liere] his joy to find,

And this al>in>' attemls iiim iu his toil,

During all the days, itc.

Compare the AraSic 4^\ irs rcsi.lua, ns used in tho

Koran to denote the i>..riio.i either of tho pious in the life

to come, or of the wicked pleasure-seekers in this world.—
T. L.J
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the remedy against sin and its bad effects were
mainly (cliap. viii. 2 ff.) uncondilional obedience
to earihly autliority ; and tiien, again, it would
appeal- (chap. viii. 15) that a frivolous and
thouyhdins joyousness were recommended. But
that this is mere appearance, is proved by the
connection of each of the respective passages.
As in chap. vii. li'J, not women alone, but sinning
humanity as a whole, are presented as the de-
stroyers of the originally upright, pure, and
God-like nature [corresponding to the words of
Paul, itp'

(fj
Trdv-Ef ijjiapTov, Rom. v. 12] ; not less

in chap. viii. 2 tf. is the duty of obedience to au-
thority to be, from the beginning, Divinely influ-
enced, and therefore subordinated to the higher
duty of obedience towards God [corresponding
with Acts iv. I'j]. And finally, the joy recom-
mended in ver. 15 appears clearly as the joy of
one fearing God [comp. vers. 12 and 13], and
consequently it no more forms an exclusive con-
trast to the rejoicing with trembling of Ps. ii. 11
than it contradicts the Apostolic admonition:
" Rejoice in the Lord always " (Phil. iv. 4). In
short, it is every where the conduct of the truly
wise man, who, as such, is also the God-fearing
man, to which the Preacher directs us, and in
which he gets a view of the true ideal in the
sphere of ethical anthropology (comp. vii. 23-25;
viii. 1, 5).

Thence is drawn for a collective homiletical
treatment of this section the following theme :

the truly wise man fears God, and guards him-
self as well against unchastity as against the dis-
loyalty and injustice of this world. Or, the truly
wise man in conflict with the enticements of this
world, as he meets them first in the cunning of
women, secondly, in the desire of rebellion, and
thirdly, in the wickedness and arrogant violence
of tyrants.

HOMILETICAL HINTS ON SEP.\RATE PASSAGES.

Chap. vii. 23-25. Geier:—Our knowledge is
fragmentary: the more we learn, the more we
perceive how far we are removed from true wis-
dom, Sirach li. 21 f.; 1 Cor. xiii. 9.—Hansen:—
No one on earth has the ability and skill to ac-
quire a perfect knowledge of the works of God.
They remain unfathomably deep and hidden
from our eyes.—We must exert all the powers
of our soul to discover the difference between
wisdom and folly.—Starke :—Depend not on
your own strength in Christianity. You imagine
that you make progress, but in reality you retro-
grade, and lose, in your spiritual arrogance, that
which you had already acquired (2 John 8.).—
The best teachers are those who teach to
others what they themselves have learned by ex-
perience.

Tubingen Bible:—Man was created in inno-
cence, justice and holiness, and this is the imao-e
of God, that he lost after the fall, but after which
he should again strive with all earnestness —
Hengstenberg:—After the fall, man forgot to
remain in a receptive relation, which, in respect
to the avudev Go(pia, is the only proper position;
he chases after schemes of liis presumptuous
thoughts. The only means of becoming free from
60 dire a disease, and of being delivered from the
bonds of his own thoughts and phantoms, is

again to return to Divine subjection, and re-
nouncing all his own knowledge, to permit him-
self to be taught of God.
Chap. viii. 1. Zeyss :—Impenetrable as is the

human heart in itself, it is nevertheless often
betrayed by the countenance.

—

Starke: The
innocent man looks hapj^y and secure. He who
cherishes injustice in the heart looks at no one
cheerfuUynorrightly.—Hengstenberg:—When,
by the transforming power of wisdom, the heart
of flesh has taken the place of the heart of stoue,
and inward flexibility and obedience that of
terror in presence of God and His command-
ments, it becomes also evident in the counte-
nance.

Vers. 2, G. Luther:—It is enough for you to
do so in the state, that you should obey the king's
commands, and listen to him who is ordained of
God. Here you sec how civil obedience is com-
prehended in obedience to God. So Paul would
have servants obey their masters, not as submit-
ting to men, but as to God.—IMelanchthon :—
Thus is obedience ordained. OI)ey the Divine
voice first; then the king commanding things
not repugnant to the Divine law.—This will be
in conformity with the rule given Acts iv. 19.
Starke (ver. 3) :—The powerful ones of this
world have among men no higher one over them,
to whom they must give an account, but in hea-
veil there is One higher than the highest. AVisdom
of Solomon vi. 2-4.—(Ver. 5): He who keeps the
commandments of God will, for the sake of God
und his conscience, also obey the salutary com-
mands of authority. Col. iii. 28.—Hengsten-
berg (Ver. 5) :—The wise heart knows well that
as certainly as God will judge justly in His own
time, so certainly also can he not be really and
lastingly unhappy who keeps the commandments,
and therefore has God on his side.—(Ver. G)

:

With all his power, man is nevertheless not inde-
pendent, but is subjected to the heavy blows
of human destiny. "Thus all men will be unable
to place any impediment to the execution of the
justice ^of God for the good of His children.
Ver. 7, 8. Hieronymus (Ver. 8): We are not

to mourn, though often oppressed by the unjust
and powerful; since all these things come to an
end in death, and the proud potentate himself,
after all his tyrannical cruelties, cannot retain
the soul when taken away by death.—Cra.mkr
(Ver. 7):—It is vain that we anxiously trouble
ourselves about the progress and issue of things
to come; therefore we should abandon our pry-
ing desire. Ps. xxxvii. 5.—Geier:—The last
conflict and struggle is the hardest and most
dangerous

; but a pious Christian should not be
terrified at it; for the conquest of Jesus over
death will become his own through faith; tem-
poral death is for him only a dissolution, a pass-
ing away in peace.
iMelanchthon :—This question tortures all

minds; so that many who see the prosperity of
the wicked, und the misfortunes of the just, be-
gin to think there is no Providence. It is the
excelling strength of faith, that it is not broken
by such spectacles, but retains the truw cognition
of God, and waits patiently for the judgment.

—

Osianuer:—It does not become us to dictate to
God how He shall rule the world. Let it satisfy
us that God rules, and will finally bring to light
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the justice of His judgment.—Because God delays
a while in the punishment of sin, men falsely

convince themselves that their wickedness will

go wholly unpunished, Sirach v. 4, 5.—J. Lange :

—The children of God consider the patience of

the Lord their salvation [2 Pet. iii. 15] ; whilst

the wicked consider this patienc,e as a privilege

to sin the more boldly (Rom. vi. 1). But how-
ever liappy they may esteem themselves, they

nevertheless die unblessed, and their happiness
is changed into eternal shame.

Vers. 14 and 15. Berleb. Bible:—Joy is a
godly cheerfulness and serenity of soul ; since

the just man, though he may suffer from the

vanities of this world, whick are common to all,

keeps his soul free from vain cares, calm through
faith in God, and hence cheerful and ready in the

performance of its duties; so that he eats, drinks
and rejoices, i. e., enjoys what God gives him, in

a calm, cheerful, and fitting manner.

—

Heng-
stenberg:— [See previous exegetical illustra-

tions to ver. 14].

FOURTH DISCOURSE.

Of the relation of true wisdom in the internal and external life of man.

(Chap. VIII. 16—XII. 7.)

A. The unfathomable character of the universal rule of God should not frighten the wise man from
an active part in life, but should cheer and encourage him thereto.

(Chapter VIII. 16—IX. 16.)

1. It cannot be denied that the pi'ovidence of God in the distribution of human destiny is unfa-
thomable and incomprehensible.

(Chap. VIII. 16—IX. 6.)

16

17

"When I applied mine heart to know wisdom, and to .see the business that is done
upon the earth : (for also there is that neither day nor night seeth sleep with his

eyes :) Then I beheld all the work of God, that a man cannot find out the work
that is done under the sun : because though a man labour to seek it out, yet he
shall not find it; yea, further; though a wise man think to know it, yet shall he
not be able to find it.

IX. 1 For all this I considered in my heart even to declare all this, that the righteous

and the wise, and their works, are in the hand of God : no man knoweth either love

2 or hatred by all that is before them. All things come alike to all: there is one event

to the righteous and to the wicked ; to the good, and to the clean, and to the

unclean ; to him that sacrificeth, and to him that sacrificeth not ; as is the good, so

8 is the sinner ; and he that swearcth, as he that feareth an oath. This is an evil

among all things that are done under the sun, that there is one event unto all : yea,

also the heart of the sons of men is full of evil, and madness is in their heart while

they live, and after that they go to the dead. For to him that is joined to all the

living there is hope : for a living dog is better than a dead lion. For the living

know that they shall die : but the dead know not any thing, neither have they any
more a reward ; for the memory of them is forgotten. Also their love, and their

hatred, and their envy, is now perished ; neither have they any more a portion for

ever in any thing that is done under the sun.

2. Therefore it behooves us to enjoy this life cheerfully, and to use it in profitable avocations.

(Vers. 7-10).

7 Go thy way, eat thy bread with joy, and drink thy wine with a merry heart ; for

8 God now accepteth thy works. Let thy garments be always white ; and let thy

9 head lack no ointment. Live joyfully with the wife whom thou lovest all the days
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of the life of thy vanity, which he hath given thee under the sun, all the days of
thy vanity: for that is thy portion in this life, and in thy labour which thou takest

10 under the sun. Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy might, for there

is no work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom, in the grave, whither thou
goest.

3. The uncertain result of human eifort in this world should not deter us from zealously striving
after wisdom.

Vers. 11-16.

11 I returned, and saw under the sun, that the race is not to the swift nor the battle

to the strong, neither yet bread to the wise, nor yet riches to men of understanding,
12 nor yet favour to men of skill ; but time and chance happeneth to them all. For

man also knoweth not his time : as the fishes that are taken in an evil net, and as
the birds that are caught in the snare ; so are the sons of men snared in an evil

13 time, when it falleth suddenly upon theui. This wisdom have I seen also under the
14 sun, and it seemed great unto me: There ivas a little city, and few men within it;

and there came a great king against it, and besieged it, and built great "bulwarks
15 against it : Now there was found in it a poor wise man, and he by his wisdom de-
16 livered the city; yet no man remembered that same poor man ; Then said I, Wis-

dom is better than strength : nevertheless the poor man's wisdom is despised, and
his words are not heard.

[Ch. viii. 17.—7t:?3 equivalent to 7 "ltyN3, "in that which to"—"in proportion to;" Vulgate well renders it gxan^

plus. LXX. 6<ra eftv ; ''in proportion to that which one shall labor"—or " the more he labors." It is found elsewhere

only in Jonah i. 7, or, in composition, 'fD7C^3 ""J ''7l!'3. It is certainly not a Chaldaism, but it is said "to belong to

the later Hebrew," and the argument runs in this way: Kuheleth must belong to the later Ilebrew, because this word is
elsewhere found only in Jouali ; aud Jciuali must beloug to the later Hebrew, because this word is elsewhere found oulv in
Koheleth. It is also called a Rabbinism in Koheleth; but it is rather a Kohelethism much employed, with other Kohe-
lethisms, by the earliest Rabbins, because that book was a great favorite with them, and regarded by them as a specimen

of the more elegant and courtly, as well as the more philosophical Ilebrew.—Ch. ix. 1, TO*?! ; it has the same meaning

here with T13, Ecclesiastes iii. IS, to explore^provr by exploring—primary sense, separate, purify. It is an example of
the affinity, or of tlie interchange of meanings, in verbs ain ivau and double ain.—T. L.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Vaihinger deviates from the above analysis

of this section into three divisions, but only so

far as to extend the first division simply to chap.

ix. 3, which does not well coincide with the con-

tents of ver. 4-6, that clearly refer to what im-

mediately precedes. Several commentators be-

gin a new section with chap. ix. 11 [Hahn,
indeed a new discourse], and deny in this way
that the principal theme of the whole piece—the

contrast between the inscrutability of human
destinies, and the wisdom which still retains

its worth, and is to be sought after as the high-
est good—is also treated in this last division,

and that it is more closely allied with the fore-

going than with that which follows ver. 17.

—

Hengstenberq also very improperly separates
vers. 11, 12 from the four subsequent ones, with
which they are most closely connected ; see be-
low at ver. 13.

First Strophe, first division. Chap. viii. 16, 17.

The universal rule of God is unfathomable.

—

When I applied mine heart.—Lit., "gave;"

comp. chap. viii. 9, "^l^^3 introduces the longer

primary clause, to which then, in ver. 17, a still

longer secondary clause corresponds, introduced

by ] or ^7'^"^! There is no closer connection

•with the preceding, such as is affirmed by Ro-

25

SENMtiELLER, HiTzio, Hengstbnberg and Hahn,
according to the example of most old authors.
The commendation of pleasure in ver. 15, lilce

the earlier praise of cheerfulness [chap. ii. L'4
;

iii. 22 ; v. 18, 20], fittingly closes the preceding,
whilst this clause, as is shown by '3 chap. ix. 1,

serves as a basis and preparation for the subse-
quent reflections.

—

To know -wisdom, and
see the business.—Comp. i. 13, 17. The
word pj^ is here as there the travail caused by
a zealous searching after the grounds and aims
of human action, fate, and life. — For also
there is that neither day nor night. "3

here gives the nature and operation of the tra-
vail ; or is inferential, "so that," as Gen. xl. 15;
Ex. iii. ll,e^c. [comp. Vaihinger]. The paren-
thetical interpretation of this third clause [Ew-
ALD, Elster, Hahn, etc.'\ is also unnecessary.

—

"To see sleep " is equivalent to enjoying sleep
;

comp. Gen. xxxi. 40; Prov. vi. 4; F.'3. cxxxii. 4
(Lat. somnum videre).—Ver. 17. Then I be-

held all the work of God. nvvr^-hs-nn
,

_

•<:- T

'HlX is the accusative of relation: "I saw in

relation to all the work of God." The work that

is done under the sun, that we find in the subse-
quent clause, is the same as the " work of God,"
the universal rule of the Most High ; and the in-

ability to find this work, its incomprehensibility

and inscrutability [comp. Ps. cxlvii. ; Horn. xi.
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33] form from the beginning the principal theme

of tiie assertion. To "find" is used in the sense

of "to comprehend, to fathom;" comp. iii. U ;
vii.

24.—Because though a man labour to seek

it out.—Tliat is, however much he may try, in

spite of all his toil, etc. II^^X Vl;^3* is equivalent to

*1i:yxV-1iyX3 [comp. the similar crowding of re-

lations in Jonah i. 7, 8, 12, and also the Aramaic

n bnn], and signifies, when taken together with

the following verb Vaj;^, "with that which is in

it," e'c; that is, "with that which there is in

his labor," or "with that zeal and talent percep-

tible in it." Compare Ilrrzio on this passage, who
correctly rejects as unnecessary Ewald's emen-

dation "y'^-A ^33 in place of ICfX S^3, although

the LXX., Vulgate, and Syriac seem to have so

read it.—Yea further, though a wise man
think to know it.—lOX" iZDX "should he

presume," "should he attempt;" comp. Exod.

ii. 14 ; 2 Sam. xxi. 16.

3. First strophe, second division. Chap. ix. 1-3.

All men, the just, as well as the unjust, are sub-

ject to tlie same fate, especially to the l.iw of mor-
tality.—For all this I considered in my
heart. Namely, wue;i I applied my heart, to

know wisdom, chap. viii. Itj. ".\ll this" refers

to what immediately follows.—Even to declare

all this. The infinitive construct with 7 ; "l-D*?
: T

continues the finite verb, as elsewhere the infi-

nitive absolute ; comp. Isa. xxxviii. 20; x. 32,

"1^3 equivalent to 113 (chap. iii. 18) is found

only in this passage in the T.—That the
righteous and the •wise, and their works,
are in the hand of God. That is, wholly

dependent on Him, not capable, in any man-
ner, independently to shape their life; so that

their best actions may be followed by the sad-

dest fate. Coinp. Hexgstexberg on this pas-

sage, who correctly shows that there is affirmed

an unconditional dependence, not of human ac-

tion in itself, but of its results on God.—No man
Jsnow^eth either love or hatred. That is,

no man kiiowclh in advance whether God will

grant him love or hatred [i. e., happiness or un-

happiness) ;
(Mich.velis, Knobel, Vaihinger,

and Hengstenrhiig are correct). Others read:
•' No man kuoweth whether he will love or hate ;"

[HiTZiG, Elsteu]. But this interpretation is

not in harmony with the text, and would give a

sense wiiich is foreign alike to the passage and
the book, and for which chap. ii. 5 cannot be

quoted as proof, as is done by IIitzio.—By all

that is before them. That is, not as af-

firmed liy UiERoxYMUs, Geier, and Rosenmuel-
LER,—all tlieir destinies are clear, and as it were
visible before their eyes, but the reverse: all

their destinies lie in the dark uncertain future

before them ; they have yet everything to expe-

rience, happiness as well as uniiappiness, gootl as

well as evil. Comp. vii. 14, where ViriX "be-
i T -; -

hind him " signifies just the same as here

*[Seu tlio text noto on this wonl, and tbe simple transla-

tion III' till) Vult!:aie aud LXX., ^vhich came from tho text as

it is.—X. h.\

OrfJi)/ "before them." Knobel unnecessarily

insists that '73 here means : Everything is be-

fore them, everything can occur to them—even

great misfortune—a sense that would need to be

more clearly indicated by the context than is liere

the case.—Ver. 2.—All things come alike
to all. That is, every thing happens to the

wise and just as to all others ; the just have no
special fortune, they share the common fate of

all (in this world of course). Knobel, Ewald,
Heiligsteut, Umbbeit, and IIengstenberg cor-

rectly take this position, whilst Hitzig and Els-

TER include the following words "inx T^pO.

and so bring out this somewhat obscure and dis-

torted thought: "All are as all, they meet one

fate;" but Vaihinger takes l3T\ at the begin-

ning of the verse as an elliptical repetition from
ver. 1 : " Yes all ! Just as all have the same des-

tiny," etc.—There is one event to the right-

eous and to the wicked. Not that they

are the olfspring and the victims of one and the

same blind power of chance [Hitzig], but they

are subjected to one and the same divine provi-

dence as regards the issue of their life. Heng-
stenberg justly says: "Chance (nipD) just

as in iii. 19 (comp. ii. 14, 15), does not form the

counterpart to divine providence, but to the spon-

taneous activity on the part of the just."—To the
good and to the clean and to the unclean.
In order that one maj' not take clean and unclean

in the levitical or externally legal sense, but in

the moral sense, the kindred thought of 3iD

(good) precedes that of liriD (pure) as expla-

natory. — He that sweareth as he that
feareth an oath. That is, the frivolous

swearer, and he that considers an oath sacred.

That this is the sense is plainly seen in chap. viii.

2, from which passage it appears that it does not

enter the author's mind to condemn the oath in

general as something immoral. Vaihinger is of

opinion that by him that feareth an oath, as by
him that does not sacrifice, is meant an Essene,

or at least a representative of growing Esseni-

anism. But the designation is by no means clear

enough for this ; and the one not sacrificing seems
clearly to be a wicked contemner of the levitical

laws concerning the temple and sacrifices, and
not an unreasonably conscientious ascetic in the

sense of Essenianism.— Ver. 3.—This is an
evil among all things that are done under

the sun. U1 733 J^T cannot mean the worst

of all, e/c. (RosENMUELLER, Vaihinoer) but in

the absence of the article before ^"^ (comp. the

Song of Solomon i. 8; Jos. xiv. 15, e!c.), simply
bad, evil among all things, or in all things

;

therefore an evil accompanying and dwelling in

every earthly occurrence.—That there is one
event unto all. Namely, that befalls all.

n^pO must be taken as in verse 2, and points

out, therefore, not what one meets with in life,

but its issue, its end. The equal liability of

all to death, even the good and the just, is de-

signated by Koheleth as that evil, that evil thing

that is mixed with every earthly occurrence;

(comp. Rom. v. 14. 21 ; 1 Cor. xv. 55 f. ; Heb.

ii. 15). Yea, also the heart of the sons of
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men is full of evil ; namelj', in consequence

of this their liability to the power of death, which,

therefore, also in addition exerts a demoralizing

effect on them; corap. chap. viii. 11.—-And af-

ter that they go to the dead. The suffix to

Vinx is to be considered as neuter, (" and after
T ': - ^

_

this condition," comp. Jer. li. 46), not masculine

as if the sense were " and after it" (i. e., after

this life) as in vi. 12; x. 14. The preposition of

motion (7X in Q^ri^H Sn) "indicates that the

sense of 'it goes,' is to complete the sentence,"

HiTZIO.
4. First strophe, conclusion. Vers. 4-6. In spite

of the presentation just given, the condition of the

living is ever to be preferred to that of thedead.

—

For to him that is joined (Zockler, taking
l!ie reading inp' translates it, "who is it that is

preferred ?"—T. L. ). Thus according to the k'tib

"inp% pual of '\T\2 " to choose, prefer," does

Vaihinger more correctly give the sense : "There
is no one who would be here preferred and accept-

ed, or who would have a choice, who would be ex-

empted from death ; since dying isacommonfate;
each one must go to the dead ; but in death there

is nothing more to liope." In the same way, sub-
stantially, does Elster translate, except that he
punctuates inD') and therefore gives it actively;

" For who has any choice ?" Many later com-
mentators adhere to the k'ri 13n% which the

Ixx. read (r/f bg kolvuveI Kphq iravTaq tovq (uvrac)

together with Symmachus and the Targum.
They translate, therefore, with Ewald, " who is

joined to the living has hope," or, with Hitzig,
interrogatively, " who is it who would be joined
to all the living?" But the sense thus arising

makes a very forced * connection ; and the trans-

lation of Hahn, who takes the word T3n in the
sense of "charming," is open to very weighty
linguistic objections.—To all the living there
is hope. Literally, " for all living," for all as
long as they live. The grammatical expression
does not accord with Hengstenberg's interpre-

tation: "One may trust to all living ;" for 7X

is used with the verb VM22 (Ps. iv. 6 ; xxxi. 7)',

but not with the substantive |in£3J3 for the in-

troduction of the one in whom the confidence is

placed. Comp. Job xi. 18.—For a living dog
is better than a dead lion. For the mosi
couiemptible and hateful thing that lives (comp.
for the proverbial use of the dog in this relation,

1 Sam. xvii. 43; 2 Sam. ix. 8; Isa. Ixvi. 3;
Matt. XV. 26; Rev. xxii. 15, etc.) is more valua-
ble than the most majestic of all beasts if it is

dead ;
(for the majesty and glory of the lion as

the king of beasts, consult Isa. xxxviii. 13 ; Ro-
sea xiii. 7; Lamentations iii. 10; Job x. 16).
This proverb is also known to the Arabs. See
Gonus, Aditrj. Cent. 2, n. 3.

Ver. u.—For the living know that they
shall die. The consciousness of the neces-
sity of death, is here presented not as tlie only,

but yet as the characteristic superiority of the
living over the dead, just as if only the necessity

*[It may well be said, on the other hand, that the exceed-
ingly forced rendering ot Zockler and V.mhinoer show that
tlie conimou translation '•Joined, associated," and the rend-
in;; "iSfT" on which it is grounded, are correct

—

T.L.I

of death were the object of human knowledge

—

an individualizing statement of an ironical and
yet most serious nature.—Neither have they
any more rew^ard. Not that they have had
their share (Hitzig) but that God no longer ex-
ercises retributive justice towards them, because
they are wanting in conscious, personal life.

The fact of a retribution in a world beyond, is

only apparently denied here, for the author now
sees only the conditions of this world; on the
subsequent fate of a spirit returned to God he is

for the present entirely silent (chap. xii. 7; comp.
xi. 9) —For the memory of them is for-

gotten. So entirely do the dead remain with-
out reward; not even the smallest thing that

could profit them here below, not even the pre-
servation of their memory with their posterity,

is granted to them. Comp. Ps. xxxi. 12 ; Job
xiv. 21. It is doubtful whether "^pi "memory"
is intended to rhyme with the preceding '^D'^if

" reward " (as Hitzig supposes). It is more
probable that such a rhyming is made in the fol-

lowing verse between nXjty and iZDnxjp.—" T T : • T T ; I-

Ver. 6. A continued description of the sad fate

of the dead ;
" from the very beginning with

touching depth of tone, a strain of lamentation
overpowering the author" (Hitzig). Also
their love and their hatred and their envy
is now perished. That is, not that they are
deprived of the objects of their love, hatred, or

envy (Knobel), but these sentiments and activi-

ties themselves have ceased for them ; as ''Xi3"1

they are destitute of all affections, interests, and
exertions, and lead rather a merely seeming life.

(RosENMUELLER, Hitzig). The Sad existence of
departed souls in Scheol, as described in Job
xiv. 11 fif., seems here to hover before the author,
just as in ver. 10 below, he expressly speaks of

it. It is significant that he denies them love as

well as hatred, and would seem thereby to mark
their condition as one extremely low.

5. Second strophe, vers. 7-10. On account of

this superiority of life, compared with the condi-

tion of the dead, and the uncertainty of human
fate in general, it behooves us to enjoy life cheer-
fully (vers. 7-9), and to use it zealously in the

activity of our vocations (ver. 10).—Go thy
way, eat thy bread w^ith joy, and drink
thy w^ine ^vith a merry heart. (Comp.
ii. 24; v. 19). This collective triad, "eat,
drink, and be merry," is here, as it were, in-

creased to a quartette; joy being doubly desig-

nated, first as it finds its expression in cheerful
adornments of the body and appropriate orna-

ment, and then in loving unison with a wife.

—

Wine* is used as a symbol and producer of joy,

and also in chap. x. 19; Gen. xxvii. 25; Ps.

civ. 15, etc. For 3i£D~373, " of joyful heart,

gay," comp. 1 Sam. xxv. 38; also cliap. vii. 3

of the foregoing.—For God now accepteth
thy vsrorks. That is, not tliat God finds plea-

sure in just this eating, drinking, etc. (Hitzig),

*["And merrily drink thy wine." Nowhere do we find

more of the Baccbanalian e.xpression, and yet ZocKLEE would
regard it here as the "innocent and normal use of wine."
(See his comment on x. 19): whilst elsewhere, with no dif-

leience of language, it denotes, he says, the "corrupting
and liientious use " The irony of the passage is shown at
once by comparing it with vii. 2 and ii. 2.

—
'i'. L.]
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but, thy moral conduct and efforts have long

pleased Him,* wherefore thou niayst hope in the

future surely to receive thy reward frosi Him.

(Hengstenbero correctly takes this position).

—

Ver. 8. Let thy garments be always white.
White garments are the expression of festive

joy and pure, calm feelings in the soul, corap.

Rev. iii. 4 f. ; vii. 9 ff. Koheleth could hardly

have meant a literal observance of this precept,

80 that the conduct of Sisinnius, Novatian

bishop of Constantinople, who, with reference

to this passage, always went in white garments,

•was very properly censured by Chrysostom as

Pharisaical and proud. Hengstenberg's view

is arbitrary, and in other respects scarcely cor-

responds to the sense of the author: "While
garments are here to be put on as an expression

of the confident hope of the future glory of the

people of God, as SPENEiihad himself buried in

a white coffin as a sign of his hope in a better

future of the Churcii."

—

And let thy head
lack no ointment. As in 2 Sam. xii. 20;

xiv. 2; Isa. Ixi. 3; Amos vi. G; Prov. xxvii. 9 ;

Ps. xlv. 8, so here appears the anointing oil,

which keeps the hair smooth and makes the face

to shine, as a symbol of festive joy, and a cpn-

trast to a sorrowing disposition. There is no

reason here for supposing fragrant spikenard

(Mark xiv. 2), because the question is mainly

about producing a good appearance by means of

the ointment, comp. Ps. cxxxiii. 2.—Ver. 9.

—Live joyfully with the w^ife whom
thou lovest. That is, enjoy life with her,

couip. iii. 1; Ps. xxxiv. 12; and also chap,

vii. 28, above, to which expression, apparently

directed against all intercourse with women,
the present one serves as a corrective. — All
the days of the life of thy vanity. This

short repetition of the preceding ("all the

days of thy vain life, which he has given thee

under the sun") is left out of the Septimijmt and
Chaldaic, but is produced in the Vulgale, and
should be by no means wanting, because it

points with emphasisf to the vanity of life as a

*[As there is nothing said about moral conduct in the

text, or any otlie^- couJuct except unrestrained eating and
drinking, this remaik of Zocklee's is ptrfuctly gratuitous.

If it is to be taken as serious advice of Koheleth, then HlT-

ZIO'8 view is far more logical: " It is just this eating, drink-

ing, etc., that God apijroves beforehand, so that you can
indulge, without any scruple to disturb your sensual joy."

IIow contrary this is to other declarations of Koheleth wo
have elsewhere shown. How utterly opposed it is to other

iiumerods pa.ssages of Scripture need not be pointed out.

It is equivaleut to saying O id will never "liring thee into

judgment" for it, or that He is utterly indifferent. See the
Appendix to this Division, p. IW.—T. L.]

ffVer. 9. " The dui/s nf thy vain life,''' or, more literally,

" all the days of the. life of thy vanity." 'I ho Ixx. left out
this second mention because tlipy regarded it as a mere re-

petiti(jn. M\rtin Okier would connect it, not witli the

former, which he says would be odinsa rKjx'tilio, but specially

with what is said ab lut tlie wife, as indicating that the con-

jugal relation continues through life, as also the idea, Luke
xxvi. 36, tliat there is no marriage in tho other world.

Other commentators have, in like manner, been disturbed

liy it, but it only shows that no amount of piety, or of

learning, will fit a man to bo a true interpreter of this

book without something of the poetic spirit by whicli

it is pervaded. It is not emphasis merely, much less an
enforced motive to joy, that this repetition gives us, as

HlTzlG and ZilCKLER maintain, but a most exquisite pathos in

view of the transitoriness and poverty of life. The stylo

of diction reveals the style of thought, showing how far it

is from the Epicurean sentiment of any kind, whethnr gross

or moderate. It is the language of one musing, solikniui-

zing, full of some touching thought that causes him to

linger over his words, and keep their sad music in his ear.

principal motive to joy.

—

For that is thy
portion in this life and in thy labor,
etc. That is, for tliis cheerful and moderate
enjoyment of life shall, according to the will of

God, compensate thee for the toil and labor
which this life brings with it; comp. ii. 10;
iii 22; v. 18.—Ver. 10.

—

Whatsoever thy
hand findeth to do, do it with thy might,

The word '"jH^S is by the Vulgate and most

modern authors joined to niy>^, whilst accord-

ing to tlie accents and the collocation, it belongs

to what precedes, lint it is a vigorous doing,

nevertheless, that is here recommended ; for the

sense is clear: whatsoever presents itself, is to be
performed with thy strength, whatsoever offers

itself to thee as an object for thy exertion, that

do ! For the expression, " whatsoever thy hand
findeth to do," comp. 1 Sam. x. 7; xxiii. 8;
Judges ix. 33; also Isa. x. 13, 14.

—

For there
is no -work nor device, etc., in the grave
whither thou goest. comp. ver. 6. As Ko-
heletli gives a motive liere in his admonition to

an active life, by pointing to the liteless and in-

active condition of dc])arted souls in the realm
of death, so speaks Christ in John ix. 4: k^is

del epydi^eadai hoq I'jfiepa (orlv epx^Tat v'v^ ore ovdeig

cVcvarai. Epyaleadai. Since the vr^ (night) men-
tioned in John ix. 4 and elsewhere, is clearly

something else than the niW of this passage,

there is no definite reference to the latter, as

Hengste.nberg affirms, but between the two as-

sertions there is a certain analogy.

There are examples of it in the Greek poets, especially in
Homer, which have led the ancient writers on rhetoric to

give it atei huical name. Thus Plutarch calls it enavaipopd,

aud so also the later wiiter Macrobius, Satuiyiul. Lib.

iv. 6, more particularly describes it : JVascitur pathos et de
repelitione quain Grieci €nai'a<j>opav vacant, cum sertt'ntiie ab
iisdem niiminibus inripimil :

'• Vathos also comes from repe-

tition, which the Greeks call epunaplinra, when sentences
begin from the same words." It receives some of its best

illustrations from pa-<»ages in the Iliad, such as xx. 371,

xxiii. &il, and especially xxii. 126, which, though very dif-

ferent from tliis, in other respects, has this same kiud of
pathetic repetition. It is Hector soliloquizing in the time
of his awful danger from the near approach of Achilles

—

oil ixtv TTcus vvv eariv anb 5puo9 ov5' anb TrerpTjy,

TO) (japLi^tfxeyai, are TrapOei'OS ijiSso^ re,

7rap«ero5— jjiOeo? t' oapi^iTov aAAjjAotcriv.

No tiiPo fir such a friendly parley now,
As when trom ouk and rock, the youtli and maid,
Tlie youth and maid, hold parlance sweet togeiher.

Very different is the sentence of Solomon in its subject mat-
ter, but like it in pathos, in the peculiar repetitive dictioa

to vvliich it gives rise, and the musing state of soul from
which it flows:

Go then, with gladness eat thy bread, and merrily drink thy
vine.

Thy garments ever white, thy head with fragrant oil

adorneil;

Knjoy with her whom Ihou dost love, </ie days of thy vain
lif<--

The days of thy vain life, the all, that God has given to the©
Beneath the suu.

It is indeed irony, but not that of scorning sarca-sm, nor of
heartless satire. It is the irony of Scripture, full of a
mourulul tenderness, taking this as its most impressive

lorm of serious admonition. Interpreted in its spirit, and
even by what is rhetorically revealed upon its face, there is

no contradiction between it and vii. 2, 3; ii. 2; and other
passages in this hook that represent sobriety, and even sad-

ness, lus morally and spiritually better for man than mirth.

\Ve have dwelt more fully on these topics, and at the hazard

of some repetition, in the extended excursus on the alleged

Kiiicureanism of Koheleth, p. 131. It has been done, because
no ideas suggested by the book seemed more important ia

their bearing upon its thorough interpretation.—T. L.J

i
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6. Third strophe, Introduction. Vei's 11 and

12. Human actions in this world depend en-

tirely on divine fate, and their success, therefore,

is too often in no comparison with the real ability

and strength of the actor. — I returned.

—

Comp. chap. iv. 1. For the infinitive absolute

nxil comp. chap. viii. 9.—That the race is

not to the swift, nor the battle to the

strong. These remarks serve only to illustrate

what follows: "Neither yet bread to the
^wise, nor yet riches to men of under-
standing, nor yet favor to men of skill."

jn lavor, as in Ex. iii. 'I'l ; xi. o ; xii. o(J, etc.

—But time and chance happeneth to

them all.—That is, the success of human
actions depends wholly on that higher power
wliich controls the change of seasons, and per-

mits men to be met sometimes by this, some-

times by that (J?JID) which "happens, meets;"

(comp. 1 Kings V. 18). A New Testament paral-

lel is found in Rom. ix. 16, where, instead of

time and chance, divine mercy is called the

highest power in all human aft'airs.—Ver. 12.

For man also know^eth not his time.
A conclusion, a majori ad minus. "Even over

his time itself, over his person and his life, to

say nothing of his actions (ver. 11), there is a

coutroUiiig power outside of him" (Hitzig).

The " time " of a man is here clearly equivalent

to the time of his destruction; as elsewhere the

"day," of Job xviii. 20; or the "hour," Job
xii. '11

; Mark xiv. 41. Comp. also chap. vii. 17

preceding.—As the fishes that are taken.
For net, and noose, and trap, as symbols of the

juilgmonts overtaking men, comp. Ilosea vii. \'1\

Ezek. xii. 13; xxxii. 3; Prov. vii. 23; Luke
xxi. 85.—So are the sons of men snared.

tZ)"C/pv Part. Pual see Ew. § 169. d. The word

strikingly represents the helpless condition of

men in the presence of divine destiny, that can
put an end to their life at any moment, as the

fowler who suddenly robs of its life the bird

Caught in the snare. An allusion to the catas-

trophe threatened to the Persian kingdom by a
new universal monarchy, the Macedonian, is not
found in the passage, as Hengstenberg sup-
poses.

7. Third strophe. Conclusion. Vers. 13-16.

In spite of that dependence of human destiny
and success on a higher power, which often vio-

lently interferes with them, wisdom remains,
nevertheless, a valuable possession, still able to

ert'ect great results with inconsiderable means
of an external character, as is seen in the ex-
ample of a poor and despised man, who, by
Lis wisdom, became the deliverer of his native
city from threatening danger of destruction.
Whether this example is a jiurcly feigned didac-
tic story (thus think IlExosTiiNBERC, Luther,
Mercerus, Starke, et al.), or whether it re-

fers to an historical fact within the experience
of the author, must remain uncertain, on account
of the general character of the description; and
this so nuich the more so, because the only pas-
sage that could seem to refer to a definite fact

from Persian history (ver. 15) is of doubtful
exposition. — This wisdom have I seen
also under the sun. iZocki.er, this have I

seen as wisdom). The words 'JT'XI TIT CDJ
/ • • T -

nODn must clearly be thus translated (comp.
T : T

_ _

the similar construction in chap. vii. 25), not,

"thus also saw I wisdom," etc. (thus usually),

or, "this also have I seen: wisdom,"* e/c. (as

Hitzig renders it,) changing tlf into DT.—And
it seemed great unto me, /. e., it appeared
large, comp. Jonah in. 3.—Ver. 14.—There
was a little city, and few men within it.

Tliat is, not few inhabitants in general, but

few fighting men available for defence—a cir-

cumstance which shows the danger of the city

to be so much greater, and the merits of its de-

liverer to be so much more brilliant.—And
there came a great king against it. We
cannot deduce from the expression that the

great king was the Persian; because the predi-

cate /nj attributed to the hostile king serves
T

mainly to show the contrast to the smallness

of the city, and the groat, size of the army
led against, it.—And built great bulwarks
against it. CJ'lli'O (from lli'D " an instru-

ment for seizure," hence sometimes a "net;"

e. g. vii. 26) is here used only in the significa-

tion of bulwarks, and must therefore not here

be confounded with the more customary "'^IXO

(Deut. XX. 20; Micah iv. 14), as two manuscripts

here read.—Ver. 15. Now there was found
in it a poor wise man. Literal, "one found

in it," impersonal—not, "he, the king found."

—Yet no man remembered that same
poor man. [Zockler renders in the pluper-

fect "had remembered," etc., and then makes
it the ground of the remarks that follow.

—T. L.] We can neither urge against this plu-

perfect rendering of "^DI vh DINI the circum-
'^ ° TT tt:

stance that the one in question is here designated

as I^pO t^'X and not as UDDn (for the predi-

cate poor is clearly to point out why they did

not remember him— ), nor also the contents of

the following verse. For in it the emphasis lies

upon tiie commendation of wisdom contained in

the first clause, not on the subsequent restrictive

remark concerning the contempt and disregard

that it often meets with. Vaihinger is correct

in his deviation from Hitzig, Ewalu, Elster,

and most modern authors, who, like tlie Vuli/ale

and Luther, translate: "no man remembered."
As certain as this sense, according to which the

discussion would be concerning a deliverer of

his country, rewarded with the ingratitude of

his fellow-citizens, is approached neither through

language nor connection, just so certainly may
we not (with Ewaed and some ancient authors)

here find an allusion to Themislocles as deliverer

* [A much clearer sense, and bpttcr ailaptcd to the wliule

spirit of the passage, is obtaiucd by taliius nODPI in t"o
T : T

concrete, like tlie Greek to cro(b6v, for a wise tliinq, a i)ro-

Meiii, a uiy.itery, something ti at leqiiires wisdom to exphiin

it. bucu USB ot it, though nut .uuuU elsewhere in the Ile-

liiew, is justified by tlie periectly jiarallel (jreek idiom, ami
l.y what is demanded to represeut the peculiar thinking of

this book. The mystery, puzzle, to croi^ov, <f>L\oa-6(j)i]ixa,

^i/T7);u,a, iiiquiri/. is the ciinuiis case which he is going to

tiidltt. 'ihe Use of nODHi chup. vii. 25, is quite dissimilar.
T : T

'Ihis view is confirmed by what follows: "and it seemed
great to me."—1'. L.j
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of Athens from the hand of Xerxes ; and this lat-

ter so much the less because Athens could scarce-

ly have been designated by the author as "!';?

r~13Dp. HiTZiG is of opinion that the besieged

city is the little sea port Dora, vainly besieged by

Antiochus the Great in the year 218 (Polyb. v.

66); but nothing is known of the deliverance of

this city by a " poor wise man," and for many
reasons the epoch of this book cannot be brought

down to so late an era as that of Antiochus Mag-

nus. Comp. the Introduction, § 4, Obs. 3.—Ver.
16. The moral of the story, is given in the words

of Koheleth uttered immediately after he had

heard it.—Then said I, wisdom is better

than strength. Comp. similar sentences in

chap. vii. 19; I'rov. xiv. 29; xvi. 32; xxi. 22;

xxiv. 5.—Nevertheless the poor man's •wis-

dom is despised. These words, which again

limit the praise of wisdom expressed above,

depend also on the expression, " Then said I."

They refer, according to ver. 15, to the fact that

in the beginning no one had thought of the wis-

dom of that deliverer of the city—and not even

of the ingratitude afterwards shown to him, or

of not luiving followed his wise counsels (which

latter view however would be in antagonism with

ver. 15, according to which the sorely pressed

city was really delivered).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

( With Ilomiletical Hmts.
)

As the previous section contained a series of

ethical precepts with an anthropological founda-

tion (similar to the one preceding it) so is this

one a combination of thcolof/ical and ethical trutlis,

which the auihor lays to the heart of his readers.

And it is especially the doctrine of the incompre-
hensibility of the decrees and judgments of God,
and of the hidden character of His universal rule

that tlie autlior treats, and from which he de-

rives the duties of a cheerful enjoyment and use

of the blessings of life (ix. 7-9) of an untiring

activity (ix. 10) and of continued striving after

practical wisdom as a possession that is valuable

under all circumstances. The contents are there-

fore similar to those of chap, iii., only that there

the principal thought is of the conditioning and
restrictive character of the divine counsels and
acts of universal rule ; here, on the contrary, the

prominent idea is tlieir hidden and unsearchable
nature (Rom. ix. 83 ; 1 Cor. xiii. 12). This sec-

tion is also in close relation with chap, vi., espe-

cially in regard to its ethical and practical pre-

cepts (comp. ix. 9, witli vi. 12; ix. 14, v.'ith vi.

8 ; ix. 1-6, with vi. 2-6, etc.), only that from the

former, the conclusions drawn are mainly seri-

ous and gloomy, while from the latter they are
predominantly cheerful.

Homily on the ivhole section. The thought of

the brevity of human life, and the obscurity of

that which awaits us in it, should not discourage

but impel us to a ready and cheerful use of the

blessings granted us here below, as well as of the

powers for a truly wise exertion ; or more briefly

:

Of the blessing and value of reflections concern-
ing death, as an impulse to the zealous fulfilment

of the avocations of life.

HOMILETICAL HINTS TO SEPARATE PASSAGES.

Chap. viii. 16, 17. Hieeonymus :—He shows
that there are causes for all things, why each
thing should thus be, and that there is righteous-

ness in all, though they may be latent and be-

yond the comprehension.

—

Zeyss : a Christian
should neither show himself negligent in inves-

tigating tlie works of God, nor too curious.

—

H.\NSEN: God's works that He performs among
the children of men have eternity in view, and
nothing siiort of eternity will open up to us their

inner perfection. Rev. xv. 3.

—

I3erlenb. Bible :

— ye poor blind men, who think to fathom by
your wisdom the cause of divine providences

;

ye are indeed greatly deceived! You condemn
everything that surpasses our understanding,
when you should rather confess that these things

are so much the more divine, tlie more they sur-

pass your comprehension. The more trouble you
take to fathom the secrets of wisdom by your
own study, so much the less do you attain your
goal. The true test that a man possesses genuine
wisdom, is when he is assured that he cannot
comprehend the mysteries of God as He deals

with souls.

—

Hengstenbekg :— Blessed is the

man who accepts without examination all that

God sends him, in the firm trust that it is right,

however wrong it may appear, and that to those

who love God all things must be for the best.

Chap. ix. 1-3. Bren« (ver. 1):—There are

those whom God loves and whom He hates. For
He does not cast oif the whole human race,

though He might justly do so ; neither does He
embrace all men in His favor ; but to some He
deigns to grant His mercy, whilst others He leaves

to their own destruction. There is, however, no
one who can know by any external sign, whom
God receives or rejects.— ( Ver. 2, 3). Whoever in

faith looks into the word of God may easily know
that, though the wicked may now seem to have
the same fortune with the pious, there shall come,
at last, a clear discrimination between the good
and the bad, adjudging the one class to eternal

punishment, the others to the happiness of ever-

lasting life.

—

Geier (ver. 2, 3). We cannot judge
of the condition of the dead after this life, by our

reason, but only by its accordance with the re-

vealed word of God.

—

Hansen:—We are to as-

cribe it to the peculiarities of this present life,

if the just suffer with the wicked ; Sirach

xl. 1 ff.

Zeyss:—A child of God should love this life

not on account of temporal prosperity, but for

the honor of God, and the welfare of his neigli-

bor. Cr.'Vmer :—So long as the wicked lives, it

is better for him than if he is dead, since he has

yet time to repent. But when he is dead then

all hope for him is lost. Starke :—Atheists live

in the foolish delusion that after death all is over

and that the soul ceases with the death of the

body; but tliey will receive the most emphatic
contradiction on the great day of judgment.

Vers. 7-10. Lutiucr (ver. 7):—You live in a

world where there is notliing but sorrow, misery,

grief, and deatli, with much vanity: therefore

use life with love, and do not make your own life

sour and heavy with vain and anxious cares.

—

Solomon does not say this to the secure and wick-
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ed children of the world, but to those truly fear-

ing and believing God. These latter he consoles,

and desires that they may cheerfully take com-

fort in God. To the former He says rejoice, but

does not bid those to drink wine, eat, etc., who
are but too much inclined to do so, and pass their

lives in idleness and voluptuousness as wicked

and depraved men.
ZuYss (ver. 7) :—The believers have more

claim to the gifts of God than the unbelievers

(1 Cor. iii. 21, 22), although they may enjoy

them the least.—(ver. 9). Marriage is a sacred

and wise ordinance of God ; therefore the Chris-

tian may use it with a good conscience ; but it

must bo enjoyed in the fear of God, Eph. v. 31.

Starke (ver. 8) :—Arrogance, pride, and display

in dress are very common vices in these latter

times: the children of God find it very difficult

to suppress these in themselves.—(ver. 10). The
obligations that you owe to the body, you owe
doubly to the soul. man neglect not the labor

due to thy soul ; the night of death is coming
when no one can work.

—

Cramer (ver. 10) :
—

We should perform the work of our calling with

a resolute and confident spirit, and never hesi-

tate incur charge.

—

IIengstexberg (ver. 10):

—That Vi^e should do all that lies in our power is

required by the facts that what we leave undone
here below is never done, that the tasks placed

upon us by God for this life, and which here re-

main unperformed, never find their performance,
and that the gifts and powers conferred on us for

this life must be used in this life.

Vers. 11 and 12. Tubingen IUble :—Even in

temporal things it does not depend upon any
one's will or movements, but only on God's
mercy. Everything is derived from God's bless-

ing.

—

Starke (ver. 12) :—By his skill man can
calculate the rising and setting of the sun; but
hunum wisJoin does not extend so far that one
can tell when the sun of his life will rise or set.—Hengste.nbero:—If it seems sad with the peo-

ple of God when the world triumphs, let us re-

flect that such result does not depend on the
might, or tlie weakness of men ; and that a sud-

den catastrophe may overwhelm the highest, and
cast him to the ground. Have we God for our
friend ? it all comes to that as the only thing that

can decide.

Ver. 1.3-16. Mrlanchthon :— Such a poor
man, in a city, was Jeremiah, as he himself
writes, a man who saved the church in the midst
of disorder and confusion. At the same time the
precept admonishes us that good counsels are
listened to by the few, whilst the worst please
the many. And thus he says; The poor man's
wisdom is despised.— Cartwright :—Wisdom,
however splendid, if in lowly state, is so ob-
scured by the cloud of poverty that in a brief
time it has all eyes averted, and utterly falls

from the memory.
Cramer:—Thou shouldst laud no one on ac-

count of his high estate, and despise no one on
account of his low estate. For the bee is a very
little creature, and yet gives the sweetest fruit.—Starke:—The heart of man is by nature so

corrupt that to its own injury it. is inclined to

run after folly, and be disobedient to wisdom.

—

But true wisdom always finds those who know
and love her. Though a wise man may for a

time dwell in obscurity, he will nevertheless be
drawn forth from it before he is aware. Wisdom
of Solomon x. 13, 14.

APPENDIX.

[I. Koheleth's Idea of the Dead.—Chap,
ix. 5 :

—

The living know that they must die, the dead they nothing
know

;

For them there ia no more reward—forgotten is their
name

;

Tlieir love, their hate, their zeal, all perished now

;

Whilst the world lasts, no portion more have they
lu all the Works performed beneath the sun.

Stuart thinks that the Preacher " claims small
merit for the living, merely the knowledge that
they must die." "Is this," he asks, "better
than not knowing any thing?" He argues, be-
sides, that there is an inconsistency in such a
view, made greater by the fxct that this praise
of life is one of the cheering passages, whereas
such declarations as vii. 1; iv. 2-3 are from the
desponding mood. Is not this, however, a mis-
take? The language here is gloomy, if not
wholly desponding. Kbheleth is perplexed and
bewildered as he contemplates the apparent state

of the dead, especially as it presents itself to the
sense, inactive, motionless, silent, unheeding. He
turns to the living, ami surveys their condition,
so full of vanity, with only the superiority of a
little knowledge, one important element of which
is a knowledge that this vanity must come to an
end. It is just the survey that would give rise

to that touching irony already spoken of, that
mournful smile at human folly, in which a just
contempt is blended with deepest sympatliy,—an
irony, not sneering, but tenderly compassionate,
such as we find in some other Scriptures. As,
for example, iu Gen. iii. 22, where God is repre-
sented as ironically repeating the words of Sa-
tan, but in a spirit how different from that of the
fiend! Ah, poor wretch ! he knows it now, the
difference between good and evil! iSee Gen., p.

240. So here, as though he had said, "Alas,
their boasted knowledge ! They know that they
must die,—this is the substance of it, the re-
motest bound to which their science reaches."
There is something of the same feeling in what is

here affirmed of the state of the dead. It gloomily
contemplates only the physical aspect, or the
physical side of death, such as presents itself,

sometimes, to the Christian, without any feeling
of inconsistency, and without impairing that
hope of future life which he possesses in a higher
degree than Koheleth. We may even say that it

is good for us, occasionally, to fix our minds on
this mere physical aspect of our frail hu-
manity.

O when shall spring visit the monldering urn?
when shall day dawn on the night oi the grave?

It was not an infidel, but a devout believer, that
wrote this. And so, too, there may be, at times,
a sort of melancholy pleasure in thinking of
death mainly in its aspect of repose from the
toils and an.xieties of the present stormy life; a3
in that mournful dirge so often sung at fune-
rals

—

Unveil thy h.isom, faithful torah

;

Take this new fre.asure to thy trust;
And give these sacred relics room
To slumber iu the silent dust.
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Nor pain, nor grief, nor anxioua fear.

Invade tliy bounds ; no mortal woes
CaQ reach the peaceful sleeper here.

We feel no inconsistency between such strains,

even when they assume a more sombre aspect,

and that brighter view which the Christian takes

in contemplating the spiritual side of our strange

human destiny, or even as it sometimes presented

itself to the Old Testament believer (Ps. xvi. II
;

xvii. 15; Ixxiii. 24). They no more jar upon
our speculative theology than the language of

our Saviour, John ix. 4: "The night cometh,

when no man can work" [comp. Ecclesiastes ix.

10; xi. 8], or that touching language of the New
Testament which represents death under the

soothing conception of a sleep

—

mifiriaiq—a lying

down to rest. This term is not confined to the

body, as the best exegesis would show, but would
seem to denote also a most blessed state of quies-

cence for the spirit,—a state rudimental, im-

perfect, uniinished, anomalous, preparatory, yet

most secure,—tranquil, yet not torpid—inactive,

yet not inert—a holy conscious rest, a lying

"under the shadow of the Almiglity,"—separate

from t!ie present world, away from all its busy
doings, if not from all its memories, and thus
cradled again, nursed and educated, we may say,

for tiiat higher finisheil life, when death shall be

fully conquered. He is the last and greatest

enemy [1 Cor. xv. 26] who, until that time, re-

tains some dominion over all humanity,—even
over those "who sleep in Jesus," or 'Hhroujh
Jesus," as it should be rendered,—the saved, or
ratlier, the being saved [present participle, oi

cu^ouevol] the being healed, or made alive, as the
Syriac has it, tliose in whom the redemptive life

of Christ is overcoming death, and growing to the
matured and perfect life of eternity. For it is

clear, even from the New Testament, that this

''State of death," or reign of death, still conti-

nues, in a certain sense, and in a certain degree,
until tlie resurrection. Its power is over all men,
and over the whole man, soul and bod}', although
for the Christian, wliose "life is liid with Christ
in God" [Col. iii. 3], its sting is taken quite
away. There is no mistaking tlie language, 1

Cor. XV. 54: brav 6e to (pliaprbu tovto evSiaz/rac

a<^BapaL(iv k. t. A. It is only when this corruption
puts on incorruption, and this mortal puts on
immortality, tliat there is brought to pass the
saying, "Death is swallowed up in victor//." Till

then. Death and Hades go together. One is but
tlic contiiuiation of the otiier. Being in Hades is

being in the kingdom of the dead. Till then, the
Old Testament idea still holds of death, not as ex-
tinction, non-existence, or 7iot being [see Genesis,
Notes, pp. 273, 58G], but as a state, a state of po-
sitive being, though strange and inexplicable,

—

a state of continued personality, real though un-
defined, utterly unknown as to its condition, or
oniy (Mjucoived of negatively as something that
differs, in almost every respect, from the present
active, planning, toiling, pleasure-grasping,
kiiowled^-seekinglife "beneath the sun." That
there is something strange about it, something
difficult to be thought, is intimated in our
Saviour's language respecting the Old Testament
saints, Luke xx. 88. TvnvTeq yilii a'vru) '^ibaiv, "for
they all live unto Him" [unto Go<l],—.is though
what was called their life was something out of

them, and could only be made dimly conceivable

to us by this remarkable language. Compare the

Jewish expression as we find it, I Sara. xxv. 29,

and as it is interpreted and often ([uoted by Rab-
binical writers, CD^nn "ini'3 nini^ "bound
up in the bundle of life with JeljjDvah thy God,"
or as the Vulgate renders it

—

anima custodita

quasi in fasciculo vivenlium apud Dominiim Deum
tuum.

There is yet a reserve to the doctrine of the
immediate after life, still a veil cast over it, we
may reverently say, even in the New Testament.
The most modern notions of a sudden transition to

the highest Heavens, and to the perfect life,

are, perhaps, as far to the one extreme, as the

descriptions of mortality which Koheleth gives

us, in his gloomy mood, may be in the other.

This idea of the dead passing straightway into

a busy active state -of existence, in these respects

resembling the present life, with its proud talk

of progress, was unknown to the early Church,
as its liturgies and funeral hymns most evidently

show. See especially the earliest Syriac hymns,
much of whose language the modern notions

would render almost unintelligible. Christ has
indeed "brought immortality to light," but it is

chiefly by the doctrine of the resurrection, that

great article so clear in the New Testament,
though having its shadow in the Old. But there
is another doctrine there, however little it is stu-

died. AVe are taught that there was a ivork of
Christ in Hades. He descended into Hades ; he
makes proclamation \kKijpv^Ei''\ in Hades (1 Pet.

iii. 19) to those who are there "in ward." He
is our Christian Hermes, belonging^ to both
worlds. He is the ipvxnyi^yo^, the conductor and
guide of redeemed spirits in Hades, the "Shep-
herd and Bishop of souls" (1 Pet. ii. 15), the

"Good Shepherd" (Ps. xxiii.), who leads his

spiritual flock beside the still waters, in the Ge-
tzalmaveili. the "valley of the death shade," or
terra umbrarum, and, at the same time, the great

High Priest above, to whom is "given all power

in Heaven and in earth." Heisthe /XUH "JN/O

the Redeeming Angel of the Old Testament, to

whom the righteous committed their spirits [Ps.

xxxi. 6] and the Mediator more clearly revealed

in the New.
The doctrine of the immediate after life, as we

have said, has still a shadow cast upon it. We
should not, therefore, wonder to find Koheleth
still more under the veil. His very language
iuiplies continuance of being, in some way, al-

though presenting a state of inactivity, and, in a
word, a want of all participation in the doings

and even memories of the present "life beneath
the sun." It did not fall in the way of his

musing to speak of difl'ercnces, in this state, be-

tween the "righteous and the wicked;" but, in

other passages of the Old Testament, it appears

more clear, though still barely hinted, as in

Prov. xiv. 32; Ps. Ixxiii. 20; xlix. 15. It is a

state in which the one is "driven away," whilst

the other "has hope." Elsewhere, however [iii.

17; xii. 13, 14], Koheleth affirms his strong be-

lief that at some time, and in some way, the two
classes will be judged, and the difference between
them most clearly nianifested.

In the rhythmical version of ix. 10, n03n
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is rendered philosopki/, because the writer seems,

in tliis place, to take it in its more pretentious

seuse, or for human wisdom in distinction from
the Divine,—speculative inquiry,—very much as

Paul uses ao^iia, sometimes, in the New Testa-

ment. And so, perhaps, we would come nearer

to the intended force of the other word j"l^l by

rendering science, although not exactly corre-

sponding to it in the most modern acceptation of

the term. It is Paul's yvuaic, "curious know-
ledge,"—not mere knowing, as consciousness,

whether Koheleth held to any such consciousness

or not. Comp. it with t'ISil'n {^plan, reckoning) in

immediate connection. So, too, even when
speaking of the perfect psychological state (1 Cor.
xiii. 8) Paul says of knowledge [yvuaic), Karapytj-

drjaerai—not, "it shall cease," as rendered, but
"it shall be deposed"—put one side—no longer
made the highest thing, as in this fallen life,

where the intellectual is placed above the moral
nature. In the blessed and perfect life to come,
moral or spiritual contemplation, pervaded by
ayd-^7], shall be the highest exercise of the soul.

Even the intermediate state is to be regarded as su-
perior to the present existence inontological rank,
and the terms embr't/otic or riidimental, if applied
to it, must be taken simply as denoting a forma-
tive state of repose, preparatory to the more
glorious life that follows.—T. L.]

[II. The alleged Epicureanism of Kohe-
leth. Note on chap. ix. 7-10, in connection
with chap. xi. 9, 10. These passages have given
rise to much comment. Stuart, with many
others, regards the first of tliem as expressing
the real advice which Koheleth would give in

regard to the conduct of life, and then says

:

" Ln all this there is nothing Epicurean." What
then is Epicureanism ? Or how shall we distin-

guish? It would seem to be almost too sober a

word. The language here used may almost be
characterized as Anacreontic: " Eat with joy thy
bread, and drink with mirth thy wine,—thy gar-
ments always white, and oil ne'er lacking to thy
head:"

IltVwjUej/, (O TTtVw/LLei'

—

To pahov TO K(xKKit^vWov
i\.pOTa.(}}OCtTlV apfJLOO'a.l'TGS'

How, then, shall we avoid what seems to be
on the very face of the passage ? It will not do
to resort to any special interpretation on account
of a mere exigentia loci ; although it might, with
perfect truth, be said, that such Anacreontic ad-
vice is not only contrary to all the more serious
portions of the Scriptures, Old and New, but also

to the deeply solemn views in regard to human
vanities, and the great awaiting judgment, that
Koheleth himself has, in other places, so clearly
expressed. All this outward argument, however,
would not justify us in calling it irony, unless
there were some internal evidence, something in
the very style of the passage which called for
such a conclusion. A careful examination, made
in thespirit of the whole book, shows that tliere

are such internal grounds of criticism. It was
a feeling of this that led Jerome, the most judi-
cious of the Patristic commentators, to call it a
TTpoGLono-rToiia, a pcrsonijicaiiun, or dramatizin'r,

more rhetorum el poelarum, or what tiie Jeviish

critics (seep. 71) called "the case speaking,"
the language of human life and human actions,
in view of the pure earthliness of its condition.
It is the language of the author so far as he puts
himself forth as the representative of such a des-
pairing state: quasi dixerit, homo quia ergo, post
mortem nihil es, dum vivis in hoc brevi vitafrucre vo-
luplate, etc. : " man since, after death, thou art
nothing, then, whilst thou livest thy sijort life,

enjoy pleasure, indulge in feasts, drown thy
cares in wine, go forth adorned in raiment ever
white (asign of perpetual joy), let fragrant odors
be ever breathing from thy head; take thy joy
in female loveliness [quxcunque tibi placerent femi-
narum, ejus gaude conplexu, et vanam hanc et bre-

vem vitam vana et brevi voluptate percurre) and ia
brief pleasure pass this thy brief life of vanity,"
etc. He then represents Koheleth as retracting
all this in the passage immediately following,
where he says, ^' I turned again, and saw that the
race was not to the swift, nor the battle to the
strong, nor wealth to the prudent, ei'c.," in other
words, that thus to live in joy was not in man's
power, but that all things happened as they were
disposed by God: Hxc, aliquis inquit, loquatur
Epicurus et Aristippus, et ceteri pecudes philosopho-
rum, ego autein [inquit Koheleth) mecum diligenter

retractans, invenio non est velocium cursus, nee for'
tium prselium, etc., etc.

There are two things in the passage itself that
lead the serious reader to such a feeling, and
such a view of its ironical, or, rather, its drama-
tic character. The first is the exuberance of
the language, its extravagance, its Bacchanalian
style, we might almost call it, inconsistent with,

or certainly not demanded by, such a moderate,
rational, sober view, or such a sober advice to

live a contented life, as Stuart contends for, or,

in other words, a judicious, virtuous Epicurean-
ism. The joy so oft repeated, the mirth, the
wine, the white raiment, the aromatic oils—what
has such superlativeuess of style to do with such
a moderate, sober purpose ? It was no more
needed than the language which Euripides (Al-

cestis 800) puts into the mouth of Hercules when
playing the Bacchanalian, and which this Solo-
monic irony so closely resembles :

—

Eucipatce <7avTov, nlve' tov Ka9' riixepai'

Btoi/ Xoyi^ov <j6v' T(X 6* a.K\a. t^s tu^ij9,

Tt/na 6e (cai Tr\v nKucrTOv y\iiar-i\v O^oiv.

OvKoui'. jae8" ri/JiUiv, Trji" AuTrrjc a<j>els, tiBi
2Tc(|)ai'o'is trvKaaSii'; k. t. A.

Make glad thy heart, drink wine, the life to-day
Regard thinuowii; nil else belongs to chance.
In hi;;h esteem hold Love's delightful power.
In social joj' indulge—with chapiets crowned;
And drive dull care away.

Hear Koheleth

:

Go then and eat with joy thy bread, and drink with mirth
thy wine,

In every SLa--on be thy garments white,
And IbigraiU oil be never lacking to thy head;
Live joyful with the wile whom thou hast loved.

The one kind of language seems but the echo of
the other. If we disregard the spirit and the

design of Koheleth, there is an Epicurean zest

iu his description, not surpassed, to say the least,

by that of Euripides. AVe may say, too, on the
other hand, that it is not easy to distinguish his

language, and the spirit of it, from that of Paul
iu his quotation, 1 Cor. xv. o'2: "Let us eat and
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drink, for to-morrow we die." If it be said that

the context there makes it impossible for us to

mistake the Apostle's ironical meaning, the same
may be said in respect to the writer who tells us,

only a short distance back,

Better to visit sorrow's house, than seek the banquet hall ;

Better is grief than mirth
;

For ia the sadness of the face the heart becometh fair.

It is the very nature of rhetorical irony, espe-

cially if it be the irony of sorrowful warning, to

paint the thing in higher colors, we may say,

than would suit its description in a more direct

and didactic admonition. Had it been a piece

of Isocratean moralizing in commendation of a

moderate, contented, frugal, and thankful en-

joyment of life, it would naturally have been in

a lower and calmer strain. The wine, the odors,

the splendid raiment, would have been all want-

ing. They are just the points in the picture,

however, to make an impression on the serious

mind when it is felt to be a description of the

vanity of life. We may even say that they are

just the things that lead to such a feeling.

The second internal evidence showing the true

character of this passage, is the feeling of sor-

row, which, amidst all its apparent joyousness,

the writer cannot suppress. We have called it

irony, but the irony of the Bible is not only seri-

ous, but sometimes most tender. Whilst, then,

the language here criticised is not the mere
worldly advice that Stuart and others would re-

present, neither is it, on the other hand, the hard
irony of sarcasm, or of unpitying satire. Kohe-
leth's thoughts of death, and its awful unknown,
have depressed his faith, and there seems to have
come over him a feeling akin to despair. His

idea of Gods justice, and of some great destiny,

or world, over and encompassing the present, is

not lost—for it reappears strongly afterwards

—

but, for the moment, the thought of man, as he

is seen in the earthly state, becomes predomi-
nant, and he breaks out in this strain, in which
pity is a very manifest element. " Go then and
enjoy thy poor life." There is strong feeling in

it, a most tender compassion, and this shows it-

self in that touching mention of the transient

human state, and, especially, in the pathetic re-

petition of the words

The days of thy vain life,—that life

Which God hath given to thee beneath the sun;
Yea, all thy days of vanity.

This plaintive tone is utterly inconsistent with
the Epicurean interpretation, however moral and
decent we may strive to make it.

Again, there are two arguments against such

a view that may be said to be outside of the pas-

sage itself, though one of them is derived from
another place in the book. First—in chap. xi.

9, 10, we have a strain so precisely similar, in

style and diction, that we cannot help regarding
it as possessing the same rhetorical character.

It may be thus given metrically, yet most liter-

ally, and with the full force of every Hebrew
word:

Kejoice youth in childhood; let thy heart
Still cheer thee in the day when thou art strong;
Go on in every way thy will Bh.ill clioose.

And alter every form liiiue yes behold.

It is not easy to mistake ^the character of this,

even if it were not followed by that most im-

pressive warning:

But know that for all this, thy God will thee to judgment
bring;

then turn sorrow from thy soul, keep evil from thy flesh;

For childhood and the moru of life, they, too, are vanity.

Here the caution is clearly expressed, although
we feel that such expression is just what the

previous words, rightly comprehended in their

spirit, would have led us to expect. Rhetori-

cally regarded, such an addition would have
been exactly adapted to this place (ix. 7-10). It

would have been in harmony with the tone of

what had gone before. It is, however, so sug-
gested by the whole spirit of the passage, and
especially by that irrepressible tone of commis-
eration that appears in the words before cited

(the pathetic allusion to our poor vain life), that

it may well be a question whether any such dis-

tinct warning, or any mere moralizing utterance,

could have had more power than the " expressive

silence " which leaves it wholly to the feeling

and conscience of the reader.

The passage xi. 9, 10, is so important in itself,

and has such a bearing on the one before us, as

to justify its fuller interpretation in this place.

Many modern commentators regard these verses

also as a serious advice to the young man, if the

term serious could, with any propriety, be ap-

plied to such an admonition. The older com-
mentators, however, are mostly the other way.
They regarded the passage as indeed most seri-

ous, but as having this character from its sharp
yet mournful irony. So Geier says :

" magnam
interpretum partem hiec verba imperalica ironice ac-

cipere." Among these were Kimchi, Munsterus,
ilercerus, Drusius, Junius, Piscator, Cartwright,

Cajetan, Yatablus, Ar. Montanus, Osorius, Mari-
ana, Menoch, Pineda, Jac. Mathioe, and others,

among whom may be reckoned Tremellius, if we
may judge from the tone and style of his Latin
translation. Luther was the other way, and it

may be said that he has given the tone to many
that have come after him, evangelical as well as

rationalist. " This is said seriously by Solomon,"
he tells us, "c?e licita juveiitulis htluritale, concern-
ing the permitted joyfulness of youth, which ought
not to be unbridled, or lascivious, but restrained

within certain limits." But what right has he
to say this? What limits are assigned? The
language seems wholly without limitations, or

reserve : " Walk in the ways of thine heart, and
in the sight of thine eyes," terms which every
where else in the Hebrew Scriptures are used, in

iiialam partem, to denote sensual and ungodly
conduct; as in Numb. xv. 31): "Ye shall not go

(roam) CDD'y^ nnxi CDD^dS nnx after

your own heart, and after your eyes." Compare

also the frequent phrase 37 riO'lt^, commonly

rendered "the imagination of the heart," but real-

ly meaning the turnings (choices) of the heart,

—

doing as one pleases. SeeUeut.xxix. 18; Ps. Ixxxi.

13 where it is synonymous with CDn'rilV^IOS OT
"walking in their own counsels," also Jerem.

ix. 13, and other places. Compare especially

Job xxxi. 7, where, for " the lieart to follow the

eye " is placed among the grievous sins, being

regarded, in fact, as the very fountain-head of
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sin: '^S ^ihr^ 'rj; nnx ax, "if my heart

hath gone after mine eyes," the will (the con-

science) after the choice, the velle after the oplare,

the voluntas after the voluptas. " Walk in the

way of thine heart;" what an admonition this to

a young man, even if such a one ever needed an

exhortation to hilarity, or to the following of his

own pleasure ! How strange, too, as coming from

one who, in other parts of this book, talks so dif-

ferently : "Better the house of mourning than

the house of feasting ;" " I said of laughter it is

mad, of mirth, what availeth it !" Compare it

with the repeated charge of Solomon, in the Pro-

verbs, to restrain the young man—not to let him

go after the imaginations of his heart, to put a

bridle on him (pn Prov. xxii. G), and " bow

down his neck in his youth." The language here

is peculiar, and each word must be sharply looked

to: "Go on" (it is ']\!X}i the piel intensive)

"keep going, in the ways (all the ways, in the

plural, every way) of thine heart," '"I'J'^ 'N^D^I

(the k'tib is undoubtedly right) and in (or after)

the forms of thine eyes." The word nX"lO is

so frequently used of female beauty (see the

phrase HJOO HS] Gen. xii. 11, and other

places) that the idea is at once suggested here
;

and what a contrast then to our Saviour's teach-

ing, that even to look is sin. What a contrast,

we may say, is the whole of it thus considered,

to what Christ says about the broad way, and to

St. .John's most emphatic language (1 Epist. ii.

16) respecting "the lust of the eye," the desire

of the eye, rt/v imOvfilav -iov 6(^6a?,/uuivl If we
give the phrase the more general rendering,
" the sight of the eyes (siglit objectively) it would
come to the same thing It would be a license to

follow every form of beauty. There might be
urged, too, the contrast between it (thus regarded
as serious advice even in the most decent sense
that could be given to it) and Paul's counsel for

young men, Titus ii. 6, roh^ veurtpovQ TiapaKa/.ec

au(J)poveh; "exhort them to be sober," temperate,

sound-minded, having reason and conscience ru-
ling over appetite and desire. How unlike, too,

the Psalmist's direction cxix. 9, "Wherewith
shall a young man cleanse his way,—by taking

heed thereto ("IDi^/), by watching it, according

to Thy word." How utterly opposed to this is

the unlimited advice to the young man "to walk
in the way of his heart," that is, to do as he
pleases. Luther feels the force of this contrast,

for he says in the same comment, when he comes

to speak of the words "|37 "'D'ln^ ipH) " walk

in the ways of thine heart," fecit hie locus ut to-

tum hiinc texturn ironiam esse putarem, quiafcrmein
itialam partem sonat, siquis inccdat in via cordis sui:

"This place would make me think that the whole
text was irony, because the phrase 'to walk in

the way of one's heart,' is so generally taken in a
bad sense." But, after all, he goes on to say that
wo must abide by the general idea of the passage
(as he had taken it) and suppose the necessary
limitations. Very few commentators have had
a clearer perception than Luther of the general
sense of the Scripture, but in regarti to sucli pas-

sages as th, '^ he is not to be implicitly trusted.

He was of a very jovial disposition; but what
chiefly led him to such interpretations, here and
elsewhere in this book, was his aversion to some
of the more austere dogmas, as well as practices of

Romanism, and especially hisdislikeof asceticism,

as exhibited by the Monks. Hence he allowed
himself (oo much to be driven towards the oppo-

site extreme. Thus in his commenting on the

words 1'J''>? nx^03, "in the sight of thine

eyes," he boldly says, quod offertiir oculis tuis hoc

fruere, ne fas similis Monachorum, etc.: " what-

ever is offered to your eyes, that freely enjoy,

lest you become like the monks who would not

have one even look at the sun." And so in the

beginning of the passage, ver. 9: non prohibet

jucundilatcs sive voluptates, quemadmodum stulti

monachi feceriint, etc.: "It does not prohibit de-

lights nor pleasures, as the foolish monks have

done, which is nothing else than making stocks

of young men (even as Anselji says, ille mona-
chissimus monachus, that most monkish monk), or

than attempting to plant a tree in a narrow pot."

Others of the Reformers and early Protestant

commentators were influenced in the same way
in following Luther, and there can be no doubt
that this has much affected their interpretations

of Koheleth, making him talk like an Epicurean,

and then denying that it was Epicureanism, or

trying to throw over it a decent ethical mantle by
their unwarranted hypotheses and limitations.

After they have done their best, however, in this

way, they make this writer of Holy Scripture ta

be a moralist inferior to Socrates and Seneca,

who certainly never thought that a young man
needed any such advice as that. The pious

Geier seems to be aware of the suggestions that

might arise from other parts of Scripture, and
would zealously guard this virtuous Solomonic

young man, who needs such a caution against

excessive sobriety, from any comparison with the

Prodigal Son, Luke xv. But what did he do,

that Jilius perdilus, that spendthrift, ille heluo, as

Geier calls him, except " to walk in the ways of

his heart, and in the sight of his eyes ?" What
is all pleasure-seeking selfishness [_(it?.av7ia,

(;>t/.T/(hv!a, 2 Tim. iii. 2-4] but saying "give unto

me ??j?/ portion oi goods that falleth to me," in this

world ?

It might have been thought, however, that the

latter part of ver. 10, following the warning of

judgment, would have been treated in a diifer-

ent manner; but the general consistency of

which Luther speaks has led some to an Epicu-

rean interpretation even of this. We regret to

find our author Zockler following such a course

in his interpretation of the words l^/O D>0 "IDH

"turn away sorrow from thy heart." "Here,"
he says, "the positive exhortation to hilarity

(Frdlichsci)i) is followed by a dissuasion from its

opposite,"—that is, the young man is told to

avoid seriousness as painful and troublesome

(Ki/mmer, Unmiilh.) which he gives as the inter-

pretation of D>P]. It is a recommendation of

hilarity, of mirth, in opposition to asceticism or

undue sobriety, as though the young man's dan-

ger in Solomon's time, or in the days of _Mala-

chi, or at any other period in the human history,

had been in that direction of gloom and

monkery.
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There are few interpreters more honest, or

more learned, than Stuart, and yet his comment
here is certainly a very strange one. "In verse

9th," he tells us, "the command is to do some-

thing positive in the way of enjoyment; here it

is to shun evil and sutfering. Taking both toge-

ther, the amount is, enjoy all that a rational

man can enjoy in view of retribution, and avoid

all the evil and suftering that can be avoided."

Retribution here is a mere make weight. Why
retribution for simply acting according to the

advice ? If pleasure be the yood, then, as that

acute moralist Socratks says, "he who gets the

most of it is the ayaduq avyp, the good man, the

best man." "But why," asks Stuart, "is this

so strongly urged upon the young ?" The ques-

tion is certainly one that is very naturally sug-

gested in view of such an interpretation, but the

answer he gives is remarkable: "Plainly be-

cause that even they, although in the best estate

of man, hold life by a very frail tenure. There-

fore, as even youth is so frail and evanescent,

make the best of it. It is almost as if he had

said—Then or never." In other words, a short

life and a merry one. Anacreon could not have

said it better. No exhortation to obedience to

parents, to temperance, to sober-mindedness, in

the style of Paul, no advice to "watch over the

heart," such as Solomon gives in the Proverbs,

but a direction "to walk in the sight of the

eyes," and a caution against seriousness as in-

consistent with youthful hilarit}'. Strange ad-

vice this under any circumstances ; and still more
strange from the fact that it is the only place in

the book in which young men are addressed,

—

the first verse of chap. xii. being but a continua-

tion of the admonition here given. Look at the

argument as it thus presents itself: God will

bring thee unto judgment, young man; therefore

put away all serious concern from thy heart.

And why ? Because youth is brief and evanes-

cent. How does it compare Scripturally with

the other view as presenting the other reasoning

:

Know that God will bring thee into judgment for

"following the ways of thine heart, and walking

in the sight of thine eyes;" therefore "turn sor-

row from thy heart" [thy soul], that is the

feeling of remorse, the sense of the Divine dis-

pleasure, or of thine own self-accusing indigna-

tion [D;^3] for such an unrestrained living to

thyself, and "keep off ["^i?^^. avert] evil from

thy flesh"—that is, the bodily ills that must come
from a life of sensuality, or following " the desire

of thy heart," and "the voluptuous sight of thine

eyes." Andwliy? Because "childhood and youth

[r\^"intf, literally, the morn of life] are vanity;"

that is, all their joys, take them at the highest,

are vain and worthless in comparison with the

serious evils, whether for this life or another, that

such a course of free indulgence may bring upon
thee.

The ironical nature of this passage is accepted

by that great critic, Glassius, in the Philoloijia

Sacra, p. 1518. It is an "apostrophe," he says,

" a concessio ironica cujus corrcclio, a consueltidine

animi et scmuvin prava revocans, stalim Dubjungi-

tur :" Goon,—but know. He compares it with

Isaiah ii. 10, "enter into the rock, and liide thy-

self in the dust," but know that God will find

thee. So Isaiah viii. 9, " .Join yourselves toge-
ther, enter into council, but know that it will be
all in vain." It is equivalent to saying, "though
ye do this,"—the imperative being really the

statement of an hypothesis. Another passage he
cites is Isaiah xxi. 5: "Spread the table, set the

watch, eat, drink," etc.; though that may be taken
in a different way.
A second outside proof of the true character of

the language, Eccles. ix. 7-10, is derived from a
passage in the Apocryphal book entitled Wisdom
of Solomon. It is evidently an imitation of these

very verses, and, whether written by a Jew or a
Christian, is evidence of the earliest mode of in-

terpreting all such modes of speaking in Kohe-
leth. It is the language of the worldly pleasure-

seeker, chap. ii. vers. tJ-8 : "Come then, and let

us enjoy the good that is before us; let us be
filled with costly wine and aromatic odors; let no
flower of the spring pass by us; let us crowu
ourselves with roses before they be withered," etc.

The imitation is evident throughout the passage.

It appears not only from the language used, but
also from the fact that the writer, both by his

general style and by the title he has given to his

book, intended it as a more full and florid setting

forth of what he deemed the pervading thought
and feeling of Koheleth. Now, by placing this

same style of language in the mouth of the sensu-

alist, he makes clear that he was of like opinion

with Jerome (whose views may have been de-

rived from his Hebrew teacher I'cprescnting the

same view afterwards advanced by Kimchi), that

as uttered by Koheleth, it was a npoaunoTroua, a
<lramatic representing of what is expressed in

human action,—the sensualist's own conduct
speaking forth the view of life that would be in

accordance with the idea that this is all of man,
and that there is no such judgment as that on
which Koheleth elsewhere so strongly insists.

This is rendered still more clear from the sudden
cluinge that immediately follows in ver. 11, and
which Jerome justly characterizes as Koheleth

retractans. He cannot let the language go with-

out showing how full of vanity it is, viewed only

in regard to the present world, and according to

the known condition of human life :

I turned again to look beneath the sun.

Not to the swift the race, I saw, nor victory to the etronp,

Nor to the wise secure their bread, nor to the prudent
wealth.

The very uncertainty of all human eff'orts renders
such advice utterly vain. Why say to men, be
happy, eat, drink, and be merry, "let thy gar-
ments be ever white, and let aromatic oils be ne-

ver lacking to thy head." when no strength, no
wisdom, can give any security for the avoidance

of sorrow, much less for the attainment of such
Epicurean joys. In such a connection the

thought of there being, necessarily for man, a
judgment and a destiny, making all such plea-

sures, even if innocent, mere vanity and worth-
lessness in the comparison, is more powerfully
suggested than it would have been by the most
express utterance.

There are some other things of less exegetical

importance, but deserving of attention in their

bearing on the real character of these import-

ant passages. Thus the words nV") '123 '3
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?j';:;^'0-nx a'ri7Xn [ix. 7]arerenderedinE. v.:

" God now accepteth thy works," indicating that

He lias, in some way, become gracious. The true

rendering is, "God hath already," or rather,

"long ago, accepted thy works." It is a thing

of the past, settled as the Divine way in regard

to man ; He has never been offended at all. It is

the doctrine of Plato's second class of atheists

(as he calls them, though they claim to be the-

ists), who believe in a Divine power, but regard

Him as taking no account of men, or rather, as

accepting all human works, as He accepts the

operations of nature. Or it is a Hebraistic form

of the Lucretian doctrine of the Divine nature:

Semota ah nostris rebus, sejunctaque longe.

That this general acceptance by Deity of human
works is not the serious language of Koheleth, is

evident from his so frequent insisting on judg-
ment, either in this world or in another, as though
it were his favorite doctrine, his "one idea," we
might say, in all this discourse. So AVordsworth
regards the whole passage as the language of the

sensualist (which is the same as Jerome's ironi-

cal Trpnaurrorrnda, or Koheleth speaking in their

person)^ and thus comments on the words in

question: " Evil men misconstrue their prospe-
rity into a sign that God accepts their works."
There is, however, too much inferential moral-
izing in such a statement. In their language,
God's "accepting their works" is rather another
mode of saying that He is utterly indifferent

about them, or, as they would represent in their

Lucretian hyperpiety, too great, too exalted, to

mind the affairs of men.
The 10th verse of ch. ix. is rendered in E. V.:

" Whatever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy
might." The Vulgate favors this, but the accents

forbid it. They connect IHDD with nw^^h, re-

quiring us, if we follow them, to render : "what-
ever thy hand findeth to do in thy strength, do
it." This puts a different aspect upon the sen-
tence, and the accents, with their usual nice dis-

crimination, bring it out. The other rendering
would indeed suggest a similar meaning, but the
accents make it clear. It becomes the maxim,
TO KpariGTov TO 6'iKaiov, might makes right, or let

might be thy law of right, or as»it is rendered in
the Metrical Version,

—

Do, then, whate'er thy hand shall find in thy own might
to do.

Wordsworth takes the same view: " Do all that
thy hand findeth to do by thy power " [see Heno-
STENBERO, Ewald]

; that is, "let might be right
with thee ; care nothing for God or man, but use
thy strength according to thy will." Surely
this is not the serious language of the serious
Koheleth, the earnest teacher of judgment, who
speaks so solemnly of " the fear of God, and who
says, only two verses from this :

" Then I turned
again to look beneath the sun, and saw that the
race was not to the swift nor the victory to the
strong."

The language following: "For there is no
knowledge," etc., even Stuart regards as that of
the objector, though replying to the serious ad-
vice given above, as though he had said in addi-
tion: enjoy thyself, etc., for there is no after

state to give thee uneasiness. " But we have
seen," says Stuart, "that the settled opinion of
Koheleth himself [viii. 12, 13] was something
quite different from this." It is not easy to un-
derstand the remark. It would have furnished
Stuart a much more consistent ground of rea-
soning, had he regarded the whole passage as

irony or personification. He says, at the close

of his comment on the verses : " The positive

passages which show Koheleth's view of judg-
ment, and of retribution, are too strong to justify

us in yielding to suggestions of this nature "

—

that is, the supposition of his denial of all fu-

ture accountability. This rule of criticism, had
they consistently followed it, would have made
Koheleth all clear in many places where the op-
posite method produces inextricable confusion
and contradiction.

Such remarks as Zockler and Stuart some-
times make in deprecation of Epicureanism
[HiTziG, in general, gives himself no concern
about it] show the pressure upon evangelical
commentators (and even upon all who may in a
true sense be styled rational), when they adopt
what may be termed the half-way Lutheran
mode. The doctrine of Epicurus, even in its

most decent form, is so inconsistent with any
devout fear of God, and this again is so utterly

alien to any philosophic or scientific theism that

maintains a Deity indifferent to human conduct,
one who cannot be prayed to, avevKraio^, and
without any judgment either in this world or
another ; for in respect to the true nature of Ko-
heleth's exhortation, either idea presents a con-
clusive argument. His doctrine must be somehow
connected with all that system of ti-uth, with all

that "wisdom, of which the fear of the Lord is

the beginning." To a mind deeply meditative
like that of Koheleth, the thought of there being
no judgment, no hereafter (should such a belief

be ever forced upon it), would not be ground of
joy, much less of an exhortation to joy, as ad-
dressed to others. He would not, even in that
case, adopt the Epicurean maxim : Let us eat and
drink,—rather let us fast, let us mourn, in view
of an existence so brief, so full of vanity, so soon
to go out in darkness all the more dense, a de-
spair all the more painful, in consequence of the
transient light of reason with which we are so
strangely and irrationally endowed

—

e tenebris in

tenebras—like the bubble on the wave in a stormy
night, reflecting for a moment all the starry hosts
above, and then going out forever. There is no
religion, no superstition, no creed so awfully se-
rious, as that of human extinction, and of a god-
less world. Place the two exhortations side by
side : Live in the fear of God, for thou must come
to judgment: Live joyful, for soon thou wilt be
no more

; in either alternative, the present value
of the present being, considered for its own sake,
dwindles in a rational estimate. As connected
with a greater life to come, though made import-
ant by such connection, yet how comparatively
poor! regarded as thewholeof our existence, bow
absolutely vain ! In the first aspect, it is vanitas

;

in the second, it is vanitas vanitaium, utterly vain,
a " vanity of vanities." The Epicurean idea and
the Epicurean call to mirth are as inconsistent
with the one as with the other.—T. L.]
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B.—In Presence of the Insolence, Bold Assumption and Violence of Fortunate
and Influential Fools, the Wise Man can only Preserve his Peace of Soul

by Patience, Silence and Tranquility.

Chap. IX. 17—X. 20.

1. Of the advantage of a wise tranquility over the presumptuous insolence of fools.

(IX. 17—X. 4.)

17 The words of wise men are heard in quiet more than the cry of hira that ruleth

18 among fools. Wisdom is better than weapons of war: but one sinner destroyeth

1 much good. Dead flies cause the ointment of the apothecary to send forth a stink-

ing savour: so doth a little folly him that is in reputation for wisdom and honour,

2, 3 A wise man's heart is at his right hand ; but a fool's heart is at his left. Yea
also, when he that is a fool walketh by the way, his wisdom faileth him, and he

4 saith to every one that he is a fool. If the spirit of the ruler rise up against thee,

leave not thy place; for yielding pacifieth great offences.

2. Of the advantage of quiet, modest wisdom over the externally brilliant but inconstant fortune
of fools.

(Veks. 6-10.)

5 There is an evil which I have seen under the sun, as an error which proceedeth

6, 7 from the ruler : Folly is set in great dignity, and the rich sit in low place. I

have seen servants upon horses, and princes walking as servants upon the earth.

8 He that diggeth a pit shall fall into it ; and whoso breaketh an hedge, a serpent

9 shall bite him. Whoso removeth stones shall be hurt therewith ; and he that

10 clcaveth wood shall be endangered thereby. If the iron be blunt, and he do not

whet the edge, then must he put to more strength : but wisdom is profitable to

direct.

3. Of the advantage of the silence and persevering industry of the wise man over the loquacity

and indolence ,of fools.

(Vers. 11-20.)

11 Surely the serpent will bite without enchantment; and a babbler is no better.

12 The words of a wise man's mouth are gracious; but the lips of a fool will swallow

13 up himself The beginning of the words of his mouth is foolishness: and the end

14 of his talk is mischievous madness. A fool also is full of words : a man cannot

15 tell what shall be; and what shall be after him, who can tell him? The labour

of the foolish wearieth every one of them, l)ecause he knoweth not how to go to

16 the city. Wo to thee, O land, when thy king is a child, and thy princes eat in the

17 morning ! Blessed art thou, O land, when thy king is the son of nobles, and thy

18 princes eat in due season, for strength, and not for drunkenness! By much sloth-

fulness the building decayeth ; and through idleness of the hands the house drop-

19 peth through. A feast is made for laughter, and wine maketh merry : but money
20 answereth all things. Curse not the king, no, not in thy thought; and curse nut

the rich in thy bed-chamber: for a bird of the air shall carry the voice, and that

which hath wings shall t^ll the matter.

»[V. 8.
I*"?!!!

\ ditch, nr pit, Vulg., fovea, X,\X.^69pov. The Syrinc Torsion h:\s tho s.imo word. It is, however, no

more Animaic than Ilcbrcw. hein;: rare in Imth lan.;niisos, thoucli tho viTb. signifying to dig, is found in the latter. Its

form 18 unusual iu having dagesU alter sliurek, as is noted in tho margin.—T. L.]
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[Ver. 9. |3D'' ; for |Dfy\ a denominative from V3i^, " a knife," and, therefoie, having no relation to the verb OO ag

fownil, witii quite a different meaning Job xxii. 2 ; xxxiii. 3; xv. 3 ; Isaiah xxii. 15, etc. Lit., "shall be cut," or, "may be
cut thereby." It is anotht-r example of vari.int orthography, showing that the first manuscripts of this work were

written from the ear. See remarks on il^/jty and similar words, page 116.—T. L.J

[Ver. 10. 7p7p; the sense of swinging, which Zookler, IIitziq, and Elster give to this word, is not confirmed by

Ezek. xxi. 26, to which they refer. Gesenios gives the sense to sharpen, polish, but derives it from the primary idea of
light moving, as in ttie rapid motions of a whet-stone, which is very probable. The accents connect it with CD'JiJ /aces
edges, though the Vulgate and L.\.X have disregarded it.—T. L.]

EXEGKTICAL AND CRITICAL.

Of the three sections of this division, as we
lay them down in essential conformity with
Vaihinger, the first compares the entire nature

of the wise man with that of the fool, whilst the

second draws a parallel between the two regard-

ing the conditions of their happiness; but the

third points out the more profound* causes of

their opposite destinies in two special qualities

of both (the loquacity and indolence of fools,

and the opposite of tliese faulis in the wise man).
This train of thought is less clear on account of

the peculiar form of the sentences,— nearly all

being proverbs of two lines, concise in e:ctent,

and significant and aphoristic in cliaracter;—
but it must not therefore be disreginled, nor
displaced by the acceptance of an incongruity
of plan or connection, as if it were a conglomer-
ate of many groups of maxims or of separate
proverbs with no internal connection. By an
atomistic and disintegrating process, this section

has been divided by Hengstenberg into five

divisions, by Hahn into eight, and by Elster
even into nine; (1) ix. 17—x. 1; (2) x. 2, 3

;

(3) ver. 4; (4) vers. 5-7; (5) vers. 8-10; (6)
vers. 11-14; (7) ver. 15; (8) vers. 16-19; (0)
ver. 20; we shall present the special refutation

of this system in our illustrations of the words
and sense of the individual verses.

* [These ethical and logical divisions are not easy to tr.ace.

The diffLTeut methods adopted by different commentators,
warrant a strong suspicion of their reality. There is,

doubtless, a connection in the thought, but it is poetical
rath-»r thin logical, suggestive rather than formally didac-
tic. In the Metrical Version there is an attempt to group
into separate cantos the thoughts that seemed to have the
nearest relation to each other; but these might, perhaps, be
differently arranged, and with equal efff'ct. The mind of
the autlior may be regarded under different aspects. And
so, too, of the reader, it may be said, that the division for
hiui may depend very much on his own spiritual state; for

it is the very nature of all such musing, emotional writing,
to suggest more to one mind than to another. It may even
give a wider and a liigher train of thought to the reader
than the writer himself possessed: and that too legiti-
mitely. or without any violence to the text; for there is a
spirit in words witnessing with our spirits, and, under favora-
ble spiritual circumstances, there may be seen a light in our
author's language which he did not see, or but dimly saw,
himself And this we may suppose to have been the very
design of the higher or divine autlior, in giving such a dra-
matic or representative work a place in His holy written
revelation. The whole book is a rmiditatinn, or a series of
meditations. The thoughts do not, indeed, follow each
other arbitrarily ; but, like our best thinking, are connected
more by emotional than by logical bands. Place ourselves
in the same subjective stat"—read it as poetry, not as a
formal didactic ethical treatise—and we shall readily see
what there is in each part, in each verse, in a single word
sometimes, that makes the writer think of what follows,
though all logical, or even rhetorical criticism might fail to
find it. (See remarks p. 176). Take, for e.xnmple, these
verses of the ix. and x. chapters. a> apparently the most
disconv "cted of any in the wlude poem. The ever-recurring,
or uudfc. ving thought is wisdom in its two apparently con-
tradictory aspects of precioustiAss and vanity—wisdom, of
Buch inestimable value in itself as compared with folly, and
yet, through folly, rendered so unavailing. The ep'isodul

2. First Strophe. Chap. ix. 17—x. 4. Of the
patient and tranquil nature of the wise man in
contrast with the arrogant insolence and irasci-

bility of the fool.

—

The words of •wise men
are heard in quiet more than the cry of
him that ruleth among fools. Observe the
connection with the section immediately preced-
ing, vers. 13-1(3, which shows the superiority of
wisdom by a single example. But this verse
opens a new section in so far as it begins to treat
specifically of tranquility as a characteristic and
cardinal virtue of the wise man. He who hears
in quiet, proves himself thereby a lover of quiet
and tran(juility, and therefore a wise man. A
quiet attention to wise words is a condition ne-
cessary to their practical obedience, and conse-
quently to becoming wise and acting wisely.
The counterpart of this is shown by the boister-
ous and passionate cry of the ''ruler among
fools," i. e., not absolutely of the "foolish
ruler" (Vaihinger, etc., referring to Ps. liv. 6;
Job xxiv. 13, fF.), but of a ruler who, as he rules
over fools, is foolish himself; comp. chap. x. 16.
Elster correctly observes : "Two pictures are
here compared, the wise man among his scholars,
who receive his teachings with collected atten-
tion, and thoughtful quiet, and a ruler wanting
in wisdom to control, and who, in undignified
and boisterous ostentation, issues injudicious
commands to those who execute them quite as

mention of "the poor wise man" leads on the general train
of tliought, but it immediately suggests (ver. 7) how one
sinner (one fool) may destroy its effect upon a community.
This prompts the parallel thought, how, in the individual,
too, a little folly taints all his better acquisitions,—the mods
of expressing this being, doubtless, a favorite proverbial
firm commending itself less for its nicety than for its ex-
quisite appositeness. Tliis again makes him think how read-
ily the fool exposes his folly; as the most striking example
of wliich there occurs to the mind the rashness with which
such bring upon themselves the displeasure of the ruler.
Then comes readily up the folly of rulers themselves,—then
examples of it in subverting the proper relaticms of life. A
pause, perhaps, occurs; some links pass silently through the
mind, l)Ut the chiiin of thought still shows itself It is trans-
ferred from the higher to the more ordinary a<'ocations of life.
It is still the unavailingness of human wisdom. With all our
care, and all our skill, there is danger'everywhere, liability
to mistakes and mishaps in every business, and in every act.
Another pause: it is the same thought but it takes a differ-
ent form—the unavailingness of eloquence, or the gift of
speech [that splendid evil, 6 Koer^cos rij; dSt/ctaj, J.as. iii. 6, or
"ornament of unrighteousness"]. Here, too, there is to be
tr.aced the influence of the proverbial association: "the
serpent bites without enchantment;" so is the gift of speech
to its possessor when misemployed in vain babbling or in
slander In such a tracking of ideas and emotions, the
transitions may seem slight and even fanciful ; but they are
more natural, more sober, more impressive, we may say, in
their moral and didactic effect, than those formal, logical
divisions which commentators so confidently propose, and
in which they so greatly differ. Other readers may be dif-
ferently affected, so that they discover in it other associa-
tions of thought [for there are various ways, lying below
the soul's direct consciousnirss, in which our spiritual move-
ments link themselves together] but such diversity of view,
it may be said, arises from the very nature of this kind of sub-
.lective writing, and is evidence of excellency in it rather than
of a defect. It comes from its very suggesti veness, and shows
the rich fertility inherent in its germ's of thought.—T. L.]
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injudiciously. Comp. the miUl and tranquil

nature of the servant of God, with the crieri? in

the streets: Isa. xlii. 2; Matt. xii. 19.—Ver. 18.

Wisdom is better than weapons of war;
t. e., it IS stronger, more effective, and indomita-

ble than the greatest physical strength and war-

like preparation, 31p poetical, and equivalent

to non'?D comp. Ps. Iv. 19; Dan. vii. 21; and

therefore, 3"1p~'7.? ^^ elsewhere we have '73

nran/?, not merely weapons of war ( Vulgate: ar-

ma bellka; Elstbr, et al.), but implements of war,

warlike instruments, and apparatus, war mate-
rial in general (LXX OKehrj TToAiunv).—But oue
sinner destroyeth much good. "One sin-

ner,' i. c, a single one of those coarse miscreants

or fools, who can command physical strengtli,

but are destitute of wisdom. There certainly

can be no intention to make a special allusion to

the "heathen world-monarch," i. e., the Persian
king (Hengstenbero), nor in the expression,

"nuich good" is there any reference to (be

prosperity of the Persian realm. This expres-

sion n^^n 7^2^l2 can rather be only intended to

show what is homogeneous with wisdom and be-

longing to it, consequently the salutary creations

and measures of wisdom, its blessings in the

various spheres of the civil, and, especially, of

the moral life of men.—Nine manuscripts read

t?£pni instead of 5<I5ini " and o?je sin destroyeth

much good;" but the connection imperatively
demands the retention of the Masoretic reading.

—Chap. X. 1. Dead flies cause the oint-
ment of the apothecary to send forth a
stinking savour. Literal, "flies of death,"

etc. The singular l^"X32' '"''t'^ t^® plural '307,

is to be taken distributively : each individual
dead fly can make the ointment stink, as soon as
it falls into it. For this construction comp.
Hosea iv. 8 ; Prov. xvi. 2 ; Song of Solomon ii. 9

;

Gesenius, Lehrgebdude, pp. 665, 713. }}^21

means literally "turns into liquid, causes to

bubble up," i. e., sets into fermentation, and in

that way produces the decomposition and rotten-

ness of the ointment, rip)'^, dealer in spices.

This addition gives us to understand that the

valuable ointment of commerce is meant, and by
no means a worthless article.—So doth a little

folly him that is in reputation for wisdom
and honor. [Zockleu's comment is based
upon his translation : "Weightier than wisdom,
than honor, is a little folly,"* which is essen-

*[The objections to the rendering of Zockler, Hitzio,
Stuart, and othcra, are Ist: tlie unusual meaning " Aeai'ier,"

wliicii it gives to ID', a sense existing primarily in the
Itt

root, and appearing in tlie Syriac and the Arabic, but having
no other exmnple in the Hebrew; 2il, tlie filling up, or sup-
posed ellipsis (•' in the eyes of the ignorant and foolish"),
wliicli is required if we give it the more common Hebrew
Bigniticanco of "precious, honorable;" .Sd, and chiefly, the
singular incongruity that, by either of these authors, is

introduced into the comparison : "a« the dead fly taints the
precious ointment, so a little folly outweighs wisdom," etc.,

or, is more precious in the vulgar opinion. It is evidently
a compiiri-on in cither rendering, though the particle of
cotnparison is omitted, as in many other cases, especially of
the concise sententious kind [see the long list in the Oram-
m^ir of JoN.v Ben Gannacm]. The objection to tlio common
English rendering (which is also that of Orikr, Tremellius,
and the great critic GLAasius) is that it requires a repetition

tially different from our English Version.

—

T. L.] Ip' is here used in its original signifi-

cation " heavy, weighty," namely, in the eyes
of tlie dazzled multitude, that is, accustomed to

esteem folly, and indeed a very small amount
of folly, of more value than all real wisdom and
honor. "Wisdom and honor" correspond in

this second clause to the costly ointment of the

first, and the "little folly" (D^O) corresponds

to the fly, the little dead animal, that nevertheless
corrupts the whole pot of ointment ; comp. 1 Cor.

V. 6.—Ver. 2. After ver. 1 has explained and de-

veloped the second clause of ix. 18, the author
turns back to the illustration of the great advan-
tages of wisdom over folly, that is, to the first

clause of ix. 18. A "wise man's heart is at his
right hand. That is, it is in the right place, whilst

the fool's is really at the left, i. e., has sinister and
perverse purposes. " Heart" is here equivalent
to judgment, as in the subsequent verse, and
in Prov. ii. 2; xiv. 33; xv. 28.—Ver. 3. Yea
also, •pyhen he that is a fool w^alketh by
the w^ay, his wisdom faileth him. That is,

when he goes out he lets people perceive his want
of judgment in various ways— for which reason
he would do much better to remain at home with
his stupidity.—And he saith to every one
that he is a fool. Namely, because he con-
siders himself alone wise, and as a fool he can
do no otherwise; for as soon as he should con-
sider himself a fool, he would have made the

beginning of his return to the path of wisdom.
Knobkl, Ew^ld, and Vaihinger render ; "it is

foolish." But 730 stands elsewhere only for

persons ; for the adjective sense it would be

necessary to assume the reading 73p.—Ver. 4

is not a specific maxim incidentally dropped,
(Elster) but an admonition holding the closest

connection with what precedes, and which forms
the practical conclusion of the whole discussion

(beginning with ix. 17) concerning the relation

between wise gentleness and foolish passionate-

ness. For the ruler among fools (ix. 17) here

of tyXD' in the second member; but for such ellipsis,

especially in proverbial expressions, and when tlie context
evidently tiivors it, there is good and clear authority.
Comp. Prov. xiii. 2; "From the fruit of his moutli a man
shall eat good, but the soul of the wicked—folly ;" that is

shall eat folly [with ellipsis of 70{<j1j. Comp. Prov. xxvi.

9; Jerem. xvii. 11. A still stronger case is found, Job
xxiv. 19, where there is, in fact, a double ellipsis, and yet
the comparison and the meaning are both quite clear:

"Heat carries off the snow waters, Sheol—have sinned;"
that is, so "sheol (carries off those that) have sinned"

—

1X£3n /IXty. There is an ellipsis both of the governing
verb, and of the relative pronoun. ''The dead fly taints the
fragrant ointment, so a little folly [taints] one honorable
for wisdom," etc. Nothing could bo mon' apt, or true. This
rendi-riiig pre.iervos al.su the analogy between a good mitne
and precious odors, a metaphor common in all languages,
and so strikingly introduced vii. 1, and Cant. i. 3: Dead
flies spoil the Iragr.mt ointment, a little tolly the good
name. This is in accordance, too, with a common iisage iu

Hebrew, by which the sense of £y'N3n is transferred from
the literal ill savor to odiou.sne3s of cliaracter. Tlie prepo-
sition with the sense of jtropter, on account of, is also

well established; ni'^^O HODTTD ID', "precious," that
T • T : T •

I TT
is, held in esteem " for wisdom and honor." The two verbs
y2'' and ty'X3' are to bo taken together, or the one (W
qualifying the other :

" make corrupt, make ferment," or
froth, that is, corrupt by fermentation—" with frothy taint."

Soo Metrical Version.—T. L.l
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clearly appears again as "ruler;" the "great

offences " point back to the " sinner " of ix. 18;

and thus also is there made a close connection

with vers. 2 and 3 of this chapter. Hence
Luther is correct in his rendering: ^* Therefore,

when tlie insolence of a mighty one," elc. If

the spirit of the ruler rise up against thee.

For the expression l^ H/J^r} n-11 in which n=l1

does not mean spirit (Sept., Viilg., Hengsten-
berg), but anger, comp. 2 Sam. xi. 12; Ps.

Ixxviii. 21 ; Ezek. xxxviii. 18.—Leave not thy
place; i. e., do not be disconcerted, do not be-

come dissatisfied, as this would develop itself in

a changed position of thy body in a manner tliat

would entail danger on thee. In this obvious

illustration it is not necessary, with Hitzig, to

explain HOlpO by "thy condition of soul, thy

usual state of mind,"—an interpretation for

which the appeal to the soul—'•maintain thy

place"— in the Arabian story of the "Golden
Necklace," scarcely affords a sufficient reaso)i.

—

For yielding pacifieth great offences,
i. e., prevents them, smothers tlieiii in the birth,

and does not let them come to ligiit. We fiud

similar sentences in Prov. x. 12; xv. 1; xxv. 15.

3. Second strophe. Vers. 5-10. Of the appa-
rent but inconstant fortune of fools, and of the

superiority of the modest, but effective and
eterling influence of wisdom.—For ver. 5, first

clause, comp. chap. vi. 1.—As an error which
proceedeth from the ruler. By the compa-

rative 2 in T\iy03, the evil in the first clause is

marked as one tliat is not simply an error of a
ruler, but which only appears as such, manifests
itself as such, so as to draw after it much worse
evils, (EwALD is correct in translating, "appa-
rently in error "). We can also understand this

3 as 3 veritatis, and either leave it untranslated

(as Elster, according to Luther and many
elder authors) or give it through our turu:

"there is an evil in respect to an error" (Hit-
zig); it is then indicated that the particular

action in question corresponds to the general
idea of an evil (n;^T); compare 2 Sam. ix. 8.

—

The explanations of Knobel, Vaihinger, and
Hahn are censurable in making 2 equivalent to

the expressions "according to, or in conse-
quence of which;" as are also those of Heng-
STENBERG, who, following the example of Hier-
OXYMUS and a Jewish adept in Scripture learning
whom he questioned, understands the term

"ruler" (iD'Vi^n) to be God, and thence thinks

of an act of divine power that seems like a fault,

but is none,—an interpretation which is untena-

ble on account of the manifest identity of l^^h'O

with /lV'IO in ver. 4.—Vers. 6 and 7 give two

examples of errors of rulers.—Folly is set in
great dignity

; namely, by the caprice of a
ruler who elevates an unworthy person to the
highest honors of his realm, jrij lit., "is given,

is set," comp. Esther vi. 8; Deut. xvii. 15. The

abstract vDOH stands for the concrete SdOH
which the Srptuagint, Vulgate, etc., seem to have
read directly, but which is not therefore to be

26

put in the place of the Masoretic text, because
the latter gives a much stronger thought; it

is not simply a fool, it is personified folly.

—

And the rich sit in low place, i. c., by
virtue of those very despotic acts of a despotic
ruler, the rich (i. e., the noble and distinguished,
whose wealth is patrimonial and }ust,yiomine3
ingenuoH nobiles (comp. ver. 20, as also the syn-

onym '^irrp ver. 17) are robbed of their

possessions and driven from their high places.

Hitzig says: "Sudden and immense changes of
fortune proceeding from the person of the ruler
are peculiar to the East, the world of despotism,
where barbers become ministers, and confisca-

tions of large fortunes and oppression of posses-
sors are the order of the day."—Ver. 7. I have
seen servants upon horses, and princes
vyalking as servants upon the earth. A
contrast to sitting on horseback, which, among
the Hebrews was considered a distinction for the
upper classes. Comp. 2 Chron. xxv. 28 ; Esther
vi. f, 9; Jer. xvii. 25; and to this add Justinian
xli. 3: ^^ Hoc denigue discrimen mter servos liber-

o.'^que est, quod servi pedibus, liberi non nisi eqids

incedi/nt." Here also, as in the preceding verse,

the persons compared are to be considered as
contrasted not merely in their external condition
but also in their character; the princes are
really princely, and princely-minded persons, but
the servants are men with base servile feeling,

which qualifies and makes it right for them to

serve.—Vers. 8-10 show that in spite of this

sudden elevation, so easily gained by unworthy
and foolish persons, their lot is by no means to

be envied; because their fortune is rife with
dangers, because the intrigues by means of
which they excluded their predecessors from
their possessions, can easily overthrow them,
and because the difiBcult tasks that devolve on
them in their high offices can easily bring upon
them injury and disgrace. Wherefore genuine
wisdom, of internal worth and business-like
capacity, is far preferable to such externally
brilliant but unreliable and inconstant fortune
of fools. The close connection between these
verses and vers. 5-7 is correctly perceived by
Hitzig, Hengstenberg and Hahn, whilst El-
ster and Vaihinger isolate their contents too
much in wishing to find nothing farther in them
than a warning against rebellion, or resistance
to divine command.—He that diggeth a pit
shall fall into it. This is different from Ps.
vii. 15; Prov. xxvi. 27; Sirach xxvii. 26; it is

not a pit for others, but simply a pit, the result

of severe exertion of a dangerous character, with
the implements for digging. Falling into the pit

is not presented as a necessary, but only as a
very possible case.—And whoso breaketh a
hedge, a serpent shall bite him ; namely,
in accordance with the well-known and fre-

quently confirmed fact, that serpents and other

reptiles nest in old walls; comp. Isa. xxxiv. 15;
Amos V. 19. The breaking of this hedge appears
clearly as an action by which one seeks to injure

his neighbor. — Ver. 9. Whoso removeth
stones shall be hurt therewith ; and he
that cleaveth vyood shall be endangered
thereby. Hitzig, taking the futtires 3j'>" and

iPD' too much in the mere potential sense, says:
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"can injure himself." See ver. 8, second clause.

For J-^On, "to break loose, to tear out," that is

gtones from the earth (not " to roll away," as

KnobivL says), comp. 1 Kings v. 31.— jpD'' is not

equivalent to " endangereth himself" {Sept.,

EwALi), Knobel and Vaihingek), but is to be

derived from r^Kf a knife (from DDD "to cut;"*

comp. Prov. xxiii. 2) and is to be translated in ac-

cordance with the vulnerabilur of the Vulgate by,

"he will injure or wound himself," (Hitzig, Els-

TER, IIengstencerg); see Luther also.—Ver.

10. If the iron be blunt. (Zocklee trans-

lates: "If one has blunted the iron"). Since

nnp as piel of Pinp "to be blunt," can scarcely

mean anything else than to make blunt, we must

either consider the indefinite " one," as the sub-

ject, or the wood-chopper of the previous verse.

Ew.\LD ("Authors of the 0. T."), Hengstenbero
and most ancient authors (also the Vulgate and

Luther) say, that nnp is to be taken intransi-

tively, and as equivalent to hehescit, retusum fuit,

but this is opposed by the- following NIH before

LD'JD-xb, which clearly shows a change of

subject, forbidding the thought that iron can be

the subject of this clause. The Tiew formerly

entertained by Ewald, " on© leaves the iron

blunt" {Poetical Books, 1 Ed), he afterwards

discarded as incorrect.—And he do not vyhet
the edge. Zockler translates: "And it is

without edge." Hitzig is correct in saying that

'JD-kS is formed as a'33 t?'? «' childless,"
• T

1 Chron. ii. 80, 32, and is equivalent to saying,

" without an edge, or edgeless." The subsequent

^\hTi is not to be connected with these words,

but with the following ones, especially as, accord-

ing to the only passage in which it occurs (Ezek.

xxi. 2(3,) it does not signify to "palish, to sharp-

en," but "to shake, to swing." (Hitzig and
Ei.ster are correct, though in opposition to most

modern writers, who translate : "And he has not

whet the edge"). Then must he put to more
strength; i. e., in splitting the wood he must

swiiigl the ax with all his strength.—But wis-
dom is profitable to direct. Zockler trans-

lates : " But it is a profit wisely to handle wis-

dom." Read (with Hitzig and Elster) I't^pH

instead of 1't^3n thus making the infinitive

construct, which, with its object HODTI (as pre-

dicate to |i"lj}') forms the subject (f.^., it is a

profit, an advantage, or, it is the best; comp. the

opposite jili}] rXI in ver. 11th. fior the phrase

,noi3n TE/Dn occurring only hear* (lit., to make

*[The meaning given to ?3D' 's probably the correct one

(see text note), as derived from the noun r^t*/ " a knife "

(Arabic .'yOs.MM I
; but r\DD =^7^3^, means to see, and

is only reinlerci' to cut from its siiiiposed nfHnity to the Latin

seco, and to accouiinodate it to this word. The sense of

t3D " to become puor," as in Isa. xli. 20 (pual), and in the

Arabi", might perhaps answer here, but it woiild mar the

panilkdism.— 1. L]

•ftSeo Text Note and Metrical Version.—1^. L.]

wisdom straight, i. e., to direct it successfully, to

handle it skillfully) comp. a similar turn 3'D"ri

^D^ in Ruth iii. 10. It is usual to retain the

infinitive absolute T^On as a genitive depen-

dent on ji'^fl.'; "And wisdom is the profit of

prosperity" (Knobel); or, "wisdom has the
advantage of amendment" (Hengstenbeeg) ; or,

"and wisdom is the profit of exertion" (?) Ew-
ald) ; or, " wisdom gives the advantage of suc-
cess" (Vaihingeb). But all these renderings
give a thought less clear and conformable to the
text than ours. Luther is not exact : "There-
fore wisdom follows diligence," (in harmony with
the Vulgate, et post industriam seqiietur aapientia).

The rendering of Hahn is nearest to ours: "And
the favor of wisdom is an advantage," wherein

the sense of " favor " for "I'tyDn does not seem

quite appropriate. The entire sense of the verse
is essentially correct in the following rendering
of Hitzig : Whosoever would proceed securely,

and not expose himself to the dangers that are

inseparable, even from the application of proper
means to ends, toils in vain if he undertakes the

task in the wrong way (like those fools in vers.

6-9) ; the direct, sensible way to the end is the

best"—namely, that very humble, modest, but
effective way of wisdom, which the author had
recommended already in ix. 17, 18 ; x. 2, 3, and
now in vers. 12 9"., farther recommends.

4. Third Strophe. Vers. 11-20.—Of the advan-
tage of the silent, sober, and industrious de-

meanor of the wise man, over the imlolent and
loquacious nature of the fool.—Surely the ser-

pent -will bite -without enchantment.
This sentence in close connection with verse

10 advises to a zealous and dexterous application

of the remedies at the command of the wise man;
but, at the same time, shows the necessity of

such application by an example chosen perhaps
with reference to verse 8 ; thus forming the tran-

sition to the warning against empty loquacity

and its evil consequences contained in vers. 12-

14. Koheleth does not here allude to the charm-
ing of spiritual serpents, i. €., of vicious men, by
importunate requests (Hengstekberg) but un-
doubtedly means the actual art of charming ser-

pents; the possibility of which, or rather the

actual existence of which he clearly presup-
poses in possession of wise and skillful persons,

just as the author of the 58th Psalm (vers. 4 and
5), indeed, as Christ himself afiirms in Mark xvi.

18; Luke X. 19. (Comp. also Ex. vii. 11, and
the learned observations of Knobel on the art of

charming serpents among the ancients). Vh2

l^vh literally, "without enchantment," i. e.,

without that softly murmured magic formula,

which, it was pretended, formed the principal

agent in expelling poisonous reptiles, if spoken
at the proper period, and tlius guarded against

the danger of being bitten. pDwH 7j.*3 literally.

the "master of the tongue," t. e., who has the

poisonous tongue of the reptile in his power, and
liuows how to extract the poison, or to prevent

its biting; or it may also mean the "one with a

gifted tongue," avIio by means of his tongue can
produce extraordinary results (Hitzig, Hahn).
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The latter interpretation is preferable as much

on account of the analogy of ^33 '7^3 Prov. i.

17, anil similar expressions, as on account of the

context, which clearly shows that the author has

in his eye one of ready tongue not making timely

use of his gift, a hero with his tongue, but with-

out energy anil proniptuess in action.—Ver. llJ.

The words of a wise man's mouth are gra-

cious. Such a one therefore sliuuld not be si-

lent, as the slack serpent-charmer in ver. 11,

but slioiilJ speak often and much, because he

does nothing but good, and acquires favor every-

where with liis "gracious" words (Luther).

}n here means id quod gratiam seu favorcm par it,

or graciousness ; comp. Prov. xxxi. 30 ; and for

tiie sentence in general Prov. xv. 2, 20.—But
the lips of a fool will sw^allow up himself.

Comp. Prov. xv. 2; x. 8, 21 ; xiii. 16, etc. Any

other reference of the suffix in the verb ^i'^'^yT)

than to the logical subject /'DS is inadmis-

sible. For the plural form n'lniit^ comp. I.'.'.a.

lix. 3; Ps. lix. 7.—Ver. 13. The beginning of
the swords of his mouth are foolishness

;

and the end of his talk is mischievous
madness. Tliat is, there is nothing discreet

either in the beginning or the end of his

foolish twaddle (Hitzig) ; he remains a fool in

everything that he says; comp. Prov. xxvii. 22.

"Tlieend of his talk" is the end which his

mouth makes of speaking, the last and most ex-

travagant of liis foolish speeches. Of this it is

here affirmed that it is mischievous madness,
namely, even for himself injurious and mischie-

vous madness; comp. Prov. xviii. 7; Ps. Ixiv.

8, etc.—Ver. 1-1. A fool is also full of w^oids.
To the error of his silly speech, he adds that of

endless loquacity.* And he is most apt to prat-

*[0'131 nST. It is not mere "loquacity" that is

here intciuled. The be<it explanation is that of Aben Ezra,
who reffis it to vaiu predictions, [see note oq lI3'T31, v.

6, Eog. V. 7, p. 91], or rather, boasting assertions in re-pect
to the future: "I will eat and drink, says the I'uol, but lie

knows not what shall be in his life or ia his death; a-* is

Bail in another place [v. 7, vi. 12], there are many words
that increa-sa vanity, yet who knoweth what is {;ood for man
etc."" So also R.\SHi: "In his aimpleuess, the f.iul is full of

words, dei'iiliug confidently and saj'ing, ' to-morrow I will

do so and .so, when he knowuth not what shall be on the
morrow,—or when be would undertake a jjuruey for ^ain,'

and kiiowetli nc^t that he may Jail by the sword." Comp.
Luke xii. 20. James iv. 13. This is also the interpretation
of Mahtin Ukihr, at least in relation to the 14th verse. Itis
strongly confirmed by the immediately following context.

In such a rendering 1 in 7JD1, has an adverpative force:
' TItnugh the fool multiply words, yet man knows not, etc."
" For «hi) sliuU tell him what shall be aftt-r himf ' This does
not me in the remote future, nor even the future generally,
as would tie expressed by VTnX, but the near, the imme-
diate, which is ihe sense given by the preposition in the
compound VinXO, "from after'"—that wh.ch conies

T-: —
from, out of or directly after the present,—or, " on the mor-
row," according to the language of these Jewish interjire-

ters, and that of St. James. Comp. FuEr.ST's derivaiioii of
inb (to-morrow), which he regards, not as an independent
T T

root, but as a contraction of TPIXrO, as he makes it;, or

"in^"D or "inX-DO (see Marg. Note to ver. 7, p. 91).

This shows, too, the direct connection witti (be verse that
follows, and furnishes a key to that obscure e.xpression on
which there is so much comment to so little purpose. Our
English Version :

•' The labour of the foolish wearietli every
one of them, because he knoweiti not how to go lo th'' city."

is hardly intelligible in any sense that can be put upon it.

tie gladly and much about things of which, from
their nature, he can know tlie least, namely,
about future events. And to this fact there is

again reference in what is said in the second and
third clauses.—A man cannot tell what
shall be. ri'ri'u/TIO must not be changed into

n''nLif'~no, according to the Septuagint, Symma-
chus, Vulgate, and Syriac, Vaihinger, etc. ; foi!

the subsequent clause does not form a tautology

with the present one, even when retaining the

jMasoretic reading, because there is here denied
in the first place only the knowledge concerning
the future in itself, and then theactual existence of

a foreteller of future events (as a reason for the

ignorance of tlie future).—Anfl what shall be
after him w^ho can tell him? As in Vinx

T -: -

of chap. vi. 12, (but different from that in V^HXI

of chap. ix. 3), the suffix in V"»n,XO refers to

the subject CZnxn, not to n''n|'U/-nD as though

there were a distinction here drawn between
tlie near and the remote consequences of the talk

of the fool (Hitzig). A restriction of the here

mentioned res futurx to the evil consequences of

the thoughtless twaddle of the fool, is quite as

The same may he said of Hitziq's and Zockler's attempts to

explain it. The expression, /"DDD 70>' is a col-

lective one, " the toil of fools," equivalent to ' a foolish toil,"

to be taken as a nominative iudepi-ndent, or what D£ S.\cr

styles, 111 his Arabic Grammar, Vinclioatif, or detached sub-

ject. Its separation from the verb following is shown by
the change of gender,—the feminine prefix in ^J^U'/l be-

ing used to show that the immediate grammatical subject ia

the neuter, or indrfinite. fact :
•' Vain toil of tools ! it only

Wearieth him ;" the singular objective pronoun in •JJ.'J'j'l

referring, not to ''^'DD taken distributively, but to the

vain predicter in ver. 14, and who is kept in view throughout.
"It wearieth him,"— is too much for him—surpasses his

knowledge. Then Tt^X gives the reason: "One who

knoweth not T_j; 7X j")3^;, the going to the city"—so
plain a fact as Ih.tt—or " that he shall go to the city;" even
this comes not within his knowledge of the future. '' Hmo
to go," says our K. V., and tnat is ihe idea conveyed by most
others; but there is a great diflicuUy in making any sense
out of it, and the grammatical construction does not require
it. In the small number ot cases in Hebrew where we find

r»T followed by the infinitive (whether with or without 7)

it is to be determined by the context whether it means a
knowing liow to do a thing, or a knowledge of ihe doing, as
a. fact or event. Thus in Ecclesiastes iv. 13, it cannot mean,
'knows not how to be admonished," which makes a very
po' jr sense, but, " no longer knows (tha-t is, heeds or recog-
nizes) admonition," or the being admonished. In Exod.
xxxvi. 1, 2 Chron. ii. l'^^, 1 Kings iii. 7 ; Isai. vii. lli; Amos
iii. 10; the context favors the sense of "kiwwing how." In

Isai. xlvii. it is decidedly the other way: boiy J^T* does
not mean •'fcioio liow lo be btTpuved, ' but, •know bereave-
ment." Still more char, and preciseli/ parallel to iliis case., is

Ecclesiastes iv. 17 (iing. Bib. v. 1) where C3''J^"n' OJ'N
J/T miy^'/ can onl3' mean the fact: "They know not

that they are doing evil " in their sacrifices.. So Ewald ren-
ders it. Uitzig and Stuart find there too tiie sense ot know-
inq liow: " They know not how to do evil," or, according to

the turn they give it, " lioiv to besad;" a meaning which wo
do not hesitate to pronounce absurd in itself, and also alto-

getlier unsu[iported by 2 Sam. xii. 18, to which they refer.

According to the view we have taken, the whole passage
(vers. 14, 15) may be thus tendered:—
Predicting words he multiplies, yet man can never know
The thing that shall be

;
yea, what conieih after who shall

tell?

Vain toil of fools! it wearieth him,—this man who knoweth
not

What may befill his going to the city.

It is no paraphrase, but only so expressed as to give the
spirit of the Hebrew as shown by the general connection,
and by the evident reference of the yT in ver. 15, to the
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inadmissible as defining it to consist of his lofty

plans and bold projects (Hengstenbekg). There
is simply a general mention of coming events,

precisely as in the similar passage in chap. vi.

12.—Ver. 15. The labor of the foolish wea-
rieth every one. Literal, " tlie labor of fools:"

the plural is used distributively just as in verse

1; comp. Rosea iv. 8. The author here passes

from the empty and annoying loquacity of the

fool to his indolence, his downright inertness,

and feeble slothfulness, as to qualities forming a

close connection with, and mainly the foundation

of. this loquacity.

—

Because he knoweth not
how to go to the city. Hitzig less correctly

says: "him who knoweth not," and Ewald
"the one who," etc. But this second clause

is rather intended to give the reason of the

premature fatigue of the fool, as also of the fee-

bleness and unprofitableness of his exertions.

" Not to know how to go to the city," is doubt-

less a proverbial expression allied to that in

chap. vi. 8: "to walk before the living." deno-

ting ignorance in respect to behaviour and gene-

ral incompetency. The way to the city is here

mentioned as that which is the best known, most

traveled, and easiest to find (Vaihinger, Heng-
stexberg), not because it leads to those great

lords described in vei'. 16-19, whom it avails to

bribe [Ew.xldJ, but simply in so far as the city is

the seat of the rulers, of the officers, whence op-

pression proceeds, and whence also may come re-

lief for the inhabitants of the land (Hitzig, El-

nxn V'V )sl i" ver. 14. The difference between

r\2^ ^T, and r\'2^^ ^HN is very slif^ht, but the ^
makes it correspond more nearly to our Euglisli genitive

pliriise, "'to know of a tliiug,"'— lliat is, as an event or fact.

Tlie relative "liyX here, Ijas an inferential sense, just as os,

sometimes, in Greek and the Latin qui when equivalent to

quia : " who knoweth not "=;to " seeing he knoweth not," or
(quod) " because he knoweth not." Such a mention of

'"Koing to tiie city," as one of the most common and familiar

illustrations of human ignorance of the future, suggests im-
mediately James iv. lo: "Goto ye who say to-day, or to-

morrow, we will go to a ce.rlain city, etc., ye wl;o know not
(oiTtvcs used exactly as ItyX is here) what shall be on the
morrow, etc." It may have been this very passage, thus
jinderstood, that sug<;ested the illustration to tbe Apo.-^tle;

since his language IS almost identical with the very words
of Rashi's iuti'rpretatioii. The great difficulties under which
UlTZiG and ZoCKI.ek labor, and their far-fetched reasons,

warrant the olferhig ot the aljove explanation, as one that
deserves attention, to oay the least, in clearing up this ob-
scure passage.
We may arrive at the same general idea, even if wo ren-

der r>37 7 "j^y X7 "knows not hoiv to go, etc.;'" and
sucli is substantially the conclusion of Ahen Ezra in an-
other comment on the l.')!)! verso: "The fool is like one
who would pry into things too high or too wonderful for

him, when ho knows not the things that are visible and fi-

miliar, or like a man who purposes to go to a city when h:)

knoweth not the way, and so he gets weary, and fails in his

design." It is the same general lesson, the folly of confi-

dent assertions or confiilent plans respecting tho future.

Taken in either of these ways, it avoids the exceedingly
forced explanations which ZiluKLF.R here, and UlTZio in his

commentary, give of tho passage.

The expression ^7717 ^'HV, vi. S, may, perh.aps, bo

cited as a parallel case to Pi21^ y^^. An answer might

be found in tho different form of the infinitive r\D7, which
is used more like a siibsiantive denoting the event, or fact, as

the object of knowledge. This reference, however, is at

once disposed of by a consideration of the accents, which,
in vi. 8, separate the two words, and require the reniiering:
" What to the poor man wlio knows,"— or " what to the in-

telligent poor man, to walk,"—or "that he should walk be-

fore the living." In other words : What profit is his intel-

ligence in his walking before the living? Thus it becomes,
according to the usual law of paralleiistai, au amplification

stek). Hahn is peculiar, but hardly in accord-

ance with the true sense of the word ^l^X: " The

travail which foolish rulers (?) prepare for their

subjects makes these latter tired and faint, brings

them to despair, so that they do not know regard-
ing their going to the city, whether, or when, or
how it must take place, in order not to violate a
law."— Vers. 16-19 have so loose a connection
with ver. 15, that Hitzig seems to be right when
he perceives in them the words of the prattling

fool previously described (vers. 12-15), instead of

the actual sjieecii of the author. The lament
about the idle lavishing of time, and luxurious

debauchery of a king and his counsellors in tlicse

verses, would be then given as an example of the

extreme injudiciousness of a foolish man in his

talk, and the following warning against such
want of foresight (ver. 20) would then be very fit-

tingly annexed. The whole tendency of the sec-

tion would then seem directed only against

thoughtless and idle loquacity, together with its

evil consequences ; whilst the indolence and lux-

ury of extravagant nobles (vers. 1(5, 18, 19) form
no object of the attack of the author, although he

may consider the complaints of the foolish talker

as well grounded, and may himself have lived

under an authority attended with these vices.*

For him who will not accept this view, for which
the relation between vers. 5 and 6 of the fourth

chapter may be quoted as analogous, there is no
other course than, with the great majority of com-
mentators, to see in these verses a farther exten-

of the thought just above it: "What profit to the
wisoy" It is another example of the spiritual and critical

acuteness that dictated the Masoretic accentuation (see Sd
Marginal Note, p. 94). ZoCKLER thinks the accents here of
no authority; but that great critic Ewald holds himself go-

verned by them. The assertion, moreover, that j^lV never

has the adjective sense intelligens, is refuted by simply look-

ing into a concordance, and noting the places where it is

joined with the participle JOO having a like adjective

force. With this view agrees also Aben Ezra, the prince of

Jewish critics. Ic is fortified, too. by the difficulty which all

commentators have felt in making any clear sense out of the

language: '• Who Anows hinv to walk before the living?"

The references given by Hitzig, Wen. xvii. 1, and 2 Kings
iv. 1.3, are not parallel; since the prei)osition, on which the

meaning of the phrase so much depends, is euiirely diffe-

rent.—T. L.]

*[This most absurd and far-fetched view of IIitzio only

shows how a false critical tlieory ot division may turu one

of the most im|iresslve passages of the book into a fool's

giibble. It all comes from looking for logical connections

where they do not exist, and from overlooking the poetical

subjective character of the work as a series of nieditatioiis,

each one prompting the other, but by associations discerned

by the leeling rather than the elhi al reason. It is the free

discursive view of human Jolly, and of the inefficiency of

man's best wisdom, that brings out the exclamation : ill-

governed land with its weak king and drunken nobles,

where folly so abounds: and then this calls up the picture

of the higher and purer ideal. lie may have thought of the

weak son to whom his kingiiom was soon to be committed;

it mav have l)een a humbling thouglit of himself and ot his

own inisgovernment, allhough there is in the way of this

that Solomon's youth was the best part of his life; or it may
have been prompted by his general historical experience.

View it any way, it is iiir more expressive in this exclama-

tory and discursive aspect, than though it were bound to-

gether by the closest syllogistic tics. And this appears in

what follows. In perfect poetical harmony does i his free,

contemplative style of thought turn again from the political

to the ceminon life,—from the revelry and misgovernmeut

of kings and nobles to the slothfulness, luxury, and merce-

nary spirit that are found In the lower plane. Yet "revile not

the ruler,"—that is the next thought that arises. Obedience

and reverence are still due to authority, since evils abound
in all ranks Things are described as they are, and to find

here an authority for wine drinking is about as rational as

to seek au excixse for sloth and shiltlessness.—T. L.]
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eion of the theme oftudolence, business incapacity
and slothfulness of fools, the treatment of which
was begun in ver. 15. Ver. l(j would then pass
from indolent fools in general to indolent, supine
and inefficient rulers and nobles in particular.
But there would then exist a very imperfect, if,

indeed, any, connection witii the tinal warning in
ver. 20; indeed the open manner in wliich com-
plaints are made, in what immediately precedes,
regarding the bad conduct of rulers, would seem
to be in direct contradiction to this warning about
uttering these complaints loudly. — Woe to
thee, O land, when thy king is a child!

—

That is, an inexperienced, thoughtless fool, inca-
pable of governing; comp. 1 Kings iii. 7: Isa. iii.

i, 12,—which passages also describe it as a great
misfortune to be governed by a child [I'-y-wf].

Therefore 1^'J is not to be rendered by "ser-

vant, slave," which latter would rather be ex-
pressed by -\2y [contrary to Doderlein, Herz-
FELD, etal.).—And thy princes eat in the
morning.—A sign of especially excessive intem-
perance and gluttony

; see Isa. v. 11 if.; Acts ii. 15,
aiidcompai-e also the classical parallels in Ciceuo,
Phil. ii. 40; C.\tullus, Carm. xlvii. 5, 6; Juve-
nal, Sat. II. 49, 50.—Ver. 17. Blessed art
thou, O land, when thy king is the son
of nobles. —(^anrn-JS compare anj-n^
Song of Solomon vii. 2 ; Isa. xxxii. 8) ; a noble not,

merely by birth, but also in disposition, vere nobi-
lis, (jenerosus.—And thy princes eat in due
season, for strength and not for drunk-
enness.—Therefore make that proper use of
wine treated of in Ps. civ. 15; ITim. v. 23; not
that perverted use against which we are warned *

in Prov. xxxi. 4. mUJ3 is not " in strength "

(H.ahn), or "in virtue" (Ewald), but "for
strength," for obtaining strength. The prep. 2
relates to the object on whose account the action
occurs, just as in aiX3 ii. 24 (comp. LZD3 iii. 12).—Ver. IS. By much slothfulness the build-
ing decayeth.—Thatis, the edifice ot state, that
is here compared to a house that is tottering and
threatening to fall (comp. Isa. iii. 6; Amos ix. 11).
The intent here is to point out the bad effects of
the rioting idleness of the great ones who are

called to govern a state. O'JlSv;; literally : "the
two idle" [hands] ; comp. Ewald, I 180 a, 187 c.

The expression is stronger than the simple form

nSi*^ or n-lby^ (Prov. xix. 15 ; xxxi. 27) ;

"double idleness," i.e., "great idleness."—And
through idleness of the hands the house
droppeth through.—That is, the rain pene-
trating through the leaky roof. The words

*[A9 druukeiiiiess is condemned liere, or, nitlur, excess of
an^ kind, revelling, or higli biunjuetiiig, whicli iis the predo-
miiiaut meaning of Tliy [comp. PljItyO convivium}, whilst

Dot a word is said abont any mnderaie drinkimj, tliLs remark
niust he re^ard^d as rather gratuitous. What makts it mora
than gr.itiiit lu.'i is the lUct iliat in Prov. xx.\i. 4, instendot a
more warning against perver(ed use," there is enjoiaen upon
"kings and princes" tolal ahatinence from "all wine aud
strong driiili," as something only tit to be given t.) persons
in extremis, in great pain or debility [the 2*'n.s/(iHy, ihe

jyaj '"^O or " bitt^r in soul"], and therefore unfit for those
V V • • T

in health, and especially for all who have re.sponsibk* duties
to perform.—T. L.

j

uD'T Pil^H'C/ are used as elsewhere CD"'T'-|1"'i)T

"idleness of the hands," Isa. xlvii. 3; comp.
Prov. X. 4.—Ver. 19. A feast is made for
laughter.—A return to the descriptiun of riot-
ous and ruinous conduct as giveu in verse 16.

pinul "for laughter," as elsewhere pinty3 with

laughter
; comp. for this use of S 2 Chron. xx.

21 ; Ps. cii. 5.—ilZinS D't^JT literally, ".they

make bread;" i. e., they give banquets, have ri-

otous feasts. an|7 Hi^;; is therefore used
here in a sense different from that in Ezek. iv.

15, where it signifies "to prepare bread, to bako
bread;" comp. r~\U}? in chap. iii. 12; vi. 12.

And wine maketh merry.—The suffix is

wanting just as in CD'tyj; the On was left out.

Comp. moreover, Ps. civ. 15, where an innocent
and reasonable enjoyment of wine ismeant* whilst
here the allusion is to a perverted and debauch-
ing use of it, as in chap. vii. 2 ff.—But money
answereth all things.—That is, (o these luxu-
rious rioters, who, counting on their wealth, de-
clare in drunken arrogance that " money rules
the world," "for money one can have every
thing that the heart desires, wine, delicacies,"
etc., etc. For this Epicurean rule of life see Ho-
race, Epis. L, 6, 36-38. HJ;; literally, " to an-

swer, to listen to " (v. 10), but is here equivalent
to "to afford, to grant;" comp. Hosea ii. 23.
IIiTziG unnecessarily considers r~\i^' as Hiphil

("makes to hear").—Ver. 20. Concerning the
probable connection with the preceding, consult
vers. 16-lU above.—Curse not the king, no,
not in thy thought.—>'10 elsewhere "know-
ledge," here "thought," Sept. crwe/tVf- The
signification, "study chamber," given by Heng-
stenberg, lacks philological authority. For the
sentence comp. 2 Kings vi. 12. Hengstenberq
is correct in saying: " We have liere a pure rule
of prudence (not a formal precept of duty), a
tenet that may be simply sumttied up in the ex-
pression of the Lord : ynraHe >ppuviaoi wr ol b0ti<;."—And curse not the rich in thy bed cham-
ber.—The rich here represents the noble, the
prince, or the counsellor of the king (comp. v.

16).—For a bird of the air shall carry the
voice.—That is, in an inconceivable manner,
which no one would consider possible, will that
he.betrayed which thou hast said. See the pro-

I

verb: " The walls have ears;" also Hab. ii. 11
;

!

Luke xix. 14.—And that which hath wings
shall tell the matter.—tZ5'D:3n Sj;3 equiva-

lent to ^J3-bj;| Prov. i. 17. The K'ri would
unnecessarily here strike out the article before

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

( With Homiletical Hints
)

Although the conclusion of the chapter—the
warning against injudicious speeches assailing

*[In Ps. civ. 1.5 a certain effect of wine is mentioned; no-
thing is said al>out eitlier its innocent or its immoral use. All
such reuKirka are gratuitous.—'i'. L-l
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Ihe respect due to kings in ver. 20—may have
been written with conscious reference to the re-

lation of Israel to its Persian rulers, the section,

taken as a whole, is simply an unambiguous il-

lustration of the relation between wise men and
fools. The allegorical conception of Hengsten-
BERG, by virtue of which he sees in chap. x. 1-3

the idea that the people of God, groaning under
the tyranny of the world, will be sustained by
reference to the fact that the hostile world, i. e.,

the Persian world, is given over to folly, and

that thus its destruction cannot be far ofl',—this

conception, we say, finds no sufficient support in

the text; it is, rather, very decidedly opposed by
the exceeding general character of the morally

descriptive as well as of the admonitory parts.

The contents and the tendency of the section form

an eloquent, figurative, vivid and popular illustra-

tion of the superiority of wisdom over folly. The
theme here treated is that favorite one of the

Proverbs—the parallels between wisdom and
folly [Prov. i. 20fi".; ix. 1 ff".; x. Iff.; xiv. 1 ff.;

xxiv. 1 fi".] ; and simply with the difi"erence that

here are more emphatically and acctirately de-

scribed the insolence and haughtiness of fools, as

well as their loquacity and indolent levity, in

contrast to the corresponding virtues of the wise.

See exegetical illustrations above, No. 1. A
Ilomih/ on the entire Chapter : Of a few dominant
qualities and principal characteristics of wisdom
and folly.—Or, of genuine wisdom as the only

remedy against the vices of pride, levity and ar-

rogance, together with their evil consequences.

—

Comp. St.\rke: Three moral precepts: 1. Esteem
genuine wisdom (vers. 1-15). 2. Avoid indolence
and debauchery (vers. IG-l'J). 3. Curse not the

king (ver. 20).

HOMILETICAL HINTS ON SEP.\RATE PASSAGES.

Ch. ix. 17; x. 4. Melanchthon (ix. 17): The
words of the wise are heard by the silent—that

is, by those who are not carried away by raging
lusts, but who seek for things true and salutary.

(Ver. 10). Good counsels, sound teaching, well

ordered methods, are constantly marred and
rendered unavailing by trifling meddlers, who
are more readily heard, both in courts and by the
people, than the more modest and poor, who give
right instruction and salutary advice. Lange
(ix. 18). He who has learned any thing tho-

roughly can eft'ect much good thereby, but also

much evil, if he wickedly uses what he has
learned against the great purposes of God. Ca}it-

"WRiGiiT :—Such patient submission calms tlie

most violent tempests of the soul ; it makes tran-
quil the most swollen waves of passion ; it turns
the lion into a lamb. Let us strive then to be
imbued with tliis virtue by which we may please
God as well as men, eventliose who are the farthest

removed from piety and liuinanity. Starke
(ver. 3) :— It is difficult to expel folly and instil

wisdom; but it becomes still more difficult when
man in his folly considers himself wise (Uom. i.

22).—(Ver. 4). To suffer and patiently couunend
one's innocence to God is the best remedy against
misused power and the wrong that we have en-
dured, Jer. xi. 20.

Geier (ver. 5) :—Lofty positions and great
power have not the privilege of infallibility.

Therefore, the higher one stands, the more care-

ful let him be, entreating God that he may not
fall into error and vice.

—

Hansen (vers. 6 and 7)

:

—The want of foresight in rulers ever exerts
evil influences in the world. The unworthy are
thereby preferred to the worthy, and every thing
takes a wrong course.— (Ver. 10) :— It depends
more on wisdom and foresight than on physical
strength, to carry on the occupations of men with
success.

—

Hengstenberg (ver. 9): He who pro-
ceeds with violence in the moral sphere, and tlius

performs actions that, in respect to this quality,

are similar to the breaking of stone or tiie split-

ting of wood, will suffer inevitable injury.

—

(Ver. 10). He who in wisdom possesses the
corrective whereby he can sharpen the blunt iron
of his understanding, must rise, however deep he
may be sunken. He who does not possess it

must go to ruin, however high he may have
risen.

Vers. 11-15. Brenz:—There is nothing in

man which contributes more to bring him into sin

than his tongue. Truth is satisfied with the
fewest and simplest words, and the wiser the

man, or the more attached to truth, the more
sparing is he in his speech. (Ver. 15). This
teaches that no labor, no diligence, will produce
fruit, if one knows not the legitimate use of la-

bor. As the unskilled steward has much toil,

with little or no result, if he knows not how to

put to use the goods acquired in the proper man-
ner, or does not carry them to market in the

city.

—

Cramer :—The unprofitable babblers prat-

tle about things of no import : but the wise weigh
their words with a golden balance, Sirach xxi.

27.

—

Starke :—Ver. 15. That men must pain-
fully toil is a thing of universal neces.'-ity since

the fall ; but to toil in profitless and sinful things

is double folly and sin, Isaiah Ivii. 10.

—

Zeyss
[ver. 15] :—Kemember the city of the living God
(Heb. xii. 22) and learn the right way thither,

which is indeed narrow and not easy to find

(Luke xiii. 24).

—

Geier (ver. 16):—In judging a

wise man we are not to regard his years, but the

power of his mind, and what they manifest, 1

Sam. xvi. 17; 1 Tim. iv. 12.—[Ver. 17]. A pious
and virtuous magistracy we should gratefully

recognize as an inestimable gift of God, and
heartily pray to him for their preservation.

—

Zeyss (vers. 18, 19):—Beware, above all tilings,

that the house of thy soul be not ruined by ne-

glect, whilst thou art yielding to the flesli and
its sinful desires.

—

Tub. Bib.:—Observe this rule

of wisdom : speak no evil of thy ruler, nor ol any
^ne else, James iv. 11.

—

[Matthew HenryJ (ver.

14):

—

A fool also is fond of words, a passionate

fool especially, that runs on endlessly, and never
knows when to take up ; it is all the same, over

and over; he will have the last word, though it

be but the same with that which w;is the first.

What is wanting in the strengtii of his words he
endeavors in vain to make up in their number.
The words tliat follow may be taken cither (1) as

checking him for his vain-glorious boasting in

the multitude of his words (in respect to the lu-

ture), namely, what he iciU do, and what he u-ill

have, not considering what every body knows,
that a man cannot tell what shall be in his own
time while he lives (Prov. xxvii. 1), much less can
one tell what Khali be after him, when he is de.-id

and gone. Or (2) as mocking him for his lauio-
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logics : he is full of words, for if he do but speak

the most trite and common thing, such <as a man
ettnnot tell what shall be, then, because he loves to

hear liim;self talk, he will say it over again, ivhat

shall he afler him, who can tell him? like Battus
in Ovid:

Sub ill is

Montibus [inquil) erant, et eraiit sub montibus illis.

Whence vain repetitions are called Battologies

(Matth. vi. 7).—[Ver. 15. The foolish tire them-
selves in endless pursuits, because they know not

how to go to the city, because they have not capa-

city to apprehend the plainest thing, such as the

entrance to a great city. But it is the excellency

or the way to the heavenly city, that it is '• a

highway" in which " i/te ivayfaring men, though

fools, shall not err'' {Isaiah xxxv. 8) ;
yet sinful

folly makes men miss that way.—T. L.]

C. The only true way to happiness in this world and the world beyond consists in

benevolence, fidelity to calling, a calm and contented enjoyment of life, and
unfeigned fear of God from early youth to advanced age.

Chap. XL 1—XII. 7.

1. Of Benevolence and Fidelity to Calling.

(Chap. XL 1-G.)

1 Cast thy bread upon the waters, for thou shalt find it after many days.

2 Give a portion to seven, and also to eight, for thou knowest not what evil shall be

3 upon the earth. If the clouds be full of rain, they empty theimelves upon the earth,

and if the tree fall toward the south, or toward the north, in the place where the

4 tree falleth, there it shall be. He that observeth the wind shall not sow, and he

5 that regardeth the clouds shall not reap. As thou knowest not what is the way of

the spirit, nor how the bones do grow in the womb of her that is with child : even

6 so thou knowest not the works of God who maketh all. In the morning sow thy

seed, and in the evening withhold not thine hand; for thou knowest not whether

shall prosper, either this or that, or whether they both shall be alike good.

2. Of a Calm and Contented Enjoyment of Life.

(Vers. 7-10.)

7 Truly the light is sweet, and a pleasant thine/ it is for the eyes to behold the sun

:

8 But if a man live many years, and rejoice in them all
;
yet let him remember the days

9 of darkness, for they shall be many. All that cometh is vanity. Rejoice, O young

man, in thy youth ; and let thy heart cheer thee in the days of thy youth, and walk

in the ways of thine heart, and in the sight of thine eyes ; but know thou, that for

10 all these ihitigs God will bring thee into judgment. Therefore remove sorrow from

thy heart, and put away evil from thy flesh: for childhood and youth are

vanity.

3. Of the Duty of the Fear of God for Young and Old.

(Chap. XII. 1-7.)

1 Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth, while the evil days

come not, nor the years draw nigh, when thou shalt say, I have no pleasure in

2 them ; While the sun, or the light, or the moon, or the stars, be not darkened, nor

3 the clouds return after the rain : In the day when the keepers of the house shall

tremble, and the strong men shall bow themselves, and the grinders cease because

4 they are few, and those that look out of the windows be darkened. And the doors

shall be shut in the streets, when the sound of the grinding is low, and he shall rise

up at the voice of the bird, and all the daughters of music shall be l^rought low

;

5 Also when they shall be afraid of that which is high, and fears shall be in the
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way, and the almond-tree shall flourish, and the grasshopper shall be a burden, and

desire shall fail : because man goeth to his long home, and the mourners go about

6 the streets : Or ever the silver cord be loosed, or the golden bowl be broken, or the

7 ])itcher be broken at the fountain, or the wheel broken at the cistern. Then shall

the dust return to the earth as it was : and the s^jirit shall return unto God who
gave it.

rCb.xi. Vor. 3.—X^n\ If it is allowable at all to vary from the text that has come down to us, this may be regarded aa

equivalent to KiH UDl^' (comj). i. 5) '-tliere is he," there it is. It might easily arise in writing from the ear, the fhewa

eound being harcily perceptible. If we regard it as the future of the substantive verb riTI, or mH, with ^^ f.r H.
it is not a Syriasni, since the future of the Syriac verb would be H)r\' or rather XIpJ—T. L.]

[Yer. 5.—nD'Oi'i'3 with ellipsis of H"n, equivalent to IZj'oi'jr "j^lD.—T. L.]

[Xii. 3 H'T'. Tliis is called Aramaic, but it is as much Hebrew as it is Aramaic or Arabic. The intensive form,

VWh occurs H'ab. ii. 7. It is one of those rarer forms that are to be expected only in impassioned writing, like this

of Solomon, or in any vivid description. Its frequency or rarity would be like that of the word quake, in English, as

compared with tremble. The rarer word [as is the case in our langua'.;e] may be the older one, only beconii)ig more

frequent in later dialects according as it becomes common by losing its rarer or more impassioned significance.—T.L.J

[On the difference between jin'?' and r\n-in3 xi. 9 the words r\-Tiniy xi- 10, >hOI xii- 3, V^J' xii. 5, pnT
._ .-._ . .^ I ...^

I "T"
xii 6 aul Y^'\y\

and VITJ xii. 5, see the exegetical and marginal notes.—T. L.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

The close connection of verses 1-7 of the 12th

chapter with chap. 11 is correctly recognized by

most modern commentators; a few, as Hitzio

and Elster, unnecessarily add to it also chap,

xii. 8. A section thus extended beyond the limits

of the 11th cliapter concentrates within itself, as

the closing division of the fourth and last dis-

course, all the fundamental thoughts of the book,

and in such a manner that it almost entirely ex-

cludes the negative and skeptical elements of ear-

lier disca.sious and observations [only that the

words hSH'bs return again in chap. xi. 8: comp.

xi. 10], and therefore lets its recapitulation very

clearly appear as a victory of the positive side of

its religious view over the gloomy spectre of

doubt, and the struggles of unbelief (comp. Int.

§], Obs. 2). The entire section may be clearly

divided into three subdivisions or strophes, the

first of which teaches the correct use of life as

regards actions and labor, the second concerns

enjoyment, and the third the reverence and fear

of God, with an admonition to these respective

virtues.

2. First Strophe, first half. Chap. xi. 1-3. An
admonition to benevolence, with reference to its

influence on the happiness of him who practices

it. Hitzio, instead of finding here an admonition

to beneficence, sees a warning against it, an in-

timation that we liope too much for the good, and
arm ourselves too little against future evil ; but

every thing is opposed to this, especially the

words ami sense of vor. :', wliicli see.—Cast thy
bread upon the waters.—That is, not abso-

lutely cast it away (HiTzin), nor send it away in

ships (as merchandise) over the water (Henq-
stenbi'.rg), but '• give it away in uncertainty,

without hope of profit or immediate return." Tiie

admonition is in the same spirit as tliat in Luke
xvi. 9; Prov. xi. 24 f. The Greek aphoristic

poets liave the expression " to sow on the wa-

ter ;" as Thkog., Sent. 105. Phoa/l.lides,* 142 c.

* [The heathen sentiment
Tuct opposite of Sulumou

t of PnocTu.iDKs is as nearly the di-

"s as lauJfuago could express, al-

The entire sentence (most probably as derived

from this source) is found in Ben Sika (Bux-
TORF, Florileg. Ileb., page 171), and among the

Arabians as a proverb : Benefac, projice panem
tuuni in aquam ; aliquando tihi retribuetur (DiEz,

Souvenirs of Asia, 11., 10(5).—For thou shalt

find it after many days.—^iXVOri is here

clearly used in the sense of finding again.

—

"'D'H 3^3 literally, "in the fullness of days,

within many days." Comp Ps. v. 6; Ixxii. 7,

etc. The sense is without doubt this: Among the

many days of thy life there will certainly come
a time when the seeds of thy good deeds scattered

broadcast will ripen into a blessed harvest.

Comp. Gal. vi. 9 ; 2 Cor. ix. 6-9; 1 Tim. vi. 18,

19; also Prov. xix. 17: " He that hath pity upon
the poor lendeth unto the Lord.''—Ver. 2. Give
a portion to seven and also to eight.

—

That is, divide thy bread with many; for "seven
and eight" are often used in this sense of unde-
termined plurality, as in Micah v. 4 ; comp. also

"three and four," Prov. xxx. 15 fi'.; Amos i. 3;
ii. 1 fl".—HiTziG runs entirely counter to the text,

and does violence to the usual signification of

p/H in saying :
" make seven pieces of one piece,

divide it so that seven or eight pieces may spring

from it," which admonition would simply be a
rule of prudence (like the maxim followed by
Jacob, Gen. xxxii. 8) not to load all his treasures

on one ship, that he might not be robbed of every
thing at one blow. This thought comports nei-

ther with the context nor witli ver. 0. where the

sense is entirely diiferent.-—For thou knovyest
not what evil shall be upon the earth.

—

That is, wiiat periods of misfortune may occur
when thou wilt pressingly need strength by com-
nuinity with others; comp. Luke xvi. 9.—Ver. 3.

If the clouds be full of rain, they empty
themselves upon the earth. — Nut that

evil or mi.-'fortune "occurs from stern necessity,

or in immutable course" [Hitzig, and also

Hengstenbekg, who here sees announced the

though it contains the same phrase here: /htj KaKov eu cpffjs'
aireipnv f (TTif cus €»'"i ttovtco. '• Do no favor to a bad man ; you
might as well sow in the sea."—T. L.l
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near and irrevocable doom of the Persian mon-
archy], but exactly the reverse: let the good that

thou doest proceed from the strongest impulse of

sympathy, so that it occurs, as from a natural ne-

cessity, that rich streams of blessings flow forth

from thee; comp. John vii. 38; also Prov. xxv.

1-1; Sirach xxxv. '24; also the Arabian proverbs

in the grammar of Eki'enius, ed. Schullens, p. 424 .

Pluvia Hubis cO'Opcriens, duiii dona funderet, etc.—
And if the tree fall to'ward the south
or toward the north, in the place where
the tree falleth there it shall be.—This

is apparently a parallel in sense to the second
clause of ver. 2, and therefore refers to the

irrevocable character of the doom, or the Di-

vine decree that overtakes man [Hitzig, Hexg-
STENBERG, etc.; also Hahn, who, however, trans-

lates the last clause thus: "One may be at the

place where the tree falls," and consequently be
killed by it]. But it seems more in accordance
with the text, and with the introduction [not
with "'^ but with the simple copula 1] to find the

same sense expressed in this second clause as in

the first, and consequently thus: "the utility of
the tree remains the same, whether it falls on
the ground of a possessor bordering it to the

north or the south ; if it does not profit the one,

it does the other. And it is just so with the gifts

of love ; their fruit is not lost, although they do
not aiways come to light in the manner intended "

(Elster; comp. also Vaihinger and Wohl-
FARTH, etc.). Geier and Rosenmueller are
quite peculiar in the thought that the falling tree

is the rich man, who is here warned of his death,
after which he can do no more good deeds (simi-

lar to this are the views of Seb. Schmidt,
Starke, Michaelis, etc.). WH] a secondary

Aramaic* form of "^VTV and therefore literally

equivalent to: "it will be, it will lie there;" for

which consult Ewald, g 192 c, as well as Hitzig
on this passage. There is no grammatical Ibun-
dation for the assertion that it is a substantive
to be derived from an obsolete verb S^H'' and ex-

plained by the word "break" [XIH'' L3W
" there occurs the break or fracture of the tree,"

as says Starke].
3. First strophe, second half. Vers. 4-6. An

admonition to zealous, careful, and untiring per-
formance in one's calling [^/) EKKUKelv, "not to

faint," as before he was warned ttoeIv to Ka7.bv,

to be earnest in well doing, Gal. vi. 9]. He
that observeth the wind shall not sow.
—A warning against timid hesitancy and its

laming influence on effective and fruitful exer-
tion. He whom the weather does not suit, and
who is ever waiting for a more favorable season,
misses finally the proper period for action. The
second clause expresses the same admonitory
thought regarding excessive considerateness.

—

Ver. 5. As thou knowest not what is the
way of the spirit, nor how the bones do
grow in the womb of her wiio is with
child.

—

[Zockler renders "way of the wind."
See the excursus appended, p. 150.—T. L.]

—

That is, as thou canst not comprehend nor see
through the mysteries of nature. That the
origin and pathway of the winds is in this re-

* See the text note.

gard proverbial, is shown by John iii. 8 [comp.
above, chap. i. 6]. For the formation of the
bones in the womb of the mother as a process
peculiarly mysterious and uuexplainable, comp.
Ps. cxxxix. 13-18.—Even so thou knowest
not the works of God who maketh all.—The "works" or action of God are, of
course, Ills future dealing,* which is a mystery
absolutely unknown and unfathomable by men

;

wherefore all auccess of human eflbrt can neither
be known nor calculated in advance. "Who
maketh all ;" for this comp. Amos iii. 6 ; Matth.
X. 28, 29, Eph. iii. 20, etc.

[The Unknown Way of the Spirit and op
Life.—Ecclesiastes xi. 5.—"As thou knowest
not the way of the Spirit, nor how the bones do
grow," etc. The words T\^'\T\ IJTT are rendered

here by Zockler, Stuart, and Hitzig, "the Avay
of the wind." There would be good reason for
this from the verse preceding; but what follows
points to the sense of spirit, although the word was
undoubtedly suggested by what was said in ver.

4 of the wind. The best way, howevei-, is to re-

gard the double idea of wind and spirit as being
intended here, as in our Saviour's language,
John iii. 8. About the words following there can
be no mistake. The process described is set forth
as the peculiar work of God, a Divine secret
which human knowledge is challenged ever to
discover. " Tliou knowest not the way of the
spirit " [Tll'l Gen. vi. 8, " my spirit," that I have

given to man], "nor how the bones do grow,"
that is, how that spirit, or life, reorganizes itself

each time, clothes itself anew in the human sys-
tem, making the bones to grow according to their
law, and building up for itself a new earthly
house in every generic transmission. This is

the grand secret, the knowledge and process of
which God challenges to Himself. Science can
do much, but it can never discover this. We
may say it boldly, even as Koheleth makes hia
affirmation, science never will discover this ; for
it lies above the plane of the natural ; and in
every case, though connected with nature, de-
mands a plus power, or some intervention, how-
ever regulated by its own laws, of the supernatu-
ral. The Bible thus presents it as God's chal-
lenged work [comp. Gen. ii. 7 ; vi. 8 ; Job xxxiii.

14 ; Ps. cxxxix. 18 ; Jerem. i. 5], the same now
as in the beginning when the Word of life first

went forth, and nature received a new life

power, or, rather, a rising in the old. The pas-
sage of life from an old organism to a new is

as much a mystery as ever. We mean the
transition from the last enclosing matter of the
former, through the moment of disembodiment,
or material unclothing (see note. Gen., p. 170),
when it takes that last matter of the previous or-

ganization, or of the seed vessel, or seed fluid,

and immediately makes it the commencing food,

the first material it uses in building up the new
house in which it is to dwell. In respect, too,

to the mystery of supernatural origin, it is as

much a new creation as though that unclothed
and immaterial power of life [whether in the ve-

*[This is ail nnwiuTantpd limitation. It refers evidently
to I i oil's lU'iiliiii; ;n luitiiri'. present an(lp£ist,as well as future;
aud especially' to the mystery of generation.—T. L.)
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getable or in the animal sphere] had for the first

time begun its manifestation in the universe. It

is the same Word, sounding on in nature, or, as

the Psalmist says, "running very swiftly,"

—

nvEvjia voepov, ividvTjTov, ivEpyeTiKov, Trav-o6i'va/xov,

'Kaariq Kivijanoyq Kivr/riKurepov, nal dia ttuvtcjv da/Kov,

6ia T7/V Ka6af>6TT/ra ; Wisd. of Sol.vii. 23, 24. It is the

transmission, not merely of an immaterial power
(though even as a power science can only talk

about it or find names for its phenomena), but
also of a law and an idea [votpbv as well as

evepyeriKuv, an intelligent working we may say)

representing, in this dimensionless monad force

the new life exactly as it represented the old in

all its variety, whether of form or of dynamical
existence,—in other words, trans)iiittiny the spe-

cies, or the specific life, as that which lives on,

and lives through, and lives beyond, all the ma-
terial changes that chemistry has discovered or

can ever hope to discover. Science may show how
this life is affected in its manifestations by the out-

ward influences with which it comes in contact,

the changes that may seem to enter even the

generic sphere, and it may thus rightly require
us to modify our outward views in respect to the

number and variety of strictly fundamental forms

;

but the transmission itself of the species (however
it may have arisen or been modified) into the

same form again of specific life, or the carrying
a power, a law, and an idea, in a way that nei-

ther chemical nor mechanical science can ever
trace,—this is the Divine secret towards which
the Darwinian philosophy has not made even an
approach. Its advocates know no more about it

than did the old philosophers who held a theory
precisely the same in substance, though diS"erent

in its technology. They talked of atoms as men
now talk of fluids, forces, and nebular matter;
but give them time enough, or rather give them
the three infinities of time, space, and numerical
quantity of conceivable forms, and they would
show us how from infinite incongruities falling

at last into congruity and seeming order, worlds
and systems would arise, though their form, their

order, and the seeming permanence arising from
such seeming order, would be only names of the
states that were; any other states that might
have arisen being, in such case, equally entitled

to the same appellations. Like the modern sys-

tems, it was all idealess, without any interven-
tion of intelligence either in the beginning or at

any stages in the process. It is astonishing how
much, in the talk about the Darwinian hypothe-
sis, these two things have been confounded,—the
possible outward changes in generic forms, and
the inscrutable transmission of the generic life in

the present species, or in the present individual.

The theory referred to is adapted only to an infi-

nity of individual things, ever changing out-

wardly, and which, at last, fall into variety of
species through an infinite number of trials and
selections, or of fortunate hits after infinite

failures. It makes no provision, however, for

one single case of the transmission of the same
specific life, either in the vegetable or the animal
w'orld. There it has to confess its ignorance,
thuugli it treats it sometimes as a very slight ig-

norance, soon to be removed. How pigeons,
tnken as an immense number of individual things,

undergo an eternal series of outward changes,

—

how existing pigeons spread into varieties, by
some being more lucky in their selections than
others—all this it assumes to tell us. But in the
presence of the great every day mystery, the
wonderful process that is going on in the indivi-

dual pigeon's egg, invisibly, yet most exactly,
typing the pigeon life that now is, it stands ut-
terly speechless. One of its advocates seems to

regard this as a very small matter, at present,
indeed, not fully understood as it will be, but of
little consequence in its bearing on the great
scheme. It has its laws undoubtedly, but the
principle of life, he maintains, is chemical,—that
is, it is a certain arrangement of matter. Now
this we cannot conceive, much less knoiv. We are
equally baffled whether we take into view the
grosser (as they appear to the sense) or the more
ethereal kinds of matter, whether as arranged in

greater magnitudes, or in the most microscopic
disposition of atoms, molecules, or elementary
gases constituted by them. We may attempt
still farther to etherealize by talking of forces,

motions [motions of what ?j heat, magnetism,
electricity, etc. They are still but quantities,

matters of more or less. And so the modern
chief of the positive school has boldly said : all

is quantity, all is number ; life is quantity,

thought is quantity (so much motion) ; what we
call virtue is quantity ; it can be measured. And
so all knowledge is ultimately mathematics, or

the science of quantity. There is nothing that

cannot be reduced, in its last stages, to a nume-
rical estimate. There is, moreover, just so much
matter, force, and motion in the universe,—ever
has been, ever will be. And there is nothing
else. But how life, a thing in itself dimension-
less, to say nothing of feeling, thought, and con-
sciousness, can come out of such estimates is no
more conceivable of one kind of matter, however
moving, than it is of another. Still more do we
fail to imagine how it can, in any way, be the

result of figure, arrangement, positicin, quantity,

or of axv^c-) '''Qs'?) Oiaig, as Leucippus and Demo-
CRiTUS called their three prime originating caus-
alities [see Aristot., Met. II. 4]. But so it is,

they still continue to insist, though chemistry has
searched long and could never find it, or even
" the way to its house," as is said. Job xxxvii.

20, of the light. Prof. Haeckel, of Jena, in his

Nalilrliche SchUpfungsgeschichte, maintains "that
all organized beings are potentially present in the

first matter of the nebular system." He looks

upon "all the phenomena of life as a natural se-

quence of their cheu>ical combination, as much as

if they were conditions of existence, though the

ultimate causes are hidden from us." There may
be some truth in what is said about conditions

[for conditions are not causes], but it is the other

remark that demands attention: "though the ul-

timate causes may be liidden from us." He
seems to regard this as avei-y slight circumstance,

which ought to have little ett'ect on the great ar-

gument of what calls itself tlie exact and "posi-

tive philosophy." There is yet indeed an unim-
portant break in the chain ; a link or two is to

be supplied ; that is all, they would say. But
what data have we for determining what is lack-

ing before the full circuit of knowledge is com-
pleted ? A most important inquiry this: how
great is the separation made by the unknown?
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Is it a few inches, or a space greater than the

stellar distances ? Is it a thin partition through
which the light is already gleaming, or is it avast
chasm, compared with which any difference be-

tween the most ancient and the most modern
knowledge is as nothing ? Is it something that

may be passed over in time, or is it the measure-
less abyss of infinity which the Eternal and Infi-

nite Mind alone can span ? "They are yet hid-

den from us," he says. Is there the least ray of

light in the most advanced science that shows us
that we are even approaching this mysterious re-

gion of causality? Is there any reason to think

that we know a particle more about it than Aris-

totle did, or those ancient positivists who talked

of (T,Y'7,««, Ta^/r, and lUaig, or any of those profound
thinkers of old whose better reasoned atheism

CiiuwoRTH has so fully refuted in his great

work ? And yet this professor of " exact sci-

ence " talks of his monera, the prototypes of the

protista, and how from these came neutral mon-
era, and from these, again, vegetable and animal
monera, just as freely as though he knew all

about it from his inch of space and moment of

time, or had not just admitted an ignorance
wliich puts him at an inconceivable distance from
that which he so confidently claims to explain.

For it should be borne in mind that science has
not merely failed to discover the principle of life,

as " positive knowledge ;" she cannot even co;?-

ceive it; she cannot form a theory of it which does

not run immediately into the old mechanical and
chemicallanguageof number and quantity, out of

which she cannot think, nor talk, without bring-

ing in the supernatural, and that, too, as some-
thing above her province. After what is told us
about the monera, etc., the writer proceeds to say:
" tliis once established, from eacli of the archetypes,

we have a genealogy developed which gives us
the history of the protozoan and animal king-

doms," etc., as though any thing had been estab-

lished, and he had not admitted his ignorance of

a prime truth without which lie cannot take a
step in the direction in which he so blindly

hastes. There is nothing new in this, in sub-

stance, though there may be much that is novel

in form and technology. It is the old philosophy
of darkness. It is as true of this modern school

as it was of the old cosmologists of whom Aris-
totle first said it, en vvKTuq navra yevvav, " that

they generate all things out of Night." This
bringing every thing out of the nebular chaos
through mechanical action and chemical affini-

ties, and these grounded on nothing else than
cx'iiJd, Ti'i^LQ, and 6i:a(c, is nothing more than the

Hesiodean generations, or the Love and Discord,
the attractions and repulsions, of Ejipeuocles.
It is the pantogony of these old world builders,

but without their splendid poetry.

"All organized beings in the first nebular mat-
ter," and that from eternity! Then, of course,

there has been no addition in time, no plus quan-
tity, or plus power, or any plus idea combined
with power; for that would be something which
previously was not. Newton was in the toad-

stool; for what is not in cannot come out, or be
developed; and so every toad-stool now contains
a Newton ; every fungus contains an academy of
science, or a school of "positive philosophy."

The carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, or still

earlier and more formless matter out of which
this thinking arises, is there, only in a different
rd^K; and Otaiq, perhaps. There has been no
more addition to nature in the physical develop-
ment of the rationalist commentator than in that
of the nD'^3 (Exod. viii. 17 ; Ps. cv. 31) or

Egyptian lice, whose immediate production he re-

gards as beneath the dignity of any supposed Di-
vine or supernatural action. And so there can
be no real or essential difference in rank. The
kinnim were as much in the first matter as the
phosphorus that thinks in the brain of the theo-
logian ; they had as high and as old a place. The
idea, too, of the kinnim was there, and all the
machinery of their development; so that there
was no saving of means or labor ; their immediate
genesis would cost no more, or be any more of a
belittling work, than their mediate, or developed
production. These insignificant creatures were
provided for from all eternity. But providing
mQuns foreseeing, foreknowing ; and language re-

volts. We cannot consistently talk atheism or
materialism in any human dialect ; God be
thanked for such a provision in the origin and
growth of speech. We can, indeed, say iu

words, as one of the boldest of this godless school
has said, ohne Phosphor kein Gedanke, " without
phosphorus no thought;" but then we must give
up the word idea as, in any sense a cause origi-

nating; for there could be no idea antecedent to

the phosphoric matter, or that order and position

of it, out of which idea, or the development of
thought, was to arise; that is, any idea of phos-
phorus before phosphorus. There is, then, nothing
eternal, immutable, undeveloped, or having its

being in itself, and to which, as an ideal stand-
ard, the terms higher and lower can be referred to

give them any meaning. For all risings of mat-
ter, or form, to higher forms regarded as any
thing else than simply unfoldings of previous
matter, or previous arrangements of forces, are
creations as much as any thing that is supposed
first to commence its being as a whole; since
more from less involves the maxim de nihilo, as
well as something from nothing in its totality. If

they were in that previous matter without a new
commandment, a new word, and a plus activity

accompanying it, then they are not truly a rising.

They are no more, in quantity, than what they
were ; and quantity is all. Quality, according
to CoMTE, is but a seeming; it is not a positive
entity, but only cxn^a, ra^ig, and Oeatg, an ar-
rangement of matter. T\xq potentiality , then, has
all that there is, or can be, in any actuality.

Even that inconceivable power which causes any
potentiality to be thus potential, is, itself, only a
potentiality included in the infinite sum of po-
tentiality, which, as a whole, is also, in some way,
caused to be what it is, and as it is. We say, in

some way ; for to say for some reason, would, at

once, be bringing id a new word, and a new idea,

utterly foreign to this whole inconceivable
scheme. According to the other philosophy,

Reason is " in the beginning,''' kv dpxv V^ o \6yoq
(.John i.: Prov. viii. 22). But here reason is ju-

nior to matter, something developed, and which
could, therefore, neither as intelligens nor as in-

telleclum, be made a ground of that from which
itself proceeds. We can never get out of this

labyrinth ; for the moment we bring iu a plus
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quaatity, or a plus activity, or a plus idea, or any

thia"- seemiug to be such, we oaly have a new

causative potentiality, and tliat demanding ano-

ther which is potential of it, and so on ad infini-

tum ; the inliuity, too, not proceeding from the

highest downward, but from the lowest stale [or

that which is next to nothiug], as being ihe first

possible manifestation of being in the universe of

conceivable things. Again, it may be asked, why

has not this infinite poteatiality, in this mfiriite

time, developed all things potential, so that pig-

eons should long since have become arch-angels,

and our poor, earthly, dying race long since

risen "to be as gods." Or how, if we shrink

from that, are we to avoid the converse conclu-

sion, that the whole state of things now actual,

now developed, is still infinitely low, and that the

hifjhfst and best in the sphere of soul, and thought,

and reason, is not only as yet undeveloped, but

infinitely far in condition, and eternally far in

time, from its true actuality,—if, in such a

scheme, highest and best have any real meaning.

It makes the lowest and most imperfect first, the

best and perfect last, or at such an infinite dis-

tance that it may be said they never come. Re-

ligion and the Scriptures just reverse this. They

put soul first, mind first, the Personal first, the

all Holy, the all Wise, the all Righteous, the all

Perfect, first, whilst every seeming imperfection

contributes to the manifestation of the infinite

excellency and infinite glory of the one separate

personal God who is first of all and over all.

How poor the science of Koheleth, it may be

said, and yet he has propounded here a problem

having regard to one of the most common events

of life, but which the ages are challenged to

solve : "As thou knowest not the way of the spi-

rit, or even how the bones do grow in the womb
of her that is with child, even so thou knowest

not the work of God who worketh all,"— 7JDn-r>X

the all, the great paradigm which He is bringing

out in space and time [ch. iii. 14], and for those

moral and spiritual ends to which the natural,

with all its changes, and all its developments, is

at every moment subservient In one sense, in-

deed, it has no plus quantities. All is provided

for in Him " who is the A and the i2, the First and

the Last, the apxf} nal riXoc, the Beginning and

the End." "All that God doeth is for the olam,

the Great Eternity" [iii. 14]. "Nothing can be

added to it or taken from it;" but this, instead

of excluding the supernatural, or shutting all

things up in nature, necessitates the idea that

there is a world above nature, a power, or rattier

an Eternal "Word [fi^ u rd TzdvTa avvEar7/Ke (Col.

i. 17)] in whom all things consist," or stand toge-

ther. This Word still speaks in nature. There,

still abides its constant voice, HpT 717301 np
IT- T T : \

[1 Kings xix. 12], susurriis aUrte tenuix, its "thin
still voice," that is heard "after the fire and the

wind," its 131 V^^> i's "whisper word," as

Job calls it, xxvi. 14 ; and then again there is the

"going forth" of its "mighty thunder voice,"

VniOJ CD>'1 which "none but God can under-

stand," speaking in its great periodic or creative

utterances, as it did of old, and as it shall speak

again, when it calls for the "new heavens and

}

the new earth," giving to nature its new move-
ment and its still holier Sabbath. It is this

greater utterance that brings into the natural de-

velopment its plus powers and plus ideas, not

from any undeveloped physical necessity, but
from a Divine fullness, not arbitrarily, but from
its own everlasting higher law.

Throughout all the seeming nature there re-

mains this mysterious, generative, life-giving

process in the vegetable, the animal, and espe-

cially in the human birth, as a constant symlaol

of the supernatural presence, or of the old un-
spent creative force, still having its witness iu

continually recurring acts, ever testifying tp the

great Divine secret that batfles science, and to the
explanation of which she cannot evea make au
ai:)proach.

There is an allusion to this mystery of genera-
tion, Ps. cxxxix. 13: "Thou didst possess my
reins [claim them as thine own curious work],
thou didst overshadow me in my mother's womb."
So also in ver. 15 : " My substance was not hid

from thee,"
—

''Di'^ my bone, the same symbolic

word that is here employed by Koheleth. In
fact, it was ever so regarded by the earliest mind,
as it must be by the latest and most scientific.

Koheleth simply expressed the proverbial mys-
tery of his day. It existed in the thinking and
language of the most ancient Arabians ; as is

evident from the use ISIohammed makes of it in

the Koran. His mode of speaking of it shows
that it was a very old query that had long occu-

pied the thoughts of men. Hence his adversa-

ries are represented as proposing it to him as a
test of his being a true prophet (see Koran Sur.

XVII. 78) : "They will ask thee about the spirit

ivA ^y say : the spirit is according

o

to the command of my Lord, and ye have been
gifted with knowledge but a very little icay."

When he says "the spirit is by the command of

my Lord," he has reference to a distinction that

was made (and very anciently it would seem) be-

tween the creation of spirit, and that of matter,

or nature strictly. The latter was through
media, steps, or growth, whilst spirit was imme-

diate, by the command of God, according to the

language of Ps. xxxiii. 9, or the frequent expres-

sion in the Ki)r.in which so closely resembles it,

\\^ 1 *r-^ ' "be, and it was." Al. Za-

jiAiviisHAUi, in his Commentary, p. 78o, 2, tells us

that the Jews bid the Koreish ask Mohammed
thi'ee questions—one about the mystery of "the
cave and the sleepers," one about Dhu l' Karnein,

and the third, this question about the spirit. If he

pretended to answer tliem all, or if he answered
neither of tliem, then he was no true prophet.

He answered the first two, but confessed liis ig-

norance of liie human soul, as being something

"the knowledge of which God had reserved to

Himself." Then he told them that there w.as the

same reserve in their law (the Old Testament)

which revealed to them notliing about the way of

the spirit, min "^ll. If Mohammed knew any

thing about the Bible (and there is but little re.i-

son in the contrary supposition), then it may be
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reasonably thought that in what is thus said of

him by the Koranic commentator, he had refer-

ence to such passages as tliis of Ecclesiastes

(compare also Eccles. iii. 21, nil J^T '0, " who
knoweth tlie spirit," etc.), or to the general re-

serve of the Old Testament respecting the soul,

or in a more special manner to Gen. ii. 7; vi. 3,

where there are ascribed to God the more direct

creation of, and a continued property in, the

human spirit. This would seem, too, from Ps.

civ. 1^9, to be asserted, in some sense, even of the

animal creation.—T. L.]

Ver. 0. In the morning sow thy seed.

—

The sowing of seed is here a figurative designa-

tion of every regular vocation or occupation, not

specially of benevolence; comp. Job iv. 8; Ps.

cxxvi. 5; 1 Cor. ix. 10, 11.—And in the eve-
ning -withhold not thine hand.—Literal,

"towards evening" (D^J^7), i. e., be diligent in

thy business from the early morning till the late

evening, ba incessantly active.—For thou
kno-west notv7hether shall prosper, either
this or that.— n« ""i^, not "what," but "whe-

ther ;" the expression refers, as it seems, to the

double labor, that of the morning and that of the

evening. "We are to arrange labor witli labor,

because the chances are equal, and we may there-

fore hope that if one fails, the other may suc-

ceed. God may possibly destroy one work—and
who knows which ? (comp. chap. v. 6) ; it is well

if thou then hast a support, a second arrow to

send " (IIitzig).—Or whether they shall

both be alike good

—

i. e., whether both kinds

of labor produce what is really good, substantial

and enduring, or whether the fruit of the one

does not soon decay, so that only the result of

the other remains. ^HNI) "together," as in

Ezravi. 20; 2 Chron. v. ^13'; Isa. Ixv. 25.

4. Second strophe. Vers. 7-10. Admonition to

calmness and content, ever mindful of divine

judgment, and consequently to the cheerful en-

joyment of the blessings of this life.—Truly
the light is sw^eet, and a pleasant thing
it is for the eyes to behold the sun. Hit-
ziG correctly gives the connection with the pre-

ceding: The tendency of the advice in vers. 1-6

(mainly in ver. 6) to secure guaranties in life, is

justified in ver. . 7. "Life is beautiful and
worthy of receiving care." Elster is less clear

and concise : " Such an energy of mental ac-

tivity (as that demanded in vers. 1-6) will only

be found where there is no anxious calculation

about the result ; but where man finds alone in

the increased activity of his mental powers, (?)

and in the intense striving after an eternal goal,

his satisfaction and reward," etc. The "light"
here stands for life, of which it is the symbol.
(Comp. Ps. xxxvi. 9; xlix. 19; Ivi. 13; Job
iii. 20). And so the expression: "to behold the

sun," for which see not only Ps. Iviii. 9; John
xi. 9, but also' passages in classic authors, e. g.,

Euripides, Iphig. in Aul. 1218: fj6v yap to 0«f
ft?J~£iv; also HiPPOL. 4: (pu( opuvreg ^Xinv;

Phoenis.s : El AEvaaei (pdog.—Ver. 8. But if a
man live many years. ^3 here greatly in-

creases the intensity of thought (comp. Job
vi. 21; Ilosea x. 5); it is consequently to have
no closer conuectiou with the I'oUowing LDH;

comp. Prov. ii. 3; Isa. x. 22, etc.—And rejoice
in them all; [Zockler renders: Let him re-

joice in them all] ;* therefore daily and con-
stantly rejoice, in harmony with the apostolic

injunction, ;i'a(pe-e TrdvroTE. See the " Doctrinal

and Ethical" to know how this sentence is to be
reconciled, in Koheleth's sense, with the truth

that all is vanity, and at the same time to be
defended against the charge of Epicurean levity.

—Yet let him remember the days of
darkness, for they shall be many. '3 is

here the relative, not the causal on ; comp.
the Septuagint : Kai iivrjcsQr/aeTM rhq rifiEpaQ rov

gk6tovq, on iroTilal haov-ai. " The days of dark-
ness are those to be passed after this life in

Scheol, the dark prison beneath the earth (chap,

ix. 10), the days when we shall no longer see

the pleasant light of the sun, or the period of
death;" comp. Job x. 21, f

.
; xiv. 22; Ps.

Ixxxviii. 12, etc.—All that cometh is vanity

;

that is, that cometh in this world ; everything
that exists in this life, consequently all men
especially; comp. chap. vi. 4; John i. 9. Never-
theless the translation should not be in the mas-
culine ; the Septuagint is correct : tvclv to epx6p.£-

vop, paTai677ig. The sense given by Vaihinger
and Elster is too broad : " All future things are
vanity." But even this is more correct than the

Vulgate and Luther, who refer HTd to the past.

Moreover the clause is a confirmation of what
precedes, though used without a connective, and
therefore making a still greater impression.

—

Ver. 9. Rejoice, O young man in thy
youth.—Here we again have a vividly emphatic
omission of the connective. That which the

previous verse recommended in general, is now
specially addressed to youth as that period of

life especially favorable to cheerful enjoyment,
and therefore, in accordance with God's will,

especially appointed thereto. But the necessary
check is indeed immediately placed upon this

rejoicing, by the reminder of the duty to forget

not that God will bring to judgment. 3 in

^(11173 does not give the cause or object of re-

joicing, but, as also in 'n)'3 in the following

clause (comp. Isa. ix. 2), the period and circum-
stances in which it is to occur. — And let
thy heart cheer thee in the days of thy
youth. f For this expression comp. i. 17

;

"[Xi. 8. nDty' D7D3. To take this as an exhortation:
~

: . T .

:

"Let him rejoice," etc., would not seem very congruous to what
follows: " let him remember the days of darkness," which is

certainly not a joyful thought. Our English translators h<.

inserted the conjunction : "and in them all rejoice," which
gives the spirit of the passage, although there is no 1 in the
Hebrew. The better way is to regard the particles ""2 and

X as affecting both the futures, the second as well as the

first, whilst the third, introduced by the conjunction, is the

one exhortation of the sentence, to which the others are

preparatory: "For it' n. man shall live many years, if he
shall rejoice in them all," <ir as it is elliptically, J'et most
literally, expressed in the Metrical Version

—

Yet if a man live many years, in all of them rejoice,

The days of darkness let him not forget.

Or it may be the imperative style with the conditional

aspect : let him live, let him rejoice, (that is, though he live,

though he rejoice) yet let him remember, etc. In such a
rendering there is no discord in the thought.— T. L.]

t[Ver. 9. Trin^n3> a rising upon the word flHT

childhood, as is seen by the parallelism. It is the period of
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iii. 18; vii. 25, etc. The heart delights the

whole man in proportion as it itself is 310, that

is, of good cheer.—And walk in the -ways
of thine heart, ;'. e., in the ways in wliich it

will go; follow it. Comp. Isa. Ivii. 17 and for

the tlioiiglit above chap. ii. 10.—And in the

sight of thine eyes, i. e., so that thy ob-

serviition of things shall form the rule for thy

conduct, (comp. iii. 2-8). This is in accord-

ance with the k'ri HXl^B, which is attested by

all versions and manuscripts ; the ketib ''?<"1^3

which is preferred by Hengstenberg and others,

would designate the multitude of the objects of

sight as the rule for walking, which, as Hitziq

correctly observes, would be an intolerable

zeugma. We moreover decidedly condemn the

addition of N^ before HNirDJl : "and not accord-

ing to the sight of thine eyes," as is found in the

Codex Vaticanus of the Si!plu<i(/int, and in the

Jewish llaggada; for the passage in Numb.
XV. 39, that probably furnished the inducement

to this interpolation, is not, when rightly com-
prehended, in antagonism with the present ad-

monition; for quite as certain* as the allusion is

there to amorous looks of lust, is it here, on the

contrary, to an entirely innocent use of siglit, and
one well-pleasing to God.—But know thou,
that for all these things God will bring
thee to judgment. Comp. Job xi. 6. TUe

judgment (DDl^O) is very certainly not merely

to be considered as one of this world, con-

sisting of the pains of advanced age (Hitzig),

described in chap. xii. 1, if., or of human desti-

nies as periods of the revelation of divine re-

tributive justice in general (Clericus, Winzer,
Knobel, Elster, etc.). The author rather has
in view the "judgment" in the absolute sense,

the great reckoning after death, the last judg-
ment, as the parallels Ps. cxliii. 2 ; Job xiv. '6

;

xix. 29, etc.,\ incontestably show (comp. also Heb.

commencing manhood. Its etymological sense would be the
choice period of life, from "in3 primary sense, that of ex-

ploring, proving (the keen eye), hence choosing, selecting

that which is most precious. Krom this the iJea of excel-

lence, superiority. la the noun 1-in3, it is taken coUec-
T

tively for the youth, the choice young men, as in Isaiah xl.

29, where, in the parallelism it is a rising on CD'^VJ, "tUe

youtlis shall be we;iry, even the young men shall utterly
tail." Here it is an abstract noun in the ffiii. plural, to de-
note intensity. We have tlie masculine plural in tlie same
way, Numli. xi. 2S. It is of the same form, in the masculine,
With CD'ipf a" intensive form to denote extreme feebleness

of age. This is the direct opposite.—T. L.l

*[How is it " certain," unless it be that the hard necessities

of this exegesis demand such an assertion? The two ex-
pressions are precisely alike, lioth in their letter and their
spirit. There is iiotliiiigsaid. Numb. xv. ;i9, about 'amorous

looks," since the word 'Jt applies to any evil desire, any

going away after the eye (see Ps. Ixxiii. 27), and is often

used of idolatry. TUe term PIXIO. which is so much used

of female beauty, suggests the idea here, more than any
tiling in the other passage. Kverywheie else this kind of
laugiiuge, "following the heart," the "desires of tlie heart."
'•j^'.iiig after the eye,'- the setWB (compare .lob xxxi. 7), is used
in mciUtm purtem,iun\ to give it just the contrary sense h>-re,

as something "well pleasing to God," is to abandou evi-ry

safe guide in interpretaiioii. See the remarks on the solemn
and sorrowful irony of this passage, iu connection with
i.'v. 7-9: Note on the Alleged Kpicureanism of Kolieleth

;

p. 132.—T. L.]

i-[Still more striking allusions to such a Judgment may

ix. 27; X. 27); the preludes of the final judg-
ment belonging to this life come into view only
as subordinate. Neither ver. 8 of this chapter,
nor chap. ix. 10 are opposed to this ; for Kobe-
let h in these teaches not an eternal, but only a
long sojourn in Scheol. Our interpretation re-

ceives also the fullest confirmation in chap. iii.

17 as in chap. xii. 7, 14.—Ver. 10. Therefore
remove sorrow from thy heart. The posi-
tive command to rejoice, is here followed by the
warning against the opposite of rejoicing D>'3

"sorrow, dissatisfaction;" the Srptuayint, Vul-
gate, Geiee, etc.. most unfittingly render it

"anger," just as he following, n^*"l which means

"evil, misfortune," they render, "wickedness,"
(nui'T/pia, vuiUtia). The recommendation to

cheerfulness instead of sadness and melancholy
(comp. Mai. iii. 1-4; Isa. Iviii. 3) is here clearly

continued ; comp. chap. ix. 7, If. For Tt^B in

the second clause, comp. chap. v. 6. — For
childhood and youth are vanity. The

figure (ri^intyn a later expression for "inC';

comp. the Talmudic H'^riK'), and the thing com-

pared (n-nTn also a later word) are here, as in

chap. v. 2 ; vii. 1, connected by a simple copula.
Koheleth would have written more clearly, but
less poetically and effectively if he had said
"for as the dawn of the morning so is the period
of youth all vanity" («. e., transitory, fleeting,

comp. vii. 6 ; ix. 9).

[Koheleth's Description of Old Age, chap,
xii.—The imagery and diction of this remarkable
passage show it to be poetry of the highest order

;

but it presents a very gloomy picture. Even aS
a description of the ordinary state of advanced
life, it is too dark. It has no relief, none of
those cheering features, few though they may
be, which Cicero presents in his charming trea-

tise De Senectute. As a representation of the old

age of the godly man, it is altogether unfitting.

Compare it with the HDID nD't^, the "good old

age" of Abraham and David, Gen. xv. 15,1 Chron.
xxix. 28, the serene old age of Isaac, the hon-
ored old age of Jacob, the hale old age of Moses
and Joshua. See how Isaiah (xl. 30, 31) de-

scribes the aged who wait upon the Lord: " The
youths may faint and be weary, even the young
men may utterly fail, but they who wait on Je-
hovah shall renew their strength, they shall

mount up on wings as eagles, they shall run and
not be weary, they shall walk and not faint."

A more direct contrast is furnished by the stri-

king picture of aged saints, Ps. xcii. 15: They
are like the grandaeval cedars of Lebanon;
" planted in the house of the Lord, they shall

still bring forth fruit in old age ; they shall be
fat and flourishing" (more correctly, "still re-

sinous and green"), be evergreens; or, as Watts
has most beautifully paraphrased it,

The plants of grace shall ever live;

Nature decays, but grace must thrive;

be found Ps. i. 6 ; Job xxi. 30, the TX iZDV, the tDV

nnn^'i the dies (rm (irarum) " to which the wicked are ro-

servtd ;" as also to Psalm xlix. 15, "the morning (1p37)

in which the just shall triumph."—T. L.]
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Time that lioth all tliinjcs else impair,
Still makes them tliiuiish. stroug and fair.

Laden with fruits ot'a'^e they show,
The Lord is holy, juht aiul true;
None that attend llis giti-s shall find,

A God uut'aitht'ul or unkind.

Another very striking contrast to this is that pic-

ture which Solomon twice gives us in tlie Pro-

verbs xvi. 31, and xx. 29, "the hoary head a

crown of glory when found in the way of righ-

teousness." But one supposition remains; the

picture here given is the old age of the sensual-

ist. This appears, too, from the connection. It

is the " evil time," the "day of darkness " that

has come upon the youth who was warned in the

language above, made so much more impressive by
iis tone of forecasting irony. It is the dreary
old age of the young man who would " go on in

every way of his heart, and after every sight of

his eyes,"—who did not " keep remorse from his

soul, nor evils from his Hesh "—and now all these

things arc come uj^on him, with no such allevia-

tions as often accompany the decline of life. Such
also might be the inference from the words with
which the verse begins : " Remember thy Crea-

tor while the evil days come not " (N/ *ltyX n>').

It expresses this and more. Tlicrc is a ncgaiive

prohibitory force in the It^X Ij,' : So remember

Him that the evil days come not,—" before they

come," implying a warning that such coming will

be a consequence of the neglect. Piety in j'outh

will prevent such a realizing of this sad picture
;

it will not keep olF old age, bat it will make it

cheerful and tolerable, instead of the utter ruin
that is here depicted.

Another argument is drawn from the charac-

ter of the imagery. The general representation

is that of the decay of a home, or rather of a
household establishment, as a picture of man go-

ing to his eternal house, his nD^l>^ r\'3, aidlov

oiKTjatv. This earthly house [k-iyEioq o'lKia, 2 Cor.

V. 1) is going to ruin, but the style of the habi-
tation is so pictured as to give us some idea of
the character of the inhabitant. It is not the
cottage of the poor, nor the plain mansion of the
virtuous contented. It is the house of the rich
man (Luke xvi. 19) who has " fared sumptuously
(^Xaa-puq, splendidly) every day." The outward
figure is that of a lordlj' mansion,—a palace or
castle with its "keepers," its soldiers, or "men
of might," its purveyors of meal and provisions,
its watchers on the turrets. It is a luxurious
mansion with its gates once standing wide open
to admit the revellers, now closing to the street.

The images that denote these different parts of
the body, the different senses or gates of entrance
to the soul, are all so chosen as to indicate the
kind of man represented. It is the eye that
looked out for every form of beauty, the mouth
(the teeth) that demanded supplies of the most
abundant and delicious food. It is the ear that

sought for "singing women," TU'D r\ij3 ^2,

the loudest and most famed of the " daughters
of song." And so, too, the appurtenances at the
close of the description, the hanging lamps, the
golden bowl, the costly fountain machinery all

falling into ruin, present the same indications of
character, and of the person represented.

Another very special mark of this may be
traced in the expression njI'DXri "ISm ver. 5,

rendered, "desire shall fail," rather, "shall be
frustrated," still raging but impotent. How
characteristic of the old sensualist, and yet how
dilferent from the reality in the virtuous old age
that has followed a temperate and virtuous youth!
See how Cicero speaks of such failure of de.sire

as a release, a relief, instead of a torment : libcn-

tcr vera istinc, tanquam a domino farioso, profugi ;

De Senectule, 47. This view is rendered still

stronger, if we follow those commentators who
would regard Hjr^X as denoting an herb used

for the excitement of failing desire: It shall fail

to have its effect. The meaning seems plain,
however, as commonly taken, and there is, per-
haps, no good reason for departing from the ety-

mological sense. Everything goes to show that
Watts has rightly paraphrased the passage

—

Behold the agi^d sinner goes.
Laden with guilt and heavy woes,
Down to the regions of the dead.

The soul returns murmuringly to God, as though
with its complaint of the cruel and degrading
treatment it had i-eceived from "the fleshly na-
ture" "in the earthly house," or as a wailing
ghost "driven away" (see Prov. xiv. 32), naked
and shivering into the uncongenial spiritual

sphere.

It is in view of such a life, and such a death,
that we see the force of the closing exclamation—
" vanity of vanities—all vanity !" As a finale

to the life and death of the righteous, even if the
writer, like Solon, had had reference only to this

world, it would have seemed inharmonious and
out of place. If we regard it, however, as Solo-
mon's picture of himself repenting in extremis,

then may we indulge a more cheerful hope in

regard to its close, though still with the wail of
vanity as its mournful accompaniment. One
thing seems almost certain. Such a description
as this, so sad, so full of feeling, must have been
written by one who had had some experience of
the situation described. There is a pathos about
it that indicates personality, and a personal re-

pentance. If so, no one is so readily suggested
as the king of Israel, whose fall into sensuality
and idolatry is so vividly described, 1 Kings xi.,

where the divine judgments upon him are also
fully set forth. His repentance is not there men-
tioned, but it maj' be because this book of Kohe-
leth, which he left behind him a§ his brief spiri-

tual autobiogrfiph}', contained such amjjle evi-

dence of the fact.—T. L.].

5. Third strophe. Chap. xii. 1-7. An admo-
nition to fear God during youth, and not to leave

this till old age, the period when approaching
death announces itself through many terrors

—here depicted in a series of poetical figures

drawn from the various realms of nature and
human life.—Remember no^v thy Creator
in the days of thy youth. For the plural

lD'X^IS see chap. v. 8 preceding. The word

"remember " ("^3') is, of course, a remembering
with becoming reverence, as well as with a feel-

ing of gratitude for the many blessings received.

It is therefore substantially the same with the

fear expressly recommended in chap. xii. 18,

and in substance, at least, in chap. xi. 9, second
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clause.

—

"While the evil days come not.

Literally, "until not," i. e., " before ;" just as in

ver. 2 and in the later recapitulation ver. 6.

The "evil days,'' and the ''years " following are

naturally the years of old age, of the period

immediately preceding death, in contradistinc-

tion to the joyous period of youth.—Ver. 2.

"While the sun, or the light,* or the moon
or the stars be not darkened. The darken-

ing of the sun and the light must here be syn-

onymous \vi4h the diminishing and the saddening

of the joys of life, as is experienced in advanced

age. A more special interpretation of the sun

and the light, as well as of the moon and the

stars (only added to finish the description), is

inadmissible, and leads to platitudes, as is the

case with Glassius, OETixa, and F. W. Meter,
who think of the darkening powers of the mind
or with Wedel, who would interpret the sun by

the heart, the moon by the brain, the stars by

the bowels (!), and the clouds and rain, even,

by the catarrhal rheums of old age (!). More-

over the darkening of sun, moon and stars is a

favorite figure for seasons of misfortune, punish-

ment and judgment; comp. Joshua iii. 4; ii. 10;

Amos viii. 9; Isa. xiii. 10; Ezek. xxxii. 7;

Acts ii. 20 ; Rev. vi. 12. The same is also found

in classic authors, e. ff.,
Catullus viii. 3 ; Fulsere

quondam candidi tibi soles ; Martial Epigr. v.

20, 11 : Bonosque, soles efugere atque abire sentit.—
Nor the clouds return after the rain.

That is, one calamity follows another, one season

of misfortune begins where the other ceases.

The rainy season, or winter, is therewith de-

scribed, in contrast to the mere showers or pass-

ing thuniler storms of summer. Old age is

symbolized as the winterf (or autumn of life, as

it has previously been termed the approaching

night; comp. Job xxix. 3; where the mature

age of man is designated as "the days of autumn"
('H'ln 'D''.). So we too sometimes speak of the

evening, the autumn, and the winter of life.

—

"Vers. 3-5. A more intimate figurative descrip-

tion of old age's infirmity and proximity to

death. This is here represented under the

figure of a house whose inhabitants, formerly

cheerful and animated, now become weak, inac-

tive and sad. Umbreit and Elster condemn
this view as harsh and devoid of taste, and con-

Bider the passage rather as a poetic description

of the day of death, which is represented under
the figure of a fearful tempest, sec especially

GuuLiTT, Sludien und Kritiken, 18G5, II., p. 331,

ff. (comp. p. 27, preceding). Comp. also the

*[Ver. 2. "Whilst the sun or the light." This is not a tau-

tology; nor does it mean the light as an clemtnt. That
woulil be too abstract for such a writing as this. Auen
Ezra gives a good interpretation in referring it to the morn-
ing ligld that precetles the snn rising. Tliis is essentially

the same with theliglit of the sun, but is phenomenally and
pooticiiUy different.—T. U.

t Ver. 2. "And the clouds return after the rain.'' There is

no need of ref;arding this as di'noting the winter season. It

repre.sents the subjective state of tlie old man. In youth
the Funshine is predominant. The cloudy days are little

remembered. The sun is ever comiiiR out, or as it is ex-

pressed in the beautiful language of 2 Sam. xxiii. 4, it is ever

TL3*30 nJ3, " clear shining after rain." In old age, espe-
T T *

-•

cially the old ase of the sensualist, who has no spiritual sun
to cheer him, it is just the reverse. The clouds seem ever
coming b.ack. It is all dark, or the ii^WJrvals of sunshine
seem brief and evaaesceut.—I. li. \

subsequent remarks under the head of Doctrinal

and Ethical.

—

In the daywhen the keepers
of the house shall tremble. The humau
body is often compared to a house* or a tent,

e. ff., Isa. xxxviii. 12 ; Wisdom ix. 15 ; Job iv. 19;

2 Cor. V. 1, flf. ; 2 Peter i. 13, f. So also in pro-

fane writings, e. g., in the Arabian poet Hariri,
(Rueckert's Ed., p. 293); in Vii-gil, Eneid VI.,

734. The "keepers of the house" are the arms
with the hands, that are intended to protect

the body, but which become tremulous in aged
persons. Tliese are considered as outside of the

house, but as closely belonging to it. For the

use of the hands as protection and armor for the

body, comp. Galen, deusupartium I.. (4 0pp. ed.

Kueun T., III., p. 8).

—

And the strong men
shall bow themselves. That is, evidently

the legs, whicli in old age lose their muscular
power; whilst in the young, strong man they
may be compared to marble columns, (comp.

Song of Solomon v. 10), they now shrink and
become feeble, and crooked. Comp. the •crooked
knees" of Job iv. 4; the "weak knees" of Ps.

cix. 24; "the feeble knees," Isa. xxxv. 3; Heb.
xii. 12; also 3 Mac. iv. 5. "Men of strength,"

is, on the contrary, a designation for valiant

warriors: Judges xx. 44; 2 Sam. xi. 16; 2 Kings
xxiv. 1(3 ; and to these especially strong legs are

very necessary: see Ps. cxlvii. 10; 2 Sam. i. 23,

etc.—And the grinders ceasef because

they are few. nUTJiSn "the grinding maids"

are to be construed as referring to the teeth, as

is also shown by 't^J.'O ''3, "for they have become

few," and by the subsequent mention of the
" sound of the mill," i. e., of the human speech

proceeding from the wall of the teeth (ver. 4).

The closeness of the comparison between humau
teeth and a mill is proved by the designation
" grinders," for the molar teeth in many lan-

guages, e. ff., in the Syriac (HUnU), in the Greek
(ji'vAaKpoL iJ.oXo6ovT£g), in the Latin [molares).

The feminine form is in allusion to the custom

*[Ver. 3. ri'|n "'lOti', " 2Vie keepers of the Jiouse." niT-

zio recognizes the comparison, throughout, of the hnmaa
body to a house, but he trilles when be s.iys, tliat this is

suggested by the mention of the rain in ver. 2, and that the
figure is used because a house is made of loam and white
bricks that are dissolved and worn away by the showers,

Kvery thing goes to show that there is had in view, rather,
the decay of some lordly mimsion, the richly furnished houso
of some Dives, " wlio had fared sumptuouslj- every day,'" of
of a castle with its apparatus of war and luxury, as wo have
said p. 153.—T. L.j

*['Ver. 3. ^7£33. " The grinders fail." It is rendered cease
: T

in our E. V. ZoCKLer, feiem, to rest, keep holiday. Qe-
SENius, the same, feriali sunt. It is one of the words of this

book reckoned to the later Hebrew. It is common, how-
ever, to all Shemitic tongues, and there is no reason wliy it

should be regarded as either unhebraic, or as late iu the
Hebrew. Those who i\rguo from its rare, or single, occur-
rence, should show that there is any other place iu the
sianty Hidirew writings we have, where it would have been
more suited ti> the iilea than the wo"-d or words used. The
rendering of ZiiCKi.F.R and (IesENIUS would make it synony-

mous with I^2\y, but this is not its sense iu the Arabic
~ T

and Syriac, and an cx.amination of passages would show
how unsuitable it would have been as a substitute Ibr i12iy,
to Ci:ase, rest, keep holiday, in any of the many places where
the latter occurs. Its true sense is to fail, or ratliei', /o be

worn out, to become useU'ss. It may, therefore, be regarded
as an old Hebrew word, but as used in this pbice only, be-

ca\ise it is the only one iu which its peculiar sense was re-

quired.—T. L.|
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of all antiquity, according to which female slaves

performed the grinding with hand-mills (Ex.

xi. 5; Job xxxi. 10; Isa. xlvii. 2; Matt. xxiv.

41), and is also in harmony with the use of yd

(tooth) as feminine, occurring in Prov. xxv. I'J.

—And those that look out of the windows
be darkened. These are the eyes,* that are

here the more fittingly designated as OlXin
r>13TX3, because TJ^ the " eye" is feminine, and

since the eyelids, in other passages compared to

the threads of a net (Prov. vi. 25), are here

clearly compared to the bars of a grate or to the

grating (ni^yiX), and since also it was very natu-

ral to present the eyes, the most noble of all our
organs, as the mistresses of the house, who look

quietly out into the exterior world, but the teeth

on the contrary as the servants or slaves. Comp.
CiCEBO Tusc. I., 20: Oculi quasi fenestrse sunt

animi ; foramijia ilia, guse patent ad animum a cor-

pore, callidissimo arlificio natura fabricata est; also

Lactantius, de opif. Dei, c. 8 ; Clemens, Stro-

mata, VII., p. G85, | . See also the Cabalistic

theory of the seven openings or doors of the

head, of which the two sockets of the eyes are

the most elevated and distinguished (Jezira, c.

4; comp. Talmud tract, Schabb. p. 152, col. 1;

BuxTORF, Florileg. p. 320). Those looking out

of the windows are said to be darkened with

reference to the feebleness of sight in old per-

sons, e. g., Isaac (Gen. xxvii. 1), Jacob (Gen.

*[Ver. 3. "And they wlio look out of the windows be

darkened" (r\i3"1X3 niX^n). Alf agree that this means
•. -:t t

the eyes in respect to the body ; but what does it stand f.ir

iu the figure, or parallel repreSfUtation of the mansion? To
this ZocKLER does not advert except in what he says about the
"mistresses,"' which is very inadequate and unpicturesque.
His remarks, too, about the eyelids, and "the threads of a
net," with his reference to Prov. vi. 25, are fanciful pretti-

nesses, which seem out of place in so serious yet so animated
a description. The question is, what places and persons are
meant? There is something here instructive of the charac-
ter of the house that is pictured. As it had "its strong

men," its TTIil 'tyji^! so these are the castle-watchers
who look out from the turrets, or rather, at or hy tlie turrets

(3 instead of 0)- If wo are to be governed by the gender

of mXT, wo should think of women employed for that pur-
pose, which would suit well enough,—the strong men being
otherwise employed—but the gender may have been con-
trolled by the thought of the ttiing represented, the eyes,

vrhich in llebrew, are feminine. The word, HUIX, does

not mean the ordinary windows of a house (tID' J wH), I>ut

some opening high up, in the roof, or in a turret. This is

shown trom all its uses, as in Gen. vii. 11, viii. 12, 2 Kings
vii. ly, Isa. xxiv. 15, Malachi iii. 10, in all of which places it

is rendered the windows of heaven (supposed openings iu
the sky) Hosea xiii. 3, where it means chimiuys, And Isa.

Ix. 8, where it is used diminutively for the openings in the
dove houses. Here, therefore, it must mean turret windows
or openings, where the watchers are stationed, and this is in
harmony with the usual sense of the verb 31X, to lie in
w lit, to watch. There is a striking pictorial propriety in this
which has led to similar representations by other ancient
writers. "Thus" the sight (says Plato in the Timieus,
90 A),

'I
as the noblest of the senses, is placed in the highest

part" 67r' a/cpto tiu <Tu>ixaTi. So CiCERO De Nat. Deorum, II.,

140, Seyisus autem, interpretes ac nuiUii rerum, in capite,
tanquam in arce. cnllocati sunt : "The senses, as interpreters
and messengers of things without, are placed in the head as
in a watch tower." " And this," he says, "is especially true
of the eyes as watchers:" nam oculi, tanquam speculatnres,
altissimum locum ohtinent, ex quo plurima conspicientes fun-
gantur sun jnuni're. Compare also JTenophon Memarabilia
Lib. I., ch. iv. 11, where we have the same idea as in the
well-known passage from Ovid Met. I., 86

:

0$ homini sublime dedit, coelumque tueri,

Jussit, et erectos ad sidera tullere vuttus.—T. L.]

27

xlviii. 10), Eli (1 Sam. iii. 2), Ahia (1 Kings
xiv. 4), etc. ; comp. also Ps. Ixix. 23 ; Lam. v. 17 ;

Deut. xxxiv. 7.—Ver. 4. And the doors shaU
be shut in the streets. Namely, the mouth*
whose upper and lower lips are compared to the

two sides or folds of a door (O^H/T) ; comp,

Ps. cxli. 3 ; Micah vii. 5 ; Job xli. G. p^li^i

literally, "on the street," points to the function
of the mouth as a means of communication with,

llie outer world, whether by the reception of

food or the sending out of words or other sounds
As the latter reference is not so close, and woulJ
anticipate the subsequent clause, we are doubt-
less to think of the mouth as the organ of eating,

and the shutting of the doors as an allusion to

the feeble appetite of old men, [in this Ewald is

correct, in opposition to Knobel, Vaihinger,
etc^. Herzfeld and Hitzig are entirely to«

artificial: " the lips of the toothless mouth cling

together ;" but Hengstbnberg also says: "the
shutting of the doors refers to the difficulty of

hearing in old men, a common infirmity with tliera

that would not be wanting here" (• !).
—"When

the sound of the grinding is low. Zuck-
ler translates: "the voice of the mill." The
mill is the teeth, -j- according to ver. 3 ; its voice

*[Ver. 4. "And the dnnrs shall be shut in the streets;" <>t

rather, " the doors to the street " (the street doois) are shut
(becoming! shut, closiwj ; see Metrical Version). The referenca
of tbis to tlie mouth, which began with Jerome, has been
the occasion of much false intt rpreiation, both here and in

what follows. The dual number is just as applicable to tht)

eyes and ears as to the lips It agrees, tberelbre, far liettef

with the whole context, to take it as Hengstenbekg does of
the ears closing to sounds, or rather, of all the enses, iis

the avenues to the outer world. To say that this is too le-

mote or abstract a sense for Koheletn, is to overl ok the
wholci scope of this most thoughtful repiesentatiun. and to

fail in appreciating tlie spirit of its grand poetry. The old
sensualist, he who had lived so much abroad, and so littl" at
home, is sliut in at last. Again, the language is inconsistent
with the other and more limited view. With no propriety
could the mouth be called the street door, through which the
master of the house goes abroad ; especially when rigtrded,
as this interpretation mainly regards the mouth, in its eating
(r masticating function It is rather the door to the inte-
rior, the cellar door, that leads down to the stored or con-

sumed provision, the stomach, or belly. The w^rd pit^3

whether we render it in the street, or to the street, would be
altogether out of place in such a narrow view, and more
especially since p-ltl/ has such a wide meaning {platea, wide

pl.ace, foras, abroad), comp. v. 6, Prov. vii. 5, Canlic. iii. 2.

-T. L.]

f [Ver. 4. " When the sound of the grinding is low." In ver.

3 the nijni3, or female servants who grind the meal in the

rich mansion, undoubtedly represent the teeth ; that is, the
term is directly metaphorical. HiTe, on the other luind,

runtSn, the grinding. Of the mill, is not so much meta-
T~:

phorical as illustrative. It is to be taken, therefore, in its

primary sense as a fact showing the old m;in's dulii.ess of

hearing. The most familiar and hou.'-ebold sounds, such as

that of the grinding mill, are faintly distiiiguislied The
making it represent the mouth masticating, as a mill giiiid-

ing, has given rise to a great many disagreeable and very

unpoetical images, marring, as Stuart admits, the otherwise

admirable propriety, or keeping, of the picture. The mill,

it is said, is the old man's collapsed mouth ; the low sound

of the grinding is the mumbling noise made by his feeble

chewing, the "sinking daughters of song" are his fei-ble

piping. Commentators seem to have vied with each other

here in the exercise of their ingenuity. Some of these most
unpoetical critics have referred the low grinding sound to

the rumbling noises in the belly and stomach arising from

poor digestion (see their names in Geier, also the commen-
tators cited in Pole's Synopsis). Stuart saj-s ti ul-, :

' none of

these interpretations (whether referring to the chewing or the

piping, or the digestion) are very inviting," and yet be is not

prepared to give any other. He says well that " e iiing seems

to be dispatched in the 3d verso, and there is an incongruity
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is not, however, the noise caused by the chewing

of food—which woukl be very harsh and un-

natural (contrary to Ewalu, e( al.), but human
speech breathed out, as it were, from the wall

of the teeth [^ipKog u66itu)v], that voice which iu

old ao-e usually becomes weaker aud lower.

—

And he shall rise up at the voice of the

bird. ZoCKLER translates: '-audit seems like

the voice of the sparrow." Ewald and HiTZiG

are correct [in regard to the impersonal render-

ing of D-ip'J with reference to Isa. xxi;^^. 24,

where also a weak voice is compared to the low
chirping, if not of the sparrow, at least of some
other small birds. It is usually rendered [Sept.,

Vulf/., Luther, Knobel, Vaihinger, etc.: "and
he rises up at the voice of the birds," i. e., in the

early moruing—which might also afford an allu-

sion to the sleeplessness of old men. But it is

more than doubtful whether li-Ji'n 7lp7 D^p

should express this sense of early rising. In-

stead of O-i,"?' we should in that case have ex-
I T

pected "llj?'.. And early rising is by no means

a general custom of old men, aud—what seems
more weighiy than all the rest—the context re-

quires a reference to tlie low, whispering speech

of old men; see the following clause. For

7 Dip in the sense here given to it, comp. Zeph.

iii. 8; 1 Sam. xxii. 13.—And all the daughters
of music shall be brought low, that i.s, all

the songs in which the old man endeavors to

join, but which he utters ouly with a trembling,

aud scarcely audible voice. The " daughters "

of a thiug means in Hebrew style its special or

in supposing it to be again introduced here.'" The incon-

gruity li all the greater Ironi bringing this lowest p irt of

tliB human economy (even if it liad not already had place

enougli) Ijctweun the two noblest senses; for what foUow.s

(I'lyn 71*J3), undoubtedly refers to the hearing; or else

(which would indeed be most strange) there is no noticis

taken at all of this most important function. We would not
hesitate, therefore, to refer this clause also to that sense.

There is, too, a wonderful pictorial propriety in it, when we
consiiier the importiint part which this grinding, and ils

constant sound, must have borne in an ancient wealthy man-
sion. Kroni the w.int of outside mills, this donjestic occu-

pation was in continual deman<l for the daily provisioning;

and, in a large house, or castle, it must have cmploy>-d a
great many servants. It was generally done by women, and
to this our Saviour refers. Matt. x.\lv. 41, Luke xvii. 36:

"Tivo women shall be grinding together." Tliey must have
been constantly at work to supply the demand for bread at

every meal. JJay and night " the sound of the grinding"
was heard, like that whicli proceeded from the tired and
drowsy female slaves in the house of Ulysses; as described
iu the Odi/ssey XX., 109:

At fJ-Gf ap' aWai ev5ov, ewei Kara nvphv aKeaaav,
H' 6e fxi' ovTTio navcT, ac()arpoTiiT>) S' ereTUKTO,

*H pa ju.vAiji' a"T>)(raa"tt, cTro? i^olto, arjiia o.faKTt.t

The rest had lain them down to sleep, their weary task w;us

done;
One still kept on the ceaseless toil, the weakest of thera all

;

yS Ueu suildeuly she stopped the mill, and spake aloud tlio

sign.

The account is very touching. It is very late at night, and
near the dawn. These poor wearied creatures, who had
been grinding all day for the rapacious suitors, finish their

long t.isks, one after another, and lie down, overcome by
fatigue anil drowsiness, until one alone is left in her late

liour of toil. In answer to the prayer of Ulysses, Z''U3 had
given the signal thunder in the early clomiless sky. Startled

at the sound she stops th« mill, and hails it as a signal of

deliverance, whilst UlyssVs recognizes her words as an
auspicious omen. \

There washirdly any park of tlie diy or night when this

work was not Loing on with its ee.i--ele.<3 ionise. It was,

iudoud, a sign, theu, that tho senses w^re fuiliug iu their

specific announcement or utterance ; comp. the

Rabbinic /Ip D2 as well as the expression

"Son of fruitfulness," Isa. v. 1, etc. Hitzig is

correct, and Henostenberg substantially so, who
understands by the "daughters of song " the
qualities required in singing. But Knobel is

arbitrary, who, with Herzfeld, sees in the
.singers only singing birds (according to which
the failing here described would be the deafness
of the old man) ; Vaihinger sees an allusion to

the organs of singing ; and, finally, Umbreit
and Elster understand the passage to be about
the low flight of birds, and their uneasy flutter-

ing at an approaching thunder storm.—Ver. 5.

The discourse continues to depend on p 0^^2 at

the beginning of the third verse, if not gram-
matically, at least logically.—Also TRrhen they
shall be afraid of that ^which is high ; i. «.,

of ascending an eminence which would be diffi-

cult on account of their sunken chests, and short

breath ; a remark in sympathy with what pre-

cedes concerning the feeble voice of old men.
Nearly all modern commentators are correct on
this point, as is now Ewald, who formerly trans-

lated: " when they shall be afraid of the Lofty

One," that is of God, the one supremely lofty.

—

And fears shall be in the w^ay ; namely,
"threaten" them, "meet" them, who are too

l.ime and weak easily too avoid such friglits.

For the abstract form of the plural ''rinnn,

see Ewald, | 179, a.—And the almond tree
shall flourish. Thus we must, without doubt,

translate the words Ipl^n |*«r, for ]'y (Hiphil

of ]*2^J). For this compare Ewald, ^ 15, a.

;

office (!|7t03), when this familiar, yet very peculiar, sound
: T

of the grinding had ceased to arrest the attention, or had
become low and obscure.

When the hum of the mill is faintly heard.

And the daughters of song are still.

It is from this, too, that the words lii3^n Sip / '.p'l,

which have been so much misunderstood, get their clearest

exposition. J^lp' has for its subject, not the old man, but

" the sound of the grinding," the last grammatical antece-

dent, and it presents a contrast, as Hitziq says, with 73ty
preceding, as well as with •intl'' following. "Though it

rise to the sparrow's note"

—

'' attain ««to," as CDIp, with

"7 following, is used Zeph iii. 8, 1 Sam. xxii. 13, Mic. ii. 8,

—

referring not so much to loudness, or volume of sound, as to

that sharp, shrill noise which was ever ringing in the ears

of orheis. Its real sound, shrill as the sp.arrow's voice, is

put in contrast with the dull droning sound that reaches the

(lid man's ears. VVh;it follows woula seem to put this inter-

pretation beyond doubt. The term daughter (HD) is used

in Hebrew, not as Zockler takes it, but to intensify, to give

the very best of a thing. T'ti^n niJ3, '-daughters of

song," then, does not necessarily mean singers, though it

may have that sense, but may be understood of " the loudest

songs," or the louilest voices in the song. They are faintly

hoard; •"ITT-I''' ^^'^y *'"'^" uown. The sound they make to tho

old man is exactly represented by tho same word, Isaiah

xxix. 4, where w^o have also ^Qlff used as it is here: "And

thou Shalt speak low out of tho ground ('^3ir\ phSUh
and thy speech shall sound low (nti'n shall sink down) out

of the dust, and thy voice shall be as of one that hath a
familiar spiit, out of the groiuid, and shall whisper out of

the dust." See Metrical Version.—T. L.]
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§ 141, b. The almond tree bears its blossoms in

the midst of winter,* and on a naked, leafless

stem, and these blossoms (reddish or flesh-

colored in the beginning) seem at the time

of their fall exactly like white snow-flakes;

(Boi)ENSTEDT, 1001 Days in the Orient, II., p. 237).

In this way the almond blossom is a very fitting

symbol of old age with its silvery hair, and its

wintry, dry, barren and unfruitful condition.

EwALD, Heiligstedt, Vaihinger, and Gurlitt,

are correct; the first-named makes an appropri-

ate reference to Philo, de vita Mosis iii. 'I'l.—
Hengstenberg's view is too far-fetched in find-

ing in the words (according to Jerem. i. H) the

wakefulness, or sleepless nights of hoary old age;
wiiilst Schroder, Gesenius, Dietr.ich, et al.,

consider Vi^y as intrans. Fut. Hiph. from J*i<J,

and render : "And the almond is despised"' (by

the toothless old man who cannot bite it) ; others

undertake emendations, e. g., Gaab, who reads
VX3' " is despised," Hitziq, who points it ]*J<r

and thus obtains the scarcely intelligible sense :

"And the Almond tree refuses," i. e., does not

permit the weak old man to obtain its fruit

(which is to be understood according to the ana-

logy of the Song of Solomon vii. 9). Still others,

finally, force an unusual sense on the word '\^V

as Hahn, who understands and translates it

"the waking," referring it to the human miiul

;

" the waking one acquires pinions," which is

about equivalent to saying: "The previously
half-wakened spirit is, in the moment of death,

released unto clear life and full liberty" (against
which explanation is the absence elsewhere of
any Hiphil denominative Vjn from HiflJ " pi-

nion."—And the Grasshopper shall be a
burden (Zockler renders "burdensome"), ou
account of its singing and chirping, or also on
account of its hopping flight and creeping. 3jn
literally, "locust," but here more fittingly trans-
lated by grasshopper, because, in rendering lo-

cust, it is most probably the comparative small-
ness, as in Isa. xl. 22; Numb. xiii. 31, which is

mainly considered (as though we should say

:

"And the gnat becomes a burden, or the fly ").

For '73^0; ifut. Hithpa of S^D) "to become
a burden," comp, Gesenius in the Thesaurus.
KiMoni is correct regarding this, and he is fol-

lowed by Gurlitt, especially among modern au-

*[Ver. 5. '\p'i^T2 yay), ZOcklek well defends here the

old iiiterpretinion. The other mode of exegesis gives a poor
and moan imai^e, marring the poetry, and exceidingly far-
fetched iis a supposed trait of old age ; whereas the compari-
Bon of the hoary head to a flowering tree is very striking, as
well as natural. The old man's mouth, and eating powers
had been treated of before {ad nauseam, we miglit say, if,

with some critics, we allowa si'coml reference to it in vor. 4,
as well as in ver. 3), whilst it would indeed be a wonder if
so marked a characteristic as the gray head had been wholly
omitted. By changing the punctuation to t'XJ', Ihese

critics would render it "the almond disgusts;" it is too hard
a nut for the the old man's teeth to crack; or " the almond
disgusts," because it is "sour grapes" to the old man: it
grows so high he cannot get at it. For other incongruous
imagery, seo IIitzio and Stuart. In regard lo the orthogra-
phy, whilst CDXI for 01 (see Numb xxiii.22, Ps. xxix. 6,

Ps. xxii. 22) presents a parallel to VXJ or yXJ for VJ. the

other view of VXJ' for VXy is wholly unexampled. The

objection fmm the color of the almond blossnnis is well
answered by Zockler. These dilBouUiea settled, what can be

thors, and approximately also by Gesenius and
Hengstenberg, of whom, however, the former
thinks of the burdensonieness of the locust as an
article of food, whilst the latter prefers to have
locust understood figuratively in the sense of in-

fluences hostile to life. The numerous remaining
hypotheses are to be decidedly rejected ; they are
divided into two groups, according as they in-

terpret the locust as a symbol of the old man
himself, that is as to the form of his body, or seek
to alter the sense of 3Jn by peculiar explana-

tions. To the former group belong the Septua-
gint, Vulgate, Syrian, etc., which agree in the
signification that " the locust becomes fat"
(swells up), and understand the whole, though

in opposition to the true signification of 73nDn
as a biblical representation of tlie corpulency of
old men ; and 2. those of Luther, Geier, Vai-
hinger, etc., who explain locust to mean the
crooked or bent skeleton and spinal column of
man in old age, and therefore translate: "The
locust is burdened;" and 3. that of Hitzig :

"And the juniper permits himself to be carried,"
i. e., the one formerly hopping merrily about can
no longer walk: 4. that ofOETiNGER: "the lo-

cust becomes a burden to itself," i. e., "drags its

body a'bout with difficulty ; 5. those of Ewald,
Heiligstedt, and Hahn, who agree in making
locust point to the inner body, or to the mind of
man (Ewald) : and " the locust rises," namely to

fly; Heiligstedt: " et tollU se ad volandum lo-

cus ta ;" Hahn: "And the locust unburdens
itself," which is equivalent to our expression:
"And the butterfly bursts its cocoon." Among
the second class we may count such illustrations

as the Chaldaic, and that of Aben Ezra: " when
the ankle-bones become thick ;" that of Bochart,
" when the bones of the legs become heavy ;"

and of Knobel : "and the breathing is a bur-
den " (the last two on the basis of a peculiar sig-

nification of njn dei'ived from the Arabic).*

—And desire shall fail, that is, when neither
the appetite nor sexual desire can be excited by
so strong a stimulant as the caper-berry. As

more striking than the metaphor! A good p irallel to it is

found in riopuocLEs' Electra 42, where it is said of the Tutor,

Oil yap <re fx.r) yrjpa re Kal ixaKpio xpovta
TvUta, ov&'vTronfeii<Tov(ri.v,ui&' il'NQi'SMENON

:

They'll know tliee iio'.

Through age anil time thus blossomed;
Nor even have suspicion who thou art.

Some would explain this of the flowers and girlands he is

supposed to Wear as a mes.senaer: but the critical readier

must see that this would be altogether out of keeiiing with
the circumstances, as there detailed, and especially with the
fiad message he was supposed to bear. The other olijection,

made by Bothe, that it would be a tautology with yripa
(age;, is vei'y trifling. It is the very nature of poetry thus
to intensify, and ofteu by what woubl be tautolosy in prose.
WuNDER gi'. es an explanation from Fr. J\cobsh;s, which re-

futes completely his own criticism, and that of Bothe. He
cites examples that put the meaning of Sophocles luyimd
a doubt ; as from Cyril c. Julian VI., p. 157, ore AevKi7 jroAia

KaTiqvdKTfj.ivo^; and another, where the same figur.^ is ap-
plied to the beard, De Chri/.<se sene ChnstoJor. Ecphr. 90;

Modern poetry has the same metaphor.—T. L.]

* [.Most of these hypotheses seem attsurd, and .ill of them
inconsistent with the simplicity and dir -ctnessof the whole
picture. After all, none of them seem so obvious as that
which is given by some Jewi.sh commentators, and suggests
itself directly from our common English Version: namely,
that It is a hyperbidi' al expression ol fi;ehleness. " lie can-
not bear the least weight."—T. L.]
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nil'DX has the meaning of ''Caper" (KaTiKapic)

by the testimony of the oklest translators as well

as of the Rabbins (corup. Buxtoef, Lex Rabb. et

Talm., p. 12, 2098), and as the use of the berries

or buds of the caper-bush undoubtedly stimulate

the appetite, and, according to the ancient ori-

ental representation a voluptuous desire (comp.

also Plutarch, Sympos., 6; Winer, Real Lcxico7i,

Art. Caper), the correctness of this interpreta-

tion is not to be doubted, and Luther's transla-

tion: "and all desire fails," appears at least

consonant with the sense. Varying interpreta-

tions: 1) Septuagint, Vulgate, Syriac, Arabic;

ROSENMUELLER, HeILIGSTEDT, EwALD, VaIHIN-

ger: "and the caper bursts," i. e., the spirit

presses forth as a kernel from the husk ; 2. Vers.

Veneta {Tcavar/ rj dpe^ig) Abulwalid, Luther,
Hengstenberq, e/c. ; "Since desire fails;" 3.

Schmidt, Doderlein, etc.: "since the turtle-

dove, the messenger of spring is despised;" 4.

Hahn : " Since the poor one (fem. of jl'^N)

bursts forth," i. e., since the imprisoned soul

bursts its prison, its mortal coil, etc. Knobel,
Hitzig, and Gurlitt are correct among the mo-
dern writers.—Because man goeth to his
long home, and the mourners go about
the streets. Clearly a parenthesis by which
the previous description of the infirmities of age,

especially that contained in the last three clauses,

is strengthened by pointing to the imminent ap-

proach of death for the old man. Man passetli

away, C^^^) i. e., he is on the point of going;

comp. Gen. xix. 13, 14, etc. " His long home"
is the grave, from wliich there is no more return

to earthly life (comp. Job vii. 10; Ps. xlix. 12;

Isa. xiv. 18, etc.). The same appellation is also

found in Tob. iii. 6 ; Targ. Jonath. in Jes. xlii.

11 ; among the Egyptians (Diodorus Sic, i. 51).

among the Arabians (Koran, Sur. xli. 28) and
the Romans [domus leterna ; marmorea domus,

Tibull. Carm., III., 2, 22).

[The Eternal House.— Ver. 5. nh]? Pt'2.

Zockler's interpretation of this striking expres-

sion is scanty and misleading. It cannot, any
more than Sheol, mean the grave simply. AVith-

out insisting upon the fact that the Hebrews had

for that a distinct term CIpP), when nothing

more was intended (see Bibeiwerk Gen. 530),
it may be said that the context almost im-
mediately following is at war with such an
idea. The expression here, had it stood alone,

might have been regarded, perhaps, as a figura-

tive one for extinction of all being. The " long
home" might have been thought to denote the

dark house of bodily dissolution and spiritual no-
thingness ; though still it would be a question
whether language, f lius implying residence, per-

manence, and something like continuance of self-

hood, could ever, even in figure, have arisen from
such a nihility of conception. What is said, liow-

ever, in ver. 7, forbids it altogetlier. The being
of wan, though one and inseparable in persona-
lity, is there regarded as locally divided : " The
dust goes down to the earth, the spirit returns
unto God who gave it." Now to predicate this

residence of the dissolving dust alone does not

satisfy the conception. The passage. Job vii. 10,

to which ZcicKLER refers, has no aiiplication,

whatever; Isaiah xiv. 18 is only a highly figura-

tive representation of the remains of monarchs,
lying in state, or in their splendid mausoleums,
and the "1J:'13 iT3 of Job xxx. 23, " the house

of meeting," or of "the assembly," which he
might more properly have cited, has the same
meaning as in this place ; and every argument
against regarding it as the mere place of deposit

for the decomposing remains, which are not man
in any sense, is as applicable to the one place as

to the other. There is equal difficulty in regard-

ing it as any separate mansion of the spirit by
itself. Neither can be said to be mati, the per-

sonality, the self-hood, when separately viewed;
and yet it is man himself that has gone to the

house of his olam, or rather to his olamic house
;

since the pronoun in 10/^' belongs to the whole

compound taken as one epithet. God is spoken

of as the V}/^> "the dwelling-place" of His

people (see Ps. xc. 1), but that cannot be the

sense intended here; neither, on the other hand,

can the "spirit's return to God" be regarded as

a pantheistic absorption, as Zockler well shows.

No theism was ever more clear of such an idea,

or more opposed to Buddhism, whether in its

ancient eastern, or its modern transcendental

form, than that of the old Hebrews. Although
in the Old Testament God is represented as

ninn 'rhii (Numb. xvi. 22) "God of spirits,"

yet it would seem to go even to the extremes in

setting forth His distinct and incommunicable
personality. His unapproachable holiness, that is.

His separation from all things, and all beings,

even the highest whom He has created, or to whom
He has given being. As it cannot, therefore, ap-

ply separately, either to the soul or the body,

the term beth-olam must denote something con-

sistent with such a modified being of both. It is

clear, then, that it cannot express locality, nor
even duration as such, but a state of being, un-
known except as obscurely defined in what fol-

lows (ver. 7), though positive as a fact. This

state of being is so called in distinction from the

present being upon earth. Although the idea

of place is thus excluded, yet the word Tyz is

used as suggested by the previous figure of the

decaying mansion. Tiie " earthly house," // (~i-

ytio( vfiiov o'lKia, is dissolved, and now man goes

to the OLKia a'uovio^, the olamic house, not under
the law of space and time, " the house not made
with hands,"—whatever it may mean, whether
the same as, or less than, Paul intends by the use

of similar language. The term beth-olam, how-
ever it may have been suggested here, is in stri-

king accordance witli the cori-esponding classical

Greek usage of o'ikoi; "An^ov (Homeric, ScJii' 'AiSao,

'AiiJof Aj/iof) representing the other ivorld, or the

other condition of being, as a house, a home, or

abode, though unseen and unknown. This was
its pure primary sense and usage, denoting state

alone, though afterwards the poetry and mytho-

logy gave it scenery and locality. CD/li' here
corresponds to Hades in etymological signifi-

cance, as well as in its manner of usage. It is

the hidden, the unmeasured, as that is the unseen-
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The idea of time, tliough in general inseparable,

from uDl))^, is not here predominant. It cer-

tainly does not denote an absolute, endless eter-

nity. And so another phrase, aUhoc oiKr/aic, as

used in Greek (Diodorus, Xenophon, and Plato :

see Gen. p. 587) is etymologically the unseen,

though coming to be used for eternal, or reonian,

througli the near relation, and frequent blending

of the Hadean and the teonian, or olamic con-

ceptions.

The view, then, of this phrase D7l>? r\^2

which is least liable to objection, or on which we
can most safely rely, is that which is content with

regarding it as simply the antithesis of this

present worldly state of being. There is sug-

gested the same rendering {ivorld) which we have
given chap. i. 11, iii. 11, and ix. 7. It is the

other world \.n distinction from this, whether re-

gai'ded as lying parallel or as succeeding. It is

the house in which the dead (who yet have some
unknown being) are to abide, while the world
lasts (even this world) as we have rende-red

iZ37l;,'7 ix. 7, in the Metrical Version.

W/iilst the world lasts, no portion more hare they,

In all tlio works iJiTtormed benuatli the suu.

In the same manner also, in our modern lan-

guage, do we speak of tim world, and the other

tvorld. We use the latter term in two ways
;

1) as the great world, or ohim, which, as a
whole, is historically to succeed this as a whole
that shall have passed away; or 2) as the world
into which each individual goes at death,—as

though the finishing with this were virtually the

entrance into that, although its historical mani-
festation for all men collectively may yet be far

remote. Our mode of speech has not come from
the Bible,—certainly not from the English Bi-

ble,—for its general mode of translating Q/l^'

vaguely hy forever and everlasting, and its avoid-
ing the rendering world, are unfavorable to it.

It is a thought born in the modern as in the an-
cient mind, and existing from the earliest ages.
It was accompanied by no knowledge, yet none
the less tenaciously held. It was the goal of the
Patriarch's pilgrimage idea. They were "going
to Shcol," to the ot/ier world, yet all unknowing
as Abraham was, when, at the command of God,
he went out from Mesopotamia : e^r'f/.Os /n// k-ia-
Tiiuevoq irbv ipxerni, Heb. xi. 8. So " went they
out" (from this world), confiding in God, hoping
"for a better country," yet "not knowing whi-
ther they went," or having the least conception,
jterhaps, of the mode of being that was to fol-

low.

We are simply told of the fact: man goes to
the olam, the beth-olam, to the other world, and
there the Old Testament leaves him; and leaves
the interpreter to give it as high or as low a sense
as his spiritual-mindedness or lack of spiritual-
miudedness may lead him to prefer. It speaks
of it as a state, but throws no light upon it as a
mode of being. It is not wholly a blank, but in
almost everything we deem of highest worldly
importance, it is set forth as the opposite of the
present life. These images, however, of stillness,

uuknowingness, (not to say unconsciousness),
inactivity, want of interest, in a word, lack of
vitality, as we would call it, and which would

seem to reduce it almost to an embryo existence
(see ix. 5, and note p. 129), may be because the
impossibility of our conceiving it aright, and the
consequent veil of resei-ve which the old Scrip-
ture throws over the whole subject, leaves little

else to the picturing imagination than a descrip-
tion of negatives. Any premature development
in the other direction might have falsely stimu-
lated the fancy, and led the divinely guarded
people of God into many of those wild concep-
tions which so deform the Heathen mythologies
of Hades, or the world of the dead.

In respect to other great ideas, however, as

connected with such a state, the Old Testament is

b}' no means silent. In some places it would
seem to speak of death as though it were the end
of man, as indeed it is of life, like the present.

But again, it sets forth duties to God and man
that cannot be measured by time, a law for the
spirit, so searching, so high and holy as to seem
incompatible with a mere finite earthly animal
being; it speaks of relations to Deity, of awful
accountabilities, that have no meaning, or that
greatly collapse in their significance, if there be
not for man another olam, another and greater
state of being, either in itself, or to which it is

preparatory. It never turns aside to explain any
such seeming inconsistencies. Sublime in its

reserve, in its types and shadows, in its mere
hints of a post-mundane human destiny, as in

its clearest announcements, this most suggestive
Old Scripture goes on its majestic way, fearing
no charge of contradiction, taking no pains to

make any explicit provision against Sadduceau
cavils, and leaving the matter wholly to that spi-

ritual discernment which the Saviour manifested
(.Matt. xxii. 23-38) against those who sought to

entangle him with verbal and casuistical diffi-

culties. One great truth of this kind stands pro-
minently out. It is the idea of a judgment, some-
where, and at some time in the great jeon of
ceons, the kingdom of God. This is especially

the case in Koheleth, and all that is dark in the

book is relieved by this one thought so firmly ad-
hered to, so positively stated, so distinct in itself,

or as a fact, yet so undefined in time, locality,

and circumstance, as to make it extremelj^ dilii-

cult for one who should demand attention to

these in defending its consistency.—T. L.]

The mourners going about the streets, is a vi-

vid description of the preparations for a great

funeral, which are often made by his heirs for a
mortally sick old man even before his decease.

AVith this explanation, (agreeing substantially

with Hitzig) it is not necessary, with He-nq-

STENBERG, to Consider n3D1 as relative future,
:t :

and therefore to translate: "The mourners will

soon go about." For the mourning customs of

the ancient Hebrews consult Amos v. IG; Isa.

XV. 33 ; Jer. ix. 16 tF. ; Matt. ix. 23 ; xi. 17, etc.

—Verses 6 and 7, following the description of

hoary age, give that of his final end in death, and
in such a way that the dissolution of the spiritual-

bodily organism is first described in ver. 6 in a va-

riety of figures, and then literally or in accordance

with its inner nature. In syntactical relation

the two verses run parallel with ver. 2, the con-

struction there begun with t?/ "^V^ "^>' "be-

fore," "being taken up again."—Or ever the
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silver cord be loosed

—

i.e., before the thread

of life is ruptured. The thread of life is here

designated as a silver cord, and not as a tent-

cord°( which keeps the tent from falling together,

see Job iv. lil ; Isa. xxxviii. 12), because the

author imagines the living one, or rather his

living organism, as a golden lamp hanging by a

silver cord, as the sequel shows. Both figures,

however, point, through the noble metals of

which they speak, to human life as a valuable

and noble possession ; comp. the association of

gold and silver in Prov. xxv. 11.—Read pHT *

discessit longe recessit ("gives way"), not

pj^T ("is unbound"), as the K'rihasit; nor

pm\ as it stands in the text, nor pn^ [" is torn

asunder](PFANNKUCHE),norp^n; as Hitzig has

it. These emendations are rendered unnecess-ary

by the simplicity and perspicuity of the text.—

Or the golden bowl be broken.—Hl^ is li-

terally equivalent to hi "fountain" (comp.

Song of Solomon iv. 12 with Joshua xv. 19 and

Judges i. 15); in Zach. iv. 3 it signifies a vessel

for oil, or an oil lamp, and is so to be considered

here. The human body is therefore considered

as a vessel in which is contained, as in a lamp,

the oil, the blood, which is the supporter of Ihe

soul or of life [comp. Lev. xvii. 14]. Like the

precious oil of Zechariah, iv. 3, which is called

" golden oil," so " is the blood the noble, precious

fluidin the human organism;" and with reference

to it as the condition of life and health, the or-

ganism itself is called DH'^ri Ph^ "the golden

bowl." Hengstenbero and Hitzig both main-

tain that this expression of the author here seems

to be materially affected and modified by this

possagc in Zechariah iv. 2 ff.—And the pitcher

broken at the fountain.—The pitcher [13]

is not identical with the golden bowl, and there-

fore a figurative designation of the whole body,

but only of a special organ of it ; of that one,

namely, with which we draw air or breath, that

is, nourish the body from the fountain of all life

that surrounds it. The previous figure is now
abandoned, or rather insensibly changed into

one nearly allied to it ; the burning flame of the

golden lamp becomes the invisible inner flame of

the process of respiration, whose physical organ

is the lungs. Its destruction in death is figura-

tively described as the breaking (IDfJ/ri) of the

pitcher at the fountain, from which it had hi-

therto daily drawn water,—wherein there clearly

appears an amplification of the expression as

compared with the preceding form ; comp. 131^

in Isa. xlii. 3.—Or the vyheel broken at the
cistern.—Not a new figure, but only a more
special illustration of the one just presented.

The "wheel at the fountain" is the cistern wheel

by which the bucket is raised or lowered, and
cannot have a specific reference to any definite

organ of the body, but symbolizes organic life it-

*[The K'tib.or text as it stands in Niphal, pni\ is better,

6im;c it has something of a passive or rather deponent sense:

"is
I
arted "—" parts," intransitively, or "parts itself,"

—

eUmgabUur. It is the id''a f giving way from stretching, or

attenuation. The other varions readings and renderings, as

Zi3oKL£B says, are useless.—X. L.]

self in its continuous circle, just as " the wheel
of birth" of James iii. 6 [rpoxog tt/q yeviceuq)

based probably on this passage. The cistern

Cn^n) IS not materially diiferent from the foun-

tain (>^-'3'3) and likewise means the air surround-

ing man and afi'ording the most indispensable of

all conditions of life, namely, breath ; it does not

mean the whole world, as Hengstenberg main-
tains, or the grave, as some others think.

—

li3n~7X is moreover the same as "li^H 7^ "at

the fountain," comp. 1 Sam. xx. 25: 2 Sam. ii.

9 ff. Observe also the passive V^J instead of

the earlier active, V^jl ; it means that the golden

bowl "breaks," as it were, of its own accord, as

soon as the silver cord that holds it is loosed;

but the wheel "is broken," is destroyed at the

same time with the whole machinery of life, by an
act of violence operating from without.*—In older

*[Z6ckler"s general comment here is judicious and safe.

Attempts lo be mure particular are apt to uiisU'ad into Ikn-

ciful error. And yet there remains the impression from the
whole, and especially from the evideut particularity in the
tirst tour verses, that certain parts or functions of the body
are directly Intended by the golden bowl, the liui ket at the
spring, and the wheel at the cistern. The ancii nts had more
knowledge of the human anatomy than we give tliem credit

for. The Egyptians must have learned much Irom their

continual proceeses of embalming. It would appear also
from Homer's minute and varied descriptions of wuuiids,and
especially in passages from Aristotle and Plato that show
even a scientific knowledge of the human system. Tliere is,

for example, a passage of some length in the Tinia>us, ex-
tending from 70 B to 76 E, containing quite a full descrip-

tion of the more vital internal parts and their uses, with
some things much resembling what we find here. In the
assigning, too, of different spiritual powers and i.flTections to

different parts of the body, as though it were a kind of civil

corporation, the author of the Tima^us reminds us of John
BuNT\N and his town of Mansoul. Solomon s gulden bowl,
too, is suggested, when we read in the Tinia'us how the
8elov airipixa, the "divine seed" of life was moulded into a
round shape, and made the eyKi(f>a\oi, or brain : and there
are other things about the fluids and their Trepio6oi, or cir-

culations, that call up what is here said about the wheel and
the lountain. Neither is there to be ridiculed and wholly
rejected the idea which some have entertained that Solomon
referred to the circulaiiou of the blood. We need not sup-
pose that he had anticipated Harvey's great discovery ; but
the general idi a that the human system had its period [or,

to use Aristotle's language before quoted, p. 46, that every
organism was in the nature of a cycle, something going
round and returning into itself] was a very eai ly one. It

came not so much from scientific or inductive observation, as

from a sort ot a j/riiiri thinking: so it must be; to constitute

a living, or even an organic thing, there must be some such
going round and round, to keep it from running out or per-

ishing. It was this mode of thinking that showed itself in

language, as in the Rabbiuic nn/IH 7j7j and the

Tpoxo9 yefecreojs, the "wheel of generation" of James iii. 6,

to which ZoCKLER refers.

As a lesson, however, to those who are inclined to be ex-

travagant here, nothing can be more judicious than the re-

marks of Maimomdes in the Preface to his M<rrr ^\Lc:c/ttm,

where ho tells those who would demand a minute explana-

tion of every part of a vias>ial or parable— such, for example,

as Prov. vii. C-'2o—that "they will either miss the general

thought, or get wearied in seeking particular illustrations

of things that cannot bo explained, and thus utterly fail in

their vain attempt to get Irom the writer what perhaps ne-

ver came into his mind."
On the whole, therefore, we cannot expect to get a much

better interpretation of this passage than that early one
given by Jerome: Funiculus autem argenti candutam lianc

vitam, et sj'iramen quod nobis de ccelo trihuitur, ostendit

;

Phiala quoque aurea animam significat, qnie iliuc recurrit

undf. desctnderat, etc.: " The silver cord denotes the pure life

and respiration [inspiration] which was given to us from
heaven ; the golden bowl also means the soul which returns

whence it had descended ; the breaking of the bucket at the

fountain, and the shattering of the wheel at the cistern, ara

enigmatical metaphors of death ; for as when the bucket
which is worn out ceases to draw, and the wheel by which
the waters are raised is broken, the flow of the water is in-
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commentators there are many arbitrary physio-

logical a ad anatomical interpretations of the re-

spective points of the description : Melanchthon
sees in the silver cord the nerves and sinews, in

the golden fountain the heart, and in the pitcher

at the fountain, the great vein over the liver;

Praun [^Pliijsico-Anatomica Aaab/sis, Cap. XII.,

Ecclesia^les'] thinks the silver cord the lacteal

vessel of the breast, and Witsius the golden bowl
the brain, whilst VVedel makes it the heart, and
HoTTtNGER refers it to the gall. Since Harvey's
discovery of the circulation of the blood, many
have seen this pictured in the golden bowl as in

the fountain (.J\Bf,o\sKi, Hanse.v, Michaelis,
Starke, SciiEUCHZER, etc.), and have mingled
many strange things with it, e.g.: the pitcher is

the liver (WiTstus), or the lymph (Wedel). or

the stomach (Hotti-Vqer), or the chyle (Piiau>j,

Scheuchzer) ; the wheel signifies the kidneys,

urinary passages, and bladder (Wedel), or the

peristaltic motions of the bowels (Scheuchzer),
or the motion of the lungs (Sibel, Jaulonski).
Look especially at Starke on this passage, ami
also at tlie Exegefieal monographs quoted on page
27.—Tlian shall the dust return to the
earth as it was.—Namely, as dust ; comp Gen.
iii. 19 ; Ps. civ. 29; Job xxxiv. 1-5, to which pas-

sages, especially the tirst named, Kohcleth con-

forms in expression. For the form 3"""1 comp.

EwALD, g 313 b.—And the spirit shall return
unto God who gave it.*—Namely, as the

life-giving principle in the human organism,
comp. Geu. ii. 7 ; Ps. civ. 80; Isa. xlii. 5; Jer.

xxxviii. 16 This passage does not expressly af-

firm a personal immortality of the human soul,

but it also does not deny it ; for that the author
is thinking of a pantheistic floating of the soul in

the universal spirit, and that, " separated into

individual existence, this particle of the Divine
breath poured forth into the world by God will

again be drawn to Him, and thus again unite with
His breath, the soul of the world" (Hitzig)—all

this, only rationalistic extravagance, can find in

this passage. Koheleth's earlier testimonies ra-

ther show him to have thought of the return of

the spirit to God as an entrance into the presence
and eternal communion of God, and not as an
absorption by God. And the arrival of the de-
parted ones into the dark Scheol separating them

tercepted,—so also when the silver cord (of life) has parted,
the sirea.u of vitality returns back to its fountain, and the
man dies."

There must, however, be kept in mind the general paral-
lel with tlio rich iiiausiin of the voluptuary; and in this as-
pect the ;4olde:i Ijowl is undoubtedly the lamp depending
fnui the ceiling by ihe silver cord, as is described in the
Jineid t. 726.

D p-ndent lychni laquearibus aureis
Iniensi, et wict-m fixmnis fanalia vincunt;

nnd wliich finally wears out and gives w.iy. So tlio fountain
and the cistern are the costly and curious water-machinery
which such a mansion required for domestic drinking, and
for irrigalion. All is pictured as now in ruin, or going to
ruin, like the curious circulating machinery of the hum:in
body with which it is compared. In regard to the reading
of the text, we c:innot do better than to retain the K'tib
pHT, and, pointed as it is, in the Niphal. i'rom the sense

of distance, comes easily that ot ehingatinn (elongahHur), and
thence ^)f giving way, or pirting . The words ^^20 and 113

although they differ etymologically, are probably chosen
OQly lor the sake of variety.—T. L.]

* [Compare iii. 21, and the marginal note, page 71, on the
expression, " who knows the spirit of man that goeth up,"
ttc.—T. L.J

from Divine light and life, so depicted in chap,
ix., evidently appears to him only a provision.al
and intermediate condition which will finally be
followed by an eternal existence with God after
that "judgment" (chap. xi. 9). Compare Vai-
hinger: "According to this the coming to God
seems, in the conception of the Preacher, to bo
gradual, and the view in Ps. xlix. 6 to have been
in his mind, viz.: that the good will be liberated
from Scheol, and, after being acquitted in the
judgtnent, will live blessed in God, Ps. xvii. 1.5,

v/hilst the wicked will be cast back into Scheol
after the judgment, and there eternally remain,
Ps. xlix. 1-3;* Luke xvi. 22 ff." He.vgstb.nberg
says: "It is impossible that at the period of
death the hitherto so marked dilFerence between
the just and the wicked will be suddenly effaced.

The sharp earnestness with which the judgment
of this world is every where announced, and
especially in this book, decides against this. Af-
ter all this, after the impressive emphasizing of
the retributive justice of God, in which the entire
book ends in ver. 11, the return of the soul to

God can only be that spoken of by the Apostle
in 2 Cor. v. 10 ; Rom. xiv. 10; Hob. ix. 27." It

is noteworthy also that the Avesta, of all the re-
ligious documents of the ancient heathen the one
which is most nearly allied to the Old Testament
revelation, and most in harmony with it, contains
an assertion quite similar to the one before us:
" When the body dies here below, it mingles with
the earth, but the soul returns to heaven."
(Bundehesch, p. 384.) Something allied to this is

found in some of the Greeks, e. g., Phoki/Uides,
lio'njLia vovOetlkov, and in Euripides^ Fragments [but
more distinctly in the Drama of the Suppliants,
53-5 : TTveviia pev irpog AWepa [npog Ala) to aCypa 6'

eif yijv.—T. L.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

( With Jlomiletical Hints.
)

This section properly contains the net result
of the religious speculation of the Preacher ; and
in it the positive ground thoughts of the entire
book arrive at their fullest development, and
most striking and definite expression. This is

externally seen in the style, hitherto at times,
languid, of prosaic latitude, and unharraonious,
but now rising to the loftiest strains, and clothed
with the richest figurative adornments. Chap.
X. had distinguished itself from the preceding by
its greater wealth of figures and ingenious ex-
pressions ; but now, from the very beginning of
chap, xi., figure crowds on figure in a still more
remarkable degree, until, in the introductory
verses of the 12th chapter, or the third strophe
of this section, the figurative ornament of speech
rises to a fullness of the most profound, vivid,

and surprising comparisons, which here and
there almost give the impression of excessive and
tumid accumulation. And yet the single figura-

tive expressions need only correct illustration

and fitting insertion into the combination of the

whole, in order to stand justified against every
suspicion of absence of taste or presence of ex-

*[See the remarks on this passage Ps. xlix. 15— ind the
*1p3, "the morning," or dies relributionis, in the Intr.>d. to

Gen. i., Bibelwerk, Genesis, page 142, and marginal note.

—

T. L,]
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cess, and to bring out iato clearer ligbt the ob-

ject of the picture, viz., the many tribulations of

age, the premonitions of approaching death, and
finally the very process of life's dissolution it-

self; all this, too, more vividly than is elsewhere

in Holy Writ effected, at least in so restricted a

space. It shows an imperfect comprehension of

this most interesting and original of all the de-

scriptions in the book, that several commentators,

especially Umbrkit and Elster, mistake the gra-

dual progress of the described symptoms of disso-

lution from the commencement of senile feebleness

till death, and, by means of an allegorical pei'ver-

sion, force on the details concerning okl age as

the forerunner of death (vers. 3-5), a direct re-

ference to death itself. The usual conception of

these verses, according to which they describe

the body of man. together with its organs, as

they grow old under the figure of a household

sinking into decay and dissolution, is precisely

that wiiich justifies the praise ever given to the

author as the representative of a wisdom en-

doweil with unusual penetration in the sphere of

theological and anthropological research. That
characterizing of Koheleth originating with Ori-

GE."*, and adopted by Hieroxymiis, giving to it

the signification of a compendium of the physics

of Solomon, (just as Proverbs contains the quint-

essence of his ethics, and the Song, the logic or

dialectics of the wise king—comp. the General
Introduction to the Solomonic writings) appears
very especially justified by this passage ; but this

can only be the case when it is understood on the

basis of the above developed, and only just com-
prehension of it as a description of tlie sad au-

tumn and winter of the corporeal life of this

world, and therewith as a foundation for the

conception of human nature as a manifoldly sig-

nificant image of the universe in general.

Benefieent, prosperous, industrious, and cheer-

ful labors in life, aS"ord the strongest security

for lasting happiness, and to this fundamental
thought of the section, the description m ques-

tion holds the double relation that, ou the one
hand, it is to present and confirm the preceding
admonition to a cheerful enjoyment of the plea-

sures of life's spring and summer, by reference

to the contrast between these and the terrors of

the autumn and winter of life, whilst, on the

other hand, it is to present the basis for the far

ther admonition to that continual fear of God,
which was necessarily to form the crowning ter-

mination and final goal of all the practical pre-

cepts of the author.—Comp. Ewalu, p. 324:
"The numerous tribulations of old age, and the

mournful signs of approaching death, are de-

scribed in the most striking figures, in order the

more pressingly to admonish to a cheerful en-

joyment of life at the proper period ; but, at the

same time, there appears most significantly the

other truth by whicii the former receives its full

light and correct limits, namely, that this very
joy in life must not be blind and thoughtless,

but thoughtful and conscious in remembrance of

the eternal judgment over all things;—a truth

which is indeed to be understood in every stern

view of life, and which, therefore, has been only

cursorily touched at an earlier period, (iii. 12,

17 ; viii. 12 IF.), but which is purposely alluded

.to here, in order to avoid any possible misunder-

standing before the final close."—In view of the
fearful earnestness of this concluding reference
to death and eternity, every suspicion of Epicure-
anism, or of a frivolous, skeptical, and material-
istic disposition, as a background for the prece-
ding counsels to enjoy life, must disappear ; and
this the more so, since that which precedes this

admonition to enjoyment of life testifies clearly
enough of the deep seriousness and purity of
the author's ethical views. For the admonition
at the commencement of the 11th chap. (vers. 1-3)

which reminds us of that in Ps. cxii. 9, counsel-
ing a profuse benevolence, mindful of no loss and
of no gain, appears clearly as a true fruit of
faith in a holy, just, and paternally loving God,
but which could never spring from an Epicurean,
skeptical, or fatalistic view of the world. The
subsequent admonition to an unwearied fulfil-

ment of our calling, unmindful of the future yet
cautious and conscientious (vers. 4-6), proceeds
not from a dull, melancholy resignation, or a
loathing despair of life, but simply and alone
from a childlike yielding to the will of God, and
obedient subjection to His counsels as the only
wise. Indeed, even in the reference to the sweet-
ness of light, and the loveliness of life under the

sun, with which (in ver. 7) he paves the way to

tliat injunction to cheerful enjoyment, there is

nothing in any way Epicurean, or that shows a
one-sided, earthly, irreligious disposition. There
is rather nothing expressed therein but the deep
religious feeling of a pure joy in the beauty of

the works of God, and an inwardly thankful appre-
ciation of the proofs therein offered of His bound-
less goodness; afeeling that forms a contrast quite

as opposite to all fatalism and gloomy atheistical

materialism, as to every kind of moral levity, or
thoughtless desire for enjoyment. See Elster,
p. 125: "The deep feeling for the beauty and love-

liness of life, which Kolieleth expresses in this

verse, shows us that it was not a bitter discon-

tent based on a dull insensibility of the inward
spirit; but his grief lies therein that with this

deep feeling for beauty which human existence

bears within itself, he painfully encounters, ou
the one hand, the fact that men are mutually
cheating each other out of the real profit of life,

whilst, on the other, he perceives that this exis-

tence is fleeting and transitory, and that he lias

foreclosed the hope of a future clearing up of hu-

man destiny because the view of a life after death
seems to him utterly dark and uncertain (? ?).

—

The period which man is permitted to seize in the

present, must now appear to him only so much
the more important ; and the only sure thing re-

maining to man must seem to him to be the hold-

ing fast of eternity by the highest activity in this

particular period. Therefore to verse 8 there is

ag.'iin joinc'l the admonition to pleasure, whose
nature and character are clearly enough depict-

ed in what precedes, as free from everything low

and common, and rather as depending on the Most
Ifif/h and Eternal One."
Add to all this the fact, that the author marks

the youthful vivacity and cheerfulness of life,

which he recommends, expressly as a disposi-

tion to bo tempered an<l purified by the thought
of the retributive justice of God (ii. 9) and that

there is ever present as the final aim of every
earthly-human development (according to chap.
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sii. 7), an etci-nal sojourn of the immortal soul

v.'ith a holy and just God—a thought wliich El-

STER in the passage just quoted is clearly wrong
ill denying (see the exegetical illustrations to

this passage),—adding this, and there results

from it most conclusively that character of his

ethical wisdom which is in conformity with re-

velation, and indeed directly belonging to reve-

lation. We see especially the divinely inspired

and incomparable nature of the religious truths

of this section, in which the devout meditation

of the author has reached its highest point, and
after vanquishing doubt and hostility, combines

its positive results into a chain of the purest

ethical maxims, and the most profound physico-

theological observations.

Honuhi on the Entire Section : The fear of God is

the foundation of all true virtue, and all lasting

joys.—Or: Tlie fear of the Lord is the baginning
and eml of all wisdom.—Or: Live so in thy youth
that old age brings to thije not terrors, but only

the desire of relief from the yoke of this earthly

life, and the joyful hope of an eternal existence

with God.—Or: Use the morning of thy life pro-

fitably, that its evening may be calm and blissful;

sow good seed in the spring-time of thy life, that

thou mayest have a good harvest in the autumn.

HOMILETICAL HINTS ON SEPARATE PASS.VGES.

Chap. xi. 1-3. Luther (ver. 1):—Be liberal

whilst you can; use wealth in doitig all the good
in your power; for if you live long you shall re-

ceive a hundredfold.

—

Cartwrigiit:—The uni-

versal instability of all things should excite you
to munificence, whatever m ly happen in respect

to you or the riches you may possess. Credit it

for gain, whatever you may save from the flames

and conflagration, as it were, by bestowing it

upon the poor.

—

St.^.kke (ver. 2):—^In giving
alms we are not to look too closely at the worthi-
ness of the individuals. God permits His sun to

rise on the just and the unjust!

—

Von Gerlach:
—Collect not thy treasures by gathering in, but
rather by giving out, by a denial of self! Ps. cxii.

9 ; 2 Cor. ix. 9.

Vers. 4-6. Heeronymus :—In season, out of
season, the word of God is ta be preached ; and
so without thought of clouds, or fear of winds,
even in the midst of tempests, may we sow (the
word). We are not to say this time is conveni-
ent, another unsuitable, since we know not what
is the way of the Spirit that controls all.

Hanskn:—In the distribution of his good deeds
a man should not be too timorous ; the left hand
should not know what the right hand doeth.

—

Lange (ver. 5) :—One cannot know how much
good God may effect for the perfection of the
foith, even among the dissolute poor !

—

Starke
(ver. 6):—Do not delay thy amendment until an
advanced age ; begin eai-ly to fear God ; thou
wilt never repent of it. It is, however, better
to repent even in age than to continue in one's
sins. But he who fears God from youth up, will

find his reward so much the more glorious. Rev.
ii. 10.

—

Hengstenberg (ver. 6):—Be incessantly
active. In seasons of destitution be so much the
more active, because just then many things may
miscarry. The more doubtful the result, so much
the less should we lay our hands in our lap.

Vers. 7 and 8. Melanchthon:—Whilst God
permits, reverently use His gifts ; when He takes
away, patiently submit; as Paul says, " Let the
peace of God dwell in your hearts."

—

Cramer:—
Because man has a desire for natural light, and
shuns darkness, he should, therefore, practice
the works of light, and shun those of darkness.
It is a piece of ingratitude that we think more
of our past evil days than of the good ones. We
must thank God for both: Job ii. 10.

—

Heng-
stenberg :—However great are the sorrows of
this life, however manifold its vanities, and sad
its circumstances, it is nevertheless true that life

is a good, and it is the office of the word of God
to impress this truth when gloomy despondencey
has gained the ascendency. Disgust of life is

also sinful under the New Testament law. A
pious spirit will find out the- sunny side in thia

earthly existence, and rejoice in it with heart-
felt gratitude.

Vers. 9 and 10. Luther:—When the heart is

in a right slate no joy will harm, provided only
it be true joy, and not merely a corrupting mirth.
Enjoy it, then, if there is any thing pleasant for

the sight or hearing
; provided you sin not

against God.

—

Zhyss :—If thou wilt be preserved
against the sadness of the world, thou must care-

fully guard thyself against its causes, i. e., the
ruling sins and vices, and accustom tiiy heart to

the genuine fear of God, Sirach i. 17.

—

Wolle:
—He who would rejoice in the best bloom of his

youth, must become acquainted with the Lord
Jesus betimes, the fairest among the children of
men, and make his heart a temple of the Holy
Spirit, Sirach Ii. l8flF.

—

Wohlfarth :—That your
youth may gladly enjoy youth, that the tempter
may not destroy its roses and cast it into endless

woe, have God before your eyes, ye young men
and maidens, and remember the serious words

:

Every one who forgets Him, He will summon to

judgment.
Chap. xii. 1-5. Luther :—Holy Writ calls con-

solation and happiness liffht, and tribulation dark-
ness, or nir/ht. For boys, for youth, for manhood,
there is joy. After rain comes the beautiful sun-
shine, i. e., although at times there may be tribu-

lation, yet joy and consolation follow. But age
has no joy; the clouds return after the rain;
one misfortune follows another.

—

Cramer (ver.

1) :—Who would be devout must begin betimes
;

for it is unseemly to offer the dregs of life to God,
after having given his blooming youth to the

devil.

—

[Matthew Henry (ver. 5) :.—Man goes to

" his long home." At death he goes from this

world and all the employments and enjoyments
of it. He has gone home; for here he was a

stranger and a pilgrim. He has gone to his rest,

to the place where he is to fix. He has gone to

the house of his icorld, so some would render it;

for this world is not his. He is gone to his house

of eternity (Beth olamo). This should make us

willing to die, that at death we go home; and
why should we not long to go to our Father's

house? Ver. 6. Death will d.ssolve the frame of

nature, and take down the earthly bouse of this

tabernacle. Then shall tlie silver cord by which
the soul and body were wonderfully fastened to-

gether be loosed, that sacred knot untied, and
those old friends be forced to part. Then shall

the golden bowl which held for us the waters of
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life be broken ; then shall the pitcher with which

we used to fetch up water, for the constant sup-

port of life, and the repair of its decays, be

broken, even at the fountain; so that it can fetch

up no more ; and the wheel, all those organs that

serve for the collecting and distributing of nou-

rishment, shall be shattered, and disabled to do

their office any more. The body has become like

a watch when the spring has bi'oken ; the mo-

tion of all the wheels is stopped ; they all stand

still; the machine is taken to pieces; the heart

beats no more, nor does the blood circulate.

Ver. 7 :—So death resolves us into our first

principles. Man is a ray of heaven united to a

clod of earth ; at death these are separated, and

each goes to the place whence it came.—T. L.]

Vers. G and 7. Luther:—It is not defined

where the spirit goes, but only that it returns to

God from whom it came. For as we are igno-

rant of the source whence God made the spirit,

so also we know not whither (or to what) it re-

turns. Comp. Hengstenberg : The view that

the individual soul returns to God, is supported

by the fact that it had its origin immediately

from God. According to this passage, creation-

ism must be true, although it is a truth which,

for certain significant reasons that favor tradu-

cianism, can only be regai'ded as a partial, or

one-sided one. It is important that the two ap-

parently opposing views should be reconciled by
something common to both.

ZocKLER :—Not a few older theologians have

endeavored to interpret this passage (xii. 7) in

the interest of a one-sided creationism ; e. g.,

HiERONYMUS, who says :
'• They are to be con-

temned who hold that souls are sown with bo-

dies, and are born, not from God, but from the

bodies of the parents. But since the flesh re-

turnrt to earth, and the spirit to God who gave

it, it is clear that God, not man, is the parent of

* [There is a sense in which creationism may be held in re-

Bpect to the animal, an<l evo ii the vegetable life. It is not
irrational, it is not uuscriptural, to suppose that in every

true genesis there is a going on of the old unspent creative

power, or vvord. acting in a plane above the ordinary mecha-
nical and chemical laws which God has given to nature. In
a still higher sense may this be held of the human genera-

tion,—of the individual as well as of the first generic man
(see Ps. cxxxix. 1.3-16; Jer. 1. 4). And yet such a view is

consistent with a doctrine of traducianism that connects
every man with the fir.st man, not by an arbitrary forensic

decree, or appointment from without, but by a vital union,

a psychological coniinuauco of the same being, however
great the mystery it may involve. There is ascliool of theo-

logian.'! who say that "i« some way," by God's appointment,
we are so connected with Adam that we sin " in conse-

quence" of his sin, and suffer "in consequence" of his sin,

though each succeeding human soul U born separate and
pure. There is another school that brands this with heresy,

souls. To this the traducianist replies : Kohe-
leth treats, in this verse, solely of the creation

of the first man (or the first humanity) * and of
his relation to God (and so, at leist by intima-
tion, Luther on this passage, and Cartwright
in Hengstenberg, p. 258) ; but they are not able
thereby to remove the partial creationistic sense
of the passage. Compare Hengstenberg and
Vaihinger.
WoLLE :—Unblessed is the old age and death

of those who grow old in the service of sin. On
the contrary, a conscience kept pure from youth
up, lightens and sweetens both the toils of age
and the bitterness of death. Job xxvii. 6.

—

Ber-
LEB. Bible: — Souls come from eternity into the
world as to a stage. There they manifest their

persons (their masks) their afi"ections, and their

passions, whatever is in them of good or bad.
When they have, as it were, sufficiently per-
formed their parts, they again disappear, and
lay off the persons that they have represented,
and stand, naked as they are, before the divine

tribunal. Universal as is the decree that all men
are to return to God, there is, nevertheless, a
great difference in them. The most return to

him as to their ofl"ended Lord ; but some as to the

All-merciful, their friend and father. Because
then this coming to God is certain and unavoid-
able, it should be our most necessary care that

we are every moment concerned as to how we
may come to "Him rightly.

—

Vaihinger :—The
divine judgment of the life and conduct of men,
as mentioned in chap. xi. 9, is only rendered pos-
sible by the personal return of the spirit to God.
Therefore in youth must we think of our Creator,

and live in His fear (iii. 14 ; v. 7) ; for the spirit

does not become dust with t!ie body; it returns
not to the universal force ui nature, but because
it is from God it returns to God, to be judged by
Him, i. e., either to be blessed or condemned.

or treats it as evasive, and claims for itself a higher ortho-
doxy on accoiuit of the use of the words " federal headship,"
"imputation," e<c., whilst they equally affirm that Adam's
posterity are not morally guilty in respect to the first sin.

It is a representative, a forensic guilt, though involving the
most tremendous com-equences. Any essential d Ifeieiice

between these is not easily discerned. Both make it a mat-
ter of outward and arbitrary institution, as long as there is

denied any such psychological and ontological connei tiou

between us and the first man as grounds this "federal head-
ship" and "imputation," as well as this "certain conse-
quence as a fact," on a remoter and deeper union. The first

class of terms are very precious ones, and sustained by the
figures and analogies of Scripture, but their meaning col-

lapses, or becomes arbitrary, when we put nothing beyond
them as a fact, however inexplicable that fact may be.

Holding to such deeper union, we become, indeed, involved
in a metaphysical mystery, but we get free from the moral
mystery, which ie a much more important thing.—T. L.]
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EPILOGUE.

Review of the whole, and Commendatory Recapitulation of the truths therein
contained.

Chap. XII. 8-14.

1. With reference to the personal worth of the author.

(Vers. 8-11).

8 9 Vanity of vanities, saith the Preacher; all ts vanity. And moreover, because
the Preacher was wise, he still taught the people knowledge : yea, he gave good heed,

10 and sought out, and set in order many proverbs. The Preacher sought to find

out acceptable words : and that which luas written, was upright, even words of truth.

11 The words of the wise are as goads, and as nails fastened by the masters of assem-
blies, which are given from one shepherd.

2. With reference to the serious and weighty character of his teachings.

(Veks. 12-14).

12 And further, by these, my son, be admonished : of making many books there is

13 no end ; aud much study is a weariness of the flesh. Let us hear the conclusion
of the whole matter : Fear God, and keep his commandments : for this is the whole

14 duty of man. For God shall bring every work into judgment, with every secret
thing, whether it be good, or whether it be evil.

Ver. 9.—|TN. The primary sense of this root must be the ear, or hearing; since it is easier to understand how the

sense of weighing (as it is in the Arabic jjl) came from that, than vice versa. The latter sense is either by a very natural

figure, or from the resemblance of a balance with its two ears, as they may be called. Its intensive piel sense here may
denote listening attentively, as a prelude to judging, or the act of the mind itself.

[Ver. 11.—niSDX Wj^S would be, according to the common usage, "masters of collections," or of gatherings.

7l?3> however, sometimes only very slightly modifies the meaning of the following word, and there is nothing in the way
of its having the objective sense, like other similar auxiliary words: -'objects of collections," rather than " makers of col-
lections,"—the things gathered rather than the gatherers. So Hitziq views it, who has rendered it simply gesammeltcn,
that is, collectanea or collections. In this way alone does it make a true parallel with the "words of the wise" in the pre-
vious number: " their gathered sentences," as we have rendered it in the Metrical Version.—T. L.l

[Ver. li.—CDnSD. See remarks, p. 30.—T. L.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

This concluding discourse opens purposely with
that sentence which opened the book (1, 2),
namely, with a lamentation over the vanity of
all earthly things. This exclamation cannot be
considered as a conclusion to what precedes, be-
cause the very words that immediately precede
(ver. 7) had opened the view to something that

is not hlT}, but the vanquishing of all a''^3n,
and because, especially in the last section of the
fourth discourse, the reference to the vanity of
the world, or the negative side of the truths
taught by the author, had fallen much behind
the positive ideas of zeal in vocation, cheerful
joy of life, and fear of God (as not vanities, but
as virtue conquering vanity). Unlike the divi-
sion followed by de Wette, Koster, Rosen-
MUELLER, Knobel, Ewald, Hitziq, Elstek, etc.,

verse 8 is to be connected with what follows, in
accordance with most of the older commentators
(also with Dathe, Ujibreit, Vaihinger, Heng-
stenberg, Hahn, etc.) and is to be considered as
an introductory formula* of the Epilogue, pur-
posely conforming to the beginning of the whole.
This view is also strengthened by the circum-
stance that the 1 at the commencement of the

*[The correctness of this would depend entirely upon the
view we take of the preceding description. If it is the old age
of the sensualist, the " aged sinner," as AVatts calls him, aud
as we have maintained in the note preceding the excgetical
remarks on the section,—then this exclamation: Oh, vanity 1

all vanity! would be a very appropriate close. At the be-
ginning of this scholium it would seem out of place under
any circumstances, except, perhaps, as an imitation of the
beginning of the book, for which there can be assigned no
reason in any connection it has with what follows, whether
regarded as all appended by a scholiast, or, which is the most
probable view, that vers. 9, 10 are an in.serted ^irosc note by
some other hand, intended to call special attention to the
weighty concluding words that follow from the original au-
thor. These are clearly poetry, and aa rhythmical as any
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ninth Terse presents this, not as an introduc-

tory verse, but as the continuation of something
already begun, whilst on the contrary the ex-

pression Q"73n 73n, ver. 8, according to the

analogy of chap. i. 2, is clearly used as an intro-

ductory formula. The object of tliis forrruila at

the opening of the epilogue is again to present to

the reader the negative summation of the obser-

vations and experience of the author, the fact of

the vanity and perishability of all earthly things

in order subsequently to establish the correctness

of this result by a double testimony :— 1. By vin-

dication of the moral weight of the personality

of the author as a genuinely wise man and
teacher of wisdom (vers. 9-11) ; 2. by referring

to the very serious and important character of

the precepts laid down by him (vers. 12-14).

These two divisions are characterized by equal
length and analogous construction* (t. e., that

they both begin with Ij}''] "and moreover") as

skilfully planned strophes or executions of the
theme contained in ver. 8^and not as two mere
postscripts of the author added as by chance
(HiTziG) ; whilst in the latter the positive result

of the religious and moral observations of tlie

Preacher appears again in the most significant

and precise form possible (ver. 13), strengthened,
too, by an addition (ver. 14) which presents
most clearly the correct intermediation of the po-
sitive with the negative result in ver. 8, and tlius

affords the only true solution of the great enigma
from which chap. i. 2 had proceeded. This so-

lution consists simply in pointing him who is

discontented and anxious about the vanity and
unhappiness of this life, to the great day of uni-

versal reckoning, and in the inculcation of the
duty of deferential obedience to a holy and just

God,—a duty from wliich no one can escape with
impunity. As this epilogue is in reality the first

to offer the key to the correct understanding of
the whole, (for the sura of the previously deve-
loped precepts of wisdom, is given neither so
clearly nor impressively in chap. xi. 1-12, 7, as
is the case here) we clearly perceive the untena-
bility of that hypercritical view (v. d. P.vlm, Do-
DEiiLEiN, Bertholb, Knobel, Umbreit, and, to

a certain extent, also, of Herzfeld) which de-
nies the authenticity of these closing verses (from
ver. U). For a special refutation of their argu-
ments comp. the Int. ^ 3, Obs.

2. First strophe. Vers. 8-11. The negative re-
sult of the book, attested in its truth and import-
ance by reference to the personal worth of the

thing in the book. Such inserted scholia shonld cente no
nK.re difficulty than tlieir evident appearance in Cienesis, and
elsewhere in the Pentateiich. The reniarli that follows,
iihout the force of the conjunction ) has no weijiht what-
ever. It is so often used as a mere transition jparticle; and
tile idea of any logical, or even rhetorical, connection be-
tween the exclamation and the plain prosaic annotation that
follows is absurd.—T. L.]

*[It should be said, rather, that the two divisions are
Kade by the 9 and 10, on the one hand, and all that follows

on the other. The fact that ver. 12 begins with ">n'l is "'

no importance in this respect. But that which has a deci led

bearing on the division is oveilcuked. namely, tliat the first

(9 and 1(1) is the plainest prose, whilst the second {beginning
with the 11th) most clearly returns to the poetical both in
thought anil dicti"n,—a tact which shows that th>' first

belongs to a scholiast, the sec^md to the main and original
author of the book. See (he Metrical Ver.-ion.—X. L.]

author as a genuine teacher of wisdom. For
verse 8 see partly the previous paragi-aph (No.
1), and partly the exegetical illustrations to

chaps. 1 and 2. For the name fl^rlp (here with-

out the article) see the Intr., § 1. Ver. 9. And
moreover because the Preacher -was vyise.

"iri") (used substantively) : " and the remainder"

(comp. 1 Sam. xv. 15), is here, and in verse 12,
clearly equivalent to: "and there remains,"
namely, "to say." The indirect construction

follows here, introduced by ^ (comp. the Lat.

rci-tat, ut, etc.), whilst in ver. 12 we find the di-
rect construction (comp. the Lat. Quod reMat, or
Ccterum). Gesenius, Winer, Knobel, Vaihin-

GER, etc., translate ri'nty "Ifl"! "and moreover.
T T V • • : •

'

because," and therefore accept this clause ag
preliminary, letting the subsequent one com-
mence with ni;^ (Luther does the same: "This
same Preacher was not only wise," etc.; and so,

in sense, the Vulgate: ''Cumque esset sapientissi-

inus Ecclesiasles "). But this is opposed partly by
the analogy of the commencement, v. 12, and part-
ly by the circumstance that the '^^y alone could
scarcely introduce the secondary clause. Hengst.
correctly remarks concerning CDDFi : "A wise

man, not in the sense of the world, but of the
kingdom of God, not from one's self, but from
God (comp. ver. 11), so that this passage is not
in contradiction with Prov. xxvii. 2: 'Let
another man praise thee, and not thine own
mouth; a stranger, and not thine own lips.'

And nevertheless, Solomon could hardly have
spoken thus of himself without incurring the
oensure of self-praise. And even another, who
had written this with reference to him, would, in

reality, have expressed something insipid and
inappropriate, in case he really had tlie historic

Solomon in his eye. For which reason the ficti-

tious character of Koheleth, or his merely ideal

identity with Solomon is quite apparent.—He
Still taught the people knowledge.—For

11J? at the beginning of a sentence, comp. Gen. xix.

12: Micah vi. lo; Job xxiv. 20.—Yea, he gave
good heed, and sought out, and set in or-
der many proverbs —JTX "to consider, to

weigh," the root of LZS^JiNO "balances." This

verb in conjunction with the following Tpni shows

the means whereby he "set in order" (IpiT* comp.

chap. i. 15; vii. 13), many proverbs. This pro-

duct was the result of careful investigation and
reflection—a relation of the three verbs to one
another, which is clearly indicated by the ab-
sence of the copula before the third : VDp} ; comp.

Gen. xlviii. 14; 1 Kings xiii. 18; EwAi.n, ^ 333 c,

—By the "many proverbs" (n2"}n as in v. 7;

xi. 8), the author evidently does not mean those

mentioned in 1 Kings v. 12, but rather those say-

ings of Solomon that are contained in the Book
of Proverbs; for he imitates maiidy these latter

in his own contained in this book.—Ver. 10.

The Preacher sought to find out accept-
able words.—"I'Sn^'^^t, pleasant, agreeable

words (Pfi^oy ^yrj/xrof, Luke iv. 23), comp,
van 'jpx Isa. liv. 12. Here are naturally meant
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words acceptable not to the great mass, but to

serious minds, heavenly inclined, and seeking

wisdom ; words of honeyed sweetness in the

sense of Ps. xix. 11, verba qux, jure meritoque de-

siderari et placere debcnt, tamquam diviiiie virtutis et

certitudinis (S. Schmidt). The expression ]'3n

can scarcely relate to mere acceptability and
adornment of the form of speech (as asserted by

HiTziG and Elster).—And that which was
w^ritten was upright, even w^ords of truth.

The passive participle 3-1^31 expresses that which

was written by the author in consequence of

seeking after acceptable words; hence Herz-
FKLD, and after him, Hengstenberg and Elster,

are correct: "anc? thus then was written what
was correct ;" Ewald and Vaihinger, on the con-

trary, render erroneously: '^ but honest words
were written," which adversative rendering of

the conjunction is decidedly injurious to the sense

and opposed to the text. Hitzig reads ^IHDI

the infinitive absolute: "to find (Ki'?p7) and

write;" but this change is quite as unnecessary

as the adverbial rendering of "liJ''' in the sense

of "correct, honest," which latter rendering is

also found in Luther, Knobel, Vaihinger, El-

ster, etc. It is Q'''1i!/'p that expresses this ad-

verbial sense every where else (Song of Solomon
i. 4; vii. 10; Prov. xxiii. 31; Ps. Iviii. 1).

"^U^ is, on the contrary, here, as every where, a

substantive, meaning straightforwardness, up-
rightness ; and that in which this uprightness
consists is expressed by the words in apposition,

r\OX '"}p'^—"words of truth," i. e., in true

teaching, acceptable to God, and therefore bring-
ing blessings ; teachings of the genuine " hea
venly wisdom." Comp. Prov. viii. G-10 ; James
iii. 17.—Ver. 11. The words of the wise
are as goads.—Tiie author, by bringing "the
words ot truth" under the general category of

"words of the wise" ((. e., of those ethical pre-
cepts as they issue from the circles of the Cha-
kamim, to which he himself belongs according to

vcr. 9), lends to them so much the more weighty
significatice and authority; for all that can be
said in praise of the words of the Chakamim in

general must now especially avail also of his pro-
verbs and discourses. Hence the phrase

O'DDn '''131 would be more fittingly rendered

by: "Such words of wise men" (comp. Hitzig).
Hengstenberg takes too narrow, or, if we will,

too broad a view of the idea of "wise men,"
when he, in connection with older authors, as
Luther, Uambach, St\rke. etc , sees therein only
the inspired writers of the 0. T., or the authors
of the Canonical Books ; according to which this
verse would contain a literal and direct self-can-
onization. But this is opposed by the fact that

'03n elsewhere always means the authors of
the characteristic Proverbial wisdom, or Chok-
mah, the teachings of the Solomonic and post-
Solomonic era, which is to be clearly distin-

guished from the prophetic and lyrico-poetical
[Ps.almistic] literature (see 1 Kings iv. 30 f.;

Prov i. 6; xxii. 17; Jer. xviii. 18; and comp.
go of the General Lntr. to the Solomonic litera-

ture, Vol. XII., p. 8f.), so that Moses, Joshua,

Samuel, David, etc., could not possibly have been
reckoned in this category. This is quite apart
from the fact that such a self-canonization ex-
pressed in the manner aforesaid, would have
been neither especially appropriate nor suffi-

ciently clear. mJ3")'n3, "like goads," i. e., en-

dowed with stinging, correctly aiming, and
deeply penetrating effect, ^^ verba, quss acuteorum
instar alte descendunt in pectora hovnnum, lisque

manentinjixa" (Gesenius ; comp. Ewald, Hitzig,

Hengstenberg and Elster). It is usually re-

garded as "ox-goads" (Septuagint, wf rd

(3oiiKevTpa; Targ., Talm., Rabb., and most of the

moderns). But p^"!"! or p"11 (1 Sam. xiii. 21),

neither means specially, according to its etymo-
logy, a goad to drive cattle, nor does the parallel

"as nails" lead exactly to this special meaning,
to which the plural form of the expression would
not be favorable. Neither is it the case that all

the words of the wise, nor especially all the pro-

verbs of this book, are of a goading, that is, an
exhortatory, nature, as Hitzig very correctly

observes. Therefore we must stop at the simple
meaning of "goads," and interpret this to sig-

nify the penetrating brevity, the inciting and
searching influence of these precepts of wisdom
of Koheleth and other wise men.—And as nails
fastened by the masters of assemblies.

—

As the " fastened nails" doubtless form a syno-
nym to the " goads," so the masters of assem-
blies, literally "the colleagues of the assem-

bly" [mapX •'^^3 comp. chap. x. 11, 20; Prov.

i. 17 ; Isa. xli. 15] can only be another expres-

sion for those " words of the wise." We are

therein to understand collected maxims of wis-

dom, united into one assembly or collection, and
not merely well connected proverbs, as Ewald
and Elster would have it ; for the verb ^DN does
not refer to the excellence and perfection of the

collection ; neither does the figure of the nails,

wliich, at most, leads to the idea of juncture, and
not to that of a specially beautiful and harmo-
nious order. Highly unfitting also is the inter-

pretation of r\13pX \7,i|3 as " masters of assem-

blies " (Luther), i. e., partakers in learned as-

semblies [Gesenius] or principals of learned
schools, teachers of wisdom [Vaihinger, etc.], or

even authors of the individual books of the sa-

cred national library, or authors of the separate

books of the Old Testament Canon [Hengsten-
berg]. This personal signification of the ex-

pression is forbidden once for all by the paral-

lelism with the "words of wisdom" in the first

clause.
—
"Which are given from one shep-

herd.—That is, in so far as the " M'ords of the

wise " in the preceding book are united, they

proceed from one author, who -was not only a

wise man, but a "shepherd" in the bargain,

/. e., a wise teacher, the leader of a congregation,

an elder of the synagogue. For (his sense of

"shepherd" as chief of a school, or a priestly

teacher, comp Jer. ii. 8; iii. 15; x. 21 ; xxiii.

4. The oneness of the authorship is here thus

pointedlj'^ expressed by way of contrast to the

many "wise men" in the first clause. To refer

the expression to God [Hieron., Geier, Michae-
Lis, Starke, Hengstenberg, Hebzfeld, Knobel,
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etc.], is quite as arbitrary as a reference to Moses
[Targ.], to the historic Solomon [Jablonski,

etc.], to Zerubbiibel [Grotius], or as the emen-

dation njt^lO for 7^);'^^0 by virtue of which Hit-

xiG translates: "which are given united as a

pasture" [reading "JHJ instead of 'OHJ-]

3. Second strophe. Ver. 12-14. The positive

result of the book as a self-speaking testimony

for the truth, worth, and weight of its contents.

—

And further, by these, my son, be admon-
ished.—The word rrsnp is closely but impro-

perly connected by the Masoretic accentuation

with "ih'l (it can as well be absolute as in ver. 9

above); it refers to the "words of the wise

given by one shepherd," contained in ver. 11,

and thus, in short, to the maxims of this book
[not of the entire Old Testament Canon, as

Hengstexberg thinks]. "From them" [comp.

Gen. ix. 11 ; Isa. xxviii. 7], the reader, the " son "

of the wise teacher, is to be admonished. For
^J3 " my son," which is equivalent to my scholar;

compare Prov. 1. 8; x. 15 ; ii. 1, etc., and for

^ntn "be admonished," "accept wisdom," chap,

iv. 13, preceding.—Of making many books
there is no end.—That is, beware of the

unfruitful, even dangerous, wisdom which others

[partly in Israel, partly among the heathen, e. g.,

Egyptians, Persians, Greeks, etc.—Comp, Intr.,

§3, Obs.] endeavor to spread and inculcate in

numberless writings * It is not worldly litera-

ture, in general, in contrast to the spiritual lite-

rature of Divinely inspired writings, against

which the author utters a warning (Hengsten-
berg), but the useless and deceitful literature of

others which he contrasts with that genuine
wisdom taught by him. The countless elabora-

tions of false philosophers [Col. ii. 8], as they

already then in the bloom of Hellenistic sophistry

were beginning to fill the world, are presented
to his readers by way of warning, as a foul and
turbid flood of perverted and ruinous opinions,

by which they ought not to permit themselves to

be carried away. IIerzfeld takes the infinitive

TW\0^ as a genitive dependent on I'D |'N, and

renders j'X in a conditional sense, " to making

many books there would be no end." Hitzig
opposes this rendering, but improperly takes

VP. r^ ^^ ^ mere adverbial modifier to HS'in

instead of the nXD elsewhere customary in such

connection, and hence translates "the making of

very many books," requiring much exertion of

the mind (JH?) "is weariness of the body."
Thereby Koheleth would give his readers to un-
derstand that he might have written for them
whole books filled with maxims of wisdom (comp.
John xxi. 25), but would rather not do this, as

being useless and fatiguing. But the term " in-

finitely many" wohld then involve a very strong

*[See the remarks in 'Appendix to Tntroduetion. p. SO, on
CD'TSD a" letorrinR hue to iliis very liook ot' Koheleth it-

si-lf,— tlio plural eitliiT denoting chjiptei'-, or parts of one
treatise, as the term is iMed liy Grcik iinil L itiu writers, or
being equivalent to jroAAd ypaju^iara.cir multnliti'.ne, '• niueh
writing." It may be rendered, thenfore, i-ollectively, or in

the singular : "in making a great liouk there is no end."
It is an endless, a useless, lahor. Wliat is already written
ia enough; " therefore let us hear," etc.—X. L.]

hyperbole ; and the equality and rhythmical har-

mony of the construction would be too much de-

stroyed by such an affirmation of two subjects for

the predicate "11^3
^i'r'/—And much study;

Namely, the study of many books, much reading
(Abejj Ezra, Ewalu,Vaihixger, Elster, etc.) not

the writing of books (Hitzig), nor the thirst af-

ter knowledge (Hengstexberg), nor preaching
(Luther, Hahn, etc.),—these are all renderings
at variance with the simple and clear sense of

n3"}r' '^pj'-—Is a -vreariness of the flesh.

—

Vaihixger correctly says, " the passion for read'

ing, which weakens mind and body, whilst fruit-

ful reflection strengthens both. Such a morbid
desire corresponds entirely with the later Jewish

eras.* See above, chap. i. 18.— Ver. 13. Let us
hear the conclusion of the -whole matter :

In contrast, that is, to this useless making of

many books and much reading. ^)D< " the end"

(comp. iii. 11 ; vii. 2) does not literally signify

the sum of all that has been previously said, but

the limit which the author v»ishes just now to

set to his discourse, the practical conclusion by
which we are to abide. Therein we see that it

is not the total and all-comprehending result of

his observations and teachings, but only the po-

sitive or practical side of this result (in contrast

to the negative one expressed in ver. 8) that he
will now express in the following maxim; see

above No. 1.
—

"131 points, even without an ar-

ticle, to the precise discourse of this book, and

therefore to the entirety of n7r)p '"^.^l (comp.

i. 1, and for 131 in this collective sense, see 1
TT

Sam. iii. 17; Joshua xxi. 43, etc.) 73n isreally

in apposition with 131, consequently, when

strictly taken is to be translated, " the end of the

discourse,—of the whole," and not, " the end of

the whole discourse." And therewith it is in-

deed intimated that in the end of the discourse

the whole is included, or that the final thought is

the ground thought (or at least one principal

thought); comp. Hengstexberg and Vaihixger.

Observe also that by the mutual J?DC'J "let us

hear," the author subjects himself to the abso-

lute commandment of fearing God and obeying
Him.—Fear God, and keep His command-
ments. Literally, "God fear"—the object of

fear emphatically ])laced before, as in Chap. v. 7.

—For this is the whole duty of man.
There is an ellipsis of the verb in the original,

for which comp. chap. ii. 12; Jer. xxiii. 5; xxvi.

9. The correctness of our rendering, which is

the same as Luther's ("for that belongs to all

men") is confirmed by verse 14, where we are

informed of a divine judgment of all men regard-

* [Tliere is no maintaininqr this unless the date of Koheleth
is brought down to a period nearly, if not quite, cotempora-
neous with the Christian era. Even then, there was no such
estalilislnnent of Jewish sdiools, or spread of Jewish books,

as would render credible the existence among them of such
a Lesewutli, ov Lesaucht ("'passion for reading," "morbid
desire for reading") as is here spoken of by ZoCKLER and
UiTZiQ. Such an idea is not hinted at in the New Testa-
ment. All this shows the dillicnlty of finding any place for

this book of Koheleth between the time of Solomon and that

of Christ. The application of such a remark to the times of
Malachi would be utterly absurd.—T. L.]
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ing their works. The Vulyatc, Ewald, Herz-
FELD, and Elstek saj', "for that is the whole
man," which is as much as saying, '' thereon rests

his entire fate." But this sense would be very

obscurely expressed ; and Qixn~'73, more-

over, never means "the whole man," but "every
man," " all men.* Ver. 14.—For God shall
bring every -work into judgment, vyith
evBiy secret thing. (Zockleu renders:
"Judgment upon every hidden thing"). This

direct connection of 'C3iyi}~12 1^ with the

preceding CODl^p^ is sustained by the construc-

tion of the verb £031^ in Niphal with i^, Jer.

ii. 35, as well as by the freq^uent use of ^7^ in

the sense of" on account," "concerning." The

view of HiTZia that 1^_ here stands for 7, the

particle of relation, is too artificial, as is that of

Vaihinger and Hahn, that 7;^=lD^ "together
with every secret thing." The natural meaning
is, the judgment in the next world, as also in ch.

xi. 9, not simply that which is executed in the

ordinary development of this world. This view
is supported also by the addition, " every secret

thing," compared with Rom. ii. 16; 1 Cor. iv.

5, as well as by the subsequent, " whether it be
good, or whether it be evil," compared with 2

Cor. v. 10; John v. 29, e<c. Still the present
judgment, executed in the history of the world,

may come into consideration, here as well as in

chap. xi. 9, and Psalm xc. 8. (Comp. John iii.

17 fi. ; Eph. V. 13, etc.).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

( With Homiletical Hints).

The ground thought of this closing section, as
already developed in No. 1 of the exegetical il-

lustrations, is about as follows : The speech of
the truly wise man infallibly proves itself to be
such by its inner strength and truth ; its efiect,

penetrating, like goads and nails, deeply into

the heart, sharpening the dull conscience, might-
ily summoning the whole man to the fear of

God and obedience to His sacred commandments,
testifies in the most direct manner to its harmony
with the word of God,—yes, even to its divine
origin and character. It is the voice of eternity
in time, of the imperishable, ever-living truth,

rescuing us from sin and death in the midst of
the vanity of this world. Thus is it to be un-
derstood when the preacher of the genuine truth
proclaims to his hearers these two great truths
of revelation : "All is vanity," and, " Fear God
and keep His commandments," and thus it guides
them to a correct knowledge of sin as well as of
the way of salvation,— of the law as of the
gospel.

In accordance with this, the theme for a suc-
cinct homiletical treatment of the section, would
be about the following : Of the inward power and
truth of the divine word, as is shown in the

*[73, in the construct, state, rather means, "the whole of
T

man." The other expression, "every man," might have the

cmistruct. form, bnt i2- th" absolute, n-itl; or without the
article, would be the best adajHed to il.—X'. L.]

preaching of the law and gospel (of repentance
and faith) as the immutably connected, and fun-
damental elements of divine revelation.—Or, the
knowledge of the vanity of all earthly things as
the foundation for the knowledge and inheritance
of heavenly glory.—Or : Of the wholesomeness
of the wounds inflicted by the goads of the di-

vine word.

HOMILETICAL HINTS TO SEPARATE PASSAaES.

Vers. 9 and 10. Cramer :—It is not enough
that a teacher be simply learned unto himself;
it is his duty to serve others with the talent that

God has given him, and not to bury it.

—

Starke:
—He alone is skilful in leading others into the
way of truth who himself has been a pupil of
truth, who has been instructed in the school of
Jesus. Geier (ver. 10) :—Every one who speaks
or writes should endeavor with all zeal to pre-
sent nothing but what is just, true, lovely, and
edifying, Phil. iv. 8; 1 Peter iv. 11.

Vers. 11 and 12. Brenz:—Unless you lay the
foundation of faith in the word of God, you will

be the sport of every wind ; much reading, fre-

quent hearing of discourses, will bring more of
ei-ror, disquietude, and perturbation, than of
genuine fruit.

—

Luther:—He exhorts us not to

be led away by various and strange teachings. It

is as if he had said : You have an excellent
teacher ; beware of new teachers ; for the words
of this teacher are goads and spears. Such also

were David's and the prophets'. But the bung-
ler's words are like foam on the water.

—

Geier :

— In sermons and other edifying discourses, we
must not speak words of human wisdom, or fa-

bles and idle prattle, but the words of the holy
men of God, which are, themselves, the words of
the living God

;
godly preaching is proof of the

spirit and the power, 1 Cor. ii. 4.

—

Hengsten-
berg:—We have here a rule for the demeanor
of hearers towards the sermon ; they are not to

be annoyed if its goad penetrates them.
Vers. 13 and 14. Melanchthon :—He sets

forth a final rule which ought to be the guide of
all counsels and actions : Look to God and His
teaching ; depart not from it, and be assured that

he who thus departs rushes, without doubt, into

darkness, into the snares of the devil, and into

the direst punishments. Refer all counsels and
all actions to this end, namely, obedience to God.
Starke :—A sure sign of genuine fear of God,
is to be zealous in keeping the commandments
of God by the grace of the Holy Ghost.

—

Sibel :

—Since God has given to us the spirit, let us
keep pure and sound this noble deposit, that we
may thus return it to the Giver and the Creator.

So good and faithful men are wont to guard a

deposit committed to their care (1 Tim. vi. 20).

On the health of the soul depends the health of

the body, and of the whole man. The soul saved

we lose nothing ; when that is lost all perishes.

Zeyss :—The thought of the day of judgment, is

a salutary medicine against false security (Si-

rach vii. 40), and a sweet promise of the rewards

of mercy in eternal life. Wolle :—Because God
is infinitely just. He will neither let, hidden evil

be unpunished, nor hidden good be unrewarded.

To Him therefore be all the glory forevermore.

AMEN.





METRICAL VERSION OF KOHELETH

BY THE AMERICAI^ EDITOR

INTRODUCTION.

POETICAL CHARACTER OF THE BOOK.

[Stttaet asserts that Koheleth is not poetry. Hitzig treats it very much in the same way, as

essentially a formal prose ethical treatise. It is not too much to say that this overlooking the

true poetical character and spirit of the composition, is, with both these commentators, the

cause of much frigid exegesis, and false rhetorical division. There is, however, high authority

for the other view [see Lowth's Heb. Poetry^ p. 205, 411, Eichhorn Einleitung, Vol. V., 250,

228, and Jahn's Introduction to the Old Testament]. Ewald is decided for its poetical charac-

ter, and ably maintains it. " A genuine poetic inspiration," he says, " breathes through it all

"

[see Zocklee's Introduction, I 2, Kemark 3, p. 10]. He, however, regards some parts as prose

(such as the little episode ix. 13-16), or as mere historical narrative, which seem to present the

poetic aspect, both in the thought and in the measured diction. Thus the allusion to the "poor

wise man who saved the city" is as rhythmical in its parallelism (when closely examined) as any
other parts, whilst it is not only illustrative of what is in immediate proximity, but is also

itself of the poetic cast in the manner of its conception. Although Zockler thus refers to

Ewald, his own interpretation seems affected too much by the prosaic i-dea of a formal didactic

treatise, with its regular logical divisions. We have deemed this question entitled to a fuller

argument here, because it seems so intimately connected with a right view of the book, both as

a whole and in the explanation of its parts. The whole matter, however, lies open to every

intelligent reader. The question is to be decided by the outward form as it appears in the

original, and by the peculiar internal arrangement of the thought in its parallelistic relations.

This latter is the special outward mark of Hebrew poetry. Though there may not be anything

like iambics or dactyls discoverable, even in the Hebrew, yet every reader of the common Eng-
lish Version feels, at once, that he is coming into a new style of diction, as well as of thought

and emotion, when, in Gen, iv. 23 he finds the plain flow of narrative suddenly changed by a

new, and evidently measured, arrangement, calling attention to a peculiar subjective state in the

writer or utterer, and putting the reader immediately en rapport with it:

Adah and Zillah, hear my voice

;

Ye wives of Lamech, listen to my speech.

So is it also when he finds the inartificial, yet highly eloquent prose narrative of Exodus xiv.,

and chapters preceding, all at once interrupted by a strain commencing thus

—

I will sing unto Jahveh, for glory ! glorious

!

^_ Horse and his rider hath He thrown into the sea:
28 171
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or when, after the plainest historical style in Numbers xxiv., and previously, he is startled by

Buch music of thought and language as this

—

I shall see Him, but not now;

I shall behold Him, but not nigh ;

There shall cornea star out of Jacob;

A sceptre shall arise out of Israel.

This is not so striking in Koheleth ; in some places it is barely discoverable ;
but such parallel-

ism of thought and diction is really there, to a greater or less extent, and, in many parts, as

clearly discernible as in Job or the Psalms ; more clearly than in much of Isaiah. Thus, for

example, chap. x. 20

—

Not even in thy thought revile the king;

Nor in thy cliamber dare to curse the rich;

The binl.s of heaven shall carry forth the sound:

The swift of wing, the secret word reveal.

We may even say that it exists throughout, with a few exceptions, perhaps, that may be re-

garded as mtroductory or transition sentences, such as brief descriptions of the writer's outward

Btate (i. 12, 13, as also i. 16) and the frequent formulas: " I said in my heart,"— "then I turned

again to behold," etc. But after each of these, the strain goes on as before. It is musing, medi-

tative, measured thought, m a peculiarly arranged diction, sometimes presenting much regularity

in its rhythmical movement, as in chaps, i., xi. and xii., and sometimes seeming so far to lose it

that it is known to be poetry only by the inward marks,—that is, the musing cast of thought,

and that soul-filling, yet sober emotion which calls up the remoter and more hidden associations,

to the neglect of logical or even rhetorical transitions. It is this latter feature that gives to

Koheleth an appearance which its name, according to its true etymology, seems to imply

—

namely, of a collection of thoughts as they have been noted down, from time to time, in the

memory or common-place book of a thoughtful man, not aiming to be logical, because he him-

self knows the deHcate links that bind together his ideas and emotions without express gramma-

tical formulas, and which the reader, too, will feel and understand, when he is brought into a

similar spiritual state. Such a spiritual transition is aided by the rhythmical form, however

Blight, producing the feeling that it is truly poetry he is reading, and not outwardly logical state-

ments of dogmatic truth,—in short, that these gnomic utterances are primarily the emotional

relief of a meditative soul, rather than abstract ethical precepts, having mainly a scientific or

intellectual aspect.

In this thought there seems to be found that essential distinction between poetry and prose,

which goes below all outward form, whether of style or diction, or which, instead of being

arbitrarily dependent on form, makes its form, that is, demands a peculiar dress as its most appro-

priate, we may even say, its most natural expression. In other words, poetry is ever subjective.

It is the soul soliloquizing,—talking to itself, putting in form, for itself, its own thoughts and

emotions. Or we might rather say that jmmarUy this is so ; because, in a secondary sense, it

may still be said to be objective and didactic in its ultimate aim, whilst taking on the other, or

subjective, form, as least indicative of a disturbing outward consciousness, and, therefore, its

most truly effective mode of expression even for outward uses. That this, however, maybe the

;more strongly felt on the part of the reader, his mind, as has been already said, must be en

rapport with that of the writer, that is, it must get into the same spiritual state, by whatever

means, outward or inward, suggestive or even artificial, this may be eflfected. Poetry is the

language of emotion ; and it is true of all poetry, even of the soberest and most didactic kind.

This emotion may be aroused by the contemplation of great deeds, as in the Heroic poetry,

whether of the epic or dramatic kind, or of striking natural objects, as in the descriptive, or of

great thoughts contemplated as they arise in the mind, with more of the wonderful or emotional

than of the logical or scientific interest. This is philosophical poetry,—the thinker devoutly

musing, instead of putting forth theses, or aiming primarily to instruct. The utterance is from

the fullness of the spirit, and, in this way, has more of didactic or preceptive power than though

such had been the direct objective purpose. We have a picture of such a mind, in such a state,

.in this philosophical poem of Koheleth, with just enough of rhythmical parallelism to awaken

\
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the emotional interest. It is this representation of a bewildered, questioning, struggling soul,

perplexed with doubt, still holding fast to certain great fundamental truths regarded rather as

intuitions than as theorems capable of demonstration, which makes its great ethical value.

This value, however, is found in it chiefly as a whole. It consists in the total impression
;

and we shall be disappointed, often, if we seek it in the separate thoughts, some of which are

exceedingly skeptical, whilst others we may not hesitate to pronounce erroneous. It is this

subjective picture which the higher, or the divine, author has caused to be made, preserved, and

transmitted to us, for our instruction {npbc ^idaanaAiav—rrpoc ^r 6eiav, see 2 Tim. iii. 16), so that

along with some things fundamental, immutable, which the thoughtful soul can never part with,

we may also learn how great the darkness that hangs over the problem of the human and the

mundane destiny when illummated by nothing higher than science and philosophy, either

ancient or modern. We need not hesitate to say, that so far as these are concerned, the teach-

ing of the book is as important for the 19th century as it was in the days of Koheleth, whoever

he may have been, or at whatever early time he may have lived. Stoart thinks diflferently.

Remarking on the affirmations respecting the vanity of what ia called " wisdom and knowledge,"

he says :
" Put such a man as Koheleth, at the present time, in the position of a Lajjlace,

Liebig, Cuvier, Owen, Linnteus, Day, Hamilton, Humboldt, and multitudes of other men in

Europe and m America, and he would find enough in the pursuit of loisdom and knowledge, to

fill his soul with the deepest interest, and to afford high gratification." " But it does not follow

[he adds] that Koheleth felt wrongly, or wrote erroneously, at his time, in respect to these

matters. Literary and scientific pursuits, such as are now common among us, were in his day,

beyond the reach, and beyond the knowledge of all then living ; and how could he reason then

in reference to what these pursuits now are?" (Stuart, Com. on Ecclesiastes, t^. 141). Now
Koheleth admits that knowledge, whatever its extent, even mere human knowledge, is better

than folly ; it is better than sensual Epicureanism ; even the sorrows of the one are better than

the joys of the other, more to be desired by a soul in a right state ; and yet, not in view of any
small amount, but of the widest possible extent, does he say that " he who increases knowledge"

(knowledge of mere earthly things, knowledge of links instead of eyids, knowledge of man's

doings, merely, instead of God's ways) only " increases sorrow." The wonder is, that there is

not more commonly felt, what is sometimes admitted by the most thoughtful men of science,

that the more there is discovered in this field the more mystery there is seen to be, the more
light the more darkness following immediately in its train and increasing in a still faster ratio,

—

in short, the more knowledge we get of nature, and of man as a purely physical being, the

greater the doubt, perplexity, and despair, in respect to his destiny, unless a higher light than

the natural and the historical is given for our relief. In. this respect the modern physical know-
ledge, or claim to knowledge, has no advantage over the ancient, which it so much despises, but

which, in its day, and with its small stock of physical experience, was equally pretentious.

Read how Lucretius exults in describing the atomic causality, and the wonderful discoveries

that were to banish darkness from the earth, and put an end to that dreaded Religio—
Qum caput a cali regionibus ohtendehat,

Horribili super adspectu mortalibus instani.

How greatly does it resemble some of the boasting of our 19th century, and yet how does our
modern science, with its most splendid achievements (which there is no disposition to underrate)

stand speechless and confounded in the presence of the real questions raised by the perplexed and
wondering Koheleth ! What single ray of light has it shed on any of those great problems of

destiny which are ever present to the anxious, thoughtful soul !
" Our science and our literature

!"

How is their babble hushed in the presence of the grave! How wretchedly do they stam-

mer when asked to explain that which it concerns us most to know, and without which all other

knowledge presents only "a lurid plain of desolation," a "darkness visible," or to use the

language of one much older than Milton, " where the very light is as darkness !
" How dumb

are these boasting oracles, when, with a yearning anxiety that no knowledge of "the seen and
temporal" can appease, we consult them in respect to " the unseen and eternal !" They claim to

tell us, or boldly assert that the time is rapidly coming when they will be able to tell us, all
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that is needed for the perfectibility of human life. But ask them now, what is life, and why we

live, and why we die ? No answer comes from these vaunting shrines. They have no reply to

the most momentous questions : Whence came we? Whither go we? Who are we? What

is our place in the scale of being? What is our moral state, our spiritual character? Is there

any such thing as an immutable morality ? Is there a true ethical rising at all above the physi-

cal, or anything more than the knowledge and prudent avoidance of physical consequences? Is

there any hope or meaning in prayer ? Is there a holy law above us to which our highest

ideas of righteousness and purity have never risen? Is there an awful judgment before us?

Are we probationers of a moral state having its peril proportioned to an inconceivable height

of blessedness only to be attained through such a risk ? Is there, indeed, a great spiritual evil

within us, and a mighty evil One without us against whom we have to contend ? Is there

a crreat perdition, a great Saviour, a great salvation ? Is man truly an eternal and supernatural

being, with eternal responsibilities, instead of a mere connecting link, a passing step, in a never

completed cycle of random " natural selections," or idealess developments, having in them

nothing that can truly be called higher or lower, because there is no spiritual standard above

the physical, by which their rank and value can be determined ?

Such questions are suggested by the reading of Koheleth, although not thus broadly and for-

mally stated. In his oft-repeated cry that " all beneath the sun is vanity," there is, throughout,

a pointing to something above the sun, above nature, above the flowing world of time, to that

" work of God " which he says (iii. 14) is u»i?l, "for the eternal,"" immovable, without flow,

without progress, perfect, finished,
—" to which nothing can be added, and from which nothing

can be taken,"—that high "ideal world," that unmoving 01am, where "all things stand,"

—

that spiritual supernatural paradigm for the manifestation of which in time, nature with all

its flowing types and paradigms was originally made, and to which it is subservient during

every moment, as well as every age, of its long continuance. All here, when viewed in itself,

was vanity, but ^P^*!! ^VJ^, m^pra solem, above the sun, there stood the real. He was sure

of the fact, though he felt himself utterly unable to solve the questions connected with it. This

makes the impressiveness of his close, when, after all his " turnings to see," and his " thinkings

to himself," or " talkings to his heart," he concludes, as Job and the Psalmist had done, that the

"fear of God is the beginning of wisdom," and the keeping of His commandments "the

•whole of man" (OnXH Sd), his great "end," his constant duty, his only hope of obtaining

that higher spiritual knowledge which alone can satisfy the soul (John vii. 17). This he forti-

fies by the assurance that all shall at last be clear :
" For God will bring every work into judg-

ment, with every secret thing, whether it be good, or whether it be evil."

It is this continual pointing to the " unseen and eternal" [CD^I^n] that constitutes the pe-

culiar poetical character of the book, so far as the thought is concerned. And then there is the

eubjective style: " I thought to myself"—" I said to my heart"—" I turned again to see "

—

" I went about, I and my heart ;" this, together with the measured diction into which it natu-

rally flows, forms the more outward poetical dress. There are in Koheleth the germs of ideas that

extend beyond the utmost range of any outward science, or even of any merely dogmatic ethical

teaching. It was the inner spirit of the reader, through his own inner spirit, that he sought to

touch. These " thinkings to himself " filled his soul with an emotion demanding a peculiar style

of utterance, having some kind of rhythmical flow as its easiest and most fitting vehicle. Why it

is, that when the soul muses, or when, under the influence of devout feeling, or inspiring won-

der, it is thus moved to talk to itself, it should immediately seek some kind of measured language,

is a question not easily answered. It presents a deep problem in psychology which cannot here

be considered. The fact is undoubted. The rhythmical want is felt in ethical and philosophical

musing, as well as in that which comes from the contemplation of the grand and beautiful in na-

ture, or the heroic and pathetic in human deeds. Some have denied that what is called gnomic,

or philosophical poetry is strictly such, being, as they say, essentially prose, artificially arranged

for certain purposes of memory and impression. We may test the diff"erence, however, by care-

fully considering what is peculiar, outwardly and inwardly, to some of the most striking exam-

ples of thia kind: of writing, and noting how the power, character, and association of the
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thoughts are affected by the rhythmical dress, even when of the simplest kind. Pope's Essay

on Man, for example, has been called simply measured prose ; but it is in fact, the highest style

of poetry, better entitled to be so characterized than the greater part of his other rhythmical com-

positions. Certam great ideas belonging to the philosophy of the world and man, are there con-

templated in their emotional aspect. Wonder, which enters into the very essence of this highest

species of poetry, is called by Plato " the parent of philosophy," and this is the reason why the

dry and logical Aristotle, who could intellectually analyze what he could not emotionally create,

gives us that remarkable declaration {De Poetica, chap, ix.) rfw Kal <i>i?.oao(p<l)Tepov kuI anov6ai6-

TEpov noi'HSIS IdToptag kcriv—" Wherefore it is that poetry is a more philosophical and a more

serious thing than history itself." In perusing the composition of Pope referred to, we are im-

mediately, and without formal notice, made to feel this contemplative, wondering, emotive power,

through the sympathetic influence of the outward dress. The measured style thus disposes us as

soon as we begin to read. We are thereby put in harmony with the subjective state of the

writer. We begm to muse as he muses, whilst the rhythmical flow causes our emotions, and as-

sociations of thought, to move easily, and without surprise, in the same smooth channel, how-

ever irregular it might seem if viewed under another aspect. We are not reading for knowledge,

or ethical instruction even, but for the reception of that same emotion which prompted the seem-

ingly irregular utterance. Under the binding influence of the melody, we no longer expect lo-

gical or scientific connections. There is felt to be a uniting under-current of thought and feel-

ing, so carrying us along as to supply the want of these by the merest suggestions, some of them,

at times, very far off, seemingly, whilst others come like inspirations to the meditative spirit, or

seem to rise up spontaneously from the bubbling fountain of emotional ideas. Taking away the

rhythm from such a work immediately does it great injustice, by destroying this sympathy.

Put it in a prose dress, and we, at once, expect closer connections, more logical, more scientific,

more formal, more directly addressed to an outward mind. The one soul of the writer and the

reader is severed, the inspiration is lost, the dogmatic becomes predominant, whilst the intellect

itself is offended for the want of those stricter formulas of speech and argument which its syste-

matic instruction demands. Not finding these, we call it strange, rhapsodical, or unmeaning.

What before impressed us now appears as trite truisms, and the fastidious intellect, or fastidious

taste, contemns what a deeper department of the soul had before received and valued without

questioning. The cause of this is in the fact that there are some thoughts, called common (and

it may be that they are indeed very common), yet so truly great, that to a mmd in a right state

for their contemplation, no commonness can destroy the sense of their deep intrinsic worth. Tru-

isms may be among the most important of all truths, and, therefore, all the more needing some

impressive style of utterance, some startling form of diction, to arouse the soul to a right con-

templation of their buried excellence. Undeterred by their commonness, the musing mind sees

this higher aspect; it recognizes them in their connections with the most universal of human re-

lations, and even with eternal destinies. The emotion with which this is contemplated calls out

a peculiar phraseology, placing the thought in the foreground of the mind's attention, and divest-

ing it of its ordinary homely look. This startling diction appears especially in the original lan-

guage, if understood. We turn such meditations into prose; first in our words, as happens ne-

cessarily in a process of rigid, verbal translation,—then m our thoughts—and having thus

stripped them of that rhythmical charm which' called attention to their hidden worth, their real

uncommonness, we pronounce them trite and unmeaning.*

Koheleth in his homely prose version—especially our English Version—suffers more, in this

*[Such common-places abound in the best poetry, ancient or modern. Often, when rightly set, they furnish its most

preciou3 gems. Especially is this the case with the more sombre and meditative poetry, as in Yocnq's Night Thoughts,

auil the more serious poems of Tenntsox. "Many of the ideas of his In Memoriam," says a certain critic, "are the merest

common-places; strip them of their stilted verbiage, and there is nothing left but the most vapid truisms." Such criti-

cism is, itself, both vapid and shallow. Common ideas have their uncommon or wonderful aspects, which the common
mind fails to see, or loses sight of because of their supposed commonness. Thus, time presents a very ordinary conception,

but tliiuk of it in connection with its infinite past, its infinite future, its infinitesimal present, or as an immeasurable cycle

repeating itself, and "demanding the ages fled," as Koheleth represents it (chap. i. 10; iii. 15), and how full of the most

solemn awe, as well as the deepest personal interest. Take, for example, one of the most ordinary truisms that we find

in almost every mouth : " The past is gone, we can never recall it." How tamo and prosaic it sounds when presented
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way, than the Psalms or Proverbs, where the Hebrew parallelism is so clear in its general struc-

ture, and the antithesis of emphatic words demanded for each particular arrangement is so stri-

king, that the poetical character appears in almost any version; the poorest translation, that has

any claim to be faithful, not being able wholly to disguise it.

The object, therefore, is to give to a translation of Koheleth such a rhythmical dress, be it ever

so slit^ht and plain, that the reader may thereby make some approach to the mental position of

the original utterer, or assume, instinctively, as it were, something of his subjective state. It is

to lead him, by something in the outward style, to feel, however slightly, the meditative, emo-

tional yet sobered spirit of the writer—to give the mind that turn—(and a mere starting im-

pulse may do it) which shall make it muse as he muses, and soliloquize as he soliloquizes, with-

out being surprised at those sudden transitions, or those remote suggestions, which seem natural

to such a state of mind when once assumed. They are natural, because the writer, understand-

ing his own thoughts, and even feeling them, we may say, needs, for himself, no such logical for-

mulas, and the reader equally dispenses with them as he approaches the same position. They

are like modulations that are not only admissible but pleasing in a musical flow, whilst they

would appear as flattened chords, or harsh dissonances, if set loose from their rhythmical band.

Such is very much the appearance which the thoughts of this book often present when read

merely as didactic prose, and this is doing them great injustice. For one example out of many,

of these seemingly abrupt transitions in Koheleth, take chap. vi. 6 :
" unto one place go not all

men ahke ?" There seems, at first view, little or no connection here. It is, however, the meet-

ing of an objection that silently starts up, making itself felt rather than perceived as something

formally stated :
" Length of life is no advantage, rather the contrary, if one has Uved in vain :

Do not they both, the man of extreme longevity, and the still-born, or the born in vain, go at

last to the same mother earth whence they came?" What avails, then, " his thousand years

twice told?" If the reader's mind is in harmony with the writer's, and with his style, he sees

the association, and is more affected by such apparent abruptness than he would have been by

the most formal logical statement. He gets into the current of feeling, and this carries him over

the apparent logical break.

It may be said, too, that such a rhythmical Version may be all the more faithful to the thought

on this very account of its rhythmical form. It may be more literal, too, if by literal we mean

that which most truly puts us in the mental position of the old writer, giving not only the

thought, as a bare intellectual form, but, along with it, the emotion which is so important a part

of the total effect, and even of the thought itself regarded as an integral state of soul. To

accomplish this, Hebrew intensives must be represented, in some way, by English mtensives,

of like strength, though often of widely different expression. There is often, too, an emotional

power in a Hebrew particle which may be all lost if we aim to give only its illative force. This

is especially the case with a CDJ or a '3. The former always expresses more or less of surprise

or wonder, along with its additive force of too, or moreover. The translation is to be helped, in

merely as a truth or dogma. But give it a subjective interest such as comes from the diction and association in which

Young presents it, and how full of emotion

!

Hark ! 'tis the koell of my departed hours

;

Where are they ? With the years beyond the flood

;

or as it appears in the Hebrew parallelism of Koheleth (chap. vii. 24):

Far off ! the past—where is it ?

Deep ! a deep, who shall find it?

Or as the kindred thought meets us in the musings of Tennyson :

But the tender grace of a day that is dead.

Will never come back to me.

Of course, it will never come back. As a mere fact, or preceptive statement, we want no teacher, inspired or uninspired,

to tell us that. But what, then, has changed the dry truism into a thought so full of the most touching interest that we

read the simple lines over and over again, wondering at the strange power that is in them. It is in the rhythm, some

would say. This is true, but not in the mere auricular sense. The rhythm has an effect, though the measure is of the

simplest kind. It will be found, however, on analysis, to consist in the fact of its disposing the reader to the meditative or

subjective state of soul. It sets the mind soliloquizing, unconsciously, as it were. It makes the thought and language

seem, for the moment, as though they were the reader's own. It brings the idea to him in its emotional rather than in

its intellectual, or dogmatic, aspect. In other words, it presents the unarmmnn side of the seeming truism. It is not

only a deep view of being in general, but it is one that belongs to himself; aud this is the secret of his emotion.—T. L.]
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such cases, by our expressive particle yea, or some interjectioiial form such as, ah! this too ! yea,

verily, this too! Again, the illative power iu the Hebrew particle may be much wider, and
more varied, than that of any single one which we may select as corresponding to it in any
single case. Thus '3 connects by denoting a cause, reason, or motive; but it may be a reason

against, a reason notwithstanding, as well as a reason for ; just as the Greek 'ivEna may mean

for the sake of, or in spite of,—for all that—as eveku kfiov, " on my account," or for all that I can

do. In the latter case "3 should be rendered although, a meaning rare in other parts of the

Bible, but quite common, we think, in Ecclcsiastes, and furnishing the right key to some other-

wise obscure passages. Thus in chap. vi. 4, N3 Izrj^-'B is rendered, "for he cometh in with

vanity," which simply inverts the illative aim of the particle as determined by the context. It

reads as though the " coming in with vanity and departing in darkness," were assigned as the

cause, or reason why, the abortion, or the " vainly born," is better than he who " vainly lived,"—
thus making it the reason why instead of the reason notwithstanding , as it truly is. When we
render it although, and supply the same particle in all the connected clauses, the meaning, which

is so confused in our common English Version, becomes not only clear but most impressive.

Again, this very frequent little word may be a transition, or starting particle, denoting a reason,

and an emotion connected with it, but this emotion arising from an under-current of thought,

or from something that starts up to the mind during a pause in the soliloquizing discourse.

The speaker sets off again with a "2, yet, surely, yea verily so is it; as though what he had been

thinking must have been thought by others near him. There are quite numerous examples of

this kind in Koheleth, but the best illustration may be taken from a passage in Job where the

ultimate thought is very similar to the one which pervades this book. To explain it there is

required the very admissible supposition of a brief pause, or silence, holding still the flow of the

discourse after some impassioned utterance. This is in accordance with the nature of grave
oriental speaking, whether dialectical or continuous. It may be said, too, that such pauses of

emotional silence, though occupying much shorter intervals in the middle of the dialogue, are

of the same kind, and of the same spirit, with the silence described Job ii. 13: "And thev sat

with him on the earth seven days, and seven nights, and none spake a word unto him, for they
saw that his grief was very great." Some such rest of silence may be supposed to have oc-

curred after the impassioned close of the xxvii. chapter. We are almost driven to this view from
the fact, that the xxviu. seems to have so little of direct, or, in fact, of any discoverable connec-
tion with it. When Job begins again " to take up his parable," his thoughts seem to have
drifted to a great distance ; and yet, during the silence, the thread has been preserved. It has
been carried away by a devious current, but we recover it again before the new strain closes.

So great has seemed the difficulty of connecting these two chapters, that Paeeau {De Jobi

Notitiis, etc., p. 247) reasons plausibly to show that there has been a misplacement, and that

chap, xxviii. should come immediately after chap. xxvi. But there is a better explanation, and
more in harmony with the spirit of this wonderful book. After the strong appeal of the xxvii.,

and the vivid picture, there presented, of the bad man's ruin, we find Job, instead of applying

it directly to his own defence, or his defence of the ways of God, starting oflF in a strange man-
ner, and with this particle '3, presenting no reason for what was said, seemingly, just before,

but forming, as it were, the transition chord to a new modulation :
" For there is a vein for the

silver" ip], "3) or, " surely there is an outlet for the silver, and a place for the gold," etc. What
is the illative force of '3 in this place, or what connective office does it perform at all ? Far off,

as it would seem, from the former train of thought, the speaker goes on to describe the human
zeal and energy in its search for the treasures and secrets of nature. And most graphically is

this done. The references in the beginning are to mining operations, in which men had made
what might seem a wonderful progress in the earliest times: "He (man) puts a limit to the
darkness " [he pushes farther and farther back the horizon of the unknown] ;

" he searches out
to the very end (as Conant well translates it) the stone (the ore) of darkness, and of the shadow
of death." Away from the ordinary human haunts " he hangs suspended " (over the shaft of

the mine). In wilds which even " the vulture's eye had not seen, nor the fierce lion ventured
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to tread, he sendeth forth his hand, and turneth up the mountain from its roots." " He cutteth

out channels in the rocks,—he bmdeth the fountains from overflowing, and that which is most

hidden bringeth he forth to light." Now what is the association of thought that led to this ?

We soon see it. It reappears in that yearning interrogatory : "But where shall wisdom be

found ? where is the place of understanding ?" All these discoveries, however great they

may be conceived to be (and the searching appeal is as much to our own as to the earliest times)

are not wisdom—na^nn—" the wisdom." They give us not the great idea or reason of God in

the creation of man and the world: " The deep " (the great Tehom) still " saith, it is not in me

;

the sea saith, it is not with me." " It is not found in the land of the living," in the world of

active life; and yet, strange as it may seem, "a rumor thereof" has reached the dark, silent

unboasting under-world. " Death and Abaddon (the state in which man seems to be lost, or to

disappear) say, we have just heard the fame thereof with our ears." It is the wisdom which

is known only to God, or to those to whom He reveals it,—His moral purpose in the origination

and continuance of nature, and in the dark dispensations of human life. It is the spiritual idea

of the supernatural world, to which the natural is wholly subservient, but to which neither its

ascending or descending links do ever reach. To this, all unknown as it is, though firmly be-

lieved, does Job appeal in repelling the shallow condemnation of his friends, and the shallow

grounds on which they place it. This is God's wisdom, which was with Him when He made
nature and the worlds. Man's wisdom is to believe in it, to submit himself to it, to stand in awe
of it, and to depart from evil, as the beginning of that -course through which alone there can

come any clearing of the mystery to the human soul. This connects the speaker with the former

train of thought, or the vindication of God's ways as righteous, however dark they may seem
in the human history, whether of the race or of the individual. The pause, the apparent break, is

that which leads to the higher strain. So it is in the musings of Koheleth, less sublime, perhaps,

less impassioned, but with no less of grave impressiveness. It is only when we thus read it as

meditating, soul-interrogating, poetry, that we get in the right vein for understanding its subtle

associations of thought.

In Koheleth, too, as in Job, there are certain underlying ideas, firmly held, and that never

change. Though "clouds and darkness are round about" them, they form the ND3 jOO " the

foundation of the throne,"—the settled basis of his belief in the eternal Righteousness. These
no scepticism ever invades. They have not the appearance of inductions from experience, or

from any kind of logical argumentation ; neither are they so put forth. They are rather holy

mtuitions, inspirations we might style them, which admit of no uncertainty : "I know that what-
soever God doeth is for the olam," the eternity, the world idea ;

" nothing can be put to it nor
any thing taken from it" (iii. 14). Earth may be full of wrong, but "there is One Most High
above all height, that keepeth watch" over the injustice and oppression of men (v. 7):
" Though a sinner do evil a hundred times, and his days be prolonged, yet surely I know that it

shall be well with them that fear God, but it shall not be well with the wicked" (viii. 12). He
knew it

;
his faith not only went beyond sight, but stood strong even in opposition to sense and

earthly experience
:
" I said in my heart, the righteous and the wicked God shall judge ;" for

"there, too" (CDK?, even there, in the great Olam, or world plan, mentioned just above), "is
there an appointment for every purpose, and for every work "

(iii. 17). This judgment will not
be merely through blind " physical consequences," as though it were man's highest duty to obey
nature [according to a favorite modern system of naturalizing ethics], instead of ofttimes having
to fight against it,—but by a glorious and unmistakable manifestation of God Himself, some-
where in the malkuth kol olamim, or cycle of the Olams. It shall be " when God demands
again the ages fled " [iii. 15], ^nnj nx W^y'^ literally, " ??ia^es w^wmilion," or " seeks that which

is pursued." As the solemn proclamation is sent after the fleeing homicide, so shall He demand
again the ages of wrong that have chased away each other in the revolutions of time. They
shall be summoned to stand before His bar. The past is not gone ; it is to appear again in the

judgment, as real as in the events for which it is to be judged. Yea, more real will be that re-

appearing than any thing in the unheeded movements of the present. Neither will it be the ex-

hibition of a general or abstract justice :
" For God will brmg erery w^orA; into judgment with

every secret thing, whether it be good or whether it be evil" [xii. 14]. It is this strong Hebrew
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faith in the Holy Justice which the Rationalist commentators overlook in their absurd com-

paring of some things in this book with the dogmas of the later* Grecian schools. It wholly

severs the reverent, God-fearing Koheleth from the sensual Epicurean, on the one hand, and the

fatalizing, naturalizing Stoic, on the other. His darkness is better than their light, his very

doubts are more suggestive than their most " positive philosophy." It is this God-fearing, yet

man-loving, spirit, that makes his calm utterances so much more impressive than all their bab-

bling disputations about pleasure and pain, the summum honum, and the reality of evil. All

good, he teaches, is from God, even the power to find any satisfaction in eating and drinking (ii.

24, when rightly interpreted, v. 18, 19), and yet again, " sorrow is better than mirth" (viii. 3),

not on account of any ascetic merit in the endurance of pain and grief, but because a saddened

state of soul is more in sympathy with a sad and fallen world, such as the writer evidently con-

ceives it to be [see vii. 29 ; ix. 3 ; iii. 18]. " Sorrow is better than mirth," because it has more

heart, more thought ; it is more becoming, more humane, and, therefore, more rational in view

of the vanity of life, and its abounding woes. It is better, as purifying and beautifying the soul,

and thus producing, in the end, a serener happiness (vii. 3).

" For in the sadness of the face the heart becometh /air ;"

as 3/. 3(3" should be rendered, giving a clear and impressive antithesis, and being in accordance

with the more common usage of the phrase, as denoting comeliness, or even cheerfulness of spi-

rit, rather than moral improvement merely, as our common version gives it : As the face is out-

wardly marred by such grief for the woes of human life, the heart grows inwardly in serene spi-

ritual beauty. Never was this more impressively illustrated than in the life of the " Man of

sorrows," whose " visage was so marred more than any man, and his form more than the sons of

men" (Isaiah Hi. 14; liii. 3).

These great underlying ideas of Koheleth, and the manner in which they appear, form its most

peculiar characteristic. It is its recognition that distinguishes the thoughtful reader from the

one who would flippantly characterize the style of the book as homely, and its thoughts as con-

fused and common-place. These immutable truths may be compared to a strong and clear un-

der current of most serious thinking, rising, at times, above the fluctuating experiences that ap-

pear upon the surface and as constantly losing themselves in the deeper flow. It is the feeling of

this under current that may be said to form the subjective band of thought. It furnishes the

true ground of that rich suggestiveness which pervades the whole composition, and thus consti-

tutes an important element of its poetical character.

In giving a rhythmical version, however plain, to such a book as Koheleth, it should be

borne in mind that some degree of inversion as well as measured or parallelistic movement,

is among the demands of the poetical style in all languages. Such inversion, however, ex-

ists to a much less degree in the Hebrew, than in the Latin and. Greek, and may, therefore,

be more easily represented in English. In truth, a version may be made more clear, and

more literal, as well as more musical, in this very way. It may sometimes be accomplished

by a faithful following of the original in its scantiness as well as in its fulness. Our Eng-

lish version of the Bible inserts in italics the substantive verb where it is not in the He-

brew. It does this, often, to the marring of the thought, and the enfeebling of the emotion:

" From everlasting unto everlasting thou art ;" how much more forcible, and, at the same

time, more rhythmical, the literal following of the Hebrew : from everlasting thou. This may
seem a very slight diflTerence, but the efi"ect on a wide scale, had such literal following been

*[The earlier Greek ideas, as manifested in their Bolemn dramatic poetry, before the Epicurean philosophy had been

fully introduced, remind us strikingly, sometimes, of the language and ideas of the Bible. Nowhere else, out of the Scrip-

tures, is this doctrine of retributive justice, and its awful certainty, more sternly set forth. The manner of expression,

sometimes, shocks our more merciful Christian ideas; yet still we recognize in them the primitive dogma of the dirina

unlkiling Justice, as inseparable from the divine Power and Wisdom

:

ri ira\ai<f>aTOi

AI'KH (vveSpoi Zjjvbs apxaioi? voiioii :

I

Dike, renowned of old,

Who gharea, by ancient laws, the throne of Jove.

Soph. (Ed., Col. 1381.—T. L.]
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constantly practised, would have been very strongly felt. " Vanity of vanities," says our

English version, " all is vanity." Leave out the useless substantive verb: ''Vanity of vani-

ties, all—vanity." A very slight change again, but it has more effect for the ear, as well as

for the feeling. It is no longer an abstract, dogmatic affirmation, but an exclamation of won-

der. Intensive phrases, however, generally refuse a strict verbal rendering, unless they have

become naturalized, as it were, in our language, through a long used literal translation of

the Scriptures, or in any other way. Thus that oft-repeated " vanity of vanities " (the He-

brew use of the construct, state with the plural for something superlative) may stand as it

does, instead of being rendered " most vain," or " utterly vain." So again for the Hebrew

33*0 35''D (i. 6), the most- literal is the best sounding, as well as the most forcible transla-

tion :
" Whirling, whirling,'" or " round, round,"—" round about, round about'"—instead of our

tame and prosaic rendering: "it ivhirleth about continually," or the still poorer Vulgate : Lus-

tra7is universa in circuitu. In other cases, a verbal rendering will not do at all ; and yet in

some way, must their intensiveness be given, or it is no true translation,—that is, no trans-

lation, or setting over, of w-hat is most essential, which, in such a book as Koheleth, is the

emotion, the state of soul, rather than the bare description or ethical thought. Thus, for ex-

ample, in the Hebrew, the plural is sometimes used to express what is superlative or very

great ; as in chap. ii. 8, the expression miE/l m^, which, in our English version is most

strangely rendered, " musical instruments and that of all sorts." The best Jewish authority

regarded mtJ^ as the feminine of HE', the common word for the breast, used here (the only

case of its occurrence) as more feminine and voluptuous, and representative of Solomon's nu-

merous wives and concubines. See Kimchi, and Aben Ezra who cites as a parallel phrase,

CrranT nDni (" a damsel or two," expressed euphemistically) Judges v. 30. Now render

this literally, "a breast and breasts," and how tame it sounds; how bare is it of all emo-

tion ! We want something to express this intensive sense, be it an intensive particle, or

any other intensive word—" the breast, yea, many breasts,"—the seven hundred fair female

bosoms on which Solomon, in " the days of his vanity," had the choice of reposing. The
manner of saying it, and the feeling with which it is said, would furnish no slight argument

that it is a real, and not merely a representative Solomon, who is speaking here. Sometimes

this emotion, this intensity, is expressed, or rather suggested, simply by the rhythmical form

of the translation, even though it be of the slightest kind;—the inverted or measured style

immediately indicating such an emotional state of soul, as other language, in another order^

would not have done. For all these reasons, it is no paradox to assert, that a rhythmical

version of the book, such as is here attempted, may be the most true and literal, placing the

reader's soul in some degree of harmony with that of the writer, not only as regards the ge-

neral subject, but also in respect to the true thought and feeling of particular passages. To
answer this purpose, there is need only of such a degree of inversion as our language most

easily admits, and which might have been much more freely used than it has been in our

common version. Such a style, freely employed in rendering all the poetical books, would
have become naturalized in English through this very means. It might have been called

prose, but would have had much more of the power of the poetical, and would have enabled

us, whilst rendering most literally, to have entered more deeply into the thought of the sa-

cred books through the emotion which is such an essential accompaniment of the thought, and

of which a poor prose translation almost wholly divests it. In addition to this more inverted

style, there is required only the simplest iambic movement, made as smooth as possible, but

without much regard to the equality of the lines. The Version accompanying may be open

to criticism in these respects, but the effect would, in fact, be weakened by having it too

labored, even if that could be consistent with literalness. In short, there is wanted, for such

a purpose, just enough of rhythm to arrest the attention, and set the mind in the direction of

the inward harmony, without occupying it with an excessive artificialness. On these accounts

it is hoped that the attempted rhythmical version will give the reader a better vieiv, by giving

him a better feeliiig of Koheleth (both as a whole, and in its parts) than can come from the

very homely and defective prose translation of our English Bible, or even from the German
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of ZocKLER, which is rhythmical only in appearance ; since it simply follows the Hebrew ac-

cents in the divisions of the parallelisms, which are less evident in this book than in other

parts of the Bible styled poetical. In the version offered, there is very little of what can be

called addition or paraphrase. Some few places there are, in which brief explanatory words

have been placed in parenthetical brackets, but they are not used to any greater extent than

the explanations and connections that are found in the marginal readings of our English Version.

These additions, though marked by enclosing lines, are included in the measured movement,

and may, therefore, be read without interrupting it. They show the connections of thought,

which are virtually in the Hebrew, in cases, often, where a verbal translation would fail to

exhibit the full power of its conciseness. In such instances they are not additions, nor ex-

planatory paraphrases, but genuine parts of a true translation. In other cases, the mere

inversion discloses the association of thought, which we fail to see in the common rendering,

because its unhebraical order divests certain words of that emphasis through which the con-

nection is plainly marked in the original—more plainly, sometimes, than by any logical terms

of assertion.

The measure employed is the Iambic, with occasional use of the Choriambus. The most
usual lines are the pentameter, or the common English blank verse line, the Iambic of seven

feet, the most musical of our English measures, with, occasionally, the less musical, because

less used, Senarius. The shorter lines, of three or four feet, are used for the transitions and
cadences which mark the flow of thought. One who carefully compares it with the original

will see that the translation here attempted keeps to the Hebrew accentual divisions, with

very rare exceptions, and, in most cases, (although a somewhat difficult task) to the measure of

their verbal conciseness. Some few parts are regarded as bare prose, and are given accordingly,

such as the first verse of the book, the passages from ver. 12 to ver. 14, and verses 16 and 17, of

the first chapter, as also verses 9 and 10 of the twelfth chapter. These are viewed as simply in-

troductory to what follows. Without at all affecting our view of the authenticity and inspira-

tion of the book, they may be regarded as scholiastic prologues, or epilogues, made by some other

hand, as explanatory of the whole poem, or of some particular things in it ; as, for example,

verses 9 and 10 of chap. xii. seem to be an added note (by some enthusiastic admirer, himself

divinely guided) to show that Solomon's own language answers the description given in verse

11 that follows, beginning :
" words of the wise, etc!' The reader will find remarks on these, both

by ZocKLER and the editor, in their respective places.—T. L.]
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SAYINGS OF KOHELETH,

SON OF DAVID, KING IN JERUSALEM.

N. B.—The marginal numbers denote the chapters and verses of the common English Version. The Bmaller flgnres

In the text refer to the brief notes in the margin, explanatory of dlfiferencea between this and the common Tersion, or

referring to pages where such explanations may be found.

The introductory Thought and constant Refrain. Continual cyclical changes In Nature and in Human Life. Nothing nev
beneath the sun. ^

Chapter I.

2 vanity of vanities ! Koheleth saith

;

vanity of vanities ! all—vanity.

3 What gain to man in all his toil, he toils beneath the sun ?

4 One generation goes, another comes

;

But the earth for the world' abides.

5 Outbeams^ the sun, and goes beneath, the sun
;

Then to his place, all panting,^ glowing,—there again is he.

6 Goes to the South, the wind, then round to North again

;

Still round and round it goes ;

And in its circuits evermore returns the wind.

7 The rivers all are going to the sea

;

And yet the sea is never full

;

Whence came the rivers, thither they return to go.

8 All words* but labor ; man can never utter it.

With seeing, eye is never satisfied

;

With hearing, ear is never filled.

9 What WAS is what again shall be
;

What has been made, is that which shall be made

;

There's nothing new beneath the sun.

10 Is there a thing of which 'tis said, Lo this is new ?

It hath already been in worlds that were before.

11 Of former things the memory is gone
;

Of things to come shall no remembrance be

With those that shall come after.

I. 1 See p. 45.—3 P. 35, Text Note to v. 5.—»P, 38, note.—* P. 39, and Text Note, pp. 35, 36.

18a
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II.

Koheleth gives an account of himself, his kingly estate, his pre-eminence In Wisdom and experience, with n).editationi

on the fruitlessness of human efforts, and the sorrows of knowledge. Prose mingled with verse.

Chapter I.

12, 13 I Koheleth was king over Israel in Jerusalem, and I set my heart to seek and to explore

by wisdom all that is done beneath the sun,—That painful study which God has given

to weary with.

14 I looked on all the works performed beneath the sun

;

And Lo ! all vanity, a chasing* of the wind.

15 That which is crooked cannot be made straight

;

The lacking can't be numbered.

16 Then said I in my heart, Lo ! I have become great ; I have increased in wisdom beyond

17 all before me in Jerusalem ; my heart hath seen much wisdom, and knowledge. Yea, I

set my heart to know wisdom,—to know vain glory, too, and folly. This also did I see

to be a caring for the wind.
*

18 For in much of wisdom there is much of grief;

And who mcreaseth knowledge, still increaseth sorrow.

III.

The Attempt to unite Pleasure and Wisdom—Figure of the Unruly Horse—The reining of the Flesh—The Heart guiding

as Charioteer—Koheleth's ample means for the Experiment—Its wretched Failure—All Vanity.

Chapter II.

1 Then said I in my heart again

—

Go to—I'll try thee now with pleasure.

Behold the good. This, too, was vanity.

2 Of laughter, said I, it is mad

;

Of mirth— what availeth it?

3 Then in my heart I made deep search,

—

To rein^ my flesh in wine
;

My heart in wisdom guiding

;

To take near hold of folly, till I saw

What kind of good is that for Adam's sons

Which they would get, the numbered days they live,

Beneath the heavens.

4 Great works I did.

Houses i builded, vineyards did I plant,

5 Gardens and parks ; fruit trees of every kind

6 I planted there. I made me water pools.

To water thence the wood luxuriant' of trees.

7 I gat me serving men, and serving women
;

Thralls of my house were born to ray estate

;

Whilst store of cattle, yea of flocks were mine,

Surpassing all before me m Jerusalem.

8 I gathered to me also silver—gold,

—

Treasures of kings, the wealth of provinces.

I gat me singing men, and singing women.

That choice delight of Adam's sons was mine,

—

The' breast^—yea many breasts.

9 So I was great, and grew in greatness more than all

Who were before me in Jerusalem.

My wisdom also still stood firm to me.

II. 6 p. 36, Text Note to t. U. MI. • P. 64, third note.—' P. 66, first note.—6 P, 66, second not*.
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10 Of all mine eyes did ask I nought refused.

My heart I held not back from any joy.

For joyful was my heart in all my toil

;

And this my portion was from all my toil.

11 Then looked I to the work my hands had wrought,

The labor I had labored in the doing

;

And Lo ! all vanity—a chasing of the wind
;

No gain beneath the sun.

IV.

Contemplation of Wisdom and Fofly—Koheleth is sure that Wisdom far excels Folly—But he is puzzled to see how
slight the practical Difference in Life—One seeming Chance to all—All alike forgotten—Koheleth's Grief—His Hatred

of Life and Discontent.

Chapter II.

12 Again I turned to think of wisdom, madness, folly

;

For what shall he do who succeeds the king ?

[What else than] that which they have done already.

13 As light excels the darkness, so I thought^

There surely must be gain to wisdom over folly.

14 The wise man's eyes are in his head [they say'"],

The fool in darkness walketh.

And yet I know that one event awaits them all.

15 Then said I in my heart

Like the fool's chance so hath it chanced to me;
And wherefore, then, am I the wiser?

I told my heart, this, too, was vanity.

16 As of the fool, so also of the wise

;

There's no remembrance that abides forever;'

In that the days are coming—have already come

—

When all is clean forgotten.

Alas 1^ how is it that the wise should die as dies the fool

!

17 And then I hated life.

For grievous seemed the work performed beneath the sun,

Since all is vanity—a chasing of the wind.

18 I hated also all the labor I had wrought.

For I must leave it to a man who shall come after me.

19 Will he be wise or foolish? who can know?
Yet he will rule in all for which I've toiled,

In all I've wisely planned beneath the sun.

This, too, was vanity.

V.
Boheleth'a Desperation—All vanity again.

Chapter II.

20 Thus I revolved^ until it made my heart despair,

Of all the labor I had wrought beneath the sun.

21 For so it is
; there's one whose toil is evermore

In wisdom, knowledge, rectitude;

And then to one who never toiled he yields it as his prize.

this is vanity—an evil very sore.

IV. »P. 63, Text Note to v. 13.—lOp. 58, proyerbial saying,—! P. 68, second uote.-J" P. 58, third note. T. >P. 69, lecond
note.
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22 For what remains to man in all his labor?

In all his heart's sore travail, as he toils beneath the sun ?

23 Since all his days are pain, his occupation grief.

This, too, is vanity.

VI.

1?he true Good not la the power of maa—Who could do more to find it than Koheleth ? All the gift of Qt»L

Chapteb II.

24 The good is not in* man that he should eat and drink,

And find his soul's enjoyment in his toil.

This, too, I saw, is only from the hands of God.

25 For who could more indulge ?

Who faster, farther, run^ (in such a race) than I?

26 To him who hath found favor in His sight

Doth God give wisdom, knowledge, joyfulness
;

But to the sinner gives He travail sore.

To hoard and gather for the man whom he approves.

This, too, was vanity—a caring for the wind.

VII.

A time for every thing. The great world time, or world problem, which men can never find out.

Chapter III.

1 To every thing there is a time,

A season fit, to every purpose under heaven

;

2 A time to be born—a time to die,

A time to plant—a time to dig up what is planted,

3 A lime to kill—a time to heal,

A time to break—a time to build again,

4 A time to weep—a time to laugh,

A time to mourn—a time to dance,

5 A time to scatter stones—a time to gather them again,

A time to embrace—a time to refuse embracing,

6 A time to seek—a time to lose,

A time to keep—a time to cast away,

7 A time to rend—a time to sew,

A time to hold one's peace—a time to speak,

8 A time to love—a time to hate,

A time of war—a time of peace,

9 What gain to him who works, in that for which he labors ?

10 I saw the travail God hath given the sons of men,

That they should toil therein.

11 Each in its several time, hath He made all things fair

;

The world-time^ also hath He given to human thought;

Yet so, that man, of God's great work, can never find,

The end from the beginning.

TI. 4P. 60, note.—'P. 61, third note. Til. 'P. 67, note, also Excuraus on Olamio Wordi.
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VIII.

la worldly things, enjoyment and success the only good proposed. This God's gift. The Inquisition of the Past

Chaptee III.

12 There is no other good in them, I know,

But to enjoy, and to do well in life

;

13 Yea, more,—to every man,

That he should eat and drink, and find enjoyment in his toil

—

Even this is God's own gift.

14 For all God's work, I know, is for eternity.'

No adding to it—from it no diminishing.

And this He does that men may fear before Him.

15 What was is present now
;

The future has already been
;

And God demands again the ages fled.^

IX.

The Injustice in the world—God's sure Judgment—God's trial of men to prove them—Human Life and its Destiny as judged

by human conduct—"Man who is in honor and abideth not is like the beasts that perish"—One chance, seemingly.

to all.

Chaptee III.

16 Again I looked beneath the sun

—

The place of judgment—wickedness was there.

The place of righteousness—I saw injustice there.

17 Then said I in my heart

:

The righteous and the wicked God will judge.

For ihere^ too, unto every purpose, and for every work,

18 There is a time appointed.

This said I in my heart—because of Adam's sons

—

When God shall try them—for themselves to see

That they—in their own estimation '°—are as beasts.

19 (So seems it)—one event for man, for beast,— one doom for all.

As dieth this, so dieth that—one breath is for them all.

There is no pre-eminence to man above the beast.

Since all is vanity.

20 Unto one place (the earth) go all alike.

All come from earth, and all to earth return.

21 For who (among them) is it that discerns,^

The spirit of the man that goeth up on high,

The spirit of the beast that downward goes to earth?

22 And so I saw there was (for them)* no higher good

Than that a man should joy in his own work.

Since this his portion is.

For who shall take him there to see

What shall be after him ?

Vin. T Excursus on Olamic Words, p. 51.—8 Excursus, p. 72. IX. 9P. 69, note.—lop. 70, 71, note.—i P. 7i, note.—*Ilw
ame.
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X.

Koheleth turns again—The sight of oppression changes the view—The Dead seem better off than the Living—Labor, when

it prospers, only a source of envy—The envious fool's content in his idleness.

Chaptee IV.

1 And then I turned again—

I looked on all the oppressions done beneath the sun.

For Lo ! the tears of the oppressed, who had no comforter

;

Whilst on the oppressors' side was power, to them no comforter.

2 then I praised the dead who died long since,

More than the living men who now survive.

3 Ah ! better than them both is that which hath not been.

Nor ever seen the evil work performed beneath the sun.

4 Again I thought of toil as prospering in its work,

That this is cause of hate to one man from his neighbor.

Yea, this is vanity, a caring for the wind.

5 The fool (in envy) folds his hands and his own flesh devours.

6 For better (saith he)" is the one hand full of quietness,

Than both hands full of toil and wmdy vain desire.

XI.

Another vanity—The lone Miser—The good of Society.

Chapter IV.

7 I turned to look again beneath the sun

—

And Lo ! another vanity !

8 There is one alone ; he has no mate, no son or brotlier near,

And yet there is no end to all his toil.

With wealth his eyes are never satisfied.

Ah me !^ for whose sake do I labor so ?

Or why do I keep back my soul from joy ?

this is vanity and travail sore.

9 . Better are two than one, for then there is to them

A good reward in all their toil.

10 For if they fall, the one shall raise his friend.

But woe to him who falls alone, with none to lift him up.

11 If two together lie, they both have heat

;

But how shall one be warm alone ?

12 If one be stronger, two shall stand against him.

Nor quickly can the triple cord be broken.

XII.

Changes in the indiyidual and political life—The lowly exalted, the high abased—Changes in the world-life—The passing

generations.

Chapter IV.

13 Better the child, though he be poor, if wise.

Than an old and foolish king, who heeds no longer warning.

14 For out of bondage comes the one to reign

;

The other, in a kingdom* born, yet suffers poverty.

15 I saw the living all, that walked inpride^ beneath the sun.

I saw the second birth^ that in their place shall stand.

X. 3 p. 81. XI. *P. 81, second note. XII. i- Excursus, p. Si.—^ The same.—' Excursus, p. 85.
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16 No end to all the people that have gone before
;

And they who still succeed, in them^ shall find no joy.

This, too, is vanity, a chasing of the wind.

XIII.

Eeverence in worship—In speaking—Observance of vows. Against superstition, dreams and fortune-telling—Fe«r Qod
alone.

Chapter V.

N. B.—In the Hebrew this chapter begins with ver. 2.

1 keep thy foot when to the house of God thou goest.

Draw nigh to hear.

'Tis better than to give the sacrifice of fools;

For they know not that they are doing evil. »

2 be not hasty with thy mouth, nor let thy heart be rash
To utter words before the face of God,

For God in heaven dwells, thou here on earth.

Be, therefore, few thy words.

3 As in the multitude of care there comes the dream,
So, with its many words, the voice of fools.

4 When thou hast made a vow to God, defer not to fulfill.

He has no delight m fools—pay, then, as thou hast vowed.
5 'Tis better that thou shouldst not vow, than vow and not perform.
6 Give not thy mouth to cause thy flesh to sin

;

Nor say before the angel .-'o " 'twas an error."

Wherefore should God be angry at thy voice?

And why the labors of thy hands destroy ?

7 Though dreams abound and vanities, presagings numberless,
Yet fear thou God.

XIV.

Be not Btnmbled at sight of oppression and oppressors—There are Higher Powers than they—And God is over aU;

Ghaptee V.

8 When, in a province, thou beholdest the oppression of the poor,—
Bold robbery of judgment and of right;

At such allowance marvel not.

Since One most high, above all height, is keeping watch.
Yes—there be higher' far than they.

9 For every (rank) has profit from the soil.

The king himself owes^ homage to the field.

XV.

Wealth mever satisfies—The laborer's contented sleep.

Chapter V.

10 Who silver loves, with silver ne'er is satisfied.

Nor he who loves increase of wealth, with revenue.
This is another vanity :

11 When wealth increases, they increase who spend;
And what the owner's gain, except to see it with his eyes?

12 Sweet is the laborer's slumber, be it less he eat or more
;

Whilst the abundance of the rich permits him not to sleep.

XII. 8 The same. XIII. »P. 89, and note p. 141.—lo p. 90, second note. XIV. 1 P. 91, second note.-2 P. 92, note.
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XVI.

Another sore evil—The hoarding miaer, who loses his wealth and dias poor—Darkness, Sickness, and Wrath.

Chapter V.

13 There is another grievous woe I've seen beneath the sun,— .

Wealth hoarded to its owner's hurt.

14 With the sore travail (it had cost)^ that wealth departs

;

The son whom he begets is left with nothing in his hand.

14 Then bare, as from his mother's womb he issued forth.

Doth he return (to earth) poor as he came.

And nothing takes he of his toil to carry with him there.

16 a sore evil this !

In all points as he came, so shall he go.

And what his profit that he thus should labor for the wind?

17 Yea, all his days doth he in darkness eat.

Abundant sorrow, sickness too is his,'* and chafing wrath.

XVII.

The aumming up of Koheleth's experience—The true Good, the Good that is /air-The ubilify to see good in anything is

God's own gift—" His favor is more than life "—Makes the mere enjoyment of life little remembered.

Chapter V.

18 And now behold what I have seen

!

GooD^ that is fair, to eat and drink, and see the good

In all the toil that one may toil beneath the .sun,

The number of the days that God has given

19 To be his portion here—yea, every man,

As God has given hira wealth and great estate,

And power to eat thereof,

To bear his portion, and be joyful in his toil

—

This good^ (I say) is God's own gift.

20 For little will he call to mind, the days that he has lived.

When God doth thus respond to him in joyfulness of heart.

XVIII.

Koheleth turns again to the dark side—The rich man to whom God has not given the truo good—compared to the un-

timely birth—He who vainly lives, less blessed than the vainly bom

Chapter VI.

1 Another evil have I seen beneath the sun,

And great it is to man

;

2 There is one whom God endows with wealth,

And store of goods, and glorious estate

;

Who nothing lacks of all his soul desireth,

Yet God gives him no power to eat thereof;

For one, an alien^ born, devoureth it

;

This, too, is vanity, a very sore disease.

3 Though one beget a hundred sons—though he live many years,

—

Yea, though to countless days his life extends

—

His soul unsatisfied with good, and he no burial have

;

The untimely born, I said, is better sure than he.

XVI. »P. 93, second note.—* P. 94, note. XVII. 6 p. 94, second note.—»The same. XVin. T p. 99, first noto.
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For though^ in vanity it comes, and into darkness goes,

—

And darkness cover deep its name,

—

Though* it hath never seen the sun, nor aught hath ever known,

—

Yet better rests (the vainly born) than He [who vainly lived]

;

Yea, though he lived a thousand years twice told,

Yet never .saw the good.

Unto one pl^ce, go not all men alike 7^

XIX.

TJnsatisfactorinesa ofhuman lifo aniJ efforts—To the Wise, the Fool, the Poor—Content better than the Wandering of the
80ul—The frailty and earthlinoss of man as indicated by his name Adam—He cannot'strive with his Maker Multi-
plication of words—They ouly increase vanity.

Chapter VI.

7 All toil of man is ever for his mouth
;

And yet the appetite is never filled.

8 What profit to the wise ('tis asked)^ beyond the fool?

What to the poor, though knowing how to walk before the living ?

9 Better the eyes beholding (say)'o than wandering of the soul.

This, too, is vanity.

10 What each thing is, its name was named of old
;

Known thus for lohat he is,' is Adam (named from earth);

And that he cannot strive with One so far in might excelling.

11 Though many words there are, in vain they multiply;

What profit then to man ?

12 For who knows what is good for man in life.

The number of the days of his vain life,

He spendeth like a shadow gone ? For who can tell to man
What shall be after him beneath the sun ?

XX.

The sorrowful aspects of life better than the jovial—Better than the song of fools the chidinga of the wise—Here, too, there
is vanity—Since insolence of st&tioa and bribery may cause even the wise to err.

Chapter VII.

Better the honored name than precious oil

;

Better the day of death than that of being born.

Better to visit sorrow's house than seek the banquet hall

;

Since that (reveals) the end of every man.
And he who lives should lay it well to heart.

Better is grief than mirth
;

For in the sadness of the face the heart becometh* fair.

The wise man's heart is in the house of mourning

;

The fool's heart in the house of mirth.

Better to heed the chiding of the wise

Than hear the song of fools.

For like the sound of thorns beneath the pot,

So is the railing laughter of the fool.

This, too, is vanity.

For even the wise may arrogance' inflate,

A bribe his h^art corrupt.

XVIII. 8 p. 100, note also p. 177, Int. to Met. Ver. XIX. » lo Question and Answer.—i P. 101, note. XX. * P. 179, Int
to Met. Vers.—3 P. 106, note, and Text Note, p. 104.
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XXI.

Sundry raaxims-The end determines—Be patient-Fret not—\o mark of Wisdom to praise the past—In Wealth there is

defence of life, in knowledge life itself—In prosperity be joyful—In adversity be thoughtful-God hath set one over

against the other.

Chapter VII.

8 Better the issue of a thing than the beginning.

Better the patient than the proud in soul.

9 be not hasty in thy spirit angrily to grieve

;

For in the bosom of the fool such anger ever dwells.

10 Say not, why is it, days of old were better days than these ?

'Tis not from wisdom comes such questioning.

11 Wisdom is fair with fair inheritance ;*

And gain excelling hath it then for men.

12 In Wisdom's shade, as in the shade of Wealth,

[Defence of lifep ; but knowledge hath pre-eminence (in this),

That wisdom giveth life to its possessor.

13 Survey the works of God ;

For who can make that straight which He hath left deformed ?

14 In days of good, be thou of joyful heart

;

In evil days, look forth (consider thoughtfully)

How God hath set the one against the other,

That aught of that which cometh after man may never find.

XXII.

Kolio'eth's sari fxperipncc—the wicked prospering—the good depressed. Over-righteonsness—Be not too knowing—The fear

of God ihe only safety-Wisdom stronger than strength—None righteous, no, not one—Ueed not slanders.

Chapter VII.

15 Much have I seen, of all kinds,^ in my days of vanity.

The righteous man who perished in his righteousness

;

The wicked man, with life prolonged in wickedness.

16 Nor over-righteous be, nor over-wise
;

For why thyself confound ?

17 Nor over-wicked be, nor play the fool;

Why die before thy time ?

18 Better hold fast the one, nor from the other draw thy hand;

But he alone who feareth God comes out unscathed'' from all.

19 One wise man there may be whom wisdom stronger makes,

Than ten tlie mightiest captains in the city

;

20 But one^ a righteous man, on earth is never found,

Who doeth always good and sinneth not.

21 [Learn this] too, give not heed to every word that flies
;

Lest thine own servant thou shouldst hear reviling thee

;

22 For many the time, as thine own soul well knows,

That thou thyself hast other men reviled.

XXI. <P. 107, first note.—B p. 107, second note. XXII. 8 P. 108, first note.—' P. 109.-8 p. 109, third note.
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XXIII.

Koheleth'a desire to learn the great past. He then turns to seek wisdom in human life. The evil woman A good on«
hard to find—One man in a thousand. Man made upright ; now fallen.

Chapter VII.

23 All this have I essayed for wisdom's sake.

that I might be wise, I said, but it was far from me
;

24 Far off—the past, what is it ?^ deep—that deep, 0, who can sound?

25 Then turned I. and my heart, to learn, explore,

To seek out wisdom, reason—sin to know,

—

Presumption,—folly,—vain impiety.

26 Than death more bitter did I find the wife

Whose heart is nets and snares, whose hands are chains.

The blest of God from her shall be delivered

;

The sinner shall be taken.

27 Behold, this have I found, Koheleth saith

;

[As reckoning] one by one, to sum the account ;

28 That which my heart was ever seeking though I found it not

:

Out of a thousand, one man have I found

;

Amidst all these, one woman seek I still.

29 This only have I found—behold it,—God made man upright

;

But they have sought devices numberless.

XXIV.

Wisdom lighteth up the face. Koheleth's kingly admonition—Submission to right authority. The rebellious spirit—.

Safety of obedience.

Chapter VIII.

1 Who like the wise, or him who knows the reason of a thing ?

Man's wisdom lighteth up his face,—its aspect stern is changed.

2 I, a king's mouth (do speak it),'° heed it well
;

By reason, also, of the oath of God

;

3 In anger, from the [ruler's] presence hasten not

;

Nor boldly stand in any evil thing

;

For that which he hath purposed will he do,

4 Where'er the mandate of a king, there, too, is power;

And who shall say to him, what doest thou ?

5 Who simply keeps the statute knows' no harm

;

Yet still, the wise in heart doth time and judgment heed.

XXV.

Man's evil great, yet reason and justice in it all—No resistance in the warfare with death. Impotency of wickedness.

Chaptee VIII.

6 For surely unto every purpose is there time and judgment fixed,

Although^ man's evil be so great upon him,

7 Unknowing, as he is, of all that is to come.

For how it shall be, who is there to tell him ?

8 Over the spirit, none has power to hold it back
;

No strength availeth in the day of death;

For in that warfare there is no release

;

And wickedness is impotent to free Ihe sinner there.

XXIII. "Note pp. 113, lU. XXJV. wp. 113, Text Note to v. 2.—ip. 117, note. XXV. 2P. 118, first note.
^"

"
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XXVI.

A close survey—Power hurtful to its poageasors—The wicked rulers dead—Buried in Pomp—Forgotten.

Chapter VIII.

9 This too I saw—'twas when I gave my heart

To every work that's done beneath the sun

—

That there's a time when man rules over man to his own hurt.

10 'Twas when I saw the wicked dead interred
;

And to and from'' the holy place (men) came and went

;

Then straight were they forgotten in the city of their deeds.

Ah ! this was vanity.

XXVII.

Human presumption arising from impunity—Judgment slow but sure—No good to the sinner notwithstanding appearances-*

" Woe to the wicked, it shall be ill with him—Joy to the righteous, it shall be well with him."

Chapter VIII.

11 Since sentence on an evil work is not done speedily,

Therefore the hearts of Adam's sons are filled with thoughts of wrong.

12 Yet though the sinner sin a hundred times, with life prolonged,

Still know I this—it shall be well with those who worship God,

—

Who stand in awe before Him.

13 But for the sinner there is nothing good

;

Nor shall he lengthen out his days that like a shadow (flee),

This man who hath no fear (to sin) before the face of God.

XXVIII.

Koheloth'g faith grows weak again—He stumbles at the sight of the same seeming chance to all—It is th^n that he c-x-

tols pleasure—No good except to eat, eic.

Chapter VIII,

14 'Tis vanity, what's done upon the earth, for so it is,

That there are righteous unto whom it haps as to the vile,

And sinners, too, whose lot is like the doings of the just.

For surely this is vanity, I said.

15 'Twas then"" that pleasure I extolled :

How that there was no good to man beneath the sun;

Except to eat, and drink, and here his joy to find
;

And this alone attends him in his toil.

During all the days of life that God has given beneath the sun.

XXIX.

The mystery deepens—No human philosophy can solve the problem of life—We can only say, " all things are in the hands

of God:" Human Love and Hatred—The unknown All as it bears upon all—The seeming outward confusion in moral

states—Tlie still greater invisible evil in the hearts of men—Then to the nnknown after state—Hope in the living

—

The highest form of death inferior to the lowest life.

Chapter VIII.

16 According as I gave my heart to know what wisdom was,

And to explore the travail sore that's done upon the earth,

[So sore that day and night the eyes no slumber take]

17 'Twas then I saw that man can never find ttie work of God

;

That work which now is going on beneath the sun.

For though one labor in the search, his search is all in vain.

Yea, though the sage* may boast his knowledge, still he finds it not.

XXVI. «P. 119, note. XXVUl. ^P. 120, note. XXIX. &Pp. 67, 68, note.
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Chapteb IX.

For this before my heart I set—all this to understand

—

Even this (great mystery) how that the righteous and the wise,

With all their works, are in the hands of God.

Their love, their hatred too ; man knows it not, the all^ that lies before him

,

The all according as it is to all—one fate to all

—

The just, the vile, the good, the pure, the one with sin defiled

;

To him who offers sacrifice—to him who gives it not

;

As to the good, so unto him that sins
;

As to the perjured, so to him who fears to break his oath.

Yes, this the evil sore in all that's done beneath the heavens

:

That thus one doom should come to all alike.

And then, so full of evil are the hearts of Adam's sons !

Yea, madness in their hearts, whilst they da live

;

Then to the dead they go.

For there is hope in one whose life still joins^ the living throng.

To a living dog there's greater worth than to a lion dead.

XXX.

Koheleth's views of the state of the dead—Not as a state of extinction, but as opposed to the present active, loving, hating,

scheming life—The unknown state of being to which there is no participation in the worlis of this world "beneath

the sun."

Chapter IX.

5 The living know that they must die, the dead they nothing know.

For them there is no more reward, forgotten is their name.

6 Their hate, their love, their zeal, all perished now;

Whilst the world lasts, no portion more have they,

In all the works performed beneath the sun.

XXXI.

On this there follows a strain of sorrowing irony—[In language the opposite of 1 Cor. vii. 29]—Alas man!—If it be all

of life to live—Then go thy way, eat, drink thy wine—There is no judgment—Qod accepts thy works—Get all the good

thou canst out of " thy day of vanity "—There is no work or scheme in Sheol. Comp. Wisdom of Solomon, II. 6.

Chapter IX.

7 Go then, with gladness eat thy bread, and merrily drink thy wine,

For Qod already hath accepted all thy works.

8 In every season be thy garments white.

And oil be never wanting to thy head.

9 Live joyful with the wife whom thou hast loved,

During all the days of thy vaio life,—that life^

Which God hath given to thee beneath the sun

—

Yea, all thy days of vanity.

For this thy only portion is in life,

And in thy weary toil which thou hast toiled beneath the sun.

10 Po then whate'er thy hand shall find in thine own might' to do,

For there's no work, no plan, no knowledge, no philosophy'",

In Sheol, where thou goest.

XXIX. 6 Vaihinger, p. 124, 2d col.—IP. 125, 1st note. XXXI. 8 p. 126, second note.—" Excursus II., p. 135, 1st col.—

10 Excursus I., p. 131, 1st col.
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XXXII.

Koheleth turns again—Tie revises and retracts what had been said—All ench advice to live merrily is vain, because there

is uo certainty in human affairs, and human efforts—All Wisdom, therefore, and all resolving to be happy may be in

Tain.

Chapter IX.

11 I turned again to look beneath the sun.

Not to the swift the race I saw, nor victory to the strong,

Nor to the wise secure their bread, nor to the prudent wealth,

Nor favor to the knowing ones, but time and doom to all.

12 For man knows not his time.

Like fishes taken in the net, or like to' birds ensnared,

So are the sons of Adam snared when comes the evil hour,

And falls upon them suddenly, unwarned.

XXXIII.

Koheleth gives an historical example of the little avail that wisdom is to its possessor, yet still protesting its desirable-

ness, and its intrinsic superiority to strength and weapons of war—How sin and folly, too, may render it ineffectual,

and even turn it to evil.

Chapter IX.

13 This, too, I saw, a mystery' great [to me] beneath the sun :

14 A little city—few its men—a monarch great invading,

With hosts surrounds, and builds against it mighty mounds of siege.

15 A man was found therein, a poor man, yet most w^ise.

This man the city by his wisdom saved

;

Yet no one did that poor wise man remember.

16 Then said I, true it is, that wisdom's more than strength

;

Yet see—the poor man's wisdom—how despised, his words unheard!

17 Words of the wise ! in quiet are they heard

Beyond the shout of him who rules o'er fools.

18 Sure, wisdom is a better thing than instruments of war;

Though all its good so great one sinner may destroy.

Chapter X.

1 Like as dead flies, with frothy taint, the fragrant oil corrupt,

So taints^ a little folly, one for worth and wisdom famed.

XXXIV.

A series of moral meditations, having more of suggestive than of logical association—Their main drift, that men should

employ their faculties in the best way they can, notwithstanding the little eflSciency of human wisdom in sucuring

good and avoiding evil.

Chapter X.

2 The wise man's heart is on his right, the fool's heart on his left,

3 Even by the way, as walks the fool, his understanding fails,

And unto every one he meets, his folly he proclaims.

4 If e'er against thee swell the ruler's rage, leave not thy place ;

Though great the offence, the yielding spirit calms.

5 Another evil have I seen beneath the sun :

An error such as comes from princes' favor
;

6 Folly is set on high, the rich sit lowly on the ground.

7 Servants on horses mounted have I seen ;

—

Princes, like servants, walking on the earth.

XXXIII. IP. 127, note.—2 P. 138, note.
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There is danger, too, in the ordinary avocations of life.

Chapter X.

8 Who digs a ditch himself may fall therein.

Who breaks a hedge, a serpent there may bite him.

9 He who removeth stones, gets hurt thereby,

Who cleaveth trees, by them is put in peril.

10 If dull the iron, and its edge he fails to sharpen well,

Then greater force he needs,3 and help of wise dexterity.

XXXVI.

The babbler—Speech of the wise—Of the foolish—Vain predictions.

Chapter X.

11 A serpent that without enchantment bites

—

So is the slanderer's tongue ; no gain hath it to its possessor.

12 Words of the wise man's mouth,—they're words of grace;

Lips of the fool,—theiool himself they swallow up
;

13 His words in folly that began, in raving madness end.

14 Predicting'' words he multiplies
;
yet man can never know.

The thing that shall be, yea, what cometh after who shall tell ?

15 Vain toil of fools ! it wearieth him,—this man that knoweth naught

That may befall his going to the city.s

XXXVII.

Evils of bad goTernment—A blessing on the Tvell-ruled State—Evils of slothfulness—The feast for joy—But money a&
swers all—Revile not the powerful, or the rich.

Chapter X.

16 Woe unto thee, land,—thy king a child,

—

Thy nobles rising early to the feast.

17 Blessed art thou, land,—thy king the son of princely sires,

—

Thy nobles timely in their feasts, for strength,—not revelry.

18 Through slothfulness the building goes to ruin
;

When hands hang down, the house lets® in the rain.

19 For mirth do men prepare the feast, and wine to gladden life

;

But money is the power that answers all.

20 Not even in thy thought revile the king,

Nor in thy chamber, dare to curse the rich
;

The bird of heaven shall carry forth the sound

;

The swift of wing tbe secret word reveal.

XXXVIII.

Be boldly liberal—Let nature have its course-But do thy present duty—The Spirit's mysterions way—The secret of life

known only to God—Be diligent and leave the issue to God—Life is sweet, but reoiember the day of darkness.

Chapter XI.

1 Upon the waters boldly cast thy bread

;

For thou shalt find it after many days.

2 To seven a portion give, yea, more, to eight

;

Thou knowest not what evil may be coming on the land.

3 If clouds be full of rain, they pour it on the earth.

Whether to North, or South the tree shall fall.

Where'er it falls, there shall it surely lie.

XXXV. SP. liO. XXXVL •»?. Ul, note.—6 Pp. Ul, 142, note. XXXvil. ep. 14.3, second col.
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He who observes the wind shall- never sow.

Who gazes on the clouds shall never reap.

'Tis like the spirit's way ;'' thou knowest it not;

Or how the bones do grow within the pregnant womb

;

Even so thou knowest not the way of God,

Who worketh all.

Then in the morning sow thy seed

;

Nor yet at evening stay thy hand.

For which shall prosper, this or that,

Or both alike shall profit bring,

Lies all beyond thy ken.

Sweet is the light, and pleasant to the eye to see the sun.

Yet if a man live many years, rejoicing in them all,*

The days of darkness let him not forget.

That they are many ; all that cometh, still is vanity.

XXXIX.

Youth warned of Judgment—Declared to be Vanity—Early Remembrance of the Creator—Old age and its gathering

Darkness—The dissolving Earthly House. Figure of the Castle with its Keepers—Its men of Might—Its Purvey-

ors, or GrindeiB—Its Watchmen—Its closing Gates—Fears of old age—Its Burdens—Its Hoary Hairs—Its failing

Desire—The Beth 01am, or House of Eternity—Other Figures—The Broken Lamp—The Ruined Fountain—The

Flesh to Dust—The Soul to God. The closing cry of Vanity—Hebel Uebalim—"A vapor that appeareth for a

little while," Jas iv. 14.

Chapter XI.

9 Rejoice youth in childhood ; let thy heart

Still cheer thee in the day when thou art strong."

Go on in every way thy will shall choose,

And after every form thine eyes behold

;

But know that for all this thy God will thee to judgment bring.

10 then, turn sorrow from thy soul, keep evil from thy flesh

;

For childhood and the morn'o of life, they, too, are vanity.

Chapter XII.

1 Remember thy Creator, then, in days when thou art young

;

Before the evil days are come, before the years draw nigh
;

When thou shalt say—delight in them is gone.

2 Before the sun, the morning light,' the moon, the stars, grow dark,

And after rain the clouds again do evermore return

;

3 Before the keepers of the house do shake,

Its men of might [its strong supporters] bend.

And they who grind, in strength and numbers, fail

;

When darkness falls on them who from the turret windows watch ;'

4 And closing are the doors that lead abroad ;^

When the hum* of the mill is sounding low,

Though it rise* to the sparrow's note.

And voices® loudest in the song, do all to faintness sink.

XXXVItl. '> Excursus, p. 147.—» P. 151, note. XXXIX. » Pp. 151, 152, note.—lop. 152, second col.—ip. 154, first note

—sp. 165, first note—3 P. 166, second note.—* P. 155, third note.—« The same.
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5 When they shall be afraid of what is high

;

And terrors fill the way
;

And the almond^ tree shall bloom,

The insects' weight oppress,^

And all desire shall fail;

For thus man goes to his eternal house,^

Whilst round about the streets the mourners walk

—

6 Before the silver cord shall part,'" the golden bowl be dashed,

The bucket broken at the spring, the wheel at cistern crushed,

7 And dust goes down to earth from whence it came,

And soul returns again to Him who gave it at the first.

8 vanity of vanities, the preacher saith,

vanity of vanities ! all—vanity.

XL.

A prose Scholium by the general author, or compiler, praising the wisdom of Koheleth, and the excellence of hia

doctrine, with a closing poetic extract from the Solomonic meditations, as suitable to it. This is followed by
the solemn conclusion to the whole as taken from the same ancient source.

Chapter XII.

9 And moreover; Because the Preacher was wise,' he continued to teach the people know-
10 ledge. Yea, he gave an attentive ear, and sought out, and set in order, many parables. Ihe

Preacher sought to find acceptable words, and what he wrote was upright, even words of

truth.

11 Words of the wise ! like piercing goads are they
;

Like driven nails their gathered^ sentences,

All from One Shepherd given.

TUE GRAND CONCLUSION.

12 Be warned, my son,
—

'tis only left to say

—

Of making many chapters^ there's no end

;

And thinking long is wearying to the flesh.

13 The great conclusion hear

:

FEAR GOD AND HIS COMMANDMENTS KEEP, FOR THIS IS ALL OF MAN.
14 For every work, yea, every s<^cret deed.

Both good and evil, God will surely into judgment bring.

XXXIX. ' p. 157, first note.—8 p. 157, second note.—9 Excursus, p. 158.—lo P. 160, second note. XL i Notes 165, 166.—
s P. 165, Text Note to t. 11.—« P. 168, first note, and Appendix to Int., p. 30.
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THE

SONG OF SOLOMON

INTRODUCTION.

§ 1. NAME AND ARTISTIC FORM OF THE SONG OP SOLOMON.

The title D"'T'?'r! "^"'^, "Song of songs," or, as it is more fully expressed in i. 1, D'TlJ^n I'ty

rinStJfS 12/X " The Song of songs, which is Solomon's," describes this book neither as a " series

(chain) or collection of many songs " (as Kleuker, Augusti, Velthusen, Paulus suppose),

nor as one prominent among the many songs of Solomon (according to Ibn Ezra's and D. KiM-

CHi's translation : "A song of the songs of Solomon "). " Song of songs " (Sept., aana aafidruv;

Vulg., canlicum canlicorum) is without doubt rather designed to characterize this poem as the

most excellent of its kind, as the finest, the most precious of songs. Of the many songs, which,

according to 1 Kings v. 12, Solomon composed, the author of this title,—whom we must at all

events distinguish from the poet himself, as is shown particularly by its "it^i? instead of the po-

etical abbreviation p, which is always used in the song itself*—would exalt the one before us as

especially commendable and elegant. This sense, suggested by analogies like "heaven of hea-

vens " (1 Kings viii. 27), " servant of servants " Gen. ix. 25, " vanity of vanities " (Eccles. i. 2),

" ornament of ornaments " (Ezek. xvi. 7),t which Luther has briefly and appositely expressed by

"das Hohelied,'" is undoubtedly involved in the expression, whether ribiLy? "^'O^,, "which is

Solomon's," be referred (as is usually done) to the principal subject in the singular "I'C/, " song,"

or to the immediately preceding plural D'TDH ("Song of the songs of Solomon=the noblest among

the songs of Solomon;" so, e.g., Hitzig, Ewald, Dichter des A. Bds., 2d edit., I., 236; Bleek,

Einleit. in's A. T., 2d edit., p. 636).

t

* [There is no reason whatever to suspect, much less believe, that tbis title is of a later date than the book itself, of whose

text it is without doubt a genuine and iutegral part. In its favor may be urged the usage of ancient writers, both sacred

and profane, to preface their productions by some such brief statement of the author, theme or occasion. It stands upon

the same ground with the titles to the Psalms and prophecies, whose originality has likewise been disputed, often on the

most frivolous pretences, but never disproved. The correctness of this title is conceded, or is capable of being readily

established. It was neither indecorous nor unnatural for the author to designate his own production as the Song of songs,

if it involved the sacred mystery which all but the lowest class of erotic interpreters find in it. In the elevated diction of

this Song the abbreviated and unusual form of the relative, which occurs only sporadically elsewhere, is employed exclu-

sively throughout ; but it surely need occasion no surprise that it is not found likewise in the prosaic title, as Zockier

himself confesses, g 3, Rem. 2. The occurrence of "ItyX in .ludg. v. 27 casts no suspicion on the genuineness of that verse

though \if is used elsewhere in the song of Deborah, ver. 7. Nor, on the other hind, does a single t^, where Tt^X is,

the prevailing form, discredit Gen. vi. 3 or Job xix. 29. Both forms of the relative likewise occur interchangeably in

Eeclesiastes, and both are found in the writings of Jeremiah.

—

Tr.]

•f
[Other superlatives of like construction are the Holy of holies, Ex. xxvi. 33 ; King of kings, Ezek. xxvi. 7 ;

God of gods

and l.ordof lords, Deut.x. 17 (but not Josh. xxii. 22, where the original is different) ; see also Dan. viii. 25, Ps. Ixxii. 5, comp.

Kcv. i. 6. The same idiom is found in the Greek of the New Tesfument, t. g., an Hebrew of the Hebrews, Phil. iii. 5, and has

even been transferred to English as in the phrase " heart of hearts."—Tb.]

X [Rendered by Coverdale : Ballets. In Matthew's Bible, Cranmer's and Bishops': Ballet of balh-ts of Solomon. WicK-

UFFE and the common English version: Songofsongs. Doww: Solomon's Canticle of canticles. Geveva: "an; excellent Song,

which was Solomon's," to which Is added the note "Heb. a Song of songs, so called because it is thechiefestof those thousand

6nd five which Solomon made, 1 Kings iv. 32." Patrick :
" The most natural meaning seems to bo that this is the most ex.

1



INTRODUCTION TO THE SONG OF SOLOMON.

The unity of its contents might accordingly be inferred from this most ancient denomination of

the book, traditionally preserved in the Bible. The Song of Solomon is one poem, a poetical unit

artistically arranged and consistently wrought out—not a collection of many songs put together

like a string of pearls (Herder), a " delightful medley " (Goethe), an anthology of erotic poems

without mutual connection (Magnus), a conglomerate of " fragments thrown together in wild

confusion" (Lossner), etc. All these hypotheses which issue in the chopping up of this noble

work of art (with which is to be classed in the most recent times the view taken by the Reformed

Jews Rebenstein and Sanders, which pares away portions of ch. iii. and viii. as spurious, and

carves the whole into four songs) are utterly untenable. This appears both negatively from the

meaningless and formless character of the fragments, great or small, which they create, and

positively from the impression of unity and inner connection which an unprejudiced and thorough

study of the whole produces. That in several passages the same sentence recurs in identical

words as a refrain (see particularly ii. 7 ; iii. 5 ;
viii. 4) ; that a chorus of " daughters of Jerusa-

lem "
is addressed no less than six times, and a seventh time is mentioned in the third person

(iii. 10 ; comp. i. 5 ; ii. 7 ; iii. 5 ; v. 8 ; v. 16 ;
viii. 4) ; that the relation of a lover to his beloved

runs through the whole as the prominent theme, and prevailingly in the form of a dialogue or res-

ponsive song (see especially ch. i.; li. 1-7; ch. iv.; ch. vii. and viii.)
;
and finally that references

not only to the times of Solomon, but to his person as the principal subject of all the descriptions

and amatory outpourings of the heart stand out every where over and over again (i. 4, 5 ;
iii.

7-11 ; vii. 6 ; viii. 11, 12) ; these are incontrovertible criteria of the strict unity of the whole which

is not to be doubted even where particular portions seem not to cohere so well together, or where

it remains uncertain to which of the actors a sentence or series of sentences is to be assigned. The

whole is really a "I't^, a song or poem, i. e.. not a carmen (a lyric poem, hymn or ode), to be

Bung with instrumental accompaniment—in which case it would have been called I'lnjo rather

than 'T'tJ'—but a poem of a more comprehensive kind and of lyrico- dramatic character, a cycle of

erotic songs, possessing unity of conception, and combined in the unity of one dramatic action.

Whether now it be likened to the bucolic compositions of the later Greeks, and so be esteemed a

Hebrew idyl or carmen amcebisum (so Hug, Herbst and older writers before them)
;
or a pro-

per dramatic character be claimed for it, and on this presumption it be maintained that it was

actually performed in public, being both acted and sung after the manner of an opera (Bottcheb,

Eenan), or at least was designed for such performance (Ewald) ;
it must at all events be

maintained as scientifically established and confirmed by all the details of its poetic execution,

that its plan and composition are dramatic, and consequently that the whole belongs to the dra-

matic branch of the Old Testament Chokmah- (HODH) literature, and is the representative of the

lyrico-dramatic (melo-dramatic) poetry of the 0. T., as the Book of Job is the principal specimen

of the epico-dramatic (didactic dialogue). Comp. the Introduction to the Solomonic Wisdom-lit-

erature in general (in commentary on Proverbs), §5 and 10.

Remark 1.—Against the attempt of Ibn Ezra, Kimchi and other Rabbins to explain

D'T^l" "'T as meaning " a song of the songs " may be urged not only the analogy of the ex-

pressions above adduced as " heaven of heavens," etc., but also the fact that this partitive sense

would have to be expressed by D'TE^HD T'l^. The expression " a song-of the songs of Solomon "

would also have been strangely pleonastic, and have conflicted unduly with the analogy of the

titles to the Psalms, which never contain more than the simple I'C' (or "'I'^tD, or liOTO TC').—

On the other hand, it makes against the interpretation :
" a song of songs," i. e., " a collection of

several songs, a chain of songs" (Kleuker, Sam7tilung de.r Gedichte Salorno's, sonst das Hohelied

genannt, 1780, p. 6 f.; Augusti, Einleitung, p. 213), that then Tt?^ would have an entirely difi'erent

sense the first time from that it has the second, as though it were synonymous with the Chald.

I't^, " chain," and with the corresponding Arabic word, and signified " series " (so Velthusen and

• ceUent of all songs that Solomon made ;
yet the Chaldee paraphrase and abundance of Christian writers think it called tha

most excdU'iit song, with respect likewise to all the songs that had been formerly made by any prophetical person, as

tho^e, Ex. XV.; Judp. v.; 1 Sam. ii., etc., because they celebrated only some particular benefits, this the immense love of God,

mot only towards that nation, but towards all mankind." Poole :
" The most excellent of all songs, whether composed by

i
profane or sacred authors, by Solomon or by any other."]
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Paulus, in Eichhobn's Repertorium XVIL, p. 109 f.).* This would the more conflict with He-
brew usage because this language has a special fondness for the combination of a noun in the

singular with a dependent plural of like signification to denote the superlative. Corap. Ewald,
Lehrb., g 313, c. [Green's Heb. Gram., I 254, 2, a].—On Solomon's authorship indicated by

noSiy'? nii^X comp. I 3 below.

Remark 2.—The unity of the Song of Solomon has been repeatedly contested in recent timea.

Herder (" Lieder der Liebe, die dUesten and schonsten cms dem Morgenlande," 1778) was fol-

lowed in this direction not only by Goethe (in the " Westbstlichei- Divan" at least, whilst sub-

sequently in his "Kunst und AUerlhum " he declared for Umbreit's view that the whole pos-

sessed dramatic unity), but also by most of the theological commentators and critics down to the

20th year of the present century, particularly Eichhobn, Bertholdt, August:, de Wette, in

their Introductions to the Old Test.; Kleuker, Gaab, Doderlein, Gesenius, Paulus, Dopke,

and many others. And at a still later period, after Ewald (1826), Koester (in Pelt's "TheO'

logische Mitarbeilen" 1839), Umbreit ["Erinnerung an das hohe Lied,'' 1839) and others had

contended for the unity of the poem with considerable energy and success, Ed. Isid. Magnus
[Kritische Bearheitung und Erkldrung des Hohenliedes Salomo's, Halle, 1842) with the great-

est expenditure of acuteness and learning sought to prove that the whole originated from uniting

a number of erotic songs and sonnets in an antiiology. This " floral collection " contains accord-

ing to him fourteen complete odes besides a number of fragments, which may all but one (ii. 15,

fragment of a drinking song) be combined into three longer odes, together with two later sup-

plements to two of these 17 or 18 pieces, thus making in all twenty distinguishable constituent

parts, independent from one another in origin, and produced by several different poets at various

periods. The seeming microscopic exactness of this investigation of Magnus made an impres-

sion upon several of the later critics, notwithstanding the evidently arbitrary manner in which the

separate portions of the text " are shaken up together at pleasure like the bits of colored stone in

a kaleidoscope.'.' Theod. Mundt, in his "Allgeni. Literaturgeschichte," 1849 (I., 153) considers

it settled that the Song of Solomon is an anthology of disconnected popular erotic songs. E. W.
LossNER [Salomo und Sulamith 1851) in his exegesis of the Song chiefly proposes to himself

Ihe task of " inventing some connection between the fragments thrown together in wild con-

fusion." And Bleek in his "Elnleit.ung in's A. T." (2d edit., 1865, p. 641), edited by Kamp-
HAUSEN, thinks that with the admission that the whole, as it now exists, proceeded from one re-

dactor, he must connect the assumption "that it contains sundry erotic songs," songs, too, only

a part of which were composed with reference to Solomon, the greater portion having " relation to

persons of the condition of shepherds,! and in the country."—The interpolation-hypothesis of

the two Jewish interpreters, A. Rebenstein and Dan. Sanders, is likewise based upon at least

a partial dissection of the poem, the former of whom, in his "Lied der Lieder" (1834), the latter

in Busch's "Jahrbiich. der Israeliten," 1845, and m his little treatise lately issued, "das Hohe-

lied Salomonis" (Leipzig, 0. Wigand, 18G6), maintain that at least chap. iii.—either the entire

chapter, as Rebenstein imagines, or its first five verses, as Sanders makes it—and the con-

cluding verses viii. 8-14 are later insertions, and that the book "purged" of these alleged spu-

rious additions contains four songs relating to Solomon's love for Shulamith and so far connected,

but which are now out of their original order and somewhat divided. These four songs or sec-

tions of the " Idyl" are : 1) ch. i. 1-6 ; viii. 12 ; i. 7—li. 6 ; 2) eh. li. 7-17 ; iv. 1—v. 1 ; 3) ch. v.

2—vi. 10 ; 4) ch. iii. 6-11 ; vi. 11—viii. 7.

* [So Good : "The word Tty. in the present and most other instances translated song, means in its original acceptation

'a string or chain;' it is precisely synonymous with the Greeli o-eipa. The different idyls presenteJ in the collection be-

fore us were therefore probably regarded by the sacred poet, at the time of their composition, as so many distinct beads or

pearls, of which the whole, when strung together, constituted one perfect TtJ?, string, catenation or divan."]

t [Good regards the Song "as a collection of [12] distinct idyls upon one common subject—and that the loves of the He-

brew monarch and his fair bride. * * * The author ofthe.se exquisite amorets was King Solomon." Fkt also finds in the

Song "a number of distinct pieces" proceeding, it is true, ffom a common author, and having "sonie unity of design in re-

gard of the mystic sense which they are intended to bear." But the parties described are not the same throughout.
'• Though King Sulomon is mentioned, and his marriage processions perhaps gave occasion to some of these allegories, yet

the scene is every now and then changed, and we are led to contemplate the intercourse and concerns of some rural

or domestic pair in humble life." Noyes agrees substantially with Fry, but without admitting the existence of a mystical

sense.

—

Tr.]
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The internal grounds for the unity and integrity of the whole, as they have been recently put

together by Delitzsch particularly (" das Hohelied untersucht und ausgelegl," Leipz., 1851, p.

4ff.), following up the previous presentation of them by Ewald, Umbkeit, etc. (see above) are

decisive against all these fragmentary and crumbling hypotheses, not to speak of the uniformity

throughout of the style of the language (of which more particularly in § 4). The first five and

the weightiest of these grounds are: 1) The name of Solomon runs through the whole, i. 5; iii.

7 9 11- viii. 11 12 ; those passages also are to be included, in which he and no other is called

nSnn " the king "
i. 4, 12 ; comp. vii. 6. 2) Throughout the whole there appears in addition to

the lover and his beloved a chorus of D'Siyn^ TS\12, " daughters of Jerusalem." These are ad-

dressed i. 5 ; ii. 7 ; iii. 5 ; v. 8, 16 ; viii. 4 ; and in lii. 10 something is said about them. This

shows the sameness in the dramatic constitution of the whole. 3) Throughout the whole men-

tion is only made of the mother of the beloved, i. 6 ;
iii. 4 ;

viii. 2, (5), never of her father. 4)

Distinct portions of the whole begin and end with the same or similar words in the style of a re-

frain. A new paragraph begins three times with the question of surprise, 1J1 nx? '0, " Who is

this" etc., iii. 6; vi. 10; viii. 5; the adjuration of the daughters of Jerusalem not to waken

[her] love three times forms the conclusion, ii. 6 f.; iii. 5 : viii. 3 f. So the summons to the lover

to spring over the mountains like a gazelle manifestly stands twice at the end of a section, ii.

17, comp. 8 ; and viii. 14. 5) The whole is permeated too by declarations on the part of the

maiden concerning her relation to her lover which are couched in identical terms. Twice she

says "My beloved is mine and I am his, who feeds among the roses," ii. 16; vi. 3; twice "I

am sick of love," ii. 5; v. 8 ; and not only in iii. 1, 2, 3, 4, but as far back as i. 7 she calls her

lover ''t2'3J n^nxty " he whom my soul loves." Likewise the address of the chorus to the be-

loved runs in a uniform strain, i. 8 ; v. 9 ; vi. 1, " tfiou fairest among women."—The last of these

arguments contains (as does also No. 1) a special refutation of Rebenstein's and Sanders' ob-

jections to the genuineness or integrity of Ch. 3. What are regarded as well by these critics as

by the rest of those who impugn the unity of this book, as repetitions or imitations by a later

hand are shown by a true insight into the dramatic composition of the whole to be the necessary

repetition of certain characteristic formulas purposely made by the poet himself. And as well

in this as in all other respects the final judgment passed by Delitzsch, p. 6, upon the whole

controversy respecting the unity and integrity of the Song of Solomon, seems to be abundantly

justified : "He who has any perception whatever of the unity of a work of art in human dis-

course, will receive an impression of external unity from the Song of Solomon, which excludes

all right to sunder any thing from it as of a heterogeneous character or belonging to different

periods, and which compels to the conclusion of an internal unity, that may still remain an enigma

to the Scripture exposition of the present, but must nevertheless exist." Comp. also Vaihinger,

dej' Prediger und das Hohelied, p. 258 f.

Remakk 3. In respect to the poetic and artistic form of the Song of Solomon, provided its

unity is admitted, and due regard is paid to the dialogue character of the discourse, there are on

the whole but two views, that can possibly be entertained, that it is an idyl or bucolic carmen

amoibceum, and that it is a proper drama though with a prevailing lyric and erotic character.

The former supposition was adopted by some of the older interpreters mentioned by Cakpzov, In-

trod, in libros canonicos V. T., and after them by L. Hug (^' das Hohelied in einernoch unver-

suchten Deutung," 1813, and " SchutzschrifL'" 1816), who urges in its favor the rural and

pastoral character of most of the scenes and the prevalence of the same form of alternate discourse

between two lovers. He has, however, remained almost alone among modern students of the

Old Test, in this opinion as well as in the allegorical and political explanation of the Song con-

nected with it, as though it were a colloquy between the ten tribes of Isfael and the King of

Judah. Only another catholic, Herbst [Einleitung in's A. T., edited by Welte, 1842) sub-

stantially agrees with him ; and the idyllic form of the whole as a group of twelve songs or

scenes is likewise maintained by A. Heiligstedt in his continuation of Matjeer's Commetitar.

Gramm. Crit. in V. T-, (IV. 2, 1848). The decisive consideration against this idyllic hypothesis*

* [Sir William Jones (followed l>y Good, Fry and Noves) : Salomonis sancHssimum carmen inter idyllia Hebrxa recensen-

dum puto. T.tTLOR entitles the several dirisioDB of the Song " eclogues," but like Bossuit and Percy regards the whole as »

pastoral drama.—Tb.J
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is the constant change of scene in the Song, the frequent transfer of the locality from the

country to the city, and from Solomon's palace to Shulamith's homestead, also the repeated

change of actors and the unequal length, of the intervals of time between the several scenes.

All these peculiarities are foreign to the nature of the idyl or pastoral poem, and agree better

with the view that the Song is a proper drama. The dialogue scenes, separated in time and

place, are closely connected together by their common reference to one and the same loving

relation ; and with a strict maintenance of the characters introduced, though without a proper

plot, they visibly depict the historical progress of the relation between a royal lover and his

beloved raised from an humble position to princely splendor and exaltation. No essential

characteristic of dramatic composition is wanting in this poenl: from begmning to end it con-

tains conversations between two or more persons alternating with monologues or with narra-

tions of what had been said by others; a chorus of the daughters of Jerusalem accompanies the

whole progress of the action and takes part in it ; the several scenes are more or less plainly

separated from one another, and at certain prmcipal points, at least, are distinguished by the re-

currence of final or initial refrains. Only we must not go so far in maintaining the dramatic

character of the piece as to allege with Ewald {d.poet. Bucher des A. Bds. 2 Anfl 186G, I. 73

fF.) that it was actually designed for public representation, or even with Bottcher (" die dl-

testen Bulinoidichtungen,''' Leipz., 1850; and ^' Neue exegetisch-krit. Aehrenlese" 3. Abtheil.

1865, p. 76 ff.) and Renan {Le Cantique des Cantiques, p. 83 ff.) that it was actually exhibited

in the form of a play to be sung and accompanied by mimic acting, that is to say, in the style

of the Sicilian-Dorian mimes, the Etruscan fescennines, the Campanian and old Roman fabuljB

Atellanse, etc. In opposition to such an exaggeration of the dramatical view into the grossly

realistic, Hitzig's remark [das Hokelied erkldrt, etc., p. 7,) continues in force almost without

limitation. " If the piece actually came upon the stage it would be necessary for a speaker,

where the language of other parties was introduced into the midst of his own, to change his

voice so as actually to imitate the voices of others, and not to leave this distinction to the

imagination merely : but the cases occur too frequently (ii. 10-15; v. 2, 3 ; vi. 10 ; vii. 1,) and
the matter appears quite too complicated for this to be credible. The author would also as-

sume the place of the chorus, and take part himself in the play; v. 15, (??—see against this

improbable view § 2, Remark 1, p. 8); but then the piece also ceases to be objective to him,

i. e., to be a drama to him. The poem certainly has a dramatic structure ; but ii. 8 already

proves that the author has.not the power to continue in so objective an attitude, and he slides

into the more convenient path of description and narration. Tiie action is often hidden behind an
imperlect dialogue ; and this is easily superseded by a prolonged discourse requiring no an-

swer; or if one is made, it is slim and scanty (vii. 11; iv. 16). Finally one may well ask, if

the piece were actually performed, what would be its moral eflfect, which must have been fore-

seen, and therefore intended? Would not vii. 2-10 represented on the stage have transferred

the illicit desires* of the speaker to the soul of the spectators? How could the sensuality of

the auditor excited by iv. 9, 10, 12 ff., be prevented from taking fire even in an extra-nuptial

direction? The Song of Solomon is a drama which the poet saw in the spirit, as the apoca-

lyptic (prophets) Daniel and John had a series of scenes pass before their spiritual eye."

—

De-
LITZSCH, too, emphasizes in opposition to Bottcher's view of the mimic performance of the Song
of Solomon in the form of a rude and " unenviable " stage play of the times of the Israehtish

kings, the ideal character of its artistic and dramatic form, and the morally pure and elevated

spirit which it manifestly breathes from beginning to end. He puts it, herein following the lead

of LowTH [de sacra poesi Hehr. -prcvl. 30 ff., and EwALD {Poet. B., 1st. edit., I. 40 ff., Comp.
2d edit., I. 73) as a representative of the sacred comedy of the Old Test., beside the book of

Job as the chief product of the tragic art of the 0. T. people of God. This designation may be

allowed to pass as appropriate in the general, and not liable to be misunderstood. Nevertheless

the essential character of the artistic form employed in this composition seems to be more ac-

curately designated by the expression "melodrama" (v. Ammon) or lyrico-dramatic poetry, in-

asmuch as the relation of this form to that of the book of Job (as the epico-dramatic, or didactic-

dramatic) is thus not only strikingly brought out, but also those defects and imperfections pointed

*[Thesp belong to his own sensual interpretation, not to the Song itself.—Xr.]
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out in the passage cited above from Hitzig in the carrying out of the dramatic form, which is

often exchanged for the purely lyric, are thus accounted for.

3 2. CONTENTS AND DIVISIONS (CONSTITUTION) OF THE SONG OP SOLOMON.

The Sonc^ of Solomon begins with a responsive Song between the chorus of the daughters of

Jerusalem and Shulamith, a simple country maid from Shulera or Shunem* in the north of Pal-

estine (see vii. 1) who, for her beauty, was chosen by Solomon to be his bride, and brought to

the royal palace in Jerusalem. With plain and lovely discourse, corresponding to the artless

disposition of an unspoiled child of nature, she avows both her ardent love for her royal bride-

groom, and her longing for her native fields, whose spicy freshness and simpler style of life she

prefers to the haughty splendor of court life, and especially to being associated with the great

number of ladies in the royal palace (these are the daughters of Jerusalem), i. 2-8. These

feelino-s of love and of home-sickness which simultaneously assail her heart, she hereupon ex-

presses likewise to Solomon himself, with whom, after the exit of the chorus of those ladies, she

is left alone in the " house of wine," one of the inmost rooms of the palace, i. 9—ii. 7.—Re-

turned to her country home (and this, it would appear, with the approval of her royal lover),

she finds herself still more ardently in love with him, and reveals her longing for a union with

him ii. 8—iii. 5, by relating two episodes from the previous history of their love, viz., their first

meeting (ii. 9-14) and a subsequent search for him, and finding him again (iii. 1-4).—Not long

after the king really comes out for her, and has her brought home with great pomp and princely

honors as his royal spouse. Her festive entry into the royal palace excites the admiring curi-

osity, astonishment, and enthusiasm of the inhabitants of Jerusalem (iii. 6-11). The cordial

love, which her newly married husband shows her, makes her forget her home-sickness, and

causes her to enter with her whole heart into the rapturous rejoicings of the wedding feast (iv.

1 V. 1). But the heaven of her happiness is soon darkened anew. A distressing dream (v.

2-7) mirrors to her the loss, nay the desertion of her husband ; and soon after the way in

which he mentions his numerous concubines, with whom she is to share his love (vi. 8), in the

midst of his caresses and flattering speeches (vi. 4-9) shows her that she can never feel happy

in the voluptuous whirl of his court life already degenerated into the impure. Hence her long-

ing for the quiet and innocent simplicity of her rural home is awakened more strongly than

ever before, and drives her to entreat her lover to remove thither with her altogether, that

as at once a husband and a brother, he may belong exclusively to her (v. 2—viii. 4). Over-

come by her charms and loveliness, Solomon yields and grants her her humble request to

become a plain shepherdess and vinedresser again, instead of a queen surrounded by pomp and

splendor. He even takes part in the merry sport and innocent raillery with which she pleases

herself in her old accustomed way in the circle of her brothers and sister (one little sister and

several grown up brothers), and joins in the spirited encomium upon the all-conquering and

even death-exceeding power of wedded love and fidelity (viii. 6-8), by which, with a thankful

heart, she celebrates her return home (viii. 5-14).

This simple action, almost entirely free from exciting complications and contrasts, is divided

by the poet into five acts, of which the next to the last (v. 2—viii. 4) is in striking contrast with

the rest from its disproportionate length, but yet cannot well be divided into two, because no

proper point of division can be found either at vi. 9, 10, or at vii. 1. Instead of the number

six, maintained by Delitzsch, we shall, therefore, with Ewald, Bottchep. and others have to af-

firm the existence of five principal scenes or sections of the piece. And in substantial adhe-

rence to the only correct view of the aim and constitution of the whole as given by Delitzsch,

we shall have to assign the following characteristic titles or statements of contents to these five

acts : 1) Chap. i. 2—ii. 7. The first time the lovers were together at the royal palace in (or

near) Jerusalem. 2) Chap. ii. 8—iii. 5. The first meeting of the lovers, related by Shulajnitb,

who has returned to her home. 3) Chap. iii. 6—v. 1. The solemn bringing of the bride, and

the marriage at Jerusalem. 4) Chap. v. 2—viii. 4. Shulamilh's longing reawakened for her

* The identity of those two forms of the name is already vouched for by Edsebius, Ommast. s. v. ^ovKrjfi, comp. Ewald,

Lehrb. I 156, c, [Gesen. Lex. under the letter 7].
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home. 5) chap. viii. 5-14. The return home and the triumph of the chaste love of the wife over

the unchaste feeUngs of her royal husband.*

Kemark 1. According to the ordinary erotic and historical interpretation of the Sono- of Solo-

mon, as it has been developed particularly by Umbreit, Ewald, Hitzig, Vaihinger and Re-
nan, after the previous suggestions of Jacobi, Ammon, Staudlin, etc., (comp. § 6) Shulamith

is in love not with Solomon, but with a young shepherd of her country home, from whom the

wanton king, after getting her in his harem by force or fraud (i. 4; comp. vi. 11, 12) seeks to

alienate her by all sorts of inducements and seductive arts. But the maid, by her pure love to her

quondam playmate, resists all the enticements which the king brings to bear upon her, partly

through the medium of the ladies ofhis court, and partly in person by his own flattering speeches

and several times by direct and violent assaults upon her virtue (e. g., iv. 9 ff". ; vii. 2-10). Con-

vinced of the fidelity of her devotion to her distant lover Solomon is at length obliged to dismiss

her to her home, whither according to Staudlin, Kenan and Hitzig she is taken by her affianced,

who has meanwhile hastened to her on the wings of love (vii. 12 £F.—?), whilst Umbreit, Ewald
and others prefer to leave it undecided how she returned from Jerusalem to Shulem, and con-

ceive of her in viii. 5 ff. as suddenly and in some unexplained way transported again to the en-

virons of her home and to the side of her lover.—This view, according to which the whole is to

be regarded as a " tribute of praise to an innocence which withstands every allurement," as a
" song of praise to a pure, guileless, faithful love, which no splendor can dazzle, and no flattery

ensnare" (Ewald), seems to be chiefly favored by some expressions of Shulamith in chap, i., as

well as here and there in what follows, which at first sight have the look of passionate exclama-

tions to her distant lover; so particularly i. 4, " Draw me after thee, then we will run," and i. 7,

" tell me, thou whom my soul loveth, where feedest thou?" etc. Comp. also iv. 16 ; v. 10
;

vi. 2, etc. But everything is much simpler both in these passages and generally in the whole

poem, if Shulamith's avowals of love are in all cases referred to the king himself, and accord-

ingly the object of her longing as expressed, e. g., in i. 6f. ; ii. 1, 3 ff. ; vi. 11, 12 ; vii. 12 fi'., is

conceived to be not an absent lover, but only the peaceful quiet and beauty of her country home.

This ardent longing, or rather the childlike simplicity and humility which are at the bottom of

it, lead her to think of her royal lover himself as though he were a shepherd of her native fields,

and to describe all his acts and movements, his plans and occupalions, by expressions drawn
* [We cannot but concede to this scheme the praise of great ingenuity, particularly in the form originally proposed by

Deutzscu, which was free from some of the objections that lie against it as modified by ZuCKLER. And yet it cannot have
escaped attention that the uniting links are throughout supplied by the iuterpreter and not found in the Song itself. It

is at best but a plausible hypothesis, and it only requires the application of like ingenuity to devise any number of others

materially differing from it, yet equally entitled to regard. The story suggested above is, after all, only a romance of the

modern commentator with the elements of the Song woven in to suit his convenience or his taste.

There would be no serious objection, perhaps, to this or any other fanciful combination of the statements or intimations

of the poem, if it were not for the bias it creates in the mind of the interpreter, however unconscious he may be of it, and
the temptation to which it subjects him to explain every thing in harmony with his preconceived scheme. The return
home between ii. 7 and 8, the marriage ceremony between chap. iii. and iv., the desire to return home in vii. 11, etc., etc.,

must all be supplied. That the temporary interruption of the loving relation between the bridegroom and his bride was
due to the inconstancy of the former (one of the modifications by Zocklek, which is certainly not an improvement) is not
only purely imaginary, but at variance with the evident suggestions of the book, e. g., y. 3, and leads to a distortion of its

whole idea. What is figurative in the Song, and what is literal in its primary application, is also determined mainly by
the exigencies of the scheme with which the interpreter sets out. Thus Zockler, who views the bride as a country
maiden, insists on the strict literality of all that is said of her rural occupations or pleasures, while admitting that the
pastoral employments of the king i. 7 are only figurative, and explains away the statement vii. 1 that she is a prince's

daughter. They, who identify the bride with the daughter of Pharaoh, urge the literality of vii. 1, and convert her vine-

yard, etc., into figures. AVithington in favor of his notion that she is a Sheikh's daughter and bred in rural life, claims
that there is no figure in either case, since both may be adjusted in their literal sense in his hypothesis.
The numerous and persistent attempts to discover a regular plot or a consecutive story in the Song of Solomon, have

thus tar failed so signally, that the words of Trrupp in thepresent state of the question at least, seem to be justified: "It is

indeed only by constraint that the Song can be viewed as a drama conforming to the rules of outward dramatic unity." It

is one continuous composition, preserving throughout the same theme, the love of king Solomon and his bride, the image
of a divine and spiritual love. But the scenes portrayed and the displays of mutual fondness indulged seem to be grouped
rather than linked. They stand forth in their distinctness as exquisitely beautiful and reflecting as much light on each
other and on the subject which they illustrate and adorn, as though they had been gathered up into the artificial unity of

a consecutive narration or a dramatic plot. And this looser method of arrangement or aggregation with its abrupt tran-

sitions and sudden changes of scene, is no less graceful and impressive, while it is more in harmony with the oriental mind
and style of composition generally, than the rigorous, external and formal concatenation which the more logical but less

ferrid lado^uropeaa is prone to demand.

—

Tb.]
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from rural and pastoral life (see i. 7, 13, 14, 17; ii. 3flF., 8 ff., 16 f.; v. 10 ff. ; vi. 2f.). She

continues this until her eager desires are finally granted, and her royal lover, vanquished by the

power and sincerity of her love, follows her to her quiet home, leaving all the luxurious splendor

and voluptuousness of his court in order to live as a shepherd among shepherds, and " like a roe

or a young hart on the mountains of spices " (viii. 14) to participate in the innocent amusements

of Shulamith and her brothers and sister. This happy decision is brought about mainly by the

glowing earnestness of Shulamith's language ia vii. 10 if., in which her love for Solomon and her

homesicl^ness are both most strongly and most movingly expressed. Several things in this ad-

dress of hers are unaccountable upon any other view of the whole than that which is here pre-

sented, especially the wish " that thou wert to me as a brother," etc. (viii. 1), and likewise the

exhortation " Come my beloved, let us go into the country," etc. (vii. 12). And many previous

expressions of Shulamith, asi. 12 ; ii. 4 ; iv. 16, testify, with a clearness not to be mistaken, her

loving consent to Solomon's suit, and therefore cannot without forcing be reconciled with the or-

dinary profane-erotic explanation. It must in particular be regarded as extremely forced when

EwALD regards the passage iv. 8—v. 1 as a monologue of Shulamith in which she describes the

plighted love of her di^stant lover, while nothing is clearer than that the familiar colloquy of the

bridal pair on their wedding day, which begins with iv. 1, is continued in this section, (comp.

Delitzsch, p. 33 f.). Several of the assumptions, by which Hitzig tries to bolster up his pecu-

liar modifications of the profane-erotic interpretation are quite as arbitrary, e. g. the assertion

that ii. 7 ; iii. 5 ; viii. 4, is the language not of Shulamith but of the poet, who here undertakes

to perform the part of the chorus, addressed to the " daughters of Jerusalem " just as in v. 1 6

also the poet "puts himself forward "
( ! ?

)
; the intolerable harshness of regarding vi. 8 as an

expression of the vexation at the coy beauty, with which Solomon turns away from her and back

again to the ladies of his court who are ready for every kind of indulgence; the opinion that in

vii. 2-10 Solomon makes a declaration of love not to Shulamith, but to some one of his concu-

bines, and that in a vulgar and indecent way; the assumption that Shulamith's country lover

was present in Jerusalem, not only from vii. 11, but from iv. 6 onward, and was engaged in the

business of taking his affianced home from the royal harem, etc, Renan, who follows HiTZia in

the main has endeavored to extend some of these assumptions in a peculiar way, e. g., by the as-

sertion that the shepherd beloved by Shulamith, and who hastens to release her from the royal

harem, already comes upon the scene in ii. 2 ; by the romantic idea that the same languishing

shepherd utters the words iv. 8-15 " at the foot of the tower of the Seraglio," in which his be-

loved is confined, is then (iv. 16) admitted by her and enraptured exclaims to the chorus the

words V. 1 6. ; by the fantastic assumption that when finally released she is carried home asleep

by her lover, and laid under an apple tree, where she then viii. 5 f., awakes, etc. The like, only

in some respects more whimsical in Bottcher, die dltesten Buhnendichtungen, etc. The wide

divergence between these leading advocates of the view which we are opposing, and that in so

many and by no means unimportant particulars, must give rise to misgivings with regard to the

tenability of that fundamental conception which they have in common. Numerous other dis-

crepancies between them as well as between the critics most nearly akin to them will meet us

in the course of the detailed exegesis, and will confirm from the most diverse quarters the impos-

sibility of carrying consistently through the hypothesis of two rival lovers of Shulamith in any

of its phases * The view advocated by us cannot, it is true, attain to absolute certainty, such as

* [Thrupp thus exposes tbe want of agreement among the advocates of this extraordinary hypothesis: "We find that

the passage i. 15 is assigned by GixsBURa to the shepherd, by IIitzig and Rexax tn Solomon; ii. 2 is assigned by Ginsburo

and IlEM\N to the Hhoplierd, but by IIitzio to Solomon; Gixsuur.G makes the slioplierd the speaker in iv. 1-5. and ver. 7

to middle of 10, with part of v. 1, but Rexan gives iv. 1-7 to Solomon, tlie remaimlor of the above to the shepherd, while

IIlTziG gives iv. 1-5, 7, 9, 10, 12, etc., to Solomon, 6, 8, 11 to the shepherd ; vi. S is given to Solomon by Glx.siiURG and HiTZiO

but to the shepherd by Rknan; vi. 9 is given to Solomon by GixsnURO, but to the shepherd by IIitzig and Renax. How
little value is attached by Gixsbuko himsi^lf to his own argument may be gathered from the circumstance that whereas he

assigns iv. 1-5 to the shepherd, he yet, when this p.a.ssage is partially repeated in vi. 5-7 ; vii. .3, puts the identical words into

the mouth of Solomon. Tt is clear that ho sees no fandam'mtal difference in the language which his two male characters

use. And it is not pretended that they ever address e.arh other ; nnr indeed is there a single passage in which, according

to any probiible interpretation tli »y ar> both adilres'ied or spoken of together. The distinction between them is in fact

purely fictitious: there is but one male character in the song, the true beloved."

In regard to the introduction of now and imaginary speakers, which has been carried to such extravagant excess by

HiTZio, the same able writer pertinently remarks: " It is evident that sufiBcient ingenuity might make a complicated
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shall be perfectly satisfactory in all respects, because the absence of titles to the several acts, as

well as to the parts of each particular person, makes a reliable distribution of the action amongst

the several parties impossible in many cases ; and because, unfortunately, no old and credible ac-

counts of the original meaning and origin of the poem, that is to say no correct explanatory scho-

lia are in existence. Thus much, however, can be established with a high degree of probabiUty

that among the various historical explanations of this drama that which is here attempted by us

as a modification of that of Delitzsch harmonizes particularly well at once with the contents of

the piece ascertained in an unprejudiced manner, and with its composition by Solomon, which is

attested by tradition and by internal considerations ; on which account it is to be preferred to the

historical explanation of v. Hofmann, which is kindred to it in many respects. (He identifies

the bride of the song with Pharaoh's daughter,* celebrated in Ps. xlv., and takes the poem to be

a celebration of the marriage of Solomon and this Egyptian princess, moving in figures drawn

from the life of shepherds and vintagers). See further particulars concerning and in opposition

to this exposition of Hofmann in Delitzsch, p. 37 ff. ; and comp. § -i below.

Remark 2.—The opinions of different interpreters also diverge considerably in respect to the

limits of the several scenes and acts or songs, whilst the piece itself does not furnish certain cri-

teria enough to verify either one view or another. Most of the recent writers agree in as-

suming about ten or twelve scenes ; but less unanimity prevails in regard to the question how
these shorter scenes are to be apportioned among the larger acts, and how many such acts are to

be assumed. HiTZia altogether despairs of reducing the nine " scenes " affirmed by him to a

smaller number of acts. Delitzsch, Hahn, and Weissbagh number six acts with two scenes

each. EwALD (after giving up the assumption of four acts previously maintained in his com-

mentary of 1826) and with him Bottcher, Renan, Vaihinger and many others make five acts

among which they variously distribute the thirteen to fifteen scenes which they assume. E. F.

Friedrich reckons four acts with ten scenes. And finally von Hofmann assumes but three

principal divisions of about the same length (i. 2—iii. 5; iii. 6—v. 16 ; vi. 1—viii. 12) to which

he supposes a brief conclusion of but two verses (viii. 13, 14) to be appended. The assumption

of five acts might be recommended in the general by the consideration that the action of any

drama by a sort of necessity passes through five main steps or stages in its progress to its con-

summation; whence we see Greek dramas invariably, and the old Indian at least prevailingly

divided into that number of acts, and the dialogue portion of the book of Job, the other chief

product of the dramatic art in the Old Testament besides the Song of Solomon, is most clearly

separated into five divisions (comp. Ewald, d. Dichter d. A. Bdi., I. 69 ; Delitzsch, d. B.,

Job, p. 12, in the "Bibl. Commentar." by Keil and Del.). To this may be added that judging by

the quintuple division of the Song of Solomon found in some old Ethiopic versions, the Sept.

which is at the basis of these versions would seem to have divided the book into that number of

sections (Ewald, Bibl. Jahrh., 1849, p. 49), and that exegetical tradition, in so far as it gives ma-
nifold testimony even in the patristic period (e. g., Origen, Jerome) to the dramatic character

of this piece, likewise confirms, though indirectly, its separation into the five customary divisions

of every drama. Against the assumption made by Delitzsch and Hahn of six acts may be

further urged in particular that the assertion on which it is based that the larger act v. 2— viii.

4 is plainly divided into two acts by the recurrence in vi. 10 of the admiring question Ul r\N? 'O

from iii. 6 is certainly unfounded, because this question is here manifestly only a statement of

cross-dialogue of this kiod out of almost anythini^ ; each difficulty that might arise, would only require at most one addi-

tional complication, or one additional speakpr." Nevertheless this extreme is a natural sequence of the method adopted.

If the lover may be divided into two, why not the beloved, and why may not each resulting character be subdivided again,

a process which must very soon furnish, and in fact in Hitzig'8 and Kenan's hands may be regarded as having already

furnished iii ovin redwtio ad ahsurdum.—Tr.J.
•

* [This idea has been a favorite one with English Commentators. The book bears this heading in M.atthew's Bible

s

"Solomon made tliis ba'Iid or son^' by liinuelf and his wife the daughter of Phar.aoh, under the shadow of himself figuring

Christ and under the person of his wife the church." And among the more recent expositorji, WouDSW. :
" It is probable

that the marriage of Solomon with Pharaoh's daughter m,ay have given occasion to the composition of the lorty-fifth

Psalm and also of the Canticles." ?ii TI\:i.m:-r (Outliiios, p. 27 ff.), Lightfoot (Hironology of Old Test, in his Works, I. p.

76), Taylor (Fragments appended to Calniet, No. 345 ff.) and with more or less cufidence many others. It is expressly

controverted by GiLl (who finds a chronological difficulty in vii. 4, comp.l Kin. vi. 3S; vii. 1, 2), Percy (who argues from

iii. 4, "10; viii. 2, S, 12), Thrupp, Weis.s, (who urges the iiic nirruities of tlie literal hypothesis generally, and especially i. 5,

6; iv. 8; v. 2, etc.), Moody Stdart (who adds to the preceding i. 7, 14; vii. 4) and others.—Te.].
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what was thought and said by the women mentioned in the preceding verse, and is therefore most

closely connected with ver. 9, as this with ver. 8 of the same chapter (comp, the exeget. explana-

tions in loc). A separation of what is certainly a disproportionately long section v. 2—viii. 4,

into two or more of similar size seems on the whole to be impracticable on account of the unifor-

mity and continuity of its contents, and we shall for this reason have to assume that the five acts

enumerated above in the text of this section are probably the original ones; especially as there can

be no doubt of the correctness of the points of division assumed by Delitzsch in substantial agree-

ment with EwALD (ii. 7; iii. 5 ; viii. 4—in each case the well known refrain: " I adjure you, ye

daughters of Jerusalem," etc.). We differ in this division from Ewald and Bottchee only in that

we make the third act end with v. 1, because Ewald's assertion that this characteristic concluding

verse " I adjure you, etc.," has been dropped after v. 8, cannot be proved, and the attaching of v, 2-

7 to the third act appears on the whole inappropriate (as was also seen by Renan). Our division

is distinguished from that of Renan by the different compass which it assigns to the last two acts,

of which the fourth extends according to him from v. 2 to vi. 3, the fifth from vi. 3 to viii. 7, and

finally viii. 8-14 is a small appendix or epilogue—all this in virtue of the strangest and most forced

assumptions, which will be remarked upon as far as is necessary in the detailed interpretation. On

the compass and limits of the scenes, into which the five acts are again divided, we shall have to

treat in connection with the detailed exegesis.*

* [Good, Frt, and Notes, who adopt the idyllic hypothesis divide the book as follows, viz

:

GOOD.
iDTl 1. i. 2-8 Royal bride, attendant virgins.

2. i. 9—ii. 7 King Soloman, Royal bride.

3. ii. 8-17 Royal bride.

4. iii. 1-5 Royal bride.

5. iii. 6—iv. 7 Royal bride, attendant virgins, king Soloman.

6. iv. 8—V. 1 King Soloman, royal bride.

7. V. 2—vi. 10 Royal bride, attenlant virgins, king Soloman.

8. vi. 11-13 Royal bride, attendant virgins.

9. vii. 1—9 Royal bride, attendant virgins, king Soloman.

10. vii. 10—viii. -t Royal bride.

11. viii. 5-7 Virgins, royal bride, king Soloman.

12. yiii. 8-14 Royal bride, king Soloman.

FRY.
Idtl or Paeablb 1. i. 2-6 A bride from a low station conducted to the house of the king.

2. i. 7, 8 Shepherd and shepherdess.

3. i. 9—ii. 7 Royal bride and bridegroom.

4. ii. 8-17 Lovers in the country, residing at a distance.

5. iii. 1-5 Scene from humble life in the city.

6. iii. 6-11 Marriage procession of the king.

7. iv. 1—V. 1 A lover to his affi;inced.

8. V. 2—vi. 1 A domestic occurrence in humble life (in two parts).

9. vi. 2-10 A bride rehearsing the language of her husbaud.

10. vi. 11—vii. 9 A bride in a garden with a company of women.

11. vii. 10—viii. 4 A bride invites her husband to the country.

12. viii. 5-14 A married pair contemplated and overheard.

NOYES.
Jdtl 1. i. 2-8 An innocent country maiden accompanied by virgins is anxions to see her lover,

2. i. 9—ii. 7 Conversation between a lover and maiden.

3. ii. 8-17 The maiden's meeting with her lover in a vineyard.

4. iii. 1-5 The maiden's search for her lover.

5. • iii. 6-11 The conducting of a spouse of Solomon to his palace.

6. iv. 1—v. 1 Conversation between a lover and maiden.

7. T. 2—vi. .T The maiden's search for her lover by night, and praise of his beauty.

8. vi. 4-9 The lover's praise of the object of his attachment.

9. vi. 10—viii. 4 Conversation between a lover and maiden.

10. viii. 5-7 Chorus of virgins, maiden and lover.

11. viii. 8-12 A conversation of two brothers about their sister, with her remarks.

12. viii. 13, 14 The lover sent away. A fragment.

BoBSnxT snggested the idea that successive portions of the So^g of Solpmon were designed to be sung on each of the sev-
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§ 3.—DATE AND AUTHOR OF THE SONG OF SOLOMON.

That Canticles was composed in the age of Solomon as the flourishing period of the Old Tes-

tament Chokmah-literature may be argued not only from manifold indications of the affinity

between its ethical tendency and view of the world and those of Solomon's collection of pro-

verbs, but chiefly from the certainty with which its author deals with all that is connected with

the history of the Solomonic period; the exuberant, prosperity and the abundance of native and
foreign commodities whose existence he assumes in Israel at that time, and the remarkably rich

round of figures and comparisons from nature which is everywhere at his command in his de-

scriptions. And that this author is no other than Solomon himself is shown by the extensive

knowledge which he exhibits throughout the entire poem of remarkable and rare objects from all

of the three kingdoms of nature, and by which he may be most unmistakably recognized as that

wise and well-informed king, who was able to speak " of trees from the cedar tree that is in

Lebanon even unto the hyssop that springeth out of the wall ; also of beasts and of fowl and
of creeping things and of fishes," 1 Kin. v. 13 (iv. 33). Solomon's authorship is likewise con-

firmed by the equal acquaintance which the poet shows with all parts of the land of Israel ; the

easy and familiar way, indicating not only accurate knowledge but royal possession and owner-
ship, in which he speaks of horses in Pharaoh's chariot (i. 9), of wood from Lebanon (iii. 9), of

en days, during which the raarriago festival lasted. PERcr, Williams, and Taylor (in fragments to Calmet's Dictionary

of the Bible) base their divisions of the book on this conception. Thus:

iBt Day
2d Day
3d Day

4th Day

5th Day

6th Day

7th Day

BOSSUET.
i. 2—ii. 6

ii. 7-17

iii. 1—V. 1

. 2—vi. 9

vi. 10—vii. 11

vii. 12—viii. 3

viii. 4-14

PERCY.
i. 2—ii. 7.

ii. 8—iii. 5.

iii. 6—iv. 7.

iv. 8—V. 1.

V. 2—vi. 10.

vi. 11—viii. 4.

Tiii. 5-14.

WILLIAMS.
lat Day—morning i. 2-8

2d Day
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the tower in Lebanon looking toward Damascus (vii. 5), of the pools of Heshbon and

the forests of Carmel (vii. 5, 6), the tents of Kedar aud the mountains of Gilead (i. 5

;

iv. 1), of the beauty of Tirzah and the loveliness of Jerusalem (vi. 4 ; comp. iv. 4), etc.

The peculiarities in the language of the poem, rightly estimated, likewise testify rather in

favor of than against Solomon's authorship. For the Aramaeisms and apparent traces of

later usage, which it presents, are, like similar phenomena in the Song of Deborah, in the

Book of Job, in the prophet Amos, etc., to be attributed entirely to its highly poetical character.

And the occurrence in individual cases of foreign non-Semitic words [e. g. D'}')3 iv. 13, p'^^SX

iii. 9), if this were actually proven, would be least surprising in a writer of such many-sided

learning and of so universal a turn of mind as Solomon. And finally the contents of the piece

are of such a nature as not only to admit but actually to favor the supposition that Solomon is

the author, provided that in ascertaining these contents we discard the common assumption of

the profane-erotic exegesis that this king is introduced as the seducer of the innocence of a

country maid who adheres with steadfast fidelity to her betrothed. For the fundamental

thought set forth above (? 2, p. 6) in opposition thereto, of a purifying influence proceeding from

Shulamith's devoted love upon the heart of the king, already partly tainted by the sensuality

of polygamy and the voluptuous manners of the harem, harmonizes very well with the reference

of the poem to Solomon ;* especially as the mention of the sixty queens and the eighty concu-

bines compared with the numbers stated in 1 Kings xi. 3 as belonging to his later years, seven

hundred queens and three hundred concubines, points to an earlier period in the life of this king

as the date of the poem, a time when his many wives had not yet ensnared his heart in unhal-

lowed passion, nor " turned him away after strange gods " to the extent that this took place

shortly before his death, 1 Kings xi. 4. It is, therefore, Solomon, when he had not yet sunk to

the lowest stage of polygamous and idolatrous degeneracy, but was still relatively pure, and at

any rate was still in full possession of his rich poetic productivity 1 Kings v. 12 (iv. 32) whom we

must suppose to have been the author of this incomparably beautiful and graceful lyrico-dra-

matic work of art, in which he on the one hand extols the virtue of his charming wife, and on the

other humbly confesses his own resistance at first to the purifying influence proceeding from her.

On this view, therefore, the statement of the title (i. 1), which, though post-Solomonic [?], is

yet very ancient and certainly prior to the closing of the Canon, is justified as perfectly true

historically ; audit is unnecessary, for the sake of setting aside the direct Solomonic origin of

the poem, to give to rioS^'b, in violation of the laws of the language and of the constant usage

of ^ in the superscriptions to the Psalms, the explanation, " in reference to Solomon," or " in the

style of Solomon," to which e. g. Umbreit, following the lead of some older commentators like

CoccEius, shows himself inclined (perhaps also the Septuag. with its translation : "hicjia 'aa/idruv,

6 iariv rcJ 'ZaAO)fiuv\A

Weiss, according to his historico-prophetic scheme, divides the book into three parts, as related to three successiTe divine

manifestations, together with a conclusion, thus :

1. i. 2—ii. 7 The dedication of the tabernacle.

2. ii. 8—iii. 5 The dedication of Solomon's temple.

3. iii. 6—viii. 4 The advent of Christ.

viii. 5-14 Conclusion.

BCREOWES also divides into throe parts, viz.:

1. i. 2—ii. 7 Successive manifestations of divine love to the believing soul.

2. ii. 8—vii. 9 Motives to allure the soul from the world to Christ.

3. vii. 10—viii. 14 Effects produced by these manifestations and motives].

* [The discredit, which Zockler's hypothesis unwarrantably easts upon Solomon as exhibited in this Song, plainly

tends so far as it goes to encumber unnecessarily the question of his authorship.

—

Tr.)

t [Weiss (and more doubtfully Patrick, Ai.nswortu and Gill) translates, "concerning Solomon," conceiving that it

is a heavenly and not an earthly personage, who is so designated in this verse as well as in the rest of the Song. NOTES

(on the ground of i. 4, 5; iii. 6-11; vii. 5; viii. 11, 12) and Thuupp deny that it was written by Solomon. The former

supposes "Canticles to have been written by some Jewish poet either in the reign of Solomon or soon after it." Thrdpp

objects that Solomon was not fitted by his training to appreciate or depict a pure and holy love; the absence of any allu-

sion to the temple; the typical use made of the figure of Solomon ; the mention of Tirzah, vi. 4; certain passages upon

which he has put fanciful interpretations, fi. .9. i. 1."), from which he infers that " .Jerusalem was no longer the religious

metropolis of the whole nation ;" iv. 4, " the shields of several successive generations of warriors ;" ii. 15, foxes ravaging the
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Remaek 1. The position of the Song of Solomon in the literature of the Old Testament is thua

defined by Delitzsch (Section II., p. 9 flf.) as the result of a careful investigation : With the

exception of some points of contact with Genesis (corap. e. g. vii. 11 with Gen. iii. 16 ; iv. 11

with Gen. xxvii. 27 ; viii. 6 with Gen. xlix. 7), it contains no references to the earlier writings

of the Bible. Quite as little does it betray any close relationship in ideas or language with the

Psalms of David or the Book of Job, the principal productions of the oldest lyric and dramatic

literature of the Old Testament. But on the contrary it presents more numerous and significant

instances of resemblance to or accordance with those sections of the Book of Proverbs, which

date from the time next after Solomon, especially with Prov. i.-ix and xxii.-xxiv ; and these are

of such a nature as to assert its priority and the imitation of many of its ideas and expressions

by the authors of those sections. The correctness of these observations, from which it follows

at least that Canticles originated in the Solomonic period, can scarcely be impugned, in view

especially of such manifest coincidences as that between Prov. v. 15 ff. and Cant. iv. 15, between

Prov. vii. 17 and Cant. iv. 14, between Prov. v. 3 and Cant. iv. 11, between Prov. vi. 30, 31

and Cant. viii. 6, 7, between Prov. xxiii. 31 and Cant, vii. 10. More important, however, than

these and like internal testimonies to the existence of the Song of Solomon in an epoch which

at any rate was very near that of Solomon (comp. various other characteristic coincidences in

individual expressions between this Song and the Proverbs collected by Hengstenberg, dm
Hohelied Salomos, etc., p. 234 f., and Haevernick, Einleit. I., 1,211) are the indications which

point directly to Solomon himself as the author, such as the Song contains in no small number.

First of all, it moves among the historical relations of the time of David and Solomon with the ut-

most confidence. It knows the crown, with which Solomon was crowned by his mother Bathsheba

on the day of his marriage (iii. 11), likev;ise his bed of state made of cedar wood from Lebanon

(iii. 9, 10), and his sedan surrounded by sixty of the heroes of Israel (iii. 7) ; further, the tower

of David hung with a thousand shields (iv. 4), the ivory tower of Solomon, as well as the watch-

tower built on Lebanon toward Damascus (vii. 5). All these things, to which are to b'e added

the " horses in Pharaoh's chariot," i. e. the chariot horses of the king imported from Egypt

(i. 9 ; comp. 1 Kings x. 28, 29 ; 2 Chron. ix. 28) ; likewise Solomon's " sixty queens and eighty

concubines" (vi. 8; comp. 1 Kings xi. 3) ; the royal vineyards at Engedi and at Baal-hamon

(i. 14 ; viii. 11) ; the pools of Heshbon (vii. 5) ; Shenir, Hermon and Amana, peaks of Lebanon

(iv. 8) ; the plain of Sharon and Mount Carmel (ii. 1 ; vii. 6), etc.—all this is taken in so ready

a way from objects immediately at hand, and described upon occasion with such an accurate

and thorough knowledge of the things themselves that we cannot deem the author of such de-

scriptions to have been a subject or citizen of Solomon's kingdom or any other than this king

himself, the possessor and ruler of the whole. And this especially for the reason that in the

way in which the manifold beauties of nature and of art in the kingdom just mentioned are by

bold comparisons and luxuriant figures employed to exalt the Shulamite, there is a manifest endea-

vor to connect whatever in it is grand and entrancing with the king's beloved and to represent

the whole as personally concentrated as it were in her. That along with this Solomon is often

mentioned in the third person and by name, that not unfrequently he is spoken of in a lauda-

tory way, and once particularly (v. 10-16) the praise of his beauty is dwelt upon at length and

in lavish terms from the mouth of his beloved—this can no more be regarded as disproving the

authorship of Solomon, than it can be inferred from the mention of Tirzah along with Jerusa-

lem in vi. 4 that the poem did not have its origin until after Solomon's death, in the time when

the kingdoms were divided. For Tirzah was doubtless already under David and Solomon a

city distinguished for its greatness and beauty, and was only made the royal residence in the

northern kingdom by Jeroboam and his immediate successors (1 Kings xiv. 17 ; xv. 21 ; xvi.

vineyard of Israel would not be thought of in Solomon's prosperous reign; Ps. xlv., which is imitated in this Song
" probably dates from the reign of Jehoshaphat." From these data, which arc so intangible as not to require and scarcely

to admit of refutation, he infers that the " Song of songs was probably composed about a century or more after the death

of Solomon by a member of one of the prophetical schools in the kingdom of the ten tribes." GisSBimo says :
" Tha

title of this poem designates Solomon as the author, but internal evidence is against it," that is to say, the explanation

which he, in common with other advocates of the shepherd-hypothesis, puts upon it is inconsistent with its having been

written by Solomon. But whether in this case the well accredited fact of Solomon's authorship must be given up or tll9

untenable hypothesis must fall is another matter.

—

Te.]
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8, 23j, for the reason that it had previously attained to a highly flourishing condition and to

great consequence, comp. Josh. xii. 24, where it already appears as an ancient -city of the Ca-

naanitish kings. The laudation of Solomon, however, like the frequent mention of his name is

sufficiently explained by the dramatic constitution of the whole, which made it necessary for the

royal poet to speak of himself as objectively as possible (comp. much that is similar in the

Psalms of David, e. g., Ps. xx., xxi., ex., likewise in Ps. Ixxii. by Solomon) and which in parti-

cular " unavoidably brought with it the mutual praise of the lover and his beloved " (Del. p. 17).

But a more emphatic testimony than any hitherto adduced, is borne in favor of Solomon him-

self as the author of the poem, by the extraordinarily developed appreciation of the beauties

of nature which the singer exhibits at every point of his performance, and his fondness, which

reminds us at once of 1 Kings v. 13 (iv. 33), for figures, tropes and similes highly imagina-

tive in conception and in execution, and drawn from every realm of nature, particularly from

animal and plant life. There are mentioned in this poem nearly twenty names of plants

G1JX nut, ni'bnx lignaloes, T"|N cedar, Th^^r\ wild flower, D'tSn wheat, 133 cyprus-fiower,

PJ)13 crocus, TMbhfrankince?ise, ^73 myrrh, "HI J nard, p^^"^^ pomegranate, \'d'^^ lily, HJXP flg,
n^ian

apple, r\n3 cypress, \^},vine, D'Nl=n mandrakes, njj^ calamus, |''^.^p ci?^?^a?7^o?^), and almost as

many names of animals (D'^3J panthers, HD-ID horse, y^^V raven, D'j;; goats, D'7^'?<n '^iiy a

young hart, HT^n nS^X hind, D'Si'-Vj; foxes, 1in turtle-dove, r^V^^X lions, n'vnj kids, D'JI" doves,

^yS gazelle, D''"7n'! sheep ; comp. also
J"^

ivory, which is named several times). And not a few

of these names are Hapaxlegomena or like the names of valuable minerals (as ^p_ marble, K^'tl'in

turquoise, "l'30 sapphire) which are also found here, occur but rarely in other books of the Old Tes-

tament. If we duly consider the small compass of the piece, in which such an abundance of names

of remarkable natural objects is crowded together, and estimate besides the repeated occurrence

of many of these names and the " various points of view under which they are contemplated

(e. g. in the pomegranate, its pulp when cut, iv. 3; vi. 7; its buds, vi. 11; vii. 13; its juice,

viii. 2)," we can scarcely help, in view of the fact that numerous internal and external indica-

tions point to the age of Solomon as the date of the Song, finding its author in Solomon himself,

the renowned royal sage, whom the book of Kings {loo. cit.) praises as at once the greatest of

natural philosophers and the most fertile composer of songs. Moreover the criterion afforded in

vi. 8 for the more exact determination of the period of his life, in which Solomon composed this

poem, must in no wise be overlooked. From a comparison of this passage with 1 Kings xi. 3 f.

we can cmclude with entire certainty that the period in question was that middle age of the

kincf when his decline from his former sincere obedience to the commandments of the Lord

had already begun, without having attained that depth of moral degeneracy which it sub-

sequently reached. This was already substantially the opinion of Grotios in his Adnotat. in

V. T. respecting the date and origin of the Song of Solomon (after those Jewish interpreters

in Bereshith Bahba, Jalkut and Fesikta, who supposed that Canticles was composed by

Solomon in his younger years*), only he (as also v. Hofm.inn, see ^ 2 Remark 1) errone-

ously explained it of the marriage of Solomon with an Egyptian princess and mingled in

many notions of its contents as referring to the mysteries of married life, which were offen-

sive to the festhf^tio and moral feelings of Christian readers. (Comp. Delitzsch, p. 14, 55).

Rem.-vrk 2. The most considerable objections of modern critics against the Solomonic

authenticity of Canticles are those which are drawn from its language. Yet no decisive argument

against its genuineness can be constructed out of them, because the alleged traces of a later

Ararareizing type of. the language, which it presents, may all without exception be explained

as characteristic of the poetic character of its diction. So, first of all, the abbreviated relative

•[Moody Stuart and others imagiue that thi-s Song \v;v8 written by Solomon before ha asoemled the throne, conceiv-

ing this to b-! tlio reason why hm is not called Icing, i. I ; comp. Prov. i. 1 ; Eoclos. i. 1. Gill thinlcs the omission of his

regal title is an intimation of the allegorical natnre of the Song, and argues from th-i mention, vii. 4, of the ' tower of

Lebanon,"' which ho idontilins with the "house of the forest of L'^banon," 1 Kings vii. 2, that Solomon must liave bean

king for at least twenty yiars, wh'in this boilc was written. Poolr: "Composed by Solomon, but whether before his fall

or after his repentance, is not eisy to doterniine, aor necessary to be known."—Ta.j
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'^ for "^p^,' which, though foreign to prose and to the semi-prosaic language of the gnomic

poets of the earlier period, and on this account neither used by the author of the prosaic title

to this book (comp. above, p. 1), nor even by Solomon in his proverbs (Prov. x. 1—xxii. 16, where

as in the Proverbs generally the form'^^X is invariably found), nevertheless occurs in several

poems, of acknowledged antiquity, especially in the Song of Deborah, which is certainly pre-

Solomonic (Judg. v. 7; niUT 'r)pp_t:'. "^il), as well as in the book of Job (chap. xix. 29), which

probably dates from the time of Solomon. The fact, that a part of the poetry designated as

Solomon's in the canon, viz., the Proverbs and the 72d Psalm (which presents however some

other coincidences in diction and expression with Canticles), uses the prosaic '>p,^_> and this

Song alone the highly poetic 'l^ is entirely analogous to the circumstance that the prophet

Jeremiah only makes use of this abbreviated form in his Lamentations {e. g. ii. 15 f. ; iv. 9

;

v. IS), whilst his prophetic discourses, which often pass into the poetic, always have '^^^, only.

It follows hence inevitably that p_ is essentially poetic, while yet it is not necessarily adapted to

all kinds of poetry ; and for this very reason it cannot be regarded as a sign of the post-exilic

origin of this poem. The same judgment precisely must be passed upon the form 71071^ 1. 7

(a combination of the confirmatory ty and the interrogative HOv, not a modification of the

Aram. t<?37T "perhaps"). Likewise the Aramajisms "ii?J for "i^J (i. 6; viii. 11, 12), rin3 for

K^113 (i. 17), 1^0 "winter" (ii. 11) are sufficiently explained from that preference for a

rechercM and highly poetical style of expression, which also led the poet to adopt the unusual

forms ninSE? for '^32' (iv. 3), "^^no for n3 [ibid.), r^^"^ for n^7. (i. 9, 15; ii. 2. Comp. Ps.

ilv. 15), D'5J for rililJ (iv. 15; vi. 2; viii. 13), and many more of the same sort; and conse-

quently there is the less need for regarding them (with Ewald and some others) as idioms in

the dialect of Northern Palestine,* and consequently as proofs that the poem originated in one

of the northern tribes, whether before or after the division of the kingdom. Many peculiarities

of language are also without doubt to be imputed to Solomon's cosmopolitan turn of mind and

views of the world, which inclined him to introduce all the foreign artists and works of art

that he possibly could into his kingdom (comp. 1 Kin. vii. 13 ff. ; x. 11 ff.), and would also

impel him to incorporate words from foreign lands into the not very copious language of

Hebrew poetry. There may thus be referred to a foreign origin, if not exactly the names of

plants '[I'^J (comp. Sansc. nalada, old Pers. narada), D^^^ (Sansc. kunhuma, lat. curcuma),

nnnx (Sansc. aguru or aghil), yet perhaps the expressions D."}?? for " pleasure garden" (iv. 13)

and ji'li?** for ''royal litter" or "palanquin" (iii. 9), the former to the Indian pradcQa " wall"

(Hitzig), or to the Zend pairidaHa "mound of earth, wall" (according to Spiegel, Hattg,

Ew., etc.), and the latter to the Sansc. pari/dna "riding saddle" (not, as Jerome, and most
recently Magnus and Schlottmann supposed, to the Greek (popelov). And yet even in the

case of these two words a foreign origin is not demonstrable with absolute certainty, for O'l'^S

might bean Aram, quadrilateral for D'lD, and of the same signification with p3 "plain, field,"

and P'""}3X a derivative from the root n"i3 after the analogy of p'"|i!, etc., synonymous with

the Aram. X'^"^,=I3 " bed ;" comp. Delitzsch, p, 22-26. But even though the foreign origin of

these expressions, and of many others besides, were to be regarded as made out, the possibility

of Canticles having been composed by Solomon, or having at least originated in the time of

Solomon, could not in any case be denied on this ground, or on that of its other linguistic

peculiarities. And the less so, because so many other indications point to its origin in a much
earlier period than e. g. that of the exile assumed by Umbreit and others, or even that of the

Greek domination assumed by Hartmann (on the ground of |V13X (popelov, iii. 9). On the

whole, the judgment expressed by Hengstenberg [Comm. p. 237 f.) in regard to the linguistic

peculiarities of the Song of Solomon, still remains correct :
" That the author is not

dependent on the Aramajizing usage of later times, but is governed throughout by design and

by free choice, is plain 1)" from the fact that with the exception of ^ scarcely anything is to be

* [So Thrupp, who also classes hero the " chariots of my people," vi. 12 ; comp. 2 Kin. ii. 12; xiii. 14.—Tr.]
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found, which recurs again in the later usage of the language ; the foreign forms are exclusively-

peculiar to the Song of Solomon"—(but here O^^?- which is also found, Eccles. ii. 5, is an

exception) [that is, on the assumption in which Zocklek and Hengstenberg concur, that

Ecclesiastes was not written by Solomon, but belongs to a later age.

—

Tr.]—2) " that the language

has a youthful freshness, as m none of the products belonging to the times of a degenerate

Hebrew." Comp. also Dopke, Hohel, p. 28 ff., Ewald, p. 16 ff., Hitzig, p. 8 ff. (who,

however, like Ewald, gathers up the AraraEeisms of the piece in a one-sided way in favor of

his hypothesis that it belongs to the north of Palestine, and hence was not written by Solomon)

and Delitzsch, p. 19 flf.

I 4. THE ETHICAL IDEA AND THE TYPICAL IMPORT OF THE SONG OF SOLOITON.

The conjugal love of Solomon and Shulamith, described in Canticles, has a significance

beyond itself and its own times. As the love of the wise and glorious king of Israel to a

plain, pure-minded and marvellously beautiful maiden from among his people, it mirrors forth

the relation of Jehovah, the covenant God of the theocracy to the Old Testament people of

God as His bride, and the chosen object of His love (comp. Hos. ii. 18, 21 ; Isa. liv. 5 ; Ixii. 4. 5

;

Jer. ii. 2; iii. 1 ff. ; iv. 30; xiii. 22, 26; xxx. 14; Ezek. xvi. 8, etc.), and is a prophecy of the

far stronger, and more tender manifestation of His love, which God has condescended to bestow

on all mankind in the times of the New Testament salvation. The love of Solomon to

Shulamith is a type of the loving communion between Christ and His Church (John iii. 29;

Mat. ix. 15, etc.), nay, a prophecy of that glorious culmination and final act in His loving union

with it, which Paul, Eph. v. 31 f. designates as the " great mystery," which is to form the last

and highest fulfilment of nature's sacred law of marriage (Gen. ii. 24 :
" For this cause shall

a man leave his father and his mother, and shall be joined unto his wife, and they two shall be

one flesh"). It is no objection to this assumption of a typical and Messianic character of the

Song of Solomon, that the idea of conjugal or wedded love is not exhibited in it in unsullied

moral purity, but impaired in various ways by the dark back-ground of polygamy, and that it

is Solomon who appears as the guilty party, as the cause of this partial spoiling of the ideal

substance of the action. For in spite of Solomon's sad degeneracy, which had already, by the

time of the action described in this poem, seized upon his heart, once devoted beyond others to

obedience to the word of God (see 1 Kin. iii. 9 ff.), and in spite of the merely temporary nature

of his conversion wrought by Shulamith, which was afterwards followed by a still lower fall,

he nevertheless is and remains one of the most distinguished types of the Messiah in the

entire series of Old Testament preflgurations, as Christ's own comparison of His wisdom and

glory with that of Solomon teaches us (Matt. xii. 42 ; comp. vi. 28). But Shulamith, the en-

chantingly beautiful daughter of the land of Israel, in whose fair body dwelt a still fairer soul,

and among whose noble virtues a chaste but fondly loving heart, and an humble mind of

child-like simplicity shone in the first rank—Shulamith appears as a striking type of the

Church of Christ. And this becomes the more appropriate in proportion as the Church more

and more plainly presents the figure of a maiden raised from a low condition to glorious

communion with her royal bridegroom, and as her cordial, humble, loving attachment and

adherence to her Lord, faithful unto death, such as she should manifest according to her true

idea, and as she actually does manifest in growing measure in her true members, resembles the

love of that plain shepherd's daughter to her royal lord and master. There is certainly this

dissimilitude in the parallel, that the morally purifying, ennobling and delivering influence in

the typical relation between Solomon and Shulamith, proceeds from the wife, while in the

grand antitype, the formation of the new covenant by Christ, the redeeming and sanctifying

agency belongs to the husband (comp. Eph. v. 25 ff). But a partial discrepancy of this nature,

or even contrast between the type and its prototype, is found in a greater or less degree in every

prefiguration of the history of redemption ; comp. the Old Testament parallel between Adam

and Christ, Rom. v. 12 ff., between the termination of David's earthly life and that of Christ's,

Acts xiii. 36, 37, between Jonah and the Lord, as a greater prophet than he. Matt. xii. 40. And

furthermore, that very dissimilitude involves also an important resemblance, inasmuch as

Christ's coming down to His people was one with the riches of heaven becoming poor, and one
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divinely glorious becoming a servant (2 Cor. viii. 9; Phil. ii. 6 ff.), induced thereto really by

their mute waiting and supplication; and inasmuch as this being drawn by the power of a

child-like confiding love, is repeated again and again between the Lord and every believing soul*

among His people, and shall be repeated to the end of time (John xiv. 23; Matt, xviii. 20;

Eev. iii. 20).

It will constitute the task of the sections in this Commentary, which relate to the develop-

ment of the doctrinal and ethical ideas, to point out in detail the peculiar combination of the

typical by analogy, and the typical by contrast in the relations between the persons of this

Song on the one hand, and Christ and His Church on the other. Shulamith will prevailingly

appear to be an ethical, and Solomon a metaphysical type of Christ. The character of the

former will offer an abundance of models for the direct imitation of Christians in their religious

life, whil^ her royal lover, by his position in the theocracy and in the history of redemption,

and by the elevation to a dignity of equal distinction which he accords to the poor maiden will

be a direct type of the Redeemer. The allegorical exegesis which fails to recognize or obliterates

the partial contrast between him and the Saviour, or the attempt to make out the unconditional

and thoroughly Messianic character of the piece at the expense of its historical truth, will find

its refutation and correction step by step along with this Exposition.

Remark 1.—That the fundamental thought of the Song of Solomon lies essentially in the

praise of the joyful happiness of wedded love, that its mystery therefore is no other than tlio

mystery of marriage (Eph. v. 31, 32), and that this its mystical idea is vividly presented in one

of the most remarkable events ot Solomon's life, which is of such great significance in the

history of redemption,—this is the estimate put upon it, and the position accorded to it in

Biblical Theology by Delitzsgh, and in substantial agreement with him by von Hofmann,
and this we are convinced is the only correct one. The latter says (in a " Supplement " to

Delitzsch's Hohe Lied, p. 237 f.) :
" Canticles is a song of love, which is here exhibited in all

the fulness of its beauty, grace and power, richly adorned besides with the royal splendor of

Solomon, and still in the purity and chastity of the marriage bond. As opposed to any heathen

composition that can be compared with it, it is a monument of the unfolding of the natural

life to the splendor of its full bloom of earthly bliss in a manner pleasing to God, such an
unfolding as was possible only where the natural life was under the protection of a guidance

which was shaping its way to the ultimate redemption. And if we look at the place which it

holds in the sacred history, at the end of five hundred years' direct development of Israel, when
in his king and his king's son (Ps. Ixxii. 1) the complete form of national sovereignty had been

reached, it has its significance in regard to the spiritual counterpart of this glory, that in his

whole estate the king has nothing on earth to which his heart is so completely given, as

Shulamith, his only love: in this personal, human relation he finds the full satisfaction of his

life. When the King of glory, in whom we hope, appears, His people shall also be His bride.

His Church is to Him both people and wife, as the relation between man and woman established

at the creation is no less a prophecy of Christ and His Church, than the relation of the king

of Israel to His people in the history of redemption. The relation, in which the Lord stands to

His Church is entirely a personal one, like that between Solomon and Shulamith. ' Then we
shall not expound this or that particular in the Song of songs of him, but the glad antitype of

the loving communion which it sings shall have come to pass, identical with the antitype of

the relation between the anointed of the Lord and Israel." Comp. Schrifibeweis II. 2, p. 370 f.

:

"The poet sets before our eyes the depth and the blessedness of this love of the sexes (of which

it is said viii. 6 that it is "strong as death") and the glory of corporeal beauty, when love is

awakcMied and nourished by it, both of them as the natural products of creative energy, and
therefore abstracted from those moral qualities which impart to corporeal beauty a value

dependent on the individual, and lend to the love of the sexes a basis and a substance dependent

on the individual Only in the same sense, therefore, in which the creation of woman
was the institution of marriage, can Canticles be called an extolling of marriage. The divinely

created relation of the sexes as differing and yet belonging together, upon which marriage rests,

is priised, and that in the richness of its beauty.by the king in whom the people of God attained

its highest earthly glory, as the good which in his view surpassed all the good things in his royal

o J.
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magnificence," etc. From this statement of the fundamental idea of the poem by Hufmann,

Delitzsch differs principally in doing fuller justice to the noble virtues, which in addition to

'her physical beauty adorn its heroine, and consequenily making not merely marriage in general,

marriage as belonging to the realm of nature and of sense, but an ideal marriage, or at least

an ideal wedded love and fidelity the object extolled by the poet. He hopes (according to

p. 155 flf.) that he has by his exposition led to the recognition of a side of the Song of Solomon

hitherto ignored or neglected: "viz., the ethical character of Shulamith, the fine and feeling^ pic-

ture of her soul, fairer even than the fair body which it tenanted, and in general her profound,

persistent and calm moral earnestness, the golden ground on which the smiling colors of this joy-

ous soncT are everywhere laid." " Shulamith's beauty," he cootinues, " is not mere physical

beauty of the corporeal form, nor the beauty of a Grecian statue of Aphrodite, when one feels

as though the finely shaped marble began to live and to walk. Her beauty is not merely natu-

ral but moral and living. This moral life is not indeed the New Testament spiritual life from

God, which will finally transform the physical life into its own likeness, but at the same time it

has not the mere semblance of virtue, in which what are only splendidavitia so often shine not

only in the heathen world, but in the world at large. The morality of Shulamith is no more de-

void of substance and value than the Old Testament morality in general. Shulamith is still na-

ture and not spirit, but her nature has been well trained in the fear of Jehovah, hallowed by the

grace of Jehovah. What is specifically Israelitish indeed recedes in Shulamith quite into the

background behind the universally human. This is the fundamental character of all the written

productions of the Chokmah in the time of Solomon. But this splendid and fragrant growth of

a hallowed nature and a noble maidenhood does not disown the soil on which it has grown. It

is the soil of the revelation deposited in Israel."* As the particular moral traits or virtues in Shu-

lamith's character, he then specifies—1) her sincere, really personal and not merely sensual love

for her royal lover; 2) her child-like and naive simplicity ; 3) her hearty delight in nature; 4)

her chaste and pure womanhood ; 5) her sisterly love and filial affection for her mother. The ef-

fect which this profoundly moral character of hers has upon Solomon, consists in his "becoming

a child himself m the noblest sense of the word through the influence of Shulamith." " The

love with which, simple, humble, chaste as she is, she inspires the king, teaches the wise man

child-like simplicity, brings the king down into the vale of humility, sets respectful bounds to

the impetuous lover. He is compelled to acknowledge" that this lily of the field in the artless at-

tire of her beauty and her virtue is more richly adorned than he in all his glory. Nature no

longer speaks to the natural philosopher the language of perplexing enigmas, but the gentle lan-

guac^e of love. The possessor of a full harem has found the one to whom henceforth his heart be-

longs, and to no other besides. Following her lie willingly exchanges the bustle and splendor of

court life for the retirement and .simplicity of the country. Afar from his palace, if he but has

her on his arm, he roves over mountain and meadow, and with her he is contented in her cottage.

Shulamith has become queen without surrendering the virtues of the plain, poor country maid,

and Solomon has become Shulamith's husband without losing his royal dignity. Solomon's cha-

racter in fact appears in twice as fine a light in his self-humiliation, and so does Shulamith in her

exaltation." Further considerations respecting the ethical character of the two lovers and the typi-

cal significance of their relation to each other, and its place in the history of redemption, will be

adduced in the "doctrinal and ethical" remarks upon each section of the Song.

Rkmakk 2.— Hitzio has attempted to treat the action of the poem as puiely ideal, as mere fa-

ble or fiction without historical truth. " It, is not to be supposed," he says on p. 3 of his Com-

mentary, "that a real history, which either contained this moral of itself, or admitted of its in-

troduction, lies at the basis of this Song. On the contrary, some occurrence living in story may

have suggested just this dress. If it concerned merely the king and his lady love, the poet might

match Solomon and Shulamith about as well as Tryphon and Tryphsena. The partner introducetl

for Solomon is JT^V-ltJ^n, " the Shulamite," so like the name of the king, that the resemblance

* [The itnpliciition that tho lifi^ of tlio people of Goil umler tho Old Testamfiit was not only upon a lower level, but \va3

•pecificially different fr.mi that uuJer tho New Testament, belongs to the philosophical speculations which Df.i.itzscii i9

fond of indulging. Ho conceives that llie fact of tho incarnation introd iced an eulirely now element into human nature

which did not exist, and could not have existed prior to tliat event.—Ta.]
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cannot be mistaken. Now a fair damsel from Shunem (Shulem) really was at one time brou^-^ht

to court, when Solomon was young (1 Kings i. 3, 4), on whose account Solomon had his half-bro-

ther put to death for proposing to marry her, 1 Kings ii. 13-25. This deed, which might seem

to have sprung from jealousy (comp. the thesis viii. 6 ;
Prov. vi. 34 f.) together with the smailarity

of "Shulamith" and "Solomon," may have first determined the direction in which the idea

sliould incorporate itself."—Against this combination of Hitzig's (substantially adopted by
Weissbach, p. 66 f.), which is designed to show the mythical character of the piece, may be
urged in general all the probable grounds for its composition by Solomon himself, or even for its

originating in Solomon's time, which were presented in ^3; and in particular still further : 1)

the complete unison—not partial merely—between the historical situation described in the piece

and the state of culture in the times of Solomon as depicted in the books of Kings, or, in other

words, the absence of any contradiction between the Solomon of history and the Solomon of this

book, together with the numerous striking and wholly undesigned coincidences in the situation

and character of both. 2) The improbability of an intentional parallel between the names " So-

lomon" and "Shulamith," which have no surprising similarity of sound, and are not contrasted

any where in the piece, though opportunities for doing so were not rare (ii. 16 ; iv. 1 ff.; vi. 3;

vii. 11 ; viii. 11 ff ). 3) It is extremely forced and far-fetched to identify the heroine of the Song
with Abishag of Shunem, David's concubine, and especially to explain viii. 6 of a supposed jea-

lousy about this Shulamitess, w^hich might have moved Solomon to put his brother Adonijah to

death. 4) It is a very probable and obvious assumption that Shunem, on account of the re-

markable beauty of its daughters, may have been the home of one of the concubines of the king

of Israel in more instances than just this one, 1 Kings i. 3, 4, and that this furnishes the explana-

tion of the gentile denomination of the heroine of this piece as " the Shunamitess " (Shulamitess).

5) The analogy of the book of Job, which likewise has a historical fact as its basis underneath ita

dramatic form (comp. Hirzel, Job, p. 7ff.), in spite of the fact that its peculiarly speculative

character seems in a much higher degree to favor the assumption that its contents are purely

fictitious.*

[Note on the Interpretation of the Song of Solomon—5_y the Translator.—The substi-

tution of the typical method, for which Zockler contends, in place of the allegorical, which has

hitherto chiefly prevailed among evangelical interpreters of this book, marks a decided and most
wholesome advance m its exposition. It is bringing into the study of the Canticles that method
which has been applied with such salutary effect to the investigation of the Old Testament in

general, and of its types m^ particular, by the most recent and able biblical scholars, and which
is represented, for example, in the well-known writings of Kurtz and Fairbairn.

1. The allegorical method, which it is proposed to discard, regards the persons and objects de-

scribed in this song, as in themselves unreal, as mere figures or names for spiritual persons and
objects, which latter were the actual and only things contemplated and intended by the inspired

penman. In what he here writes of Solomon and Shulamith he had before his mind not two real

or even imaginary persons possessing definite characteristics, and sustaining a known relation to

each other, which were symbols of spiritual characteristics and of a spiritual relation, the con-

templation of the former being a medium through which he and others might rise toa fuller and
more correct comprehension of the latter. But in all the language which he employs he is di-

rectly and consciously describing Christ and His Church. He imputes certain physical attributes

or outward acts to Solomon, but it is not because they in fact belonged to him personally, or

were appropriate to him as a man, a monarch, or a husband, but because there are certain attri-

butes or works of Christ, of which these are or may be constituted emblems. And so in every
expression used respecting the bride he is not depicting a human person real or ideal, but is

simply employing a figure of speech which is to be applied directly to the Church, and which finds

Its justification in its fitness to set forth some feature or characteristic of the Church.
Hence, it happens that the great body of the allegorical interpreters, even the ablest and the

best, refrain from inquiring into the meaning of the language used in its literal application, as

*[The connection of Shulamith with Shnnem does not sepui to be as certain, as Zockler conceives it, thon^h his
Bcheme of the book is largely built upon it. The derivation of tlie name from Solomon has comniendea itself to many who
have no sympathy with Uitziq's ridiculous conceit about Abishag. Tr.J
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though this were no part of its true and proper intent, but apply it immediately to Christ and

His Church as the parties directly described, and the only ones, in fact, who come fairly within

its scope. So far from possessing themselves first of the literal sense of the Song in its primary

application to the sphere of natural life, and making this the basis from which to rise to a spirit-

ual significance which should carry the same principles into a higher sphere, viewing in the out-

ward and the human a reflection of the inward and divine, they positively assert that no consist-

ent literal sense is discoverable. And they triumph in the assertion as an unanswerable argu-

ment, precluding the possibility of any other than a spiritual interpretation, whereas they are

destroying the foundation underneath themselves, and making it impossible upon their princi-

ples to build up any exposition of the book which shall not rest upon the sand. It is certainly a

most extraordinary procedure by which to substantiate the claim that the spiritual and the di-

vine are in this Song set forth under the image of the earthly, to annihilate the latter with a view-

to exalting the former. If there is no substance nor consistency in the earthly image, what be-

comes of the heavenly counterpart? They who proclaim that they can make no consistent sense

of the Song in its literal acceptation, should remember that the natural presumption will be not

that no such sense exists, but that they have failed to find the key to its understanding. And

if they cannot interpret the earthly meaning which lies upon the surface, wdiat assurance can

they give that they are safe guides to its heavenly and hidden mysteries? What is this but to

play into the hands of those who claim that they can give a consistent sense to it literally under-

derstood, and that no higher meaning is necessary or possible?

We greatly deprecate such language as the following from so devout and evangelical a com-

mentator as WoEDSWORTH :
" Upon the principles of the literal interpretation, how can it be ex-

plained that in the Canticles, the bridegroom is called by such various names? How are we to

account for the fact that the same person, who is called the beloved, is also designated as a king,

as King Solomon, as a shepherd, as feeding among lilies, as an owner of a garden and of a vine-

yard, which he has let out to keepers, and of which he will require the fruit?" This is, in our

judgment, simply a concession to those who insist that there is more than one lover here spoken

of, or who make of the Song itself a jumble of incoherent fragments. Again, we must utter

our most vehement protest against such statements as these from the same able writer
:

" If the

objects to which the bride is compared in the Canticles are understood in their literal sense, such

a picture will be produced as would deserve to be censured and condemned in the strong lan-

guage of the Roman critic denouncing a tasteless and ill-assorted rhapsody of incongruous enor-

mities." " How, again, are we to interpret the description of the bridegroom's features? Ex-

pounded literally, some of the details in the portrait are absurd and ridiculous, others are even

repulsive and revolting." It becomes a question whether it is not more reverential to divine in-

spiration to abandon the spiritual sense altogether, if it can only be maintained by thus vilifying

this sacred Song.

2. Besides this neglect and undue depreciation of the literal sense, we object to the allegorical

method, in the second place, that it inverts the true relation between the outward form and the

spiritual substance in this Song. By an original divine constitution there are thoughts and

ideas embodied in the sphere of natural life, which reach into the spiritual sphere, and these are

made use of as helps for climbing from the lower to tJie higher. We must not lose sight of the

divine economy in this matter. There was not, first, the communication of a complete system of

doctrine in its fulness and in abstract form, which the sacred writer, being in entire pos.session

of, seeks to impart to others—and in so doing, looks about for some analogy which he strives to

adapt to it, even at the risk of utterly distorting the inferior object which he so employs. But

the type comes before the doctrine, and is preparatory to it. God places before the eyes of His

inspired servants, and through them before all others, these outward types, with their coirespond-

ences to the heavenly and divine. These natural objects and relations furnish the lessons which

under divine guidance they are to study, by which they are to be educated to the comprehension

of the spiritual, which is wrapped up in them, and which they are adapted to convey.

3. The allegorical method further violates the analogy of Old Testament. instruction. This was

once the favorite mode of dealing with types, but it led to such fanciful, grotesque and far-fetched

explanations as to bring the whole subject of typology into disrepute, and it has now been dis-
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carded by sober iaquirers. The true principles are tlius stated by Prof. Fairbairn, Typology,

I., pp. 81 tf.: "In tile interpretation of types our first care must be to make ourselves acquainted

witli the truths or ideas involved in them m-irely as providential transactions or religious ser-

vices—to make what they were in their immediate relation to the patriarchal or religious wor-

shipper, the ground and matter of what, as typical, they are now to the Christian." " Their typi-

cal import is not something apart from their natural and immediate design, but consisting of that,

and growing out of it." " Tue tsssential character and objects of the transaction, in which the

type consists, become thus the ground and matter of its typical relation to the realities of the gos-

pel. But if we sh juld proceed in an opposite direction and make the essential qualities of the

antitype the measure of what we are to expect in the type, then, as a matter of course, we shall

be driven to seek in the latter many trifling and fanciful resem'jlances, which have no idea or

principle in them whatever " The iVIessianic teaching of the Psalms, which belong to the same

stage of divine revelation with the Song of Solomon, is entirely of the typical character. It is

wholly drawn from the personal experience or the official position of David or of Solomon, more

or less idealized, with or without a removal of human limitations. It is not until we reach the

period of the prophets that the typical element recedes into the background, and is partially,

though not entirely, superseded by a more didactic style of instruction. No one can fail to re-

cognize the distinction in this respect between Canticles ani Ezekiel, ch. xvi., xxiii.

•i. It also disregards the needs of the people of God under the Old Testament. It must be

assumed that Canticles, like every other book of Scripture, had its special adaptation to the wants

of those for whom it was immediately prepared. It was part of the divine system of instruction

under which they were placed, and had its determinate function to fulfil in preparation for Him
that was to come. Now if it contained the mysteries which allegorical interpreters find hidden

under its language, it must have been to its earliest readers a sealed book. They did not have

before them the detailed history ani doctrine of Christ and His Church, from which conjecturally

to fit expressions in the Song by a mere casual and superficial similitude. Nor could they be ex-

pected to have any inkling whatever of the meaning of passages, whose sense is elicited by pun-

ning upon words, as though the "chains," i. 10, represent the ''law," because D'")in bears some

resemblance in sound to m'lr*, and the "cyprus flower," i. 14, alludes to the atonement because

of an ambiguity in the word "liDS. If this is the way that Canticles is to be expounded, it is a

mere book of riddles, whose solution is sufficiently puzzling and doubtful with all the facts and

teachings of the gospels before us, but which could not possibly be comprehended while the ob-

jects referred to were still veiled by the future. If, however, the language of Canticles describes

not future or unknown objects in enigmatical terms, but scenes real or ideal belonging to the sphere

of earthly love, which is a symbol of the heavenly, then the analogies of thought must lead di-

rectly from one to the other. And Solomon's contemporaries, as well as later generations, could

rise at least to a partial comprehension of its meaning; not, it is true, to an exhaustive under-

standing of it, for the deep meaning of Scripture grows with growing light and fuller knowledge

and further revelation. But the more advanced interpretation must lie in the line just indicated,

only penetrating further, not in the way of loading the text with far-fetched and fanciful senses.

Scripture does not have a multiple sense, if by this be meant that it is to bear every signification

which can by possibility be put upon its disconnected words; but the ideas manifestly underlying it

may be followed out into further developments and wider applications.

5. Our last objection to the allegorical method is that it cannot achieve a well grounded and satis-

factory interpretation of this book. It loses itself perpetually in details, where it spends its

strength in random guess-work. The ingenuity with which this may be done, and the devout

spirit with which it may be pervaded, cannot alter the essentially vicious character of the pro-

cess. As Adam Clarke justly says, he could make anything whatever out of this Song that he

was disposed to make, if he were allowed equal liberty : he could find Arminianism in it or any

type of doctrine he chose. The pious use made of the language of the book cannot redeem it

from the charge of mal-interpretation. It is not exposition but substituting human fancies for

the true meaning and intent of the divine Word. The pious senses inserted, the edifying re-

flections and the devout meditations do not sanctify a mode of dealing with the book of God so

utterly unwarrantable.
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This mode of expounding each fc<eparate particular, not with a view to its place in the des-

cription in wlucli it stands, but as a disnncL reteience to the spiritual object typified by it, neces-

sarily leads both to a sthous distortion ot the lessons to be conveyed, and to a marring and

mantjling of the symmetry and beauty of the objects depicted. Thus Dr. Addison Alexander

in hil Commentary on Isaiah v. 3, " The parable, as a whole, corresponds to its subject as a whole,

but all the particulars included in the one, are not separately intended to denote particulars in-

cluded in the other. A lion may be a striking emblem of a hero
;
but it does not follow that

the mane, claws, etc., of the beast must all be significant of something in the man. Kay, they

cannot even be supposed to be so, without sensibly detracting from the force and beauty of the

imac^e as a whole." See also similar language used on Isaiah Ix. 7, and in his Commentary on

Marl? iv 13 and xii. 6. Is it surprising that Wordsworth could see no beauty in the figures

of this book literally understood after mercilessly carving them to shapeless fragments by his

dissecting knife?

For these reasons we believe the typical to be the true method of intorpreting this Song, and

we shall conceive it to be a most important service rendered by this ccminientary if it shall in

any measure contribute to check the unbridled extravagance of the prevalent devotion to alle-

gory and encourage a simpler and juster style of interpretation. According to the typical un-

derstanding of Canticles, which has already been characterized in the general, but may here be

more exactly described, its primary subject and that which is denoted by its langunge in its

literal acceptation is the loving intercourse of king Solomon and his bride. But in consequence

of Solomon's representative character as the vicegerent and type of the divine king of Israel,

his individual and earthly relations become the mirror of the spiritual and the heavenly. His

human love to the woman of his choice is the symbol of the love of God to His elect people, of

Jehovah to Israel, of Christ to His church. This latter is not directly and enigmatically described

by the terms of the Song, but is shadowed forth by the scenes and the feelings which are de-

picted in it. The Solomon of the Song is not the heavenly, but the earthly Solomon: he is pre-

sented, however, not in his individual personality merely, but in the capacity of a king and a

lover or a husband, thus suggesting the ideal king and the ideal lover, and to this extent, and in

this manner, shadowing forth the greatest and most glorious of monarchs, the most tender and

afTectionate, the most loving and the best of bridegrooms, Jehovah-Jesus.

The very first step toward the correct understanding of this book as of any type, or parable,

or similitude whatsoever is the inquiry after its literal sense,—what is the object itself that is here

presented? It is impossible to develop the spiritual meaning of a symbol until it is first ascer-

tained what the symbol is. The literal sense is the foundation of the whole. If this be not cor-

rectly gathered and distinctly apprehended, every ulterior result is vitiated. The most cursory

inspection shows this book to relate to the loving intercourse of a bridegroom and his bride.

But what is the precise nature and the mutual relations of the several scenes depicted ? Do the

various parts cohere in one connected narrative, which traces through successive steps the grow-

ing intimacy of the loving pair ? if so, what is the story, or the plot which forms the ground work

of the book? Or does it contain a series of detached scenes, each complete in itself? if so,

what are the limits of each, and what the precise situation and action depicted in it? Is the

whole prior to marriage, or subsequent to marriage, or does the marriage occur in the course of

the Song, and if so, where? A true conception must first be gained of the book in 'the exhibi-

tion which it makes of the human love described in it, before we can be prepared to understand

the particular aspect, method, or measures of divine love which it is adapted to^et forth.

The service performed by the erotic commentators on this Song in the history of interpreta-

tion, is that of directing attention to this most astonishing oversight on the part of the allegorists,

one extreme as usual generating its opposite, and thus preparing the way for its own correction.

The egregious perversions of the literal sense by those who have bestowed upon it their exclu-

sive attention can only be fairly refuted and their utter baselessness shown, when the correct

scheme of this book shall be fully drawn out and fortified in every part.

In our opinion Zockler has not been as successful in his results as he is correct in his method.

Neither he nor Delitzsch, whom he follows with some modifications, has solved the problem of

the book so far as to make a faithful exhibit of its literal sense. They are both captivated with
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the idea, which we are persuadei is fallacious, of finding a regularly unfolded plot, and in their

eagerness to make out continuity and progress they have obtruded upon this sacred poem what

finds no wai'rant in its text, and marred the artless simplicity of its structure by needless com-

plications. A complete and satisfactory presentation of the literal sense of Oanticles is a very

great desideratum ; and this is the direction in which we are disposed 'to look with the greatest

hope for further progress in unfolding its more profound mysteries.

Upon the literal is built the ethical sense. Delitzsch here, loses himself too much in a mere

romantic sentimentalism. The erotic interpreters, as GiNSBaRO, discover an example of virtue

superior to the greatest temptations : they make it a story of faithful love shown in a maiden,

whom the king by all his arts and by the most dazzling allurements cannot seduce from her

shepherd lover to whom she had given her heart. Zockler here attempts a compromise which

is an attitude he frequently occupies in the course of his commentary. He drops the shepherd

lover, but still represents Solomon in an unfavorable though less repulsive light, and makes all

the pure and elevating influence proceed from Shulamith, who is the true heroine of the Soncr,

and by whom her royal husband is completely over-shadowed. Tlie discontent willi Solomon's

court and with the style of life prevailing there, which Delitzsch affirms, is pushed by Zockler

to what is perhaps its legitimate result, dissatisfaction with Solomon himself who was tainted

by the corrupting influences around him. She however wins the proud lord of a harem com-

pletely to herself and makes him all her own; from love to her he forsakes his voluptuous court

for the retirement and gentle pleasures of her country home. He thus finds in it the triumph of

chastity over sensuality, of a pure monogamy over the voluptuousness of polygamy.

We cannot deny that there is a certain attractiveness at the first view in the thought of a re-

buke to polygamy in the person of one, by whom it was carried to such unheard of excess, if it

were not that the whole thing is imported into the Song by the mere fancy of the interpreter.

Whatever unfavorable surmises might attach to Solomon's life as recorded in Kings, there is

nothing whatever in this book to justify them. He says and does nothing to warrant the sus-

picion of a want of constancy in his love for Shulamith or a fickle preference for others. Shula-

mith never betrays any apprehension that she has not her full share of his love, or that his conduct

belies his professions of fond attachment. The temporary separation—it can scarcely be called es-

trangement—which gives her so much pain, is traced by herself to her own drowsy inaction, v.

3. The only allusion to the existing number of queens, vi. 8, is for the sake of ranking her above

them all as the idol of her husband's heart. The daughters of Jerusalem never appear as rivals,

toward whom Shulamith expresses or cherishes any jealousy. But apart from the unfounded pre-

sumptions on which the whole is based, it involves a preposterous conflict between Solomon's

regal dignity -and his married state, that in order to possess Shulamith as his own, and be com-
pletely hers, he should have to abandon his capital and his court and the occupations of royalty,

and go to live with her in her mother's house at Shunem. And further, it is a most extraordi-

nary mode of inculcating monogamy for Shulamith to marry a king already the possessor of

sixty queens, and then to set about securing him entirely to herself, and leading him to abandon

all the rest. Would not this be more like the artful intriguing favorite than the guileless, sim-

ple-hearted child of nature, which she is represented as being?

All that can in fairness be made out of the ethical view of this book, as it appears to us, is

that two parties are here described who live in and for each other. Proofs and instances are

given of their devotion and fondness, their ardent longing for each other when separated, their

delight in each other when united, their increased enjoyment in every source of pleasure, of

which they p'lrtake together. The constancy, the tenderness, the purity, the fervor of wedded
love, finds repeated and varied exemplification. Canticles does not rise to the inculcation of

monogamy nor assert for marriage that according to its primeval institution and Its true idea

it must be between one man and one woman. It alludes to polj'^gamy, vi. 8, without disallowing

or positively prohibiting it as an offence against the ordinance of God and the welfare of man. It

belongs to a dispensation under which for the hardness of men's hearts this institution had been

suffered to be clouded, and its original brightness dimmed. It issues no interdict against po-

lygamy, but it undermines it. First, by drying up its source. It exhibits a style of intercourse

between the sexes which is pure, elevated and refined, sensitive to the charms of beauty and of per-
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sonal allractiuus, but without a trace of sensuality. Tliere is no grossness, no impurity, no in-

delicac)' even. Everything of that nature which has been attached to this gem of songs, sliould

be laid to the account of mistranslation or misinterpretation. Secondly, by raising up an ad-

versary too pov.'erful for it. This Song depicts a mutual love which is absolutely exclusive

ii. 2, 16; iv. 12; vi. 3, 9; vii. 10; viii. 6, 7; and before which polygamy must fall, not be-

cause it is forbidden, but because it cannot be endured.

Greatly as we approve of Zockler's typical method of dealing with Canticles, we cannot

accept what is peculiar in the typical views which he deduces from it. This follows, of course,

from the exceptions we have taken to his literal conception of it, upon which it is based. Some
may probably be shocked by the fact that he represents Shulamith as Solomon's superior in point

of virtue and purity, and the instrument of working at least a temporary change for the better in

him, while at the samo time he says that Solomon and Shulamith are types of the Lord and His

church. This, however, is not of itself sufficient to condemn his view. All types have their

deficiencies. Some are deplorably defective, without after all ceasing to be types. There is a

real foundation for what Zockleb calls types of analogy and types of conti-ast, or as we have

ourselves been in the habit of designating them, direct and inverse types, the former being ob-

jects which directly shadow forth the future good, and the latter such as sthud in opposition to

it or represent a want which it can supply. And in every individual type there are at the same

time elements of correspondence with the ultimate ideal and of divergence from it, both of which

must be taken into the account if its full lessons are to be unfolded.

If the question respected the typical character of Solomon on the whole, as a personage in the

sacred History, it could not be objected that a more unfavorable view is taken of him than the

facts recorded warrant. And it may be added that in the book of Ecclesiastes, which is inversely

or negatively Messianic, the kingdom of Solomon is shown upon its unsatisfying side, in which it

presents a marked contrast wilh that of his great antitype. We are now, however, solely con-

cerned with Solomon as he is represented in the Song of songs. The typical, as the other les-

sons of the Song must be drawn from itself, without any such supplement at least from other

sources as would distort the image presented here. A picture is presented to us belonging to

the sphere of natural life; this must be simply transferred to the spiritual sphere to yield its

typical or higher meaning. Features of Solomon's character which would have marred the

significance or effect of the whole, may be neglected or lost sight of. They do not belong to the

conception of this Song, which must be interpreted by itself.

Did the writer of this book intend anything more than the literal and ethical sense ? Zockler
thinks not. He supposes him to have composed this poem, setting forth this incident in the

life of Solomon. He had no more in his mind than the human parties, the play of their affec-

tions, and the fond relation constituted between them. But the nature of the transaction itself,

and the position of the principal actor in the sacred history impart to it a typical import, of

which Solomon himself, in writing it, had no conception. Its connection with Solomon, and its

ethical bearings in his view justify its place among the sacred oracles, even apart from its mys-

tical meaning. This is a question of some difficulty. For, 1. It cannot be affirmed that the

book itself contains any clear indication of its higher meaning; what has been adduced as

showing that the writer intended something more profound than lies upon the surface, is mostly

of doubtful interpretation, and is .scarcely sufficient to produce conviction. 2. Such instances as

Ptuth, Esther, and many of the Proverbs may make us cautious in undertaking to determine in

advance what amount of evident religious character is necessary to entitle a book to admission

to the canon of the Old Testament. 3. The sacred historians in all probability were ignorant

of the typical nature of much that they have recorded.

Nevertheless, we cannot but believe that the writer of this divine Song recognized the sym-

bolical character of that love, which be has here embellished. The typical character of the

king of Israel was familiarly known, as is apparent from many of the Psalms. The typical

character of Solomon's own reign was well understood by him.self, as appears from Psalm l.xxii.

That the Lord's relation to His people was conceived of as a marriage from the time of the

covenant at Sinai, is shown by repeated expressions that imply it, in the law of Moses. That

under these circumstances, the marriage of the King of Israel should carry the thoughts up by
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a ready and spontaneous association to the covenant-relation of the King par excellence to the

people, whom He had espoused to Himself, is surely no extravagant supposition, even if the

analogous instance of Psalm xlv. did not I'emove it from the region of conjecture to that of

established fact. The mystical use made of marriage so frequently in the subsequent scriptures,

with evident and even verbal allusion to this Song, and the constant interpretation of both the

Synagogue and the Church, show the naturalness of the symbol, and enhance the probability

that the writer himself saw what the great body of his readers have found in his production.

And whatever may be said apologetically of the sacredness of this book, if its inspired author

intended it in its literal sense alone, it exalts it so prodigiously, and frees it so completely from

every shadow of objection, to suppose him to have employed this symbol with some conscious-

ness of its sacred meaning, that I cannot bring myself to believe that the wise King of Israel was

so blind as some have imagined him to be. And I am not sure but the absence of the name

of God, and of any distinctive religious expressions throughout the Song is thus to be accounted

for that the writer, conscious of the parabolic character of what he is describing, felt that there

would be an incongruity in mingling the symbol with the thing symbolized. See Isaac

Taylor's Spirit of the Hebrew Poetry, pp. 174, 5].

I 5. HISTORY AND LITERATURE (BIBLIOGRAPHY) OF THE INTERPRETATION OF THE SONG OP

SOLOMON.

a. The allegorical attenipfs at explanation in ancient and modern times.^

It is as impossible to deny that the mystical and allegorical view of the Song of Solomon,
which entirely disregards the literal sense, and sees nothing in it but an exhibition in a figura-

tive dress, of the covenant-relation between Jehovah and Israel, or of the loving communion
of Messiah with His Church, may have had advocates among the Jewish scribes before the close

of the Old Testament canon, as it is to prove that this view was the only one in the period

before Christ, or that it was the conditio sine qua non of the reception of the book into the

canon. For neither the acquaintance which the author of Prov. i-ix, xxii.-xxiv betrays with it

(see I 3, Rem. 1), nor the frequent use made of it by the prophet Hosea at a somewhat later

period (comp. Hos. xiv. 6-9 with Cant. ii. 1, v. 15, iv. 11, vi. 11, etc.), affords any certain proof
that the allegorical explanation was already cultivated before the exile at the expense of the
historical. That according to the tradition of the Talmud (see R. Azarias in Meor Enaim,
p. 175 b), Ezra only admitted such books to the canon as " were composed by the prophets in

the Holy Spirit," can no more be esteemed a historical testimony for the exclusive prevalence
of the allegorical interpretation at the time of the collection of the canon, than the statement
of the Targum on i. 1, that the Song of Songs was sung " by Solomon the prophet and king
of Israel in the spirit of prophecy." Nor can any proof be brought from the Old Testament
Apocrypha of the existence of the allegorical mode of interpretation before the time of Christ.

The passages adduced for this purpose by Rosenmueller, Wisd. Viii. 2, 9, 16, 18 ; Eccles. xxiv.

18, 19, by no means necessarily imply that the bride of the Canticles was taken to be the divine
wisdom

;
and against the validity of the passage Eccles. xlvii. 15-17 urged by Keil, even

Hengstenberg has shown that Solomon's irapoLjiiat, irapaliolai and iptirjve'iai, " proverbs,

parables and interpretations" h^re extolled, simply refer to the proverbs and enigmatical say-
ings of the king mentioned, 1 Kin. v. 12 (iv. 32) ff., x. 1 flf, not to any mysticaf sense of this
" Song of songs." Nor can the Septuag. be adduced as representing the allegorical interpre-

tation of this Song; for though it renders nj;DJ;? t:;x"-,p iv. 8 by nrrb hpxfi'; TThreuc and Hi'ii^JS by

if Eh^oKia, these are errors of translation, which only sliow that the two localities in question
(Amana and Tirzah) were no longer known to the authors of the Alexandrian version. No
certain traces of a use of the Song of Solomon in an allegorical sense can be pointed out even
in the writings of Philo

;
and the same is true of the New Testament, where, at the utmost

Rev, iii. 20 might be regarded as an expression taken from the Song of Solomon, explained of

* Comp. in general Ed.Oumtz, Histoire Critique de 1 interpretation du Cant, des Cantiques. Straslmrff, 1834, [also the
account given of preceding commentators in tlie commentaries of Williams, pp. 108-120, Ginsburg, pp. 20-102, Moody Stuart
pp. G23-G40, anil TaRUPP pp. 10-36, of which the translator has freely availed himself in such additions as he has thought it

needful to make.]
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the Messiah, but is more probably to be traced, like what is elsewhere said of Christ as the

bridegroom of His Church {e. g. Mat. ix. 15, John iii. 29, etc.), to the corresponding ideas and

expressions in the figurative language of the prophets in general* Comp. I 4, p. 16, and in

opposition to the different judgment expressed by Hengstenberg respecting these passages of

the New Testament, comp. especially Umbreit in Herzog's Real Encyc, vol. vi. p. 207 f.

Accordingly, it is not until the period after Christ and His apostles that really unmistakable

traces are found of the allegorical understanding and treatment of the Song of Solomon ; and in

the first instance in the way that the author of the fourth bojk of Esdras, an apocalyptic pro-

duction of a Jewish Christian, written probably in the time of Domitian, uses the expressions

" lily " and " dove," v. 24, 26, with unmistakable reference to Cant. ii. 1, vi. 9, as mystical

designations of the Church of God, Then in an allegorical explanation of iii. 11, given by R.

Simon ben Gamaliel about the year 120 of the Christian era (see Taanith, IV, 8) : and

finally in the solemn asseveration of R Akiba, the celebrated contemporary of this R. Simon

(in Yadaim III. 5), that Canticles defiles the hands, and is to be regarded not only as a holy,

but in comparison with the rest of the Hagiographa as a most holy bookf (D't^lp i^np). The

Synagogue, from the first centuries of the Christian era, must have universally proceeded on

the assumption attested by this declaration of a bidden allegorical sense to this book. For

Origen and Jerome testify that it was a universal custom among the Jews in their time, not

to allow any one to study the Canticles, the account of the creation in Genesis (the Hi^'^'O

JT2;X13) or the 1st chap, of the Prophet Ezekiel (the HDJID rity^'O) before the thirtieth year of

his life. And Ibn Ezra declares that it was an undoubted and undisputed fact that nothing

in the Canticles was spoken literally, but all figuratively.

J

Great numbers of both Jewish and Christian interpreters have since treated the Song of

Solomon in this one-sided allegorical metho 1, which fritters away the historical sense altogether,

and sets it aside as offensive. Of the former, the most ancient whose work has come down to

us is the author of the Targum, which is at all events post Talmudic. The model thus given

was followed by most of the Rabbins of the middle ages, particularly Rashi, Kimchi, and

Ibn Ezra, of Toledo, in the twelfth century, who has already been mentioned, and who sees in

the book an allegorical and prophetical representation of the history of Israel from the time of

Abraham (whilst the other rabbinical interpreters almost universally, like the Targumist,

make the action begin with the exodus from Egypt under Moses) ; likewise Moses Maimonides

(+1204), who in his More Nebochim, explains some passages at least of the poem, and this in

such a way that "its historical contents vanish entirely, and the mystical signification of its

poetical and figurative expressions is alone of any worth." In the Church Origen brought

the mystical and allegorical mode of treatment into vogue, and by far the greatest number of

the fathers and the theol-jgians of the midiJle ages, and even of more recent times, have followed

him, with however the subordinate variations that to the mystico-spiritual view represented by

him, by Jerome, Macariijs, Theodoret, Bernard of Clairvaux, etc., there have also been

added in the course of time a mystico-doctrinal (Cyprian, Athanasitis, Joachim Lange,

Rambach, Starke, etc.), a mystico-political or historical (Augustin, Luther), a mystico-

prophetical (Cocceius, Gulich, Heunisch, Reinhardt, etc.), a mystico-Mariological (Ambrose,

Rupert v. Deutz, Dionysius Carthusianus, Mich. Ghislerius, Salmeron, Cornelius a

* [Thrupp remarks on the contrary :
" It is indeed there never directly quoted ; but, on the other hand, the passages in

which its language and its imagery are in various ways ombodied, are numerous ; tlie use thus made of it is uniformly allegor-

ical ; the cumulative cogency of these ri'iieated dcpcndr-ncos upon it in favor of the allegorical interpretation becomes very

great; and throughout the New Testament no hint is to be found that it bore or could bear any other than an allegorical

meaning." The passages, which he cites in proof of this conclusion in his commentary pp. 53-55, are not all e<iually convinc-

ing; some are wholly fanciful. But enough remain to satisfy an unprejudiced mind that the inspired writei-s of the New
Testament and our Lord Himself found a deeper meaning in this Song than appears upon its surface.—Tr.]

t See the passage in J. D. Micn\EUS" Preface :
" Absit omni modo ut qui Israelita negaret, quod canticum canticorum

non poUuat manus sive non sit sacrum
;
quia totus niuiulus tanti non est ac ille dies quo canticum canticorum Israeli est

datum. Omnia enim Hagiographa sacra sunt, sed canticum canticorum est sacratissiraum. Etsi qua de Salomonis scriptis

dissensio fuit (viz., whether they belong in the canon—comp. Ahoth de Rabbi N.ithan, c. 1 in Delitzsch, Buhtl
, p. 48), ea

tantum de Ecclesiaste fuit."

X PriPf., in Cant. Cantic. :
"Absit, absit, ut canticum canticorum de voluptate carnali agat; omnia potius figurate in eo

dicuntur. Nisi enim ma.\ima ejus dignitas, inter liliros Scriptura; sacroe relatum nou esset ; neque uUa de eo est con-

tioversia."
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Lapide, etc.), and even a mystico-hieroglypbical (Pufendoup and PaiNGE, 1776). They are

all agreed, however, that the whole poem was conceived by the author with a conscious alle-

gorical design. The most recent allegorical expositors also occupy substantially the same

ground, now inclining to one and now to another of these modifications ; as Rosenmueller,

Hug and Kaiser have sought each in his own way to reproduce the mystico historical or

political method of explanation of former times; Goltz, the mystico- prophetical; H. A. IIahn,

Keil, 0. v. Gerlach, Hengsteneerg, the mystico-doctrinal ; Gust. Jahn and others, the

mystico-spiritual mode of explanation.

SPECIAL BIBLIOGRAPHY.

I. JEWISH ALLEGORICAL EXPOSITIONS.

Targum in Cant. Canticonun (contained in the Targum to the five Megilloth, viz., Song of

Solomon, Ruth, Lamentations, Esther, Ecclesiastes), best printed in the Paris and London

polyglots. It betrays, by its references to the Talmud, and even to the Mohammedans, that

it was not composed until the eighth century probably, which, however, does not exclude a

higher antiquity for many of its remarks and stories strung together in the style of the

Haggada. It forms a continuous "picture of Israel's history from the exodus out of Egypt

through the oppressions of the kingdoms of the world until his final redemption." "Draw me
after thee" (i. 4), is explained of the march of the people under the conduct of Jehovah to

Sinai; " Look not at me, because I am black" (i. 6) of the penitent confession of sin by those

who had forsaken Jehovah for the golden calf; "Tell me, thou whom my soul loveth, where

thou feedest," etc. (i. 7), of Moses' supplication for the transgressing people; the festive pro-

cession described in iii. 6-11 of the taking of the promised land by Joshua, and the building of

Solomon's temjile ; the words (vii. 13) "let us go to the vineyards," etc., of Israel praying for

deliverance from the Babylonish exile; the "odorous mandrakes" (vii. 14) of the period of

deliverance already come; and finally, the concluding verse (viii. 14) is explained as a petition

to the Lord, that He would speedily bring back the scattered people to the "spice mountains,"

i. e., to the temple mountain in Jerusalem, with its fragrant offerings of incense—all this is

interwoven with gross anachronisms, strange leaps of thought, and extravagant fancies of every

description ; comp. ZuNZ. Gottcsdienstliche Vortrdge der Juden, etc., p. 65 f. ; Delitzsch,

Jlolicl., p. 49 ; Umbreit, he. cit., p. 208 f. [See the English translation of this Targum in

Gill on Canticles, 1728, and in Adam Clarke's Commentary.]

Rashi (i- e , R. Solomon ben Isaac, f 1105), Commentarius in libros historicos et Salomonis

V. T., in Lat. veriit J. Fr. Breithaupt, 1714 (on the rabbinical editions of this Commentator,

who is particularly valuable on account of his copious communications from older Jewish

allegorical interpreters, comp. de Rossi, Histor. Worterbuch der Judischen Schriflsteller, from

the Italian, by Hamberger, 1839; also J. Chr. Wolf, Bibhotheca Hebroea, 1715-33, 4 vols.)

David Kimchi (son of Joseph Kimchi, born at Narbonne, 1190, died after 1250), Commen-
tarius in Cantic. Canticor. (in the rabbinical Bibles of Bomberg and Buxtorf ; inclining to the

literal interpretation of Scripture, yet setting the greatest store also by the older allegorizing

tradition, especially in the exegesis of Messianic passages; comp. M. Heidenheim in Herzog's

Real-Encyklop. XIX. 693).

Ibn Ezra (11167) Commentar. in Cant. Cant., also in Boraberg's and Buxtorf 's Bibles;

differs from the Targum and most of the other rabbins in finding the history of Israel from the

time of Abraham allegorically and prophetically represented in the Song of Solomon, and hence

it is not until chap. ii. that he comes down to the times of Moses and the giving of the law; he,

sees, for example, in the voice of the bridegroom, " who comes leaping over mountains and

hills," ii. 8, the thunder of Jehovah, by which Sinai was shaken (comp. Ps. xxix.), refers the

" peeping of the bridegroom through the window " (ii. 9), to God's looking down upon His people

oppressed in Egvpt for their help, etc., etc.

Moses Maimonides (f 1204) Moreh Nebochim seu Doctor perplexorum, ed. Jo. Buxtorf,

1629, comp. the Arabic and French edition " le Guide des Egarcs," by S. Munk, Par. 1856-61,

2 vols., explains in the first part of this work in addition to many other passages of the Old

Test., which represent the divine under sensible images, various sentences from the Song of
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Solomon, and in so doing returns to the extremely arbitrary and desultory method of the older

Midrash which " at every verse or clause of a verse pours out a perfect cornucopia of the most

heterogeneous thoughts and fancies," without aiming at any continuous historico-allegorical

explanation of .the whole. A charactei'istic specimen is afforded by the remark upon the open-

ing words i. 2, where the "kiss of his mouth" is taken to be a mystical designation of the

union of the Creator with the creature {iq:)prehensio Q-eatoris cum summo aviore Deiconjuncta

s. Neshikah), and the well-known phrase of the rabbins that Moses, Aaron and Miriam died

"in the kiss of God" is traced back to this as its origin. Comp. Buxtoef's Edit. p. 523, and

generally JosT, Art. " Maimonides " in Herzog's Encyd. VIII. 691 ff.

Moses ben Tibbon, Immanuel ben Salomo the Roman, and other rabbinical adherents of

the cabalistic and philosophical exegesis of the Jews of the middle ages differ from the common
Listorico-aliegorical interpretation in that Solomon ^s to them a symbol of the highest spiritual

will (the intellectus agens), Shulamith a symbol of the lower, merely sensuous and receptive

under.-;tanding (the intellectus materialis), and the whole is a representation of -the union of both

effecting the purification of the latter. On the contrary the religious poetry of the Jews of

Spain in the Ptjut, in so far as it is based on the Song of Solomon, rests on that more widely

diffused allegorical view, which sees in Shulamith the " congregation of Israel " (/Nlty HDJI)).

Comp. Sacus, Relig* Poesie der Juden in Spanien, p. 267 ; Delitzsch, Hohel. p. 50.*

II. CHEISTIAN ALLEGOEISTS.

a. The mystico-spiritual interpretation. (Eegarding the whole as a figurative representa-

tion of the intercourse of Christ with the believing soul).

Origen in Cant. Canticorum Homilice duo translated into Lat. by Jeeome (see his 0pp. ed.

Vallars. Vol. HI., p. 500 ff.) is the founder of that method of interpretation which sees in the

bride of the Canticles the soul pining for union with God, and in the bridegroom the divine love

•which sanctifies, purifies and elevates it to itself; be accordingly explains the whole in a moral-

soteriological or mystico-psychological manner. Comp. what Jerome says in his translation :

" Canticuni canticorum amorem coelestium divinorwnque desiderium incutit animcB sub specie

sponsce et sponsi, caritatis et amoris viis perveniendum docens ad consortium Dei."—In his more

extended commentary in XII. tojiol, of which only four books are still extant in the Latin

translation of Rufin (see Origenis 0pp. ed. Lommatzsch, Vol. 14, 15) he had explained the

bride of the Canticles by turns of the individual souls of Christians striving after union with

Christ, and of the Church as the collective body of believers, thus combining the mystico-doc-

trinal with the mystico-spiritual interpretation; and yet through Jerome, who translated the

former work only into Latin, and not the latter also, the mystico-spiritual interpretation was

rendered almost exclusively influential as a model for later interpreters, particularly in the West.**

Eusebius of Caesarea, Comment, in Cant. Canticor. (lost except a few questions).

Macarius the elder or the Egyptian (f about 390) Opera ed. Pritius, Lips. 1699 (explains

the Song of Solomon likewise of the loving intercourse of the soul with God).

[Gregory of Nyssa, In Cantica Canticorum Explanatio ; fifteen homiUes continuing the ex-

position to the middle of the sixth chapter. " Of the two alternative interpretations of Ori-

GEN, that which identified the bride with the human soul is peculiar, as an exclusive interpreta-

tion, to the homilies of Gregory of Nyssa."

—

Thrupp.]

Theodoretus, Interpretatio in Cantic. Canticorum, 0pp. Vol. II. ed. Schultze, Hal. 1770.

t" Of all the patristic comments on the Song those of Theodoret are the most valuable. They

are executed with judgment, and with a careful but discriminating regard to the labors of

earlier writers; are sufficiently full without being prolix; and have come down to us com-

plete. In them Christ is the Bridegroom ; the Bride is the Church, more especially as the

'* On the bibliography of the Jewish expositions of the Song of Solomon in general comp. Kledker, Sammlung der

Gtdichte Sulnmo's, etc., pp. 58-G7, [also Gixsburg, The Song of Songs, pp. 24-60].

*"• The \vell-l<nown comparison of the contents of the three books of Solon on, viz.. Proverbs, Ecclesiastes and Canticles,

to the philosnpliiial triad ^9iicn. <^iio-ik>) and Aoyiic^ (or ectopiKij), wliioh OiUGEN first sujrgestcd and Jerome adopted from him,

also rests upon a mystico-spiritual sense of the Canticles. Comp. the Introduction to the Proverbs of Solomon, p. 1.
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company of those who have been perfected in all virtues; those who have not yet reached

the full degree of perfection being represented as the Bride's companions."

—

Thrcpp.]

Maximus Confessor, Faraphrasls in Cant. Canlicorum (in the Greek Catence.io the 0. Test.

in Fronto Ddcaeus, A.uclar. Biol. Pair. II. 681 ff. and in the Bill. Pair. ed.. Morell, Vol
XIII. ; comp. also the Catenain Cant. Cantic. by Meursius, Lugd. Batav. 1617 f).

WiLLiRAM (Abbot at Ebersberg in Bavaria f 1085) Paraphrasis in Cant. Canlicorum, ed.

Merula, Lugd. Bat; 1598, and H. Hoffmann, Bresl. 1827, gave a twofold paraphrase of the

8ong of Solomon, in which he followed the customary allegorical method^ one in Lat. hexameters,

the other in old high German prose, in both regarding the whole as a colloquy between Christ

and the believing soul. The old high German treatise like Notker's somewhat older para-

phrase of the Psalms is of great interest in the history of language. Comp. Hoffmann in the

German Edition already mentioned, as well as AV. Scherer, Leben Willirams, etc., Vienna,

1866.

HONORIUS of Autun, Exposido in Cant'ca Canticoruw, Salomonis, in Bihl. Patrum Lurjdun.

Vol. XX. (the Prcefatio especially important on account of its laying down the theory of the

fourfold sense of Scripture, which the exposition of particular passages then seeks to point out

everywhere, according especial prominence to the sensus moralis).

Bernard of Clairvaux, Sermones 83 Super Cant. Canticorum, 0pp. Vol. II. ed. Venet. (a

diffuse mystico-practical exposition, which, however, only treats the first two chapters and the

opening words of the third, and explains the whole of the soul seeking her heavenly bridegroom

and introduced by Plim first into the garden, then into the banquet hall, and finally into the

sleeping chamber, sometimes, moreover, weaving in a doctrinal interpretation as on i. 2, where
kissing with the kiss of His mouth is explained of the incarnation of Christ, this " condescend-

ing miracle of a kiss, in which not mouth is pressed to mouth but God is united with man,"
ete.* The continuation of this gigantic work attempted by Bernard's pupil, Gilbert v. Hoy-
land, only carries it on to v. 10 in 58 discourses). Comp. also Fernbacher : die Reden des

hcil. Bers R ART) i'lber das Hohclied, deiUsch bearbeilet [' Tlie Discourses of St. Bernard on
the Canticles," rendered into German], Leipz. 1886.

PacHARD A. S. ViCTORE, Thomas Aquinas, BoNAVEXTtiRA, Gershon and others represent

in their E.vpositiones in Cantic. Canticorum the same mystico-psychological explanation, ac-

cording to which the Song of Solomon forms a compendium of the science of inward Christian

experience, an inexhaustible mine of ideas and fancies as profound as they are arbitrary.

["Aquinas is said to have dictated his commentary on his death-bed."j

Teresa de Jesus, Conccpiosdel amor de Dies sobra algunaspalabras de las cantares de Salomon
{" Thoughts on the love of God suggested by some verses in Canticles)"—explains particularly

the passages i. 2; ii. 3; ii. 4; ii. 5, e/c, of the marriage of the enraptured soul with the holy
Trinity, or of the fourth and highest stage of her peculiar mystical theory of prayer; comp. my
essay " Teresia v. Avila," etc., in the Zeitschr.f. Lnlh. Tluol 1865, I. and II.

Juan de la Cruz (John of the cross), Cantico espirifual entre el alma e Christo su esjjoso

("spiritual song between the soul and Christ its bridegr^jom"—a free poetic imitation of some
of the principal passages of the Song of Solomon, especially from chap, lii.-vi. ; comp. the essay

already referred to in the Zeilschr. f. Luih. Theol. 18G6, I
,
particularly p. 59 flf.).

[The commentary of the Spanish Jesuit, Caspar Sanctius (or Sanchez), published in 1616,

forms a quarto volume of nearly 400 pagps, which is highly commended by Moody Stuart for

its learning and research and the spirituality of its views.]

Delrio, Delgado, Sotomayor, Pineda, Oroczo. These and other Spanish mystics adopt
the same allegorical method in their commentaries with those before named, explaining the
" cheeks of the bride," iv. 3, of outward Christianity in good works ;

her slender neck, vii. 5,

of the constancy of the love of Christ; her golden chains, i. 10, of faith; the silver points on
the ornaments of gold, i. 11, of the holiness of the walk; the spikenard, i. 12, of redeemed

* His rppre-^entatinn of th? individual soul of tho Christian as in some sort the bride of Christ is justified by Beu.n'ard
hy a reference to the fact that individuals as members of the Church, which is the proper bri<le of the Lord, evidnntly
have part in this common title of honor and in the blcssiu-^s tlierewith connected. " Qwid enim simul omnes pkne intt-

gretiue. pnssidemus, hoc singuli sinf. contradiclimepartidpamus." (Serra. XII.).
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humanity; the bunch of myrrh, i. 13, of the passion of Christ; the '' thorns about the rose,"

ii. 2, of temptations by tribulations, by all sorts of crimes or by heretics; the " chariots of Am-
minadab " of the devil, etc. Comp. C. A. VVilkens, Fkay, Luis de Leon : eine Biographic aiis

der Geschiehte der Spanischen Inquisition und Kirche (Halle, 1866), p. 206 fF.

John Mich. Dillhere, G'dttliche Liebesflamme oder Betrachtung unterschiedlicher Slellen

des Jlohenlied'i [Divine flame of love or a Consideration of divers passages in the Canticles],

Nuremberg, 1640; also, Annotationes in (7ani;icu??i, _Wratislaw, 1680.

J. Marie Boureieres de la Mothe Gdyon, Le Cantique des Candques, interprete seJon le

sens mystique; Grenoble, 1685. In this commentary, composed, according to her own confes-

gion, in one day and a half, but which was nevertheless commended by Bossuet above her

other writings, she closely resembles the preceding adherents of the mystico-spiritual interpre-

tation, and seems particularly to have drawn from Theresa and St. Bernard.

[J. Hamon (t 1G87), BlxjMcaiion du Cantique des Canliques. " Physician of Port Royal and

continuator of the expositions of Bernard."]

Joachim Lange, PwVmbach, Starke and others in the last century seek to connect as far as

possible the mystico-doctrinal view of the Song of Solomon with the mystico-spiritual ; comp.

the following rubric, p. 31.

The Berlebueg Bible (Berleb, 1723 ff.) pays less regard to the doctrinal view of the Song

of Solomon or the explanation of the bride as the Church, than to the spiritual, according to

which the conditions and stages of progress in the individual Christian life are represented in it.

GusTAV Jahn, Das Hohehed m Liedern [Solomon's Song in Songs], Halle, 1848, divides the

whole into 62 longer or shorter sonnets in which is sung 1) the work of faith ; 2) the labor of

love ; 3) confirmation in grace ; and 4) the yea and amen of the bride.

h. The Mystico doctrinal Interpretation. (Understanding the whole as a description of the

relation between Christ and His Church).

Athanasius, Expositio in Cant. Canticorum (now lost, but still known to Photius Cod.

139 ;
preferred the explanation of the bride as the Church above that of making her to

be the individual soul; so also the pseudo-Athanasian Synopsis div. Sci-iptur(B, 1. XVI).*

Epipiianius, Commentarius super Cant. Salomonis ed. P. F. Foggini, Rom. 1750 (of doubt-

ful authenticity, especially because the eighty concubines of Solomon, vi. 8, are here explained

of dumb, i. e. non-prophesying spirits of the prophets, whilst Epiphanitjs in his Panarion

(1. III. p. 2) finds in those concubines the eighty heresies of Christendom prefigured. It is at

all events very ancient, e. g. already attested by Cassiodorus de List, divin. liter, c. 5, and is

extremely rich in whimsical interpretations, as e. g., that the winter, ii. 11, denotes the suflfer-

ings of Christ ; the voice of the turtle-dove, ii. 12, the preaching of Paul, the former persecutor

of the Christians, etc. Some would regard it as a work of Bishop Philo of Carpasus; see e. g.

M. A. Giacomelli [Philonis episc. Carpasii, enarratio in Cant. Canticorum, Romae, 1772). [It

13 evidently a breviary, or short expository compendium, mainly derived by the author from the

writings of others ; occasionally, as on iii. 6-8, containing a double exposition of the same pas-

sage. In it Christ is the Bridegnom, the Church the Bride."

—

Thrupp.]

Cyp.il ot Jerusalem, Catechesis XIV., 0pp. ed. Touttee, Par., 1720 (explains the litter,

iii. 9, of the cross of Christ; the silver of its feet of His betrayer's thirty pieces of silver; the

purple of its cushion of the purple robe of the suffering Redeemer; Solomon's wedding crown

of Clirist's crown of thorns, etc.).

["Of the same spiritual kind was the general interpretation of the Christian Fathers; of

Basil, of Gregory of Nazianzus, of even (as we learn from his scholar Theodoret) the literal

interpreter Diodore of Tarsus, of Ciirysostom,'' etc., etc.—Thrupp.]

[PoLYCTiEONius DiACONUS, Enarratio in Canticnm Canticorum.

Cassiodorus, Expositio in Cant. Cant. Though passing under the name of CASSioDORrs, its

authorship is doubtful and it may belong to a later date.

* In like manner Ctprian, who particularly refers the piussago Cant. vi. 9 of preference to the Church as (ne one dove,

I. e. the one chosen, beloved of Christ, «. g. Ep. G9 ad Mugnum, c.2;d<t unit. Eccksix, c. i.
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Justus Orgelitanus (Bishop of Urgel in Catalonia, Spain, cir. A.D. 529), In Cant. CanL

explicatio myslica.

TsiDORUS HiSPALENSis, Expositlom CcnUica Canticorum. For the titles of various commenta-

ries of little note, belonging to the middle ages, see Darling's Ct/clopcedia Bibliographica

(Holy Scriptures), pp. 578 if.

—

Tr.]

[" Genebrand, Bishop of Aix (f 1597), a learned Benedictine, wrote two comments, a larger

and smaller, both in the latter part of the sixteenth century ; and his work is distinguished by

collections from the Rabbins."

—

Williams.]

HiERON. OiORlus (canon at Evora in Portugal about 1600) : Paraphrans et Gommentaria in

Ecclesiasten etin Caniicum Canticorum, Lugduni, 1611 [" mutuum Christl et Ecclesice amorem

Salomon explicare volens, foemincB et viri, mutuo se amantiuni, affectiones elegantissime de-

scripsit").

John Piscator, Commentarius in Proverhia Salomonis itemque Canticum Canticoruvi, Her-

born. 1647.

John Gerhard, Predigten uber das Hohelied [Sermons on the Song of Solomon] in his Pos-

ii7i?a >S'a(?o?r^on^a, Jena, 1666, adopts the allegorical interpretation prevalent in the Church; so

also A. Calov in the " BibHa illustrata," as well as L. Osiander in his Bibelwerk, Carpzov
in his Inlrodiictio in libb. V. T., J. H. Michaelis in his Annotatt. in Hagiogr. Vol. II., Joach.

Lange in the Salomonische Licht und Recht, Buddeus, Wilisch and many others.

Starke, {Synopsis, Part IV. ) closely follows those last mentioned in seeing in the Song of

Solomon "a treatise, in which the union of Christ with believers is set forth under the emblem
of the most tender love of a bridegroom and bride," or in some sense also a " prophetical book,"

in which (without chronological order) is represented: "the coming of Messiah in the flesh, the

outpouring of the Holy Spirit, the gathering of the N. Test. Church from Jews and Gentiles, as

well as the special trials and leadings of the Church," etc.).

Magn. Fr. Rocs, " Fussstapfen des Glaubens Abrahams" [Footsteps of the faith of Abra-

ham], St. 5, 1773 (the bridegroom is Christ, the bride the Church, the daughters of Jerusalem

and the queens, concubines and virgins mentioned in vi. 8 represent the various classes of be-

lievers
;
the whole describes the loving intercourse of Christ with His people in this world, etc.;

comp. further particulars in Delitzsch, Hohel. pp. 58-61).

0. V. Gerlach, das Alte Test., etc., Vol. III., 1819. The whole "portrays the various

advances and estrangements conducting ever to a more perfect union in the love of Jehovah or

Christ and His Church, yet not in the form of a regularly unfolding history but in certain signi-

ficant transactions, which though related to each other are without any close connection." In

the explanation of the details much uncertainty and capricious vacillation.

K. F. Keil, Lehrbuch der Jiistorisch-hritischen Einleitung in's A. T. [Historico-critical In-

troduction to the 0. Test.], 1853, finds as already in Haevernick's Introduction, Part III.,

edited by him, '' under the allegory of the conjugal love of Solomon and Shularaith " the loving

communion between the Lord and His Church, depicted according to its ideal nature, which
results from the selection of Israel to be the people of the Lord.

Hengstenberg, das Hohelied Sahinonis ausgelegt, [the Song of Solomon Expounded], Berl.,

1853, makes the only correct " spiritual interpretation " of the Song of Solomon to lie in this

that the " heavenly Solomon " must be distinguished from Solomon, the earthly author of the

Song, as the object of its descriptions
; and the beloved of this heavenly Solomon must be con-

fessed to be the " daughter of Zion," and the whole, therefore, like the 15th Psalm, which is a
sort of " compendium of the Song of Solomon," must be allegorically explained of the Messiah
and His Church in the Old and the New Test. In the details there is much that is trifling and
arbitrary; e.g. the hair of Shulamith compared with a flock of goats, iv. 1, signifies the mass
of the nations converted to the Church of the Lord; the navel of Shulamith, vii. 3, denotes

''the cup from which the -Church refreshes the thirsty (i. e. those longing for salvation) with a

noble and refreshing draught ;" the sixty and eighty wives of Solomon point to the admission

of " the original gentile nations into the Church," because 140 or seven multiplied by two and
by ten forms the ' signature of the Covenant," and because in the formation of his household from
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women of the most diverse nations Solomon's purpose was directed " to a symbolic prefigura-

ticn of the kingdom of Christ," p. 169, and so on.

H. A. Hahn, das Ilohelied von Scdomo, iibersetzt und erUdrL [The Song of Solomon, translated

and explained], Bresl., 1S32, explains the Song of Solomon as setting forth under a dramatic

dress and in the course of six acts, the fundamental thought that " the kingdom of Israel is

called to vanquish heathendom finally with the weapons of righteousness and love, and to con-

duct it back again to the peaceful rest of a loving omraunion with God." According to this,

therefore, Shulamith is a representative of heathendom, and particularly of Japhetic heathen-

dom; and her younger sister, viii. 9 ff., corresponds to Humitic heathendom, which is at, last

also to be converted too.

G. HoELEMANN, Die Krone des IldiniUrds [The crown of the Song of Solomon], Leipz.

1856, approaches most nearly to the view of Hengstenberg, only he avoids the too specific ex-

planation of minute details and declares it inadmissible—comp. below, p. 43.

c. 2716 Mijstico-polltical or Mystico historical Interpretation. (This differs from the pre-

ceding mainly in that it understands by the bride not the Church but the theocracy of the Old

Test., and consequently approximates more to the Jewish allegorical explanation).

AuGUSTiN, Je Cmt. Dei, 1. XVII. c. 8, 13, 20 (ed. Bened. Tom. VII., p. 711 ff.), refers the re-

lation of the two lovers to the theocracy ;n the Old Test, and its firtunes.

Lun-iER, Brevis ejiarratio in Cantica Canticorum, 0pp. ed. Eiiang. Vol. XXL, explains—

herein differing from many other expressions, in which he adopts the comnicin mystico-doctrinal

interpretation— the bride to be the Old Test, theocracy in Israel at the time of its greatest

splendor, and makes the whole a eulogy by Solomon of this his kingdom. "Est enim encomium

politice, qiice temporibus Salomonis in pidcherrima pace floruit. Quemadmodum enim in S.

Scriptura, qui scripserunt Cantica, de rebus a se gestis ea scripserunt* sic S donwa per

hocpoema nobis suam politiam commendat, et quasi encomium pads et prcBsentls status rei-

publicce instltuit in quo gratias Deo agit pro summo illo beneficio, pro externa pace, in alio-

rum exewplum, ut ipsi quoque sic discant Deo gratias agere, agnoscere beneficia summa, et

orare, si quid minus recte in impcrio acclderit, ut eorrigatur" (p. 278). " ConatUuit Deum

sjwnsum et populum suum sponsam, atque ita canit, quantopere Deus populum ilium d'digat,

quot et quantis bencficils earn aijiclat et cumulet, denique ea benignltate et dementia cimdeni

complectatur ac foveat, qua nullus unquam sponsus sponsam suam complexus est ac fovit
"

(p.276).t

[John Brentius, the Suabian reformer, adopted the same theory. Ginsbtjrg quotes from

his 32d homily the following language respecting the Song of Songs : "Carmen encomiasticum,

quod de laude regni et politice sux Solomon conscripsit.'"]

Leon. Hog, " Das Hohelied in einer noch unversuchten Deutung," [The Song of Solomon

in a hitherto unattempted explanation], 1813, and " Schutzschrift fur seine Deulung des Hohen-

liedes und desselben lueitere Ur'autenmg '' [Ddence oi his explanation of the Song of Solomon

and its further elucidation] 1815 sees in the bride the kingdom of the ten tribes, in the bridegroom

king Hezekiah of Judali designated as Solomon, in the brothers of Shulamith, viii. 8, 9, a party

in the house of Judah, in the whole a representation clothed in idyllic form of the longing felt

by the kingdom of the ten tribes for reunion with Judah but which those "brothers" opposed.

Comp. in opposition to this allegorical explanation favored only by Herbst in Welte's EinL

ins A. T. [Introduction to the Old Test.], Ewalb, p 40.

Kaiser, " Das 'Ilohelied, ein Odlectivgesang-auf Serubabel, Esra und Nchemia, ah die Wie-

derhersteller einer jucVschen Verfassung in der Provinz Juda" [Canticles, a collective s^ng re-

specting Zerubbabel. Ezra and Neheraiah as the restorers of a Jewish constitution m tlu^ pro-

vince of Judah], 1825, a peculiar politico-allegorical explanation, which is wrecked by the

* He hore has in mind Mo^ps as the author of Kx. xv. ; Dr-borah, .Tmlp:. v. :
Itannnh, 1 Sam. ii., etc.

^

t Bv his own confession Luttier leaned in this peculiar explanation upon th« Emperor Mvximilian S • TI,cu r'l'nk,

a8wenasonlik9"cirmu,aamvi<.riapWr,ct>>m,7'"« vulrju^ arcpit. d' spor^^i aut arnica cantata cum tamcn pohliieet

pop^.Um^sfr,tum^nsdepinr,m>." Iln en«..ices in /.ealous polemics against the nlleRorical explanitum common .n the

Church, "rl, convmcHom Dn. H .ynan'^n'B
" «n^l -ays at the close, iu Justification of his attempt at ^a new exp.anat.on:

"quod si erro, vetiiam meretur primus labor. Kam aliorun cogitationes longe plus absurditatis JiabeiU.
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untenable character of its historical basis alone, altogether apart from the artificial and arbitrary-

nature of much beside that it contains.

RosENMUELLER, " Ueber des Hohenliedes Sinn und Aioslegung [On the meaning and interpre-

tation of the Song of Solomon] in Keil's imd Tzschirner's Analekten, Part I., Art. 3, 1830,

seeks to establish anew the old Jewish allegorical explanation of the Song of the relation of

Jehovah to His people, with reference to the analogy brought forward by Jones: "On the

mystical poetry of the Persians and Hindoos" (in the Asiatic Researches, Vol. III.) with the

Gitagovinda and the religious poetry of the Soofees—which analogy, however, is more apparent

than real, and proves nothing for the far older Song of Solomon
;
(comp. Ewald, p, 38 if. ; De-

LITZSCH, p. 66 ff.).

d. The mystleo-prophetic or Chronological Interpretation. (Regarding the Song of

Solomon as a prophecy of the development of the Church in its several periods, as a sort of

Apocalypse, therefore, or as a prophetic compendium of the history of the Church and of

heretics).

Aponius, Expositio Cant. lib. VI., of the seventh century; takes the Song of Solomon to be a

continuous picture of the history of revelation from the creation to the final judgment. [" A
sentence near the opening of his commentary has apparently induced the assertion that he fol-

lows the Chaldee in viewing the Song as of a historico-prophetical character. An inspection of

the commentary will show that it contains no trace of the influence of the Chaldee, and that it

is not more historico-prophetical than the commentaries of the earlier Christians. Aponius

finds in viii. 1, 13 an indication of the ultimate conversion of the Jews after much suffering

;

but the germ of a corresponding interpretation of other passages may be traced also in Cassio-

DORus."

—

Thrupp.]

NicoLAUS DE Lyra, Postilla in universa Biblia finds represented in chaps, i.-vi. the history

of Israel from Moses to Christ, in chap. vii. and viii. that of Christianity to the time of CoN-

stantine.

G. Ederus, Jacobus de Valentia, etc. (see on these and other advocates of the chrono-

logical explanation of Cocceius, Delitzsch, p. 56 f.). [The Spanish prelate, James Perez

of Valentia (1507), "instead of dividing the Song into Old Testament and New Testament por-

tions, viewed it as setting forth throughout, primarily the different phases of Old Testament

history, and then also under the figure of these and simultaneously with them the mysteries of

redemption. He divides the Song into ten separate canticles, commencing respectively i. 2

;

i. 12 ; ii. 8 ; iii. 6 ; iv. 1 ; iv. 16 ; v. 8 ; vi. 1 ; vii. 13. " Return, return, etc. ; viii. 5. These

severally delineate the promises to the patriarchs; the construction of the tabernacle ; the speak-

ing of God from the tabernacle ; the carrying of the ark through the wilderness with attendant

miracles ; Moses' ascent of Pisgah ; the death of Moses ; the entrance into Canaan ; the con-

quest and partition of Canaan ; the conflicts and victories under the Judges ; and the prosperity

and peace under Solomon. The corresponding events typified by them are the general expecta-

tions of the Old Testament saints ; the incarnation of Christ ; His teaching ; His earthly career

and miracles ; His going up to Jerusalem ; His death ; the gathering into the Church of the

first Jewish converts ; the mission of the apostles to the Gentiles ; the conflicts and victories of

the martyr church
; and the prosperity and peace under Constantine." " Eder, rector of the

University of Vienna (1582), divided the Song into ten dramas, on the same principle apparently

as Perez."—Thrupp.]

John Cocceius, Cogitationes de Cantico Canticorum Salomonis, Opp. ed. Amsterd., 1673,

II. vols, finds, vi. 9, the contest of the Guelphs and Ghibellines; vii. 5 (in the comparison

of the bride with the pools at Heshbon the weeping Church of the 15th century as the

period of laborious struggle for the reformation of the Church by the great reformatory

councils; vii. 6 flf. Luther in his conflict with the degenerate courts of the 16th century;

vii. 11 the capture of the elector John Frederick at Miihlberg, etc., etc.)

Groenewegen, Gulich, Reinhard and other followers of Cocceius attach themselves closely

to the preceding ; so also partially at least

John Marck, In Cant. Canticorum Salomonis commentar., Amstel., 1703.

32
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Casp. Heunisch (Luth.) Commeniarius apocalypticus in Cant. Canticorum, 1688, finds, as

CoccEius had already done, seven periods of the church represented in the Song of Solomon,

corresponding with the seven apocalyptic epistles, the seventh of which depicted in chap, viii., is

to begin in the year A. D., 2060.

G. F. G. GoLTZ, Das Hoheliecl SaMnonis, eine Weissagung von den letzien Zeiten der Kirche

Jesu Christi : [The Song of Solomon, a prophecy of the last times of the Church of Jesus Christ],

Berl., 1850, regards in the interest of Irvingite speculations the Song of Solomon as a propheti-

cal book, which sets forth the final fortunes of the Church, " shortly before, during and after the

second coming of Christ," and accordingly describes, e. g., in ch. iii. the restoration of the original

apostolic constitution of the Church, etc.

6. The Mysiico-Mariological Interpretation. (Conceiving Shulamith to be identical with

Mary, the mother of God.)

Ambrose, Sermo de virginitate perpelua S. Marice, 0pp. ed. Paris, 1642, Vol. IV, explains

in addition to the " shut gate " Ezek. xliv., many passages of the Song of Solomon likewise, es-

pecially that of the " locked garden " and the " sealed fountain " iv. 12 of the perpetual vir-

ginity of Mary.

[Gregorius Magnus, Expositio super Cantlca Canticorum. Moody Stuakt says :
" The two

most distinctive features in his exposition are a great expression of desire for the conversion of

the Jews in expounding the passage ' I brought him into my mother's house,' which he inter-

prets of ancient Israel; and the introduction of the Virgin Mary into the song, but it is only to

the effect that ' the crown wherewith his mother crowned him' was the humanity which Christ

derived from Mary."

Michael Psellus, Junior, in the eleventh century " wrote a metrical paraphrase and a prose

commentary on the Canticles" in Greek. Moody Stuart says of it: "The Virgin Mary is

brought in most fully and zealously; and to the writer nothing can be more clear than that she

is ' the dove and the only one ' in contrast to the surrounding multitude of queens and prin-

cesses."

" A similar view is taken of Cant, vi. 8, 9 in western literature by the Abbot Lucas, the

epitomizer of Aponius." Thrupp.]

• Rupert v. Deutz, in Cant. Canticorum, II. VII., carries out this suggestion of AiiBROSE in a

continuous exegesis of the entire book.

DioAysius Carthusianus, Gulielmus Parvus, Michael Ghislerius, Salmeron refer ac-

cording to the hermeneutical rule of the threefold sense, all that is said of the spouse in the Song

of Solomon: 1. To the Church ; 2. To the individual believing soul; 3. To the holy Virgin.

Cornelius a Lapide, Commentarii in V. T., Venet., 1730 ff., as the foregoing, only he makes

the e.Kplanation of the holy Virgin to be the sensus principalis.* [Ginsburg remarks that " he

was the first who endeavored to show that this song is a drama in five acts." The themes of

tluse five parts are stated by Thrupp to have been respectively "the infancy of the Christiaa

church, its conflicts with the heathen power, its establishment under Constantine, its suffer-

ings from heresy, and its renovation under the later Fathers."]

/. The 3Iystlco-hieroghjphlc Interpretation. (Conceiving the figurative language of Can-

ticles to have been the oll'spring of some esoteric doctrine or Egyptian hieroglyphical wisdom

of Solomon.)

V. PuFENDORF (Vice-president), " Umschreibung des Hohcnliedes, oder die Gemeine 7nit

Christo und den Engeln im Grabe " [Paraphrase of the Song of Solomon or communion with

Christ and the angels in the grave] edited by Runge, 1776. The object described is supposed

to be the participation of the believers of the Old and New Test, in the grave and death of the

Saviour, in which also their desire for His appearing is likewise represented, and the future of

The view of Shulamith as tho hypostatical wisilom taken by Leo IIebraeus (de amnredial.c. 3), by J. G. Rosenmueller

(Scholia in V. T.), aa.l suggested like\vls« by Delit/.scu (lInMied. p. 6r> ff.), is akin to tliis mariologic.il explanation ; nii(J

with this aijaiu, that of the Raliliis Moses ben TiiibON, Immanulx ben Solomon, etc., is closely rtlateJ, who luake Shula-

mith the inidlectus materialis (comp. above, p. 28.)
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the Church until the general resurrection is prophetic.illy preligurcJ. The " vugius " (^^^01^}

i. 3 ; vi. 8, etc , are the " pure and chaste souls shut up in the dark grave and waiting for the

light," because they are so denominated from D^^ " to be hidden," etc., etc.

KisTEMAKEic (Cath. clergyman) Gantic. Canticorum illustratum ex hierographia orienlali,

1818, agreeing in method with the preceding, but in results with the common interpretation of

the synagogue and the church, according to which the bride is the people of God.

["Cantica Canticorum chymice expUcata is the title of a book in the library of the British

Museum, but the book itself in the lapse of years has gone astray ; and we can form no con-

jecture of its contents except from the words of Carpzovius, that the Alchymists dream that

under the shadow of his words Solomon has delineated (in the Song) the whole secret concern-

ing the philosopher's stone." Moody Stuart.]

I 6. Continuation.

h. The profajie-erotlc or one-sided Interpretations of the Song as secular history.

That many of the most ancient Christian interpreters regarded Canticles as a Song of worldly

love portraying voluptuous and sensual images, is attested by Philastrids, bishop of Brescia,

(t about 390) who adduces this view in his list of heresies as one of the heresies of his time. The-

ODORET (t 457), who combats the same opinion, already enumerates several modifications of it.

According to one, Shulamith was some bride or concubine of Solomon's, according to another Phar-

aoh's daughter, 1 Kings iii. 1, according to another still Abishag of Shunem. Among the ad-

herents of this profane-erotic exegesis, Theodoret had doubtless in his eye Theodore of Mop-

suestia (f 429), the well-known advocate of a strictly literal method of interpreting Scripture in

the sense of the liberal theology of Antioch, and who was reproached by one of his later an-

tagonists, Leontius of Byzantium, for having interpreted the Canticles " libidinose pro sua

mente et lingua meretricia," and whose commentary, therefore, together with the rest of his works,

was ecclesiastically anathematized by the fifth ecumenical council in the time of the emperor

Justinian (553), and has in consequence been lost. During the middle ages this profane mode

of explanation entirely ceased even among the theologians of Judaism.* And subsequently in

the period of the reformation the reformed humanist, Sebastian Castellio (1544), was the first to

venture again to explain the Song as a " colloquium Salomonis cum arnica quadam Sulamitha,"

and on account of this alleged purely worldly character to demand that it should be banished

from the canon of Scripture, which led to his own speedy banishment from Geneva, at the in-

stance of Calvin.** In the following century Hugo Grotius trod partly at least in his footsteps,

who, it is true, theoretically admitted the propriety of a typical and allegorical Messianic inter-

pretation, but in fact continued to stand by a one-sided literal and pretty profane interpretation;

also Richard Simon, the well-known free-thinker of the oratorio, to whom the book appeared to

be an anthology of erotic pieces of poetry without order or connection—whilst others went

further and either warned against reading the book as a publication injurious to morality (Si-

mon Episcopius), or thought they must see in it a mere idyl, an eclogue with coarse compari-

sons like those of Polyphemus in Ovid's Ifetarnorphoses (John Clericus). Then, soon after

Semler's and J. D. Michaelis' attempts to prove, in a critical way, the impossibility of an

allegorical ur in general of any spiritual and Messianic view, the eighteenth century brought the

beginning of that splintering or crumbling process initiated by Lessing and Heeder (see § 1,

Rem. 2), as well as the modern-drama mode of understanding it, the way for which was paved

by J. C. Jacobi, v. Ammon, Keller and others, both resting on the assumption that the con-

tents of the book were decidedly secular and erotic, and both cultivated and variously modified

by numerous partisans, scientific and unscientific, down to the most recent times. And then

* Yet th« pirty combated by Kimchi in his Commentary on account of his assertion thai Canticles was a Song of worldly

love composed by Sulomon in his youth, may passihly have been a rabbi of an earlier period iu tiie middle ages. Comp.

ElcilHORN, licpertorium. Part XII., p. 283.

** [IIenky, th(3 biographer of Caltim, gives a full account of this whole affair, Das Lehen Johann Calvins, Vol. II., pp.

38-1-39(1. He affirms that Castellio withdrew of liis own accord from Geneva, and was not banished from the place nor

sent away in disgrace. Calvin, though obliged to express his disapproval of his views, conducted himself with great

lenieDcy towards Castellio ijersonally, and gave him on his departure kindly letters to his friends.

—

Xk.]
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especially in the dramatic mode of understanding it, besides the assumption of a simple action

with but one love in the case (so in particular WeisoBach), various hypotheses of a more com-

plicated sort are iu vogue, according to which two (Umbreit, Ewald, etc., and generally speak-

ing the majority) or even three pairs of lovers (Hitzig, Renan) come upon the stage.

SPECIAL BIBLIOGRAPHY.

I. THE OLDER PROFANE-EEOTIC INTERPRETERS.

(Until the middle of the 18th century, all proceeding from the simple assumption, that the

poem sings of but one loving relation, viz., that between Solomon and Shulamith.)

Theodore of Mopsuestia (see on his Commeniarius in Cant. Canticorum, which is unfor-

tunately entirely lost: Leontius of Byzantium, adversus Nestorianos et Eatychianos, in Gal-

LANDir Bibliotheca Patrum, Vol. XII., and comp. the monographs of Sieffekt (1827), Fritzsche

(1836), Klener and others). ["In the fifth century Theodore of Mopsuestia ventured on as-

serting that the bride of the Song of Songs was none other than the Egyptian princess whom
Solomon espoused. Whether or no any relics of the interpretation had been traditionally pre-

served in the East, we find the Jacobite primale Abul-Faraj (f 1286) allowing in his Arabic

history the Song to be outwardly a dialogue between Solomon and Pharaoh's daughter. Other-

wise the name of Pharaoh's daughter has not been traced in connection with the Song till the

occurrence of a reference to her, though even then ' merely in passing,' in some of the first printed

English Bibles in the sixteenth century. [See note to p. 9.] The assertion of Davidson and

others after him that she makes her appearance in Origen is most improbable; and after a care-

ful search I feel assured that it is incorrect. I may add that Perez unjustly charges the ancient

Jews with asserting that the Song was written in praise of her." Thrupp. Moody Stuart

says to the same purport: "There may have been oversight on our part, but we have not found

in any of these ancient authors [from Origen to Bernard] the remotest allusion to Pharaoh's

daughter, and must confess ourselves quite baffled in a somewhat laborious attempt to trace her

introduction into the Song of Solomon."]

Sebast. Castellio, Psallerium reliquaque sacrarum literarum carmina cum argumentis et

brevi locorum difficiliorum declaratione. Basil, 1547, labors in general to dress up the contents

of Holy Scripture in Latin as classical and smooth as possible, and hence everywhere substitutes

respnblica for ecdesia, heroes for sancti, genius for angelus, Phoebus for sol; Jupiter or even

Gradivus, Armipotens for Deus, lotio for baptismus, etc., and in Canticles in particular makes

use of sugary fondling and softly expressions to characterize its amatory contents, e. g., i. 14 f.

" 3£ea columbula ostende mihi tuum vulticidmn. Fac ut audiam tuain voculam, nam et voculam

venustulam et vulticulum habes lepidulum," ii. 15 :
" capite nobis vulpeculas, vinearum vastatricu-

las," etc.—He had already in Geneva, shortly before his exile noted in his Bible at Cant. vii. 1

the words " Sulamitha, arnica Salomonis et sponsa," and had declared orally to Calvin: "que

Salomon, quand il fit le chapitre vii, ^tait en Jolie ct conduit par mondanit6 et non par le Saiiit

Esprit "—for which reason Calvin, without further ado, charged him with the view that Canti-

cles was a " carmen obscosnum et lascivum, quo Salomo impudicos suos amoves descripserit."—
Comp. also his complete Latin translation of the Bible : BMia V. et N. T. ex versione Seb. Cas-

TALiONis c. ejusd. annotatt., Basil ap. Oporin , 1551, and frequently; as well as Seb. Castalionis,

defensio suarum translationum Blbliorum, Bas., 1562; finally his biography by Jac. Maehly,
Bas., 1863.)

Hugo Grotius, Annotationes in V. T., Par. 1664 (declares the Song of Solomon to be an

idyl-like carmen nuptiale, representing the " garritus conjugum inter se, Salomonis et filix

regis .^gypti, interloquentibus etiam choris duobus tarn juvenum quam virginum, qui in

proximis thalamo locis excubabant." " JVuptiarum arcana'^ he says further, "sub honestis

verborum involueris hie latent; quce etiam causa est, cur Hebrrei veteres hunc lihrum legi

noluerint nisi a jam conjicgio proximis.'''' Besides the sensus literalis, the allegoricus and typicus

are also to be duly regarded—a rule, however, which is almost entirely disregarded by him even

in the main controlling passages. Comp. the still bolder and more open procedure of S. Epis-

copius in his Institutiones Theologice.
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Richard Simon, Histoire Oridque du V. T., 1685, Vol. I. c, 4 ; Canticles, a collection of

erotic idyllic songs, without order or unity.

John Clericus, Gommentarius in V. T., Tiibing., 1733 flf.

II. LATER AND LATEST SINCE THE MIDDLE OF THE 18tH CENTURY.

a. The founders of the modern profane erotic view (adhering in the first instance only to

the more general results of the negative criticism).

John Solomon Semler, "Itiirze Vorstellung ivider die neue Paraphrasin iibcr das Ilohelied"

[Brief remonstrance against the new paraphrase of the Song of Solomon], 1757, and " De

mysticce interpretationis studio hodie parum utili" 1760.

John David Michaelis, in Rob. Lowth. prcelediones de s. poesi Hehrceorum notce et epimetra,

Getting., 1758; ed. 11, 1768 f., rejects, nay ridicules the allegorical interpretation as well of the

Church as of the Synagogue ; holds the poem to be a mere earthly love-song, and nevertheless

supposes that he can relieve or remove the offence of its standing in the canon by seeking to

understand its amatory contents of the " casti conjugum amores," instead oi " de sponso

spo7isaque ante nuptias.^' In the " Neuorientalische und exeget. BihliothckJ' Part IV, 1788,

he affirms that he would rather venture upon the explanation of the Apocalypse than upon

that of the Song of Solomon, and in his "Deutsche TJebersetzung des A. T. mil Anmerkungen

fur Ungelehrte " [German translation of the 0. Test., with remarks for the unlearned] 17G9 £f.

he leaves it out entirely.

b. The Divisive attempts orfragmentary hypotheses. (Canticles, a conglomerate of erotic

songs and fragments of songs).

J. Th. Lessinq, Eclogce regis Salomonis, Lips. 1777, compares the alleged idyls of Canticles

to those of Theocritus and Virgil.

J. G. Herder, " Lieder der Liebe, die dUesten und schonsten aus dem Morgenlande" [Songs

of love, the oldest and most beautiful of the Orient], 1778, declares the love depicted in Canticles

to be essentially pure and innocent, to be compared with the love of Adam and Eve, whilst

they continued naked and sinless in paradise, and censures the profane mode of treating it

equally with the allegorical explanation as hypocrisy, and lacking in moral and esthetic purity.

(Comp Umbreit, in Herzog's Real Enc. VI. p. 215 :
" All the lily purity and the full fragrance

of the Song has been transferred to his composition, which is in entire sympathy with it, and

even the dare-obscure, which is elsewhere made an objection to this extraordinary man, is here

an advantage to him as an interpreter; the rosy morning light, which is spread over the Song

itself, floats likewise over his exposition, and invests it with its very peculiar charm and fasci-

nation. To this belongs even his profound and delicate distribution of the whole into separate

voices, accordant only in the breath of love, though here we cannot agree with him," etc.)

J. G. Eichhorn, Einleitung in's A. T. [Introduction to the 0. Test.] Vol. III. Leipzig, 1780,

ff., agrees in all essential matters with Herder's esthetically-sublimating and critically-dissecting

view: so Hufnagel, in Eichhorn's Repertonum, VII, 199; Paulus and Velthusen, ibid.,

XVII, 108 ff. (see above, I 1, Rem. 1) ; Jahn, Eml in's A. T. II. p. 816 ff. ; Pareau, histitii-

tio interpretis V. T., p. 559 ; de Wette, Einleitung in die Kanon. und Apokryph. Buck, des

A. T., Berl., 1817, and repeatedly ; Augusti, Grundriss einer Hist.-Krit. Einl. [Outlines of a

historico-critical Introduction], 1806, 1827.

J. F. Kleuker, Sammlung der Gedichie Saloino's, sonst das Ilohelied genannl [Collection

of the Songs of Solomon, otherwise called the Canticles], 1780, reproduces the view of Herder
with slight modifications, only somewhat more learned and thorough ; comp. | 1, Rem. 1.

J. Chr. Doderlein, Salomo's Frediger und Hoheslied neu uhersetzt mit Anmerkungeji

[Solomon's Ecclesiastes and Canticles, newly translated, with remarks], 1784: ; 2d edit., 1792,

likewise adheres most strictly to Herder.
Velthusen, "Der Schwesternhandel, eine morgenldndische Idyllenkette" [The affair of the

sisters, a series of oriental idyls], 1786, and: "Amethyst, Beitrag hist.-kritischer Unter-

suchungen iiber das Hohelied" [Amethyst; a contribution to the historico-critical investi-
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gation of Canticles] Bransw., 1786 ; likewise : Cantilena Cantilennrum 8alomonis duplici

interpretatione illustrata, Helmst., 1786.

J. F. Gaab, Beitrdge zur Erkldrimg des sog. Hohenliedes und der Klagelieder [Contributions

to the explanation of the so-called Canticles and the Lamentations], Tixb., 1795; Canticles an

" anthology" of erotic songs.

JusTi, Blumen alt-hcbrdischer Dichtkunst [Flowers of the ancient Hebrew art of poetry],

Giessen, 1807.

J. C. DoPKE, Philologisch-kritischer Commentar zum Hohenliede Salomons, Leipz., 1829, holds

that the songs forming the Canticles, " many of which appear in a mutilated condition, were

not originally composed and committed to writing at the same time, but were prepared on various

occasions, probably preserved in the mouth of the people, and afterwards put together." Comp.

in opposition Umbreit's review in the Stud, und Krit., 1829, II.

5d. Isid. Magnus, Kritische Bearbeitung und Erkldrung des Hohenliedes Salomons [Critical

treatise on and explanation of the Song of Solomon], Halle, 1842, makes out no less than

twenty distinct songs and fragments of songs in the course of the poem ; comp. § 1, Rem. 2, as

well as Delitzsch, p. 2 IF.

Heiligstedt, in Mauree's Commentarius grammaticus crificus in V. T. IV, 2, 1848, regards

the whole as a combination of twelve erotic songs in one idyl ; comp. § 1, Eem. 3.

Eebenstein, Das Lied der Lieder [The Song of Songs], 1834.

Dan., Sanders, Das Hohelied Salomonis [The Song of Solomon] Leipz. 1866. Comp. on this

modern Jewish attempt at exposition, as well as on the preceding, which serves as its basis and

model, I 1, Rem. 2, and Delitzsch, p. 6 f.

E. W. LossNER, Salomo tmd Shulamith, die Blumen des Hohenlieds zu einem ^trausse gebun-

den [Solomon and Shulamith, the flowers of the Canticles tied together in one nosegay], Leipz.

1851 (comp. likewise ^ 1, Rem. 2).

c. The modern dramatic vv'W. (The Song of Solomon an erotic drama with two or more

principal personages, that is, either with a simpler or —by the assumption of several love affairs

—a more complicated action).

J. C. Jacob: (Preacher at Celle), Das durch eine leichteund ungekunstelte Erkldrung von seinen

Vorwur/en gerettete Hohelied [The Song of Solomon freed from objections by a simple and in-

artiticial explanation] 1771. The ^yhole a song in praise of conjugal fidelity, if not strictly dra-

matic, yet preserving the dialogue form, worthy of a sacred poet, and instructive and salutary

for the times of Solomon and his successors.—"Shulamith is by reason of her beauty brought to

Solomon's court together with her husband, who has been moved by kindness to divorce her (?) ;

and as they are taking her away from her husband's side and presenting her wine, the king ap-

proaches and offers to kiss her. Sliulamith is alarmed and cries to her husband: "he is going

to kiss me !

" etc.—The entire attempt is very awkward and clumsy throughout.

J. W. Fr. Hezel, Neue Uebersetzun'g und Erkldrung des Hohenlieds [New Translation and Ex-

planation of the Song of Solomon], 1777.

Chr. Fr. v. Ammon, Salomons verschmdhte Liebe oder die belohnte Treue [Solomon's love dis-

dained, or fidelity rewarded] Leipz., 1795 (likewise important on account of the attempt to show

that the poem is strictly one meloclramatic whole).

K. Fr Staeudlin, i'lber das Hohelied [on the Song of Solomon] in Faubis' McmorabiUen, Part 2,

p. 178 ff., like Jacobi only in a more delicate and skilful manner he makes Shulamith's country

lover come likewise upon the stage, and assigns to him a considerable share in the action, espe-

cially from ch. 6 onward.

K. Fr. Umbreit, Lied der Liehe, das dlteste und scMnstc aus dem Morgenlande [Song of love

the oldest and most beautiful of the orient] Gott. 1820; 2d Edit. 1828, and ^mwi^nm^' an

das Hohelied [Reminder of the Song of Solomon], 1839, aims at the utmost simplification of the

plot, and likewise the ethical idealizing of its contents in imitation of Herder's esthetic view;

he moreover declares viii. 8-14 to be a spurious addition.

H. EwALD, Das Hohelied Salomonis ilbersefzt mit Einl., Anmerkungen, etc., [The Song of Solo-

mon translated with an Introduction, Remarks, etc.] Gott., 1826 ; comp. die poet. Biicher des A.
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7"s., I. 1839; 2d edit., with the title: Die Dichtcr dcs A. Bds., etc. [The poets of the Old

Test.], 18G6 (see above, § 3, Rem. 1 and 2.)

KosTER, uber das Hohelied [On the Song of Solomon] in Pelt's Theol. Mitarbeiten for the

year 1839, No. 2.

Beenhard Hirzel, Das Lied der Lieder oder der Sieg der Treue, ubersetzt und erhldrt [The

Song of Songs, or the triumph of fidelity, translated and explained]; Zurich, 1840, substantially

follows EwALD, whose view he seeks to correct in particular passages.

Fr. Bottcher, Die dltesten Buhnendichtungen [The oldest stage-poetry], Leipz., 1850; comp.

Exeget.-Krit. Aehrenlese z. A. T. [Exegetical and critical gleanings in the Old Test.], 1849, p.

80 ff , and Neue Exeget.-Krit. Aehrenlese [New exeget. crit. gleanings], Part III,, 1865, p. 76

ff. He explains the Song of Solomon as " a melodramatic text of a popular stage-play per-

formed in the kingdom of Israel about B. C. 950, directed against the royal house of Solomon

and the morals of his harem so menacing to family life, and the exhibition accompanied after the

manner of Hindoo, Chinese and even ancient Italian dramas by acting and brief improvisa-

tions;" in order to give the whole as burlestine and clownish a character as possible, he makes

the shepherd penetrate several times into the royal harem from i. 15 onward (i. 15 ff. ; iv. 7 fF.

;

vii. 12 ff.), treat his comrades, v. 1, to the viands and liquors of the wedding feast, and finally,

vii. 12 fF, go off with his beloved, without the king doing anything to prevent it, etc.—Comp. § 2,

Eemark 1.

G. M. Plocke, Das Hohelied, Erstlingsdrama aus dem Morgenlande, oder Familicnsunden

und Licbesweihe. Ein Slttenspiegelfiir Bra^itstand und Ehe [The Song of Solomon, a primitive

drama from the orient, or family sins and love's devotion. A moral mirror for the betrothed

and married], Halle, 1851. He explains a large part of the various scenes as dreams, some of which

were directly represented (by apparitions of ghosts), and some narrated subsequently (so, e. g.,

ii. 8-17 ; iii. 1-5 ; v. 2-vi. 3) ; he takes other sections as v. 8 ff. ; vi. 11 ff. to be rhapsodies of

Shulamith's romantic and enthusiastic fancy, etc.)

E. Meier, Das Hohelied, etc. [The Song of Solomon] Tiibingen, 1854, returns to the sim-

pler and more moderate view of Ewald.
P. HiTZiG, Das Hohelied erkldrt [The Song of Solomon explained] in the Kurzgefasstes exe-

get. Handb. zum A. T. [Condensed exegetical manual to the Old Test.], Part 16, Leipzig, 1855,

brings in besides Shulamith and her country lover—comp. § 2, Rem. 1,—also Solomon's wife

(e. g., iii. 6-11; iv. 16 ff.), and one of his concubines (vii. 2-11) spealung and acting, thus making

the plot as complicated as possible.

E. F. Friedrich, Cantici Canticorutn Salomonis poetica forma, 1855, and "Das sogen. Ho-
helied Salomonis oder vielmehr das pathetische Dramation 'Sulamith ' parallelistisch aus dem
Hebr. ubersetzt" [The so-called Song of Solomon, or rather the pathetic drama 'Shulamith'

translated from the Hebrew in parallelisms]. Reprinted from the Altpreussische MonatHschrift,

Konigsberg, 1866. He seeks with the minutest care to dissect the artistic structure of the dra-

matic whole in its details, distinguishing four acts with ten scenes and one hundred and sixty

chain-links [catellas], or clauses into which the verses are sub-divided; he mingles with it

much that is trifling and incongruous without doing justice in any way to the theological

character of the poem.

J. 6. Vaihinger, Der Prediger und das Hohelied rhythmisch ubersetzt und erJc^drt [Ec-

clesiastes and the Song of Solomon rhythmically translated and explained], Stutt., 1858,

follows for the most part the view of Ewald, but with a critically independent attitude.

Fr. Ed. VVeissbach, Das Hohelied Saloinos ubersetzt. erkldrt und in seiner kunstreichen poet.

Form dargestellt [The Song of Solomon translated, explained and exhibited in its highly artistic

and poetical form], Leipz., 1858; by an acute and thorough criticism of the other erotic and dra-

matic views he simplifies the action of the piece to the extent of making it refer simply to one

loving relation between Solomon and Shulamith, but denies the reality of the transaction (comp.

§ 4, Rem. 2), and in connection with this refuses also to admit the existence of a more profound

ethical idea, or a typical and Messianic significance of the poem).

Ernest Renan, Le cantique des cantiques, traduit de I' Hebreu, avec une ttude sur le plan,.

I' age et le caractere dupocme, Paris, 1860, 2d edit., 1861, approaches, most nearly to the views
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of BoTTCHER and Hitzig, only he fantastically remodels them after his own fashion, and thus

brings out a romantic sentimental pastoral piece, in which even a ballet is introduced (vii. 2 ff.:

"une dameuse du Harem"). Comp. | 2, Rem, 1.

I 7. CONCLUSION,

c, Tlie typical- Messianic view, or that based upon its position in the redemptive history.

The two principal modes of viewing the Song of Solomon thus far considered, the purely alle-

gorical as well as the one-sided treatment of it as secular history, not only have the suspicious cir-

cumstance against them that the greatest vacillation prevails in shaping the views of their ad-

herents in detail from the earliest periods to the present, and that no one of these views com-

mends itself at first sight as a perfectly satisfactory solution of the enigma ; but both of them in-

troduce into the text of the Song strange and unproved assumptions which are in flat contradic-

tion with its peculiar character both internally and externally. The allegorical explanation,

however it may be modified in its details, makes the utterly inconceivable and improbable, nay,

monstrous assumption, that by the "kmg Solomon " of the song is meant not the historical ruler

so named, but a heavenly prototype of the same name, nay, in actual fact, no other than Jehovah

Himself, and then further involves itself in inextricable difficulties in its explanation of particu-

lars, e.g., of the sixty queens and eighty concubmes of this heavenly Solomon, as well as of his

mother, his sedan and crown, etc. To which is to be added further the suspicious circumstance

that in every other instance in which the figurative language of the Old Test, symbolizes the re-

lation of Jehovah to Israel as a marriage or betrothal, it is the bride that is represented in the

least favorable light, nay, that is mostly described as a harlot* (so particularly in Hosea, Jere-

miah, Ezekiel; comp. above, | 4, p. 16), whilst in the Song of Solomon the precise opposite of

this is the case [?]. The profane secular-history explanation not only sees itself driven to various

artificial hypotheses and auxiliary hypotheses, especially to the introduction of one, two, three

or more subordinate persons, whose entrance upon the scene there is nothing in the text to indi-

cate, and which, as particularly the "shepherd" or "herdsman," are introduced as apparitions,

suddenly and without any thing to prepare the way for their coming; it also leaves totally un-

explained how this mere worldly love-song, in which Solomon is alleged to be represented in so

extremely disadvantageous a light as the seducer of female innocence, could have found admis-

sion to the canon of Scripture, and this with a title, which prefixed to it with commendatory

emphasis the very name of Solomon himself, the great royal singer and sage (comp. § 1 and 3) !

Against the allegorical or directly Messianic view testimony is borne by the too earthly and even

sinful colors, in which Solomon, the historical Solomon of the 1st book of Kings, is depicted as

the hero of the piece. The one-sided secular history explanation with its directly anti-Solomonic

and consequently also anti-Messianic tendencies is refuted by the fact that Solomon's perseve-

rance in his adulterous designs and polygamous desires in the face of Shulamith's innocence,

cannot be shown to be a matter belonging to the subject of the piece by a single decisive proof-

passage, but that on the contrary it is evident to an unbiassed exegesis that- he and no other is

Shulamith's lover, and the real object of the dramatic representation is his being brought back

from the dizzy heights of a harem's voluptuous morals, to the morally pure and inviolable

standpoint of conjugal chastity, love and fidelity.

Since the typical reference of the loving relation depicted in the piece to Christ and His Church,

enters into combination with this simple and worthy view in the most unconstrained manner

and of its own accord as it were, as has been already briefly intimated § 4, and as the exposition

of the Song will have to show more in detail, this may be designated the typical-Messianic, or

—

since every element of the redemptive history possesses of itself, and by an inner necessity, a

typical virtue which points forwards and upwards—the redemptive-history view. Attempts to

establish and carry it out were probably already made here and there in the ancient church, es-

pecially as New Testament passages, such as above all Christ's declaration respecting Himself as

a greater than Solomon (Matt. xii. 42; comp. Matt. vi. 28; Rev. iii. 20), appear to favor it

* [This Scriptural usage manifestly lies agaiust ZSokler's own interpretation rather than the allegorical, as commonlj

held.—Tr.]
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rather than the allegorical or the direct Messianic interpretation. But the greatly preponder-

ating inclination of the fathers, which soon attained exclusive sway, to plunge immediately and

at once into the spiritual sense, must have stifled in its birth every attempt to assert at the same

time a historical sense, and branded it with the same anathema as the profane-erotic interpreta-

tion of Theodore of Mopsuestia. It was not until after the middle ages, therefore, that more

numerous and important attempts were made to unite the historical with the more profound

spiritual meaning by the intermediate link of the type, and attempts not barely of the half-way,

external sort, like that of Grotius (see ^ 6), but such as were seriously meant and worthily

maintained. Thus above all that of the noble Spanish mystic, Louis de Leon (f 1591), who had it

is true to pay the penalty in the prisons of the inquisition of his departure from the broadly

trodden path of the traditional allegorizing, as well as his choice of the Spanish language for

the composition of his commentary; and further the like attempts of the reformed interpre-

ters, Mercier, Lightfoot and Lowth, as well as of the famous Catholic preacher and his-

torian BossuET. VON HoFMANN still tries to maintain the assumption common to these former

adherents of the typical view, that the bride of the Song of Solomon was a daughter of

Pharaoh, king of Egypt, whilst Delitzsch and Naegelsbach who in the main agrees with him,

espouse the view, which is without doubt to be preferred by reason of vii. 1, that the bride was

an Israelitish country girl from Shunem.

SPECIAL BIBLIOGRAPHY.

Luis db Leon [Ludovicus Legionensis), Caniar de ios Cantares—a translation and explana-

tion of the Song of Solomon in classical Spanish, written about 1569. (According to the ex-

tracts given by C. A. Wilkens, Fray Luis de Leon, p. 206 ff., and the remarks by which he

characterizes it, this expositor every where gives most prominence to the historical sense which

he grasps with sound esthetic feeling and artless simplicity. " Only in individual passages is

the veil lifted and the love of Jehovah to His people, of Christ to the soul, of believers to the

Lord, appears as in the highest sense the rightful bearer of all the attributes heaped upon hu-

man love. For pure human love is the noblest copy of the divine. They are alike in their

mutual aspirations, alike in their beginning, nutriment, development, operation, end ; as also

earthly beauty is the shadow of the eternally beautiful. Thus, too, the reception of the book

into the canon is explained. The divine Spirit has in condescension to human weakness veiled

the spiritual beauties of good things yet unknown in figures of things which are real, lovely and

well known. We should learn to joy over the distant from the joy which the near affords, and

thus suffer ourselves to be drawn to Him, who loves us above all."

—

Fray Luis conceives the

theme of the book to be simply "the bliss and pain of love" described in the form of a pastoral

poem, in which king Solomon is represented as a shepherd, and his bride Shulamith, the daugh-

ter of the Egyptian king, as a shepherdess. Their love is depicted in the nicest and most per-

fect manner : in other amatory poems there is only found a shadow of the feeling and bliss of

love, here love is described in primal perfection even to the most subtle features of its being.

—

As the inquisition at Valladolid took offence at this treatise on Canticles, partly on account of

its contents, and partly because it was written in Spanish, it remained unprin ted,, and Leon

published subsequently, after he had languished five years in prison, for his complete justifica-

tion a Latin treatise " Fr. L. Legionensis, In Canlica Canticorum Salomonis expianado" (Salom.,

15S0), in which, besides the historical sense, he also stated the spiritual more fully, and this

partly in the allegorical, partly the typical method. Comp. Wilkens, Ibid., p. 317 ff.).

Jo. Mercerus {le 2Icrckr), Commentarius in Job, Irocerbia, Ecdesiast. el Cant. Canticorum^

1573.

JoQN Lightfoot, Harmonia, Chronica et Ordo Vet. Testamenti; Opera, Traj. ad E-h.

1699. [A Chronicle of the Times and the Order of the Texts of the Old Testament; in his

Works, London, 1684. He says I
, p. 76. "After the building of the summer-house in the for-

est of Lebanon, Solomon pens the book of the Canticles, as appeareth by these passages in it,

Cant. iv. 8 ; vii. 4. Upon his bringing up Pharaoh's daughter to the house that he had prepared

for her, 1 Kings ix. 24, he seemeth to have made this Song. For though the best and the most

proper aim of it was at higher matters than an earthly marriage, yet doth he make his marriage
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with Pharaoh's daughter a type of that sublime and spiritual marriage betwixt Christ and His

church. Pharaoh's daughter was a heathen and a stranger natively to the church of Israel ; and

•withal she was a black-moor, as being an African, as Cant. i. 4, 5 alludeth to it; and so.she was

the kindlier type of what Solomon intended in all particulars.—Tr.]

PtOB. LowTH, De Sa»ra poesi HebrcBorum prcelecliones academicce ; Oxon., 1753, 1763 {prccl.

30 ff.) [In the scheme and divisions of the book he adopts the view of Bossuet to be stated

presently. In regard to its spiritual meaning he contends that it is neither a " continuous met-

aphor," nor a " parable properly so called," but a " mystical allegory in which a higher sense is

superinduced upon a historical verity." The bride he decides, though not without hesitation,.to

have been Solomon's favorite wife, the daughter of Pharaoh ; his marriage with an Egyptian

being an apt adumbration of the Prince of peace, who espouses to Himself a church composed

of Gentiles and of aliens. Her name he expresses in the form Solomitis, as derived from Solo-

mon, like Caia from Caius, and intended to be suggestive of the higher sense of the Song.—Tr.]

Jacques-Benigne Bossitet, Libri Salomonis, Froverhia, Ecclesiasles, Cantic. Canticorum,

Sapientia, Ecdesi'asticus, cum notis, etc. Paris, 1693. [He supposes the Song to be divided

into seven parts, corresponding to the seven days of the marriage feast. It commences with the

bride's being brought home to her husband's house on the evening which, according to Jewish,

reckoning, ushers in the first day. Then the successive mornings are indicated by the adjura-

tion of the bridegroom as he leaves his chamber, ii. 7; iii. 5; viii. 4, or by the admiring lan-

guage of the choir of virgins as the bride herself appears, iii. 6 ; viii. 5 ;
vi. 10. The evenings

are either expressly mentioned, iii. 1 ; v. 2, or may be inferred, ii. 6 ;
viii. 3. The seventh day

is shown to be the Sabbath by the fact of the bridegroom coming in public attended by his bride,

viii. 5, instead of going forth alone to his occupation as he had done previously.

—

Te.]

[A. Calmet, Commentaire littoral sur le Cantique des Cantiqucs. " His views are substan-

tially the same as Bossuet's."]

(Haemer), Materialien zu einer neuen Erkidnmg des Uohenliedes, Vom Verfasser der B<;o-

hachtungen uber den Orient. From the English, 2 Parts, 1778-79. [The original title is, T!-^

Outlines of a New Commentary on Solomon's Song, drawn by the help of Instructions from t!.o

East, containing—I. Remarks on its^ener.xl nature; 11. Observations on detached Places of ii

;

III. Queries concerning the rest of this poem. By the author of Observations on divers Pas-

sages of Scripture. London, 1708.] He explains like those before named, the whole as a cele-

bration of Solomon's marriage with a daughter of the king of Egypt, and leaves the profoun.ler

spiritual meaning almost entirely out of sight. [He finds two queens in the course of the

Song—the former principal queen who speaks, iii. 1, etc., and the daughter of Pharaoh who is

henceforth made her " equal in honor and privileges," and who is " frequently mentioned after-

wards in history, while the other is passed over in total silence," this new marriage being an apt

representation of the " conduct of the Messiah towards the Gentile and Jewish churches."—Tu.]

Salvador, Ilisloire des institutions de Mdise, Vol. II. Paris, 1828 (like the preceding.)

J. Chr. K. v. Hoffmann, Wissagu7ig und Erfullung [Prophecy and Fulfilment] I., 189 ff.;

Schriftbeweis [Scripture proof] II.. 2, 370 ff. (comp. above I 2, Rem. 1, §4, Rem. 1.)

Franz Delitzsch, Das Hohelied untcrsucht und ausgelegt [The Song of Solomon investigated

and expounded], 1851 (see above, I 2 and 4.)

Ed. Naegelsbach, in Reuter's Allg. Rcpertorium der thcol. Literatur, 1851, No. IV.

ScHLOTTMANN, See immediately below.

contributions to the explanation of the song of SOLOMON in irONOGRAniS.

G. A. RuPERTi, Symbolce. ad interprefationcm S. Codicis. Vol. l.,fasc. 1, 2, Getting., 1732.

P. Andr. van Kooten, Observationes ad nonnuUa Cantic. Canticorum loca ; disscrtat., Ul-

traj., 1774.

J. F. NeunhoFER, Versuch eines neuen Bdfrags zur ErkJarung des Hohcnlieds [Essay toward

a new contribution to the explanation of the Song of Solomon], Leipz., 1775.

Anton, Salomonis carmen melicum ad mefr. prise, et mod. music, revocatum. Viteb., 1793.

J. F. Gaab, Beitraege, etc. See above, p. 37.

Lindemann, in Keil's und Tzschirner's Analekten, III., 1, p. 1 ff.
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Hartmann, in WI^fER's Zeitschrift, I. 3, p. 420 ff.

G. HoELEMANN, die Krone dcs Hohenlieds (allegorical explanation of ch. viii), Leipz., 1856.

see above, p. 32.

ScHLOTTMANN, The bridal procession of the Song of Solomon (iii. 6-11) in the Studlen und
Kritiken, 1867, II, ranges himself at the very beginning decidedly on fhe side of the typical

expositors: " Whatever we may think of the origin and strict literal sense of the Song of Solo-

mon, the right will ever verify itself anew, to see in the love there represented the emblem of

the higher divine love which unites the church to her heavenly Lord," etc.)

SUPPLEMENTARY BIBLIOORAPHY ADDED BY THE TRANSLATOR.

English Commentaries on the Song of Solomon.

[Venerable Bede wrote seven books on the Canticles. The first is "a controversial preface

warning-his readers against the Commentary of Julian of Eclanum which that writer had made
a vehicle for h:s Pelagian doctrines." This betrayed Williams (and Ginsburg, who copies him)
into the error of supposing that the whole " work was intended as a defence of the doctrines of

grace against the Pelagians." The seventh book "comprise? a series of extracts from all parts

of Gregory's writings, bearing upon the Song." In the other five books "he has followed the

footsteps of the fathers, leaving the works of Gregory intact."

"The Commentary of Foliot, Bishop of London in the 12th century, with the Compendium
of Alcui.nt, was printed in 1638, and is repeatedly referrt-d to by Dr. Gill."

ScoTUS is favorably spoken of by Poole, Synopsis Crit., Vol. I[., Pref., as not one of the last

to be named of this period ;
" author non inter postremos onemorandus."

The tirst three chapters of the Canticles, with Beza's sermons on them, translated bv John
Harmar, Oxford, 1587.

Thomas James (librarian at Oxford), Expositio libri Canticorum, ex patribus. 4to, Oxford

1607.

Thomas Wilcocks, An Exposition upon the book of the Canticles, London, 1624.

Henoch Clapham, The first Part of the Song of Songs expounded and app'if:d, London 1602.

Bishop Hall, An open and plain Paraphrase upon the Song of Songs, London, 1609.

J. Beale, Solomon's Song with an Exposition, London, 1615.

Henry Ainsworth (a Brownist divine), Annotations upon the tive books of Moses, the book
of the Psalms, and the Song of Songs or Canticles, London, 1639. This volume has done much
to shape the current allegorical exposition of the Song. It is accompanied by a" metrical para-

phrase.

Thomas Brightman, Commentary on the Canticles, London, 1644. " He regards the book as

prophetic, and divides it into two parts; the first, chap. i.— iv. 6, describes the condition of the

legal church from the time of David to the death of Christ: and the second, chap. iv. 7— viii. 14

the state of the evangelical church from A. D. 34 to the second coming of Christ."

John Cotton, A brief Exposition of the whole book of Canticles, London, 1648. He likewise

regards it as descriptive of the state of the church from Solomon's own time to. the last

judgment.

John Robotham, Exposition on the whole book of Solomon's Song, London, 1652.

Assembly op Divines, Annotations upon all the books of the Old and New Testament, Lon-

don, 1657. Very brief notes mainly occupied with suggesting the spiritual import of the

Song.

W. Guild, Love's Intercourse between the Lamb and his Bride, Christ and His Church, in a

clear explication and application of the Song of Solomon, London, 1658.

James Durham, Clavis Cantici, London, 1668. " Published after his death with a recommen-

dation by Dr. Owen."

De Veil, Explicatio Literalis Cant. Cant., London, 1679.

John Collinges, The Intercourses of Divine Love betwixt Christ and His Church, or the

particular believing soul, metaphorically expressed by Solomon in Canticles i. and ii., 2 vols.,

London, 1683.
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JoflN Trapp, a Commentary upon the book of Proverbs, Ecclesiastes and the Song of Solo-

mon, London, 1650.

Bishop Patrick's Paraphrase and Annotations on this Song were published in 1700; Mat-
thew Henry's Exposition a few years after.

Whiston published an Essay in 1723, charging the Song of Solomon with containing " from

the beginning to the end marks of folly, vanity and looseness,' maintaining "that it was written

by Solomon when he was wicked, and foohsh, and lascivious, and idolatrous," and urging its re-

jection from the sacred canon.

John Gill, An Exposition of the book of Solomon's Song commonly called Canticles, London,

1728. "A vast treasure of varied learning, sound doctrine and spiritual experience
; but it is neither

sufficiently condensed, nor is it so digested by the author as to present to the reader a clear idea of

bis own interpretation." He pushes the allegory to the furthest extreme, and attaches every sense

to the words which they can possibly bear. The first edition contains a translation of the Tar-

gum upon this book. Another comment by the same author is contained in his Exposition of

the Old and New Testament.

John Wesley, in his Explanatory notes upon the Old Testament, Bristol, 1765, also defends

the allegorical interpretation of this book, and especially disallows its reference to Solomon and

Pharaoh's daughter.

[Gifford], a Dissertation on the Song of Solomon, with the original text divided according

to the metre [upon Bishop Hare's hypothesis], and a poetical version, 1751. He " considers the

poem as a pastoral composed by Solomon as the amusement of his lighter hours, just after his

nuptials with Pharaoh's daughter, and before God had so remarkably appeared to him and given

him that divine wisdom, for which he was afterwards so eminent."

[Bishop Percy], The Song of Solomon, newly translated from the original Hebrew, with a

commentary and annotations, London, 1764. He confines himself to the literal sense, and

adopts substantially the view of Bos.suet that it was written on the occasion of Solomon's mar-

riage with Pharaoh's daughter, and is divided into seven parts answering to the seven days of

the wedding feast.

Mrs. Bowdler, Song of Solomon paraphrased, with an introduction, containing some remarks

on a late new translation (Percy's) of this sacred poem; also a commentary and notes critical

and practical, Edinburgh, 1775.

Durell, Critical remarks on Job, Proverbs, Psalms, Ecclesiastes and Canticles, 1772, follows

the same general theory, but " totally excludes any allegorical or spiritual design."

The Song of Solomon paraphrased, with an Introduction, Commentary and Notes (published

anonymously), Edinburgh, 1775.

W. Green, The Poetical Parts of the Old Testament translated, with notes, 1781.

Bernard Hodgson, Solomon's Song translated from tlie Hebrew, Oxford, 1786. " The mys-

tical sense of the Song is never referred to—not denied, still less acknowledged."

T. AVilliams, The Song of Songs, which is by Solomon, a new translation with a commentary

and notes, London, 1801. Px,epublished in Philadelphia, 1803. Adopts like the preceding the

general hypothesis of Bossuet and Lowth, and takes note of the spiritual meaning throughout.

John Mason Good, Song of Songs, or sacred Idyls translated, with notes critical and explana-

tory, London, 1803. Containing a literal prose translation and a very elegant metrical version.

"A work of great beauty, in which the author allows and defends the allegorical, but confines

himself to the literal sense." He "regards the entire song as a collection of distinct idyls upon

one common subject, and that the loves of the Hebrew monarch and his fair bride."

William Davidson, Brief outline of an examination of the Song of Solomon, with remarks

critical and expository, London, 1817. He interprets "the Song of Solomon of the Christian

church from the time of John the Baptist."

Scott's Notes in his Commentary on the Bible follow the current allegorical exposition, and

are largely drawn from Bishop Patrick,

Adam Clarke eschews the allegorical interpretation, and assigns as his reasons :
" 1. Because

we do not know that it is an allegory. 2. If one, the principles on which such allegory is to be

explained do nowhere appear." Appended to his commentary is a translation of the Targum or
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Chaldee paraphrase of this book ; also the Hindoo mystical poem, the Gitagovinda, which, agreea-

bly to the suggestion of Sir William Jones, he regards as illustrative of the Song of Solomon.

B. BooTHROYD, The Hebrew Scriptures of the Old Testament without points after the text of

Kennicott, accompanied with English Notes, critical, philological and explanatory, 2 vols. 4to.

The notes consist for the most part of extracts from precedmg commentators, chiefly Percy,

Green, Good, Hodgson, and Harmer.

John Fry, Canticles, a new translation with notes, London, 1811. The book is regarded as a

collection of idyls, some of which were suggested by the marriage of Solomon, others by different

domestic scenes in humble life ; but all are parables of the love of Christ and His Church.

Charles Taylor in the Biblical Fragments (Nos. 345-453) appended to Calmet's Diction-

ary, 1838. Well characterized by Moody Stuart: "His translation and arrangement of the

Song of Songs—relating merely to its .outward structure as Solomon's marriage festival—evince

great research, abundant ingenuity, the utmost delicacy and refinement of feeling, along with a

most exuberant fancj\"

AV. Newman, Solomon's Song of Songs, a new translation, London, 1839.

Pye Smith in his " Scripture Testimony to the Messiah," 1847, " regards this Song as a pas-

toral eclogue or a succession of eclogues representing in the vivid color of Asiatic rural scenery

the honorable loves of a newly married bride and bridegroom." This led to a controversy be-

tween him and Dr. Bennett in the Congregational Magazine for 1837 and 1838, respecting the

proper interpretation of the Song. A subsequent article in the same periodical (for 1838, p.

471 ft'.) declares that there is "no more reason for its spiritual interpretation than for its appli-

cation to the revival of letters, the termination of feudalism, or any other gratifying circum-

stance in civil or political life." Ginsburg.

J. Skinner, An Essay towards a literal or true radical exposition of the Song of Songs.

Egbert Sandeman, On Solomon's Song.

W. Romaine, Discourses upon Solomon's Song.

P. Hawker, Commentary on Solomon's Song.

Meditations on the Song of Solomon, London, 1848.

Francis Barham, The Song of Solomon.

Adelaide Newton, The Song of Solomon compared with other parts of Scripture, 1852.

Peter Macpherson, The Song of Songs shown to be constructed on architectural principles,

Edinburgh, 1856. '* His supposition that this song consists of verses written round an arch-

way, is so entirely gratuitous, that it is only misguiding and deceptive." Moody Stuart.

Kitto in his Pictorial Bible and in his Daily Bible Illustrations "presents much useful infor-

mation on the Song of Solomon."

Samuel Davidson, (The Text of the Old Testament Considered, London, 1856, and Introduc-

tion to the Old Testament, 1862) adopts the shepherd hypothesis, regards it as a purely amatory

poem, having neither an allegorical nor a typical sense, and written not by Solomon, but by a

citizen of the northern kingdom twenty-five or thirty years after Solomon's death.

A. Moody Stuart, An Exposition of the Song of Solomon, London, 1857 (republished Phila-

delphia, 1869). The peculiarity of this eminently devout and spiritual commentary is the par-

allel instituted and carried out in a most ingenious and elaborate manner between the Song of

Solomon and the Gospels and Acts of which it is regarded as a prophetic epitome. He regards

i. 2—ii. 7 as descriptive of the period immediately before and after the birth of Christ ; ii. 8—iii.

5 from the appearance of John till the baptism of Jesus ; iii. 6—v. 1 from Christ's return out of

the wilderness till the last supper ; v. 2—viii. 5 from the agony in the garden till the evange-

lizing of the Samaritans; viii. 5-14 from the calling of the Gentiles till the close of revelation.

Benjamin Weiss (a converted Jew), The Song of Songs unveiled, a new translation and exposi-

tion of the Song of Solomon, Edinburgh, 1859. He conceives it to be " half historical and half

prophetical," and to embrace the entire interval from the dedication of the tabernacle of Moses to

the resurreotion of Christ and the formation of churches among the Gentiles.

Christian Ginsburg, The Song of Songs translat,ed from the original Hebrew, with a com-

mentary historical and critical, London, 1857, and in his article on Solomon's Song in the third

Edition of Kitto's Cyclopedia, advocates the shepherd hypothesis. " This song records the his-
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tory of an humble but virtuous woman, who after having been espoused to a man of like humble

circumstances, had been tempted in a most alluring manner to abandon him, and to transfer her

affeclioiis to oae of the wisest and richest of men, but who successfully resisted all temptations,

remained faithful to her espousals, and was ultimately rewarded for her virtue." The historical

sketch of the exegesis of the book is very full and valuable, though warped by the peculiar views

of the writer.

Joseph Fr.'^ncis Theupp, The Song of Songs, a revised translation, with introduction and

commentary, Cambridge, 1862, divides the Song into six groups ; see note on p. 11. " The theme

of the first group is the anticipation of Christ's coming; the second represents the waiting for

that blessed time ;
in the third he is arrived, and we have there the description of the espousal and

its fruits. The fourth group delineates the subsequent bodily departure of the Bridegroom from

his Bride; the fifth his spiritual presence with her; and the sixth their complete and final re-

union." '• The earlier half of the Song presents to us otdy those glories which older seers had in

various ways also heralded. With respect to the latter half of the Song the case is different. The

distinctness with which it is there unfolded that the coming of the Messiah will not of itself be

the final termination of all earthly expectation and anxiety is unparalleled not merely in all

earlier Scripture, but throughout the whole of the Old Testament. Nowhere else do we find a

passage which speaks as Cant. v. 2-8 speaks of a withdrawal of the Messiah from the church for

whose salvation He has once appeared." This he accounts for by supposing it based on a typical

application of the translation of Elijah. The untimely removal of this distinguished prophet,

who was fondly styled "the chariot of Israel and the horsemen thereof," and the painful void

created by his departure, foreshadowed a similar experience in the case of Messiah, the last and

greatest of the prophets, who should in like manner forsake His sorrowing people for a season,

though with the view of ultimately returning never to leave them more. The Song he supposes

to have been written a century or more after the death of Solomon by a member of one of the

prophetical schools in the kingdom of the ten tribes.

Isaac Taylor, The Spirit of the Hebrew Poetry; republished in New York, 1862, devotes chap,

X. to Solomon and the Song of Songs.

Cee. Wordsworth, The Books of Proverbs, Ecclesiastes and the Song of Solomon in the au-

thorized version, with notes and introductions (Vol. IV. Part III. of his Commentary on the

Bible), London, 1868. He regards it as a prophetic allegory, suggested by the occasion of Solo-

mon's rnarriage with Pharaoh's daughter, and descriptive of " the gathering of the world into

mystical union with Christ, the consecration of the world into a church espoused to Him as the

Bride."

W. Houghton, Translation of the Song of Solomon, and short explanatory notes (London,

1865), in which, as stated by the American editor of S.mith's Dictionary of the Bible, the Song

is viewed as secular and the theme conceived to be the fidelity of chaste love.

American Commentaries.

Of the discussions of this book which have appeared in this country, the most noteworthy are

the following:

Moses Stoart, in his'Critical History and Defence of the Old Testament Canon (Andover,

1845), devotes pp. 36-1-385 to a consideration of the Canticles. He regards it as " expressing

the warm and earnest desire of the soul after God in language borrowed from that which charac-

terizes chaste affection between the sexes," and as applicable to the church only in so far as what

pertains to individuals who are pious is common to the entire body of believers. He thinks the

book to be so peculiarly Oriental in its imagery and style of thought, that while adapted to the

religious wants of those amongst whom it originated, and probably reserved for a new period of

usefulness in the East when Christianized, it is of inferior value to occidental Christians generally.

George R. Noyes, A new Translation of the Proverbs, Ecclesiastes and the Canticles, with

introductions and notes, chiefly explanatory, Boston, 1846. He conceives the book to be a col-

lection of amatory songs "written by some Jewish poet, either in the reign of Solomon or soon

after it," and without any " express moral or religious design."
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Calvin E. Stowe, in the Biblical Repository for April, 1847, gives a partial translation of

the Song of Solomon, and defends its allegorical interpretation.

Gkorge Burrowes, a Commentary on the Song of Solomon, Pliiladelphia, 1853; also an ar-

ticle on the Song of Solomon in the Princeton Review for October, 1849. " The Song is a con-

tinuous and coherent whole, illustrating some of the most exalted and delightful exercises of

the believing heart." He deems it " more profitable and natural in meditating on this book, to

view the bride as the representative of the individual believer rather than of the whole church.

As the church is a collection of individuals, its state must be that of the members composing it

;

and no distinction can be drawn between the love of Jesus for the collective bod}' and His love

for the several persons constituting the whole mass." The illustrations from Oriental manners

and parallel passages in ancient and modern literature are particularly copious and judicious.

Leonard Withinrton, Solomon's Song translated and explained, Boston, 1861. The bride

of the Song is the daughter of an Arab Sheikh (vii. 1), whom Solomon married, as he did a mul-

titude of other princesses from the little tribes around Palestine, with the " wish of spreading the

Hebrew empire and religion through the vicinity. And he writes this poem to show how pure

his felicity, how happy his marriage with a rural bride taken from a pagan nation, whom never-

theless he brings under the influence of the true religion, and hopes to convert to the true faith,

and make one of the instruments of promoting the glory of his peaceful kingdom. But the oc-

casional song was exalted by the providence of God into a liigher purpose. That purpose was
mainly and primarily to foreshow the formation and union of the Gentile church with Christ,

when a more sublime and spiritual religion should be presented."

A. E,. Fausset and B. M. Smith, The Poetical Books of the Holy Scriptures with a critical

and explanatory commentary, Philadelphia, 1867. Largely based upon the commentary of

Moody Stuart, whoae divisions and historical application it adopts.

Metrical Translations.

The metrical translations of the Song of Solomon are very numerous. In addition to the Latin

paraphrases by A. Johnson, (Physician to Charles I.) and J. Ker (Professor of Greek in Aber-

deen, 1727) commended by Moody Stuart for their elegance, and an anonymous English para-

phrase '* The loves of the Lord with his troth-plight spouse " quoted and spoken of with appro-

bation by the same author, it has been versified (either separately or combined with the Psalms

or other poetical portions of the Old Testament), by William Baldwin, 1549 ; J. Smith, 1575
;

EoBERT Fletcher, 1586 ; Dudley Fenner, 1587 ; Markham, 1596 ; Argall, 1621 ; A ins-

worth, 1623; Sandys, 1641; Boyd, 1644; R. Smith, 1653; Hildersham, 1672; T. S. (Lon-

don) 1676; Woodford, 1679 ; Hills. 1681 ; Lloyd, 1682
; Mason, 1683 ; Reeve, 1684; Bev-

erley, 1687; Barton, 1688; Fleming, 1691; Stennett, 1700; Symson, 1701; Ralph
Erskine, 1736; Tansur, 1738; Elizabeth Rowe, 1739; Bland, 1750; Johnson, 1751-;

GiFPORD, 1751 ; Barclay, 1767; Ann Francis, 1781 ; Good, 1803; Mason, 1818; Taylor,
1820 ; a late graduate of Oxford, 1845 ; Metrical Meditations, 1856. ^Another is announced as

forthcoming by Mn. William S. Rentoul, of Philadelphia, to accompany his edition of Moody
Stuart's commentary.

For Sermons preached on different passages from the Song of Solomon, see Darling's Cyclo-

paedia Bibliographica : Holy Scriptures, pp. 583-586.

—

Tr.]





THE

SONG OF SOLOMON.

TITLE:

I. 1 THE SONG OF SONGS, WHICH IS BY SOLOMON.

FIRST SONG.
The first time the lovers were together at the royal palace [in or near) Jerusalem.

(Chap. I. 2—II. 7).

FIRST SCENE:

Shulamith and the Daughters of Jerusalem.

(Chap. I. 2-8).

Shulamith.

2 ^Let him kiss me with kisses^ of his mouth,
^for better is thy love than wine

!

3 In fragrance thine unguents are good ;

*

^an unguenl® poured forth is thy name/
therefore virgins love thee.

TEXTUAL and GRAMMATICAL.

' [Wiri.iFFE : TIio Church of the coming of Christ speaketh, saying. M\tth=;ws: The voice of the Church. Cover-
DVLE : th It thy luouth would givo mj a kiss, for tliy breasts are more pleasant than wine, and that beciuso of the good
a.iU pleas.mt sivor.J.

2 On the comliiuation of the kindred words p^J and np't^J. Comp. 1 Kin. i. 12; ii. 16; Isa. i. 13; viii. 10;

Jon. i. 10, 16, and genprally Ewald, Lehrbuch, § 2S1 a, [Greek's Heb. Gram. J 271, 3].

3 [WiCLiPFE: Thj Voice of tho F^thor.]

* [Thrdpp'3 jiroposed emendation D''"nC3P 'JOti' n''"l7 "like as the scent which cometh from incenses," is

nothing hut ingenious trilling, and has not even the merit of being good Uebrew.

—

Tr.]
s [VVic. Tiiu voi.;o of the Churcli.J

* Observe the assonance in |*i"^ and Q^ which is probably intentional. [Thbupp: as ointment thou art, by thy

name, poured forth.]

7 In rui^arJ to the construction of the words n"Dty pT^jl fDl^ four views are possible: 1. Di^ is taken as the

subject, and p"1^ri as 3 pers. fern, here employed because D".^ is exceptionally used as a feminine after the analogy

of the Ethiopic (so Ew. : "thy "ame is poured out as an ointmpnt;" Vaih. : "as the fragrance of balsam thy name
puurs itiilf forth," etc.) 2. T'DU' is regarded as the suly'ect, which is here exceptionally treated as feminiue, and to

wliich p"1i)r\ belongs as a relative clause; "an unguent, which is shed forth, is thy name" (so the Septuag., Vulg.,

Ldtb. and the generality of interpreters). 3. nV is taken as a masc, but the form p^-IH is regarded as a hardened

fjrm for pIV (after the analogy of Isa. xliV.'2S; Eccles. x. 1.5), and accordingly translated as before (Uiizia).

4. pl-in IS lield to be the 2 pers. sing. fut. Ilophal with a double accusative : " thou art poured forth in respect t^

thy name as ointment," i. e., thou, or more preci-ely thv name, diffusest a noble fragrance, like a box of ointment
which is emptied of its contents (so J. U. Mic iaklis :

" sicut o'ewii effwuieris nomine, tun;" He.vgstenb., Wkissb.).

This list construction is to be preferred as grammatically the best established, while it agrees in sense substantially
with Nos. 2 and 3.
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Shulamith and tue Daughters of Jerusalem (iu responsive song).

4 Draw me!—after thee Will we run !
—

^

^Tlie king has brought me into his chambers!^
AVe will exult and be glad in thee,

will commend* thy love beyond wine !

—

Kightly^ do they love thee

!

Shulamith.

5 ^Black I am, but 'comely, ye daughters of Jerusalem,

as the tents of Kedar, as the tent-cloths of Solomon..

6 Look* not at me, because* I am dusky,'"

because the sun has scorched" me
;

'^my mother's sons were angry'* witli me,
made me keeper of the vineyards ;

—

mine own vineyard I have not kept."

{Looking around for Solomon).

7 ^^Tell me, thou whom my soul loveth, where'® feedest thou ?

where makest thou (thy flock) to recline at noon?
For'' why should I be as one straying'*

by the flocks of thy companions ?

Daughters of Jerusalem.

8 '*If thou know not,"" fairest among women,
go forth in the footprints of the flock

and feed thy kids beside the shepherds' tents.

1 [M VTT. Yea, that same movoth me also to run after thee.]
2 [M.VlT. Till' spouevs.-i to lier companions

]

3 [Coy., Ckanmer, Bishops : "pi-ivy clia:iilier;" Dowat : "cellars," altered in liter editions to "sto^e-^o^m3."J
* Upon T'3iTI prop, "to muution, bring to remembrauca," then "to mentioa with praise, celebrate," comp.

Ps. XX. 8; Isa. xlviii. 1; Ixiii. 7; also Ps. xlv. IS; 1 Chron. xvi. 4, whure it is pirallel to min thank, praise.
T

5 [Oov. Well is th'-m that love theo. Eng. Ver. The upright, Marg. uprightly. Noye^!, Burrowes: sincerely.]

[Wic. Tho Church, of her tribulations. Mat. The voici of tlio Cliur' h in jiersecution. Cov., Oram. I am black,

(0 ye (laughti'is of Jerusalem) like as tho tents of the Cetlarenes and as the hanjjings of Solomou ; Due yet I am fair

and well-favored witlial. Ginsbhrg: swarthy.]
^ [WiTHi.NGToy: fair; Bdrrowes: lovely.]

8 [Cov. marvel; Djway : consider; Williams, Notes: gaze; Wirn. scorn; Ginsburg : disdain.]

* i^ signifies in both instances, in ^JX'2? and iu 'JjTDI'J^l!/ not "for," but '-for the reason that," "because"

(cis exeii/o oTt); comp. Ex. ii. 2. The second clause is therefore co-ordinatod with the first, although explanatory of

it (comp. WeisSB. iu loc.)

10 [Gov.: so black. E. Ver. black; Dowat: brown; Weiss: swarthy; Bur., Thrupp: dirk.j Oa DITT^nij^

blackish, d'lsky (not "very black, deep black," as IIlTZ. and formerly Ewald too would have it), comp. on ver. 5

above [Jreen's H b. Gram,
, g 1S8].

11 f\r!/ is not "look upon" [so E. V. ; Cov. shined; Will, beameil ; Tdrupp: fiercely scanned; Weiss: glvuced]

(Septuag. 7rape';3Ae\//e, comp. Job xx. 9), but is here=^T'^ (Gen. xli. 23) " scorch, blacken," the sense already expressed

by Aquila (crri'e'cavcre' /ue) and the Vnlg. {df-cnlornvit me) [Good: discolored; BoR., Gins, browned], and retained by
most of the recent interpn'ters (in op()osition to Rosenm., lIJXQSTE.vn., WeisSB.).

12 [Mat. 'I'lie voi-e of the Syiiago;;ue.]
*^ Onj either Niph. of lin '" hum, glow, (so Ew., Meier," IIitz.), or more probably from mH (so that the

sing, would ba n"ini or niH]); for the Niph. of T^n always elsewhere means "to be dried, parched" (Ps. Ixix.
T ": • T •.;*.•

4; cii. 4, etc.), whils' the meaning demanded here is "to be angry, wroth." Comp. Gesexius' Lexicon and Weissb. iu

loo. [CiV. : had evil will.]

1* |C)V. : I'hiis wn I fain to keep a vineyard, which was not mine own.]
15

I

Wift, Mv. The voice ofthe Chnrch to Christ.]
i"* riD'S^ elsewhere how? [which Wjsisj. retains] is here=ni3'X where? so too 2 Kin. vi. 13, K'thibh, whilst tho

Kri has^ij'X.

1' rrDvLy properly "for why" (comp. PI'S 7 "^u/X, Dan. i. 10), a fuller expression for the simple TTD? why, as
T T - T T V -:

'

T T

in Job xxxiv. 27, \2''l'^ "^'^f^
stands for |3-7_J7, Ps. xlv. 3. The sense is correctly given by tho Sept. and Syr.,

which here and in Dan. i. 10 translate "that not, lost" (;u.ijn-0Te). [Gov.: and that. Tho critical conjecture mentioned

by Williams, that this word should be pointed as a proper name rij"?!!!' O Solnmin is unworthy of attenliou.—Tn.J

18 [Wic. go vagrant; Gov. lost T go wrong and com" unto the flocks of thy companions; E. Ver. one (nEXF.v.

shel that luriieili aside; Good, PtRCY. Clark;; : wanlerer; Williams, Fiiy: stranger; Taylor: rover; Ginsb. : roaming;
K. VsR. IMarg. one tliat ii veiled, so Nov;:s, Wr.iss., Tiirupp.]

I'J [Wic, MiT. The voice of Christ to the Giiurch.]

SO "T") is here added in.isnnich as the action returns upon its subject (comp. Prov. ix. 12; and ii. 6; viii. 14 below),

BO in general EWALD, Lehrb.
'i
315 a [Green's Ileb. Chresl. note on Isa. xl. 9.]
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SECOND SCENE:

Solomon and Shulamith.

(Chap. I. 9—II. 7).

Solomon.

9 To my horse* in Pharaoh's chariots

I llken'^ thee, ray dear.*

10 Comely are thy cheeks with chains,*

thy neck with beads.^

11 Chains" of gold will we make thee
with pjiats' of silver.

Shulamith.

12 «Whilst the king is at his table,"

my spikeuard yields its fragrance.

13 A bundle'" of myrrh is ray beloved" to me,
that lodges between my breasts.

14 A cluster of the cyprus-fiower'^ is my beloved to me,
in the vineyards of Eugedi.

Solomon.

15 *^Lo ! thou art fair, my dear,

lo ! thou art fair ; thine eyes are doves.

Shulamith.

16 "Lo ! thou art fair, my beloved, yea sweet;
yea our couch is green.**

17 The beams'" of our houses are cedars,

our Avainscot'^ is cypresses.'*

11. 1. "I am (only) a wildflower of Sharon,
a lily of the valleys.

Solomon.
2 As a lily among thorns,

so is my dear among the daughters.

[Wic. my rklin-; Gsnev. troop (E. V. company) of horsej ; Will.: the horse; NorES: the norses; Gixs. : my

2 [Gov There will I tiirry for thoe, my love, \\;ith mine host aiul with my chariots, which shall be no fewer than
Pharaoh's

J

3 Thoplirr. nrj;T [rather nr;;i-TR.J Judg. xi. 37 K'tliibh. [E. Ver. my love, Marg. in ver. 15: companion;

Will.: consort ; Frt: partner.]
4 [Oo.NKV. rows u/ ilDuts; E. Ver. rows ofJewels ; Fry: jewels; With, chains; Thrupp, Ginsb. ; circlet; Wiiss.:

reins.J
s [Grnev. chains; E. Ver. chains of gold ; Dowvy: jewels: Fry: strings of beads; Good. Burrowes: strings of

pearls: Thrupp, VViru., (;iNdB. neoklaco ; WiiiSi.: chains, i. e., such as are alUiched to the polo or beam of the carriage,
and wluL'h thi,- liorse weirs on hi^ necli.J

•> [In aiUlition to the renderings given to this Word in the preceding verse, Wic. here translates it : rib.ands; Gov.
ncck-baiKl ; K. Ver. borders; With, c li.irs.J

' [Cjv. buttons; E. Ver. siuds; With stars.]
8 [Wic. The voice of thi^ Can en, of Christ. IVUt. The voice of the Church.]
9 [So Gov., Eng. Ver.: Ge.nev. repast; Doway: repo-e, alter the \VLC,. accuhitu and the LXX ivaKMaei; Gonn

:

banquet; tav: the king in his circ lit' may either refer to his go ng round in some p irt of the procession, or to taking his
Stan I in the midst of his retinue, or we m ,y translate, 'until the king had taken his seat;' Will., Burr, circle of/ritnds;
\\ tiss.: with Ills guest.]

steed

1? f^'"'''*^^'-
=
Ii'M; Taylor: scent has; Good: casket; Burrowe.s : amulet.]

V< \ .^
'"^ beloved. E. Vep.. my well-beloved, so constantly througdont tin„ ,,

,- ,,, - — ., v., u^ ov,uou,.u^.. >,i»n^ui,ou... i.he book in Gexev., except once iu
V. 9, " lover.'

]

> j =.

\l 1-?^ '^"li ^°Z\^' ^- '^'"^- ''''"?: '•'''6 fext of the Eiig. Ver. has camphire.]
13 [Wic, Mvr. The vuic«of Chi St to tlieChiireh 1" [Wic, .^Ivt. The voice of the Church to Christ.]
16 j^Oov., Crk-s., Bish. Our bed is decked with flowers. Dow. : our little bed is flourishing.]
IS |Cov. ceilings.] "^ -'

"(Gov. balks; Cr.\n'.. Bish. cross-joints; E. V.: rafters, M.arg.: gaUeries; Good, Notes, Fry: roof; Thrupp;
boardings: P.vrkhurst: eeiling; Geskn.: carved ceiling; Fderst : carved beams].

IS [K. Ver. fir; Ai.\s. Iirutin-tree.]
13

f
Wic. The voice of Chiist, of Him and of the Church; Mil. The voice of Christ.]
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SlIULAMITH.

3 ^As an apple-tree among the trees of the wood,

so is uiy beloved among the sons.

In his fchade delighted I sit.

and his fruit is sweet to ray palate.''

4 He has brought me into the wine-house,

and his banner over me is love.

5 Stay me with pressed grapes,^

refresh* me with apples,

for I am sick of love.

6 His left hand is under my head,

and his right embraces me.

7 ^I adjure you, ye daughters of Jerusalem,

by the gazelles or by the hinds of the field,®

that ye wake not, and that ye waken not

love till it^ please.

1 [Wic, Mat. The voice of the Church, of Christ.]

2 [Cov., CraiV., B .sh., Uovf. throat; Gexev. mouth: E. V. taste].

3 fi;.;V. grapes; Crax., Bisa. cups; Uenev., K. V. rt;i^oas].

* [E. V. coiiifort; M irg. straw mih; Dowvy, compim me about; Ainsworth : strew me a bed; Williams: strew

citrons ariuiid me; Thropp: strew me with citron 1 avcs].

6 [Wic, Mat. The voice of Curist, of the Churcli; Wic, Dow. I adjure you; Cov., Crax., Oenev., E. V. : I

chargH yon.]
6 [TnnuPP has :

" fells," so as to rhyme with " gazfl'es," in fancied imitation of tlie original].

1 [Gov., Dow., Genev. she; E. Y. correctly : he; Oixsu., Turupp: itj.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. For the explanation of the title, see the In-

troduction, I 1 and ^ 3. To the view of those

who a.Sbign vers. 2-4 entirely to the " daughters

of Jerusalem," and suppose the words of Siiuhx-

Eiith to begin with ver. 5 (Hitz., V.vih. and
others, so too Del.) stands opposed— 1. Tliat the

wish "to be Ivissed with the kisses of his mouth"
could scarcely have been expressed by the ladies

of the court, or even by one of tliem, without

filling Shulamith with indignation, of which,

however, she shows notliing in what follows.

2. That the way in which the lover is extolled in

vers. 2, 3, agrees perfectly with the fond en-

comiums and enthusiastic descriptions whicli

Shulamith subsequently, i.lo, ff., and ii. 3, flf.,

bestows upon her lover. 3. That the interchange

of the 1st sing, and the 1st plur. plainly points

to a diversity of persons speaking, or to an
alternation between a single speaker and a

whole chorus. Tliis latter circumstance likewise

renders their assumption impossible, who (as

Ew., IIkngstknb., Wkissb. and most of the older

interpreters) suppose tliat tlio wlule of vers. 2-7

is spoken by Shulamith. Undoubtedly Shulamith
and' the ladies of the court here respond to each
other in speech or song; yet not so tliat only

the words " Draw me after thee . . . chambers "

ver. 4 a belong to Shulamith, and all the rest to

ver. 5 to the "women of the harem" (so Rkn.vn),

but .simply that all that is in the singular is to

be regarded as spoken by her alone, and all that

is in tlie plural by her mid the latlies together,

BO that iu particular Pli'llJ (wo will run) and

1J1 n^'Ji (we will be glad, etc.) are to be assigned
to the ladies who confirm the words of Siiula-

mith by joining in them themselves, while 'JZJiyO

*]nnx (draw me after thee), imn ^SoH ^JXOH
(the king has brought me into his chambers) and

jUnX O'lB^'n: (they rightly love thee) belong to

Shulamith alone* (comp. Dopkr i?i loc.) Then
vers. 5-7 unquestionahly belong to Shulamith
alone ; ver. 8 again to the Ladies of the court, who
reply with good-humored banter to the rustic sim-

plicity and 7?«/ye/e with which she has expressed
ver. 7 her desire for her royal lover; vers. 9, fi'.

to Solomon, who now begins a loving conversation

with his beloved, reaching to the close of the act.f

During this familiar and cosy chat, which forms
the second scene of the act, the chorus of ladies

withdraws to the back-ground, but without
leaving the stage entirely; for the concluding
words of Shulamith ii. 7 are manifestly directed

to them again, and that not as absent, but as

present on the stage. The place of the action

must be suy)i)osed to be siime locality in the

royal palace or residence iu or near Jerusalem,

some one of the " king's chambers "
("] /OH "'"nn)

ver. 4; whether precisely the "room devoted to

wine parties," the " wine-room of the royal

p.'Uace " (Del.), cannot, as it seems, be certainly

determined from the repeated reference to the

excellence of wine (i. 2, 4), nor from the men-
tion of the "house of wine" ({"H nO ii. 4)

;

* [So Patrick, Good, Williams, Taylor, Fry, the la.st two of
whom divide ver. 5 in like manner, assigning the words " but
comely," and " as the curtains of Solomon " to tlie daughters
of Jerusalem, who (onipliiiurit the liride on lier beauty, while
slio in the remaining; clausi's sjicak-: drpreciatingly of herself;

Taylor also apportions vers. :i, y lietween the bride and her
attendant ladi(!S, to wluim Fry adds an imaginary messenger
fr'in the king. IIarmer carries the sub-division of parts to

an e<inal extent, rlaiming that not only the variation iu num-
ber, but the change of person from third to second, and vice

vmsa, indicates a diversity of speakers. The majurily of Kng-
lisli Commentators fgard the bride as the sole speaker in ver.

2, as is done also in the headings to this chajiter iu tlie antlior-

i/.ed version, and eitlier find in the change of number evi-

dence of the plurality involved in the unity of the speaker,

(Pooi.K, Turupp), or 'sup|inse that she in thonglit associates

her companions with herself, we, i. e.. " 1 and the virgins fore-

mentioned" (.\ix.swoRTHl. or tliat it is the language of mod-
esty, Ibongh slie means only Iiei-self (Clarke)].

1 1 r \TniiK. Scott and Taylor suppose it interrupted by th«
attendant ladies iu ver. 11].
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ami even the "table" of tbe king spoken of

i. 12 dues not atford a perfectly sure support to

tUis opinion. Ouly it appears to be certain

from i. lij, 17 that we must imagine the scene to

be open outwards, and to atFord a prospect of

fresh verdure and stately trees, such as cedars,

cypresses, etc. It must therefore have been
either a room in the king's palace upon Zion
immediately adjacent to parks or gardens, or

wliat in view of vi. 2, 3 (comp. iv. 10) is still

more probable, an open summer-house (or pavil-

ion) in tlie royal pleasure gardens of Wady
Urtas, south of Jerusalem, near Bethlehem and
Etam, in those migniticent grounds of David's

splendor loving son, wliicli. probably bordered
upon Zion itself, and theuce extended soutliward

fuf several leagues, and of which there still re-

mains at least a grand aqueduct, with three

bisins lying successively one above another, the

so-called " pools of Solomon" (comp. K. Furrer,
Waaderanjen darch I'dldsiina, Ziirich, IHGo, p.

178, etc.; C. IIerot, Puldstina, p. 278, etc.
\

EwALD, Geschichte des Vulkcs Israel, III. 1, p. 6J,

etc.). Tliat Sh'ilamith had formed a personal
acquaintance witli the royal gardens in the

neighborhood of Jerusalem directly after she
had bjen brought from her home in the north
of Israel to Solomon's court, is shown by her
mention i. 14 of the "vineyards" or "vine-
gardens of Eugedi," near the Dead Sea, five or

six German miles south-east of Jerusalem, from
which liowever the conclusion must not bo
drawn that these pleasure-grounds of Engedi
formed the scene of the action in the opening
of the piece; see on that verse. Weissbacu
very properly locates tiie second scene of the
Song from i. 9 onward in the gardens of Solo-

mon near Jerusalem, but puts the action of vers.

1-S so!aewiiere on the way to this retreat, where
Shulamith in lier search lor iier lover chances to

meet tlie women of Jerusalem. But in opposi-
tion to this may be urged— 1. That there is

nothing in the context to indicate a change in

the locality between vers. 8 and 9. 2. The men-
tion of the "king's chambers" in ver. 4 cer-
tainly implies tlie immediate vicinity of a royal
palace, and probably the presence of the speaker
in it. 3. It by no means follows from the meta-
phors borrowed from pastoral life, in which Shula-
mith speaks of her los'er, ver. 7, that she thought
he was really to be found in a " pasture ground,"
and engaged in feeding sheep. 4. With as little

propriety can it be inferred from ver. 8 that Shu-
lamith is represented as wandering about over the
country and " accompanied by some little kids,
searching for her lover in or near Jerusalem." *

2. First Scene. SiiUL.VMiTii. Vers. 2, 3.—Let
hiin kiss ms v/-ith the kisses of his mouth.—

"•'.p.-^'.—f*^'" ^vhich IIiTzia needlessly reads

'^i?.'^''
"Ist him give me to drink," etc. (comp.

*
I

Taylor and Williams make the place to have been the
briilc's p-.irlor in Solomon'.s pal.ace, and the time tlie first day
of the week preceding the marriage, i. 1-8 belonging to the
morning, and 1. 9—ii. 7 to the evening of tlie day. BUR-
ROWES follows H\RMER in the conjecture that " in the open-
hig scene of this poem the king had probably gone forth, ac-
cording to Oi-ient;i.i rn.^toms, to meet the bride, and was
awaiting her witii his princely retinue in an encampment
where his rich p.i.viUon, ver. 5, stood pre-eminent. The spouse
on coming in siglit of those kingly tents, gives utterance to
the strong emotions of her heartj."

f

viii. 2)— is manifestly the utterance of a wish,
"0 that he would kiss me;" and its subject is

not -in'i], "his mouth," which is too remote and
manifestly stands in a genitive relation to mp't:;

"kisses;" nor mp''K^^O, equivalent to "one o

his kisses" (Ewald, E. Mmer), for "a kiss

kisses not but is kissed, and mp'tl/irD includes aa
accusative" (Hitzig). The speaker's lover is

rather tiiought of as the kissing subject, the
same, whom in the vividness of her conception
she immediately afterwards in b and in ver. 3
addresses in tlie second person, as though he who
is so ardently longe<l for were already present.*
The partitive jD properly points to but one or a

few kisses of her lover as the object of the be-
lojved's wish; comp. Gen. xxviii. 11; Ex. xvi.

27; Ps. cxxxii. II, and generally Ew., Lehr.,

^ 217, 6, 294, c. [Green's Jleb. Gram., | 242, a]
;

J. II. Micii.\ELis, in loc ,
" uno tantnm velalfero da

osculis."—"Kisses of his mouth "-j- are, moreover,
in contrast with the idolatrous custom of hand-
kisses, or kissing the hand to any one (.Job xxxi.
27; comp. Del., in loc), tokens of honest lovo
and affection between blood relations and friends
(Gen. xxix. 11 ; xxxiii. 4; xli. 40 ; 1 Sam. x. 1;
XX. 41 ; comp. Ps. ii. 12), and especially between
lovers (Prov. vii. 13). It is not likely that the
similarity of the words p'Cl2 kiss and TTD'^ drtnlc

gave occasion to the comparison in b of caresses
with wine (Weissb.); tills comparison is of itself

a very natural one ; comp, iv. 10; v. 1 ; viii. 2.

—

For better is thy love than wine.—D'iT

different from Q'l"! "breasts, paps" (which

the LXX here express by fiaaroi, and the Vulg.
by ubera [so Wic, Gov., Dow.]), as well as from

'"jn plur. of Tn "beloved" (v. 1), denotes ma-
nifestations of love, caresses, (pilo<bpoa'vvai (comp.
iv. 10, 11; vii. 13; Prov. vii. 18'; Ezek. xvi. «

;

xxiii. 17), i. e., dalliance, exhibition of Dm.X..... T -; -

(vii. 7 ; viii. G), fond endearments, (in bad taste

Vaih., "/yU'ie/t'i," flirtation.) In thecomparisonof
such love with wine, the ' linm comparalionis is, as
is shown by the parallels w. 10, flF.; v. 1; vii. 9, ff.

not the intoxicating power of wine, but primarily
its sweetness J only ; comp. Actsii. 13. The figure

of intoxication indicates a higher grade of loving
ecstasy than is here intended, comji. v. 1 b; Prov.

V. 19; vii. 1*^, ami in general Wi^rssB., in Ire.

Ver. 3. In fragrance thine unguents are

good.—n''T7. " in respect to odor, as to fra-

grance," limits D''J31t3, " good " (comp. Josh. xxii.

10; 1 Kings X. 23 ; Job xxxii. 4), and is emphati-
cally placed at the beginning of the sentence.

C monly : "to the smell," or "for e smell,"

ng^u; st which, however, lies the twoi.j. ' objec-

tion : 1, that yy^"} denotes not the organ of smell,

nor (he act of smelling, but (he odor which any

* [Patrick. As in John xx. 15 "the pronoun is used witli-

out a consciousness of the absence of the antecedent. Iter

heart is so full that she supposes every one must know who
she means by /(.?!ni]."

t [
" Permission to kiss the hand of a sovereign Is considered

ai) honor; but for that sovereign to give another the kisses

of tiis mouth, is evidence of the tendeivst affection, and is the
highest possible honor."

—

Burrowks.]
t [

" Thy love is more reviving and exhilarating than the ef-

fects of wine. Comp. Ps. civ. Ij ; Prov. xxxi. 0."

—

BuruowlbJ.
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thing exhales {odor, halilus), comp. i. 12 ;
ii. 13;

iv. 10; vii. 14; Hos. xiv. 7, etc.; 2, it is not

nnS, but simply n"!^'?- Hitzig's construction is

quit^e too artificial; he connects 3 a with 2 6 as

its sublimitation, and translates " thy caresses

are more precious than wine with the oJor of thy

precious ointment" (comp. the like mode of con-

nection adopted in the Vulg., "ubeTU—fraganiM

untjucnllH oplimis" [so Coveruale, DowayJ). So

also is that of Weissuacu, " tliy ointments are

good to serve as a perfume," where too much is

evidently foisted into the simple n'^'7.*—An un-

guent whicli is poured forth is thy name.

I'h? comp.irisoii of a good name with a fragrant

unguent is also found, and on the basis of tliis

passage in IIos. xiv. 7, 8 ; Eocles. vii. 1 ;
Ecclus.

xlix. T. The ideas of smelling and being (or be-

ing named, bearing this or that name) are, as a

general fact, closely rehited through the interme-

diate notion of breathing, respiring ; comp. in

German '' Gerilcht, ruchbar."f That the name

of the lover is thus co:npared to a costly

perfume diffusing a wide fragrance (comp.

Mark xiv. 3; John xii. 3) phiinly indicates

that it is only the renowned King Solomon,

an actual possessor of Dl^ (name, i. e., fame,

^Zona—comp. Prov. xxii. 1; 1 Kings i. 47: Job

XXX. 3), who can be thought of as this lover, and

not a simple country swain (so Wr.issii. properly

against Hekd., Umbr., f?c.).—Therefore vir-

gins love thee

—

i. e., not barely on account of

this thy r'Miown, but on account of all tlie excel-

lencies celebrated in vcr. 2, 3. Observe tliat

n'roS;' is without the article. It is not the virgins

universally, but simply virgins, such ag Shula-

niith herself, or the "daughters of Jerusalem,"

the ladies of Solomon's court, by whom she sees

herself surrounded, that she describes as lovers,

as rev.>rential admirers of the graceful, brilliant

and lovely king. The guileless country lass, who

has but recently been transferred into the circle

of the countless virgins of the royal court (comp.

vi. 8) here accounts to herself for the fact that

many other virgins besides her are attached to the

king with admiring devotion and love; comp., 4. e.

6. Shula:.utu and ths daughters oi" Jeru-

SALE.M.

Vir. 4. Draw me after thee—as it is to be

translated with theTARii., Linn, and most of the

recent expositors, connecting contrary to tlie

common accentuation T^n*? with ''iDU'^, which

requires it as its proper complement; J comp. IFos.

* [ \Vr.i.ss.: IJosides or in uiiJition to tlie savor, etc. A sense

wliicli the prop, raruly has, and which is ncitlier admissiljli;

)rt« nor in E.v. xiv. 28 ; Lev. xi. 26 ; xvi. Ki, to which lie ap-

peals. Incorrectly abo the Eug. Ver. : Because of the Havor,

et\, which muit then be connected with "therefore," «<-., in

the last clause, the second clause being parenthetic. " She

bus oiiiunents preparatory to her exaltation; just a.s Esther

was purified to go in to the kinj;, Esth. ii. 12."—Withinoton].

t' .'om 1. '•'•i\::- Ti !)! in s >'"! "i" '''"' odor' for jjood or ill re-

pule. This oxpl ination of the rel.itinn of these ideas, wbirh is

d-veloped at l-ii'ith by Bakhr. Si/'nhnlilc d. Mm. Culliif, 1., p.

4V.) 11'., apjiears tvi be too sulitle and remote. It is siiiii>li-r to

find the connection in the fact that the odor, like tli(^ name,

indicates the character or quality of that from which it pro-

ceeds, or to which it belongs. It is an efflux from the object

itself, the impression which it makes ud extra.—'tn.]

:]:[• There .seems to be no sufficient r^uson for departing from

the authority of the accents in the ]ireseiit instance. " We
will run " rcijuires " alter thee

xi. 4; Jer. xxxi. 3. By this drawing is meant,

as appears from b, a drawing in,to the king's

chambers, or at least into immediate proximity

10 him, not a conducting out of the palace into

the country, as the advocates of the swain-hypo-

thesis suppose, who see in these words an ardent

call_ upon her distant lover.—We will run

—

i. e., not, "let us take fliglit, and hasten hence"
[so Gi.NSBURG : "Oh, let us flee together !"], as

though here again there were a cry for help to

her absent lover; but: "w^e will hasten to him,"

viz.: the gracious king; a lively exclamation ut-

tered by Shulamith, and at the same time by the

chorus of the dauglitevs of Jerusalem catching

the word from her.—The king has brought
me into his chambers—a simple expression

of the virgin's rapiurous joy at the high honor

and delight granted lier by the king. As the

words stand, they contain neither an indirect pe-

tition or complaint addressed to her distant lover

(to which the following clauses of the verse would
agree poorly enough), nor a wisli directed to the

king—as though the preterite "'J'^'PH were to be

taken in the senseof aprecative or optative: "0
that the king had brouglit nie into his cham-
bers" (so, e. (/., Hug, Weissb.), nor finally a con-

dition dependent on the following IJI T\rl2 (so

Hahn, who supplies Dii, if, before 'JX'Iiri. "If

the king brings me into his chambers, we will,"*

etc. Furthermore, the "king's chambers" are

by no means simply identical with the harem, the

house of the w«men belonging to the royal palace

(Vaiu., E.EN., etc.); this would rather have been

designated D'D'in n"3, as in Esth. ii. 3, 9, ff., or

simply called n'3, house, as in 1 Kings vii. 8 ; ix.

21; I's. Ixviii. 13, etc. They are 2 Sam. iv. 7;
xiii. 10, the king's own romns in the palace, liis

sleeping apartments and t^hnn^-vooms. prne/ralia

regis, in disiinction from those of his wives and
the ladies of the court, which formeil a p.irticular

division of the royal palace. Comp. 1 Kings vii.

8; Esth. ii. 12-14. Into these the king's own
innermost apartments, Sliulaniith, as the favored

o'ject of his special love, had been repeatedly

brought,—nay, she has in them her own proper
abode and residence. She had therefore a per-

fect right to'say : " The king has brought me into

liis chambers '

f
—"We 'will exult and be glad

in thee.—With these words, wlilcli recall Ps.

xxxi. 7; cxviii. 24; Isa. xxv. 9; Joel ii. 21, 23,

the ladies of the court again chime in with the

language of Shuhimiih, in order to commend with
her tlie happiness of behmging to tlie number of

those who were loved by the king.
1J3,

in thee.

tui ita complehient to indicate
i

author supi)oses.

—

Tr.]

the direction of the running more than "drsiw me," where
the direction is sufficiently implied. The violation bf the ac-

cents is merely for the sake of evading the evidence afforiled

by the inasc. pron. TTnf?, that "after thee we will run" is

still the language of the bride to Solomon—not of her virgin

companions to the bride.—Tr,].

*[ So too AVias.s.: "When the king shall have brought me;"
nor is it a ]>rophetic preterite, the bride anticipating the timo
when she shall bi! brought (Tiirupp). Gi.njiili'.o insists that

the changes of person in this vei-so "clearly show that the

king here referred to is a separate person from the beloved to

whom the maiden is addressing herself." But he is comi)eiled

to acknowleclge that just before in ver. 2 the third person
and the second both refer to the same snliject.

—

Tr.]
-|-[This would seem to compel the concinsioTi tb;it the mar-

riage has already taken phice, and is not still future, as our
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belongs in equal measure (o both verbs ; comp.
Isa. Ixv. in.

—

We will celebrate thy love
more than V7ine.—L'ouip. vcr. :i.—Rightly do
they love thee.—The most obvious cun.'^n iiuiiou

ij to make the vii-gius again the subjeft, as in -i

c, and consequently to regard Shulaniith as again
the speaker. But the 3d plur. niiglit also bo
taken impersonally (they, i. e., people generally

love thee. Comp. •1f3\ thei/ despise, viii. Ij, and

then the clause might be spoken by tlie entire

chorus. D'I'l/'O, an adverbial accusative (as,

e. g., D'Xvp, wonderfully. Lam. i. 9), means nei-

ther "without reserve" (\Vkissb.), ncir "sin-
cerely" (Gkskx., Di;l.) [so Noyes ; Eng. V. r.

marg.: uprightly], but, as appears from tlie con-

text> and tlie parallels Ps. Iviii. 2; Ixxv. 3, " with
gootl rea-ion, rightly" (E\v., IIitzio, Vaiii., etc.).

This wonl is taken as the subject by the Sept.

[e'vd'vTTji;), Vulg. [recti dilir/unt te), IIknostknu.
(rectitudes, i. e., abst. for concrete, the upright
love thee), Umbr. (0 favorite of all the virtues),

e/c. [so Eng. Ver., Thuupp, WoRnswoitxii, Witii-

INGTON, GixsBURo], interpretations as ungram-
iiiaticiil as they are unsuited to the connection.

The attempts at emendation proposed by Vki.tii.,

SoiiELi.iN'G, AuGUSTi, are altogether UDueccssary*
(see V»'Kissii,, in loc.).

4. Siu'r, \MiTii. Vers. 5-7.

Ver. 5. Black I am, but comely.—The ex-

planation of the fact that she was black

(Dlini!') contained in the following verse shows

that by this bliickness can only be meant her be-

ing browned by the hot sun. Then too in Lam.

iv. 8 the substantive TIHC' denotes only the livid

or swarthy appearance of one who has suffered

long from famine and wretchedness, and in this

very passage the strong expression "black" is

• qualified by the diminutive "blackish" (j'"\'^ninil')

in the verso immediately following.—Moreover,
the whole statement before us was occasioned ac-

cording to ver. 0, by the curious looks with

which Shulamith had meanwhile been regarded
by many of the daughters of Jerusalem and pro-

bably also by ji'ering remarks which tiiey Jiad

made (comp. ver. 8). " Hut comely " [T.wi.or:
attractive, engaging] (DIXJ., lit., "agreeable");

the phiin country maid hereby expresses with
frank, straiglitforward simplicity her conscious-

ness that nevertheless she was not altogether un-
worthy oF the love of Solomon. There is no vain

self-1 uulation in the words.—As the tents of
Kedar, as the curtains of Solomon.— Tlie

first of these comparisons is designed to illustrate

and set before die mind the idea of blackness, tlie

second th it of comeliness or elegance. "Kedar
is a Bodawin tribe near Palestine in the Arabian
desert. Gen. xxv. 13; Isa. xxi. 17, which is here
named in preference to all others, simjilj' b^'cause

the name "'"'?. seems originally to denote

" blackness." Tents of poor Bedawins, which
are always exposed to the heat of the sun, must
certainly appear blacker and less attractive than
those of Solomon; and we need not therefore
with other interpreters (see especially Hitz. and

*[Fry, who ilisr('ir:inls tlio ])oints; thoy do rifrht in loving
thee. UOOB alters the te.xt iuto: thou art every way lovely.

J

Weissb. who refer to the observations of modern
travellers H8 1>ELLA V.\LLE,BURCKn.\Rl)T,IlAl!MKR,
VoLXEY, etc.,) have recourse to the tents now com-
monly covered with black goat skins, as Shulamith
only has in mind the blackness caused by the
sun's rays. But Solomon's tents as a figure of the
greatest elegance can only correspond to mxj
comely. We may without difficulty assume that
the splendor-loving Solomon adopted tlie cus-
tom of oriental monarchs of living in tents once
in the year in some charming district and in the
utmost elegance and splendor (comp. tlio re-
marks above, ver. 1, respecting the pleasure
grounds at Ethamand Engedi.) It is. therefore,

wholiyunnecessary tounderstand by DU"T. (with

Del., Hitz., s/r.,) tapestry.* which is neither per-
mitted by usage nor by etymology, from J,'T con-

tiniiit, prop, xiehiin, then tent-cloth." We shall
have in the main to abide by this explanation of
the passage given by Ewald, although we might
assign to nj^'V a different etymology, and derive

it perhaps with Gesenius from ^y to tremble,

flutter, or with Weissb. from ^y to be bad, i. e.,

of coarse, inferior workmanship. The two com-
parisons are in any case un.lorstood in quite too
artificial a manner by the latter and liy several
others, wlioassuine that both thetentsofKedarand
the tent-coverings of Solomon set forth the pecu-
liar combination of dark color with atiractiveness
in Shulamith's looks (for wiiich an appeal is made
to the testimony of travellers like U'Auviei'.x,
SiiAW, etc., according to wliom a plain filled with
the black tents of the Bedawin presents a very
pleasing ami even beautiful spectacle.) In oppo-
sition to Bottcher's view, who though he assigns
the worils "Black am I, daughters of Jerusa-
lem, as the tents of Kedar " to tlie " vinedresser,"
/. r"., to Shulamith, refers the rest ("but comely "

an 1 "as the tent cloths of Solomon") loan "elder-
ly princess," who looks with astonishment at the
new comer, comp. Ilnz. in loc, who properly re-

bukes the extravagance of the dissecting mania
here exhibited.

Ver. G. Look not at me becausrO I am
dusky, because the sun has scorched me.
Tiiere is nothing in the context to iiid.caie that
the "look " is one of approval, in admiration of

herbcauty-j- ( ycr.fus IJiiTTcuER, ]IiTZ.,r/r. ) Comp.
above on ver. 5. My mother's sons •were
augry with me. Vei.tei., Umbr., Ewald
iiciMilrssly think of step - brotliers or half-

bioihors; the passages adduced for this pur-
pose Lev. xviii. 9; xx. 11:- Deut. sxiii. 2,

etc., are outweighed by many otliers as Gen.
xxvii. 29; Ps. I 20; Ixix. 9; Deut. xiii. 7, where
"mother's sons" corresponds in tlie parallelism

to " brothers," and consequently is entirely sy-

nonymous with it. And tiiis expression is the less

surprising in Shulamith's moiiiii since like a true

II 'brew daughter she is in the habit of denomi^
natiiig everything after her mother ; comp. "my
mother's house," iii. 4; viii. 2, and so loo Ruth
i. 8. We need not even assume that she would
intimate alessfavorable judgment of her brothers

* [Exo. VF.n., curtains. Ainswortii : the goodly hangings
that wiTo in his liousc and about his li-d.]

•j-fLook not (lisdnitifully upon uie, H\u. ; do not too accu-
rately .scriitiiii/.e, 'i'.vvLou; Gaze with wonder at hcrpresump--
tiou, >ioV£S.]
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as more or less strange or distant in their bear-

ing to her (Rocke, IIitz.) ; and there is still less

to justify the assumption that her lirothers are

by this expression emphaiicully dusiirnated as

Shulamitirs own brothers-gernum {rs. M.\gnus.)

Yet it may with considerable probability be in-

ferred from the expression before us, that Shula-

milh's father was no longer living at the time of

this transaction, and her brothers had as-sumed

the prerogatives of a father (comp. Gen. xxxiv.

6, ff. ; 2 Sam. xiii. 20 ff.). but that her mother

meanwhile was still living, which al>o seems to be

favored by vi. 9, (viii. 2 ; iii. 4).—Made me
keeper of the vineyards. This manifestly

does not assijru the reason of her brothers' an-

ger, nor is this intimated in the following clause

(vs. Hengstexbeug and E. MeieU), it is rather

passed over in silence as irrelevant. But this

clause tells what her brothers did in consequence

of their arijrer, and then the last clause states

what ftirther iiappened to lier when detrraded into

a vineyard-keeper.—Mine own vineyard I

have not kept.—The addition of wiy not only

gives a special emphasis to the suffix in '^"^3,

but distinguishes the vineyard of Shulamith hero

named as quite distinct and of another sort froni

those of lier brothers, which she had been

obliged to keep (soviii. 12). It is a vineyard of a

higher and more valuable kind, which alas! she

had not carefully guarded. 8he herself with all

that slie has and is, must be intended by this

vineyard of her own (comp. Del. and Weissb. ui

Inc.). or It maybeherbcauiy (Ew., UiirKE., M.vg.v.,

Heiligst., liiTZ., Vaih.),—at all events every

thing that slic had to surrender to Solomon and

devote to him when she became his beloved and
followed him. There is, in iliese words, no se-

rious lament for licr lost virtue (on the con-

trary sec iv. 12-K.) or for her forsaken lover (as

BoTTCUEii, Mkieu and tentatively also V.viii.);

but they contain a lament half in jest or witli

mingled sadness and irony for her forfeited

freedom, for which she constantly longs in spite

of her attachment to her royal lover. In favor

of this double meaning of " vineyard " may also

be urged the etymology ot W)2< which agreeably

to its derivation from tiic root D'^D, signifies the

'•noblcut," tlie '*niost valued possession," the

"higlicst good," (conip. llos. ii. 17: Is.i. v. 7;

Ps. xvi. <), as well as Kwm.d and Hitzig in Inc.).

Ver. 7. Tell me, thou ^Arhom my soul
loveth, where feedest thou? To this dreamy
exclamation of longing desire tor lier still absent

lover, the close of tiie preceding verse fornts a

thoroughly appropriate introduction. Despoiled

of lier ficedum nwX her beloved home she can
only then feel happy amid liio new and .«plendiil

objects wdiich surround her, when lie from love

to whom she has forsaken all and to whom In-r

whole heart belongs, is actually clo.se besitle her.

w m'.2n "inform me" not "cause me to be in-

formed," for T.iri always denotes an immediate

declaration or announcement. This expression

would manifestly 1^ less suited to an addrcftslo a

far distant lov« The paraphrase of the idea "in

by the fond circuiM'ocution "whom my soul loveth"

is found lour limes beside in the beautiful section

iii. 1-4.—Shulamith represents her royal lover

as "feeding" and then as "reclining" (or more
exactly as "causing to recline," viz , his flock)

simply because, as a plain country girl, she sup-

poses that she can directly transfer to him the re-

lations and occupations of country life, and hence
assumes that the king may now be somewhere in

the ticMs with his flocks, and have sought with

I

I hem some shady resting-place as a protection
from the hot noon-day sun. That Solomon was

I

just then residing in his pleasure grounds near
'Jerusalem, that is to say in the country, might
favor this artless conception of hers (comp. above
on ver. 5.) But tlie assumption ol' AVeissbach is

needless, that Solomon was then actually engaged
in the over-sight of his flocks (Eccles. ii. 7) like

.Vbsalom and liis brothers who, according to 2
Sam. xiii. 2:1, ff"., were accustomed to manage
the sheep-shearing themselves, and to convert it

into a merry-making. Nothing further is to be
sought in the expressions before us, than a ready
trope from pastoral life, and consequently one of

those criteria which mark this poem as at least a
partially idyllic or pastoral drama (comp. Intio-

<luc. ^ I, Rem. 3). That Joseph's going to the
pasturage of his brethren. Gen. xxxvii. 15, ]G,

was what specially suggested the present figura-

tive representation is too far-fetched, tlioufrli as-

serted by Hengstenberg, and connected with his

allegorical mode of interpretation. Tarallels ibr

this "'reclining at noon" may better be adduced
from the figurative language of the prophets, as

Isa. xlix. 10; Ps. xxiii. 2; Ezek. xxxiv. 13-15,

or even fiom the ancient classics, as Theociutus,
Id., i. 14, 15; vi. 4; xxv. 21t): Horace, Od.,

III. xxix. 21 ; ViRG. Georg. III. 324 ff.*

[The introduction of these figures from iiastoral iife hi)8

otciusioneil mucli needles.s perplexity nniong intorpreterc.

Clarkk Bays: " IIow this would ai>i)ly either to SolDiiion or
to the princess of Kgypt, is not eiu-y to ascertain. ProliuMy
in the iniirriuKe I'esUvuI there was sometliiiig like our masks,
in which persons of quality assumed rural clmnicters and
tlieir employments." Snmo have thought this to be a sepa-
r.ite and independent composition, )n)couuectid with tlie pre-
ceding in which the king was siioken of. ?o hvsides the (icr-

nian fragmentists. Fry, who l)eg'' ;i new id^vl with ver. 7 on
account of "the entire change Oi ; L'iry." Others maintain
that the unity of the poem is unljruken, but insist that tho
king and the shepherd are distinct pel-sons; so (iiNSLLKG and
tlir entire class of interpreters to whi< h he belongs, and ex-
tremes meeting here as not infre(|Uently elsewhere, allegori-

cal interpreter* have gone so far in tin- s.iiiie direction as to

allege that these divci-se representations are incompatible in

ajiplicjition to any litenil suiiject, ami that no consistent sense
can be made of them but by referring llhrii to Christ. This,
liowever, is to j.rejudice the beauty am! l^erfeclion of the alle-

gory, and to d,image the sjiirilaal interpretati'in of the .'>ong

itsidf. Till' author of the Song is not writing directly of
Christ and His church, but only under the lignre of a bride-

groom and his bride. His language must, therefore, in all

cii-ses have immediate application to the latter, and can set

forth the former only its the character and K'lations in which
th" I '>re immediate subjects are present-'d, scni' as their

faitlii . Iniag". If this image is •li'^toited, waaliii:: i. mi-

sisteniy, and its variou.t parts mutually discordant, the ei r-t

of the whole i.s niarri'il, its 'c uly and its truth are def:,.e t.

It is at least safe to sey .lini ImIh is an assumption, winch
should not be made willi^'ii !•. |.,-sity.

Tho objection to the i \!'l;iiiatio:i of tlie bride's lai;gun«e
giviin by X.iJcKi.Kn is, that it S' 'lus to impute to her the silly

ronr<'il that lnT royal husband or betrothed was actually i-n-

giiged in the occiifiation of a shepheril, and it makes llu' ri'ply

by tho daughters of .Imisal-m utterly iinnn'aiiing. Wira-
INOTON pP'Srnts tliri-e alti-rmitives. the last of which is tho
only <<lniple and natural one. This sjiei'ch "may Ixa natu-
r.l r ;- lUe of the riinil laii on her first union witli tie' king,

' .. Ih' the king went into her country to rusticate, or
II . !.!• an allegorii'iil exjui'ssion by which she signifies

tli.il iiie king ii a sleplii'id and his kingdom is a tlock." Wil-
liams: "It he be like u good shepheid feeding his flock, ad-
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For -why should I be as on e straying ? etc.

TVl2y2 is very variously explained. HiO^ " to

cover" is commonly regarded as its theme, and
it is accordingly translated "as one veiled " [so

Eng. Ver. margin] i. e., as a harlot, Gen. xxxviii.

14, 15 (llosENM., Del.) [so Tukupp, Burrowes,
NoYEs]; or as "one ashamed, veiled through

shame" (Umbreit, Dopke, Hexgstenbero), or
" as one unknown " (Ewald, Heiligst., who

compare the Arab.

>.J^
oh.icurus fuit, oc-

cidtavit) [Williams : as a stranger], or " as a

mourner," (so some of tha older commentators, as

R. Solomon ben Mklek, [Aisswortu] after 2

Sam. X- . 30). [Weiss. : MutHed up as eastern wo-
men always were when exposed to the eyes of

strangers, and as a shepherdess subject to insolent

and injurious treatment from the shepherds, comp.
Ex. ii. l(i-19]. But the signification "cover" can
no more be proved for nLO>. than that of " pining

away," which Schultens {^Op. Min. p. 240), Rocke
and others have sought to establish for the word.
The Vulgate {ne vngari ineipiam), Symmacii. (wf

pe/i3<>utvr/), Syr. and Targ., favor the meaning of

wandering or straying, which is admirably suited

to the context
;
[Cl.\rkb : as a wanderer ; one

who not knowing where to find her companions
wanders fruitlessly in seeking them.] In proof of

it we shall not need Bottcher's emendation

H'tJiyD ("as a country-stroller"), but simply

Hitzig's assumption that iTOJ? by a transposi-

tion of the ;; is for n/l£3 (= n;^ip comp. Gen.

xxxvii. 1')); comp. f]"(;? = ^i;"l, f]t3;^= Arab.

11 etc., (a view as old as Kleuker in loc,

w!io with S. BocHART actually proposes to read

n'iJbj). The following expression " by the

flocks of thy companions " is closely connected

with this idea as the more exact limitation of the

"straying." The "straying by the flocks of the

king's companions," is nothing but a figure of

speech for remaining among the throng of ladies

in the royal court without the presence of the

king himself; and that is just the veritably deso-

late and forlorn condition, from which Shula-

milh wishes to be released by the return of her

lover. IIiTZiG arbitrarily explains the wander-

ing of a wandering of lier thoughts; and still

more arbitrarily Weiss bach seeks to give to T\\5^

(with the following 7^ for 7N) the sense of

"laying hands upon, purloining" ("that I, by
the flocks uf thy companions, be not regarded as

one who will lay hands upon them," and for that

reason is sneaking about them watching his op-
portunity.)

5. The daughters of Jerusalem.
Ver. 8. If tlio'-i know^ not, fairest among

women, etc. This address (lit. " the fair (one)
among the women." compare [Green's He-
brew Ornmmnr, § 260, 2 (2)], Ewald, Lehrbuch,

2 518, c ) which is al.=o used v. 9; vi. 1 by the

ministering pul)Iic licm-fits iuul dispensing judgment, why
should not I enjoy the coninion benefit? If he be indulging
in retirement, why may not I, wiio am admitted as his wife,

enjoy his cumpauy and conversation?"]

" daughters of Jerusalem " in speaking to Shu-
lainith, does not prove that the counsel here given
" to follow the tracks of the flocks and pasture
her kids beside the shepherds' huts" is a seri-

ously meant exhortation to Shulamith to return
to the condition of a shepherdess, or a friendly
direction to her on her way to the royal flocks
(We/^su.). This language is evidently an "an-
swer adapted to the narrow range of thought im-
plied in Shulamith's question (which must neces-
sarily appear foolish to the ladies of the court)
and hence an unmeaning one, after which the
fair shepherdess knew neither more nor less than
she did before" (Dei^.). It is therefore jeoringly
intended, and if it did not exactly wound her
deeply, it was certainly adapted to increase Shu-

lamith's longing for her lover.— 'J^"](} N^-DX
means neither "if thou do not know thyself"

(Sept., Luth.), nor " if thou art deficient in un-
derstanding" (Ewald, Hitzig, f/c, whoappcal to

Isa. i. 3 ; Ivi. 10, passages not appropriate in this

connection), but conformably to the similar pas-
sage, vi. 12, "if thou know not," viz.: where thy
lover feeds, this object being readily supplied

from the context.— |Ni*n "'^PJ:'^' v~'?*^ " S^ out

at the heels of the flock," {. e., go after it, follow

its tracks, comp. Judg. iv. 10; v. 15. Xi' there-
TT

fore denotes here, as the Hiphil in Isa. xl. 26 ; 2
Sam. v. 2, going forth with the flock, not going
out of the palace (Vaih., etc.).—"Thy kids,"

i. e., the kids which as such an enthusiastic ad-
mirer of country life, and a shepherd's occupa-
tion you muiit certainly have. That she actually

had some with her (Weissb.) by no means fol-

lows from this expression.

6. Second Scene. Solomon, vers. 9-11. The
king has now returned from the engagements,
which had hitherto detained him fVum his wo-
men, and he begins a tender conversation with
Shulamith, who is favored by hitn above all the

rest ; during which the others withdraw into the
background. Comp. No. 1, above.

Ver. 9. To my horse in Pharaoh's chari-
ots, literally: "to my marc;" for HO'D cau

scarcely stand collectively for D'CO "horses,

a body of horse," (Vulg. " cqui'iilw. ; IIengstb.,
Weissb., etc.), and tliere is nothing to justify its

being pointed \nD-"D ? (Magn., IIitz ). The

singular ''jlC^D / evidently refers to a favorite

mare of the king (comp. Zech. x. 3), to a partic-

ularly fine, and splendidly caparisoned specimen
of thoi^e riaaapsq j^/./rifSff iH/?.eiai 'i~-oi, which ac-

cording to 1 Kin. X. 20, Sept., Solomon had for

his chariots; and more exactly to such a steed

used on state occasions in Solomon's " I'haraoh-

chariots," i. e., in those costly I'haraonic spans

of horses, which according to 1 Kin. x. 28, 29,

lie had imported from Egj'pt. Solomon com-
pares his beloved to this mare of his, harnessed

and magnificently decorated before stately Pha-
raoh-chariots (not exactly before one of them,

Vatabl.), and that " on account of her youthful

bloom and her unaft'ected demeanor, whose lovely

charms are still further heightened by the sim-

ple ornaments worn upon her head and neck,

vers. 10, 11 " (L)el.). 'i he point of 'the compa-
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rison is not to be souglit exclusively in the proud

bearing of the horse, Job xxxix. I'J, etc. (Ewald,

Vaui., etc.), any more than in the glittering or-

naments of his head and neck. In opposition to

"Weissb., who thinlcs merely of the latter, and re-

f;>rring to IIaiitmaxn's Ihhrderin am J'tilzli-iche,

(Hebrew woman at her Toilet), Olearius ''IW-

slsche Jiei.icn" {Trii\ii\a in Persia), etc. [see also

IlAUMrni's Outlines, p. 20-j, and the illustrations

of a bride's dress, in Calmi:t's Dic/ionari^] main-

tains that there was a marked similarity between

the ornaments of pearls and chains worn by horses

!ind by women in the East, and consequently by

Shulamithin the present, instanc <, it may be said

that according to ver. 11 Solomon now tirst pro-

poses to a'ioni his beloved with the proper gold

and silver ornaments, and therefore she did not

yet wear a burdensome head and neck ornament

like a richly bridled mare.*—My dear; comp. i.

15 ; ii. 2 ; iv. 1, e/c, where the same familiar form

of ad'lrcss recurs.

Ver. 10. Comsly are thy cheeks in

chains, "lin kindred with "111, "I'lD etc., is

equivalent to a circle, ring; in the plural con-

sequently it denotes a chain composed of many
rincc'', which goes around from the head under

thechin, by wliich therefore the cheeks are en-

circled. Shulamith may not have brought this

ornament together with the necklaces named in

b {W'Pr\ kindred with tyiH, DID, little disks

of metal or corals pierced and strung together)

with her from the counti-y, but may have received

it as a present from Solomon since her coming to

the royal court. Solomon, however, is not satis-

fied with this simple ornament, but promises her,

ver. 11, much richer and more splendid jewels,

—

scarcely with the view of alluring lier and bind-

ing her to his court (ai even Del. supposes) but

simply to adorn yet more handsomely one wiio is

so lovidy, and to havd his full pleasuie in her as

a magnificently attired princess.

f

* [Clarks, Buurowes, and oth<>rs adhere to t'no Bingiilar,

" to iuy maro or stcud." Gjod drops the pronoun: "one of

the Btotvls," supposing the final yodh to be paragogic. So the

common l^n^. Ver., v.liicli takes tlie noun in a collective sense
" conii)iiiiy ol horses," and is followed by the nuijority of ling-

lish coniinentatois, who liud in this a proof of its allegorical

meaning. The point of comparison according to the W est-

miuster .\ssi'mbly's Annotations is " comeliness," according

to FuY "splendiil decoration." Pjolr, "An horso is a very

stately and beautiful creature, and the Egyptian horses %Yero

preferfd Ijcforo others, and I'haraoh's own chariot horses

were doubtless the best of their kind." Tauupr, \V.i!U)s-

WOBTII, M)i)DY Stuaut su])pose special allusion to the tonnid-

nble character of Pharaoh s horses and chariots at the lleil

Sea, K.x. xiv. 9, 23. Several classic paiallels havi been ad-

duced iis TuKocRiTus, /(/.(//, xviii. 30; Ujr.vci;, Orf<rs, iii. 11

;

SopiwcLKS, Klf.trn, 25.

—

Tr.]

f ["Tlie mention of the Egyptian stood in vor. 9 naturally

BUggestod the reference here made to the beautiful licad-drcss

of the spouse." BuRROWKS. " Whether she be still compan^d
hereliy to a company of liorsns, as in ver. 9, or to a woman is

d()ulit!ul, for liolh similitudes do agree to the things here

spoken of. The In'idles of horses are often adorned with rows
(of jewels) espi'cially in kings' chariots. Also the next words
'thy n"(k with chains' mny have like reference; foj- the

kings of .Midian when they went to war liad chains aliont

their camels' necks, .7udg. viii. 20." AiNSWORTll, so too (iiU.

Of the ornament spoken of in tlie first clause AlNswoRTU fur-

ther says, "The sanv word n'ln is at<o used for a 'turtle-

dove,' wliieli some therefore taki! liere fr> bi' jewels or orna-

ments tliat hail the figures of ' tuvtle-doves.' " It is so in fact

translated bnth in the S::i'T. ,and Vri.o., followed liy Wiclikkk

and DoWAV, " thy rheeks are beautiful as the turtle-doves."

So too CuANMim and ISisuops :
" thy checdis and thy n-ck are

beautifid .as the turtle's." It is needless tf) say after the ex-

planation given in tlie commentary that tliis reniKring con-

founds two entirely distinct words.

—

Tr.]

Yer. 11. Chains of gold—-with points of

silver. Needlessly, and quite too artificially,

Wkissb. will have us understand by the "'iTpJ

f]D3n something similar to the D'lOn little

disks of silver pierced and strung together, which
might be worn along with the gold chains. But
Di^ wi^A by no means requires this cxjdanation

(comp. iv. 13) : it rather leads to the far more
natural assumption that the golden chains wore
dotted with silver '' punctis arrjcntns diatmcti''

(iliTzia).*

7. Sh'ulamitii vers. 12-14.

Ver. VI. Whilst the king (is) at his table,
my spikenard yields its fiagrance. It thtse

words were to be translated : " whilst the king

was at his table, my spikenard yielded its Ira-

gr ince" (RoSKNMUIiLLER, EWALl), He.vgstknb.,

Vaiii., Weissb., etc.), they could only mean : " as

long as Solomon was absent, and did not burden
me with his attentions, I was happy in the mem-
ory of my friend ;" they would accordingly

bear an emphatic testimony to the correctness of

the herdsman or shepherd-hypothesis; for that

the " fragrance of the spdcenard " is to be taken
literally and explained of the costly nard oil on
Shulaiiiitli's hair and garments, which had been
as it were suppressed an<I far exceeded by the

coming of her lover with his much more delight-

ful IVagrance (Weissb.) is a very far fctcheU ex-

planation of these simple words.f They are ra-

ther to be taken as referring to the present, be-

cause the fact of there being no nTI was in the pro-
TT '

tasis makes against the preterite sense of Ti^J give^

(comp. HiTZ. in loc.) and because 3D"D does not

properly mean table, but rather company, festive

assembly (comp. tlie adverbial use ot the word in

the singular, 1 Kin. vi. 2.t, and in the plural. 2
Kin. xxiii. 5; Job xxxvii. 12) and consequtntly
points to the place where the king then was. to

the women's apartment of his palace or park in

contrast with his former stay in the fields, with
the soldiers, on the chase, or elsewhere. The
fragrance of Shulamiihs nard is accordingly a
figurative designation of the agreeable sensaiioiis

or delightful It-elings produced in her luait by
the presence of her lover (comp. Del. : "it only

[*BURRowES adojits the conjecture of IIarmer in liis OiO-
Hiies, p. 2Uu, that this is the description of a crown. So MocDY
Stuaut: These silver stuiided circles of gold mean either the
royal or the nuptial crown, or both in one. 1'vii;kk, Wil-
li vm.s, Taylor make tliis the language not of the bridegroom,
but of the attendant virgins.]

[t Much less so, however, than that whicli would make the
jiard ref'T to a distant 8hei)hcrd lover, of whose cxist< nee
there is no evidence. Wliss, who adojits the abeve rendering
gives a peculiar turn to the thought ;

" The bride is suji osed
to have been provided with a bundle of spikenard, wi'l, whiiU
she intended to regale her bridegroom, vhen ho entered iho
banqueting house or saloon, where the guests and the bride
await him, and he approached to salute her according to cus-
tom. But unfortunately the bridegroom leing delidncd a
long time in anotlier chamlier liy one of the guests, ;ho I ride s

precious bundle of spikenard yielded all its Iragrance. and Ijc-

cauK^ useless. When he enters, however, ver. 13 it is more
than supi)lied by tlie didieious odors of the bridegroom's oint-
ments and spires, wliich fill all the room." 'i'his bi loiig-s to
his historical interpretation of it as an emblem of Israel's

losing his ]>ious fervor and lapsing into gross sin, while the
Lord was with Moses on Mount Sinai, and the subsequent for-

giving lovi! and cimdescending grace of iJod.

—

Th.]
[+ There is no need of departing from the preterite form ot

the Hebrew vi-rb to olttain the sense desired. It sliould bo
rendered "Whilst the king has been fas he still is) with his
company, my nard has yielded its fragrance."

—

Tr.J
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emits jigaiii that fragr.iiice, wliicli it has absorbed

from his glances "), a representation which by no

means sounds too vefined and courtly for this

simple country girl, this child of nature, which
therefore IIitzig very needlessly puts (as well as

ver. 13) into the mouth of an enamored court

lady as a voluptuous piece of flattery for Solomon.*

For TIJ, which must here denote not a stalk of

the well-known Indian plant Valeriana Jataman.'d

(i\lAGS.,BorTCHEB,), but the aromatic unguent pre-

pared fi-om it, and tiiat as poured out, and con-

gequently emitting its fragrance, comp. Winkr,

E. ]V. B. Art., "Narde." [^SyiiTn's JJictinnar//

of the Bible, Art. Spikenard. Kitto's BlblicaL

Ci/clopedia, Art. Nerd].

Ver. 13. A bundle of myrrh is my bsloved
to me. Evidently an advance upon the figure

of the fragrant nard. The royal lover, who now
rests upon Shulamith's bosom, is compared by

her to a piicul of the costly myrrh-gum sndi as

the ladies of the East are in the hab.l of carrying

in their basom. "i'Sri "mi> is not a bunch [so

NoYEs] or sprig of myrrh (Ewald, Delitzscii.

etc.) for there is no more evidence of any aromatic

quality in the branches anl loaves of t!ie m^'rrh

tree than there is of its occurrence in Palostitio

at all. AVe must therefore thiiik of a bundle oi-

bo.K (not exactly a flask, as WEiiSB. proposes,

contrary to the meaning of "^i'li'j of semi-fluid,

or fluid myrrh gum, and must besides compare
the use of this gum as an unguent, which \<

vouched for also in v. 5, 13; Esth. ii. 12; Ex.

XXX. 28. On the carrying of boxes of ointment

b}' Hebrew women, comp. also Isa. iii.' 20 ; Joi)

xlii. 14, and Haiit.mann, die llchrikrin am Pu'z-

tisrhe II., p. 2sOf.

Ver. 14. A cluster of Cyprus is my be-

loved to me. 133 Sept.: (/ct'-pot,- here and iv.

13) is the Cyprus flower or Alhenna, whicii is

indigenous to India, and prob.ibly to Egypt
(Pliny, H. N. xii. 24) and may have been trans-

plantoil by Solomon in his vineyards at Engedi
(on which comp. No. 1 above) for the sake of the

peculiarly strong odor of its yellowish-white,

grape-like clusters of flowers. [See IIar.vii:r;-i

Outlines, pp. 218-221; SH.i.w's Travels, pp. Ii3,

'4: So.VNisi's Vofiage, pp. 291-3 »2]. Comp. in

respect to the fondness of oriental women for this

aroinatic plant the testimony of a recent traveller

[*The moaning of this ver.se is tliiTerently given by Cover-
dale: " Wh^n tli^ kinursittetli at tlia table, he shall smell my
nardus." H_'i- spikenard Wiis not for her own gratitication ; she
had perfumed hM-.sjlf with it for th^ kin^j's .suke alone, Estli.

ii. I'i, anil it now gladly dilfuses its fragrance in his presence
to atf.)!'.! luui pleasure. This Fry takes in its literal sense,

suppn.siiig allusion to the throwing of flowers and perfiimi'S

as a tiik 'u of high respect and complimentary congratulation.
To this N ivas add.s with an unnecessary degree of hesitation
its eml>l:'Uiitic sense: " It would seem to be too harsh a fig-

ure to suppose 'my spikenard' to mean 'my personal charms
and graces' though such a supposition is f;ivored by the next
verse." Aix.'SWORth suggests the spiritual application: "In
her and from her so adorned liy her beloved, the odor of the
Spirit of God in hor, flowed forth and spread abroad to the de-

light of herself and others." Tiibupp :
" The symbolism of the

kjougof .soufjs WIS outwardly acted, as is recorded in the gos-
pels in the eirl^hly life of the Lord .Tesus, and is also perma-
nently eiulKi lied in the worship of the Christian church. It

was wliile lie sat at table that the feet of our Saviour were on
two separate occasions anointed, Luke vii.30-o0; John xii. o If.

And it is in the erlpliration of the Lord's Supper that the
church still most soleiauly presents her s.acrifice of praise and
thanksgiving, which she beseeches God of His fatherly good-
ness to accept."

—

^Tr.]

in the " Ausland," 1851, No. 17. "The white
Henna-blossoms, which grow in clusters and are
called Taniar- henna, have a very penetr;iting odor,
which seems disagreeable to the European who is

unaccustomed to it; but the Orientals have an
uncommon likiiip; for this odor, and prefer it to

any other. The native women commonly wear a
bouquet of Tamar-henna on their bosom." The
Hebrew name of this plant might with Simonis
and others be derived from TiDJ to cover, with
allusion to the custom which prevails among Ori-
ental women of staining their finger n:nls yellow
with Henna powder, but it is more natural to re-

fer 1IDJ) as well as Kiirrpo^ and the Lat. cuprum

to the Sanskrit root cubh, "to shine, be yellow,"
whcncii culjhra. The exact parallelism between
ver. 13 and 14, and in general tiie intimate con-

nection of vers. 12-14, with their figures taken
without exception from the region of vegetable

aromas further yields decided testimony against

Hitzig's division of the passage as though ver.s.

12, 13, belonged to one of the women of the Ha-
rem, and only ver. 14 to Sliulamith.

8. SoLO-M^tN, SlIfLAMITII, VCIS. l-')-17.

Ver. 15. Lo! thou art fair, my dear. The
fond ardor, with which she has jn.st spoken of

her lover, has doubled the expre.-sive lieaiity of

her features. The perception of this leads .Solo-

mon full of rapture to praise her beality.—Thine
eyes are doves, i. c, not "thmecyt-sarc doves'

eyes." as though (like Ps. xlv. 7 ; 1 Kin. iv. 13,

Ezra X. 13) the const. "'J/j^ were to be supplied;

and the dove-like simplicity and fidelity of Shu-
lamith's eyes were to be brought iido the account

us the point of comparison (Vn.G , Syu., Ibx

Ezra, Vat., Geskn., Del., eic). [Eng. Ver.]; but

as is shown both by the context ami the p;uallel

passage, v. 12, " tliine eyes resemble the lustrous

ajid shirameiing plumage of doves," wherein

more particularly the white of the eyes is com-

pared to that of the body, and the lustrous iris

10 the metallic lustre of the neck or wings of the

dove (comp. Ps. Ixviii. 14). Correctly therefore

the Sept. : boOa/jtoi cnv nzeptartpai, and in the later

titnes f ARC.., Kasiii, Hexgst£.ni5i:r(;, Hitzig. c:c.)

[So HouGso.v, Wii.LiAJis, Fry, Thrupp. etc.].

Ver. 16 Lo! thou .art fair, my beloved,
yea s^-veet. The exactly anal(»goiis form of ex-

pression, with which Shulamith here answers the

flattering careeses of the king, makes it appear

to the list degree forced to regard these words

of hers as addressed to a distant lover. The cli-

macteric 0>^3 '^X "yes sweet, yes charming"

is only the expression of her loving transport,

and finds an illustrative commentary in the de-

scription ii. 3-5. [Will., Gins, connect this ad-

jective with what follows: "Lovely is our ver-

dant couch "'].—Yea, our couch is green, lit.

:

" greens, grows green " (nj:];^^) a reference to

the stately, verdant, and refrosiiing natural sur-

roundings, in the midst of which to their delight

their loving intercourse now takes place, and

perhaps more particularly to a shady grassplot

under the trees of the park, upon which they

were for the moment sitting or reclining ; comp.

I 1 above, and Weissb. in loc. In opposition to

Hengstenb., who takes u^j,' in the sense of
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"marriage-bed," aad p}r\ in a purely figura-

tive sense of a gladsonre and flourishing condi-

tion, may be urged tliat no mention can be made
of a marriage-bed tor Sliulamitli and Solomon
before tlieir nuptials, wliicb are not described

until iii. ti, etc. ; likewise the contents of the fol-

lowing verses, especially ii. 1-3, which point to

a continued stay of the lovers in tlie open air,

umler shady trees, and besiiie fragrant flowers*

Ver. 17. Tiie beams of our houses are ce-

dars, our wainscoting cypress-trees. Thi.s

can ni'itiior l)e tlie liui;^iiage of ilie "choir of

women belonging to the h.irem" (Bottcukh),

whose entrance here would be to the last d^--

gree disturbing ; nor even of Solomon (Hitzig,

Weissb., IIk.v.j to whom the beauty of the place

where they are, is a matter of perfect inditt'er-

ence, by reason of the rapture with which he

regards his heloved ; but only that of Shulamith,

thj innocent, liglit-hearted child of nature, who
has just begun to express her pleasure in that

lovely spot in the open air, to which lier lover had
conducted her, and whose words would sound quite

unfinished and end abruptly if nothing further

were added to the commendation of their verdant

couch.'—"Cedars" ai\d "cypresses," also named
together Isa. xiv. 8; Zech. xi. '2, as costly species

of wood for building and stately, lofty trees, are

here evidently meant in the literal sense, of liv-

ing trees of this description, such as were to be

found, along with other rare and noble plants,

in the royal gardens of a king so skilled in na-

ture and so fond of splendor. The figurative

part of her language lies rather in the " beams ''

and tiie •' wainscoting" (D'tp'ni from £3m =

Ar. Vs ^ "to hew," hence = laquearia of

the VuLG., wainscoting on walls and ceilings

—

not "pillars," \Vi;is.sb., nor "rafters," Vat.vbl.

and L. (J.m'pei.l, [so E. V.], nor "floor," Henq-
8TENBERG, who prefers the K'ri O'D'HT). She,

who had Intlifrto been without Solomon in *h(^

sliowy apartiiienls of the palace, feiicitales . r-

eelf that she can now rest with him under the

green trees of the garden, which seem to her to

arch over them a far finer ceiling than those

richly adorned halls. It is impossible to recon-

cile the mentin'i of ced.irs, which only grew
wild in Lebani/n. not in central or northern
Palestine, and conseciuently not in ihc vicinity ol

Shunem, with the shepherd hypothesis, whose
udvocaies here find exjjressed Snulanuths long-

• [" The scene seoms to be laid in the kiosk or summer-
house in tlio royal g.inh'n. Tim green tlowery turf is our
pliicc of rcjHwe; our omopi n'llur intcrsptTseil witli fir,

riclily ciirveil."' Blurowks. i. 'tiT still. Good: The lovors

are not in a li nise, but a grove, wlioro the sprcadiro 'n's

of th(! lirs .ifiil till! cellars are pKcticiilly cuU.mI t' :
: i

th"* roof iif ihi-ir cliamher. 'I'lius Milton, dcsci • ' ' i.:;!!.-

bow T, /"ir. /.o.vf., iv. 692, conii>. lI>Mr.R //., xxr.. •!. I !
• i.-

MER supposrs vi-r. ) (> to l)u till' l:iiijrii:i(;o of the lirid. , iM.! ver.

17 that of the liriJi'groom. She i-omim^TuU the ninil beauty
of tiiu spot in which they then wnv Ifi', impatient to intro-

duce her to his paliice, rl'plics in substance: "Arise, my lovi-,

and i|nlt this place, pleasant a.s it is, for equally pleasant and
much more commodious will yon find the alxide to which I

am conveying you, it being built of the fragrant ccilar, and of

other precious wood." I'jolk, with many others, supposes
the nuptJIal bed to l>o referred to "adorned with green g;ir-

lands or boughs." Aix.sworth: "Oreen is not meant so

much of color as of flourishing growth and increase."]

ing for 111 • viTtlure and shade of her home (e. g
EWALU, \ Mil. ).

9. Shulamith axd Solomox. ii. 1-7.

Ver. 1. SiirLA.MiTii : lam (only) a wild
flow^er of Sharon, a lily of the valleys.
I'he connection with the preceding is not to be

1 onied altogetiier (with Delitzscu, wlio makes a
new scene begin with this verse) ; still we must
assume a pause of some length after i. 17,
during which Shulamitii who continues to tarry
in the garden at the side of her lover, reflects

upon her great good fortune in being selected to

be the darling of the king, and by the comparison
of the splendor which now surrounds her wit'a

the meadows and valleys of her home is disposed
to humility and at the same time filled with long-
ing for th;it sini£ .er condition which she must
forsake. She gives an artless as well as a deli-

cate and striking expression to these feelings by
calling herself ''a wild-flower," a "lily of the
valleys," which was not congruous to the many
ornamental plants and artistic beauties of the
royal court.*—\Yhich flower of the plain of

Sharon is intended by JT'U'n flSi'^n, it is diffi-

cult to determine. Its identity witii the "lily
of the valley" (Sept , Vulg., and Targ. on Isa.

XXXV. 1, the only other passage of the 0. Test.

in which ^7i*2n occurs), [Cran., lily ; so Lee],

is contradicted by its being mentioned in a paral-

lel with it. a circumstance which requires us to

think of some similar plant, but one which is

specifically difTerent from it. If r(7i*3n were

re.illy connected with ]'0n, "to be red" (comp.

]*-10n red, Isa. Ixiii. 1), as Hitzig, Weissd., etc.,

assume, the simplest course would be with Aqufla
and R. KiMciii on Isa. xxxv. 1, to translate it

"rose," [so Bisii., Genev., E. Ver.], and then

to compare the combination of rose and lily in

Ecclus. xxxix. 13, 14 as probably drawn Ircia

this passage. But another etymology, which sup-

poses the word to be in some manner compounded

with 7213 onion (whether n is prefixed, which

serves to form quadrilaterals, or the adj. ]'3n

"sour," lurks in its initial letters), points rather

to some bulbous plant, perhaps the meadow-
safl"ron, which the Okl Syriac seems to have in-

tended (comp. Mien., Ewald, Gesemus, etc.),

[so llOYI.E, W0R1>SW0RTU, NoTES and TlIRUtl",

who however translates it "daisy"], oi-tiie tulip

( VEi.TiifSEN, Magx , Vaiii.), or the narcissus,

tor which l.ast the Targ. already testifies with its

DlplJ. As no one of these significations can bo

demonstrated with absolute certainty, it may bo
must advi-;jil)le with the Sept. and Vulg. to abide

by the indefinite "flower" [so Gov, Dow.], or

* [PxTRicK, Poole and Doway follow AViouffe and Matth-
rws in m.aking ver. 1 the langn;vge of the bridegroom. The
great bmly of commentators with lietter reason assign it to

the bride! Bi'RRowES :
" Reclining thus on a bed of grass

ami flowei-s, the Iieloved ami the liride naturally speak of each
other in laiiguag" drawn from the beautiful objects under
their notice." Still more appropriately Williams: "The
spouse with the most beautiful productions of the royal gar-

den In her view, ventures to compare herself, not willi tlieni,

liut with the more liumlde natives of the fields and valleys."

The "longing," which ZiicKLKU here finds for her home and
former hiimlile station, lielongs purely to his theory of the
plot in the Song, and lias no place in the text itself.

—

Tb.]
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"wild-flower" [so Withington, Ginsburg]. Also

ia regard to the name Sharon int!', it cannot be

said decisively, whether it denotes the well-

kuown plain along the coast between Cesarea

jiiid Joppa (Acts ix. ^5), or the n-ans-jordaaic

plain named 1 Chron. v. 16, or finally a third

meadow-land of Sharon between Tabor and the

lake of Gennesaret mentioned by Eusebius in the

Onomast. This last might perhaps be most rea-

dily thought of on account of its vicinity to

Shunem.*—Further |nn?n riTi'^n is, notwith-

standing the article before l'\'\''d, to be trans-

lated "a wild-flower of Sharon" (comp. Gen.

ix. 20; XXXV. 16; Jer. xiii. 4, etc.), and
no conclusion can be drawn from this ex-

pression in favor of the allegorical explanation

of Slmlamith as the Church (against He.ngsten-

BEBG).f—In both these comparisons, that with

the flower of Sharon, and that with the lily (by

which must be meant not the strongly scented

lilium candidum, but rather as appears from
i. 5, 6 ; V. 13 the Palestine red lily, Idium rubens

of Pliny H. N. xxi. o), the teniiini comparat. is

both the diminutive size of these plants com-
pared with cedars, cypresses, etc., and also their

beauty and elegance (Matt. vi. 28; Luke xii,

27), so that, although Shuiamith refers to her
lowliness and rural siaiplicity, she yet says no-

thing derogatory to herself,j and quite in ana-
logy with i. 5 manifests a certain self-regard

though genuinely modest, and pure as a child.

Ver. 2. As a lily among thorns, so is my
daar among the daughters. Tliat which had
been to Sliulamith an expression of her lowliness

is seized upon by Solomon with courtly skill in

order to bring out of it the more emphatic praise

of her grace and beauty. More strongly almost
than afterwards in vi. 8, 9 he puts all other wo-
man in the shade in comparison with his cliosen

one, likening them to thorns, the well-known
figure of whatever is mean, troublesome and of-

fensive (comp. .Judg. ix. 11; 2 Kin. xiv. 9; Isa.

vii. 23, fF.; xxxii. 13; Iv. 13; Ez^k. ii. 6 ; xxviii.

24; Hos. ix. 6; X. 8; Ps. Iviii. 10; Prov. xxii.

5, etc). [NoYES :
" It is not implied that the lily

grows among thorns, but that his love surpassed
other women as much as the lily the thorn."
Moody Stuart quotes the following as illustra-

* [Hengstenberg argues that " the valleys," which corres-
pouil in the parallelism with " SliafLiii," must also have the
force of a proper name, and on the ground of 1 Chron. xii. lo,

ha decides that the valleys on either sidi of tlie Jordan are re-

ferred to. Cov., Geneva, Doway, i"ar, Thrupp, With., Gixs.,
follow the LXX iu giving to Sharon an appellative sense

:

meadow, field or plain. The parallelism is, of course, not suf-
ficient to justify either conclusion. Good fiixls an allusion
here to her birth-place :

" she was not of Egyptian origin, or
royal descent, but a rose of the fields of Sharon—a native of
Palestine." Of course the famous Sharon must be the one in-

tended in such a passage as this.

—

-Tr.]

t [The article is always definite in Hebrew ; and the only
correct translation is therefore, " the fiower of Sharon," wliere
the article, however, is not to be taken in an eminent or ex-
clusive seme, "</ie flower "piic exreMenne (as Wordsworth;
the flower of the whole earth ; Doway : the flower of mankind)
but h;is its generic sense, as is usual in comparisons. We may
in conformity witli our idiom substitute our indefinite for the
Hebrew definite article in such cases, but this is by way of
paraphnne, not exact translation. See Green's Hcb. Gram, 'i

iil5, o, </.—Tr.]

tif n7V3ri really me^nt the "saffron," Co'ckicum au-
ium aU, thiM^oinparison woulil contain wnat was damaging
snd def'iradin^ to Sliulamith ; but this is not admissible on
account if the parallel, "lUyof the valleys."

tive fiom Bonar: "Close by these lilies there
grew several of the thorny shrubs of the desert;
but above them rose the lily spreading out its

fresli green leaf as a contrast to the diuo-y ver-
dure of these prickly shrubs."] AVith the trans-
lation "rose" [so Cov., Cran.] (which is more-
over absolutely inadmissible, since the fem.
riiiyrj must unquestionably have a sense like

that of the masc. JK'Viy or WYd "lily") tho

strong contrast intended would almost entirely
vanish, for the thorns serve only to adorn the
rose. Renan regards this verse and ver. 7 as
spoken by the shepherd (!) entering here for the
first time {^•'entrant brusquement en schie")\
[GiNSBURQ imagines that i. 1-5 is also spoken by
this imaginary shepherd.

—

Tr.
]

Ver. 3. As an apple-tree among the trees
of the wood, so is my beloved among the
sons. Observe the exact pirallelism of this

sentence with ver. 2. Shuiamith gives back the

flattering commendation of her lover with a still

closer adherence to his expressions than above
in i. 16, and thus their conversation assumes the
appearance of a "contest of mutually eulogistic

love" (Delitzsch). The reference of Shula-
mith's language to an absent lover, whom she
praises in opposition to Solomon, who is indiffer-

ent or repulsive to her (Ew., Hitz., Vaih., etc.),

destroys tlie simple beauty of the dialogue. It

is inadmissible to understand by the "apple
tree (H-I^^Pi, Sept. iifjAov) some nobler fruit tree

than the common Pi/rus malus, as for instance, the

quince I^Pyrus cydoiiia), or thecitron [malus medico)

[so Good, Williams, Taylor, Thrutp, With.],
or the orange (as is done by Celsius in his

Ilterobot. Velthus., RosiiNM., Van Kooten, etc.),

on account of the mention made immediately afler-

wiirds ( ver. 3<i, and ver. 5) of the sweet fruit of the

tree, because those acquainted with the East in

former as well as in more recent times commend
eveu the common apples of Syria and Palestine

as an exceedingly generous fruit, of fine flavor

and a pleasing fragrance (comp. Harmer,
Observations, etc.), and because the compa-
ratively rare occurrence of H^BP in the Old

Test., and its combination with tlie fig, pome-
granate, palm, etc. (Joel i. 12 ; comp. Sol. Song
vii. 9 ; viii. 5) point to its belonging to the

nobler fruit-bearing plants of the flora of an-

cient Israel. [Wordsworth: It is a generic word
(like malum in Latin), and may include the citron

and lemon].—In his shadow delighted I sit,

lit., " I delight and sit" ('r^3-;^"l. 'j;''13n) [Gins.:

I delight to sit "], a construction like ^"^^Hj^ 12")^

1 Sam. ii. 3, where the first verb seems to have
only an adverbial force and the second expresses

the principal idea,*' comp. also below iv. 8 ; v. 6,

and EwALD, Lchrbuch, | 285, b. [Greejj's Ileb.

Gram, g 269]. Further it is no more neces-

sary to take these verbs in a preterite sense here

(EwALD, Hitz., etc.) than in i. 12, [strictly: I

have been sitting and still sit.

—

Tr.]. so that this

passage supplies no valid argument in favor of the

shepherd hypothesis. In the figure of the sha-

*[Wordsw. preserves the distinct verljal force of both
words :

" I long for his shadow and sit beneath it." Cov.

:

'•My di'li'_;lit is to sit under liis sliadow." Eng. Ver.: "I sat

down un(l'r his sliad.iw witli great deliglit." GENEVA: "Un-
der his shadow 1 had delight and sat down."]
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dow (he point, of comp.irison is not the pro-

tection affoi-ildl (as e. <j. Ph. xvii. 8; xci. I ; Isa.

XXV. 4, etc.). bu'. tlic refrerliing and reviving in-

fluence of liio nearness of hjr lover, just, as the

sweet fruit of llie ;ipple-tree s^-rves to represent

his agreeable caresses, so iv. IG; vii. 14 (coinp.

V/ivissB. in Ion.).

Ver. 4. Ha has brought me into his wine
house. J'jl n'3 nmsi bo the same essentially

as yj^ T\r}'yo r\'3. that is to say, a room or

apartment f)r drinking wine, a banquet hall

[E.NG. Ver.], not a " wine shop" (! liorrcH.), or

a " wine ceUar" (Vulg. : " cellavinaria," Litth.,

Ren., etc.), [Cov., Cr.\n., Gen'ev., Dow.vy, Wil-

liams], or a " vine-arbor " (Vaih., eic), or a

"viuLyarl" (Ewalu, IIeiligst., etc). But so

surely as the expressions in the context, espe-

cially the "fruit" of the apple-treein ver. 3'/, and
the " b.inner'' iu 4 />, are to ba undersioo 1 fij;ura-

tively, with the sam j C-^rtainty must the literal

interpretation of " leading into the wine room"
be 1 ejected, and the sense of this expression

mifrt be found rather in an increased p irticipa-

liou in tlie sweet tokens of his love, an intoxic i-

tiou from c.ires^es (already essentially correct

RuiMUiTi, DiinERr, , (Jf.sexius, Dopice, Weissb
,

etc.). [So Goon, NoYES. Gi.xs. : " bower of de-

light."] Tlie words need therefore neither be
taken as a wish (Sept., e'laaydycri /if eI^ oIkov tov

olvov, Velth., A.mm., Hug, Umhreit, e/c), [so

Good, Fry], nor as a narrative of what her

country lover had previously done with her

(EwALD, Vaih., Bottciier), nor as the enthusi-

astic excLimation of a lady of the harem, who
was now embraced by Solomon instead of the

coy Sliulamith (! ! llirz.), etc. There is no alter-

native but 10 regard it as a figurative description

of tiie love w^iich she had experienced from
Solomon, having its most exact analogon in i. 4

A, " tiie kin'g lias brought me into his chiimbers."

—And his banner over me is love, i. e. not

"heb'ars iiis love us an ensign before me who
follow hiin" (GRiiTirs, Hitzig, Weissu., etc.), [so

NoYES, TuRiM'P, c'c], but "love waves as a pro-

tecting and cDuiforting banner over my head
(Ps. XX. (>) when I am near him." So correctly

DiipiCE, Dei.., [Wordsw., Burrowes] ; also Ew
ALII, Vaih., etc., only tlie latter here again find

described the love formerly enjoyed with her

phepherd in the country. The banner {/r}) is,

wherever it occurs in the Old Ti>st., fv military

figure (ciunp. besides Ps. xx. t>, also Num. i. 52;

ii. 2, If ). It must accordingly be explained

here too in this sense, and not witii Bottcher
of the sign before a wine shop (a tavern sign-

board ! ).*

Ver. ;"). Stay me with grapes, refresh me
with apples. 'IMie caresses of the king, who
i-! cl:is|)iiig aud cmbraciug her (see ver. Ii) pro-

duce an effect upon one so ardent in her love,

which even if not "thoroughly agitating" (1)e-

LiTzscii), or "taking away her breath and almost

Btifling" (Hoklem), is yet powerfully exciting

* [Till- ni'^iniri!; i)f tills olausn ia well expri's.Hcd liy Oovrr-

DALk: lie li>vi'tli ni'? Hln'(ually w.'ll. Doww ha-s: IIk li;ith i>r-

dorcxl in iii" flnstity. I'\rkiiciist, without r«a.soii, HiipjiiHi-H

a roforoncc to "a liiilit or lam|), hiicIi iw wjl'I rarrii"! lirfoiv tlio

ni'\v-iM.irricil couplo on the uveuing of their wojding, comj>.

JUutt. XXV. 1, 2."J

and as it were intoxicating, and directly wakens
in her, probably for the first time siuco .she came
to the court, the consciousness that she is sick
of love (comp. v. 8), and therefore needs to be
strengthened by eating some refreshing fruit, or
something of the. sort. She directs her request
for it, as is shown by the plurals 'JODD (liter-

ally, fidcVe me, support me ; comp. Gen. xxvii.
'61

; Ps. civ. 15), 'JHS'^, not to her lover himself

(Weissb.), but to the ladies of the court near
lier, to wnom also the lively exclamation, ver. 7,

is uttered. mi^^'tl/S are neither aromatic un-

guents (Sept., fivpa), nor flowers- (Vulg : fulciie

me flori/ius' [no Doway] ; so too Sym.m., etc ), but
agreeably to its probable derivation from U\yi<

"to found, *o make firm" (see Kxobel on Isa.

xlvi. 8), pressed grapes, and so perhaps wine
syrup, or better raisin cakes, grape cakes, which
is favored both by the verb ^"DD and by the use

of the word in IIos. iii. 1 (where the Si^pt. trans-

late, TijiiMra), and in 2 Sam. vi. 19 (Sept. :

/.nyavov a~b rjjydvnv, pancakes).
Ver. 6. His left hand is under my head

and his right e;nbraces me. ''jpinj^ must

•not be taken in the optative here any more than
in viii. 3, where the entire passage recurs, as
though the sentence expressed a wish, "let his

left hand be uniler my head an<l his right em-
brace me"* (Ew.vlh, V.\iii., Weissb., e/c, [so

Gi.nsb.].— This is contradicted by the whole
situation as well in this passage as in viii. 3.

On the score of language too it is simpler
and more natural to understand it as an indica-

tive.

Ver. 7. " I adjure you, ye daughters of
Jerusalem," etc. In lavor of Shulamiih as the
speaker in these closing words, it may be said:

1. That she is unmistakably the speaker of theso

words in iii. 5 and viii. 4, where as here they
introduce a " pause in the action " of considera-

ble lengili (Ewald). 2. That Sliulamith already
addressed the ladies of the court in ver. 5, who
must accordingly be supposed to be near at hand
as spectators of her joy. 3. That what she has
said of iier being " sick of love " prepared the

way for this adjuration, and the latter is well-

nigh unintelligible without reference to the for-

mer. Wo m-^y, from the outset, therefore, repel

the attempts to treat the verse as the language
of the queen mother, who enters here (! Bottcii.),

or of the celestial Solomon (IIe.sgstenb.. after

many older expositors as Starke, Jo. Lange,
etc.), or of the poet (Umbr., IliTzifi).-j- or,

finally of the shepherd speaking to the chorus

(1 Hex.vn). "I atljure you," literally, I cause

you (as much as in me is) to swear, I exact

from you the sacred promise, I earnesily bog

you. J Compare Gen. 1. 5; Num. v. r.». By

*[TnRrpp insists on tho future sense: The timesli;ill come
when tint sirUni'Ss of love, of whieli I now com|il:iin. .shall lio

Solaced anil suisd^d. TvVLOR m.ikes vers. 4-(> tli? i>rot:usis of
thf .sentence comideted in ver. 7, " when lie brings nte, etc.,

whf'n his left hand is, t'c, I a'l,)ure you," etc.]

tr<)u,l,, PATRICK, Scott nml Wii.i.ums niuka this the lan-

guage of the bridi'groom ; thct great body of Knglish commeii-
t4aors refer it to the briile.—Tr.J

J [WiTUiNiiTON, in accordance with his supposition that tho
brid" is (he daughter of an .\ral) chief, whose udjuriition is

cons-iiui-ntly by the roi-s and hinds of her native firlds, re-

mui'Us: " The seini-paganism of the oath is extremely natu'
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the gaz;3lle3 or by the hinds of the field.

Thes.3 aiiim lis are not n;uuji in the iiiljii-

ratioii, because animals gcMierally in contrast with

men have " tixod annual vutting stiasons"' (Hitziu
;

likewise also Herder and others) ; nor because

the ladies of Jerusalem w>'re in the habit of

keeping little pet gazelles (J. D. Micii.), nor on

account of the resemblance of r\1.'53j and ni/"'^
, T : T~

mijTI to fhe divine uaaies 7^1.^3 i niiT' and
V T -

.

T : T :

D^O^n ''rjlX (Weissb.); but doubtless on account

of thair pretty and graceful appearance (comp.

Prov. V. I'J), which mikes those animals in par-

ticular fit symbols of tender and ideal love, and
must make them especially dear to women in

this point of view. Comp. particularly DiiPKE

Inloc, likewise Ewalu : " In common life pcoplj

swore by things, which belonged to the sulij.'ct

of conversation, or were especially dear to the

speaker. As therefore the warrior swears by
his sword, as Mohammed by the soul of which he
is just about to speak (Kor. eh. xei. 7), so iiere

Shulamith by tlie lively a;.izcllos since she is spea-

king of love."*—That ye wake not nor awa-
ken love until it please. •1"l'>*n DA, literally,

"if ye wake," etc. (Ewald, ^ 325, b), [Green's
Ileb. Clireslomatby on Gen. xUi. 15]. The verb is

here m.isc, corresponding to QJ''^.-< in a, not be-

cause the daughters of Jerusalem were not real

female personalities, as IIengstendercj [so too

Wordsworth] iasists, but because the primary
gender is here used as common, as in ver. 5
above, and Judg. iv. 20; Isa. xxxii. 11; and
frequently in the imperative. [Tiirupp explains
it by " the general indefiniteness of the character
which the daughters of Jerusalem as members
of the chorus here sustain." But see Greens
Heb. Gram. ^270,5.—Tr.]—n3n,<n is certainly

not " the loved one," as though tiie warning here
were' not wantonly to wake Shulamith who had
fallen asleep (Vulc. ddectam, Syr., Gesex.,
Ewald, Uosenji., IIe.ngstenb., Re.vax and J. D.
MiCHAELis who for the sake of this sense points
nunXT), but as this meaning wouM be in the

T . -: T ' °
highest degree unsuitable in the parallel passa-
ges iii. 5 and viii. 4, and as love as an ethical
idea comes significantly forward elsewhere in
this poem (vii. 7 and viii. 6 f. ), it is manifestly
love itself as a passion slumbering in the heart,
which it would not do over-curiously to rouse or
kindle to a flame. n^n.^T T^*n cannot possibly

mean " disturbing love" before it has attained
full satisfaction of its desire for converse with
the beloved objcjt (Delitzsch, Weissb.), for it

certainly expresses something analogous to 1''>^n

ral." Moody Stuart :
" This is no oath by the liina^i of the;

fieliU, Ijiit a solunia cliarge with the strength of an oath."
Williams iat'Hi-s, from a coinparisou of Uen. xxi. .30, that the
"antelopes and liinds of the field" are referred to as witnesses
of tliis solemn adjuration made in their presence.

—

Tr.]
[* Hk\-r\- :

" rihi' gives them this charge by everything that
is amiable in tluir eyes and dear to them." Fry: "The bride
bids her attendants to be cantious not to disturb or call olf the
attention of her husband, whose society she has so coveted,
as though they wure approaching the gazelles or the duer
of the plain." Taylor and Burrowes likewise find the point
of the allusion in the timorousne.ss of these animals. Gill
and Scott combine both: "They are go.ntle and pleasant
creatures, but exceedingly timorous." Words.: "The roes
and hinds love their mates with tender affection and steadfast
reliance and will not disturb them in their slumbers."]

nXJp "stir up jealousy" Isa. xlii. 13, and the

Pi. T^V. which is added to strengthen it, always

and only has the sense of exciting or awakening
e. ff. strife, Prov. x. 12, strength or power, Ps.

Ixxx. 8, elc. Comp. also irrilaLa volupUis, irrila-

menta ainoris seu veneris in'Latin poets [e. g. Ovid,
de arte am. 2, 68 1 ; Mctam. 9, 133; Juven. 11,

1G5); although here we are certainly not to

think of any magic charms or philters to inflame
love or lust, such as love apples, Gen. xxx. 14, CiC,

or quinces (Bottciier). The meaning of the ad-
monition is rather simply this :

" Plunge not rash
and unbidden into the passion of love, that is to

say not before love awakes of itself (till heart is

joined to heart, till God Himself awakens in you
an alfection l^or the right man), be not forward
to excite it in your hearts by iVivolous coquetry
or loose amorous arts." This cau;ion niay in

some measure be regarded as the moral of the
entire i)oem, inasmuch as it aims at the preser-

vation of the chaste, truly moral, and conse-
quently truly natural, character of love. It is,

laerelbre, most suitably put into the mouth of
Shulamith as the bearer or representative of such
pnroethical love in contrast withthe v/omen ofSo-
iomon's court.* Comp. the like sentence viii. 7 6.

* [ This surely cannot be accepted a? a satisfactory expla-
nation of this difficult verse. The spontaneity of luvo, which
no elfort must be made to awaken, but which must bee.xcitod
of itself, so far from being accounted a worthy lesson of di-

vine revelation, is not even a doctrine of ethics, and would re-

quire considerable qualification before it could be admitted to
be sound rational advice. If inspired instruction were to be
given on the subject of conjugal love, and a whole book de-
voted to the treatment of it, we might reasonably expect that
its constancy, purity and strength would bo prominently
dwelt upon, that due attention would bo paid to the qualities
on which it should be based, the aflectionate ofiice.i by which
it should be maintained, and the holy principles by which it

should be regulated. But instead of all this the one thing in-
sisted u;)on is that love must be spontaneous and unsolicited.
What is this but to convert it into heedless, inconsiderate
jjassion, the spring of ill-judged attachments, which prove aa
inliarmonious in their issue as they were irrational in their
origin? Tills is, besides, a very different thing from the
theme of this book, as ZtiCKLER himself conceives and repre-
sents it, which is the commendation of a pure and chaste con-
jul; il ;iir>( tioii us opposed to the dissoluteness and sensuality
tj.sii-.' <! iiy p'lygamy. It would also be a most extraordina-
ry iul:uo;ntiou lor Shulamith to the daughters of Jerusalem,
among whom, according to ZiiCKLER's hyijothesis were the
wives of Solomon, married to him long before Shulamith had
ever seen him.
Then besides the feebleness and inappropriateness of the

sense obtained, it is doubtful whether tlie language of the
verso can be made to yield it. The expressions tlius explained
are exceedingly vague. There is nothing to indicate in
>vhoni they are cautioned not to awaken love, whether in
themselves or others; or in what way—may they not in any
way seek to win anotlier's afl'ection or to excite their own,
not even by exhibiting or discerning -what is worthy of re-
gard? And " till it (t. e., love) please," is to say the le;vst aa
unexampled phrase. It is a very singular form of speech for
any one to adopt :

" do not excite a passion until that passion
is willing to be excited."
Of the English commentators, who take " love " in its sub-

jective sense of the feeling or emotion, GinsburOt under the
bias of the unfounded shepherd-hypothesis translates :

" nei-

ther to excite nor to incite my affection till it wishes another
love," the wonls "another love" being introduced without
any warrant from the text or context. P.iTRicK paraphra-ses
thus :

" I conjure you not to discompose or give the least dis-

turbance to that love; but let it enjoy its satisfaction to the
height of its desires." So sul_)stantially Taylor and Thrupp.
^Vi;lSS. : "if ye disturb this love until it shall become com-
plete, i. e., until the marriage be consummated." But the
verbs here employed mean to awaken or excite, not to dis-

turb. It seems better, however, with the great body of in-

terpreters to take " love " here as in vii. 6 in its objective
sense of one who is beloved. Wordsworth compares " the
words of S. Ignatius ad Kmn. 7, 6 e^u-b? cpu>! ecrTaiipwTat."

The bride is locked in the fond emtirace of him whom she
loves. She would not have him aroused by the intrusion of
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DOCTKIVAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The allegorical interpretation current in iLe

Church regards all the particulars in the forego-

ing description of the loving intercourse between

the bridegroom and the bride, as allusions veiled

under mystical figures to the relation of Christ

to the Church and further to the soul of the in-

dividual Christian. It sees in the opening words

of Sbulamith i. 2-4 a manifestation of tlie long-

ing of the Church for union with her heavenly

bridegroom, whilst the partial identification or

combination of Shulamith with the other virgins

was especially designed to indicate that the

speaker was an ideal person as well as her lover,

who is now addressed, now mentioned in the

third person, and who forms the object of her

longing desire. It further supposes in what
Shulamith suys vers. 5, t> of her ''blackness"

and of her " not having kept her own vineyard,"

references to the sins of the church, as tlie

causes of her temporary separation from God
and her enslavement by the empire of this world

;

and accordingly finds, in ver. 7, a prayer to be
informed respecting the way which leads back
to communion with God and Christ, in ver. 8 a

statement of this way vouchsafed to her by divine

grace ; vers. 'J-17 depict the emulous contest of

love, which proceeds between the Cluirch peni-

tently returned to her heavenly bridegroom and
Christ, who graciously receives her; in which
the cordial promptness and aildress, with which
the bride immediately repeats in application to

her bridegroom everything said iu her praise,

indicate tlie faith of the Church working by love

and making constant progress in holiness. Then
iu ii. 1—7, it is alleged that "declarations of

love advance to the enjoyment of love," and this

latter is represented in ver. G as having already
attained its acme under the emblem of an em-
brace, or of the nuptial couch. The epiphonema
in ver. 7 brings the entire development to iis

conclusion, and shows by its twofold recurrence
subsequently in iii. 5 atid viii. 4, that the same
subject is treated in successive cycles, and tlie

process by which the loving union of Christ
with the Church is effected is tlius repeatedly
symbolized under an allegorico-dramatic veil,

varied with every iteration.—So among the more
recent allcgorizers, e.g., IIe.vgstenbeku (pp 2 If.,

24 ff., oG If.), with whom the rest, as Haii.v,

IIoELicM.vx.v, etc., agree in everything essential,

and particularly in the assert ion of a cyclical

mode of presentation, by wiiich the dr.ini.ilio

unity of the whole is fundamPntally destroyed,

and several successive tableaux or portraitures

of character are assumed, all rebating to the

same subject (or as Haii.n expresses it, each
"serves to supplement or further explain" its

predecessors). Similarly the older allegorical

interpreters, only they go into more detail in

the mystical exposition of the individual figures,

and see e. g. in the bundle of myrrh, i. lo, a

reference to Christ's bitter passion, or to His

others to the interrupting or nljri(l);iiig of her joy. I'oji,:;,

with nil ey J to its spirituiil iipplicatioii :
•' Do not disturb nor

oflTeii.l hi:n l)y your miscarriages."' WoKH.s. : "Tlie chuivh
conjures her children that they bo not impatient but wait iu

faitli and hopa for Hod's own time, when it may pleasB Uin
to arise and deliver her."

—

Tr.J

perfect sacrifice for the sins of men (comp.
Stauke in loc), whereby consequently an allu-

sion to His viunus sacerdotale is added to that to

the munus prophtlicum (i. 7, Christ as shepherd),
and rcgiiiin (i. 12, Christ as king) ; or expound
the "golden bracelets" i. 11 of the growth of
faith, the "silver points," in the same passage,
of holiness of life; or hold the "wine cellar"
ii. 4 to be an emblem of Christian churches and
schools as "houses of wisdom," or see iu it

whether "the altar of the Church, where the
body and blood of Christ are dispensed," or the
Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testament,
with their various sorts or stages of divine
revelation.*

2. In opposition to such aimless and unbridled

* [G;;n£Va Biisls, note on i. 2 :
" This is spolsen in the per-

son of the Churcli or of tlie faitliful soul iuiiamed with tho
desire of Christ, whom she kiveth." AiXaW.: "The bride is

the Cliurth espoused to Clirist." In i. 2 she " dcsiretli to
liave Christ manifested in the flesh, and to have llie loving
and comfortiible doctrines of His gospel applied unto her con-
science." " By virgins (ver. 3; are me.iiit all such (whether
whole churches or particular persons) who with chaste and
pure minds serve the Lord only." The daughters of Jerusa-
lem are " the friends of Clirist and His Churcli, the elect of God,
though not yet perfectly instructed in the way of the Lord."
The Cride"s Lilackiiess (ver. b) is " the Church's aftlictioiis and
intirmities." tier mother's sons, "eitlur false brethren,
false prophets and deceivers, or inordinate lusts and sins
which dwelt in her, and were conceived with her." " Ihe
vineyards opposed to her own viucjard seem to mean false

churches, and in them the corruption of religion, whereunto
her mother's sous sought to draw her; setting lier to observe
the ordinances and traditions of men, or otherwise to undergo
their cruelty and wr.ith." In ver. 7 "the Church maketh
request luito Christ for instruction in the administration of
His kingdom here on earth." Bl'Rrowi s regards this section
as exhibiting, in successive steps, " the progress of the pious
'soul in the enjoyment of Christ's love and favor." 1. We
enjoy the love of Jesus as manifested in jirivate communion
"in His chambers," i. 4. 2. In the way of duty and self-de-

nial, i. 7-11. 3. In sitting with the King iu the circle of His
friends, and enjoying, as one of them, the delights of social

communion witli Him, i. 12-1-1. 4. In delightful repose with
Uiui, amid enlargi;d prospects of spiritual beauty, i. 15-17.
5. In the protection and delights set forth in ii. 1-3. 6.

In enjoying at last tlie pleasures mentioned in ii. 4-7, the
greatest possible on earth."
WoRDsw. tiuds expressed in i. 2 "the fen'ent yearnings of

the (Jhurch for the advent of Christ." " Tlie mother of the
Bride (i. e., of the Church of Christ) is the Jewish nation, and
her mother's children are Jews or Judaizers. It was the de-
linquency, ingr.ititude and cruelty of the " mother's child-
ren ' which made the Christian Church become the "keeper
of tlio vineyards."
According to TnRCPP, " the Church of Israel, in i. 2, desires

the very presence of her Saviour. She had been instructed.
and wox'd through the messages of the projdiets ; she desired
now th.it her promised Messiah should pour iuto her mouth
w(u-ls from His own mouth." The daughters of Jerusalem
are " the members of the Church of Israel in their contem-
plative caiiacity; not necessarily diflferent jiersons in their

outer being from the virgins of ver. 3 (the uiu'ighl), but yet
representing them in a ditrerent point of view, with reference
solely to their intelligent and emotional survey of what is

p;uising, and >vithout regard to their own spiritual state."

The mother of the Bride is the nation of Israel. The.mother's
sons are " the several members of the nation, viewed only in
their civil dealings, in their relation to the Stale, not in their

relation to the Church." Their anger was the reliellion of
the ten tribes. Her own vineyard was the religious culture
of all Israel. Hindered in this by the jiolitical condition of
the nation, she w.is driven to the establishment of colleges of
holy disciples, the sous of the projdiets at dilTerent centres,

whoso spheres of action are denoted by the vineyards, of
which the anger of her brethren made her the keeper. AVkiss
refers this section to the time when Israel lay encamped at
the foot of Siiiii. The blackness of the bride (i. 5) was the
sin of the gold"n c.ilf, the sun that occasioned it was the
bondage in Kgyjit. The petition (ver. 7) concerns the leading
thi-ouKh the wilderness, and the house (ver. 17) is the taber-
nacle of Moses. MoooY Stuart supposes the longing for
Chr.st's iipiiearanee, and His actual birth among men, to be
th" siiliject of this section ; his interjiretation of which is

speei.ili/.'Ml even to tin- extent of making the "green bed" of
i. 10 refer to tiie fiish gnuss upon which the newly-horn
Savioui' was laid in the manger for the cattle.
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trifling, which lays no sui'e historical and exe-

getical foundatiou at the outset, and hence sup-

poses that it can bring every possible mystery
into the simple language of this poem, tin un-

prejudiced historical exposition can see notliing

in the sectioa explained above, but the first act

of a more prolonged lyrico-draraatic action,

wliich by a gradual progress brings to its de-

nouement the relation of two lovers, king Solo-

mon and a fair Israelitish maiden, who->e pre-

vious condition was that of a sheplierdess or a

vine-dresser The development in this first section,

is not carried bei/ond ike exhibiting a decided ethical

contrast between the character of this maiden and
that of the daughters of Jerusalem, i. e., the ladles

of Solomon s court or harem, and the knitting in

addition of a firm bond of loving heart-communion

between her and the king, icho for her sake alrcadg

begins to contemn all the others, and even to find them

unlovelg (see ii. 2). It is not ex.icily the very

first of the "mutual attachment" of tlie two
lovers (Dk'litzsch), but it is the first conscious-

ness in both of the incomparable strength and
ardor of their reciprocal aflfection (see particu-

larly ii. 5, 6), which is exhibited in this act, to-

gether with tlie first evident cropping out of an
inner contrariety between this closely united

pair and the other persons of the court; and
this is brought by tlie principal person in the

piece to the briefest and most emphatic expres-

sion possible, by the remarli at the close in ii. 7,

as a contrast of true and false love, or that

which "awakes of itself," and that wliich is

"excited" by amorous arts.*

3. Only thus much can be maintained as the well

assured result of a sober, yet earnest-minded

* [Tlie contiMst in character, wliicli ZiioKLiiR fiaJs already
indicated in this section between Shulamith and tlu daugli-

tyrs of Jerusalem, tliougli essential to his scheme of tlie boolc,

is purely imagia try. It certainly is not established by ii. '1,

the only passa^;! that can, with the slighti'st plausibility, be
urged in its favor ; whilst i. 3 and 4 speak decisively against
it.

Whether the cyclic or the dramatic view of this book is to

be preferred, may bo left an open question at this stage of the
exposition. If our author succeeds in showing a continuous
progress in the action from first to last, the latter view is of
course entitled to the preference. But if he fails in this, as
in the translator's judgment he does, and a.s all have done
who have made the same attempt before him, we seem to be
shut up to the former; unless indeed even the cyclic view, at
least :is refined tjy some of its later advocates, is too artificial

for the artless simplicity of this beautiful poem, in which the
same theme recurs under varied aspects, but the law of suc-
cession is rather that of poetical association than logical ex-
actness.

And the general character of this section creates an ante-
cedent presumption favorable to this view. The intimacy
hero described is of the strictest and most loving nature, and
seems to leave no room for any further advance. Instead of
preparing the way for a married union, it rather implies that
the marriage has already taken place. The "bed" i. 10 is

in all probability not the nuptial couch. But Shulamith's
presence in tlie king' s apartments, the kisses and embraces,
her open expression of her passionate fondness for the king
would be untiecoming and inadmissible, especially amid the
restraints of oriental society, prior to marriage.—Tu.]

3i

exposition of this first division, which keeps
aloof from tlie profane assumptions and artifi-

cial combinations of modern sliephertl-romances

and amatory poems; and it is simply on this

basis, tlierefore, that a practical application of

the contents of this chapter and a half must pro-

ceed, if it is to be conducted upon sound and
worthy principles. Its aim must consist essen-

tially in pointing out and devoutly estimating the

typical analogy which undeniably holds between
wh.at is hero found and the dealings of the Re-

deemer with Ills Church. As Solomon raised liis

beloved from a low condition to his own glory,

and that from mere love, and drawn by her

beauty and charms, so the Lord has exalted man,
sunk in misery and degradation, from no other

motive than His love. His mere personal regard
for our race, upon wliich His divine glory and
blessedness were in no manner dependent ; for

"Nothing brought Ilim from above,
Nothing but redeeming love."

As further Solomon's love to Shul imith ap-

pears in a gradual growth and a progression by
successive steps, so too Christ lifts both ITis entire

cliurch and the indiviilual souls that compose it,

only step by step to the full and complete fellow-

siiip of llis grace. To the call into His kingdom,
which corresponds with the establishing of the

relation of conjugal love in the royal gardens at

Jerusalem represented in this act, succeed the

liiglicr stages of illumination, conversion, sancti-

fi^ation ; but they do not follow immediately
upon the heels of the former. As finally the

lovely combination of child-like humility and of

inward longing for her beloved, which Sliula-

raitii's charac;ler already exhibits in this first

Song, forms her chief attract on which first

makes her appear truly worthy of the lovo of her
royal bridegroom, so in the soul of every Chris-

tian whom the Lord calls into His kingdom and
will make partaker of His grace, the necessity of

surrendering himself voluntarily to these gracious

drawings with a hearty desire for a complete
union with him becomes His highest duty; for
" non i>isi volentes trahuntur a Deo'''' (i\Iatt. xxiii.

37.)—Besides these analogies a sound and sober

practical exposition of this section must also hold

up the numerous points of difference between the

historical type and the soteriological and Mes-
sianic antitype ; and among these it mui;t par-

ticularly point out the dissimilitude, nay the con-

trast between the earthly Solomon, and the di-

vine-human Redeemer, as well a,s between the

surroundings of both. For it is only in this way
that the total of what is contained in this action

can be duly developed and converted to practical

profit in both a positive and a negative respect.

Comp. Introduction, \ 4, pp. 16 If.
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SECOND SONG.
The first meeting of the lovers, related by Shulamilh who has returned to her home.

Chap. II. 8—III. T.

FIRST {and only) SCENE:

Shulamith (alone).

8 Hark !^ my beloved ; lo ! here he comes,

leaping^ over the mountains,

bounding over the hills.

9 My beloved is like a gazelle

or a young hart'

Lo ! here he stands behind our wall,*

looking through^ the windows,

glancing through the lattices.*

10 Answered my beloved and said to me

:

"Up,' my dear, my fair one and go forth !

11 For, lo ! the winter is past,

the rain is over, is gone.

12 The flowers appear in the land,

the time for song* has arrived,

and the voice of the turtle dove is heard in our land.

13 The fig-tree spices' its green figs

and the vines are in bloom,'" they yield fragrance,

''up! my dear, my fair one and go forth!

14 My dove, in the clefts'^ of the rock,

in the recess of the cliff','^

let me see thy form,'* let me hear thy voice,

for thy voice is sweet and thy form is comely."

—

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

I rWic. h(>!\din!; : The voice of the cliurch of Christ. Mat. : The voice of the church. Gov. : Methink I hear the voica

of my beloved. So Cran., Uish.]

5 " Whilst thp verb jSl siiRgests his lonp; leaps, as he springi, comp. Isa. xxxv. 6; Ps. xviii. .^0 ; Zeph. i. 9, the verb

yap (ail older form for ]2p '"'J rt-Litud lo yOD to press ior/'itlier, as well as to |*3p <<> ff'^ther ; in the I'iel " to cause to

drnw toK"tl"-'""') leti us. as it were, see th" giz^llos. with wliich the lover is compared, as in galloping they draw their feet

togetlior ii;:nin, altiT bcini; Rtretchi-J Bo wi le apart." WiLISiB.

8 [AiNS. : a lawn of the hinds
J

4 '7j-\3 according to the Targ. on Josh. ii. 15 equivalent to Tp "wall " occurs nowhere else in the Old Testament ex-

cept in the Chaldeo forms 7^3 Dan. v. 5, and (plur.) X'"7"\3 Ezr. v. 8.
-

: T -
: •.

6 [!•'. Vor.: ' forth at." Civ.: b»tter "in at." Woins. : spyioK '" fit "^'' ^">'lo^8.
'J

• [Gov. : pi^epeth throu.;h the grato AlX'. : floiirisliiiig through the lattices.]

' The two-fold 'hS to thee after 'O-ip arise and after '37 go throws back the action, as it were, upon its subject and

thnsserves to impart to the language an easy, colloquial an Ikindly chiracter, comp. i.8, also vers. 11, 13, 17; iv. 6; viii. 14.

WeissBiCn correcUy remarks that it is chiefly verbs of motion to which this kindly T1 or "h or 107 ia added. [.Mat.;

The voice of Christ.]
,. „ ,

8[l';. Vi-r.: "singing of hirds" which IlAnMEa refers espcciiiUy to the nightingale. Wic. : -'cutting." Cov. : tie

twisting time. Doww :" pruning." i-o I'liRUPP and Wkiss. Poolf, : cutting or cropping for nosegays.]

8[S.>N)VE8. Cov. : bringeth forth. E. Ver. : putteth forth. Good, Ginsb.: sweeten. M'lLLiAJia : ripen. Fry : em-

balm. Wkhs: perfume. TuRrpr: n.-iurc]
10 rWic. : flowering. Cov.: blossoms, so Fry, Notes, TniiUPP. Doway: fljwer. E. Ver. : tender grapes ; so Good, W liss,

Gixsii. Wii.LiAM.s: fonder buds.]
II [Wic: The voice of Christ to the church.]

" ySon 'Un appears here as well us in Chad. ver. 3; .Tcr. xlix. 16, which are probably derived from the passage be-

fore ns, to be not rocky heights, lofty refuges on top of the rocks, (Scholt., Ge.sen.. IlExosTExn., Weissb., etc.,) but rather

"fissures, clefts in the rocks " (couip. Kwald and Uitziq in loc.) For the hitter figure manifestly agrees better with the

present situation, (see ver. 9) and m.iy also have a better etymological basis (comp. .Vrab. __>. to split.)

13 r\1J"m (from yyy kindred to ^^^) comp. Ezok. xxxviii.2'1, the only other passing- in which the word occnrg.

M On the form TN^O as a singular, comp. Ewald, ^256 6, [Green's Btb. Granm. J 221, 7 a.]
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15 Catch^ us foxes,

little foxes, spoiling vineyards;
for our vineyards are in bloom.

16 My beloved is mine, and I am his,

who feeds among the lilies.

17 Against^ the day cools, and the shadows flee

turn thee, my beloved, and be like
a gazelle or a young hart
on the clefi* mountains.

{She sleeps and after some time awakes again:)

III. 1 *0n my bed^ in the nights*

I sought him whom my soul loves;
I sought hiiu but I found him not. ,

2 " I will rise now and go about in the city
in the markets and in the streets ;'

I will seek him v;hom my soul loves."

—

I sought him but I found him not.

3 Found^ me the watchmen, who go about in the city

;

"^Whom my soul loves, have ye seen ?"^"

4 Scarcely" had I passed from them,
when I found him whom my soul loves.
I grasped him and would not let him go,
until I had brought^^ him into my mother's house,
and into the chamber of her that conceived'^ me.

—

5 I^* adjure you, ye daughters of Jerusalem,
by the gazelles or by the hinds of the field,

that ye wake not and that ye waken not
love until it please.

s r7r' ; '^'V """'^f
o^'Clhrist to the church against heretics. Mat. : The voice against the heretics 1^

I
Adopted from Thrupp.] ^ ucici,ii,o.j

3 [E- Ver. mar-: division, Init in the text: Bether. as thou-h it were a proper name whicli Patrick identifiefl withBethel; Ainsworth and Poole with Bithro.i
; and Clarke with Beth-horon. Gov.: sim, l^-C. u'uUns '^L Ud^^^^^^B.SH Oran.

:
w.de mountains. Parkhurst, Williams : craggy mountains. BcRRrEs- a reg on cut up or divided bymounta ns and valh.ys, rougl), craggy and difficult to cross. With.: our secluded hills 1

clivulea by

chos ! ouuJf the heatlief.]
'^^' '°''' °^*''' '^""''^ ^'''^^'^^ together of Gentiles. Mat.'.- The voice of the church which is

6 [Wic: little bed.]
6 [So AiNS.

;
Wic. by nights. Mat., E. Ver., by night.]

^ D'pVtJ/ plur. of p.r^, as D'^IT from n-n [Green's ffeb. Gramm. ? 207, 1. f.] related to DDty to run (whence also

pity l^j) denotes "places where people run," bustling public places, hence the Sept. correctly iul^yopaU. Comp. Eccles.
xii. 4, 5 ;

and Prov. vii. 8.-For n)2m streets (n^ar.la.) comp. Prov. i. 20 ; vii. 12. Without sufficient proof from the lan-

^s^fe^tT-Twic ''bvTowL*^nV«?r'^'''?'''''''''"
'^' meaning " markets, open squares," and for the farmer the meaningstiett... I.W1C.. by towns and str.ets. Cov. : upon the market and in all the streets. Gbnev. : by the streets and by

the open places. E. Ver. in the streets and in the broad ways. Patrick: Q'piiy are the lesser thoroughfares in the city
or the streets of lesser cities; as Jinhl are the greater, wider streets, or rat'her the streets of the royal capital city.]

I ?sl ^'f?,
"
*P

^*"'^® "P"" '^"^ °"^' *i"''' '"<"'' l^iui'" 1 '^am. X. 3; Song Sol v 7

10 V.
'" \

*" "''^^ '*'''"'. ';''Cl'nst to the apostles. Mat. : The chur.-h speaking'of Christ 1The mterrogative partK-le H is omitted before the verb Dn'XI, because it ?s at so great a remove from the be-
ginning of the clause. Comp. EWALD, 7.c7iri!)M<;;) ? .314 a 6

" On ay03 (0;;0 wltli J verUatU) "as liiuch as 'a little." Comp. Isa. i. 9.

Vi On the form rnXOHiy for VriX^pHty see HiTZiQ in loc. [UIreen's Beb. Gram., ? 160, 2.]

^^ "Tllin synonym of QX as Hos. ii. 5.
'

"

T
" [Wig. : The voice of Christ to the church. M.w. : The voice of Christ.]

the formula of citation ii. 10 ""S "1^X1 nn IDX
EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL. and so to gain a dialogue form for the first, and

, T* • *a £ J • • ^ ,
larger division (ii. 8-17) is wrecked not only by

1. It IS the fixed opinion of almost all the more the evidence of genuineness afforded by all MSS
recent interpreters hat this act contains two and ancient versions in favor of these words, butmonologues or sonnets sung by Shulamith alone, also by the closing verses of the section (vers.and nothing more; and this is verified by all the 15-17) which correctly interpreted rcnreserlt her
particulars that it contains. The attempt of lover as present only to the imagination of Shula-Magnus and Delitzscu to strike out as spurious mith or to her memory, which viyidly recalled
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him. Whether the two monologues are regarded i ues to slay in the royal pleasure-grounds south

as two distinct scenes, (as is couuaouly the case),

or the scene is allowed to remain t lie same in both

without change and only a pause of some length

is interposed betweenthem(EwALi), Hnz., Haiin,)

is on the whole but an unessential diti'crence. For

a pause after ii. 17 is as undeniable and as uni-

versally admitted as is the peculiar character of

the second sonnet iii. 1-5, which as the narration

of a dreauj (w^itii the apo-^trophizing of the daugh-

ters of Jerusalem therewith connected) is sharply

and distinctly sundei-ed from the preceding mo-

nologue, thougli this too is of a narrative charac-

ter. As to what takes place between the two

monologues or scenes, we may either suppose

(with EiVALi) and others) a prolonj^ed medit itiou

and silence on the p irt of Shulamith, exhausted

by the foregoing lively expression of her longing

desire for her lover, or, as intimated in tlie above

translation, that she sinks in'o a brief slumber,

wliich brings before her in a dream the lover for

whom she so ardently longs, and thus in the mo-

ment of her awaking recalls to her remembrance
a like dream from the early days of her love,

which she hereupon relates. No sufficient proof

of this assumption can, it is true, be brought from

the context. Yet it undoubtedly has more in its

favor than, e.g., the iiypothosis proposed by Um-
BiiEiT, KocKE, Vaiiiixger, Renan and several of

the older writers, that Shulamith utters the words

ii. 8-17 in a dream, and then, after awaking, she

relates (to the women of the harem around her)

a dream wliich she had previously had, iii. 1 if.,

in order to " prove her changeless love to tlie

friend to whom her heart was given." The lan-

guage in ii. 8-17 lias, to be sure, a certain dream-

like vagueness, rather than the character of a

strictly historical narration. Hut this is suffi-

ciently explained by the highly excited fancy of

the singer, which brings up the past before her.

as though she were experiencing it anew, and

which in this lyrical recital, that is any thing but

dry narration, here and there springs over what
intervenes between the separate particulars of

the action, especially in ver. U and between vers.

14 and 15.

2. it is, however, far more difficult to deter-

mine the scene or the situation, and the external

surroundings of the speaker during tills act, than

to decide upon the form and style of the discourse.

The adherents of the shepherd-hypothesis, who
here conceive of Siiulamith as continuing at Je-

rusalem in the royal harem, and expressing her

longing for iier distant lover, can urge, it is true,

in lavor of tliis the repetiiion of the address to

the "daughters of Jerusalem " at the close of the

section (ill. 5), but are not able to explain why
the description in ii. 8-17 presupposes an un-

doubted country scene, with mountains, hills,

vineyards, llowery fields, elc , or why it is a sim-

ple monologue of the beloved, and neither Solo-

mon nor the daughters of Jerusalem utter a word.

15tirrciiER"s view, therefore, seems to have some-

tliiii

of the capital, and that Solomon lias only left her
again for a while for some unknown reasons.

But Shulamith's place of abode plainly ajipears

to be one further removed from Jerusalem, and in

fact to be located in the region of her home. For
1) the mention of her mother's house, with its

wall ami its latticed window (iii. 4 ; ii. 0) makes
it probable that she is there. 2) We are also led

to the very same result by ?JY"1N3, "in our land,"

ii. 12, the mention of the "vineyards in bloom,"

ii. 13, 15, as well as the 17)21 '^n, ii. 17, whether

this difficult expression be rendered "separating
mountains," or "cleft mountains," or "spice
mountains" (see in lor.). ?>) Shulamith brought
in solemn poinp to tlie wedding by her royal

briilegroom, as described for the first time in the

following act, ill. G-11, presupposes that she had
before been staying again in her parents' liouse;

for it is from thence tliat according to the custom
of the ancient Hebrews, the bride must always
be brought (comp. 1 Jlac. ix. 37, 39 ; ]Matth. xxv.

1, e/c). 4) That Shulamith came frtun northern
Palestine to Jerusalem for her marriage with Sol-

omon, is al-o rendered highly probable by the

mention of Lebanon in what her nexvly espoused

says to her, iv. 8; ami further, the "coming up
of the bride out of the wilderness," as described

In iii. G, in her entry into the capital, might point

to a coming from the north, and not out of the

wilderness of Judah, which lay south of Jerusa-

lem (comp. in loc). Accordingly the parental

residence of the bride, or its vicinity is. with

DopKE, IlEiLiGSTEnT and Delitzsch, to be re-

garded as the scene of this passage—that is to

say, Shunem or some neighboring locality in the

tribe of Issachar north of Mount Gilboa, or on
the south side of "Little Ilermon " How Shu-
lamith came thither again from the royal resi-

dence, whether peaceably dismissed to her home
by agreement with her bridegroom, or conducted

thither by himself in order to be subsequently

brought with solemn pomp to the wedding, is not

clearly explained in the piece. Only every

thought must be excluded of a possible flight of

the virgin from the royal harem to her home, for

she exhibits her longing for her royal lover in

undiminislied strength, and this too not as though

it had arisen from regret at her too hasty flight

from him (comp. Delitzsch, p. 99 f.).—A? re-

gards the time of the action, it appears to follow

liom the way that, ii. 11-13, the winier is de-

scribed as p.asi, and the fair spring-time as come,

tiiat an interval of some montlis had elapsed be-

tween the summer or autumn scene .of the pre-

ceding act (i. 14, 10 f.; ii. 3 If.) and the present,

or more briefly, that "the entire rainy scjison lies

between ii. 7 and ii. 8" (HiTZ.). I>ut as that

charming descrijitlon of opening spring belongs

to a narration, and furthermore to a poetic and
ideal narration of what Solomon said to liis be-

lovetl on his first meeting with her, no conclusion

ts favor, that the locality of the action i can be drawn from it in respect lo the time of

was a royal country house not far from Jerusa- this action. And neitlier the "winter" in ii. II

lem. where Siiulamith was detained a solitary nor the "nights" in iii. 1 (according to Hitzio

prisoner. And the one circumstance at least the "long winter nights !") afford any support for

that according to ii. 8 If. the scene appears to be that opinion, which would charge upon the poet

in the country, might be conveniently combined too great a violation of the Aristotelian demand

with the assumption that Shulamith here contin-
[
of the unity of time. On the contrary, there la
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QotbiDg in ibe waj of aseamiug with Ewald, Bott-
CHEE, UnL. and luosl of the later interprfeters, an
Inlenril of but a few days between Act 1 and 2

(which certainly ne^rd not be narrowed down to

the space of a few hour**, as, e. g., VAiui>GEii as-

sumes), nor of regarding the entire action of the

place; generally as taking place in the course of a

single spring, atid occupying, at the utmost, a few
.weeKs.* Comp. on vji. 1-3.

3. Ch. ii, vEKs. 8, 9.

Ver. 8. Hark ! my bsloved.— Literally,

*'the Toice [or souudj of ujy beloved,"

—

""Tl 7ip, to which abrupt expression iTn it

u or >?^J i» Iteard is to be supplied as in

Isa. il. 3,0 (Matt. iii. 3); 2 Kings tI. 32. [It

is ra,lher an eiclamation, to which no rerb need
be supplied, see Gkees'b Utb. Ckrt*. on Isa.

xl. 3, tij. And the following expression, "lol
there ha comes," etc., shows that it is not the

words of the bridegroom (HESGSXEKBBiiG, aft^r
^

MiCHAELXS and many of the older writers], but .

his coming itself or the sound of his coming
^

and bounding over the mountains and the hills, i

in short his steps, which are indicated by /Ip,

comp. T. 2; Gen. iii. 8; 1 Kings iIt. 6. That
j

Shuiamith was shortly expecting her lover, may
be probably inferred from this exclamation of

hers whicn may be supposed to have been occa- I

sioned by some noi^e in which she thought she

heard the st^ps of him for whom she longed.

Bni that which further follows is not a descrip-

tion of his arrival, whicti now actually ensues '

^Mags., Del.), nor a mere airy fancy sketch or

* rif BhnlauUtlj is here describiiig her first meeting ynfh her
royal !» -- ' • - no reason "wby she might not remember
an J r- as is here done, without the neoeB«it.v of
beinz ; - the porjtOBe from JerutsaJem to Bhuiiem,
ei-eii i<-j , - ...-: to hare been her originaJ home. liBpe-

cially a= n^r ajjiirAiion of the "daughters of Jerusaiem," iiL

5, is a more erjd 'Ut proof of her BtiU being in the royal capi-

tal, tfiiu any wliiuh Imszajsb. ha* t*een able X'^ ii- .. t , Tin-

: ;. ...-V. He seem¥ to hare made the miBlak'- .'

t_ J • alif^y of a past ereui ix:,i.rId^^•l with the j .

':. r It'ti.iv :...: ,,,-.-.;<• v T , T,^ t'aUiati^ :.. ;, .^ .- Ij

;; J • :., i: .' rei>ideni;e wjiii liie

i: L _;.:.
: ;. oom^e th'iUfx in bo-

j.i:-:. : .. ; .. _;_^^ , j -at period- But this
- diaWiiig ol t>u large a conclusion fromBcarc

so Kle

Tjj i'Jv'.li fiud Lt-r^

.age ii^dnl: ilifc bride
' -<i by the sound of a
wiij is one of the

•Toy Bupposee
- Hcene. '• The

I
dreaming description of what her friend would
say and do, if he were now actually to come
(L'mbk., Ilifz., Vaih., etc.—see No. ], above),
but a vivid reminiscence of the way that he had
actually come to her the first time and of the

;
loving conversation which had then taken place

j

between him and her by the wall of Ler parental
I
home. It was the more natural for the bride to

I

be thus vividly transported to the past, as she
was hourly expecting her bridegroom back

j

again at the very spot where he had then met
j

with her for the first time.*— Leaping

—

I
boanding (J^'l'D— |'3|TD). From this descrip-

j

tion of her lover's first coming to Shuiamith,
which is further illustrated by the following
figures of the gazelle and the young hart, we
may perhaps conclude that Solomon while hunt-
ing on Mount Gilboa, or in its vicinity, saw his
beloved there for the first time, and formed a
connection with her in the manner ideally de-
scribed in what follows.

Ver. 'c". My beloved is like a gazelle or
a young hart. Hitzig calls in question the
genuineness of these words, with no other
grounds of Euspieion than such as are purely
subjective. They are designed more paiticularly

to iUuetrate and justify in their application to

her lover the somewhat bold and in themselves

not very intelligible terms jVl "leaping," and
yiJp "bounding." And this they manifestly do

in so far as they call att-ention to the fact that he
resembles those fair and noble animals not in his

speed and agility merely, but generally in the
charming grace and loftiness of his whole bear-
ing. Comp. passages like 2 Sam. ii. 18 ; 1 Chron,
xii. 8 ; Prov. vi. G, where speed alone is the tert.

comp. in this figure, with Ps. xviii, 84 ; Hab.
iiL 19; Prov. v. Vd, where the other qualities of

these animals are al»^o taken into th^ account.

—

liO here he is, standing behind our w^alL
Judged by the analogy of other passages, in

which it is found, the word here used does not
mean the wall about the vineyard but the wall

of the house, to which the mention of the win-
dow immediately after also points.f "Our
wall," because Shuiamith means the house
belonging to her family, in or near which she
now is again [or which she bo well remembers
—Te.] ; comp. viiL 8 " our sister." and " our
vineyards ' ver. 1-5.—Looking throngh the
windo-wE. glancing thrcxigh the lattices

—

Ijf-erally, "from the windows, Irom the lattices."

It is a matter of indifference from which window
he looks into the interior ; it was only worth

while to affirm in the general that he looked in

from the region of the windows, that is from

without, "Window" (p^), and ••lattice"

(K2'>ri—according to the Targ. Josh. iL 15, 18

coming W.

• .uij;- ji me
•jT exclamation

coin';- kh , u'jJ-' " ffi"i!!". ';''-"uni:;'.LiiiC'--

and loimd him ;iiL l-Aj."—IiLJ

>"'ratu.'"ej I', bett LJu wi.i''lj jesbL-itujec an "J ^U.tJ'-c ^^-,-V.- bjrt of

I
grijeu waU.''j
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equiv,il:'!it to ]l^n, of the same meauing also

with -TJ'X Judg. V. 28; Prov. vii. 6, as well as

with niipx Ilos. xiii. 3; Eccles. xii. 3) arc plainly

only <Utlerent names for the same thing, of which

however the latter expression is the mure special

or precise; for the lattice properly closed the

aperture of the window and conseiiueutly was
that through which he must have looked, comp.

2 Kin. xiii. 17.— ]"ii'0 literally, "blooming"

(comp. I«a. xxvii. 6; Ps. cxxxii. 18 and especi-

ally Ps. Ixxii. 16, where y^O occursof men bloom-

ing out of the earth) does not express a "transient

appearing" or a "quick and stolen glance," but

evidently describes the blooming and radiant

appearance of her lover, who is also called " white

and red," v. 10. " He blooms in through the

window" (comp. Miciiaelis : "roseum siiu/n vul-

tum instar floris jucundissimi per retia canc'-llorum

ostendens") is a pregnant expression, and reminds

one of Gen. xlix. 22, where Joseph is described

as a young fruit tree of luxuriant growth, whose
"daughters " run over the wall.*

4. Solomon's first greeting to Shul.\mith,

vers. 10- H.
Ver. 10. My beloved answered and said

to me. In oiipo.^ilion lo the doubts of M.\GXi;s

and Delitzsch regarding the genuineness of

these words, see above No. 1. In respect to nj>'

in the opening of a discourse and consequently

in the seti.se of "beginning to speak" (not " an-

swering" IIengstenberg), comp. Deut. xxi. 7

;

xxvi. 5; 2 Chron. xxix. 31; Isa. xiv. 10; Job
iii. 2, and aTonpiveadai, which is frequently so

used in the New Testament. -j- Arise, my dear,
my fair one, and go forth, viz., out of the

house—not " out cf the city into tlie country',"

as the a<lheretits of the sliejilierd-hypothesis sup-

pose, who think the sheplierd utters these words
to Shulamith in her captive condition (similarly

also Weissb.vcm).;};

Ver. 11. For lo, the VT-inter is past. ir»D

(for which the K'ri Vnp to fix the correct pro-

nunciation instead of inp as it might possibly

be read) denotes, as also in Aram., the winter

and that on the side of its cold, as the parallel

expression DE/J (comp. Eccles. xii. 2 ; Job

xxxvii. G) denotes the same on the side of its

moisture, that is to say, as the rainy season

(D'O'dj, n;; time of rain, Ezr. x. 9, 13). The

winter as the cold season of the year necessarily

keeps people in the house; whence the allusion

to its being pist adds force to the solicitation to

come out of the house.

Ver. 12. The flowers appear in the land,
literally, "are seen (1X")J) in the land." On the

rapidit}^ witli which the spring with its new ver-

dure and its blooming attire usually follows the

winter in the East, comp. II.xssELijrisT, liciKen,

* [Wonosw. : Literally, uproutlng and lilonming liko a
flowering shrub or crenper, whoso lilossoms poop and sliinn'

tlirough the trollis or lattice work of a. wimlow, mid giving;

brightnoss .ind loveliness to the upartmont.]

f |\VoRi)sw. : Here is an anticipation of the phrase go often
applied in the gospels to Christ, who an.swercd even the
thoughts of His liearers.]

X [It i-an scarcely be anything but a slip when Withixotox
puts tbise wonls into the nidiilli «\ tlie biido :

" lie hears licr

Uistuat voice : Rise up, my love," etc.—Te.J

p. 2(Jl.—The time of singing has arrived.
TDtn nj^ is not the "lime for pruning vines,"

as tiie old translators explained it, after the anal-

ogy of Lev. XXV. 3 f. ; Isa. v. 6; for in vers. 13
and 15 the vines are represented as already in

blossom, the time for pruniiigthem was tlierefore

long since past; but it is the "time of singing,

of merry songs." By fliis, however, we are not
to understand the singing of birds (1b.\ Ezra,
Kasui. E. Meier), but conformably to Isa. xxv.
5 ("I'?;), xxiv. 10; Job xxrv. 10; Ps. cxix. 54;

2 Sam. xxiii. 1, etc. (HITOt), the glad songs of

men, such as spring usually awakens, especially

in the life of shepherds and country people
(comp. Judg. xxi. 24) 1.) —Aud the voice of
the turtle is heard in our land. viz. in Pales-

tine, the laud ol' fc^ulomou aud aud Shulamith.
This IJif^NB does not by any means require us

to regard Shulamith's country lover as the
speaker, although it favors the assumption that

the scene of the narrative lay in the country

rather than in the city. The "turtle-dove" ("IID)

as a bird of passage (Jcr. viii. 7) is a fit repre-
sentative of spring, and it need not therefore
symbolize the Holy Spirit (Targ ), nor the meek
(Hengstknb.), nor I.'^ruel in general (Haiix).

Ver. 13. '^he fig tree spices its fruit. As
D'.2D means not the early figs but the late figs,

i. e. the small fruit of the fig tree which con-
tinues to grow during the winter, and docs not
ripen until spring (Septuag. o/.vvduL, Vulgate,
(jrossi), and as £2jn signifies, Gen. 1. 2, 20, "to

spice, to perfume," this verb must here too have
the sense of spicing and denote that "aromatic
sweetness " which figs attain about the time of

their ripening (comp. Schubert, Reise 111. p.

113). We must reject, therefore, both the "put-
ting forth" of the ancient versions (Sept., Aq.,
Viilg., Syr.), and the signification of "redden-
ing" or "browning," prcterreil by Kwai.d, Hitzio,
Kenan, etc.; for the Lite figs are of a violet color

even during the winter, when the}' are still unfit

to eat (comp. Mkier and WKissiivcu in loc.) —
And the vines are in blossom, literally,

"are blossom." ")TDD a substantive, which oc-- T :

curs again ver. 15 and vii. 13, and whose etymo-
logy is very obscure (comp. Veltu., Ewald aud
Hirzio in loc), can mean nothing but " blossom,

vine blossom" either here or in the other two
passages; and this is confirmed by the ancient
versions (Sett. Kv-pi^eiv, ^"^LG. jlorere, Svjui.
o'lvdvOij; also the Syr. on Isa. xvii. 11). It

plainly makes no difference in the sense whether
we translate "the vines are blossom (comp. e. g.

Ex. ix. 31), give fragrance" (as is commonly
done) or "the vines in blossom, i. e. since they
are blossoming, j'ield tlieir fragrance" (see e. g.

Weissb. comp Dklitzscji). With regard to the

fine delicious fragrance of the vine blossom comp.
also Ecclus. xxiv. 2:!.

Ver. 14. My dove in the cleft? of the
rock.— No pause is observable between vers. 13

and 14 (liiiziG: comp. Weissbach). 'Jlie len-

d<'rly caressing and alluring language continues
without change. Solomon here entitles his be-

loved a "dove in tlie clefts of the rock," because,

as appears from ver. 0, the bars of the latticed

window still separate him from her. The allu-
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sioa to her dove-like innocence and her lovely

form is altogether subordinate, but must never-

theless not be left wholly out of the account as

e.g. Weissbach insists; for "dove" is undoubt-

edly a tender pet-name, comp. vi. 9, and even i.

15. The allegorical interpretation, which aees

in the dove "persecuted innocence" (Hengsten.),

or even the righteous hiding himself in the

gaping wounds of Christ(TuEODORET, Gbeg. the

great" J. Graui.) has clearly uo exegetical justi-

fication.* In the secret of the cliflfs. literally

" in the hiding-place of the ladder of rock, of the

Steep rocky precipices," for this appears to be the

meaning of the word here used. The expression

evidently serves only to finish out the figure em-

ployed immediately before of tlie clefts of the

rock concealing the dove. No conclusion can be

based upon it respecting Shulamith's place of re-

sidence, as though it actually were a rock-bound

castle (Bottcher), or were in Solomon's lofty

palace upon Zion (Ewald, Hitzig, Vaih., elc.)\

Tiie present description would rather ap-

pear to indicate (comp. above No. 2) that Shu-

lamith's country home was surrounded by a

mountainous and ro^iky regioa (Dehtzsch).—
Let me see thy form, nX"):3 denotes in this

poem not barely the face (this Solomon already

saw through the lattice) but the entire form,

comp. V. 15, also Gen. xii. 11 ; xxix. 17; xxxix.

6.—Let me hear thy voice. Evidently an in-

vitation to sing, with which Shulamith complies

in ver. 15.—The following fortifying clause re-

minds of the similar one in ver. 9, a.

5. Shulamith's answer.

Ver. 15. That this verse is a little vintagers'

song or at least the fragment of one, and that

Shulamith sings it in answer to the request of

her lover in vers. 10-14 is regarded as settled by

most of the recent interpreters since Herder.

Only the allegorists, as Hengstenberg, Hahn, eic.

see expressed in it Shulamith's fear of the foes

of God's vineyard (/. e. heretics according to

Hengstenberg, [so Gov., Patr., Poole and the

generality of English Commentators], pagan Ha-

mites according to HaUxN.); and Ewald inap-

propriately puts the words into the mouth of the

lover, who thus mikes the connection again with

what he had said in ver. 13. That we rather

have here a separate ditty or fragment of a song,

is shown not only by the plural form of address,

but also by the accumulation of rhymes (C^^'iy,

D'jL^p, D'hiDnrD, D'0"ID). And that this ditty is

sung by the bride, not by the bridegroom, ap-

pears Irom its contents, which seem perfectly

suitable for the keeper of a vineyard (see 1. 6),

but not for her lover, be he king or shepherd.*

It is, however, arbitrary and preposterous to

assume with Hitzig and Renan, that Shula-

mith sings this sonnet at one of the win-

dows in the harem at Jerusalem in order to in-

form her lover from her old home, who was in the

vicinity of the place of her abode, in nearly the

same way that Richard Coeur de Lion betrayed

the place of his captivity to Blondel, his faithful

minstrel, by singing the retrain of a song famil-

iar to them botii. The whole situation too is

not in the remotest manner adapted to such a

romantic aud sentimental meaning and design of

the sonnet. Its context rather indicates plainly

enough that it still belongs to Shulamith's narra-

tive other first meeting with her lover, and con-

sequently is neither more nor less than her

answer to his request to come out to him and to

sing to him,—an answer, which whether actually

given by her in jast these words or not, at all

events concealed a delicate allusion to her lover

under a popular veil artlessly employed and half

in jest, and intimated to him that she was not

disinclined to let him take part henceforth in her

care for the security of her vineyard. If she

really sang these words, she did so v/hile open-

ing the doors of her house to admit her

lover who stood without before the wall, or

while she stepped out to him singing and smiling

(comp. Delitzsch in loc.)—Catch US foxes,

little foxes, spoiling vineyards. The foxes

deserve this name, not because they attack the

ripe grapes themselves (Theocr. Id. 1. 46, If;

V. 112), but because by .their passages and

holes they undermine the walls of the vine-

yards and injure the roots of the vines; and

they also gnaw the stems and young shoots.

f

It was important, therefore, in the spring when
the vines were blossoming, to protect the vineyards

from those uninvited guests; and the more so,

since the spring is the very time of the coming

forth of the young foxes from their kennels. The

predicate D'.39P Lilllcv&iQvs to yount/ foxes {comp.

Gen. ix. 24; xxvii. 15; 1 Kin. iii. 7), not to the

diminutive size of the animals which nevertlieless

do so much damage [so Harmer, Good, Wil-

liams]; in that case the smaller variety of the

jackal, which is known by the name of adcve, would

be specially intended by U''VJ!^l^ (Hitzig). But

as the jackal is always called 'i-n or jH (Job xxx.

29. Mic. i. 8) in every other passage in which it

is mentioned in the Old Testament, whilst 1V1\^

* Harmer says, on the authority of Dr. SriAW :
" Doves in

those countries, it seems, take up their abodus in the liollow

places of rocks and cliiis." Wordsw. suggests that the cliiu-

parison is " to a dove fleeing to the clefts of the rock for rofugo

from the storm." Good quotes as parallel the following simile

from Uomer's description of the wounded Diana, II. xxi. i93.

" .\s whpn the falcon wiiijs her way atiove.

To tin cleft ( avt-rti spei'ds the atfrighted dove.

Straight to her shelter thus the goddess flew."']

t [So Harmer, who supposes an allusion to "her apart-

ments in a lofty palace of stone." Good :
" The common ver-

sion, ' secret places of the stairs ' is erroneous. The mistake

has obviously originated from a wish in the translators to

give a literal interpretation to this highly figurative phrase-

ology. Stairs may well enough apply to the royal fair-one

as a bride, but not as a dove."]

* [Good, Borrowes, Notes, Adelaide Newton, Withincs-

TON, Thrupp, make this the language of the bride ;
Patrick,

Poole, Ain.sworth, Henry, Soott, Taylor, Fr.Y, Chrke,
WonDSWonTH the language of the bridegroom. GixsbOxIQ

puts it in the mouth of Shulamith's brothers. Willtams is

led by the plural form of the pronouns both of the first and

second persons to suppose that the chorus of virgins is here

addressing tlie comp.uiions of the bridegroom. The ingenious

suggestion that these words may be borrowed from a popular

son"- which here receive a new meaning from their connec-

tion" agrees well with this peculiarity in the form of expres-

sion and also with the intimation in the preceding verse.

Wordsw. :
" He commands her to look well to her vineyard.

He calls it our vineyard ; it is his as well as hers." Witiiing-

TON (after T4.TLoa, who thinks this verse a summons to a

chase) sees in it an allusion to the " sports and employments

of the care-worn king" in his seasons of relaxation.]

t [Patrick: Aristophanes in his Equi fs, compares sol-

diers to foxes ; spoiling whole countries as they do vineyards.]
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is the constant designation of the fox proper, we
are not. justified here in departing trorn this usual

meaning of the expression, conip. OtiD.M.vNN,

SainmluHf/caH.oS; \\ ISKV., Real- Worlerbucli, Art.

Fuch.ie, also P. C.vssel on Judg. xv. 4. More-

over the expressions "little foxes" and "de-

stroying vineyards" are simply related as in

apposition to the principal object D'^i'i?'; and

both this and the words named as in apposition

are without the article, because it is not ;//e foxes

universally, but just foxes, vineyard-destroying

foxes that are to be taken. Hitzig seeks without

necessity to base upon this absence of the article

before wh)?'J bis translation "hold for us, ye

foxes," «.V.. wiiicb he makes equivalent to "wait, ye

foxes, I'll give it to you ! "—For our vineyards
are ia bloom, literally "and our vineyards

are in bloom;" comp. in respect to this specifying

"and, and in fact," which here has a specially

motive cti trader, Eccles. i. 15; viii. 2; Judg. vi.

Uo; vii. 22; Mai. i. 11, and in g'jner.il Ewald,

^ 310, b. By the expression "^"^OD the singer

takes up again what had been said by her lover,

ver. 13, a. whether she altered her ditty in con-

formity with it, or that expression in the mouth

of Solomon recalled to her mind this vernal so^ig

with the like-sounding refrain ; this latter view is

evidently the more natural.

6. Conclusion of the first monologue. Vers.

16, 17.

Ver, 16. My beloved is mine and I am
his.—This deoliratmn th it site has become the

properly of her beloved and he hers, that they

liave mutually surrendered themselves to one ano-

ther (cociip. vi. 3; vii. 11), does not continue

Shulaiaiths answer to the greeting of Solomon,

ver. lU /j-l\ (Delitzsch, Weissbach, etc.), but

after lier account of her first meeting with him,

v/hich terminalos v/ith ver. 15, she takes up again

the expression of her desire for her absent lo.ver

uttered in vers. 8, 9, by asserting in the first in-

stance tiiat thougli still absent, he was inseparably

bound to lier.*—Who feeds among the lilies.

— .Manifestly a figurative expression for "who,
wherever- he abides, spreads radiatice, joy and
loveliness about him," or "in whose footsteps

roses and lilies ever bloom."! With reference to

the figurative nature of this form of speech as a

fixed and favorite poetical phrase, comp. its re-

currence with two diifercnt applications, iv. 5

* [Williams :
" Thesp verses stand perfectly distinct from the

preceding." Others endeavor to establish a. direct connection

with tlij'forogoing verses. Thns Xavlor paraphrases : "I am
all olicrlionce to his requests; it sliall be my happiness to ac-

complish his desires." And Wordsworth in its spiritual ap-

pli<-a- ion :
" The Church thankfully catclies up the expression

'our viiiiyard;' and rejoices tliat not only have they ouis

vineyai-J, but that He is hers and she is His."]

t [(Joon, with an entire misapprehension of the figure in-

tended :
" So sweet is his breath, that surely he feedeth among

the lilies." (iiNSR.: "Who tends his floi-k in the meadows
abounding witli dowers." A figure for " the best piisturr>s,"

according to Wn.uvMS, "for in such lilies appear to have

grown spontaneously;" or for "sweet and lovely piistures."

uccording to I'oOL.;, "where there is not only herbage to feed

thi^m, l);it lili"s to delight thiMU." Fry sugg-v^ts ius tlie con-

nection betweiMi the clii,uses of the verse: "let him drivi^ his

flock to pasture in the flowi-ry meads nn 1 I will accompany
him." AixswO'iTll, Hknry, Woros. and others find in the lilies

a figurarive ri-ference to the bride herself i.\8 the olijci-t of his

fond att;iohinunt, and one who had been cKinpared to a lily

among thorns, ii. 2.J

and vi. 3. Shulamith had already represented
her royal lover as feeding liis tiock, i. 7.

Ver. 17. Against the day cools and the
shadows flee.—Contrary to the division of the
verses, as well as to the analogy of vi. 3, Herder,
Amm., Kleuker, DciPKR [so Coverdale, Doway]
connect these words witti the participial clause
at the close of the preceding verse. " Feeding
among the lilies till the d.iy grows cool " would
yield a very tame and trivial tliought, whilst, on
the other hand, the following solicitation, "turn
tiiec," etc., can scarcely dispense with some more
particular statement of the time up to which or
about which it should be complied with. Upon

W. "^^ (literally, "enduring till," "waiting

tiir'):=" until," "whilst," by the time that,

comp. the like forms of expression, Gen. xxiv.

33 ; xxvii. 45 ; Ex. xxii. 2(j ; 1 Sam. i. 22 ; xiv.

19, etc.; also i. 12 above, where, it is true, the con-
nection demands a somewhat different transla-

tion. Shulamith evidently begs her lover to re-

turn to her before the coming on of the shades of

evening (before the day wholly cools, and the

ever lengthening shadows melt ijuite away in the

darkness—comp. Job xiv. 2). By evening, at the
latest, and before night, he should come over the
mountains to her swift as a gazelle, as at that first

time when she had seen him bounding over the

summits and the hills (ver. 8).*— Turn thee and

be like, e'c.—3D neither qualifies H^pT adver-

bially, "resemble hereabouts a gazelle," etc.

(Weissbach); nor is it an invitation to her friend

already present to ramble with her upon the

mountains in the neighborhood" (Delitzsch) ;

nor equivalent to "turn back again," as thougli

it were intended to call back one who had shortly

before been near her and who was going away
(Bottcuer); but simply="turn thyself hither,

direct thy steps hither" (comp. 1 Sam. xxii. 18;
2 Sam. xviii. 30). The Vulgate quite correctly,

therefore, as regards the sense, revertere; so

also the Syr., Luth., etc.—The call upon him
to "resemble the gazelle" is evidently connected
with the description given of her lover in ver.

8. Site wishes that her lover would now soon
return, as she saw him then, swiftly and grace-

fully, like the sudden appearing of a noble deer
on the mountain height.—On cleft mount-

ains.—This translation of the difficult ^'^'p'^

"in3 is especially favored by the t-l 6/;// uoi?iU-

(xdruv of the Sept. The usual signification of

'\r\2, "piece," "severed portion" (Geu. xv.

Iti; Jer. xxxiv. 18, 19, etc.) lies at the basis

of it;- and both the name of the place, JT^j"*?'

Bithron, the designation of a mouniain ravine

east of the Jordan, 2 Sam. ii. 29, and the Greek

* [Good : "Till the day breathe. The expression is truly ele-

gant and poetical. .It midnight .ill nature lies dead and life-

less. The .shadows, however, ut length lly ; the morning
breathes and nature revivifies. The intrinsic excellence of
the metaphor has siddont been understood by our commenta-
tors, who liav'; almost all of them referred it to the day breeze

of the country, or at least to that i)eculiar current of air wliich

is often found exi'^ting in most climates at tie- dawn." Wil-
liams: "Riturn. my beliived, and remain with me until the

I

day lireathf." Novr.s: "This is understood by many of the

I

morning. Hut the more recent commontiitors refer it to sun-
set or tin? evruing." WoRDbW.: "Beibro lUo first cool gale*

I

of the evening."]
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paydg, "fiHsui'e, cleft," offer theinselvos at once

as continnatory analogies (comp. Gesen., Lex.,

also Vaih., Renan and Delitzsgu in loc, "riven
mountains"). Commonly, "on mountains of sep-

aration," i. e., on the mountains tiiat- separate

us (conip. Luther, '' auf den Scheidebergen ;'^

Meuc, Ewald, Hitzio, also tlie Taeg., Ibn Ezra
and Jarchi) [so Ginsbukg]. Peculiarly Weiss-
BACii "on the spice-mountains" (or " liathrum

heights," comp. Vulg., '' auper monies JJother,"

and Theodorht, who, as well as the Syr., trans-

lates similarly " tirl rd bprj ^u/xiaudruv") ; by this

he supposes to be meant Sliulamith's breasts per-

fumed with aromatic betel-leaves, i. e., with

fiaAo3ndf)ov, ?nalaha/hrum=Syr.. bathrum. But

such an adducing; of the W^'V^ ''"IT, mountains of

spices mentioned in viii. 14, and that as identical

in signification with the "mountain of myrrh"
and "hill of frankincense" mentioned in iv. 6,

i. e., with the fragrant breasts of his beloved (?),

is in the present instance manifestly destructive

of the sense an 1 repugnant to lihe connection, and
would besiiles yield an absolutely lascivious

sense, which the expressions in questioQ do not

have in the two passages allegeiL

7. Shulamith's dream with the epiphonema
TO THE daughters OF .JERUSALEM, iii. 1-5. Couip.

above No. 1 and 2. This brief section, the nar-

ration of a dream which she had previously had,

neetl not be referred to any other place than that

of the preceding action ; and no convincing
grounil can be gathered from the passage itself,

either for the view of Delitzsch that from the

scene of the present action "Jerusalem was visi-

ble in the distance," nor for that of Weissbach,
who imagines the scene to have been the very
streets of Jerusalem. The adjuration of the

daughters of .Jerusalem at the close by no means
implies their presence, but is sufficiently ex-

plained by the fact that the speaker, led by the

same feelings as before (ii. 5 tf. ) to a lively ex-

pression of the harm resulting from a self-induced

exciting of the love sickness, clothes this expres-
sion in exactly the same words now as then, and
conceives of the same witnesses present here as

there. As besides the exclamation in question
has also the character of a general moral senti-

ment (comp. above p. 55) intended for the specta-
tors (real or imaginary') of the piece, the address
to the women of Jerusalem conceived of as really

distant from the speaker, would be the less sur-

prising. And further, in the tliird passage, in

which the exclamation occurs, viii. 4, tiie ab-
sence of the persons addressed is more probable
than their presence (see in loc).

Ver. 1. On my bed in the nights—
i. e., agreeably to the context and the whole
situation the same as " once in a dream,"
"lying upon my bed by night and dreaming."*

* [So Good :
" The word ' dream ' doos not occur in the

original ; but from the period of timi-, the plice and position
of the fair brido, tlierc can be no doubt that she is here de-
scribing a dream." Scott :

" The circumstances of this nar-
ration (and of one in some respects similar in tlie tiftli cliap-
ter) are so improbalile, if .applied in their literal meaning to
tlie newly-espoused queen of King* Solomon, that to avoid
the difficulty and to maintain the consistency of a dramatic
poem on occasion of Solomon's marri.age, it ha.s been con-
sidered merely a.s a dream of the spouse. But the narrative
gives not the least intimation of this." To which, however.
Notes replies :

" The author would not be more likely to
violate probability or propriety in an allegory than ia the

nn'^B belongs not to the verb " I sought,"

but to the preceding, "on my bed" (comp. the
like coi'mection in ii 8) ; and this entire state-

ment of the place and time "on my nightly

couch," is plainly not designed to declare where
she had vainly sought her lover, viz., in iier bed
(Luther, so too • Hengstexbkrg, Delitzsch,
Weissbach), but how she had sought and not

found him, viz., sleeping and dreaming at night.

UelitzscH, c, gi., has sought to set aside what
is morally offensive in the former explanation,

by the assertion that "in a dream slie might
miss her lover even in the night, as though he
were already her husband, who shared her bed."

But thus it is clear that the offence is not re-

moved ; it is only increased. Far more attrac-

tively, and answering more exactly to the true

construction, IIiTzt^ : " It would be inadmis-
sible to understand it: I thought to find him on
my bed. Rather: I on my bed thought to find

him. And not him too on the bed. She after-

wards in ver. 2 resolves to seek him out of the

house ; so siie seeks him now in the room, inside

of the house, as far as her eye can penetrate,

not barely within her bodily reach," Moreover,
"in the nights" is certainly not equivalent to
" in long and dreary nights" (IIexgstenb., and
in general almost all the allegorists), nor "in.

the long winter nights" (Hitzig), nor " in seve-

ral nights," as thougii the same dream had been
repeated more than once (Vaihinger) [West-
MiNST. Annotat.: " night after night;" so Pat-
rick] ; but the plur. stands poetically for the

sing, as more general and pictorial [Green's
Ileb. Chrest. on Gen. xxxvii. 8] ; comp. the

"clefts of the rock" and "steeps," ii. 14 and

r\1T'73 again, ver. 8.—I sought him -whom
my soul loves. Comp. on i, 7.—I sought
him and I found him not—viz., in my im-
mediate surroundings, which my dream had in

the first instance conjured up before me.

Ver. 2. I \w^iil rise now and go about in
the city. With life-like vividness of desci-ip-

tion she relates what she said in her dream, as

tliough she were saying it now for the first time.

It is therefore unnecessary to supply ''ri?'^"'^ 1

said (comp. vii. 9) before K.I iTD-lpf?. The city

with its markets and streets, where she proposes
to wander about seeking her lover, is certainly

Jerusalem, the royal city itself. She was there

when she had the dream, and the action of the

dream accordingly takes place there too.—In
the markets and in the streets. The im-
propriety that there would be in an Israelitish

maiden's actually roving about the streets in

such a search (comp, Prov, vii. 11) disappears

of course, if Shulaimth w:is dreaming,
Ver. 3. Found me the watchmen who

go about in the city. Such nightly guardians

ordinary products of his imagination." With. :
" She ima-

gines herself in the city, and relates the incidents in vers.

3, 4. There is no need of supposing it a dream ; it may be
accounted for by the vivacity of e;\stcrn thought." Taylor
thinks that what is subsequently said of the nocturnal
search is not descriptive of what the_ bride actually did, but
optative or hypothetical. Fry springs over the difficulty by
means of his idyllic hyjiothesis, conceiving that this has no
relation to the "nuptials of King Solomon," but that it re-

lates "a circumstance in domestic life, among the lower or
middling classes of society "].
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of the public safety might easily occur to the

simple couutry muidca in her dream, because

she had heard of their existence, or also because

she had seen some of them at uigiit from her

residence. Comp. Vs. cxsvii. 1 ; Isa. lii. 8.

—

Wliom my soul loves, have ye seen ?

The emotion of the que.-itioiier led to the jjrotixiiig

of the object " whom my soul loves," as the word

of greatest, conseijueiice to hi;r.*

Ver. 4. Scarcely had I passed from them-;

literally "what I had passed from them was a

little, until I found," etc. (So correctly Hitzig,

\VEissuA(H).^Wheu I found him whom
my soul loves. Not because she thought her-

self at once transported from the city to her

home (HiTZio), but simply in virtue of the

easily shifting and quickly changing scenery of

dreams, wliicli bring now this person, now that

immediately before us.—I grasped him and
did not let him go. So also Delitzsch, Hit-

zig, dc, atter the Ski'T. Cod. Vatic. (Kal o'vk aOf/KU

abrdv), the Svii. and Rashi. On the contrary,

the VuLG. " tenui euia, nee dimittain" and similarly

Vatabl., Ewald, Hengstb., Weissb., etc. [So

Cov., Doway: will not let him go]. But N7l

15D"'X by no means compels us to regard the ac-

tion as future, "for the connection with Vav relat.

[conversive] was simply severed by the negative

and the second mode [future] was allowed to

remain, comp. Job xxiii. 11; .Ter. xliv. 42; 2

Sam. ii. 28, Ewald, Lehrh. g oo8 r." (Hitzig).

The immediate linking too of VpmX with 'nXV:^,

as well as the circumstance that the language

does not pass into the form of aft address to her

lover ("1 grasp thee and will not let thee go,"

etc), shows plainly enough that Shulamith is

continuing her account of what occurred in iicr

dream. t Until I had brought him into my
mother's house. The house or tent of the

niotiier is, in tlie East, the proper residence of

the female members of tiie fiinily, comp. Gen.

xxiv. G7 ; Ruth i. 8. In the mouth of Shulamitji

th(? expression properly vouches only for her

childlike, artless and dutiful disposition (comp.

Introduc. I 4, Rem. i.), not for the sju'cliilly

chaste and pure character of her love for Solonim
(Delitzsch), and still less certainly for any impure

lusts that she miglit cherish (Weissbacu). And
there is no intimation of the latter in tlie words

added, simply for the sake of the parallelism,

"and intothechamberof herthatconceived me. "J
Ver. 5. Comp. on ii. 7, as well as above, at the

beginning of this No.

* [Pooi,B : SIk." accosted the watclmien " without either

fear or «liamo, iut hcinR transported and wholly swallowed up
with love. She doth not name him j^her hushand] hocause

she thou^'ht it needl -s.s, as supijosin^ that a perscui of such

tran-ii'iidi-nt e.xcelleucy could not lie unknown to men in

that pul)lie cajiaeity. Their answer is not mentioned, either

l)ecau:ie tlioy gave her no answer, at least no satisfat^tory an-

swer, or hecause l)y their silence she gathered that they were

unahle or unwilling tt) inform her; and being eriger in the

pursuit of her beloved, she would not lose time in imper-

tinent discourses with them "].

I [The s'M-ond verb is certainly future, thotjgh the act de-

scribed may still lie piust, its time being reckoned not fnun

the moue'ut of speaking, but from th'- jieriod denoted by the

ante(-edent verb. The future, when thus I'mployi-d, indicates

that the act is siibse<pient to or conditioni-d by the preceding

preterite. Urkkn's //"/). Gram., g -im.:! ••. Th" shadi^ of

thought so suggested is well expressi'il in the EviiLlsn Ver-

BIO.N : " I held him, and would nnt let I'tin an."—Tr.1

J [UoDOSON :
" This passage seems to prove that the person

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. According to the allegorical exegesis of ancient
as of modern times, the essential thing described
in this song is the "painful search," which must
precede the finding of the heavenly bridegroom
on the part of his church, as well as on the part
of thcsoul of the individual believer. And they
commonly find in ii. 8-17 the development of
the thought "that sore trials will precede the
appearing of the heavenly Solomon," while iii.

1-5 sets forth the truth that the salvation of the
Messiah cannot be brought to pass by one's own
strength, nor by earthly and human means, but
that whoever seeks to draw the Saviour down
from heaven in this way, not only will not find

Him, but will be found and punished by His
watchmen. In short, the native inability of

man to achieve his salvation of himself, and the

necessitj' of a saving interposition of divine

grace from above to deliver us from our distress

and disquiet, is thought to form the principal

object represented in this section (comp. Hengs-
TE.NBERG, pp. 49-00; Hahn, p. 46; Stakke,
Sj/nops

, p. 2404, 2426 f., and the older interpre-

ters there adduced).*

here married was not Pharaoh's daughter ; for if she had
been Pharaoh's daugliter, her mother's house would have
been in Egypt, whereas this scene lies in Jerusalem ; for in

tlie next line she addresses the daughters of Jerusalem, and
desires them not to disturb her sleejiing husband "].

* [DowAY, note on ii. 8: "The voice of my beloved : that

is, the preaching of the gospel surmounting ditficulties." On
ii. 15 :

" Christ commands His pastors to catch false teachers,
liy holding forth their fallacy and erroneous doctrine, which,
like foxes, would bite and destroy the vines." On iii. 1 •

"The (jeutilcs as in the dark, and seeking in heathen delu-

sion what tlioy could not find, the true (iod, until Christ re-

vealed Ilis doctrine to them by His watchmen (ver. 3), that

is, by the apostles and teachers, by whom they were con-
verte<l to the true faith. And holding that faith firmly, the

spouse, the Catholic church declares (ver. 1), that ' She will

not let Ilim go, till she bring Him into her mother's house,'

that is, till at hist the Jews shall also find him."
Gkn:;va, note on ii. 8: "This is spoken of Christ, who took

upon Him our nature to come to help His Church." On ver.

l.j : "Suppress the heretics while they are young, th.at is,

when th"y begin to destroy the vine of the Lord." On iii. 1

:

" The Churcli in troubles seeketh to Christ, but is not incon-
tinently heard."

W;iKrisw., on ii. 8 :
" .\fter absence the bridegroom returns.

Th<! Church is comforted after her trials. Thus it was at the

first ailT<'nt, when Christ came to the Church after long ex-

pectation; and thus will it be when He will come at the

great day." Onver. II: "The duty of the Church to main-
tain the faith and to repress heresy. The poisontius error ia

to be nipped in the bud." On iii. 1: "The Bride seeming to

herself to be left a widow, seeks her Beloved in a time of
darkness and sorrow, and she finds Him not ; she therefore

goes forth in (piest of Him. This has been verified at divers

times in the history of the Church, specially was it true at

the time of our Lord's passion. So will it be in the dark
night of Anti-Christianism, on the eve of the second advent
oft^hri.st." Onver. 4: "The Church passes from the watdi-
men, because they would not lielp her to find Christ. This is

a very import.mt text, in reference to the ipiestion of schism.

Tf the watchmen of a church do not direct the eyes of the

faithful to Christ, the faithful must pass from them—what-
ever the conseipii'nces may be—the faithful must seek for

Christ until they find Him."
According to Thrcpp, this section describes the Church as

patiently awaiting the advent through a long season of dark
storms, of baneful attacks and of anxious searchings. MOODT
Stihut makes its subject to be "tlie sleeping Bride awak-
ened;" first, "the call to meet the bridegroom" through
"the preaching of Jcdin the Haiitist," ii. 8-l.j ; secondly,

"the response to the call," ii. If'i—iii. ."i, when "John's dis-

ciples seek Christ." Wns.s. finds the winter (ii. 11) in the
forty years' wandering of the children of Isnud in the desert

:

the foxes (ver. I-'"') are the idolatrous Canannites whom they
were bidden to d"stroy ; the night (iii. 1 ) is the period of the

Judges, marked by few revelations; the watchmen (ver. 3)
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2. A considerate historical exposition also re-

cognizes the loving desire and search of a bride

for her bridegroom, as the main object described

in this act. But it avoids seeing anything morally

reprehensible in this longing desire of tiie maiden
separated from her lover. It rather, in accord-

ance with the unmistakable design of the poet,

regards this very fidelity with which the bride

clings to the friend of her choice even during a

long separation, as one of the loveliest traits in

her character. Neither by day nor by night,

neither waking nor dreaming can she turn her

thoughts away from the object of her affection.*

Every noise seems to her to betoken his coming;

in the sound of every voice she fancies that sne

hears him for whom she ardently longs, and
whom she is expecting back with painful eager-

ness. Witli perfect distinctness and the utmost

vividness the glad event of h r first meeting with

her lover still stands before her eyes. She re-

calls most clearly all the particulars of an occur-

rence, the most enrapturing she lias ever known.
Of the sweet and liattering words, which her

royal bridegroom tlien addressed to her, not one
has escaped her. She can still relate most ex-

actly both the words perfumed with the sweetest

fragrance of spring, with wliich her nature-

loving, nature-appreciating friend then enticed

her out and irresistibly drew her to himself, and
the verse of the rustic song, by singing which
she playfully gave him to understand that she

returned his aifjctioa, that her vineyard should

henceforth bloom for him, and that he should
help her to guard and keep it. And that other

painful and yet blessed moment of her former
intercourse with her royal lover stands no less

clearly before her eyes, which taught her, in a

dream it is true, and yet with hean-stirring
power, that she could no longer live without
him, that she could not be for an instant sepa-

rated from iiim without experiencing a painful

longing for him, and that this loving desire and
languishing for him would never hencefortli

cease until she had him and held him, until she
was wholly and forever united with him. This
yearning of her heart, so affecringly described
by her, attains its acme once in the conclusion
which she reaches in her account of her first in-

terview with her lover (ii. lb) :
" My beloved is

mine, and I am his, who feeds among the lilies;"

and again, in the closing words of her recital of

her dream (iii. 4) : "I grasped him and did not
let him go until I had brought him into my
mother's house and into the chamber of her that
conceived me."

are Samuel and the prophets of his school ; following their
directions Isr.iel soon found his Lord in the days of David
(ver. 4). BURROWKS: In ii. 8-17, our Lord allures us by the
beauty of heaven ; iii. 1-5 describes a " season of spiritual
desertion," diifering from v. 2-8, " in this respect that in the
latter the beloved is repulsed by neglect, while in the former
nothing of that kind seems mentioned." Patrick remarks
upon the words " on my bed," iii. 1 :

" This is expounded with
strange variety by interpreters ; some understanding hereby
the bed of affliction, others the bed of ease and pleasure,
others of weakness and infirmity, etc. But I have taken
both bed and night in the most simple sense, to signify the
time and place for most composed thoughts ; comp. Ps.
iv. 4 "].

* [So Williams: "This dream shows how much ttie mind
of the spouse was occupied with the objictof her affection.
He was the subject of her inquiry both by day Hnd by
night." BuRROWEs: "This illustrates the earnestness of a
Boul in seeking Jesus during a time of His absence"].

3. In this double confession of a love faithful

unto death, which cannot rest until its longing for
a complete and permanent union with the beloved
object is appeased, is evidently disclosed the
fundamental thought of this section of the piece.

For the epiphonema to the daughters of Jerusa-
lem (iii. 5j which is here agaia added as the con-

cluding words of the entire act, has a subordi-
nate significance as a refrain repeated verbatim
from ii. 7 and only appears as a practical infer-

ence, with the limiiations due to the time and
the place from the real summit of contemplation
before ascended, ver. 4. Applied to the entire

body of the kingdom of God and especially to

the relation of tlie New Testament child of God
to his Lord and Saviour, this practical inference

must necessarily assume a somewhat different as

well as deeper and broader form and meaning
than in its relation to the " daughters of Jeru-
salem." In the case of Christians the meaning
of the loving desire and waiting of a bride, who
can no longer live without her bridegroom, who
feels herself to be wholly his as he is wholly
hers, and who will then first be satisfied when
his house has become hers, and her house his,

—

the meaning for Christians of such a bride-like

longing is just a powerful admonition to strive

after a complete and permanent union with the

Saviour as the true bridegroom of souls, and not
to let Him go until He has made His entry into

both house and heart with all the fulness of His
heavenly gifts. The Christian should not grow
weary of longing for and imploring the advent
of his Lord into his heart, until, become en-

tirely His and His alone, he can say, "My be-

loved is mine and I am his," until he feels that

his soul is espoused to Him as the bride to her
bridegroom (John xiv. 23 ; xvii. 21 ff.). And as

the Churcii, in so far as she is the true and pro-

per bride of the Lord, cannot cease to long, for

His glorious appearing, by which she shall be-

come one flesh witli Him for ever and ever (Eph.

V. 32 ; 2 Cor. xi. 2 ; Rev. xxii. 17), so also the

soul of each individual Christian should be ever

saying to the heavenly bridegroom, with the

fervent petition of earnest love, "Come, Lord
Jesus; come quickly." The typical exegete,

whose task coincides in essential particulars with
that of the practical expositor, must keep him-
self in the main to these principal and funda-

mental thoughts as suggested by the contents of

this section devotionally considered, and must
most carefully avoid, as destitute of the requisite

exegetical basis, the too special exposition of de-

tails, such as e. g. the reference of the " clefts of

the rock," ii. 14, to tlie wounds of Christ ; of the
" little foxes" to heretics and other seducers; of

the " nights " to dark seasons of aflfiiction ; of the'

"watchmen" to angels, etc. Models of a truly

edifying typical treatment of the Song of Solo-

mon as a whole and of the prisent section in

particular may be found in those precious pearls

belonging to the hymnology of our Evangelical

Church, which have drawn their loveliest figures

and their most characteristic and leading motives

from the ideas which underlie this section, with-

out falling into a too labored or trifling allegori-

cal interpretation of subordinate details, e. g.

such hymns as VV. C. Dessleh's "Friend of

souls, how well is me," A. Duese's "Bridegroom
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of souls," p. Gerhard's "Why then should I

grieve ?" L. Laurkntius' " Take courage, ye

* In the hymn of Scriv.;r ab 'vo quoteil the refnin at the

end of each st.iiiza is " I am thine an'l thou alt mine. I will

no other's be."—f. Ukrhard's " V> liy ihen sho ild I jf'ievey''

ends with the t'oUowing sianz is, suggestive of the same pas-

sage (Caut. ii. 0;, as well as of iii. 4:

Lord, my Shepherd, fount of pleasure,

Tliou art mine. I am Thine,

No one can us sever.

I am Thine, fur me Thou savest,

Au'l Thy bio .d, ftir my Rood,

On tile Cro.ss Thou gavest.

Thou nrt mine, (ind T cmbraee Thee,

Nought has might. O my Light,

From my In-art t' erase Thee.

Let m< come, liring me thither;

Thou with me, I with Tlioe,

I'or aye shall be together.

pious," Cur. Scriver's "Life of my soul,"* etc.

In L.\URKNTlus' Advmt Hymn. "Take Courage, ye pi<ius,"

the f mrth stanza, whidi dvscriljes the speeily coming of the
bridfgr om, is based upon the beautiful description of the
levivmg lite of spring ii. ll-i:j:

Ke'll not be long delayed.
Up from thy sleeji arise

;

The trees in bloom arrayed.
And lair springs brightening skica

Times of refreshing pledge.
Predicts a beauteous day

The evening bathed in red.

The darkness flees away, etc.

[As s-amples of English sacred verse suggested by this portion
of the i^oir^ of Solomon may be mentioned the tainiliar hymua
of Watt's, "The voice of my beloved sounds,' "Hark! the
Ked^^omi'r from on high," "Often I seek my Lord by night,"
" Oj' all the joys we mortals know ;" and ujion the Song gene-
rally \V\TT,s' Hi/mns, Book I. 66-78. Translations of si .me of
tilt: III Tin i:i hymns named in the text may be fouiicl in the
Lyra Gcrnianica and in Dr. Schaff's " Christ in Song."

—

Tr.]

THIRD SONG.

The solemn hriivjiivj of the Bride and the marriage at Jerusalem.

Chap. III. G.—V. 1.

FIRST SCEXE:

The entry of the bridal pair into Jerusalem.

(Cii.^p. in. c-ii).

Daughters of Jerusalem (as spectators of the bridal procession).

6 Who' is this coraiiig^ up out of the -wilderness,

like pillars of smoke,
perfumed' with myrrh and frankincense,

with* every powder^ of the merchant?

—

7 Lo !® vSolomon's' own palanquin,^

sixty heroes about it

of the heroes" of Israel.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 fWic. : The Syn.igogue, of the Church. Mvt. : The voice of the Synagogue marvelling in itself at the Church of

ChristJ.
* [Dow. : That asceiideth by the desert as a little ro 1].

8 The Masoretic JT^ISTD, for which jTlbp"D (A:i., Sr.MM., VuLO., LurnsR, ScnLOTTSi. [so Fry]) is a mere shift to obtain

an easier reaVing is mo e irorrectly rend'-red "siirroun led with perfumes," or " thoroushly perfumed," than with some
recent iiitei'invicrs "e.'Ci.iliiig odoM" { Uw vi,D, Um.ik-., M uhr, R.:n.), [or " t'liming," Taylo-I, WilliamsJ; comp. WtissuAcu
in lou. and iho reSvixiaiJiifri of the Sdl'T. [Cov., .VIat., Cran., As it were a smell ol ].

* This expieisloa is also depond„'nt upon jT^'JT3 eo that ?"3 in ^30 is cousequently not comparative (DiiPKE) [so

Williams. Tkylor. doubtfully suggested also by Aixswortr], hut partitive as iri i.'2. Theclau'e if completed would there-

fore read: '.S lo ted iis aromatic powdiT from out of every sort of aromatic powder of the merchaut, i.e. the best of all

aromatic powders." t

*n'53.'< pr iperly denotes simply "dust," but is hero necessarily the dust of poundi-d spices. [Comp. Eno. \er.,

1 Kin. X. 15. Cov., >Iat., Crav., .\11 minner spices. Dow., Aroui'itical .spices. Genev., All the spices].

I
Wic, M\T. : Tlie voic- of the Chun-h].

, .

' Literally: " Lo, his paliuquin which is to Solomon." 7^^ with the preceding sufiB.K has an intensive signiflcatioD,

as i. 6 ; viii. 12.

8iSo leiHered by floon. Taylor, PvnKiUTRST. Willi \M5!, Fry, WirnixnTov,^ Weiss. OiNsr.nno. IIarmer has "litter,

palanquin or someihing of that sort ;'' so nIoidv SriHXT, i;i»i\s)v in Gi:s. L.c, Dwinsoxin Fusrst'- Let. Noyes : Carriage,

a kind of open vi'hicle now usually called a palaiquin; Wicliffe: litii bed (litter); .Mn'THEWS: bedstead; other

En"lisli versions- bed Four ililT-reiit words are rendered "bed " in the authorized .Bnj/i.,7i rtz-sion of this Song : n£33

in this p.aosage, tyi>' i" " 16. 21!'^'^ in 'i'- ^. "^A nin>' (a garden bed) in v. 13 ;
vi. 2.—Tr.]

» On '7X'< T ''il3J comp. the precisely analog.uH uxpression '733 '"^.^SJ Jer. Ii. 30.
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8 All of them practised^ with the sword, trained to war,"

each with his sword upon his thigh

against' fear in the nights.

9 A litter* has kiug Solomon made for himself

of the wood of Lebanon.
10 Its pillars he made of silver,

its support,^ of gold, its seat^ of purple;

its interior'' was embroidered, from love,

by the daughters of Jerusalem —
11 Come* out, ye daughters of Zion, and see

king Solomon with'' the crown
wherewith his mother crowned him in the day of his nuptials

and in the day of the gladness of his heart.

SECOND SCENE:

Solomon and Shulamith (at the wedding feast in the royal palace).

(Chap. IV. l.-V. 1.)

Solomon.

IV. 1. ^"Lo ! thou art fair, my dear ; lo ! thou art fair,

thine eyes (are) doves" behind thy veil ;^^

1 T"in "rnX Hf. "tukea of the swor3," grasped, held by the swoi'.i, i. e. familiar with its management, practiaeS

In its use ; conip. the like intransitive use of passive pirticiples such as n-"!L33, pDiy> 10T (Ps. ciii. 11; cxii. 7 ; Judg.
- T ' T T

viii. 11), et:. [Genev. : They all Inndle the sword. Wicl., followed by the rest of the Eiijt. vor^ions : holding swords;
upon wliicli iloao ri niirks: "Th s is obviously inaccuriite; for i-i the ne>cr. morabiT of the verr^e we are expressly told that

their svonl-i w. re iindriiwn and girt upun their thighs." Hodgson: '• holders, possessors of swords, that is, warriorj ;"

so MooDV Si'UAtiT. GiNSBURO : "skilled in the sword "].

2 With non?'^ ^T3 70 comp. the Iloiieric Si(Sa(r/cdju,£vo9 7roAe,ao<-Oi -7^.16,811; only 'Tt) '3 is a past part'iciple.

[The Ilelirew parti iples do not, properly speaking, express rel iti^ns of time. See Green's Utb. Grant, g 2U6].

3 JO iiere has the sense of nvPID "that there may not be terror," fie. [Good: against the peril of the night; Thrupp:

against nightly alarm]. Ewald's ex^jlanaaon "out of fear" is accordingly to be rejected; so is that of Rosenmueller,

DoPKE, Vaihinger. etc., who render f3 because of. [So Eno. Ter]. Comii. Tll^'l nnD P^- xci. 5.

* [Wicl. : Of Christ and of the Church chosen of the Gentiles. He rendurs jVIDX "chair ;" Cov., Mat.: bedstead;

Cran., BiSff. : palace; Ornev.: palace or chariot i_mirg.); Evi. Ver. : chariot or b-d (iiiarg.); Dow.: portable throne;
(ioOD: bridal c.iuc 1 ; Williams: "carriage," whic'i he explain a-i a " kind of pulaiiquiu of ntate ;" Mjodic Stuart: ''not

a wheeled iarria.:ie but a lit.er or palanquin;" Woaaswj.ir.i : litter or palanquin or sedan; T vyloii, 1-ry, Witbin iton,

'i'HiiUPP, lii.v-iii.iaa: p.il luq ii i ; Waiss, who explains it oi tli:; ino.t holy pla'ij in S domon's temple : throne ch iraher].

" HTDI is scarcely the cover, the canopy of thd sedan (E.va.d, jIagn.;, or the bittom of ihj couch ( VV'tl^SBACH),
T *

:

but ratlinr its support for the back, as most recent interpreters correctly assume, with an ej'e to the SisvT. (avaK^irov)

and h.i VuLo. {rec/.ind'iriuiii). [Wicl.: the leuiUi'j plaee ; C)V., Mvi'.. Cil\N., IJisn. : cov. -ring; Genev'.: iiavenient; low.:
Seat; so WiTEiNGlON ; E.VG. Ver.; liottoiii ; Good: its insidi (the wrought roofj; Taylor: canopy; Williams: carpet;
Try: matress; ifi sburg: siippirr, that «hich supports the back wiien sitting; so Wordsworxh, Thrupp; Noyes :

railing; WeiSo : overlaying (i. «. wainscot, plating)].

* 33 "I'D from 231 "to sit upon" is hero uumistakibly a ' seat;" comp. Lev. xv. 9. [Wicl.: thesteiging up, identi-
T :

•; - T
cal in sense with the t>owiT: the go;ng up, t. e th" perpendicular sides; Cov., Mat., CraN., Bl«n.: seat, so Williams,
Thrupp, J^oyes; Oen.-V.: h lugings, so Good, Fry, Mood^ Stuart, Weiss; Kng. Ver. : >overiiig; Taylor: the carnage
body],

I [Wicl.: The midst be adorned (Dowvt : covered) with chirlty fbr the daughters of .Terusalem. Gov., Mat., Cran. :

the ground pleisantly pavi-d for, f/c. liisn. : the grouml pleasantly paved wi h love. Gknkv.: p.aveil wi'h iho love ot the
daught rs, ei;. E\G. Vsa. : paved witli love f.»r, «^c. Williams: lined (Fry: spread over) with love by, etc. Good: ils

covering is paved With needle work by his best beloved iUnong the daughters etc. Noyes : its interior uriously wrought
by a lovcdy oie of the, etc. Ginsburg : tesselated most lovely by, etc. Thrupp: tesselated with love because of, etc.

"VVeiss: within it is strewn of love, etc ].

8 rWiCL.: The voice of the Church, of Christ. Mat.; The Church speak ng of Christ]. nj'X'f for PlJXlf 'or the
T •.

: T v
Bake of the ass nance here designed with nj'XI ; see Ewald, Lehrb. § 198, 6. [Green's Heb. Gram, g 104, '.'].

T V :

9 [Wicl., Dow.: in the di.adem. Thrupp: gaze on kinar Solomon and on the crown].
10 [Wicl. I'hu voice of Christ to the church. Mat. The voice of Christ. Mat., Cov.: how fair art thou, my love; how

fair art thou: th m tiastd ive's eyes besiib'S that which lielh hid witliiu. Thy hairy locks are like a flock of sheep that bu
clipped, which go first up from the washing place.]

II [Genev. : Tliine eyes are like the dove's. Dow. : thine eyes as it were of doves. Eng. Ter. thou hist dove's eyes.]

12 Ewald takes nj?3rD to be synonymous with ^''JOO aod 713"^ in the sense of " tress, lock of hair " (i. e "about— .
• T • T -

thy locks," similarly also Umbreit). H^ngstesd. follows Luther in translating "between thy braids." But rTSV relate 1

T "

to the Chald. DO^f, DVOV " to cover" (comp. Taro. on Gen xxxviii. 1-5.) cannot, as appears from Isa. xlvii. 2. mean any-
thing but '• veil ;

' and this meaning decid s likewise in the case of li?3 in favor of tlio siguificaiion " forth from bo-

hind' or" through." [Wicl.: Without it that within is hid. Dow.: besides that which lieth hid within. Genev. "among
thy locks" coiiujc'ted with wli it follow-;. Eva. Ver., vvitliin tliv locln; so Aiv.swor.Ta, Good, Taylor. Fry: tresses;

Thrupp: plaits; I'.^rkuursi, Percy, Williams, Withingion, Weiss, Ginsburg, Wordsworth : veil].
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thy hair like a flock of goats,

reposing' on Mount Gilead.

2 Thy teeth like a flock of shorn* sheep,

which have corae up from the washing,

all of which bear^ twins,

and a bereaved one is not among them.

3 Like a criin.son thread* thy lips,

and thy mouth* (is) lovely
;

like a piece of pomegranate thy cheek*

behind thy veiL

4 Like the tower of David thy neck,

built for an armoury ;'

a thousand bucklers are hung upon it,

all the shields* of heroes.

5 Thy two breasts are like two fawns,

twins of a gazelle,

that are feeding among lilies.

Shulamith.

6 UntiP the day cools and the shadows flee,

I will get me to the mountain of myrrh
and to the hill of frankincense.

Solomon.

7 Thou'" art all fair, my dear,

and there is not a blemish in thee.

—

8 With me from Lebanon, my bride,

with me from Lebanon thou shalt come

;

shalt journey" from the top of Amana,
from the top of Shenir and Hermon,
from dens'^ of lions,

from mountains of panthers.

9 Thou hast ravished" my heart, my sister, my bride,

^ hast ravished my heart with one of thy glances,

with one chain of thy necklace.

1 Literally, " which have couched (,w'~>l^) from Mount Gilead downward (lj?7il '^T^'2) t. «. not " at the foot " of
:|TV T : • - •

this nionntiiin, Imt on it, bo that they are vi.sihle to the beholder in a line from its summit. [Dow. which have come up
from; Crax., Uisil. : are sh )rii. Ge.nev.: loolc diwii ir.iiri ; ENii. Vkr appear fVoin, i.n^at ol(m;irg ); P.vrkuuust : glisten;

Fry, iiftiT .'^iMiui.Tt.Ns; «o in the moining to wiiter ; Witiiin'oton, liang oviT the clefts of; Thrupp, hangng down the

Slope of; (ji-VduuRG after Fu£R3r in his Lcjc. (not his CuncorU.wlu-Te he has '' decumbere, considere") -'springing down."]

2 jl'l^.li'p literally " shorn " viz.: sheep, D'/FT^ vi. 6. [Cran. : Thy teeth are like sheep of the same bigness, wbirh

went up from tli;' washinp; place. Oenkv. : a fl')'-k of sheep in giod order.
8 lU I NS!i. '•paired, tliolliphilof UAP^ tn bi' doulile, to beiwiis (Kx. xxvi. 24; xxxvi. 29) is to make double, to make pairs,

to appetr paired." Fry quotes from Hk^ley's note in Gregory's translation of Lowth'3 Lectures; " The Arabic verb

denotes not only to bring Ibrtli twins, but also to have a companion.'']
*

I

Dow.: Scarlet lace: Gov , Mat., Crax., Bish., rose-colored ribbon; Oenev., Eng. Ver., thread of scarlet.]

5
I
WicL. : thy fair speech sweet ; Cov., Mat., thy words are lovely ; Genev. : thy talk is comely

;
Kng. Ver. thy speech is

comely.]
[WicL., Gov., Mat., Cran.. Bisn., Dow.; cheeks. Gexev., Eng Ver. temples.]

' LWicl.: with pinnacles. Gov., Max., Dow.: with Imlwiiiks. Cra.v., Bisu. ; with costly stones lying out on the sidps.

Genev., for defence. Qinsburo follows Rashi and Rasiiuvm in taking n"V£3 7r> as a contraction for fiViJ/Nn fromflSx

toteack, and renders: '-for the builder's model, t. «. so that architects mic;ht learn their designs from it!"]

8[nicL. The armor of strong men. Gov., Mat., Cra.v., Bisii.: the weiipons of the giants. Dow. : the armor of the

valiants.]
'> [.Mat. Tho spome spi-nkof h to himself that I might go to the mountain of myrrh ami to the hill of frankincens«

till th<- day bre;ik and the nhaiiows lie past away.]
10[M\T Till' vniio (if OhiiHt Bpetikiug to the chnrrh.]
" '"l-.U/jl I'aiallel with 'XOj"* niust be derived from TVi^ in the sense of "journeying, travelling," confirmed by

Isa.lvii. 9, not in that of " Inokiiii " (for which it is tru" Num. xxiii. 9, might lii> adliiced) ; comp. Ski-t. (fAeuVij koi JieAeutrj;'),

Syp., Kii.sT., Ma(i.v , lioTioii, Hit/, .c/c. [This arguiuntit caiinit bo e.stfemcd d.-ci-sive exccin uiion tliu a.-^sumption tlmt

paralU'l clauses mu.Ht be identical in signiticatiun, which is not always Mor even usually the case. WiCL., Dow.: thou shalt

be crownoil. Other Eno. Versions, look).
'2 [WicL. from the cot'ching lions and the hill of paradise. Witiiington : from the cottages of Araoth, from the hills of

Nemiirim). .
i . .

" In relation to this privative sense of 33? comp. e. g. ipo "to free from stones " (Isa. v. 2), W}V " to "proot"

(Ps. lii. 7 : Job xxx'\. 12), etc. ; and for the thouaht comp. Ovin's ^ncnlns,nnx rapwre mens " and tho Greek eiXytiv which
dilfers from ^auKaivtiv in expressing an encluintment by love. [Wici,.,Cov., MvT., Genev., Dow., wounded, (.'ran., Bisii.,

bewitched. Kno. Ver. marg. : taken away. GiNSB.: emboldened. No¥£t) : taken captive. Weiss, who compares the Ger-

man htrzen to press to the heart : cherished.]
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10 How fair is thy love,' my sister, my bride,

how much better thy love than wme,

and the fragrance of thy unguents than all spices.

11 Liquid honey thy lips distil, my bride,

honey and milk are under thy tongue,
^ -r -,

and the fragrance of thy garments is like the fragrance of Lebanon.*

12 A garden locked^ is my ?ister, my bride,

a spring locked, a fountain sealed.

13 Thy plants are an orchard of pomegranates,

with most excellent fruit

;

cypress flowers with nards,
_

14 Nard and crocus, calamus and cinnamon,

with every variety of incense-woods

;

myrrh and aloes,

with all the chief spice plants.

15 A garden spring* art thou, a well of living water,

and streams^ from Lebanon.

Shulamith.

16 Awake,® north wind, and come thou south,

blow upon my garden that its spices' may flow

!

Let* my beloved come to his garden

and eat his excellent fruits.*

Solomon.

V. 1 r" come to my garden, my sister, my bride,

I pluck my myrrh with my balsam,

I eat my honeycomb" with my honey,

I drink my wine with my milk.

—

{turning to the wedding guests) :

Eat" friends, drink,^^' and drink to repletion, beloved.

1 rWiCL. teats. Gov., Mat., Cran., Bish., Dott.: breasts].

srwrni inrensH Cov MAT . Dow. : fraukincense.l . ,, .

3 ENO v"h noiosed;or barred (marg). Cov., M.^t. : Thou art a well-kept garden, ray s ster. mv spouse, thott art a

well kept water spring, a sealed well. The fruits tiiat sprout in thee are like a very paradise ot pomegranates with

""^4
[thruIp proposes a needless change of text: "The Hebrew text has D'J J \yT2 'a fountain of gardens.' This seems

inappropriate : partly because the introduction of the ' gardens ' tends to confusion with t^«
r'-<^.V'?"«

^^^e, Partly
1.^^^^^^^^^

as that spoke of ' a garden ' in the singular, we should hardly here have mention of • gardens m tha plural. Uoubigant

coniectured with unusual felicity, that for D'JJ we should read D'Sj : and this though unconfirmed by external a".t^0Vty

has so stroariv tl.o appearaiice oV being the true reading, that we u.ay without much rashness venture to accept .t. ih,

word denotes the waves of the fountain continually welling upwards.]

5
I

Cov., Mat., Cran., Bish.: which run down. Dow.: which run with violence.]

7 ["'0J3,'^ here uot'the^solid aromatic substances themselves as ver. 14, but the odors streaming from them
; nr

the assonance with D^Slb ver. 15, appears to be intentional. [Gov., Mat., Cran., Bish.: the smell thereof may be carried

on
^Yl^y ^^^.^Jj^jypg.g g^„j ti,g Do^^Y Bible as in the Vulgate the fifth chapter begins here. Wicl. The church saith of

^"^"ViUv., Mat. : e.at of the fruits and apples that grow therein. Dow.
:
fruits of his apple trees.]

. , _„ „^ ._ ^
lopVicL.: Christ saith to the church. Mat.: Clirist speaketh to the church. WiCL., Cov., xMai. : Come into ray garden O

my
'i\'*^';lj'^,';'{ijPu'^'"'^.|jod^ thicket " here denotes the honey-comb, as in 1 Sam. xiv. 27 the feminine form nn^'_ (H^JT^

K'^'in) prop, tlie rough or harsh in honey in contrast with the smoothly flowing.]

"iWWicl. Christ to the Apostles saith. Mat. Christ speaketh to the Apostles.]
, , ^ _

, „„„„„,„,«
13 rWicL- be inwardly mide drunken. Gov., Mat., Gran., Bish.: he me, ry, ye beloved. Genev. : make you merry,

well-beloved. Enq. Ver.: drink abundantly, O beloved; marg. be drunken witu loves.]

nuptial feast. The dramatic vividness and

life of the description reaches its highest pTTint

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
precisely in this middle section of the piece,

1. The contents of this section rightly under- and in fact, Renan seems to be not altogether

stood, pliice it beyond doubt that iii. 6-11 de- wrong when he says of it, or at least of its first

scribesabridalprocession,?. P., the solemn bring- scene (iii. 6-11): "No portion bears so many

ing of a bride to her marriage, and iv. 1—v. 1 traces as this of a real representation, and even

the marriage itself,.or more exactly the loving of a certain amount of stage apparatus and of

conversation of the newly wedded pair at their costumes." Yet the thought of an actual perform-
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ance (even if only in tlie private circle of a

family engaged in a wccMing feast, as Henan
proposes, pp. 83, ff. ) is forbidden fir.st by the fact

that tlie ilraiiKitic style is not sufficiently sustained

in the other acts, c. g. that which immediately

precedes with its simple monologue; and second-

ly by the scanty change of person and the char-

acter of the dialogue in both the scenes of this

act, wiiich is more lyrical and subjective than

dramatic and objective. For in the first instance

with regard to id. (J-11, the speaker in this sec-

tion, although not the poet himself (Hkuder,

Umbreit), is simply the band of the "daughters

of Zion," ver. 11, whilst the principal personages,

Solomon ami Sluilamith, remain mere objects of

siirht to thes,! women of Jerusalem, and aitL'ndcd

by a brilliant retinue pass mutely over the stage.

Now since the spectators designated in ver. 11

as the daughters of Zion, are scarcely different

from the '-daughters of Jerusalem" elsewhere

introdacd (comp. on ver. H), and little or noth-

ing tliat is well founded can be alleged in favor

of the assutnption of those recent writers, who
conceive tlie speakers to be "citizens" or "resi-

dents" of Jerusalem (Ewald, jM.\gxus, Dk-

LirzsRH. IIiTzia, Renax), or "men and women"
alternately (Bottchkk), or "courtiers of Solo-

mon" even ( Weissbach), it is just the chorus of

the piece tiiat speaks exclusively in this scene,

the same chorus which made its appearance both

speaking and acting only in the first part of the

first act, while in the second part it withdrew

more inio the background, and in the second act

did not come into view at all. A partition of

the several utterances contained in the four

strophes of the section (ver. 6, vers. 7, 8, vers.

9, 10, ver. 11) among different persons or groups

of persons in the chorus is perhaps admissible,

and this most probably so that the first threo

strophes m^iy with Uelitzsoh be put into (he

mouth of different particular groups, and the

last (ver. 11) assigned to the whole body of

spectators, or to "tlie entire festive multitude."

Yet no greater multiplicity or life is thus gained

for I he action after all, for the discourse con-

tinues nevertheless to be limited exclusively to

the persons of the chorus.—Again in iv. 1— v. 1

it is only Solomon and Shulamith, who are en-

gaged in conver.sation, although they are not

alone but as v. 1 shows, in compiny with the

merrily frasting wediling guests. The altem]jts

of Hii'ZKi and Kenan to bring more life and va-

riety into the action by introducing the ehophei-d

from ver. 8 onward, are to be rejected as empty

conceits; especially that of the latter wdio makes

the shepherd stand "at tiic foot of the seraglio-

tower" (aupied de la (our dc scrail) as a languish-

ing lover, and speak all from ver. 8 to ver. 16 a

to his beloved, until she finally grants him ad-

mission, ami he tlien v. I "celcbi-ates together

with the chorus the triumph of his love" (simi-

larly also HoTTCiiEu). The whole impression

especially of what the enraptured bridegroom

Bays in his description of the charms of his bride

(iv. 1 if., 9 If.) is that of an extremely simple

action, wliich aims at a description of the feelings

of the loving pair at the cclebratiim of their mar-

riage and the utterances of their emotion far

more than at an exhibition of what they did, and

consequently betrays again more of a lyrical

than a strictly dramatic character. But even if

there really were reason to assume a scenic rep-

resentation or at least a seriously inlend'^d

destination to that end, no such indecent coiiieiits

could in any case be admitted in this repi-esenta-

tioii, as iliTZiG and Kenan maintain, the former
by his assertion that witli what the bridegroom
says V. 1 his conjugal embrace of the bride
begins before the eyes of the spectators (!); tlio

latter by his remark upon wdiat lie takes to bo the

words of the shepherd " /Z se rnssurr, siir sa

fidMie (.'), etc. With as little propriety could a
burlesque character be attributed to the repre-

sentation, as is done by Bottcueu, who c. g. sees

in v. It' a direction from the shejihord to his

comrtides to fall u^ on the wine and the provi-

sions of the wedding table and to drink them-
Sflves drunk.—Moreover the bride is with most
of the recent interpreters (even Umbkeit, Ewald,
YAiiiiNGEn, Kenan, and most of the other advo-
cates of the shepherd-hypotliesis) to bo supposed
to be no other than Shulamith, and she exalted

to the rank of a queen in the proper sense, a
wife of Solomon preferred before all others, as is

shown by the appellation "my sister bride,"

which is fifst used in iv. 9 11'., and further by
the passage vi. 8, 9, as well as the fact that Shu-
lamith is subsequently denominated a "prince's
daughter," vii. 2. Neither iii. 6 where "out of

the wilderness" is by no means to bo explained
of a coming of the bride from the south, nor iii.

11 (see in loc.) stands opposed to this assumption
or compels a return to the opinion of many of the

older writers that the bride was a daughter of
_

Piiaiaoh Coming up from Egj'pt. Solomon is be-

sides to be thought of as participating in the

festive procession, whether we imagine him
seated in the sedan along with his bride or on
horseback at (ho side of it. For tlie marriage
customs of ancient Israel required (comp. 1 JMacc.

ix y?, o9, and see above, p. CO) the bridegroom
to bring the bride from the house of her parents
with an honorable escort even though the distance

from thence to his residence amounted to one
or to several days' journey. And an intimation

appears to be contained (ver. 8) in the mention
of the "terrors of the nights" (see in hic.) that

lie iiad in fact conducted herby a m:!r'li of several

days to Jerusalem, and consequently liad him-
self brought her from her lioiiio in Shunem.
,\gainst the view of Demtzsch and F-'imii-ottmaxn

[•• l)er Bratilziig dm llahcnlicdn," Stud, v/id Krit.,

ISmT, II., 2:^9 f ) that Solomon liimscif was not
with the brdal procession, but simply awaited
its arrival, ami at length, when it had come near
enough, went forth from liispalacj to show liiin-

self to the bride and likewise to the festive nuil-

tilude, may be urged not indeed the mention of

the "sedan of Solomon " in ver. 7, for this is not
necessarily a sedan in which Solomon himself is

sitting, but the circumstance thai Sobimon is

mentioned (ver. 11) in a manner \vliich imidies

that he was with the festive procession r.athcr

than going to meet it or receiving it at the door
of his palace. The contents of the preceding act

had also jirepared the way for Solomon's going

to Shulamith and fetching lier to Jei-iisalem him-
self, comp. p. t')0.—After what has been already
remarked, there can be no further doubt respect-

ing the locality of the two scenes. In iii. 6-11
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it is some street in Jerusalem, or more exactly

(see vcr. G) an open area at one of the gates of

the city, comuiamliiig a prospect of the desert

region stretching north-east from the city toward
Jericlio (comp. Dehtzsch's somewhat too in-

definite statement of the scene : "Neighborhood
of Jerusalem and tlie city itself "). In iv. 1 to v.

1, however, it is the wedding hall of the I'oyal

palace, in which the newly married pair c irry

on their cosy tallc somewhat apart from the

guests sitting at the festive table; a hall which
we must perhaps conceive (see on iv. 6) to have
been immc'diately adjoining a garden and open
outwards lilie the locality in the first act.— Be-
tween scene 1 and 2 we may perhaps suppose the

marriage ceremony to have been perluriiied by
some of the priestly order; for according lo

Prov. ii. 17 ; Mai. ii. 14, such a religious act un-
doubtedly took place at the weddings of the an-
cient Hebrews (see the exegefical explanation of

the former passage, in the commenlary on Pi-o-

verbs) ; and in chap, iv Solomon no longer speaks
to his beloved as if they were simply betrothed,

but as if they were actually married, see especially

ver. 12 flf. With no valid reasons for it Hitzig
makes tlie wedding ceremony take place between
iv. 8 and 9. For the allegation that the language
of Solomon does not become really "fond, affect-

ing and languishing " until ver. U is purely sub-
jective, and is not verified by the contents of vers.

9-lG, comp. with vers. 1-7; and even if it were
correct, it would not prove that a pause is to be
assumed between vers. 8 and 9 to be filled up by
the solemnization of the marriage.

2. The bridal procession, iii. G-11.

—

First
Strophe, ver. G.

Ver. 6. Who is this coming up out of
the wilderness? This "exclamation of ad-
miration and praise" ("woz de admiracion y dc

ioor" according to Luis de Leon) certainly does
not refer to the seilan of Solomon approaching
the city (Hitzig, Weissb.\ch) any more than it

does to Solomon with his retinue, as though

nx? ''p were here to be taken as a neuter: "what

is this," etc., (Ew.\LD and others); [so Percy,
Good, Taylor, AVilliams, GrNSBURo]. The an-
swer to the question here, as in the two pa-<sages

(vi. 10 and viii. 5) where it recurs verbatim, can
be no other than " Shulamith," the expected bride
of the king, the heroine of the day, the prime ob-
ject of interest and of curiosity to the residents

of Jerusalem (correctly explained by all the older
interpreters and among the more recent by
Delitzsch, Vaihinger, Hengstenberg, Sciilott-
MANN, etc.). It is in their name and as expres-
sive of their feelings that the chorus now sj)eaks.

The verb "come up," literally "ascend" (H/J?)
simply denotes the ascent from the lower level

of the Kurrouiuling country to the city situated
upon a high mountain (comp. 1 Km. xii. 28, e/c),

not the })erpendicular ascent of the pillar of
smoke, with which Shulamith is compared in

what follows, (Hitzig, Weissbach.) — Upon
ISnsrflp Schlottmann correctly remarks

:

" 'From the wilderness' ismerely intended to sug-
gest a general conception as if in describing a
similar entry into one of our cities we were to

say ' from the country.' The immediate vicinity

•f ancient Jerusalem was richly adorned with
35

gardens and orchards, such as are not wholly
wanting even now." For proof that an ex-
tremely desolate and barren rocky waste lies be-
tween Jerusalem and Jericho, and coni<eqiiently

in the very direction from which the festive pro-
cession coming fiom the north of Palestine must
approach the city, comp. the unanimous accounts
of modern travellers in Palestine, e. </., one of
tlie latest, K. Furrers ( Wanderunt/cn, etc., p.

147) : "How silent and solitary it was here, {iriz.,

immediately beyond Bethany) I We looked in

vain for a hut. Briers and fragments of rock
covered the declivities. Yet even in this barren
region small flocks of sheep and goats found
here anil tliere a scanty subsistence," e'c. Comp.
also Robinson's Physical Geography of the Holy

Land.—Like pillars of smoke. Vd"^ nilD'i^l

(or 1^'IJy miori, Joel iii. 8) are neither " c/a-

tionesfuini'" as though the root, from which it is

derived, were "lD''="lDi< " to be high " (Cwald,
Weissbach), nor "clouds of smoke, whirls of

smoke " (Iroin 1^''="110 agitatusfuil,—Hengsten-
berg), but palm-like high and slender pillars of

femoke, as is shown by the unmistakably close

affinity between m^'i^ and "lOH " jjalm " [so

BuRRowEs, Weiss]. The expression is, there-

fore, a poetical and descriptive synonym of the

prosaic Ju'J.' ^^^J? "pillar of smoke" Judg. xx.

40. Comp. Kleuker : "A vertically ascending
column of steam, which spreads out at the top

into small clouds, has the shape of a palm-tree,

whose upright trunk first rises in like manner
high in the air and then divides into a like busiiy

crown." The tertiiim comparationis in the com-
parison of the approaching bride of the king with
pillars of smoke is moreover two-fohl : it is in-

tended to set forth her slender, stately appear-
ance and the dense volume of rare perlumes
which stream forth from her (or her sedan) to

delight the sense (comp. Schlottmann in loc).

In tlie worst possible taste, Hitzig : The figure

has reference to the sedan, which is to be con-

ceived of as "perhaps higher than it was lung,"

and, since it rested on the shoulders of its tall

bearers, as " projecting perpendicularly up-
wards." — Perfumed with myrrh and in-

cense. As i'rov. vii. 17 a bed and I's. xlv. U the

garments of the royal bridegroom, so here the

bride coming to her wedding or more particularly

her sedan and her dress are filled with refresh-

ing perfumes (Prov. xxvii. 9). Comp. what Cur-
tils RuFUS (VUI. 9, 23) relates of aromatic
fumigations in the public processions of the kings

of ancient India, as well as the accounts of

modern travellers, such as Tavernier, etc., res-

pecting the custom formerly in vogue at the

Turkish court in Constantinople of burning in-

cense and aloes in silver chafiug dishes at the

formal reception of foreign ambassadors*
(Schmidt, Jiiljl. Geographus, p. 78).

* [" The bride of Solomon is represented here as perfumed
in a solemn procession made upon occasion of the king's en-

tering with her into Jerusalem. The virgins went out to meet
them, iii. 11 ; they burnt odors before them with a profusion
tluit became a royal wedding, so that the smoke ascended like

pillars. Or these pillars of smoke may refer to the burning
]ierfumes in Jerusalem as a preparative for the reception of

the royal jmir.'" IIarmer. "The bride was so richly pro-

vided with perfumes that they curled up in dense columns of
smoke, visible at a distance as the procession moved along."
TuRUPP. " It is commonly supiiosad. that tho slender and
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Second Strophe, ver?. 7, 8 (probably spokm
by a different group of the wouieu of Jerusalem
from the first, cunip. above No. 1.)

Ver. 7. Lo! Solomon's OTvn palanquin.*

—

The spectators belioldiiif; the proces-sioii now al-

ready quite near, perceive that the magnificent

couch in the centre of it belongs to no less a per-

son tlian Solomon himself, and Jience immediately

infer the high rank of her wlio sits within if,

which is made still more apparent by the splen-

did surroundings of the palanquin.—Sixty he-
roes about it of the heroes of Israel— /. c,

probably from the number of those six hundred

heroes or "mighty men" (D''"]13J), with whom
David had surrounded himself as his guard of

honor or his general staff (comp. 2 Sam. x. 7
;

[xv. 18J ; xvi. ; xx. 7 ; xxiii. 8 ff. ) and which
undoubtedly still formed under Solomon the

flower of the Israelitish army, or in part at

least, a sort of standing body-guard about the

king (comp. 2 Sam. xv. 1 ; 1 Kings i. 5). At any
rate, the sixty heroes here appear as a guard of

lienor, which had attended him ou his bridal

journey for his beloved.

f

Ver. 8. Against fear in the nights

—

t. e., that fVar may not be excited in the

nights; for TH^ is not objective terror, that wliich

produces terror (Dislitzsch, Hengstenberg,)
[Gixsuiirg], but subjective terror, being fright-

ened out of sleep (Job iv. 14 ; Ruth iii. 8). The
meaning is evidently this : to secure her while

travelling from sudden alarm and consequent
disturbance of her slumber at night upon her way
to Jerusalem (not after her arrival there, as Hit-

zio claims), the sixty sword-begirt heroes were

gracoful form of the bride gradually increasitig in talln."s.s as

she c;imu nearer, is compared to the light and heantiful culiimu
of smoke which ascends from a biirning censer of incense.

But is it not more proliable that the dust caused by the ap-
proach of the sedan and its attendants is compared to columns
of smoke ? Or might not the pillars of smoke actually ascend
from censers home in front of the procession?"' NoYiiS. The
Ukneva.n version here has this note: "This is referred to the
church of Israel which was led by the wilderness forty years."
" The reference is evident to tlie marching of the children of
Israel through the wilderaess, with the pillar of cloud before

them and with the pillars of smoke ascending from the altar

of incense in the sight of the priests, and from the altar of

atonement in the sight of all Israel " Moody Stuakt. So al-

legorical interpreters generally, who find in this one of the indi-

Civtions of tlie spiritual meaning of the Song. "She came
pcrfumiul with myrrh and fiaukincenso, because myrrh was
one of the principal ingredients in her holy oinlui'iit (K.v.

XXX. 22}, and incense wasoflered constantly on the golil.n altar

before the veil ; and because myrrh is the symljol of the death
and burial to which Christ condescended as man ; and because
frankincense is the type of prayer oflered liy Him as our
priest and otlered to liim as Uod. And she is perfumed with all

the powilers or 8i)ices of the merchant because all the glories

of the ancient ritual are spiritualized in the gospel." Words-
worth.

J

* ["A travelling litter is here intended." Tiirupp. "Either
a liowdali, to be l)oriie on the l)ack of a camel instead of an
eli'pbant, or a i)alan'iuin to l)e carried on the slioulders of
nuMi, or to l)e borne as a litter between two camels, horaus or
iiiiiles." KiTTO. Wordsworth follows IIkncstknoerc in sup-
posing an allusion to the marriage bed, which is manifestly at

variance with the context.—Ta.j

t [Thrupp after Patrick : "The number of David's heroes,

'thirty and seven in all," was exactly thirty exclusive of those
who stood superior to the rest in rank; and if the num!)er
three-score have any d'dinite meaning in the present verse, it

is probably to be tajvcn as the double- of the numlier of the he-

roes of David's reign. A comparison, however, of this verse

with vi. H may furnish ground for repiirding sixty as a deter-

ininate numlier used for an indeterminate." Wordsworth
allegori/.es thus: "twice thirty, twice David's number, be-

cause the two armies of Christ s soldiers (viz.: thetientile and
the .lew) are here represented as united in the army of the

peaceful Solomon, Christ."]

assigned to lier as her escort.. As the journey
from iSiiuncm to Jerusalem amounts to about fifty

miles in a direct course, and consequently made
it necessjiry to pass at least one and perhaps two
nights on the route, and this very probably in a
wild solitary region ("lll'p.^, vcr.'O), such a mili-

tary escort was by no means superfluous. At a
later time also, when Sliulaniith was urging a re-
turn to her home (vii. 12 1, slie takes for granted
that it would be necessary to spend several nights
in villages upon the way.
Third Stroi-iie. Vers. 9, 10 (again spoken by

a fresh division of the chorus).
Ver. 9. A litter has King Solomon made

for himself.—jVipx, though difficult of expla-

nation etyinologicaliy, denotes according to the
ancient versions and rabl)inieal tradition a porta-
ble COUCH, a litter (according lo KiMciii, a bride's
litter* in particular; a similar view in Sot. IX.
14). It is tlierefore to be ri'ganied as identical
with the niSp, ver. 7. In opposition to Hitzig,

who declares the two to be distinct, and places
the king in the HtSO, and the bride, whom he
thinks to be coming to meet him, in the p'">3X

see particularly Schlottmann, p. 229 ff.; also
\VEissii.\cii, p. 177, who c jrrectly observes that
the remark before us, as well as that contained iu
strophe 2 (vers. 7, 8), is related to the question
in ver. 6, and must therefore, like that first an-
swer, point to a female person as the occupant
of tiie litter referred to. In an etymological point
of view, Ilnzio's explanation of p"^pX as related

to the Sanskrit /^crrydna, "saddle, riding-saddle,"
and consequently as not properly denoting a
couch for lying down, but a portable chair
(comp. the SvR., which takes the word as a s^-no-

nyme of N33), may deserve to be preferred above

all others, especially if we migiit also adduce with
it the Indian paryartf/,- "bed,'' compared by
BoTrCHER [Sujtpl. Lex. Aram., p. 49). For nei-
ther the dei'ivation from the Greek at empted long
ago by Jerome (on Isa. vii. 14), a.-e tliougii it were
identical with the <i>op£iov of the Sept. (so amonc
the later writers, Magnus and SfiiLOTTMANN),
nor the various recent attempts to refer it to some
Semitic root, e. ff., to the Chald. N1D, currere

(hence properly equivalent to curru.t, Gesenius)
[chariot, E.nc. Ver.], or to N~lJ=n,N*i3, "to be
hand.-!omely adorned, to shine " (Weissbacii), or
to mS, whether in the sense of "spreading out,"
or in (hat of "cutting neatly, executing elegant
workmansiiip " (Ewald, Meier, Delitzscii, etc.,

all of whom compxre the Chald. N"">1i3, bed), or

finally to mD=T13, /frn (Wiseman, Jlor. Si/r.,

and Gesen.-Dietr. in the JJunJuUiicrbuch, com-
paring the ''frrctilum" of the Vu/ff. and the S)/r.

pk'ruto, "cradle")—none of these attempts at
explanation are really satisfactory in a linguistic

point of view. But even if the ".Xjipiryoi " is

properly a portable seat, it may still be identical
with the "Mitiah," ver. 7; for as a travelling

sedan it was doubtless arranged both for sitting

and for reclining, and was spacious enough to af-

ford room for Solomon along with Shulamith. It

* ["It seems to signify tlie nuptial bed, or an open chariot,
or some such like thing, in which the bride wa.s carried in
pomp to the l>ridi'groom's house ; and in this sense is the word
used iu the Mishuuh."

—

Uu,l.J
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is more natural, however, and likewise corres-

ponds better with decorum and with the mar-
riage customs of the ancient Hebrews to imagine
the king riding along side or seated on a separate

litter of a less showy sort. For the Hindoo bridal

custom, according to which both bride and groom
were carried along togetlier in one large palan-

quin, can scarcely determine the usage under the

Old Testament (comp. Schlottmann, in loc).—
" Has maile for himself" is, according to 2 Sam.
XV. 1; 1 Kings i. 5, equivalent to "procured,
provided for himself," comparavit sibi, not ex-

ticViy^faciendum curavit, "caused to be made"
(for wliicli Esth. vii. 9 has been alleged).—Of
the wood of Lebanon—literally: "from the

woods of Lebanon," i. e., from various costly spe-

cies of wood found on this mountain, particularly

cedars and cypresses, comp. 1 Kings v. 10 ; vi

15; vii. 2, as well as i. 17 above.*—Its pillars

he made of silver.—So that only the frame of

the Sedan was of those valuable woods, not its

various clecorations, which beloniied to its inner

as well as its outer fitting up. b'l-iri;^ are not

the feet of the couch, as though the K?ji'ai hpyv-

p6iTo6eg (Xenoph., Anah. IV., 4, 21 ; Athen. II.,

9), or the Roman tables wiih silver legs [Juvcn.

II., 128), were to be compared, but tlie small pil-

lars designed mainly for ornament, not as sup-
ports, with which the sedan was embellished

;

comp. the auratse, nolu?nnse of a royal sedan spoken
of by CuRTius, IX. 8, 2G, as well as the mention
of Indian palanquins with silver pillars by v.

Orlicii, Indische Rcine, p. 123 —Its seat of
purple.—Ky this are meant not ciishioiis, but
costly coverings, which were spread over the

hard wooden base: C')mp. Juilg. v. 10; Am. iii.

12; Prov. vii. 16.—Its interior was embroi-
dered from love by the daughters of Jeru-

salem.—The suffix in IDin, like that of the three

preceding words, can only refer back to the prin-

cipal subject jViax, not to the purple of the cov-

erings (M.\GN., HiTZtG). Since the back and the

seat have been mentioned before, the "midst"
or "inside" of this elegant litter can mean no-
thing but the sides and top of the same velii-

cle. The decoration of these inner portions of

the sedan is characterized by the participle ^1"^

(from nyi to arrange together, combine, comp.
n.DyT, " tesselated pavement"), as consisting in

figures arranged together to resemble mosaic,
which points to fine embroidery, for these figures

cannot be conceived to be upon any thing but the

coverings which lined the walls. f Consequently

* [Taylor is peculiar in connecting the last words of ver. 9
with ver. 10 thus : "A nuptial palanquin hath king Solomon
made for himself. He Iiatii made of Lebanon-wood its pillars

(the poles of the palanquin, and perhaps the whole of its wood-
work); of silver (tissue) its canopy; of gold (tissue) its lower
carriage (lit., the ridden in part, which hauss by cords from
the pillars or poles) ; with purpie its middle part (floor) is

spread, a present from the daughters of Jerusalem (a finely
wrought carpet,) or wrought with an ornamental pattern of
needle-work."J

j- [Patrick supposes a reference to the " foot-cloth, which
lay at the bottom of the chariot, with elegant figures of shep-
herds and sheph'.'rdesses perhaps and all their innocent court-
ships.'' Moody Stuart mentions (without adopting) an opinion
also suggested by Fry and Mrs. Fraxcis that " verses expres-
sive Of love were wrought into the fabric " of the inner lining.
STn.4.RT insists upon the strict meaning of a " pavement of
stone," and applies the description to the "ark of the covenant
with the tables of the law as the chariot of the divine king of
Israel."—Tr.J

nothing is more obvious than to see in the
"daughters of Jerusalem" the makers of this
embroidery, and in "^^i^ii love, which is added to

limit the participle ']^ifi the mention of the dis-

position, impelled by which the daughters of Je-
rusalem performed this work. The JO in mj3D
is therefore equivalent to "from, or on the part
of," and does not introduce the agent after a
passive verb* (as Hitzig and other opponents of

this construction suppose), which would cer-
tainly be contrary to usage. The Sept. is sub-
stantially correct, only n^nX is taken as in recent

times, e. g., by Vaihinger, in the sense of a
" token or gift of love ;" so Herder, Delitzsch
and others. On the contrary, it is incorrectly

rendered by Luther (who partially follows the
Vulgate) : " paved within in a lovely manner for

the sike of the daughters at Jerusalem ;" also by
Umbreit : "adorned from love to the daughters
of Jerusalem;" IIengstenb : "adorned with the
love of the daughters of Jerusalem" (as though
they were themselves seated inside of the sedan);
Bottcher: "adorned with one, who is beloved
beyond the daughters of Jerusalem," i. e., far
more than they; and finally Doederl , Ewald,
Weissbach, Renan, Hitzig, ScHLOTTiMANN

:

"adorned with a love from among the daughters
of Jerusalem"—as though nDHX here meant the

same as amata (which is in reality not the case
either here or any wliere else in the Song of So-
lomon

; see above on ii. 7 and comp. on vii. 7) or
as though instead of this expression we were re-

quired in spite of MSS. and versions to read
n::nx (as in Hos. lli. 1 ; Deut. xxi. 15) or HDnX
(comp. Hos. ix. 10), as Hitzig in fact proposes.

The same interpreter infers from pbiy-H' mj30
that the royal bride denoted by n^HS is not Shu-
lamith, but a native of Jerusalem, whilst the rest

of tlie advocates of this last named view take the
"daughters of Jerusalem" here in the wider
sense of "daughters of Israel" (see particularly
Schlottmann).
Fourth Strophe. Ver. 11 (spoken by the

whole body of the chorus).

Ver. 11. Come out, daughters of Zion.

—

This form of address is adopted instead of "daugh-
ters of Jerusalem," which had just been used at

the close of verse 10, merely for the sake of va-
rying the expression, not to distinguish the
ordinary women of the city from the ladies

of the court (Ewald, Hitzig, etc.) [so Ginsb.].
The coming out here urged is not necessarily the

couiing out of individuals from their houses; it

is sufficient to suppose the interior of the city

contrasted with the open space at one of the
gates where the action is proceeding (see above
No. 1, p. 72).—And gaze at king Solomon
vsrith the crow^n wrheiewith his mother
crowned him, cic. By this crown is neither
meant tlie royal bride herself, as though she
were here entitled the crown of her husband as
in Prov. xii. 4 (Vaih., HpNGSTENB. ), nor is the

* [So Percy :
" The middle thereof is wrought (^n necdle>-

work) by the daughters of Jerusalem (as a testimony of their)

love." Williams :
" The preposition is not most usually hi)

but/VoTO. In the present instance itprobaldy includes both

—

lined with love by the daughters of Jerusalem, and probably
received as h present /row them."]
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expression a general figuralive designation of

Solomon's sovereignty or liis glory as a conquer-

or (Stakke and many of the older commenta-

tors; also IIahn). Wfc are rather to look npon

it as a proper festive crown, a wedding coronet

of gold and silver (scarcely of fresli flowers),

sucli as pi-ol)ably not only brides but bridegrooms

were accustomed to wear at Israelitisb weddings,

as was the custom at least in later times accord-

ing to the testimony of the Talmud; * see Sel-

l)EN, Uxor Ebr. II. 139 f.; IIiuT, de coronis apud

Hebrxos nuptialibua sponsi aponxxque, Jen. 1748.

—

That it w:'.s no olher than Solomon's mother.f

who put this crown upon his head, is not to be

explained from the fact that mothers generally

take a special interest in sucii matters of orna-

ment (Hitzig), but from a peculiar marriage

custom, according to which the mother in token

of iier approval of the marriage alliance con-

tracted by her son, with her own hand adorned

him with a festive crown. It is still a question,

however, whether the reference is to that wed-,

ding crown, which Solomon had previously worn

upon liis marriage with the Egyptian princess,

1 Kin. iii. 1, and which in order to distinguish the

present new bride above others he had now
brought out anew (Ewald), or whether as " the

new love deserved a new crown" (Hitzig), we
are to assume that the crowning was first per-

formed by r>atlishcba in honor of the present

nuptial celebration (so the most). The latter as-

sumption is favored not only by the tenor of the

wonis used (see particularly "and in the day of

the gladness of his heart" in d) but also by the

circumstance that Bathsheb.a, Solomon's mother,

probably survived David, her royal husband, a

number of years, ami continued to be a highly

respected and influential person at the court of

Solomon; comp. 1 Kin. i. 11; ii. 13 if.

S. Solomon to Siiulamitii at tue wedding
ENTERTAINMENT, iv. 1-IJ.

Ver. 1. Lo, thou art fair, my dear, etc.—
The vcrb.vl correirpondeuce of this praise of Solo-

mon's beauty with i. 15 is ^lesigned as in vi. 4

(and so in vi. 10; viii. 5 comp. with iii. 0) to

direct attention to Solomon as again the speaker

of these words. And it follows with great prob-

nbiliiy that the peison addressed is likewise the

same as before, not some new object of the king's

love diffoi-ent from Shulamilh, as Hitzig as-^erts.

— Baliind thy veil.—So correctly Hitzig.

Vaiii.. Heiligsi'., fAc, with whom Botioh. and
Gesen.-Dietk. ("through thy veil," i.e., ap-

i

* [" It was >isual witli niiiiiy nations to put crowns or gar-

lands on tlio hfadrt of new niiirriod jJiM-sonfl. Tlie Mishnali in-

forms u.s that tliis custom ))rcvailcd among tlie Jews; and it

should seem from tlie piussajie Iteforn us that the ceremony of

Jiutting it on WiW performed by one of the parents.

Amonij; the (ireeks the luide Wius crowned t)y her mother.

a.s appears from the iuHtanc.e of Iiihigenia in Kuripides, v.-r.

l)0.i. BociiART supposes the nuptial crown and other orna-

menf.-J of a hride alluded to in iO/.ek. xvi. >i-Vl; (.en/r. Sicr

J). 2, 1.1.—The nuptial crowns used among the Greuks and
Uom.in< were only cliaplets of leaves or flowers. Among the

Hebrews they were not only of those, but occ.-vsionally of

richer materials, as gold or silver, according to the nmk or

walth of the jiartii's." Pkrcv. To this Uood adds: " It was
customary equally among the Greeks and Orientals to wear

crowns or g-.irlands of dillerent degrees of value, in ](roin)rtion

to tlu! rank of the ])erson i)resenting them, on festivals of

every description ; but those prepared for the ccdeliration of

a nuptial banciuet as beinga IVsIivity of the first conseiiuence,

were of peculiar sidendor and magnificence."]

t [WixniNiiTON is alone in lin<lingnot Solomon's mother, but

his mother-iu-law, in this piissage ; he renders thus :
" wcar-

peariiig through) substantially agree*

—

Thy
hair like a flock of goats -which repose on
Mount Gilead.—.Vs Uilead is visible from the

Mount of Olives in the far distance, but not from
Jerusalem, its mention, like that of Lebanon and
Hermon in ver. 8, and like so many other allusions

in the poem to localities in the north of Palestine,

is to be explained from the circumstance that

when Solomon was speaking to his beloved, he
liked to transport himself to the region of her
home with its peculiar circle of imjjressions and
ideas. Gilead is, besides, a mountain land specially

rich in cattle (couip. Num. xxxii. I ; Mic. vii. 1 I
;

.Jer. 1. 19), and modeim travellers have found it

still strewn, as it were, with flocks and herds.

Comp. AuviEux, II., 088; Paulus, Rasen, 7, 108;

Rosenm , Mort/enl.., I., 8-3, etc.—The point of com-
parison in the figure is to be found mainly in the

glossy blackness and luxuriant abundance of

Shulamith's hair, perhaps also in its silky soft-

ness and delicacy, less likely in her elegant and
elaborately braided tresses, to which Magnus
thinks there was subordinate reference. Old
Ltus de Leon correctly (in Wilken'i, p. 219):
'• He indicated thus the abundance and the cjlor

of her hair; for the goats, which pastured there,

were dark and glossy. He says therefore: as

the goats scattered on the summit of Gilead give

it a fine and pri tty appearance, whilst beibi-e it

looked like a bald and jirld rock, so does thy hair

adorn and ornament thy head by its rich color

uml abundance."
Ver. 2. Thy teeth like a flock of shorn

sheep.—Sheep recently shorn, con.^iciuenlly

smootli, and besides just washed in the pool, and
hence snow-white, evidently are a peculiarly ap-

propriate figure for dazzling white teeth, pro-

vided pastor.il figures or those taken fi-om the

realm of country life were to be used at all. And
this was to a certain extent neces.'^.-iry here; at

least it was extremely natural to illustrate the

contrast between the blackness of her hair and
the whiteness of her teeth by adding a flock of

white lambs to the flock of black goats spoken of

.11 ver. 1. The idea of the pool for tlie sheep
spontaneously offered itself, since washing newly
sliorn sheep was a universal custom in antiquity;

comp. Coh:mki,la's advice (Vll. 4) to wash
sheep four d.-iys alter llie shcarin;^-.— All of
which bear t-wins, and one bereaved is

not among them.—An allusion to the com-
pleteness of lu-r teeth, the two rows of which,

upper and lower, not only have no breaks, but in

every instance exhibit a pair of teeth exactly an-
swering to one another, twin teeth, as it were,

throughout. ( That sheep in tlie East are still

ing the wreatli which his (new rural) mother wove for him in
the day of his espousals (to her d.inghter)."

* [I'lvRCY gives the preposition a ju'ivative sense, and trans-

lates " now thy veil is removed." lie 8upi>o.ses that the royal

jiair having alighted from tlieir carriage, the cereinony of un-
veiling the bride here follows, which gives occasion to the
liridegroom's encomium on those features which the veil in

great measure concealed. But Willi ms oliserves that the
" Kastern poets celebrate the charms of thi' fair throngli their

veils, and improve this circumstance into an elegmt comi)li-

mi'nt." AiNSWoltTiland others remark u|ion the circumstanco
that seven particulars are here mentioned in Ilii' de.s-cription

of the bride, viz.: her "eyes, hair, teeth, lips, temples, necJc

and breasts," uniting, as Moonv Stiaet expresses it, "perfec-
tion of numlier with perfection of beauty."

—

Tr.j
tl<JiNsntma adopts the translation of LnvTU, Percy and

Fry with advantag<' to the figure: "/I / of vlich arf paired.
That is, each upper tooth has its corresponding lower one;
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mostly ihSvun-oKni, i. e., have two lambs at a time,

is testified by recent travellers, e. y., the anony-

mous author of the publication, ^'^'Egypten wie es

jetzt ist" p. 42 (comp. Magn. in loc). L. de
Lkon (in the same place as before) has again finely

shown the sensible and striking character of the

comparison here selected: '-The figure almost

paints the whole thing before our eyes. The
flock of sheep, which always go crowded together

like the scales of fir coties, represent the compact-

ness and smallness of her leeih: their whiteness

is expressed by their coming up from the wash-
ing; their uniformity by none being sick or bar-

ren."

Ver. 3 Like a crimson thread thy lips,

and thy mouth is lovely.—The lips immedi-
ately follow tli3 teeth, n(jL simply because they

cover them (IIitzig), but nlso because the bright

r^d of the one forms an elegant contrast with the

dazzling whiteness of the otlier; comp. the com-
bination of the two colors in v. 10. Then the

mouth, comprehending both teeth and lips, stands

here in its qualiy of an organ of speech, whence
also it is called 137? from n31, " to speak," and

is supplied with a predicate (mXJ, lovely; comp.

ii. 11; i. 15), which serves to characterize not so

mucii its pretty shape or color as the agreeable

anil beneficent effects proceeding from it. Tlie

Sept., Vulg., Syr., Hengstenb., etc., take *13TD

as equivalent to speech; A. Schultens and
DoPKE, to tongue; IIitzig, to p ilate. But like

all that is described before and after, this expres-

sion must denote some part of the body, and one
too that is externally visible, and which forms a

substantial feature of Shulamith's beaut}'.

—

Like a piece of pomegranate thy cheek.

—

T^p'\ literally "the temple" (.Judg. iv. 21 ; v. 2G),

here manifestly the upper part of the cheek,

"whose soft red borders upon the white of the

temple. For this figure of the half of a pomegra-

nate (jirs'^n n^S) refers to the pleasing combi-

nation of white and red; on one side of the exte-

rior of this fruit "a bright red is mingled with

yellow and white," whilst the other side looks

brown (Dopke). It is only to a half, a segment*

(hSd from VilD, "to cut fruit," 2 Kings iv. 39) of

the pomegranate that the cheek is compared be-

cause its soft curve only corresponds in fact to

the segment of a sphere. Not, therefore, "like

a slice of a pomegranate" (Luth.) [so Durell,
HoDG., Tiiuupp], as though the flat, inner surface

of a sliced pomegranate were intended (Heng-
stenb., Hahn., etc.). For the appearance of the

reddish seeds of this fruit, lying in a yellowish

pulp, would not form a suitable comparison,

whether for a cheek or a temple.

Ver. 4. Like th3 tow^er of David thy

thus they, as it were, appear in jiaire, like this flock of white
sheep, each of which keeps to its mate, as they come up from
the Wiishiug pool. Andnn nve nr'thi'.'n i.iileprivedofits I'ellow,

i. «., no tooth is deprived of its corresponding one, just as none
of the sheep is bereaved of its companion. The teeth surely,

wliich are here compared to the flock, cannot be 8.aid to bear
twins like the sheep."]

* [Cast'vllus, followed by P.\trick, Ctooti and others : the
opening flower or blossom of the pomegranate. Williams:
" Tf the brid.il veil of the Hebrew ladies was like that of the
Persians, made of red silk or muslin, it would throw n, glow
over the whole countenance that will account more fully for

this comparison."]

neck, built for an armoury. His aim was not

to describe the slender grace and erectness of

Shulamith's neck in and of itself, but likewise

with reference to its ornaments consisting of

brilliant jewelry and ornamental chains (comp.
i. 9-11) and consequently in respect to its superb
and stately appearance (comp. vii. 5 [4] ). A
pecularly suitable comparison was accordingly

offered to the king in tlie tower, hung around
with burnished pieces of armor, and probably
built of white free-stone, which David may have
erected somewhere in the vicinity, perhaps at

one corner of his palace on Zion as a bulwark
or a watch tower.* The identity of tliis tower
with the " tower of Lebanon which looks toward
Damascus " mentioned in vii. 5 (4) is contra-

dicted by the fact that the latter is a figure for

an entirely different thing from that now before

us [versus Ewald, Hitzig, etc.). Still less can
the ivory tower spoken of in the very same pas-

sage be identical with this. This manifestly ap-

pears from the further defining clauses "built

for an armory," etc., to have been a fortification,

a strcnghold for arms, a tower for warlike pur-

poses, and hence, perhaps, is not distinct from

the " house of the mighty " (Q'^lDJil iT3) spoken

of in Neh. iii. 16, which is assigned to the neigh-

borhood of the district of Beth-zur and the sep-

ulc'.ires of David, i. e., on the eastern side of

Zion, on the very spot where David's old palace

must have stood (comp. Weissbach in loc.)—
The difScult expression PtS''Dir\, which the LXX
render as a proper name (Ga^^^wi?), the Vulg.
by propaynacula, Aq , and the Versio Vcneta by
eTTuA^scg, is most correctly taken with Kimchi for

a compound of vfl collis [const. ?r}) and HVi)

e?ises, edges, sword-blades (Prov. v. 4 ; Judg. iii.

16; comp. Ps. cxlix. 6), or which amounts to the

same thing, referred to TvlPi "to hang" and

nVD in the same sense as before (Hengstenb.,

Del., Weissb., e/c). In both cases it must des-

ignate a lofty object of the nature of a fortifica-

tion, hung around with swords or bristling with

swords, consequently, as mention is also made
of shields in what follows, an armory which, as

it served for the preservation of numerous mar-

tial weapons of offence and d.'fence, was like-

wise hung around with them on the outside, and

thus embellished. For the shields hung on it

(V^P) according to the next clause of the verse,

and not barely in it (as Hitzig supposes, who
fancies a "mound of earth," which "hides in its

bosom such murderous weapons " as swords,

shields, etc. This explanation is at any rate

better suited to the connection and yields a more

appropriate figure for Shulamith's neck decorated

With brilliant ornaments than the derivation of

nraSn from a substantive 'iS/J!}' which, accord-

ing to the Arab., would mean "host, army"
(Ewald: "built for troops;" Bottcii., Rouig.,

compare Heiligst.), or from an alleged adjective

* [Good :
" The graceful neck of the fair bride is compared to

this consummate structure ; and the radiance of the jewels tliat

surrounded it to the splendor of the arms and shields with

which the tower of David was adorned. The simile is ex-

quisite."]
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'•jSj^ cxilialis, destructive, hence PS^ihi^ exUiolia,

viz. or/iia, murderous weapons, or from n37=|5!^

to be white, hence " pieces of nlahnstor " (ITaiin),

and the like.*

—

All the shields of heross

D'dSc has a wider meaning than JJ"D, wiiich

specially denotes the "shield of a liglit armed

soldier," the "target;" see Gese.v. Thes., p.

1418. We are scarcely to think of the shields

of conquered heroes, of tliose for instance which

David (li Sam. viii. 7) liad taken from tiie Syrians

(versus Wkissb.), because the mighty men here

mentioned are simply referred to as the garrison

of tiie armory iiere descrihed. Conip., moreover,

Ezek. xxvii. 11, a passage which is probably

based on that before us.

Ver. 5. Thy two bre'asts like two fawns,

twins of a gazelle, that are feeding among
lilies. On r comp. ii. 10. The comparison is

plainly intended to express "delicate and ex-

quisite beauty" (HiTz); for since the gazelle

itself, when full grown, is an admirable, attrac-

tive and favorite emblem of womanly grace and

loveliness (Prov. v. 19 ; comp. above on ii. 7, 9),

a twin pair of its young lying on a bed covered

with lilies appears i o be still better fitted to illus-

trate tiie fragrant delicacy and elegance of a

chaste virgin bosom veiled by the foMs of a dress

redolent of sweet odors (comp. i. 13). A more
detailed parcelling out of the comparison (as for

instance by IIitzig, who thinks that the dress

was red, or by Wkissb.. who supposes a particu-

lar reference in the young gazelles to the dark-

colored nipples of her breasts as their especial

* [" Our first business is here with the controverted word

JilVDSn ', o'lr tranilation of which "with proj'^ctiii.!.^ para-

p'yta," is in jMrtial accordaiiiio with, and dorivea aii'ijiort t'roin

tliat ol' SyMMACHUS, eis eiraAfci; {ul. iirdvut eTTiiAf iioi'). Tlio

word nr^Sil, or rather its singular TTD /jl [better iT'£)7j"\,'

is ri'crularly derived from the root HD 7- That root is, accoruin?;

to IVjxTORF, actually louud in the Chaldee in the TarjTnm
cf JuXATUAN on Lev. vi. 5 ; althou'zh in the Targum, as printed

by Walton, wo read not '£) 7' but ^li^V. However, whether

the root be used or no, its meaning may be assumed to be

identical with that of ^37, whicli is found in other places in

the Targum ofOxKKi.os. The moaning is " to add on," "to
join on.' The siilistantive dirived fioni it, when applied to a
building, would thus naturally denote the projecting iiarts of

the building, which seem as it were to bo added on to the rest.

We liave an analogous term in the Chaldee VSI 7, derived

from the same root as nVS7r^, in<l used in the Talmud of

strongly marked eyebrows. The projecting parapets of a

tower are in fact its eyebrows. Ami that ancient towers were
liuiU. with BUch j)rojecting ])arapet3, and moreover that

Bhields were hung by way of display on the exterior of the

parapets, is established in the most satisfactory manner by a
representation on a iKis-relicfat Kouyoiuijik, given by Lvyaiui,

and also in Smith's Diet, of the biJe, s. v. Oainmadims. Of

the current explanations of riV37r\, the only one which

Boema to call for notice, is that which dTivs it from H^H " to

)iang, " nVD "edges,'' and makes it mean "an armory."

Against this lie the objections, 1st that it unnecessarily tnata

riVS'^n as a composite word ; 2d, that an armory would be

more naturally described as a " hang-woai)ons " tlian a

"hang-edges;" 3d, that the figure befori' us is not that m an

armory, but of u building with shields hung on its e.Kti'rior;

4th, that any etymological connection between the words

rWD'^n an'l ''iSn in the two adjoining clauses is improba-

ble, as it would destroy the charm of the studied homovijiliony.

Tlicre are two othei piussages of Scripture in which wr may trace

lime allusion to this tower, Mic. iv. 8 ; Isa. v. 'i." Tiiitupi'.]

charm, and in the lilies to the snowy whitenesa

of her bosom) is inadmissible, and leails to what
is in violation of good taste or to what is obscene,

froui both which the poet has kept free here as

every where else. Admirably here ajrain Liiis

iJE Leon n, f.) In addition to the deli-

cacy of the young kills, in addition to their simi-

larity as twins, in addition to their loveliness and
gentleness they have in their merry gambols a
frolicksomeness and gayety, which irresistibly

enchains the eyes of beholders, and attracts

them to come neai' and touch them," etc.

Yov. C>. Until the day cools and the sha-
dow's flee I •will get me to the mountain
of myrrh and to the h.ill of frankincense.
If i'^ijlomon wei'e still the spi'.iker in these words,

nothing else could possibly be meant by the moun-
tain of myrrh and the hiil of frankincense, but
the breasts of the bride wliieh would be so desig-

nated herein facetious and flowery style (Ewald,
IIeiligst., V/eissb., Rex., e/c.) with allusion to

the fragrant substances, which were between
them or upon them * (comp. i. 1-3). But the

very circumstance, that then t lie foregoing figure

fcr the bosom would liere be followed by one en-

tirely new and of a different description, whilst

every other part of the body spoken of in this

section is represented by but a single figure (see

vers. 1—1) makes it improbable that the words
before us belong to Solomon. To which may be

added that Dl'"'n n-13''t!{ l]^, e'c, must belong to

Sliulamith here as well as in ii. 17; and that

BoTTCiiEii's attempt to assign only these intro-

ductory words to the "vinedresser" as he calls

her, and the latter part of the verse from 'y Tj^X

onward to the king who interrupts her, seems
scarcely less arbitrary than IIitzig's view that

the whole verse is spoken by the shepherd, who
suildenly enters and declares his purpose to effect

the speedy rescue of Shulamith! Umbr , Dopke,
Vaiii., Di:litzs(MI, e/c, properly assign the words
to Shulamith, who seeks thus to parry the ardent
encomiums of Solomon, and hence expresses the

wish to leave the wedding hall resounding with

the boisterous festivities of the guests until the

approach of evening. The "mountain of myrrh"
and the " hill of frankincense," which she wishes

to visit for this end, were probably certain lo-

calities about the royal palace, near the hall and
visible from it, which either always bore those

names or only on the occasion of the present

marriage, to which fumigations with various

spices belonged as sm absolutely indispensable

iiigreiiient, comp. iii. G. As presumably solitary,

shady spots, belonging, it may be, to grounds
laid out as gardens (perhaps "beds of balsam"
of the sort mcntionol in v. IS, raided in the shape
of pyramids or towers), tiiese must have been to

the simple-minded, guileless child of nature more
desirable jilaees to stay in than the noisy festive

hall. Comp. her similar expressions of a strong
desire for the fresli solitude of nature in opposi-
tion to the luxurious life of the court ; i. 7, 16,

and especially vii. 1'^ (11) fF This understand-
ing of tlie " niountain of myrrh," etc., is evidently

*fNoYFS thinks that the bride herself, in respect to her
general charms, is here compared to a mountain of myrrh,
flf., to whom the lover says he will return as the antelope
flies to the mouutain.J
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far less forced tbiin explaining it of Lebanon, or

generally of the region of Siiulainith's home, for

which slie here expresses her desire (Umbreit,
Vaih.), or of " Sion as the seat of the court"
(Hitzig), or of Zion as a figure of the church
(Hengstenu ), or of iMoriah as the Teniple-uiouu-

tain which is nere designated IVSn "IH (^Ibn

Ezra, Jarcui). Comp. on v. 13 and vi. 2.

4. Continuation: vers. 7-11.

Ver. 7. Tiicu art ail fair, my dear, and
there is not a blemish in thee. Correctly

Delitzscu :
" Tliis childlike disposition expressed

ver. 6, makes her but the more lovely in the

eyes of the liing ; he breaks out in the words,

'thou art all fair, ray dear,' etc., undoubtedly
meaning that the beauty of her soul corresponds
with her outward beauty—not with reference,

therefore, to the charms of her bodily tigure

from her bre;T.s(. downward, whicli are more fully

described subsequenily vii. 2 If." (Weissb.)—On
the form of expression, particularly in b, comp.
2 Sam. xiv. 25; Eph. v. 27.

Ver. 8. "With me from Lebanon, my
bride, with mi froin Lebanon tnou shaiC
come. Several of the advocates of tue siiep-

herd-hypotliesis assume at these words a change
of person and with it likewise a change of scene,

either making thj shepherd himself enter and
speak all that, follows to ver. Iti (so BdrTCHER,
Ken.), or at least to ver. 8 (so Hitzig), or re-

garding all from this verse to v. 8 as a mono-
logue of Shulamith, who herein relates the words
previously spoken to her by her country lover

(So EwALD, who accordingly imagines that the

words: " Lo, here comes my lover, and says to

me," or the like, have been dropped out before

this verse). But an unprejudiced interpretation

renders such artifices needless. Led by the wisli

of his beloved, expressed in ver. 6, to exchange
her place amongst the jubilant guests for the

quiet solitude of nature, Solomon recalls her
descent from a simple shepherd's family in the

mountain region of Northern Palestine, and hence
he exuitingly and in exaggerated expressions
announces to her how instead of living in sterile

mountain districts, and on barren rocky heights
rendered insecure by wild beasts, she should
henceforth make her home with him in the royal
palace, and in the midst of its rich joys and
blissful beauties, herself its loveliest flower, the
most charming and spicy of its gardens (see

especially vers. 12-1.5). The enthusiastic lover
does not consider that in this he says nothing
that is really agreeable to her, but actually con-
travenes her longing to escape into the open
country from the close and sultry atmosphere of
court life, any more than he concerns himself
about the exaggerated character of his compari-
sons, e. g. of the mountains around Shunem with
Lebanon, or of the "little foxes" in Shulamith's
vineyards (ii. 15) with lions and panthers. Po-
etical exaggerations of this sort are besides quite
accordant with his taste (comp. ver. 4 and espe-
cially vii. 5), and nppear much less strange in
him than the bold comparison of Zion or of
Solomon's palace with the heights of Lebanon
and llermon (according to Hitzig, Bottch.,
Kenan, eic.,) would sound in the mouth of a

simple shepherd.—Besides 'KUn " thou shalt

come" shows that the speaker had a definite
term in mind, to which Shulamith was to come
from '-Lebanon" as her previous residence
(comp. Hitzig in loc), and that consequently the
idea of going up and down from one peak of
Lebanon lo another (Delitzsch) is not lound in
the passage.*—Shaltjourney from the top of
Amana. The ••summit" or the "top" of
Amana is without doubt the mountain by the
river Amana mentioned 2 Km. v. 12 K'ri, that is

to say that peak of the Lebanon or more accu-
rately the x\.ntilibanus-range, in which this river
iVmana, the Chrysorrhoas of the Greeks or the
Barada of the Arabs takes its rise. This peak,
like the following Shenir and Heriuon, stands of
course by poetic license for the entire range.
For the poet cannot have intended a contrast
between the Lebanon in a and these names of

mountains that follow, but "he only varies the
names because one meant the same to him as

another" (so correctly Hitzig, vcrtsas Delitzsch,
Hengstenb., e/c).—Prom the top of Shenii
ana Hermon. According to Deut. iii. i) Shenir
was the Aiuoiilish name for Hermon itself, which
thereby appears to be designated as the "snow
mountain" (according to J.\acni on that pas-

sage and the Targum on this). Still it is showu
as well by the passage before us as by Ezek.
xxvii. 5, 1 Chrou. v. 2iJ, that a distinction was
commonly made between Shenir which lay

further to the north and Hermon (now Jebel
esh-Sheikh) the more southern of the principal

peaks in the entire Hermon or Antilibanus range
(comp. KoBiNsoN, Falenl. 11. p. 440 (edit. 1838),
Berth, on 1 Chron. v. 23). As now Amana,
where the Chrysorrhoas has its source, must be
the peak lying farthest to the east or north-east,

the enumeration of the three peaks or ridges be-

longing to Antilibanus evidently {iroceeds from
the north-east to the south-west, or from the

region of Baalbec to that of Hasbeya and Paneas
(comp. Hitzig in loc).—Prom dens of lions,

from mountains of panthers. These ex-

pressions as belonging to the description and
only alluding in a general way to the wild and
inhospitable character of the region about
Shulamith's home, are not to be pressed for the

sake of obtaining any more special sense, par-

ticularly not so as with Kostkr, Bottciier,

Hitzig, etc. to explain the lions of "the king
of Israel and his magnates who liave dragged
the graceful roe Shulamith into his den!" Lions

moreover must have had their haunts in the for-

* [This interpretation certainly assumes sucli extraordinary
exaggerations as to cast suspicion upon its correctness.

NovKS says :
" Verses 8 and 9 seem to be introduced very ab-

ruptly, .and their import in this connection is not very obvi-

ous. 1)0JERLEIN and others suppose them to bjau invitation

to the bride to take an excursion with lo'm, in order that
they might admire together all that was grand and beautiful

in scenery. Otliers suppose them to lie an invitation to the
maiden to come from a place of danger to a place of complete
security in the arms of her lover." Goo3 :

" liy this forcibla

appeal the royal speaker invites his beloved to his arms as to

a place of safety ; and encourages her to look towards him
for security amidst any dangers, either actual or imaginary,
of wliich she might be apprehensive." BoRRowrs :

" These
mountains thus beautiful but dangerous are put in contrajit

with the mountain of myrrh and the hill of frankincense.

The beloved would have his spouse leave the former a;id

seek his society in the retreats of the latter." The majority
of English commentators adopt a similar view, though with
some variety in the figurative or symbolic sense which they
put upon the mountains in question.

—

Xr.J
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ests of Lebanon, as well as in the rceils on the
|

hanks of the Jordaa (Zech. xi. 3 ; Jer. xii. 5) and
j

on BasLan (Deut. xxxiii. 22). And panthers I

(this is the meaning of D'^^J. not leopards,

which as is known, are only found in Africa) are

Still found in the region of Lebanon according to

modern travellers. (Buuckiiarut, Ileisen in Sy-

rien, pp. U9, fiO).

Vei . 0. Thou hast ravished my heart, my
sister, my bride. This double designation of

his beloved as s-istcr and as bride is neither

meant to indicate a peculiarly intimate nor pre-

eminently chaste and pure relation of love. The

thing here intended by it is the designation of a

certain relationship. As Solomon's lawful wife

Shulamith now, after the marriage has taken

place, stands next to him as a sister to her

brother.* She is not barely one of a number of

wives (vi. 8) but a sisterly sharer of his royal

rank and name. She is queen, as he is king,

yes, a "prince's daughter," vii. 2, as he is a

prince's sou (correcily IIitzig and Weissb.).—
'jn^sS not "thou robbest me of courage"

(Umur., M.\f!.v.), nor "thou hast given me
courage" (Sym.m.; Syr., Ewald, Dopke, Bott-

CHEii, Meieb., WicissB., etc), but "thou hast un-

hear/edma" (Delitzscu) i.e. "robbed me of

my heart, so that it is no more mine but thine,"

hast "enchanted me ami tnade me wholly thine

own. "I—With one of thy glances ;
literally

" with one from thy cye.s,' i. e. with a single one

of the glances that proceed from them (Uengs-

te.n'h., IIitzig, elc ) ; for the masc. in.^Zl of the

K'thibh, which is certainly to be retained, can-

not refer to one of the two eyes (j'J? is never

masc.), but only to one thing which comes forth

from the eyes, an effect proceeding from them. J

—

"With one chain of thy necklace. The
reproseniaiioQ is ideal and hyperbolical as in

the preceding verse. It proceeds in rapturous

exaggerations as well here where it paints in

detail, as before where it dealt in pompous and
praniiiloiiuent expressions. But to be sure, in

the matter of love, it always remains true:

small causes often produce great effects!— pJ^

not "ringlet, lock of the front hair hanging
down on the neck" (IIitzig), but neckchain, or

* [Patrick :
" Siatur is only a word of tfudernes.s and cn-

d'jarniuiit used l>y husbands to tlieir wives ; as ajipears by tlie

boiik ot" Tobit vii. IC ; viii. 4, 7." Noye.s, witli le.ss cogt.'ncy,

compares Tibul. iii. 1, '2(5. Turupp is consunuuiitly not wai-
rantcd in s.iying: " TIio union ol' the two aiiijellatioiis is uf
it.Hidf an almost decisive objection against all literal interpre-
tation of the Song. When it is urged by the literalists that
tlie term sister is merely used as an e.xpression of endear-
ment, it may be at once replied that that is the very last

term which in chaste love a bridegroom would ever tliiiik of
applying to his bride.")

f [WoKDSWORTii obtains substantially the same sense by
a rend(!ring precisely the opposite: "Lit.: Tiniit l.axl he.-

h'artid m". It implies the answering of heart to he.art ; the
p.issing of one heart into another, so lus to be uniti-d with it

and till it."|

J (Wn.i.iAMS, who remarks that "the K'ri and many MSS.
read nn,'< U-m. to agree with J'l*," endeavors to account for

the singularity of the expression so understood in the follow-

ing manner: " Supposing the royal bridogrooni to have had
a profile or side vi('W of his bride in the ]>re.<eiit instance,

only ono eye or ona siiie of her necklace would lie olisi-rvable
;

yat this ch.irm.<i and overpowei-3 him. Tkrtuli.hn mentions
a custom in th" K;i.st of women unveiling only one eye in

fonvers itloii, while they keep the other covered : and NiKiiunu

mentions a like custom in some parts of Arabia. Trav. in

Arab. I. p. •l\j.L."\

ornament (comp. the plur. : Prov. i. 9; Judg.

viii. IG). CJII^i*, since it is plural, can neither

mean "neck" (Sept:., Vulg., IIitzig, etc.) nor
be a diminutive of endearment, "tiny neck"
(Oesenius, Ew.\ld, IIeiligst., e/c. ). It must
rather denote something sus[>ended about the

neck, a necklace or jewelry for the neck,""" and
pJj-' a single piece or constituent of it. What

had enchanted the king was of course not the

elegance or ingenious woikniansliip of this orna-

ment itself, but that Sliulamliifs neck looked so

charmingly in it. f,'omp. tibovo on i. Id.

Ver. 10. Hov7 fair is thy love, my sister,

my bride. D"1'n here again, not "breasts"

(Sept., VuLG., Luther), but "caresses, mani-
festations of love," as i. 2. Comp. generally i.

2, 3. Solomon here gives back to his beloved
with larger measure, what she had there de-

clared of him when absent.

Ver. 11. Liquid honey thy lips distil, my
bride ; honey and milli are under thy
tongue. As in the preceding ver.se, wiiicli like

the present consists of three clauses, the first

two members refer to one and the same subject,

so these two clauses aim to depict but one attri-

bute or one characteristic of Shulamith, viz., her
lovely discourse, how sweetly she talked. For
it is to this that the figures of lips and tongue
point, comp. on the one hand Prov. v. 3; vi. 24;
vii. 5; xvi. 21; and on the other Ps. Iv. 22;
Ixvi. 17; X. 7; Pi.vdak, Xem. iii. 134; Tiieocrit.

Id. viii. 82 ff; xx. 2G flf. The fragrant spittle of

the kissing mouth can scarcely be intended (vs.

DoPKE, Magn., Weissb.), in spite of Arabic and
classic parallels, that might be adduced (the

.saliva oris osculanlis Horat. Od. I. 13, 16;
C.vtull. 99, 2, etc.). For the parallels ii. 14, v.

13, 10, likewise refer to the loveliness of dis-

course, not to the sweetness of kisses —And
the fragrance of thy garments is like the
fragrance of Lebanon. As is shown by the

parallel, llos. xiv. 7, the Lebanon of this pas-

sage is not to be converted into HJID? " frankin-
_ _

T :

censo " as Dopke imagines, on account of the

'' sicut odor t/iuris" of the Vulg. (wliicli proba-
bly arose from misunderstanding the (Ig bnfi^

Ai'^avoii of the Sept.). Modern travellers testify

(Schui.z./.«j7. d. Alhrh., Th. V. p. 459; Zeli.er,

Bild. WorWrbuch fur d. ClirisU. Volk 11. p. 42)
tiiat the cedar groves of Lebanon diffuse a strong
lialsamic odor. Isaac also conuueuds the scent of

his son Esau's garments (Gen. xxvii. 27); and so

Ps. xlv. 9 praises the garments of a king cele-

brating liis marriage, which were perfumed with

myrrh, aloes and cassia.

6. CoNTixtiATioN. Vers. 12-15.

Ver. 12. A garden locked is my sister, my
bride ; a spring locked, a fountain sealed. If

instead of /J in h we were with about 50 Ileb. Mss.

of Ke.nnicott, the Sept., Vulg., Syr., ctc.,\ to read

* [Whether this conclusion be correct or not, the argument
here urged in its favor is jilaiiily not decisive ; for the ]>lur.il

of IN' s, the ordinary word for " uock," is more freijuently
1

T -

I used in a singular than a plural sense.

—

Tr.]

j
t [So Turupp: The ieceiv>d Hebrew text h<Te gives not

I J3
but 7 J which our K. V. renders "a spring." IJut the

1 word never occurs el-iewhere in this sen<o; nor is it indeed,

I

iu tuu singular, applied to augUt but u heap of btoui.s.J
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|J again, the comparison with the garden, being

immediately repeated, would appear to be the

main and prominent thought. But it is evi-

dently more suitable tliat the tigure of the

spring, which is not carried out any further in

what immediately follows, should be twice re-

peated, in order that it may not be too abrupt.

The change of the unusual ll (which means

spring, fountain, as appears from Josh. xv. 19;

Judg. i. 15; comp. English well, of wliich the

German "Wellen" (waves) is tlie plural) into fl

which had been used just before, would also be
easier to explain, than a conversion of the latter

into the former expression. The garden and the

spring being locked up and sealed, naturally in-

dicates that the access is open only to the owner
and possessor himself. Comp. ver. 16, where
Shularaith designates her hidden charms first as

her own garden, then as Solomon's ; also Prov.

T. 15-18, where the tigure of a spring is likewise

applied to the natural relation between a wife

and her wedded lord, so that she is represented

by a fountain absolutely inaccessible to all men
except her husband, and the right of the latter

freely to enjoy and to refresh himself with the

waters of this spring is clearly presupposed *

A previous coyness of Shulamith toward her
lover (IIiTZiG, Vaiii., etc.) is not at all the thing
intended.

Vers. 13, 14. A more minute description of the

garden, i. e., of the charms of Shulamith, in so

far as they may be represented by the choice
plants and delicious fruits of a pleasure garden,
accessible only to the king ; an expansion there-

fore of 12 a (as 12 b is more fully unfolded in

ver. 15j. Thy plants are an orchard of

pomegranates. Tyjiy means here as in Ex.

xxxi. 5, not a plantation (Hengstenb.), but a

single plant, literally a shoot, sprout (comp. r\lp

Ps. Ixxx. 12; Jer. xvii. 8; Ezek. xvii. 6, 7). By
this figurative expression are denoted tlie charms,
the ravishing beauties of the beloved in general,

not specially her limbs (Hitzig), or the fragrance
of her unguents (Wkissb.). A particular ex-
planation of the individual proiiucts of the gar-
den is, on the whole, impossible, and it leads to

what is at variance with good taste. D'JI)"!

pomegrinates, i. c. the trees, not their fruit

(DoPic:':, Ewald, Weissb
) ; for the fruit is men-

tioned afterwards.—On the dift'erent opinions

* [Fry iinigiues that tliis and the following versus do not
" contain comparison.^ of the bride, but are descriptive of
the residence prepared for her reception." lie translates

:

" A garden is enclosed, my sister espoused,'" e. c. Malwprell,
in his Journey says :

" About the distance of one hundred and
forty paces from these pools [i. e. of SolomouJ is the fountain
from which they principally derive their waters. This the
friars told us was the sealed fountain, to which the holy
spouse is compared, Cant. iv. 12. And they pretend a tradi-
tion that King Salomon shut up these springs, and kept the
door of them se.iled with his .signet, to preserve the waters
for his own drinking in their natural fre.-?hness and purity.
Nor was it dilii jult thus to secure them, they rising under
ground, and having no avenue to them but a little hole like
the mouth of a narrow well. These waters wind alon"
through two rooms cut out of the solid rock, which are
arched over with stone arches, very ancient, perhaps the
work of Solomon himself. Below the pool runs down a nar-
row, rocky valley, inclosed on both sides with high moun-
tains ; this, they told us, was the enclosed garden alluded to
in the same Song.

"]

respecting the etymology of D"^"i3, comp. the

Introduction, ^ 3 Rem. 2.—With most excel-
lent fruit; lit, "with fruit of excellencies

"

(DnjO as vii. 14). The fruit of the pomegranate

trees before mentioned may very well be in-
tended ; D^ with does not necessarily, as is shown
by i. 11, introduce something entirely new and
of a ditl'erent sort (vs. Weissb.) — Cyprus
flowers with nards. As already remarked
on i. 12, 14, the Cyprus flower or alhenna was
the only one of these plants, which was also
cultivated in Palestine. The nard grass, grown
only in India, is therefore simply added here for
the sake of the delightfully tragrant unguent
obtained from it, as in the following verse in-

cense, calamus, cinnamon, and probably also
S'lfFron are exotic plants known to the Hebrews
only from their aromatic products. The descrip-
tion accordingly loses itself here ag'iin in rap-
turous exaggerations and improbabilities in
natural history, which however at the same time
bear witness to an extensive knowledge of na-
ture (comp. Introduc. ^ 3, Rem. 1).—Nard and

crocus, calamus and cinnamon. Di)"i3,

Cu.\Ln. D.5'p-13. Sept. Kpumq (comp. Sanskrit,

Icnnkuma) is the saffron flower, (Crocus sativus)
indigenous in India, but introduced also into
Egypt and Asia Minor, and consequently ^^er-

haps also into Palestine. A water was prepared
from it for smelling bottles, with a pungent
but agreeable odor, which was a great favorite
in antiquity; comp. Winer E. W. B. Art.
"Safran."

—

^^p-: Sept. k.o.'^muo^, is, according to

Jer. vi. 20; Lsa. xliii. 24; Ezek. xxvii. 19, an
article of trade brought from Arabia Felix,
sweet cane, calamus. The calamus (juncus
odoratus, Plin. XII. 22; XXI. 18) which accord-
ing to Theophrastus, Pliny and Steabo, grew
in Coelesyj'ia and by the lake of Gennesaret,

was of an inferior and less valuable sort.— ?i03p

a Semitic name, as it would appear (lit. "the
Teed," or the "rolled together," from DJp=njp),

in case it is not of Indian origin, and connected
with the Malay kainamanis (so Rodiger, Addita-
menta ad Thesaur., p. Ill) signifies cinnamon,
which, according to Herodot. III. Ill came
through Arabia trom the remotest south, that is,

probably from Ceylon.—With every variety
of incense woods, i. e., with every species of
woo I, which yields a fragrant g-um of the nature
of frankincense, or when pulverized is used as
"aromatic dust," or as a powder to be sprinkled
for fumigation. In opposition to the reading

jij37 'Yi' (Sept., Velth., Dopke), see Hitzig

in loc.—Myrrh and aloes, with all the chief
spices. For myrrh comp. on i. 13; and for

aloes (HwDX or D'SnX. as Prov. vii. 17. ; Num.

xxiv. 6; Gr. r7y(7/>?,ojoi', Sanskr. oguru. afjhil)

see Winer, R. W. i?.—-Under "all the chief (lit.,

all heads of) aromatic plants," balsams or spices

(D'pt^ZJ a general expression, as in Ex. xxx. 23;

Esth. ii. 12), in addition to the substances al-

ready named, cassia is especially to be regarded
as included. For according to Ex. xxx. 23 fF.,

this particular aromatic product was mingled
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with niyrrli, calamus anJ cinnamon, in the holy

anointing oil, and in Vs. xlv. 9 (b) it appears

with myrrh and aloes among the precious spices,

with which the garments of the royal bridegroom

were perfumed.

Ver. 15. Further expansion of vcr. 12 b.—

A

garden spring (art thou), a well of living

water. Comp. Gen. xxvi. I'J; Jer. ii. 13. 13y

tlie •• garden spring" (lit. spring of gardens)

IIiTziG understands the fountain of Siloah in

particular—an assumption which is the more

gratuitous, as the allusion to Ti'll^ which he finds

in D'nSty ver. 13, exists merely in the fancy of

the overacute modern critic, in spite of Neh. iit.

!">: Isa. viii. G; Eccles. ii. 6, etc.—And streams

from Lebanon, i. e., water as Ircih and do-

lightfuUy refreshing as the gushing streams f.d

by the snows of Lebanon, Jer. xviii. 1-4. Ou

the figure comp. besides I'rov. v. 15, the Pheni-

cian fnscription of Kitiou (No. 2) adduced by

lliTZu;, in which a husband calls his deceased

wife"n30, i. e., "D i'?-' "tliespringof my life."

6. The complete union of the lovers, ver. 10,

V. 1.

—

Ibn Ezra, followed by Ew.\lu and De-

LITZSCH, correctly puts the whole of ver. IG into

the mouth of Shulamith. The contrast of 'pi my

garden in a with liJ/ his garden in b does not

make in favor of two speakers, but simply brings

out the thought that her garden is his, and there-

fore that she, with all she has and is, belongs to

him; a delicately refined suggestion wdiich is

lost by dividing the verse between the lover and

his beloved, as approved in recent times (Dopke,

Mag.v., BoTTcii., lIiTZ., Rkn., etc.).

Ver. IG. Awake, north wind, and come,
O south. Siiulamith in her poetically excited

frame summons just these two winds to blow

upon her garden, because neither the east wind

with its parching efi'ects and its frequent storms

(Gen. xli. G; Isa. xsvii. 8), nor the rai.iy west

wind (1 Kin. xviii. 44 f ; Luke xii. 64) would be

suitable in the connection ; and yet two opposite

winds must be named, as it is not a blowing olT

or blowing away that is intended, bat causing

tha odors to flow forth and wafting them in all

directions.* That its spices may flow, i. c,

that every thing in me, wliicli pleases my lover,

all my cliarnis may show themselves to him in

their full power and loveliness.—Let my be-
loved come to his garden, and eat his ex-
cellent fruits. The la:i;.;ir.ige here becomes
plainer, and passes over inio a solicitation to her

lover to enjoy to the full, her charms which he

had been praising (for '73X "to cat" in this

comp. Prov. xxx. 20.) Yet slie expresses this

wish not by a direct address to him, but by speak-

* [BuRROwrs : "Tlio ea'<t wind ia, in Palestine, generally

witlierinj; anil tempestuous; the west \vi nil brings from the

sea cliiuds of rain, or dark, damp air; tlie north wind is cool-

infT and refn'shinj;, its power beins broken liy the mountain
eliaiii of r.cliaiion; the south wind, tliongh hot. has its heat

niiti;.';itid in tlie upland regions, and is never stormy. The
nortli wind is called on to '-arise," beoiiuse it is mori- power-

ful and Ktvoiijj;: the south wind to "ei>nie." as tliouiili it were

the soft br.'atliin;; Sii^.hyr. The nortli wind liroiiglit clear

weather; th(^ south wind was warm ami moist. The bride

here calls for the north wind, that tliereliv all eloiids may l>e

swept awav and the sky cleiired ; and for the south wind ihat

its genial influence mi^iht ripen ih • fruits ol tli • garden and

draw forth tlio fragrance of the flow era. "J

ing of him in the third person—a token of her

chaste, modest and bashful mind.—Chap. v. 1. I

come to my garden, my sister, my bride.

That Solomon is here the speaker, whilst full of

rapture he sets himself to comply with his be-

loved's invitation and to devote himself entirely

to her loving embrace incontestably appears from

the correspondence of 'r\N3 with W' in b of the

preceding verse, and of ""r^/^^ l^^re with ^DN')

there. These verbs, as well as 'iTIX (^^'PLJp;
'

', "^ • : l-T

"I pluck," Ex. xvi. 16) and ^Tyiyj are not to be

taken as preterites: "I have come," etc., (Del.,

as the Sept., Vulg., Lutuer, etc.,) because the

acme of love's enjoyment, to which both are

tending, was by no means reached and exhausted

by a single conjugal embrace, but strictly as

present, as serving to state that which is in the

very act of being performed.* Comp. ^'Jl''£)1; i.

9, and numerous examples in Ewald, Lrhrb.. \

135 c, [Green's Ueb. Gram., ^ 202, 2.]— I pluck
my myrrh I eat my honey
I drink my wine. A threefeld dechiration in

different forms of his immediate readiness to en-

joy the charms of his beloved, with a partial re-

turn tothefiguresiniv. 10, 11, 13.
f—Eatfriends,

drink and drink to repletion, O beloved.
Every other understanding of these closing verses

t-eems inappropriate and loreed but that already

suggested, according to which they are an en-

couraging address of the bridegroom to the wed-
ding guests, who remain behind at the table.

Thus, e. g., that of Ewald, that Shulamith des-

cribes in these words the way in which her dis-

tant lover, if she were with him and were cele-

brating her marriage with him, would remember
his friends ; the strange and burlesque idea of

lioTTCiiER referred to above, p. 72; tliat, too, of

EiciiuoRN, Magnus, Hitzig: that the words are

an exhortation of the poet to the two lovers to

enjoy their love and intoxicate themselves there-

with ; and the like views of others, according to

which Solomon either encourages his beloved

(U.MiiK., (Iengstend., HAHN)orshehim (Weissb.)

to the enjoyment of love. These latter views are

based upou an untenable translation of D'TIT by

"love" as though it were the object of '"^I'l^'l ("in-

toxicate yourselves with love'") for D'lli with

the scriptio plena is plur. of in "beloved"
(comp. on i. 2), and consequently Prov. vii. 18

(where it is Dm " caresses " with the scriptio

di'/ecliva) cannot decide for the present case. The
Sept., Vui.g., Luther, Dopke, Vaiu., Del., are

substantially correct, the last of whom adds the

just remark in explanation: " For each (of the

gucstt) was to have his share in tasting the joy

of this day."

* (There is no reference in the language here employed to

any thing low and sensual, but to |iure and elevated enjoy-
ment in the society and converse of his (harming bride. The
jKUSsage is tliui «| pmpriately jiaraphrased by T.WLOR :

" I al-

ready enjoy the pleasure of your company and conversation ;

these are as gratel'ul to my mind as delicious food could bo to

myiialate: 1 could not drink wine and milk with greater

satisfactiiui." He also gives a like figurative turn to the last

clau.se: "And you, my friends, partake the relish of those

ideasures which you hear from the lips of my l)elovcd, and of

those elegancies wliich you behold iu her deportment and ad
dress."— I'n.J

t [Uut see 'in vii. 13.—Te.]
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DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. That the action of the Canticles reaches its

centre and acuie in this act. and especially at the

close of it. cannot be doubted upon an unpreju-
diced view of the whole. "The uewly wedded
bride is now in the arms of her husband and
king. Tlieir ardent mutual love is the joyous
spectacle presented to a festive assembly, which
is attached.to the king by friendsliip and love.

Every where the feeling suited to a wedding, ea-

joj'ment, and this enjoymeui shared by loving
sympathy. Arrived at the summit of love's mys-
tery and moving there with lioly purity tlie song
here dies away amid the revelry of the guests."

(Del., p. 11 o.)

2. Tae recognition of the central and superior
significance of this section isof necessity precluded
upon the allegorical interpretation, because it

fails to parceive the organic progress of the ac-

tion in general, and supposes tlie union of tlie

two lovers to have become complete long before
this, (comp. above, p. 5G) so as neither to I'equire

nor a.lmit of increase. This unio mi/>>lica, tliis

perfect union of Christ with His church or with
the individual soul it consequently hnds not at

the conclusion merely, but already indicated at

the very beginning of the present act in the "bed
of Solomon," id. 7, by whicli it is true many alle-

gorists understand every different sort of thing,

{e.g., Ibn Ezr.\, the land of I.srael ; the T.\rg.

and in recent times again .Jo. L.^nge, the temple;
S.\NCTius, prayer ; Tueodorkt, the Holy Scrip-
tures ; Aponius, the cross of Ciirist; and Osi.ax-

DER, the free exercise of religion even!) But
the majority find represented in it the communion
of believers with Clirist at the acme of its per-
fection, whether their particular explanation
points to Christ Himself (.Vmbrose), or they find

symbolized in it the heart of the Christian be-
liever in conformity with Eph. iii. 17 (Coccei.,
etc.,) or the free access of believers to the throne
of grace in this world and the next (.Jou. M \rck.),
or "the church militant on earth, in which many
children are born to the Lord " (Starke after

many of the older writers, as Gregory the Great,
Cassiouor , Bed.v, Calov., Heo.visch, etc.), or
"the intimate relation betwe.-n tlie heavenly
S demon ami the church" (IIengst.), or the
" kingdom administered by Solomon, sofar as its

power is directed ad extra'' (ILviiN). In the
case of the sedan or magnificent couch

(
inDj^ iii.

9) this divergence of interpretations is repeated
with a prevailing disposition to refer it to the
unk) iiiy^lica. For besides the holy of holies in
the temple (Targ.), ortke word olGod (Mercer.),
or the church (Zeltn.), or the luiman nature of
Christ (Ambros., Athaxas., Greg., Beda, An-
SELM, Jo. Lange), it is particularly the work of
redemption with the gr.icious results proceeding
from it (.SvNCTius; similarly Cocceiits, Gkokne-
WEGEN, .>TARKE, e/c ,) Or as expressed by Hi:ng-
stenberg: "the glory of those measuies by
which the heavenly Solomon brings the Gentile
nations into His kingdom," that is supposed to

be intendei! by this figure of the sedan.* It is

* [Weiss expounds it of the holy of holies in Solomon's
temple ; the CtENEV.\ version of " Tlie temple which Solomon
made;" Turupp ami Wordswortu, of the cross of Christ:

the same with iii. 11, where the " day of Solo-
mon's marriage " according to Starke signifies
three things: 1. The day of salvati^m, w"hen a
sinner yields to converting grace, and is united
to Christ by faith

; 2. The day of the resurrec-
tion of the just, when Christ w:ll make them par-
takers of the blessedness of the world to come.
3. The time when the Jewish people, wiio have
long rejected Him shall crown Him in faith and
publicly acknowledge Him as their bridegroom—

•

an explanation with which most of the older and
the later writers (even Hengstenb., Hahx, etc.,)

substantially agree, especially in so far that
nearly all of thein understand by the mother of
Solomon the church of the Old Testament or the
people of Israel, 'and by the crown with which
she adorns her son the entire body of converted
souls, which are an ornament and an honor to
the Messiah,* comp. Phil. iv. 1 ; 1 Thes. ii. 19,
etc.

This method of putting every possible inter-
pretation upon every pardcular thing, and thus
attaining an extravagant exuberance of multi-
farious significations, is also followed, of course,
by the allegorists in the enthusiasiic description
of the beauty of the bride in iv. 1 If. The hair
of Shulamith compared with the flock of goals is
made to signify either the entire body ofbelievers
or the weak and despised members of the church,
or on the contrary, those who strive after a higher
measure of perfection, the prelates of the church
who have a keen eye like the goals, seek their
food on the summits, eat what is gn en and chew
the cud, and have parted hoofs and horns, where-
with to fight the heretics! The teeth of the be-
loved are prelates who feed upon the Scriptures,
or teachers who attack the heretics; the lips
either the preachers of Gods word or confessions
of faith of the church; the neck the Holy Scrip-
tures or the steadfastness and assured hope of
believers; the breasts compared witli twin roes
either the law and the gospel, or the Old and New
Testament, or the Jews and Gentiles, or the
CMStern and western church, or baptism and the
Lord's Supper as the two sacramenis of the

The Westminster Annotations, Moody Stuart and B. M.
Smith, of tlie person of Christ; AujiL.uu.-; Ni.wton, of the
churcli; Ainsworih, of Christ and His church; Scott, the
everlasting covenant which Christ has m'HliLaleii in our be-
liali; P.iiUiCK, the preaching of the gospel by wliich the
church is carried triumphantly througii th i v/orld ; \Villi.4MS,
the gospel in its onward progress; J-'r^- and Bi;RRO-.Vf:s, that
conveyance, or those methods of Uiviue grace by which the
believer is carried onward toward hoaveii ; UiLLauii JliNRV,
h 'sitate between the human nature of Christ, the church, the
gospel, and the plan of salvation. BuRROWiis says :

" It seems
no part of the mind of the Spirit that we should take this
description to pieces and try to allegorize the several parts."
Thrupp also conveniently declines to carry tlie allegory
through In all its details ;

" It is not necessary to suppose that
any significance is intended in the assignnient of separate
materials to p,u-ticu]ar]iarts of the vehicle." Scott, however,
is ready witlidi.stinct meanings for the "pillars of silver," the
"bottom of gold," and the " covering of purph;." And Thrdpp
himself insists that every separate feature of the bride in iv.
1-7 "must have its own distinct allegorical iiiijjort. The
comparisons woukl be as extravagant on the allegorical as on
the iitcr.U interjiretation, if the former wore not to be carried
out into derails; and in fact that interpretation is virtually
literal which refus.^s to see any allegory except in the general
words ' Tliou art fair.' "]

* Besides this prevalent form of the spiritual interprot;vtion
of iii. 11 there are various others of a more iritliag character, es-
pecially among the older exegetes of wliom, «. g., Beda and
An.selm expound the wedding day of Christ's conception and
birth ; Honorius v. Autun and Bernard of the death and
resuirection of the Lord (and then the "crown" uaturallj
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church!* The locking up of the garJen iv. 12

ff, denotes the Btroiig protection with which God

surrounds His church as with a wall of fire ;
the

sealing is the gracious operations of the Holy

Spirit on the church to enlighten and preserve il,

Eph. iv. 30. The blowing of the nortn and south

wind, iv. 10 also signifies the Holy Spirit in the

varied operations of His grace, purifying, quick-

ening, comforting, rendering fruitful, e/c. ; and

the
^
couimg of the bridegroom into his garden"

(v. 1) according to the chronological expositors

denotes the dawn of some new ei.och in church

history, e.g., according to Cocceius the times

immediately succeeding Ooxstantink the Great ;

according to Hkunisch the ante-reformation

period from the time of the great Scliism (I0-8);

according to CoiiN. a Lai'IDE the incipient old age

of the ciiurch, elc, but according to the greater

number tlie particular times when Christ enters

witli the heavenly blessings of His grace into the

hearts of believers (Rev. iii. 20; .John xiv. 23),

or the threefold advent of the Redeemer: 1. In

the form of a servant to found His church. 2.

His invisible coming by His Holy Spirit to every

individuil of His people. 3. His eschatological

comiiio- at the judgment and the consummation.

Comparej;enerally the multitude of old interpre-

tations of ihis sort collected by Stauke on this

section; al.-.o VVilkens, Fray Luis ue Leon, p.

207, 215, and Dursoh, SymboUk der CkrislUclcen

Rdljion, Vol. II. [Tubing., l^i^)),) passim.

3.' Against such excesses and capricious trifling

there ia no pro ection but in that historical exe-

gesis, which on the basis of the meaning of the

words impartially ascertained endeavors, it is

true, to point out the relations in which this ac-

tion s ands to the mysteries of revelation and re-

demption, and so to make application (.f its con-

tents to the matters of the Christian life, but

conscientiously refrains from all seeking or

chasing after any direct spiritual and practical

becomes citluT tli • criwn of tliorns, or the crown of sloiy be-

lungiii),' u> Uu ivjiiri-fcriou ami exaltation), wliilst iln-oiiulogi-

cal e.xji.i-iitois ics l>.i.i.\HARi),Ut;u.Nlscn, elc, connect the wetiiUiii;

day witli the epoch of foNSivNTi.NE the Gie.it, or tlie conver-

l>i<m of the lie.itlien in a body by the chiueli, anil Catholics

like L'oBN.LiUo A Lvi'ius and Calmet explain the " mother" of

Solomon of the Virtjin llary."
* (The two linMsLi are further explained in the notes of the

DowAY version to ni-an the love of Uod and the love of our

n^'i<;hhor; in 111,; Gexcva, knowh'dge and zeal ; by Moony
Stuart and .M. IJ. Smith, faith and love ; Patrick, the jireach-

ers respectively ainon^ .Jewish Christian.-; and among the

Gentiles; Ainjwortii, the loving aflection, wholesome doc-

trines, sweet con-!olations and gracious benelicence of the

church; Si'ott, th ; lKdi"ver"s r'imjilicity of atfection for Christ

unil the delight whieh Christ reciprocally takes in him;
Tiiuuri', Wi.iss and WoRnswonTH, the fountjiins of nourish-

ment whence is drawn the milk of pure and sound doctrine;

while liii.L allows a choice between ministers of the gospel,

the two 'I'estaments, the two S;uraiiients and the two great

commandments of the hiw. BimROWKS, whom none can sus-

pect of an indisposition to allegorize', has the good taste to re-

volt at such mangling of insiiired emblems, lie siiys, p. :!.")!),

"In tlie comparison of the foregoing verses the thing to be il-

lustrated is the grneral b-auty of the pious soul in the eyes of

Jesus. Losing sight of this most commentjitors have marred

the piussago by separating these emblems from one another,

and appropriating th"m to other uses than tlii^ one lntend«-d

What would be thought of a person wh(

interpretation of individual passages, much less

of individual words. To such an exegesis there

appear to be chiefly three particulars of especial

consequence in that stage of the action which is

represented in this act : the elevation of the bride

from a low condition to royal dignity and glory;

her wonilrous beauty as the ground of this eleva-

tion ; and her chaste and humble mind which
impels her to belong only to her lover and to live

for him alone.

a. The simple country maiden from the tribe

of Issachar is raised to be queen of all Israel,

conducted in Solomon's stalely couch with a

brilliant military escort, welcomed by the women
of Jerusalem with pride and admiration, brought

for her marriage to his splendid palace in Zion

by Solomon, the most famous prince (f his time.

Here full of rapture he declares 10 her that he
loves and admiies her more than all beside, that

slie has completely won and captivated him so

that his heart belongs to her alone, and that she is

henceforth to exchange her humble surroundings

and her country home for his royal psilace and
its rich enjoyments and brilli.uit plea?^ures (see

especially iv. 8, 9). In like manner Clirisf, who
is a greater than Solomon, who is King of all

kings, and Lord of all lords, has exalted His

church from misery and a low estate to a pariici-

pation in His divine glory; He has made the

despised and forsaken " His sister and bride," a

joint-heir of His eternal glory in heaven, has re-

ceived her into His kingdom, into His heavenly

Father's house and there preji;ired a place for her,

which she shall never be willing to exchange for

her former abode in a remote and foreign laud,

in the wilderness of a sinful, earthly lite. For

the infinite superiority of that ex.iliation which

the church of the Lord has experienced above

that of Shulamith, and which every penitent and
believing soul in it still experiences day by day,

is shown in this that the shepherd girl from

nortiiern Palestine might with good reason look

wisifully back to her poverty from Solomon's

palace, that her desire to return from the sultry

life of the court to the fresh cool mountain air of

her home was but too well justified, whilst the

soul which has been translated out of the wretch-

edness of a sinful worldly life into the blessed

communion of God's grace, has no occasion nor

right to be dissatisfied with iis new home, but on

the contrary lias gained unmingled joy, delight

and imperishable glory instead ol' itsfoimer con-

dition of unhappy bondage and darkness.

b. The cause of Sliulamiih's elevation to be

queen of her people lay in her wonderful beauty,

which throws the king into such an ecstasy that

he analyzes it with the utmost detail in order

that he may adduce the finest objects of nature,

which his realm aff"ords. to set forth her charms;

yes, that he represents one single glance of her

eyes, one chain Irom the ornaments of her neck

as possessed of the power to chain him to her

completely. So also it is the beauty and god-like

dignity, originally belonging to human nature, ob-
by the Holy Si>irit. ,.....•, ..,.,....-. „ , - 7 . , , , • . , . . 1 1 1 j-

under the plea of h-ightening the otTect of a picture by a great
I

scut ed indeed by Sin, but not Completely and lor

artist, should cut out th" sevend figures, the trees, the waters,
, ^^^.^j, flfgiroved, wliicli brought the Lord down to

the tinted clouds, and exhibit them apart in every imagma de 1
•'

Uedeemer the roval
variety of light and ,.ositi<m? This would show soun'tlnng

j

out eattn and ma.U llim out ue( ei mc
,
ini roy u

more than want of judgment. No argument wouUl lie tiecs-
|
bridegroom and loving iiusband ot Itis cnurcn.

Barv to make us foJd that such wius never the mind of ihe i

jj^^, there is this dilference between the earthly

^t.^::^^Z^::^l::£T^^'^'^^^' ;

S-l«-«- ^^-^ ^'^^ celcstlal antitype, that the latterurti

kindred
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must restore the partially destroyed and hideously

distorted beauty of His beloved before He can

raise her to sit witli Him on His throne ; He must
in order to effect this restoration endure the direst

suflFerings ; He must redeem the poor captive

from the prince of this worlil by the ransom of

His own precious blood; ani afterwards, too, He
must with much trouble and pains seek to retain

her whom He has dearly purchased in the way of

righteousness and truth and preserve her from
falling back again into the defilement of sin. The
lieaveiily Solomon can never, during the course

of this present world, attain to a really pure and
undisturbed joy in His bride. He has quite too

much to do in cleansing her ever anew with the

washing of water by the word in order to pre-

sent her to Himself holy and without blemish, not

having spot or wrinkle or any such thing (Eph.

V. 2i3, 27). The heavenly bridegroom of souls

can neither sing to His church as a whole, nor to

its individual members such a praise of her

beauty as w-is sung by Shulamith's husband,

culminating in the encomium, "Thou art all

fair, my d^ar, and there is not a blemish in

thee," iv. 7. He has, on the contrary, but

too abundant occasion to speak to her in the

tone adopted in the Kitli chapter of the prophet
Ezekiel. He must too often hold up before

her not only the wretchedness of her birth and
the misery of the first days of her childhood, but

also the gross unfaithfulness and scandalous de-

filement of the flesh and spirit, of which, though
His elect and His beloved, she has since made her-

self guilty. And He must all the more postpone
her entrance upon the full enjoyment of His
blessed society and His heavenly benefits until the

future state, lor the reason that she is previously

lacking in many respects in another virtue which
is most of all commended in Shulamilh, her his-

torical type. This is:

c. The chaste and humble mind, which the be-

loved of the earthly Solomon still preserved even
after her elevation to regal dignity and glory,

that child-like, pure ar-d obedient heart which
she brings to her husband, and in virtue of which
she will belong only to him and offer the sweet-

scented flowers and delightful fruit of her garden
to him for his exclusive enjoyment. On the

ground of this most sterling of all the qualities of
his beloved, this crown of her virtues, Solomon
celebrates on the very day of his marriage, his

perfect union with her; the locked garden, the

bolted and sealed fountain is opened to him for

his comfort and refreshment.—TlieClmrch, as the
bride of the Lord, remains a mere bride so long
as she has to suffer and to fight here below, be-
cause she does not remain a locked garden and a
sealed fountain, to the extent that this could be
affirmed other Old Testament type; because, on
the contrary, she too often admits the seductive

and defiling powers of sin and of the world to the

sanctuary of her virginity, and allows them to

desecrate the temple of her heart. Not until the

end of days will her perfect union with the heav-
enly bridegroom be consummated, when she has
sutt'ered and contended to the full, and the great

mystery, of which Paul writes, Eph. v. 32, has
J)een fulfilled by the final and visilde coming of

her beloved. Until (hen it is only individual

souls in the midst of her, that band of His faithful

and elect, who are truly knov.-n to the Lord alone

(2 Tim. ii. 19; Rom. viii. 28 fF. ), whom He raises

to the blessed height of a most intimate conimu-
nion with Himself, and by the outpouring of His
love in their hearts makes them partakers of the

full blessings of|ilis heavenly grace. This is that

invisible communion of saints, which, as the true

salt of the earth and light of the world, forms the

real soul of Christendom, the genuine realization

of tlie idea of the Cliurch ; which, as the true

Bride of the Lamb, day by day with longinghearta
unites in the supplication of the Spirit: " Come,
Lord Jesus," Rev. xxii. 17 ; which, as the entire

body of the wise virgins (Matth. xxv. 10) with
loins girded and lamps burning (Luke xii. 35)
waits and watches until He comes "that is holy
and that is true, that openeth and no man shut-

teth; and shutteth and no man openeth " (Rev.
iii. 7) : which sljall therefore one day in glorious

ri?ality and with never-ending joy experience the

fulfilment of that desire which b;ds them sigh and
cry here below

:

Oh ! come, do come. Thou Sun,
And brills: us every one
To endless joy and liaht.

Thy Ualla of pure delight.
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FOURTH SONG.

Shulamith's longing for her home again awakened.

Chap. V. 2—VIII. 4.

FIRST SCEXE:
Shulamith and the Daughters of Jerusalem.

(Chap. Y. 2—VL 3.)

Shulamith (relating a dream).

2 P was sleeping, but my heart was waking^

—

Hark !' my beloved is knocking

:

' Open* to me, my sister,

my dear, my dove, my perfect ;^

for* ray head is filled with dew,

my locks with drops of the night
!'

3 "P have taken off my dress,

how shall I put it on ?

I have washed my feet,

how* shall I soil them?"

—

4 My' beloved extended his hand through the window,'"

and I was inwardly excited'^ for him.

5 Up I rose to open to my beloved,

and my hands droi)ped with myrrh,
and my fingers with liquid myrrh,
upon the handle of the bolt. .^

6 I opened to my beloved,

and my beloved had turned" away, was gone

;

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 [WirL.. Mat. : Tne voice of the Church."]
* The unmistakably clcso connection of tin'se words with what follows " Hark ! my beloved knocking!" gives to both the

imrticiplos nj".!'' 'in'l ^j! the sense of imperfects. HiTziQ correctly says: "The connection makes the two partic. as well jus

pSn express the relative past (comp. Jer. xx.vviii. 26; Ex. v. 8); and this first part of the verse is thereforc='rDwn2 Oen.

xli. 17."

<< Lit. "The sound of my beloved knocking," etc. Comp. ii. S. pjll is not in apposition to ""W^, but the predicate,

and for this reason is without the article; comp. Ocn. iii. 8 [see Green's Chreslom., p. 9.5, on this passage]. IIitziq correctly :

" 7lp is just the knocking, and is known to bo ^\'\^1 7lp hy the accompanying words."
I , T I

* [Mat.: Christ to the Church.]
6 [Cov., MvT., (.'R\.v., Kisii.: darling. Oexev., Eno. Ver.: undefiled.]

1 -ty before 'il/XI assigns the reiwon as IC'X Eccles. vi. 12, or as '3 Cant. ii. 11.

1
f
M AT. : The voice of the spouse.ss.]

8 The prolonged form HJD'J^ instead of ^I'X or H^'X serves to make the question more emphatic, like our " How could

I .... ? TIiiw can you ask m" to ?"

* (M \T. : Till' voice of tin- Church speaking of Christ.]
'0 [Wici,., Mat.: hole. Gknkv., Kno. Ver.: hole of the door.]
u [Of.nkv.: Mine heart Wiun aflfectioned toward him. Marg. us Kno. Ver.: my l)owels were moved.]
'* pOn cognate with pjn "to embrace" is substantially synonymous with 330 "to turn;" comp. the Hith. in the sense

of " turning and forsaking," Jer. xxxi. 22, a-s well aa the substantive D'p'^H " "'sit which is turned or rounded," vii. 2 be-

low. " He had turned away " is now strengthened by adding the synonyme *13>' to express his total disappeanince. Stmm.\-

ciius correctly: iirovevtrat; a.nri\6t, and still better the Vum.: "at ilU declinaverat atque trantieral;" for the pluperfect sense

of the verba is demanded by the context.
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my soul failed/ when he ypoke -^

I sought him but I did uot find him,

I called him but he answered me uot.

7 Found* me then the watchmen, who go around in the city

;

they struck me, wounded me,

took my veil* oflT from me,

the watchmen of the walls.

8 P adjure you, ye daughters of Jerusalem,

if ye find my beloved

—

what shall ye tell him ?

" that I am sick of love."

Daughters of Jerusalem.

9 What® is thy beloved more than (any other) beloved,''

thou fairest among women ?

What is thy beloved more than (any other) beloved,

that thou dost adjure us thus?

Shulamith.

10 My® beloved is white and ruddy,

distinguished above ten thousand.

11 His head is pure gold,

his locks are hill upon hill,'

black as a raven.'"

12 His eyes like doves by brooks of water,

bathmg in milk, sitting on fulness."

13 His cheeks like a bed of balm,

towers of spice plants ;*^

his lips lilies,

dropping liquid myrrh.
14 His hands golden rods,

encased in turquoises ;'*

his body a figure of ivory,

veiled with sapphires.

1 Comp. Gen. xlii. 8 : 37 Xy. [Gov., Mat.: Now like as aforetime, when he spake, my heart could not refrain-
TT

WicL., Dow.: melted. Burrowes : sunk in consequence of what he had said. Notes, better : I was not in my senses while
he spake.]

2 Others read instead of ll^nZi i^^nS and either explain this from the Arabic as equivalent to 1131^3 "at his going
:
-

:

: T

:

: t- :

away, at his departure" (Ew., tic.) or (comparing the Arab. da6ra=''inX "behind him," (Hitz.) with which Umbreit'S

reference of 11313 to a verb 13T " to follow " (" I went out to follow him ") substantially agrees. But all these explana-

tions, as well as that of Weissbach, according to which we should read 11313 " ou his account, for his sake," lack the requi-
T :

site confirmation in point of language.
3 [Mir.: The Church complaineth of her persecutors.]
* [Wici,.: mantle. Gov., M\t.: garment. Grvx., Bish.: kerchief. Dow.: cloak.]
5

I
M VT.: The spousess speaketh to her companions.]

6 [WiCL.: The voice of friends saith to the Church. Which is thy lemman (lover) of the loved? M.\T.: The voice of the
Synagogue. Who is thy love above other lovers—or what can thy love do more than other loves?]

' 1110 beyond any one who is a beloved, i. e., more excellent than any other. HI here simply states the idea in a ge-

neral form, and j;o is comparative, expressing the superiority of one thing above another, as in 10 6.

8 fWicL.: The voice of the Church of Christ saith to the friends. M^t.: The Church answering of Christ.]
9 [Wici..: as bunches of palms. Dow.: a^ the branches of palm trees. Genev.: curled. Eng. Ver.: bushy. Thrupp in

Imitation of the reduplicated form in Hebrew: ilow flowingly.]
10 fCov., Mat.: brown as the evening.]
11 [Gov., Mat.: remaining in a plenteous place. Gran., Bish.: set like pearls in gold. Genev.: remain by the full vessels.

Dow.: sit beside the most full streams. Exa. Ver.: fitly set; Marg.: sitting in fullnes.s, that is, fitly placed and set as a pre-

cious stone in the foil of a ring.]
12 [Gov., Mat., Crax., Bish.: His cheeks are like a garden bod wherein the apothecaries plant all manner of sweet

things.]
13 [Cov., Mat.: His hands are full of gold rings and precious stones; his body is like the pure ivory, decked over with

sapphires. Cuan., Bish.; his hands are like gold rings having enclosed the pleasant stone of Tharsis. DoW.: his handg
wrought round of gold, full of hyacinths. Genev.: his hands as rings of gold set with the chrysolite.]
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15 His legs columns of white marble

set on bases of pure gold
;

his aspect like Lebanon,

choice' as the cedars.

16 His paUite^ is sweets/

and he is altogether precious.*

This is my beh)ved, and this* my friend,

ye daughters of Jerusalem.

Daughteks of Jerusalem.

VI. 1 Whither* has thy beloved gone,

tliou fairest among women ?

^vhither has thy beloved turned,

that ^Ye may seek him with thee?

Shulamith

2 My^ beloved has gone down to his garden,

to the beds of balm^
to feed® in the gardens

and to gather lilies
'"

3 I am my beloved's and ray beloved is mine,

who feeds among the lilies.

SECOND SCENE:

Solomon to the same as before.

(Chap. YI. 4.—VII. 6.)

Solomon.

4 Fair" art thou, my dear, as Tirzih,

comely as Jerusalem, terrible'^ as bannered^^ hosts,

1 .^,P2 "chosen, excellent" (not "young man," as Taug., JIagn., Ew.,Eottch. have it) is evidently intended to indicata

the pre-emi'npnco of the cedars above all other trees, th-'ir surpassing height and stately form. Comp. ^?jn ver. 10 above,

which is substantially synonymous, as well as the expressions D'PX inqO Jer. xxii. 7, and D'C?n3 "HH^p (togeth.-r

with D'nX JT^Ip) - K'"°s ^^^- -^- '^'''* ^'°^^ moreover belongs to '.71.^^0 as its predicate; for it is too remote to rc^cr

it to the suffix attached to this word, or to a new subject derived from it (IIiTZ.).

s [Cov., Mat., Dow.: his throat. Cr.\:«., Bish.: the words of his mouth. Oenev., Eno. Ver.: his mouth
;

Marg.:

palate.]

s On the plur. D'^Ji'^'O'D "sweetnesses" see Ew. Le.hrh. gl70, a [Green's Hcb. Gram. ?201, 1, a and c].

* CIOTTD lit- " preciousnesses, desirable things;"' comp. Jo<'l iv. 5; Uos. ix. IG; 2 Cliron. xxxvi. 19.

6 On the repeated HT comp. Gen. iii. 15.

« fWlCL.: The voice of holy souls, of the church. Mat. : The voice of the synagogue speaking to the church.]

1 TWicL., Mat.: The voice of the church.

J

8 In regard to Di^S HUO;^ comp. on v. 13 above.

» rCnv AUt.. Cr\n., Bisn.: that he may refresh himself]
, , , .. .,

10 [Thrui'P: Note in the Hebrew of this verse not only the rhyme between D'3J3 ""d D'JK'VkJ', but also the resemblance

in sound between nijnirS and ni^lb. Cov., Mat.: flowers. Cr.^n.: roses.]

n rWici AI\T The voice of Christ to the church. WicL.: Fair thou art, my love, sweet and fair as Jerusalem. Cov

Mat. : Thou 'art i)leasant, my love, even as loveliness itself; thou art fair ius .Jerusalem, glorious as aa army ol men with

their banners.]
14 [Goon, Percy, TWLOR, Tnnupp: dazzling.]

" niSn:: I't-, provided with a bjl banner, gathered about a standard (comp. Num. i. 52; ii. 2; Pa. xx. G); not,

"distinguished, select," as Weissd. misled by the affinity between this expression and Su"l »'• 10 supposes. The fem.

niSnjJ is not to be explained by a nUHO understood (Ibn Ezra), but it "expresses the idea of a collective, aa in HHIX
T : • •

~

and nSu" (IIitz-)- •
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5 Turn away thine eyes from^ me,

for they have taken me by storni.^

Thy hair is as a flock of goats,

reposing on Gilead.

• 6 Thy teeth as a flock of sheep.

^

that go up i'rom the washing,

all of which have twins,

and there is not a bereaved one among them.

7 Like a piece of pomegranate thy cheek
from behind thy veil.

—

8 There are sixty queens

and eighty concubines

and virgins without number.
9 My dove, my perfect is one,*

the only one'' of her mother,

the choice" one of her that bare her.

Daughters saw her and called her blessed,

queens and concubines and they praised her:

10 " Who' is this, that looks forth like the dawn,
fair as the moon, pure as the sun,

terrible as bannered hosts ?"*

Shulamith.

11 To® the nut'" garden I went down,
to look at the shrubs of the valley,

to see whether the vine sprouted,

the pomegranates blossomed.

1 "Weissb. preposterously: '^JJ'O TJ'J^ 'SDH is equivalent to "turn thine eyes away from thee to me," and then the

only suitable sense in the second clause must be "thine eyes encourage me." [So Thrupp : nj2"D "opposite, over-against."

The full meaning is " Thou who art standing over against me, bend thnn thine eyes so as directly to meet mine."] Against this

excessively artilicial and over-reflned interpretation of nj3j one single parallel is decisive, Isa.i.l6:
''J'_J7 1JI3"D — •ITDrj

' put away—from before mine eyes."
2 The llipli. 3 nin from jni " to rage, be violent," most probably expresses a sense corresponding to the predicate

nrS'X, consequently not "to encourage, inspire courage," as in Ps. cx.xxviii. 3, but "to assault, violently excite, take by
T *-.-:

storm." [Gov., Mat.: make me too proud. CRA»f., BiSH.: h.ave set me on fire. Dow.: make me flee away. Enq. Veb,.: over-
come mo; Marg.: puffed me up. Thrupp: swell my heart with pride.]

3 Verbally correspundiug with iv. 2, except in the more special i^l^-lipn "shorn" instead of the more general ex-

pression D'' 7n"^n " lambs " used here. [This is the meaning of the vrord in Arabic, but in Heb. it means " ewes, sheep."]
• •

: T
* The numeral jinX one, forming a marked contrast with the sixty, eighty, etc., receives its proper limitation from the

added XTI^ one she, i. e., she only. [It is better to regard X'H as the copula like H^H in ver. 8. Green's Reb. Gram.

2 258,2]. That ^JinX "my sister" which stands with TllSn ^iMV "my dove, my perfect " In the parallel passage v. 2,

.

-: ' T - ' T
can have influenced the selection of nnX "one" in this place, is very improbable (vs. Weissb.).

^ XT! r\nX cannot be taken here otherwise than it was before; the predicate is, therefore, wanting after this expres-

sion, as well as after the parallel X^H m3, and hence the predicate of the preceding clause, viz: "my dove, my perfect"

must be supplied here again. Th" meaning therefore is "only one, she alone is my dove, my darling; she alone of her
mother (i. p. hi/r only daughter), she as si;parated or chosen ot h 'r that lure her. ' So correctly Wf.issh. in opposition to

UiTZ. who takes r\,1j{ the second time as the predicate and X'H a-! subject: "she is the only one other mother."

* On n"^3 electa (Vulg.) from T13 "to separate," comp. Ezek. xx. 38; Jer. xxiii. 28. [Thrupp: For the same reason^
TT

that 'non lit., "my perfect one" may be rendered "my own on-;" may H"^!]. lit. "pure one" be rendered "sole darling."
She is her p;irent's '• pure one "

; and this would in fact be the best rendering, had not the word " pure " in its original sense
become somewhat antiquated.]

7 [Mat. : The voice of the Synagogue. Wicl. : Who is she, this that goeth forth as the morrow tide, rising fair as the moon,
chosen as the sun ? Gov., Mat. : Who is she, this that peepeth out as the morning ? fair as the moon, excellent as the sun.]

8 [Good, Moodt Stuart and others: dazzling as the stars.]
9 [Wicl.: The voice of the church, of the synagogue. Mat. : Christ to the synagogue. Gov., Mat., Gran. : I went down

into the nut-garden to see what grew by the brooks, and to look if tlie vineyard flourished and if the pomegranates were shot
forth.]

w [Gastell., Parkhurst: pruned garden as if j'lJX were from 7JJ. Thrupp without authority proposes to substituts

36 .-viV- '^^^
^:x

^ \> 'X •.

1 > SEP «•• iaJ6 J
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12 I' knew it not, my desire brought me
to the chariots of my people, the noble.

Daughters of Jerusalem.

VII. 1 Come^ back, come back, Shulamith,
*

Come back, come back, that we may look upon thee.

Shulamith,

What' do you see in Shulamith ?

Daughters of Jerusalem.

As the dance of Mahanaim.

SOLOMOlSi'.

• 2 How* beautiful are thy steps in the shoes, O prince's daughter,

thy rounded^ thighs are like jewels,

the work of an artist's hands.

3 Thy navel is a round bowl,"

let not mixed wine be lacking!^

thy body is a heap of wheat,

set* around with lilies.

4 Thy two breasts are like two fawns,

twins of a gazelle.

5 Thy neck like a tower of ivory,

thy eyes like pools in Ileshbon

at the gate of the daughter of multitudes

;

thy nose like the tower of Lebanon
which looks toward Damascus.

6 Thy head upon thee like Carmel,®

and thy flowing locks like purple

—

a king fettered by curls I^"

1 [Mat.: Thp voico of th? synasofcue. Cor., M\t. : Then the chariots of the prince of my people mads me suddenly

afraid. Chan., Bisn. : I know liot that my soul liil niado mo the ch iriot of the people that he un.lt triljute. Dow.: My
Boul troubled me for the chariot-i of Aminadab. GoN2V.: I knewnotliing, my soul set me a.s the chariots of u.y noble people.

Eno.Vbr. : My soul made mo like the chariot.-) of Ammi-nadib ; Mar,'^.: Set me on the chariots of my williuK p -ople. Tiiuui'P

:

"All tninslations which introduce a preposition before 'the chariots'—'on,' 'to,' 'among,' 'on account of,' etc., are

grammatically untenable." He renders: my soul had made me the chariots of my people the Freewilling.] "'JHOb' 't^SJ

limit.s the meaning of the preceding TIJ,'!' X7, thaugh there is no necessitj' of supplying '2. The relation is rather such

th.at the preceding principal claus'i is logic illy subordinatod to the limiting and explanatory clause an'iex"d to it. and thus

yi'Ms som'^ such S';ns ; iw '• wirhur my knowing it, uniwiros uiy disiro, et::;" orap. .lob ix. o, Isa. xlvii. 11 a^ Wi-ll a.s UiTZ.

and HsNQHTENB. in toe. 'tj/3 1—which can neither hi tin object, nor in apposition with the subject of "TlJ.n"'—might it is

true, have the sense of "I myself" (comp. Iloa. ix. 4; Job ix. 21 ; Ps. ill. 3, etc.), hut as the subject of the verb '"J,TOt!' ob-
•

:
~ T

tains the sense of "desire, longing," which is attested by Gen. xxiii. 8 ; Job xxiii. 13; 2 Kin. ix. 1-"), ftc.

2
[ WlcL. : The voice of the church to the faith of tlieneopliyte. M VT. : The voice of the chvirch calling again the syna^

gogue.)
3 [WiCL. : The voice of Christ to the church, of the synagogue. M\T. : Clirist to the synagogue. What pleasure have

ye more in the Shulamlte than when she danceth among tlio men of war?!
4

I Win.., M\T. : The voic-- of Christ to the church. M\T. : how pleasant are thy treadings with thy shoes.

6 For D'p^'Sn ttud its root pOFl turn, revolve, see on v. 0, and fur D'D"^'' thighs, on v. i.j.

9 [TuRUPP: Note the homoeopliony in the nebrew.] ITTDn pX "bowl of roundness" is of course equivalent to

" round bowl,'' see Ewald, § 287 f. [Ur.EEN's TTfb. Gram, g 2.'>4, 0, a] The root iriD. "'' appears from tlie Samaritan, is synony-

mous with THD " f" E^ round, surround ;

" comp. on the one hand n"inD " shield," Ps. xci. 14, and on the other hand TiiD

castle, fortress, tower; also }i"in'7 "little moon," and the Talmudic iriD .wall, fence.
1 -: — T T . ,

' fWicK.: Never needing drink. CojJ., Mat.: which is never without drink. Dow.: Never wanting cups. E. V.; which
wautcth not liquor.J

• nj'D Aramreism for nJW; literally "In'dgi^d in lilies."

T. T
9 [ni:\-,v.; scarlet. En'c. Vsn. Marg.: crimson.]
10 D'Uni elsewhere " channels, w.iter-troughs " are here manifestly the flowing ringlets or locks of her hair, comp. the

Jjnt. oma fiirttf. [Cnv., Mvt. : like the king's purple folden up in plates. Cr\n.: like purple and like a king going forth
with his guards about him. Dow.: as a king's purjile ti.'d to wati'r-iiip.'s. (U;vsv. : the king is tied in the rai't.'ri; with the
marginal note" he dolighteth to come near thee and to bii in thy company." Eng. Ver. : tlie king is hold in the gall erica.

Wordsworth : the king is bound or tied at the water-troughs, i. e. dispenses grace through the a]>pointcd channels.]
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THIRD SCENE:

Solomon and Shulamith (alone).

(Chap. VII. 7.—VIII. 4.)

Solomon.

7 How fair art thou and how comely,

O love,* among delights !^

8 This thy stature resembles a palm tree,

and.thy breasts clusters.*

9 I* resolve: I will climb the palm, .
,

will grasp its branches,*

and" be thy breasts, please, like clusters of the vine,

and the breath of thy nose' like apples,

10 And thy palate^ like the best wine

Shulamith (interrupting him).

—going® down for my beloved smoothly,*"

gliding over the lips of sleepers.

11 I am my beloved's,

and for" me is his desire.

12 Come,'^ my beloved, let us go out to the country,"

lodge in the villages,

13 Start early'* for the vineyards

;

we shall see whether the vine has sprouted,

its blossoms opened,'*

the pomegranates flowered ....
there will I give thee my love.*®

^ rWici. : Thou most dearwnrth. Gov., M \t. : my darling. Genev. : my love.]
2 [Thrupp, w}ri is quite too fond of ingenious emendations :

" daiigliter of allurements. We may follow the Striac and
Aquila in dividing the D'JlJJ^n^ of our Hebrew text into the two words D'JJL' 713-"]

* [Gov., Mat. : like the grapes.]
* WicL. : Christ of the holy cross saith. Mat. : The spouse speaking of the cross.]
B WiOL., Dow. : fruits.]

6 WicL. : The voice of Christ to the church. Mat. : The spouse to the spousess.]
I [WicL. ; The smell of thy mouth. Dow. : odor of thy mouth. Cov., Mat. : the smell of thy nostrils. Genet. : the

savor of thy nose.]
8 [WicL., Cov., Mat., Dow. : throat. Cran. :.jaws. Bish., Genev., Eng. Ver. : the roof of thy mouth.]
9 [WiOL. : The church saith of Christ,—worthy to my love to drink, to the lips and to the teeth of him to chew. Cov.,

Mat. : this shall be pure and clear for my love ; his lips and teeth shall have their pleasure. Cran. : whicli goeth straight
unto my beloved and bursteth forth by the lips of the ancient elders. Bisn.: which is meet for my best beloved, pleasant
for his lips and for his teeth to chew. Genev. : which goeth straight to my well-beloved and causeth the lips of the ancient to
speak. Dow.: worthy for my beloved to drink and for his lips and his teeth to ruminate. Eng. Ver. : that goeth down
sweetly (Marg. straightly) causing the lips of those that are asleep (Marg. the ancient) to speak. Thrdpp :

" In so difficult a
ptissage some variations of te.\t must lie cxiiectcd; and for D'Jty 'JlDiy 'the lips of the sleepers,' the LXX, Syriac and
AutriLA apparently concur in reading D' Jt^l ^~\Diy ' my lips and teeth ;

' to which reading the versions of Stmmachds and
Jerome also lend partial and indirect sujiport. It has, however, the disadvantage of being ungrammatical, the true Hebrew
for ' my lips and teeth ' being 'Jjyi TlSty- Moreover, the received text is decidedly upheld by the Tabgum, and yields a
more appropriate meaning."]

1" On Q^Tt!/^07 ^7in lit- "goingaccordingtoevenness"(inan even, smooth way)comp. the similar Q'lU^'QS 11 /Hnn
• T ••

: '• . .^ •• : I"- : •

Prov. xxiii. 31 ; also Isa. viii. 6.

II On ''7^==''7X comp. Prov. xxix. 5; Ps. xxxvi. 3. [WiCL. : I to my love and to me the turning of him. Dow.: I to
~ T ~ "•

my beloved and his turning is towards me Cov , 3I\t., Cran. : There will T turn me unto my love, and he shall turn him
unto me. Bisn. : I am my beloved's and he shall turn him uuto me. Genev.: I am my well-beloveds (E.\Q. Ver. : beloved's)

and his desire is toward me. Ginsburg :
" It is for me to desire him. '

7J^ lit. on me, i. e. it is upon me as a duty, thus 2 Sam.

xviii. 11 ; Prov. vii. 14 "]
12 [WiCL.: The voice of the church to Christ. Mat. : The church speaking to Christ.]

13 On rrityn NV of going out of the city into the open country comp. also 1 Sam. xx. 6.
"." T ~ T T

1* " To start early (D'DiITI) for the vineyards " i. e. to rise early and go to them, a constr. prsegnans, comp. Ew. 2*282, c.

[Green's FTi'b. Gram. § 272, 3. Wicl. : early rise we to the vine. Cov., Mat.: in the morning will we rise betimes and go see
the vineyard.]

li" The Piel nnS is to be taken reflexively, " opened themselves " (Del., IIenostenb., Meier), perhaps also inchoatively,

" whether they are opening, are on the point of bursting" (Ew., Heiligst., Vaih. etc.). For 1T3D comp. on ii. 13.

16 On mTHN JPX comp. Prov. xxix. 17. [Wicl. omits. Cov., M.\t., Cran. Bisn., my breasts.]
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vni

14 The mandrakes^ give forth their odor,

and over our doors are all sorts of excellent frult,^

new as well as old,

(which), my l)eloved, I have laid up for thee.^

—

1 O^ that thou wert as a brother of mine,

who sucked the breasts of my mother!

should I timP thee without 1 wuuld kiss thee,

yet" none would despise' me.

2 I would lead thee, bring thee to my mother's house,

thou^ wouldst instruct me

;

I would give thee to drink of the spiced wine,

of my pomegranate juice.

3 His left hand is under my head,

and his right embraces me.^

—

4 I'" adjure you, ye daughters of Jerusalem,

that ye wake not, and that ye waken not

love, till it please.

1 [WiCL. : the mandrakes give their Bmell in our gates. All apples new and old, my love, I kept to thee. Cov., Mat. :

there shall tlie lii.iiidrasuras give their smell beside our doors; there, O my love, have I kept unto thee all manner of fruita
both In^w and old.

j

- [Oexkv.: All sweet things.]
* This last clause cannot be taken as an independent sentence (Dopke, Rosenm., IIengste.vb.) for the:i the verb would

have "new fruit" likewise for its object. 1iy,<< must be supplied and the resulting relative clause must only be connected

with the last predicate ''JC''' (correctly IIitz.).

* [WiCL., M\T.: The voice of the patriarchs speaking of Christ. Wicl : WTio to me giveth [Dow. shall give to me] thee
my brother sucking the teats [Dow. breasts] of my mother, that I find thee alone without forth [Djw. I miy liiid thee with-
out] and kiss thee. Cov., M\T.: that I inifjht find thee without and kiss thee, whom I love as my brother, which
BUcked my mother's hrc.'ists ; and that tlion w.iuM.jt nut b:: offrnded if I took thee and brought thee, etc. Cran.: and that
thou slioiildst not be drspised I will lead th-'c and bring tlu-e, c./c]

6 Ou the conditional clause without QX, and with nothing to mark the apodosis, comp. Hos. viii. 12; Prov. xxiv. 10;

Jndg. xi. 36.
•s DJ yet, nevertheless, see Ew. J 341, a, [Gesen. Lex. in verb.]

T On T^3 see ver. 7 below, Prov. vi. 30. Instead of ''7 me. some inferior MSS. read T^ thee, which however seems fax

less appropriate, and hjis doubtless been repeated here from the close of the preceding verse. All the ancient versions read

'7. [Genev. : they should not despise thee ; Marg. me].

8 [Win,., Dow., GsNEV. : Thou slialt teach me. Cov., Mat., Cran., Bisn.: that thou mightest teach me. Exo. Ver.:
who would instruct m''.j

* T!ii/i e.>;eiamation differs from that in ii. 6, with which in other respects it agrees verbatim, merely in the omission of

7 alter jirij^, just as nnr\ stands alone also in ver. 5 b, so likewise in Ex. xxiv. 4; xxxii. 19. We havealready seen vi. 3;

iv. 1 ; vii. 4, He. that the poet does not like exact verbal repetitions of formulas before used.
"^ [VVlcL., JU.VT. : The voice of Christ.] Kepeated with some freedom from ii. 7 ; iii. 5. In place of WA tliere, a

prohibitory TTD is introduced here (see Ewald, g 32D, h, comp. also on v. 8 above) [Ainswortu, with more scrupulous ad-
T

hcrenc(? to tlio form of th^ Hebrew exjiression : why should ye stir, and why should ye stir up the love.] And by omitting
the gazelles and hinds of the ti(dd ;w well as contracting yjnnii' "117 iuto one word by means of -Makkepli, a rhythmical

redaction of the whole exclamation to a verse of but two members has been attained.

EXEnETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. The place of the action in this new section
is without doubt tlie bain e as iiitlie loregoiiig act.

Tlie (iialogiie with the dangluer.s of JenisaU'iii (v.

8, 9, 16; vi. 1-3; vii. 1); (lie mention of the
"city" and tho "keepers of its walls" in this

fresh recital of a dream (v. 2-7) which reminds
one of its predecessor (iii. 1-5); the "piitden"
of Solomon, to wliich he has pone down, vi 2;
finally and tihove all lior appeal to her lover to

go out with iier "to liie country " (vii. 12) and
to the iiouse of iiis chosen one's mother (viii. 2),

and iliere in the enjoyment of simple country
pleasures to become to her "as a brotlier who
liad Slicked the breasts of her mother" (viii. 1);
all this points to the king's palace at .Jerusalem

as the scene, and more probably to sonic room in

this palace, than to "contiguous grounds" or

"the royal ganlens," as is thought by Delitzsch.
The room in the palace on Zion, which, ateording
to scene 2 of the foregoing act, was used for the
marriage feast, may very well be llio one in which
tlie wlu)le of the present act w;is pcrfornKMl ; for

there is no indicttion any where of a change of
scene, not even between vii. 1 and 2, or b(tween
vers. 6 and 7 of the same chapter (vs. Del.).—
The lime of the action is detterniinod by its char-
acteristic contents to have been f^oiiie days or
weeks later than (he wedding festivities describe<l

in not third. For the relation of love so pure and
happy at the beginning has since mtfercd certain
clieeks and iiiifrni]ii ions, wiiich rcvi'al tiiem-

selveson the part of Shiilamith at least by various
symptoms of uneasiness, n^iy, of sadness and de-
jection, without her betraying, however, that
she has been at all wounded or nciually injured
by her husband. Tlie dream, which she tells her
comi>aiiions at the beginning of the section that
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she bas very recently had in the niglit, begins

exactly like the preceding, and runs ou partly in

the same way. ll doos not, however, end as that

does in a bright and joyous manner, but with

pain and fright. Seeliiug lier beloved by night,

she not only fails to tiud him—she is beaten and

robbed by the watchmen! Her gloomy misgiving

in respect to the unfaithfulness of ber lover, ex-

pressed in her apprehension that she might soil

her feet again, which had just been washed (v.

3, see in luc), proves to be only too correct, and
drives her therefore with an anxious and trou-

bled heart to iiave it said to her lover, who has

actually forsaken her for a time, " that she is sick

of love"— jf loving solicitude about his heart

partially averted and alienated from her (v. 8) !

She expresses this solicitude, it is true, not Ijy

open complaint ; on the contrary, in what follows

she sedulously avoids dropping any thing to the

disadvantage of her husb;ind in the hearing of the

ladies of the court (v. lO-K)), she apologizes for

his leaving her by the harmless assumption that

he may have gone "to feed in the gardens and to

gatner lilies," vi. 2, and only inserts in her ex-

clamation at the close an allusion indicative of

pain ul longing in respect to the way that she

wishes to be and to remain her beloved's, viz.,

that he slionM now as formerly " feed among the

lilies," that lie should be and remain a guileless,

pure and simple-hearted country lover (vi. 8)!

—

When, therefore. Solomon himself returns to her

after a considerable absence, the manifestations

of her partial dissatisfaction with him assume a

somewhat altered form. She regards him gravely

and stecnly, and thus leads him in the picture of

her beauty and loveliness, which, full of ecstaey,

he again begins to sketch (vi. -4 fl'.; comp. iv. 1 fl".)

to introiluce some allusions to her " terribleness "

(vi. 4, 10), as well as to the effect of the glance

of her eyes (vi. 5 a), wiiicli "overcome" or

"dismay" him. The spirited statement of the

prior rank accorded to her above all his wives

and virgins, into which this description finally

passes (vi. 8-lL>), she leaves wholly unnoticed;
nay, she answers it with a description of what
she once did and was engaged in, wlien a simple
country maid in happier circumstances, and vviih

more agreeable surroundings (vi. 11), and there-

upon she gives him plainly enough to understand
that the elevation bestowed upon her in conse-

quence of her love "to the state-carriages of her
people, the noble," i. e. to the highest rank
among the nobles of her people, had also led to

her being painfully undeceived (vi. 12). She
even wishes to escape from the society of the vo-

luptuous ladies of the court, which has become
irksome to her, and she is iiiducetl to return and
remain, not so much by their urgent entreaties

and representations (vii. 1) as simply and alone
by her unconquerable love to Solomon, whom she
hopes finally to free from his corrupt surround-
ings and to gain wholly fnr herself and for the

purer pleasures of her lite at home.—To the new
and exaggerated laudation of her charms, in

which her lover hereupon indulges (vii. 2 if. j she
listens in silence ; as in one place at least they

offend against the rules of modesty (vii. 3), she
deigns not to answer. Not until the other ladies

had left her alone with Solomon, does she venture
to open her heart to him and to give free expres-

sion to her longing desire, which has been most
strongly aroused, to return to her home and to

have her lover changed from a voluptuous servant
of sin to an innocent child of nature like herself.

She does this by interrupting (vii. 10) the fond
language of her husband just where it had be-
come most urgent and tender, and chiming ia
with what had been begun by him. With extra-

ordinary address and delicacy she first, as it

were, disarms and fetters him (vii. 10, 11) and
then brings lier desire before him with such over-
powering force and urgency that refusal is im-
possible, and he is borne along as on the wings
of the wind by her pure love, which triumphs
thus over the enticements and temptations of his

court (vii. 12 ff.). He need not utter a word of

express consent to her request ; she has him com-
pletely in her power, and as he has just called

himself "a king fettered by her locks" (vii. 6),

she but briefly refers to the fact, tliat his whole
desire is toward her (vii. Hi), that "his left

arm is under her head, and his right embraces
her " (viii. 3), and then leaves the scene on the

arm of her beloved with that exclamation twice
before uttered to the daughters of Jerusalem
(viii. 4), Jind which this time has the force of

farewell advice.*

* [Tliat S'lonion had given Sliuliimith any occasion for
disqiiietU''e, or tliat lier puiii ai his aliseuct! aruhe from a sus-
jiiciou ot the cousiamy, Wicrmth or pmity of liis aft'ection, id

llie merest fifjiiient wiiliuut tlie sli idow of a fonilatlim in
tlie liuguafAe of tiie Song. Solomon i-< Sliiilamith's ideal as
siie is lus. Sue does u 't uttei' one word of complaint to oth-
ers or of reproach to him. There is nothing t.> imply that in
her most secret rhoiights she cen iires him for an aljsence
which U intolerable to her. As far as there is any blame in

the c.ise, slie casts it upon h-r ow.j drowsy sluggishness,
which f (Fbore to open to him promptly and graut him the
admission that he sought. Kven this, however, occurring as
it did in a dream, seems to be told nut so much in a spirit of
' elf-reproach as to demonstrate that she was "sick of love."

She longs for her beloved every moiiieit, and, sleeping or
waliing, he is ever in her thou^ilits, and she is uneasy and
resUess when he is not by her side. But her confiilence ia

uu iliated tiiat r-lie is h.-r beloved's and her beloved is hers,
vi. 3. Her langu.ige respecting him is that of affectionate
admiration, v. 10, etc , ami his to her is that of the most ten-
der fondness, vi.4, etc. There has been a brief s-paration, but
there is riolhing to indicate so much as a momentary estrange-
ment on her p irt or on his.

The lurrent allegorical interpretntions seem here to be at

fault in Olio direction as much as that of Zookler errs in tho
oth'-r. Tlie image ot ideal love presented in the Song should
not be niirred by the untimely intriduct on of anything
out ide of itself, wheiher the sins and inconsistencies of the
church o of bel eving souls on the one hand, or the actual
historic il character of Solomon as learned from King- aid
Chronicles on the other. We arc not at liberty to put con-
straint upon the Imguage here employed for the sake of
making tlie bride mirror forth the deficic ncies of the Church
or of preserving the consistency of Solomons character as
lepres n ed here with all that is recorded o; hiii elsewhere.

the bride miiplies an emblem of di-voted attachment ami
faithful love, which is to be set before the Church as the ideal

tonards which she should t'-nd. and after which she should
aspire and struggle, ratner than as a picture which has been
or is realized in her a' tu il life. It is a bride lovin;, lo.iging

for, delighting in her lord, Imt conscious of no uutaithlulneis

on her part and suspecting none on his.

And tlie i.rid groi.m is equally removed from any ciiargo

of incoiisianey. The ra liiary metaphor of vi. 4, 6, to which
ZiicKi.ER appeals, i* not suggestive of frowns or of displeasure

any more than iv.4 or the strong language of iv. 9. It is her
incomparable charms, the batteries of beauty and of love

which assault hi'ii with such resistless energy that he pleads

for quarter. Nor is there any foil udatiou for the desire at-

tribute I to Shiilamith to escape Irom S lomon's court or to

kave him forsake it on aeiount of its presumed excesses. It

certainly cannot be d duced from 1 mguaje which simply
expresses an exquisite deligiit in natural objects, and a wish
to enjoy them in the companj- of her beloved, and to possess

the op;iortiiniiy which wou:d thus be afforded for uninter-

rupted and unrestricted converse. The language of the bride
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2. Till! skotcli licre givci of tlu mmv pro^jress ' before. On which account Delitzsch's assump-

of llie action in the course of tliis act departs in
;
tioii that a new scene begins with vii. 7, does nut

several important particulars from the view of
[

in fact deserve so uncerenioaious an epithet as

the later interpreters; but it appears to us to be .that of '-purely gratuitous," which lIirziG be-

the only one which corresponds with the Ian- stows upon it. The assumption of IIitz., BiixT-

guage and the design of the poet. It is princi- 1
cher, Kk.n. and Hengstenbekg that a new scene

pally distinguished from the view of Delitzscii,

which approaches it most nearly, by its taking

the "little disturbances" and troubles in the

life of the newly married pair, which tliis scholar

also affirms, to be more serious and real, and not

restricting them for instance barely to the tragic

contents of th^it story of her dream (v. 2-7) but

letting the dissatisfaction of the chaste bride

with ti)e voluptuous conduct of the king and his

court come properly forward as the actual cause

of the clouded horizon of their married state.

Our view too repels the assumption siiared by

Delitz-cu with several recent commentators, but

destitute of proof, that the description of Shula-

mith's cliarnis contained in vii. 2 ft", was occa-

sioned by a " country-dance " which she was

executing before him and the ladies of the court,

—a hypothesis dubious in every point of view,

and upon which Shulamith's chjiracter could

scarcely be freed from moral taint (for the dance

in question, the "dance of iMaliauaim" can

scarcely be conceived of as other than an unchaste

pantomime); and from tliis it would be but a

single step to the notion of Kenan that Solomon

in tiiis passagodescribestlie charmsof a danseuse

of the h:ireui, or to the similar one of Hitzig,

that tlie king is here "cooing round a concubine."

Finally our view difi'ers in orte point at least from
tliat of Delitzscii in respect to the division into

scenes, inasmuch as it rejects the opening of a

new scene or even act after vi. 9 (com p. in loc
,

as well as the Introduction, ^ 2, Rem. 2), and
consequently fakes the whole to be one act with

three scenes, of which tlie first extends to vi. 3;

the second to vii. 0; and tlie third from that to

viii. 4. Against the assumption of a point of di-

vision after vii. 6 it has often indeed been urged
(see e.g. Ew., IIitz., Weissb., and Hengstenb.
too) that the passage vii. 2-10 forms a con-

tinuous description of the Vjeauties of the beloved,

beginning wit li her feet and ending with her nose
and jialate. But with the more general exclama-

tion vii. 7, " How fair and how delightiul art

thou, Love, among the joys!" this description

evidently assumes an entirely different character

from liiat it had before in vers. 2-(), where the in-

divi<lual members are enumerated very much
as had been done previously (iv. 1-8 and vi. 5-7)

only in inverted order, and certain comparisons
are instituted with them. And wliat Sliulamilh

says lo lier lover (vii. 10 ff. ) in the closest con-

nection with the second description (or rather

interrupting it and proceeding of her own mo-
tion), is of such a nature that it can scarcely be

conceived of as spoken in the presiuice of the

"daughters of Jerusalem," who liad b'-en present

does not begin until vii. 12, might with equal
propriety be denominated gratuitous; and so
miglit many other modes of division which differ

from ours, e. ff.,
that followed by Ewalu, Dopke,

BoTTOHEU, IIiTZ., Hengstenb., elc, and in gen-
eral by most of the recent writers according
to which a new scene opens with vii. 2; that of

Vaih. and others (particularly the older writers)
wliicii begins this new scene with vii. ] ; the
assertion of Ewald that vi. 10—vii. 1 is a dia-

logue between the ladies of the court and Shula-
iiiitli which is repeated by Solomon, etc. The
question as to the beginning and end of the

scenes in this act nioreaver appears to be of

l.ttle consequence, inasmuch as the localiij' of

the action, as has been before shown, does not
change.* The only matters involved are 1) an
entrance at vi. 4 of Solomon, who had not been
present before and 2) ati exit or retirement of the
chorus in the neigliboihood of vii. G, or vii. 11.

And tliis retirement of the chorus is furthermore,
as is shown by the ejiiphoneiiia viii. 4, probably
not to be conceived of as a total disappearance
but simply as a withdrawal to the background, as

toward the end of Act first (see above, p. (32).

3. Scene first a. Shulamith's story of her
DREAM, v. 2-8.—This like the similar passage iii.

1-5 must be a dream, which Shulamith iiad had
slior;iy before, and which she now relates as

indicative of the state of her mind. In opposi-
tion to the opinion that Shulamith is relating a
real outward occurrence (Dopke, H.\ii\, Weissb.,
e'c.) maybe urged both the analogy of that prior
passage and that such an affair is inconceivable

in the history of Solomon's love to Shulamith.
It would have conflicted with decorum for that,

which is narrated in vs. 2-5, to have actually

taken place; and for the favorite of the king to

havebeenbeatenandrobbedby the city night watch
as is related ver. 7, would form the jion plus ultra

of historical improbability. Besides the vision-

ary character of the experience described is

indicated not only by the introductory words,
when correctly expLiined, " I was sleeping but
my heart was waking," but also by several
characteristic particulars, as ver. 3 and 6.

Ver. 2. I was sleeping but my heart was
V^akiug.

—

IlnzKi adduces a striking parallel to

the tlioiigiit that in a dream the heart or spirit

is awake, while the rest of the person sleeps,

from Cic. de Jivin. I. 30: '^Jaccl corpus dorinicntis

ut mortui, vigct antem et vivU animus." Weiss-
bach's objections (p. 211) to this parallel as in-

admissible amount to nothing. Comp. F. Si'litt-

geuber, Schli/t' und Tod, nehst din dtunit zu.sam-

menhanjcndin Erschi'inungcn dis Sclentiljcng (llalle,

18()i'i). p. 37 ff., espec. p. 43: " The soul is still
Yii 11 12 19 entirely parallel to ii. 10-13 in the month of her 1

. , , , , •

lov«r. Andthi! indelicacy HlU'ficdin vii. 2 is iiol in the inire Ian- in the body during sleep, though freer from
rM.i-(!<)ftho8ona, norintlieclms-teHiiilljeantiliilciiii.l.-msem- it than ill the state of Wakefulness. It is in a
j.lov'l.biit must be wholly cliarttcd to thcac.ounloimiit-intor-

,.„,,, i;, ion of inner 'self-eolloet inn mid rnnepn-
loatioi CommentatoisorwhatoiirantlioiJMsllyunuM the '"'""""." "' ln"Lr .SUI-COlltCIlon and concen-

i);ii;:'.uo erotic cl.isa have imt their own onciisivr j;inss.\s upon 'ration in order that it may afterwards operate
thisrions;: luitl some devout nml evnnp;elicul iiilc-iiivtirs have

in fortunately made concessiona which the facts oi the caso do
1

n^t warr.iiit." Tliere is not tli^

|Th? difficulty of tiiuliiig a suitable begiiinin); and close
sliKlite.'it taintof impurity or im-' for these divisions suggest.s a doubt of their certainty, or at

iuodeaty to bo found iu any portion of this clegaut lyric—Ta.Jj luiuil of their importance.

—

^Tr.J
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w.th the gi-eater force upon the course of things

around it in its particular sphere of life." And
p. 71, "The soul sinks down in sleep to its in-

nermost life-heartli, and loses itself there in that

potential self-conseiousuess, which forms the

proper essential quality of our spirits;

whilst in dreams it lifts itself to a comparatively
higher region, that of the dawning conscious-

ness, as it were, a region which stands consid-

erably nearer the surface of the outward life and
the daily consciousness, which moves upon it, and
whose images therefore leave behind more impres-
sive traces in our memory, which extend into

our waking moments." Hence Goscuel not
incorrectly remarks: "If sleep is to be con-
ceived of as depression, (/caraoio/ja,), dreaming is

elevation [ai>a(poi)u)." From this statement also

it further appears why the view maintained by

Grot, and Dopke, that 1j? '371 njii'" 'JX denotes

a condition midway between sleep and wakeful-
ness, a semi-sleep, is supertiuous ; an opinion by
the way, which has the meaning of the words
against it, for " I slept" is not the same thing

as " I was half asleep." The heart stands here
in its customary 0. Test, sense of the centre and
organ of the entii-e life of the soul, not barely
for the intellectual faculties of the soul, the

region of thought, as ilixzia maintains. Comp.
farther on Pruv. ii. 10 (in this commentary.)

—

Hark, my beloved is knocking: Open to
me, my sister, my dear, my dove, my per-
fect. Compared with the similar passage ii. 8

this fond quadruple address shows a considerable
advance in the relation between the loving pair.

The predicate " my fair one," which there stands
with "my dear" is here wholly wanting, and is

supplied by the more intimate "my sister,"

which since Shulamith's marriage had become
the common pet name, by which Solomon called

her (see iv. 9, 10, 12, v. 1). He had it is true al-

ready said "my dove" to her before their nup-
tials (ii. 14, comp. again vi. 9); but "my
perfect" is an entirely new appellation (comp.
likewise again vi. 9), which it is likely v^^as first

adopted alter their marriage, and by which Solo-

mon probably designed to express her innocence

and purity (iTSr) perfect, inteyra) in contrast

with the character of his other wives, who were
not so perfect and pure. For he can scarcely have
employed this appellation unmeaningly, as "my
angel" among us [os. Dopke and liiTZ.), [nor
can it mean as Tiirupp alleges "mine perfectly

or entirely."]—For my head is filled with
dew, my locks with drops of the night.
Tiie copiousness of the nightly fall of dew in

Palestine is attested also by the well-known his-

tory of Gideon's fleece, Judg. vi. 38; comp. also

Ps. ex. 3; 2 Sam. xvii. 12: Mic. v. 6; Bar. ii. 25.

That Shulamith sees her lover come to her win-
dow dripping with the dew of the night, and
chilly too in consequence, migl.t seem to imply
that she thought of him as a shepherd, who as
aypavh'jv "abiding in the field" (Liikeii. 8) had
had to endure wet and cold, and hence had sought
shelter in her dwelling. But to explain that
representation it is sufficient to assume that the
first half of her dream (vers. 2-4) transports her
back to her home, or in other words that now in

her dream, as she had done before when awake

(see i. 7; ii. 16; iv. 6) she transfers her lover
without more ado from the sphere of royalty to

that of a shepherd's life. That in the latter half
of her dream (vers. 6, 7) she tliinks of him again
as living in the city, and herself too as wandering
about in the city looking for him, is a feature of

the most delicate p.sychological truth, which has
its analogue in the story of her previous dream,
iii 1-4.

Ver. 9. I have taken oflf my dress. T^J^S
* : T ".,

lit., "my tunic, my under garment.'' She here
too thinks herself back again in her former hum-
ble circumstances, where she cotpmonly wore
nothing but a tunic, X'~'^^ (comp. Ex. xxii. 25 f.

;

2 Sam. xiii. 18, also Mark vi. 9,) and consequent-
ly in the night was entirely unclothed with the
exception of the warm covering or upper gar-

ment (H/Oty, Ex. il>id., Gen. ix. 23; Deut. xxii.

17) under which she slept.—I have washed
my feet: how shall I soil them? This is

again another particular referring back to her
former scanty mode of life in the country. She
did not then wear the shoes, which since her
elevation to be a prince's daughter (vii. 2) she
was now obliged to wear: on the contrary she
ordinarily went barefoot in the house and in its

immediate vicinity, except in long walks in the
country whcA she wore sandals, (comp. Am. ii. 6,

viii. 6; Deut. xxix. 4; Josh. ix. 5). Hence the
feet washed before going to bed might easily get
dirty again on the floor of the house. The soil-

ing of the feet is in the religious and ethical
region a symbol of moral contamination from the
petty transgressions of every-day life (.John xiii.

10) ; and in the figurative language of dreams it

is a well-known symbol of mor.al defilement re-

proved by the conscience and accompanied with
shame, comp. (Schubert, S//mbolik des Tranms,
od edit. p. 13, Splittberger, ibid. p. 128 ff.*).

It is therefore from going out to her lover, this

symbol of more intimate and enduring intercourse
with him, that she apprehends the soiling of
her feet. Hence the objections which she makes
to complying with his request, and the cold, al-

most indifferent, if not exactly "rude" (Del.)

lone of her answer.

f

Ver. 4. My beloved extended his hand
through the window, "linn-p lit., from

the hole, J i. e., through the latticed window (for

that is certainly what is intended iiere, as ap-
pears from ii. 9, not a mere opening in the wall

as IIiTZ. supposes) and from it toward me.|

* A marked instance of this is to be found in tlie well-

known dream of the youthful Ansgar at Corbie, of the broad
morass, which prevented him from coming to his mother and
other pious women, whom he saw iu the company of tlie

blessed virgin on a delightful road, comp. A. Tapi'lhorn, Lehen
des IikH. Ansg.\r, Apostels Von Diinemark, rtc. Munst. 180.3. p.

69 f. RiMBERT. Vita S. Ansgarii, c. 2, iu Pertz, Monum.
(iermaniaj Tom. II. p. 090.

f [BuRROWES states the true sense much more simply and
correctly: "These words mean, that as tlie bride had retired

to rest, she covild not put herself to the trouble of arising

even to let in the beloved."]

% [Not " withdrew his hand from the hole,'' a rendering
mentioned by Aixsworth, disapproved by Williams, and
adopted by Burrowes and Ginsburg

]

^ [Percy: " It was the ancient custom to secure the door
of a ho)tse bj' a cross bar or bolt ; which at night was fastened
with a little button or pin. In the upper part of the door
was left a round hole, through which any person from with-
out might thrust his arm, and remove the bar, unless this

additional security were superadded." Thrupp: "The hole
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This gesture of extending (IT?"^) the hand in ^

does not signify his intention to climb in through

the window (Hitz. ), uor liis desire to gain access

by forcibly breaking a hole through the wall

(IIengstenbkrg after Ezek. viii. 7, 8) [so

"WoBDSwoRTu], but is rather the expression of

an urgent request to be admitted. The cus-

tomary gesture of a petitioner is, it is true that

of spreading forth his hands Vi33 ^^3 (Ex. ix.

29-31, elc.) But this could not ba done in the

present instance on account of the smallness of

the window and the darkness of the night, and

would besides have been unsuitable in relation

to his beloved, for everywhere else it appears

only as a u-age in prayer. He must here, there-

fore, in craving admission adopt a gesture, which

would at the same time express his longing to be

united with his beloved (comp. Del. and Weissb.

in loc.)—And I was inwardly excited over

him; lit., "my bowels* were agitated, sounded

over him"—which according to Jer. xxxi. 20;

Isa. xvi. 11; Ixiii. 15 is equivalent to "I felt a

painful sympathy for him." This was of course

because she had let him stand out in the wet and

cold. According to the reading ^1)? (so the so-

called Erfurt j\Is., see de Rossi m loc) the

feeling expressed would be regret instead of

pity: "my bowels were agitated on me" {i. e. in

me, or over me, on my account—comp. Hitz. ami

Ew. in loc.) But this slenderly attested reading

appears to have crept into the text from Ps. xlii.

6, 12, and for this reason to deserve no attention.

Ver. 5. Up I rose to open to my beloved.
'JX stands after 'i^^P without special emphasis,

according to the more diffuse style of speaking

among tiie people. So Hitz. no doubt correctly,

whilst Weissb., is certainly far astray in assert-

ing that Shulamith means by this 'Jj^ to empha-

size "her entire person in contrast with any
particular parts. 'f And my hands dropped
•w^ith myrrh and my fingers with liquid
"myrrh upon the handle of tire bolt. That
is to say, as my hands touched the handle of the

bolt (or lo.'k on the door of the liuuse) in order

to shove it hack and open it, they dropped, etc.

7lJ7J^n niD3 7^. whose genuineness Meier

suspects without any reason, plainly shows that

the dropping of myrrh did not proceed from
Shulatnith's anointing herself, as she rose and
dressed, (as Magn. and Weissb. imagine) [so too

Burrowes], but from the fact that her lover had_

taken hold of the door on the outside with pro-

fusely anointed hands, and so had communicated

is that tliroii2;h which accordins to the fashion of eastern

doors, a person from witliout thrusts in liis haii'i in order to

insert tho key and so to open it, see Thomson The Latvi and
the Hoik, chap, xxii.'"]

* [Al.KX\Nr>KR (Comm. on Isa. xvi. 11): "Tlie viscera are
evidently nientione'd us the si-at of the affeciions Modern
iisaj^e would recpiire heart and hosom. B\r.\r,s correctly

applies to this verso the distinction whicli pliilolopjists have
made hetween tho ancient usage of hnw /.s- to denote tli- upper
viscer.a and its modern restriction to tho lower viscera, a
chanr;o which sufficiently accounts for the dilferent associa-

tions excited by the s;vrae or equivalent expressions then and
now."]

t [Trrui'PP: "up T nros>t." Litenilly " I arose." So too at

the b(?ginning of the next verse the literal renilerins is simply
" I opened." But in both places the use, coiitniry to the

Hebrew custom of the prr>noun '3}< " I " is emphatic; and
Bcems to indicate an alertness 111) 1 forw.irdness. which must
in au Kngli:jh veudering be expressed in some other manner.]

the fluid unguent of myrrh to the bolt inside like-

wise.* This miglit have resultct from the unguent
flowing in from the outer lock through the key-

hole (Hitz.), or some drops of myrrli from the

hand of her lover inserted through the hole

above the door, might have trickled down upon
the inner lock, which was directly beneath (Del).

Too accurate an explanation of the afl'air seems
inadmissible fi-om the indetiiiite dreamlike char-

acter of the whole narrative. But at any rate

an anointing of the outer lock of the door
by the lover on purpose is not to be thought
of (with Less., Dopke, Ew., Vaiu., etc.)

because though classic parallelsf may be
adduced for this "silent homage of love,"

none can be brought from oriental antiquity.
—l^ij? 110 is not "overflowing myrrh, "| i.e.,

dealt out in copious abundance (Ew.), but myrrh
exuding or flowing out of itself in contrast with
that which is soliditied and gnm-like, aiihpva

OTanrfj in contrast with cu. TT'/jtsri/ (Theuphr,

Hist. Plant. 9, 4) ; comp. "in"1 io Ex. xxx. 23,

as well as above on i 13.

Ver. G. I opened to my beloved, comp. on
5 a.—And my beloved had turned aw^ay,
w^as gone. My soul failed v/hen he spoke.
That is, before, \jhen lie was speaking to me
through the window (vers. 2, 4). my breath for-

sook me, my soul almost went out of me \ It is

consequently a supplementary remark, whose
})rincipal verb, however, is not necessarily to be
taken as a pluperfect (vs. Doi'Ki:).—I sought
him but I did not find him; I called him
but he did not answer me. AVith the tirst

* [Thrhpp thinks the myrrh came from the hands of the
bridegroom, AVordsworth from those of the bride. ^ViLLI.\MS

:

" Commentators in general suppose that the perfume here
called lii]Uid myrrh, proceedid from the moisture of his hands,
wet with dew; and the compliment in this view is very ele-

gant and beautiful, implying that the fragrance of his body
perfumed everything which came in contait wit!i it. If tho
periuuie, however, be referred to the spouse, 1 tliink it will

imply tliat she had anointed herself with such luxuriaucy
tljat lier lingers were still wet with myiTh ; and this would
partly account for her reluctancy to rise, since indulgence
naturally induces sloth." Good and Patrick strangely imsi-

gine that in her luisteto reaih the door she overturned a vase
of fragr.ince which agreeably to oriental practice she had
prepared for her lover.)

j- Particularly Lucretius, IV. 1171

:

"vf hirrimans exclu-^us iimalor liinina sxpe
Floiilius rt serlis operil.jwsti'.iqii'' siijicrbos

Unffuit aniiirucinn et Jorihas miser osru>afigil."

Comp. also Tibull. I. ii. 14; Athena', ed. Casaubon, I. liGO.

X (Uooi) :
" Pure (U- perhaps liquid myrrh, that which weeps

or drojjs from the tree, the most esteemed but most expensive
of this class of perfumes."]

^ I
NoYES gives tho most satisfactory explanation of this ex-

pression: "/was tint in my senies ; literally, 'my soul was
gone from me.' The meaning most suited to the connection
is, that she act-d insanely in not a<lmittingher beloved at his
request. It seems to denote that bewilderment of tho facul-

ties (caused by fear, lus in Gen. xlii. 2S, or by any otluir p;u>-

sion ; here by the p;ussion of love." Or r.ather the bewilder-
ment intended would seem to be that strange want of self-

possession .so common in dreams, in conseipience of which a
person does pri'cis-ly the wrong thing, and as the result, finds
himself in most embarrassing and trying situations. Wr.ST-
MiN'STr:R Annot.\tions : "My neglect of liis speech troubled
me when ho was gone." ScOTi: " Kitlier she now recollected
his former most tender and alfectionate call which she had
resisf'd ; or ho .spake a reproving word as he withdrew, which
tilled her with extreme distress." TriRfPr: " My soul failed
mo for what he had spoken. Here the reference must be to
tho words uttered by the bridegroom when he first presented
himself at tho door; for there is no record of his sjieaking
subseipiently." OiNsniino : "When he .spoke of it, i'. e,o( his
going away." M'io;>Y Sti:\rt: ".My soul failed for his sjieak-
iiig; with mingled desir<; and fear she listens till her soul
faints within her "J
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of these lines comp. iii. 2 6; with both together

Prov. i. 28 ; viii. 17.

Ver. 7. Found me then the w^atchmsn,
etc. Coinp. iii. 3, Hitz. correctly : " In her pre-

vious dream the watchmen make no reply to her
question; here without being questioned they

reply by deeds."—Took my veil off frozn me.
TTl (trom IT* spread out, disperse, make thin)

is according to Isa. iii. 23 a fine light material

thrown over the person like a veil, such as was
worn by noble ladies in Jerusalem ; comp. Targ.
on Gen. xxiv. 6-5; xxxviii. 14 where NTT) repre-

sents the Ileb. TH-* ""Tyo \'^Tl certainly means
I • T -^x •

: |t

not a bare "lifting" (Meler), but a forcible

tearing off and taking away of this article of

dress; else this expression would not form with

the preceding "they struck me, wouudetlme," the

climax, which the poet evidently intends.—The
watchmen of the walls; not the subject of

the immediately preceding clause (Weissb.), but

a repetition of the principal subject which stands

at tlie beginning of the verse. In her complaint

she naturally comes back to the ruffians who had
done all this to her, the villainous watchmen.

—

" Watclimen of tlie walls," wliose functions re-

late as in tills instance to the interior of the city,

and who, therefore, were not appointed princi-

pally witli a view to the exterior circuit walls,

occur also Isa. Ixii. 6.

Ver. 8. I adjure you, etc. For this expres-

sion, as well as the niasc. form of address, comp.
on ii. 7.—What shall ye tell him? So cor-

rectly Ew.. HioiLiGSTEDT, Del., Hengstenb. etc. ;

for although DO sometimes expresses an earnest

negative or prohibition, and might therefore be
synonymous with DN in ii. 7 ; iii. 5, yet the

translation " do not tell him that I am sick of

love" (Weissb. and others) yields a less natural

sense thin the one given above, according to

which Shulamith seeks to induce her lover to a

speedy return by the intelligence of her being
sick of love. And in fact she connects a charge
of this purport to the daughters of Jerusalem im-

mediately with the narrative of her dream, be-

cause this had already evidenced in various ways
that she had an almost morbid longing for her
lover (see especially ver. 4, b ; vers 6, 7.)

4. Co.\TINUATIO.\. /j. ShULA-MITH'S DESCRIPTION
OF HER LOVF.R, V. 9-16.

Ver. 9. What is thy beloved more than
(any other) beloved, thou fairest among wo-
men? This question of the daughters of Jerusa-
lem which serves in an admirable way to connect
what precedes with thefoUowingdescription of the

beauty of lier lover, springs from the assumption
readily suggested by vers. 2-4, that Shulamith's
lover was some other than Solomon; an as-

sumption admitted without scruple by the vo-
luptuous ladies of the court, in spite of their

knowledge of the fact that Shulamith had shortly
before given her hand to the king as her lawful
husband. It is therefore a question of real ignor-

* [Thrupp :
" It seems to be generally agreed that the word

Til occurring here, and at Isaiah iii. 2:i, denotes a wide and
thin garment, sucli as Eastern ladies to the present day throw
over all the rest of their dress. The Germans well translate
it Schleierkleid, veil-garment." Good: "To tear away the
veil from an Eastern lady is one of the greatest indignities
that can be offered to her."j

ance and curiosity,* which they here address to

Shulamith, not the mere show of a question with
the view of leading her to the enthusiastic praise
of the king who was well known to the ladies of
tlie court and beloved by them likewise (Del.);
and quite as little was it a scornful questioa
(Ddi'KE, Meier) or reproachful (Magn.) or one
involving but a gentle reproof (Hrrz.)—against
these last opinions the words "fairest among
women" are decisive.

Ver. 10 My beloved is w^hite and ruddy,
distinguished above ten thousand. This
general statement precedes the more detailed

description of the beauties of her lover, which
then follows vers. 11-15 in ten particulars, at the

close of which (ver. 16) stands another general
eulogium.—The aim of the entire description is

evidently to depict Solomon, as one who is with-

out blemish from head to foot, as is done 2 Sam.
xiv. 25, 26 in the case of his brother Absalom.
A commendation of his fair color, or his good
looks in generjil fitly stands at the head of the

description.— ITIX lit., "dazzling white ;" stronger

than p^; an expression which may be applied

to a king's son, but scarcely to a simple young
shepherd from the country. His face might very
well be called ruddy or brownish (as 1 Sam xvi.

12) but scarcely dazzling white; and it is to the
face that the predicate mninly refers, as a com-
parison with vers. 14 and 15 shows.—To while as
the fundamental color is added the blooming red

(DnX) of the cheeks and other parts of the face
T

both here in the case of Solomon and Lam. iv. 7

in the description of the fair Nazarites of Jeru-

salem, which reminds one of the passage before

us.— "Distinguished above ten thousand," lit.

"from ten thousand, or a myriad" (ni33T), i. e.,

surpassing an immense number in beauty. Comp.
Ps. xci. 7, as well as the plur. HUIll Ps. iii. 7;

Deut. xxxiii. 17.— lUl from 7JIT "standard,

banner," as in Lat. inngnis from sijtium, denotes

one that is conspicuous as a standard amidst a
host of other men, signalized, distinguished above
others, and Kp is again comparative as in ver. 9.

The expression is evidently a militai'y one like

m'^t:J vi. 4, 10.
T :

Ver. 11. His head is pure gold. The com-
paiis"n is not directed to the color of the face, as

though this was to be represented as a reddish

brown (IIiTZ.). but to the appearance of the head
as a whole. From the combined railiance of his

fresh and blooming countenance, and of his glossy

black hair adorned with a golden crown, it pre-

sented to the beholder at a distance the appear-
ance of a figure made of solid gold with a reddish

lustre. DTIJp according to Gesen., Hengstexb.,

and others, equivalent to that which is hidden,

concealed=gold that is treasured up ; according

to Dietrich and others from Di^J '-to be solid,

dense," hence massive gold; according to

Hitz., Weissb., etc., equivalent to that which is

*fMuch better Thrupp: "That the dramatic form may bo
preserved a question is here put by the chorus of the Daugh-
ters of .Jerusalem in order to furnish occasion for the descrip-

tion which follows." It is also to be observed that the inquiry

is not who he is, as tliough it implied their ignorance of his

person, but what is he. They simply wish to draw from her

her estimate of him.

—

Tr.J
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reddish, of red lustre, which latter explanation

is favored by Arabic parallels and by the expres-

siou DPiDl Jer. ii. 22. The adjcclive 13 con-

nected with it designates this gold as carefully

refined and puritied (coiup. tlie iloph. part. 'i2'i0

with the like sense 1 Kiu. x. 18).—His locks

are hill upon hill. D'^r*?^"!! '"'^J ^'^ ^'^"^^ ^^'

plaiued with Del., Weissb., etc., by deriving it

from ^Sn to raise, heap up (whence ir\ a hill

and b'hPi high, Ezek. xvii. 22). Commonly

"palm branches," ("flexible or curling palm

branches" from hhpi in the sense of "wavering

or swaying to and fro"); or "pendent,

hanging locks " (from r\lPt suspcndil— so Hengs-

TENB.); or " pendulous clustei-s of grapes " (as

though D'hrhri=Li''^l'^l Isa. xviii. 5—so Hitz.).

The comparison reminds us somewhat of that

with the flock of goats on Mouut Gilcad (iv. 2;

Ti. 5) ; which was also designed to set forth his

long' cui-ling locks piled one on another.

—

Black as a raven. PavaUids to this simile

from Arab. pi)ets, see in H.\ut.m.\nn, Ideal wcibl.

Scho/iheil, I. 45 f., comp. Magnus on Cant. iv. 1

(p. 85) and Dopke tn loc. The latter adduces

particularly two vei'ses of Motanebbi (from J.

V. Hammeu, p. 11)

:

" Black as a ravou and thick as midnight gloom,

yVhich of itself, with no hairdresser, curlts."

Ver. 12. His eyes like doves by brooks
of water. On the comparison of the eyes with

doves comp. i. 15. In this case it is not doves

in general, but particularly doves sitting " by

brooks of water" (lit. water-channels or beds) to

which the eyes are likened doubtless in order tore-

present thelustrousbrighinessand the ruoistureof

the white of the eye by a figure like tlijt employed

vii. 5, and to place it in fitting contrast with the

iris whose varied hues resemble the plumage of

tiie dove.—Bathing in milk, sitting on ful-

ness. A further descrii)tioii of the relation of

the "doves" to the "brooks of water," i. e. of

the iris (with the pupil) to the white that sur-

rounds it. Those water-brooks here appear to

be filled up with milk instead of water, and the

doves answering to the iridcs of both eyes are

represented as bathing in this milk and accord-

ingly as "silting on" or "by fulness"—in

which there is an allusion likewise to the convex

form of the eye (correctly tiio Septuao., Vulg.,

6yu., and after them He.ncstenb., Weisshach,

etc.). r^xSo, lit. "fulness," an idea undefined

in itself, is here limited by the preceding 'p'SX

D'O and therefore means "the fulness of the

water-courses, that which fills them up

"

(Weissb.); and the ^7j; which stands before it,

indicates the same sense substantially of sitting

by this fulness, as is expn-ssed by the same

prepo.^itiou before D'O 'p'DX (comp. Ps. i. 3).

Others take nxbro in the sense of "setting" as

of a gem (comparing |3X r\X70 Ex. xxviii. 17)

and hence translate "enthroned in a setting"

(Magn.) or "jewBls finely set" (BiJTTCU., Del.,

preceded by Ib\ Ezra, Jarch., Kosenm.,
Winer). But in opposition to this may be urged

both the absence of |3X after the indefinite HX^O,

and the prep. IJl instead of which 3 miglit rather

have been expected. More correctly Cocceius
and DiiPKE, who explain it "over the setting"
i. e. "over the edge of the brook," though still

they do violence to the natural meaning of

nxSo.
Ver. 13. His cheeks like a bed of balm.

The tert compat-. is not barely their delightful

fragrance, but likewise the superb growth of

beard upon his cheeks. Shuhiniith would
scarcely have compared beardless cheeks with a

bed of balm, i. e. a garden plot covered with
plants. That she likens the two cheeks to but
one bed may be explained from the fact that the

beard, which likewise surrounds the chin and
lips, unites them into one whole, which like tiie

borders in many gardens has its two parallel

sides (comp. Hitzig). The punctuation Hjl"!^.

which the ancient versions seem to have followed

(e. ff.
Vulg. '' slcut a.reolx aromulum") and which

Weissb. still prefers, accordincly appears to be
less suitable than the sing, nj-n^ here retained

by the Masorites; whilst the plur. nij-T'^^ is un-

questionably the true reading in vi. 2.—Towers
of spice plants. The expression ni'7nJ0

D''np"'0 is doubtless so to be understood, as ex-

planatory apposition to D"i'3n i"U-1"lJ^ and the bed

of balm is accordingly to be conceived of as a
plot embracing several "towei-s"or pyramidal
elevations of aromatic herbs, by which the rich

luxuriance of his beard and perhaps also its fine

curly appearance is most fitly set forth (Ew., De-
LiTzscii, Hengstenb., etc.). We can see no
ground for the scruples, which are alleged to

stand in the way of this explanation, or why we
must with J. Cappellus suppose a reference to

"boxes of unguents" [pi/xidcs uiiijueiilorum) or

with HiTziG, Friedb., Weissb., follow the

Septuag. {(piovaaL /ivpsijnKa) iu reading the part.

n'iblJO. The fern. plur. niblJ-O from S^J'p is

also attested by viii. 10. The custom of raising

fragrant plants on mounds of earth of a pyi^am-

idai or high ti)wer-like shape, receives sufficient

confirmation from iv. G (the "mountain of

myrrh" and the "hill of frankincense "). And
the whole comparison appears to be entirely ap-

propriate, if we but think of the beard on the

chin and checks of her lover as not merely a soft

down (HiTZ.) but as a vigorous, finely cultivated

and carefully arrnnged gi-owth of hair. And in

this we are.justified in precise pi-oportion as we
rid ourselves of the notion of a youthful lover of

the rank of a shepherd, and keep in view king
Solomon in tiie maturity of middle life as the

object of the description before us. Besides the

civcumstance that they were in tiie liabit of per-

fuming tlie benrd, as is still done to a considera-

ble extent in the east (see Arvieux, K., p. 52;
DELLA VaI.le. II. 98; Habmer, lieohacht., 11. 77,

83; I'lEisicEon 7\/r(//a. p. 41!) may have contributed
its share to the particular form of the compari-
son.—His lips lilies, dropping liquid myrrh.
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Of course it is not white but red lilies, lilies of

the color, denoted iv. 3 by the " crimson thread,"

to which the lips of her lover are here liken'ed.

The "dropping of liquid myrrh" (comp. on ver.

3) refers not to the lilies (Syr., Rosenm.) but

directly to the lips. It serves to represent the

lovely fragrance of the breath, which issues

from her lips (comp vii. 9); for the "loveliness

of his speech" (Hengstenb., comp. Targ.) is

not mentioned till ver. 16.

Ver. 14. His hands golden rods. Others,

as CocCEi., Gesen., i^Tketsaur. p. 2S7), Rosenm.,

.DoPKE, Vaih., [so Eno. Ver], take IJnT "'VSj

to be gold rings, which they refer to the bent or

clo-^ed hand, with allusion also to the finger-

nails colored with alhenna as compared with the

jewels of the rings. Very arbitrarily, because

1) the curved or hollow hand must necessarily

have been denoted by HD; 2) the proper expres-

sion for ring would not have been 7''^J but

Dmn or nL'3D ; 3) D'X^'0'0 could no more ex-
T T '•.

:

press the idea of being "set with anything,"

than turquoises standing with it could yield a

figure even remotely appropriate for yellow-

stained finger nails. 7"' /^ is rather roller, cylin-

der, rod, and the expression " golden rods " is

applied primarily to the individual fingers with

reference to their reddish lustre and finely

rounded shape (comp. ver. 11 a) and then by
synecdoche to the hands consisting of the fin-

gers.*—Encased in turquoises. Wliatevm-
precious sLoue may be intended by ]^^V']y\,

whether the chrysolite of the ancients (see

Septuag., Ex. xxviii. 17; xxxix. 13) which
seems to answer to our topaz; or what is novv

called the turquoise (a light-blue semi-precious
stone); or the onyx, which Hitzig proposes (though

this was called UTXU Gen. ii. 12, etc.), it is at all

events in bad taste to understand by this enca-
sing of the fingers in costly jewels anything
but actual jewel ornaments with which his iianils

glittered, agreeably to the well-known custom
in the ancient East of wearing many rings.

(Comp. Winer, Realworterb., Art., ^' Rinr/e"

and '^ Sieffelriii(/''). The nails in and of them-
selves differed too little in color and lustre from
the fingers and hands as a whole, to admit of
their being couipai'cd with precious stones; and
staining them with alhenna (comp. on i. 14) if

practised at all in the time of Solomon, was most
likely a custom restricted to women and which
could scarcely have been likewise in use amongst

men. On X7p in the sense of "encasing"

(lit., to fill in the encasement or enclosure) comp.
Ex. xxviii. 17; xxxi. 5; xxxv. 33. "Golden
rods encased in turquoise " or " with turquoise"

* [Thrupp :
" His hands are folding panuls of gold. Tho

word 7'Sj is applied, as wp le.arn from 1 Kings vi. 34, to the
separate portions of a folding door ; the doors to the. holy of
holies consisted of two leaves, each of which in its turn
consisted of two halves or folds. There is no passage in
which the word denotes a ' ring ;' nor would this meaning
be here so appropriate. The image is that of a dooi-, not
necessarily a large door, constructed in four or five separate
folds, corresponding to the appearance presented liy the hand
when the fingers, while kept in contact with each other, are
stretched at full length."]

are properly such rods filled into the body of
jewels here named i. e. surrounded and glitter-

ing with them (comp. Weissb. in loc).—His
body a figure of ivory, veiled vrith sap-
phires. V>'0 here, where the exterior parts of

the body only are enumerated, is certainly not
"his bowels, his inwards" (IIex(jstenberg),

but " his body," comp. vii. 3, as well as Dan. ii. 32,

where D'j^.O. also stands as a synonym of JD3. It;

is only the pure white and the smooth appearance
of the body, i. e. of the trunk generally, including
the breast, thighs, etc., whicli can be intended

by the comparison with an ji^ ^P.^. a " figure of

ivory " {PipJ^ sing, of nii^L/J^ [but see Gesen.

Lex. s. V.

—

Tr ] forms, thoughts. Job xii. 5), a
comparison in which that ivory work of art re-

stored by Solomon according to 1 Kin. x. 18 may
have been before the mind of the speaker. The
sapphires veiling the statue are naturally a figure

of the dress of sapphire-blue or better still of the

dress confined by a splendid girdle studded with
sapphires. On the latter assumption the appa-
rent " unsuitableness of the comparison" van-
ishes, which certainly would have to be admitted
(HiTZ.) if the sappliire referred to the azure
color of (he dress. For it would evidently be
too far-fetched, with Vaih. to refer the sapphire
to the "blue veins appearing through tlie splen-

did wliite skin of tlie body," and this would
neitiier comport with the deep blue color of the

sapphire or lajjis lazuli, nor with the expression

"veiled, covered (D^ylO) with sapphires."—
There is accordingly an indirect proof of the

royal rank and condition of Shulamith's lover in

the representations of this verse likewise, espe-

cially in its allusions to the ornaments of precious

stones on the hands and about the waist of the

person described.

Ver. 15. His legs columns of •white mar-
ble. The figure of an elegant statue is here
continued with little alteration. To understand

the 'pli^ simply of the lower part of the legs

and to assume that Shulamith omits to mention
the D".!^^' i. e. the ujiper part of the legs from a

fine sense of decorum (Hirz.) is inadmissible,

because D'pJC/ according to passages like Prov.

xxvi. 7 ; Isa. xlvii. 2 appears to include the

upper part of the leg, whilst D\l^^ according to

Gen. xxiv. 2; Ex. xxviii. 42: Dan. ii. 32, etc.,

denotes rather the loins or that part of the body
where the legs begin to separate. Further,
the mention of the legs and just before of

the body could only be regarded as unbecom-
ing or impi-oper by an overstrained prudish-

ness, because the description which is here
given avoids all libidinous details and is so

strictly general as not even to imply that she

had ever seen the parts of the body in question

in a nude condition. It merely serves to com-
plete the delineation of her lover, which Shula-

mith sketches by a gradual descent from head

to foot, and moreover is to belaid to the account

of the poet rather than to that of' Shulamith,

who is in every thing else so chaste and delicate

in her feelings.—The legs are compared with

"white marble" {'^P) principally on account of
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the lustrous color of their skin, not with refer-

ence to their solidity ; for an Arabic poet

(Amru b Kki.th., Moal. vei*. 18) pictures even the

legs of a girl us "pillars of marble and ivory;"

and the figure of the marble column is also em-

jiloyed in a like sense by Greek poets and iiivtho-

graphcrs (couip. Vaiii. in loc). Set on bases
of fine gold, viz., on the feet whicli are Ikto

named as tiie bases or pedestals of the columns

(their HID") without however .going into any

fiirilier dcRcripion of them.* Hisaspect like

Lebanon. D.^'^^ not synonymous w.th HOip

«' stMture " (vii. 8). but denoting his entire nppe.tr-

ance, his whole fij^ure and bi aring cotisp. ii. 14.

By this comparison with Lebanon his figure is

characterized as majestically tall and impressive,

comp. Jer. xlvi. 18. There is probably no allu-

sion to the "hirdly look " which Lebanon bestows

upon his beholders (ws. Rose.nm., Magn.), and

HiiU less l.k dihood of a reference to the roots of

the mountain penetrating dcefily and extending

widely in the earth as analogous to the "roots of

her lover's fe?t." Job xiii. 27 ; IIos. xiv. 6 {m.

IIiTz. ).—Choice as tha cedars; that is, stalely

and m.ajcstiu as these giant trees which crown

the suniMiit of Leti.ition.

Ver. IG. His palate (is) sweets. "Ijn is not

the mouth for kissing (.Magx , Bottcit.) but the

palate as an organ of speech, as in Job vi. 3 )

;

xxxi. 30; Prov. v. 3; viii. 7. HiTZ. correctly:

"It is speech which first betrnys that the beauti-

ful body described vers. 10-15 has a soul;"

whilst SV'eissb. in asserting that the palate is

here regarded as -an organ of breathing like the

lips ver. 13, fails to perceive this advance from
the corporeal to the spiritual and creates an un-

handsome repetition. On I lie figure comp. Prov.

xvi. 21; xxvii. 9.—And he is altogether pre-

cious. \13 "all of him" combines in one the

sum total of the ten corporeal excellencies enu-

merated ill vi rs. 11-15 together with the last

named endowment of a spiritual nature, and thus

completes the portrait of her lover, whereupon
there follows the general reference to the j)re-

ceding desciiptiun : "This ismy beloved, and this

my friend, ye daughters of Jerusalem."
5. CoNci.rsioN. c. TuK question wheke her

LOVER IS AND S IICI.A M ITIl's ANSWER. VI. 1-3.

Ver. 1. Whitherhasthy beloved gone, c/r.

As in what prcce<les Siiulamith had made no dis-

tinct decai-aiioii respecting the person of her

lover, but only given an ideal description of his

beauty, the women might still remain uncertain

who and wliere he was. Hence this additional

question, which like that in v. 9 is a question of

curios. ty ,nnd expresses somesuch sense as this: It'

then thy lover is a person of such exiraordinaiy

elegance and beauty, how could he have suffered

you to be awaj' from him? how could he have

pcnniited you to become the wife of another so

that you now must pine after him and seek

* (Tii'RROWKS :
" Those doiilitlcss refer to the beauty of Iii.s

saiKlal-*
;"' so U'lnn, Twi.ou, Wh.liamm iimi dMhts. This seems

to lie tlie better ex|iliUiiitioii iiotwithstamlinK fllNsuuRd's

ol>.jeiti(iii : "Tliiit it rel'ers to liis feet ami not to liis san-

Jtiis is eviilent from vers. 11 and M, where tlie lieml ami Ww.

liaii'ls, tlio visilili' purls of tlio body, are deserilMMl as jinlden
;

and it is but natural that tlie feet, tlie only remaining e.\-

pcsed purts, should also bu described tu golden.";

longingly for him? At all events that particular

in Shulaniith's story of her dream, according to

which her lover "had turned away, was gone,"
v. G. determined the form of tlieir question. The
women uniy have thought that they perceived in

this the echo of an actual occurrence, a sudden
desertion of Siiulamith by her formir lover.

Manifestly no one of them thought of Solomon as

the object of her languishing and piintiil desire.

V r. 2. My beloved has gone down
to his garden, to the beds of balm. This
answer of Siiulamith is ceriaiiily evasive, but
scarcely jesting and roguish (Hirz.); it is ra-

ther sadly ironical. She does not seriously

mean to represent Solomon as actually occupied
with working in the garden or with rural plea-

sures (as Del. supposes). She merely intends to

intimate that other matters seem more pressing
and important to him thnn intercourse with her,

his chosen love, and with this view she makes
use of those pastoral and agricultural (horticul-

tural) tropes, with which she is most conversant
and most entirely at home (comp. i. 7, 14; ii.

?>, 16, etc ) It is further probable that "going
down tothe beds of balm " and "gathering lilies"

iTia}' contain an allusion to amorous intercourse

meanwhile indulged with othei's of his wives;
and with this the primarily apologetic drift of

her whole statement, which is purposely figura-

tive and ambiguous, might very well consist.

What Siiulamith here says can in no event
refer to a lover of the rank of a shepherd;
for it would be trifling and in bad taste to

attribute to him in that case besides his

main business of feeding his flock, that of being
engaged with beds of balm and other objects be-

longing to the higher branches of gardening
(comp. Weissb. in loc.) and to explain the "gar-
den" in the sense of iv. 12-15 (that is, of Siiula-

mith herself, as the locked garden, which her
country lover had now come to Jerusalem to

visit) must be regarded as the extreme of exegeti-

cal subtilty, andean neither be brought into har-

mony with the verb '\y "has gone down" (for

which we would then rather expect T\ j7 "has

come up"), nor with the plur. D'vJB "in the gar-

dens" {rs. IIiTZ., BiiTTOir., PiEN'.).

Ver. 8. I am my beloved's, etc.—The par-

tial transposit i(.in of the words as compared with
ii. 16 is not due to chance, but is an intentional

alteration: comp. iv. 2 with vi. 6; ii. J7 with
viii. 14.—The connexion of the exclamation be-

fore us with ver. 2 is given by Hitzig with sub-
stantial correctness: "The \t'ords of ver. 2 are a
rebutr to strangers concerning themselves about
her lover; the averment in ver. 3 that they be-
long to one another, indirectly excludes a third,

and is thus inwardly connected wiili ver. 2."

With which it must nevertheless be kept in view
that this present assertion is not made without,

at the s:iine time, feeling a certain pain at the in-

fidelity of one so purely and tenderly beloved.*

—

* [Tills is certainly a most extraordinary comment wpon
lanpiiUKe wliirli manifestly expresses notliine but the most
entire eonlidcnce in S(domon's unaltated attHcliment to her-
self while' it realliriiis her own nndivi<le(l attachiiient to him.
The iiH-oiislancy of the briileproom. whieh /(icKi.KR's precon-
ceived s<-hi>nie ol>li<res him to assume, is contnidicted in ex-
press terms by this verse, converts ver. '1 into an unmeaning
evasion instead of tite fraulv statement, whether literul or
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The remark ma(l,e by Del. on this verse cannot

be substantiated: "With these words, impelled

by love and followed by the daughters of Jerusa-

lem (?), she continues on her way, hastening to the

arms of her lover" (similarly too VVeissb ). Tiie

text does not contain the slightest intimation of

such a departure of Shulamith to look lor him,

and a consequent change of scene. Comp
above. No. '1.

6. Second Scene, a. Solomon's eeiterated

PRMSE OF THE BEAUTY OF ShULAMITH, VerS. 4-lU.

The simplest view of this scene is tliat all to ver.

10 incl. is an encomium pronounced by the king,

who has meanwhile entered, upon his beloved, but

hitherto somewhat neglected and consequently

saddened wife Shulamith, whilst vers. 11, \'l is

spoken by her, and vii. 1 by her alternately with

the chorus. And the following explanation of

the details will show that this is on all accounts

the most satisfactory. We must reject, therefore,

the views of Evvald, who puts the whole, even the

co'.loquy, vi. II to vii. 1, into the mouth of Solo-

mon, and consequently assumes but one speaker;

of iliTZiG, who makes the ladies of the court re-

tire and the " shepherd " enter and speak, ver. 9
;

of BiirTCHER, who besides iniroduees the queen

mother liKcwise as a speaker in the words " she is

the only one of her mother, the choice of her that

bare her" (ver. 9 a) ; of Umbreit, who takes ver.

10 to be the question of the poet, vers. 11 if. the

language of Siuilamith walking sadly about in the

kingsnutgard.m; of Magnus, who breaks up the

•whole section into no less than five fragments, etc.

Ver. 4. Fair art thou, my dear, as Tirzah,
comely as Jerusalem.

—

"Ij^j^ Tirzah ('-de-

lightful ;" also the name of a woman, Numb.
xxvi. 33, in the passage before us rendered

evS-jida by the Sept.) is certainly the subsequent

residence of the kings in the northern kingdom,
yet not here named as such along with .Jerusalem,

but as a remarkably beautiful and charming town
in northern Palestine. Its mere name cannot

possibly have afforded the reason of its being

mentioned. It is much more likely that its loca-

tion not far from Shunem (according to IIitz., in

the territory of Iss.ichar, the tribe of Baasha?)
may liave h id some influence, since Solomon is

elsewhere particularly loud of comparing his be-

loved with localities in the region of her home
(iv. 1, 8, 11, 15; vii. 5, ij). Comp. moreover In-

troduction, §3, Rem. 1.—The site of ancient Tir-

figurative, whieli it plainly is, and imputes a meaning to ver.

1 whicli tile words certainly do not contain, and wliicli no one
wlio was not pressed by the exigencies of a theory would ever
imagine that he found there. If the unsuccessful search for her
lover, which, ShuUmith reports, v. G, 7, was only a tronljlei

dream, it can create no surprise that in her waking moments
she knows and is able to state in the general whither her
beloved had gone, even if she were not certain in what partic-

ular spot in his extensive gardens he was then to be found.
The allegorical sense commonly put upon those verses will

appear sutficientl,y from the following citations : "Jerusalem
being on an hill, they went down to the gardens ; so Christ
comes down from heaven spiritually into the congregation."
WuSTMiN'STER Annot.vtions. "The garden which had been de-

scribed in iv. t2—V. 1. The 'garden' refers to the Christian
body in its unity, the 'gardens ' denote its manifoldne.ss; in
the New Testament we read, as Theodorkt remarks, alike of
the Church and of the churches. Under the dispensation of
the gospel, no less than under that of the older covenant,
Christ nurtures Ilis people in the purity of holiness. But He
now not only feeds His flock among lilies, but also gathers li-

lies; gjithers with joy and acceptance from His people those
fruits of holiness which tlirough the grace of His Spirit they
are continually bringing forth." Turupp.—Tr..J

zah is no longer accurately known. K. Furrer,
Wanderangen, etc., p. 1241, thinks that he saw it

not far from Sichem (to the north of it and due
west of Samaria), "on a charming green hill,

part of which has a very steep descent;" but he
has probably taken a locality considerably to the

south for the ruins of the old royal city, probably
Tiiulluza (three hours east of Shomron, one hour
north of Mount Ebal), so explained also by
IloBiNSON. Comp. Heugt, Faluxtina, p. 410; L.

VoELTER, Art. "Thirza," in Zelleh's .5/7;^. Wiir-

terbuch, and Winer, in Realwortertntch.—Jeremiah,

also speaks of Jerusalem's comeliness. Lam. ii.

15.

—

Hengstenb. makes the poet rise from Tirzah

to Jerusalem as a still grander city; but this is

contradicted by tlie fact that the predicate HINJ

"comely," as appears from i. 5 compared with i.

8, is interior to 713' "fair."—Terrible as ban-
TT

nered hosts.—D'N from the same stem with
T

rrD^X "terror," is used Ilab. i. 7 to designate the

Chaldeans as a dreadful foe, and here, therefore,

can only designate the person addressed as fear-

ful, terrible, as is especially evident from the

comparison with "armies" or "bannered hosts."

—But why is Shnlimith here said to be "terrible

as bannered hosts" (which is only further un-
folded in what follows, "turn away thine eyes
from me, for they assault me ") ? Not because
she was to be represented in a general way as

triumphant over men, whose hear s she wounds
and captivates by her glances, (Gesen ); much
more likely, because she has exerted upon Solo-

mon in particular, her ardent lover, a fearful

power by those eyes of hers, which pierce the

lieart and vanquish all resistance (lilw., Dopke,
Delitzsch, ami the great boly of interpreters)

;

but most likely of all bi-cause it was from those

marvellously beautiful eyes a gr.ivc repro.ichful

look had fallen upon him, because he had felt

himself, as it were, called to account and ch;istised

by the awe-inspiring innocence and purity of her
look. Ilnz. is substantially correct, only he
makes the "chastising look" proceed from Shu-
lamith still unmarried, who from love to her
young shepherd acts coldly towards the king in

his addresses. This explanation cannot be inval-

idated by the fact that the preilicaie "terrible

as bannered hosts" recurs ver. 10 below, as the

language of the ladies of the court, quoted by So-

lomon ;* for in this quotation Solomon uses great

freedom, as is shown by the extravagant compar-
isons with the sun, moon, and dawn of the

morning (see in loc).

Ver. 5. Turii a'vway thine eyes from me,
for they have taken me by storm.— Uy this

must be substantially meant, as appears from
the context, an influence proceeding Irorn Shula-

mith's serious looks to the heart of her con-

science-smitten husband, by which he was awed
and abashed (comp. the parallels adduced by
HiTZ. from the Syr. and Arab, for the sense of

terrifying), not the exciting of love to a passion-

* [This can scarcely be characterized in any other way than
as carrying a theory through regardless of difficulties which
the plain words of the text may interpose, 'the expression
" terrible as armies with banners " cannot mean one thing

here and a different thing in ver. 10. As Good correctly re-

marks :
" The artillery of the eyes is an idea common to poets

of every nation." Comp. AN.iCEKON, Od. ii., xvi.; MuSiEUS,

Hero ct Le.j.nder.—Tr.J
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ate ardor (Dopke), nor bewitching (Vaihin-

ger), nor manifesting her resistless and vic-

torious power over her lover (Dklitzsch), etc.—
Thy hair is like a flock of goats, etc.

Comp. iv. 1 b. On ver. coiup. iv. '1. On ver.

7 comp. iv. 3 b. The omission in this passage*

of the description of the lips and tongue con-

tained in iv. 8 a, is simply to be explained from

the abridged character of the present delinea-

tion, which is, as it were, but an abstract of tlie

preceding, and since it was enough simply to

remind his beloved of the enconnums passed

upon her on her wedding day, might fitly be re-

stricted to bare hints or a summary recapitula-

tion. The opinion of lIi;N(iSTE.\BERG and Weiss

DACH, that the number four is maintained as

characteristic of the form of this abridged de-

scription, as the number ten in the larger one,

imputes too whimsical a design to the poet. Far

too artificial also Hitzig: The omission of iv.

3 a is to intimate " a brief pause " in the vain

endeavors of the king to gain over the coy

Shulamiih, wliercupon the voluptuous sensualist

and inconstant "butterlly" suddenly breaks off

after ver. 7, bethinking himself tliat there are

Other damsels yet {Iliad ix. o95 f.), and accord-

ingly leaving the scene with the words, " Well, I

have sixty queens and eighty concubines," etc ,

to make love, soon after (vii. 2 ff.) to another(!).

Ver. 8. There are sixty queens and
eighty concubines, etc. That this exclama-

tion is not " uttered aside," and indicative of

the sudden breaking of the thread of the king's

patience, who lias thus far been vainly laboring

with Shulaniith (according to Hitzig's view, just

stated), incoiurovertibly appears, from its close

connection with ver. 9, which nothing but the

extreme of arbitrary criticism can suuder from

it, and put into the mouth of the "shepherd."

Accordingly, even Renax has not ventured to

approve Hitzig's separation of ver. 9 from ver.

8, but has as'igned both verses to tiie shepherd,

who interrupts ilie king by singing tiiem "from
without!" But how could tiie praise of the

"one dove," the "one perfect," etc., contained

in ver. 9, come from any other mouth than that

which uttered tlie encomium upon the beauty of

the king's beloved, beginning ver. 4 1 And
again, how else could the way be prepared for

tlie empliatic declaration: " My dove is one,"

etc., but by this glance at the great number of

the queens, coucubiiics and virgins, who were

all at the rich king's command, but all of whom
he was rea<ly to subordinate to that one! It is

plain that one verse here sustains the otlier, and
they are all to ver. 10 inclusive most intimately

connected together like links in a chain, whicli

cannot be broken. This has been seen by tiie

majority even of the advocates of the sheplierd-

hypotiiesis, wiiiiout tlieir finding anything better

here after all than a "last violent ass.ault" upon

Shnlamith's innocence (Rw.), or a "new and
heigiiteticd piece of Qattery " (Vaih.), or a

"thought adapted to win the heart and ensnare

* At least arcoriling to tho Miusorotic text ; tliough tho

SnPTLAU. insiTt till' words iv. :J a ('Qt anapriov kokkivov

X«iAT) (Tou, icai i) AaAia <rov uipaia) hiTt! too in tli'Mr pioii'T

j)laco (lictwci-ii vpr.s. G and 7). [Hut gratuitous insertions

from parallid passages are too freiiuent in tli:' .S:-.PTi,\(ii\T to

warrant the suspicion of an olui^ision from the currently re-

ceived text].

the refined feelings of Shulamith" (Bottch.),

etc. On the relation of the immbers iiere given,

"sixty queens" and " eight j' concubines" of

Solomon to tlie seven hundred queens aud three
hundred concubines, as stated (1 Kin. xi. 3, see

Introduc, § 3, p. 12). The passage before us
evidently contains a statement referable to an
earlier period in Solomon's life, which must as

surely have been correct for some fixed point of

time (which it is true cannot now be accurately
asceriained), as the much larger numbers of the

book of Kings are to be reckoned historically ac-

curate for iSulonion's latest and most degenerate

years.* For there is just as little necessity

really for discrediting them as "very large

statement^ in round numbers" (Hitzig), as there

is for the attempt to bring out an approximate
adjustment with the lower statements of this

passage, by flie change of 700 to 70, and of 300
to 80 (comp. Thenius on 1 Kin. in loc). The
accounts of ancient writers, as ruTTARCH
(Arlax. c. 27), CuRTirs (III. 3, 24), Atuex^eus
[Deipnos. III. 1), respecting the size of the

harem of the later Persian monarchs {e. g.,

Artaxcrxes Mnemon had 3G0 Tra'/.laKi^tr; Darius
Codomannus was accompanied by 3G0 pellices

on his march against Alexander, etc.) are analo-

gies, which, rightly weighed, make rather in

favor of than against tlio credibility of the book
of Kings in this matter. And although the

harems of modern oriental rulers are otten stated

to be considerably smaller, so that e. g., Sliah

Sefi of Persia, according to Olearhs, had but
three wives and three hundred concubines. Sul-

tan Abdul Medjid, of Constantinople, something
over three hundred and fifty wives, etc., these

accounts of a very recent period prove nothing
respecting the customs and relations of a hoary
antifpiity. The seven hundred and three hun-
dred of the book of Kings, as well as the sixty

and eighty of this passage, may indeed be round
numbers. This is favored to some extent in the

former case by the circumstance that the total

amounts to precisely one thousand, and in the

latter by the popular and proverbial use of the

numbers six, sixty (comp. Cic. Verrin. I. c.

12.5), six hundred (Ex. xiv. 7; Judg. xviii. 11 ;

1 Sam. xxvii. 2, and the well-known use of the

lat. sexcentij. But both these numerical state-

ments must at all events pass for approximately
exact; and neither the hypothesis that 1 Kings,
Ivc. cit. states the entire number of all the wives,

both principal and subordinate, that Solomon
had in succession (so e. g. Keil in loc), nor the

* [Westminsti:ii Annot.\tioxs : "It seems that Solomon
writ this Imok of Canticles before ho had his full number of
wiv(!s; for he had many more after." P.vtrick (followed by
\ViLi.i\MS, Scott and Hk.vry) sui)poscs allusion not to Solo-

niou'.s own wives, but to those of otlier princes, for the reason
that "it is not at all likely that he had so many as are there
niontioned, while his mind was filled with such divine raii-

tures as these." Fry fancies that he finils here an argument
for the i<lyllic hypothesis: "The pa-ssage before us contiiius ti

tacit intimation that though King Solomon's name and King
Solomon's pen were made use of bj' the divine Inspirer of
these Canticles to construct an allegory representative of tho
loves of Christ and His Church, very ditTerent loves from
those of Solomon must be imagined as the archetype, even
when in tlio exterior of the allegory, circumstjinces of royalty
anil circumstances connected with the Isnielitish monarch
are supposed. And it is for the same re.ison that tliougli

King Solomon is the undoulited author of these songs, lie so

fri'quently disrobes himself of his royal character, and speaks
in the person of a shepherd, or leads us to contemplate soma

I
faithful pair in the humliler nuiks of life"j.
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opinion that tlie "virgins witliout number" may
afford the means of adjusting the difference be-

tween them, seems to be admissible. Against

the latter resource even Hitzig reuiarks : "The
above difference cannot be reconciled by means

of the nioS;; virgins; for these plainly consti-

tute a third class, and one outside of the harem"
—that is to say, merely maids of the court, at-

tendants upon the harem, whom the king, if he

had chosen, might likewise have exalted to be

concubines. On Hkngstenberg's allegorical ex-

planation, according to which the "household

of the heavenly Solomon" is here depicted, and

consequently sixty and eighty =: one hundred

and forty, is to be taken as a mystical number,*

see Introduction, p. 31.

Ver. 9. My dove, my perfect is one,

comp. on v. 2. The opinion that 'i^FlI;? "my sis-

ter," which stands with T^'DP' '0^^' " niy dove,

my perfect" in the parallel pasf=age v. 2, can have

influenced the selection of DHX "one" in this

place, is very improbable (vs. Weissb.).—The
only one of her mother, the choice one of

her that bare her. It follows, from the sub-

sequent mention of Shulamith's little sister, viii.

8,' that the predicate "only" here (as in Prov.

iv. 3) is not to be taken literally, but in the

tropical sense of " incomparable." On the com-
bination of "mother" and "she that bare her,"

iii. 4. viii. 5. On the clause generally, Prov. iv.

3.—Daughters saw her and called her
blessed, qusens and concubines and they
praised her. On the sentence comp. Prov.

xsxi. 2S. probably a free imitation of this pas-

sage. The "daughters" evidently correspond

to the mO'^i^ "virgins," ver. 8, as also, the

"queens and concubines" of that verse recur

here, that they may expressly subordinate them-

selves to Shulamith, who is preferred above
them. On account of this exact correspondence

between this clause and ver. 8, it is incompre-
hensible how HiTZ. can regard ver. 9 as spoken

by the shepherd. Whence could he know that

Solomon's queens and concubines had such an
opinion of Shulamith? And how unnatural
and far-fetched would such a remark about the

uniqueness and all-surpassing loveliness of his

beloved appe.ir as the first exclamation of the

shepherd immeiliately upon his coming to her

!

lu the course of his familiar conversation with

her he might appropriately say something of the

sort, but not as the first word of his salutation.

* [Thrupp gives a diffuront view from tlie allegorical stand-
point :

" As regards the sixty and the eighty, we have
of course in each case a definite number for an indefiiiite.

TliB choice of the particular numbers seems to have been
mainly dict.ited by a studied avoidance of the number seventy,

to wliich a certain sacvedness and completeness would have
attach 'd. It is no harmonious covenant-relationship, in

wlii'-li the queens and concubines stand to Christ: all is with
them imperfect and wide of the mark. A directly opposite
view is erroneously taken by H.hngsten3F,rg." Word.sworth
exhibits the Archdeacon of Westminster in his crtmrn^'nt

:

"The concubines are more numerous than the queens. May
not this pevli.ips signify that the number of the members of
B(!Ctarian congregations would be greater than that of the
Church '! " He had before remarked upon the fourscore con-
cubines :

" A state of things is here represented when schisms
prevail in Christendom. The concubines represent Christian
consreg.itions which have some spiritual gifts and graces, hut
are unt perrfctly join.Ml to Christ in the unity of the one faith

and apostolic fellowship "J.

Ver. 10. Who is this that looks forth
like the dawn? If iliese words, like the ex-

clamations iii. ami viii. 5, wliich likewise be-

gin with r\k<I~''rp " who is this," had really beea

the opening of a new scene (as Rosenm., Dopke,
Heiligst., Del., Vaiu., Weissb., etc., maintain,

eitlier supposing Solomon, or his courtiers and
attendants, or the ladies of the court to be the

speakers) they would have been preceded by a con-

chiding formula like iii. 5 and viii. 4. Instead of

this ver. 9 rather required to be further explained

and supplemented in regard to Shulamith's being

praised and pronounced blessed by Solomon's

wives; a statement was still needed of what the

Tda 'blessing' and Sbn 'praising' of those

women amounted to. And the thing of all others

best adapted to this purpose, was a mention of

that admiring praise, which according to iii. 6 ff.

the ladies of the court bestowed upon Shulamith

on her entry into Zion upon her wedding day.

To this panegyric, of which he must have had
mediate or immediate cognizance, Solomon here

refers, though only in the way of inexact sug-

gestion not of faithful reproduction (substan-

tially correctEw., B. Hirzel, Bottch., Hitz.).—
nSpiyin lit. "looking down, gazing down"

from a high position: comp. ^p'd in Judg. v.

28; Ps. xiv. 2; liii. 3; cii. 20; Lam. iii. 50.

Reference is thus made to the prominent or ex-

alted place occupied by Shulamith in the world

of women. She outshines all others like the

early dawn, which looks from heaven over the

mountains down to the earth. Yes, like the sun

and moon ! Dawn, moon and sun are here, there-

fore, personified as it were, like the sun in i. 6

above. Fair as the moon, pure as the sun.

r\^2 here equivalent to spotless, bright-shining,

comp. Ps. xix. 9; and on the silvery moon as aa

image of superior purity and beauty Job xxv. 5;

xxxi. 2B. Arabic poets also sometimes compare

female beauty with the brightness of the moon
e. ff.

Ilamasi (ed. Schultens, p. 483.) "Then
Lamisa appeared like the moon of heaven when
it shines;" MoTANEBBt (Translation by Von
Hammer, p. 29, 42, etc. ) and others, comp.

DorKE and Magn. m loc.)* The poetic expres-

sions DJ^b " white " and ricin "hot" for moon
tt: t -

_

and sun, which are again combined in Isa. xxiv.

23, are particularly suited for the comparison,

because- they are both feminine and alike indica-

tive of white and blazing radiance.—Terrible

as bannered hosts. This concluding simile

points to the identity of the person Intended with

the one described in ver. 4, and at the same time

testifies to the identity of the speaker and against

the sundering of this verse from the preceding.f

7. CoNTiNU.\TioN. b. Shulamith and the

LADIES OF THE COURT, VI. 11 VII. 1.

* Here too belong the verses fromTnrOTiT'i^, Td. xviii. '2G ff.

'•
'Aios avTiXf^oiaa KaXhv 6te.-,'i-m'e TTpna^-ov,

XIoTi'ta I" I a.T(, \evKov eap x«"';'"'0'; avei'TO<;,

'nSe Koi a xP^cfi 'EAei'a die(l>aiv.sT' ei' atxiv."

f [DowAT note :
" Here is a beautiful metaphor describing

the church from the beginning. 'As the morning rising,'

sisinifying the church before the written law; 'fair as the

moon,' slii)wing her under the written law of Moses ;
' bright

as the sun,' under the light of the gospel ; and ' terrible as an

army,' the power of Christ's church against its enemies."]
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Some recent commentators take this purticii-
larly difiicult little section to be a nunution by
Sliulamiili of something wliicli she hud previously
experienced, in which she also repeats the Im-
guage of others to her, together wiih her answer
(iliTZ., Mkier, elc); Naeuelsb. (in Ueutek s ii!c-

jicrt. 18-32, No. 10) on the contrary regards it as a
reverie of Sliulamith, in which she foreshadows
to herself licr reception by her country friends
on her expected return to them; Ew. (and IIaiin)

a continuation of tiie discourse of Solomon, in

which a colloquy between Sliulamith and the
ladies of the royal court is repeated; the majori-
ty of botii the older and the later expositors,
however, make of it an independent dialogue be-
tween Sliulamith and the "danghtors of Jerusa-
lem," in which the verses vi. Jl, 12 togetlior
with the wonls " what do you see in Shulamith"
in vii. 1 are assigned to the former, and the re-
main ler of vli. 1, to the latter. This last under-
standing of it is the only one which avoids the
manifold difficulties and forced explanations wiih
which each of those previously mentioned is

chargeable.

Ver. 1 1. To the iiut-garden I went down.
According to tlie various interpretations put
upon the entire seotiuu, these words are thought
to contain either 1) Shulattiith's answer to what
is supposed to be the wondering question of the
ladies of the court in ver. JO (soDiiL. and Weissb :

she states to her noble auditors in these words
not so much who she is, as why she had come
down to tlie king's garden) ; or 2) the beginning
of an account of what happened to her on the oc-
casion of her being first brought to the king's
court (Kw., Umihi., IJitz., Vaiii., Bottch., Wks.
elc.—uW agreeing in this that Shulaiiiitii hero be-
gins to tell the story of her former "abduction "

to tlie king's harem); or o) the beginning of a
dreamy description of what Shulamith would do
after her return home (Naegi;lsb. loc. cif.) or 4)
the beginning of a statement of the way in which
the daughter of Zion attained tiic high dignity
which the words of the heavenly Solomon had
ascribed to her, especially in vers. 9 and 1(1,

(I1en(,stk.nb.) ; or o) the beginning of a recital
by S.ilomon, in wiiich he prophetically depicts
the process of the conversion of the gentiles to
the God of Israel (Hah.n) elc. We hold that of
these views the second comes nearest to the true
sense of the poet, but prefer to find in the words
instead of a statement of what Shulamith was
doing at the precise moment of her "abduction,"
a description of what she was in the habit of
doing before she came to the royal court. We
accordingly take 'rit^' neither as pluperf. ('-I

had gone (lown"), nor as a proper perfect, nor
as an aorist, but as a statement of an action fre-
quently repeated in the past, a cui-tomary action,
in which sense though it elsewhere belongs
rather to the future, the perfect is sometimes
used in the 0. T (e.

ff. 2 Sam. i. 22,) comp. Ew.
Lehrf). ^ l:?fi, c.—If, therefore, Shulamith com-
mences in tliis way to describe her rural occupa-
tions prior to her exaltation as queen, she there-
by gives her liusban<l plainly enough to under-
stand that he has in no wise satisfied her b^- his
enthusiastic laudations and ailmiring declarations
of love, but that she now longeil nioi-e than ever
to get away from his voluptuous court and from

the vicinity of his sixty queens and ciglitj- concu-
bines to the green little nut garden, tlie fresh
valleys and the lovely vineyards in the region of

her home.—HJX flJJ denotes according to all

the versions as well as to ancient Talmudic tra-
dition a "nut garden," a meaning for which
there is the less need to substitute " kitchen-
herb or vegetable garden" (with Hixz.) since

TijX is doubtless the same word with the Pers.

ghiiz .and Josephus Ball. Jud. III. 10, 8, ex-
pressly testifies to the occurrence of nut-trees in
the region of the lake of Tiberias, not far conse-
quently from Shulamith's home. The nut garden
here mentioned is to be sought in this lur native
region and not in the neighborhood of .Jerusalem
or within the range of the king's gardens. It

can scarcely be different from the vineyards and
orchards described vii. lo ff. in the immediato
vicinity of the hcjiiso of Shulaniilhs motlur.

—

To look at the shrubs of the valley, c/c.

The garden itself probably lay likew;.«e in this

valley-bottom, or at all events considerably lower
than Shuiamith's residence (hence Tl'' 'vveat
down"). "Shrubs" or "green" of the valley

( 'C^^! 'rl^ )
probably denotes whatever verdure

sprouted tip in the place where the water of the
Wady had run off, less likely the green of proper
water-plants (.loli viii. 12). On the combination
of verdure or shrubs, vines and pomegranates
comp. ii. 12, f. the like juxtaposition of flowers,

fig trees and vines. 5 HN"! " tolook at anything"

denotes, as it invariably does, the pleased,
gratified contemplation of an object (comp. I's.

xxvii. 4, Ixiii. 3; Mic. iv. 11, etc.) not the busy
looking for something, for which latter sense
not even Gen. xxxiv. 1 can be adduced (vs.

HlTZ ).

Ver. 12. I knew it not. my desire brought
me, r/c. The thing intended is scarcely her "de-
sire to walk out in the open air" (Ew), or her
"curiosity " (Vaiii.), or her" wish to seethe vine
Sfirout " (Ilt'i'ZtG), but much more probably her
de.-ire to belong to her royal lover, her longing
to he wholly and for ever her beloved's. M hen
and how this desire was first awakened in her,

she does not here state; she had given utterance
to this in another place, see ii. 8-17. In the
passage before us she simply assumes the ex-
istence of her desire and longing for her lover,

and only tells how little she knew or imagined in

tiie midst of those rural occupatiotis of hers (ver.

11) that she was exalted by it "to the chariots

of her people, tiie noble," in other words, liow

little she suspected beforehand that her lover
was the king, the ruler of all Israel.—To the

chariots of ray people, the noble. n::i'";"D

strictly denotes merely "wagons," but here, l:ko

the combination "horses and chariots" in oiher

pa.ssages (Dent. xx. 1 ; Isa. xxxi. 1 ; Ps xx. 8)
seems to express the idea of the full display of
the power and pomp of the kingdom, but without
suggesting anything of a military natui-e. so that

as ill 1 Sam. viii. 11 ; 2 Sam. xv. 1 we arc to

think chiefly of state carriages in the festive pro-

cessions of the king and his court. Being trans-

ferreil or promoted to these chariots of state

would accordingly be tantamount to clevaiiou to
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roy;il dignity and glory, of which the analogy of

Joseph in Egypt is an instructive instance, Gen.

xli. 43 ff. So far as the language is concerned,

there is no special objection to this interpretation.

The connection of the accusative m33'}0 with

the verb 0-lt:? without a preposition rnost probablj'

expresses tiie idea of ••removing or bringing iu ihe

direction (comp. Isa, xl. 2'i; Dan. xi. 2; or into thj

vicinity of something," (eoinp. Judg.xi. -'.ij; this

is the case not mendy wit li verbs denoting motion,

but vvith all possible verbal ideas (see numerous
examples in Ew., ^ 281, d). D^tf is often clsewiiere

synonymous with X'^H "to bring or conduct to

any place " (comp. Gen. ii. 8) and so nOII'ID Q-;l/

may very readily me.an: " to bring to the cha -iots,

to transfer, exalt into the sphere or region of the

chariots "—a meaning which is at all events more
obvious than the rendering "to set me on the

chariots" (Syr., Dkl., elc.) ; or than the expla-

nation of Vklth., Gesen., Ew., Bottch., Hitz.,

Ken., etc.: " m ide um happen ainony tue chariots
"

[viz., of the royal retinue); or tlian tlie strange

rendering of the Vulg , which probably presup-

poses tlie reading "'jri^l^ instead of "'^'7?-' "' con-

twhavit me propter quadrijas," e'c. ; or finally than

construing PI^^'lIO as a second object, either in

tlie sense of "making me or converting nic into

cliariots," i. e., " a princess " (Umbr.) or "a de-

fence" ( Hengstenb.) ; or "making like chariots,

i. e., as swift as chariots " (Rossnm., Mag.v.,

Dopke). Since no one of these constructions ap-

pears to be better established in point of lan-

guage than ours, while this latter undoubtedly
yields a less forced and more attractive thought,

we might with all confidence declare it to bo tiie

only one that was admissible, if it were not that

the dithcult limiting genitive J"13 'fS^ "of my
people, the noble," involves the real meaning of

ni33")0 and consequently of the entire passage

in an obscurity that can scarcely be cleared up.

The translation " chariots of my people, the no-

ble," or " chariots of my noble people," is on
the wliole the most satisfactory (the absence of

the article before the adjective is of no conse-

quence, comp. Gen. xliii. 14; Ps. cxliii. 10

[Green's Il^b. Gram., I 249, 1, b]). Tbe re-

sulting sen«e cannot th-n be materially different

from that of DJ/ '^HJ " nobles of the people "

Ps. cxiii.Sor D;^n "I Num. xxi. 18 (comp. U"ii]l "I

Ps. xlvii. 10) and will accordingly refer to the

noble countrymen of Shulamith, to the pioceres

seu oplimates gentis sux ; for the explanation "war-
chariots of the people of the prince" (Weissb.)
certainly hns as much against it as the opinion
that y')'^

''^jI is one noun, either equivalent to

"prince of the realm" (Vaih.) or := the well-

known proper name Amniinadnb (Ex. vi. 23

;

Num. i. 7: Ruth iv. 19; 1 Chron. ii. 10; vi. 7,

etc.). This last expedient, manifestly the most
confusing of all, was already tried by the Sept.,

Stmmach , Vulg., Luther (who has Amminadib
instead of Amminadab), and after them by most
of the older interpreters, especially the alle-

gorizers, with wliom it was, so to speak, a fixed

dogma that Amminadab means the devil ! But
even if we shun such devious ways, the sense of

the expression " transferred to the chariots of my
37

noble people " remains obscure and ambiguous
enough, and we can either assume that the " no-
ble people " or " noble folk " " EddvoW (Ew.)
was intended to denote the noble extraction of

Israel, or the courtiers of Solomon, or the whole
people as represented in the person of its prince
(so substantially Del., comp. Vaih.). In all

which; however, it still remains a question why
the poet did not make Shulamith speak in so

many terms of her elevation to the chariot or to

the turone of her prince.—To complete as far as

possible our enumeration of all that interpreters

have made out of tlie crux before us, Weiss-
bach's view of this verse may here be stated in

conclusion. According to it "the words of ver.

12 in the mouth of the person, wlio had proposed
the question ver. 10 [viz., a courtier, who had
gazed with astonishment upon Shulamith in the

garden) mean : I asked the question because 1

did not know that this brilliant and majestic

spectacle was you ; I had rather supposed that I

saw the prince's army chariots before me!"

—

IIahn, too, thinks that the speaker of tlicse words
is not Shulamith but Solomon, who thus relate.^

hoiv, when filled with longing desire for a re-

union with Japhetic gentihsm, his soul suddenly
and insensibly set him " on the chariots of his

people as a prince."*

Chap. 7, Ver. 1. Come back, come back,
Shulamith, etc. As according to our under-
standing of vers. 11 and 12 Shulamith expresses

in them her longing for the simpler circum-
stances of her native region and speaks of her
elevation to the king's throne as a distinction,

wliich came to her without her knowledge, and
contrary to her expectatiou, nothing is more
natural than to conceive that she spoke this

in a saddened and painfully excited mood, and

* [TIio simijlcst and most natural explanation of those words
find.s in tlicm, as it is expressed by WoiIDSWurth: '• tiie clieerful

alacrity and fervent affection of the bride flying on the wings
of love " to the bridegroom. Moody Stu.\rt :

" In a moment
her soul is carried away directly, irresistibly, rapidly toward,
her liridegroom and her king.'; WrrniNGTO.'* tlius para-

jihrases :
•' I went into the garden ; I walked among its sliades

;

1 surveyed its beauties ; I remembered the owner, and my soul

melted with rapture and love." Patrick makes a someviliut

different application :
" The meaning of this verse seems to be

that the spouse hearing such high commendations of lierself,

botii from the bridegroom and from the persons mentioned,

ver. 10, with great humility saith, that she was not conscious

to herself of such perfections (I did not know it, or I did

not think so), but is excited thereby to make the greatest:

sjieed to endeavor to preserve this character he had given her."

Percy and Goon understand it of the bride's hesitation and ir-

resolution after she had promised to meet her beloved in the

garden. The latter states its meaning thus : '^I was not aware
of the timidity of my mind, which hurried me away from my
engagement, when in the very act of adhering to it, with the

rapidity of the chariot of Amminadib." Thrupp on the basis of

2 Kings ii. V2, ; xiii. 14 :
'• Tlie church had unconsciortsly and

unexpectedly become the source and channel of victorious

might to all the willing people of (Jod. 'My soul.' she says,
' had made me.' It is the unshrinking and devoted zeal with

which the church prosecutes the task set before her that

makes her the rallying point for all who would join in the

service ofher Lord." Others attribute this language to the

bridegroom. Thus T.iYLjR and WilxuMS :
•' The affections of

the prince carried him to meet his love with the rapidity of

a chariot." BgRROWES, as Scott and Henry, finds in vers. 11-

1.3 a statement of the feelings of the bridegroom during his

temporarv withdrawal. "When he left his spouse, v. 6, it was
"only to withdraw to his favorite place of resort in the gar-

den;" where "almost unconsciously, ere he was aware, his

soul was filled with the desire of meeting her again, a desire

so strong that it would have carried him to her arms with

the swiftness of the chariot of Amminadib." It is character-

istic of Gill's exposition tliat in commenting on ver. 11 hs

proposes the question. Why are believers like nuts ? and aa-

swei's it under ten heads.]
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to conjecture that licr strong and painful feeling
[

heiself iT32'''^? (lit-> " i° the Shulaniitess," i. e.

of home-sickness would be accompanied hy a
j

„ot "in this Shulaniitess" but "in one who is

corresponding gesture. This gesture we must I ^ Shulaniitess;" comp. 1 Kin. xx. 86; Isa. vii.

unquestionably suppose fruni tiie earnest and
,
14 . jo^-l iv. 8, r^c). Its meaning is certainly no

repeated call addressed to her by the ladies of
;
^dier tiian " why do you look at me, a plain

the court "come back, turn baclc " (Oljy '^'.Ji/
j country girl (Hitzig)'/ what you see in the

comp. Judg. V. 12) was that of intending to go

away, to escape from the vicinity of the vicious

court of the king, which had become offensive

to her. She does not purpose to witlidraw from

the "king's garden" (Dopke, Delitzsch, etc.),

in which besides she could scarcely have been

at the time, but from the vicinity of the king

altogether, who had greatly grieved her, and

that of the ladies of his court, whose society she

feels that she must henceforth avoid. Hence it

is that the latter (for it is to them that Shula-

mith's answer " what do you see in Shulamith ?"

is directed) call to her, entreating her to turn

again and permit them still to look upon her

charming person. For this is the only sense in

which 'n3 nfnji " that we may look upon thee"

(3 HTn not materially different from 3 HXT

vi. 11) can be taken, t;/z..- that of beholding with

delight, feasting the eyes upon her to whom they

had long before accorded the praise of b -auty

(comp. their frequent form of address, "fairest

among women,"!. 8; v. 0; vi. 1). Thao it is

the ladies of the court, who address to her tliis

summons to return and remain, and not Solo-

mon (whom many of the older commentators

reo-ard as the speaker in these word.s, see

Starkk), is either to be explained by Solomon's

uniting in the call of the women (comp. Doi'KE,

EwAi.u, etc.), or better still by the assumption

that he who was more affected than all others by

her attempt to go away, does more than barely call

her back, he seeks by loving force to detain her;

and hence, speechless with passionate emotion,

he first embraces and liolds lier, that he may
afterwards fetter her by tlio fuudest adulation*

(ver. 2 ff.).—What do you see in Shula-

mith? This question asked by the party ad-

dressed is doubt leijs to be understood as modestly

declining the praise indirectly bestowed upon

her beauty in thus calling her. Shulamith

wishes to be no longer looked at and admired by

such people as Solomon's concubines and the

ladies of liis court ; this has become oppressive

to her. The humility of her entire question

certainly characterizes also her designation of

* [Tho ul>riiptnp^s witti which this vorsa is intro'Iuci^l .yi'l

the amhisuity of some of its expn'ssiims raiilc" its luo.uiiiig

extremely (li)iil)tfiil iiml liavo h-A to a variety of uncsrtaiti

co-.ijectiifes, biitdo not .iustify the acceptance of the incredi-

ble sense here put upon it. AcconlifiK to tlie view which is

entertnijieil ol' tho context it lias hi-on siipiio.-icd to be a<l-

dres.scd to the hrijc, who was rising to leave the speakers

(Taylor), ijr haJ bee,h borne away from them by her inwanl

rapture fiKiiratively ijescril>e(l in the prece.lins verso Oloonv

Stuvut), or who ha<l inrteil from them in comi)any with her

sband (Patrick), or who wa< tiinidly shrinkniii: from meet

.., 'him (Williams, Oooii, the latter of whom renders thus

"Virgins.—'Kotnrn, return, liride of Solomim ! Return,

return, that we may yet respect th-e.' Royal liride.—' What

do vou expect from the bride of Solomon V Virgins.—' For-

titiidc liUo tho conflict of two armies ' "). Or it is thought to

be a call upon the bri<lo to return from her alienation to her

husband (Ainswoutii, Ri-KROWKS, ius well as Wordsworth, I ^,„,,le of AqI'ILA (eipiji-evouaa) and attribute t

who thinks that tb" iteration of the appeal denotes a sum-

mons " to both .lew and IJentile to return to (iod and to one

»nother in t^hrist and His Church"), or to return in peace from

victorious conIl)':t iTiiRUi'i', who compares Josh. x.-i\ ; Judg.

viii. ; xi. ai ; 1 Kiu. xxii. as;.—Xr.J

simple daughter of a Galilean village ?" r\'?3 7lt2?n

is, as the article shows both here and where it

was used in the vocrutive, certainly not the pro-

per name of a person (so most of the ancient
versions and interpreters) ; no more is it an adjec-
tive meaning "favored, treated with kindness"
(Weissb.). but a gentile noun, synonymous with
jT?^:?^^?! 1 Kin. i. 3; 2 Kin. iv. 12, 25, of which

it is only a dialectic variation; it is accordingly
a designation of the • person in question from

U^y2} or U}W, the place of her abode.* This

place, the 'ZwArja of EusEUins and Jerome in

liis Oiiomnxt. .and the modern Solam appears to

have received its name, which originally may

have been ^ DvD "ladder," on account of its

location on a steep mountain declivity (comp.
lloBixsoN, Pal. II. 2o4), just as many other

mountains, e. ff.
tliatmentioned 1 Mac. xi. 59 bear

the name KA/uaf (comp. IIitzig in lac. and " Ur-
t/cschichte dcr I'/iitister," p. 1_'G). According to

Josh. xix. 18 this Shunem was situated in the

tribe of Issachar, according to 1 Sara, xxviii. 4;

xxix.1,11; xxxi. 1 not far from !Moiuit Gilboa and
the plain of Jezreel, according to 2 Kin. iv. 22-25

not very remote from Mount Caimel (comp. on
ver. 6 of this chapter, and above on ii. 8: iii. ;

iv. 1, 8; also the Introduction, p. fi). As the
dance of Mahanaim. Some interpreters after

the ex.-imple of the Vi'LO. {"<juid i-i'ie/'is in Sula-

initc, nmichoros castroriua?") connect the difficult

words D'jri'Sn nihoil with tlic question " why

will ye look upon Shulamith, as one looks upon
tho dance of Mahanaim?"' (Hailv, AVf.issb.,

Kenan, f^c.,) or " as at the dance of M." (Hitzig).

But it seems more natural and Ij.'tter suited to

the context with the majority of both the older

and more recent commentators, to regard these

words as the answer to the question of Shula-

mith, given of course by tliose who had asked her

to return, and who take this mode of stating why
they were in fact so much concerned to see Shu-

lamith yet longer. They see in her "something
that resembles the dance of Mahanaim," some-

ihing as nngnificent and transjiorting as the

dance of the angel-host, east of the Jordan on

* [The article as well as the form of the noun certainly

favor its derivation from tho place of li'r birth or rofi-

dem-e. The chief olijections to it are, fii-st that Shunem is

never called Shulem in the Bible but always Shunem anl
Its inhabitants SUuuam-.nites ; and secondly, the bride is r;'li -d

a prince's daughter, vil. 2. The deriv.ation from Sidom-'U^to

^ ^, .
I

which Ci.M'.KK compares Charlotte from Charles, Henrietta

iiiisband (Patrick), or who wa< timidly shrinking from moot-
1 frj„u Hmrv, etc.), is favored by most Knplisli comme\i;utors,

and still divid.'S the suffrages of the learned, though it <loe3

not satisfactorily account for the form of the name nor ex-

plain the presence of the article. Its derivation from Salem

in the sense of Jerusalem, a-s though it were e.iuivalent to

Jerusalemite, as CiiLL and others suggest al't'-r KiMCHl and

AiiKN KziiA is utterly inadmissible. Others follow the ex-

it an appel-

lative sense as derived from the root Dity; so Patrick:
" perfect," and Tniui'P: "Tlu- iieacc-laden, lit., the bepeaced.

The name is derived from the same root as Solomon and

Btaudt) in partial correspondence with it."

—

Tb.J
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Jf^cob's return home to the promised land. See
Gen. xxxii. 1-3, to which passage there is an un-
mistakable allusion here as Dopke, Delitzsch,
Hengstenb., Meier, etc., correctly assume. This

occurrence in the early patriarchal history as

celebrated as Jacob's wrestling at Peniel (Gen.

xxxii. 28, comp. Hos. xii. 4fF. ), this miraculous
experience of the patriarch Jacob, to which the

town of Mahanaim between Jabbok and the Jor-

dan, the royal residence of the anti-Davidic

northern kingdom under Ishbosheth (2 Sam. ii. 8

fF.) owed its name, forms here the point of com-
parison and is evidently intended to represent the

sight of Shiilamith as of angelic beauty and
heavenly sublimity, just as she had before been
compared with the morning dawn, the sun and
moon (vi. 10), and in agreement with the fact that

in other passages dances in praise of God are

attributed both to the ."tars and to the angels of

God (comp. Job xxxviii. 7 ; Judg. v. 20 ; Ps. ciii.

21; cxlviii. 2; 1 Kings xxii. 19 ; Luke ii. 13, eic).

The "dance of Mahanaim" is accordingly the

well-known dance of the angels on the site where
Mahanaim subsequently stood. It is not neces-

sary to take D'J^'Sn in its appellative sense

"dance of the angel choirs" (Dopke) or "the
angelic hosts " (Gksen.) or " the angel-camps "

(Del.) or " the double army " (Umbr,., AVeissb.
;

comp. the Targ. in loc). We must, however, de-

cidedly reject every interpretation of these words,
which sees in them an " invitation to dance,"
•whether it is Solomon (so Bottcher), or the ladies

of thecourt(Ew., Delitzsch, etc.), or Solomon and
his companions (Dopke), who are supposed to

make request of Shulamith to execute the famous
dance of Mahanaim in their presence. Such a
dance, whether it be regarded as a solemn festive

dance, in which several took part (Ewald, Bott-
cher, etc.), or as a contra-dance of tworanks,
one consisting of young men, and the other of

young women (Hitzig), or as a solo dance by a
" dansense of the Harem " (Ren.), or as a " coun-
try festival dance in the simple attire of a shep-

herdess or a vine-dresser " (Del.) is as devoid of

evidence for its iiistorical existence, as it is impos-
sible to demonstrate from the present context that

it was in this instance actually performed. And if

actually exhibited on the stage, and described in

the terms that follow (ver. 2 If.), it certainly

would not have afforded that " most chaste spec-

tacle," that " indication of Shulamith's humility
and childlike disposition " which Delitzsch pro-

fesses to see in it; comp. above No. 2, p. 94.

8. Conclusion, c. Solomon's final lauda-
tion OP the beauty of his beloved, vii. 2-6.

Delitzsch alone has put this description into the

mouth of the daughters of Jerusalem instead of
that of Solomon [so Taylor, Good, Williams,
Fry, Patrick, Ainsworth and others on the
ground chiefly that the king is spoken of in the
third person, ver. -5], against which, however,
may be urged not only the sameness of the tone,

which prevails in this as in the following brief
section (vers. 7-10), but also the circumstance
that the caressing speeches here go further in one
point at any rate, and to say the least, are more
undisguised than could have been expected from
the mouth of women (see ver. 3). This description

of the beauty of Shulamith also has the greatest

similarity to those which Solomon had previously

given (Iv. 1 fF. ; vi. 4 ff. ), only it enumerates her
various charms in the reverse order, by as-
cending from the feet to the head, and thus pro-
ceeds in conformity with the customary Hebrew
phrase "from the foot to the head" (2 Sam.
xiv. 25 ; Isa. i. 6). That this inverted order of
the description was not occasioned by the person
described executing a dance, but simply arose
from the poet's desire for variety, is correctly
recognized even by Hitzig; comp. also Ewald
in loc. (vs. Delitzsch, Vaih., Renan and others).

One point of contact with a preceding passage of
like character in the poem is found in the tea
beautiful parts of the body, which are here ad-
duced as in Shulamith's description of the charms
of ber lover (v. 10-16).—How beautiful are
thy steps in the shoes, O prince's daugh-
ter ! That the beginning is made with the steps

('iD;;£) comp. Ps. Iviii. 11 ; 2 Kings xix. 24), i. e.,

with the feet as stepping, as in motion, proves
nothing in favor of the dancing hypothesis al-

ready rejected. For "to step" is not = " to

dance," and Shulamith must have taken some
steps at the beginning of tills description, inas-

much as Solomon must have led her back to his

or to her former position, or have conducted her
to some seat after her purpose to go away. la
doing so he points out to her her graceful and
charming " steps in her shoes," or in other words
how very becoming the shoes, which she wears
as a "prince's daughter," are to her as she
walks! The shoes are manifestly mentioned as

something which she did not wear originally and
in common (comp. v. 3), as a constituent, there-

fore, of her new and elegant court dress, which
had doubtless been prepared in a most luxurious

manner, both in material and stylo, and probably
were ornamented with bows of purple, yellow or

variegated ribbons, like the showy sandals of no-

ble Hebrew women in later times (comp. Ezek.

xvi. 10; Judith X. 9; Winer .^.- If. -5., Art.

" Schuhe"). She is at the same time designated

a "prince's daughter" or "noble daughter"
in order to indicate her present high rank (not

her noble descent, which according to i. 6; ii. 8

ff., vi. 11 is improbable). Pil is here used in a

wide sense for female in g'^neral. to mark the

fem. gender, as ii. 2 ; vi. 9 ; Gen. xxx. 13 ; Judg.
xii. 9, etc.; and the term 3"1J "noble" may
have been suggested by the ^'IJ ""?.r which she

had used just before. That this form of address

is substantially syuonymous with "my sister

bride " has already been observed on iv. 9 above.

Thy rounded thighs are like jewels. Lit.,

"the roundings of thy thighs," i. e., the rounded
parts which constitute thy thighs {']',0^y. geuit. of

the material [Green's Ileb. Gram., 2 254, 4] as

Ps. xl. 16: Ixviii. 31, etc.—The word Wii^T} is

very variously explained "necklace" or "jewels'*

(Sept., Vulg., Syr., Rosenm., Magn., Vaih.,

Bottcher), " clasps" (Ew.), "pearls" (Hitzig),

"ornaments" (Hengstenb.), or "ornamental

chains." As is shown by the singular "'^H-
'^I'l^;

which occurs Prov. xxv. 12; Hos. ii. 15, some

elegantly made ornament must be intended, and
according to the passage before us it must be

composed of round, smoothly turned globules or

pearls, as it is used to jict forth the perfectly
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rounded shape of the tliiglis.—The work of an

artist's hands. The sing. HiV?, wiiich the

Sept. ami Syr. correctly retain, is here employed

because the numerous globules or pearls strung

together, form but one whole, one necklace. Tl»e

form pS, of the same signification with jOX

P—^. viil 30, and with the Chald. and Syr. ^"X

(<see HiTziG inloc, and Ewalp, Lehrhuch, I yyl

b) serves to denote the artificer or artist (-eji^iVw,

arlifcx) in coutr.ast with the VJ-yr\ {tektuv, faber)

workman who only performs the coarser kind of

work. That a skilful turner is here particularly

intended appears from 'x'^n. The rotundity of

the thiglis is one of the noted beauties of the fe-

male figure, not merely according to Oriental, but

also according to Grecian taste, as is shown by

the well-known attribute of Aphrodite /crt^oTTj^/oc.

Ver. 3. Thy navel is a round bowl, "^"^p

according to the unanimous testimony of the old

translators = "^^ Ezek. xvi. 4, and i= Arab.

surr, i.e., "navel" (comp. on Prov. iii. 8).

But, as we learn from the comparison with a

round bowl or mixing vessel (on jJX see just be-

low), as well as from the following wish that this

vessel may not lack mingled wine, the navel itself

as such cannot be intended, but rather the whole

belly (abdomen) with the navel as its centre.

Correctly therefore IIahn, Vaih., Weissbach, etc.,

''dcin Schoo!<s," [th/ lap) by which expression the

reference demanded by what follows is sufficient-

ly intimated, whilst the translation ''pudenda"

(Magnus, DiiPKE, Hitzig) cannot be justified on

linguistic grounds; for both Ty^' Job xl. 16,

and the Arab, sirr {cuchlov, arcanum) are only

related, not identical ideas.—JJX plur. niJj>< (Isa.

xsii 24 ; Ex. xxiv. 6) does not denote a cup, but

rather a bowl, a large round drinking vessel,

here doubtless a bowl for mixing (/cpar/;/), Sept.,

VuLG.) as the following Ji"p "mixed wine"

shows. For that they prepared this drink (a mix-

ture of wine with warm or cold water

—

Beraclinth

7, 5; 8, 2: Pesach 7, 13; Maasser 4, 4) exclu-

sively in smaller vessels as cups, goblets, f/c.,can

scarcely be proved by the formula D13n~nf< JiO

(vs. HiTziG) —Let not mixed wine be lack-

ing. This wish, which is not to be cons'erted with

the older interpreters into an objective state-

ment, as " nunquam indhjens pocn/is" VuLO. ) or

•' to which drink is never wanting." (Luther),

contains without doubt an allusion of like na-

ture, but not so ilelicate a*! that contained in

V. 12 ff.* (comp. Prov. v. 15 fif. ). Some modern

* 'Thore is no rctwon for suspecting an indolicacy in

ttiis perfi'ctly liarmloss expression. Neither tlie wonis era-

ploy^'il. tlie iiin.li> of tlieir i-mployment, nor the connection

in which tliey stand warrant .sncli an iminitation. Notes
corrwtly savs tlie "spi<'e<l wine" is "mentioned merely

to set off thi' beauty and richness of the cup.'" Moohy
Srr\RT: "Tli! dress Of the lirid" is described tlirouchout.

cxeejit whi've cluthiiiK is not worn, as on the neck and
the face. The proof of this is ample and irresistible in the

very first line of thepictun—the feet 'beautiful with shoes.'

The person niiKlit have lieen clothed, while the feet were un-

shod ; but it was impossible that the feet should lie beauti-

fied with the finest sandals, without the whole person lieing

arnmged as a briile adorned for her husband. Roth the

terms, therefore, in this verso are of necessity parts of dress

coverini; the correspoudint; parts of th > jierson, aecordiu);

to the tendency in all languages to tmnsfer the names that

commentators vainly seek by various methods to

escape tliis admi.ssion, e. ff., Bottcuer by the

assumption that this wish was only designed to

set forth in a vivid manner the circular form of

the navel; Hexgste.vb. by the allegorizing re-

mark : "the capacity of the church to revive the

thirsty with a noble refreshing draught is repre-

sented under the eiriblem of a bowl alwaj-s full

of mixed wine;" Del. by the assertion: "The
navel in so far as it became visible through her
dress as she breathed harder in dancing (?)

was like a circular cup which was not lacking

in spiced wine" (but 7N with the following volun-

tative or jussive future I), " ?'. e., as full of bloom-
ing health (Prov. iii. 8) as that of spiced wine."

—Thy body is a heap of wheat, set around
with lilies.—D'lDH rtrp'^>_' is certainly not a

"sheaf of wheat" (Ewald, who here has in mind
Iluth iii. 7, where, however, HOIJ? rather means

T -:

a heap of sheaves), but an accumulated heap of

grain (conip. 2 Chron. xxxi. 6 if.; Neh. iii. 34), so

that the point of comparison lies on the one hand
in its being arched over, and on the other in its

yellowish-white color, and perhaps al-o subordi-

uately in the fruitfulness of such a heap of grain.

"Set around with lilies" appears to allude to the

custom of "garnishing with flowers such a heap
of wheat on the floor, when they threshed the

grain in the open field immediately after the har-

vest" (Dopke),—a custom which, to be sure,

has to be inferred solely from this passage. That
the whole is a mere " fancy picture " (Weissb.,

Hitzig) is improbable. Yet the comparison was
probably suggested by the lily-red—we would
have to say the rose-red—color of her dress

which chastely and modestly covered, as it

should, the body of the young lady, just as in v.

14 the sappliires enveloping the "ivory figure "

indicated the color of the g.irment. At all events

designate the living body to tlie dress that both conceals and
adorns it. Tliere is a great agreement of critics, as well as
obvious suitalileness in i;iterpretiug the goblet of wine as an
image of the clasp that secures the girdle, composed proba-
bly of rubies to which wine is often compared." So sub-
stantially also Patuick, U.\UMEn, r.vKKHiRST, Taylor, Wil-
liams, and others. Good, on the contrary, objects to the
opinion " that tlie royal poet, instead of delineating the per-

sonal charms, 'the unliought graces' of his accomplished
fair, is merely describing her dill'ereiit habiliments with the
splendid figures which were wrought on them. Against such
an interpretation 1 cannot but strongly protest, as eiiually

nnpoetical, and unjust to the text. In the literal sense of
the original, 1 see no indelicacy whatever, and tliere ought
to be no indelicacy in its translation. The royal bard is

merely assuming a liberty, and that in the chastest manner
jiinsible, wliich we are daily conceding in our age to every
painter and sculptor of eminence." Good coincides in opinion
with ZiiiKMiU, that "navel" is here used in a wide sense for

'the whole of the surrounding region," and proposes the
rendering "waist." Adojiting this suggestion, liriutoWES

presents the following picture as his conception of the figure

liere described: "lirst, the feet more beautiful in the elegant

sandals; then the contour, the folds of the bridal dress falling

around the hips, graceful as the curvature of a rich necklace
wniught by a finished hand; next, the body like a heap of

wiieat enciimpa.ssed with lilies: then, the waist expanding
into the liosom, elegant as a goblet rounded gnicel'ully up-
wards, and filled with the richest spiced wine." Scott:
"Conieline.ss of person, not richness of attire or ornament, is

intended ; otherwise the commendations would be eijiially

aiiprojiriate to the most deformed, if splendidly attired, as to

the most beautiful: nor is there any need to remove the gar-

ments in order to distinguish a very well proportioned and
comely person from others in the most ordinary intercourse

of life. Kitlier men or women may disguise themselves by
decoration ; liut becoming raiment sets off the form of those

who wear it."J
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the cliavcacteristic feature, and the chief signifi-

cance, perhaps, of the entire figure lies not in this

subsidiary matter of setting it around with lilies,

but in the heap of grain. Approximate parallels

are adduced by Dopke, Magn., etc., e.g., a pas-

sage from MoTANBBBi (V. Hammer, p. 74), where
the loins of a girl are likened to a saud-hill; Om-
MONHHEiF [Ilamasa, in Reiske Taraf., p. 53),

'•N'ales habet ul tumulos aren-x rore compacise ;^^

NuwEiRius [loc. cit., p. 131): '^Poetse coniparant

nates amatse cum collibus arenaceis."

Ver. 4. Thy two breasts are like two
young roes, etc.—Comp. iv. 5. " Feeding
among the lilies" is omitted here, because the

figure of lilies had just been employed with a

somewhat ditferent application ; not from regard

to ver. 9, which has nothing to do with "feed-

ing " either in figure or in fact (vs. Weiss-
bach).

Ver, 5. Thy neck is like a tow^er of ivory.
—The tert. comp. lies on tha oue hand in its be-

ing slender and straight, and on the other in the

pure white skin of the neck ; it is therefore simi-

lar, though not exactly like that in iv. 4. The
ivory lower here mentioned is certainly different

from the tower of David named there, inasmuch
as it is not to be conceived of as a tower for de-

fence or an arsenal, but without doubt a structure

designed for purposes of luxury, like Ahab's ivory

house (1 Kings xxii. 39 ; comp. Am. iii. 15 ; Ps.

xlv. 9), or like the ivory throue, on which Solo-

n;on sat, according to 1 Kings x. lb &.—Thine
eyes pools in Heshbon.—As v. 12 the eyes of

tlie lover are compared with " doves by brooks
of water, bathing in milk, sitting on fullness,"

so here the eyes of his beloved are likened to

light blue pools or basins of water, which charm-
ingly mirror back the rays of the sun. Comp.
Ovid, de arte ainat., II., 722:—^'oculos tremuto

fulgore micantes, ul sol a liquida siepe refulget aqua.''''

The pools near Heshbon, perhaps just two pools

lying near together before one of the principal

gates of this city, may have been especially suited

for such a comparison by the clearness of their

sheets of water and tlie loveliness of their banks.

Modern travellers, as Sektzen, Burckhaeut,
etc., still mention at least one large reservoir of

water near Hesban (the ancient Heshbon, the city

of the Moabitish kings, Deut. ii. 24 ii".; Isa. xv.

4), lying in a wady south of the city, which is

enthroned on a high hill, and consisting of excel

lent masonry; comp. Crome, Paldstina, I., 254

fi".—At the gate of the daughter of multi-

tudes.—This " daughter of multitudes " (j13

D'21"} lit. " daughter of many," T^euipopoc) or pop-

ulous city is assuredly Heshbon itself (comp.

the frequent designation of cities by the personi-

fying expression r\3 "daughter," e.g., Isa. i. 8;

X. 32; xxiii. 12 ; Ps. cxxxvii. 6), a city which in

the age of David and Solomon was certainly next

to Rabbath Ammon, the most populous place in

the neighboring kingdoms, or rather provinces of

Israel east of the.Jordan. HuNfiSTENBHRa's opin-

ion is inadmissible that '3'2 r\3 is only another

expression for HST " Kabbah," or |13>7 ^22 HST

"Rabbath of the children of Ammon," so that

here the pools of two trans-jordanic cities would
be named. And so is Hitzig's notion that " the

populous " is the name of a particular gate* of the

city of Heshbon (D'31 Pi3 therefore not genitive

but appositive), viz., that at which the markets
and the tribunals were commonly held ; for there

is no example anywhere else of the personification

of the gates of a city as daughters.

—

Thy nose
like the tow^er of Lebanon, w^hich looks
tow^ard Damascus.—Literally: as "a tower
of Lebanon "-j-—but it does not follow from this

absence of the definite article that one tower out

of several of the same kind and situation is in-

tended (Hitzig). For it is plainly designated a3

a watch-tower, or a look-out by OJI HDlif ; and

though there may have been in all several struc-

tures of this description on Mount Lebanon (for

according to 2 Sam. viii. 6 David had set military

garrisons in Damascene Syria), yet there could

scarcely have been more than one that "looked
toward Damascus," i. e., which served for the mil-

itary observation of this city, which since Re-
zon's defection had become dangerous to Israel's

northern frontier (comp. 1 Kings xi. 23, 24).

Naturally enough it cannot now be accurately de-

termined where this tower of Lebanon is to be
looked for, whether at Fukra, in the neighborhood

of which Robinson indicates a "remarkable
tower " probably designed for military purposes

(Zeilschr. d. Dcutsch.-Morgenl. Gcsellsch.Yll. 1, 77),

or at Magdol, a plactj in the same region, with a

very ancient temple looking to the north [ibid., p.

72). At all events, however, this tower of Leba-

non is totally distinct from the tower of David
mentioned iv. 4, and this the more certainly as

the latter served to represent a majestic and
beautifully ornamented neck, and the former a
straight nose, forming a handsome profile.

Ver. 6. Thy head upon thee like Carmel.
—On the somewhat inaccurate expression " thy

head upon thee," in which the head appears in

some sort as an appendage to the entire man,
comp. 2 Kings vi. 31 ; Judg. xiv. 18.—The main
thing to be regarded in the comparison with Car-

mel is, that next to Lebanon it is the loftiest

mountain in Northern Palestine, and for this rea-

son perhaps it is often designated 7p"13n Uii'^

"head of Carmel" (1 Kings xviii. 42; Am. ix.

3 ; comp. Jer. xlvi. 18) ;
probably also there may

be a subordinate reference to its being covered

with dense woods, an emblem of a luxuriant

growth of hair (Mic. vii. 14; comp. v. IS « above)

— whilst its loveliness, which Hengstenberg
would have to be most of all regarded, is proba-

bly left out of the account.

—

And thy fltowiug

locks like purple.—Dv"! here coma peiidula—
literally "the pendant, that which hangs down
from thy head" (comp. Isa. xxxviii. 12, where it

denotes the thrum, i. e., the threads of the old

web hanging down on the loom, to which the new

are attached) from tT^ pendere. Job xxxviii. 4.

—

In the comparison of the hair with purple

* [So Thrupp :
" That, gate of Heshbon which opened north-

eastward in tlie direction of Raljbah of Ammon," or " the gate

of approach to the pools, the portal through which the mul-

titude of the Gentile world presses to drink to the full of the

clear and unruffled water.'* of Christian doctrine."]

t [The correct translation is "the tower of Lebanon," the

entire expression being rendered definite by the article before

the last noun. See Gr£e.\'s Htb. (?ram. J 2-ilJ, 3.—Tu..]
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(j'^J'^X particuliiriy denoting the red purple in

(iistiiictioa from the dark violet-blue purple or

P^DI^) the color is not so much taken into consi-

deration—for red biiir, or such as at all inclines

to a reddish cast, is not at all suppo^able in an

Oriental beauty—as its dark lustre (comp. v. 11).

As also with the Greeks Tro/xfrvpeog often has al-

most the same signification with /jiXag, and hence,

c.ff., Anacheon (xxviii. 6, 7) uses TiO)j(pi>iial xo-'i^rac

as the synonym of nouac fik/.mvai ; Propertius,

III., 17, 22, speaks of the purpurea coma of

Nisus, and SfiDAS explains the Homeric

Kyai'0xa£7//f by '^
ixi'/.avo^jU^, napipvpo-^pi^" (otlier

pertinent citations from Tibull., Vibg., Cic,

Pli.v., etc., see in Rosenm. and Dopke in loc).

It is, moreover, also possible that some purple

ornament, that Shulamith may have worn braided

in her hair (comp. Iliad, xvii. 52), gave occasion

to the comparison ; whilst there is no need what-

ever of supposing an allusion to the later custom

among the Hebrew women of dying tlieir hair

with henna and the like to give it a yellowish

red appearance. Comp. Dopke in loc. and Win'er

Ji.-W.-B., Art. "Ilaar."—A king fettered

by curls. The noble lustre of his beloved's

head of hair just described makes the transition

easy to the powerful eifect which it, or more
particularly her wonderfully beautiful locks, has

wrought on him, iier royal lover (comp. iv. 9).

On the comp:irison of pretty locks with nets or

snares, in which the lover is caught, Ecclus. ix. 3,

4, as well as numerous parallels from Oriental

poets (in Ewald, Heiligst., and Dopke); also

Prov. vi. 25, where this ensnaring eifect is attri-

buted to the eye-lashes, as Eccles. vii. 2G, to the

arms of the beloved object. The Vulg., Syr.,

LuTH., and more recently WfiissBACti and

Friedrich connect* JIO with pJ"iN: "as the

king's purple," or as " purple of a king," but in

so doing involve themselves in inextricable difH-

culties in the explanation of the concluding

words: D'Dn"13 "^^DX (e. a., Friedrich: "as
• T : |T T ^ '^

the purple of a king that is unbound like the

folds in the troughs;" Weissbach: "as a king's

purple fastened in running water"—where an

allu-iion is supposed to the purple dye-houses on

the I'lioenician side of Carniel)!

0. Third Scene, a. Solomon: vers. 7-11.

Ver. 7. Ho-w fair art thou, and how
comely, O love, among delights.— It is no

more necessary here than in iii. 10, to take H^HX

in the sense of n3nx, as is done by the Vulg.

('^charissima") and Syr., or to point it accord-

ingly as HiTZiG proposes. We evidently have to

do with an apostrophe to love as such, like that

contained in iv. 10, only for the more concrete

idea " thy love," the more universal one of love

in general is here substituted. ^^HX has sub-

stantially the same sense as in ii. 7, v. 8, viii.

6, 7, or as in 2 Sam. i. 26, e/c. In a strangely

[So too HouBlOANT-and Thuupp; the latter of whom ren-
ders : "like royal imrplc enfixMl umorifi; the wainscotiiiif.-f.

The picture is tliat of a rich i-hamlHi-, on the walls of which
are cai-ved wooilcn panels alternate with purple haiifriii^s.

The furiner serve to relieve and to show off the beauty of the
latter, to which latter the well-ordered and well-fastened
trebsos of the bride'u hair aro compared."]

arbitrary manner Weissbach takes H^nx in its

proper infinitive sense as in apposition with the
predicate not as a vocative :

" how fair ait tiiou,

and how comely, a loving in delight"

—

wliich is

made to mean " one, to iove whom awakens de-

light."—D':-,Jjt;n (or nUOj^jl Eccles. ii. 8) arcnot

"caresses" (Hexgstenb.), but the sensations
of pleasure connected with them, "joys, do-
lights" (comp, Prov. xix. 10, Mic. i. 16, ii. 9).

Solomon does not mean by it vulgar, carftal

pleasure, but the sweet joys of connubial inter-

course, as he now experiences them anew in

embracing Shulamith.—On the necessity of as-
suming either an exit of the chorus, or their

withdrawal to the back-ground during the en-
thusiastic manifestations of conjugal tenderness
which begin here, comp. above. No. 2, p. 100,
where all tliat was neces.sai-y is noted respecting
tlie propriety of having a new scene begin with
this verse.

Ver. 8. This thy stature resembles a
palm tree. The nXi "this" before ^jn'Dip

"thy stature" is commonly regarded as re-
ferring back to the description of the beauty of
the beloved, contained in vers. 2-6, which how-
ever is the more inadmissible, as separate parts
only of the body were there spoken of, for
whose combination into one idea PIXIO (v. 15),

and not n^DIp, would have been the proper ex-

pression. Delitzsch correctly remarks: "As
he lets her go from his arms, he surveys her
figure with his eyes, and finds it like the palm-
tree," etc. To get a lively impression of her
towering stature (comp. HOIp in Isa. x. 33;

Ezek. xxxi. 3; Ps. xxxvii. 24), he must have let

go of her for a moment at least, and have con-
templated her more from a distance. The female
name Tamar, wliich is not an unusual one in the
Old Test., is based upon the comparison, which
is quite a favorite with oriental poets, of a tall

and slender stature with the palm (comp.
Fraehn on I/jH Fossl., p. 72; also Homer, OJ.
vii. IGO). And thy breasts clusters, i. e.

those of the palm-tree, by which must be in-
tended the date-palm, loaded with its clusters
of fruit (correctly Rosexmueller, Bottciier,
Hitzig), especially as it is not until the follow-
ing verse that the transition is made to clusters
of grapes, which are expressly designated as

such by the addition of jDJn "the vine." That

the date clusters are rather hard, and to that
extent appear not to correspond to the swelling
softness of the breasts, does not impair the
suitableness of the comparison, as the only thing
regarded is the form (vs. Weissb.) Moreover,
the mention of breasts again in this passage
(comp. ver. 4) proves that the preceding descrip-
tion (vers. 2-G) is not closely connected with that
before us, and consequently that Weissbacii's
opinion that twelve beauties are designedly
enumerated in vers. 2-11 [viz., the stature and
the breasts, in addition to the preceding ten),

lacks confirmation.

Ver. 9. I resolve I will climb the palm-
tree, ^T'"??'* '^ "^' '<J 1-*^' taken as a preterite " I

said," or " I resolved," at some former time, etc.,

as though these words referred back to v. 1 (so
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VULG., Luther, etc.), but as a present smce

several other wishes are uttered in what follows,

but no menliou is made of any Previous fultil-

„;ent of these wishes. Comp. also ^n^W:^ ver.

1 I which plainly points to a fond desire of her

lover iust manifested afresh, not to one enter-

tained at a forn.er period. I will grasp its

boughs. D'iJ;? lit. " tiiat which is ou top

(kindred with b^D, Sbn to lift up), t. e the

branches and leaves forming the crown of the

palm-tree. A more particular interpretation of

the figure, e. ff.,
so that the nose and mouth

which her lover wished to kiss, are here intended

by the "branches" (Wkissb.), is inadmissible

and leads to offences against good taste.—And
be thy breasts, please, lik-e clusters of

the vine (comp. on ver. 8), and the breath

of thy nose like apples. Nothing more is

here expressed lliau the design to kiss, or to

revel in tlie b.auty and the sweetness of the

face and the bosom of his beloved. Chap. iv.

16 V 1 is. therefore, not to be directly com-

pared—"The breath of the nose" (comp. Isa.

ii 22 2 Sam. xxii. 16) is here expressly men-

tioned, because this is what is perceived in

kissing the mouth. The figure of .^'Ples is the

more appropriate, because the apple r}>.DF\ de-

rives its name in Hebrew from its delightful

fragrance. ., ^, ,. ^

Ver 10. And thy palate like the best

wine. The palate is not named here as the

organ of speech (Hengstf.nb. and others), but

as a substitute for the mouth or the hps in

respect to the sweet breath or lovely kisses

(comp. v. 13). 2M2r\ |\; lit. "wine of the good"

(comp. 31D-n3">3 Prov. xxiv. 25), is equivalent

to "delightful," excellent wine." See on this

periphrasis for the adjective, Ewald ie/«-6.

2 287, 6 rGiiEEN's Eeb. Gram., § 2o4, h, /-J.—

Going down for my beloved smoothly.

As the supposition that nil^ " for my beloved
"

has slipped in here by mistake from the 11th

verse following (Amm., Hkiligst., Hitz. ;
also

Ew.^LU formerly), is as arbitrary as its change

to n'nS "my love" (Velth., Meier), or to

Dnn"? "beloved ones, friends" (so Ewald now),

there is no doubt that Shulamith here takes up

the king's words, in order as in iv. 16 to con-

tinue his description, and to give him to under-

stand, in the most fl;ittering way, that she fully

responds to his love, and is ready to grant luui

every enjoyuient of it.-Gliding over the

lips of sleepers. Others : causing the lips ot

those that are asleep to speak (Mercerus

Hengstenb., Del., etc., connecting 22^^ witu

n2"1 speaking (in a bad sense), slander); or

"causing the lips of sleepers to long for it

"

(Weissb.), etc. But for 33-|-wlience Dl as the

name of the bear with his slow and awkward

giit—the signification "to flow gently," or "to

glide " is suitable enotigh, and the meaning un-

doubtedly is, that pleasant tasting wine easily puts

one to sleep, so that he who drinks it is insensi-

bly overtaken by slumber (correctly Ew.). There

is'certainly no allusion to the saliva oris ol two

lovers united in a kiss, (according to the expres-

sion in Lucretius, ''junyuntqw. salivas oris,"

etc.) for such an image of refined sensuality i3

inconceivable in the mouth of the chaste Shula-

mith. .

Ver. 11. I am my beloved's (comp. vi. 6),

and for me is his desire.— Lit.: "and on me

(rests) his desire." r\^raP\ as in Gen. iii. IG,

the passage which lies at the basi-J of this, of the

longing desire of the man lor the society of his

wife, not of gross sensual desires for sexual in-

tercourse. The whole is a triumphant exclamation

in which Shulamith joyfully affirms that her lover

cannot exist without her, and it thus prepares

the way for lier making the request of him, which

follows. With indescribable vulgarity Hitziq

asserts that "the concubine here recognizes with

faltering voice and bursting eyes the mutual ne-

cessity of love."

10. Continuation and Conclusion. 6. bnu-

lamith's victorious assault on Solomon's heart, vii.

12—viii. 4.

Ver. 12. Come, my beloved, let us go out

to the country.—The beloved (Tl) who is ad-

dressed, can be no other than the one addressed

just before iu vers. 10, 11, that is to s.iy, Solo-

mon, not the "shepherd," to whom she cort.unly

would not have been obliged in the first iuMance

to have expressed her wish to escape from the

contracted city walls into the country in the form

of an earnest entreaty, -and a fluent and impas-

sioned persuasion, even if he were with her in

Jerusalem (vs. Bottcii., Hitz., Ren.); and if

he was not with her, it was utterly useless to ad-

dress these words to him when far remote (vs.

Ew., Vaui.). Her persuasion is plainly directed

to a lover, who was really present, and besides

was seriously meant, not a mere fantastical maKe-

believe request, a desire which the petitioner was

convinced beforehand could not possibly be

granted (vs. 'Weissb.).—Let us lodge in the

villages. -To the country (n^'^) are here added

villages (D'"'33 from 133 1 Sain. vi. 18 ;
construct

^33) as inTchron. xxvii. 25. They are .alone

adapted to the idea of "lodging, passing the

night" (p"?), not "cypress-flowers" or " alhen-

na's
" which Dodfrl., Ew., Meier unsuitably

miu'o-le in here, and which could scarcely have

been so common then in the holy land, that peo-

ple could sleep on them or under thorn (comp. on

i 14) _0a the necessity of spending at least two

nights on the way from Jerusalem to Shuuem, see

on iii. 8 above (p. 82).
, ^r. „

Ver 13. Let us start early for the vine-

yards.—It is not viney.u-ds lyuig on the route to

Shunem, which they might visit on their way,

that are here intended, but doubtless the vine-

yards at Shulamith's home, and probably her

own. For it was in these alone that she could

take so lively an interest as is expressed in what

follows—We shall see whether the vine

has sprouted, its blossoms opened.—Tne

yines and pomegranates here named are the same

as those in vi. U. Shulamith wishes to return

with her lover to just those innocent rural o;.:cu-

pations and pleasures, which are there described

as belonging to her former mode of Me. The

season implied, as iu vi. 11 and in n. 11 if., is tho
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gpring iliut y>Tiol in the year which most in-

cites and alUu-os to thu ciijoyuiuiit of esteni.il na-

ture. It is iuaiJmissible to suppose tliat precisely

one year had claiised between the spring depicted

in those passages and that wliich is here implied

(IIiTZ.). It is more probable—inasmuch as the

whole action appears to run its course in two or

three weeks (comp. oa ii. 8 ff. above, p. 09)—that

the same spring is meant here as there, supposing

the poet to have formed a clear conception of the

intervals between the main particulars of the ac-

tion.—There will I give thee my love.—

n'n means not "thy caresses bestowed on me,"

but "mine bestowed on thee." This to be

sure, she Jias already granted him (see iy. 16;

vii. 7 ff.), but not as yet continuously, nor without

temporary disturbances and interruptions (comp.

vi. 4 f.; vi. 11), nor as yet with the full ami unre-

served opening of her heart. But t!icre (D^!? with

strong emphasis, as Am. vii. 12) there amid tlie

loveliness and joyous freedom of fair nature she

will become entirely his.—Observe how little this

passage again suits the so-called shepherd hypo-

thesis ; or even Wf,i«sdacii's supposition that

Shulamith is not serious in uttering the wish be-

fore us, and that tr'X DV is therefore to be taken

conditionally: "There would I give— if it

were only supposable that you could go with

me" (?!).

Ver. M. The mandrakes give forth their

odor.—D'b^"l-'"in are not '-liUes" (Llthkr), but

the fruit of the mandrake {inandragora vernalis, or

alropa mandragoia), a wild plant common in Pa-

lestine, particularly in Galilee (Schubert, Reise,

III., 117), of the same genus with the belladonna,

with small whitish-green blossoms, which in May
or June become small yellow apples, about the

size of a nutmeg, of a strong and agreeable odor

(«r//.a Eooaua, Tent. Tssnchar, c. 1 ; comp. Uioscorid.

IV. 70: e'v(.H^7) /lera fti'tpnv^ tivo^). As now these

apples have a pleasant smell, but not the blos-

soms nor the plant itself, Shul.amith of course re-

fers to the former, and here therefore looks for-

ward to a more advanced season than in ver. 13

—

that is to say, the time of wheat harvest (sec

Gen. XXX. 14), as in what follows in her mention

of "this year's fruit" her imagination goes still

further forward.—These apples, according to Gen.

XXX. 14-ltJ, were regarded as an artificial provo-

cative of sexual love (whence also the name

D'Xin from in, D"in) even in the earliest Ori-

ental antiquity; so also by the Greeks and

Romans, by wliora they were therefore called

KifjKaia, Circeta (comp. also the name 'A<ppo6iTi/

fiav6[)ayoi)i/Tig in IIesycuius and Ph.vvorinus), by
the Arabs, who to this day call them tuffdh es-

Shaitdn, " Satan's apples," by all Christendom in

the midiUo ages (see Gkaksse, Beilriige zur Lite-

lur iind Siige des Mittelaltcrx, 1850), and by many
still in modern times; comp., e.g.. Father Myl-
LER in his ./'<///•»'// (n the Promised Land : "This
root ('.), which I found in the wilderness of St.

John the Baptist, and brought considerable of it

away with me, has many medicinal virtues, re-

moves barrenness, and makes efficacious love-po-

tions." (See Di:l., Genesis, p. 407.) Shulamith

certainly does not name the dndtiim here on ac-

couiit of these supposed aphrodisiac qualities,

much less does she mean to intimate an intention

to prepare a magic potion from them to excite her

lover to a higher degree of atfection. This fruit

is rather to her in her innocence and simplicity

merely the symbol of love, and her naming thtm
here like the " excellent fruits of all sens over

our doors" is merely designed to add to the at-

tractions and enjoyments of her Lome, which she

had before mentioned, such as were new and
less familiar to her lover (see Weissb. in loc ).

Meier goes loo far in seeking a symbolic sense

for the words, when he understands "the love

apples are fragrant" to mean simply "I am
deeply in love," and " the old fruit and the new "

tliere mentioned to signify the sweet fruits of

love, of which she would give him to partake, the

old love which had been in existence hitherto, and
the new, which would meanwhile grow up and
reach a heightened intensity. See in opposition

to this allegorizing, which fritters away the sim-

ple freshness of a description so true to nature for

the sake of insipid trivialities. IIiTZ. and AVeissb.

in loc.—And over our doors are all sorts of
excellent fruit, new as well as old.—By
" our doors " Shulamiili nieans (he doors of her

parental home in Shunem, where, besides her

brothers and sister (i. 6 : viii. 8), her mother
still lived (comp. iii 4; viii. 2). This house had
probably several doors, at all events a front and
a back door, and likely also side doors, whence
the plur.il. On shelves in the inside over these

doors they may have kept choice ripe fruit, as is

often done in our farmers' houses; hence the 7j7

"over " before 'ynniJ "our doors," which can nei-" t;

ther mean " in front of " (Luther, v. AMM.),nor
"within"(M.\GN.) nor "by" or "at" (Cocc.Hahn,
GoLTZ, etc.). Prov. xvii. 19 also seems to nliuda

to a use of the beams or boards over the doors of

rustic dwellings for keeping various objects

(even if not exactly for the construction of regu-

lar store-rooms).—On D'IjO lit., "excellencies.

precious things " comp. iv. 13. """JD refers to the

various kinds of this fine fruit, not as Weissb. af-

firms, to the distinction between this year's and
last year's fruit. As regards these two expres-

sions (Q'J'^?] OJ D'C'in), they are both to be

taken in the same sense as Mat. xiii. 62 Kniia koI

7za/.aid (comp. also Lev. xxv. 22; xxvi. 10), and

as epithets limiting D"'"1J'3~73; they must not in

violation of tho accents be connected with the

final clause "I have, my beloved, laid up for

thee" (vs. Maon., Del., Meii-;r). This as well

as the reference of the verb 'PJOi* to the whole

sentence from ?J'inr\3~ /j? onward, as if the last

three clauses of the verse formed one long period

(Ew., U.MBR., WeIssb ) is inadmissible, for

though she might speak of having stored old or

last year's fruit for her lover, the same could not

be said of this year's, wiiich had still to ripen

and grow.
VIII. 1. O that thou wert as a brother of

mine, nN3 cannot possibly be taken as a simple

vocative (Septuao., Luth.). It ratlier refers to

a relation like tiiat of a brother ("as a brother

of mine," comp. I's. xxxv. It) and consequently

expresses tho wish and that u wish seriously
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meant and speedily to be realized (vs. Weissb.),

that Solomon would come so near to her in every

respect, both inwardly and outwardly, that she

could regard and treat him just as her own

brother, as a member of her family, belonging to

her own domestic household. The wish here

expressed would have no meaning in respect to a

lover of the rank of a shepherd. It most mani-

festly implies as its object a lover, whose whole

station ia life was above that of his beloved, in

whose case there must be a coming down from his

elevation, if an actual living communion is to

subsist between him and her. For the fact of

his having made his beloved a "queen" and a

"prince's daughter" is evidently without effect

on the child-like and humble mind of this simple

child of nature. She has not been able to pre-

vail upon herself in addressing this proud lord

of a harem, surrounded by his sixty queens and

his eighty concubines, as well as by his female

slaves" to call him her own with the same cor-

dial confidence that a sister cherishes towards

her brother. She has learned io call him Til

"beloved" but not HX "brother," often as he

may since their marriage have addressed her as

nbo 'n"inx "my sister, bride." If this relation

whicii she sustained to liim be correctly estimated,

Hengstbnberg's paraphrase of the exclamation

before us "0 that thou who art my brother,

wouldst enter into a really brotherly relation to

me" will appear to be by no means so absurd,

as Weissb. would represent it.* Were I to

find thee without, I would kiss thee.

"Without," i. e. on the street or in the open

country and in general wherever I must now

observe a stiff courtly etiquette toward thee as

king. A new protest therefore against the man-

ners of the harem, which hadt)ecome intolerable

to her.—Yet none would despise me

'S IIT-K'? they, viz. the people, would not des-

pise and reproach me as though I were a vulgar

wench who kissed strange men in the public

street; comp. Prov. vii. 12, 13.

Ver. 2. I would lead thee, bring thee to

my mother's house. What she had only

dreamed before iii. -i, she can now utter to her

lover as the burning wish of her heart, certain

of its speedy accomplishment. '"jJilJi^ "I would

lead thee," that is to say by the hand ;
whither

is told by the following verb, which limits the

one before it in the same way as
'Ip^-;''^

tloes

'IXi'OX in ver. 1, b.—Tiiou wouldst instruct

me. Again an indication that the lover is not a

young shepherd but the wise and learned king

Solomon; in comparison with whom Shulamith

had long learned to feel her ignorance and at

the same time her need of instruction from the

rich stores of his mind. Feeling the incongruity

of instruction by a lover, who was a mere shep-

herd, HiTZ. has taken up again the conjecture

of Ibn Ezra, that '^ is to be supplied before

"JTtiSri and the verb thus converted into a rela-

tive clause is to be referred as a 3d pers. fern,

to the preceding 'SX: "my mother who would

teach me," viz. how to do every thing for you in

the best manner. But this is quite aroiti-.iry : for

:ill the verbs before and after are in the Ud p.rs.

[?]; a verb thus extraordinarily interrupting

ihis series must necessarily have been indicated

not merely by "U^ or "^Uii but by an emphatic

iVT} "she"; and to this «'r|, would then have

* [Williams : She suggests a wish that her relation to him
were rather that of an infant brother than a liusband; tiiat

she misht be at lilierty to express her affection in the strong-

est anil must pulilio manner, without incurring the charge of

forwardness or indecorum.]

to i)e opposed an l^i^Vii 'i^ etc. comp. (Bottciieb

lieue Achrenl. III. "172). Most of the ancient

versions confirm our.s, which is the common
view ; and that the Sept. and Syr. in place of

'JTiiSn have mechanically repeated the last line

of ill. -i, can prcve nothing ngainst its correctness.

I would give thee to diinlt of the spiced

wine. That 'jpi^'i^ "I would cause thee to

drink" contains an intentional allusion to '^y'^^^.

"I v/ould kiss thee," ver. 1, which is identical

in its consonants, is an idle remark of IliTZiu

and Weissbach, which has little in its favor.

Meier has needlessly taken this clause to be a

statement of what her lover was to teach the

speaker, "thou wouldst teach me how to make

thee drink," f^r. ; so too Ew.m.u and IIciligst.,

according to whom the meaning is: "from thy

mouth 1 would learn, what is pleasant and

ao'reeable to thee, f/z., to cause thee to drink,"

eTc. But all is simpler and in better taste if we

assume no close relation between ''J"]?'^^? "thou

wouldst instruct me " and this clause, and find

nothing intimated here beyond the reciprocity

subsisting between the spiritual gifts which the

teacher confers, and the bodily refreshment

which his pupil affords him in turn (comp. Luke

x. 38 ff., 1 Cor. ix. 11 ; Gal. vi. 6).—By the

spiced wine, of which she means to give him to

drink, Shulamith probably means grape wine

mixed with fragrant and pungent essences (ac-

cordino- to a well-known oriental custom, comp.

DiifKE^'and Vaiii., in loc). The definite article

designates this wine as the well known drink of

supe°rior excellence, as the spiced wine par ex-

cellence; comp. ni^Sn
I"

vii. 10. Ofmy pom-

egranate juice. Notwithstanding the absence

of the copula something different from tlie pre-

ceding is hero intended and not the spiced wine

itself,''as though this were merely made from the

juice of fruit (Hitzig). For such a difference is

indicated by the use of D''P>^ "must, unferment-

ed juice," instead of the preceding ]]]_
"wine,"

as well as by the mention above of the vine along

with the pomegranate (vii. 13, comp. vi. 11).

The suffix in "Jl^^ (for which the Vulg. and

Syr. read 'yim " my pomegranates ") is gen. of

possession "to
'

D'?;' (comp. ^ty^D ^H) hence

equivalent' to "pomegranate wine prepared

by me." It makes against the view of AVeiss-

b\ch and others: "of the wine of my pomegran-

ate tree," that according to vi. 11; vu. 13, Shu-

lamith had more than one such tree.—The

ancients called the fermented juice of pome-

granates " wine," as appears from Plin. H. N.

14, 16: " Vinumfit—epunicis, quod rhoiden {poia^
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pomegrunate) vocanl'' ; comp. Winee R.-^V.-B.

Art. "Weill."

Ver. 3. His left baud (is) under my head
and his right embraces me. This verse is not

a mere phrase to murk the termination of a sec-

tion, and unconnected with what precedes (Hit-

zig). It rather stands in the same sort of con-

nection with the detailed description given vii. I'-i

flF. of what the two lovers would do and enjoy to-

gether in Shulamith's home, that ii. G dues with

the preceding representation of their mutual en-

joyment of nature and of love, i. 16 If.; ii. o if.

Only there Shulamith was depicting the present,

whilst here she vividly portraysjoys belonging to

the future; though not in an optative form, as

EwALD, Vaiu., elc, assume without sufficient

reason.

Ver. 4. I adjure you, ye daughters of Jeru-
salem, etc.— (Jii the siguilieauce of this exclaiiui-

tion here as Shulaniitirs farewell to the daughters

of Jerusalem (which Hitzig too has seen with

substantial correctness), see on ii. 7 above. Only
ii is not necessary with V^aih. to impute the brev-

ity of its form to the excited and reproachful

tone in which Shulamith, who had been afiVonted

by the ladies of the court, here speaks.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The cburchly allegorical exegesis is neces-

sarily precluded from gaining an insight into the

progress of the action in the act before us. It

finds every where figurative representations of

soteriological mysteries with no inner organic

connection ; shifting figures, the aim of v/hich

lies in the repeated exhibition of the central point

of Christian truth, the conver.-sion, justification,

sauctification and perfection of the sinner by the

grace of the Redeemer, or the call and election

of the whole church to the saving communion of

God in Christ. Thus the narrative of the dream,
V. 2-7, together with the following dialogue, as

far as vi. 3, that is to say, the first scene accord-
ing to our division seems to it to be a dr;iniatic

representation, which is already complete, of tJie

apostasy and restoration of the Church, or of tiie

fall and redemption of mankind. Tiiis one sec-

tion constitutes, as it were, the Canticles iu brief,

a poetic picture of the entire history of redemp-
tion from first to last. This representation opens,

according to Hengstenb. (p. 135), with a "dark
scene," or night piece. Tlie apostasy of unbe-
lieving mankind from their God, and especially

the rejection of the Saviour by the daughter of

Zion, together with the punishment of iniluration

and blindness which overtook h?r in consequence,
are so distinctly set forth by the dream-like fig-

ures of Shulamith's sleep, her lover's vain desire

to be admitted, his subsequent disappearance, and
|

the fruitless search for him, and finally by the
j

blows which the watchmen (the " heaveuly inin-

1

isters of vengeance") administered to her during
|

her search, t liat the whole forms, so to speak, a

fit accomiia'.iinicnt to Isa. liii. and likewise

an illustration of ilom. xi. 7, "the election h.aih

obtained it and the rest were blinded," or of
j

Kom. xi. 25, 2(j. And then again the representa-
i

tion is directed to the goal of the ultimate con-
j

version of Israel and the conseqvient consumma-
j

tion of the entire redemptive process. For for-

,

[

saken and repelled by her lover, she nevertheless
continues always sick with love and longing for
him (v. 8); in answer to the question proposed
to test her, what she thinks of her lover (v. 9j,
she exhibits a heart full of love and submission
to the heavenly Solomon, as the ideal of all ex-
cellence (v. 10-lG) ; finally she answers the sec-

ond question also, which is addressed to her to

pave the way for her reunion with her heavenly
bridegroom, in a concrete manner (vi. 1-3), since
in her answer to, Where has thy beloved gone?
she ungrudgingly recognizes that he has his be-
ing in the Church, and in consequence of this rec-
ognition the former relation may be regarded as
restored.—So Hengstenberg, whose view may
be regarded as the idealizing recapitulation ot all

former churchly-allegorical interpretations of
this section.—The following portions also depict
according to him the one main object of the song
again and again—the restoration of the loving
relation between the Lord and His Church, whicli

originally existed, was then disturbed and bioken
off, and has finally been cemented again. Ch. vi.

4-10 does this in the form of praises of the beauty
of the bride, and a comparison of her with all

other women, who constitute the household of the
heavenly Solomon. Ch. vi. 11—vii. 1 in the form
of a narrative by the daughter of Zion oi the way
in which she attained to the high dignity of a
bride of heaven's king, together witli a blessing

bestowed upon her by the daughters of .Jerusa-

lem, who express their heartfelt joy at her return
from her wanderings, and at the distinguished

graces which liave in consequence been imparted
to her; ch. vii. 2-11, in the form of a new pane-
gyric pronounced by the king upon the daughter
of Zion, who has returned to him from her stray-

ing, and consequently to her former beautj',—to

which is further added the expression of his de-

termination to enjoy her charms, and her cordial

assent to this determination (vii. 8-11); and
finally, vii. 12 to viii. 4, in the form of a prayer
from the daughter of Zion to her heavenly lover,

to restore to her his ancient love, and, far from
the tumult of this sinful world, in rural retire-

ment and .eeclusion, to live with her as her bi-o-

thcr.—The explanations of the older allegorists

are still richer in repetitious and in correspond-
ing mea-^ure poorer iu true inward progress.

One of their number, e. g., Stakke (who closely

follows Marck, Ainsworth, Michael., etc.) para-
phrases vi. 2, 3, so as to make the bride set forth
" the delightful feelings resulting from the spe-

cial presence of the bridegroom of her soul,

which she has just experienced in her heart,"

describing thus Christ's control in the spice gar-
den of His Cluirch, i. c, in the hearts of the true

children of God, wherein the whole work of sal-

vation by the Lord in the word iind sacraments,

and His operations on individual souLs, planting,

fostering, preserving and perfecting, is briefly

exhibited. Cli. vii. 1 he then p.iraplirases thus:

"Return, return to me and to thyself from the

coiifusioti. in wliich thou wert, before I revealed
myself again to thee (v. (J ; I's. cxvi. 7), Shu-
lamith, wlio liast ol)tained peace with God, right-

eousness and strength in communion with me ; re-

turn again, banish all gloomy and timorous
thoughts. I shall ever remain thy .Jesus, tliy

Saviour and Benefactor. Fix only a confiding
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heart agaiu on me, thy soul's friend, that we, viz. I,

thy Redeemer, with my Father who loves thee in

me, and the Holy Spirit may look upon thee, i. e.,

may have our delight and joy in thee as a perfect

mirror of spiritual beauty." And in viii. 1 the

same interpreter remarks upon the words,

"Should Ifiud thee without, I would kiss thee,"

etc.: If I find thee without, i. e., meet thee outside of

my'mother's house, while I live in the foreign laud

and the pilgrimage of this world (2 Cor. v. t3-9), I

will kiss thee with the kiss of faith, love and

obedience, yea, give thee all conceivable tokens

of my sincere and ardent love (Ps. ii. 12 ;
Hos.

xiii. 2; Job xxxi. 27). And no one should put

me to shame, least of all thoy, to whom I appear

so despicable, .and who scoif at me when I boa-jt

of my communion with thee and declare thy

praise (v. 7 ; Gen. xxxviii. 23, etc., etc.)." In

short, every possible thing is here found in every

thing, and the simple meaning of the words is

almost every where sacrificed to the superabun-

dant fancy of a dogmatical and mystical interpre-

tation.

2. The proper antithesis to such excesses can

surely not lie in banishing with the profane-ero-

tic exegesis every thing sacred from the course

of the action here presented, and converting it,

as is done particularly by Hitzig and Renan,

into a succession of voluptuous scenes in the ha-

rem, without order or progress. This view be-

comes really repulsive, especially where it main-

tains that the poet brings Solomon's love for other

favorites than Shulamith before his readers or

spectators by a detailed description of his amor-

ous intercourse with them ; that he describes with

particularity by word and act how the king turns

wearied away from the coy Shulamith, to "in-

demnify" himself with the other beauties of his

harem. Hitzig's exegesis on the passage vii.

2-11 based on this understanding of it, even

BtiTTCHER indignantly pronounces one that

"culminates in the disgustingly vulgar,"—

a

judgment that might with equal re.ason be passed
' upon Renan's treatment of the same section. But

even in its more moderate form, as advanced by

Herder, Umbr.,Ew.,Vaih.. etc., the shepherd hy-

pothesis invariably involves much that is of doiibt-

ful morality, by which the religious and ethical

character of the section before us is sensibly

damaged in several points. Solomon's character

especially suffers more than is just, inasmuch as

there is heaped upon him besides the reproach

of polygamy with its excesses, that of an assidu-

ous attempt at seduction and a corrupting as-

sault upon female innocence, an actually adulter-

ous procedure therefore,—which especially in the

so-called "final assault," vii. 2-10, comes into

unseemly contrast with the alleged fidelity of the

maiden to a distant lover. Shulamitli's charac-

ter, too, appears on this view less fair and great

than in ours; the extravagance, not to say the

braggart character of the description given of

her lover, V. 10-16, if this refers to a plain young

shepherd, is particularly oflFensive ; so is the ex-

cited pathos of the appeal which, according to

this view, is directed to a far distant lover to go

with her into the country, vii. 12 if. Some of the

finest and loveliest traits in the picture of this

noble woman are wholly lost, especially the sym-

bolic significance of her dream, v. 2-7 ; the lovely

gentleness with which she seeks by her evasive

answer in vi. 2, 3, to excuse her absent hus-

band; the adroitness with which she interrupts

him (vii. 10) in order wholly to disarm and cap-

tivate him; the genuine womanly naivete with

which, in her picture of the innocent joys of their

life together in the country, she inserts, viii. 2, a

hint of the instruction which she hopes to receive

from her lover, etc.

3. The typical Messianic view avoids these

faults in a manner which really satisfies both the

oesthetic and the religious feeling It through-

out gives due prominence alike to light and shade,

and while it sets forth in all its rigor the con-

flict of tlie lovely, chaste and pure child of na-

ture with the corrupt manners of the court and

her royal lover who shared them, it nevertheless

paves the way likewise for a truly blessed recon-

ciliation and removal of this contiict by showing

how Shulamith's urgency to return to her coun-

try home, lays the foundation for a change of

mind in her husband, and for satisfying her

boldest and highest wishes. The true power of

love in the humble maiden thus shines in its most

glorious light, and the lover who at first resisted is

drawn along by it; his resistance to the sanctity of

the marriage connection is overcome by the purity

of her feelings.—When put in a ptirallel with the

relation of Christ to His Church, this episode from

the story of the love of Solomon and Shulamith

certainly exhibits more disparity than resem-

blance. But it forms also just that section of the

story, in which the dissimilarity of the two rela-

tions must naturally come most strongly out, in

some parts of it almost to the obliteration of

every trace of similitude. And yet there remain

even heie significant analogies enough to es-

tablish the essentially Messianic character of the

whole. Above all the glowing description of the

beauty of the lover, v. 10-lG, which is only ap-

plicable to Solomon, not to any of his subjects,

points to the King of all kings as the heavenly

prototype of that king, as the possessor of an

eternal glory which far outshines the sijlendor of

the earthly Solomon. Mankind seeking after

God, and craving His salvation, the antitype in

the history of redemption of the earthly Shula-

mith, by its earnest and continued longing, wait-

ing, entreating and imploring, succeeds in mov-

ing' this heavenly Solomon to give up his glory

and enter into its low estate, as she moves her

lord and king to the resolve to live with her in

her mother's house, and to partake with her of

all the simple country enjoyments and pleasures

which this house, with its surroundings, could

ofi'er him and her. In this parallel there cer-

tainly lies a prophecy of the fulfilling of that

whicli is written, John xiv. 23, " If a man love

me, he will keep my words ; and my Father will

love him, and we will come unto him and make

our abode with him;" likewise of 2 Cor. vi. 16

(Lev. xxvi. 11 ; Hebr. viii. 10). " I will dwell m
them, and walk in them ; and I will be their God,

and they shall be my people ;" as well as of Rev.

xxi 3, " Behold, the tabernacle of God is with

men an<l \h' will dwell with them, and they shall

be His people, and He himself, God with them,

shall be their God." That significant phrase too,

"thou wouldst instruct me," viii. 2, points to the

higher stage of divine revelation to which man-
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kind has been exalted under the New Testament,

in the same uiaiiiier as Isa. liv. 13 (John vi. 45):

"And all tliy children shall be taught of the

Loud;" or as Jer. xxxi. -33 (Ileb. viii. 10 S.):

"I will put my law in their inward parts, and

write it in their hearts;—and they shall teach

no more every man his neighbor, saying. Know
the Loun; for they shall all know me from the

least of them unto the greatest of them, saith the

Lord," (comp. Joel iii. 1 f. ;
Acts ii. I'l f. ;

1

John ii. 27, elc).—But certainly,—and herein

lies the exaltntion of the New Testament Solo-

mon above the Old, and the superiority of the

New Testament covenant of grace, as compared

with the marriage covenant between Solomon and

Shulamith—no express entreaty with flattering

•words and persistent supplication was needed to

bring down the Lord of the New Covenant to His

own. Even if here and there in His parables He^

assumes tlio air of the reluctant friend or the

unmercifuljud:2,e, and thus seems to impose upon

His own people the duty of importunate begging

and crying (Luke xi. 5-8; xviii. 1-7), this is

purposely done that the contrast between human
hard-heartediiess and His own infinitely merci-

ful and prevenientlove, may induce to a heartier

confidence in the latter. His becoming poor in

order to make us ricli. His emptying and hum-
bling Himself to the form of a servant was pre-

venient tliroughout, with no merit or worthiness

on the part of man ;
yea, so that He " was found

of them that sought Him not, and was made mani-

fest unto them that asked not after Him " (Rom.

X. 20; Isa. Ixv. 1). Of His coming to His own
it may in truth be said:

" You do uot need to labor.

Nor strii;;i;;le day and night,

To briiif; Ilim down from heaven,
]iy efforts of your might.

He comes of His own m.ition,

Is full of love anil grace,

Tour every grief and sorrow
Ho'll utterly eflface."

And besides it is a real and substantial glory,

which He gives up and forsakes from love to the

poor children of men, not a more seeming glory,

full of sin and vanity, like that of the earthly

Solomon. His love to the poor damsel of earth

is so utterly unselfish that He gives everything
and receives nothing, whilst she can give nothing
but only receive (comp. St. Francis of Assisi 'a

fable of the rich king Christ, and the fair damsel
" Poverty"). Nay, she does not even possess as

her own those " excellent fruits, new and old,"

with which she was to regale her gracious and
heavenly guest upon his entrance into her mother's
house. But it is her lover, and He alone, who
makes the seed of His divine word bring forth in

her good and worthy fruit, which endnretli unto
everlasting life. It is He alone who makes her
rich in all the fruits of the Spirit and of righteous-
ness (Phil. i. 1 1 ; Gal. v. 22, etc.). He alone dis-

tiibutes the precious wine of joy at the table of

His grace, by which He solemnly seals and con-

firms with His earthly bride, the covenant of His
love, established by His bloody sacrificial death
(comp. John ii. 1-11). And while Shulamith's en-

treaty of her royal lord and husband "0 that thou
vvertlikemy brother, who sucked the breasts of my
mother" (viii. 1) can only be made in the most re-

stricted sense,—while she, upon a calm and sober
view of the case at least, can expect no more than
a transient coming down of her lover into her pov-
erty and retirement, the heavenly bridegroom of

the Church, on the contrary, comes not only once
and in tlie fullest truth, but for ever as our bro-

ther on the earth. He " is not ashamed to call

all them, whom He redeems. His brethren" (Heb,

ii. 11 ; comp. John xx. 17). He is made partaker

of their earthly flesh and blood in order to raise

them from being slaves of sin and death to be

children of God and heirs of His eternal, heavenly

blessedness (Heb. ii. 14, 15 ; John viii. 82-36).

—Thus set in tlie light of His deeds of redeeming
love, this section of the Canticles becomes a song
of praise to the grace of the Lord, which worketh
all in all, a hymn of glory to that inscrutable

mystery of the Divine mercy, of which Paul ex-

claims, Rom. xi. 34 f.: "For who hath known
the mind of the Lord? or who hath been His
counsellor? Or who hath first given to Him and
it shall be recompensed unto him again? For of

Him, and through llim, and to Him, are all

things; to whom be glory for ever. Amen."
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FIFTH SONG.
Tlie return home and the triumph of the chaste love of the wife over the unchaste feelings of her royal

husband.

Chap. VIII. 5—14.

FIRST S GENE:
The arrival home.

(Vers. 5-7.)

Country people (in the fields at Shunem).

5 Who^ is this coming up out of the wilderness,

leaning upon her beloved ?

Solomon (entering arm in arm with Shulamith).

Under'' this^ apple tree I waked thee ;*

there* thy^ mother travailed'' with thee,

there travailed she that bare thee.
'

Shulamith (familiarly pressing up close to her lover).

6 Place* me as a signet ring upon thy heart,

as a signet-ring upon thine arm.
For strong £.s death is love,

hard as SheoP is jealousy

Its flames^" are flames of fire,

a blaze of Jehovah."

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
1 [WicL.: The voice of the synagogue, of tho church. Mat.: The synagogue speaking of the church.]
2 [WiCL. : The voice of Christ to the synagogue, of tho lioly cross. Unilcr an apple tree I reared tliee. Mat.: The voice

of the spouse before the spousess. Gov., Mat.: I am the same that waked thee up among the apple trees. Bisn. : I waked
tliue up among, etc. Genev.: I raised thee up under an [Exo. Vur.: thej apple tree.]

^ H'lSnri deictic :
" this apple tree."

4 We read 1J\'^"Tn'_j;.

* n^K' we take to be synonymous with QJ*/ as in Jer. xviii. 2 : 2 Kings xxiii. 8, etc.
TT T

Here too we read the fern, suf ^^X ^117371 and at the end of the verse ^m")^ (or with the Sept., Vulg., Sm.
' • ' V T :

• ' V tt:

' 73n here as well as in Ps. vii. 1.5 is taken by Ibn Ezra and HiTzia in the sense of " conceiving " [so Genev.: cop-

celved] ; but the meaning of writhing with pain, travailing {uiSivei.v) is more obvious and better confirmed by vUHi D'' 731.

At all events, we must reject Meier's explanation: "there thy mother betrothed thee" (in like manner Schultejts, .T. D.
MiCHAELis, Magnus) [so too Percy, Good, Williams, BuRuowEsand others]; for even if the sense of pledging or betrothing

were certainly established for the Piel of iyr\, it would still reijuire '7 to me, for its more exact limitation. The Vulg.

(corrupta est, violata eft) with still less propriety has taken 73n in the sense of "corrupting" (in- like manner Aquila :

Si.e4>9a.pii). On the contrary, the Sept. correctly : ixel loSti'Tjo-eV ere 19 firiT-qp crou. [Wicl.; tliere shamed is thy mother, there
defiled is she that gat thee. Dow.: "there thy mother \vu.s corrupted, tliere «he was deflowered that liare thee;" to which is

appended the note: "under the apple tree I raised thee up; Uiat is, that Christ redeemed the CJentiles at the foot of the
cross, where the synagogue of the Jews (the mother church) was corrupted by their denying llim and crucifying Uim."]

8 [Mat.: The church speaking to Christ.]
9 [WiCL., Cov., Mat., Cran., Bish., Dow.: hell. Genev., Eng. Ver.: the grave.]
10 [Wicl., Dow.: lamps. Other English versions : coals.]

11 In nT13n7ty the Masorah has connected the genitive H' with the construct, as in n'/iXO Jer. ii.31, andasinpro-
T : V V :

~ T T ; " :

~

per names compounded with H' or ^H'' (the abbreviation of niiT). The recension of Ben Asher retains this mode of writing
T T

the expression as a compound, while tliat of Ben Naphtali separates the words. The <^Ady€? avrrji of the Septuagint is based

upon this contraction into one word. Ewald and Hitziq needlessly conjecture that the original reading was DTliDn /C
I . T V -: :

-

rr r\)2r\/\if "its flames are flames of God." The analogy of the preceding sentences rather requires, as Weissbach cor-
T ~: :

"

rectly observes, the giving of two predicates to the single subject ri'lJK'T. It is, therefore, properly to be translated "its

flames are flames of fii-e, they are a blaze of God." On the etymology of nDHTii' as a compound of ^H and n^H/ compare

Weissbach in Inc. [The ly is servile, such as marks the Shaphel species in Ciiald. and Str. See Gesen. and Fuerst's Lexi-
cons. Cov., Mat.: a very flame of the Lord. Genev.: a vehement flame. Eng. Ver.: a most vehement flame.]
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7 Many waters cannot
quench love,

and rivers shall not wash' it away.

If a man were to give

all the wealth of his house for love,

he would be utterly contemned.

SECOND SCENE:
Shtjlamith with her lover (in the circle of her friends.)

(Vers. 8-14.)

Shulamith.
8 A'' sister we have, little

and she has no breasts

;

what shall we do for^ our sister

in the day that she shall be spoken for ?*

Shulamith's Brothers.

9 If* she be a wall,

we will build upon her a silver castle

;

but if she be a door,

we will stop her up with a cedar board.

Shulamith.
10 I* was a wall

and my breasts like towers.

Then was I in his eyes

as one that finds peace.

—

11 Solomon' has* a vineyard in Baal-hamon.
He committed the vineyard to the keepers,

each was to bring for its fruit

a thousand of silver.

12 My' vineyard, my own,'" is before me

;

the thousand is thine, Solomon,
and two hundred for the keepers of its fruit.

Solomon.

13 Thou that dwellest in the gardens,

companions are listening for thy voice
;

let me hear it.

1 ntOt^ is neither "to deluge" (Ewald), nor "overflow" (Delitzsch, IXengstenberq), nor "choke up" with sediment

(RosENM.), but " wash away, Hweop away," as is shown by Job xiv. 19 ; comp. Isa. xxviii. 17 f.; Ezek. xvi. 9.

2 [Wici..: The voice of Chriot to tfiu lineage of holy church. JIat.: Christ speaking of the chureli to the sjTiagogue.
Note in Geneva Bili.e: The Jewish church spi^aketh this of the church of the Gentiles. Cov., Mat.: When our love is told
our yo\iug sister, whose breasts are not yet grown, what shall we do unto her!]

3 On 7 TVy^l'TV^ "what shall we do in respect to" etc., comp. 1 Sam. x. 2; also Gen. sxvii. 37.

• 3 '^2.'\ is neither "to speak to any one," nor "to speak about any one," whether in a good or a bad sense (Doe-

DERL., Weijsb.), btit simply and only "to speak for any one" (jj prep, of the end or aim, as in 7 h), i.e., to sue for any

one, to woo a maid (1 Sam. xxv. 39).
5 [M\T.: The answer of Clirist for the church.]
6 [WicL.: The voice of the church answering. M.\T.: The church answereth to the synagogue. Gov., Mat.: If I be

a wall ami my breasts like towers, then am I as one that hath found favor in his sight.]
' [WicL.: The synagogue of the church saith. Vine she was to peaceable in her that hath peoples; she took it to the

keepcr.s ; a man taketh away for the fruit of it, a thousand silver i)late3. Dow.: The peaceable had a vineyard in that
which hatli peojilo. Mat. : Tlie synagogue speaking to the church.]

8 riO'7X'''7 rrn D'^3 Uterally "a vineyard became Solomon's," i.e., he h.is it now (comp. Ps. cxix. 56, 83; also
: ' T T

Ezek. xvi. Sj, not, he had it once, ns thougli ?olomon were here spoken of as a ruler long since dead (Ewald, IIitzig, etc.).

'•* [Wici,.: Clirist to the ( liunh sail)). M\t.: The voice of Christ. Cov., JIat.: Hut my vineyiird, Sulonion, givotli

thee a tliousand, and two hu;id;-ed to the keepers of the fruit. Thou that dwellest in the gardens, let mo hear thy
Yoice, that my companions may hearken to the same.]

w On the different explanations of '^C^ 'D'^3 see on i. C, p. 56.
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Shulamith (singing).

14 Flee/ my beloved,

and be like a gazelle,

or a young hart

upon mountains of spices.

^^^^:t:i:^::t;^^^^^^:^:^^^^^ T^e ^^ of BalM^ of Solomon, called in Latin CanU..n. Can-

ticorum.]
^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ D'OtJ'jl comp. iv. 14; v. 13; vi. 2.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Some of the more recent interpreters dis-

member this last act, by attaching part of it to the

preceding section, and regarding the remainder

as an appendix or epilogue to the whole. Thus

Umbreit extends the last act of the piece to viu.

7, which is then followed by viii. 8-12 as a first

appendix, "The shrewd old brothers and the

naively jesting sister;" and viii. 13, 1-1 as a second

appendix, "The unlucky trip to the country."

la like manner Renan, who regards the fifth act

as ending with viii. 7, and the remaining seven

verses as forming an epilogue. On the contrary

V. HoFii.vNN con-nects vers. 5-12 with his last

main division of the whole (vi. 1—viii. 12), and

considers the last two verses only, vers. 13, 14,

as an appendix.—Dopke and Magnus push the

process of dismemberment to the greatest length,

the former of whom divides this section into three

separate songs (5-7; 8-12; 13, 14). The latter

makes it consist of four small pieces, a lyric

poem: "The parting" (5-7), two dramatic epi-

grams (8-10 and 11, 12), and fi fragment with sev-

eral glosses (13, 14).—A correct apprehension

of the unity of this section as one whole, sepa-

rated from the preceding by the solemn introduc-

tory formula U1 HNT 'D "Who is this," etc., is

found in Ewald, Hitz., Del., Hengstenb., Vaih.,

BoTTCHEB, Weissb. Only some of these, espe-

cially the last named, go too far in their asser-

tion of the compactness and continuity of the

passage, since they fail to recognize the differ-

ence between the two scenes, which it unmistaka-

bly contains. For in vers. 5-7 there is evidently

represented a return home, and in vers. « ff. a

transaction after arriving home. The former of

these paragraphs exhibit the principal couple of

the piece as still travelling, although quite near

tlie end of their journey. The latter depicts

their acts and doings at home in the circle of

Shulamith's family, where merry jests and peace-

ful enjoyment reign. The two scenes of such

different character are therefore related exactly

as in the third act: only there the excited tumult

of the capital and the noisy bustle of the royal

palace on Zion resounding witli luxurious festi-

vities, formed the background of the action,

whilst liere an innocent rural seclusion and sim-

plicity, a cheerful, quiet life under apple trees,

in gardens, and on mountains fragrant with

spices, is depicted as a bright and peaceful ter-

mination of the whole matter.

2. With respect to the time and place of the

action, no well grounded doubt can exist, on the

supposition that the contents and meaning of the

preceding act have been correctly understood.

Solomon must have yielded to the urgent entrea-

ties of his beloved, and immediately arranged a

journey to her home and started with her, so

that at the utmost there can only be an interval

of three or four dnys between this and the fore-

going act. Various indications suggest Shunem,

the home of Shulamith, as the goal toward which

the loving pair are journeying, and consequently

as the locality of this act; especially the intro-

ductory passage, ver. ^, rightly understood and

interpreted, and also the mention of Shulamith's

little sister, ver. 8 f., her "abiding in the gar-

dens," ver. 13, as well as the " mountainsof

spices" or "mountains of balm," ver. 14, which

remind us of ii. 17.—Partly on account of the in-

troductory words, which are identical with iii. 6,

" Who is this coming up out of the wilderness?"

partly on account of the masc. suffixes in

rm^n;?, ^"DX "^nbDn, etc. (according to the Ma-

soretic punctuation), which appear to show that

the passage refers not to Shulamith's but to Solo-

mon's birth-place, Weissbacu (as also Dopke,

etc., before him) explains and assumes the royal

palace on Zion to be the place of this action;

vers. 5 S. describe the arrival of the lovers there

from the royal gardens (or more exactly from the

"path or pasture ground of the royal flocks,

which is to be sought between Zio« and the

king's gardens") ; the rest of the action is then

performed on Zion itself. But the correctness

of the Masoretic reading in that passage is

more than doubtful (see just below, No. 3)

;

and it is only by the greatest forcing that all

that follows, especially vers. 8 f., 11 ff. and ver.

13, can be brought into harmony with this trans-

fer of the scene to Jerusalem, as is sufficiently

shown by the strange combinations of Weissbach

with respect to the circumstances, under which

Bathsheba had borne Solomon "under an apple

tree " and the way that Shulamith had "waked"

the king on this his native spot, comp. on ver.

5 6.—The majority of recent interpreters are

agreed with us in assuming Shunem to be

the place of the action, only the advocates

of the shepherd hypothesis, as might be expected,

make not Solomon, but the shepherd and Shula-

mith arrive there and transact what follows ;

—

a view, which is already sufficiently refuted by

ver. 12 where Solomon is evidently addressed as

present (see in he. as well as on ver. 13), and

which has as little foundation as Vaihin'GEU 3

assertion that vers. 5-7 is performed at ilic house

of Shulamith's mother, and vers. 8 flf. "on the

eastern slope of little Mt. Ilermon," where her
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brothers may have had their pasture gruuud.

—

When Dk;litzscu, wliose view of the position and
import of this act is in every other respect cor-

rect and appropriate, fimls represented merely

"a visit of Shulainith wiih her husband to her

home," we must remark on the contrary that the

entreaties and desires of Shuhmiith at the close

of the i^receding act certainly looked to more

than a mere transient stay at her home, and that

this was demanded by the wliole state of the

case.* It was only in an actual settlement both

of lierselfand of her husband in her iiome that

siio could find the needed guarantee of an undis-

turbed Continuance of her relation to him of cor-

dial and conjugal love.

3. First Scknb. The arriyai,, vers. 5-7.

Vcr. 5. Who is this coming up out of the
•wilderness? Soa-^kediii. Gilie •• daiigliters of

Jerusalem,'' the chorus of ladies of the court, who
took part in the action until towa.rds the end of

the preceding act. This chorus could only have

come to Sliulamiih's home in company with the

royal pair ; and then the question before us would

be insupposahle in their mouth f (vs. Renan,
elc). EwALD, BoTTciiER, HiTziQ, Delitzsch, etc.

therefore correctly assume the speakers to be

"shepherds," or country people, or "inhabitants

of the district," whilst UMUREiTand JIeier arbi-

trarily suppose the question to be put by the poet

himself; Weissb. by courtiers on Zion, liosKNM.by

citizens of Jerusalem.
—

"13irD lit. "place to which

cattle are driven, pasture ground" (in opposition

to cultivated land, comp. isa. xsxii. 15; Joel i.

19; Ps. Ixv. 13) is here used in a diiferent sense

from iii. (3 w'.iere it referred to the barren tracts

north and cast of Jerusalem. It is here a desig-

nation of the plain of E^draelon or Merj ibn

'Amir, lying south ward from Siiunem to Jczreel,

which is still for the most part untillcd and
traversed by Bedouins (11obin.son, J'aL II. 3J4,

36J). For through this plain the travellers

coming from the capital must ultimately pass.

—

Leaning upon her beloved. The long jour-

ney, though she may have got over part of it in

her sedan, has wearied the delicate lady who
therefore supports herself upon the arm of her
husband. Failing to recognize this situation

so clear in itself and so easily conceivable, the

bid translators have variously altered the sense

of the passage. lu this way we may explain

the glosses to be found in the text of the

Sept. and Vulc, ?.e?.fVKavOta;if-v7/ (=m"l5,"l"D)

and dcliciis afflucns (^npj3r)"D), which arc

in both cases followed again by the correct

translation of ni'n-b>^ r\|7D^."Tp.—Under this

apple tree I w^akcd thee. The pointing

* [Tlie tians]inrent .ibsunlity of this hypotlicsis of Solomon
going to Sliiini'm not incndy fur a visit hut to resiJe, involv-

ing tlie .iIjiiniloiuniMit of liis capital and tin; Ufglcit of tlio

affairs of jiovcrnmcnt, runders any scheme of tho book un-
tenable of which it is a necessary part.

—

Tk.]

f [ZocKi.ER has repeatedly arj^uud belbre that tho recur-
rence of the same langnaj^e imidies llie Hams speaker .and tlie

same subject: S20 his coniment on iv. 1 ; iv. 0; vi. 9; vi. 10
and several time:* elsewhere. Whatever force there is in this

consideration makes against the locality and tho speakers
that he hero assumes. Tho wilderness here spoken of should
not without aomo obvinas necessity be regarded aa different

from that in iii. (1. And that the (jueen appears on foot lean-
ing on her loyal husliaii r.s arm is surely not suggestive of
the termiu.atiou of a long uud w>iarisumu Journey.

—

Xr.J

yril^lij?, like that of the following verb implies

that Solomon is the person addressed and that
Shulamiih is the speaker, but the consonants
admit also of the reverse, and the old Syriac
version seems actually to have read fem. suffixes.

Most of the older as well as of the more recent
interpreters, following the Masoretic text con-
ceive Shulamith to be the speaker, whilst Hitzio,
BoTTCHER (who to be sure assigns a part of the
verse to Shulamith's mother), Delitzsch, Reb-
ENST., Sanders, e/c. make her lover speak. In
favor of the latter assumption it maybe urged
1) that if Solomon were the person addressed,
the absurd sense would result of his birth under
an apple tree—a sense which is certainly not
made any more tolerable by Weisseach's sup-
position of a " temporary sojourn of Bathr-heba
in the royal gardens with a view to her coiifine-

ment;" 2) that in case thej'oung shepherd were
addressed the entire absence of any mention of
Ills mother in what precedes, would be somewhat
surprising and is not relieved by the par;;!lel3

adduced by Ewalu Gen. xxxv. 48, Bonati, vit.

virg. c. 1, etc. ; 3) that vers. G, 7 confessedly spo-
ken by Shulamith would require to be more
closely connected with ver. 5 b than they actual-
ly are, in case ver. 5 b was also spoken by her:

4) th.at the expression " travail " or " conceive "

(72n) seems fitter in the mouth of a man than

of a woman, in like manner as ym^U' when
correctly explained only appears appropriate in

the mouth of the lover. For this expression,

which we therefore read '^'j^"?!}''.^''' ^'^ ^^ shown

by its likeness to •T1"'>'J^ ver. 4, is not to be un-

derstood of a literal awakening out of sleep

(EwALD, Heiligst., IIiTzio, Vaih. ctc.) hxil of

waking a previou-ly slumliering affection, the

stirring up of love. " I waked thee " is hero
equivalent to "I excited thy love, I won thy

heart " (DoPKE, Del., IIengstexb. etc.). The
circumstance, to which Solomon here alludes, is

manifestly identical witli that described by
Shulamith ii. 8 IF. We must, therefore, imagine
tjio apjile tree to be immediately adjoining the

house of Shulami'irs mother, and probably
shading one of its windows; the following state-

ment is thus too more easily explained —There
thy mother travailed with thee, theie
travailed she that bare thee. "There,' i. e.

not precisely under the apjde tree as though the

birth had taken place in the open air (Diii'iCE),

but more indefinitely, there, where that apple

tree stands, in the dwelling shaded by it.

Ver. (5. Place me as a signet-ring upon
thy heart. This is manifestly said by Sluil.i-

mith in ardently loving response to what her

lover had said to Iier, by wliich she bail been re-

minded of the commencement of her rebition to

him. She thereupon presses familiarly and
closely to him, illustrating the meaning of her

words by a corresponding action. DPin the seal

or signet-ring (Gen. xxxviii. 18) is hero as in

Jer. xxii. 24, tiud Hag. ii. 23 (which latter pas-

sage is probably an imitation of that before us) a

symbol of close inseparable connection and most
faithful preservation, lleference is had to the

custom attested by Gen. he. cit. of wearing .sig-

net-rings on a string upon the breast as well as
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to the like custom of binding them to the arm or

right hand (see .Jer. ^oc. cit., Kcclus. xlix. 11);

nol to the use of the signet-ring for sealing, as

though the sense were "press me closely to thy

breast and in thy arms " (Hitzig), and quite

as little to the impression taken from the seal

(Herder, Dopke), or to an elegantly engraved

bracelet (Weissb.), or even to the high priest's

breastplate (Golz, Hahn, etc.) For strong as

death is love, hard as Sheol is jealousy.

The request that he would keep her firmly

and faithfully as his inalienable possession is

here based by Shulamith on a reference to the

death-vanquishing power .ind might of her love,

or rather of love (H^nx absolutely), of true

love in general. " The adjectives H-jJ^^ aud nt^j^

stand together also in Gen. xlix. 7 to designate

the passionate anger and fiery zeal of Simeon

and Levi as one which was too strong and invin-

cible to be repressed. As our poet probably (?)

had this passage in mind, he doubtlesi designed

nt;; to be understood here too of the all-con-

quering power and H^p (literally hard, resist-

ing all impressions) of the constancy of love

which bafiles every attempt to suppress or to ex-

tirpate it. The comparisons also tend to the

same conclusion; for death overcomes all things

and the nether world (hell, sheol) cannot be sub-

dued, comp. .Job vii. 9 ; Wisd. ii. 1 ; Matt. xvi. 18;

1 Cor. XV. 55." Thus Weissbach, who is sub-

stantially correct, only he goes too far perhaps,

in regarding Gen. xlix. 7 as the model, which

the poet designedly follows in this passage. On

nxjp zeal, zealous love, comp. Prov. vi. 34

;

xxvii. 4, where however the expression is used

in a bad sense of love that has cooled, jealousy.

In this passage it intensifies the idea of love, just

as "death" and " hell " stand to each other in

the relation of climax, and as "strong" {i. e.

invincible) indicates a lower degree of the pas-

sion of love than "hard, unyielding " [i. e. inex-

orable, not to be appeased, like the realm of death,

which never gives up anything that it possesses).

Comp. Hitzig in loc.—Its flames are flames

of fire, a blaze of Jehovah. On D'Sty"!

''sparks, rays, flames," comp. Job v. 7 {^P."} \J3

"sons of the flame," i. e. sparks of fire); Ps.

Ixxvi. 4 ("flashes" or "sparks of the bow,"
». e. arrows) ; Deut. xxxii. 24 ; Hab. iii. 5, etc.

Love or rather its intenser synonym HXJp (comp.

Zeph. i. 18), appears here as a brightly blazing

fire, which sends forth a multitude of sparks or

flames into the hearts of men and thus verifies

its invincible power and its inextinguishable in-

tensity. And this quality belongs to it because
it is not natural fire, but a "blaze of Jehovah,"
a flame kindled and sustained by God Himself.

Observe that the name of God is mentioned only

in this one passage of the Song, which must,

however, prove to be just the radiant apex in

the development of its doctrinal and ethical

contents (comp. Doct. and Eth. No. 2). As par-

allels to this verse may be adduced : Motanebbi

(edit. V. Hammer) p. 3

:

In the heart of the lover flames the blaze of desire

Fiercer than the flames of hell, which are but ice in compa-

38

Also Anacreon : " vlko. 6e koI ai^rjpbv nal irvp."

Likewise Theocuitus, Id. 2, 133.

• epco9 5' dpa Kal AtTraptou

IIoAAaKiS 'A(j)aicrTOi,o creAas (f>AoyepuiTepoc aiOei.

And many other expressions of Arabic, Greek
and Roman poets. See Magncs in loc.

Ver. 7. Many v^aters cannot quench love,
and rivers shall not \vashitaway. Lis here
shown more particularly in what respect love is

a divine flame, a fire greater than any kindled

by a human hand, comp. 1 Kin. xviii. 38. To
the figure of a blazing fire was readily added
that of the inability of floods of water to extin-

guish this fire, and therefore in explanation of

thi'^ new figure we need neither refer (as Hitzig

does) to Isa. xliii. 16, a passage which is differ-

ent in every respect, nor (with Vaihinqer and
others) explain the floods of water of the entice-

ments of Solomon in particular, by which he

would have turned Shulamith away from her

lover. The "rivers" (minj) do not form a

climax to the "many waters," as Holemann
supposes (see e. g. on the contrary Jon. ii. 3) ;

but in the latter case the thing chiefly regarded

is the great mass of the element hostile to fire

and iu the former its rapidity and violence.

—

If a man -were to give all the -wrealth of his

house for love, i. e. with the view of exciting

love and producing it artificially where it does

not exist. Here we might really see something

to favor the shepherd hypothesis, if a statement

of the impossibility of purchasing true love was
not appropriate in the mouth of Shulamith on our

assumption likewise. But that this is the case, may
be learned from the contrast between Shulamith's

genuine, invincibly {strong love for Solomon and
the mere semblance of love which had previously

subsisted between this king and his other wives

;

comp. the sentence referring to this very con-

trast, ii. 7 ; iii. 5 ; viii. 4, by which Shulamith

represents to the ladies of the court how im-

possible it was for them by means of their amor-
ous arts really to gain the king's heart (see on
ii. 7, p. 63). On the expression comp. Num.
xxii. 18 ; Prov. vi. 31, which latter passage was

probably drawn from this. On l?''X " a man,

any one," comp. Ex. xvi. 29. That it is here
an indefinite subject seems the more certain from
the fact that in the apodosis also a universal

statement follows with an impersonal form of the

verb (iS ITO""). Vaihinger, Holem., etc., there-

fore translate without good reason "If some
man," etc.—He would be utterly con-
temned; lit., "contemning they would contemn
him." The impersonal plural expresses, as in

the similar passage Prov. vi. 30, the universal

sentiment not merely that of those in particular

who were solicited by false love and with money.
The repetition of the verb by means of the In-

fin. absol. expresses the very high degree of con-

tempt, which such an one as is here spoken of

would encounter.

4. Second Scene.—a. Shulamith's little sis-

ter, vers. 8-10. Weissbach is alone in attempting

to point out an intimate connection between these

verses and the preceding. He says :
" AVhat

was uttered ver. 7 c, (i as a universal proposition
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(viz. that money and property have no vahie as

compared with love) is now vers. 8, 9 condition-

ally illustrated in the sister who is still young

and destitute of charms, whilst Shulamith rep-

resents herself, ver. 10, as the antithesis." As

this view can only be based on a very artificial

interpretation of vers. 8, 9, we shall have to

;ibirle hy the looser connection maintained, e. g.,

hy Delitzsch and Hahn. They suppose that

the sense expressed by Shulamith, vers. 6, 7, of

the high happiness which she possesses and en-

joys in her love for the king, reminded her of

her voun<T sister who was still debarred from

such'loviug enjoyment, and she accordingly ex-

presses her solicitude for her future conduct and

fortunes. Upon this assumption the unmistaka-

ble dramatic progress receives due acknowledg-

ment without the sundering of all connection

between the new scene which begins here and

that which preceded it, as is the c:ise, c. g., in

Umbreit's view, according to which vers. 6, 7

constitute the closing sentiment of the drama
(spoken by the poet himself) and vers. 8-14 a

twofold supplementto it. So in the similar views of

Renan, Doi'KE, Magnus (comp. above No. 1) and

no less so finally on the assumption of Douer-

LEiN, EwALi), IIeiliostedt, Meier and Rocke,

that Shulamith narrates in vers. 8, 9 what had

formerly been said by the brothers in relation to

her little sister. In opposition to this latter

opinion, according to which vers. 8, 9 are to bo

regarded as recitative, and Shulamith's own
words do not begin again until ver. 10, Delitzsch

correctly urges : "It would be vain to appeal to

iii. 2 : v. 3 to prove the possibility of this view
;

in both those passages the introduction of the

language of another without any formal indica-

tion of the fact, occurs in the course of a narra-

tive, whilst viii. 8 f. is only converted into a narra-

tive by the '' fratres aliquando dixerunl " (Heilig-

steut) understood. There is nothing to justify

such an insertion. The only seeming necessity

for it might be found invi. 9, according to which

Shulamith herself appears to be the '-little sis-

ter." It is not, however, said in vi. 9 that "Shula-

mith was the only daughter of her mother, but

only that her mother did not possess or know
her equal," (comp. in loc). HiTzio, too, em-
phatically opposes understanding the passage as

a narration, but assumes that both verses, ver. 9,

as well as ver. 8, were spoken by Shulamith's

brothers, which is contrary to the relation of the

two verses as question and answer. Neverthe-

less this assumption, shared also by Vauhnger,
especially if one brother is supposed to speak in

ver. 8, and the other in ver. 9, would be far more
tolerable than lioTTCiiER's view, which makes
Shulamith's mother put the question in ver. 8,

and one of her sons answer it in ver. 9 ; or than

the opinion of Hengstenbero that both vers. 8

and 9 were spoken by Solomon ; or than the view

of Starke, and of many of the older interpreters,

that ver. 8 belongs to Shulamith, and ver. 9 to

Solomon.
Ver. 8. We have a sister, little, and

she has (as yet) no breasts. On IDj^ "lit-

tle" in the sense of young, belonging to the

period of childhood, comp. Gen. ix. 24 ; xxvii.

16 ; 1 Kings iii. 7 ; and in relation to the breasts

as the criterion of virgin maturity, Ezek. xvi. 7.

—

What shall we do .... in the day that
she shall be spoken for? The day that a

maiden is sued for, is when she becomes of a
marriageable age. The suit was addressed in

the first instance to the father of the damsel, or

to her brothers, not directly to herself (Gen. xxxiv.

11, 18; xxiv. 50. r'r.).

Ver. 9. If she be a wall, v/e will build up-
on her a silver castle ; but if she be a
door, w^e will stop her up w^ith a cedar
board. Delitzsch correct'y paraphrases these

words : " If she opposes a firm and successful

resistance to all immoral suggestions, we will

build on her, as on a solid wall, a castle of sil-

ver, i. e., we will bestow upon her the freedom
and honor due to her virgin purity and stead-

fastness, so that she may shine forth in the land

like a stately castle on a lofty wall which is seen

far and wide. But if she is a door, i. e.., open
and accessible to the arts of seduction, we will

block her up with cedar boards, i. e., watch her

so that she cannot be approached by any sedu-

cer, nor anj' seducer approached by her."—A3
soon as we suppose the brothers to give this an-

swer respecting their younger sister, it loses the

strange or even offensive appearance which its

figures would certainly have in the mouth of

Shu'amith. Then, too, we shall not be compelled

to seek for a closer connection between this senti-

ment and the main action of the poem (as the ad-

vocates of the shepherd hypothesis do), but can
abide by the simple assumption that what is here

said, as in general, all from ver. 8 onward, is

simply designed to form a cheerful and sportive

termination of the whole matter. Least of all

need we take refuge in the over-refined view of
AVeissbach that ver. 9 is a continuation of the

language of Shulamith, who supposes two ques-

tions to be put to her by certain men respecting

her sister when marriageable, and immediately

replies to them both—so that the sentences run
thus:

.... What shall we do then in respect to our
sister when they ask about her:

(a) "Is she a wall ?"

Ans. We will build a little silver wall around
her (?);

(L) " Is she a door?"
Ans. We will construct around her (?) a ce-

dar frame (?)—

.

As to the particulars observe further: The
wall noin is not designed to set forth the idea

of lofty stature (ilOlp vii. 8). or the inifiossibility

of being scaled, but simply that of the firm re-

sistance which checks the further advance of foes

(IIiTziG correctly, vs. Weissbach).—The "castle

of silver" ']P2 j"*TP *<> ^^ built on the wall is,

of course, only to be conceived of as a small but

strong castle, tower or bulwark (comp. HTD in

Num. xxxi. 10; Ezek. xxv. 4, etc.), or if any pre-

fer as a "pinnacle" or "battlement crowning the

wall" (HiTziG, Heiligsteut, Magn., Meier,
lIoLEM.—comp. the Sept. : eTaP.f/f),—not as a

"palace" (Goltz) [so Eng. Ver.] or "habita-

tion" (Henostenberg), or "court-yard" (136tt-

1 cher), or "lowfence" (Weissbach). The mean-
' ing of the figure is admirably illustrated by HiT-

j

ziG by a reference to our proverbial form of

, speech, " He (or she) deserves to be set in gold."
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He also not inappropriately suggests an allusion

to the way that, oriental ladies to tiiis <iay decorate

thoir liead-dross with strings of silver coins or

with iiorn-lilce ornaments of embossed silver and

the like (comp. on iv. 4 above). On the con-

trary the sense" which Vaihinger would attribute

to the expression is undemonstrable and in bad

taste: "we will seek to obtain a large dowry by

her." And Weissbach's explanation is perfectly

absurd and trifling: "we will carry up a silver

wall around her, who needs no such protection."

—The door presents a fitting contrast to the wall,

because it is easily opened and admits everything

through it; an expressive emblem of unchastity

which is opjn to every amorous seduction.

"Stopping up" or " blocking " (Hrrzia: "bar-

ricading") this door with a "c^dar board" natu-

rally means a determined warding otf of those

seductive influences, and rendering all dissolute-

ness impossible by the most sedulous care. By
this is not to be understood a " fore-door or ves-

tibale door in front of the proper ^loor" (Hua),

nor a "cedar post" (Weissb.), nor a tablet to

be put on the door as an ornament (Holeji.), but

quite certainly a plank or board to be put against

the door on the inside to prevent it from turning

and opening. This board was to be of cedar,

because this wood is a particularly strong build-

ing mat3rial and not lia'ole to rot.*

Ver. 10. I was a wall and my breasts like

towers. This is evidently said by Shulamith,

wliose thoughts were turned back to her own
maiden state by her brothers' faithful care shown

for the honor and purity of her little sister.

Looking back upon this time, which now lies in

the past, she can joyfully affirm that all seduction

recoiled from her as from a solid wall, and that

no one had dared to venture an assault upon her

*rTHRUPP quotes, in opposition to tlie view above given

of this verse the language of Renan : " This interpretation

is pressed by serious ditfiiiulties. I do not insist on its vapid

and feeble character. AYe may admit contrary to all proba-

bility, that the silver battlements of which the brothers

speak might denote a sort of ornament as a recompense of

the young girl's virtue, it will still remain a trait whose

signitication is an enigma. If the brothers wish to punish

their sister in case she should commit any_ fault, why do

tiiey menace her with panels of cedar? It is evident that

tliis implies an idea of riches and lu.\ury. Battlem"nts of

silver, panels of cedar answer to one another. Neither of

these alternatives includes an idea of punishment or recom-

pense." Thrupp himself supposes it to be the language of

the bridegroom, and its meaning to be :
" We will build lier

up, and tnat in full glory, i'he walls and the doors come

into view as two of the most obvious features of every edi-

fice. As for her wall of enclosure, we will fence her around

with silver ; as for her doors, of cedar alone and of no in-

ferior wood, shall they be constructed." Burrowes: "Her
nature should be adorned with ornaments, giving more beauty

and strength than turrets of silver, or a richly carved door

of the most elegant cedar." Moody Stuart :
" They liken the

little sister to two of the principal parts of a building or tem-

ple—first, the wall without which there is no stability, no

house ; and second, the door without which there is no en-

trance to the house, and no use of it. The wall is the image

of stability on which, with its solid strength, is to be built a

silver palace for habitation and for beauty. The door is the

image of accessibleness ; but a door-way without the wooden
frame work, requires cedar boards to distinguish it from a

mere open thoroughfare." Good understands by the " silver

turrets:" " The prominent charm of an ample dowry shall

immediately be her own ;" and by the " door encased in ce-

dar :" " She shall be the graceful entrance to my favor and

friendship." Uarmeb, who supposes the little sister to be

Pharaoh's daughter espoused to Solomon, imagines that the
" wall " and the door " are emblems of the political conse-

quences of the alliance as on the one hand " a guard and

defence, giving a new security to Judaea," and on the other

opening "a free communication between Egypt and the

Jewish country."]

pure and awe-inspiring charms (her breasts as

inaccessible and hard to be scaled as towers upon

walls, comp. vii. 9 //).—Then was I in his eyes
as one that finds peace, i. e., this careful

preservation of my chastity, this keeping my
charms pure and sacred procured me his, the

king's, favor and inmost love. UvT'd " welfare,

peace," is here as in "'IplTC' t^'X Ps. xli. 10, a

synonym of jPI "favor" or npH "kindness"

(comp. I'n SSi'iO Gen. vi. 8; xix. 19; Jer. xxxL

2, as well as'^tni lOn Esth. ii. 17) and is not

without a delicate allusion to the name of Solomon.

There is also a certain refinement in the ex-

pression that Shulamith does not exactly say

iVj/ Vri'^ TlNlfn iX "then I found peace iu
T T ^-

:
• T T T

his eyes," but with a modest circumlocution:

"then was I as one (3 as in TMi2 viii. 1) that

finds peace in his eyes," then I appeared to him

worthy of his cordial affection (comp. Delitzsch

and HoLEMANN in loc). The expression contains

no allusion, therefore, to the preceding com-

parison of herself to a wall surmounted by

towers, 01' to a fortification. If the poet intended

by n)1'^ nXi'irDD Vr;0 'n^n T« to express the

moaning: "then he finally left me in peace,_ in-

stead of assailing me further," he did so in a

most strange and unintelligible manner (vs.

HiTZiGj, and to regard HOin "wall" as the

subject of nxpo "found" (Ewald, Weissbach)

will not answer on account of this word being

too remote; and such a form of speech as "a

wall or fortress finds peace— it surrenders or it

is spared," receives no conlirmation from the

Old Testament elsewhere, or from oriental liter-

ature generally.

5. Continuation.—b. Shulamith's interces-

sion FOR HER brothers, vers. 11,12.—These

difficult verses can only be explained in accord-

ance with the context, and with the whole course

and tenor of the piece, by assuming with

Delitzsch that the "vineyard of Solomon in

Baal-hamon." mentioned in ver. 11, is simply

adduced by 'way of example; that the speaker^s

"own vineyard," as in i. 6 (comp. iv. 12 if.), is

a figurative designation of herself and her

charms, which she devotes to the king; and

finally that the "keepers of its fruit" (ver. 12 b)

is a designation of her brothers, the faithful and

zealous guardians of her innocence ;
and conse-

quently the whole must betaken to bean interces-

sion of Shulamith on behalf of her brothers. This

intercession fitly connects itself with their tender

care for her little sister, just now manifested

;

and it likewise refers back in a suitable manner

to the mention before made of her brothers,

i. 6, and thus helps to bring about a terminatiou

of the whole, in which everything shall be satis-

factorily adjusted and harmonized. We there-

fore reiect the following divergent explanations

of this'brief section: 1) Shulamith declares that

she has herself guarded her virgin innocence

better than Solomon his vineyard in Baal-hamon,

whose keepers had secretly retained, besides the

fruit two hundred shekels for themselves; she

therefore needs no other keepers, not even the

guardianship of her bro:hers (Herder, Umbkeit.
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DiiPKE, HiTziG, Rocke). 2) ShulaDiiili protests

that she Jisdaiu.s all tlie wealth and the treasures

of Solomon, which, like his vineyard in Baal-

liauion, he is obliged to entrust to the guardian-
ship of others ; her vineyard, i. e., her innocence

and virtue is under her own control, and in this

possession of hers she has enough (Dathh,

llOSENJIUKLLER, EWALD, IIlilLIGSTE t>T, elc). 8)

Shulamith triumphantly relates thai Solomon

offered her the rich vineyard at Baal-hanion,

whither she had been carried to his pleasure-

palace, with all its produce, and the entire park

as her own property, if she would be his; he

was even willing to release her from the payment
of the two hundred shekels due to each of its

keepers; but she had renounced the whole for

the sake of her lover, wlio now, as her own
chosen viueyard(!) stood before her (Vaiiiingi:!!).

4) Shulamith moans to say, Solomon must have

Jiis distant vineyard in Caal-hamon kept for liim,

and must therefore pay away considerable of its

proceeds ; but she, on the contrary, kept her own
vineyard, that is to say Solomon (!), herself, and
hence possessed his love alone without b?ing

obliged to share it with others (Holemanx).

5) Sludamith intends by Solomon's vineyard in

Baal-haiUDU her.'iclf, and by her own viue^-ard

the shepherd, her lover; she moans to say,

Solomon did indeed get Shulamith into his power
at Shulem (==Baal-hamon), and offered her one
thousand shekels by each of the ladies of the

court as her keepers; but he may keep this

money, for her proper keeper, the shepherd,

now stands before her again (Meier). 6) Shula-

mith means to say that Solomon, who has let out

his vineyard to keepers, receives as the owner
one thousand silvcrlings in cash from each
keeper, whilst the keepers retain for their pay
five times as much in fruit = five thousand
shekels. But Shulamith, Avho keeps her own
vineyard, i. e., herself with all her personal
charms, and consequently might, as botli owner
and keeper, retain the entire produce for herself,

gives the use of the fruit, consequently the five

parts, in this case ^ 1000 (!) to Solomon, and
only retains for herself as keeper the 200, i. e.,

the possession; the usufruct shall be his, she
will only be the keeper of her vineyard (Weiss-
bach). 7) Solomon's vineyard in Baal-hamon
denotes the kingdom of God founded in the midst
of the world, in the midst of the savage masses
of heathen population. The keepers of this vine-

yard are the several Christian nations, each of

which has to pay one thousand shekels to the

heavenly Solomon as the proiluct of his labor.

Each must therefore produce as much fruit as

the people of Israel, the tenants of the vineyard
mentioned, ver. 12, which forms one part of the
great vineyard of the Church. Each people
then receives in return ft reward of grace of two
hundred shekels, that is to say, a fifth part of
the produce of his portion ; and the people of

Israel receives no more, comp. Matt. xx. 1-lG
(riFNOSTENnERG). 8) Solomon's vineyard at

Baal-hamon denotes the Church of the Lord in

the midst of the world. Its keepers are the

prophets, apostles, pastors and teachers of

Christendom, to whom two-tenths (twice as

much, therefore, as under the Old Testament)
shall be given as a reward of grace for their

faithful raising of fruit, or for their leading
many thousand souls to the heavenly Solomon
(Calov, Michael., Marck., Bekleb. Bib., and
in general most of the old allegorists). 9) The
vineyard at Baal-hamon denotes the Gentile
world generally, Shulamith's vineyard, ver. 12,

.Japhetic gentilism as one half of this Gentile
world, the two hundred silverlings the spiritual

peace granted by the king to Japhetic humanity
in regard for their loving submission to him,
etc.* (Hah\).

Ver. 11. Solomon has a vineyard in Baal-
hamon. Baal-hamon is, without doubt, the place
not far from Dothaim in the south of the trilje of
Issachar, which is called Be/.aixuv or Ba/.a/iuv, Ju-
dith viii. 3, a locality therefore not very remote
from Shuuem. It derived its name from the Syro-

Egyptian god, Amnion |1Dn (^Jl'OX Jer. xlvi. 25),

Avliich may have been worsliipped there, just as

Baal-gad (Josh. xi. 17; xii. 7, etc.) was named
from Gad, the well-known Babylonish god of for-

tune. Baal-hamon scarcely signifies " the popu-
lous" (VuLG., AVeissb., etc.), and it is still more
improbable that it is to be identified, as many
of the older writers assumed, with Baalbec in

Coele-Syria (where vineyards could hardly ever
have flourished), or with Hammon, ji^n. Josh,

xix. 28, or with Baalgad, Josh. xi. 17, etc. But
if that locality near Sliuncm is intended, it by no
means follows that Shulamith had been carried

off to just that spot by Solomon, and detained
there for some time as a prisoner in a pleasure-

palace of the king, as Vaih. strangely supposes.

l}ut Shulamith only names this vineyard as an
instance very near her home of a royal property
let out on high rent, in order afterwards to il-

lustrate by it her relation to the king as well as

to her brothers.—He committed the vine-
yard to the keepers^/, e., to several at once,

amongst whom the piece of ground was parcelled

out in greater or smaller portions. That these

* [OooB finds in these verses a request made of Solomon by
his royal bride that he would "consign the estate which,
jirior to her marriage, she had possessed in Baal-hamon, and
wliioh now appertained to himself as a part of the dowry
^Ue h.il brought liini, to her younger and unendowed sister."

I5URR0WES :
" While Solomon's tenants were obliged to pay

the stipulated rent, the spouse speaks of a vineyard which
was her own, but which she would nevertheless so keep un-
der her own control and management, as to be able while
paying the keepers equitable wages, to offer yearly to the

liing a thousand pieces of silver as a testimonial of her love."

MooDV Stuart: "Solomon is the Messiah, and Baal-hamon
is no doubt either Joni'salom or the land of Israel. The vine-

yard was let to keepers, who were to render its fruits to the

king—they were to render them, but the silence as to the ful-

(ilmciit implies that the covenant was not kept. The New
Tistanient church now declares, that by the Lord's grant the

vineyard is hers, anil undertakes, through grace, that she

will never lose sight of it. She further engages to assign to

those who labor in it a suitable and moderate maintenance,
and allots ' two hundred pieces of silver to those that keep
the fruit of it.' At the same time she promises that the

full revenue shall only be the Lord's, and that she will

never attempt, like her jiredecessor, to claim the vineyard

as her own." The same author also calls attention to the
" remarkable agreement between this passage and the i-ef-

erenco to the Lonl's vineyard, in the fifth chajiter of I.saiah,"

and adds: "The Song of Solomon was evidently much m
the mind of Isaiah, and he refers to it more or less directly

in every page of his prophecies." This last statement is

verilied through several pages filled with j>a.ssages from
Isaiali, which bear more or less affinity in language or

ideas to expressions in the Song of Solomon. The inter-

esting relation thus suggested as existing between these two
books, has its importance in determining the estimate put
upon the Song of Solnmon, and the interjiretation given to

it in Old Testament times and by inspired men.

—

Tr.J
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keepers rented tlie property is shown by what
follows.—Bach was to bring for its fruit a
thousand of silver— /. c, a tliousand shekels

of silver. From the high rent may be inferred

the productiveness of the property ; for that its

annual yield corresponded to the agreement is

certainly presupposed, as well as that a part of

the produce of his piece annually remained for

each tenant—that is, on an average, about two

hundred shekels (see ver. 12).

Ver. 12. My vineyard, my own, is before
me

—

i. e., I take charge myself of my own vine-

yard, viz., of myself and my womanly charms, of

myself as an object of men's admiration and

courtship. Since I came to maturity, I have

been my own keeper, and have with entire free-

dom transferred to my royal husband this right

of mine to dispose of myself. I have no longer

any other keepers but him, who is one with me
(comp. on i. 6, p. uG).—-The thousand is

thine, O Solomon, and two hundred for

the keepers of its fruic—/. c, the jutire pro-

ceeds are due to thee ; I remain wholly thine own
with all that I am and have. But they who kept

my fruit, i. e., my innocence and virtue, before I

was thine, should not go empty away. These

trusty brotherly guardians of my maidenhood,
who once watched over me as they now faithfully

and sedulously watch over our little sister (ver.

9), must be commended to tliy love and favor, as

in my heart they hold the next place after thee.

—This explanation, it is true, does not completely

remove all difficulties ; but it involves fewer
doubtful and forced assumptions than the other

attempted explanations adduced above.

6. Conclusion.— c. The cheerful pleasantry
AND SINGING OF THE ROYAL COUPLE, vers. 13, 14.

These two concluding verses contain, according

to Herder, the fragment of a conversation ; ac-

cording to Umbreit the serenade of a young man
from the city with the answer of his lady-love in

the country ; according to Dopke a " small duet

"

belonging to the initial period of Shulamith's love,

and here appended by the poet; according to

Magnus, a glossed and mutilated fragment of a

love-song ; while most of the advocates of the

shepherd hypothesis see in it a colloquy between
the lover and Shulamith, consisting of an invita-

tion to sing on the part of the former, and a

song of a roguish and playful character, which
Shulamith thereupon sings (Ewald, Hitzig, Vai-
hinger, etc.). This last view evidently has the

most in its favor on account of the recurrence of

'JJ^''Ip2/n "let me hear," from ii. 14, and the un-

mistakable resemblance of the song in ver. 14
to ii. 17 (and partly also to ii. 15). Only there

is no reason to suppose the person, who invites

her to sing and whom Shulamith addresses in her

Bong as "in "my beloved," to be a young shep-

herd. The epithet which he bestows upon her,

"thou that dwellest in the gardens," makes it

seem far more likely that he was a citizen of rank,

and even resident in a palace, a man of royal

race exalted greatly above her station in life.

But little reason as there is to regard another
than Solomon as the "beloved" who speaks in

ver. 13 and is then addressed in the sprightly

little song, there is quite as little for assigning

this occurrence with Hitziq to a period conside-

rably later than the one recorded just before, or
for assuming with Bottcheu that the bridegroom,
in quitting the merry engagement feast in the
house of Shulamith's mother, wanted to hear one
more song from his bride before he left her for

the last brief interval prior to the celebration of
their marriage. Delitzsch and Weissbach un-
derstand the passage correctly, only the latter

preposterously imagines the locality of the action

here as in the final section generally to be the

royal palace in Jerusalem (comp. p. 127).

—

Thou that dwellest in the gardens.—Lite-

rally, "thou sitting in the gardens," i. e., thou
resident in gardens, who art opposed to living in

populous cities and splendid palaces (comp. i. 16

f.; iv. 6 ; v. 7 ; vii. 12 ff.). Solomon here evi-

dently means to allude with pleasant raillery to

the fact that his beloved, who had so often before

exhibited her longing for the gardens and mea-
dows of her home, was now exactly in her ele-

ment, and ought therefore to be in the best of

moods.—Companions are listening for thy

voice; let me hear it.—The C'^^H "compa-

nions" are, according to jMagnus, "neighbors,"

or "the family;" according to Hufnagel, "fe-

male friends;" according to Moldenh., Ewald,
Ren., etc., "bridemen" (des paranymphcs, Re-
nan); according to Vaihinger, " shepherds, fel-

low-pasturers ;" according to Weissbach, Solo-

mon himself, who here jestingly represents him-
self as a shepherd, or rather in the plural as

"shepherds!" and finally, according to Herder,
Hua, Delitzsch, "playmates" or "youthful as-

sociates " of Shulamith. This last view has most
in its favor ; only it is a matter of course that the

companions of Shulamith's youth were likewise

those of her brothers ; they are consequently in all

likelihood shepherds and country people from Shu-
nem and its vicinity. They were probably, there-

fore, the same as the speakers in ver. 5 a of this

chapter; on the contrary they are not the compan-
ions of Solomon (comp. V. 1), of whom Shulamith

spoke i. 7 (vs. Ewald).
Ver. 14. Flee, my beloved. The words

sound like sending ofiT, or if any prefer "scaring

away" or at least "urging out into the open

ground " (Delitzsch). They do not, however,

by any means express seriously intended coy-

ness, as is shown by the very form of the address

nn "my beloved." They rather invite to

hasten and range with the singer over the moun-
tains and plains as is shown by what follows.

m3 is not, however, exactly equivalent to

"hasten, up!" as is maintained by Vaihinger
.and Weissbach, who refer to Num. xxiv. 11,

Isa. XXX. 16, etc. For even in these passages, as

well as in Gen. xxvii. 43 ; Am. vii. 12, the pri-

mary signification of this verb "to flee" is

clearly apparent. Ewald arbitrarily : the mean-
ing is that "he should cut across, leave his com-
panions and not stay opposite to her but hasten

to her side," etc.—And be like a gazelle, etc.

comp. on ii. 17. In place of the "mountains of

separ.ation" or "cleft mountains" there men-
tioned we here have balsam mountains or "heights

of scented herbs " (Weissbach), which to be sure

are meant in a different sense from iv. 6. Shula-

mith here calls by this name the mountains and

hills of her home (comp. ii. 8) because they were
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just then in the season of spring or early summer
covered with fragrant flowers of ail sorts and ac-

cordingly filled with balmy odors (comp. ii. 1-

f., vi. 11).—On the import of tliis verse as the

conclusion of the entire poem, comp. Delitzsch,

p. l.jo: "Amid the cheerful notes of tliis song

we lose sight, of the pair rambling over the

flowery heights, and the graceful spell of the

Song of Songs, which bounds gazelle-like from one

scene of beauty to another, vanishes with them."

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The allegorical exegesis is in this section

less able than ever to bring all into a form pos-

sessin'T unity and regular structure, and to reach

really°ccrtain results, as tlie attempts above ex-

hibited (p. 132) to give an allegorical explanation

of vers. 11, 12 iiave evinced. Not only in this

passage but in other parts of this section this

mode of interpretation shows a very great multi-

plicity and divergence of opinions among its

various advocates. The "little sister," ver. 8 f

.

is by some made to denote the fii-st-fruits of Jews

and Gentiles received into the church immedi-

ately alter the ascension of Christ (Cassioi>ords,

Beza, GiiEGOiiY, Rupert v. Deutz, etc.); by

others the entire body of the Jews and Gentiles

yet to be converted (IIeuniscu, Rei,\harp,

Rambacu, likewise IIaiin, who refers it par-

ticularly to " Hamitic Gentilism"); by others

the weak in faith and young beginners in Chris-

tianity belonging to every period of the church in

their totality (.Marck., Berleb. Bib., Starke);

and finally by others the daughter of Zion at the

time of the first beginnings of her conversion to

the heavenly Solomon (Hengst. and others).

" The wall and the door," ver. 9, are indeed

mostly understood of the steadfast and faithful

keeping of the word of God and of its zealous pro-

clamation to the Gentiles (according to 1 Cor. xvi.

9, etc.) ; but some also explain them of the valiant

in faith and the weak in faith, or of the learned

and simple, or of faithful Christians and such as

are recreant and easily accessible to the arts of

seduction. And then according to these various

interpretations the "silver bulwarks" are now
the miracles of the first witnesses of Jesus, now
the distinguished teachers of the church, now
pious Christian rulers, now the testimonies of

Holy Scripture by which faith is strengthened,

etc. And again by the "cedar board" are some-

times understood the ten commandments or the

law, sometimes Christian teachers, sometimes the

examples of the saints, sometimes the salutary

discipline of the cross and suff"erings for Christ's

sake, etc. (comp. Starke in loc). By the "com-
panions" or "associates" who listen for the

voice of the bride, ver. 13, Piscator in all seri-

ousness understands God the Father, the Son

and the Holy Ghost; whilst the followers of

Cocceius for the most part referred it to the

angels; some of them, however, to true Chris-

tians ; and the two most recent interpreters of this

class suppose that the Gentile world before the

time of Christ is intended by the expression, but

with this difference that one (Hahn) has in mind

chiefly the Gentiles as hostile to revelation, the

other (Hengstenberq) as kindly disposed to the

people of God and His revelation.

2. It is apparent from the exegetical explana-
tions given above, that this divergence in the
allegorical exegesis is matched by an equal va-

riety of opinions and uncertain guess-work on
the part of the merely historical interpreters of

this chapter ; and in fact it is scarcely jsossible by
even the most cautious procedure to arrive at

perfectly certain results in respect to the mean-
ing and the connection of the sentences of tbis

section with their fragment-like brevity and ob-
scurity. This, however, ouly makes it the more
necessary with a view to its practical applica-

tion to adhere to its leading and most perspicuous
passage which formulates the fundamental
thought not only of the closing act, but of the

entire poem with solemn emphasis and with an
elevation and pathos of language purposely
rising to a climax. We mean the spirited enco-
mium contained in vers. 6 and 7 of love between
man and woman as a mysterious divine creation,

and a power superior to death, Shulamith"s
exalted panegyric of conjugal and wedded love,

the culminating point of the entire poem, au'l

the only true key to its meaning according to

the unanimous assumptions of interpreters of

all schools. Delitzsch (p. 182 f.) has given the

best exposition of the thought contained in this

leading passage, which has in it the gist of the
whole matter: " Shulamith herself here declares

how she loves Solomon and how she wishes to

be loved by him. This spontaneous testimony
discloses to us the intermingling of human free-

dom and of divine necessity in true love between

man and woman. Love is a H'' n^n?!!/, aflame

kindled by God Himself. Man cannot produce it

in himself, and though he employ all his wealth
for the purpose, he cannot kindle it in others.

She is speaking, of course, of true love, which is

directed to the person and not to any mere
things. Man cannot create this love by his own
agency. It is an operation of God—a divine
flame, which seizes upon a man like death with
irresistible power, and can neither be quenched
nor extinguished by any calamity or by any hos-
tile force. There is thus evinced in true love an
inevitable and invincible power of divine neces-
sity. But this divine necessity has for its other
side human freedom. It is the inmost and truest

ego of a man, from which this divine flame of love

blazes forth. Whilst a man becomes a lover by a
resistless divine energy, the lover's passionate de-
sire for the possession of the beloved object is as
vehement and inflexible as the resistless and all-

devouring grave. The lover loves because he must,
but love is at the same time his most pleasurable
volition, a return of love his most ardent desire.

Smitten with love to Shulamith Solomon exclaims:

How beautiful and how comely art thou, love,

among delights (vii. 7) ; and smitten with love

to Solomon Shulamith prays : Place me as a sig-

net upon thy heart, as a signet ring upon thine

arm (viii. 6)." In this declaration of Shulamith,
which gathers up all the main elements in the

idea of wedded love and experience, and accord-
ingly formulates the fundamental thought of the

entire poem there is no allusion indeed to the

blessing of children as the resplendent consum-
mation of the wedded communion of man and
wife, as also no express mention is made of
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thi.s matter elsewhere throughout the piece.

For to see an allusion to it in what Shulasnith

says, viii. 12, of the "thousand" due to her
husband from the produce of his vineyard, would
evidently be forced and arbitrary. But De-
LiTzscH properly remarks in relation to this

omission of an apparently essential pai'ticular

:

" The author of Canticles has avoided everything,

which would look to an externalizing of the re-

lation, which he describes. He makes no men-
tion of children ; for a marriage in which the

parties who conclude it are not an end to each
other, but merely a means for obtaining posterity,

does not correspond to its idea. Children are

by divine blessing the sparks which result, when
the flames of two souls flash into one. The lat-

ter is the main thing in marriage." It is also a

delicate feature of great psychological as well

as aesthetic value, that Shulamith, the chaste

and pure-minded maiden, though silent re-

specting the blessing of children, mentions in-

stead with tender love and solicitude her little

sister and her brothers, the same who had pre-

viously been angry with her and treated her
harshly (i. 6), and consults with her brothers

respecting the future of the former and in her
intercession with her royal husband lays to heart

the future of her brothers. This overplus of love,

which with all the ardent fervor of her devotion

to her husband, she still preserves for her own
family (see viii. 12) ; this touching sisterly love,

which is essentially identical with her faithful

and pious filial devotion to her mother repeat-

edly shown in the previous portion of the Song;
this combined with her gladsome, cheery, play-

ful disposition, which expresses itself in her
concluding words, adds the finishing touch,

sweetly transfiguring this noble picture which
the poet would sketch of her character as the

ideal of a bride and of a youug wife, and by
which—an unconscious organ of the Holy Spirit

—he has set forth the idea and mystery of mar-
riage itself as a sacred and divine institution.

3. From this luminous and revered female
figure tliere proceeds a transfiguring radiance,

in which the form of her royal husband, the

enthusiastic admirer and spirited singer of her
love and her loveliness also shines with a clear

and pleasing light. But yet for the sake of a
complete and thoroughly correct typical estimate

of the transaction, the sad truth must not be left

out of the account, that the bond of love so

purely and holily regarded by her was neverthe-

less at last desecrated and broken by him. For
that this was the case, can scarcely be doubted
from the manner in which both the historians

of the Old Testament record the final fortunes

of Solomon and the end of his life (1 Kin. xi.

1-43, 2 Chron. ix. 22-31). Of a sincere and
permanent conversion of this monarch to a God-
fearing and virtuous walk in the evening of his

days neither the book of Kings nor Chronicles
has anything to relate, the latter of which would
scarcely have omitted to note a similarity in the
life of Solomon to that of Manasseh in this

respect. That no proof can be drawn from the
book of Ecclesiastes for this view, a favorite one
with many of the older theologians, the intro-

duction to this book may teach us (§ 4). We
must stand by the assumption confirmed by 1 Kin.

xi. and contradicted by no other testimony, that
the unhappy king afterwards proceeded from
that stage of polygamous degenei-acy indicated
in this Song, especially in vi. 8, to still grosser
extravagances in this direction, and thus at last

filled up the measure of his sins, and brought
upon himself and upon his house the corresponding
judgment beginning with the revolt of Jeroboam.
He must accordingly have deeply wounded Shula-
mith's heart by a speedy return to the criminally
voluptuous and idolatrous manners of his court
and have repaid her love so pure and ardent
with base infidelity. This deplorable condition
of things casts a light not very creditable to him
upon his relation to his antitype in the history
of redemption, the Messiah. Love for the purest
and best of the daughters of his people, whom
he adorned with the crown royal and raised from
an humble station to the throne of David, could
not permanently purify and hallow the earthly
Solomon and rescue him from the abyss of crime
into which he was in danger of sinking. The
heavenly Solomon, on the contrary, must labori-

ously lift the Church, which He is gathering to

Himself from amongst mankind, step by step to

the luminous elevation of His own holiness and
truth ; He must have great indulgence for her
weakness, must pardon her many relapses into

her old walk of sin, must absolutely despair of

presenting His bride perfectly pure, without spot

or wrinkle, so long as she remains in this present
world. In the Old Testament type, therefore,

wa find a sad contrast between the fidelity of the

wife and the unfaithfulness of her husband. Of
the Messianic archetype, on the other hand, it is

written vviih perfect truth: " Though we be un-
faithful, yet He abideth fixithful ; He cannot
deny Himself" (2 Tim. ii. 13). In the type no
really pure, complete and durable realization of

the idea of marriage is reached, bat the natural

relation existing for a time is only too speedily

perverted to its opposite by the fault of the hus-
band. In the fulfilment of the type it is the

husband, the new Adam, the Son of Man who
came down from heaven and yet is essentially in

heaven (John iii. 13), who not merely concludes

the marriage covenant with mankind, but like-

wise preserves, confirms, refines and conducts it

step by step to its ideal consummation, which is at

the same time the palingenesia and perfection of

humanity. To our human consciousness this

parallel, which strictly carried out leaves scarcely

more than a faint glimmer of resemblance be-

tween the type and the archetype, has in it

something deeply humiliating. But it may never-

theless operate to the strengthening of faith in

our heart, for it points us to the one divine

helper and physician, who heals all our diseases;

it drives us into the arms of the one mediator

and comforter, who is rich in mercy unto all

them that call upon Him; it encourages us to

childlike confidence in the heavenly author and
finisher of our faith, whose grace worketh all in

all according to His word of promise (John v. 15;

Phil. i. 6; ii. 12, etc.).

Wa love no end nor measure knows.
No change can turn its course,

Immutably the same it flows.

From one eternal source.
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